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Brings This

BedOutfH
Bed, Spring

Weight

Size

70x80 Inches

4 Pounds

and Mattress Complete

Just to prove that this is the most amazing, unbeatable bargain ever offered,
r.e
will send, with your order for the bed outfit, the above described fine
ool finish Blanket, absolutely FREE. Not a penny of additional cost above
ice of bed outfit alone. Send only $1.00. Then enjoy 30 nights of restful
sleep upon the most comfortable bed you ever slept in—

FREE AND AT OUR

ABSOLUTELY

RISK.

If

not satisfied, send it back and we
will refund your $1.00 and pay transportation charges both
ways. If you keep it, our small monthly payments give you

Nearly a Year to Pay!
—
Note
—

the solid construction the durability of this outfit
the amazingly low price and easy terms! Nothing now
on the market to compare with it!
Full size, with massive 2-inch
continuous steel tubing.
Stands rigid
never leans toward center. Head 50 in. high; foot 34 in.
Fillers and cross bottom rods, V/ex% in. Beautiful Gold Bronze Vernis

—

finish.

Spring — Flexible, Easy to Sleep On
Strong, durable, flexible; distributes weight of body in any position.
Interlaced fabric, famous Garvy wishbone link style,
Reversible and of good quality. Heavy layer of cotton
AVntf
felt on top and bottom.
Woven stripe ticking, 2-row
Stitched edge and strong tufts. A mattress for downright sleeping comfort.

Office
»"«*«•
OOO

Order by No. 160EMA33.
outfit.

FREE

Bargain
Catalog

Mail us a postal for this great book — it will
save you many dollars.
It will give you
thousands of practical hints on how to make
your home more comfortable and beautiful.
368 pages filled with stunning bargains

—

M

in furniture, rugs, linoleum, stoves, ranges,

silverware,

watches,

tmm

washing masewing machines, aluminum ware,
dishes,

Dotl
Pncr Oieef
C^Aaf OeO
2 -in rOSW

Martin

Price only $24.50 for complete
Balance $2.50 monthly.

Send only $1.00.

p——.368-Page Book

chines,

HARTMAN FURNITURE & CARPET

phonographs, gas en-

Dept.5152>

gines.creamseparators,
etc. Hundreds of articles to select

from — 30

days' free trial on anything you send for

—

final

every thingsoldonHartman's easy monthly

payment

plan.

Postal

or letter brings

it free.

CO,
Chicago, III.

Enclosed hnd fcl.OO. Send the Bed Outfit No. 160EMA33,
Bed, Spring, Mattress and FREE Blanket. I am to have
30 days' free trial. If not satisfied, will ship it back and
you will refund my Si. 00 and pay transportation charges
both ways. If I keep it, I will pay §2.50 each month until
full price, $24.60, is paid.
Title remains with you until

payment

is

made.

Name-

"Let Hartman Feather
YOUR Nest"

Street Address.

R. F. D.

HARTMAN

FURNITURE & CARPET CO.
Dept.

5152

CHICAGO,

ILL.

I

I

Town.
State Your

I

Occupation and Color.

State.

Advertising Section
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All
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fpat\oi
lot of

in

in catalogs

of

for

aches and even bitterness, because
matter who you are or where you
live
no matter what your circumstances may
be or how little or how much you spend cn
clothes, I think I can make it all a little pleasanter, easier and more satisfactory in the fu-

it

all

seems

No

Whatever dreams of stylish clothes you
here is an opportunity to make ycur
dream come true. However much you have ever
admired some woman of your acquaintance for
the clothes she wears, here is an opportunity for
you without trouble or bother or extra expense
ture.

may have,

to put yourself in

her place.

seems more

like a fairy tale than
anything else you can imagine. It may seem
almost too good to be true, but I have been doing
this for years. Hundreds of thousands of women
all over America return to me season after season for all their clothes needs. I never go back
on a promise. I guarantee every statement I make.
It

On

this page I show you a perfectly lovely
model in one of the season's newef: fashions, ex-

gem

cprisitely tailored in all wool Poiret Twill. It is a
of a style. And a3 you examine it on the fashion figure
wonder
yoa
you would look in her place. I'd
love to actually nut voo in her place without promise

may

would give

this

pare just as

Pin a Dollar
to the Coupon
For

just

one dollar with

yourrequest. 1*11 send you this
dress, postage prepaid, in your

proper

size,

to

examine as

carefully as yon please, to try
on to your heart's content.
The dollar that you send me
brings the dres3 delivered
to your home withoutone
further penny's outlay,
without the bother of any
C. O. D., without even a

:

.

-.

thought of money until
you want it
; you decide
and to keep it. /

|

All Spring

If you find you would rather return it do so
without question. 1*11 refund your dollar at once. I'll
also pay the return express. Money is the last thing
you really need to worry about, because if you are delighted, you can pay balance of my bargain price almost
as yoa please. I want you to spread the cost over all
this Spring and Summer, taking a full six months,
paying little by little in small sam3, evenly divided,
coming a month apart.

My whole business is conducted in exactly the
same manner as this one exampie.

A Post

Card Brings

My Free

This advertisement

Style
is

Book

intended simply as an

example of my styles, my prices, my credit and my
Mt newest Style Book show3 thousands of beau-

tifol fashions, wonderfully comDlete deDartments in
all lines of women's wear, as weil as for the boys. little
girls, misses and infants. It is by far the finest and
biggest book I have ever issued. It is nearly double
the size of former seasons.

how

me no end of pleasure to send
charming dress to try on, to examine and commuch as yon please. My bargains are my
pride. I am especially proud of this value. The matter
of style has always been second nature to me, and I
am glad to submittals modelasanexample of thethousands shown in my latest and most beautif ui style book.
It

Ml

And Summer to Pay

All Selections Sent
Prepaid on Approval

or obligation, without expense or risk of any sort to you.

you

Price$13.85

terms.

One Example Among Thousands
little

at beautiful styles
usually ends in heart
so far beyond our reach.

Take

;

Poiret Twill Dress

E5C10 ll;88^S3° pon

No.

fun
window shopping and looking
MOST women and amagazines.
But
most
us such fun
find

Wool

I show directly below an exquisite little fashion
that I'd like to send yoo for just a dollar deposit, postage prepaid. The fab ic is guaranteed to be all wool
Poiret Twill exceptionally tailored. It is effectively set
off with an all aroond Bertha collar of dainty lace. Elbow length bell sleeves have attractive knife pleated
coffs. A distinctive all aroond narrow self material
belt, falling in streamers in front, is ornamented with
fancy cot steel bartons. Side panels, pleated to match
coffs, drop loosely from the belt at sides to below the
hem of skirt. Yoke underlining of good grade satin
finish cotton that wears excellently. Dress closes at
sides with snaD fasteners.
Color: Navy blue only. Sizes : 34 to 44 bo=t measure.

With it, for a dollar ortwo you can make every
dress dream come true. Everything will be sent
you postage prepaid on approval. There will
*never be any embarrassment or red tape. 1 always allow a full half year to pay.
This being
greatest book. I
anticipate a much larger demand
than ever before, so pl-?ase ask
for your cony eirly. A plrin
letter ora postcard is enough.

^

my

Here Are a Few Departments:
Aprcns

Corsets

Millinery

Suits

Baby Needs Dresses

Raincoats

Sweaters

Bathrobes
Bloomers

Petticoats

Underwear

Shoes

Waists

Children's

and Boys*

Wear

Furs
Gloves
Hair

Skirts

Goods
Hosiery

Wraps

Kim on as

Coats

Lingerie

*

Hi

W/A

Martha Lane Adams Co.
3921 Mosprat Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

enclose SI.
Send me on ap.
proval postage prepaid All Wool
Poiret Twill Dress No. E5C10. Size
»m
with tho dress. I can return
not
delighted
If I
Otherwise I will pay easy
it and get my SI back.
terms. $2.00 monthly onti! total pries, S13.85,
I

is

paid.

Name
Address
City

Vol.
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The name

that earned fame through
thousands of hours of wonderful entertainment
^"^HE name that means better pictures to

program

Kl? the people who see pictures for entertainment and the people who exhibit pic-

has in

tures for a living.

Back of the name and the fame are an intense ideal and much the largest organization
the industry. An ideal expressed by
high standards of production in every Paramount ^Picture an organization unique in
power, finance and personnel,

Not founded on just a few successes but
on more than a thousand, over years.
Successes such as the great pictures of
Paramount's famous 41 released during the

months "Manslaughter," "Blood
and Sand," "The Old Homestead," "To Have
and To Hold," "Back Home and Broke,"
"Clarence," "The World's Applause."
Today no good theatre will make up its
past six

until

store.

store for

1

it

knows what Paramount

And what Paramount

923 outshines anything

has in

in the past!

m

—

— and yet, you may miss the benefits unyou choose your pictures by the brand
name Paramount! An unromantic thing, per-

less

haps, but

what

thrilling results

it

ensures!

{paramount S*ictur&s
show
If it's

a Paramount Picture

it's

the best

in

towni

—
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•

to questions of our readers.

COMING ATTRACTIONS
Picture-Play has prepared a dazzling program for its readers. Beautiful pictures of the
interesting layouts that keep you informed of who's who and what's what in
favorite players
the film world; interviews that captivate by their frankness and the glimpse they give into a
world of magic and of mystery; articles that exalt the really fine achievements in motion pictures and make you chuckle at the incongruities, general news, and observations on all angles
of the motion-picture world.
Some of next month's big features are:

—

Nazimova Looks Back

at the

Films

Just before her latest film, "Salome," had its sensational opening in New York, Alia
Nazimova chatted with Malcolm Oettinger and made many trenchant comments on cross currents of the film world.
Coming from the star who. of all, has dared most just at the time
of the launching of her most sensational picture
this article is one of the most interesting

—

—

and

significant that ever

appeared

in

a fan magazine.

Along Came Ruth
For one day a New York girl's dreams
came true. She visited the Famous PlayersLasky film studio and met Alice Brady, Leatrice Joy, and several others.
She tells about
her experiences in original and diverting fashion.

many

There
by Edwin

Schallert, in

own

department.

Folks Around the Studio
Some

and caustic pen portraits
of typical people in motion pictures, written
by a prominent studio executive who knows
them well. Here are the idiosyncrasies of
temperament, exposed in ruthless fashion.
intimate

other interesting articles: "Why Is Screen Acting So Different?"
which some of the film players' difficulties before an audience are explained; a glimpse at Hollywood's bohemia, with Gordon Gassaway; "Would You Know Lon
Chancy?" by Myrtle Gebhart, a fascinating personality sketch of one of the most admired and
least known of our actors.
And, as usual, there will be the departments that regularly delight our readers
Hollywood comment, "Over the Teacups," "The Observer," and the fans'
will

be

—

letter

Advertising Sectiox

How I Make *522
Every Spate Evenin
rAnd Have the Best
Times of My Life
T

seems almost too good to be true."
"A few months ago it
Mabel.
took our entire salaries brother Harrys and mine to keep the home together
and to keep mother comfortable. We dressed
so plainly that we didn't care to "visit." and
we couldn't afford the cheapest of amuseAn occasional trip to the movies
ments.
said

I

represented our limit.
"Now all this is changed. We have all
the spare money we need to buy the things
we want. Why. we've even made our home
as pretty as any home in this town.

began one day when Harry came
He was more
supper an hour late.

"It all

into

"

'I
ever seen him before.
stopped at Jack Harig's on the way, home.'
he fairlv shouted, 'and say. he's a wiz on the
Saxophone! He's just had it a short time,
but he can certainly make that thing talk.
He's found a way to learn music that is the
quickest, easiest, most fascinating way ever
He says there's no excuse for
heard of.
anyone not being a musician, now that it s
been made so easy. He learned so quickly
that before even his best girl knew about it
he took his saxophone down to her house
and gave her family a bang-up entertain-

excited than

from our
music. For in a very
short time, when I
could read almost
anything, modern or

benefits

—

—

Yd

ment!

Quickest Method Ever Known
" "He said he learned through a print-andpicture method that took all the hard work
Yet he learned real
out of learning music.
notes the same kind every musician uses;
no figures, trick music or any other stunts!
Instead of practising a lot of
consisted
scales, his practice

—

of real music. Learning in this
way. he says, was ""fun" not

work!'

"You can
What Harry

guess the rest.
said opened up a
vision of endless pleasure.
astonishing,
investigated
this
new
magical,
almost
easy,

We

classic, at

first

sight.

was asked to play
my Flute and Harry
his Banjo in a good

I

six - piece
orchestra
that had engagements almost even7 night,
at parties, weddings, dances, banquets, etc.
got from $5.00 to $7.00 on each of these
occasions.
And we usually got more fun
out of it than anyone there.
make

We

We

enough through our music
anything

to

buy us almost

we need.
new way,

besides being so rapid, is
so easy that I find that children of ten and
people up to sixty, who cannot concentrate
""This

on ordinary methods soon become proficient
performers.
Mother has been learning to
play the piano which I bought out of my
own musical earnings and she plays
splendidly, in spite of her 60 years.
She
plays our accompaniments now and we have
a wonderful little 3-piece orchestra right in
our own home.
"Til never cease to bless the day Harrv
stopped at Jack Harig's on the way home,
and learned about this wonderful method
taught by mail by the U. S. School of Music.
It has brought us a new life, new pleasures
and luxuries we never thought we'd be able

—

—

to afford.

"Harry

Learn to Play
by Note
For Beginners or

Advanced

Pupils

has made hundreds of friends
through his music and it was
through one of them that he
secured the new position which
means such a bright future for
him."
Mabel's experience is by no
means unusual. Over 300.000

—from school

Cello

others

Guitar
Ukulele

men and women

Violin

Drums and

Hawaiian

Piano
Organ

"

5

children to

of 50 and 60
have learned to play their
favorite instrument, or learned
to sing, in the same quick, easy,

Steel Guitar
Traps
once and we found
Harp
Banjo
Jack hadn't exaggerated in the
Cornet
Tenor Banjo
fascinating way she and her
least.
I never imagined that
Piccolo
Mandolin
Trombone
brother did." Read the enthuClarinet
one could become a musician so
Saxophone
Flute
siastic letters which you will
Why. it seemed no
quickly.
Harmony and
Automatic
find printed here
samples of
Composition
time at all before we were enterFinger Control
Voice and Speech Culture
the kind of letters we are retaining all our closest friends
Si;ht Singing
ceiving in practically every mail.
and our home soon became
Largely through the recomknown as a center of good
times.
Our music has also caused us to be mendations of satisfied pupils, we have built
up the LARGEST SCHOOL OF MUSIC
invited everywhere and to thus make hun-

way

at

•

—

dreds of

new

friends

in

the

same way

I

became acquainted with most of you. It
was glorious.
It
is
the most delightful
thing in the world to be able to entertain
one's friends, and to be the central figure
at so many nice events.

A Delightful Way to Make Money
"But, in addition to all this, we soon beto secure the most wonderful financial

gan

IN THE WORLD.
Whether for beginners
our method
is
a
pupils,

or
advanced
revolutionary
improvement on the old and hard-tolearn methods used by private teachers,
and it is as thorough as it is simple and easy.
teach you in the only right way
teach you to play or sing entirely by note.

method,

simply

every step is
made so simple and
clear, and the total
cost averages a few
cents a lesson, with

your

music

"trick" mus ; c, no "numbers." no makeYet it is a short-cut
of anv kind.

shifts

and

ev-

erything included.

Free Book

What Others Have Done

When learning to
play or sins is so easy,
why continue to eonfine

your

enjoyment

of
mere
music
to
listening ?
Why not
at least let us send you
our free book absorbingly interesting, simply because it shows
you how easy it is to
turn your wish to play
or sing into an actual
fact ? Just now we are
making a special shorttime offer that cuts the
cost per lesson in two

—

— send your name now.

before this special offer
is

Year Old Girl
Becomes Organist
12

"Our

Astonished at
Rapid Progress
"I regret that -I did
not know of you ten
years ago.
I learned
more in 15 minutes
night
than
I
one
learned
in
the past
year studying jfj^sss
books on Harmony."
Fred A. BeiehteL

Box

— simply

use

coupon or send
your name and address
in a letter or on a
postcard. Instruments
the

Bosiclare. IIL

S3.

A

Skilled

Performer

Months
months ago
didn't know one note
3

in

"Three

I

from another.
Xow 1
can play almost anything.
Send me an
enrollment
blank for
my wife, who wants to
learn

play

to

the

pi-

ano."

H. E. Dante.
304

Are..
Pitts'uurs. Pa.

G!ens:de

W.

withdrawn. No ob-

ligation

has

girl

little

.been
elected
organist
Junior
Euof
the
worth League of M.
E. Church South, after
taking your lessons and
at the age of 12 years.
That is sneaking well
for your school."
J. G. Castle.

Fulton. Mo.

Send No Money

S..

Made Over S200
"Since

I've

been

taking your lessons I've
made over S200 with

my

Your

violin.

les-

sons are surelv fine.
Melvln Freel nd.
Macotin. N.

J.

supplied when needed,
cash or credit. Please
write your name and
address very plainly,
so that there will be
do difficulty about the
booklet reaching you.

U.S.Schoolof Music
533 Brunswick Bldg.
N. Y. C.
U. S.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

533
Please
T.iur
Offer.

Brunswick Bldg., N. Y. C.
send

your

free

book

"Music Lessons

Own Home." and particulars of your
I am interested in the following
(Xame

We
No

be-

cause

of

Instrument or Course*

iPle se Write Plainly

Address
City

I

in

Special
course:

:

:

;

!

— —
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What

Now,

WE

the Fans Think

Boosters Fall in Line!

certainly think that the idea of
"hurling brickbats instead of

To

Lillian

and I just know his truly
would love him to pieces."
Later I found out she was an orphan adopted by people who gave her everything she needed except affection.
She told me she had never been cuddled in all
Mrs. Gene Stewart.
her life.
Mason, Ohio.
daddy,

bouquets" at the stars, as suggested by Ernest Graydon, is pure bunk.
It certainly
isn't necessary while we have the censors and Trix
MacKenzie with us. An ounce of encouragement is
worth ten pounds of criticism any day. So please let
us two movie fans, who think movies are instructive,
artistic, and entertaining, give our enthusiastic praise

little girl

"The Female

Norma Talmadge, Mary

Pickford, Charlie
Barthelmess, Harold Lloyd,
can always depend on seeing

Gish,

Chaplin, Doug Fairbanks, Dick
and Thomas Meighan, because we
a good play when they are in it.
To Wally Reid, Dorothy Gish, Connie Talmadge, Bert Lytell,
Betty Compson, Priscilla Dean, Harrison Ford, Conway Tearle,
Theodore Roberts, George Fawcett, Monte Blue, Mae Murray,
Lon Chaney, Theodore Kosloff, and Lewis Stone, because,
although the pictures they appear in are not always good, t'hey
give finished and charming interpretations of their roles.
To Leatrice Joy, Richard Dix, Ralph Graves, Colleen Moore,
John Bowers, Cullen Landis, Lila Lee, Barbara La Marr, Ramon
Novarro, Malcolm MacGregor, Lois Wilson, Claire Windsor,
Bebe Daniels, Helen Ferguson, and Glenn Hunter, because of
-+he promise they show.
To D. W. Griffith, Rex Ingram, Marshall Neilan, Fred Niblo,
William De Mille, George Pitzmaurice, Joseph Schenck, Hugo
Ballin, and Robert Leonard, for their directorial and artistic
ability, and their efforts for better pictures.
To Jackie Coogan, Baby Peggy, Wesley Barry, Miriam Battista, and Johnny Jones, because of their naturalness and charm.

Many

fans will be furious at the absence of Rodolph
and Gloria Swanson from our lists, but
neither happens to appeal to us.
Our toast is "A good play, a good director, a good
cast, and a good scenic artist make a perfect movie."
have them all. All we need is the proper com-

Valentino

:

We

Lenore and Mildred.
No. 2540 Fifth Avenue, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Gr-r-r-r

I'm

!

of the Species

I'm a tiger!

is

Golly, gosh, gee

"

WHIZZ!

mad

Now what do you know about this? "I have just
read that a French actor, one Charles de Roche, is go!"
ing to take Valentino's place in "The Spanish Cavalier
Our club had it all down pat Rodolph Valentino in
"The Spanish Cavalier." Now that's blooie.
Wasn't Monsieur de Roche lucky that I never saw
him when he was in Chicago ?
Here's what it said under Monsieur's picture: "A
New 'Sheik' Girls He's in Chicago It's Charles de
Roche, the movie actor imported from France to replace Rodolph Valentino in your hearts, if possible."
Monsieur can't do that, can he? Fickle fans! Ho!
Ho! Ha! Ha! Gr-r-r-r! Now I am the whole
jungle
Girls, you won't turn Valentino down now,

—

—

!

!

!

you? If any of you want to know, Monsieur de
Roche is to appear in a picture with Dorothy Dalton.
Do you know what the papers said he said when he arrived here?
"Ze tender, ze romantic lovair. Zat ees
ahh, so nice. The womans, zis wild, quick, pop-poppop love, they doan like eet." Well, now what have the
rest of you to say?
Mele. Lorine Jaques.
2044 West Thirty-fifth Street, Chicago, Illinois.
will

—

bination.

After Seeing "The Young Rajah."
Extraordinary artistry that brings
Before my eyes, in place of clanging streets
And six o'clock umbrellas homeward bound
To glassed-in porches and the evening meal
!

The Dearest Daddy.
Of course Thomas Meighan has known this long
time how the girls rave over him, how the men envy
him his good looks and the way he wears his clothes.
Also he must know how the middle-aged folks respect
him and admire

his very real acting.
wish he could know how he impressed a little
girl as a screen daddy.
She sat next to me the day I
saw him in "The Prince Chap." When we came to
the part where he cuddles the little girl in his arms and
tells her a story at bedtime, I saw my little neighbor
crying and asked her what the trouble was. She said

Now

"Oh,

I

is

that his really, truly

little

girl?"

—

her he had no little girl of his own
only
borrowed one to make the picture.
She said. "Oh,
how sorry I am
I think he would make the dearest
I

told

!

—

and strange palaces of kings
gods, slow lidded on their ancient seats
Flute playing down the ages
and the sound
Of conches, with the clash of crescent steel.
And moving in that incense silvered light.
Dark in pale splendor Krishna, warrior bright
Steps from the heavens, glorious in bells,
god of love with honey lovely eyes,
Beauty incarnate, casting timeless spells
Gathering old worship in a thousand sighs.
India

The

;

—

A

—

Jeannette Tomkins.
No. 1904 Walnut

St..

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Continued on page 10

Here's the modern flapper

sitting

on a million

year old dinosaur, powdering her nose

— and

the first flapper, the kitten girloj prehistoric times!

qJ esse L Lasky presents

eecilB.DeMille's

ADAMS
with Milton

Sills,

CECIL DeMILLE

Elliott Dexter,

Theodore

shows the modern

girl in a

new light.

In "Manslaughter" he showed her
as a thrill-seeker; here she is in a far finer vein.

To

protect her mother's honor, she draws to
herself the attentions of a courtly lover, almost
mortally misleading her own true love!

Production,
By

RIB

Koslojff,

Anna

Jeanie

Macph erson

and Pauline Garon

Q. Nilsson,

with action interprets her impulsive heart to all
who wish to appreciate her for what she really is.
Don't miss the wonderful scene of social
a great forest

life

in prehistoric times in

With all the luxury of beautiful gowns and
magnificent sets that are an integral part of Cecil
DeMille' s art, "Adam's Rib'' reveals the modern
girl in her true colors, and in a story crammed

CecilB-DeMille
— whose screen record literally glitters with successes

—such

as ''Male and Fe-

male," '"Forbidden Fruit,"

"Something

^
73m

to

Think

About," "The Affairs
of Anatol," "Fool's

Paradise," "Manslaughter"
who
commands all the re-

—

sources of the greatest
motion picture organization and who places
his art before anyg else and now producer of the finest picture
of the year
"Adam's Rib."

—

—

Sf!s

a (Paramount

(Picture/

!

!

—

!
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Think
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Continued from page 8

A

Rival for this Department.
The past few months have disclosed,
for me, an energetic rival for what I once
thought the best department in PicturePlay, the fan-letter page. The rival is
Alison Smith's "Screen in Review." Miss
Smith's reviews make me chuckle her
style is delightful and her judgment, for
the most part, to be relied upon.

—

'3212

Knew You'd
Make Good"

"I

ALWAYS felt

*4T

A

you had

it

you

in

to get

ahead. But for a time I was afraid
your natural ability would be wasted
because you had never trained yourself
to do any one thing well.
"But the minute you decided to study
in your spare time I knew you'd make
good. You seemed more ambitious more
cheerful more confident of the future.
I knew your employers couldn't help but
notice the difference in your work.

—

—

"Think what this last promotion means!
More money more comforts more of
Tom, those
everything worth while.
hours you spent on that I. C. S. course
ever made."
you
investment
best
were the

—

—

HOW about

Are you always going to
Are you going to
for a small salary?
your natural ability all your life? Or are you
big
It all depsnds on
in
a
way?
ahead
get
to
you do with your spare time.

you?

work
waste
going

what

—

Opportunity knocks this time in the form of that
It may seem like a little
familiar I. C. S. coupon.
thing, but it has been the means of bringing better
jobs and bigger salaries to thousands of men.

cannot see

I

which

I

have marked an

X:

BUSINESS TRAINING DEPARTMENT
Business Management
Industrial

Salesmanship

Advertising

Management

Personnel Organization
Traffic

Business

Foreign Trade
Stenography and Typing
Business English

Law

Banking and Banking Law
AccountancyUncludingC.P.A.)
Nicholson Cost Accounting
Bookkeeping

Civil

Railway Mail Clerk

Common School Subjects
High School Subjects

Private Secretary

Business Spanish

Service

French

Illustrating

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT
Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Railroad PosiUons
Gas Engine Operating
Civil Engineer
Surveying and Mapping
Metallurgy
Badio
Steam Engineering

Architect

Blue

Print Heading
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman

Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

Chemistry
Pharmacy
Automobile Work
Airplane Engines
Agriculture and Poultry

Mathematics
6-26-22

Street Address

State

City

'.

that ought to be a

_

Verna Clark.
395 East Holt Street, Pomona, Cal.

An
I

Appreciation of Delicacy and
Refinement.
sometimes write you when I am dis-

gusted with the screen or its players, so
why not write when I am delighted? Just
now I am more than delighted, and here's
the reason
I have seen Douglas Fairbanks in "Robin Hood," which was marvelous from every point of view.

"When Knighthood Was

$500.00
Prize Contest
THE
"EMPTY ARMS"

Lester Park-Edward Whiteside photo-

1
play, "Empty Arms," inspired the song
"Empty Arms," A third verse is wanted,

and to the writer of the best one submitted
a prize of $500 cash will be paid.
This contest is open to everybody. You
simply write the words for a third verseit is not necessary that you see the photoplay before doing so. Send your name and
address on a postal card or sheet of paper
and we shall send you a copy of the words of
the song, the rules of the contest and a short
synopsis of this photoplay. It will cost you
nothing to enter the contest.
Write postal or

letter

today to

"Empty Arms" Contest Editor
World M.
245 West 47th

Street,

P. Corporation
Dept. 692M, New York, N. Y.

in

Flower"

was splendid, but I liked even better
"The Prisoner of Zenda." Alice Terry
was so beautiful, and such an actress
What impressed lots of people most was
also

But

made of the scene between Barbara La
Marr and Ramon, when the latter enters
her room through a window. No doubt
some people present were disappointed, but
can

safely

Ingram for

say the majority admired

delicacy and refinement.
After all, thank goodness, there are lots
of gentlemen in the world as well as vilhis

Margaret O'Flaherty.

Field Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Narrow to Have a Favorite Star?
Every little while I read some letter in
your magazine that raves and raves about
some one's favorite star. How do they
do it? I can't for the life of me see
how any one can have one favorite above
Is It

all

others.

I'd

as

soon try to pick my
or my fa-

favorite day of the month,
vorite food.
There are days

adoring her isn't going to
narrow
about
admitting

just

me

make
some
They

of

in other stars.

And

I

think

word of warning

to

your

other
correspondents.
are simply too silly for words when
they try to corral all the superlatives in
the language for one player.
_

'

Agatha Johnston.
Denver, Colorado.

High Praise — But Well Deserved.
have watched your columns, waiting
for some one to praise Mabel Ballin.
Since no one has, I will do so myself.
After seeing "Jane Eyre," who would
not sing praises for Mabel ; yes, and Hugo,
I

too?

Mabel

as the wistful and appealing Jane
She is as Charlotte Bronte
meant her.
Hugo as a director is marvelous. He

superb.

is

has a very vivid imagination and uses it
to good advantage.
His sets are suitable for the picture
not a conglomeration and hodge-podge of
everything from Bahylonian to 1922 SearsRoebuck.
Another thing, he "keeps to the book."
All of the people who read and loved
"Jane Eyre" will find it as they did in
the book, not changed beyond recognition
as most of the movies have been lately.
_

My

only hope

that "Vanity Fair" will
by "Jane Eyre."
Gertrude Gale.
Great Barrington, Mass.

hit the

Rex Ingram's

respect for the public's intelligence and sense of decency.
I really
shiver to think what De A'lille would have

the

and

I wouldn't miss one of her pictures for
worlds, but what's the use of plugging
for somefbody who has already reached
the top?
Betty Compson is the nearest
to a favorite that I have. I think she is

good points

lains.
Occupation
Persons residing in Canada should send this coupon to the
International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,
Montreal, Canada.

she's
too perfect.
She's
greatest actress, certainly,

screen's

Well, it made me just too mad
words, because he is my favorite
actor.
So the next day he was in town
in "Pink Gods."
I had seen the play before and liked it so well that I thought it
would be a good time to demonstrate to
her who Jim was. So she and I got a
couple more girl friends who didn't know
Jim and took them along. Well! When
the show was over they couldn't find
enough words to rave about him with.
The consequences are, seven of us girls
have formed a club and we call it the "Jim
Club." We have made it our duty to see
that Jim will be one of the favorite actors
of Pomona. We have, in one day, made
twenty-two people promise they would see
"Pink Gods" before it leaves Pomona

I

Name

career;

for

:

Better Letters

Management

isn't

;

he was.

Box 4563-C, Scranton, Penna.
cost or obligation on my part, please tell me
I can qualify for the position or in the subject before

Help a Favorite.

has made so many poor pictures, and it
won't be her sister, because that would
be too frivolous it won't be Lillian Gish,
there
because
wouldn't
anything
be
breathlessly exciting about following her

lovable and beautiful and talented.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
how

to

why "Jim" Kirkwood

It

one of the favorites of the screen. The
other day I was talking to one of my girl
friends about Jim, and she asked me who

it

Without

Way

Here's a

today and without cost or obligation, learn what the I. C. S. can do for you.

Mark and mail

Jean LaRoe.
Parkwood Avenue, Toledo, O.

I'm going to have one favorite,
won't be Norma, because she

fans.
too.

mark

Two

is

set

Opinions of Nazimova.

why people rave about Nazihave just seen her version of
"Camille," and I wasn't a bit impressed
with it. Nazim ova's acting, her style of
dress, in fact, her very movements were
I can't

mova.

see

I

hopelessly exaggerated.
In my opinion,
she was not to be compared with Theda
Bara in the Fox version of the same

Theda Bara made Marguerite Gausimply live. Nazimova's performance
almost bordered on caricature.
To me, Elsie Ferguson is the greatest
actress on the screen to-day.
She is so
dignified, so reserved. Her emotional acting is delicate and restrained.
I shall
never forget her as Carlotta in "Sacred
and Profane Love." Nigel Barrie, I think,
is the most perfect leading man I have
ever seen, and he ought to be made a star.
story.
tier

Sidney Young.

when I like
Mary Pickford and days when I simply

39 Monkgate, York, Yorkshire, England.

worship Lillian Gish on the other hand,
there are days when I'm simply crazy
about Constance Tahnadge and think
that Marie Prevost is almost too cute to
live.
My interest in Leatrice Joy is growing all the time, and no matter how bad
her Realart pictures were, I always had
a sneaking fondness for Behe Daniels.
But I'm determined not to be any less
whole-souled in my devotion than other

In the December Picture-Play Stanton
Leeds practically says that America has
no actress as great as Bernhardt.
What an awful insult to Madame Nazimova and Lillian Gish
Of course, Bernhardt is a great actress,

;

there are many American actresses
are by far her superiors.
It is no
longer a theory, but a fact, that Nazimova

but

who

Continued on page 12
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A Nation-Wide Call
New

For

Ideas

for the Screen

New Writers
Supply Them

and

to

Producers are Searching
Everywhere for New and
Original Stories for Their
Productions

THE
new
meet

call

for

is

new

who

writers

can write

stories that these producers can use to
the public demand for better stories.

And there is a new opportunity for those
who have thought of writing for the screen
a wide open field for new talent yet undiscovThis talent may be anywhere in peoered.
ple who may least suspect that they possess it.

—

Recently a California school teacher; a New
a Montana housewife
York society woman
a Pennsylan underpaid office man in Utah
vania newspaperman and many others discovered by this corporation in ordinary walks of
life, and trained by us, have sold their stories
or become staff writers to prominent producers.
:

;

It is a fact, well known in the industry,
that adapted books and short stories already
written by the professional writers of today,
are insufficient, and in most cases unsuitable
for use; and scores of men high in authority in
the studios are buying these published stories
because they
written to read, not to screen
cannot get enough suitable original material

devised to sift out and clearly indicate a natural
aptitude for a certain kind of work.
If you have thought that you could write
better photoplays than many you have seen, or
could change scenes here and there to make a

and yet they cannot

find

in

stories

If you believe that you know life and have
some ideas that could be adapted to the screen,
send for this free test and learn the truth.

The question is:
who can be trained

If you are conscious of an active creative
imagination, send for this set of simple questions

and

score vou

make.

stories

that producers want,

Director and Prodocer

C.

Producer Bed Director

E. J. Banks, m. a., PH.D.
Director of Research,
Sacred Films. Inc.

Gardner Snlliran

Scenarist to Thos. H. Ince
J.

L. Frothingham
Producer of Features

James R Quirk
.

Rob Wagner

Editor.

Screen Authority

Photoplay Magazine

Educational Staff Officers
Eugene B. Lewis

not well

names

—

Associate Editor

who

Now

most people know

life for they live it.
people also will find that they have
good basic story ideas, if they only stop to
think.
Many, too, are naturally endowed with
Creative Imagination, that most important of

And most

qualifications for screen writing.

What

most people do not know is what they
really do know, and frequently never find out
merely because they never try to do the things
they might do quite successfully.

Associate Editor

frankly just

what chance

not our purpose to encourage anyone
the essentials of success in writing
photoplays.
Our aim is to develop more writers who can supply the great demand and
reduce a serious shortage of good photoplays.
It

is

lacks

The Palmer Creative Test, therefore, is
solely to single out those persons who are likely
to develop into regular producers of acceptable
scenario material and who can become part of
this great industry, now the fifth largest in the
world.

Those who

writing your ability
could you
producers
with these wanted

enroll find this course complete
yet requirof university calibre in all respects
ing only 15 minutes daily application if they
haven't time for more.

that essential, natural endowment,
Imagination?
Don't answer negatively, even to yourself, until you really know.
There's a very simple, interesting and reliable

you
practice the profession as you learn it when you
take a course in writing photoplays
you train
yourself to write scenarios by writing them
under the guidance and direction of successful

Is

help

—

screen

supply

stories ?

Unlike

Have you

Creative

way

to
respect.

Test

all

about

So send now for this free test, made in the
privacy of your home without cost or obligation.

yourself

in

this

We

will tell you frankly

many

—

correspondence

courses,

—

what your answers

indicate.
All correspondence,
strictly confidential.

of

course,

to the way in which you answer,
send you complete information about
the Palmer Course, or advise you not to take it.

will

try

thing

—

is

to

get the Creative Test

your hand knew if you have ability of
and capitalize on it if you have.

this kind,

Know

also

if

you haven't

save you time and

money

it,

for that

This advertising is most profitable to us only
we develop writers whose product we can
sell to others for their use.
So mail the
coupon now.
if

use or

Palmer Photoplay Corporation,
I

Department

I

Palmer Building.
Hollywood, Calif.

|

.

I
I
I

of

Education, Sec. 1303,

Please send me the Palmer Creative Test,
which I am to fill out and return to you for
your perusal and subsequent advice to me without charge.
Also send your interesting booklet,
"How a $10,000 Imagination Was Discovered."

Name..

And now

is

—

through the famous Palmer Cremost successful method ever

the

Street
|

|

COPYRIGHT.

1922,

PALMER PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION. HOLLYWOC3. CALIF.

may

later.

photodramatists of actual studio experience.
that vie produce photoplays ourselves, as well as sell to ethers, we offer to
new writers for their acceptable scenarios a

is

According

we

I

The way
ative

out

find

are missing a new, brilliant career because
little suspect this power in themselves.

The main
will tell you

technique.

stories

you've sent your an-

It is worth while to develop Creative Imageven though you don't wish to write
photoplays as a profession because this power is
the greatest of all in the making of success in
any line of work, art, or profession.

and

We

you have.

famous

Editor-in-Chief

George Elwood Jenks

Douglas Z. Doty

known authors
written by anyone so long as they are good ones
and are written with a knowledge of screen
with

they

until

Palmer Creative Test.
worth while to know. For many people

to the

ination

Allen Holubar

Director of Education

is

—

swers

Rex Ingram

Veteran Producer

—

You cannot know
It's

Thos. H. Ince

for stories they select.

are you one of those persons
to write
one of those who
are naturally endowed with that one most important qualification
Creative Imagination?

now

Clayton Hamilton. M.A.

A

all

what

Advisory Council

immediately,

great director recently paid $8,000 cash
for merely an idea that one of his trained scenario writers could make into a photoplay.
It

see

now
from

Other producers usually pay from $500 to

$2000

to-

them anywhere.

payment with a minimum of

in advance.
So photoplay writers,
for the first time, can share in the profits
their plays.

Frederick Palmer, Author and Educator

Los Angeles

of

$1000

picture better, send for this free test.

teritten directly for the screen.

The producing companies
day can use scores of new

royalty basis

City....

All correspondence strictly confidential.

—

.

.

!
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Think

the Fans

Continued from page 10

She
the greatest actress in the world.
is no longer a Russian, but an American,
a real American, to be sure. I firmly believe that that foolish "Nazimova craze"
is over, but that people really have great
respect for this great artist. Possibly Lillian Gish is the next greatest actress; her
emotions probably appeal to the entire
public more than the emotions of Nazimova. However this may be, the fact remains that Nazimova is, has been, and
probably will always be the greatest acis

Learn to Draw

Why,

This Free

Book

Way

The

Show You

Will

Salary Increases
I only ask that

you

risk

now

free.

Read my

intelligent

as

said

offer.

By J. E. GREENSLADE
let me ask you two questions.
One:
FIRST
consider that you are as
the

Do you
average

farmhand, office clerk, mechanic or bookkeeper? I ask you this because most of the men whose
salaries have been jumped are just ordinary, every-day
sort of men.
Second: If you iiuddenly found yourself with all the
money you needed to spend, wearing the best clothes,
living in the finest neighborhood, driving a good car
and belonging to the best clubs but having to make
good in a job that paid $10,000 a year, would it scare
you? Since my work in life is to take ordinary men
from blind-alley jobs and show them how they can
quickly make more money than they ever dreamed possible. I'm going to show you how it's done!
Now, in one quick step, you can fairly jump from
low pay to magnificent earnings in the field where opportunities in your favor are ten to one the Selling
field.
You know, don't you, that Salesmen top the list
of monev-malters
that the salesman is his own boss
that his work is fascinating, interesting and highly

—

—

—

profitable?

Proof That Salesmen Are
Not "Born"

Made

Will you might laugh if I told you that in a few
weeks or months you could be making good in a big
way in the Selling field.
Thousands before you have
laughed

— perhaps

— at

the idea, but many of
big money as salesmen.
Thousands of
never sold a dime's
worth of good; in their lives, a few months after writing
to the National Salesmen's Training Association, are
out in the field selling and making more money than
they had ever hoped to make in their former vocations.
bitterly

now making
men who had

these thousands are

—

A

Life-time of Selling Experience
in a Few Weeks —Then Success

matter what you are doing now. I can prove
you that you can gsiin years of selling experience
In a few weeks
that you can go out and successfully
sell goods
that you can make more money than you
ever

— —
dreamed

possible.

Remarkable Book, "Modern
Salesmanship " Sent

With

my

compliments

FREE

NATIONAL SALESMEN'S TRAINING ASSOCIATION
CHICAGO, ILLS.

National Salesmen's Training Association,
Dept. 30-C, Chicago, Ills.
simply want to see the facts.
Send me
your book, "Modem Salesmanship." and Proof
I can become a Master Salesman.
Also tell how
can help me to a position, and send list of lines
openings for Salesmen.
I

Name
Address
City

Age

State.

Occupation.

the

heights Norma is aiming for." Could anything be more ridiculous? I can't understand how any one could ever consider
Claire Windsor an actress. She is pretty
if one likes the rice-pudding prettiness.
I think Norma Talmadge's work in "The
Eternal Flame" was perfect.
Her porI defy any one to do
trayal of the nun
better.
As for reaching the heights,
Norma Talmadge has already reached the
heights, provided she has the right material to work with, and she certainly
doesn't depend on a dressmaker. I admit
Her
Claire Windsor is getting better.
work with Lois Weber was perfectly terrible.
She evidently has some one very
much interested in her, from the amount
of press notices she gets.
I hope you
I
won't be offended by my frankness.
couldn't help but defend one so lovable
and talented as Norma Talmadge.
/ think the Bernhardt of the movies is
Pola Negri, but, as you say, she is a foreigner.
Then my opinion is that Norma
!

.

Talmadge comes

as

near

it

W.

else.

San Francisco,

A

as

anv one

T.

Mays.

Cal.

Plea for Reform.

son, I want to criticize a fan's statement
that her name be dropped from the list of

This fan from Boulder,
Colorado, could not have witnessed "Hungry Hearts." There is real depth to her

coming

work

want to send you a most
remarkable book, "Modern Salesmanship."
It
will
show you how you can easily become a Master Salesman—a big money-maker; how our FREE employment
service will help select and secure a good selling position when you are qualified and ready.
And it Wiil
give you si.ccess stories rf former routine workers who
are now earning amazing salaries as salesmen.
Mail
the coupon to-day for the interesting FREE book.
It
may be the turning-point in your life.
I

Dept.j30-C^

:

Windsor may touch

As an ardent admirer of Helen Fergu-

No

to

"Claire

—

mail-elerlc.

—

"The Bernhardt of the Movies."
am usually too busy with other more

I

cember Picture-Play entitled "Who's the
Bernhardt of the Movies?" I couldn't refrain from answering. The author said:
"What a Duchesse de Lanqelais Claire
Windsor would have made !" He also

two cents

my word that
the contents of this amazing book
will show you the way to a prosperity that you never dreamed possible, in a fascinating field that you
never thought of entering.
This
is

Paul, Minn.

important matters to write many letters,
but after reading your article in the De-

on the strength of

book

every actor or actress had the

power of acting as Nazimova, there would
be no need of words being thrown on the
Alexander Arnold.
screen.
468 Dayton Avenue, Apartment 7, St.

Amazing

to

if

free

that

vou
with

Oh,

stars.

earn big money.
$25 to S100 a
week and more. Learn at home in spare
time under personal direction of one of
America's most famous newspaper, magazine, advertising artists of 35 years' successful experience.

Artists

BE AN ARTIST /1rVe"co"u7on
WASHINGTON SCH001
fascinating profesf
aion.
Wonderful new home- '
OF ART, Inc.,
study method makes drawing / p n . m1 a
M a fl nniH
easy! Send coupon or postal today
"""walhinrton
Washington, D.
D C.
C?
forspecial offer tellinBof complete /
Sendjje particulars of FREB
Artist's^ Outfit FREE to new stu- /
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Of late I have noticed that some fans
of an untrue sort have wedged their way
into this department.
There are persons
of all ages who go to the movies and find
great pleasure in worshiping the stars.
And when I say worship I mean literally
that they cherish each picture and fondly
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EARN

$

3500 to $10000 a Year
the most simple, thorough, and successful Electrical
Course in existence, and offers every man, regardless of age, education, or previous experience, the
chance to become, in a very short time, an "Electrical Expert," able to make from $70 to $200 a
week.

Trained "Electrical Experts" are in great
at the highest salaries, and the

demand

opportunities for advancement and a big success in
this line are the greatest ever known.

"Electrical Experts" earn $70 to $200 a week.
Fit yourself for one of these big
paying positions. In my twenty
Features of
years of Electrical Engineering I
Course That
have gathered some wonderful and
interesting facta about this great

I

Some

industry

— "Vital

My
Make SUCCESS

Facts."

I will

send them to you free.

Learn at Home to
Earn $12.00 to
$30.00 a Day
Today even the ordinary Elec-

—

the "screw driver"
trician
big
kind
is making money
money. But it's the trained man
—the man who knows the whys
and wherefores of Electricity
who is
the "Electrical. Expert"
picked out to "boss" ordinary
Electricians
to boss Big Jobs
the jobs that pay. You, too, can
learn to fill one of these jobs
spare-time only is needed. Be an
Electrical Expert"
Earn $70 to
$200 a week.

—

Certain
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—
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Work-
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tions at the highest salaries.

Hun-

dreds of my students are now
earning $3,500 to $10,000 a year.
Many are successful ELECTRI-

CAL CONTRACTORS.

Guaranteed
am I that you can
learn Electricity so sure am
I that after studying with me, you
So sure

can get into the "big money"
class in electrical work, that I will
guarantee under bond to return
every single penny paid me in
tuition if, when you have finished
course, you are not satisfied it

my

want to send you the "Vital Facts" of the
Electrical Industry including
Electrical
Book, Proof Le=sons, and a sample of my guarantee bond all FREE. These cost you nothing and
you'll enjoy them. Make the start today for a
bright future in Electricity. Send in the coupon
I

my

—NOW.

—FREE
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saifety^test

is

PERHAPS

you

believe that

the soap you are

now

using

more hardy type of fine
garments would be safe for the
very finest and most delicate
But are you
things you own.
for the

soap for their most precious

delicate-hued silks.

garments have adopted Ivory
Flakes because it meets this

economical enough to use for

face-test conclusively

and

dis-

tinctively.

For Ivory Flakes

is

Ivory Soap!

really sure?

Yes, just the same Ivory Soap

Perhaps we can help you to be
sure before

you imperil a

deli-

cate fabric.

Here

Ask

is

the Test:

— —

yourself:

"Would I

it

is

and fibre-silks
which deserve, but seldom receive,
such prudent care.
cottons, linens,

Wouldn't you
free

like to have a
sample of Ivory Flakes and

the

attractively

booklet,

illustrated

"The Care of Lovely

A note or a post-

Garments?"

card addressed as suggested in
the lower left-hand corner will

bring them.
willing

be

use the soap for

my

to

face?"

Women who

have never before

absolute

confidence in a

felt

which has protected faces and
pure, mild,
hands for 44 years
gentle, white
changed only in
form flaked for instant washbowl suds.

Yet

Ivory Flakes has a real margin

of safety for the sheerest, most

The

package of Ivory

full-size

Flakes

may

be

and department

bad at grocery
stores.

Procter & gamble

4-color

embroidery

crepe de chine

—

on

rose

green, yellow,

red, blue.

6 washings

Safe after

Miss R. bought this delicate
and costly negligee on Fifth
Avenue. When it needed
cleaning, she washed it
easily, quickly,

safely

— with

economically,

Ivory

Flakes.

We wish

you could see how
bright and fresh it is now,
after six

such launderings!

(This garment
are on

and its

file in the

owner's

Procter

letter

& Gamble

office.)

j!

IVORY
II

I FLAKES
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Free-

1 bis

package and booklet
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.
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ft

sample package of Ivory Flakes and the
beautifully illustrated booklet, "The Care
of Lovely Garments," will be sent to you
without charge on application to Section
47-CF, Dept. of Home Economics, The
Procter

&

SMakes dainty
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Cincinnati,

O.

clothes last longer
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Magic Shadows
What double exposure photography

By Edwin

them.
matter

I

concluded that

this- -well,

no

To

eliminate any dallying, it zvas a
exposure in the making, or
rather a triple or quadruple and with
complicated, photrimmings.
tographically speaking, only a detailed

double

How

explanation will indicate.

Mayhap you have viewed

the finoccurs in
scene already.
It
"Omar the Tentmaker," starring Guy
Bates Post. It is not one of the tremendously important sequences, but it
is an artistic bit of action, that pulsates with sentiment and fancy.
The setting is the potter's shop,
This remarkable piece of quadruple exposure in "Omar ihe Tentmaker" is one of the finest
where the "shapes of day" materialexamples of how trick photography is being used to obtain imaginative and artistic effects.
ize for the Persian poet.
On one side
fiercely flaming eyes, the sheiky Oriental
of the room sits Omar dreaming.
He sees suddenly
glimmering on the surface of one of the earthen pots
leaned forward. His whole bearing was menacing.
His nostrils twitched, while his flowa miniature shadowy semblance of his beloved Shireen.
ing robes shook with the anger that seemed to fill his
He beholds also the potter studying the result of his
soul.
snarl distorted his Hps, as he lifted his hand,
craft.
In a twinkling this potter is transformed in
clutching tightly, to the level of his shoulder.
For
Omar's reverie into his arch-enemy, the Shah. The
one instant he held it poised there, and then brought
ghostly robed figure rises threateningly above the earthen
it down as if to crush the tiny earthen jar which stood
vessel whereon Omar's imagination conjures the figure
on the potter's wheel beside him.
of his beloved. The Shah raises his hand as if to crush
The next instant I expected
the image.
But as he starts
to see the vessel shiver and fall
to do so, the potter himself
to pieces, but
supplants the vision, and in
Instead the swarthy threatan abrupt fit of dissatisfacening hand seemed to waver
tion,
demolishes his own
momentarily, an inch above the
work. His action, of course,
dull gray of the jar's substance
has mingled strangely with
then slowly relax.
The sheikthe dream of the poet, even
ish face lost its hard lines and
as actual happenings like the
a half smile hovered about the
shutting of a door, or the
lips.
clangor of an alarm clock,
"C'est ca! That's-a eet !"
become part of our own
voice tinged with accent of
dreams during sleep.
French broke the stillness. The
I cite this example because
speaker, I noted, was not the
it so aptly represents a new
director.
No.
It
was the
tendency in double-exposure
camera man, who had been gazphotography.
It discloses a
ing intently at the enacting of
spirit artistic and at once
the scene directly through the
popularly appealing. It demaperture of his instrument. He
onstrates that like the miniseemed to be in authority.
ature, and other devices, soI had watched the proceeding
called trick photography is
which took place, of course,
assuming its rightful place in
on a picture set attentively,
Double exposure made possible some of the most
the ornamenting and adornbut its purport puzzled me.
effective scenes in "Borderland."
ing of the purposes of the
First of all, the wrath of the
story, by kindling the imsheik, who, I afterward learned, was- in reality a shah;
agination, and luring the muse of poetry from her high
second, his sudden change of disposition, which had
domain.
evidently saved the newly finished earthen vessel from
Some years ago double exposures generally meant to
destruction; lastly, the camera man's assumption of
a single actor playing two roles
the fan just two things
command. What did it all signify? Why was the
and the somewhat phony airplane and wild-animal thrills
scene so incomplete? Was this all there
Later, this sort of photography
in slapstick comedies.
And then I remembered that double exposures some- also permitted the taking of spiritistic pictures, of which
times look rather funny if you only see one phase of
"Earthbound" was undoubtedly the most significant.
ished

WITH
A

A

—

—

—

.
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of
is

Mystery

doing for the art of the screen.

Schallert

Basically, the

same

principles are be-

ing exploited now, but

for the purpose of invoking a higher artistic im-

agination.

There was a time, of course, when
everybody was mad on the subject of
dual roles.
Producers and directors
broke their necks to outdo each other
in the

number

of such pictures.

They

had actors shaking hands with themselves, handing themselves books and
papers, and
thanks oftentimes to the
presence of a real living double even
falling on their own necks or fighting

—

—

themselves.
Double exposure was used very effectively in "All Souls Eve.'
No double exposure of this kind
provided it is a double exposure, and
most of them are can be made successfully unless the
widely varying characters, and in many scenes these
movements of the actor portraying the two roles are appeared together. The young Lord Fauntleroy was
timed to the fraction of a second.
In very difficult
seen to pass behind a chair in which Dearest, his mother,
scenes a metronome aids
was sitting, and in one
in keeping the
proper
scene had apparently to kiss
tempo, and always, when
her affectionately. To celthe action is in progress
luloid the embrace, Manthe camera man counts
Dearest
was photoas
one, two, three, four, et
graphed first. Then a silcetera.
The actor will
houette of her face was cut
be instructed to speak on
out of cardboard, so that
the count of twenty, to
exactly corresponded to
it
3
laugh on the count of
the position of Dearest s
twenty-four, to look inhead when she was filmed,
sulted at thirty, and to
and Miss Pickford as the
"shake hands with himyoung peer then had to
self" at thirty-five. Recplace a kiss upon the cardord is kept of this count,
board lips, properly timed
so that when the second
and photographed.
exposure is made on
In nearly all such scenes,
the same film, of course
perfect as they may be
the actions of both
technically, there is want-

—

—

—

characters which a star
plays,

may, by

identical

timing, be made to synchronize.
Even with
these precautions a man
playing two roles will occasionally get angry a bit
too soon or become insulted too late, or else

shake

hands with him-

wrong time
with very weird results
self at the

of dismemberment, owing to the division of the
parts.
scene into two

the

ing

true

artistic reality.

objectives

You know

that one person is playing
two roles, and in watching
the adroit piece of technical
business you lose sight of

meaning of the

the

scene.

a case of the house divided against itself, and no
matter how furiously a perIt is

may seem to argue with
or how fervently
may seem to protest de-

son

himself,

he
votion for himself, you feel
as if the dramatic action
nified use of double exposure in "Earthbound" opened up
would benefit if the identity
Then the entire proceeda new era for trick photography.
of the two characters were
ing will have to be gone
really distinct.
It is for
through again.
Picture technicians nearly all agree that one of the
this reason that dual roles have lost their popularity
cleverest dual-role features was Mary Pick ford's "Little
with the best producers, and the technical wizards are

Lord Fauntlerov."

Here Miss Pickford olaved two

Continued on page 96

is

lie

wouldn't be an interviewer, he'd be an

angel.

So before presenting to you half -minute
interviews with some of the most interesting people in Hollywood, I will admit that
my judgment is sadly warped. I am the
sort of person who writhes whenever a
tear-stained blond kiddie comes on the
screen and prays.
I take a keen delight
in the sinister villainies of Erich von Stroheim. I am in favor of unhappy endings
for all heroines who bounce about kissing
everything but the kitchen stove good-by
whenever they are going away for five
minutes. I think Jackie Coogan and Baby
Peggy are better screen actors than most
of the veterans from the stage will ever
be.
Marshall Neilan's ingenuity means
much more in my life than all the exquisite landscapes Maurice Tourneur ever
filmed.
I am in favor of slaughtering the
scenario writers responsible for the recent
pictures of Gloria Swanson and Viola
Dana, because I harbor a belief that they
are both good actors.
And though I always join in the chorus that proclaims
"William is greater than Cecil," I often
miss seeing a William de Mille production,
but never one of Cecil's.

But

this

is

the

most illuminating con-

Unlike Merton who went
to Hollywood and stumbled over a studio
full of feet of clay belonging to his forfession of

all.

mer

screen idols, I went to Hollywood
and liked many of my screen favorites in
person even better than I had on the
Hollywood held many surprises
screen.
for me, but few shocks.

Exit Incense, Purple Plush, and

Hokum.

There was Barbara La Marr, for instance, who is one of the most gorgeous
sights that ever graced a screen.
I fully
expected to find her in real life rather
like her Zareda in "Trifling Women," a

queen of hokum comparable to the best
efforts ever put out by Theda Bara.
1
planned to ask her press agent to introduce me some day when I felt strong
Photo by Evans

One expects Barbara La Marr

to be as bizarre as

Pre-Views and
A

First

some of her

pictures.

Impressions

few simple confessions of an interviewer who is also a fan and
sidelights on a star-strewn pilgrimage through Hollywood.

some

By Helen Klumph
a world where
IN platform,
ministers

politicians

have

to declare

how
Every

the

casual

immune

he
interviewer

a party

a

reader
is

has

to

really

his

ought

to

know

smile number
prejudices; if he

prop

that her pictures give.

Seeing a book under her arm, I thought,
why can't she be more original ?
They all are using the bookworm pose
She smiled understandingly.
this season !"
"I never really read this," she confided to me in a
"I haven't the faintest
rich, slightly accented voice.
I can't read between scenes
idea what it is about.
because it takes my mind off my part. But I always
hold a book open on my lap because it keeps people
from interrupting me."
A few days later I saw her just after she had been
interviewed.
The interviewer had expected some

"Oh,

dogma, and workmen their
union cards, something ought to be done about
interviewers and critics. Before accepting Miss Blanks'
verdict that handsome Harold would make an ideal
husband, people ought to find out whether her notion
of an ideal husband is Warren G. Harding, Willard
Mack, or Landru. And before swallowing Mr. Quibble's lush remarks'" about Miss Follies' beautiful char-

acter,

enough to survive a cloud of incense. But
I met her quite by accident out on the
Louis B. Mayer lot where she was workDressed
ing in a scene of "The Hero."
in gingham and looking rather plaintive
after a wearing day of heavy scenes, she
gave none of the impression of hauteur

just
three.

hadn't

strange apparition and was obviously disconcerted by
hearing Miss la Marr remark that she simply couldn't
The interdiet ?j lonsr as she had such a good cook.

Pre- Views and First

Here

a

is

"But

on Oriental philosophy, not
you just adore the Koran?"

isn't it true that

"I may
she asked anxiously.
enioy reading it," admitted the

La
Miss
far-from-fulsome
Marr. "but please don't say
that I adore a great religious
work."
"Then

isn't it

true that you

in for all sorts of unusual
things ?" the interviewer asked

go

desperately.
At that the beautiful Barbara's temper and her sense
of humor had a stiff battle.
Her sense of humor won. and
she didn't walk out on the inWell,
"Unusual?
terview.
head for
I can stand on

my

you.

if

that

would be

suffi-

sense

of

humor was

put under an even more severe
strain
one afternoon

when

my

she was driving

hotel after
spent together.

little

me

to

an afternoon

Her

car.

a

stunning big roadster was almost new, and she showed her
pride in it in a naive, out-

spoken way.
As she drove
past a corner, a car shot from
the side street and in turning
crashed into us broadside.
The
Barbara was furious.
driver rushed up to see how

dining room where

"Oh. Miss La Marr," he
smile spread over his face.
beamed, "you'll never know what this means to me."
Her lips curved quizin

zically

smile,

istic

her

character-

and she got

back in the car trembling
with mingled indignation
and laughter.

And that is Barbara, as
She does
she really is.
her posing where it belongs before the cameras

—

An

Intelligence Test.

Another surprise was in
store for me when I met

Agnes Ayres.

Some

flip-

pant friends had
suggested that I take her an
intelligence

test,

and

I

a pretty good
idea myself. That is, unthe
til I met her.

thought

ciently unusual."

Her
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This is the
surprise for people who think that Cecil De Mille's taste always runs to splendor.
William and Cecil De Mille and Jeanie iVacpherson plan their productions.

viewer wanted opinions
food.

Impressions

it

How

managed until
camera
"Borderland" to conceal
her nimble intelligence
never understand.

I'll

Hollywood Fidelity.
Most of the husbands
and wives I met in the

colony
motion-picture
seemed to hold each other
in high regard, and that
wasn't at all what I had
expected. There must be
something in these wild
He
badly he had hit us.
Onlv recently has the camera begun to do justice to
tales of infidelity that the
apologized profusely, admitted
so
feature
newspapers
that the blame was all his. and
there
"Yes.
strongly.
then as he was fishing around
must be." Mabel Ballin admitted, when I asked her
in his pockets for a card and explaining that he would
"Just
if Hollywood lived down to her expectations.
effulgent
recognized^
her,
and
an
pay all damages, he

Pre- Views and First

20

Impressions
Where De

A

Mille's Orgies Begin.

trying to piece together a portrait
work. One can imagine Cecil De Mille
in the midst of perfume, music, dim lights, chiffon curtains,
In fact, so many peobig floor cushions, and sinuous pets.
ple have imagined it, that a legend has grown up to the effect
It was an impresthat he works amid Lucullan splendors.
Herewith is presented a photograph
sive fable, but only that.
It shows William and Cecil De
that tells the crude truth.
Mille and Jeanie Macpherson in the little apartment at the
of a

fascinating pastime

man from

is

his

top of the laboratory building on the Lasky lot where they
have luncheon every day and plan their productions.
But since I've taken away the legendary Mr. De Mille suggested by his extravagant productions, let me introduce as a

Mr. De Mille. The difference between him
and the average man you meet is the difference btween a diplomat and a politician. He talks with such great charm that
everything he says seems important. His brother William retires behind a mask of somewhat cryptic and sour remarks.
Miss Macpherson cheerily urges them on and makes sugAnd this is where and how the spectacular scenes
gestions.
substitute, the real

of the

De

Mille pictures are planned.

A

Little Friendly Criticism.

doesn't have quite so many close-ups of himself in his pictures as he used to, but he is still open to
Hearing that Patsy Ruth Miller was going to play
criticism.
with him in "The Girl I Loved" her friends chorused, "Isn't
it too bad?
won't see much of
Pat on the screen for a while."

Charles

Ray

We

A

A glimpse

of Pola Negri's Hollywood home from
the garden.

morning Hugo went out of our apartment at the Hollywood Hotel with some suit
cases of costumes he had offered to take over
And the chambermaid
to the studio for me.
jumped to conclusions right away. She must
have seen something like that before. She told
me that she was terribly sorry to see that the
mister was leaving me."
this

go
it

Avid followers of
early retiring.

The

tries to

stars'

look accustomed to

it."

beauty recipes might try this
it works wonders.

players say

right.

and he would make

Then he began

to stall.

little while one of the electricians
caught on to what he was doing and
helped him by putting one of the
lights out of commission and spending a long time fixing it. The director hadn't a chance in the world of

a

getting to the girl's scenes that aft-

ernoon.

On

another occasion the obliging

Mr. Landis had a scene with a girl
where he was supposed to grab
her by the shoulder and shake her.
The dress she had on was an old
evening gown of her own, and the
company had guaranteed that if it
got damaged or torn in any way they
would pay her

—

and

to the train,
all

Each time a scene was taken he
would do something wrong. After

Early Hours.
Curiously enough, although I used to believe that
there was some truth in the wild tales that newspapers told of Hollywood, I never swallowed some
of the other legends about the place.
There was the
one, for instance, about the girls who rarely go to
parties, much as they want to, but who always go to
bed at nine o'clock. To my amazement I found when
While
I reached Hollywood that it was really true.
they are working on a picture, the really ambitious
young players such as Pauline Starke, Helen Ferguson, Patsy Ruth Miller and others actually retire at
nine o'clock. All, that js, except Colleen Moore. She
goes to bed as soon as she comes home from the studio
"We are just a hick town,"
about seven-thirty.
Colleen assured me, "that dresses up on Saturday
night, steps out,

Friend in Need.

Cullen Landis is the sort of friend
to have.
He will do anything, even
to endangering his position with a
company if it will help some one he
likes.
One day the girl playing opposite him wanted to go to the train
to meet her fiance who was returning from a long trip.
There was
just a possibility, though, that the director would need her that afternoon, so he insisted that she should
stay in the studio. There were three
or four scenes of Cullen alone to be
taken, after which she came in. Cullen took her aside and told her to

Claire

Windsor would be

readily forgiven if she put

on a

few

airs in real

Photo by Clarence

S. Bull

life.

the

original

purchase price.
So,
fight

when

the

scene

Pre-Yiews and

First

Impressions
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came CuUen grabbed hold of the trimming on the front of her dress and
tore for dear

And

life.

such an earnest and hardworking young man most of the time
he

is

that neither of the directors suspected
him of guile.

The Formal Miss Windsor.

The

distinction of being one of the
on the screen who really
look aristocratic has so long belonged

few

girls

to Claire "Windsor that one could easily

forgive her

if

she were a

and distant in

real life.

little

formal

But she

isn't.

Knowing
Goldwyn

that I was going out to the
studio to visit one morning,
she offered to come and call for me.

She arrived, a veritable fashion picBut under her arm there was
a crumpled brown paper package,
which she deposited on my dresser.
Out of it she drew a bottle of milk,
a somewhat bashed-in lemon, and a
ture.

straw.

"I'm on a diet, you know," she announced quite casually, after we had
exchanged the conventional Awfully"And I have to drink this
glad-to-meet-you.
I thought you'd 'rather have
even* half hour.

me

bring

it

in here than pull

up along

When Ruth Roland has a little spare time she buys a new home
and starts remodeling it.

arrived, smiled and bowed to every one. exchanged
greetings with Mr. Hays, and took their departure.
An attractive young woman named Norma Talmadge had been there ever since the hour
specified on the invitations, mingling around
with the crowd, looking up old friends and
making many new ones.

the

somewhere. But if you're
around with me long enough, you'll get used
I have four bottles more down in
to that.
the car that I have to drink to-day."
There is always much speculation about Miss
Windsor getting married again. She is very popular, and some prominent wealthy men are numbered
among her admirers. When she took me up to the
estate of a wealthy bachelor to show me his won
derful gardens, I remarked that it would be
thrilling to spend money so lavishly as he did.
"Xot for me," Claire objected. "I
wouldn't give up working in pictures
And when you're in pictures
I enjoy it.
vou don't have time to spend much
side of the road

Spare

Here and There.

Now

far from my intention to tell
you that all motion-picture players are like
—unassuming, modest, unselfish, young
people.
There are any number of preposerously conceited, theatrical hams. There is
ne man, for instance, once a star, but now
st a supporting player who recently comined to his director that a scene must be
"tten into the picture showing him with his
shirt torn open at the throat and the bellows
of his abnormal chest expansion at work.
"My fans will rise up in revolt if they don't
w see me at my best." he assured eA"ery one
within hearing, in all seriousness. There are
brawny Western heroes who use perfume.

little

Time Occupations.

is so busy most of the time
leisure palls upon her. So when-

ever she has some spare time she sells the
house she is living in. buys another, and starts
remodeling it. Accompanying this article is her
latest acquisition. And speaking of homes, every
one, apparently, wants to see what Pola Negri's
looks like. The street is thronged with sightseers
almost every day. who are greatly impressed
by the big, rambling old English structure.

Hollywood
I

have often wondered

!

In fact, one cannot half appreciate the utter
genuineness of Art Acord until he has met
some of the other cowboy players. There are
innumerable young women who are listed by
the casting director as extras, but who have
the hauteur of comedy duchesses. There are
people who boast of Rolls-Royces and furtively

Idols.

ride

the fans' favorite
favorite of the motion-picif

star was also the
For Mary Pickford every one
ture industry.
in the Western motion-picture colony has the
greatest respect and admiration, but

on street cars.
These people have provided some great

material of late for the satirical fiction writThey are a rapidly passing type,
ers.
however. The reallv big favorites among
If
the players are genuinely charming.
you met them, you might be surprised
as I was frequently, but you wouldn't be

N

Talmadge seems to be more genuinely popular.
Pressed for a reason for this, some one
told me that it all depended on how fond you
were of democracy. As a typical illustration
he told of the Will Hays dinner.
After every one was seated. Douglas Fairbanks and Marv Pickford

is

-

Ruth Roland
that a

it

v
J ozi

.

to

by FreuM.

.

cannot appreciate the

disillusioned.

Thev
'
.

are worthy ot the
of Art
lavAcord until you have met admiration
some of the other cov. boy players, ished upon them.
utter genuineness

Photo
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Underwood

& Underwood

Tommy and a group

of governors at White Sulphur Springs.

The second

man on

his right is

George Ade.

"Our Leading Citizen"
And how

it

came

to be

you may be interested

made
in

as a picture, together with

knowing about

its

hero,

some

things

Thomas Meighan.

By Charles Gatchell

A

FEW

months ago a picture was released called
Leading
Thomas
Citizen,"
starring
Meighan.
It was from an original story by
George Ade, and a reviewer, in commenting on it, said,

"Our

"If your father or brother doesn't like the movies on
the ground that they are oversentimental and untrue
to life, take him to 'Our Leading Citizen.'
If that
picture doesn't convert him, nothing will."
For this
was no fantastic tale of a Cinderella caught up in gay
cabaret life
of a criminal, battling his way to romance
and riches of hectic love in the South Sea Isles. It
was just a human story of a likable but lazv lawyer
in a typical American small town who woke up to his
responsibilities
a quiet comedy in homespun
a Mc-

—

—

—

Cutcheon cartoon

—

in five reels.

Ordinarily this picture would have come and gone
without further comment a delight to many, and, of
course, a disappointment to some
like the majority of
pictures Which invite no heated discussions either by
being superlatively good, or exceedingly bad.
But shortly after its release a bomb was exploded
in the pages of this magazine in the form of a letter
from a fan, a young woman who had seen the film
and who could not contain her indignation over the fact
that so likable a star as Thomas Meighan "should be
wasted by having to appear in such a tiresome and
stupid story
a story which, she believed, could appeal
to no one but middle-aged men, and which, therefore,
was not worth doing. The criticism, from the point
of view of her likes and dislikes, was sincerely and
convincingly presented, and as I read it having enjoyed "Our Leading Citizen" almost well enough to

—

—

fill

it

in

— my

be,

The answer came in the form of letters from other
fans some of which you have read
who had liked
the picture as well as the first fan critic had disliked
it
and since I chanced to know something about the
unusual circumstances surrounding the making of this
picture, and of how these were bound up in the hopes
and plans of the star who played in it. it occurred to
me that all this would interest the many admirers of

—

—

;

Thomas Meighan.
The reason" for

this was emphasized when the papers
recently announced that Thomas Meighan had been
asked to give a special showing of his second George
Ade picture, then just completed, before the State governors who had gathered from all parts of the country at White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia, to hold
their annual conference for the discussion of national
problems. This was an honor unique in the annals of

motion pictures. To understand just how it came about
we must go back and tell some things not generally
known about Thomas Meighan and his career.
I
wonder that some one has not used Meighan's
career as one of those object lessons to young men just
starting out in life, of how, by using good judgment

my own
heart

suddenly

—

year

it

when they come
along, and by letting go by those which give the promise of fortune without sound basis beneath them, a man
may achieve success. For Meighan is one of the few
stars who has worked wisely toward the end of conFew of the stars, as you
trolling his own destiny.
know, have either the disposition or the ability to do
this.
Too often fate suddenlv lifts them up, and as

—

place

shared by other fans I did not doubt. But could
asked myself, the verdict of a majority?

I

private list of the "ten best" of the
sank.
That this opinion would be

in the seizing of the right opportunities

lets

them drop

—bewildered,

scarcely

under-
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"Our Leading Citizen"
Or if
standing what has happened.
thev try to control their own destiny,
they botch the job.
It wasn't that way with Tommy
And I predict
not on the upgrade.
that he'll not descend on any toboggan.
To begin he was a trained actor
He
before he ever faced a camera.
had played with many of the big stage
notably with David Warfield
stars
and had had the leading role in George
Ade's "The College Widow," both
here and in England.

—

—

Then he began

in pictures

and after

playing acceptably in several productions he burst, into sudden prominence
insured his being starred when

that

"The Miracle Man" came as a miracle
indeed to the motion-picture industry.
Other screen players have undergone
similar experiences.
Charles Ray was
made by a part in a single picture,
"The Coward," Valentino by "The
Four Horsemen," and Betty Compson by the same stroke of fortune that
gave Tommy his big boost, to name
but a few.
But the difference between Meighan
and the others was that he had not
been merely a pawn in the hands of
Several years before, while
to Europe to play in "The
College Widow" he became acquainted
with Robert H. Davis, the magazine
editor, who, at that time, had just purchased the famous story by Frank L.
Packard, and who let him read it.
Meighan always kept the story in mind,
destiny.

on his

way

and when George M. Cohan procured
dramatic rights for it Tommy
to him.
"George," he said, "I
wish you'd make me a promise that
no matter who you sell the movie
rights of 'The Miracle Man' to, you'll
put in a provision that I'm to play
the part of the crook."
Cohan is a
man of generous impulses. Also a
man of his word. He thrust out his
hand. "It's a bargain," he said.

the

went

Then Meighan began campaigning
some one who would undermake the picture with him.

to find
take to

By good
terest

fortune, he

George

Loane

was

able to inafter

Tucker,

failing to interest others.

What "The

Miracle Man" did both for those who
appeared in it and for motion pictures
in general,

you already know.

Then Famous Players
and he might
of

many

easily

another,

starred him.

have gone the way
either

taking con-

what came his way until a
monotonous succession of similar pictures wore out the interest of the
fans, or he might have gone out to
found his "own company," with about
tentedly

one chance out of ten of surviving.
Instead, he began to put his time
and thought upon the job he had, believing that the opportunity was there

Photo by Pach Bros:

Meighan

is

a

difficult

subject for the casual interviewer.

You have

catch him off his guard to get him to talk about himself.

to

:

"Our Leading Citizen"
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Without making any preposif he wanted to make if.
terous demands, he started to offer suggestions, to confer with the directors and with the heads of the company about every phase of the work his stories, his
When he saw a thing which he
casts, and so on.
thought might be improved he tried to convince the
person in authority as to how it could be improved.
On one occasion, for example, he was told that the
company had been obliged suddenly to make up and
announce their program of pictures for the next six
months, and that they had selected two stories the
for him.
best they could get at the moment
"Will you give me forty-eight hours to see if I can't
get two that will be more satisfactory to all of us?"
The time was granted, and two days later he appeared
with two other stories for the procuring of which the
production manager thanked him, for he agreed that
Meighan had brought forward better material than they

—

—

—

had been able

to offer at the time.
a result of that sort of cooperation he gradually
took on more and more responsibility, and as the com-

As

his judgment to be good they were
glad to give him the chance to do so, with the final
result that he was given practically full authority to

pany heads found

and his director, except when
asked to appear in 'one of the big Paramount or
De Mille specials, such as "Manslaughter," or that
hodgepodge, "The Man Who Saw To-morrow," in
which several stars appear. That means more work,
but it also means that the person doing it is looking far
ahead toward his own future, not merely at the thing
at hand.
And so, a few months ago, he decided to try to get
the cooperation of some of the biggest writers in the
select his stories, his cast,

(he is

country.

He

turned first to George Ade. He had known Ade
several years, ever since he had acted in Ade's
stage productions, not in a mere casual way, but as a
pal, a guest at Ade's big country estate in Indiana.
And straight out to Ade's home he went again, determined to induce him to write an original story.
for

At first Ade demurred. Like many an author, he
had been disappointed at the way his earlier stories had
been garbled on the screen. The money was no inducement to him. And he was booked up by magazines and
syndicates to do as much work as he wanted to undertake for some time to come.
But Meighan insisted.
"If you'll do it, George," he said, "I'll give you my
personal guarantee that nothing will be altered without
your O. K., that the titles will be your titles, and that
the final production will be edited to meet your requirements."
"All right, Tommy," said Ade. "I'll do it
for you."

—

And

so "Our Leading Citizen" was made, and Ade
was well enough satisfied with it to agree to write another, and when production began he came to New
York to watch it in the making and to offer suggestions, as he had gone to California to help with the
first one.

When the picture was completed — the
Home and Broke" Ade and Meighan

—

"Back

title

is

ran

down

to

had a showing anywhere," he inquired, "that you could
show to all the governors during the conference?"
"Sure!" said Meighan.
A few minutes later a wire was sent to the New
York Paramount office. It asked, not only for a print
of "Back Home and Broke," but for a full evening's
program, including an orchestra.
The home office had found in the past that Meighan's
ideas usually were good ones, and they felt that this
So they called up Doctor Hugo Reisenfeld,
one was.
manager of the Rialto, Rivoli, and Criterion theaters,
and conductor of the Rialto's famous orchestra, and
asked him if he would go down and put on the show.
Doctor Reisenfeld was only too glad to do anything
He made up an orchestra of
for Tommy Meighan.
hand-picked musicians the most capable ones he could
get
he engaged the best singer and the best dancer available
he took his own staff of men to handle the projection and the lighting effects, and there in the ballroom of the Greenbriar Hotel, before the governors
assembled, the showing was given with as much style
as could have been obtained in the most glittering motion-picture palace on Broadway.
What the governors said afterward might be summed
up in the words that the governor of North Carolina
was reported to have whispered to the governor of
South Carolina, namely, that it was a long time between
pictures as good as that one.
But more important, perhaps, was the speech that
Meighan made when they turned the spotlight on him
and made him come forward. It was a short speech.
He acknowledged his indebtedness to Al Green, his
director, and to the others who had cooperated with
him, and then said that it had been a great pleasure
"It's always a pleasure to make
to make that picture.
a picture from one of Mr. Ade's stories," he concluded,
"because they're so human and so clean."
That last phrase characterizes not only Mr. Ade's
stories, but Meighan's work on the screen and the man
himself in the minds of his loyal personal following.
The letters from his admirers that come to this and
other magazines speak of his acting, his personality,
his looks, but above all, they emphasize an unbounded
admiration for him because his marriage has endured,
because they believe him to be a loyal husband, a cleanliving man.
Though his constituency is by no means
confined to mature persons, I have an idea his followers
include a larger proportion of married persons than is
the case with most of the popular stars.
Certainly he
seems to have a special appeal for the people who love
the screen, but who have lost faith in many of the
Other stars may prove a disappointment and
players.
a disillusionment, but Tommy Meighan is one on whom
they feel they can depend absolutely.
The following
letter from a woman in New York City is an example

—

—
—

—

of this attitude

The other day I read that Mr. Meighan was thinking of deserting the screen for the speaking stage.
The news was very
disappointing.
When I told this to my husband, who is a
Meighan fan, he said, "Well. T don't blame him if he does.
The man is simply too decent for the conditions in the movies.''
This is a manly man's opinion of screen folk, and incidentally,

White Sulphur Springs for a few days' rest. And while
there Meighan met Ephraim F. Morgan, governor of

of Mr. Meighan.

Virginia. The talk turned one evening to motion
pictures, and the governor said that he regretted not
having seen some of Tommy's recent pictures. Whereupon Meighan telephoned the Paramount exchange at
Philadelphia and asked them to express at once a print
of "Manslaughter."
The print arrived the next day
and was shown to the governor and his guests, that
night at the hotel. And that gave the governor an idea.

And though

West

"Haven't you

got

a

new

picture

— one

that

hasn't

But

Tommy

has no intention of deserting- the screen.
he is deserving of all the faith his followers
have in him he would be the first to spring to the defense of his associates against the criticism of even his
own most loyal admirers. Few of us have any conception of what a difficult thing it is to go through
the first few years of being a star; to be flattered, to
be admired, to be sought after by would-be parasites
under the guise of friendship, to be badly advised, to
Continued on page ]01

The Canterbury Filmgrims
town was jarred out of its usual quietude when
came there to make "if Winter Comes."
company
an American

The

old cathedral

Percy Marmont, who plays

"Mark

Sabre," as he appeared

THE
and

ancient city of Canterbury, rooted in the
traditions which surround its cathedral and the
layers of British history which lie upon its walls
crumbling ruins, has grown complacent toward

from far and wide. Since the remote pilgrimage sung of by Chaucer, Canterbury has been the obtourists

ject

of

swarmed

one

pilgrimage

after

another.

People

have

into its crooked streets and lanes on foot and
staff, astride the humble donkey, in gay and drab equip-

in

a real Canterbury

®Y

VV.

Hinds

street, after the trial scene.

ages of the Elizabethan and Victorian periods, atop
picturesque tallyhos and now in our times in charabancs motorbuses in palatial limousines and flivvers.

—

—
—

Canterbury knows tourists as Washington knows poliand pays no more attention.
It remained for Harry Millarde, director of the Fox
film production of "If Winter Comes." to lead into
Canterbury a different sort of pilgrimage and for a time
to stir the ancient city out of its complacency.

ticians,

The Canterbury Filmgrims
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had been printed in the papers,
and it was to be expected that
more or less interest would be
aroused.
But none imagined

was to be the
town not only dur-

the event

that

talk of the

ing the shooting, but for days

and days afterward; none knew
that clerks were to desert their
counters, that housewives were
to
drop their brooms, that
troops

were

of

youngsters

British

Kentfarmers were to drive in in
such numbers.
In short, none
knew that Canterbury was to
to skip school, that

ish

lock

up

shop, as

it

virtually did

one day, to see just

American

film

how

company

an

trans-

lated into the popular language

of

celluloid

a

British

literary

achievement.
It

They

saw.

are keen ob-

servers, the British,

and

to

my

surprise they turned out to be
enthusiastic.
It was the first
burst of enthusiasm I had enIf

Low

To
lock

Jinks."

an American, Canterbury is a sleepy town. They
the shops for lunch in Canterbury, and they

up

lunch in a leisurely manner that would drive despair
into the heart of an American business man, even the
American small-town business man. Food in Canter-

an enjoyment as well as a necessity. Imagine
would take to set such a town on its toes, to
bring a tremendous outpouring from homes and shops,
I
to fill the streets with an eager, gesticulating throng.
"saw that happen in Canterbury, and knowing Canterbury fairly well, I marveled.
I asked myself if the
cathedral had collapsed or had the Normans landed
again on the Kentish shore. Neither. The excitement
was occasioned by the coming of "The Canterbury
Filmgrims."
I found myself in the midst of the uproar.
Every
one talked.
I
talked.
Of
bury

is

what

it

course

countered in England.
It was
soon apparent that this enthusiasm was not stirred any more
by the novelty of the occasion
than it was by the entrance of the people of Canterbury into the very spirit of the production.
Unlike the American crowd, a British throng such
as that does not have to be held back by police or
guards.
They do not interfere with the business in
hand.
They push and jostle, they talk excitedly and
they jam and squeeze forward, but seemingly of their
own accord they set an imaginary line beyond which
They sense the atmosphere of
they must not step.
the occasion, the technical requirements, and they stay
within bounds.
Now and again the crowd was made aware that sections of it were being photographed as a background
for the actors, and it was then that the populace flung

you read the book you'll know at once that here are "High and

If the director wanted
itself into "If Winter Comes."
if he wanted quiet
excitement, he got it by a word
;

my manner

me down

at

of speech set
once as an Ameri-

can. I was the object of more
interest than I had ever kindled before. Women asked me
about Los Angeles.
Boys offered to sell me post cards at
cut rates.
Men offered to buy
me drinks.
The excitement

was without rhyme or reason.
There seemed to be an idea
that all the wonders of American moviedom were to be unfolded that day.
They expected

Charley

Norma Talmadge

Chaplin

and

to step right

out of the cameras.
It happened that I was in
Canterbury as a tourist during
the period last summer in which
Mr. Millarde and his company

were

exterior
shooting
the
scenes for "If Winter Comes."
Announcement of their coming

The Kentish Buffs, stationed in Canterbury, were called upon to impersonate the "Pinks"
of Hutchinson's story.
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and passivity, he got it by a word.
It appeared to me that the British
crowd is an unusually intelligent
crowd and admirably suited to the
purposes of a motion-picture director.
At any rate, the populace of
Canterbury leaped into the spirit of
"If Winter

Comes"

in

an extraordi-

nary fashion.

For two weeks

I

had been some-

of a mystery about Canterbur}-, particularly in my hotel.
I
was known of course as an American. Other Americans came to Canterbury, visited the cathedral, rambled over the old town, and departed.
thing

But

remained. I performed mysrites with a typewriter for
hours at a time in my hotel room.
'When Mr. Millarde and his company
arrived, two and two were put together by the hotel porter and a maid.
I was an American.
I wrote things
on a typewriter. They decided I was
connected with the films.
Americans and films became synonymous
for the time.
They spread their
story.
My statements to the conI

terious

trary were not believed.
I was followed about the streets by youngsters.
The hotel maid asked me if
I knew Wallace Reid.
I hadn't then read "If
Winter
Comes."
The arrival of the film
in front of the newspaper office.
crowds usually are better for a
director to work with than American crowds.

The scene

British

Ann Forrest plays

company whetted my
a

copy.

That

the part of

"Lady Tybar."

interest in the book, and I bought
denials became more
it.

settled

My

than ever.
The young lady who sold me the
book asked if I would read a scenario she had writfutile

Canterbury two weeks after the
departed.
It dawned on the folks
around me then that perhaps I had been truthful in
The
saying I was not connected with the movies.
youngsters no longer followed me about the streets.
Young ladies no longer smiled at me. There was
no crowd at the station to see me off, as there had
been when Mr. Millarde and his company departed.
I had become once more a plain American.
Canterbury is the Tidborough of "If Winter Comes."
The author of the book told Mr. Millarde that he
had no particular city in mind as Tidborough, but
the wisdom of the selection is apparent to one who
Canterbury
has read the book and seen Canterbury.
has the Tidborough atmosphere. Due to the courtesy
of Major Guy Leigh, of the Kentish Buffs, stationed
in Canterbury, detachments of that regiment were
utilized by Mr. Millarde as the "Pinks" of Hutchinten.

I

Millarde

remained

in

company

son's story.
Continued on page 100
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My

Memories on
The

fifth

installment of a

series of

reminis

some of the film favorites of a few
the most compelling personalities of

picture of

one of

closed as a heroine even to

By Norbert
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Careful living and mental hygiene.

give

it.

The

practice of

either demands the exercise
Combining the two, and resisting
temptation, turns the will to iron.
Behind

of a will.

Madame

Geraldine's

smile

iron

the

will- is

there.
It

year.

makes her

rise at seven every day in the
Coffee, bath, and an hour at her piano.

At home

In this she never falters.

in

New

York, in California for a celluloid summer,
even on a ranch in Wyoming, her routine is
the same.
Further, it means good, though
not elaborate, food at hours regular as a clock's
chime, no stimulants at all and, unless she is
singing, bed at ten.
This is the ordered routine of a prima donna.
YVe like to think of them carrying on life in
a

whirl

of

excitement

—

orchids,

limousines,

champagne, and terrapin.
More than once
have I seen this one decline champagne for
milk, but never refuse Irish stew.
Orchids
she dislikes because they're
"soulless" and her car is built
for service.
She is intensely

Life to her
a business, a manifold business, and she is its alert ex-

practical, rational.
is

ecutive.

^
igsg

9k

H

H
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or the building of bridges
and her desk the helm.
"Gerry" Farrar must wield

|

|
Photo
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Geraldine Farrar's radiance never leaves her.
is

brilliant,

Even

in

a blond wig, she

f-'i

intense.

iJt
•
,

HARDLY
her

woman,"

said Geraldine Farrar, looking
in
mirror, "but shall we say interesting?" With that
she flashed at me a quizzical twinkle out of gray-blue
a pretty

"Then you agree

she teased, going on with her make-up.
One always agrees with her. Forceful, compelling, she is
irresistible, if not on that score, then because of her magnetic
graciousness.
Clever and wise, she knows that hearts are won
by a smile, and a frown may lose an empire.
Invariably she
is gracious; infallibly she wins.
But she saw far less in her
mirror that day than was there. Let me tell you what I saw.
Perhaps not pretty in the ordinary acceptance of the word,
but a woman radiant, alive.
That radiance never leaves her.
At all hours, morning, noon, and night, at the studio and elsewhere, it is part of herself.
As if she had plunged her face
in some magic bath and raised it, clear-eyed, tingling, satinsmooth. However, it was no miraculous water she employed,
no secret lotion of a court beauty long since gone, but a simple J
prescription to be had by any one for the asking. Even I can
eyes.

Often indeed I have
thought of her at the presidential desk of a big corporation. It would have to
be a far-reaching concern,
though, engaged in supplying a needed commodity
such as steel, or iron rails,

She

power.

is

unimagin-

able otherwise.
Her vigor, zest, and spirit
of conquest are amazing.
It comes, of course, from

abundant good health and
that mental hygiene.
Her

\"

mind

I

H

looked after as
as
her
body.
Wasteful habits of introcriticism, dwelling in the past or future,
find
no place in her
strictly sanitary mentality.
Each day is hers to live

spection,

fully.
,

photo by Hartsook

is

carefully

To-morrow

will

take care of itself as yesShe
terday did.
Invariably Miss
has made of herFarrar's manner
se lf an astonishis

gracious.

jncr

success.
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Own
cences

Screen
an intimate

giving

Geraldine Farrar,

years ago.

this generation, is herein dis-

her press-agent.

Lusk
You remember

one of her

four
dating
back
pictures
Xot
years, "The Hell Cat?"
a pretty title, not to her taste,
but she gave her best to its
making. To me she gave no
end of illuminating flashes of
herself.

Every scene was made
where the action was written
take place, in Wyoming.
The upper reaches of the
Hudson River would have

to

done as well
self

—

she said so herthat country would

—but

have not shown her a prima
donna roughing it. Wvoming
was rough as its native cactus
and dry as its alkali that
rasped nose and throat and
The star had reason to
eyes.
live up to the title of her picture and to make this a turbulent memoir rather than

what

is.

it

"Why

should I

make my-

disagreeable to vou who
are in the same boat?
she
asked.
So she wrote letters
that snapped the lash at those
actually responsible for exiling her to a place without
self

-

'

situated on a stream
called the Stinking River.
baths,

The company left Xew
York in July, to be joined by

Tom

who

from

Los

principal

roles

Chicago
roses

in

"The Hell

we

Before

Cat."

heat,

and Milton
were dispatched
Angeles to play

Santschi

Sills

Madame

reached
Geraldine's

were parched by the
and her hampers of fruit

dissolved

into

Westward Ho

!

pulpy refuse.
not a pleas-

is

Photo

<c)

by Edwin F. Townsend

Forceful, compelling,

ant path to take when Sirius
rules the heavens.
The tour
was so routed that we changed four times, once at
three in the morning to await a train connecting at
seven, but through it all she remained serene.
Xot
that changing trains is a hardship amounting to martyrdom, but in this instance it was one of life's little
ironies.
Farrar, the singer, always travels in a private
car.
The difference was calculated to temperamentalize
a prima donna into a maniac.
That is, some prima
donnas. But when ours strolled through the dav coach
in a cotton kimono, singing "Poor Butterfly" and balancing a glass of lemonade. I knew once and for all
I
she hadn't forgotten how to be an American srirl
.

Geraldine Farrar

is

irresistible.

may add

that the lemonade, which she shared with me,
a pledge of friendship that even now tastes de-

was

licious.

In
there

—

Cody named
was much to

after "Buffalo Bill." not Lew
try the patience and test the en-

durance of a woman used to rather more comforts than
were to be found on the main street of a little Western
town like nothing so much as a setting for a Y\ illiam

Cowboys, horses, Indians, factorypicture.
souvenirs of leather and beads, flies and speckled
Thus "The Hell Cat"
fruit
all under a blazing sun.
It lasted five weeks.
began.
S.

Hart

made

—

!

My Own

Memories on

30

A

ranch on the outskirts of the town was the scene
of the first episode.
It was there Madame Geraldine's
strenuosity hurled her into conflict with
Santschi.
That she emerged only with blackened eyes, dislocated
nose and minus a lot of blood was an instance of the

Tom

—

Farrar luck and pluck.
Right now Tom Santschi must be absolved of

all

Staggering, her own words cleared him then.
"My fault," she gasped. "Don't worry, anybody."
Then fainted. It all came about through her miscalculation of distance in their tussle.
He, as the villain,
was attempting to abduct her and bear her away on
his horse.
Rehearsal of the scene went well, but in
playing it she put up such a wild fight that all was forgotten but the real desperation of her mimic plight.
She struck her face against a table. In a flash she was
all blood.
It was then Madame Geraldine Warned herself.
People do not, as a rule,
keep any sort of control when
sustaining physical shock.
Still
more seldom do they blame them-

blame.

when

selves

in

pain.

Stars,

Screen

had been extolled as a garden spot, abounding in
comforts, a fitting aftermath to the stark ugliness of
All this was only a vain illusion.
the town.
Madame Geraldine was quartered in a tent with an
oil lantern and many moths.
In a near-by brook, kneeling, she bathed her face every morning for two weeks
in water colder than ice.
The choice delicacies said to
abound were eggs fried on the stove lid and coffee in
granite pitchers on the big ranch table. The chivalrous
workers on the place were waiting to pounce on it
before the gong sounded its summons to actors in the
midst of a distant scene.
It

It was real life all right, and if the favorite of
Broadway tried to seem at home by wearing gingham
dresses
made by Henri Bendel her palate was in a

—

talked a

when she got back
home, and the food she would
enjoy.
She described dishes

to luxuriate

with such gusto that I knew
she must be a good New EngLater she showed
land cook.
More
her book of recipes.
than once when seeing her.
shimmering
in
magnificence
and a-glitter with jewels, I have
"broken her up" by recalling
distant
she
the
day when
couldn't bathe for two weeks
Indelicate perhaps, but Madame
Geraldine's sense of humor is
one of hearty understanding.
In the long waits between
scenes, when a cloud was coquetting with the sun and workwas out of the question, she
would seat herself at the ranchhouse piano and play through
an entire opera. Not only her
own operas, but more than one
in which she has never appeared and at times no opera
all,
but
Tchaikowsky,
at

so

far as I have seen, blame every
one but themselves for anything.

So

this, then,

was

singer, nourished

famous

the

on praise and

plaudits, living in the rarefied at-

mosphere of song and

—

However, she smiled humorously and
great deal about the baths in which she meant

state of revolt.

artifice.

No

amateur, staking all on a
chance to make good, could have
borne more than this star did to
"put it across."
Indeed, with

camera cranking, stunned, bleeding, she went on with the scene
rather than cry out and stop it.

Her unerring sense of values told
her that the wound would add
realism to her acting.
She paid
for the realism by remaining
three days in a darkened room.
Tom Santschi suffered mentally as much as she did physiHis silence and aloofness,
childlike in spite of his aggressive acting, won us all from the

cally.

A

Chopin, Debussy.
musician
as well as a singing actress.
such an excellent
actor that you would have exShe says she is that, not a
cused him for telling you so.
prima donna.
Milton Sills,
But good actors never do. Inleading man as well as highstead, he seemed not to know
brow of the company, labored
Out in the Wyoming desert making "The Hell Cat" with
anything about it.
with
French
conversation.
Times were
Milton Sills, Miss Farrar proved her ability to adapt
when Madame Geraldine tried
When he lapsed into English
herself to surroundings strange and uncomfortable.
to coax him to talk, or join her
one learned that he was a scienparty at lunch, but without betist, educated at the University
ing brusque he showed that he preferred to be alone.
of Chicago, and intended for a professorship, still abPlainly he was a bit awed by the easy fluency of this
sorbed in biology, anthropology, sociology, pathology,
woman from another world" She liked him all the actorology. Since then he has perhaps added the theory
more for it and never lessened her enthusiasm for his
of relativity to his curriculum, and I dare say radio
start.

He was

virile

acting.

— who

She

said

that

he,

Hobart

Bosworth

—

played with her in "Joan the Woman" Raymond Hatton and Hassard Short in "The Turn of
the Wheel"
were the most accomplished actors, of
widely differing methods, she'd ever played with in pictures.
I cannot understand why Santschi is seldom seen
nowadays, unless it is that his retiring nature makes
difficult the pushing necessary for success.
Work in Cody completed, the company moved on to
a more distant location. Five hours' riding over mountain roads rocky as a quarry, with such prodigious
jouncing that I feared our star's strong teeth would
be clapped from her head, brought us at supper time
to a ranch in the very heart of primitive Wyoming.

—

—

more technical aspects.
The Wyoming experience demonstrated to me Madame Geraldine's ability to adapt herself to surround-

in its

ings strange and uncomfortable, to maintain her poise
in periods of tedium, and to make herself one of the
group of exiles instead of becoming the star refugee

Understanding how
a martyr's crown.
she did not pretend that acrid coffee, alkali dust,
and a tent were more acutely an affront to her because
her services happened to be paid for in thousand-dollar
This may not be such a lofty virtue after all.
bills.
when you think of the financial rewards, but that's
because you don't know stars when affairs are not go-

and "assuming
all

felt

Continued on page 90

Brief Cheats $ith jou on Interesting Topics
concern in 6 the Screen

A

year ago. in an unguarded moment,
printed in
Best Picthis department a list of what he considered the ten best pictures of 1921,
tures of 1922
thereby making himself a target.
Critics told him that some of his selections compromised too much with popular taste. Fans wrote in,
ridiculing the list and calling it "the ten worst.*'
This year we have asked four persons who look at
pictures from widely varying points of view each to
contribute a list.
Alison Smith, Picture-Play's film reviewer, names
eight American-made pictures and two foreign ones.
They are "Xanook of the Xorth," "Robin Hood,"' '"One
Glorious Day," "Blood and Sand." "Tol'able David."
"Orphans of the Storm." "Smilin' Through." "Oliver
Twist." "The Loves of Pharoah." and the Asta Xielsen

The Ten

The Observer made out and

"Hamlet."

Now for a
Different

A

very different list was offered by
Trix Mackenzie, a critical fan
of Atlanta, Georgia, whose very decided

Miss

opinions usually manage to start a good
deal of discussion.
She savs

List

The pictures this year have not pleased me half as much as
the ones last year, and for this reason I have found it a hard
task to select even ten thai I liked all through. So, I am sending also a list of the ten worst pictures. This I made with no
difficulty whatever.
In fact, I could have added ten more pictures which, I think, deserve a place on this list.
'

Her list of the ten worst films includes "Xanook of
the Xorth," "Foolish Wives." "The Oueen of Sheba."
"Forever," "If You Believe It. It's~So," "To Have
and to Hold." "Our Leading Citizen." "The Woman
Walked Alone," "The Lotus Eaters," and "Moran
of the Lady Letty." The ten pictures which were the
best in her estimation were, "Smilin' Through." "Blood

Who

and Sand," "East Is West," "Broadwav Rose,"
"Grandma's Boy," "The Primitive Lover." "The Ghost
Breaker." "The Green Temptation." "The Bachelor
Daddy," and "Peacock Alley."

Agnes Smith, a writer who has been

Agnes

engaged in film editing and
for the last year and who. as
our readers know, always has decided
Selections
and interesting opinions, finds it necessary to give the reasons for her very unusual selections.
great many persons will disagree with her
selections.
She says
actively

Smith 's

titling

A

I have purposely omitted all the big spectacles from my list
of the ten best pictures of the year.
The sight of falling
scenery doesn't thrill me any more, nor am I particularly impressed by scenes in which thousands of extras appear in fancy
costume. I'd rather see a picture with four or five good subtitles and several cleverly worked out situations than one with
a lot of expensive backgrounds designed bv Joseph Urban.
I'd like to turn my entire list of best pictures over to Alack

Sennett.
Mr. Sennett is to me what Mr. Griffith is to most
movie fans the Master Mind of the Movies. It's harder to
make a good comedy than a good drama in a drama you
can appeal to the emotions and to sentiment. In comedy, you
must produce the rarest quality in entertainment good ideas.

—

;

—

And so I lead my list with "Home Made Movies." It isn't
Mack Sennett's best picture, but it is the best current contribution of the man who made "A Small Town Idol," And I
it more than any other picture of the year.
Xext comes "Grandma's Boy." Xo wonderful scenery. n°
expensive settings, no beauty chorus. But it's a picture with a
charming plot, excellent titles, good business and Harold Lloyd

enjoyed

for

its

this
silly

—

star.

"The Paleface." I saw
is another comedy
Buster Keaton comedy after sitting through an intolerably
"feature." I shall always remember it with a feeling of

The

third selection

gratitude.

""Xanook of the Xorth" is one of the prize pictures of this
or any other year. And so is "Tol'able David." I don't have
to explain why I selected these pictures.
My next choice is George Arliss in "Disraeli." It was the
most intelligent picture of the j-ear from the point of view
of editing, selection of dramatic material, and acting.
"One Glorious Day" had a qualify which most pictures lack
And in it Will Rogers did his best acting.
imagination.
Xorma Talmadge did her best work of the year in "Smilin'
Through," and so I put the picture on my list. It was beautiXeverfully produced though a little too sweet for my taste.
theless it is worth shouting about.
I liked "The Loves of Pharaoh" because it, too, showed imIf we must have spectacle, let us soften it with
agination.
The editing of the American version
plenty of imagination.
The titles were
of this German picture was especially fine.
short, dignified, and impressive.
When I come to "Blood and Sand," I hesitate. This should
have been a finer picture than "The Four Horsemen," but it

—

story, which should have been told at length,
and so the picture seemed choppy and episodic. However, remembering the performance of Rodolph Valentino, I
make it tenth on my list.

wasn't.

was

The

cut,

Edwin

Another
Critic's
Selections
selections.

Schallert,

music

critic

and dra-

matic editor of the Los Angeles Times,
has still another point of view, another
set of standards which have to be taken
into account in order to understand his

He

writes as follows

If all picture-goers were like myself the exhibitors would,
as a safety expedient, eliminate from their programs all scenics
and photography of real life. It is the only way. they could proFor few of the features will
tect the majority of their features.
stand comparison with the real life stuff in their attempt to
depict what is vitally interesting.
Pictures that tell stories must appeal from an entirely differEither that, or they must so closely approximate
ent angle.
life as to make you believe that you are actually seeing things
happen that would happen. In either instance there must be
In one case it is accoma definite lure for the imagination.
plished through a fine simulation of reality, in the other by
a stirring of "fancy that lifts the observer above the plane of

ordinarCaffairs, and evokes in him an emotion of pleasure from
the contemplation of beauty, either for its own sake or because
of its underlying significance. Most pictures mingle this realism

and

idealism.

Here

—

is his list of the best ten:
the strictly realistic pictures the most noteworthy
and I misrht sav the onlv artistically successful one

Of

!

The Observer
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A

"Tol'able David."
picture which you had to
seriously because it made you think you were
viewing things actually happening.
There are artistic objections to the Sherwood portion
"Robin Hood," where tricks are indulged in.
of
Nevertheless the entire story is a glorious whimsy. The
chivalric atmosphere is so filled with tapestried beauty
take

and throbbing romance that

I feel the picture is deserving to be acclaimed as perhaps the greatest to date.
"To Have and to Hold." Dramatically a truer picture of the costume type, perhaps, than "Robin Hood,"
because it does not resort to such obvious trickery to
maintain suspense. It is not, however, so revolutionary
in its employment of the art resources of the camera,
nor is it so rich in fantasy.
feature grossly defying the
"Blood and Sand."
best traditions of its Spanish locale, yet worthy of a
place among the ten best because of its sincere tragedy.
There is little to mar its definite march toward a sin-

A

goal.

ister

"Kick In."
one

If a

melodrama can ever be

artistic this

is.

"The Beggar Maid."

This unpretentious

little

two-

reeler reflects a true artistic spirit.

"Oliver Twist." As in the instance of "Robin Hood,"
the subject is important and the atmosphere of the
period Dickensonian. Large opportunities for the various principals and skilled acting by them save any tendency toward sacrificing to the star, who, in this picture, is exceptional.
Another picture that
"Omar, the Tentmaker."
sounds the note of beauty and poetry. One overlooks
its affectations for its charm.
"The Eternal Flame." I admit this to the list only
because I am beginning to run short of good ones.
The picture is untrue to its purpose, but is attractively
"Smilin' Through" was in many respects a
garbed.
better Talmadge picture, but I doubt its artistic veracity
because of its odd mingling of the real and unreal, in
a sentimental hodgepodge.

-"Grandma's Boy." Reluctantly I admit this Harold
Lloyd picture to a classification of the artistic. But I
have applied the acid test to nearly twenty possible
candidates and have found them wanting. Apart from
its comedy, "Grandma's Boy" succeeds in giving shape
and form and substance to a much-beloved attribute of
courage. Though with syncopated harthe American
monies, it sings a lyric song of braverv.

—

The

Mr.

conclusion at which Mr. Schal-

arrives after having made his seSchallert
lection is that the really artistic picture
*s
sa<dly lacking on our screens, even
Concludes
with the improvements in craftsmanship. "I could take almost any one of the ten features I
have named," he says, "and on the grounds of artistic
principle rend it to pieces.
'Tol'able David,' for instance, lacks that elevation of mind wdfich should background any art work. Beauty is the ever-living thing
in art, and it is for that beauty that the film producers
and their directors should quest.
"A picture like 'The Beggar Maid,' or another little
film which I saw called by the rather stupid title, 'Hope,'
or say 'The Ballad of Fisher's Boarding House,' come
nearer to the true artistic spirit at times than do all
the others combined.
"The reason for eliminating certain pictures like
'Hungry Hearts," 'At the Stroke of Midnight,' 'The
Old Homestead,' 'Tess of the Storm Countrv,' 'The
Zenda,'
Prisoner
of
'Manslaughter.'
'Fascination,'
'Sonny,' 'When Knighthood was in Flower,' and others
of undoubted worth, are many and various.
Some of
lert

I.;:.

;:.'..

.

i

w^UilwiiiJiifiKUNm m\\v.n\m\mi

these pictures I can't see at all because of their lack
of logic.
In respect to gorgeousness 'When Knighthood was in Flower' might well qualify and even take
the place say of 'The Eternal Flame' on the foregoing
felt that the real emotion of romance was
list, but I
lacking in this film, and that it adapted a period
to the needs of a star in an even greater degree
than did 'The Eternal Flame.' 'The Prisoner of Zenda'
failed utterly to produce an illusion corresponding to
'The Old Homestead' was
the romance of its theme.

overburdened with hokum, 'Hungry Hearts' had one
of the best chances of getting on the list, but unfortunately I have seen only the version which is being
generally shown, and which discloses the effects of
having been tampered with.
In 'Tess of the Storm
Country' Mary Pickford was not true to her character.
'The Glorious Fool' was a very worthy picture,
'Fascination' I
giving lots of play to the imagination.
regard as entertainment of an excellent order, simply
because it defies all laws of logic. I even gave a thought
to the much-panned 'Lotus Eaters,' because it broke
with conventions, but too often this break resulted in
Barrymore saved it from being a shamsheer idiocy.
'Orphans of the Storm' perhaps should have been
ble.
Certainly it is worthy of considincluded in the list.
eration as a serious work of art because, though it
adapts a period to an art. rather than an art to a period,
it discloses real feeling for the beautiful in its settings

and

its

romance."

A

word has been introduced by Quinn
Martin, the erudite young film reviewer

A ddition

New York World, which The
Observer believes ought to be adopted
by every motion-picture fan. The word
is hoko-drama, and it is applied to those sickeningly
false and sentimental dramas which revel in the old
stock situations which are guaranteed sure-fire instead
of portraying life in a genuine and sincere fashion.
1

for the Fans'

of the

Vocabulary

The
Children

S

tnat

m

Paramount company believes
"The Covered Wagon" they have

a picture which every child should see,
s0 t jiev are doing everything in their
power to make it possible. In leasing
the film to theaters they are asking that the theater give
special matinees for children with a maximum admission fee of ten cents.
It is important that future American citizens should
see this picture because it gives a vivid and authentic
presentation of pioneer life on the plains.
It brings
to life a period in American history which school histories usually treat in a dull and lifeless fashion.
These are not the first children's matinees to be instituted.
All over the country, theaters have been giving special Saturday morning performances of the serial
"The Adventures of Buffalo Bill," which Universal is
putting out.
The historical value of these two, however, is not to be compared.
.

Matinees

An

and unique motion picbeing assembled by Cecil M.
Camera as
Hepworth which it has taken twentyThe picture is called
^ our vears t0 fi'
Historian
"Through Three Reigns," and it is made
up of news reels showing all the most important events
in England during the reigns of Victoria, Edward VII.,
and George V. Coronations, reviews of troops, great
trade expositions, and various visits that these rulers
made to cities in their realm are graphically recorded.
Here is a history for future generations that will
hold their interest as no printed page could
rpj

ture

interesting

is

.

m
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A Cinema
Norma Talmadge

Fairy Queen to a

plays

London, and brings her

to

America

Cinderella
English shopgirl, makes her tne sensation of
every opportunity to become a motion-picture star.

little

to be given

Bv Barbara

WHEN

the

Fairy

Queen

dressed

Cinderella

up

and sent her to a ball, Cinderella wouldn't
have thought of asking any more of her. In
her quaint old-fashioned way she was quite content
to have one fling in society, marry the Prince, and
settle down to being one of the younger married set.
Fortunately, Fairy Queens change with the times
and now they realize that
order

in

to

thrill

even

Little

But she managed to get a job as general
a typewriter store, and when she wasn't
busy at anything else, she used to practice typing. She
was much the prettiest girl in the shop, so when a
photographer came to take some pictures for some advertisements, he asked her to pose.
That good fortune
was her undoing, for the other girls, jealous of her,
made her position so unpleasant that she had to
to help her.
office girl

in

the most beauty-starved
of Cinderellas. dozen of

give

hundreds of dresses,
and a glittering career in
motion pictures are necesballs,

And

sary.

what

that

is

1

just

Fairy Queen, in
the person of Norma Talmadge. gave to Margaret
Leahy, the Cinderella of
our story.

A

few

months

ago

Norma and Con-

stance

Talmadge and their
were .traveling

mother

abroad, the Daily Sketch
in London was conducting
a contest to determine
who was the most beauti-

she handled problems and
how she managed people,
and pretty soon when the

manager left, little Miss
Leahy applied for her job
and got it.
But alas even that was
short-lived.
For when
her employer saw that she
had entered a picture in

England.
winner
home with us and give
her a big part in my next
ful

in

girl

"Let's

take

picture,"

all

the

Norma

!

sug-

"Fine," the rest
of the family agreed. And
so the newspapers made
the sensational announcement next day that the
winner of the contest
would not only be acclaimed the most beautigested.

ful

girl

in

all

the

i

Bower

Ilesser

England.

but would go to America to plav Aggie in "Within

Law."
There were eighty thousand entrants in the contest,
and the work of eliminating down to one hundred took
several weeks.
Then there was a great Victory Ball
for these one hundred, presided over by Lord Ashfield,
the chairman of the competition committee of London,
and with Norma and Constance Talmadge in the royal
box.
The next day screen tests were made of these
one hundred, and of them all, Margaret Leahy was
the

chosen.

She is just twenty years old. slight of build, and
has very large blue eyes. She hasn't the birdlike deftness of movement that Norma Talmadge has. but she
has a quiet dignity and poise that is characteristic of
the star.

Now

.

tyranny of Cinderella's older sisters was
never worse than the conditions Margaret Leahv had
to face before her big chance came.
She was left at
fourteen with a frail little mother to support.
She
had had no business training and there was no one
the

up.

looks then, so with all the
dignity she could muster
she went to a shop and
asked for a position as
model.
Eventually, she
got one.
But a model's
salary in an obscure little shop
doesn't support
two people in comfort and
elegance, so Margaret had
keep looking ahead.
to
She studied the manager
of her department, how

a

when

it

She decided to make
her good
the most of

Daily

Sketch

beauty

contest he fired her
Jobless,
discouraged,
poor, she had only one
chance in eighty thousand
of winning the contest and
getting taken to America.
Her hopes rose when she was one of the one hundred
chosen for the Victory Ball. She sat up all night the
night before making herself a party dress.
And then
Cinderella went to the party and wasn't the belle at
all; she was a wall flower. People hardly noticed her.
And she went home dejectedly wondering what was
to become of her.

The next morning when she received a summons
come to the Gaumont studio for a test, she could
hardly believe that it was true. But when she learned
that she was the winner of the contest, she began to
feel that her long-dreamed-of success was at last assured.
Emerging from obscurity just a few short
months ago, she takes adulation now pretty much as a
to

matter of course.

But she hasn't forgotten her struggles entirelv. When
Mr. Schenck, Norma Talmadge's husband, gave her a
lot of money with which to buy clothes, she went right
to the store from which she had so recently been fired,
stalked in and bought out the stock of evening dresses
Continued on pnge 98
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Our Greatest Screen Actors
A summary
consider the

of thousands of letters from our readers telling
greatest

screen actors, and

some reasons

whom

they

for their choice.

THE

whole subject of what is, and what is not,
good screen acting can be answered by the oldfashioned method of asking another question.
At least, that is the theory of Lyla Hoppin of Minneapolis, Minnesota, advanced in response to our recent

to strike the spark of genius which lights up a long
period of merely capable and reliable acting."
And many others pointed out that it should be borne
in mind in choosing the greatest actors that the ones
who have played the most colorful roles are likely to
be favored unduly.
It requires more real skill, they
invitation to our readers to tell whom they consider
say, to put over a straight role than a strongly marked
our greatest screen actors and why.
"When you hear the name of a well-known actor character part.
This then was the basis of choice, that emotion
mentioned, what do you immediately visualize?" Miss
should be made more memorable than appearance, that
Hoppin asks. "If you remember the person, as he or
influence
the
make-up should be discounted,
of
she appears in photographs, it is the personal charm,
and that the number of opportunities an actor had
If you
not the ability to act which has attracted you.
had should be considered.
remember a situation, or are gripped by an emotion you
Almost every actor of note on the
saw portrayed, then it was truly efscreen had his champions among the
fective acting on the part of the
people who contributed to this displayer that you recall."
cussion on acting. Many there were
Applying this test to herself she
who considered Henry Walthall the
says, "When I see Gloria Swanson's
For the past two years a dis=
cussion of screen acting, what it
most significant figure among our
name in print there flashes before
is and who its greatest exponents
screen performers, and Wyndham
my mind the spectacle of a magnifiare, has been raging in the col=
Standing had almost as many enthuOn the other
cent fashion show.
umns of "What the Fans Think."
siasts in his favor.
But the choice
hand when I hear Norma Talmadge
So great an interest in the subject
was shown, and such varying opin=
of the majority included out of all
mentioned I immediately visualize the
ions expressed from time to time,
the performers on the screen only
look of frightened longing in her
that we recently invited our read=
six persons.
The players who were
eyes as she watches for her faithless
ers all to contribute at once to a
adjudged truly great actors in every
lover in 'The Eternal Flame' and
general discussion of the subject.
Here is a digest of the thousands
realizes that he will never return.
sense of the word by the majority of
of letters that came in response to
In this play Miss Talmadge wears
our
correspondents
were Lillian
that invitation.
They show, not
some of the most exquisite gowns I
Gish.
Norma Talmadge, Richard
only that fans the country over
have ever seen and yet I do not reBarthelmess. Rodolph Valentino, and
are giving serious thought to this
subject and developing sophistic
member a single detail of these
John and Lionel Barrymore.
cated taste, but also that they are
gowns, but rather the superb acting
But this verdict is misleading. "In
capable of penetrating and trench=
of the woman who wore them."
considering the greatest actors," as
ant criticism of screen acting.
Stella Meade of Winnipeg outOlga Larson of Denver, Colorado,
Certain players were adjudged
unique
personalities
by thern
lined a similar test and went on to
pointed out, "I have simply had to
rather than great actors, though
point out that make-up should not
ignore several of the greatest perin some cases they were consid=
"Thinking
formers.
There are certain players
be confused with acting.
ered both; six only were selected
a part and feeling it, so that expreswhose work is so distinctive, so inas truly great actors. Photographs
of the players mentioned in these
sions come to the face and postures
dividual that they can be considered
classifications appear in the roto=
to the body as a natural result of
only as personalities, not as actors.
gravure pages following.
feeling and not of muscular training
Marv Pickford is a great actor, but
is what acting should mean.
she is more than that.
By the
She is an
aid
painted
wrinkles, and
individualist of the highest order."
of clothes,
false
hair,
strapped-up limbs many actors achieve effects that are
This was the consensus of opinion that certain indifferent, but their way of expressing anger, surprise,
dividuals
players of great reputation and of large folor amusement remains the same.
That is not acting,
lowing were to be put in a special category by themThey were not to be classed among the greatest
but mechanical ingenuity."
selves.
Another conviction which is held by many of our
actors, because they were greater as personalities.
One
is
correspondents was interestingly set forth by S. F. C.
blinded to their skill, through their charm their
of Washington, D. C, who said:
personal appeal
so that they have little or no oppor^
"In considering the best screen acting, it seems to
tunity to prove that they are versatile.
The public
me that versatility and ability to sink one's identity wants them in the type of role that best brings out
in the part are beside the mark.
their own personalities.
It is an age-old arguIn addition to Marv Pickford,
the ones elected to this category by the majoritv of
ment whether the subjective or the objective treatment
is the better acting.
To my mind acting is the power votes include Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks,
to make a character live, either of itself or by the sucHarold Lloyd, Jackie Coogan. Madame Nazimova, Baby
cessful transference of the actor's personality.
Any Peggy, Constance Talmadge. Mabel Normand, and
screen player who has won and held popular favor
Erich von Stroheim.
Elsie Ferguson just failed to
for any length of time must necessarily have this power
receive enough tributes to put her in the list, as did
and the degree to which it is shown is so largely measWallace Reid.
ured by opportunity that it seems invidious to select
An imposing list that, and one that many fans would
like to augment with their own particular favorites.
a few fortunate examples. It takes a particularlv forContinued on page 43
tunate combination of skill, personality, and opportunity
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Perhaps the greatest screen
actor

of

aJ]

is

Chaplin, shown

Charle*

at the left

as he appears in his nev

"The Pilgrim."
Our readers who parti<>

picture.

pated in the selection pi
our best screen actors pi<.
claim that he is one ui
those rare individual-

-in

imitable. ingratiating, con
pelling

— who

a great actor

Coogan,

is

more than
Jack
he|n»

Littlr

shown

•

another of the favored few

From
his

when tie ap
"The Kid'' to

the day

peared

in

present

triumph-

it,

"Oliver Twist'" he has had
a

Puoto by Edwic B#>wer

HlHWiWIIfiJiJlKfMuiunw

Ikwr

tremendous following

The rules of acting were

made

be

to

broken, our

readers say, by such ingratiating individuals as

Doug-

In his
early pictures he endeared
himself by his breezy, rol-

gjas

Fairbanks.

licking manner,
that he

is

and now

seriously apply-

ing himself to such trying
roles as

Robin Hood, his

audiences still refuse to
consider him as an actor.
Baby Peggy, at the right,
a pert and whimsical infant, is skilled beyond her
years, but it is her personality that counts, say the
fans.
Not yet four years
old, she ranks among the
greatest film attractions.

A
his

clever

comedian must be able to put over
deftly.
Constance Talmadge and

effects

Harold Lloyd are past masters
too, stand

among

at this.

They,

the elect, for they are not

only the best of their kind, they are the only
•ne> nf iheir kind. She is appearing in "East
If West" and Harold Lloyd in "Dr. Jack."

Conceded by box-office obbe the reigning

servers re

•:
•

in'atinee idol of. the day,

may

surprise

those

.

it

who

have' hot- seen most of hi?

varied

characterizations

that Rodolph

Valentine",

was adjudged by our read'
ers one of the few really
great actors on the screen.
His performances in
"Blood and Sand" and
'The Four Horsemen"
prove him an actor, not a
-

type, they belie\r.

Photo by Abb.

John Barrymore's appearances on
the screen are

His record
picture,

is

all

too infrequent.

unique

in thai

"Dr. Jekyll and
established him as

one

Mr

Hyde,"
the
supreme character actor of the
screen.

shows

The
him

picture at the righl

he appears in
"Sherlock Holmes," a recent
as

Goldwyn

picture.

Richard Barthelmess has
long been acclaimed one
of the most gifted actors
on the screen.
Our readers chose him withou' di>
sent as the leading screen
actor.

He

is

ranked supe-

rior to all others, not

onU

because of his powers of
expression, but also be
cause of the greater namber and variety of his por
trayals.

He

is

the

most

unmannered and the mos:
mental of our actors.

Photo

Lionel Barry-more, like his brother,

for

frequently forsakes the screen
long periods at a stretch

The power and depth of

his occa
appearances, however,
make h t
a compelling figure
among our truly great screen
actors
He is shown here as ht

sionai

m

will

appear

in

"Enemies

of

Women," a Cosmopolitan produ>
tton.

fr» A(>t><

When

came
among

it

to selecting the

two most eminent screen

women, there was no disagreement.
Lillian Gish and Norma Talmadge were universally
acclaimed.
Pola Negri was not considered because, as
one of our correspondents pointed out, quoting from

actors

the

Sarah Bernhardt, "It is the spiritual, keen-edged humor
refinement and sorrow akin to the divine that test

of

the artist, not the coarse, vulgar, or animal."

Our

Greatest Screen
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Continued from page 34

But these are the outstanding personalities of filmdom according to the
majority of our readers who contributed their opinions for this symposium.

"You have

set us

an almost impos-

Helen Dayton, of LouisKentucky, wrote, and there were

sible task."
ville.

many who agreed

with her, "for
easy enough to tell which
actors I consider truly great and why
I think so, I don't want to stop with

though

it is

There are certain other players
whose work is so consistently good
that I rank them next to the immortal
Lillian Gish and Richard Barthelmess.
Chief among them is Lewis Stone,
and Monte Blue is a close second."
Almost even one paid tribute in his
tter to one or more players just as
To mention them
ss Dayton did.
all would be to catalog nearly all of
the principal players in pictures, and

that.

-

for that reason it has been necessary,
of course, to limit the results to those
selected by the majority as "the best."
But there are a few who were so almost universally acclaimed as "old reliables" that they should not be igThe aforementioned Lewis
nored.
Stone and Monte Blue rank high as
actors in the minds of our correspondents, and so do Henrv Walthall. Kathlyn Williams. Helen Jerome Eddy.
ZaSu Pitts, Theodore Kosloft. George
Fawcett, Adolphe Menjou, Leatrice
Joy, Colleen Mcore, and Mary Alden.
"I wish that six or eight months

from now you would ask us
write again," a former
student at the Sargent
Dramatic School wrote,
"because I am inclined
to believe that with the
big opportunities that
are promised her. Leatrice

Joy

will

prove

herself a contender
for
Norma Tal-

madge's

She

has

honors.
both

delicacy

all

Nearly every one seemed undecided as to whether Wallace Reid should be classed as "one
of the best actors" or placed in the group of those n-hose personalities outshine their talents.

power, and the same amazing ability to suggest varying shades
of emotion that Miss Talmadge has. It wouldn't surprise me at
all if she had crowded into the ranks of the very greatest by
that time."

But with all these reservations, and with all these secondaryawards to the nearly great, the majority of our correspondents

and

insist that there are only the six

More

than

one
writer expressed

who

are truly great.

Perhaps the most surprising and interesting of these elections is that of Rodolph \ alentino, for only a short time
People
ago people were saying that he was only a type.
expected that in "Blood and Sand" he would but repeat

a belief that
Leatrice Joy was
destined to hold

his

a position as one
of our greatest

characterization

of

Julio

in

"The Four Horsemen"

now most of them admit that their judgment was wrong.
One of the most thorough analyses of his art came from
woman who prefers to remain anonymous. She said, "He

but

actors before

a

long.

a born pantomimist. His muscular, graceful body instincadapts itself to expressing moods.
His strong but
sensitive and extremely plastic face can be molded apparently at will from the frank-eyed, eager ingenuousness so
characteristic of Richard Barthelmess and Charles Ray
to a calculating sophistication and subtle brutality befitting Dan Juan himself.
This range of facial expression
without the aid of make-up is so rare on the
screen as to be almost unprecedented.
Most players

is

T
$

tivelv

—

—
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mental adaptability and little variation of this type was
within the actor's powers.
But Valentino gives us a
strikingly original characterization every time."
Nearly every one seemed to be troubled about classifying Wallace Reid.
Opinions differed widely even

There were many who
greatest boosters.
would be one of our finest actors if
given more opportunities for real acting such as he
But there
had in "Peter Ibbetson" and "Clarence."
was almost an equal number who loved Wally for
himself alone and wanted to place him with Mary
Pickford and the rest whose personalities outshine

among

his

insisted that he

their parts.

There was
greatest

little

controversy over what girl stands
Lillian Gish is
screen actors.

among our

hailed almost
universally
as

promise of his early career; nevertheless he ranks
as one of our finest actors, in the opinion of

Henry Walthall has not fulfilled

all the

the

greatest.

Only
wish

the fans.

a few who
to consider

Mary

Pickford
on the basis of

acting

ability

rather than as a

unique and

ap-

person-

pealing

contend

ality,

that she
greater.

the

is

And

a

few would rank

Norma
madge
/'Of

the

I

little,"

a

student at the
University
of
Illinois
wrote,

The sincerity of Helen ferome Eddy has made a wide appeal
if

we may judge by

the letters

we have

can be labeled on sight as heroes or
has the velvet paws through
which claws occasionally flash without warning, so
fascinating to
watch and speculate upon.
His
gestures are free, spontaneous, and
illustrative.
He can talk with his

tino

hands.

"His

developed emotional intensity and sex appeal are
well balanced by a very human
strongly

warmth and

tenderness,

his scenes with his

mother

shown

in

in 'Blood

"but never will
I
forget
anything
about

received.

villains,

Valen-

Anna Moore

we see in real life."
To that tribute little can be
added even from among the thousands of letters which acclaimed
It strikes the keynote of her

her.

amazing
In

has impersonated both aristocrats and gamins with fidelity.
He has dramatic power and a flair
for comedy.
He is utterly unselfconscious while at work, and espe-

ability.

Norma Talmadge's work
that

portrayals,"

ting.

of

"I do not want to be misunderstood as saying that Valentino is
the best actor on the screen.
I

"They

have seen many

Few

bits

of acting as

satisfying as anything he has given
But with other actors the
bull's-eye was due to physical and

us.

the

most impresses her
admirers is the immediate response which she compels. "Miss
Talmadge has perfected the quality and shading of her emotional
quality

noteworthy is his freedom
from the overemphasis and exaggeration of look and gesture which
are the prime vices of screen actcially

or

Henriette or the
poor little waif
in 'Broken Blossoms.' Miss Gish's
portrayals are great art because
they seem more poignant and
touching than the tragic figures
Photo by Melbourne Spun

and Sand.'

"He

girl

Gish

Lillian

know

Tal-

first.

Audrey

Long Beach,

Crabb,

of

California, believes,

and "There is never a waver in
her movements," Trix Mackenzie,
Atlanta, Georgia, maintains.
are always definite and
sure.
She is intelligent and ver-

would

dissent

from giving George
Fawcett a place near
the top.

satile."

And

M.

Fort,

N.
f

Waco.

Texas,

"Her

adds,
sophis-
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opportunity for wearing
and Norma is beautiful in them, but
luxurious parts and apparel cannot dim the luster of
her dark eyes, nor change the sincerity of all her
ticated roles often give her

lovely clothes,

efforts."

The same correspondent made some interesting remarks about the art of Richard Barthelmess. "For
the kind of acting that holds a person's rapt attention,
and causes forgetfulness of everything but the scene

being enacted, I give the blue ribbon to Richard
Barthelmess.
Realistic, natural, sincere, and with a
personality so convincing that one's interest never
fails.

I

wonder

sometimes if he
wouldn t always

hold

us

thralled

no mat-

en-

what

ter

has appeared in very few picseems to have impressed a
surprisingly large number of persons by

ZaSa

Pitts

tures, but she

her acting ability.

the

play."

In

spite

of
infrequent
migrations to the
screen John and
their

Lionel

Barry-

more are recognized

among

greatest.

sider

the
"I con-

John Bar-

rvmore

the

greatest actor on
the screen.''

Audrey

Marv Alden should have a position among our best actors
might have been guessed before the returns were tabulated.

Crabb

That

wrote. "Not for
personality,
his

which

when

seems

somewhat cold
and
for

aloof,
his

nor

perfect

characterbut because he has the power to transfer
his thought processes to his audience.
The sympathy he draws is not purely
One
emotional, but mental as well.
seems to think with him, which tends
to make even,- action of Tils convincizations,

ing.''

His utter naturalness and economy
of effort is what impresses people
most about Lionel Barrymore. "'He
never overacts," Evelyn Bowen. of
Anoka, Minnesota, pointed out. "His
slightest gesture or change of expression conveys more meaning than
most actors can reveal in several feet

of film." "He has a dignity unsurpassed among our film plavers," was
reiterated over and over again.
Strangely enough, among these
letters

there

was

little

mention of

Pola Negri.
Some spoke of her as
a future possibility-, some passed her
by with saying that they could never
consider an trnsyrn pathetic personality truly great.
"She has to act
liard," one correspondent wrote, "to
hide an indifferent manner that al-

most
betravs
boredom.
She
seems to me

action

calls

for

real

warmth and

cordial-

Photo by Hoover

One of the most gratifying results of this expression of critical opinion from our readers is the assurance it gives the players that to a great degree their
problems are understood, and
their

shortcomings

blamed

on

their lack of opportunity rather
than on themselves. "The trag-

edies of filmdom," one girl declared in her letter, "are the
gifted players whose talents are

wasted on unworthy vehicles.
Give Wallace Reid more real
parts like Clarence and Peter Ibbetson,

give

Alma

chance

and

Alice

Rubens a
Lake and

George Hackathorne.
Last but
not least take Gloria Swanson's
trick costumes away and give her
a simple human role."
And, on the other hand, as one
correspondent pointed out. "Lillian Gish has had only three or
four roles with which to convince us that except for Chaplin she is the supreme artist of
Norma Talmadge
the screen.
rose steadily in spite of tawdry
vehicles.

Richard

Barthelmess

vou emotionallv even when
you have to admit that the play
he is in is a lot of twaddle. Rogets

dolph Valentino has risen above

polite

Lewis Stone was selected because "his work is
50 consistently good."

SOmetimeS

Photo b r DoiaM Biddle Keyes

cruelly

the

ity."

some awful pictures."
Do you wonder that these particular stars were chosen as the
trulv great?

The Pirates Are Coming
And

in

order to reproduce buccaneering days on

all their glory, motion-picture producers are going to get Dwight Franklin, famous for
his sculptured pirate groups, to work with them.

the screen in

By

Barbara

Little
mini

On with the pirates The screen needs their swaggering bragIndeed the
gadocio, their gun play, and flashing broadswords.
screen even needs their lusty oaths to save it from overrefinement, but they, no doubt, would offend the fastidious censors.
Last year the sheiks had everything their way. Hardly a plot
could get along without one after the first and noblest of them
all had ridden across the burning sands and clutched a pale
!

maiden

to

his

heaving bosom.

No

doubt pirates

enjoy

will

a

similar rage.
The statistically minded might even now start estimating the number of men on the screen and derive from thai
the number of probable pirates of next season.

The coming

of pirates to the screen
into motion-picture
production of the man who knows most
pirates
Dwight Franklin, a
about
sculptor whose miniature models of
pirates have invaded even the sacred
precincts of staid art museums and

means

coming

the

—

IT

takes
seeing

no

far-

prophet
decry that
next year is to be
buccaneering time
Alon the screen.
ready Douglas Fairbanks has announced
to

his intention of filming a pirate romance,

Fred

Niblo has in
preparation the popular Broadway suc-

"Captain Apcess
plejack," which in'cludes some gorgeous satirical scenes

which present
And even
a pirate melodrama in lusty fashion.
Charles Ray, the usually bashful boy has decided
to branch out and introduce a pirate sequence in his
next picture, "The Courtship of Miles Standish."
Some historians insist that there were no attacks by
buccaneers at the particular time in which that story
was laid, and indeed attacks by buccaneers on the

England coast were rare at any time. However, let the historians save their breath until Charles

New

has offended.

1 1

M

Hardly had the wave of
making pirate pictures begun

universities.

interest in

when producers began

Mr.
Franklin and

to seek out

for

his

services.

It

bid
is

not yet de-

m

n

e d
prohe
duction

t

e r

i

which

will first su-

pervise,

but

whichever ones he

does
r

e

duce

p

will
r

o

-

accu-
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and colorfully the lives
of the romantic desperadoes
He is secof the high seas.
ond to none as an authority
on their customs and clothes
rately

And

and manners.
reproduce

to

all

order

in

the

correct

motionproducers who are
contemplating pirate producbeen
visiting
tions
have
details of pirate life,

picture

Dwight Franklin's studio

New

Perhaps

York.

it

in

was

fascinating
inspired
Douglas Fairbanks to postpone "Monsieur Beaucaire"' in
favor of a pirate romance.

the

sight

pirate

of

his

figures

He and Mary

that

visitors at the

Pickford were
Franklin studio

during

recent

New

their

York, and

after that that

trip

to

was shortly
he announced
it

Perhaps he will have Mr. Frank-

his plan to play a pirate.

lin

supervise the details of his

production.

Dwight Franklin, who was
for seven years connected with

the

Museum

of Natural His-

Glenn Hunter and Dwight Franklin with the
miniature models he

made of

the characters in

"The Scarecrow."

Dwight Franklin's pirates,
modeled in wax, will serve
as models for film actors to

Museum of Natural History
the work of Dwight Franklin.

Viking Hall at the

New
tory in
rapher,

York

is

New York

follow
in

as wild-animal photogtaxidermist, sculptor,

field collector,

and general naturalist, is not entirely
motion pictures and the theater. He
has often been consulted on productions
which dealt with historical periods he knows
best, and the people whom he has most often
modeled. In fact, he is known professionThe
ally as the Research Bureau, Inc.
lives of prehistoric man, Vikings, American Indians, and Eskimos as well as pirates are all an open book to him.
to

Continued on page 100

their characterizations.

artist,

new

in

A model of Fran-

whom
rumored

cois Villon
it

is

John Barrymore

may

play.
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Old Friends
Popular demand has
screen several of the

Photo

(c)

by Strauss-PeytoD

Myrtle Stedman, a favorite sine*
the days of the early Selig pictures, stopped making pictures

months because

for several

of

ill-

returning now more
radiant than ever in the title role

She

ness.

of

is

"The Famous Mrs. Fair,"
rected by Fred Niblo.

di

Mae Marsh

I

seen
the

has never really been
her best since she left

at

Griffith

company.

Her ap

pearances as a star were infrequent and unsatisfactory, and two
years ago she stopped making

J.

Warren Kerrigan

retired

four

ago,

years

but is returning to the screen in
'"The Covered Wagon," a Paramount
picture.

pictures,

emerging

ment a year

Now

she is
triumphantly her admirers hope. She has made two
productions in England, "Flames
of Passion" and "Paddy the Next
Best Thing,'" and will afterward
appear in a D. W. Griffith picstage.

to pictures,

ture.

Photo by Richee

UiUuitflVilUiUuUMHiH^

from retirego on the
coming back

later to

\re Best
wrought

back to the

avorites of yesterday.

Photo by C. Heiffhton Monroe

Kathleen

Clifford,

who

starred

in

few years ago, returns
in tie Paramount picture "Kick In.
Soon she will play in a Christie
comedy the boy impersonation that
pictures

a

7 '

made her

a vaudeville favorite for
many years.

absence from the
been short, but much
She returns in "The
noticed.
"Woman Who Fooled Herself."

Mae

screen

Allison's

has

Tom Santschi.
one of the
finest

of the

pioneer

screen

actors,

is

re-

turning to the
screen in "Are

You

a

Fail-

Tom Forman
making.

is

»

While with

Wanda Hawley on

What"

the golf links

My

The concluding

I

discovered that she

was much more animated and

interesting than I

Movie Adventures Taught

installment of a fan's experiences in Hollywood, in which she tells

studios and the stars changed her point of view about

By

many

how

had imagined.

Me

seeing the

things connected with motion pictures

Ethel Sands

NOW

about pictures and players and how they
from the popular ideas of my fellow fans who
given me such an insight into what they believe
think in the hundreds of interesting letters they

that I have explored both the Eastern and
I feel as if I were a sort
of "educated" fan, for didn't I take a postgraduate course when I visited Hollywood?

ered

I have gone through a complete readjustment
ideas about pictures and stars
I have shed all
my illusions for facts I have found out about a great
many things tricks of the trade and things that the

written to me.
Just as the rest of you fans have formed your owe
ideas of the film world from all you have read and
heard, so I had -my own notions of what Hollywood
would be like. Of course, I had had the experience
of "adventuring" for a year in the Eastern studios
but even at that I felt that Hollywood would be e~tirely different
a fascinating, queer wonderland, unlike
imagination worked overtime in
any other place.
conjuring up a picture of it.
Now when I look back on my notions I remember
I had an idea that life in Hollywood must be exactly
Yes, Mr. De Mille's
like a Cecil De Mille picture.
screen pictures seem to symbolize the movies according

Western movieland,

Twice

of

my

;

—

;

fans rarely know anything about, because it is the bethat knowing too much spoils their interest.
Well, I don't know whether that's true in every case,
but I can tell you how it affected one fan, anyway. I
feel very, very sure the rest of you would feel the
same way as I do, because I was just an average fan
myself.
I don't mean that I was just a patron of the movies
there's a difference between the two.
Patrons are those who are only occasional attendants
or the kind who merely go for entertainment and have
no further interest in pictures. .They might feel differently about having their illusions shattered.
But the real fan is a member of that legion of devotees who live, dream, and breathe movies, who try
to absorb all the information they can about films and
stars.
These are the kind, I'm sure, who could stand
knowing the truth about the movies without losing their
interest.
So I'll tell you some of the things I discovlief

—

IHUullIiUilfnillHililnil I If If HilH"™

"

—

vary

have
and
havf

My

most fans' ideas. Perhaps it's because his pictures
overflow with riches and extravagance, and to the uninitiated the film business seems to be one of wealth
and extravagance galore with its million-dollar producI felt sure
tions and thousand-dollar-a-week salaries.
the stars' homes would be furnished in bizarre patterns
of Mr. De Mille's sets, with sunken baths and phonographs in the arms of the divans. I could just picture
the actresses at balls and affairs, dressed in elaborate
to

pIWihIM ' M* WV*

\^

My

hat
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costumes after the fashion of Gloria Swanand looking very, very different from the
ordinary peoole. And suppose the parties they
gave would De anything like they are in his
son,

pictures where the guests would wear patentleather bathing suits and dive into a pool
or else row on it in miniature boats? Perhaps they might have girls spring up in the
-middle of the dinner table and do a dance.
It's so hard to realize that film players are
The screen gives
just regular human beings.

them such an

illusive quality that they seem
a people apart, just as most of Mr. De Mille's
characters, for example, are so different from
any people we know.
But my first ride through Hollywood disIt
pelled my preconceived ideas about it.
.looks like such a nice, new, little town you'd
wonder how you could have ever thought such
wild things about it. Xestling at the foot of
the mountains, with its pretty, cute little bungalows, it didn't look a bit like a "Modern
Babylon" or any of those things it's called
not even queerish like Greenwich Village.
Does that disappoint you? It didn't me. If

Hollywood

itself

very pleasant.

isn't thrilling,

Isn't that just as

way, Hollywood holds a

series

at least

good?
of

it

is

Any-

surprises

for the uninitiated fan.

You may have an idea you could go right
up to almost any house, ring the doorbell,
and be met by a famous star. If you have.
wrong. All the movie players do
not live -in one neighborhood, and you probably would find yourself facing Mrs. Smith
or Mr. Jones, who aren't the least bit professional, and who brag about it.
And thev probably wouldn't know where your favorite lived
any more than you would. There are only
a few of the players' homes which are at all
well known to the public in Los Angeles.
One of the first impressions of the movie
people in Hollywood is how much alike they
are in outer respects.
I mean the}" all seem
to do and have -the same things
~
thev have
p .,
the same kind of homes, cars, go to the same
places, and talk about the same topics. I suppose that's from being thrown so much in
contact with each other. The players who always work
in New York seem more different from each other.
They have other things to interest them outside of
their work, so they don't just talk "shop" constantly.
Some players own their own luxurious apartments, like
Corinne Griffith and Mae Murray did in the Hotel Des
Artistes, others have homes on exclusive streets, like
Constance Binney. or suburban estates on Long Island,
like Anita Stewart's place.
In Hollywood, if one or two big stars acquire something new, all the rest of the players seem to have to
go in for the same thing if they don't want to lose
prestige.
Thus you'll find in almost every moA"ie star's
home an expensive electrical piano, a police dog, and a
fancy swimming pool in the back yard. If there's some
big affair going on like a ball, the races, or an opening of a new play, you can depend upon it that just
about all the important stars will be among those present.
I learned that it's considered just a little bit better to have a pink, white, or brown stucco house in the
exclusive Wilshire district, than a bungalow in Hollywood. Of course a magnificent- estate in Beverly Hills
is just about the most pretentious display of all.
good man)- fans seem to be under the impression

3-ou're all

;

A

,

whom

slie

would never take for an

that if they once got to
tically

girls

"in" the movies.

wrote and told

me

actor.

Hollywood they would be pracI learned this when several
they had finally decided to go

to Hollywood in a few months to meet all the stars
there.
Now, anybody can go to Hollywood and live
there, but that alone will not help any curious little

fans to get inside the studios or to hobnob with the
Many persons go to Los Angeles and come away
dreadfully disappointed because they could see nothing
whatsoever about the movies except the plain bare walls
of the outside of the studio buildings.
Of course what does provide a great thrill for the
fan is being able to recognize a player on the street
now and then. Sometimes it would be hard for me
to remember I was actually in Hollyw ood
it was so
I would
different from what I imagined it to be.
realize it most when I'd be riding down the boulevard
in some one's car and would accidentally spy some
eyes were
movie company at work on the street.
continually on the lookout tor film celebrities from
force of habit, I guess, but seeing them even in Hollywood is not such a frequent occurrence as you may
think.
So I felt awfully puffed up when I recognized
Jacqueline Logan walking down the street, and ZaSu
stars.

—

My
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These previews are frequent
occurrences in Los Angeles and Hollywood because they like to try a picture out in front of an audience so
they may make necessary changes before they release it entirely. It seemed
They were nearly
a strange audience.
all professional people, friends of the

film.

members of the cast, and all the
ers who were in the production.
agine

how proud

I

felt

play-

Im-

coming down

At the introduction of each character in the film,
they clapped like everything. I didn't
exactly know the etiquette of an audience at a preview, but I tried to follow their lead. Only when they'd applaud a player or some effective setting, I wouldn't think to clap in time,
and when I felt like clapping at the
the aisle with the star

!

climax to the story, nobody
It was awfully muddling to
be the only common, ordinary fan in
thrilling

else did.

Viola

Pitts,

Dana showed

Dorothy
It was

Ethel

Phillips,

Sands some of her most interesting fan

and Ethel Clayton driving

their

a funny thing, but I'd get quite as exover having spotted one of those players as I
would over the thoughts of the adventure I was bound
for with some star.
Some of my adventures gave me ideas and made
me think about things that I had never before stopped
We all know pretty well that breaking
to consider.
cars.

cited

movies is a more or less difficult feat, nowadays, but did you ever realize that for most players
it is also just as hard to stay in them ?
The last year
or so you probably have wondered why we don't see
certain players and stars whose faces were so familiar
to us like Bessie Barriscale, Louise Glaum, and so many
others.
It's a fast revolving business and an uncertain
one.
So you fans who bemoan your fate because you
can't get into the movies, console yourself.
Imagine
having been a leading star and then suddenly dropped.
Or, maybe, having to go back to small parts just where
you began. Some of them are brave as they can be
about it.
I got an inkling of this when I met Shannon Day. She used to be in the Ziegfeld "Follies," so
you'd think it would be very easy going in the movies
for her.
She got into them all right and was just
coming along nicely when "the slump came. It seemed
determined to push her out with the rest of the unfortunate ones, but she wouldn't be beaten and stuck
to it in spite of long periods of inactivity.
She had
just finished a part in an Anita Stewart picture the
day I was with her. I couldn't help admiring her pluck
and courage. I'm sure she will win out in the end,
for she is pretty, appealing, and a very good little
into the

actress.

Another trip on which I learned something was when
attended a preview of a Marguerite de la Motte picture with the star.
I was given an insight into the
way a professional audience views a picture, and what
a different standpoint they have from that of the fans
It was quite a novelty, seeing a movie in this fashion.
I

!

It

was shown

at night,

in a Hollywood theater at ten o'clock
after the regular performance of some other

the audience.
What they paid attention to and raved
over was the exquisite photography;
they'd rave about what a lovely shot
a certain scene was, or a particularly
beautiful close-up, and the wonderful
I suppose that since they had
sets.

letters.

spent so much time and money on it,
was natural that they should notice the technical details.
But I had overlooked almost all of those things.
I had just accepted them as a background, as most fans
All that was important to me was that it had an
do.
appealing theme with players who won my admiration
enough to make me interested in them and their affairs
it

in the play.

Then I was present when the print of "Foolish
Wives" was sent to New York on a special train. All
As
the officials were there, and it was quite exciting.
I returned to Hollywood in the automobile with Miss
DuPont, Dale Fuller, Maude George, and Mae Busch,
and saw how anxious how very anxious they felt

—

about the success of the picture,
tremendous importance it all was

I

of what

realized

them

what it
were left big or cut down
what it meant to them as
in the cutting of the picture
Motion-picture
to how the public would accept it.
players take their work much more seriously than you

meant

to

them

if

to

;

their parts

;

think.
We shouldn't be too thoughtless or unjust
our criticisms of their efforts, and we should remember, I think, that it's only constructive criticism
I think
that really does anybody the least bit of good.
we fans should discriminate a bit more in the choice of
pictures and stars we support, so that it's the worthy

may
in

get their due, instead of showing so much intolerance toward a player just because he might happen
to be the other fellow's favorite instead of our own
idol, which movie fans have a very bad habit of doing.
You know how much you like reading "What the
Fans Think," so you can get an idea of your fellow
Well, so have I enjoyed all the wonfan's opinions.
derful letters that came to me from those who read
my adventures. So I'll try to answer here some of
the questions the fans were most curious about.
The majority of the people I met seemed most desirous of information about Bebe Daniels, and it was
all I could do to keep them from coaxing her photographs from me. They were so eager to know what
she was like that I was awfully glad I didn't have to
disappoint them and could say Bebe really is as ador-

who

What My Movie Adventures Taught Me
able as she appears.

wasn't hard to convince them,

It

either.

However, judging from the landslide of my mail
it became known that I could tell the fans what
Rodolph Valentino and Gloria Swanson were like in
the flesh there is little doubt that those two are the
most sensationally popular stars of the present. I was
glad that I had met almost every player in whom the
public seems particularly interested now. so I could tell
their ardent devotees what they are like in person.
Yes, Rodolph's eyes look the same way that they
do in his pictures, and Gloria's hair really is a reddish
brown. I told that before, but you all seem to want
after

—

to be sure, so I repeat it.
The most thrilling star of all to

meet?

I'm surprised

Who

else could it be but the
that you. can't guess.
hero of the hour Rodolph Valentino. You may not
all care for his type, but you couldn't help get the thrill
of your life in meeting him, for there is that mesmeric
fascination about the idol of so many fans' hearts.

—

A

good many fans wondered whether meeting so
stars didn't make the newness of seeing a film
player in real life wear off. so that one tired of it
"after the first sensations were dulled?"
No. because every player is a different type, a new
You never can be sure whether they will
personality.
be disappointing or even more wonderful than you
imagine.
You always feel excited about the thought
of seeing new stars, wondering whether they will be
as good looking, or spoiled, and if they really have
those admirable qualities that have won your admiraDo you suppose that
tion so much from the screen.

many

even after experiencing the thrilling pleasure of seeing Watty Reid, you'd feel any less excited at coming
face to face with
;he handsome Latin

Moreno ?

Antonio

Do you mean

to say
that after that you
wouldn't be able to
appreciate fully

J*

B

meeting Thomas
Meighan ? Or,
having
met
and been fascinated

k

your

son,
'

>y'MM^..

*igt

Swan-

Gloria

J

b y
feel-

ings would
so
dulled

you

feel

wouldn't
half

be

excited

so

at seeing

Xorma

Talmadge afterward? Why. of

Y

course
would.
the

you

You

same

get
pro-

Colleen Moore and
Cullen Landis pause

between scenes to
allow Ethel Sands to

make a personal
record of two of
her pleasaniest "adventures."
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portion of thrills out of meeting any one of those stars
in person if you are any kind of an enthusiastic fan.
Some of the fans are anxious to know how the stars
if they really
really feel toward their ardent devotees
consider us at all. or just look upon us as nuisances
who drain a lot of money out of their salary for photographs and stare at them in public, and if they only
;

care for the critics' praise.
You can be mighty certain that every player wants
to have a large following and receive piles of fan mail.
But the actors and actresses who are anxious to perfect their talent and ability generally care more for
the discriminating critics' opinion than for the flatterFor instance, no amount
ing praise of the multitude.
of praise for his sheik character can get Mr. ValenHe
tino to feel pleased with his work in that role.
entirely agrees with the critics who criticized it harshly,
though it is his most popular and perfect role in the
eyes of his great horde of followers among the fans.
Norma Talmadge, on the other hand, prefers having the
box-office receipts full of fans' quarters to having merely
good press notices. All players are glad to boast of
receiving hundreds of fan letters a week because it is
a gauge of their popularity, but there are many who
scarcelv have a look at this mail or pause to appreciate
the sentiment and spirit in which each letter is sent.
Thev are such very busy people that you can hardly
expect them to if you reason it out. Yet, though Viola
that I should
interest
in it, she finds time to read those letters that are inBebe Daniels also seems to know the conteresting.
tents of her fan mail, and Wallace Reid read me some

Dana
think

receives such a large

amount of mail

would be enough to discourage her

it

of the unusual letters he had
saved. So it's not always as
hopeless as it seems
into
letter
your
hands of your favorite

And

those

who

live

towns that were
enough to
nate

ir

fortu-

have

"Orphans o"
the Storm" open there
with Lillian and Dor-

Griffith's

othy

Gish

appearing

personally,

must

know how

con-

and ap-

siderate

preciative

are

of

fan's

they
every

slightest

opinion.

type of movie
and actress is the nicest
to meet?" is a question that
many asked. I have found

"What

actor

that the stars

who

retain a

good deal of the screen personality- which had caught
our favor, are the safest and
least disillusioning for a fan

Of course I don't
to meet.
mean that the weird vampires should be as wicked in
real life as they appear in
Continued on page 84

Making Nature Over
When

a picture director

primeval forest

now

wants a

he builds

By Charles

Carter

it.

With four photos by Donald Biddle Keyes

FORTY-FIVE

giant redwoods,
fern-banked pool,
mountain stream with
cascade, shrubbery, undergrowth,
Build on
and a cave to match.
"
Stage No. 4, and
!"
"Thunderation
The property man swore a mighty

one
one

inky

and

carpenter
the
studio
him.
They had just received an order for the prehistoric
sequence of Cecil B. De Mille's
"Adam's Rib," soon to be released.
In this picture the perplexing
problems for the studio craftsmen
oath,

echoed

never seemed to cease. First of all
there were the skeletons of dinosaurs and mammoths, and other
large
and lugubrious prehistoric
fauna, that had to be fashioned out
of

lath

and plaster

to

adorn the

museum where the professor-hero
Maybe you saw the
holds court.
picture of one of these hard-looking creatures in a recent issue of

Pauline Garon is shown directly
above and the crouching figure
at the right is Julia Faye.
The
female figure on the opposite

page

is

Anna

Q.

Nilsson

who

plays the wife of a cave man.

Picture-Play. But like all boneheads in the films they were only
the beginning of grief.
Just to add to the gayety of nations, Mr. De Mille decided that
he
cut-back
for
an
allegorical
wanted a forest primeval, outdoing,
if possible, any that nature herself
He made up his
might provide.
mind that the best way was to have
whole cloth, so to
it built out of

Making Nature Over
speak.

(At

ground

least, the

He

had

all

the

arguments on his side. too.
seems he had proved by

in-

was canvas.)
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It

vestigation that there is great
difficulty in photographing the

redwoods

effectively

natural habitat.

The

in

their

filtering

sunlight, he felt, did not provide the correct illumination
for the camera to do its duty
by the characters in the play.
Moreover, he feared that the
prehistoric period would lack
the eeriness associated with
cave-mannish cavortings unless
he manufactured a primitive
jungle that might be flooded

with a misty* and uncanny radiance.

When

you view the finished

picture, a world of mysterious visioning, old seemingly
bevond belief, will hover be-

In the background
deep shadows of trees.
Girth
Gigantesque trunks.
not to be measured by the outstretched arms of less than a
half dozen men, some of them.
Huge in their height and dense
fore you.

the

in their foliage.

Rising in the

shadows of mvstic

light.

A

Curtis art study

showing Milton

Sills

as the cave

man who

invented the arrow.

In the foreground a pool, edged by thick copse, in which
slowly and broodingly falls a vagrant mountain stream.
On one side we glimpse a hutch hewn into the solid tree
On a fallen branch sits a man clad in heavy bearskin,
trunk.
and with face smudged with grime. He carries a bow on his
arm, while his hands are busy shaping an arrow "the first

—

—

arrow" so a subtitle will tell us.
A few moments and we are to behold that arrow fly to its
YVe sense this in the man's preparations. We feel
destinv.
the doom in the overhanging gloominess of the trees, in the
somberness of the waters that seem to lurk in the pool, in
the baffling portentous shadows that hide in the branches.
Really. I do not believe that a more sinister setting was ever
devised for a miniature tragedy on the screen than De Mille
his assistant. Paul Iribe. arranged for the prehistoric episode of "Adam's Rib." It was the most expensive undoubtedly
of many elaborate settings that De Mille has used to increase
It reminds one of an anthe imposingness of his pictures.
cient, gloomilv carved frame that holds some gory painted
drama, done in heavy grays and sepias and black.

and
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Over the
Fanny the Fan rambles on about
and

tells of their interests,

By The

New

York

almost immediately her wish came

true.

Puuline Garon wished that she might come back to

to

one imports another foreign actor and boosts
him as a successor to Rodolph Valentino I shall
anscream,"
Fanny
nounced petulantly, as she
shoved her way through the
crowds in the Algonquin.
"What will you scream?"
making
politely,
I
asked

I

call

me down

picture

and

box-office success."

F any

Fanny

make a

"She's right over here on West
Forty-fourth Street at the Tilford studios making a Daniel Carson Goodman production called Ts the World
Going Mad?' But you can't go with
me because if I said anything clever
you'd probably ask who I was quoting from.
Go look up Bebe Daniels
and just see if you can resist the
temptation of stealing her remarks and
pretending they're your own.
"But speaking of Doctor Goodman
reminds me that he said he always
told you and Alma Rubens about the
pictures
he
contemplated making.
And if you like them he says that he
is afraid to go ahead with production,
but if you think his ideas are perfectly
terrible then he knows he has a great

Before I had time to tell her that
considered his remarks a great compliment to my
highbrow taste, there was a hubbub out in the lobby
and Fanny disappeared. A
few moments later she was
looking
back,
rather as
though she had been in a
I

football scrimmage.

"Leatrice

ing too literal.
"First Charles

de Roche
came over to work for Famous Players and then Ivor
Novello came to be in D. W.
Griffith's next picture, and
neither of them would ever
tempt me to leave home," she
remarked airily.
"Not intentionally," I assured her, "if you wore that

'

1

staying here, but apparently
has no great attraction for her.
This is
her first real vacation since
she came East, and here
she is running away. Give

New York

me some more

atrocious
hat.
Woman's
place is the home when she
wears things like that."
"You're probably jealous,"
she said, taking out her vanity case and admiring herself.
"The milliner told me

throat's

nified

I

clined to think of

ways young and

"Where

is

Photo by Gene Kornman

Job :na Ralston is the luckv girl who will play opposite Harold
Lloyd when Mildred Davis leaves his pictures.

me as alfoolish."
She settled

she?"

I

My

talking

her news, and still had
hopes of going to Mary Alden's with her.
"Where is every one?" I
"Except for
asked her.
about ninety-nine ingenues
there simply aren't any motion-picture people around."

I put it on bewanted to look digand
distinguished.

I'm on my way to see Mary
Alden, and I want to impress
her.
Just because she has
known me ever since I read
the "Elsie" books she is in-

tea.

from

all

And

Paris.

sore

too much."
Of course, I longed to
ask her why she didn't stop
for a little while some time,
but I didn't dare offend her.
I was too anxious to hear

this was just like one Norma
Talmadge brought back from

cause

going

Joy's

away," she announced distractedly.
"She has finished 'Java Head and is
going down to Virginia to
visit.
I'd counted on her

for be-

demanded.

back haughtily

"Take me with

you.'

ing away.
other day.

"I

know

it."

Fanny

about distractedly.
"Every one seems to be goMabel Normand went back to Europe the
She is going to spend a few weeks in Italy
looked
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Teacups
her favorite motion-picture players
professional and otherwise.

Bystander

and then hurry out

to

make another Sennett

California to
picture.

She

swears she really is going this time,
but I'll never believe it until I put her
on the train for Los Angeles myself.
And Pearl "White has gone abroad,
Texas Guinan gave a big faretoo.
well party for her at the Beaux Arts,
and Pearl startled every one terribly
bv announcing that she was going into
She isn't going
a convent in France.
to take any vows or anyliiing like that.
She is just going to stay there as a
She wants peace and quiet so
guest.
And
that .she can rest and meditate.
you'll admit she has quite a lot to meditate over."

"Yes, but I can't imagine her stopping to ponder over anything. I bet

working for some French
company before she has been

she'll start

film

over there a week. Or perhaps she'll
get married. Anyway. I am sure she
won't waste much time meditating.

She

cbS^jitaSl

Corinne Griffith

Law"

is

pausing out West

before coming East to start

to
lier

George

Melford

part for months.
It won't
be any easy job for her because Mae Busch and Barbara La Marr are both in
the cast.

"Speaking of 'Souls for
reminds me that there

Sale'
is

in pictures.

in

a

little

while.

ies.

It

is

called

'Holly-

wood,' and twenty-one stars
and Cecil De Mille are
going to appear in it. Mr.
De Mille is going to direct
it,

And one of the
appear in it is Pola

too.

stars to
!"

Negri
"That doesn't

thrill

me,"

"I'd rather see
a lot of one star in a picture than a little of a lot
of stars."
"Then Charlie Ray must
I admitted.

First

And

another story of Hollylife going on in mov-

wood

is

Pauline played with Dick
Barthelmess and then she
went right into a featured
part in a Cecil De Mille picture.
Somebodv will probably come along and star her

You know Rupert

Sale.'

are about the luckiest

newcomers

productions.

Hughes has been looking
for some one to play that

making it.
"She and Eleanor Board-

man

own

'Vanity Fair' she landed
the big part in 'Souls for

isn't that sort."'

"Weft, of course, you may
know her plans better than
she does," Fanny said stiffly.
'"And in that case I don't
see any use in my trying to
tell you anything.
But you
may be interested to know
that Pauline Garon is coming back. I thought you'd be
pleased.
Just as I'd promised to stand at the corner
of
Broadway and Fortysecond street and give Pauline's regards to all the electric signs, I got word that
she was coming East to make
a picture.
She is going to
work over at the Famous
Players
studio
Long
on
Island in a picture called
'You Can't Fool Your Wife.'
Sounds De Milley, but it
isn't.

make "The Common

be your ideal," Fanny re-

marked

cattily.

"And

I

you to be inknowing that
Dexter and Conway

can't expect
terested in
Pboto by

Fcfrraj

Elliott

Bower Hesser

Edith Roberts

is

new clothes specially
wear in "Baclcbone."

reveling in lovely

signed for her by Adrian to

Eleanor Boardman is no less
lucky.
After playing in Hugo Ballin's production of

Selznick special

she

de-

is

Tearle are going to support
Corinne Griffith in 'The
Common Law,' the big
making."

;

Over the Teacups
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But she could

easily see that it did thrill me.
"Just as soon as she finishes that she is coming East
to start her own company.
She is going to film big
Aren't there any stories you'd like to
novels mostly.
see her do?
She's open to conviction right now."
"Are there! You know I'd always like to choose
people's stories for them.
I wish she would do 'Butterfly,' by Kathleen Norris, and I'd like to have Hedda
Hopper play the older sister. She and Mrs. Hopper
would make an awfully interesting combination in a

picture.

"Alma Rubens has been reading

Masefield lately, and
simply fascinated by the idea of filming 'The
Widow in the Bye Street," so if you know any ambitious
produced with about a
she

is

million

spend

dollars

to

him

to

refer

and-woolly Western heroine who sticks to her own
styles even in New York?
She must have brought
her new picture East with her.
She made it out on
her ranch, you know, and it has taken her ages to do it.
It is called 'Grubstakes.'
Imagine getting up and doing
the chores and washing the dishes and then wandering
over to the barn to act a scene or two for a picture."
"A career with all the thrills and frills removed, it
seems to me."
Yes," Fanny admitted, "I'd much rather be a motion-picture star like Corinne Griffith or Betty Blythe
with beautiful gowns and jewels and cars and homes
and all that sort of thing. But living out on a ranch
would have its advantages. Nobody cQuld expect -her
to go on a personal
'

appearance

tour
there wouldn't be any
one to look after the
animals."

Alma. She'd like to
have Mary Carr play
Buster
the
widow,

"In rugged rancho
language they call

Collier the son, Wallace Beery the heavy,

them

and herself the

rected her.

of

girl."

"That's not my idea
a picture for

Alma," Fanny cut

"Your

animals. Jaguars and
leopards and w ild cats
and all that sort of

in.

reading
getting too

is

exalted

for

me.

cor-

I

"Not the kind Nell
Shipman has. They're
7

little

circle

cattle,"

She

thing.

I'd

SomMaugham's

make a

going

is

of

like to see her in

to

e r s e

wild-animal comedies
with them next.
I
hope her little boy will
It
play in them.

t

'East of Suez.'
She
would be gorgeous as

Eurasian
woman
with a lot of magnificent gowns and jewels.
People never seem to
agree on casting pictures, though, do
they ?
Fond as Dick
Barthelmess
of
is
Dorothy Gish he
didn't
want her to
a

play

La

'The

Bright

series

makes motion
seem such an

pictures

old and
substantial institution
to have a second gen-

eration of

players

growing up in them."
"Old and substan-

Clavalc in
Shawl.'

tial!"

I

lowed

at

prise.

fairly

bel-

her in sur-

"And since

when have you been

And whom

do you
suppose he did want?
None other than Na-

things
interested
in
that are old and sub-

Rambova.

you to look on styles
that were all of two

tacha

stantial?

She

stunning she
so
ought to be lovely in
pictures, but I'm sure
is

I've

known

days old as beneath
your notice."
"But styles and in-

Dorothy will play the
part interestingly.

stitutions

are differ-

Photo by Abbe
"But speaking of
ent," Fanny protested.
Natacha Rambova is so stunning that many people think she ought
Natacha Rambova, I
''Anyway, you
to go into pictures.
heard that she and
shouldn't always be
Rodolph
me
Valentino
disagreeable
to
might go to London to appear in a revue
Thev dance and pretend that you're above styles. You won't be
beautifully together, you know."
when you see the lovely things Edith Roberts is getting
While Fanny was talking I was staring more and
Adrian, the young artist who
to wear in 'Backbone.'
more intently at a woman out in the lobby. Right came over from Paris to design the costumes for the
there in the midst of the squirrel and mink coats and
'Music Box Revue,' is designing them for her, and
waving plumes she stalked about perfectly at ease, apYou should have been up
thev are perfectly lovely.
parently, in a plaid sports skirt and a white wool tarn
at the studio the other day when they had a sixteentho' shanter.
There were about two hundred dancers
century ball.
"It must be somebody famous," I remarked as
in the scene all trained by Oumansky, the man who
Edith
Fanny's eyes followed mine. "No mere nobody would
arranges the ballets at the Capitol Theater.

dare come
"That's
"I haven't
ever taken

in here like that."

Nell Shipman," Fanny announced aghast.
seen her since about the first time I was
to a movie.
Isn't it a relief to see one wild-

looks beautiful in old brocades.
"And speaking of balls shed a tear for poor Wesley
Being a motion-picture star is no joke for a
Barry.

—

i

{

Continued on page 92

Low Comedy As
Comedians should not be taken

for granted; give a

High Art

a

thought to Chaplin, Keaton, and Lloyd

— especially Buster.

By Malcolm H. Oettinger

FOR

was considered

a breach of
such a thing, to
write of any one engaged in such a lowly sphere
It was little short of lese majesty
as that of comedy.
to strum one's lyre in praise of such funny fellows as
Fred Mace, John Bunny, Mack Swain, and the then

a long time

critical

it

etiquette,

blooming Chaplin.

if

there

Some few

but as a general thing

it

was

be

did it venturesome souls,
discouraged.
:

Times, capriciously enough, have changed.
Chariot is hymned by the literati and the
cognoscenti, the beautiful and the damning.

The mere mention

of his

name

is

sufficient to

start a feverish discussion in the highest circles, even including the well-known vicious
one at the Algonquin. The critics have decided that the abominable movies have produced something worth while in this harlequin
of the mustachios and baggy trousers.
Five years hence they will discover Buster
Keaton.

In writing of the leading drolls of
the flittering photos, it is tempting to
take a leaf from Eugene Field's
Wynken, Blynken, and Nod, for it
is

conceded, almost without ques-

tion, that the

preeminent names

to-

"The Kid"

— an amazing com-

"That's the one thing that I dread," Buster told me
"I dread the day when we won't find another
new wheeze to wrap up, when all the gags will have
been sprung, when we're stumped for something
new.
That's what a comedian has to guard
sadly.

running out. That is why Charlie
Chaplin makes his pictures so slowly.
I
know as a matter of fact that he takes
thousands of feet of film on every picture,
only to destroy it when he sees it in the projection room.
And this carefulness is just
against

:

what helps to make him a great artist."
Keaton is master of snicker and guffaw
technique.
His art is to work up a situation

deliberately,

to build it as logically
as systematically as a carpenter
builds a house.
Gags, Buster told me,
are natural or mechanical.
"Both get
laughs," he explained, "but the natural gag is the one we lay awake

and

the

situation

Sears-Roebuck

in

"The

bungalow

for

his

The

wicked
rival
mixes the numerals on the various
parts, and the comedy ensues when
Buster attempts to assemble the

bride-to-be.

jazzed sections.
.This is mechanically perfect giggle material.
But though one of

pers.

laugh

the most adroit technicians of comedy, Buster fails to reach the heart,
his pictures elude the sympathy.
It
seems consistent to endow
Chaplin with massive intellect, to

with Lloyd, but
Keaton.
These
better be compared
than Lloyd and Chaplin or
Keaton and -Chaplin, because
is

and Lloyd.

Take

at the wedding of
smile and tear. It is characteristic of Chaplin to appeal to
philosophers as well as to flap-

Charlie

stage.

Boat," where, after having built a
boat, he finds that he has not made
the doorway large enough, and
consequently, as the boat slides to
the water, it pulls the shed down
with it. Take the situation in "One
Week."
Buster has ordered a

officiated

We

shadow

the school sponsored by Sidney Drew, embellished with quips and quirks and occasional stunts that
are solely Lloyd's.
Originality marks the method of all
leaders, and certainly this is true of Chaplin, Keaton,
is

has mastered.

mingling of pathos and humor.
In an earlier two-reeler, "The
Bank," the great comedian also

we laugh
two may

His

nights trying to dream of."
And
it is the mechanical gag that Keaton

are Chaplin, Keaton, and
Lloyd. The methods of the three
are utterly unlike. Each leads an
individual School of the Snicker.
The comedy of Chaplin is
most often elusive, bordering on
the serious if not the tragic.
Nothing more typical can be instanced than his moment of contemplation beside the manhole,

day

in

To-day

at times suggests a Willie Collier of the

at

so infinitely superior,

amusing though the other pair
are.
Neither Keaton nor Lloyd
attempt to reach your funny bone
through your heart: they openly tickle
you. For this reason, most of all, perhaps, they are not in Chaplin's class.
But Chaplin has always stood alone.
Many of Harold Lloyd's pictures have
whole slices played in straight comedv vein.
Keaton is rarely heroic at such fleeting times
he invariably makes a swift and laughtergrafting turn to grotesquerie. Buster's stuff
borders on the realm of burlesque Lloyd
;

;

sermons into

his capering feet.
simple to sympathize with
the lovesick Harold Lloyd, upon occasion.
But Keaton alone stands forth
as the Trouper
unabashed, unaffected
unassuming, and very like Shaw's

rread

It is fairly

—

Undershaft

"We

—
—unashamed

wrap up a

hokum," he
up a little story
on some sure-fire idea, throw in a dozen
gags, if we can think of 'em, and let 'er
just

will tell you.

"We

little

build

ride.
The scenario we use is written on
the correspondence end of a picture post
card. If it's lost it's no great matter."

Low Comedy As
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You

cannot read hidden motifs into the Keaton spellcannot persuade him that there was a hint
of satire concealed in his last comedy, or the one before that.
You cannot coerce him into admitting that
he planned an unique characterization which he has
steadfastly maintained.
He will take credit for nothing.
Not even his make-up.
"The pancake hat and the oversized collar and the

You

ings.

and the slapstick shoes are

my

old vaudeville
fatber rigged me out as a third of The
stand-bys.
Three Keatons, when I was too young to "originate'

misfit suit

My

anything but a yowl. I've kept the same make-up ever
since
guess I always will."
Solemnity is more than a habit with Keaton it's
ingrown.
Throughout our conversation his face was
stony.
Nor was this an exception to his usual attitude.
I have seen him in the turmoil of a comic sequence, a
business of break-away ladders, swinging ropes, and
trapdoor scaffoldings I have seen him eying the proceedings at one of Manhattan's most energizing night
clubs; I have seen him purring at his baby in fatherlike fashion
have seen him casually viewing the
I
day's rushes, and upon not one but all of these occasions Buster wore an expression that was infinitely more
sphinxlike than the Sphinx ever thought of being. His
is an entirely emotionless face, suggesting most of all,
a mask. It is the ideal phiz for a droll pantaloon.
"You originated the idea of never smiling," I sup-

—

;

;

;

posed.

But Buster refused to take credit for it. In the days
of The Three Keatons, it seems, his father taught him
never to crack a smile. The habit grew on him. Now
it

so deeply rooted that

is

him

it

is

almost impossible for

Credo that all comedians are, off stage, lugubrious fellows, and never was a truth more apparent than in the
appearance and behavior of Buster Keaton. His countenance is little short- of funereal, his speech laconic,
his outlook none too sanguine.

"Next I'm going back to the Coast to do a five-reel
No- plots, you know. Just gags. But we'll

picture.

If we ran five reels of the sort of
into two, the audience would be tired behalf over.
So we'll plant the characters

space our laughs.
stuff

we cram

fore

it

was

more

slowly, use introductory bits, and all that.
"It'll be just as easy to make a five-reeler, because
we always take about fifteen reels, anyway.
we'll cut to five instead of two."
Buster thinks "One Week" his best comedy, but he

Now

admits he had hoped to make "The Playhouse" his
In that clever picture, he essayed a dozen or
best.
more roles. He had intended doing all of the parts,
but his ego failed him at the crucial moment.
Despite the fact that he is one of the big drawing
cards, often featured in the lights, and billed above the
longer picture of the program, Keaton has assumed no
airs, adopted no pose.
He denied that he made any
preparation for a picture.
He denied that he planned
his plots.
Try as you will, you cannot convince him
that he is anything more than a trouper who manages
to give 'em what they like.
It is useless to talk to

him of psychological effects.
"It's hokum," said Buster

definitely
different styles
bring results each time."

"And by draping
and
According
gags

in

new

to

in

it

his

lights,

clothing.

would be more Keatons.

to grin.

has long been one of the beliefs of the

It

High Art

a

American

it

But

is

if

and positively.
you disguise it

simply a case of old
this

were

so,

(there

Unfortunately enough, there

aren't.
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The Beautiful and Blessed
Marie Prevost impresses a

visitor as being a fortunate

By Constance

THERE

are stars literary, stars artistic, stars
brainless rand stars.
I have interviewed stars

—

who cast me into confusion by monologing on
Wells and Ibsen and Freud. Stars quoting, stars pouting, and stars, pure and simple, have overwhelmed me
with such an abundance of bad taste, sweetness, ignorance, and genuine likableness that I have been thrown
so often into a dazed condition that it is now chronic.
Some of them, reclining on those long couch things
have, with me as a meek medium, hurled sophistication
at the world.
Others have taken the world into the
kitchen to meet "Mamma," who tells how innocent
Mamie really is and how she "just can't understand
anything."

expected to find Marie Prevost all these things and
Before meeting her, "exotic, rose and
ebony, tiger lily" and other purfervids flowed through
my brain. In fact, I was all set to do one of those
gold-and-lacquer interviews which say so much and
I

possibly more.

mean

so

little.

But, in the first place, the studio' in which she is
working is not conducive to high-flown phrases.
Warner Brothers as producers of high-grade features
is a new concern, hatching in a barnish structure
in the middle of a very profitable hayfield in the heart
of Hollywood.
The building is of bare boards; its
hallways are high and dark and cold. I have no doubt

—

—

young person.

Palmer

that when Harry Rapf sneezes in his office at one end
of the building, Olga Printzlau can hear him quite
plainly at the other.

—

Marie Prevost in a baby-b'ue negligee the kind the
would buy out of her allowance did not
suggest the chorus girl de luxe. She looked like a middle-class schoolgirl who, with tousled head, manicures
her fingernails while mother does the dishes.
Her dressing room was cluttered with wicker furniture two immense pictures of Kenneth Harlan, and a
The
bottle of milk added to a chaotic dressing table.
scant blue negligee revealed two very presentable limbs,
silk clad, two round arms
one with a smudge and a
Torn envelopes and fan letters oververy nice neck.
flowed from the wastebasket.

village belle

—

;

—

—

"I'm to be married this afternoon," she said, curling
her feet under her.

"No!" I gasped, covertly eying the pictures of Kenneth on the dresser.
"In 'Brass,' " she supplemented, and there was a malicious little twinkle in her eye.
The interview was starting nicely. I was just about
to

ask about her

work, her rumored engagement

Kenneth Harlan, her

when an influx of
open door.

aspirations, family,

visitors

and new

to

car.

poured through the invitingly

The

Beautiful and

Blessed
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The first was a man with
He
the dirtiest face extant.
came to inquire, in behalf of
Claire Windsor, as to the borrowability of Marie's curling
iron.

On

heels

his

herself, radiating

A

loveliness.

was

came

Claire

warm

blond

Christie official

and he must needs

next,

be told unofficially of Marie's
plans,

and

present,

past,

fu-

ture perfect.

The
neth

final

was Ken-

visitor

who

Harlan,

sauntered
dressing room
next door.
There was a
scrambling from one corner,
and a diminutive bull pup
hurtled at the newcomer, emitting joyous yips.

from

in

his

"I wish you'd feed
he's been crying

—

your dog
for an
with the

hour," said Marie
easy familiarity of the profession.

Harlan took the bottle of
milk and started to hunt for
something for the puppy to
drink from.
I wished fervently they would both leave.
The interview was becoming
entirely too scattered. At last
a cup_ was found, and Mitzi,

thrusting her square little nose
as far in as possible, was gulping hungrily.

—

"You know
fully

had an aw-

I

cute

interview once,"
vouchsafed the star "and the
funny part of it was I didn't
say a word of it
Everybody
asked me how I managed to
be so clever, and of course I
couldn't think of a thing to
tell them."

—

!

Undoubtedly

had been

this

the wisest course.

"I suppose lots of actresses
wish they could think of literary, epigrammatic things to
say on the spur of the moment
to
writers.
Some of 'em
study up the night before, but
I'd be lost if I hit on a subject the interviewer

wanted to

discuss.

"Most
about

it,

stars
I

why

that

feel

know.

I

way

This

is

Marie Prevost on her dignified behavior; not as she appeared when our interviewer

interviewers to lunch so often.
T like broiled frogs' legs,' and
it's sure to create the proper atmosphere on the instant.
"Right this minute I'd rather ask you if you think
So-and-So's a natural blonde, and if you think a half
dozen eggs make as good a&shampoo as a dozen. Eggs
are so expensive
"I can't discuss books with you because, well
I just
can't.
I read 'em
some of 'em but I don't talk 'em.
But you really should read 'Brass' it's quite the thing."
And she laughed at the sham in the remark.
"Seriously, though, my part in 'Brass' is the first
opportunity I've had to do something a little more

they

ask

One can always

say,

that's

—

called.

suppose

—
—

—

I don't aspire to Shakespeare
a little heavier.
or anything like that, but I have been cast as a frothy
headed flapper ever since I left Sennett's.
"I"m disappointed that the picture isn't going to follow the book absolutely. They say it's too unpleasant
for movie audiences."
It is characteristic of Marie Prevost that she did not
follow up this last statement. There is food for much
Mercithought and material for many articles in it.
fully, she let it go by as too obvious for comment.
Her remarks as recorded here did not come in a

well,

steady flow.

It

seems that she would rather
Continued on page 100

tell

how.
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John Matches His

Name

doesn't go in for sensational effects, or for notoriety, but he's a very dependable and

He

By

A
a sturdy name, John Bowers.
THAT'S
You
you can rely on.
that you

wholesome

fellow.

Caroline Bell

name

don't
hitched up with one of these

ting the parts now, here's your chance to show if you're
If I don't make my mark this year
a bad egg or not.'
I'll know it's my own fault and,
with what grace I

expressive eyebrowed, sleek young flatterers. And you
aren't disappointed.
John Bowers matches his name,
even to the satisfaction of the most critical.

possess, exit."
But I don't think he will have to drape the crape
over his ambitions, for he has enjoyed a most gratify-

feel

picture that

"When

any

my

speaks of

work now,"
as
in

we

name

ing rise in public estimation.
As George

one

picture
he said

Ade

the Metro Little
Cafe, "I always ask,

'Which do you

els

My

in

work

cycles

—

I

we

elevate

The

brickbat.

fans

have accepted Bowers
but I'm thinking the
brickbats
won't
fly
very fast his way, for
he has a certain sincerity, for one thing
he avoids sensational

like,

—

stampedes or riding
the rapids?' for those
two things seem to
constitute my repertoire.

says,

our own idols and
then look about for a

luncheon

sat at

travfind

Wife

and bunk publicity,
and that cannot but
make him well liked.
"We have just returned from Marcus.
Washington, on the
Canadian border," he

did the
same thing. In 'Lorna

continued, in replv to
my inquiry about his

myself doing the same
things over and over
again.
In 'The Sky
Pilot,' I halted a cattle

stampede

Learned,'

Doone'

I

falls

in

picture,

A

'What

the
in

—then

Ince

the

I

had

to

— and

swim

work.

again

of us have been up
there doing the rapids
scenes
for
'Quincv

'Quincv
Adams
Sawyer.'
The next
time I sign up for a
picture"
with a twinkle
shining through
his gravity
"I'm going to insist on a
clause No stampedes

"Twenty-five

Adams

—

lived

We

Sawyer.'
four weeks

for

our private train,
sidetracked,
driving
three miles to location
each day in buggies,
and had a great time.

—

in

:

or

shoot-the-chutes.
I must add to my repertoire or the public
will think I've memorized these two bits of

*
cloudburst
a
caught us on location,
and we scurried back
to the car and played

Once

phonograph

'action' and can't do
anything else.
"I'm still nursing a
sprained ligament in
my left arm," he went
on, regarding it tenderly.
"Had a peach
of a fight with Elmo
Lincoln for 'Quincv

the

Adams Sawyer'— and
Elmo is a bigger guy

Miss
required
that
playing
the
Sweet,
blind girl, faint, and

than

I

am.

:

days
until
it
stopped raining."
He paid Blanche

Sweet a charming and
sincere compliment.

"We

almost had a

catastrophe,

my

I'm very

enthusiastic about the
picture, for it's my big chance.
I want to do character juveniles, that is, parts with something beside the
usual postures expected of leading men, roles like that
For
of the drunken sailor in 'The Bonded Woman.'
that reason I am free-lancing.
When I made 'The Sky
Pilot,' I realized what I wanted to do and that contracts tend to stereotype you in grooves.
So I've said
You're getto myself
'John, this year tells the tale.

for

two

fault.

too.

The

all

irene

that I plunge into the
rapids and* rescue her not three feet from the brink of
the falls.
discussed the scene minutely, as it was
impossible to rehearse it, and men were swimming out
of focus, with ropes and buoys tied to their waists, to
rescue us if need be.
But when, with Miss Sweet in
my arms, I attempted to brave the current, my foot
hit a rock and I dropped her.
And at that moment
Continued on page 92
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The
A

Indiscretions of a Star
celebrated player recounts the real story of his romantic experiences.

As Told

to Inez

CHAPTER XLII.
SHOULD think that

I

have learned by
time not to meddle in
love

people's

other

affairs,"

Barry laughed. "I never try to
help any one that I don't jump
into trouble with both feet

my-

Haines and I hate
to see him handicapped with a.
wife like Madge Gordon."
"But you ought to be glad
to have her out of your way at
any cost." I suggested.
"But she's so selfish." BarnI like

self.

protested

in

his

nice

boyish

way. "And right now at the
very beginning of his career,
Haines needs everv help. How"

ever

He

Illustrated

Some

Haines

—

I

knew

that.

too chivalrous to help Haines at the girl's expense.
I began to wonder if there was anything that
I could do.
I'm getting to be as bad as Barry or
worse.
As I sat there looking across the lot with its pageant
of curiously painted, strangely garbed people. Nancy
Warren strolled over from the studio and stopped be-

—

side me.

on the camera man's platform with
me !" she urged, offering a bag of lemon drops. "I
think he'll let us, maybe."
So we climbed up the little
ladder leading to the platform where three cameras
One of the camera
stood, trained on the set before us.
men had an electric motor attached to his machine,
which turned the handle for him and saved him that
bother
the other two were grinding away for dear
life till just before we joined them.
I sat in a canvasseated chair with the director's name on it, and Nancy
Warren sat on the edge of the platform and swung
her feet over the edge.
She was amazingly pretty. I decided. Then, when
Pauline Stewart began rehearsing a scene with Barry,
I decided that she wasn't, for her little, pointed face
grew hard and set. One of the camera men grunted
disgustedly as Pauline and Barry ran through the scene,
and Nancy lifted expressive eyes to me as Barry grew
awkward in his very eagerness to have the girl succeed.
I realized that he had made a mistake in having her
work with him. and that, after thev were married, if
she still acted in his pictures the mistake would be
even more grave. Many a motion-picture star has been
ruined by marriage, and many another ha? been made.
I hated to think that Barry Stevens might hit the toboggan slide of the has-beens.
sit

;

I

wondered

me

if

I couldn't get

Nancv Warren

to talk

about it.
Perhaps she'd know something, have
some new angle on the situation, that would help.
When dinner time came, she and I got what we
wanted from the cafeteria and took our trays out to
a corner of the set.
The sun had gone down, and in
the twilight the narrow, crooked streets which thev had
to

re-

realistic.

"What do you think about
Barry and this girl?" she demanded, after we'd been there
for a few minutes.
"I don't know," I answered.
"At first she seemed like a
sweet little thing, and I had an
idea that they'd be happy to"
gether. But now

;

He was

"Come and

markably

—

were

for the picture

built

people have a hard time finding romance
and excitement others just can't escape it.
Barry Stevens is one of the others. Adventure
comes to him, and when it doesn't he goes out
and stirs up a little himself. There is hardly a
thing in the line of indiscreet behavior that Barry
hasn't done at one time or another
there is
hardly a prominent actress in pictures with whom
he hasn't had some kind of affair, harmless for
the most part, but not always conventional'; and,
with it all, there is hardly a person who really
knows him that doesn't think that Barry is just
about the squarest, biggest-hearted person in the
world, who has been misjudged practicalh7 from
the beginning of his career. That is why Barry
is telling his own story— to help clear up the
false stories that have been circulated about him.
Last month you read how Barry managed to extricate himself from a marriage with Madge Gordon, who then settled on Louis Haines, a young
The story continues.
star, as her next victim.

wouldn't say anything to

Louis

by Ray Van Buren

BY WAY OF EXPLANATION
I

would
this

Klumph

!"

"Now it's a different story
declared Nancy.
"She was all
right, they tell me, when he
gave her that try-out as manuscript girl. Then he fell in love

—

with her. And now upstage?
Oh, my dear
You should see
her.
The other day they were
taking a close-up of her, and
some of the men extras were
talking not far away.
Well,
you know what language is at times around the studios
You have to learn that people don't mean anything by

and

it.

that's

you don't

if

!

like

it,

why, you

just don't listen,

all.

men had been swearing a lot, and* all
of thing, but she evidently thought nothing
of it
no reason why she should. Then one of them
said something or other was 'lousy'
which is none
too nice a word, maybe, but you know how movie, people use it
all the time
"The lady threw a fit. She couldn't go on working
She was too sensitive, too delicate that horrible language had upset her terribly people should be more
considerate. She went to her dressing room and stayed
there, and no amount of coaxing could make her come
they'd
out.
It happened that that meant wasting time
arranged to shoot this stuff of hers and for various
"Well, these

that

sort

—

—

—

!

—

—

—

reasons couldn't do anything else.
She insisted, too,
Barry must take her home, and when he refused
she called him, before a bunch of people, and you
should have seen him turn all colors of the rainbow
And I'll tell you right now, she's no wife for a picturemaking man. Will you help me to break up the match?"
that

CHAPTER XLIII.
wondered if Nancy Warren wanted Barn' for herThey had known each other for years, I knew.
self.
She answered that unasked question even while I was
I

thinking

—

it.

"Don't think I'm crazy about him," she begged.
well,

how

I

here's
feel

my

story; listen to this,

and

"But

you'll see

about him.

I lived alone with my
"I had a funny childhood
father in an old house, a sort of shanty, out on the
There was just waste land
edge of a little town.
But I
around us. and we didn't have any friends.
didn't mind that, for my father was a wonder at training animals, and I had a dog that could do all kinds
;

He was part terrier, I guess— anyway, he
of tricks.
was cute as the dickens, and I adored him. I'd had
him for three vears, and of course, not having any_

—

The
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body

I played with him
was only twelve, and
ragged, dirty young un, who

else,

time.

know

just a
didn't

anything.

"My
I
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the

all

I

—

a

I

was good

father

had a good time.

—

I

to

me, and

could do a lot

of stunts
he'd been an acrobat, before he got the fall that put him out
of business.
mother had been in
the same circus, but had been killed

My

year before he was hurt.
He
taught me some of the things he knew,
though he never seemed to take much
the

interest in me.

—

"We

didn't have much money
our
a poorly furnished little
my clothes were just odds
and ends, old costumes of my mother's
made over. But I was happy, and the

was
shack, and

house

dog and

had wonderful times.

I

my

"Then

father

died,

quite

sud-

pneumonia.
The townspeople came and buried him, and when
they went to the cemetery they used
one corner for a potters' field
trailed along behind the coffin with
my dog, crying, and wondering what
was going to happen to me. I knew,
fast enough, when they told me that
I was to live with Miss Haskins
she'd been bustling about the house
after father died, and had kicked my
dog that was enough for me.
"So I ran away. I got into an old
pair of overalls and a felt hat of my
father's, took what food I could get
together, and some money that my
father had hidden away in a little hole
denly,

of

—

—

—

dug beside the house. It wasn't
much, but it would give me a start.
"When I got to Los Angeles my
money was about gone. People hadn't

he'd

bothered

me

because they thought

I

was a boy, but I'd been traveling for
some time, bumming most of my
meals, and I was getting sort of tired

It

of it.
And I blundered into the movies. I was passing a studio, the day I got there, and a lot of people
with dogs were waiting outside. They'd advertised for
a dog that could do tricks. That was when the movies
were cruder than they are now, you know seven years
ago and this was a little company, too, so they did
things in a hit-or-miss fashion.

—

—

my dog got the job.
dog !"
Her voice broke on
the words, and she wiped her eyes with the back of
her hand.
"He worked in that picture, and then in
another, and they gave me five dollars a day when he
worked, and one of the women in the company let me
live with her, and I was in clover.
"Then, about six months after things began going
so well, they started making a picture on the lot that
was written for one of the big stars of those days
big, beefy, flashy man, with about as much decency
as an angleworm.
I hated the way he strutted around,
and one day one of the kids and I tripped him up
with a stick, and then ran. We just did it for fun,
of course, but there were some visitors there, and a
gang of extras, and of course he was raving mad.
"He had one scene alone with my dog. Now, when
the dog worked, I was always there; I used to stand
by the camera and tell him what to do he'd do any"Well,

He was

I

joined the crowd, and

a

darling,

that

—

—

was no

accident.

The star had deliberately

In that scene, the dog was supposed to
the man was to shoot
bite him, of course
he'd just grab his trouser leg.
And the shooting part
would be taken backward. On the screen, the dog
would leap up. then fall back to the floor, and die.
Really, it would be just the reverse of that.
"I knelt down in front of the camera, and the dog
and man took their places. I began to talk to the dog,
softly I'd rehearsed it with him, you see, so he knew
And
the stunt all right, and could do it with any one.
the man had his gun ready, loaded with blanks at least,
they were supposed to be blanks.
"They began to turn the camera handle. I spoke to
the dog. and he jumped up
dear little cur
as he'd
He nipped the man's trouser leg
been told to do.
there wasn't a mark on
just nipped it, that was all
his leg afterward!
But the man cried out. 'He's bitThe little devil's bitten me!' and fired. And
ten me!
the dog slumped down on the floor in the most awful
heap and turned to me and I knew that he was dying."
thing for me.

jump up and bite the man, and
him.
The dog wouldn't really

;

;

—

!

—

;

—

CHAPTER

XLIV.

Nancy Warren didn't say anything more for a few
moments, and I knew that the sorrow of years ago was
still

fresh in her heart.

Presently she began again.
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"Then

I

jealous

fully

You

see r I

met
was aw-

my

place

as

nearly got killed, and

Barry Stevens.
of

stunt

woman, and scared to death that it
would get away from me. There were
a

of

lot

were

professional

and

who

acrobats

hang
on.
So one day, when they were
shooting a picture in San Pedro bay,
and somebody had to jump overboard
for the star, I didn't dare tell them
after

it,

wanted

I

to

that I couldn't swim.
" 'Let yourself go down once, and
Stevens will grab you when you come
up,' they told me.
I'd often seen
Barry around the lot, though he hadn't
been there long, but he was out of my
class
he didn't go around with many

—

of the movie people, and all the girls
were pretty much interested in him.
so I'd pretended not to be. I decided
he looked pretty
to take the chance
dependable, and if he didn't get me
the first time, he would the second.
You see, I'd never been afraid of
anything in my life but I'd never
jumped into such a lot of water as I
did that day, either
"W hen I stood on the railing that
got
ran
around
deck
and
the
ready to jump, the water looked
ten miles away. It seemed to me that
I
I never in the world could do it.
could see Barry standing near by,

—

—

ready to jump after me, though, and
decided that I might as well go
ahead as it would be fatal to back
out then.
It seemed hours
"So I jumped.
till I hit the water, and all the way
down to it I was scared to death.
Then, when I found myself going
right on for hours more, under water.
Of course I opened
I was scared stiff.
my mouth, and breathed, and all San
Pedro bay went down my throat.
I

shot

my dog

to

get

ex- en

with me.

"The man said it wasn't his fault that his revolver
was not loaded with blanks he blamed it on the property man.
But every one knew where the blame belonged. I nearly went out of my head
the dog meant
so awfully much to me, you see.
It was a year before I could bear to go near the studio.
People were
awfully good to me, but I couldn't seem to care what

—

—

they did for me.
"I sort of blundered along through the next few
years.
The woman I lived with was a happy-go-lucky
sort, and I kept the flat clean and did little things for
her, in return for my room and board.
She used to
ask me why I didn't try to get into pictures, but I didn't
want to make the effort.

"Then

went to the studio one day. on an errand
for her, and while I was hanging around on the lot
I saw a girl doubling for one of the leading women.
She was doing a stunt that would have been perfectly
simple for me, and making a mess of it.
The director saw how badly she was doing it. and called to her
to stop finally.
I had the gall of youth.
I went over
to him and asked why he didn't try me.
"He was the man who'd directed the picture in which
my dog was shot, and he'd always been extra nice to
me. He said I could try it. and I did and from that
day on I doubled for even-body but' the fat men.
I

—

"When

I

finally

came

up,

it

seemed

to

me

that

I

was

half dead.

And I. like a fool, threw
neck and dragged him down

"Then Barry grabbed me.
both arms
with me

around

his

me on the head and knocked me unwas the only thing to do, unless we
were to drown together. But he didn't tell a soul that
he'd done it, and I came to as soon as they dragged
us into a rowboat. The next day we met on the lot,
and I told him the truth.
"He

finally hit

conscious

—

it

" 'Better learn to swim, then,'
" 'I've got a fat chance to,' I

"

'Come down

to

he said.
answered.

the beach and

I'll

teach you,' he

offered.

"So we went to a swimming pool down near the
bea?h. day after day, when there'd be a time when
neither of us was working, and he taught me to swim.
He had a dozen other things to do with his spare time,
but that's like him he'll help other people no matter

—

—

And well, I grew
him pretty well.
"Then I got a chance to do serials just as support
for a man who was well known.
He" she looked
up at me with a grin as boyish as Barry's "he's the
man I'm married to," she went on, lau^hincr. "'Didn't

how much

it

inconveniences him.

to like

—

——

I
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that, did you?
Few people do. He's left the
picture game and is ranching out West, and I'll be
out there with him as soon as this picture's done
don't believe there's going to be much in picture making, so far as actors are concerned, for the next few
years, and by the time things are different, people will
want a new crop of stars. So I'm going to clear out
before I get kicked out."
"You know that you'll never be kicked out," I told
her.
"People will always want to see you on the
screen."
"Sure I'm a regular Mary Pickford but I don't
want to wear out my welcome," she answered. "Well,
as I was saying, I was given a chance to work in serials,
and after the first two, they ran me in 'em alone. It
was loads of fun, and though I got some bad bumps,
I didn't mind.
almost always worked out in the
open, and I liked that, because I hated studio stuff.
I'd had one bad case of Klieg eyes, and that was enough.
"And Barry was a peach to me. We'd become pretty
good friends while he was teaching me to swim, and
we sort of kept it up afterward. When Henry that's
my husband's real name offscreen seemed to be on
the verge of proposing I got so excited that I couldn't
work, and went back to Los Angeles, where he was,
for a rest.
And I'd stand around and watch Barry
work, in the studio, and when he'd come off between
sets I'd grab him and ask him if he thought Henry
really cared for me.
And he'd always say he did
"Then Henry got hurt, and it took all my money to
get him patched up
he hadn't saved a cent and when
he got well, Barry insisted on giving us a month at
Santa Barbara, which was just what Henry needed,
for a wedding present.
So well, you can see how I

know

—

—

—

We

—

—

!

—

—

—

about Barry.
"And now about this

feel
_

girl.
She's not the one for
as well as I do.
He needs a
understand his work, and be willing to stay

— you know
wife who'll
him

that

background, if necessary, to push him along. He
doesn't want a girl who'll get tired of the movies as
a pose and want him to go into something nice and
respectable, like selling bonds
Getting married if
you're in the movies has got to be a case of like to
like, if it's going to work out right.
"So I want you to help me make him get over this
infatuation of his for Pauline Stewart, if you will.
It's got to be done, if he's to be happy, and if he's
in the

!

going to succeed in his work.
You know, he can go
a long way, if he doesn't slip back now.
He's had an
offer to go on the stage
did you know that?
And I
believe that he can do as John Barrymore did
go from
light stuff into real work.
He's "got loads of talent.
But he'll never get anywhere with her you know that."

—

I

did.

And

I

wanted

—

—

to see

Barry succeed,

just as

much

as she did.
"I've got a plan," she went on.
but I can't pull it off alone.

"I think it'll work,
about having lunchto-morrow, so that we can talk it over?"

How

eon with me
I accepted the invitation.
dering just

how

old

Dame

And

I

!

went home won-

Fate was going to spin the

wheel for Barry now.

CHAPTER XLV.
soon became apparent that Pauline Stewart's people were not going to sit back and let Barry Stevens
win their daughter without their making any more
It

trouble, after they knew where she was.
At first they
protested frantically against her becoming a motionpicture actress; then, when the newspapers joyously
took up the story, they rather wilted, and tried to subside into silence, but the reporters wouldn't let them.
In despair, they, announced that they were going abroad.

of

a

!

Star

Barry breathed a long sigh of relief the day their
boat sailed, and the papers all came out with pictures
of them on board ship, with appropriate comments, and
speculations as to whether Barry and Pauline would
marry now that Mr. and Mrs. Stewart were out of
Pauline's sister, Mrs. Adam Ireson, was still
the way.
in the States, however, so the family was represented,
in case any opportunity should arise for breaking off
the girl's affair with Barry.
"For goodness' sake, what is your plan?" I demanded
of Nancy Warren that afternoon, tossing a newspaper
with the Stewarts' photographs in it into a wastebasket.
were sitting in an unused set, where we could
look into the one next, where Barry and Pauline were
"Isn't it time that you got it into working
working.
order ?"
"Well, it's simple, but it can't be sprung till the

We

moment," Nancy replied. "Do you know what
if Barry comes out of this mess alive
and unmarried? I'm going to marry him off to the

right

I'm going to do

very first suitable girl I run into.
He's got to have
I'm going to
a wife to keep him out of mischief
Why, he well, did you ever hear
get one for him.
of the time that Lolita Lorraine almost finished him?"
I admitted that, though I'd heard of most of Barry's
escapades, I'd never heard of the one with the beautiful Lolita.
She is a gorgeous creature clothes have
made her, on the screen, and have kept her where she
She is the dressmakers' deis despite heavy rivalry.
I believe that she could wear a costume of tin
light.
pans strung together and go slinking about in them as
She can
gracefully as if they were Georgette crepe.
do her hair in outlandish ways and wear rings on her
thumbs, and still be beautiful in the eyes of the public.
And though she appears in the most blatantly vampirish roles, things that went out of style before Theda
Bara left the screen for the stage, the public likes
them, and takes her seriously.
"But Lolita's been married a long time," I protested.
You see, her marriage didn't
"Yes occasionally.
She thought she
turn out as she expected it would.
was marrying a millionaire, a dashing young polo player,
and all that. When it was too late she discovered that
he'd never done anything with a polo mallet but have
well,
his picture taken with one, and as for money
he thought she had it. One of those affairs, you know
"She really tried to make a go of things, at first, but
it seemed as if it couldn't be done.
"She and her husband used to leave each other reguThen she met Phillarly, but they'd always go back.
you know who he is,
lip Morton, the English actor
He was sort of taking a sentimental vacaof course.
tion at the time; he'd been engaged for a long tim= to
Myrtle Le Moyne, and had got a divorce, but couldn't
He'd adored Myrtle because she
get married just yet.
was so little and frail, and she found it out, and so
The reason his
proceeded to get littler and frailer.
wife divorced him was because Myrtle was always
sending for him at inconvenient hours, saying that she
was dying. Phillip's wife said she didn't know she'd
married a trained nurse
"But as I was saying, after he got his interlocutory
decree of divorce, Phillip got sort of tired of attending an invalid all the time, and Myrtle had got so in
the habit of being sick, to hold his sympathy, that she
So he
couldn't seem to get over it all of a sudden.
began to dance around after Lolita Lorraine in his

—

!

;

—

—

—

spare time.

"She was pleased to pieces. Men never had liked
her very much, somehow you know, a lot of these
movie sirens aren't so blooming popular, when you

—

Continued on page 88

The News Reel
Hollywood develops a social whirl that bids fair to eclipse
making activities and send our tireless reporters to

By Eclwin and
has gone society
HOLLYWOOD
happens nowadays without

mad. Nothing
some sort of glit-

Even so small a matter as
tering function.
the signing of a new contract must be accompanied by
the eclat of a dinner with gold plate at the Ambassador.
If more than two stars sign at once, it is likely to
entail a banquet in a private hotel parlor with speeches.
Nobody has to listen to the speeches, but everybody
is supposed to eat, let the diet cards fall where they
may.
Pola Negri or Mae Murray started it
we forget which. Pola made her debut

—

at a luncheon,

Mae

dinner dansant.

a

at

and

The affair was a reception in
the close of the year.
honor of delegates to a national convention of Paramount distributors. Nearly everybody of prominence
Together
drifted in some time during the evening.
came Pola Negri and Charlie Chaplin. Also Marshall

The debutantes were in
Neilan and Blanche Sweet.
most instances chaperoned by their mammas.
We
glimpsed Madge Bellamy and Lois Wilson, among othGloria Swanson, Agnes Ayres, Pauline Garon,
ers.

^^

:\voy.

helped to

dazzled forth
Since then other

a

first

wyn

director to make Frank
Norris' "McTeague;" Warner
Brothers gave a dinner to announce their purchase of half
a dozen new popular novels
like

plavs,

Gold

"Babbitt,"
Beautiful

"Main

Anna Q. Nilsson, May McAntonio Moreno, and Milton Sills

Claire Windsor,

have begun to demand similar little
attentions.
So too have some of the directors and authors.
No less than
three separate and distinct affairs
have celebrated the signing of
Erich von Stroheim as a Gold-

"The

rest cures.

Elsa Schallert

stars

and

picture-

its

the picture.
Gloria flashed
personality in a quaintly
charming gown of white chiffon
and black lace, modeled after the
Colonial style of 1830, with modified hoop skirt.
Pola looked
usciously youthful in a full, girlish gown of silver metal cloth,
contrasted with tones of burnished gold and dull blue. Both
fill

new

most

and

"Deburau,"

Damned,"

The

entire mansion is over
half a block long and semi-

and

"Brass;" and Cecil B. De
Mille himself proffered a
wedding feast, including
everything from caviar
to small individual icecream birds and flowers,
in honor of the marriage
of Elliott Dexter to Nina

circles

with

We

it

cannot

tell

into

a

telescope

whether

all

to see
his stars are

retiring early enough to
get their sleep and sustain
their reputation as the world's
most alluring women,

about

until a later issue.

A De Mille

in

every direction. The place
occupies too a most strategic position.
One can
imagine Mr. De Mille of
an evening leaning against
a eucalyptus tree, peering

are lately informed
certain prominent star is shortly to
give an announcement party of her
divorce, but as we have the news

we

landscape garden
sweeping view of
Angeles, Hollywood,
a

a

Los
and environs for miles

C. Untermeyer.

confidentially,

coiffures of the ut-

simplicity'.

The De Mille home is ideal
for entertaining.
really
It
consists of two houses, one,
the annex, being joined to
the other by a conservatory.

Diggers," and
following "The

Street,"

wore

stars

Reception.

y the way. the

Mr. De Mille has thus far been
the most successful host.
His par-

was

originally the

De

tage of Charlie Chaplin
After their brief sojourn
Stewart became the lessee.

ties have an haut ton that compares
most favorably with the settings of
his pictures.
However, there is
nothing stiff or formal about a De

Mille annex

honeymoon

cot-

and Mildred.
there

Anita

Photo bv Pacific and Atlantic Photos Ir.c
Pola and Charlie.
Mille reception, nor is there anyPola Negri is one of the few Chaplin
Both Charles Chaplin and Pola Negri rething of the wild bacchanalianism
inamoratae who has declined to discuss
to comment on their marriage plans.
fused
of his allegorical Roman episodes.
the rumors of an impending marriage
In fact, the spirit of a De Mille
Time and again
with the newspapers.
part}' is essentially simple and homelike.
Mrs. De
she has dramatically refused audiences with impatient
Mille's tactfulness and her grace as a hostess are noShe simply
reporters either at the studio or at home.
table, and Mr. De Mille extends the cordiality of welreiterates and reiterates
"I have nuzzing to say."
come with each separate handclasp.
suspect that her silence meets with the thorough
The}* threw open the doors of their menage to a host
approval of Charlie, who has always been sphinxlike
of stars and other filmland celebrities one night toward
at least concerning his current romance.

—

We
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By the way, though, in Charlie Chaplin's book, "My
Trip Abroad," wherein he was his own reporter, we
ran across some interesting admissions.
Miss Negri,
so the comedian relates, averred when she met Charlie
in Berlin that she found .him '"very -nice" and also referred to him as "jazz boy Charlie."
Chaplin for his
part asked an interpreter to translate to her the pretty
sentiment that he thought her "the loveliest thing he
had met in Europe."
Oh, well by the time this is published they may be

—

married.

Doesn't Approve Climate.
Pola's last two weeks of work on "Bella Donna"
were a severe strain on her nerves. She felt depressed
and ill, and blamed it on the climate. The Los Angeles
chamber of commerce, which boasts of meteorological
data quite as highly as of the orange and star crop,
threatened to sue her for libel, but Pola undoubtedly
was in the right. No one is immune from a slight distemper due to the change in conditions between Europe
and America, and Pola, to make matters worse, plunged
into her first picture with little or no rest preceding.
Anyway, she had to give up all social engagements,
including dinners and dances with Charlie for a time.
She even missed an elaborate party at the Cocoanut
Grove to which Adolph Zukor invited herself and Chaplin, Mary and Doug, and Mr. and Mrs. Lasky.
At
this affair, it was consistently rumored,
the engagement would surely be an-

One day, during the ballroom scenes, Mrs. Ballin
pointed out Harrison Ford, who is known as an ardent
bookworm, to a visitor, saying:
"That's Mr. Doubleday Page."
"Not really !" exclaimed the visitor.
"Oh, yes," continued Mrs. Ballin. "You see he supplies us with tons of books to read each day from his
library.
Fie feels we all need to become literary.
I
sometimes think Harrison isn't an actor at all, but the
reincarnation of a book agent."
Incidentally, we believe that Harrison likes his little
"snatch" in between scenes when working on a picture.
Not of Freud exactly, but something a little colder and
sweeter.
have caught him twice on the same picture, while waiting to be called, sitting in a corner,
apparently wholly unconscious of being spied on, licking a big strawberry ice-cream cone in one hand and
alternating with bites of a chocolate bar held in the

We

other.

Hollywood Votes

We

During all this time, Chaplin's picture
reposed close to the mirror on her dressing table, so we may infer that the
comedian heartbreaker was more
less continually in her mind.

Our

coiffured head should be soaped
They talked
in a bucket.
great deal in the subtitles about
w nice she would be if she were
only given a bath, but if she had
indulged in any further ablutions, we would have greatly

tily

and doused

Title Revisions.

been

have

looking

over

the pictures of the year and detect the need for some revisions
in titles.
For your approval we

feared for her white make-up

powder.
Strange

submit the following improved

before
garded,

list:

"The

Moron

the

of

Mary.

Principally, we didn't like Mary's apparent fear of getting her face dirty
couldn't >ee
in the early scenes.
any reason whatsoever why her dain-

nounced.

We

for

matter what the rest of America may think of
"Tess of the Storm Country," Los Angeles likes Mary
Hollywood, too, came out
Pickford's latest feature.
emphatically in favor of it, and for a week it ran at
two theaters located within half a block of each other.
It continued to run at one of these for a period of
weeks.
Of course, we have prejudices against the picture.

No

Lady

its

at

to

"Tess,"

relate,

release,
least

by

was

re-

many

of

Mary's admirers, as a

Letty."

"The Bone-headed Woman."
"The Silent Yelp." (Strongheart, the

Dog

certain

In the projection room
succeeded only in arousing
But
doubts and disapproval.
failure.
it

Star.)

that shows how little aware of
the feelings of the greater public
"The Impossible Mrs. Bal- Elliott Dexter and Nina C. Untermeyer were married are sometimes those who are
stars.
loon."
with
(Gloria Swanson.)
associated
closely
at the liome of Cecil De Mille.
"Dr. Jackass."
That "Tess" will ever be a tre"Her Gilded Caboose."
mendous national success for Mary we still somewhat
"Not So Nero."
doubt, but at the same time, its Los Angeles presenta(Note:
suggest also that some of these might
tion has proved a real event of the year.
qualify among the 9999 worst pictures of the year.)

"Broadway Hose." (Mae Mur-

ray.)

We

Harold Lloyd's forthcoming picture
Playful Mabel.

The

Ballins

—

that

— have

is,

Hugo

Ballin, director,

and Mabel

completed "Vanity Fair." It shows
promise of being an exquisite and faithful reproduction.
A number of prominent persons of the socialprofessional world, friends of Mrs. Ballin, played extra
and bits. We promised not to tell alb the names only
that of Adele Rowland, who is Mrs. Conway Tearle.
There is a splendid supporting cast in "Vanity Fair,"
including Harrison Ford, Earle Foxe, Hobart Bosworth,
George Walsh and Eleanor Boardman. Harrison Ford
and in fact, all the men look very recherche with their
unusually
marceled coiffures.
Ballin,

star

—

—

!

—

—

is

sure

of

at

one long laugh an eight-foot giant, imported from
Texas. The feature will not be called "Jack, the Giant
Killer," however.
Plarold had a hard time getting the giant for the picture.
The first one he engaged was so unkind as to die
Several Holjust about the time the film was to start.
lywood home-grown giants applied, but Harold thought
He imported a circus
the Texas variety more stalky.
So Harold and Herrold it is,
celebrity named Herrold.
which makes a nice affinity of names.
They say that Mildred Davis won't be able to breakup her professional alliance with Harold for at least
least

Continued on page 86

The Screen
Review
A

frank, critical verdict

in
on

the month's film offerings.

By

Alison Smith

often some
EVERY
person breaks out
so

in

learned
an ar-

on "What Is Wrong
These discussions are as persistent and as frequent as the theories on what is
wrong with education, the church,
the stage, Congress, the dance hall,
the rising generation, the United
States, or the world itself, if you
come to that. I haven't any intention of adding my voice to the general clamor; there are a lot of
things wrong with everything in this
world including me.
But this
month I have been struck with one
phrase which I have written over
and over again in the reviews. It
is that "the star was beautiful and
ticle

With the Movies."

—

magnetic, the support was adequate,
the direction was excellent, but the
story was impossible."
It seems
that nine times out of ten, when
there is any serious fault with a
picture it may be traced to the very
beginning of its manufacture that
is to say to the plot on which the
entire production is based.
The screen abounds in really excellent actors and directors ' who
know how to get the last touch of
drama out of a given situation.
(But alas they are not given the
situation.)
And even- one admits,
in the matter of settings, the screen
has an immense advantage over the pi»to John eiu.
Guy Bates
stage with all nature for a background.
There remains only the
story on which all these things hang
and for some reason the good story is the rarest bird
on the screen. I often think, when some producer advertises "fifty thousand dollars for a single setting."
that if he had spent fifty cents for a single idea his
film might have meant something to the public.
The fact remains that the acting, direction, and scenic
setting of the motion pictures have progressed wonderfully since the beginning of film, but the stories have
stayed behind
almost in the class of the old nickelodeon
days.
Personally I am tired of picking on the same
old defect.
If I could collect royalties on the number
of times I have said that even-thing was good but the
story, I'd have made a fortune out of my four years
of film reviewing.
The worst example of this came this month with
"Outcast."
Here is a picture with a clever director,
lavish settings, and Elsie Ferguson, who is certainly one
of the most distinguished and lovable actresses on the
screen.
She usually has the power of making everything she plays in seem plausible, but she couldn't make
this tale even possible.
So at about the third reel, she
gave up the struggle and just walked through the action

—

!

l.>-

—

Post seems perfectly at home

in the role

of

"Omar

the Tentmaker," as indeed he sliould be.

and looked the part since there was no acting

it.

It

one of those films about the woman who paid and
paid and was the victim of every man in the cast until
she met the honorable hero. The situations are impossible, and the titles are straight out of Laura Jean Libby.
You get a feeling of stupid waste when you think that
in addition to Miss Ferguson, there is David Powell
as the hero and an unusually good supporting cast. They
tell me that the censors have been after this film and
changed it from the original stage version. But if it
was necessary to change it so entirely. I don't see why
they did it at all.
is

"Broken Chains"

Goldwyn.

Here was
it

won

a storv I was rather curious to see, since
a prize in a contest run by the Chicago Daily

But when I saw it. I could only agree with
another reviewer who said. "If this was the prize story,
It
I would hate to read the others in that contest."
seemed to me to be only the old, old hokum about a
boy who leaves the effete East for what Merton called
"the great open spaces" and who finds a beautiful girl
Xczi's.

——

—

The

70
abused by her husband and

who

Screen in Review

—

—

understand the standards of the judges who
awarded this prize. The story is exactly like hundreds
of others which have been reeled off without end since
the movies first began.
can't

I

Sea"— Metro.
"Omar" when I saw this new experime seemed infinitely better than any

"Toll of the

rescues said heroine

and beats up the villain and ends with the fair one in
his arms in the same old close-up we have seen so many
times.
Colleen Moore's humor was entirely lost in the
role of the wife; she was made to appear so meek
and inane that you understood why her husband treated
her so badly. Malcolm MacGregor was handsome, direct, and unaffected as the hero
but what can you
do with a role like that? I was surprised to see Beryl
Mercer in a very small part there is an actress who
could do a masterpiece of a mother role if some one
would write it for her. But not one of this very competent cast had a chance to show what he could do.

I

thought of

ment which

to

previous attempts to transfer color to the screen.
It
is
the story of Madame Butterfly developed, in hues
which are so soft and natural that you forget that you
are watching an experiment and really lose yourself in
the plot.
this

time

Anna May Wong
the Butterfly — Chinese
— and Kenneth Harlan the American who broke

her heart.

is

This

picture which

is

the first time

made me

I

have ever seen a

believe that the color films are

When they begin to sneak up on
actually practicable.
you so that you forget the "color process" and only
know that they are beautiful, then the colored films have
arrived.
"The Beautiful and Damned"
Warner Brothers.

Everybody's Always
Kicking

"The Flirt"— Universal.
And now just to be a little more
hasten to remark that
Hobart Henley's adaptation of Booth Tarkington's famous
cheerful,

"The

I

Flirt,"

novel is one of the best stories
screened this month or any other.

The

story of the supreme and silly
egotist who got engaged to
every young man in sight, shattered

young

her drudging sister's romance, and
involved her father in serious financial trouble is a popular favorite.
It
is
splendidly
played
with Eileen

Percy

in -the title role,

Eddy

as the plain sister

Helen Jerome
and George

Nichols as their father. This picture
might have been made sentimental
and theatrical, but Hobart Henley
has chosen the nobler course and
made it natural and genuinely moving.
One of the most touching
scenes I have ever seen on the screen
is played in this picture by Helen
Jerome Eddy and Buddy Messenger.
I don't need to tell you which one
it is, because you can't miss it.

"Omar the Tentmaker"— First National.
Guy Bates Post seems perfectly at
home in this role, as indeed he should

This

a screen version of Scott
Fitzgerald's
vivid
expose of the
younger set in New York. This author
who is very young himself
has set about showing up the hectic
pace that flappers and philosophers
follow these days.
His novels are
fast-moving, piquant, and highly colored studies, but for all that they
have a very genuine moral. In making the screen version, Olga Printzlau has seen fit to remove the moral.

About the quality of motion pic=
tures. They are tawdry, they are
insincere, they are too much alike,
they deliberately follow the pat=
tern of some great success, critics
aver.

—

Have you ever wondered how
they compare with the offerings
on the speaking stage in New
York? Do you think as many
people residing in remote parts of
the country do that if you came

—

—

to New York and went to the
regular theaters you would get
away from it all; that you would
find originality, freshness of treat=
ment, and great dramatic master=
pieces in every theater?
If you do, prepare to have your
illusions shattered!
Alison Smith, who is dramatic
editor of a New York newspaper
as well as our motion=picture re=
viewer, says that the screen has
advanced beyond the stage in the
general run of material offered.
Comparing the stage offerings of
the last year in New York with
the motion pictures of the same
period as she will in an article
in an early number of Picture=
Play brings out some amazing

Fitzgerald's younger people learned
the wages of sin were

literally that

—

death moral death at least.
They
drink and fox trot and toddle into an
early grave and wind up as middleaged,
debauched nervous wreck-.
Miss Printzlau holds to the moral
far enough to present their wild life
in

Don't miss this article. It
of the milestones of
motion=picture history.
facts.

marks one

be.

in

between.

As

a stage spectacle it was a wonderful triumph for
Richard Walton Tully, and many of its thrilling moments have been transferred to the screen. Nevertheless it lacks the blazing color and blare of sound with
which Tully produced this vivid tale of Omar who wove
his tents and scribbled his verses and loved Shireen,
the maiden enamored of the wicked Shah of Shahs.
Like the play, the film is divided into two romances,
that of Omar for his love and of Omar's daughter
for a captive Christian.
I liked Guv Bates Post best
when he was safely advanced to the role of the father,
for the screen is merciless, and he no longer looks the
part of the young, impetuous author of "The Rubaiyat."

Browne Faire plays the unfortunate Shireen,
and Patsy Ruth Miller the little SKireen, her daughter.
There is an extraordinary resemblance between these
two actresses that makes the relationship most plausible.
On the whole, this smoldering tale of Persian loves
and hatreds has been faithfully and skillfully filmed.
Only the limitation of the screen denies it the sound
and color which made the stage version so popular.
Virginia

The

picture

a

series

of

mad,

mad

parties

which, however, are far too exciting
to be useful as an awful warning.
She also permits them to sink into
poverty, but she hasn't the heart to
leave them in their misery.
When
the old uncle's money does come that
way, they are both still beautiful and
not damned a bit.
Of course this
makes a happy ending, but that
wasn't at all what its young author
meant.

—
—

He played it on the stage for
over four years without a season's break

is

is

brilliantly

Kenneth Harlan

directed
the young

and

excellently

man who

goes
through his fortune as merrily as if he had not been
named for Anthony Comstock. Marie Prevost is his
mad young bride who- tears through the action in a
Tully Marshall does an excellent
sort of wild dance.
piece of work as the old grandfather who holds the
fate of most of the cast in his wrinkled old hands.
It
seemed strange to see Louise Fazenda out of slapstick
and doing conventional vamping in a conventional way.
I think her talents are wasted as an ordinary society
lady when she might be whirling pies through the air.
On the whole a colorful and entertaining picture has
been made of this tale of "finale hoppers" and their
ways, even if it didn't conform to Scott Fitzgerald's
ironic view of them.
cast.

is

"Quincy Adams Sawyer" Metro.
"Quincy Adams Sawyer" has only one reason for
existing
brings Blanche Sweet back to the screen.
it
This, however, would be sufficient for a much poorer
film, for Blanche has come back more lovely and mag-

—

The

Screen

But for some unfathomable reason,
netic than ever.
the director has cast her in a role where she has absolutely nothing to do. " She plays a blind girl in a story
of rural hokum, and all the role requires her to do is
to stand sweetly with unseeing eyes and grope with
her fluttering fingers.
Of course it is absurd for an
actress of her ability to be wasted like this, and we can
only hope that her next picture will be a real return
to the screen. For the rest "Quincy Adams Sawyer" is
mostly hick slapstick with an old-fashioned rescue from
the waterfall at the end.
John Bowers is the city
feller who comes to the small town to set everything
right, and Barbara La Marr is the village vamp.
I was
surprised to see Lon Chaney playing a "straight'" villain, by which I mean he kept his face straight and
didn't twist it into horrors. The story follows the usual
hayseed pattern, and the subtitles are atrocious: "I
reckon Quincy must have given you the quinsy" is the
high-water mark of their wit. But Blanche Sweet, in
spite of the fact that nearly every one in the cast has
a better role than hers, makes the picture worth seeing.

— which

utterly weary of "Peg"
as far as I am concerned.
fair that her enormously

For

makes

all

that,

that way, is because they look that way.
Like most stories based on a freak theory, it gets nowhere, but there are parts which are amusing because
they keep you guessing.
There is much lurid apache
atmosphere because the doctor goes to Montmartre for
Robert Frazer is the chief criminal, with
his criminals.
Gladys Hulette as a particularly vivacious sweet young
thing.

"A

successful

—

Hartley Manners should be preserved on the screen.
Moreover, her work as a screen star is delightful. As
the romping Irish girl in a family of frigid English
relatives, she has the same spontaneous quality that kept
the play running for four years or more on the stage.
Unfortunately her supporting cast in this film is about
as bad as they come
except for Russell Simpson who
This director's idea of an
plays the old Irish father.
aristocratic English family must have come from reading Goldberg's cartoons.
But Peg is there and lively
enough to take your mind off the rest of the cast. Thus
ends the swan song of a famous stage character.

hero.
If he had been made a
might have shed a few tears, but
wouldn't have upset my entire day.
However, he

the

somewhat wooden

sacrifice to science I
it

spared to return to
heroine
gentle
played by Jacqueline
is

—

the

Logan.
This

theme

very

strongly
suggests
a
stage play called "The

Monster," which was

"As

a

Man

Lives"

written by Crane Wilbur and ran some
time on Broadway.
But then

— Achievement
Films.

Frank Losee

is

a physician in this
film with a novel
medical
theory.

He

believes

I

was

told

that

Mr. Wilbur

that

found the

plot in

Paris

a

in

/

"X

perj

if

formance of the

he can operate

on

a

criminal's

Grand

make

which

and

face

him look
like

his

an ange

deeds

Helen Jerome

Eddy and
angelic

match

to

h

i

s

countenance.

In

other

words, that
the reason

the

rogues'

Goldwyn.

is

;

seems only
written by

role

Blind Bargain"

another physician and more surgical operations, but this time they are more spectacular if not any
more plausible. This M. D. has an idea that if he
can experiment on enough human beings, he can find
the secret of eternal life.
He does his best with one
poor victim, but the result can hardly be called a sucin fact the
cess from the ornamental point of view
poor creature with wolves' fangs and popping eyes and
lolling tongue is horrible enough to scare the life out
By this time, I suppose
of the babies in the audience.
you have guessed the star of this picture there is only
one actor who could play it, and that is Lon Chaney.
He is also the fiendish doctor who lures the young
hero into his laboratory and straps him to an operating
But. at the
table and starts his merciless experiments.
right moment, one of his former victims escapes from
a cage and cuts short both the experiment and the doctor's life.
I don't like to be heartless, but I was far
more interested in the doctor's theory than I was in

Here

unanimous

it
it
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gallery got

"Peg o' My Heart" Metro.
Laurette Taylor has been quoted as saying that she
is

Review

in

Eileen Percy

make
sisters in

the

"The

Flirt" prosaically

human,
moving

characters.

Guignol
is

a

little

—

— —

The

72

"Singed Wings"— Paramount.
wish directors would label their pictures "This is
burlesque" or "This is serious," so I would know
whether they were doing a straight story or poking fun
I

So often I can't
for the life of me tell whether
they are on the level or not.
at the films.

"A

Daughter of Luxury"

Again we have a
an

story that

is

insult

This girl is the sort who sits and
lay figures.
starves to death rather than lift a finger, and who lets
the villain represent her as an impostor without saying a word in her own defense.
Five minutes' frank conversation

the complications, but this
couldn't
happen because it
would end the film. In spite
of the foolish incidents, I enjoyed most of the film because
of the lovely pictures made by
Agnes Ayres in a series of
ravishing frocks. As a daughter of luxury, she is the most
ornamental I have ever seen.

all

cept it seriously.
When I
think of the subtitles, I'm sure
it is burlesque, but then I think
of the excellent cast and decide it must be meant in good
faith.
For Bebe Daniels, Conrad Nagel, Ernest Torrence,
and several others do such fine

"Thirty Days" Paramount.
"Thirty Days" was the last
picture Wallace Reid made before his breakdown.
It is a
cheerful bit of nonsense about
a hero who is given this stretch
of time to prove that he can
keep out of flirtations. It is

and spirited work in their roles
that you feel it is a crime to
cast them in such an idiotic
scenario.

The

heroine is a more or
half-witted
dancer in a cafe, who for
some delirious reason has
promised not to give away the
rose in her hair.
portly

Spanish

a bit trivial for five reels, but
for the most part, genuinely

A

matron masquerades as this
young moron deceives every

amusing. Also Wallie shows
more animation through its action than in any of his recent
pictures except the inimitable
"Clarence."

—

fat

legs

and is shot by an arrow from
a wicked fairy when she gives
away the rose. Perhaps you
can make something of- this
rigmarole
I
can't.
Any
writer who turns out stuff like

between any of the charwould have cleared up

acters

be that Penrhyn
intended us to ac-

one in spite of her

to

dumb

may

less

mixed up with

her intelligence.
Agnes
Ayres can play the intellectual heroine so convincingly
that it pains us to see her as one of those sweet and
a

"Singed Wings" may be
a satire on that type of movie
Stanlaws

;

Paramount.

beautiful, clever star,

Now

it

—

—

Screen in Review

theater devoted entirely to themes of terror that freeze
Whatever its origin, it's a good thriller
your spine.
and an excellent addition to the chamber of horrors.

or

—

"Heroes of the Street"
Warner Brothers.

;

One

of those asphalt melothis, must live in fear of murdramas in which the orchestra
it a great success on the stage.
der by the audience.
always plays "East Side, West
At the
Rivoli, the audience took the wiser course, and laughed.
Wesley Barry has the
Side, All Around the Town."
Mr. Stanlaws, by the way, has ended his career as a
spotlight as the young son of a New York policeman
Paramount director.
father is killed by "de gang," and Wes proceeds to
avenge him. The picture abounds in hoodlum comedy
"You Never Know" Vitagraph.
and pathos of the illustrated song variety. There is
Another one of those South American republics with
a scene at the "Follies" in which a roughneck audience
plots and Spanish dancers.
In the midst of it is Earle
starts something which would make Flo Ziegfeld curl
Williams as the dauntless hero disguised as a crook
up in horror if he could see it, for if there is one thing

"Peg o' My Heart" on
quality that made

the screen has the

of the underworld.
Same old fights, same old dances,
old loving ending.
The action doesn't seem to be
directed at all
the figures just wander over the screen
whenever the spirit moves them "you never know" is
certainly the best title that could have been chosen for

same

this

—

—

mediocre picture.
"Breaking

Home

Ties"

Associated Exhibitors.

Ever since "Humoresque," we've had

all

sorts

and

conditions of Jewish home dramas.
This one is another and very good of its kind. It was inspired, says
the program, by the Jewish chant "Eli, Eli," and the
director makes the most of the tremolo notes in that
plaintive strain.
It is the tale of a Jewish boy who
leaves Russia for America because he thinks he "is a
murderer and suffers the usual vicissitudes of the young
Kippur
emigrant. There is much excitement over
and other bits of Yiddish local color. Rebecca Weintraub plays the old mother, without whom a play about
Jewish life could not possibly be written.

—

Yom

same spontaneous

producer is proud of, it is his sophisticated and
well-mannered audiences. This entire picture was designed for children and rather tough children at that.
this

"Kick In"

Paramount.

Just as "Heroes of the Street" convinces you that
policemen are the noblest specimens of the human race,
along comes "Kick In," and you learn that they are
This is a screen version of the
fiends in human form.
once popular melodrama by Willard Mack, which has
lost

some of

its

on the way.

thrills

which John Barrymore

Compson

as

the

girl

directed the entire

shadows.

It isn't,

however,

who

plays the reformed crook,
played on the stage, or of Betty

the fault of Bert Lytell,

George Fitzmaurice who
with interesting lights and
have passed the stage where this

or of

picture

Perhaps we

type of plot has the power of real thrills, and "Kick
In" has lost its kick in a deluge of crook plays.
Continued on page 86

A
NOTE

Confidential Guide to Current Releases

Only distinctive pictures appear in this list. It does not aim to be a comprehensive survey of all pictures now showing
throughout the country, as such a list would occupy too much space. Program pictures will be included in it only when they are
genuinely distinctive. Pictures reviewed elsewhere in the same issue will not be_mentioned, but aside from those this list will
comprise those generally considered as the most important of the current film oiterings.
:

WHAT EVERY FAN SHOULD
"Douglas Fairbanks

—United Artists.

The

in

SEE.
Hood"
Robin

and impressive old story of tournaments, crusading,
and merry huntsmen who
robbed the rich to feed the poor.
Gorgeous as the settings are, the picture is always dominated by the impish personality of the star.
thrilling

—

"One Exciting Night" D. W.
Not a great picture, but one
interesting

Griffith's

"Trifling

Mr.
experiments.

Modeled after the murder-mystery
melodramas of the stage, it packs thrill
on thrill and in the midst of horror
lets you down with low comedy.

gorgeous presentation of the old story
of Henrv VIII. and his management of
the marital affairs of his sister

Homestead" — Paramount.
homespun melodrama embellished

"The Old

with prop whiskers and a terrific hurricane.

Not recommended to any one

with fond recollections of the old stage
play, but weepy and gripping entertainment for others.

—

"The Bond Boy" Barthelmess. The
same locale as "Tol'able David." and
apparently an

attempt to

reproduce

the spirit of that masterpiece.
The
story is shoddy and illogical, but the
winning sincerity of Richard Barthel-

mess and Mary Alden makes you forget

it.

•

—

who untangles

a family's troubles.

Prisoner

of

Rex Ingram's capable

Zenda"

— Metro.

has
preserved the highly romantic flavor of this old story of a mythical
kingdom. Alice Terry, Lewis Stone,
and Barbara La Marr fit admirably
into the scenes of royal splendor.
direction

THE BEST OF THEIR KIND.
"Tess"— United Artists. A sob-riddaughter
of a squatter's
morals are better than her
manners. If you love Mary Pickford
in the sort of role that made her famous, you will find this irresistible.
Not recommended, however, to people who are not content to have pictures remain in their infancy.
den

tale

whose

—

"To Have and To Hold" Paramount.
dashing romance of the seventeenth
century, glamorous, lively, and beauti-

A

ful.

!

1

\

Betty Compson at her loveliest.

in the Dark"— First Napreposterous and unconvincing piece of mysticism, but it includes

"The Light

A

selves as usual.

some

"Brothers Under the Skin"— GoldMae Busch, and Xorman Kerry concerning spendthrift wives and hardworking husbands. Helene Chadwick,
Mae Busch, and Norman Kerry contribute to the merriment.

Hampton

color
exquisite
is featured.

— Tourneur.

A

West"— Constance

Is

"The Town That Forgot God"—The
most violent flood pours in
upon a wicked city full of mean citizens after a tiresome story gets under

suc-

screen's

seeing.

"Anna Ascends" — Paramount.

Alice
spiritedly presents a Syrian immigrant girl who climbs up the social

Tal-

Brady

ladder stabbing villains on the way.

"When

—

"Under Two Flags" Universal. A
vigorous old melodrama that survived
many successful seasons on the stage,

into the desert, here

In

every' star's career there is apparently
one circus story. This one of Shirley

"The

.

Rogers.

Mason's is one of the most entertaining, and gives her an opportunity to
dance and ride bareback most charmin

the Fog"

A

— Cosmopol-

thrilling riot of creepiness and
shocks veiled in fog. Lionel Barrymore, Gustav von Seyffertitz, and Louis

Wolheim provide

the

thrills.

— Paramount.

A romanand colorful adventure story replete with South Seas atmosphere.
Not entirely satisfactory to Stevenson enthusiasts, perhaps, but excellent
movie material.
"Ebb Tide"

tic

'

I

Headless

The tragedy

;

WORTH THE

PRICE OF
ADMISSION.

"The Young Rajah" — Paramount. A
keen disappointment to the Valentino
worshipers, but an interesting picture because it avoids the usual hackA
neyed motion-picture formulas.
story of predestination.

Horseman"—Will
of this picture

is

it

"A Tailor=made Man"

—United

Art-

Just a first-rate movie, but not
the sort of thing we used to count on
seeing Charlie Ray in. It has a great
deal of hokum and a chase at the end
worthy of a Mack Sennett comedy, but
none of the wistful appeal which Ray
used to have.
ists.

—

"Skin Deep" First National. An exciting melodrama of a crook who tries
to reform. It is a great ad for facial
surgery, as Milton Sills gets completely made over from a reprehensible crook to his own handsome self
through the process in this picture.
This is not one of those pictures you
can either take or leave alone if you
go to it, it will get you.

another.

might have been great, and it
Will Rogis only moderately good.
ers has his funny moments, but the
picture as a whole does not live up to
them.
that

ingly.

"The Face

is

"The Village Blacksmith"— Fox. Under the spreading chestnut tree a large,
troublesome family gets into melodramatic hardships.

season.

Circus"— Fox.

the Desert Calls"— Pyramid.

you have acquired a taste for nice
young heroines who get hauled off
If

brought vividly to life with Priscilla
Dean in a swaggering, spirited role.
One of our best deserts presented this
the

Raymond

Bloomer might have been drowned
without any great loss to the screen,
but the flood makes the picture worth

characterization.

of

All of the actors but

way.

Pep, bunk, and sticky sentiment presenting Constance Talmadge
in Chinese costume, but in her usual

"Shirley

Hope

—

cast.

"East
madge.

film.

"Thelma" F. B. O. Jane Novak is
perhaps not the statuesque Thelma
Marie Corelli described, but she is a
winsome and pathetic one.

cession of striking and beautiful pictures presenting the wild, wild Dooms
and the blandly beautiful young girl
they kidnaped. The spirit of the old
story is preserved, but it just falls
short of being a great picture. Madge
Bellamy and John Bowers head the

itan.

"Clarence" Paramount.
One
of
William De Mille's best. Wallace Reid
has a real chance at characterization
as a shabby, absent-minded doughbo}

"The

1

Mary

Tudor.
Lynn Harding and Marion Davies head the cast, which is almost as
impressive as the settings.

A

j

teresting Oriental role.

tional.

"Lorna Doone"

—

"When Knighthood Was in Flower"
An elaborate and

fantas-

and savage concoction with all the
weird fascination of a bad dream.
Barbara La Marr proves her supremacy as silken Lorelei, and Lewis Stone
and Joe Martin distinguish them-

of

— Cosmopolitan.

Women"— Metro. A

ing

tic

Griffith.

"Oliver Twist" Jackie Coogan.
A
pretentious and satisfying version of
the Dickens story showing Jackie in a
characterization of real depth.
Lon
Chaney and Gladys Brockwell give admirable support.

—

"Shadows" Preferred. A slow-movNew England study with little to
recommend it except that it was made
from a popular story by Wilbur Daniel
Steele, and offers Lon Chaney an in-

with a distinguished cast that includes
Bert Lytell, Theodore Kosloff, and W.
J. Ferguson.

FAIR WARNING.
"The Man Who Saw To=morrow"—
Thomas Meighan. LeaParamount.
trice Joy. and Theodore Roberts, to
say nothing of beautiful, glamorous
scenery wasted on a jumbled, incoherent story.

"Bulldog

Drummond" — Hodkinson.

On

the stage the actors played this
melodrama as burlesque, but the ones
who acted in the picture seemed to
take it seriously^, robbing it of all interest.

"The Pride
itan.

A

of

Palomar"

— Cosmopol-

very yellow treatment of the

Japanese menace so unskillfully done
that whatever hate it inspires is
focused on the producers of this stupid
picture.
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The Elegy
The Black Lotus Flower

of

Europe has been transplanted

By Edwin

A

SHRIEK

rent the air. It was the climax.
of music ceased, and Pola Negri,
a quivering, throbbing, brooding black mound
of nerves lay huddled together upon the floor in front
of the gilt doorway.
Slowly, almost tenderly, to an accompaniment of
plaintive melody, a half -naked Nubian slave bent over
her, touched her and then, with the semblance of a
deep sorrow etching his face, lifted her to her feet. As
he wound about her the lace of a mantilla, she stood
swaying a moment, her eyes listless empty their wells

The torment

•

—

of feeling, her head beating back and forth in a dull
rhythm. Then, step by step, hesitatingly, uncertainly,
she half tottered out beyond the range of lights, beyond
the camera itself, lost seemingly in a hypnotic mood
that overhung scene and setting and onlookers, a mood
nocturnal and vast as the surging, passionate desert
blast that

had swept and wasted and

stroying the bloom of
Bella Donna.

its

of Pola

finally was deexquisitely deceptive flower

—

I had been watching one of the final scenes in Miss
Negri's first American picture. Nobody but would have
admitted this a privilege.
It was, in fact, almost lese
majesty for any stranger to be on the set. Nearly as
many permissions had to be obtained to enable me to
look on as are required for an audience with a Grand
Lama. At least, I was told that they had been obtained, but the possible significance of this excess of
formalities was absolutely lost on me once I came aboard
Baroudi's love barge, where it was securely moored to
the floor of the studio stage.
I am not particularly
concerned with formalities, anyhow, not even when they
concern Europe's most celebrated screen actress.
Baroudi's love barge was the background for the culminating emotional scenes of Pola Negri in "Bella
Donna." The hysterical episode I had just observed,
with, I might say, almost bated breath, was one of these,
The heroine had just received her blunt conge from
the sheikish Oriental exquisite, who had ensnared her.
She was left quite alone in a world that did not love
her and did not want her. The dark lotus of her charm
was broken, the leaping flame of her youth was dying
away. Destiny's tragic claim was written on her brow,
and one sensed for her the approach of the blackest

hour
Less than the rust that never stained thy sword,
Less than the trust thou hast
me, my lord,
Lven less am I, even less am I

m

Truly, I believe, you have never yet really seen Pola
Negri on the screen. Always there has been some obscuring fault of make-up.
Even as it has actually
clouded her resplendent beauty, so, too, I feel, it has

but half disclosed her radiant art.
To behold her now, fully illumined by the dazzle of
our insurpassable lighting, and the minute excellence
of our photography, will be like a glorious revelation,
Lily-white her hands and face, orchidlike the spirit of her
beauty.
She is at once the sinister nightshade, and
the white lotus, a blossom of ecstasy and a bloom of

torment

A

A

r
.u

w
With

night an
l oversweet
tuberose u
breath;

jeweled javelin in the heart,
Ecstatic death.

.

.

but

....

Schallert

Those who have appeared in her picture have confessed to me their absolute inability to cope with her.
They accuse her, in fact, of not giving a single thing,
She rules the set absolutely as its mistress, and that
something that can well be understood after one
is
watches her and realizes how much of herself she Hterally hurls into her acting.
She has been known to stand for minutes before a
mirror, pretending to be making up her lips or her eyes,
In reality she was not making up at all. That was only
She was going through her preparations
a pretext.
She tested every expression of
for the next episode.
her face, studied it from every angle, endeavored to
get over some undreamed-of nuance of feeling, some
absolutely new light of eyes, curve of lips, engraving
of forehead, to eliminate if possible a spoken title, which
titles, she frankly admits, and with a positive venom in
her voice, "I hat'."
To Pola Negri music is the essence of her art. One
might almost say that it is also the essence of her
being.
To it may be ascribed the vivid fluency of her
In Europe she was accustomed to have only
acting.
the finest sort of compositions to accompany her acting

— Tschaikowsky,

—

Beethoven, and sometimes though
because he depresses her Wagner. On her arrival
in Hollywood she cast out all the jazz ensembles that
were brought her as if they had been the seven devils,

—

rarely,

It was only after many fits of temperament and finally
an absolute refusal to work, I believe, that she finally
obtained a makeshift of piano and cello that pleased
her.
A feverish Lament of Grieg had been selected
as the motif for her closing emotional tempest in "Bella
Donna." The melody tossed and undulated beneath the
bow of a cellist, becoming every moment more languishAs Pola faced Baroudi, and learned
ing, more restless.
that, after her bitter sacrifice of Nigel, the Oriental no

longer wanted her, that, in fact, a new Circe had already captivated him, the elegy in tone became a veritable delirium.
One sensed almost a demand from the
actress that the music should be her stimulus; one felt
that the players played for her as they had never played
before.
Such, indeed, is the magnetism the well-nigh

—

uncanny bewitchment of Pola.
Strangelv,

fantastically,

in

tune with her desespoir,

the love boat's Nirvana harmony in black
and gold a subtle Oriental harmony built on one of
those weird scales of tone that come out of the heart
t
The deep inlavs and intricate patf
h F
r
the while,

Less than the dust beneath thy chariot wheel,

America

to

was

—

E

.

r

,

s

-i

.

became momentarily
grilled windows, fretted with
a design as dainty as Chantilly lace, were lost in the
The deep divan cushioned with inky and
febrile mists.
yellow silks, became wan as in the light of dawn, its
fitful purple scarflike coverings softening to amber, and
One
its rose and fuchsia hangings to a methitic mauve.
termngs of the narrow
deeper and darker. The

doors

sensed, too, almost the sick lapping of the waters of
the Nile, and the oppressive portents of pyramids and
sphinx and desert waste.
f
\ k n0w
no ot her setting that more admirably
seemed to accommodate itself to the moods of its star,
even as it also breathed so much of the storied wonders of the incensed far away.
The skill of George
,
ritzmaunce, the director, who promises to become truly
,

M

Continued on page 98
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The grim
sesses

fear that pos-

Bella

that her

Donna

beauty

is

will

fade entirely and her
wickedness be stamped
Pola
upon her face.
Negri subtly portray*
the

growing power of

this

fear,

last,

until

the

at

when she

is

scorned and reviled by
every one, there
illusion of

is little

beauty

left.

The beguiling prettiness of
Claire Windsor or Marie
Prevost is enough to make
a

motion-picture

memorable,
coming Warner

tion

produc-

but

in

Productions these beauties are no
more important than the

stories in

which they ap-

pear.

"Brass" and "The

Little

Church Around the

Corner" have both enjoyed
tremendous success as
novels.

Above

is

a scene

from "Brass," in which
Marie Prevost and Monte
Blue appear, and at the
left is shown Claire Windsor in "The Little Church

Around the Corner."

Mabel
Goes Back

One
Hundred
Years
Photographs by
Clarence

S.

Bull

.Modish Mabel Baffin of 1923
and sweetly "digni-

subdued
fied, is

Most

pictured above.

time nowadays, however, she looks as she does in
of

the

She
the picture at the left.
has gone back one hundred
years and transformed herself
into the designing Becky
Sharp of ''Vanity Fair." She
has long wanted to play thit
role, and now has the opportunity in a big production di-

rected by her husband.
Ballin, for

Hugo

Coldwyn.

f

One

of the biggest produc-

now under way

tions

of

Women,"

is

"Enemies

Cosmopolitan's

strange,

a

haunting story by Ibafiez.
The scene above was taken
looking out over the provIbafiez
ince of Monaco.
himself came from Spain
cooperate in making
to

these scenes and to gel
permission for the com-

pany to work in hithertounfilmed

districts

near

The oval at
the left shows Alma Rubens, who is featured in

Monte

this

Carlo.

production, and Bus-

ter CoSier,

son.

This

who
is

plays her

the most ma,

ture and exacting role that

Miss Rubens has played.

ficence of

Women'
Many

of the sets designed

for this picture by Joseph

Urban are

lavish

and

strik-

The scene above

ing.

shows

Barrymore.

Lionel

who

plays a weak and dissolute old Russian count,
in the midst of his ballroom.
The dancers are
from the Fokine Ballet and
the extras in this scene are

famous Follies beauties.
At the right is one of the
picturesque scenes filmed
near Paris.
To get authentic

European

grounds

for

the

this

company

weeks
Carlo
scenes.

in Paris

making

backpicture

spent

sis

and Monte
exterk>r

promises to be
a dazzling production.
It

I
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Letter from

A

Xote:
This interesting communication was sent to us by Myrtle Gebhart, who wrote us that
she thought it would interest the
fans.
It was written to her by
Billie Dove a few weeks ago, during the making of Metro's '"All
the Brothers Were Valiant," in
which Miss Dove appears as >~ou
see her in the picture at the right.
Every tan with a taste for adventure will be twice as eager to be a
movie star after reading her experiences.

Editor.

a

S

a

t

to show the harpooning
of a whale and captured what
the old salts say is about the

had

largest

humpbacked

whale

—

ever seen in these waters it
weighed fifty-seven tons The
crew of our boat, mostly Norwegians, get Sioo for every
whale they bring into Trinidad, so 3"Ou can imagine how
keen they are when the har!

pooning begins.

On board the
Carolyn Frances.

Dear Myrtle
we are, living "on

It's

When

a thrilling
the whale

made an awful

experience.

saw

us,

he

Well, here
the briny"
for five weeks.
This picture
is well named.
The brothers
are valiant, all right.
If they
weren't,
they
never could
stand the smell of the whales.
This, my dear, is going to
be a whale of a picture.
In
fact, though we've taken some
promising
sea
the
shots,
whales are about the most
conspicuous things hereabouts.
e're living on a whaling
boat,
the Carolyn Frances,
cruising around northwest of
Trinidad, and that's the leading whaling station of the Pacific coast.
eat with the
crew in the so-called "mess
salon" my dear, such a whale
smell! It doesn't mingle well
with
that
lilv-of-the-valley
perfume that you gave me be-

diving
and blowing and leaping forty
feet in the air.
The gunner,
stationed at his gun mounted
on a platform in the bow.
pulled the trigger releasing the

fore I left Hollywood.
For one of the scenes

When

:

W

We

—

we

fuss,

ninety-two-pound harpoon
which carried in its head a
nine-pound charge of shrapnel.
The first shot drove in
the harpoon but slightly and
away went Mister Whale.
With our engines set at half
speed, he towed us forward at
the amazing speed of ten miles
an hour reminded me of that
day you and I drove down to
the beach at a mere forty-mile

—

remember?
Then the
gun was reloaded, and the second harpoon pierced the side
of the whale, and the shrap-

clip,

nel

him.
killing
he had stopped pound-

exploded,

Ccntinued on page 99
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My

Continued from page 53
it's

—as Theda Bara

is

—than

to

remem-

ber them as just like anybody else.
Harold Lloyd doesn't have to be a

"Smart Alec"
he

is

in

In

real life.

fact,

same
about him that

really shy, but he has the

fun-loving, boyish air

he has in his comedies.

The

who manage

to hold that
elusive quality of their shadow perstars

—

are
Nazimova she has
same bewitching, unique
manner when you meet her Pauline
Frederick can still sway you with
her magnetic charm when you come
sonalities

just

:

the

;

in contact with her
Bert Lytell has
the debonair and courtly manner you
;

saw

in

"To Have and

to Hold,"

and

guess you understand the charm of
Betty Compson, Bebe Daniels, Dorothy Dalton, Viola Dana, Thomas
Meighan, and Richard Barthelmess.
They each retain in real life a lot of
the charm they have on the screen.
The only time it is good to find
the players different from what they
seem is when their screen characters
have failed to win you. Then you
are glad to find that they are perhaps
I

likable

and

intelligent

than you had imagined. I would like
to take the people who speak disparagingly about some well-liked
players just because they have personal aversions or are unreasonably
prejudiced, and have them meet
those actors or actresses.
They
would get entirely different impressions.
I think that if the fans who
vent their spite on two or three players simply because some other writer
happens to prefer them to the popular idol, and accuse the handsome Antonio Moreno of "having nothing to
be spoiled about," and Bert Lytell of
"being egotistical and strutting and
posing" if those fans were given
the opportunity of meeting these actors they could see for themselves
how unjust and false such impressions are.
I know from my own experience. For example, I never used
to care for Marion Davies or for
Wanda Hawley in the movies. They

—

seemed too insipid.
But when
I met Miss Davies while she was
making
her
wonderful
success,
"When Knighthood Was In Flower,"
I found her a really very charming,

Me

more animated and interesting than
I had supposed, on the day I was
with her at the Hollywood Golf
Club.
So now when I see them on
the screen I regard them in a differ-

a great many, like Ethel Clayton,
Lois Wilson, Priscilla Dean, Betty
Compson, Gloria Swanson, and any
number of others who are as refined
and ladylike as any one could wish.
And finally, "Now that you've been
in Hollywood and seen all the stars

ent light.

personally,

do you

"What movie stars do you like
best?" a great many fans have asked
me. "I know most of them seem to

same about

the movies as

be your favorites, but you must like
some better than the rest." It is awfully hard to pin yourself down to
a choice after you have met as many
players as I have and found the majority of them as nice as any fan
would want them.
I'm afraid I
couldn't choose between Richard Dix,
Antonio Moreno, and Cullen Landis
they are all admirable gentlemen:
Mr. Dix because of his splendid
sense of humor
even though he has
all the assets of a popular film hero
Mr. Moreno because his Americanized ways are pleasant combined with
his Latin charm
Cullen Landis because he seemed to have remained
unaffected and unspoiled.

about the movies quite the way
I used to
not exactly. I'm still enthusiastic about pictures and the stars
and every bit as much interested in
them as I was, but my outlook and
viewpoint have changed completely.
It had come about in such a gradual
way as I was picking up facts that
had automatically adjusted my
I
ideas and notions without knowing
I used to be a trifle fearful at
it.
first that I would be awfully disillusioned or suddenly jolted out of

And Miss

Hawley

seemed

much

—

—
;

Among

•

much more

a sense of humor.

likable girl with

nicer to find that
they are really out of the ordinary

but

pictures,

Movie Adventures Taught

the actresses I believe I

am

most fond of Betty Compson, Helen
Ferguson, and Dorothy Dalton. That
not counting my favorite Eastern
Of course you must remember that my choice is merely my personal taste. Probably if you met all
the players I did you'd choose different ones. However, I'm sure you
couldn't help liking those I mentioned, because I am sure you'd find
them among the least theatrical, the
most agreeable, and the most unspoiled players you .could meet.
Now for a bugaboo question that
several diave wanted to be sure of.
is

stars.

"Are all the movie actresses in Hollywood what we fans would call
'rough' or 'loud ?' "
That question
wouldn't be worth answering

if

I

didn't know that it is a lurking suspicion in so many fans' minds, ma-

tured by gossip and rumor. ,Ndw,
it will soothe you any to believe
or disbelieve me, I can truthfully tell
you, "No. they are not!" There may
be in Hollywood many a Flips Monremember the slangy
tague you
heroine of "Merton of the Movies."
But they do not exist among the big
stars.
At least I didn't meet any.
But, on the other hand, I did meet
if

—

When
feel

my

asked that,

first

to answer.

really

realized that

I

it

I've seen the street

A

was raining.
a messy place

car a-charging through it,
Then all was cheerful shine again,
Before a person knew it.

dreams of what things
But when I did find
things different from what I had expected it didn't give me any shock.
It seems strange to be saying this,
but one of the changes in my ideas
that I find I no longer have
I mean that
"crushes" on stars.
wild, blind, unreasonable, unexplainable adoration of some player that
generally leaves scant room for apOf
preciation of any of the others.
course I still have my special favorites like those I mentioned above,
whom I sincerely admire, but just
because I do, I don't claim they are

is

the greatest actors and actresses and
the most good looking above all oth-

Most fans can't seem to see an
ers.
inch beyond their own favorites
suppose I used to be the same way,
but no longer. Instead of being limited to one idol I have several favorites.
To know the truth about the
movies helps you to a clearer understanding of the business, to appreciate the best in pictures and players,
to discriminate and lavish your admiration on that which is worthy.
No fan needs to be disillusioned
because they discover that actors and
actresses on the screen are just real,
Not if
regular people, after all.
you're a movie fan who has learned
"not to strive to realize the ideal, but
which is the best
idealize the real"
way after all.

—

>

—

as for cloudbursts, interspersed,
them, though they're trying

I'd face

At
I

present, only wistfully
view it, for I'm certain

The way
Is just

didn't

like.

I'd like to find that movieland,
Where moonlight's satisfying.

And

I

fanciful

would be

By Alix Thorn.

Though madly

the

—

Movie Weather
In movieland the showers are short,
So who could be complaining!
The sun beams out, a splendid sight,

feel

you did?"
it was hard

I'll

visit

upon the

movieland,
curtain.

Eyes

Versatile
Patsy Ruth Miller, playing an emotional

The most important

scale,

proves that the eyes have

it.

Patsy Ruth Miller, the pretty

feature,

ittle

according to the motion-picture
Beautiful
camera, is the eyes.
hair, expressive hands, a supple
body, all help. But it is the eyes

with
eyes.

Goldwyn

player,

is

blessed

expressive
wonderfully
Their expression is vivid,

They are versatile,
compelling.
too, as she proves in these pic-

that really tell the story.

tures.

Down

in the left-hand cor-

you see her in doubtful
mood, while just above her
eyes plead with you. There's
a world of mischief in the expression in the picture above
She is taunting, flirtathat.
tious. That is not so difficult
she can do it with just one
In the center
eye. you see.
picture she shows that it is
not only the strong emotions
ner,

that she can portray with her
eyes ; it is quite as simple for
her to show insouciance, un-

Smoldering anger
concern.
brings a hard expression into
her beautiful eyes in the next
picture at the right, and below that, in lighter mood, she

shows surprise, tempered by
amusement. And at the bottom we see her saddened. Her
lovely eyes, even when only
half glimpsed, show soulful
depths.
The next time you see little
Miss Miller on the screen,

watch her
will tell

eyes.

you a

Alone they

story.

—

—

The
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Continued from page 72

nal

"Making a Man" Paramount.
Another reformed hero, only this
time he is Jack Holt and therefore
very suave and sophisticated. I am

B.

perfectly willing to admit a very personal and irrational preference for

Jack Holt which lifts me out of the
status of a reviewer into the class
of a film fan.
He seems the most
distinguished and agreeable actor on
the screen
except George Arliss
who also is in a class by himself. In
this particular film, Mr. Holt handles the role of the millionaire hero
stranded in New York forced to work
as a waiter and thus brought to the

—

knowledge

He

thing.

that gold is not everygives this not very origi-

!

Screen in Review

theme

that Peter
not written into the
story, at least not in its film form.
a

"The Dangerous Age" John M. Stahl.
"The Dangerous Age" has no relation to the absorbing

novel by that

and

significant

name which came over

from Sweden.

Instead of dealing
of forty-five, it tells
the old story of the man and wife
parted by restlessness after twenty
years of marriage.
The husband is
lured into a flirtation, but is brought
back to the fold, for the sake yes,
you've guessed it of the children!

with the

woman

—

—

Lewis Stone and Cleo Madison have
the principal roles in this most untreatment of a stereotyped

original

theme.

The News

of one of the hills at Universal City,

one more Lloyd picture after this.
She has been offered a substantial
increase in salary to remain with him,
and she just can't bring herself to

and is a replica of the main facade
and belfry of magnificent Notre

long-contemplated

those

start

star-

ring features.
Flappers!

Importing

and
leading ladies has become the vogue
in Hollywood, ever since Pola Negri
signed a handsome contract with Fa-

mous Players-Lasky.

directors,

The

in

Victor

Paris.

Hugo's "The Hunchback of Notre

Dame"

is

Lon

the story being filmed.

Chaney plays the title role, and Patsy
"Notre
Ruth Miller, Esmeralda.

Mais Oui!

stars,

Cathedral

"foreign product" following Miss Negri's
arrival was Charles de Roche, the
French picture star, who is assuming
the lead in "The Spanish Cavalier,"
for which Valentino was scheduled.
De Roche admits himself enchanted by the feminine youth of the
nation.
He told us in conversation
that he is spellbound by the beauty
of the American girl's feet and ankles.
"In Paree ze women now wear
ze long skirts," he averred.
"I do

Dame" looks like one of the "bigger and better" pictures that all producers are making their objective.
Bert Lytell Dyes.

first

To dye

or not to dye is the quesbefore all Hollywood's menFor
folk.
Bert Lytell started it.
the sake of art he became a handsome blond. Bert was selected for
the r61e of Rudolf Rassendyll in

tion

"Rupert of Hentzau." And Rudolph
is a light-haired Englishman, according

the traditions of the story.
Bert had the option of playing the
role with a wig, but disdained such
to

artificialities,

and decided

to

are soon to be
for everybody,"

we told him.
"Ah
I hop' nevair."
"You like the flappers, then?"
"What you mean, flappairs? Ze
women that I see everywhere with

ing the one and only made-to-order
male blond in pictures.
He hated
himself, and hid when he wasn't
working, but felt that his sacrifice
added to the reality of his portrayal.

lik'."

"But

the

longer

skirts

America

in

!

ze short skirt?"
"Yes, generally."
"Then ze flappairs ar' what

Hollywood's
I lik'."

Marv and Doug brought with them
New York a new leading lady
for Fairbanks. Her name is Evelyn

from

Brent, she
in foreign
years.

a brunette and played
pictures for over four
attracted the attention

is

She

of Fairbanks in "The Spanish Jade."

What
est

sets

is

said to be

ever

built,

one of the highreposes on top

New

"The Hottentot"— Ince.
Douglas MacLean and Madge
Bellamy in the stage success of Willie

The

Collier's.

joints

of

Debutante

Corinne Griffith is quite the most
popular debutante in the motion-picture social life.
She is a debutante
because she has just been introduced
at
to Los Angeles and Hollywood
Her name appears
least, this trip.

—

Pola to

Make "The Cheat."

Whenever picturegoers get together and reminisce, and wax sentimental about films of the past, they
invariably raise a cry for a return
to the screen of stories like "The
Cheat," in which Fannie Ward was
starred and Sessue Hayakawa made
There need be
his name and fame.
1

no more laments over

this issue, be-

has been decided at the Lasky
studios that Pola Negri will make a
revival of "The Cheat" as her next
feature.
The part played by Hayakawa will be intrusted to Charles de
Roche. The character is to be SpanWhat
ish
instead
of
Japanese.
changes time breeds in nationalities

cause

it

— and races

Buster Keaton
reel comedies,

is going in for fiveand Ruth Roland may

give up serials for features.

Dean has decided to cenShe won't
her own pictures.
play anything but "nice ladies" and
told Universal as much, when they
scheduled her to appear in "Drifting," a rather easy-going story of the
Priscilla

sor

China seas. There were differences
between the star and the company,
amicable and otherwise.
But the
storm blew over and Priscilla is now
"Drifting."

Whistler Impressions a

la

Mode.

—

Pola Negri A nocturne in ivory
and jet and flame.

the published announcements of
practically every party.
She is a
much sought dancing partner, and
her personal charm and good fellowship have endeared her to a host of

—A
— Etching of a
young
Douglas Fairbanks — Sketch
young warrior.
Bull Montana— Harmony

friends.

and

in

plot

this

creak a bit from age, but the two
principals manage to carry it through
by their own youth and spontaneous
gayety. It is a race-track comedy, as
all Collier fans will remember.

brave

He apthe kidding of his friends.
plied the peroxide and for a short
time enjoyed the distinction of be-

not

Jilt"— Universal.

walked into

this under the impression that it was "The Flirt." Instead it is the story of a blind exsoldier, the girl and the other man.
Not Booth Tarkington at all, but
nevertheless
an excellent picture
which makes no compromise with
the happy ending. Matt Moore plays
the blind man beautifully.
I

Reel

Continued from page 68

Dame

"The

significance

Kyne had

Claire

Lillian

Windsor
Gish

pastel.

frail,

girl.

of

a

in black

blue.

The News Reel
The Late

Unpleasantness.

been excited more
than our blame by learning that a
certain prominent male star has been
according to his family's admisthe victim of a desions in print
moralizing drug habit. We were informed through his wife's statements
that their home had lost all visible

Our

pity

—

has

—

signs of sacredness.

owing

sistence of guests

chiefly uninvited

—

to the per-

—who flocked thither day and

night,

and that her husband's defection and
final breakdown was due largely to
the number of these and other informal "parties." The way she stood
by him through his time of particular trial and the star's own fight to
recover

deserving of
sympathy and understanding from
the public, especially as the family
trace the actual beginning of his decline to an accident that happened
to him while he was on location two
years ago.
himself,

are

The revelation, as is customary,
caused a great hue and cry of alarm.
The usual platitudes were flung
hither and yon about cleaning up
Hollywood and investigating "conditions."
Such hysteria is not exceptional, but it is no more effective
than the arbitrary operations of producers themselves in electing moral
czars and essaying to form schools
of culture
or kultur
which have
usually come to naught.
It is our pet belief that the industry can best be cleansed through the
public taste both in pictures and stars.
Digging up more scandal via investigation, or the even worse expedient of whitewashing, do little but
add to what small percentage of "iniquity" there is.
After all. these
things cannot and never will affect
the permanent destiny of an art that
more and more consistently is aiming
to attract and develop real people,
and to put forth real plays.

—

—

Hays Arrives on Scene.

To add

color to the rather sensational revelations. Will H. Hays arrived in Hollywood almost simulta-

neously with the avowed purpose of
turning the citadel into a spotless
town. There were no flares or trumpets as on the occasion of his previous visit.
In fact, Mr. Hays gave
out the impression that he had come
out this time to_work, though, incidentally, he informed the anxious
cinemites that, notwithstanding the
passing of several months, he a^d
thev were still "partners in the great
industry." or words to that effect.

Almost immed'Velv after h

:

s

ar-

he occupied the pulpit of a
church and told the congregation
that the future oolicy of the films
was not to be "live and let live, but
rival

87

and help live." Evidence that
he intended his latest trip to result
in something beside a mutual admiration social was contained in two reported statements of his, one that
"The evil in motion pictures can be
taken out by the man who makes
them, and there is no alibi if he
doesn't." and the other that "the motion-picture industry is not to be
measured by promises, but by attainments." As usual, he salved his criticism with many remarks about the
wide influence of the screen.
have, of course, all been wondering just what sort of an aviary
Mr. Hays is planning to build for the
bright-plumaged brood that he has
politically adopted.
live

We

The

twitters

and chirps that we

hear in various quarters are not all
as sweet and enthusiastic as they
might be. A chanticleer is all right
so long as he is crowing to the world,
but when he starts in to spur the
peacocks and the pheasants that are
his
companions within the same
gilded cage there is liable to be some
squawking, not to say squabbling.
Mr. Havs' popularity with the public may be equally questioned after
the Arbuckle decision. At this writing, a veritable storm of protest has
broken forth against Fatty's appearing on the screen. In some quarters
this is regarded as sounding the knell
for the Havs regime, even as it seems
to spell doom for Arbuckle's hopes
for a comeback.

Radio Bugs.

you have a little radio in your
home it might be worth your while
to listen in occasionally for some of
If

Many of
the voices of the stars.
the brightest are making a practice
of broadcasting on the programs
given by the larger stations of Los
Gloria
Swanson. Betty
Angeles.
Compson. Douglas Fairbanks. Jack
Holt. Thomas Meighan. and others
have gone on the air from time to
time, and their voices have been
picked up at distant points. One or
two large radios have latelv been installed in Los Angeles, which have,
according to returns, carried quite a
So. if
wavs bevond the Rockies.
vou think you live near enough, be
sure to listen in for K. H. T. or
W. H. or Z. O. X. or blinketyblank-blink. g-r-r-r-r. !xx !xx !xx

K.

!

Bv the way. Theodore Kosloff is
He has a verv expena radio fan.
sive receiving apparatus in his home,
and of an evening he mingles its
musical rreanderings with those of
a verv fire r'^-pr piano. Best of all
treats is to hear Kosloff sing ragtime.
He has a strong Russian ac-

you know, and the inflection
words of pop-

cent,

that he gives the nutty

ular songs

is

killing.

Xor does he

whether he sings
more than the first line of the words,
so long as the music goes merrily on.

care

particularly

Criticises

Their Beauty.

Penrhyn Stanlaws, illustrator, connoisseur of beauty, and ex-Lasky director, has

wood

made

all

the girls in Holly-

mad.
"I wouldn't
speak to him if I were introduced,"
said one bright blond ingenue. "He's
just terrible !"
The famous PlayersLasky girls whom Stanlaws used to
terribly

direct have been particularly wroth.
It was just about the time that he
and the F. P. L. severed their mutual relations over various mutual
differences that Stanlaws gave out an

interview picking flaws in the current types of beauty. He said among
other things that Norma Talmadge
had an overbroad nose, that Betty
Compson's hips are too prominent,
and that Gloria Swanson's head was
too ponderous for her body, and in
general made a lot of unkind remarks about such favorites as Betty
Blvthe. Lila Lee, Ruth Roland, and
dozens of others. He mentioned that
.

quite a

few

were muscle-bound
and therefore stiff and
The feelings engendered

girls

in their hips

ungraceful.
may well be imagined.

We

understand that Stanlaws is
going to Europe to ply his craft as
a director, whether as a result of
the antipathies he .aroused, or because he has faith in a serener artistic atmosphere abroad may be conjectured.
Stanlaws has long manifested a very critical attitude any-

way toward

the

American movie
However,

standards of pulchritude.

certain pictures of his, like "Singed
little to better his
own artistic position.

Wings," have done

A
At

Pretentious Premiere.

the premiere of

"Quincy Adams

Sawyer," which, you will remember,
featured nearly everybody in Hollywood, about ten different celebs were
present at the theater to make their
personal bows. There were too many
of them to talk: so they didn't. They
were ushered into a box. and A. L.
Sawyer, producer of the film, intro-

Each made an obeiduced them.
sance or blew a kiss to the audience.
The result of their presence was an
engaging brilliance for a premiere,
for among others who appeared were
Blanche Sweet. Lon Chanev. I ouise
Fazenda. Hank Mann. Gail Henry,
Haire McDowell. Tohn Bowers. Kate
T ester, and Barbara La Marr.
The
blestest tribute of applause, of course,

went to Chaney. He is easilv the
reigning king of character actors.

The
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come

down

right

to

it

;

wearing
smothered to

though he nearly
He's so unsophisticated that he fell for it.
"Finally they went out in his car
one morning, just for a bit of air;
he had to work that afternoon, and
really shouldn't have left the studio
at all, but she persuaded him to do
it.
She could make him do anything.

his

most any

flapper can cut 'em out.
"Lolita decided that she'd get a
divorce
she'd been talking about it
for years, but her director had never
let her stay long enough in one State
so that she could establish a residence
there; just as she'd think she was

—

Los Angeles he'd move her
So she dashed off to
Morton hadn't asked her to

"How

settled in

New

to

Reno.

York.

marry him, but she figured that he
would if she were free, and that a
decree would be a nice little thing
have tucked away in her vanity
case if she needed it.
"She had to stay quite a while in
Reno, and all that time she didn't
He'd made a
see Phillip Morton.
to

good

really

picture, for the first time

and was so pleased over
he liked any woman who'd
him talk about himself; Myrtle

in his life,

that

it

let

was

willing to do that, and so was
his first wife, so between them his
affection
for Lolita sort of lan-

guished. When she got back, he was
nearly through another picture, and
he and Myrtle got married the day
it

was

finished.

She was
work in a day or
but she was taken viofurious.

to begin

two, herself,

it,

death.

managed the thing I
when he got back

she

don't know, but

afternoon he grabbed Henry
rushed us over to a

that

me and

and

corner.
" 'I'm married!' he groaned. 'Isn't
awful what'll I do? I had to get
back here on time it's Lolita, of

—
course —

it

—

what'll I do?'

"He was almost out
He no more wanted to

of his head.
be her husband than he wanted to shoot himself
in fact, I believe he'd rather
have died right then and there than

—

be married to her.
" 'Don't tell a soul

They gave

!'

I

may happen

'Something

warned him.
!'

"And

then I went to see Lolita,
after I'd talked to him a little more.
He said he wanted to stick to her,
if

he ought

to,

that he didn't

want

anything like that,
had done this just as
time; they'd been get-

be a cad,
but that they
a joke at the
ting gasoline

or

to

was

"Lolita

supposed

Indiscretions of a Star

at a

place

little

some-

"Now,

thought that was pretty
I didn't expect it to
work the way it did. I thought I'd
have to urge and urge her. I guess
I

But

clever.

my

what did it was
great artist they

—

all

wonderful

talent,

you know-

calling her a
think they have

"Well, Lolita was sort of hit by
my plan. She asked if I'd introduce
her to the oil man. Would I
I arranged it for that night.
Then I
rushed back to Barry and told him
to throw a fit when she sent for him.
"He saw her that afternoon. She
told him that she was going to have
their marriage annulled that it could
all be kept secret
all that sort of
thing.
He raved and tore his hair,
according to my directions, and told
her that he'd never give her up knelt
at her feet and kissed her dress and
!

;

—

;

that sort of thing.

all

He

said that

turned him down, he'd disappear he'd go far away, and she'd
never hear of him again.
she

if

—

"At the moment that was what she
most wanted, of course. She didn't
know that he was booked to start on
a location trip the next morning that
would take him to the Canadian
Rockies. She insisted that the matter must all be arranged at once,
that she didn't love him and never
had, that he had rushed her into

her

where, and had been asked to come

their

story to a girl who'd just been playing leads occasionally, and the kid

into the office of the justice of the

it

peace, next door, and be witnesses
for an eloping couple, and somehow
things got twisted, and Barry found
himself saying, T do,' and Lolita
threw herself on his neck, and said,
'Oh, I do, too,' and the first thing
he knew, instead of just rehearsing
the ceremony, as Lolita had said they
would, for the others, he and Lolita
were married. It sounds impossible
—but you don't know Lolita
"I might have called her a cradle
robber, and all that sort of thing,
but she would have sworn this was
the great romance of her life, and
nothing else I could have said would
have mattered. So I talked business.
" 'It's time you had a company of

she was telling the truth.
"At last he promised to give in,
because he loved her so.
He went
away, and she hurried to dress to
meet the oil man. He w as interested
in her, and finally put up the money
for her to have her own company.
"That was when the fun began.

lently

instead.

ill

made good

which was retribution, of course, but Lolita was too
mad to care at that time. She sulked
for three days, and then she started
for the studio, met Barry Stevens on
the way there, and by night she was
out on the warpath after him. And
he,

poor

in

it,

innocent,

didn't

know

dodge when he saw her
coming.
She marched him up to
the altar before he was sure she'd
let him call her by her first name !"

enough

to

CHAPTER

XLVI.

—

"Not up to the altar really you
don't mean that Barry Stevens got
•married !" I exclaimed.
"Exactly that is he did, only he
You see, Lolita wanted to
wasn't.
get even with Phillip Morton for

—

Barry was a bigger man
than he was, and she'd seen something of him before she went to
Reno.
So if she married him she
could pretend that it was because of
jilting her.

him

that she got the divorce in the

and

hush up the yellow
weeklies that had been making fun
of her in a sly sort of way.
"She began by appealing to his
sympathy telling him how lonely she
was, and all that sort of thins:. Then
she took a motherly interest in him
gave him a muffler which she said
she'd made herself, and insisted on
first place,

;

—

so

!

your own,'

I

told her.

man Henry used

this

to

'Now, here's
know, who's

a ton of money in the oil business
just the kind of man to back
you. He'd be glad to do it he was
asking me just last night if I knew
you.'
(Which wasn't true, but then,
he might have asked me if he'd
thought of it!) 'But if you're married
and just a bride, too, you know,
so that you're not likely to take any

made

—

—

—

real interest in

your work

—

-well, he's

not going to take much either.
So
don't you just slip out and have
Barry will
this marriage annulled ?
have a fit, of course, but after all,
you're too great an artist to let love
interfere with vour career.'

why

marriage without her realizing
I believe that she thought

—and

r

She

made

bankrupt

a

J.

picture

P.

would

that

&

Morgan

Co., I
the biggest sets that

She had
had ever been built though somebody else built bigger ones before
she was through with hers.
Her
costumes were gorgeous.
The oil
man began to be worried.
"So at last she told him that if
he couldn't put up enough to finish
guess.

—

it should be finished
backed down on building a
reproduction of St. Peter's and the
Vatican she told him that she'd let
him out. He need not put up any
She'd get it from
more money.
some one else which she did. She
borrowed a lot more to finish it with
only, as it turned out afterward,

the -picture as

—he'd

—

—

—

she didn't put
picture.

all

the

money

She hadn't put

man's money into

it,

in

her

into the

the

oil

either.

She

sum

in the

just deposited a nice, tidy

bank

all

own name.

"When

the picture was done, a
of people woke up. The oil man
tied up the picture so that it couldn't
lot

Continued on page 97
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SHEminister.

bosses
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She scolds the
her mother.
She challenges gray-haired

She captivates men.
family councilors.
If you're over 25 and think yourself one of
her "betters", you will disapprove of her madcap masquerade dancing.
If you're over 40 and "doddering down
some primrose path"', you'll wrinkle up your
crowsfeet when she crosses her aunt by giving her a cigarette case in exchange for a
prayer book at Easter.
To most "old folks" over 25 she will look
like any one of the million bewitching, frivoling girls that editors and preachers are talking about.
To you who belong to the great "League
of Youth", she is all the time preparing for
her great crisis, when she takes her choice.
And that choice is what untangles the
snarl of three half-spent lives.
"A Bill of Divorcement" is from the great
stage success by Clemence Dane,
artistic
which thrilled New York, London and Chicago audiences -a play you will enjoy because of its daring plot, fine acting and beautiful scenes.
An Ideal Film Production with
lovely Constance Binney starring as the daughter.
"Seldom does it fall to the lot of an
artist to interpret and portray so vivid and
intense a character," says Constance Binney

—

What is there about her mischievous eyes, her
at her closely.
appealing mouth, her budding beauty, her brilliant mind to bring forth
such condemnation.
Look

.

.

.

.

.

of this star role.

"You, my
"A

Bill

of

child,

Divorcement" brings to the

what we all have been wanting
a great story based
in moving pictures
upon powerful human motives. -'Withscreen

:

out exception." declares Constance Binney. "my role of the daughter is the
strongest ingenue part ever given me,
either on the stage or the screen."

should never have been born"
FROM

all parts of the country
comes a
cry for more of the truly entertaining,
really fine pictures.
Yet. in both large and
small cities, exhibitors fear to show such
pictures at frequent intervals unless they feel
sure of public patronage.
What is an easy way of getting your exhibitor to show the best pictures?
We have
worked out the following fair-for-all plan.
We have the choice of hundreds of newpictures, ready to be released.
No company, of course, has first choice of all.
So
we have a revolutionary plan to bring about
the wish in everybody's mind. We have made
arrangements with the leading motion picture Review Service which gives the judg-

ment

of

unbiased

on

all

new

pictures.

This service will be sent to any Committee
to choose pictures you want to see.
Your Picture Exhibitor wants to know
what you want, so he can be assured that the
"u rite
better class of pictures will pay him.
for the complete plan of how to form a "Committee of Ten" a simple plan which works.
Address me personally, Arthur S. Kane, 7th
floor. 35 West 45th Street, New York City.

you form

—

D

critics

ID Eva
used

fool herself because he

cave

man

Was
who

he, too, like all the other men
try to take
advantage of
"show girls"? Her heart told her
differently, but she was afraid to
believe.

In the "Woman Who Fooled
Herself you will have your craving for romance and excitement
the utmost in scene after
scene of beauty.
Trickery, big business, jealousies, hatred, and above all. Love
all the big emotions are depicted.

filled to

You

feel them keenly as each fine
actor portrays them.
And in this love story, one of
the first motion pictures ever filmed
in beautiful Porto Rico, you will
watch lovely May Allison, as Eva,
with breathless interest amid settings that will make your heart
beat faster.

This

is

thrilling

one play, a simple yet
romance, in the great

chain of better films.

Your

pic-

theatre man will appreciate
a note or phone call from you,
showing your support of pictures

ture

like these.

CONSTANCE BINNEY

and

her screen father in the
photoplay version of "A Bill of
Divorcement", Clemence Dane's
stage triumph, now an Encore
Picture.

To be worthy the name

of
pictures bearing this
title are chosen for their highThey
quality
entertainment.
are judged by us regardless of
the fame of producer, director
or stars
judged as you judge
them in the audience.
From George Arliss in "The
Devil," to Harold Lloyd in

Encore

all

—

"Grandma's Boy," they form a
carefully chosen groun of pictures that entertain.

Others

in-

George Eliot's "Silas
Marner" and Harold Lloyd in
clude

"A Sailor-made Man."
Soon
Allah"
ert, of

to be released: "Toe Tents of
—passion
a soreeous picture of the desand romance, of intrigue

and mystery. If you are keenly interested in the pictures to come, write Associated Exhibitors.
Inc..
Arthur 3.
Kane. President. 7th floor. 35 West 45th
Street.

New York

City.

—
Memories on
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ing well.
Believe me, my children,
this is a form of unselfishness that
can't be rewarded on the earthly
plane.
It is worth noting that while Madame Geraldine overlooks the fact
that she is a star to stress the pleasanter circumstance of being a comrade, her dignity is never lost sight
of by those she calls by their given
name no, not even when she's on
a ranch.
Cheerily informal in manner, she never ceases to be "Miss
Farrar."
In her home even the brashest
movie friend would pause.
It is
superb.
There her taste for the

—

My Own

she can be likened to a business ex-

in

ecutive.

thirteen

That side of her nature which is
simplest finds expression in the love
she gives her parents.
You admire
her for the success she makes of her
career, but you feel a very tender
respect when you see her with her
father and mother.
All at once the
executive becomes girlish not in her
outward manner, but spiritually. It's
plain to see she's still their pride and
joy, and to her they are children and
parents in one.

—

sumptuous

dominates her environment and is a
meticulous hostess. Let a guest appear in need of an extra cushion, or

of incidentals in her

a shifted light, and she will herself
do what she might more easily ring
for.
In laughing disapproval she
rails at the habit of people smoking
at table.
Placing no restrictions on
her guests, they have but to look
alive to learn that cigarettes and food
do not blend when she is dining.

Afterward, yes. She smokes not at
all and even as Carmen goes no further than to toy

makes her

with a cubeb.

It

and she contends that
tobacco is good for no throat.
Little is said of her voice and its
care, and in the movies opera and
concert were seldom mentioned. Her
conversation is pungent and direct,
her choice of words invariably accurate, and she never uses slang. Her
ill,

English

is scholarly rather than otherwise, and she writes fluently, expertly.
Probably because she knows

thoroughly four languages and some
Russian as well. Her speaking voice
is beautifully "placed." strong,
musical.
Elocution has not been overlooked in the cultivation of her singing tones, and if she goes upon the
stage, as she hinted she might when
bidding farewell to opera last spring,
her spoken word will be given the
color and nuance of poetic declamation.

don't doubt she is now studying
that she may better be equipped for
a stage debut.
She constantly improves herself.
This incessant acI

has been going on for twenty
She loves it. Always at concert pitch, I have never seen her relaxed or moody. Buoyant, cheerful,
forever working, time is not allowed
to press her.
I do not know how
she manages it, but she writes lettivity

years.

_

ters, gives

instructions,

visitors all at once.

It

and receives
is

then that

!

Screen

"Darlings aren't they?
See how
!"
sweetly he helps her out of the car
Across the studio lot she watches
Sidney Farrar give his arm to his
wife.
Then Geraldine, no longer
able to contain herself, runs to meet
them, waving a handkerchief and
crying that they mustn't go away.
She has never "outgrown" her par-

is
evident.
She enjoys
bright colors, big jewels, a lavish table whether the food is eaten or not,
American Beauties, perfumes, and as
you know, striking gowns. Yet she

.

ents,

nor relegated them

main all.
They were

to the place

life.

They

re-

indirectly the cause of

ever saw.
On
their way to join her in California,
came a telegram advising that the
train was stalled.
Madame Geraldine at once proposed chartering an
airplane to send them the food she
imagined they might need. Another
wire shortly came, giving the hour
of their arrival. She was at the station far in advance, only to learn that
the train was delayed till six next
morning. Her car remained all night
in case the train should unexpectedly
loom up, while she nervously rode
home in another car to get a few
hours' sleep. I don't believe she got
any, or dressed in such excitement
that she didn't know what she was
doing.
Whatever the cause, when
she rapturously hugged her parents
the prima donna's petticoat fell on
the platform at her feet
She didn't
mind at all and almost forgot to

only "upset"

the

I

!

collect

it.

Her own coming some weeks

beShe
fore was more exciting to me.
Not
arrived almost in regal state.
in the gingham of Wyoming she
stepped from the train, but in a delicate afternoon dress of yellow chiffon and a drooping blue hat fairly
boiling over with orange morning
glories.
Her jewels a black pearl
pendant nearly as big as a walnut,
and on her finger a yellow diamond,
square, in size a postage stamp. Her
maid carried her summer wrap
vertical
the
strips
chinchilla,
of
spaces between showing gray chiffon.

Thirty-four trunks were
spersed with thirteen persons.

brought something that

—

will

inter-

"I've

interest

you all my jewels !" she whispered.
But just then I was more interested

wondering what jobs could occupy
humans. In time I checked
off them all
cooks, maids, secretary, butler, chauffeur, and her very

—

own

hairdresser. To induce this genius of the curling iron to leave New

York and devote

his summer exmarcelling her raven
tresses, Madame Geraldine paid the

clusively

to

expenses of his wife, and

member how many
of to-morrow.

num Age

little

I

don't re-

hairwavers

That was the Plati-

of the movies

Those trunks holding her season's
must have been packed with

finery-

skill
that
passes
understanding.
Thirty-four multiplied by ten might
justifiably have yielded the dresses,
hats, wraps, and shoes that decked
our gorgeous Geraldine that summer. Months went by, and not one
occasion,
informal and otherwise,
both in pictures and out of them, ever
saw the diva in the same costume.

Moreover, the few "simplicities"
of her wardrobe were like those gingham dresses made in Fifth Avenue.
Everything, in fact, was newly imported by the firm she has patronized
for years. The cost of that cargo of
splendid clothes
all
summer
for
wear was eighty thousand dollars.
The business of being resplendent,
of living up to what she says is expected of her, is in proportion to
what her work brings her. It is very
difficult,
she
says,
to
economize.
When she tries it costs in the end
more than luxury. So she compromises by being extravagant in the

—

—

—

first

place.

Extravagant, yes, but not reckless.
In nothing is Madame Geraldine
reckless.
The value of everything
is carefully reckoned as upkeep of
the position she has made for herself.
In none of her relations, business or otherwise, is she impulsive.
Sympathetic, generous, but always in
command of her heart and head. If
she were masculine she would have
fewer losses than the average man
charges to impulse, unchecked desires.

She isn't cold or calculating. AnySimply she knows
thing but that.
the value of everything, acts quickly
and blazes up grandly. But the blaze
never gets beyond her control she
:

knows

precisely

what

she's burning
instance, when she

and why.
For
found Los Angeles plastered with
billing for a new picture which was
to be shown in a few days.
The
posters were wrong, the printing
not what it should be. Did she mope
and complain of her hard lot? You
can bet she didn't waste time doing
either.
Working quickly, she had the
posters covered with new ones to her
liking, forcing workmen to scurry
Continued on page 05
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For 10 Days Wear
Compare
Solid Gold

Mountings
Flat Belcher Ring
No. 1. Solid gold mounting. Eight claw design with
flat wide band.
Almost a
carat, guaranteed genuine
Tifnite Gem. Price S12.50;
only S3.50 upon arrival, balance $3 per month. Can be
returned at our expense
within 10 days.

No.
ing.

Ladies' Ring
2. Solid gold mount-

.

It

With a Diamond

To quickly introduce into every locality our beautiful TIFNITE GEMS,
and positively send them out FREE and on trial for 10 days'
wear. In appearance and by every test, these wonderful gems are so much like
a diamond that even an expert can hardly tell the difference. But only 10,000
will be shipped on this plan.
To take advantage of it, you must act quickly.
Send the coupon NOW! Send no money. Tell us which ring you prefer.
We'll send it at once. After you see the beautiful, dazzling gem and the handsome solid gold mounting— after you have carefully made an examination and
decided that you have a wonderful bargain and want to keep it, you can pay for
If you can
it in such small easy payments that you'll hardly miss the money.
tell a TIFNITE GEM from a genuine diamond, or if, for any reason at all, you

we

will absolutely

do not wish to keep

it,

return

it

at our expense.

Has a guaranteed gen-

uine Tifnite Gem almost a
carat in size. Price $12.50;
only S3. 50 upon arrival, balance S3 per month. Can be
returned at our expense
within 10 days.

Tooth Belcher Ring
No.

3.

Solid gold, 6 prong

tooth mounting. Guaranteed genuine Tifnite Gem,
almost a carat in size. Price
$12.50; only $3.50 upon ar-

Balance $3.00 per
month. Can be returned at
our expense within 10 days.

Remarkable New Discovery
The closest thing to a diamond ever discovered. In appearance, a TIFNITE and a
diamond are as alike as two peas. TIFNITE GEMS have the wonderful pure white color of
diamonds of the first water, the dazzling fire, brilliancy,
diamond test— fire, acid and diamond file. Mountings are exclusively fashioned in latest designs
and guaranteed solid gold.

How

Send No Money

511

Tifnite

South Plymouth Court

Company
Dept. 3326

Chicago, ID.

every

To get the

Order

right

THE TIFNITE CO.

GEM

The

Stand

Mail This Coupon

Mail This Coupon!®"
—

polish.

strip of

Just send coupon. Send no reference, no money, no obligation to you
in any way!
You run no risk. The coupon brings you any of the exquisitely
beautiful rings shown and described here for 10 days' wear free. Be sure
to enclose strip of paper showing exact finger measurement as explained.

now—

and

Rings size ring, cut a
to
heavy paper so that the ends exactly meet
when drawn tightly around the second joint of
finger on which you want to wear the ring.
Be
careful that the measuring paper fits snugly without overlapping, and measure at the second joint.
Send the strip of paper to us with order coupon.

rival.

Send now and get a TIFNITE
on this liberal offer.
Wear it for 10 days on trial. Every one set in latest style solid
gold mountings. Decide then whether you want to keep it or
not.
Send for yours
today sure. Send no money.

cut

4

SI 1

f

Send me Ring No

g

/
j

_

Dept.
„

3326 Chicago,

IIL

on 10 days' approval.

(In ordering ring, be sure to enclose size as described above.)
If satisfactory, I agree to pay S3.50 upon arrival: and balance
at rate of §3.00 per month. If not satisfactory, I will return

f

j

So. Plymouth Ct.

Same within ten days at your expense.

Name

Address

.

.

—

Continued from page 62

spoke, a bit hurt at the unfairness of

she did the finest thing I have ever
seen a girl do
she lay quite still,
kept her eyes closed and floated there
on the rushing current until I picked
her up at the very brink of the falls.
Imagine lying there, not knowing
Realizing
where you were going.
that the scene would be spoiled, she
would not raise her head to look.
The camera caught it all one of the
finest, most realistic bits of work I
have ever seen. She has marvelous

—

—

nerve control.
"In another scene wherein I had
to drag her from a saddle, lift her
up and carry her away, she showed
equal bravery.
There were no doubles, so I asked her, 'Have you con-

And

me?

she said, 'Have
you confidence in yourself, that's the
point ?'
Such scenes are the hardest
for a fellow to do
not when he just
risks his own neck, but the double
risk of knowing that if his foot slips
or he miscalculates his distance it will
mean injury to the girl."
It was characteristic of him,
I
think, that his constant reiteration
was praise for the bravery of the
fidence in

—

.

girls who have been his vis-a-vis in
dangerous scenes. He isn't handsome,
John Bowers but he has a certain
dependability that I can well imagine
any girl trusting blindly.
;

And
most

Name

John Matches His

92

I

happen

to

know

that in al-

of his pictures he has had
do hazardous scenes,
and seldom employs a double. He
all

to risk his life to

it,

of the quirk the public fancy takes,

disparaging such efforts on the part
of an actor as fakes and applauding

some

bit of actual trickery.

Businesslike, serious-minded, a bit

reserved, Bowers is of the wholesome type of manhood of which the

men

leading

future

made.

be

will

There is about him none of this blase
manner of most actors I have interviewed,

nor

yet

of the gallant
flirting
insincere

—

though a trifle
with which they convey the underground compliment that I'm the
queen of the female tribe, so that
I'll feel flattered and write nice stories about 'em.
I felt as if I were
out with
so

much

—maybe not

my

big brother
"kick" to it, but

nice to
quite plain

it's

meet a gentleman. It was
that he was embarrassed at being

in-

terviewed.

He went on

the stage when he
eighteen, the only "black sheep"
of the family, none of his people being theatrically inclined, though his

was

mother has forgiven him and now
thinks he is the only actor on the

never refers to his feminine coplayers by their first names, a habit quite
common here in Hollywood. These
little courtesies, coupled with his reticence, mark him as belonging to a
world apart from the freemasonry of
the studio

lots.

Yacht Club race with

—

—

—

I

made

San Francisco
can't be a good

about

owe

to

her kind sugges-

It is characteristic

of

him

that he

at least

I

he

is

a very sincere, lik-

young chap, exceedingly earnest

about his work, taking any risk that
comes rather than jeopardize another,

man who

a

I

want

;

affairs

success

If

there is that barrier of reticence, almost shyness, about him that
discourages one almost equally shy.
But I can say this of him, unquali-

with

tions."

actor, I

to

Uncas.

good sailor."
Perhaps I haven't raved enough
about him to suit the flappers' taste,
but he isn't the sort you can pop
questions at and write reams of gush

saic voice.

my

New York

in the

to learn to be a

fiedly, that

"My first pictures were
Miss Pickford, and much of

from

the trip

able

in a rather pro-

"I'm

a good fisherman when they bite."
He laughed. "I'm a peach of a
hunter when the game happens to
walk within the line my bullets
I am crazy about
choose to take.
yachting, though
a few years ago

"For eight years I played in New
York, mostly on Broadway," unreel-

me

his trim yawl,

the Uncas, he disclaims praise.

screen.

ing his past for

—

Though quite a sportsman he recently won the annual Commodore

believes that his private

should be his own business,
and that his work should speak for
him.
In short, he matches up well
with that sturdy name, John Bowers.

Over the Teacups
Continued from page 58

He

go to the Goldwyn
ball the other night when he would
much rather have gone to the Hippoboy.

had

to

drome or stayed
the radio.
vaudeville tour

to

at home and listened
Wesley finished his
and arrived in New

York just in time for the opening
of his picture 'Little Heroes of the
Street.' He gave a party for the children of New York policemen and
thirty five hundred came.
That was
a terrible mob to handle. And about
half of the children could hardly believe that it was really Wesley Barry.
His freckles have been fading so
fast, you know, ever since he came
Fast that pretty soon he won't have
any.
"It

many

isn't

any joke to have

children

at

a

party.

that

Ask

Marion Davies and Alma Rubens:
They know. Every year the Cosmopolitan studio up in Flarlem gives
an enormous party for the children
in the neighborhood.
Marion gives
every

little

girl

a perfectly beautiful

eyelashes and real
curly hair, and every little boy gets
doll

with

long;

a drum or a pair of skates or a box
of tools or something like that. And
in the midst of the party when the
excitement over getting the presents
has worn off a little and the refreshments are beginning to pall those little imps all but tear the studio' down
in a grand roughhouse.
And yet
Marion Davies has the courage to
give another every year.

tract the driver's attention."

that

"That reminds me did you know
'Alice of Old Vincennes' had
been bought for her? I think that
ought to make a charming picture.
She is doing 'Little Old New York'

didn't intend to be deprived of seeing Mary Alden.
If I could only
get in the cab with Fanny, she
couldn't refuse me.

first, though, so I suppose it will be
ages before we get to see Alice.
"Oh, well, life is just full of waits.
I
expect to be white-haired and
toothless before I finally get to see
Mildred Davis in her first star picture.
But when she does finally find
a story that suits her as a star vehicle and makes up her mind to leave
the Harold Lloyd comedies. Jobyna
Ralston is the lucky girl who is going to plav opposite Harold."

"I'm going that way; I'll send him
over here," I waved insouciantly as

veil, and things she was
encumbered with and prepared to
bolt.
But I was' too quick for her.
I paid the check without a murmur,
but insisted on going with her.
"Good-by, darling," she remarked
airily, "I'll have to rush across the

vanity case,

street

—

Fanny began assembling
ingly

endless

collection

the seemof gloves,

But

to

I

get that taxi.

had a scheme

can't at-

I

in

mind.

I

But instarted across the street.
stead of sending the cab, I got in and
rolled over to the curb where Fanny
was standing.
"To the Tilford studios on Fortyfourth street," she told the driver in
her best star manner.
"Just drive
west until you think you're going to
land in the river, and you'll be there."
And when she got in and almost
But
sat on me, she nearlv collapsed.
I got to see Mary Alden.
I

SeeHowUasily}buCdn
learn to Dance This

J

New Way
If you can do the step illustrated in the chart
on the right, there is no reason why you cannot
easily and quickly master all the latest steps
through Arthur Murray's method of teaching
dancing right in your own home.

matter how skeptical you maybe about being able to learn to
dance by mail, this new course will
quickly prove to you that you can
easily learn without a teacher on the
ground to direct your steps and
without music or partner right at
home.
Even if you don't know one dance

—

—

from another, these new diagrams and simple instructions will
enable you to learn any of the newest
dances in an amazingly short time.
step

don't need to leave your own
it isn't necessary to go into a
dancing class or to pay large fees
for private instruction. All you need
to do is to follow the instructions as
shown on the diagrams, practice the
steps a few times to fix them in your
memory and there is no reason why
you should not be able to dance on
any floor, to either band or phonograph music and to lead, follow, and
balance correctly no matter how expert your partner may be.

room

—

in a

Few Hours

Whether you want

One

to learn the Fox
Step, College Rock, Conversation

Walk,

Satisfied

Students

Praise the Course
me

Let

sav
that
chart system explains
things to me which
teachers
could
not

vour

many
other

make

clear.

Wm.

S.

Mey^rfield.

Ann

Harbor. Mich.

I practiced yesterday and
learned the Fox Trot through
the
night
To-night
I
danced a number of times
with a good dancer to the
music of a phonograph and
had no trouble in leading or
balance.
J. N. Mealy.

Flatwood.

W. Va.

am

getting along yery
with the instructions.
I
have so many pupils I
have to have a larger place.
Albert J. Delaney.
Bay City. Mich.
I

nicely

Before

your lessons
I couldn't dance a step, but
now I go to dances and have
a good time, like the rest
of
them.
I'll
always
be
thankful that I have taken
your course.
Beggi Thorgerison.
Ethridge. Mont.

Many

won't cost you one

PART

Begin with

I

got

other

enthusiastic

letters
have been received.
If interested send for special
leaflet reprinting them.

Waltz, or an}'
of the newer

you

steps

won't have the
slightest

diffi-

culty in doing

so through this
n e w method.
Then, the very

why

month

fect confidence that ever}-

'step

you

make and every movement
is

absolutely

correct.

Ar-

thur Murray
guarantees to
teach you or

your

lessons

to

Draw

left foot up to right
weight on left.
That's all. Simply follow the
numbers in the footprints. Master
this part before goiag further.

are

Popular

Good dancers
always
popular

are

most

the

people

in

—

A %

their set they never
lack partners
and
are invited to every

\\gf HERE

social event because
dancing is the most
popular form of

dancers

the same
instruction

and good

recreation,

are

always

would receive

Do You Know
Dane,,

in demand.
But beside this, good dancers
always

Send

have
H

"

SS U U
T o Avo'.d

barrassed,

never emshy or

timid.
Very often
they meet influential
people in this social
way who are very

them

helpful to
business.

in

The Forward*^'

Prove That Arthur

to

Murray

Can Teach You"

Dance

in

0n6

« h L You"r ChiW «
Teach
Advanced
Dance

to

an Evening

Se n

Arthur Murray has

special

u etWo*-

the

Ball

to

16-lesson

everyone

payments

send a
course

who

signs

and returns the

coupon attached to this page.
You may keep this course for five days
and test it for yourself. It must prove
to you that you can quickly learn to dance
in your own home without music or partner through Arthur Murray's methods or
the test will cost you nothing.
Arthur Murray is America's foremost authority on social dancing.
The Vanderbilts,
Ex-Governor Locke Craig of North Carolina,
and scores of other socially prominent people
chose Mr. Murray as their dancing instructor.
In fact, dancing teachers the world over have
been instructed by him.
Through his new, improved method of dancing by mail, Mr. Murray will give you

No Money — Not One

Cent

is

—

for a limited

only,

his regular fee of

——

in

,j\waltzSteO

Trot

in
your
that you
you took private lessons

eager to prove to you
that he can quickly teach you to become a good dancer in your own
home. Just fill in and mail the coupon or a letter or postcard will do
and the special course will be
promptly mailed to you.
When your
postman bands the special sixteenlesson course to you, simply deposit
only §1.00 with him. plus a few cents
postage, in full payment.
Keep the
course for five days.
Practice all of
the steps, leam everything these sixteen lessons can teach you and prove
to your full satisfaction that you
have found the quickest, easiest, and
most delightful way to learn to
dance.
Then, within five days, if
you desire, you may return the
course and your dollar will be
promptly returned to you. But if
you decide to keep the course as
you surely will it becomes your
personal property without further

Ho«

How

to

Walk

tractive

if

Mr. Murray

Embar-

ease of manner,
poise, are

high-class

own home

in his studio and paid
§10.00 per lesson.

Correct

Tli

perfect mental and
physical
control,

time

a

forward

weight on right

Good Dancers Are

prise

partner and
stepping right
out with per-

diagonally

becoming wonderful
dancers through Arthur Murray's amazing new method.

consented,

your
by

on

thousand

five

people a

weight

foot,

fact,

In

easily.

about

foot and step

foot (see illustration).
3.

more

90,000

Step

right, placing

cannot learn just as

dancing- starts,
you can sur-

friends
choosing

90,000

people have learned
to
become perfect
dancers by mail and
there is no reason

time

next

2.

More than

left

forward,

left foot.

cent.

—

Any Dance

Learn
Trot,

1.

directly

NO

You

FIRST

of

—

any kind.

To take advantage of this offer you must
send the coupon today offer may be withdrawn without notice. So mail coupon XOW.

—

Arthur Murray, Studio 611,801 Madison Ave., N. Y.

Arthur Murray,

Studio 611, 801 Madison Ave.,

New York

To prove that I
evening, you may

can learn to dance at home in one
send the sixteeu-lesson course and
when my postman hands it to me I will deposit with him
only $1.00, plus the few cents postage, in full payment.
If. within five days. I decide to do so I may return th©
course and you will refund my money without Question.

Name

.

.

Address.
City

State

If apt to he out when the postman calls you may send
one dollar with coupon and we will pay postage.
(Price outside U. S.. SI. 10 cash with order.)
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A LOVER OF PICTURE-PLAY.—
now?
where you are

top of the

list.

I

Right

really didn't

at

know

"Something

the

lins,"

that

you were so keen about where your answers came in the columns or I would have
put you there long ago. Of course I like
the Irish people, and why should I be
angry with you because you do, too?
Walter Hiers weighs two hundred and
thirty pounds.
You know, he is going to
be starred by Famous Players-Lasky in
the sort of stories that Fatty Arbuckle
made for them. "Mr. Billings Spends His
Dime" is the first picture in which Walter
will have most of the glory.
J. Barney
Sherry is not dead he is still playing in
Bert
pictures, though not very regularly.
Lytell is five feet ten and a half, and Kenneth Harlan is six feet.
The Thomas
Meighan pictures are released at the rate
Mr.
of about one every other month.
;

Meighan was born

in

1884.

—

Theresa. Clara Horton, who played
with Wesley Barry in "Penrod," will have
the leading feminine role in the series of
H. C. Witwer "Fighting Blood" stories

which R-C will produce. There is only
one Clara Horton in pictures that I know
of.
Brooklyn, New York, is her birthplace and the year was 1904. Her hair is
golden and she has blue eyes.

—

Marie. Mary Astor is the girl who
played the lead in most of those Triart
productions based on famous paintings,
beginning with
"The Beggar Maid."

Mary's real name is Lucille Langhanke.
She appears opposite Glenn Hunter in
"Second Fiddle," and she is also the girl

who

played the role of

Mary Mason

opposite Eugene O'Brien in "John Smith."

—

Good news for you. Your
movie crush, Monte Blue, has the
leading role in "Brass," the Charles Norris novel which Warner Brothers are filming.
So you won't have to keep groaning,
D. T. M.

to Think About," "The JuckPerfect Crime," "Orphans of the
Storm," "The Kentuckians," and "Peacock Alley."
I
don't know whether he
will ever be made a star or not, but I
suppose, like dozens of other capable actors whose ability merits stardom, he will
be only threatened with it for some time
Monte is six feet two, weighs
to come.
one hundred and eighty-five pounds, has

See

chief

"When is Monte Blue going to have a decent role? He hasn't done anything worth
while since Danton." Monte was born in
Indianapolis, Indiana, in 1890, and was
educated at Purdue University. He was
on the stage in vaudeville for two years,
then, about 1915, decided to try pictures.
But the studio doors didn't fly open to
welcome him as an acting genius, so
Monte' was compelled to dig ditches to
keep in the movie atmosphere.
It was
while performing with the pick and shovel
that he was noticed by D. W. Griffith and
selected for the part of the leader of a
gang of I. W. W.'s. After that he was
employed pretty regularly as an extra and
player of hits, then graduated to supporting roles.
Some of the pictures he appeared in were "M'Hss," "The Squaw
Man," "Everywoman," "Pettigrcw's Girl,"

.

"A

brown

hair and

brown

eyes.

He

married

a nonprofessional.

—

Sod Buster. No, Ann Little and Ann
Forrest are not the same person, nor do
Miss Forthey look the least bit alike.
rest fits Miss Little's name better than that
lady does herself, as she is only five feet
two, and weighs one hundred and four
pounds; her hair is blond and she has

THE

ORACLE

will

answer in

these columns as many questions of general interest concerning the movies as space will allow.
Personal replies to a limited
number of questions such as will
not require unusually long answers
will be sent if the request is accompanied by a stamped envelope, with return address. Inquiries
should be addressed to The Picture
Oracle, Picture-Play Magazine, 79
*

—

—

Seventh Avenue, New York City.
The Oracle cannot give advice about

becoming a movie actor or actress,
since the only possible way of ever
gelling such a job is by direct
personal application at a studio.
Those who wish the addresses of
actors and actresses are urged to
read the notice at the end of ibis
department.
blue eyes.
Miss Little is five feet five,
weighs one hundred and twelve pounds,
has black hair and dark-brown eyes. Ann

Forrest is not related to Allan Forrest.
As a matter of fact, her real name isn't
Forrest at all, but Kromann.
It is true
that Ann Little is divorced from Allan
Forrest, but she was never known proActresses
fessionally as Ann Forrest.
usually keep their own names when they
Mabel
marry, except in rare instances.
Ballin, for example, uses' the name of her
husband, Hugo Ballin, and so does Wanda
Hawley, who is married to Bert Hawley,
but as a rule a professional person who,
after years of work, has become known
by one name does not want to lose her

identity and start all over again with a
new one, even though she privately would
rather be known as Mrs. instead of Miss.

—

T. L. Enid Markey has not played in
pictures for some time, but if you were
in New York City now you could see her
on the stage. She plays a comedy role
in "The Exciters," a play running on
Broadway. I can't say whether or not you
will have a chance to see her in pictures
again.
Yes, I remember Enid's "big,
brown eyes." I don't believe any one
could think or speak of Enid without remembering those eyes they certainly were
her most distinctive feature.
;

Harriet.— Fannie

Ward

is

still

making

England, but I have not seen
any of them in this country recently. She
is
with the Joa nFilm Co., and "The
Hardest Way" is her latest release. Fannie was born in St. Louis, Missouri, in
1875, on November twenty-third.
pictures

in

Thomas Meighan Admirer. — Your

fa-

vorite actor seems to be going after the
record for securing the largest number
of prominent authors to write stories espeHis latest acquisition is
cially for him.

Booth Tarkington, who

will write his first

original screen story for the use of his
Meighan, and who will
friend,
Before this
also supervise its production.
make
will
though,
picture,

Tommy

Tommy

"Ne'er

Do Well" and "White

Hopeful Scenarist.

— I'm

Heat."

glad you feel

We

have disYou'll need to.
continued issuing the "Market Booklet."
So long as there were only a few big companies and a limited number of stars_ it
was possible to give their needs for stories
in this way, but with the stars continually changing from one company to another and so many new, independent companies constantly being formed, and often
going out of business shortly thereafter,
longer possible to present their
it is no
list
needs adequately in such a booklet.
of the principal companies and the stars
they have at present may be found at the
end of this department. This may be oF
some assistance in helping you to decide
that way.

A

where

to

send your stories.

—

Enid. Faire Binney hasn't been making pictures lately, but she has been playing on the stage and getting married, all
of which has kept her rather busy. The
bridegroom is David Carleton Sloane.a
wealthy society man of Philadelphia,
The romance was one of
Pennsylvania.
those whirlwind affairs they met and
were married inside of three weeks. Miss
Binney is back on the stage now, playing
in "Sallie," and apparently does not intend to give up her career just because
(Continued on page 110)
she got married.

—

f
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Memories on

J5

My Own Screen

Continued from page 90

night as well as day to get

She took pains

in time.

them

them up

to display

directly opposite the studio re-

Then

sponsible for her displeasure.

she presented a bill for what somebody's carelessness had cost her.

(And

affair).

The

jewels she said would inter-

me,

est

eye,

laughed about the

privately

whole

did.

still

I

my

only wish

mind's

dazzled, could project their

on

brilliance

this printed page.

Few

comparable to hers,
and no shopwindow in Fifth Avenue,
Bond Street, or the Rue de la Paix
collections

has

are

displayed

seem pale

a

bauble

that

didn't

The Bell System's

over the treasures of a woman whose
earliest years were lived in Maine,

amid the frugalities of
bound State.
This

that

cannot

I

showed me.

what she

detail

spread to many places and
made connections in still other

and rearing communities

moted a

—

cannot, however, resist mention of an exquisite bag of
fairylike texture and design.
Each
link a separate pearl, and over all
I

was sprinkled

Necessity made the United
a nation of pioneers.
Development came to us only
by conquering the wilderness.
For a hundred and fifty years
we have been clearing farms
States

is

so

where desolation was bridging rivers and making roads
reaching out, step by step,
to civilize three million square
miles of country. One of the
results has been the scattering
of families in many places

a lacy pattern in dia-

monds, the whole suspended by a
chain of solitaires.
A long, heavy
necklace, bizarre, flamboyant, made
of more than a dozen pearls
yellow,
white, pink, black
each enormous,

the separation of parents
and children, of brother and

each

To-day, millions of us live
and make our success in places

—

—

after all these gems are irrelevant, merely scenic investure and
brightly significant as a background.

much more

place

have

friends

who

relatives and
are scattered in

Again, business and

patented
tounding.

Policy,

One Syste m, Universal

C

Llackneads, liver-spots,
oily skin.
NON-ACID
Effects asPainless, harmless.
Guaranteed. Proofs. Beauty Talk Free.

ojc-pits
lotion.
I

:

"THAT NATURAL^
OMPLEXION" by peWiny-

creates

pimples.

and muddy

BEAUTYPEEL COSMETIC

Lusk's reminiscences will be pub=

month.

In this instal!=

ment, Mr. Lusk presents
lightful

number
with

way
of

whom

sketches

brief

picture

he

Douglas

Madge Bellamy.

of

a

personalities

came

among them Florence
Glaum,

in his de=

in

contact,

Vidor, Louise

MacLean,

and

voices.
"

Service,

and

all

directed

toward Better Service

'

lished next

in-

needs of the nation is one
which brings all of the people
within sound of one another's

And As SOCIATED COMPANIES
One

wrinkles.

Norbert

munication which keep us
in touch with the whole country and not just our own part

American Teleph one and Telegraph Company

DTT A T TT VP
IT ITT
tSr.AU
rttL

of

Obviously, this has pronational community
of every-day interest which
characterizes no other nation
in the world.
It has given the
people of the whole country
the same kind, if not the same
degree, of interest in one another as the people of a single
city have.
It has made necessary facilities of national com-

Bell System

1 I
ojf freckles, ran

chapter

places.

The only telephone service
which can fully serve the

other parts.

alive.

final

— they have

of it

—

The

have done

far

Geraldine

to

dustry have done what families

born,

Farrar.
Possessing her friendship,
let us say, is like looking at her big
emerald square.
deep-cut,
indestructible.
Only her heart is far

more

distances.

from those where we were
and even those of us
who have remained in one

But

is

by great

brother,

imprisoned in beaten gold
massed with diamonds. When Madame Geraldine wore it her throat
and breast were wound with moving rings of fire. More, much more,
the whole lot insured for a million.

There

Nevada

Highways of Speech

rock-

not a catalog, nor can I
compete with the persuasive descriptions of a jeweler with something to
sell,

IrgnscpntinenlaL telephone line crossing

once gloated

to eyes that

Fl

Dept. "P.**

CO.,
Paso, Texas

EARN MORE MONEY

$100 weekly easily earned by men or women who have fonnd.
their true life work. Let us help you find ihe right vocation.

Send for

FREE Vocational

information.
Chic3.ro,

lit.

Analysis Chart P P and complete
Vocational Service Bureau, 20 E. Jackson.

ro
n rr
E

b

3LL

diamond

ring offer

Jnst to advertise onr famous Hawaiian im.
diamonds— the greatest discovery the world
has ever known. We will send absolutely
free this 1-lfc gold f. riae, set with a l-2k

Hawaiian im. diamond— in beauiiful ring
box postage paid- Pay postmaster $1.4$
C. O- D. cnarges to cover postage, boxing,
advertising, handling, etc. It you can tell
it from a real diamond return and money
refunded. Only 10.000 given away. Send no
money. Answer quick. Send size of finger.

KRAUTH &

Secrets of Beauty

Parlors Revealed
Formerly Closely Guarded Secrets, Make Fortunes
Women easily earn $40 to 575 a week. We make you expert
in all branches, like massage, strap, waving, packs, dyeing,

marcel, skin work, manicuring, etc. No experience necessary. Study at home in spar** time. Earn while you earn.
Authorized diploma, Money-back guarantee Get
i

FREE

book. Oriental System of Beauty Culture. Dept.
S3. 1000 Piversey Blvd.. Chicago.

IS&MonthstoPay
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aey for
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small pzyments. Parents often adfirst payment: to help b 17 a RANGER. 44
sty les. colors sndsir.es. Factory to Rider tt'-zbs.
Delivered FREE, en-re^s rre: a:^. torSO DAYS'
TRIAL. Tei~n3 to suit—cash or easy payments,
temps, wheels, fcoms. repairs an*i
equipment a: half cscal prices.
SEND NO MONEY. Vs'rizs today fcr oar big.
Free Ranger Catalog and marveioos prices.
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Magic Shadows

Mystery

of

Continued from page 17

turning their attention to a more imaginative type of illusion- the visualizing of thoughts and dreams and

—

memories, of poetic
above all to humor.

beauties,

Harold Lloyd, for instance,
found a new way to put kick

and

has
a
punch. He uses a new kind of white
mule this in the Civil War sequence
of "Grandma's Boy," where he makes
a dizzy potation for the enemy generals.
If you have seen this picture,
you will, I know, recall the shadowy
image of a mule violently kicking in
a punch bowl, just after Lloyd has
filled it with about a fifty-per-cent
jolt of a very energetic fluid, at presin

—

ent in exile.
That particular

mule cost no

much
Earle

a

If

Snake
Had Brains—

He would
body
on

still

would

he
his

to-day

is

With his present
be a snake.
be forced to continue crawling
he would he no better off.

So

belly.

Of What Use

Is

Your Brain ?

A

snake is the lowest and meanest of animal
while mankind is the highest.
Do you make
Your brain is used to
use of your advantages?
If you don't keen the body in
direct your body.
to do its work, you are doomed for
fit condition
failure.
How are you using this wonderful structure? Do you neglect it or improve it?
life,

Examine Yourself
A

hotly
robust one.
Do
a strong,
is
the morning full of pep and ambition
Do you have
to get started on the day's work 1
the deep, full chest, the big, mighty arms and the
Do you have
broad back of a REAL
the spring to your step and the bright flash to
your eye that means you are bubbling over with
You
vitality?
If not you are slipping backward.
are not a real man and you cannot hope for the
admiration or respect of others. Awake! Get hold
YOU
and make yourself
of yourself

healthy

you arise

in

HE MAN?

WERE MEANT TO

THE MAN

BE.

Days

90

Will you turn your body over to me for .iust 00
days? That's all it takes and I guarantee to give
Understand
you a physique to be really proud of.
in 30 days I
I guarantee it.
I don't promise this
and your
will increase your arm one full inch,
And
chest two inches in ^the same length of time.
From then, on you
then, iust watch 'em grow.
You will
will feel the pep In your old backbone.
start doing things that you never thought possible.
You will amaze yourself and friends as well. Do
you crave this new life these new joys this
If you do
abounding health and strength?

—

—

—

—

My New 64-page Book

Send for

"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"
It Is

FREE

It is chock full of photographs both of myself
Also contains a treatise
and my numerous pupils.
on the human body and what can be done with it.
This book is bound to Interest you and thrill you.
an inspiration to every redIt will be an impetus
blooded man. I could easily collect a big price
for a book of this kind just as others are now
doing, but I want every man and boy who is interested to iust send the attached coupon and the
book is his absolutely free. All I ask is the price
Remember,
of
wrapping and postage 10 cents.
want
I
this does not obligate you in any way.
So it's yours to keep. Now don't
you to have it.
This may be the turning point
delay one minute.
Tear off the coupon and mail at
in
your life.
once while it is on your mind.

—

—

—

EARLE
Dept. 1403,

EARLE

E.

E.

305

LIEDERMAN

BROADWAY,

NEW YORK

CITY

LIEDERMAN

Dept. 1403, 305 Broadway, New York City
Dear Sir: I enclose herewith 10 cents for which
you are to send me without obligation on my part
whatever, a copy of your latest book, "Muscular

—

Development.'*

Name

.

.

Address.
City

(Please write or print plainly.)

mule
of

it.

glimpse
trouble.

of

the

This

say as a starter, however
didn't build a bowl to fit the
and then try to put him inside
No, hardly. That would have

— they

Liederman

E.

as he

little

I'll

been a uselessly expensive enterprise,
even if the rambunctious animal could
have been induced to stand for it.
First, the bowl itself was photo-

graphed

close up.

The camera had

be placed right above it looking
down, so that none of the apparently
precious punch would be spilled.
Then the mule.
particularly temperamental one was secured.
He
to

A

needed' only slight encouragement to
start warming the air with his hoofs.
Fortunately, no one had to be in his
vicinity at the time, not even the
camera man, for he was photographed at a distance of fully a hundred feet so that his dimensions
might appear to approximate those
The film was,
of the punch bowl.
of course, run through the camera
twice.
The mule was tightly tied so
that he might kick at his pleasure,
but be kept from scooting out of
focus.

Almost identical was the proceeding in securing the vision scene from
"Omar the Tentmaker," at least
that part of it which concerns the
tiny Shireen.
She, too, was photographed at a distance so that she
might be small enough to fit the proportions of the earthen pot. She had
to regulate her actions bv the count
of the camera man, so that her expressions of love for Omar and fear
for the Shah mierht coincide with the
actions of the others, separately photographed.
The picture of the Shall was obtained in part by what is technically
Known as a dissolve, which is a sort
of offshoot or second cousin of double exposure photography.
It was,
in fact, a lao dissolve, which contrary to popular belief in some circles

does not mean a fade-out of a man
holding his sweetheart on his knees.
Dissolves are effective for such
flashes
that
as
in
which Black
Michael, in the "Prisoner of Zenda,"
for instance, sees himself seated in
the throne of the king.
Nearly always they permit one to view some
other character half hidden by the
ghostly presence.
In taking the magic shadow shapes
that inhabit ghost pictures, or contribute to the humor or poetry of
such pictures as Lloyd's comedy or

"Omar

Tentmaker,"

the

it is

the rule

arrange a background of black
velvet.
Black velvet eliminates all
external objects. If properly draped
to

loses its natural sheen, and the
character
can
be
photographed
against it in a strange ghostly realit

ity.

In "Borderland," a film of many
obtained by double
exposure,
starring
Agnes Ayres,
there was a scene where a group
of angels seem to float up an elysian
hillside.
This is to suggest a vision
of paradise, after the Dore manner,
if you are familiar with his illustrations for Dante's "Divine Comedy."
fantastic effects

The

hillside

screen

was

that
in

is

reality

shown on

the

only a small

It was photographed close
so that it might appear to be of
natural size.
After this had been
done, a group of extras were provided with angelic garb. They were
taken to a location where there was
a hill that matched in contour the
painted miniature.
This entire hillside was covered with black velvet,
so that the ground and weeds would
not show. The extras were then instructed slowly to climb the slope,
walking on the velvet. The negative
was exposed on which the painted
hillside
had already been photographed, and when the print was
made and run through the projection
machine the effect was that of visionary bodies drifting upward along
a fantastic hill toward the celestial
spaces.
Another supernal tour de force,
and one of the most remarkable in

painting.

up

cameradom, happens

in

"The Ru-

baiyat," the picture made by Ferdinand Pinney Earle, which, owing to
litigation,

leased.

has

What

never yet been reactually appears on the

screen in one of the flashes is a viMillions
sion of the celestial host.
circling
angels
circling
and
of
through space, like a maelstrom moving slowly upward.
It took fourteen hours of patient

work by

the

Benoit,

who

camera man, Georges
also

photographed)
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"Omar

the Tentmaker," to visualize
supernatural
army.
Forty-nine exposures of the film

this

immense

Shapeliness

were made.

On

a little circular turntable were
placed twenty-eight tiny dolls. They
were provided with perfectly formed
wings and filmy garments. At the
first
exposure they were photographed at a distance of only three
feet.
For this shot they were placed
on the outer edge of the turn-table,
which was then slowly rotated. This
gave the impression of the circular
motion of a small multitude, close
to the observer.
The next exposure
was made at a distance of five or six
feet, the angels being moved a little
closer to the center of the table.
Again the turn-table revolved.
At
each separate exposure the same proceeding was gone through until a
distance of 150 feet from the cairn
era had been attained.
The angels
were now but tiny points of white
against the black velvet near the center of the turn-table.

How

delicate,

how

difficult,

how

Of arms, legs, back, bust, abdomen, thighs, hips' and
ankles in women or men is merely a matter of getting rid
of awkward, burdensome fat.
This can be readily accomplished by the use of the internationally famous invention

THE

DR.

—which
men

LAWTON GUARANTEED FAT REDUCER

has reduced more than

in the past

few

women and

By performing

a gentle, but deep rooted massage with this suction vibrating
you break down the undesirable fatty tissues which are then carried out
system.
For years this famous Fat Reducer has been sold for FIVE
DOLLARS but due to the great demand for it and our consequent greater
production, our manufacturing costs nave been lowered, enabling us now to offer
you
device,
of the

—

LAWTON'S A
GUARANTEED FAT REDUCER
DR.

?075
#

AND ILLUSTRATED

1

COURSE ON WEIGHT CONTROL Lm
This $2.75 brings you Dr. Lawton's Guaranteed Fat
Reducer, also his illustrated course on Weight Control,
containing color illustrations showing cause of fat and its
future
prevention, after ^ou have reduced with the Dr.
Lawton Fat Reducer. This is a complete health course.
Included are simple, easy instructions printed and

judgment, and patience. The scene
that results may only appear momentarily on the screen, but even for

prefer to

ends, with their giants and dwarfs
and gnomes may, with the advance
in technical knowledge, assume a substance and vitality that has because
of their unreality of late been denied
them.
Meanwhile, double-exposure
photography in its attempt to suggest to the mind some new and yet
unseen dream or actuality, may delight with a novel humor, may charm
with a visible poetry, and perhaps
even for a second or two inspire

thousand

And how easily, how quickly. Not by starving diet, not by straining exercise,
not by drugs, not by electricity; but by a most convenient and easy method
a few minutes' use each night and morning in the privacy of your own room of
this far-famed FAT REDUCER, a device approved by physicians as absolutely safe
and efficient.
Tou reduce only where you wish to lose, without affecting any
normal part.
Results show in three or four days: but if you do not see positive
reduction taking place in eleven days (the full trial period) return the Fat Reducer
complete at once and your purchase price will be refunded without quibbling.

tedious all these processes are may
be gleaned from this astonishing example. All artistic double exposures
require comparatively the same care,

that brief instant it sends a vibrating
current to thrill the imagination.
No dream or vision is half as vivid
in the telling as it is when actually
beheld, and even fairy tales and leg-

fifty

years.

—HOW

pictures in colors
These are all embraced

FOR MEN ALSO
As

TO USE THE FAT REDUCER.

in our bound book — THE LAWTON METHOD OF WEIGHT REDUCTION. If you

send no money in advance,

order

it

C.

and pay the Postman §2.75 on delivery, plus a few cents
postage and you will receive the Fat Reducer and Weight
Control Course, etc., all under plain wrapper.
Order
your complete

outfit

DR.

today

at

this

big

THOMAS LAWTON
New York

Lawwho re-

Dr.

—

reduction.

120 West 70th Street-Dept. 186

himself,

duced
211
from
to
152 pounds in a very
A physhort time.
sician
writes
"In
one week I reduced 7
pounds
with
your
Fat Seducer, without
change of diet."

D.

O.

witness

ton

City

Restaurant Revelations

KNICKERBOCKER GRILL
BROADWAY

at

42nd STREET,

NEW YORK

thoughts of the sublime.

The

Indiscretions of a Star

LUNCHEONS— DINNERS— SOUPERS DANSANT

Continued from page 88

be released, so the second company
that
had lent Lolita the money
couldn't get their money out of it,
and he couldn't get his. because they
wouldn't let him have the rights to
their part of it.
There they were,
holding the bag, and fighting over it."
"And Lolita?" I asked.
"Oh, she went back to her husband, announcing that she had loved
him all the time, and that only her

had come between them. They
went abroad on a second honeymoon
And Barry sent Lolita a diamond

Telephone Bryant 1846

WOODMANSTEN

INN

WESTCHESTER, NEW YORK CITY

art

bracelet for a

wedding present."

TO BE CONTINUED.

Phone Westchester 3634-3872-3626

JOSEPH

L.

PANI

!
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The Elegy
Continued

As I Have Proved
I proved it many yeara
ago by restoring the orig-

my own

inal color to

pre-

maturely gray hair with

the same Restorer I now
offer you. This timetested preparation never
fails, as hundreds of thousands of gray haired peo-

Mary

T.

A

FREE

ple since have learned.
There is not space in
this advertisement to tell
my story. Send for Free
Trial bottle and learn all.

Trial Bottle
,

the Jstory

1 ells

Goldman's Hair Color Restorer

is

a

clear, colorless liquid,
clean as water.
No
greasy sediment to make your hair sticky and
stringy, nothing to wash or rub off. Applica-

tion easy, restored color perfect, in any light.
Faded or discolored hair just as surely and
safely restored as hair naturally gray.

Experience

my

teacher

I invented my scientific hair color restorer
to bring back the original color to my own
hair which was prematurely gray. Since, millions have used it and so will millions more.
It is the most popular and biggest selling
preparation of its kind in the world.

Now

have something new

I

to

and

offer

almost as important, in the shape of a new
preparatory powder which puts your hair in
perfect condition for restoration. This powder
is a recent discovery of my laboratories and
its action is that of tonic and antiseptic.
A
package now comes with each full sized bottle and a trial sized package is included in my
special patented free trial outfit. I urge you
to send for this patented outfit today and
prove how easily, surely and beneficially you
can restore your own gray hair to its natural
color.

.

.

,

,

Mail coupon today
Send today for the special patented Free
Trial outfit which contains- a trial bottle of
my Restorer, and full instructions for making
the convincing test on a single lock of hair.
Indicate color of hair with X. Print name and
address plainly. If possible, enclose a lock of
your hair in your letter.

Please print your

FREE

Bottles Sold

name and address—

TRIAL
T. GOLDMAN,
COUPON MARY
59C Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.
Please send your patented Free Trial OutBlack....
X shows color of hair.
auburn
dark brown ...
medium brown
light brown. ..
(dark red). ..
light auburn

fit.

.

.

.

(light red) ...

blonde....

.

Street

enchantment when coldly
lighted in the silver shadows.
Also,
I have no doubt, Bella Donna, thus
illusion of

portrayed, would be far too pathological a specimen for the sensitive
dispositions
of
the
censors,
and
rather than risk her mutilation, it
was decided to temper her.
This
was accomplished by allowing her
to suffer an unhappy marriage before
the main story opens.
sense
Swansonian wormwood here, but
what of it? Pola herself approved,
for to me she repeated her oft-heard
assertion that she docs not "want to
play ze bad ladies."
What she really means by this is
that she does not want to play roles

We

—

ZZ/air- (Po/or 'Restorer-

Over 10.000,000

recognized as an artist of the screen,
I sensed, had been at work again,
and this time for the sake of a locale that had stimulated all his fancy
for the exotic, even as ''To Have and
To Hold" had caught his imagination in the web of the romantic.
The story of "Bella Donna" has,
of course, been modified.
reason
has been given for the heroine's
malefic character.
Ouida Bergere,
the scenarioist, told me that she felt
this was justified because the original Bella Donna of the Hichens
novel, while she was sirenically alluring as colored with literary descriptions, would not produce the same

City.

without sympathy straight vampire
roles, sans raison d'etre.
She wants
to reach the heart of her public as
well as its mind.
Will she? I wonder.
Pola and the public's tears?
Somehow they seem incompatible.
Yet it is for those tears that she seeks
and strives and struggles with the
frenetic intensity of her art, showering in diamonded cascade the scene
with her own unleashed grief.
"When I weep it is not for myself
alone it ees for everybody," she told
me, half chanting the words.
"I
theenk always of audience, people,
everywhere, all. sorrowful weeping
wiz me. I poot my whol' heart, my
whol' soul into mv art, my expression, my tears, so zat zev mav feel
w'iz me what I feel, so zat zey perhaps suffair what I suffair.
;

"I want to play Bella

A

PERSONAL APPEARANCE
is

now more than ever the key-note of
and Knock-Kneed men and

success.

Legged

young and

women,

old, will be glad to hear that

ready for market

I

Bow-

have now

appliance, \which will successfully straighten, within a short time, bow-legged-'
ness and knock-kneed legs, safely, quickly and permanently, without pain, operation or discomfort.
Will not interfere with your daily work, being worn

My new

at night.

"Lim-Straitner," Model IS, U.

S.

Patent,

is easy to adjust; its result will save you
from further humiliation, and improve your
personal appearance 100 per cent.
Write today for my free copyrighted physiological
and anatomical book which tells you how to correct
bow and knock-kneed legs without any obligation on

soon

your

part.

Enclose a dime for postage.

M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST
L,

Ackerman

Building.

BINGHAMTON,

N. V.

of Pola

om page 74
I do
not believ' she
should be play' like bad woman like
vampir'- I do not believe that woman
ar' evair vampir' by natur'.
Woman
become vampir' because of situation,
circumstance what you call fate

pathetique.

—

—

—

—

No woman become

natur',

"

but by fate

"And

bad by

because," I ventured, "perof some man?
woman's wrongdoing

haps ... because,

mean

that

—

I

is

dependent sometimes on
wrongdoing of some man."
There was a subtle flash between
us.
And then, a moment's pause,
and
"That is an interesting psychologiand this was delical question, but"
cately yet, I might say, nearly tiger"I do not care to disishly emphatic
contingent

the

—

—

cus'

!"
.

.

.

There was finality in the answer.
It
talk ended shortly after.

Our

taught me that Pola is not given to
gossiping about the questions of life

we in America do quite casually
and on every street corner. Her exas

perience

with

has, perhaps,

telltale

interviewers

made her more cautious
Anyway, she cares only

than ever
converse regarding her art, and
life only as it is related to her art.
To all queries aside from this she
generally replies now, "I do not care
"
to discus'
even as, to the inquiries
concerning her rumored marriage to
Chaplin, she has maintained a frigidly
dynamic silence. You can guess, if
you will, what her views and her sentiments are regarding life and its
personal relationships, but you can
only know her through her art.
There is about her consequently
alluring,
something
enigmatically
and that, I believe, is her highest
enthrallment, that and her marvelous treasure of talent and emotion.
Will America change her?
One
wonders, because one can only wonder.
She may remain here for the
space of two years now, and in that
time what may not happen
America
has always been reckoned a
great melting pot for all. Yes, perhaps.
For nearly all, but. there
are some
like Pola.
!

to

—

!

.

Cinema Cinderella
Continued from page 33

both

my new

Donna sym-

fr

in her size.
I only wish that she had
phoned the typewriter shop and hired

a secretary

There have been beauty contests,
and more beauty contests, and most
of them have brought little to their
winners but heartaches.
This one
mav be different. Miss Teahv is be"

ing given a big chance and a great
deal of publicity, but after the interest in her has died down will any
one give her another chance in pictures ? Or will she be swallowed up
along with the winners of thousand*
of other contests? It will be interesting to find out.
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Letter from a Star
Continued from p;ige S3

ing the water— and what seas of
spray his floundering sent up
the)'
pulled him alongside and lashed him
to the boat.
Then another harpoon,
a hollow one, was driven into the
catch and air pumped into it, which
swelled the carcass like a giant bal!

Then we towed

—

cAfier meals

back to port.
I was afraid the thing was going to
pop, and the men all laughed at me,
the way I kept watching for it to
loon.

it

Use Beemans—
an aid to digestion, good for
the teeth, good

burst.

The Miracle of
Makes Every Face More Beautiful
and
A tonch of MAYBELLTNE work3 beauty wonders. Scant eyebrows
All the

lashes are made to appear naturally dark, long and luxurious.
hidden loveliness of your eyes their brilliance, depth
expression— is Instantly revealed. The difference is remarkable. Girls and women everywhere, even the
most beautiful actresses of stage and screen, rea!-^
Ize that MAYBELLINE Is the most important aid
to beanty and use It regularly. MAYBELLINE
Is unlike other preparations. It Is absolutely
harmless, greaseless and delightful to use. Does

—

same captain for many years, a
doughty old seaman who is terribly
worried for fear some accident will
happen on board not that he fears

—

not spread and smear on the face or stiffen
the lashes. Each dainty box contains mirror and
brash. Two shades; Brovmfor Blondes, Blackfor
Brunettes. 75c AT Yu UR DEALER'S ordirectfrom
ns, postpaid. Acceotonly genuine MAYBELLINE
end yonr satisfaction is assured. Tear out this ad
as a reminder.

NOW

MAYBELLINE

CO.,

4750-58 Sheridan Road, CHICAGO

Keep Young and
The world's greatest

Attractive

remedy

facial

will restore ruined

complexions to the beauty and purity of youth.

IF YOUR blood is impure, if you have pimples, freckles,
wrinkles, blackheads, redness of face or nose, a muddy,
sallow skin, or any blemish on or under the skin, you need

JAMES P. CAMPBELL'S
SAFE ARSENIC
COMPLEXION WAFERS

DR.

The Hair Root

Kill

—

for the lives of the actors, but "An
accident would jinx my boat!" he
cries. The crew is just as thrilled at
having a motion picture company on
board as we are with our sea life,
You should see all the old salts
come out of their shakers and try
to "act" for the camera
The latest scandal on board is the
introduction of Congress gaiters, the
kind of shoes that fasten with strips
of elastic cloth. Malcolm MacGregor
is the guilty chap.
He wears them
because they're easily slipped on and
off.
As for me, I've forgotten I ever
had a pretty dress I've been wearing a slicker and an old sou'wester
!

These marvelous beautifiers of the complexion and skin are
wonderfully effective, and are absolutely safe and harmless.
The prescription was first used 37 years ago by Dr.
Campbell, and he has made countless thousands of women and
men happy in the possession of a pure, spotless complexion.
.fl.no from RICHARD FINK
Mailed in plain cover on receipt
CO.. Dept. 44. Kens. Sta., Brooklyn. N. Y. C. Every druggist
can net this remedy for you from his wholesaie dealer.

My method

Photographing these scenes was
very difficult, as there was a heavy
sea pouring in great waves over the
deck, drenching us, and mother and
I were mighty glad the boat was
manned by strong he-men.
The Carolyn Frances has had the

Is the only way to prevent the hair from growing agatn.
Easy, painless, harmless.
No scars. Booklet free. Write today
enclosing 3 stamps. We teach Beauty Culture.
Providence, R. I.
483-A Mahler Park,
D. J. MAHLER,
1

for

the nerves—

in every

way

"a smsibbb
I

Deliriously flavored

I

1

j

i

J

BEEMA
Pepsin Gum

—

until

I

born

in

It

have

feel

that

American Chicle Co.

must have been

I

them.

isn't

all

lots of

work, though, for we
fun on board. Thrown

upon ourselves this way for amusement has developed an unsuspected
inventive genius

LASHGROW
BEGIN now to use these two wonderful
preparations to improve your lashes

One

and brows.

is

a smooth cream that

nourishes the roots of the lashes; the other,
a fragrant tonic that stimulates their growth.

Lashgrow, applied

absorbed
Always apply it after
while you sleep.
powdering lo make the lashes seem darker
and to supply the natural oil which is
Apply
dried by constant powdering.
Lashgrow every day for long flattering
laches

and

Lashgrow

pretty
is

at

night,

is

eyebrows.

pure,

safe,

harmless.

a box today.
If
your druggist
supply you send $1.00 to

Buy
cannot

HULDA THOMAS LASHGROW
40 Wooster Street,

CO.
New York

among

— lumping beans.

us.

The

lat-

Director Irvin Wiilat has a suspicion that this
thrilling sport was fathered by Malhave such excolm MacGregor.
citing races on deck every morning.
The beans, which are propelled by
"bug power," there being a live bug
in each one, have a most distressing
habit of going where they aren't sent
and whose fault is it if they get
unmanageable and flip down the back
est is

We

—

Mr. Willat's shirt?
One of the crew has promised to
send this for me from Trinidad

of

when they land

the whale, so

I'll

say

good-by now. Hope to be back in
Hollywood soon for my mail, the
new shows, and a bath! It will
take about six rinsings to divorce me
from this whale smell

—

Love.

Billie Dove.

GET THIS WONDERFUL, RING,

If

You

Can Tell It From a Genuine Diamond Send It Back
These amazing, beautiful CORODITE diamonds positively match
genuine diamonds In every way —same blazing flash and dazzling
play of living rainbow fire. They, alone, stand the diamond tests,
including terrific acid test of direct comparison. Lifetimeexperts
needalltheirexperiencetosee anydifference. Provethisyoursell.

Wear

a Corodite

Diamond 7 Days Free

Make this test. You risk nothing. Wear a genuine Corodite and
If you
a diamond side by side on the same finger for 7 days.
or your friends can tell the difference, send it back; you won't be
outa single penny. That's fair enough. If you beep leering, the
price printed here is all you pay. No insta! merits. Remember,
Corodites alone have the same cutting as genuine stones.
S2.84
No. 1— Ladies' Solitaire 14K Gold S. Ring
S3. 48
No. 2-Gents' Heavy Belcher 14K. Gold S. Ring
$4.27
•
No. 3-Gents* Massive Hexagon Gypsy En*
No. 4- Ladies' Hand-Carved Basket Setting, plat, finish S3. 96
$3.54
No. 5— Ladies' Tiffany Bridal El?69om Engraved
design.
modern
most
mountings
of
Beautiful
gems.
Caratslze
Choice of gold or latest white platinum finish. Unqualified
each
ring.
with
free
case
art-leather
Handsome
year guarantee.
.

.

.

-

-

-

.

lSS
SEND NO MONEY ^^^.SLs'SdSumb^if
end to end

slip of paper, fitting
will come 6y return mall. When
arrives deposit amount shown above with postman. If Ton
decide not to Seep rine after 7 days' wear, send It back and
your money will be immediately returned. Send today.

wanted and size as shown by
around finirer joint. Your rine
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The Canterbury Filmgrims
Continued from page 27

interest in Americans as well as in
American motion pictures. His way
was made easier by army officers,
"bobbies," and police officials, in
Canterbury,
London,
and
other
towns, and by wealthy landowners all
about.
He found this spirit in Mr.
Wyckham-Martin, of Leeds Castle;
Mr. Edmund Davis, of Chilham CasMr. Robinson, of Aylesbury, and
tle
numerous others. Mr. Millarde is
enthusiastic over England and the

I visited the Fox studios on my return to New York, and saw the filming continued there.
visitor entering the studio is greeted metaphorically by pages torn out of the
book and reconstructed detail for detail in the sets arranged for many
of the interiors.
All the rooms are
easily recognizable to one who has
read the book the various rooms of
the Sabre home, the Perch home, the
office of Fortune, East
Sabre, the
courtroom. It is the England of "If
Winter Comes" that has been set
up in the Fox studios.
The fate of the Fox production is
of course a matter of the future, but
of one thing I feel sure- it is a tre-

English people.

mendous

became so interested in the production of "If Winter Comes" that

as the

British

Conies"

in "If
Winter
by no means confined to

interest

is

crowd in the street. On every
hand, Mr. Millarde said, he met a
spirit of cooperation and friendliness.
On every hand he met an intense
the

She did not have

to go to the
diet or exercise.
She
found a better way, which aids the
digestive organs to turn food into

trouble

of

muscle, bone and sinew instead of

;

fat.

She used Marmola Prescription
Tablets, which are made from the
famous Marmola prescription. They

I

aid the digestive system to obtain the
nutriment of food. They will allow
you to eat many kinds of food without
the necessity of dieting or exercising.

A

—

&

—

make

effort to

book

the film live

with no slighting of

lives,

detail.

full

Thousands

Marmola

The

Prescription

Continued from page 61

give

Tablets

wonderful her friends are than

from obesity. And
accumulation of fat is
checked, reduction to normal, healthy
weight soon follows.
complete

relief

when the

good drug

All

far she herself

and "Phyllis" and Louise
were given much more
thought and consideration during
that afternoon than Marie Prevost.
Frankly, I had come to judge adversely an artificial creature, true
product of an artificial life. I found
instead a young person remarkable,

per, postpaid.

MARMOLA COMPANY
Detroit, Mich.

Tortoise Shell Spectacles

On Free

Trial

Not a Penny to Send
My large sized true vision
Tortoise Shell Spectacles will enable you to read the smallest
print, thread the finest needle,
see far or near.

They

be sent to you on free

will
trial.

Pay no

Send no money!

C. O. D.! Just your name, address, and age, and how many
years you have worn glasses, if
any.
If after a ten day trial
you are amazed and delighted,
Bend only $4.49, otherwise return them and there
will be no charge. Order today and receive a beautiful gold lettered Spectacle Case FREE.

PARAMOUNT OPTICAL
1462 W. Madison

CO.
Chicago,

St.

not for a highly colored veneer of
make-believe, but for the very lack
of it. I found a young woman quite
unaccomplished,
but
astoundingly
poised and sure of herself.
It is as
if
she said, "I am Marie Prevost.
If you don't like me I'll not lose sleep
over it. But I wish you'd like me!"
She had just finished the lead in
Damned,"
"The
Beautiful
and
adapted from F. Scott Fitzgerald's
popular novel. The title kept ringing in my head as I watched her.
The beautiful and damned? No

—

the beautiful

and

blessed.

III

Blessed

La Goutte - a - Goutte
RESTORES £°£rd £ GRAY HAIR

because

any shade in one
application.
Does not

she

is

and blessed because she

The

Gray, faded, streaked
or lifeless hair restored

discolor scalp, fade, nor
rub off on the pillow.
Mal es a lasting, rich,
lovely color. No after

Anyone

necessary.

You can apply it in the
privacy of your own
home in a few minutes.
of 32 shades given from ONE package.

$1.67 postpaid.

Order

direct, or

me

a Little Lock of Your
Hair— I'll color It Without Charge

Send

Cut it close to head and say what color you wish.
I have helped thousands of ladies with dandruff,
dry scalps, falling hair, getting bald. etc.
Write fully.
No charge for frank opinion.
oily or

of BEAUTY,"
mailed free on request,

"SECRETS
L

4

my new

PIERRE VAILIGNY, Room 98, No. 34 West 58th

booklet,

Pirates

New York

Blessed because she does not plunge
discussions,
wisely
weighty
knowing that she would only flounder
and eventually drown. Blessed because she wears scanty blue negligees
and because she has a dressing room
brightly lit and because she does not
burn incense before false idols
idols whose worship would be her
undoing.
Her appeal is somewhat the same
as Mae Murray's and Gloria Swanson's.
Less mature than they, she
speaks directly to youngsters of 15
or 16, and to oldsters of 50 or 60.
into

Motion pictures, part and parcel,
embodiment of youth and
Marie Prevost is youth sleek and

—

are an

shapely, mischievous, pouting, viva-

Her two very good

cious.

ments against long
kled

in

bathing-beauty

argu-

have twin-

skirts

two-reelers

and have kicked the mediocrity out
of a series of very bad five-reelers.
It remains to be seen if, covered,
they can tread a more stately measure.

Are Coming

Continued from page 47

Just at present he is at work on
miniature models of the characters in
Percy Mackaye's "The Scarecrow,"
which the Film Guild will make with
Glenn Hunter in the leading role.
These models will suggest the types
to be chosen in casting the picture
and show just how they should be
dressed.
Pirates, however, are
He
lin's chief interest.

gaged nowadays
St.,

beautiful,
natural.

is

to

shampoo

how

like to climb.

Fazenda

stores the world over sell

412 Garfield Bldg..

would

"Claire"

Marmola Prescription Tablets at one dollar
a box. Ask your druggist for them, or order
direct and they will be sent in plain wrap-

Dept. or.2000

Beautiful and Blessed

have found that the

the

strange

in

craft

Mr. Frankis

much

en-

explaining about
that

used to

in-

habit the Caribbean, in telling

commander

the

of

frigate

a

and how a sloop was
signs

of

the

of

You

him when the

All

scuttled.

approaching

pirate pictures.

what
wore,

boom

will hear

in

more

actual production

begun. And you
can bank on it that the producer who
succeeds in enlisting his services will
bring to the screen pirates with all
the swaggering style that his famous
of pirate pictures

little

wax models

is

have.

-
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"Our Leading Citizen"
Continued from page

2-4

be tempted by the pleasures and diversions that are to be had for less
than the asking, and to come through
The
all this without severe blemish.
person would not be broadly human
who could do this without having his
mettle tested, and I fancy that
Thomas Meighan has had his own
hard battles to fight of one sort or
another.
One thing I know, that
after "The Miracle Man," men came
to him with offers of fabulous rewards to break his connections and
come with them those, you recall,
were the "El Dorado" days of the
movies but, looking to the future,
he weighed these offers and turned
them down, proving, in the light of
subsequent events, the soundness of
his own judgment and those nearest
him to whom he turned for advice.
But that period that he came
through' so splendidly has made him
only the more charitable toward
those who were less fortunate, less
self-reliant.
I have listened to a
group of intimates of which he was
one. where the conversation was not
"for publication." but merely informal discussion, and when mention was made of one or another

—

—

who had come

SAY "BAYER" when you

Unless you see the "Bayer Cross" on

tablets,

Insist!

you

are

not getting the genuine Bayer product prescribed by
physicians over 23 years and proved safe by millions for

some
sort of grief, not one name was
brought up but Meighan spoke out,

notable figure

buy.

Colds

Headache

Toothache

Rheumatism

Neuritis

Lumbago

Neuralgia

Pain,

to

not to condone the fault, but to bring
out extenuating circumstances not
generally known, and to emphasize
the better qualities of the person in
question.
To more than one of his
associates in trouble he has gone with
assistance, as well as to manv a person outside the profession. Xo one
will ever know how many persons
he has helped, and this line appears
in print only because he is not here
to blue pencil the words as I write
them, lest his charity and his kindness to others lose something of its
value by being known.
On another page of this magazine
is printed a letter from a woman who

Pain

'

wanted him to know how a little orphan girl whom she met at a theater
felt
toward him.
Though the
Meighans have no children of their
own. the love of children is strong
in both of them. It was at Meighan's
suggestion, by the way, that "The
Bachelor Daddy" was written. I may
not say all I should like to the sender
of that kindly-message, but I would
just like to hint that
it

it

though

I

know

was deeply appreciated, even had
not been sent. Tommv Meighan

—many times—

already knew
convened.

all

that

it

"My

my

The phrase
best pal and
severest critic" has received so much
well-merited ridicule that one hesitates to refer to marital cooperation

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
Handy "Bayer' boxes of 12 tablets —Also bottles of 24 and 100—Druggists,
^splria

la

tie trade

marS

of

Bayer Manufectare oi Monoaceticaddestef of SalicvUcadd

Reduce Your Flesh

in SpotsArms. Legs, Bust, Double Chin

In fact the entire body or any part without dieting

:y-,r,.,

DR. WALTER'S

Famous Medicated Reducing
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of Guaranteed Hair
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FRANCES ROBERTS CO.
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353 Fifth Avenue
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A BEAUTIFUL FACE
YOU HAVE
BUT YOUR NOSE?
X

^
Tjj^mB

Money back if not satis- W
Complete FREE Catalog W

= Mademoiselle-

I

Anklets for Reducing ar.
Shaping the Ankles, ^S7 00

DAT

AND AGE attention to your appearance is an absolute necesTHIS
sity if you expect to make the most out of life.
Not only should you "wish to
appear as attractive zs possible, for your own self satisfaction, which is
alone well worth your efforts, but you will find the world in general judging
you greatly, if not wholly, by your "Zoofcs,** therefore it pays to "look your
Permit no one to see you looking otherwise: it will injure
best" at all times.
your welfare! Tpon the impression you constantly make rests the failure or
Which is to "be your ultimate destiny?
success of your life.
I

My newest greaily improved Kose-Shaper, "Trados Model 25" T. S. Patnow all ill-shaped noses, without operation. Quickly, safely, comDiseased cases excepted. Model 25 is the latest in
fortably and permanently.
Nose Sbapers and surpasses all my previous Models and other Xose Shaper
Patents by a large margin. It has six adjustable pressure regulators, is made
The inside is
of light polished metal, is firm and fits every nose comfortably.
upholstered with a fine chamois and no metal parts come in contact with the
skin.
Being worn at r.icht it does not interfere with your daily work. Thoufifteen
years
of studying
and
my
unsolicited
testimonials
on
hand,
sands of
and manufacturing Xose Shapers is at your disposal, which guarantees you entire satisfaction and a perfectly shaped nose.
Write ioday for free booklet* zchich tells how ta correct Hi-Shaped Noses icithout cost if not satis/act'
ent, corrects

M. Trilety, Face Specialist,

1826

Ackerman

Bldg., Bingliamton. X.
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Amazing Offer

and companionship when writing of
Meighan doesn't
a screen player.
talk much about himself.
For the

Genuine

DIAMOND
PLATINUM RING
~

s\\!///

Send No Money!
This exquisite Solid
Platinum Ring, set with
a superior blue
white perfect cut
Diamond, sent

FREE

for examination and approval. If entirely
satisfied, upon arrival pay only $10
—balance only $5

month.

a

be

(Can
furnished in

men's setting without extra charge.)

Diamond Book

uijL
1FRFF
Thousands of
other wonderful values

Blue - White

perfect

-

Diamonds, Watches
and Jewelry shown in
our newest 98-page diain

cut

Solid PlatDiamond.
inum mounting carved
and pierced.

SWEET'S Special.

w

*•

Price

mond

book. Send for
a copy to Dept. 503=H.

$65

he is extremely
difficult, very courteous, but reserved.
But once you know him well enough
to catch him off his guard and get
him to talking about his work, you'll
notice that every once in a while the
phrase "my wife" will creep in.
When a highly successful man who
talks with reluctance about himself
interviewer

casual

THE HOUSE OF QUALITY*

occasionally refers with a touch of

pride in his voice to his wife

A

pretty good sign.
his success

whom

girl

—

it's

a

large share of

Meighan attributes to the
he met years ago when

she was known as Frances Ring, the
leading lady to whom he had come

play

to

opposite

in

"The College

Widow."
I have told a good deal
about
Meighan that would never appear if
you were to meet him casually. On
the surface he's just a genial young
Irishman who would rather sit down
with a bunch of good fellows to a

CAPITAL $l,00O,O00.

LW-SWEETNEWINC
YORK

1650-1660 BROADWAY,

Deaf Can Hear
Says Science
New

Invention Aids Thousands

Here's good news for all who suffer from
deafness. The Dictograph Products Corporation announces the perfection of a
remarkable device which has enabled
thousands of deaf persons to hear as well
as ever.
The makers of this wonderful
device say it is too much to expect you to
believe this, so they are going to give you
a chance to try

moments

his

ferent

you

if

see

—

though his
something quite dif-

of leisure

eyes can flash

Whenever

there's occasion.

him

in a picture hurl a

man

bodily through a door, or something
to that effect, you may be pretty sure
that the scene was not "tricked."

Though he's a
Lambs Club, his
means confined

Easy to Play
Easy to Pay

Dan Russo,

making Bruna-

wick Dance
with
j

John McCormack,

Between the Ade and Tarkington

hub any

Buescher
-Ik Instrument without paying one
cent in advance, and try it six days
own home, without obliga^ in yourperfectly
satisfied, pay for it
W tion. If
-

on easy payments to Buit your convenience.

75% of

all

popular phonograph records
Ask for pictures of

are played with Buescher instruments.
the Nation's Record Makers.

Saxophone Book Free

7

tup%micyl BtTmS

in

own

of his

&
in-

BUESCHER
BAND INSTRUMENT
CO.
Makers of Everything
Band and Orchestra Instruments

2457 Buescher Block

he is going to do Rex Beach's
"The Ne'er Do Well," another story
stories

And

struments are almost entirely displaced by Saxophones in
all nationally popular orchestras. Our Free Saxophone Book
tells which Saxophone takes violin, cello and bass parts and
many other things you would like to know. Askior your copy.
Mention the instrument interested in and a complete catalog
will be mailed free.

ELKHART, INDIANA

Sax Invented the Saxophone
Buescher Perfected It
4

is

jj&

/

jn
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—

tremendously

Saxophone

Instrumentalists,

Records

—

He was well acquainted
the singer.
with Ethelbert Nevin, the composer.
He knows Booth Tarkington in the
True- Tone
same way that he knows George
Easiest of all wind instru- Ade, and he went to Tarkington as
ments to play and one of the
most beautiful. You can he did to Ade, and extorted the
learn the scale in an hour's promise of an original story, though
practice and play popular music
4m in a few weeks. You can take Tarkington h?.d play, short story, and
your place in a band within 90
jjllv
\ \ days, if you so desire. Unriv- novel contracts enough to keep him
ailed for home entertainment,
church, lodge or school. In
Wt
busy for three years.
7 big demand for orchestra dance music.

Director of Oriole
Terrace Orchestra
of Detroit, a Symphosium of Superb

Buescher TrueTom! Instruments,

great favorite at the
associates are by no
to members of his
own profession. One of his closest
a man whom he admires
friends

so,

didn't like
if

choosing.
if

it

happens that you

"Our Leading

Citizen," or
in the

you should be disappointed

make in the fuMeighan has no alibi.

ones he's going to
ture.

But

Tommy
if

you do happen- to

the credit should go to
"his severest critic
to

—

pal."

like

them,

Tommy, and
and

his best

offer to

—

—

light the user that the chances of its being

Thousands have
returned are very slight.
already accepted this offer and report most
gratifying results.
There's no longer any
need that you should endure the mental and
physical strain which comes from a constant
effort to hear.
Now you can mingle with your
friends without that feeling of sensitiveness
all
deaf persons suffer. Now you
from which
can take your place in the social and business
world to "which your talents entitle you and
from which your affliction has, in a measure,
excluded vou. Just send your name and address to The Dictograph Products Corporation. 1381 Candler Building, New York, for
descriptive literature and request blank.

/fsLVE

Yau An /dea

Far A Movie 5iar?

WRITE FOR
THE MOVIES—

B igMoney/n It

during

nearly always there

They

home.

obligation.

That humorous twinkle that you
see in his eye on the screen now and
is

at

They send it entirely at their own expense
and risk.
They are making this extraordinary offer well" knowing that the magic of
this little instrument will so amaze and de-

beefsteak or a mutton chop than to
think about books or business.

then

it

send it by prepaid parcel post on a tenday free trial. They do not send it C. 0.
D. they require no deposit there is no

moving picture
wanted by producers

Ideas

for

|

plays

Big prices paid for accepted material
Submit ideas
and

amination

in any form at once for our free exPrevious experience unadvice.

necessary.

We have no course, plan,
This is not a school.
book, system or other instruction matter to sell you.
A strictly bona fide service for those who would
turn their talents into dollars.
An Interesting Booklet

"The Photoplay
Sent

free

in

the Making"

for the

asking.

BRISTOL PHOTOPLAY STUDIOS
Suite 602 E, Bristol Building,

$500

New York, N. Y.

CONTEST

We want a third
verse

song

for our
" Empty

S500 will be paid to the writer of the best one submitted. Send us your name and we shall send you the words
of the song and the rules of this contest. Address Con47th St.,
M. P. Corp., 245
test Editor.

Arms."

World

Dept. 692F,

A

New York,

W.

N. Y.

French Chemist's Triumph!

Peche Bloom

LIQUID
Complexion

Clay

You may now restore complexion beauty easily,

quickly without muss or fuss. New. clean, instantaneous. Apply Peche Bloom Liquid Complexion Clay to face or hands. Dries in 6 seconds; leaves skin white, velvety, beautiful. This
colorle=s liquid produces pleasing results without
muss or trouble— cleans, freshens, rejuvenates
the skin. No grease, no acids. Easily applied,
absolutely harmless. Wonderfully effective for
sallow or muddy complexion, eruptions, etc.
Applied in morning, no cream or powder needed
Used by famous Greenwich \ illage
all day.
beauties.

SEND NO MONEY
Write for standard size bottle, and on arrival
pay postman $2 plus few cents postage. Money
refunded if not satisfactory. Or, send 20 cents
(stamps or two dimes) for Special Proof bottle.

Greenwich Village Laboratories
New York

7-F Christopher St.

W L.DOUGLAS
Advertising Section*

What

Think

the Fans

i

Continued from page 12

treasure each bit of news found in
zines about their favorite.

maga-

how

to pick

Just imagine

thrilling

is

it

up a book and on the first page read
about your favorite, and then to read of
another man, woman, or child who, at
another end of the world, perhaps, also
pays a tribute to their star and expresses
admiration or devotion to him or her.
That is, oh, so gratifying; but do you
realize how some other persons put a
damper on many fans' admiration by

|

cruelly criticizing this or that hero or hero-

ine?

I

Thomas who,

agree with Grace

in a recent Picture- Play, said that "if
you really worship a star, that star is perfect simply wonderful
no faults whatever."
There you are
that girl has
stated facts true facts that cannot be
argued against. I know. I am a fan and
my star is perfect. I feel as though I can

—

j

—

W.

Douglas slices are actually demanded
year after year by more people than
any c Slier shoe in the world
Douglas has been making surpassingly
BECAUSE

—

good, shoes for forty-six years. Tliis experience
of nearly half a century in making shoes suitable fop
Men and Women iu all walks of life should mean something to you when you need shoes and are looking fop
the best shoe values for your money.
til style, quality, material and
DOUGLAS 5noes
* L
workmanship are better than ever before; only by examining them can you appreciate their
superior qualities.

W —

No Matter Where You Live

;

—

myself a true fan because for three
or more years I have praised her and
she has never for a moment ceased to be
perfect in my eyes.
The object of my
praise happens to be Norma Talmadge. I
suppose there are some folks foolish
enough not to think the same as I, but
if so they may as well keep their opinions
to themselves, for no matter what arguments they produce they could have no
effect whatever on me.
It has always
been said "the first love is always the

and Xorma

is

my

shoe dealers can supply you with W. L. Douglas shoes.
If not convenient to call at one of our
stores in the
large cities, ask your shoe dealer for TV. L.Douglas shoes.
Protection against unreasonable profits is guaranteed
by the name and price stamped on the sole of every y
pair before the shoes leave the factory. Refuse substatutes. The prices are the same everywhere,

HO

I

call

best,"

FOR MEN
$5$6$7^8& $ 9 SHOES AND
WOMEN

—

I

j

notfor sale

If

TO
|

in

your vicinity, write for cataio

MERCHANTS

:
If no dealer in your town
handles W. L. Douglas shoes, write today
President
exclusive
rights
to handle this quick
for
W. L. Dcraiias Shoe Co,
selling, quick turn-over line.
194 Spark St. Brcckton.Mass,

in

picture
of the small town girl
because of her poverty,
of her parents.

have seen all the other stars and have
for a time worshiped them all. but in time
I forgot them and returned to Xorma
I

my own

dear Xorma, who is perfect. I
can never forget her no, never
I shall have to sign my name in a fashion that the folks will not suspect.
success, I

An
Xewark, X.

am

A

Ardext Fax.

Rah!

Rah!

my

real

thoughts exactly!
Well, then, come on. altogether
One—two three four
\\ ho are we for?
Just you hark
Hear us bark
\\ e're all for you,
Pauline Starke
Three cheers and a tiger, and a bins:, bang

—

ashamed

picture that will

win

its

way

your

to

heart.

;

Tcm

Forman.

And watch for the First Xational trademark on
It is the sign of the
the screen at your theatre.
ultimate in motion pictures.

Rah!

My

is

Presented bv B. P. Schulberg; Adapted by Hope
Loring from the story by Larry Evans Directed by

name,

As a fan to a fan, I ask you, what do
you think of Pauline Starke"?
What's that?
A clever little actress
who, without publicity, is reaching the top
on her own merit ?

is

and who herself

latest

story
friends

It is

—

J.

P. S.
Please withhold
but state that I am a girl.

best.

& $5.00

Comes a great crisis in which she proves to have
a heart of gold in which she saves her father from
ruin at the hands of scheming rivals, and incidentally wins the love of a wealth}- youth.

—

Wishing you

SHOES
$4.50

her
the American Beauty
WATCH for
the
—one of her very
snubbed by her
who

ft

first love.
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KATHERINE MacDONALD

—

in

"Money, Money, Money"

& 3tx&t national Picture

BOOM

Sergeant John F. Rodgers, get 3-our
let's hear you root for the glo-

army and

rious Gloria

!

I

challenge you

FRANCO
mm DESTROYER

!

Bobble Gibxey.
Norwood, Delaware County, Penn.

The

Five Most Beautiful Screen Stars.

think the title you wrote over the item
by Ella Xiskisher, of Chicago, Illinois,
was well chosen.
I should think that any fan would be
ashamed to criticize all the actresses as
she did. I agree that there are very few
stars who are perfect, but there are at
least more than five that might be called
beautiful. I think that Katherine MacDonald is very beautiful, and not only that,
but well proportioned, and that Alia Xazimova is a very wonderful and very beautiful woman.
How any one can criticize
her is amazing to me. especially after having seen her act her part in ''Salome
with such skill and gracefulness as she
did.
I believe Aenes Avres is anything
I

- '

Franco Hair Destroyer removes hair in 3 minutes from
Guaranteed absolutely
face, neck, underarms, etc.
harmlsss. Franco Hair Destroyer not only removes
hair, but stops its future growth and destroys the
roots. It's different from any on the market.
Send for a bottle today, and watch the hair disappear
We pay the postage. Price S2.00 a bottle. Trial size

\

1

I

!

SI. 00.

S2.00 bottle contains 3

times the trial

I
'

S-snd

size.

money, check or money order.

FRENCH AMERICAN PHARMACOL CO,
Dept. B,
New York
Si.,

1035 Tirfmy

Perftime Your

earn $15 to £59 a week writing si
card 3 in yonr own home. >o canvassing.
pleasant profitable profession easily and qnic
learnt by our new simple graphic block system,
We teach you
Artistic ability not necessary.
how, and supply yo'i with work Distance no
object. Full parti". U its and booklet free.

You can

-

—

—

—

,

WILSON METHODS LIMITED— DEPT. N
64 East Richmond, Toronto. Canada.

City

Bath— Soften Hard Water

Instantly
—

with Bathasweet
It
adds the final touch of dainty luxuricusness to your bath it
Bathasweet imparts
Bathasweet keeps the skin soft and smooth.
refreshes
am! invigorates.
Always keep a can in your
the softness of rain-water and the fragrance of a thousand flowers.
Send
Three sizes: 25c. 50c and St.
At drug and department stores or by mail.
bath room.
The C. S. Welch Co.. Dept. C. G., Xew York City.
10c for miniature can.

Bathe

TR.ADE

HARK REG.

—

;

—

!

!

!
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but plain faced or plain looking. In fact,
I think her very fine looking, and I believe that no one was better fitted to take
the part in "Forbidden Fruit" than she.

Janise McKinney.
SOi Fourth Avenue, Rochester, N. Y.

Corinne

Griffith

may

be pretty, but

I

don't call her beautiful, as her bobbed
hair spoils her.
Now, don't think I am
against bobbed hair, for my own is bobbed,
but I don't think any woman can be beau-

and have bobbed

tiful

hair.

Helen Paul.
Since you were kind enough to publish

my

letter in the

issue, I find that
with letters from

am

many

fans,

Illustrators
«*»&BigMoney

I
feel that I am ready now to name
them. But before doing so I want to give
my viewpoint, to show just why I have
picked these five.
1. A beautiful woman
or girl must be
strikingly handsome, youthful, charming,
tall,
slender, with graceful features, a

beautiful complexion and eyes, a wellshaped nose, cupid lips, and a long, slenHer beauty should be
der, round neck.
given her by nature, not by make-up. If
I

The

never-satisfied cry of the

modern pub-

lishing world is "more trained illustrators."
Today, illustrators with thoroughly developed
both men and women

ability

—

EARN

TO $500.00 A MONTH
AND UPWARD

$200.00

Are you awake to the splendid opportuin this great modern field of enterprize? The publishing world pays big prices
for forceful and appealing illustrations and
artists who can produce them earn extraordinary incomes. The Federal Course is a proven
nities

you like to draw, develop
your talent into a high salaried ability. The
work is fascinating and easy to learn. Results obtained by hundreds of Federal Students are the strongest evidence of the value
of "Federal Training."

result-getter.

If

THE FEDERAL AUTHORS
Over sixty nationally known American Illustrators
have helped build the Federal
Among them are Sid Smith, Neysa
Course.
McMein, Fontaine Fox, Charles Livingston
Bull, Clare Briggs and many others equally
famous. These famous artists have prepared
original lessons and drawings especially for
the Federal Course.
Send for "A Road to Bigger ThingV' Free.
You owe it to yourself to send for this book.
It tells you all about illustrating as a highly
paid and fascinating profession and about
the famous artists who have helped build the
Federal Course.
Send for your copy today.
It's Free. Just write your name and
address in the margin below, send it
to us and start on "A Road To Bigger
Things."

—

were

to

mention Helen Ferguson, or

Starke, I would probably say,
"She may be pretty with her make-up, but
without it she is plain yes, very plain."
2.
woman who is stupid can never
be beautiful.
She must have brains as

Pauline

;

A

She must be refined, also.
She must not be past thirty. Womanly beauty ranks from sixteen up to the
twenties and close to thirty, but never
past.
There is a difference in years, ages,
and time.
There's a difference in old
things and new. There's a time when all
well.
3.

beauty fades. A woman who is pretty is
never beautiful. She is pretty only.
In the many letters I have received already, I have been asked if I am beautiful
and if I am an authority on beauty. The
truth is I am neither one, but I do not
believe in calling any one beautiful in
make-up. If we should go by that standard, then all the world could be made
beautiful. There is nothing that can touch
Although we all know
natural beauty.
that make-up is necessary for the screen,
nevertheless, I haven't given up hopes that
there is natural beauty beneath the grease
paint of those whom I have chosen as

They are as follows:
most beautiful.
Marion Davies 2, Barbara La Marr
I,
;

Madge Bellamy;
Anna Q. Nilsson.

3,

4,

Alice

Terry;

5,

Ella Nikisher.
651

322 Federal School Bldg.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Buy?

'

0100

/\rt Corners'^
»t

.-i

VdgS&No Paste Needed

USetiiem

to mount all kodak
pictures, post cards.clippings in albums

1

supply, drotr and stat'y stores. Accept no substitutes;
there is notbioiT as tCQod- 10c brines full pkr. and samples
Mfg. Co. Dept. 44-Q, 4711 H. Clark St., Chicago

om Cngol

Skin Troubles
Soothed

With Ciiticura
Soap, Ointment, Talcum, 25c. everywhere. Samples
free of Cutlcura Laboratories, I)cpt. 1), Maiden, Mass.

Kenesaw Terrace, Chicago,

111.

I agree most heartily with you when you
say Ella Nikisher is surely hard to please,
in the January edition. I am indeed sorry
for one with such unloving and material
thoughts.
I am a devoted fan for every
one of the leading men and women I
have seen. I cannot think of one of them
that has not inspired me many times with
their beauty of physique and soul, and
made me try the harder to be more loving
and kind to every one. And if at times I
am not pleased with a picture, I know it
is either the fault of myself or it is the
storv, but never the leading lady or leadIdeal Shaw.
ing man.
Arcadia Apartment, Everet Street, Portland, Ore.

you the five actresses that /
consider the most beautiful. First, Betty
Compson, for she is the loveliest actress
I'll

tell

Second, Elsie Ferguson,
so much of my dear
Miss Compson. Third, Mary Pickford,
for her sweet ways. Fourth, Alice Terry,

I've ever seen.

for she reminds

who

me

looks like a lady, and that

is

more

than you can say about some of the plavFifth, Claire Windsor, for she looks
ers.
just as I've always wanted one of my best
friends to look.

D

Street, Charleston,

111.

January

nearly deluged
of whom agree with me. Then
some others do not. Others, again, have
told me that I've kept them guessing, and
still others wanted to know my selection
of the five most beautiful actresses.
I

940

Concerning Daring Costumes.
Last evening at a social gathering I
had the opportunity of hearing what some
of the fans think abbtir'one of the foremost screen stars and one of my greatest
favorites,
to
wit
Mae Murray.
Some one introduced the name of Mae
Murray, and some benighted ignoramus
asked who Mae Murray was, and one of
those present replied:
"Mae Murray is
the little lady who appears in pictures clad
in the very smallest amount of clothing
that will <?et by the censors." Now, while
I
thought the above remark perhaps
slightly exaggerated, I had to admit that
there were some grounds for it.
:

I wonder if Mae Murray and the rest
of the ladies who appear in pictures showing a large amount of bare back and
limbs and hips really think that the majority of the theater-going public enjoy
seeing them thus scantily clad?
If this
is the case, how is it that screen stars

like

Mary Pickford and Mary Minter

the abbreviation of M. M. M.'s name is
the latest fad among her Canadian admirers have never appeared in a single
picture clad in garments with the least
suggestion of immodesty, and yet they
both continue to draw crowded houses.
It is all very well to talk about the female form divine, but there is such a
thing as getting satiated with the sight
of it.

—

Mae Murray is one of the most talented screen stars of to-day and she can
well afford to disdain the admiration of
the very small minority who really enjoy
these daring pictures.
"Not-a-Prude."
Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada.

From
To
girl,

a

High-School

Girl.

begin with, I'm only a high-school
don't expect too much.
so
Any-

—

too, have my likes and dislikes.
So many people have criticized adorable
Miss Swanson. Why do people become
so rash and say such horrid things about
her?
It makes me furious!
They sav
she is merely a fashion manikin and all
she can do worth while is to wear clothes
But I'm here to say, who can wear them

way,

I,

better than she?
Another thing, critics say she can't

What

work

act.

"Male and Female," "Under the Lash?"
Were these
about her

in

not excellent pictures? All I can say is
that I think she is beautiful, a good actress, and I hope she doesn't pay any attention to these foolish people, but will

keep right on making the same sort of
pictures.

Another person I wish to say a word
is none other than the screen's best
lover, Mr. Rudy Valentino
about

You will probably think, "Oh, there's
another one of those crazy girls that has
"
fallen for 'The Sheik.'
I'll
admit I have, but I have a few
knocks for him, too.

—

1. I didn't like his outfits in "The Conquering: Power."
if I
2. His hair is too "greased-up"
may use that expression.
I'm finished with what I have to
say. Some time I'll write again, and when

—

Now

I

do

I'll

be more dignified,

ahem

A High-School
St. Louis,

Mo.

Continued on page 106

Girl.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Agents and Help Wanted
IN BUSINESS, furnishing
everything
men and women §30 to §100
weekly operating our "Specialty Candy Fac;

Booklet free.
W. Hillyer
Ragsdale. Drawer 29, East Orange, N: J.

BECOME

GOVT RAILWAY MAIL CLERKS

start
expenses paid.
Specimen ex§133 month
amination questions free. Columbus Institute,
B-3, Columbus, Ohio.
;

MONEY AND FAST

BIG

initials

SALES.

Every

You

for his auto.

charge 81.50, make §1.35.
Ten orders daily
Write for particulars and free sameasy.
ples.
American Monogram Co.. Dept. 170,
East Orange. N. J.

detectives

from mill

—for

men, women, children.

;

17 to 55.
Experience unnecesmake secret investigations, reSalaries expenses. American Foreign
Detective Agency, 114, St. Louis.

Travel

;

;

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Travel.
Excellent opportunity.
Experience unnecessary.
Particulars free.
Write, American
Detective System, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.

BE A DETECTIVE.

"How

§60-§200 a Week Gold Letters for Store
Windows. Easilv applied. Free Samples. GenMetallic Letter Co., 431T North
eral Agents.

EARN

up

Monthly,

§400

to

living

—

—

BECOME a Laboratory Expert. Study
Microbiology, Bacteriology. Interesting, profitable.
Urinalysis Ouffit free.
Write for
Free prospectus. Physicians & Surgeons College of Microbiology, Room 973, 2246 Burling
Street. Chicago.
Farm Lands

LAND OPPORTUNITY

MEN,
Clerks.

18
—§133

Become Railway Mail
to 35.
month. Particulars free. Write.

Franklin Institute.

D ept.

to §10.00 daily

taking orders for "Super" and "Junior" FyrFyter Extinguishers! on our new Sales Plan.
Commissions paid daily cash. Every one who
owns anything that will catch fire is a live
prospect. Homes, farms, auto-owners, schools,
Sell on
churches, factories, all need them.
Sales limited only by calls you can
sight.
ritorv

Fyr-Fyter

tive."

Dayto n.

Co.,

1287 Fyr-Fyter Bldg..

O.

AGENTS—
—
Auto

SI 5
Biff

a dav — Easy, quick Sales
weekly bonus— §1.50 pre-

Simply show

mium Free to everv customer.
our Beautiful. 7 piece. Solid Aluminum HanAppeals instantly. We dedle Cutlerv Set.
Pav daily. New Era Mfg.
liver and collect.
Co., 803 Madison St.. Dept. 91A. Chicago.

HANDKERCHIEFS— "Kwality"

line.

Stand-

Bedrock factory prices to agent.
Get into solid dependable business. Turnover
Company. 18H East 17th. New York.
ard grades.

SELL us vour spare time. You can earn
Fifteen to Fiftv dollars weekly writinff showPleasant
No canvassing.
cards at home.
profitable profession, easily, quickly learned
bv our simnl.^ ffraphic block system. Artistic
We instruct you and
ability unnecessary
supply work. Wilson Methods. Limited. Dept.
22. Toronto. Canada.
Automobiles

AUTOMOBILE OWNERS,

—Female

Help Wanted

—

:

Ind.

Help

EARN

§110 to §250 monthly, expenses
Railway Traffic Inspector. Position
guaranteed after 3 months' spare time study
paid, as

monev refunded.

Excellent opportunities.
Write fo'r Free Booklet CM-28. Stand, Business Training Inst., Buffalo, N. Y.
or

Patents and Lawyers

INVENTORS

desiring

secure

to

patents

should write for our guidebook "How To Get
Your Patent." Send sketch or description for
Ranour opinion of its patentable nature.
dolph & Co., Dept. 412, Washington. D. C.

O.), France.

Scientific

Booklet

Short Stories and Photoplays

Absolutely Free.
Just address
Authors' Press, Dept. 89. Auburn. X. Y.

WRITE News Items and Short Stories for
pay in spare time. Copyright Book and plans
Press Reporting Syndicate (406), St.
free.
Louis. Mo.
WRITE PHOTOPLAYS: §25 §300 paid
any one for suitable ideas.
Experience unnecessary
complete outline Free.
Producers
League, 439 St. Louis.

—

WRITERS

PATENTS. Write for Record of Invention
Send model or
Blank and free guide book.
sketch and description for free opinion of its
references.
Highest
patentable
nature.
Prompt Attention. Reasonable Terms. Victor
J. Evans & Co. 767 Ninth, Washington. D. C.

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED.
Adam

Write
ented or unpatented.
Mfg. Co., 223, St. Louis. Mo.

PatFisher

PATENTS SECURED. Submit sketch or
model of your invention for examination.
Write for Record of Invention blank and
valuable book. Free.
J. L. Jackson & Co.,
Ouray Building. Washington. D. C.
423

Beginners. Plot Chart and details free.
vard Company, 560, San Francisco.

BIG MONEY in writing photoplays, stories,
poems, songs.
Send today for Free copy
America's leading writer's magazine, full of
helpful advice on writing and selling.
Writer's Digest, 605 Butler Building, Cincinnati.

HAVE YOU written a Play or Motion Picture Scenario? Let us show you Where and
How to sell it. Get quick results. Send ten
cents stamps to cover postage for free bookTurninff Your Work Into
let "Makinff Monev
:

Profit."
Street.

Wilson Collison,

New York

Inc..

101 West 52nd

Citv.

Songs, Poems, Etc.

STAMPS FREE

—Variety
—

Packet

Wanted

to

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We
music.
Our Chief of Staff wrote
Submit your song-poem
big song-hits.
us at once.
New York Melody Corp.,
402 Fitzgerald Bldg., New York.

compose

many
to

If you write
§500.00 PRIZE CONTEST.
the best third verse for our song "Empty
will receive §500. Send your name
and we' shall send you free the contest rules

Arms" you

World Corp.. 245
and words of this sons.
W. 47th St., Dept. 673D. New York.

WRITE A SONG
do

any subject, you can
words todav I will compose

Send

it.

—

:

the music. Frank Radner. 604S Prairie Ave.,
Dept. 626. Chicago.

your song verses
Submit Mss at once or write New
Louis.
Mo.
Era Music Co., 104 St.

HAVE

vou song poems?

Foreign

Buy

for Old Gold. Platinum. Silver. Diamonds. Liberty Bonds. War. Thrift. Unused
Postage Stamps. False Teeth. Masrneto Points.
Cash
Jobs, "any valuables.
Mail in today.
sent, return mail. Goods returned in ten days
Ohio Smelting Co.,
if you're not satisfied.
302 Hippodrome Bldg.. Cleveland. Ohio.

I

have wonderful

Ray Hibbeler, D102. 4040 Dickproposition.
ens Av.. Chicago.
Vaudeville

GET ON THE STAGE. I tell you how
Send stamp for instructive Stage Book and
K. La Delle, Box 557. Los

particulars.
Ancelr-s.

C.il.

CASH

(

Har-

for cash.

ada.

Enzlish books sold at exceptional
Samples for 50 cents. §l.f>0. §3.00.
Miss Louise Constantin. 1 Rue CelinaSeine L France.
Dubois. Montrouge

Poems. Plays, etc., are
Literary Bureau, 175,

POEMS WANTED— Sell

Coins and Stamps

,

RARE

Stories.

!

wanted for publication.
Hannibal, Mo.

Highest references. Rates reaPromptness assured.
Best results.
Watson E. Coleman, Patent

Gray
Stamps with Catalogs 2c postage.
Stamp Company. Station E2. Toronto, Can-

prices.
§5.00.

per-

free.

Business Opportunities

Books

scientific

FREE to writers — a wonderful little book
of money-making hints, suggestions, ideas
the A B C of successful Story and Movie

Lawyer, 624 F Street, Washington. D. C.

S125 to §2.000 will establish you in cash
business.
Free information. Dept. 113. Paul
Kaye. 149 Broadway, N. Y.

Problems by

sonal analysis. A Self-revealing psychological
chart and foundation principles in personal
development for 10c.
Thomson-Heywood,
Dept. A, Chronicle Bldg., San Francisco.

PATENTS.
sonable.

garagemen. me-

today

&

;

§2 TO §500 EACH Paid for hundreds of
Keep all odd or old money, it may be
Coins.
Send 10 Cents for Illustrated
verv valuable.
Coin Value Book. 4x6. We pay Cash. Clarke
Coin Company. Avenue 54. LeRoy. N. Y.

send

(S.

PHOTOPLAYS FOR CALIFORNIA PRODUCERS also stories for publication. To

Wanted— Male

for free copy of this
It contains helpful, instrucmonth's issue.
information on overhauling, ignition
tive
troubles, wiring, carburetors, storage batterSend
Over 120 pages, illustrated.
ies, etc.
Automobile Digest, 530
for free copy today.
Butler Bldg!. Cincinnati.
chanics,

ART PHOTOS, Studies beauty of the Nature, post cards and large sizes.
Great collection
samples, splendid,
for
§3.00.
§1.00.
Editions
§5.00
d'Art,
Neuilly-Plaisance

:

§6 §18 a dozen decorating pillow tops at
home, experience unnecessary particulars for
Tapestry Paint Co., 110, LaGrange,
stamp.

—

Write today for exclusive tera dav.
and free booklet "Building a Permanent Income as a Fyr-Fyter Representa-

make

!

'.

ing, Chicago.

N2. Rochester. N. Y.

AGENTS WANTED— §4.00

Try it
Money back if dissatisGive birthdate.
Address C. Daniels,
Flatbush Station, Box 32. Brooklyn, N. Y.
complete.

writing.

§10 to §50 down
starts you on 20. 40 or 80 acres near thriving city in lower Michigan, balance long time.
Investigate.
Write for free illustrated bookSwigart Land
let giving full information.
Company, X-1265 First National Bank Build-

HOUSEWIVES BUY

Harper's Invention on
New business. No competition. Tensight.
of ten indispensable
combination
is
Use Set
household necessities. §7.50 to §30.00 daily,
Harper
trial
offer.
for
Free
Write
easv.
Brush Work s. 126 A Street. Fairfield. Iowa.

year

fied.

SOLVE Your

Educational

ex-

Splendid opporpenses paid, in Hotel work.
many
tunities for trained men and women
we can fill.
have
more
than
We
openings.
80.000' hotel positions to be filled the comWe train you at home. Send for
ing year.
Standard Business Training
booklet
free
Inst., 211 Carlton Court. Buffalo. N. Y.

full

ble

good pay, travel. Write C. T. Ludwig, 436
Westover Building, Kansas City. Mo.

Chicago.

Clark,

covering

Includes an extensive reading, valuadaily guide, large pictorial chart, and
special forecasts for each month.
Scientific,

50c.

Excellent opportunity,

Every

Prices that win.
Free
guaranteed.
George
to Start" tells the story.
Clows Company, Desk 66, Philadelphia. Pa.

Free

Personal

YOUR HOROSCOPE

;

MEN — Age

sary.
ports.

§25 to §50 a Week representing
Famous Philadelphia Hosiery, direct

pair

book

big

:

:

MAKE
Clows'

wages

opportunities everywhere
experience unnecessary
write Wasner, 1S6 East 79th, New York.

tories" anywhere.

owner buys gold

Wanted

Detectives

WE START YOU

Invalid Furniture

ROLLING CHAIRS.

Carrying Chairs. Bed

Travs. Back Rests, et cetera.
illustrates

35th

St..

—
New

describes.

York.

Cataloff

"N

Sargent Co., 13S East

—
:
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What

Think

the Fans

Continued from page 104

Another Player Writes to Us.
For some time I have been an ardent
reader of this department, for it takes up
a_ vitally important subject, the likes and
dislikes of that all-important public who
stars.
Recently I made

much of a row, I must admit that I
Thomas Meighan very much, but his
tures have been blah ever since the
acle Man"
how about it?

—

That's

debut from the legitimate to the silent
stage with a new company that is starting
in St. Louis
the Mid-West Productions

—

—and

Pay Nothing
An

amazing new offer— wear

this

GENUINE

DIA-

MOND for a week at our expense — absolutely no risk
to you— deposit nothing— READ EVERY WORD OF
THIS OFFER:

Send No Money
Pay No C.O.D.
Mail the Free Trial Coupon

surely getting pointers from
Fans Think." It was the letter
from Miss Helen Ferguson that gave me
the courage to write, and I think if a few
more of the stars and near stars were to
contribute a little word now and then it
would bring them closer to the hearts of
their fans, and they, in their turn, would
not be so ready to hold thumbs down on
them when they begin to fall.
Pelham Bourbon.
5324 North Union Boulevard, St. Louis,

—

the coupon below
do not enclose a penny
will send you on approval at our expense your
choice of these diamond rings.
The ring illustrated above
is the most beautiful hand engraved solid gold ladies'
ring you ever saw. set with a fine, large genuine bluewhite diamond.
Pay noth-

Just send

and we

ing

when

ly

accept

wear

it

expense.
cide.
ring,

it

Merering
and

arrives.

the

for a week, at our
After a week de-

you return the
that ends the matter.
If

You have risked nothing.
But if you keep the ring,
send us only $3.75 a month
until you have paid the
amazingly
low
price
of
$38.75 for this regular. $50
value.
The ring is an
elaborate pierced model in
solid 14K green cold with
hand engraved white gold

Men's extra massive 14K
solid

gold

fluted

ring

with 18K hand cut white

with extra
fine perfectly cut bluewhite genuine diamond.
Extra Big Value.
Now
A striking new modtop.
a month.
S3.8.75— $3.75
el.
The diamond is a
Send no money. Pay no
beauty extra brilliant, blue
C. 0. D.
A week's trial
white, perfectly cut a reabsolutely FREE.
Mail
markably big value.
coupon now.
Just mail the coupon below.
Be sure to enclose finger
si2e.
SEND NO
pay nothing on arrival.

—

gold

top

set

—

MONEY—

Harold Lachman Co.

8&^3c5£s

Send me absolutely free and prepaid, for a week's trial,
the genuine diamond ring checked below.
I am to pay
nothing when it arrives. After one week I will either
return the ring by registered mail and that ends the
matter, or I will send you $3.75 each month until
$38.75 has been paid.
Title remains with you until
fully

paid.

I

ENCLOSE MY FINGER

Q Ladies' Ring No. A4350

Address

SIZE.

Q Men's Ring No.

A4460

Missouri.

Some Pointed

cheers for Grayce
Her letter was truth from "beginning to end. She said that what appeals to one fan may not necessarily appeal to another.
So I am going to make
a little list of my own concerning my
favorite actors.
Those who had not appealed to me I don't mention. Just as G.
H. says, "No use hurting their feelings."
The real actors of the screen: Wallace
Reid, Ralph Graves, John Barrymore,
Lewis Stone, James Kirkwood.
There
are others whom I recognize as good actors but who just don't happen to appeal

me. What makes me sick is to have
Wallace Reid make pictures like "Double
Speed," "Excuse My Dust," et cetera.
Then he makes a picture like "Peter Ibbetson" and proves that, aside from being the best-looking man on the screen,
he is also an actor and an artist. He lets
a flock of critics sit on him and goes back
to the "speed" affairs.

By

WRITE JOKES
work.

right have the amateur critics to take the laurels from the
star and hand them to somebody with a
minor part ? Now, every one should have
credit for his or her work, but in the
W. R. pictures that have been produced
in the last few months some one else
has had the credit.
In "The Dictator"

Promising

By
new

ideas, simply written.
Complicated continuity writing thing of the past.
Noted

Wilson

author of
Broadway's successes "Up In Mabel's
Room," "Girl In The Limousine," and
"Getting Gertie's Garter," has prepared
new, simplified method.
Inexperienced
writers succeed.
Not a correspondence
course.
Costs only few dollars.
All in
one easy, plain lesson. Write now for free
booklet, "Photoplay Writing Simplified."
Gives you wonderful results.
Address
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Collison,

WILSON COLLISON, Inc.
West 52nd Street, New York

and

Ramon

:

Navarro—per-

haps.

Turn Spare Time Into Money!

playwright,

acts

—

Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio

Great demand for

He

Ralph Graves?

is

save "Dream Street," and now he
is
playing second fiddle to a string of
"has-beens."
My favorite character actors are:
Theodore Roberts without a peer on the
screen— and George Fawcett.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF HUMOR

Write Photoplays.

Walter Long, in "The Ghost
it
was Walter Hiers, and so

forth.

Where

A

414 Park

was

tries to

Our

sales department pays from $1 to $5
for jokes, epigrams and stories.
short course of three
lessons
teaches you how to write them.
One joke alone often pays for the
course. Humorists earn big" pay.
Get into a field that is not yet
crowded. Write for information.
Office B,

what

the way,

Breaker"

Covyrioht 192S, Harold Lachman Co.

fascinating

!

to

it

Occupation

Easy,

Personal Opinions.

loud

long,

_

.

Age

the

Three
Haynes

the way, I'd like to see

Roy

of T.

Now

some more

Barnes.

for the ladies

— simply wonderful
course — Leatrice Joy,
Lila Lee —
was surprised

Dean

Priscilla

Mary Pickford— of

Lois Wilson,
I
at the heights she rose to in "Blood and
Sand."
Character
Sylvia
Ashton,
Edythe
:

Chapman.
Comedians

—

not necessarily
least
I think I agree with every one here
Charles Chaplin, Harold Lloyd, Buster
Keaton.
Now remember, these are just my humble opinions, and so please don't write

—

back and

call

I've left out.

City

By

Leslie G. Mayer.
1502 South

last

but

me names and
It isn't

tell

necessary

me who

—/

know.

the way, in case this will start too

Hobart

Street,

Los Angeles,

Cal.

Let's

am

I

"What

"Mir-

for this time.

all

make and break

my

like
pic-

Be More Tolerant.
January "What

reading your

In

—

the

Fans Think" a most fascinating department, by the way I was struck by an

—

was rather new to me.
It seemed to me that nearly all the fans'
letters were dominated by a certain personal feeling toward the personal char-

idea that

acteristics of the various stars, rather than
a realization of those stars' respective act-

ing abilities.

An

example of what I mean could be
from R. L.'s comparison of
Meighan and Valentino. He places the

taken

"natural,

sincere,"

et

cetera,

of

acting

Meighan far above the sensational
making of the young idol, Valentino.

love-

(In

justification to the latter, I suggest that
R. L. see "The Four Horsemen" or "Blood

and Sand.")
However, what I'm trying to get at is
this
We certainly want individuality
:

among our

we require it of
stage drama, and every other
Certainly we feel the lack of it in
art.
our screen stories, the greatest fault of
which is the tendency toward standardization, which all critics deplore.
would be bored stiff if all our actors
were dressed in the baggy clothes of
Chaplin, or if they all affected the spectacles and carefree manner of Harold
Lloyd. And, I ask you, what would the
movies be worth if every actress went in
for the bizarre, exotic things which the
Swanson wears so well, or if all our feminine pulchritude was expressed in the foreign, snaky- terms of Nita Naldi?
have a place in our current literature for the tragic but human little stories of Fannie Hurst, for the sincere portraits of American youth by Tarkington,
for the humorous Cape Cod tales of Joe
Lincoln, and for the poems of Amy Lowell, Carl Sandburg, Edgar A. Guest, and
so on. Why, then, can't each fan realize
that there is a definite need for such conour

stars, just as

fiction,

We

We

as Valentino and Meighan, Reid
and Ray, Chaplin and Lloyd, and for such
opposite personalities as La Negri and
Gish,
Swanson and Pickford,
Lillian
Norma Talmadge and Corinne Griffith
not to mention the kidlets Barry, Peggy,
and Jackie Coogan ? They're all good
all real stars, and with all the many- other

trasts

shining lights each has his or her individual appeal.
So let's all get rid of this single-track
system of star worship. No matter how
great our personal antagonism for a star
or her for
is,
let's try to tolerate him
And just because
our neighbor's sake.
you adore Valentino, O mighty flapper,
don't chuck your old and worthy friends.

—

—

J.

B.

—

Hughes.

35 Charlotte Street, Falls River, Mass.

Picture Pulse of New Zealand."
have had "Broken Blossoms" showing recently in New Zealand, and this
much-looked-forward-to picture proved

"The

We

disappointing to the majority of the Dominion's fans. I viewed it at one of Wellington's leading theaters, and there was
At its conclua miserable attendance.
sion one lady exclaimed in a loud voice,
ell
That's the most awful picture

"W

!

Advertising Section
I've ever seen!"
that really because

107

She didn't mean just
was beautifully acted

it

—

and produced although the production
was not up to Griffith's standard as he
has led us to expect it What the lady
meant, I am sure, was that "Broken Blossoms' " awfulness lay in its sordidly depressing story.
Xew Zealanders are essentially of the light, and the}- turn to
the cheeriness.of life as a flower turns to
the sun.
To dance and sing upon every
available occasion is an inborn blessed
trait with them, perhaps due to theirs being a new land of brilliant sunshine and
plenty.
who come from the Old
World have more gloom in our composition, a streak of morbidity which doubtless is a heritage drawn from generations
To us
travail
through history.
of
"Broken Blossoms" is like a plaintive tune
well played upon a violin, and we said.
"It makes us sad but we love it."

Science Proves

Which Method

We

Best

electric needle, writes

"About two years ago, I discontinued the
use of the electric needle because it was
not a satisfactory process, and I found
that the electric stimulation helped,
rather than retarded the growth of
Superfluous hair.
"Since then I have almost despaired of
finding a satisfactory process, one on
which I would -be willing to stake my
reputation as a hair specialist on, until
I had the pleasure of using ZIP.

"The Four Horsemen of the Apocahas had a successful run here, but
it didn't grip the people and carry them
away as did "Way Down East"' or "Over
the Hill.'" It must be that the great pubhe loves a simple, homely story when it
is well put on.
I asked quite a few fans,
and they agreed with me that "The Four
Horsemen" was a little jerky and disconnected One no sooner became interested in a situation than one was switched
lypse'"

"My tests proved that Zip not only lifts
the hair roots and shafts gently from the
skin, but also devitalizes the follicle: thus
destroying the elements which produce
the hair. You are no doubt aware that
ordinary depilatories simply remove surface hair, leaving the life-producing
elements imbedded in the skin, thus
strengthening their growth. ZIP however, not only removes the surface hairs,
but removes the cause as well."

—

ZIP is

original
a scientifically prepared
antiseptic compound; it cannot stick to
the skin; it is harmless, painless, and it
effectively destroys the growth

We

just began to sit up
and take notice at Julio kissing the sugar
cube e'er placing it in his beauteous lady's
cup when off we went to another scene.
just began to warm up for a broad
laugh at the German soldiers, dressed up
in female lingerie and posing at the head
of the stairs as classical dancers, when
zip ! it went again.
The fans notice that
few producers realize the pull of holding:
good ilon to an appealing situation.
lustration of this appeared in "Way Down
the
East" at the dance in the barn.
audience laughed at the professor's efforts to master the dance, and the n^ore
he whirled in dazed happiness, the more
the folks laughed. Griffith held that moment whereas a less clever producer
would have shown us only a flash of it.
It is genius in a director to know the
high lights of his pictures and to hold
off elsewhere.

Is

Dr. Rudolph Mertin, noted dermatolodiscarding cream, powder
gist, after
and liquid depilatories as well as the

on the

under-

face, arms,

arms and bod
GUARANTEED!

We

Avoid imit

•n
i

I

A

How

There Are Three Types

of Superfluous riser

for FREE EOOK "Beauty's Greatest
Secret" which explains your type ard in which leading stars tell
to be beantifol. When in New Ycrk don't negi^crto call at
my Salon to have FREE Personal Demonstration.

Which type have von? Write

ati o n

wh

c

i

s

h

stick to
and

the skin

are not effectiv

y

For Sale at All Good
Stores or by Mail

562

bow

Berthe

/p.

^*

Cream guaranteed not

Ave.,

971

Fifth

Ave.

New York

nd me"Beauty'9
Greatest Secret" tellingabout ZIP. also a FREE sample
of your Massagre and Cleansing

hair.

Specialist
Dept. 971, 562 Fifth

^>

Maerame
Dept.

iPlease Print Your

to grow
Name).

Name

CEnt. 46th St.)

Address

creations

N -v

oc

YCP

-'

City and State

-

_

them.

"The Sheik" has been running weeks
and weeks in Sydney. Australia, and has
set up the world's record run.
I can safely say that Griffith and Cecil

^

Mille are Xew Zealand's favorite pro"Saturday Night" was a treat,
ducers.
the humor was fine, and altogether it

De

"A Wonderful Beautifier
None Just As Good
Use It-You Wi

could not have been improved. \\ e now
await "Orphans of the Storm" and "The
Old Nest" and many are asking: where

Alma Rubens and Montagu Love

We

—

eras.

White. Pink or

Cream, 50c

Xew

—

riLCIIl OC

>

115 Ksgstoa SL,

Boston,

VUi

Dept. B-14I5

Kearlj One-Fourth Ceniory

French Perfu^rrs. Dept.

Same

Chicago,

III.

Lucstirn

fit

\MAKE MONEY
IP
AT HOME
ne of your future
or hes band — how
many children yon
how long yon
—
lire— bow mueh
money you wi hare-— Love?---Hate? — Enewi_fe

will

will

;

ll

"

»?— etc. "MYSTO

WONDER"— amz -irz
:

myBterions instrument, will answer

all

questions. Wonderful entertain**
LMrecoon and Question Booklet:
—BOOK
DXEAY.
with every "Mysto Wonder," in-lndrog
-

r

.

also s

1

160 Riddiford Street, Wellington,
Zealand.

It tells the whole story—beautifully illustrates sensational
bargains and explains credit plan that rlaces them within
easy reach. Why waitlonger? Write for catalog today surei
1/1 CIki SL
122 West Madison Street
f\

Bos.
BEN. LEVY CO.

have written asking me about New Zealand and the movies perhaps this will in
some way answer them all. Yours faith-

Mrs. Cleo. Neall.

—

WRITE FOR CATALOG

Send 10c for
a Sample

my

fully,

l

box at druggists
or by mail.

This is the third time I have written
in a comparatively short while, and you
will soon call me "The Picture Pulse of
first letter
Zealand." but since
in your columns so many American fans

New

Why wait longer when a few
cents a day places this fiery brilgenuine bine white, perfect
cut diamond on your finger. No
risk, no delay. Satisfaction guarRegular $60.00 value,
anteed.
onr price, §47. 75.— Reduced prices.
Klein smashes prices on great million-dollar stock of diamonds, watchi
and jewelry saves yoa one-third and
trusts vou for what yon want.
liant,

Refuse Subslitutes
They may be danger

are.

miss the tatter's virile, manly performances.
Annette Kellermann is going ahead
with her motion-picture studio at Nelson,
and Annette should make some wonderful pictures.
The scenery here offers
great variety, and nature will be a rare
Also, the brilliant sunshine
acquisition.
and clarity of air and water are of the
finest in the world
so experts say.

^

rACEfrOWDER

Special

FREE plan

to

mate money

SEND NC MONEY---Jiist your rame
Pay postman on arrival only

9fec

MYSTO WONDER

JL33 Liberty

Make

1 to 2 dollars an hour At Home In Yonr Spare
Time.
We guarantee to make you a Show Card
Writer by our "New Simple Method." No Can-

vassing or Soliciting.

CO.,

S treet, Dept. 455, New York Ciiy

Outfit Free.

We

THE DETROIT SHOW CARD SCHOOL

yonr spare time.
and address.

in

plus postage.

Working

your work and pay you cash each week no
matter where you live.
Illustrated Booklet and Terms Free.
sell

Canadian
23

Office

Land Security Building
Toronto, Onr.

United States Office
223 Dinan Building
Detroit, Slich.

$ $ $ $ $ $
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How

About Learning

Movies Are

Made.
I notice in the Observer of December
Picture-Play a request for opinions on
articles like Helen Christine Bennett's in
November issue and Edwin Schallert's in

October issue.
I enjoyed Mrs. Bennett's article so much
I immediately wrote to her and received

Secrets

A

Presented by C. C. Burr

A Whitman

Bennett

PRODUCTION

of Paris

modernized version o£
famous "Mysteries of Paris". Adapted by Dorothy
Farnum. Directed by Kenneth
Webb. Elsa Lopez, Art Director.
brilliant,

Eugene

Sue's

—

I
am writing this letter to say that I
disagree altogether with Mrs. Bennett. I
think that if a person knows the different
tricks that the directors use in those thrill
scenes, the scenes will lose their thrill.
Once I read in the paper that one of our
stars had gone to Europe to film a cer-

A keen-eyed, two-fisted, up-to-theminute king wanders incognito into
Paris and bets his throne against
the love of a charming little waif.
Don't miss it.

tain

Films,

N«

xladys Hulftte

Inc.

BURR, P,a

c. c.

133-1 35-137

Y.

was not filmed

Montagu Love

it

Dol&re;, Casslnelli

about

J.

On my way home from

I went to see it.
I
thought it wonderful

W.-Wth St.

York. N.

picture.

school the next day I saw this actor, and
he and some men were discussing certain
scenes.
When that picture was released

MASTODON
Cast
Cody

the loveliest letter in reply.
It seems to me that the people who
would want all the mechanical methods
of getting unusual effects kept under lock
and key and never revealed to the public
are narrow-minded and possibly selfish.
The motion-picture industry touches the
lives of almost every one.
It is the one
sure topic of conversation when one can
find nothing else in common with the other
person.
Then why shouldn't we be allowed to become well informed about it?
Don't we all like to go "behind the scenes"
in a big manufacturing plant and see how
things are made? Each one of us is interested in the inside workings of other
professions than our own.
I would love to go into the studios and
see just how it's all done.
I just envy
every one of the fortunates who have the
opportunity of viewing it from the inside.
Surely one can enjoy the plot, admire the
acting, appreciate mentally the physical
workings of the picture without having his
illusions shattered!
I may be a little narrow-minded myself,
but I really can't understand why any normally intelligent person wouldn't feel the
same as I do. As for me, I say thanks
to Picture-Play for having Mrs. Bennett,
Mr. Schallert, and others give us, through
their articles, a peep into a land we'd all
of us like to visit whether we admit it
or not.
Vivi E. Simmons.
815 Sixth Street, Alexandria, La.

tricks,

but

in
it's

know
if

I would have
had not known

Europe.
the

same

This

is

not

principle.

Berna Goode.

Barney Sherrv

Hollywood,

Walter James
William Collier,
Rose Coghian
Effie Shannon
Harry Sothern

Calif.

The average person who reads

a fan
seeking for information on
the motion-picture industry.
What appears to be mysterious in the screen productions not only serves to increase their
interest in the screen, but it also estab-

magazine

60%f/Mar
Buy
Diamonds Here
Will

ThiaS/i—l/lS Ct. perfectly cut diamond
a snappy, blazfOR solitaire, at £42.65 amon_
bargains in our lists. See the many big amazing values some as low as £60.00 per
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lishes a desire to know how these effects
are produced. And so the reader goes to
the motion-picture magazine hoping to
learn. If he is satisfied with the explanation given and feels that he has really
learned something on the subject, his inotherterest in the magazine continues
wise he proclaims the literature too light
and selects some other magazine.
I have spent a day with Mr. Ingram's

—

company on location, and through it I
came to realize, as I had not before, the
work the actors really do.
I watched Lila Lee buying a pair of
stockings.
Evidently from her purchases
she

is

not extravagant.

have seen Gloria Swanson with her
baby daughter.
She is like any other
young mother absolutely unconscious of
herself and very proud of her baby.
I bumped into Wallace Reid's car and
I

—

i

m
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bent the rear fender. He only assured me
not to worry as he carried accident insurance.
I -was

just read Ernest Graydon's letter,
has simply made me boil.
From the first time I feasted my eyes
on her I have known that she could act.
However, after reading about five hundred of these articles, I began to think I
was alone in my stand. So I began asking others in all stages and occupations
of life what they thought of her. Every
one said that she was one of her favorites
that Mary Pickford, Marion Davies,
and Xorma Talmadge were the three best
actresses on the screen and that Miss Davies was, by all odds, the most beautiful.

and

by Harold
and I will tell you a
secret.
The only photograph of a woman
he had in his rooms was one of Mrs. Sidney Drew.
I sat beside Theodore Roberts at a matinee, and when he laughed he shook the
whole row.
I sat in the press box at an opening performance, and the young man who was
covering the play for a local newspaper
nudged me each time a celebrity came into
the theater and I described her gown and

Lloyd

royally

entertained

at his studio,

:

After this landslide I watched Miss
Davies' work more closely, and I've come
to the conclusion that her acting is far too
natural for the reviewers, who are evidently filled up on acting that is very' obThomas Carmody.
viously acting.

but not least, I traveled halfthe continent with Rodolph
He had the section opposite
me, and if it had not been for his wonderful hands I never would have noticed him.
His hands are very shapely, white like a
surgeon's, but so sane looking. They are
the true indication of his character.
Nothing but poor pictures can dampen
my enthusiasm for the motion-picture inlast,

way

across
Valentino.

New

Bronx,

York.

W hy does every one pick on poor
Marion Davies? I read that she liked to
be criticized, but some have gone too far.
Now I ask every one, who can surpass
her as she appeared in "When Knighthood Was in Flower?" Some one said
she tried to imitate Norma Talmadge and
Lillian.
She couldn't her acting is entirely different, and I think with such

Grace Murphy Hulst.
1419 Second Avenue, East, Cedar Rap-

dustry.

—

ids, la.

Players

Who

Represent High

plays

Standards.

As

a close observer of the silent drama,
particularly of the work of Mr.
Thomas Meighan, I cannot refrain from
writing a few words of praise of this
actor's work in "Manslaughter."
The
place he holds in the hearts of the public
has been won by his finished portrayals

deserves

the stars were suffering from "colcon."
I want to say a word in defense
of the ones who haven't the disease. Here
are some of them
Alice Calhoun, May
McAvoy, Agnes Ayres. Jack Holt, Jack
Gilbert, Tony Moreno, the Gishes, DougMacLean, Elsie Ferguson, Harold
las
:

Lloyd, Constance Binney, and Dick Barthelmess.

Who
with

Box

I hope Mr. Meighan continues his good
work and meets with great success no

I

Appreciation of Leah Baird.
Being a constant reader of your publication, I was delighted to find in the latest
issue a picture and small mention of Leah
Baird, under the heading "Who's the
Bernhardt of the Movies?"

of mine, possessing, as she does, that rare
combination of beauty and brains, and a
sweetness that makes her "real" to her
admirers. She has ability that makes her
capable of doing big, worth-while things
like Lois Weber, and I know of no one
better equipped for Bernhardt interpretations on the screen than this gifted actress.

some not-very-tavorable comment on
Marion Davies Marion Davies, who is
one of my favorites, and ever shall be!

—

has always puzzled me to notice that
practically every one of these adverse
It

criticisms

was penned by some

"critic."

January

Send for

B.'s

issue.

—

A

—

She is indeed that I agree but to place
Corinne Griffith second to Miss Frederick
To me Miss Griffith is artiis wrong.
ficial and her array of clothes is not of
the Fifth Avenue or Boulevard type.
Time and again she has copied Mae MurThe copying is most
ray and others.
There is nothing original
noticeable.
about Miss Griffith. Then G. B. goes on
to say that Alice Calhoun can't touch Miss
I can't imagine any.
Griffith in acting.
sane person making such a statement.
They also mention May McAvoy as bemg

this

-

wish to protest against some of G.

screen.

charming artist?
She has always been a great favorite

Even time I pick up a paper or a magazine that deals with the movies, I read

Alice Calhoun Admirer.

They claim that Pauline Jbrederick is
one of the truhy great actresses of the

An

Marion's Admirers Come to the
Rescue.

knocking them?

B. T. Vail Morfokd.
Warwick, N. Y.

letter in the

Cit".

159th

435,

From an

;

success could be too great for your sincere reader,
John P. Sheridex, M. D.

West

going to stand in defense along
for these stars, and who is going

is

me

to persist in

tract.

MlXNIE ZuMAXN".
Street, New York City.

I

all

:

we hear more about

it.

in

hope so. She
Votene Albright.
far.

Here's a Challenge!

perament, without which some stars seem
to think they cannot reach the proper
heights.
Neither do they deem it necessary to change their wife or husband with
each raise in salary and change of con-

don't

go

In the January issue of Picture-Play
there was an article in "What the Fans
Think" by K. M. Chauvin, who said that

You cannot imhis fine appearance.
agine him as a man immoral in his private life. Like Eugene O'Brien and Miss
Xorma Talmadge. he appears to me to
stand for the highest standards, both on
the screen and off.
These players do
not seem to suffer from that saddest of
all ailments among artistic people
tem-

Why

will

Dallas, Texas.

and

New York

"When Knighthood Was

as

Flower" she

and

461

I

it

;

wrap for him.

And
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inferior.

That's also really impossible.

admit that Miss Calhoun has had
some very, very poor stories, but has not
her beauty, charm, and wonderful gift
as an actress upheld her weakest "vehicles?
Has G. B. seer, her beautiful portrayal of
Lady Babbie in "The Little Minister?"
Or, more recentlv, her marvelous versaIn the
tility in "The Little Wild Cat?"

117 E. 4th St., Cincinnati —329 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago
120 W. 42ndSL, New York— 250 Stockton St. , Sin Francaco

I will

.

te^inCblors

she outshines many of the "oldtimers" in the business. Miss Calhoun is
far superior to Miss Griffith in acting,
beauty, and poise. She is truly one of the
most reallv beautiful girls on the screen.
If the Yitagraph Company would only
give her a good story" once in a while

Send me your new

catalog,

which

illustrates

and

describes every known musical instrument, many
of them shown in full colors, all at lowest factory

Also tell me how I may have any instrument on a week's trial in my own home at your
expense and without obligation, and may pay for
it on your special easy payment plan.
prices.

ZVaine

latter

Address

L

(Stole

t
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What

on earth is wrong with that company, anyway? Can't they see they have
one of the finest bets ever in Miss Calhoun, a talented girl without a doubt?
Oh, can't all you Alice Calhoun fans imagine what a revelation she'd be were
she with Famous Players
They, I am
sure, could supply her with the good stories she deserves.
I like Agnes Ayres, too, and the Misses
Griffith or Stewart are not any better than
!

Ainslee's

she.

Miss Ayres

is \-er3-

charming on

the

screen.

To me, Miss Calhoun

far above them
of her pictures,
and no matter how poor they were she
made them interesting. That's why I say
again she is a real big bet, for how hard
it must be on a star to uphold such poor
stories
she has been doing it, though.
She makes a wonderfully sweet, natural
appeal to real folks, She's on a line with
Pickford,
Gish,
and Barthelmess real
honest-to-goodness folks.
That's what
they are. It indeed is a real treat to watch
them.
H. \Y. Browne.
28 Hawthorne Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
all.

have watched

I

is

Th

—

An

Magazine

Ideal

Movie Theater.

agree, to an extent, with Joy O'Hara.
I saw "The Birth of a Xation'' in. a Boston theater, with much extra elaboration,
I

it.
Then I saw it again four
or five years later here in Newport, a
country town, and enjoyed it, too, though
it was somewhat scratched in appearance,
and gave evidence of having been censored.
"A good screen and comfortable
seats on good elevation," to quote J. O'H.,
a drama with a two-reel comedy good,
clean
comedy or a feature comedydrama with a news reel or, occasionally, a six or seven-reel "special"— a capable and sympathetic pianist, and a moderate admission price
oh, and I hasten
to add, an audience which does not crunch
its peanuts violently, crack its gum, read

and enjoyed

That

—

—

Entertains

—

—

the

titles,

expose the action

five

The

Issued on the
Una.

minutes

20c
PER COPY

—

Betty Burtt.
Xorth Newport, N. H.
Praise for Pola.

Why

that people never praise Pola
it doesn't take but one
picture to show7 people how much talent
she has. I notice one fan remarked that

Negri

is it

Surely

?

Pola Negri had had comparatively few
poor pictures, but I think she should have
According to my
said "good" instead.
estimation, the only two pictures that she
had that were worth while were "Passion" and "Gypsy Blood." She does more
acting in one scene than the American
actresses do in five reels. I know that the
German pictures never show an actress to
be as pretty as she really is, but Pola
Negri has been beautiful even in them.
To me she is far better looking and has
much more personality than any of our
Mrs. H. A. Wier.
actresses.
Gholson Hotel, Ranger, Tex.

A

If,

Perplexing Question.
so often stated, Mr. Griffith is
responsible for the wonderful act-

as

really

is

ing of the people

who have

appeared

why

hasn't he

made Carol

his

pictures,

Dempster act?
I
for one am convinced
for the

work

in

that the credit

of Lillian Gish belongs to

Sidney Barnard.

Lillian Gish.

Petaluma, Calif.

Picture Oracle

— Maurice

At that time it was a
10,
1915.
I
weekly and cost five cents a copy.
doubt if you could secure any pictures of

("Lefty") Flynn has a
the Tentmaker" with Guy
Bates Post, and also plays opposite Mary

April

Miles Minter in "Drums of Destiny."
Yes, Lefty is a college man he was one
of the heroes of the Yale football team.

Norma Talmadge taken at the time she
Didn't you see Malstarted film work.
colm Oettinger's interview with Norma,
called "Beauty and the Bean," in the
If
April, 1922, issue of Picture- Play?
not, you can get a copy of this number
by sending twenty cents in stamps to the
Circulation Department, Street & Smith

"Omar

:

month

—

Continued from page 94

role in

15th of each

—

all

;

44

ahead, weep audibly with the tearful old
or laugh aloud or snicker at her
or whistle off-key the tune the orchestra is rendering, or tell what John said to
Mabel last night in tones for the whole
section to hear this would be my idea of
a popular picture house for the real picture fans.
Let the cities have their picture palaces,
with all the trimmings and fancy prices,
but keep some places for those, like
myself, who cannot afford to pay three or
four or more times the amount necessary
if we were seeing only the picture.

mother

J. L.— At last I am able to tell you that
Joseph Schildkraut will make another picture.
It is reported that he will appear
in "The Dance of Life," which Eve UnThis will be his first
sell will produce.
appearance since "Orphans of the Storm"
and only his second experience before
the camera.
Joseph's father, Rudolph
Schildkraut, who is also a well-known
stage actor, will have a role in this pro-

duction, too.

— — Thanks

for your nice

don't

why you had

F. A. B. S.
letter; though

25.
I

see

for a rainy day before writing
great manv persons seem to write
me on rainy days. The first issue of
Picture-Play Magazine was published

me.

wait

A

Corporation,

York

79

Seventh

Avenue,

New

The

picture in the advertisement you inclosed is not that of Norma
Talmadge, nor any other screen actress
Let's hear from you
that I know of.
again.
City.

Hi There.

—

A. B. C. You certainly can't make a
scenario out of a published novel and
Your having worked
sell it to a producer.
out the film scenario would not alter the
fact that the plot belongs to the author.
Before a producer starts filming a story,
or even putting it into continuity form,
he must first purchase the motion-picture
He can then,
rights from the author.
as a general rule, make any changes that
he thinks necessary in the story after the
screen rights pass into his hands.

to

_

—"The

Young Rajah"

is

the

picture that Rodolph Valentino
made. At present writing he is. not working.
He lost his suit against Famous
No
Players but is appealing the case.
matter how it is settled, there probably
will be quite a delay between the release
of "The Young Rajah" and his next picture, as he has not even started producForrest Stanley js the actor
tion on it.
you refer to in Marion Davies' pictures.
Forrest has the leading role in_"The Pride
of Palomar," which Cosmopolitan is making.
His address is in this issue, at the
end of The Oracle.
.
latest

Dorts M.

— All

right, Doris, if I

hear of

any fans wishing to join a Doris May
Correspondence Club I'll tell them about
vours.

111
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Yes, the Talmadges are back
J. T.
from Europe and working on new productions. "Within the Law'" will be Xorma's
Pompadour" will
next, and "Madame
serve -as a vehicle for Constance. You'll
be glad to hear that your favorite actor,
Jack Mulhall, will have the leading ma.role opposite Norma in "Within the Law."
I can't say when Xorma will make "The
Garden of Allah" perhaps after this present production.

—

—

Alice. So you like those little sketches
of the players'
careers?
I'm glad.
Here's one of your favorite actor, Harold Lloyd. Harold was born in Nebraska
in April, 1893, and educated in Omaha,
Denver, and San Diego. Harold was one
of those boys who gave amateur stage
performances in his back yard. He went
on the stage when twelve years old and
In
played in stock and in road shows.
1914 he did his first work before the camera, and has been playing steadily in pictures ever since.
He w as the original
Lonesome Luke in that series of comedies this characterization was later taken
by his brother. Gaylord, who resembles him greatly.
Harold has been making his comedies under the supervision of
Hal Roach ever since he started, and releasing through Pathe. They made onereelers at first, then two-reelers, a couple
of four-reelers, and with "Grandma's
Boy'' graduated into the regular featurecomedy class. Xow- Harold will probably
stick to the feature length. "Doctor Jack"
and "Safety Last" are his latest productions, the latter being one of those hair_

;

Harold is five feet nine,
weighs one hundred and fifty pounds, has
Mack hair and blue eyes. He has never
raising thrillers.

been married, but has been reported engaged at various times to Bebe Daniels
and Mildred Davis, both of whom were
his former leading ladies.
By the way,
Jobyna Ralston will take the place opposite Harold from which Mildred has just
been graduated.

—

Joy. Yes, it is true that Corinne Griffith
has finally left Yitagraph. She has been
with that company for five years.
Corinne's ftrst picture for another company
will be "Within the Law," the Robert W.
Chambers novel which Selznick is filming.
Elliott Dexter and Conway Tearle wr ill
After
share Corinne's melting glances.
this production it is expected that Miss
Griffith will have a company of her own.

—

T. H. Harrison Ford seems to be joining the order of commuting actors. He

made
last

several pictures in California, the
of which was "Yanity Fair," with

Mabel

Ballin,

and

at

present writing is
playing opposite

back in Xew York
Marion Davies in "Little Old Xew York"
He might be in Europe by the time you
read this, but his permanent mailing address is given at the end of The Oracle.
You can surely reach him there.

Hopeful Writer.

—

I

would suggest

that

you send for our booklet called "GuideThis gives
posts for Scenario Writers."
manj- valuable hints on writing for the
screen, and, w~hat I think is very helpful,
a model synopsis showing just how a
story should be submitted to a producer
and about how long it should run. I
would advise >ou not to take screen writing too seriously as a means of livelihood,
but to go into it in the spirit of adventure.
You know, the chance for the amateur to
sell a screen story now is very slight, and

growing more

Producers seem
to be concentrating on the well-known
professional writers, who do originals, and
on published w orks. While the market
is not exactly closed against the amateur,
a story by an unknown writer has to be
awfully good before it can interest producers nowadavs.
it

is

r

so.

—

Lily F. Thanks so much for the title
of that Louise Huff picture, "The Isle of
Destiny," which Robert R. was so anxious to know.
You must have a good
memory to recognize it from the slight
(Take notice, Robdescription you had.
There was
ert R., and thank the lady J
a fine interview with Monte Blue by

What Kind of A
Man
Aye YOU
!

—

old in
You.
young
or
your teens or in your sixties.
Can you face life cheerfully,
day by day with the pen
and power to keep going

and to rise to better things?
are you held down with
consciousness of
your
the
physical and mental weaknesses and deficiencies.

Or

Helen Klumph in the April, 1922, issue
of Picture-Play, and you can get a copy

—

by sending twenty cents to the Circulation
Department, Street & Smith Corporation,
79 Seventh Avenue, Xew York City.

mistakes so
Ycu
made
has every man. But the real
rises above his mistakes

man

and uses past errors as stepping stones to a happy successful future.
So can you.
You dcn't have to drag out
a miserable existence weak,
run-down failing
burdened
with Catarrh. Constipation.

—

don't
Miss Curiosity. Why, no.
I
think that Milton Sills looks very much
like William S. Hart, except for that heman look of resolution both have sometimes.
Mr. Sills was born in Chicago,
Illinois, and was educated at the UniverHe is a regular highsity of Chicago.
brow, and was intended for a professorship in philosophy or something equally
awing, but decided to be an actor instead.
He is
His birthday is January tenth.
married to Gladys Wynne and is one of
the familied men of Hollywood, having

— —
—
Indigestion. Dyspepsia. Biliousness — wretched with Nerv-

—

Peggy W. Why do you call me "Jazz ?"
Such a salutation does not befit any one
so dignified as an oracle. Can't you have
a little respect for my position, Peggy?
terrible
right in

It's

way

the

I

am

mistreated,

my own

department. Ah, well,
day by day in every way I am growing
more used to it, Blanche Sweet's first
picture since her return

is

"Quincy Adams

Sawyer," in which John Bowers plays the
Blanche is extitle role opposite her.
pected to make a picture with her new
husband, Marshall Xeilan, soon. I'd go
far to see that picture, wouldn't you?

—

Alice. Read "Your Chance As a Screen
Actor," Alice, and then decide whether it
would be wise for you to "pull up stakes"
and rush out to Hollywood. You know,
for every person out there who does get
in there are hundreds wandering around
disheartened, wondering where they're going to get the money for their return fare
home, or else just working at anything in
order to make ends meet This booklet
costs twenty-five cents, and you can get a
copy by sending to the Subscription Department, Street & Smith Corporation, 79

Xew York

Seventh Avenue,

City.

—

Troubles,

numerous other results of bad habits and excesses (See consultation coupon). You can be strong, vigorous, magnetic— a real man
in the fullest sense of the
word.

Let

me show you how

You Can Come Back
You can rebuild and revitalize every fiber of your
being and fill your life with
the joyousness of its purpose.
Xo drugs, dope, oils or other
piffle.
Just Nature's Laws
her kindly ways under personal guidance and you have
the safe, sure, perfect way to
Health.
Strength.
Physical

— —

two children. Mr. Sills you don't call
him Milton, somehow is six feet tall, and
has light hair and gray eyes. I enjoyed
your letter and I hope you'll write again.

Prostate

ousness.
and the

cTRfiMr cn pt
The Perfect Man
ecstasy.
You can

talitv tuat

save

mate

eTery

bream

yourself with

STRONGFORTISM
The Modern Science of Health Promotion

Strongfortism creates in its followers, a new outlook on life a new inspiration for higher thing*
a desire to live, to have a happy home, to rear
a family, to love and be loved.
Strongfortism aids
Nature in banishing the ailments and weaknesses
that destroy hope and happiness.
It builds selfconfidence,
self-respect,
determination and courage.
It gives a man leadership
it wins him salary and success, reputation and renown.
It enables him to attract others, to win admiration and
love and to te the one preferred socially and in
the business world.

—

—

Restore Your Body and Brain
Just because you made that mistake in your life
don't let it drag you down.
Ton have the latent
power with you to rise above your indiscretions
and be a man. I personally guarantee your success with Strongfortism. no matter what your ail-

ments are, or what caused them and irrespective
of your age.
occupation or surroundings.
Write to me in full confidence as you would to
a brother and let me help you.
My way is exclusively my own and I succeed because I realize
that every person is different and each pupil must
have personal attention in accordance with .his
individual needs.

Send for

My Famous Book— It's

—Free

There is a liberal education in my book "Promotion and Conservation of Health, Strength and
Mental Energy."
It will tell you in clear, understandable language just what's wrong with you mentally and physically and how you can make yourself over into
a 100
specimen of vigor,' vital
magnetic Manhood.
It's
absolutely free.
Just
mark the subjects on the free consultation coupon
(Write other subjects on extra line) on which
you want special confidential information and send
with a 10c piece (one dime) to help pay postage,
etc., I'll do the rest.
Send for my book Riant

Dodo. Xo. Mildred Davis and Marion
Davies are not the same, nor are they reMildred has been appearing with
lated.
Harold Lloyd in all his recent comedies
and will now be starred. Marion is a

LIONEL STRONGFORT
Physical and Health Specialist

Cosmopolitan star and plays in "Y\ hen

Dept. 98,

Knighthood

Was

They are
in Flower."
have blue eyes, but Mil-

both blond and
dred is only five feet tall and weighs one
hundred pounds, while MariorL is five feet
four and a half and weighs one hundred
and twenty-three pounds.

Now.

—

"A

For Millions" William
"The Fighting Trail,"
"Wolfville," "The Tenderfoot," "Vengeance and the Woman," and "The Last
Man." Carol Holloway played with him
in "The Fighting Trail," "The Tenderfoot," and "Yengeance and the Woman."
fore

Duncan

Iaw.

Fight

made

—Yiola Dana's next production will

In this Yiola
be "Xoise in Xewboro."
has no less than three popular leading
men at her command. David Butler, Allan
Forrest,

and Malcolm MacGregor.

Founded

1S95,

Newark, New Jersey

Free Consult a Hon Coupon
Mr. Lionel Strongfort, Dept. 9S. Xewark. X. J.
Please send me your book, "Promotion and Conservation of Health, Strength and Mental Energy." for
postage on which I enclose a 10c. piece (one dime).
I have marked (X) before the subject in which I am
interested.
.

Richard Barthelmess and Mildred
Davis Forever. Thanks for your good
wishes. I received them in time to make
my holidays that much more pleasant. I
hope you had a happy time yourself. Be-

—
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.Vital
.

Despondency
Shoulders

.

Occupation

Street
City

.

.Gastritis

.

Xame
Age

.Weaknesses
Falling Hair

..Weak Eyes

State.
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Nip.
Why are Mae Murray's close-ups
always blurred? I suppose because Mae
and her director prefer them that way.
This soft-focus effect on close-ups is being used quite a lot by directors now, but
as a general rule it is only employed here
and there through the picture, when the
director wishes a particularly soft and
artistic effect.
Usually scenes are photographed so that they come out sharply
and clearly on the screen, but there are
sorts of camera contrivances for securing special effects, such as the hazy
close-up, or even long shot, the canvaslike
filter which gives the scene the appearance of a painting, and other ingenious
methods for dressing up the picture.
all

The Waterproof Rouge
Orange-colored, lasts all day
IT is because Pert Rouge changes

—

—

T. J. "Rupert of Hentzau" is being
produced by the Selznick Company. This
story is the work of Anthony Hope, who
wrote "The Prisoner of Zenda," of which

touches your skin
the
bright orange blending to a lovely
pink
that it is so natural looking.
color as

it

—

Moreover,

a cream rouge, and
therefore prevents the enlargement of
is

it

the sequel.
Most of the principal
characters^ represented in the Ingram production will also appear in this story, but
the parts will be acted by different players.
Elaine Hammerstein will play Flavia,
which Alice Terry portrayed in
"Zenda," Bert Lytell has the Rudolph Rassendyll
characterization
which
Lewis
Stone presented Lew Cody will play the
title role of Rupert, and Hobart Bosworth
and Marjorie Daw also will have parts in
the production.
it

the pores.

Pert lasts all day or evening; only cold
cream or soap and water will remove
it.
75c a jar.
At drug and department stores.
Send a dime for a generous sample.
And for another dime, you will receive a sample of Winx, the Liquid
Lashluz, for darkening the lashes

and making them appear

heavier.

Makers of Winx, the
Liquid Lashlux
81 Grand Street
New York

Clifford
role of the
slaughter."

A New Perfume
YOU
newest

be delighted to hear of the
creation of the Rieger laborafor nearly a half century

will

tories,

known

makers of the choicest perfumes that can

The new odor

be produced.

is

Honolulu Bouquet
Lovers of good perfume are charmed with
fragrance, an exquisitely indescribable
mingling of the rarest odors. It is unlike
anything you have ever seen before.
Perfume $1 .00 per oz. Toilet water. 4 oz $1 .00.
Talcum, 25c. At druggists or dept. stores.
Send 25c (silver or stamps) for generous trial
bottle. Made by the originator of—
ItMM MM) NOWTItl»

its

.

-.-

a^E * TOUXT-'wATEl*

-

fioWerljTOPS
known everywhere as the mosi precious
erfume in the world. Send $1.00 for Souvenir Box of
S" ve 25c bottles— 5 different odors.
125 First St., San Francisco

H.

—Jack

Mower

played the

motor policeman in "ManJack isn't a newcomer to the

screen; he has been in pictures for nine
years, 'but it is only in recent months that
he seems to have come to the attention of
a lot of fans.
You are slightly twisted
Betty Bouton was not the name of a
character in "No Trespassing;" that was
the actress' real name, and the name of
the character she played was Nellie Dean.

—

O. F. There are several husbands and
wives who work together in the capacity
of star-and-director, and who are apparently

making

a success of

Of

it.

course,

such a combination depends on the individuals for its failure or success if every
married couple in the movies tried to carry
their partnership into working on the

—

same

pictures,

we would

see

some weird

things on the screen. However, there are
the Ballins, Mabel and Hugo, who are
partners in everything then there is Mae
Murray and her husband, Robert Leonard, who directs all her pictures
Miriam
Cooper and her husband, Raoul Walsh,
who, whenever possible, uses Miriam in
his productions; Shirley Mason and' her
director-husband, Bernard Dunning; and
Dorothy Phillips, who usually stars in the
productions of her husband, Allen Holu-

—

—

bar.

DIAMONDS
WATCHES
\G9??rCR§2lT
Genuine Diamonds

GUARANTEED
Our Diamonds are

distinctive

in

your FREE EXAMINATION, on
Charge Account

*2~

Oth
$150,

fiery

brilliancy, blue white,
perfect cut. Sent prepaid for

s\at $100. Credit terms

Send for Catalog

$200

There ore over 2,000

illustrations

Diamonds. Watches, Wrist
Watches, Pearls., Mesh Ba^s, Silverware, etc.
Catalog explains everything.
Our Immense buying power enables us
PRICES to
make lower prices than small concerns. We invite com imrie ns. You will be convinced that you can
do better with LOFTIS. ..loney back if not fully satisfiedof

Marie.

— Bebe

Daniels at present is in
working on "Glimpses
of the Moon," from the novel bv Edith

New York

City,

WE MAKE NO PROMISES
Excepting

We will

read your scenario or plot and give you
an honest opinion and criticism. Our charges
are one dollar for two reels or less and two dollars for a five-reel scenario.

KINEMA SCENARIO DEPT.
Los Angeles,
231 Byrne Bids.
"Not a School."

Cal.

BARGAIN

,

YOU
ARE

car; si

LIBERTY BONDS ACCEPTED
THE OLD RELIABLE CREDIT JEWELERS
DEPT L-927
lOOto 108 N. State St., Chicago, HI,
Stores

In

Leading Cities

SELF-CONSCIOUS?

Embarrassed in company, lacking in self-control? Let
tell you how you can overcome these troubles.
K. VERITAS, 1400 Broadway, New York City

me

is

to

thrilled.

New
She

—^Baby

Peggy

three years old.
Yes,
she is a regular star in fact, the world's
youngest and plays in two-reel Century
comedies. Did you read that story about
her by Emma Lindsay-Squier in the December, 1922, issue? If you want a copy
of this number you can get it by sending twenty cents in stamps to the Circulation Department, Street & Smith Corporation, 79 Seventh Avenue, New York

—

is

is

Montgomery.

—

City.

Addresses of Players
Asked for by readers whose letters are
answered by The Oracle this month:
Bebe Daniels, Nita Naldi, Elsie Ferguson, Alice Brady, care of Paramount Pictures,
485 Fifth Avenue. New York City.
Helene Chadwick,
Richard bis,
Claire
Windsor. Mae Busch, Colleen Moore, and
Lucille Ricksen at the Goldwyn
Studios,
Culver City, California.
Percy Marmont, John Barrvmore, and Walter McGrail at the Lambs Club. 130 West
Forty-fourth Street, New York City.
Lillian and Dorothy Gish, Richard Barthelmess, and John S. Robertson, care of
Inspiration Pictures, 565 Fifth Avenue, New
York City.
Elaine Hammerstein, Lew Cody. Corinne
Griffith,
Norma and Constance Talmadge,
Conway Teavle, Jack Mulhall. Owen Moore,
Jackie Coogan, Dorothy Phillips, Guy Bates
Post, Bert Lytell and Niles Welch at the
United Studios, Hollywood, California.
Kenneth Harlan. Marie Prevost, and Monte
Blue at Warner Brothers' Studios. Sunset &
Bronson. Hollywood, California.
Thomas Meighan, Gloria Swanson. Agnes
Ayres. Pola Negri. Milton Sills, Elliott Dexter. Pauline Garon, Lois Wilson. Jacqueline
Logan. Raymond Hatton, Leatrice Joy, Betty
Compson, May McAvoy, J. Warren Kerrigan.
Lila Lee, Wallace Reid, Theodore Roberts,
Theodore Kosloff, Jack Holt, Walter Hiers,
Conrad Nagel, and Julia Faye at the Lasky
Studios. Vine Street, Hollywood, California.
Also Cecil De Mille and William, Boyd.
Harrison Ford, care of Secretary. Menifee
Harvard Boulevard,
I. Johnstone, 206 North
Los Angeles, California.
Barbara La Marr, Billie Dove. Viola Dana,
Allan Forrest. Mae Murray. Clara Kimball
Young, Lon Chancy, and Malcolm MacGregor
at the Metro Studios, Hollywood, California.
Marguerite De La Motte, Madge Bellamy,
and Maurice Tourneur at the Ince Studios,
Culver Citv. California.
D. W. Griffith, Mae Marsh, and Carol
Dempster at the Griffith Studios. Orienta
Point. Maniaroneek, New York.
Priscilla
Dean, Virginia Valli. Reginald
Denny, Carl Laemmle, Herbert Rawlinson,
Louise Lorraine, Baby Peggy. Maude George,
Mary Philbin, Norman Kerry, Gladys Walton,
Mabel Julienne Scott. Richard Talmadge, Art
Acord, and Hoot Gibson at the Universal
Studios, Universal City. California.
Miriam Cooper, James Rennie. Dorothy
Mackaill, care of First National Exhibitors'
Circuit, 6 West Forty-eighth Street, New

York City.
Mildred June. Mabel Normand. Phyllis
Haver. Kathryn McGuire, and Ben Turpin at

Mack Sennett

Studios,

Edendale,

Cali-

fornia.

Win Hearts

bros

Enid.

Her family name

the

Diamonds^

I0FTIS
m &

first visit

expects to stay here long enough to make
at least one more picture, so she probably
won't get the letter you sent her at the
California studio for some time.
If you
are terribly anxious, you might write her
care of the Paramount New York office,
address of which is given at the end of
The Oracle. In "Glimpses of the Moon"
David Powell is leading man and Bebe
will share the feminine influence with
Nita Naldi.
Alan "Dwan, who directed
"Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood," has
the megaphone, which, added to the story
and the cast, promises interesting things
for this production.

;

ROSS COMPANY

as

is

Wharton. This is Bebe's
York, and of course she

RINGS
§£°£| WEDDING
SEND NO MONEY —
I^KGOLD-^S.

want. A,

B or C.

Just choose the rim? yon
Send your name, address and

finger size. Yourring will come by return mail.
(A) Oval, artistically engraved with Bridal
Blossoms.(C)— Heavy Plain Narrow Yellow Gold

—

English Oval Ring. <B>-Handeome. Square, Engraved Bridal Wreath design. Newest and most
fashionable Rings. If you order rin*rs A or B
you can have your choice of Yellow Cold or the
latest White Platinum finish. Unconditional 20Year Guarantee. Pay postman 52.49 on arrival.
Money back if not satisfied. Act Quick! Only
limited

number

at this special price.

ROE & ELDER

332 Plymouth Court

Dept.

201

Chicago

Mae

Allison and Robert Ellis, care of Associated
Exhibitors.
West Forty-fifth
35
Street,

New York

Alice Terry,
vorro. care of

City.

Rex Ingram, and Ramon NaMetro Pictures Corporation,

Building, New Y'ork City.
Marion Davies and Alma Rubens at International Studios. Second Avenue and One

Loew Theater

Hundred and Twenty-seventh Street. New
York City.
Vera Steadman. Bobbie Vernon, George
Stewart. Dorothy Devore, and Neil Burns at
Christie Studios. 6101 Sunset Boulevard. Hollywood, California.
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"A mora
— the
The

lamp

perfect

League's

public

first

offering

DESIGXED

for the League,
collaboration, by three talented artists,

by "commercial" efforts to
produce a "popular seller" aiming only
to produce a perfect lamp, in perfect
unfettered

—

—

design and unrestricted as to cost.
If
you searched the Fifth Avenue shops, the
jewelers and galleries, you might find a
lamp as beautiful, and as pure in design

—

as this at $15 or $20 (not a high price
for an artist's design when only a few
copies are sold to share the high fee for
designing). But because the League can
reach at once its members in all parts of
£ the United States, and can receive
$,*&
many orders for replicas of this
or
design quickly the designing fee
P er l am P ' s compara*
tively small
and the
entire cost of the lamp, to

—

$20

$0.50

members,
That

is

is

3

only

but one of the

many advantages

of being a member.

rHEthe

is an excellent example of
principle on which the League
works; of the success of its plan (which
Art experts thought impossible) ; and
of the low prices and high values made
possible by united, and prompt, action

among

offer

its

members.

(See Coupon)

sIf the facts set forth here appeal to something in your own thoughts and instincts, as to
(we do not of course expect that it
the beauty and individuality of your own environment
you are invited to become a member of the League.
The League usually writes to its members direct, but as it must complete its plan for the
AURORA Lamp within the next few days it has decided to communicate with its members
and prospective members among the readers of this magazine by means of an advertisement.
A prompt reply is requested.
will appeal to every reader),

—

—

erly designed holder on the shade permits its
instant adjustment to any angle.
perfectly designed lamp, remember, is in
reality three objects of beauty and artistic
satisfaction
the first when it is viewed by
daylight or other light than its own
the
second an entirely different effect, when it
is lighted and viewed
near at hand
the
third, when its artfully moulded mass of
glowing light is seen at a distance.

A

:

;

:

EXTEND

the membership of the League to a few suitable members in each community, we offer "Aurora" at the same price as earlier
members paid. But orders at this price should reach us almost at once before a definite limit is placed on the number that can be made this season.

TO

—

choice of two color-schemes
brass bound
Brown tone
or Ivorv White with Golden Yellow Shade.
The inside of the shade has old rose reflecting surface, casting a light which is comfortable to the eye and giving an indefinable
touch of cheerfulness to everything within its

you can have any true conception
BEFORE
of its subtle charm, its exquisite artistry,
the purity of

its
its

design and

its

a
You can
—
rich Statuary Bronze with
Parchment shade of a Neutral

have

quality of

harmonizing with
surroundings and never
wearying the eye •'Aurora'' must be seen and
used in your own home.
No illustrations or printed description can
do it justice. That is why the League sends
it on approval
(read the coupon).

The lisht coming through it is "carved"
cut by Grecian lines in an effect equally
charming whether viewed at a distance or

ravs.

;

or"

Pictures and words cannot tell it
Aurora stands 16 inches high, with shade

10%

near at hand.

inches in diameter.
The base and cap
are cast in solid Medallium and the shaft is
of seamless brass.

is

;

perfection.
From the top of its shade to its base, the
"Aurora" Lamp forms a perfect picture of artistic unity and beauty.
The "grace line"
from its cap. down the gently swelling shaft,
outward to the edge of its base and over to
the tiny feet which lift it slightly above the
table, with the glow of its own light underneath its own base is a never-fading delight
to any lover of beauty
a ripple, a wave, a
suggestion of upward buoyant movement, attained only by that genius which is "infinite
pains."

— —
:

.

equipped only for electricity it
has a push-button socket, six feet of insulated
cord, and two-piece attachment plug. A clev-

"Aurora"

"Aurora's" exquisite grace-lines

The artists designing it are dealing nqt
only with material substances they are carving and moulding Light itself. No other form
of art offers the artist such possibilities of
new triumphs or gives such a challenge to his
genius, his patience, and his will to achieve

:

We
DECORATIVE ARTS LEAGUE
17o Fifth Ave.,

>ew York

City

COUPON

PICTURE-PLAY

No

"Aurora" Lamp

Tlease send me. at the League Members' special
I am a reader of PICTURE-PLAT.
•
pr ice an exact replica of the "Aurora" Lamp, and I will pay the postman ->3.o0 plus
you
If not satisfactory, I can return the lamp within five days of receipt and
the postage, when delivered.
are to refund my money in full.
Bronze)
or
desired
(.Ivory
State finish
distinctly
Tou may enter mv name as a Corresponding Member of the Decorative Arts League, it being obligation
understood that such Membership is to cost me nothing, either now or later and is to entail no for borne
new things
of any kind.
It simply registers me as one interested in hearing of really artistic
decorations.

Signed

Address

it

can
itself.

speak for
reproduce

it.

We make no
We

itself

So we send the
attempt to "sell"

simply let it speak
to you, in the ordinary sense.
for itself, in your own home.
If it does not please you we do not want you to keep
it

ADDDfWAT
AllRUVAL.

let

illustration

it.

We

take

it

back immediately.

If you can decide and send at once you can have one
of these beautiful lamps for S3. 50.
But we do not know how many replicas of the "Aurora" Lamp will be asked for: we do not know for how
many there will be material available when wanted: we
do not know how soon the price must be increased.

We have to know quickly
Wo must make the decision in the next few days.
We ask only that you will help us in our plans, by
sending ycur reply at once.

—

Advertising Section

5|^and3 Small Rugf to Match-2
All Four
only

Less than the

PriceofOne
The price

of

the famous Congoleum Gold Seal Art Rug
is just as well known, absolutely as standard, as sugar,
salt or flour used to be.

Go anywhere,

look everywhere, in

stores, catalogs, magazines and newspapers
and once more refresh your memory of the actual
universal standard price of a full size Gold Seal Congoleum Art Rug.

Here we bring you not one rug

alone, but four

—

four for less than the regular price of one. A full room
size, 9 foot x 12 foot, Congoleum Rug and three small companion
Congoleum Rugs to match, each small rug 18 x 36 inches.

and

And

all

that's not all!

No

matter

who you

are, or

where you live

—regardless of your circumstances— we'll send all four rugs immediately,

without waiting, red tape or bother, for just a dollar pinned to coupon.
30 Days Free Trial. We'll send all f our rugs on trial for 30 days.
We want you and urge you to put them down on the floor and use them for
a whole month free of expense and .without promise or obligation of any kind.
Less work. Congoleum floors mean less worry

—

We

absolutely guarantee that if you
would rather return the rugs after making
this kind of a trial, just say so and send
them back. We will refund to you every
solitary penny of transportation charges,
both going and coming. We 11 refund your
dollar and we'll make this complete refund
in cash without asking you for any sort
of an explanation.

Pay Little by Little
Take a Full Year

—

Still there's another advantage
an advantage that ought to place these Congoleum
Rugs in every American home. In spite of the

Mail Postcard for

—

Book of 10,000 Bargains
This Congoleum Rug bargain is just a sample
of the ten thousand other bargains in our great big
furniture book.
postcard will bring it to you free for
the asking. It shows everything for the home. It is
probably the largest book of the kind published.
great many things are shown in their actual colors.
You may furnish your home from it completely and at
saving prices, on long credit, from cellar to garret.

A

A

ALWAYS A YEAR TO PAY

When we

mail you our free bargain book,
credit account in advance. You never
need to ask for credit. It's the way we sell everything.
And we always loan articles free for a whole month
before you need to decide.
So, no matter where you buy furniture and
house furnishings now, we would like you to have our
book for comparison anyway. Look everywhere else
first, if you please, but also give us the opportunity to
show you our wonderful display.

we open your

A FEW DEPARTMENTS
Clocks

Wood Beds
Furniture
Linens

Cooking

Curtains

Steel
Floor

Beds

Coverings

Sewing
Machines
Brass Beds

Bedding and
Pillows

Lamps

Musical
Utensils
Silverware
Dishes
Instruments
Rugs and carpets in all weaves and patterns and colors.
All sorts of odds and ends like wringers, irons, drapes,
tools, fixtures, trunks and bags. And great big department of diamonds, watches and Jewelry.
Ask for it now.
plain letter or postcard will do.

A

and no back breaking drudgery. Dirt, ashes, grit, dust
or mud cannot"grind into" Congeleum Rugs. because
the surface is hard and does not absorb. A damp rag
keeps a Congoleum Art Rag clean and doesn't hurt it.

Waterproof. These rugs are guaranteed abso
solately waterproof. There is no burlap in Coneolenm
Art Rugs for water to rot. The surface is hard and
smooth and wear resisting.

The Most Famous of All
Congoleum Patterns
This stunning pattern

is

a superb

tile

design that looks exactly like the finest mosaic
tile that you have ever seen, in lovely robins' egg
blue and stone gray colorings. Such a rug ia your

lowest price in existence
in spite of giving
three small rugs to match absolutely free— we
bring you the opportunity to clinch this proven
bargain without a tiny bit of worry.

kitchen will change the appearance of the v&ole
room. In the dining room it gives an effect impossibly beautiful to describe.
For a bedroom it Is the
most appropriate pattern imaginable. For the bathroom it is absolutely ideal.

One dollar with the coupon brings all
four rugs immediately. And we'll wait a year
for the balance of the money. If you keep
your rugs after making a 30 day's trial, you

so you may see for yourself the indescribable beauty
of this wonderful design— the greatest favorite and
the most popular Congoleum. Rug ever produced.

can pay little by little, almost as you please, taking
a full year. That's the way we sell everything.

We Want to

Place a Congoleum

in Every American Home
Congoleum Gold Seal Art Rugs are rapidly be-

Rug

coming the national floor covering— universally used in
the kitchen, bathroom and dining room in good homes.
People of taste and judgment are glad to use Congoleum Rugs in their best rooms. It is the rug with
a hundred superior points.
They lay flat from the very first moment without
any fastening. They never curl or kick up at the edges
or corners. There is no need to tack or fasten them
down Dirt cannot accumulate underneath. They
follow perfectly any uneveness of the floor.

Na nj.PJ.nS
HU.l/t^tVO

Let us loan you these rugs for 30 days' Free

This Offer Ends in 30 Days
Send Your Dollar

NOW

There never has been a bargain in any kind of
merchandise to equal this offer we are making yoa.
Prove this to your own satisfaction by just looking
up the price of Congoleum Rugs anywhere. But we
cannot hold this offer open long. We make it for quick
action to prove to you our ability to sell you similar
bargains in all kinds of house furnishings from, cellar
to garret, on the same wonderful terms.

1

To take advantage of this offer, clip the coupon
below, pin a dollar to it and if you send your order within 30 days, we will give you absolutely free the three
small companion rugs, identically the same pattern,
and Gold Seal quality .to match the big rug.

Hx

ft x 12 ft * Genuine Congoleum Gold Seal Art Rug and
three companion rugs to match, each 18 x 36 inches. N>
in Robins' Egg Blue and Stone Grey. All four rugs on 30

9

-

Mosaic Tile Pattern

Pin One
Dollar to

Coupon
and Mail

"j"

C!

Days

Trial.

May, Stem Co., 1570 Thirty-Fifth St., Chicago, Illinois
$1.00, for which send me on 30 day's Free Trial your special offer of one
foot by 12 foot genuine Congoleum Gold Seal Art Rug and three companion rugs to
match, each small rug 18 x 36 inches, exactly as described in this advertisement.
If I keep the rugs, I will pay yoa $1.25 monthly. I have 30 days to make up my mind.
If I decide to return the rugs within 30 days, yon are to refund my dollar deposit and
all carrying charges, both ways.
The price of all four rugs is S15.96, which is guaranteed to be less than the regular price of the 9x12 foot rug alone.
Spiegel,

Enclosed find

:

I

9

Name
Street, R. F.

or

D.

Box No

:

Shipping
Point

{ 1570 Thirty-Fifth Street

-

Chicago,

Illinois

Post
Office

Also, send meyour Free Book of Ten

State

Thousand other furniture bargain*

FICTION
"The world's a theater, the earth a stage,
Which God and nature do with actors fill."

&
When Thomas Heywood made that observation, nearly five hundred years ago, he uttered
a truism which finds ready response in every human heart. The world is a theater, the earth
is a stage. What is it that enables us to see the characters in the play in all their vitrue, with all
their vices, to laud or condemn their hopes, their fears, their aspirations, and their failures?
Fiction
Watch closely this play called life; compare it with fiction you have read. Do they differ
No, you are forced to disagree with the time- famous banality: "Truth is
in essentials?
stranger than fiction." You find, after all, that fiction is really truth word pictures of characters and their emotions which are paralleled in human beings.

—

In life, some characters are clothed in fine raiment, some in tatters; some give before
they take, while others demand payment before it is due. As we wander along the broad
highway, we come in contact with both good and bad folks as we read, we constantly meet
the same kinds of people in all their virtue and vice. Assuredly, fiction is but a mirror which
;

faithfully reflects life.

Since fiction may be made to deal with either the good or bad, with the strong or the
weak, the moral tone of a fiction magazine is merely a matter of choice, or of character,
"with the author and publisher. Our old copy book at school did more than teach us to w"rite.
It hammered home truths which still guide us in our conduct of life.
Whether consciously or
not is aside the question. The line in our personal copy book which impressed us most is
"Evil communications corrupt good manners," and it is just as true to-day as it was
this:
then.

Feeling the force of this truth, when it came to making a choice as to whether the fiction
published by us would be clean or otherwise, we chose cleanliness because we felt that aside
from the moral issue, we could make a financial success of clean reading, just as we might
have made much money from fiction of the leprous type which finds so prominent a place in

many American

periodicals.

Publishing in any form carries with it great responsibility. The printed word gains read}*
admittance where the spoken word cannot. No home, no office, no sanctuary that you can
think of presents a closed door to printed matter. It can be carried anywhere. It is welcomes every where, and usually with little suspicion. Knowing as we do the tremendous
power exerted by fiction upon the morality of a nation, we feel that the publishing of
fiction, exclusively, brings with it a responsibility which we do not consider or treat lightly.

This firm was founded in 1855- During the sixty-seven years of its existence, cleanliness
w ord has been its aim, and in the sixty millions of-^nagazines which come
from our presses every year the reader can find nothing to offend good taste, nothing to
corrupt good manners.

in the published

T

Is our fiction strong in interest?
Yes, because fiction of the Street & Smith type clothes
characters in the habiliments and attributes of human beings"; places virtue 'before all else
punishes vice wherever it is found. It makes the man, woman or youthful reader better for
having read. It projects rays of light into lives which otherwise would be dark, enabling the
reader to transform into pleasant hours, spare time which would have been dull and unprofitable.
It invariably helps him to see far beyond his narrow horizon, to escape, as it were,
from the shackles of diurnal drudgery into realms of wholesome romance, love, and advenits

ture.

That has been the mission of Street
seven years.

STREET

& Smith

Corporation

fiction for a

period of sixty-

& SMITH CORPORATION,

79 Seventh Avenue,

New York

City

Wh

ich

flowers do you love

Colgate perfumes

the best?

The

The

— from frank

flower odors to enticing bouquets

fragrant ones of course!

and

warm

Oriental scents.

simplest blossom seems

twice as precious for

its

gift

Each perfume

of

exquisite

perfume.

You have
A

a wide choice

is

blended with

care from the

essences the world produces.

in

twO'Cent stamp will bring you the story of the famous Per-
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Test, in

which

FLORIENT won

first

way
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Test Set and information on the

right
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CO.

Dept. 22
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choose perfumes.
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.^c Aluminum Set con-

2 Bread Pans; Doughnut Cutter; 2
Loose Bottom Jelly Cake Pans; Combination Teakettle and Rice Boiler with lid;
Saucepan Set with lid; Dipper; Colander;
Measuring Cup; Percolator; 2 Pie Pans;
Complete Castor Set; Tea or Coffee
Strainer; Fry Pan: also cooker set of 5
pieces— makes 11 separate utensil combinations: Preserving Kettle; Convex Kettle;
Combination Cooker; Casserole; Pudding
Pan; Tubed Cake Pan; Colander; Roaster;
Corn Popper; Steamer Set; Double Boiler,
rusts ot

No Money Down
Not a penny now. Just mail the coupon and Hartman
you this splendid complete 32-piece Aluminum

will send

Cooking Set, and also the Free 10-piece Combination
Kitchen Set. When the goods arrive make first payment
of only $2.00 on the Aluminum Set. Pay nothing for the

Kitchen Set— it is FREE. Use both sets 30 days, on Free
Trial, and if not more than satisfied, send them back and we
will refund your money and pay transportation both ways.
If you keep them, pay for the Aluminum Set, a little every
month.
Keep the Kitchen Set as a gift from Hartman.

FREE Complete 32-Pc. Aluminum Set
and FREE Kitchen Set

10-Piece
Kitchen Set
Not a penny to pay
for this set. You get
it absolutely free
with Aluminum Set.
Potato Masher
Mixing Spoon

Measuring Spoon
Ice Pick

Egg and Cream
Beater

Can Opener
Vegetable and Pan

Brush
Fork
Egg and Cake Turner

Wall Rack
All have white enameled handles and
hang on wall rack-

keeping: them conveniently at hand.

This

Hartman's famous

is

—

special,

selected set of

FREE

heavy

gauge Aluminum Ware a complete cooking outfit, light to
handle, easy to clean, always bright as silver. Will never
chip, crack or rust.
So durable that we guarantee it for life.
32 utensils everything you need for baking, boiling, roasting, frying.
Just read the list above. You want and need
everything there. Your kitchen is not complete without them.
You really can't appreciate this splendid set until you see
and use it. Then you will realize what a wonderful bargain it
And without a penny's cost absolutely free— you get a
is.
Combination Kitchen Set which gives you lOutensils with white

This great 368-page book offers the,
world's greatest bargains in home,
furnishings, jewelry and f.irm
machinery all Bold on easy/

—

monthly payment terms and 30
days' free trial on everything .

—

in

a

row— where you

can reach them

Glassware, Lemonade Sets,
Silverware,TabIecloths, Napkins, etc. .free with purchases.
Send for it today.
"Let Hartman Feather YOUR Nest"

UADTBUiAU FURNITURE & CARPET CO.
nHII I IfUM Dept. 5256
Chicago,

easily.

III.

Hartman
Nearly a Year to Pay most

Send the 32-piece complete Aluminum Cooking Set No.
417EMA7 and 10-piece Kitchen Set. Will pay $2 and postage on the Aluminum Set on arrival. Kitchen Set is free.

gives the world's
liberal terms and the
world's greatest values in dependable merchandise, and this offer proves it..
You pay only $2.00 and postage on arrival (this on the Aluminum Set— not a penny to pay at any
time on the Kitchen Set).
Then, if after 30 days' trial you decide to keep it, pay a little every
month. Take nearly a year to pay.
j

I am to have 30 days' free trial. If nor satisfied, I will ship
both sets back. If I keep them, I will pay you S2 monthly
until the price of the Aluminum Set, §17.95, is paid. Title
remains with you until final payment is made.

Order by No. 417EMA7. Price for Aluminum Set, $17.95. No money down. $2.00
and postage on arrival. Balance $2.00 Monthly. lO-Piece Kitchen Set is FREE.

Mail the Coupon

Na
Occupation'..

Don't hesitate. Send at once, while this offer holds good. Not a
penny's risk. Order NO W, while you can get the Kitchen Set Free.

HARTMAN

Furniture
Dept. 5256

&

R. F. D.. Box No.
or Street and No.

Carpet Co.

Post Office
If

CHICAGO

Cepyrigbt, 1923, by Hartman's, Chicago
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Wonderful
Gifts
Catalog explai ns how you can get

—

handles— all hung

BARGAIN CATALOG
and FREE GIFTS

|

Bhippinn point

Send shipment

State
is

different

to.

from your post office,

till

in line

below.

My new

Radio Course FREE!

you

Course given free when
Course Mail Coupon.

$43.00 Radio
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enroll for the Electrical

Pay Job

Etec irica ! Ex per t
ru

b ~-paying jobs in (-be electrical field.
There never was a time when opportunities for money -making were as good asthe>
are now. Good jobs are open everywhere to men who know "what's what." Electrical Experts earn from $12 tc $30 a day. Even the ordinary electrons get top-notch pay. W|hy don't
you get in on this and get a real man's size job now? With my simplified Electrical Couise I can quickly
fit you to hold feme.
Read W. E, Pence's letter below. This is only one of vhousands of such

Men like you

letters I

are need*

ight

now

tc

:

w

if JU0 ~ &\
g m._J^^^AS^^%£ |
§
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have received.

You Can Be a

Money Maker */^7i1£j6£

Big

have trained over 20,000 men in electricity— thousands of successful men all over ft
the world attribute their success to my training. I can make you successful too. In Mkr*/wJ
9
fact I will guarantee your success. If you will follow my home study course you can become an expert, drawI

ing a fat salary, in the same time

Jumps

From

$125

A Month

$750
READ

to
Over

it

takes you to get a

little

Age or Lack
No

how old

raise in the

work you

of Education

how young you

E.

or

W.

E.

in his

Use your spare time to get a better job. Most
of us have enough spare time every day to sell
a little at about $10.00 an hour. Sell some to

Working

Outfit Free
Every

Pence

man who

enrolls for

electrical course gets
outfit of tools, material and instruments free.
This includes an electric

Chehalis, Wash.,
Oct. 9, 1921

and ignition troubles because
that I know how to do it right.

motor

and

other

things
not usually found in a beginners outfit. These are
the same tools and the
same material you will use
later in your work. Everything practical and good
right from the start.

generators

My success,

Mr. Cooke. The
thorough practical training which you gave me
I owe

am so sure I can make a big pay electrical
expert out of you that I guarantee your success. I agree under bond to return every
cent you pay me for tuition when you have
finished the course, if you are not satisfied
that it is the best investment you have ever
made. If you don't make good, this million
I

dollar institution will.

a big

I have more work than lean do. The people
around Chehalis come to me to fix their start-

know

I Guarantee Your
Complete Satisfaction

to you,

throughyourEasily-learnedHomeStudyCourse
in Electricity has made me an independent,
highly respected business man in this community.
Sincerely yours, W. E. Pence.

Let

me

send you

electricity offers

book Jr

free

you and a sam-

pie lesson also free.

Mail the

A
/

fJr

f

coupon and get this at once.^
Learn how other men "got a |

p_
^ _i

\

OOKe
themselves ready to hold
*f
Chief Engineer, Chicago
good paying jobs" and
Engineering Works,
how I can help you do
Dept. 444, 2150 Lawrence Ave.,
the same. This is your
Chicago, 111.
big chance— take it.
Sin Send at once Sample Les-

>

/

COOKE, Chief Engineer
CHICAGO ENGINEERING >
Dept.

/

Now

my big

giving details of the opportunities

L. L.

WORKS,

f\

Act Right

my

working togs

When I enrolled with you less than a year
ago I was a common mechanic earning $25
to $30 a week. Today lam an "Electrical Expert" with a business of my own that gives me
a clear profit of over $750 a month.

they

No Handicap

Cash In on Your SpareTime

Electrical

Mr Cooke:—

ers,

are doing now.

are,

yourself at this price. Watch how quick
you will earn the money back if you
put the time into study

Pence

jfr^k
J&
4^
j&k

or what education you have, there is a real
future for you in electricity. If you can read and write I can put you on the road to
success. I can help you to a position that will make people admire you and look up to you.

matter

the Story of

W.

Sis*

444

2150Lawrence^^v^^^^icago^^^

'

ff
/Dear

sons, your Big Book, and full particulars
of yourFreeOutntandHomeStudyCourse

—all fully prepaid without obligation on
part.

Name.
Address.
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Super 39
POLA NEGRI
A

in

George Fitzmaurice Production

"BELLA DONNA
Supported by Conway Tearle.
Conrad Xagel and Lois Wilson
By Bobert Hichens
Scenario by Ouida Bergere
Presented by Hamilton Theatrical Corporation

A

William deMille Production

'GRUMPY"
The

new McVickers

With Theodore

Theatre,

Chicago, where Paramount Pictures predominate.
Chicago
has many theatres which please
patrons the Paramount way.

May McAvoy and

Boberts.

Conrad Xagel

Br Horace Hodges and

Wigney Percyral
Screen play by Clara Beranger
T.

Better theatres
follow better pictures

A

The

GLORIA SWANSON

It

By

them, and

better pictures to

show

year,

"If

and a

and
it's

great

'

Adapted by Monte M. Katteriohr
the story by Joseph Hocsdng

A

Sam Wood Production

DOROTHY D ALTON
The Law

"

in

of the Lawless "

With Theodore Kosloff and Charles de Bocna
From a Pictorial Beview Story by
Konrad Bercovici
Directed by Victor Fleming
Scenario by E. Lloyd Sheldon

it

endorsement of
the wonderful shows that have resulted
there is Paramount's histoiy, there is Paramount's future.
Go by the brand name, Paramount, this
out,

it

Daughters

From

to

great ideal, great resources to carry

Cosmopolitan Production

" Prodigal

in

support them.
Paramount leads with a dependable nationwide continuous supply of better pictures.

A

Eyne
Boy Barnes

T.

Directed by E. H. Griffith
Scenario by John Lynch

deserve the finest setting.
was no good building better theatres

were

Peter B.

With Seena Owen,

finest pictures

until there

THE GO-GETTER"

'

national

THOMAS MEIGHAN
"

in

The Ne'er-Do-Well
By Bex Beach
Directed by Alfred Green
Scenario by Tom Geraghty

MARY
'

The

MILES MINTER

Trail of the
"

in

Lonesome

Pine

you'll find everything else follows.

With Antonio Moreno

From

the best

show

in tozvn."

John Foi.

Jr..

and the

play by Eugene Walter
Directed by Charles Maigne

a Paramount Picture
it's

the Novel by

A George Melford Production
•YOU CAN'T FOOL YOUR
WIFE-"
With Leatrice Joy. Xita Xaldi. Lewis Stone,
and Pauline Garon
By Waldemar Toung
Suggested by Hector Turnbuirs story
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questions of our readers.

HOW ARE

THE "FOLLIES" GIRLS CHOSEN?
"Follies" as Inez McCleary tells you in her article in
of Picture-Play, has become the "beauty market of

The
this

issue

America."

'

More screen stars have emerged from their ranks than from
The list of "Follies" girls who have
any other training school.
married millionaires and retired to a social life of ease and luxury
is

surprisingly long.

There Are Certain Definite Tests
that Florenz Ziegfeld, producer of the "Follies," has evolved
through years of study, tests which he applies to the applicants
for positions in his famous "beauty market," and by which he
determines the fitness of each girl chosen. They include standards
of measurement, coloring, type and so on.
These tests will be printed next month in an article that Inez

McCleary has written for us, in which the Ziegfeld standards for
beauty are reduced to a set of rules so simple that any one can
apply them.

The Death

of

Wallace Reid

has profoundly touched the hearts of all lovers of the screen. Evidences of this have been pouring into our office in the form of
letters from the fans ever since the news of Wallie's death was
made known. Out of all the letters we have received so far we
have chosen one, from a writer who preferred to remain anonymous,
as best representing what all the others were endeavoring to exYou will find it on page eight, the first letter of "What the
press.

Fans Think."
Further over in this issue we are printing an article reviewing
the impressions which different writers got of Wallace Reid over
Meanwhile, we have been collecting a
a period of several years.
great number of stories and anecdotes about this most lovable per-

—

—

which, taken together, will give
stories never before told
sonality
you a better impression than anything else that has been printed
These will
about him, of the real man as his friends knew him.

appear in our next

issue.
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Food
33 cry

Robert Frederick Hale,

West Somerville, Mass.
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All Mellin's

Food

babies are conspicuous

by their

fine,

robust

appearance and happy
dispositions.
Write today and ask us

send you a Free
Food and a copy
of our book, "The Care and
Feeding of Infants."
to

Trial Bottle of Mellin's

Mellin's

Food

Co.,

Boston, Mass.
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What

Thousands

of Fans Will

;

the Fans Think

Agree With

This.

But

several days now since I first saw
headline, "Wallace Reid dead,"
but I cannot forget the shock the
news brought me. I didn't know him personally I
I hadn't even written
hadn't ever seen him in person.
him a fan letter, though I often wanted to. You see
is

IT the

Than

was just one of the thousands of people who looked
on him as one of their dearest friends. His gayety never
and just seeing
failed to make me forget my troubles
his dear, boyish, wholesome ways on the screen gave me
an ideal of young American manhood that all the talk
of present-day wickedness among the younger generaAnd he was so friendly! It
tion couldn't refute.
seemed sometimes almost as though he looked right out
from the screen and cast me a little smile of welcome.
Why, it isn't possible. He is
Wallace Reid dead
going to go right on making friends and cheering us
up, and, though we are deprived of seeing any new

Without any iron bars,
the mother inside of this one
Didn't have any other little boy
In

bar arms.

She looked lonesome,
So you just flew right

That you were

really

Peter Pan,
So she called you
But I don't think
Much and you're
Going back to the
Are you,
Peter Pan ?

And

Wally's spirit will lie hovering over us, I know,
and every chuckle and bit of applause will be welcome
to him.

;

Wally, and we know what
most of us have had ours some small,
battles are
some not, but we can stretch our rusty brains a bit
and get an inkling of the struggle you put up.
Look back from wherever you are Wally and see a
million hands outstretched, good cheer in every palm.
There may be a few with their backs turned to you
there always are a few who do not understand.
But

—

their

fight,

—

loss.

lot, but our allegiance to you
has never wavered. We're treasuring all our memories
of your boyish grin and that careless-indifferent-altogether-adorable manner, that suggestion of a big kid
that doesn't take things too seriously to be interesting.
We're proud of your talent that was capable of "Across
the Continent" in its lesser moments and "Peter Ibbetson" in its bigger ones.
And, Wally, we're never going to forget you.

fans are a fickle

Just

To

-

Jackie,

Your

I

I've

surprised

secret.
little

boy

all;

You're Peter Pan
I

of

Jackie Coogan.

think

You're really not a

At

One

don't

You
And

!

know how

escaped from the Gardens,
got 'way out to California,

Many.

in.

And 'dopted her.
Of course she didn't know

pictures of him, we'll treasure the old one> the more.

is

you grow

And

!

We

let

pair of wings,

And this time
You found a window

—

put up a good

jealous

they

So they
Another

1

it

guess that perhaps

Because you were so very much nicer

;

You

I

The fairies
Began to get

Jackie instead.

you minded
never
fairies again.

Elizabeth Abell.
No.

1

06 Second Street South Orange, N.

More Power

to

J.

Rodolph!

Have just finished reading your splendid magazme.
As Emil Coue says, "You are getting better and better
in every way, every month."
You were so frankly loyal to Valentino. Rudy's
battle is of more importance than many persons think.
Rudy is fighting for a code of ethics in the movingSome would have us believe it is a
picture business.
mass of petty complaints. But if you have seen his
last picture, "The Young Rajah," you will know what
he is fighting for. and I believe he will win. The pubIt has stood by him in other adversities,
lic is for him.
and it will continue to be loyal.
I am glad Valentino is battling for better plays, betHe may not
ter support, direction, and more money.
know business yet, but he is learning, and he does know

He knows exactly what makes for better
the movies.
pictures and what will satisfy an ever-progressive pubMore power to him and to his
lic or disgust them.
loyal wife, Natacha Rambova.
John L. Cunningham.
San Francisco,

Calif.
Continued on page 10
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Do
Do
Do

you know what Adolph Zukor

you know why Mack Sennett nearly

you know how Jesse Lasky

Do you know how Lou

first

Tellegen

Mary Pickford?

really paid

fired Charlie

Chaplin?

began in the Movies

first

?

met Geraldine Farrar?

you want the real inside history of the movies, dash right off
now and begin the most fascinating memoirs you have ever read—
If

"BEHIND THE SCREEN"
By Samuel Qoldwyn
in

Pictorial Review
for

March

Everything you ever wanted to know by one who is in a unique
position to tell you.
The founder of the Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation has known intimately all the great celebrities of
the screen and now for the first time is going to publish the
secret historv of the film world in Pictorial Review.

He

tells

intimate stories of the great personalities of the screen that no one else

And

He

keeps nothing back. Mr. Goldwyn gives
you all about Mary Pickford, Douglas
Fairbanks, Charlie Chaplin, Mabel Normand, Geraldine Farrar, Lou Tellegen,
Mary Garden, Adolph Zukor, David Griffith and Jesse Lasky, and dozens of others.
could

tell.

names,

dates

they're

and

all

places.

Don't dream of missing

true.

He

the

7

tells

first

instalment

Pictorial
for

March
2,425,000 copies of

of

''Behind

the

Screen"

Review
15c a

this

March

in

edition have been printed

Copy

—

What

10

at Last.

moment,
hand and wrote a passionate blurb in praise of Gloria Swanson.
Much to my surprise, it was printed in
the December number of your valuable

Some weeks

took

I

my

ago, in an inspired

pen

—

upon me an invitation, should I chance to
be in Hollywood, to visit his famous studios.
After my ringing words in defense
of one of his favorite stars he surely can

do no less."
At this writing, six dreary weeks have
passed by since my letter appeared. Did
either of these two beings react as I
supposed they would? Well, not so you
could write home about it. I have one bit
To-day I reof consolation, however.
ceived a letter from the coat-room boy at
the Hinshow House at Horseheads, Maine,
who writes to tell me how much he appre-

my

efforts

to

uplift

the

screen

Sergeant John F. Rogers.
drama.
Air Service, U. S. Armv, Langley Field,
Va.

We'll

Try

to Oblige.

Please publish lots of pictures of Miss

Norma Talmadge in Picture-Play, as I
am making a scrapbook of her magazine
I

thirty-four

already have one hundred and
of these pasted in my book.

suppose from my letter so far you will
th ink I never look at any other star. This
is wrong, but I think none can compare
with Miss Talmadge. Sincerely,
I

Evelyn Murray.

Great Indoor Sport.
December issue of your valued
magazine I came across one or two artithe Fans Think" department regarding the photographs and clippings from film magazines of cinema stars.
I
very seldom comment on an article of
this sort, but these interested me not a
little.

Clipping pictures of stars from magazines is a great indoor sport and a hobby
which a fan cannot well afford to miss.
Look at the intrinsic value a collection of
these clippings has many years after when
"This is
you can say to your children
a picture of Bebe Daniels when she appeared in 'Singed Wings' ten years ago."
Although I have not as large a collection of these as the ones mentioned, I'll
bet I have as many of any one star as
:

any one, and that one star is Bebe Daniels.
Percy Moore.
Press Correspondent, Mancos, Colo.
It Surely is No Wonder.
While attending a showing of "The
Young Rajah" recently I was attracted by

a three-year-old child who sat next to
me. During the scene where Amos Judd
backs against the window casing and holds
his head in horror of the accident, the
baby exclaimed, "Oh, poor man's going
to cry

!"

That aroused my interest, so I talked
He was very much interested in
I found, but what impressed me
most was that when the young man dismounts at the gate the baby grabbed my
arm and said
"Ladv, it's Balentino, ain't

to him.
pictures,

:

it?"

It
seeing her in "Camille."
the great theatrical fight, and
she, as always, was both radical and democratic.
So in a great city with many theaters she played in a great, hare, barnlike
auditorium, unheated, and with no scenery.
For nearly two hours she held her audience so absolutely quiet that had a sudden noise been made we would have
screamed, so great was the tension.
not only shed tears, but sobbed hard, dry
sobs and left the place in silence, our emotion too deep to express in words. What
was the illusive quality that so held us?
It was not beauty
there were no handsome accessories. Only a dying woman,
and a voice that once heard shall never
be forgotten.
The voice came from the
soul of a genius that expressed itself
through the body of a woman no longer

privilege of

tickled

to

death

any wonder people like
Valentino when even the babies are drawn
to him in pictures?
The youngster was
a boy, too, so they can't blame the girls for
that.
Sincerely,
Mrs. A. E. J.

was during

We

—

young.

For years I have watched a genius like
this glow and express itself through a
child, growing in quality as she approaches

womanhood. Where is another who could
become and express Stella Maris, A
Poor Little Rich Girl, Suds, Tess, and
Dearest, to name but a few of the many
contrasts she has lived for us, never
Greatly has
disappointing her audience.
she illumined her characterizations with
the light of genius.
France has had many actresses of note,
but France boasts that Bernhardt towers
Italy boasts of Duse
above all others.
should America refuse
and Caruso.
to place the laurel crown of genius upon
the brow of one who, in a new art, with
no blazed path before her, has carried its

—

—

—

and supremely dull.
Richard Barthelmess Runs neck and
neck with Jackie Coogan for title of "the
best actor on the screen to-day."
Young Veteran.
less

—

Chicago,

111.

This Fan Admires Eric von Stroheim.
My case is a trifle different from the

my fellow fans. Until recently,
constant travel at home and abroad prevented me from attending many motion
pictures, and therefore I was not "educated" to them. When I began going to
them. I found that "the best was like
the worst." Apparently there was no distinguishing mark of ability in any of the
many flickering stars of the silver sheet!
Foreign stars were more appealing to me,
but that was probably prejudice.
I enrest of

dured picture after picture in a brave attempt to find one that was absolutely perfect.
Rodolph Valentino came very near
my idea, but it took Eric von Stroheim
to give me a mental earthquake.
He is the most superb human being and
actor in the country to-day, in my humble opinion.
Never among all the people
I've ever met have I found an equal of
this wonder man.
His magnetism is so

—

what must it be
would be afraid to meet
It would make one an en-

powerful on the screen

him

I

—almost.

My message to the fans
Eric von Stroheim
Eric von Stroheim
Eric von Stroheim
"Foolish
Wives" is a picture such as the world
will never see again.
It was the film of
centuries
Such absolute perfection, such
thusiastic wreck.
is

:

!

!

!

!

seemed

actually

the screen.

Years ago, when Bernhardt made her
first tour of America, I was given the

—

Betty Compson A flash in the pan.
Marshall Neilan First in providing
genuine entertainment.
D. W. Griffith A pioneer who sometimes achieves and sometimes doesn't.
Mary Miles Minter Supremely color-

in the flesh?

every time Rodolph's face showed upon

Tribute to Mary Pickford.

Why

"What

in

He

3024 Parkwood Avenue, Toledo, O.

A

A

In the

cles

"Ha!" I said to myself, "here is where
the beautiful Gloria will at least reward
me with an autographed portrait of herself
showing her beautiful arms, which
Here," I repeated,
I especially mentioned.
"is where Mr. Zukor will write to press

pictures.

5808 Franklin Avenue, Hollywood, Calif.

in

magazine.

cited

Think

torch high ?
The one truly great, unspoiled exponent of motion pictures
Mary Pickford.
Nellie C. Wilson.

Continued from page 8

Recognition

the Fans

Is

it

Oakland, Calif.

A Young Veteran
May

opinions

who
many

has been going to the
venture a few

years,

?

Dexter, Thomas
Meighan, and Theodore Roberts, and because my kid sister thinks Gloria the ne
plus ultra, and insists that I take her to
I

—

arist

Offers His Opinions.

First of all, Gloria Swanson. She isn't
beautiful, 'because no one with her cold
slant eyes, unattractive nose, and sneering
lips could be beautiful.
She has been
called a wonderful clothes model, but the
way she dresses her society characters is
ludicrous.
No self-respecting, well-bred
society woman would consider wearing the
outlandish, extreme, just-plain-loud garments that Miss Swanson poses in on
the screen. She seems to strive for bizarre
effects,
and she certainly succeeds in
achieving them.
I've seen Gloria often

because

!

STROHEIM!

Ella Sul Tan.

!

Sebastopol, Calif.

unassuming University of

a shy,
Illinois senior

movies for

direction, so much astounding
Always
beauty, and then again Stroheim
He is more of the gods
than of men he belongs to the class of
the immortals!
If only my vocabulary
was not so limited I might then in some
way begin to reveal my admiration for
this glorious film hero, director, and scen-

wondrous

like

tlliott

Miss Swanson whenever I am home
on a vacation. So that's that.
Following are some of my thumb-nail
impressions of stars and directors:
Rodolph Valentino A sincere, capable
actor who is handicapped by excessive
good looks and a distinctly foreign air.
Agnes Ayres A beauty who hasn't the
slightest idea of what it is to act.
Marion Davies See directly above and
divide by two.
Constance Talmadge One of my oldsee'

—

'

—
—

—

time favorites who disappointed me terribly by her "cuteisms" in "East Is West."

See Americans

First.

Why

does the American public bestow
such undue honors upon the foreign movie
actors?
I am sure we must admit that
we have equally good, if not much better
American actors. Let us be one hundred
per cent American and idolize our own
first in preference to foreigners.
I

believe,

in

order to protect our

players, it would
stars qualify- as

own

the
In
other professions of distinction citizenship
is a necessary qualification for a license
to practice, why not in motion pictures?
23

C

be

advisable

American

Street, Buffalo,

incensed

citizens.

Adele Lux.
N. Y.

The Next Screen

How

that

Idol.

"Who

was

at reading
Will Be Our Next Screen Idol?" in your
January issue, with its intimation that the
public is ready for a new favorite. Never,
for years and years to come, will there
be a favorite that can even threaten to
I

take the place of Rodolph Valentino. His
followers will a'bide by him even though
he is kept off the screen for the two years
of his contract, and until his return, and
long after it, he will remain the undisputed

Mrs. John

leader.

I.

Shelker.

Houston, Tex.
Continued on page 12
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FEARED

by his own tribe; hated by
Sultan of Morocco; a price set upon
head by the United States Government,
loved devotedly and defended valiantly
his

the
his

yet

by

Mother who proudly exclaims:

"My son does not steal women to gain
favor with the Sultan."
This is Chiddar Ben-Ek, a young Chieftain
who loves as tenderly as any "civilized" man.
Headstrong, passionate, courageous and as
adoring a lover as every woman desires!
You watch his every expression; you are
thrilled by his behavior and finally you exclaim, "This is superb acting! Monte Blue is
the Sheik."
But he is not the only actor who makes
"The Tents of Allah" the thrilling picture

—

it

is.

Mary Alden

is
considered the greatest
character actress on the screen and as Oulaid,
the young Caid's Mother, she does the best

He

lau
Hot-blc

t

defiance and danger, this
as Egyptian sands,

oung Caid

fierc

no wonder

"By

exclaims

Allah!

BESIDES

I

giving

of the desert

whether or not

.

.

.

want

her,

entertainment.

Moving Pictures have done more
educate and to influence the lives

to
of millions of people than has

other

work of her career.
Your interest not only is in the young lovers and whether the beautiful American girl
will actually marry her captor-defender, you
are also enthralled by the older lovers and

and

I'll

all will

be well with them.

keep her."

"The Tents of Allah" has all the allure of
the East, all the drama and foreign customs
of an ancient land which adds to your enjoyment of plot and acting.

any

modern achievement.

Since motion

are such a force
highly important to
choose the better ones. Doubtless you. too.
want them and we want to give them.
So we have worked out a plan which we
believe will give you just what you want. We
have made arrangements with the leading
for

good or

evil,

pictures
it

is

—

EVERY

picture which bears
"Encore"
name
our
must stand for the highest form
of entertainment and interest-

—

value.

"Breaking Home Ties" is an
Encore Picture not only for its
love story but also for depicting
family love and traditions, good
to see in these free days of
vouth.
"The Tents of Allah" is an

Picture because
superlative entertainment.

Encore

it

is

Divorcement," an
Encore Picture just being presented, is worthy our name, because it is a great story based

"A

Bill of

motion picture Review Service, which gives
unbiased criticisms on all new pictures,
which will be sent to you and any committee
you form who wish to choose the pictures

you want to see.
For example: a Club Woman, Lawyer. DocSchool Principal, Society leader, Department store head. Minister, City Official,
Banker and Picture Exhibitor may form a

tor,

"Committee of Ten" to get better pictures.
If you have initiative, write today for de"Getting Better Pictures." Address:
Arthur S. Kane, 7th Floor, 35 West 45th St.,
New \ ork City.
tails of

upon great human motives.
If you like these pictures, admire our standard and wish to
see advance announcements of
Encore Pictures to come, write
Associated Exhibitors. Inc., 7th
Floor, 35 West 45th St.. New

York

tk

In this

hour

of our distress,

Lord, forsake us not."

City.
ever
you've
If
lost a loved one.

the
know
you
ache of parting.
Tou rely on th9

Book of Books to
pull you through.

INTO

the

lives

of

all

of

us

at

soma

time come sorrows and bereavements:
But no sorrow is like unto that of
loved

ones,

parting.

Home Ties" is a Picture
love of family, love of
friends, love of fine ideals and old tr»
ditions and love of beauty ill dl
highest forms.
"Breaking
which shows

V

Sooner or later, right triumphs,
nig hearts are made glad again
civilization slowly moves
than before.
If only we

.-50*,

and

on. stronger
love enough.

In a moment of anger and suspicion a
dearly loved son commits a deed which
separates him from his family, robs him
of his best friend and forces him to
leave his loving parents forces him
even to leave his country.

—

How

he atones, how he makes good
in
America the land of wide-open
chances! how he at last finds his beloved old father and mother is graphically told in a story you will not for-

— —

get.

Bomance. there is. too. but one's eves
become wet and one's heart beats with
pity for the seeking, loving family, eacij
trying to find the other.

Advertising Section
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What

Think

the Fans

Continued from page 10

Who will be the next screen idol? A
question which I am sure has aroused
great interest in all the readers of your
wonderful magazine. And with firm determination and certainty of what I say,
respond to your query

I

Drawing

Ramon Novarro

:

will.

"I'm making real money now Yes, I've
been keeping it a secret until pay day
came.
I've been promoted with an increase of $50 a month. And the first extra
money is yours. Just a little reward for
urging me to study at home. The boss
says my spare time training has made me
a valuable man to the firm and there's
!

help you.
Here is
yourself

in

781

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 4564-C,

Scranton, Pcnna.

I

BUSINESS TRAINING DEPARTMENT
Salesmanship
Advertising
Better Letters
Foreign Trade
Stenography and Typing
Business English

Business Management
Industrial

Management

Personnel Organization
Traffic

Management

Business

Law

Banking and Banking Law

Architect

Railroad Positions
Gas Engine Operating
Civil Engineer
Surveying and Mapping
Metallurgy
Radio
Steam Engineering

Q

Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

Pharmacy
Chemistry
Automobile Work
Airplane Engines
Agriculture and Poultry
Mathematics

Class

I

1

may add

that I

wish

National Academy
of COMMERCIAL ART
230 East Ohio St. CHICAGO 111.
Large List

a seat

neck.
think Mr. Valentino showed that he
has brains as well as ability to act when
he refused to work for Lasky unless he
was given better pictures to act in. Many
stars have fallen because of poor stories,
and A^alentino realized this. I am a little

disappointed in "The

Young Rajah,"

Lillian Edwards.
.State..

7254 Ridge Avenue, Chicago,

••••
Occupation
Persons residing in Canada should send tins coupon to the
International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,
Montreal, Canada.

111.

-

$500.00
Prize Contest
T*HE
"EMPTY ARMS"

letter

Editor

World M. P. Corporation
245 West 47th Street, Dept. 692M, New York, N. Y.

By

the English Fans Like.

stroke of good luck, some time
ago, I chanced upon a bookseller who gets
Picture-Play Magazine. I could not dea

how

have enjoyed reading your
magazine for the last twelve months, and
I consider it 'by far the best magazine
available.
It has become so interesting
to me to read the opinions of Americans
that I am convinced your readers will be

JRevues, Musical Iteading-s, Novelty
Entertainments. Wigrs, Beards.
Grease Paints and other -Make-up
Goods.
CAT-

ILLUSTRATED

ALOGUE

WRITE NOW.

FT! EE.

DENISON & CO.

623 So.

S.
Wabash, Dept. 52

Chicago

Writers!
Free toWONDERFUL
BOOK—

read about it 1
Tells how easily Stories and Plays are conceived, writien, perfected, sold. How many
who don't
they c:m write, suddenly
lind it out. How the Scenario Kings and the
Story Queens live and work. How bright men
and women, without any special experience,
learn to their own amazement that their simplest Ideas may furnish brilliant plots f orPlays
and Stories. How one's own Imagination may
provide an endless gold-mine of Ideas thfi
bring Happy Success and Handsome Cash
Royalties. How new writers get their names
nto print. How to tell if you
a writer.
|^ How to develop your "story f:incy,** weave
clever word-pictures and unique, thrilling,
realistic plots. How your friends may be your worst judges. How
to avoid discouragement and the pitfalls of Failure Horv to Win}
This surprising book is absolutely free. No charge. No obligation. Your copv is waiting for you. Write for it new. Just address

DREAM

M

ARE

AUTHORS' PRESS, Dept.

70,

AUBURN, NEW YORK

High School Course
in 2 Years You can complete
High
this simplified

;ide

md

of two years. Meets all
the leading" professions.

I

j
]

Easy,

I

CHICAGO

fascinating

work.

Our

One

joke alone often pays for the

course. Humorists earn big pay.
Get into a field that is not yet
crowded. Write for information.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF HUMOR
Office 6,

414 Park

Bldg.,

Cleveland, Ohio

MAKE MONEY
AT HOME

To England, Norma is the only one.
like Mary Pickford, Shirley Mason,

the Gishes, and Priscilla
but mere words cannot express
what we think of Norma. She is beautiful
everything that she should be. Only
once has she disappointed us, and that was
"Smilin'
in "The Wonderful Thing."

St.

A

We

Viola
Dean,

& 5Sth

WRITE JOKES

producers.

H

Drexel Ave.

sales department pays from $1 to $5
for jokes, epigrams and stories.
lessons
short course of three
teaches you how to write them.

I

I

School Course at home iorements for entrance to college
3 and thirtv-six other prnrtieal
Bulletin. Send for it TODAY.

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dept. H.47G

interested to know what we in England
tfiink of 3^our great actors, actresses, and.

today to

"Empty Arms" Contest

What

scribe

play.

Write postal or

PLAYS

[New Minstrel Choruses and Novelty
Songs, Blackface Afterpieces and
Crossfire, Musical Comedies and

but Valentino did the best he could.

Lester Park-Edward Whiteside photo"Empty Arms," inspired the song
"Empty Arms." A third verse is wanted,
and to the writer of the best one submitted
a prize of $500 cash will be paid.
This contest is open to everybody. You
simply write the words for a third verseit is not necessary that you see the photoplay before doing so. Send your name and
address on a postal card or sheet of paper
and we shall send you a copy of the words of
the song, the rules of the contest and a short
synopsis of this photoplay. It will cost you
nothing to enter the contest.

New

Vaudeville Acts,
Stage Monologs.

[

I have been trying to lose several
unnecessary pounds for a long time and
I've lost them now.
If I have to change
the opinions of many more friends' minds
I'll be a shadow, which will just suit me.
The reaI can move much quicker then.
son for fast moving is easily explained.
When I go to see Mr. Valentino I always
come just when the theater gets crowded,

must take

Room or Home Study
Instruction

one.

I

Book

Address Dept. 2fc

I

bit

Street Address.

1

Beautifully Illustrated

I

Name

City

I

my

Blue Print Reading

Machine Shop Practice

crush.

first, last,

!

Q

A

Its Difficulties.

I
saw Valentino in "The Sheik" first.
Oh, how I hated him
I found adjectives
that I never used before, then some one
I
persuaded me to go again.
Well!
I used
never fell for any star before.
to laugh at other fans, but I'll never laugh
again.
When I did fall I nearly broke

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman

my

ILLUSTRATED

of Valuable Information FREE
if you are over 15 years old.

fan letter and relates

good.)

Accountancy (including CP. A.) Civil Service
QRailway Mail Clerk
Nicholson Cost Accounting
Common School Subjects
Bookkeeping
High School Subjects
Private Secretary
French Illustrating
Business Spanish
Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting

first

first

where I can't
Pretty soon some one
see very well.
moves and now I can get a good seat for
(One show is no
the whole two shows.

cost or obligation on my part, please tell me
can qualify fur the position or in the subject before
which I have marked an X:

how

my

to be

therefore

Without

is

Orleans, La.

and only one. What
between waiting for more movie magazines, going after them, and defending
your object of fan worship from the
statements and slams thrown by less-interested friends, it is too hard on any
it

I

Crush Has

my

is

to

j

a

This

New

Street,

7 f

ADVERTISED

\Big Field and Big Money for You

in

Green

i

Having

[

all we ask— without cost, without obligating
any way, simply mark and mail this coupon.

is

Nearly Everything Advertised

Pauline Hotard.

the I. C. S."
Today more than ever before, money is what
counts. You can't get along on what you have
been making Somehow, you've simply got to in-

pay you real money for your special knowledge.
You can get the training that will prepare you
for the position you want in the work you like best,
whatever it may be. You can get it at home, in
spare time, through the International Correspondence Schools.
It is the business of the I. C. S. to prepare men for
better positions at better pay. They hav e been doing it for 31 years They have helped two million
other men and women. They are training over
150,000 now. And they are ready and anxious to

Nearly Everything Sold

his intelligent acting and
manly beauty to make the motion-picture
business what it really should be, an art.

confidence

more money coming soon. We're starting
up easy street, Grace, thanks to you and

crease your earnings.
Fortunately for you there is an unfailingway to
do it. Train yourself for bigger work, learn to do
some one thing well and employers will be glad to

Jor Advertising
Pays Big Moneij
to Men andWomen

Never before has the screen boasted of
such a marvelous actor or a man of such
Apollolike beauty. Any one who has seen
"The Prisoner of Zenda" and "Trifling
Women" will agree with me. If he does
not take the world by storm, it is because
it is ignorant of the wonders it holds and
needs an education in finer things. And
to think he is only a beginner in this
profession.
I can fully place my entire

Dana,

I

I

—

"S/OD CAN earn $1 to $2 an hour writing show cards
at home in your spare time. Quickly and easily
learned by our new simple "Instructograph"
method. No canvassing or soliciting. We teach you
how, guarantee you steady work at home, no matter
where you live, and pay you cash each week. Full
particulars and booklet free. Write to-day.

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SYSTEM LIMITED
[

Authorized and Fully Paid Capital, One Million Dollars
Toronto. Canada,
236 Adams Bldg.
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Through'" turned even the very leveles:
of heads, it has had a run at a theater
longer than any picture before in our
You can imagine our joy when
town.
she came to our isle and adopted Margaret
Leahy, "our girL"'

Eugene O'Brien and Thomas Meighan
are great favorites here. Charlie Ray is
not considered much. Buster Keaton we

enjoy very much.
We are waiting patiently to see this
Pola Xegri. Of course, she cannot outshine Norma or Mary or Lillian Gish.
.

Eileex Waters.
86 Love Lane, Heaton Xorris. Stockport, Ensrland.

This

Would Discourage Almost Any
One.

have been very much interested in the
letters of your readers about sending
I

money

for pictures.
I suppose we all single out some star
to admire, see all her pictures, and fee!
proud of her successes. I did so. and one
day, with a sudden desire to do something
to please
paragon, I sent a beautiful
batik-dyed chiffon scarf and waist that
'

my

had been given me, simply asking courteously to be told if they were received
safely.

Later, when reading your advice to
inclose money" when writing for a picture.
I sent a two-dollar bill by registered mail,
asking for as nice a picture as that would

pay

l

Company.

for.

never received any reply from either,
nor was my money even returned.
I am now inclined to think that these
wonderful stars feel that they live in a
gilded heaven, far removed from" us common people, who do not spend our time
making believe we are kings and queens
and haughty duchesses before crowds of
I

"I

—

—

at least to return the money.
guess I have learned a good lesson.
I have no picture of any one. and I do
not ever intend to send to any of them
again, to be so humiliated.
_
DisnJ.usio"s E3.
60 India Street, Boston, Mass.

picture
I

Two

Letters

That Drew

Replies.

So many people are complaining of failing to get a photograph or an answer after
sending in their quarters. 1 have never
been able to screw up the courage to write
to a movie star, though I've wanted a
photo of two or three special favorites.
However. I have written two letters, one
to a director and one to a writer who

—

FEW

of

York, Chicago or
the

great

European

—

Learn These Dances

As

Butterfly [in goTgecus costume with
Grecian [ in simple
huge wings]
white runic and bare feet] Spanish
[in gay dress with sflk mantilla}

—

unsurpassed. And with my
method, mother and daughter
can grow graceful together.

Oriental [silk runic, glittering ornaments] Eccentric [rag doll costume]
Chinese [ vi\nd mandarin coat,

For the theatre vaudeville
the movies
civic and college

—

—

And the

pantalets j

personal instructions of even av-

sidrts, tight

private,

erage teachers range
ten dollars an hour.

'"courtesy notes," either!

They were

just

genuine lovely letters, and I don't know
of axry letters I ever appreciated more.
Of course, I am keeping them, and naturally will always feel a more personal
interest in their

work

hereafter.

I surely think that K. M. Chauvin's letter in the January magazine "hits the nail

on the head" when it comes to finding
what is the matter with some of the players on the screen, consequently I enjoyed
the article by Agnes Smith in the same
rr.aaazine.

I

have almost stopped

eoinsr

a means of developing
grace in children, dancing is

—

have die opportunity to study dancing
with any of the really

capitals

great masters.

You Will

New

direction

— for greater beauty — for poise
for slenderness — dance!

people living

outside

MarinoS

Sergei

"And you can study under my personal
right in your own home"

— Classical

Toe

[ full

pageants

bodice.

—

cial affairs

—

—

and

for private

so-

— everywhere the

is in demand. Startling
those who can dance for
charitable entertainments or for the pleasure of
their friends quickly become social favorites.

dancer

upward from

Butenow, the famous Sergei MarinoS

.

often has specially interesting articles in
Picture-Play Magazine. Xow, neither
of these letters required an answer, but
I want you to know I received prompt
answers to both, and the}- were not mere

to

Dance Like This"

subservient extras, and that they feel the
same haughty amazement and contempt,
if we are so bold as to address them, as
the former German war lord in the zenith

of his glory would if approached by a
barefooted ragamuffin.
The object of my admiration might
have thrown my modest, respectful offering into the ash barrel, "but I would have
had more respect for her if she had had
the courtesy if unwilling to send any

Can Teach You

has worked out a system of home instruction. You can learn classic dancinterpretive,
ing in all its forms
at
Russian, ballet, aesthetic. Greek
a mere fraction of the cost of lessons
in the studio.

—

A Fascinating Way to

—

Learn

so easy and so delightful Just
put the record on the phonograph,
slip into the dainty litde dancing
costume (furnished free with the

salaries are paid.

And

Write to Sergei Marinoff
Everyone interested in dancing should write to
Sergei MatinoS at once and get complete information concerning his splendid system of home
instruction in Classic Dancing.
This information

is

FREE.

Send the coupon

today.

Sergei zMarinoff

School of Classic Dancing
1922 Sunnyside Avenue

Studio 12S4, Chicago

It is

Course) and you are ready

to start.

And

guided by the charts, the photographs of
MarinoS students and the easy text, you master
the technique of the dance.

M. Sergei

Marinoff,

School of Classic Dancing,
1922 Sunnyside Ave., Studio
Please send

and

me FREE

full information,

1 2 S-! Chicago

portfolio of art plates

about your home study
I understand tr.it

ccur=e in C!z?=:c Poncing.
this is absolutely FREE.

Charm and Grace
natural beauty c5 the body is developed, an
exauisite grace and flexibility cultivated by correct training in classic dancing. For better health

Age.

The

Do you

sing?

.

If not, would cou
.

1

.

1

1

1

1

11

1

1

•

lik* to?
1

1

1

.

1

i

1

:

1

1

1

1

1
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pictures wherein some of our stars
dress up and walk around, and hail with
delight a picture with some of our lesser
lights acting or "being" the part.
Let us
hope that our best actors and actresses
will profit by the example of so many
that when they are starred and made much
of they will not acquire the "col-con"
and I don't think that Lois Wilson ever
will.
don't her directors at least give
her the chance to prove she won't? Very
sincerely,
Vivi E. Simmons.
815 Sixth Street, Alexandria, La.
to

Why

/fsvjB Yau.

An /cfes

Far A Movie Star ?

f WRITE FOR
THE MOVIES—
BigMoneyJti It

moving picture
wanted by producers

Ideas

plays

for

Big prices paid for accepted material
Submit ideas in any form at once for our free exPrevious experience unand advice.

amination

Concerning Complaints About Not
Receiving Photographs.
Why so much fuss about the stars' photographs?
Does their popularity with
us depend upon whether they send us
their photographs or reply to our letters?
A thousand times no! And this idea of
writing to fan magazines with personal
grievances that So-and-so, who did not
send his or her photograph, is going entirely too

For

all

who are

interested in singing

or speaking
explains
IToped
by a

how any

natural

method,

available to everyone.

Written by Professor Eugene Feuchtinger, A. M.
a vocal scientist, and one of the first musicians
to subject the
to

mechanism

thorough

a

human

of the

scientific analysis.

A

voice

maestro

famous in Europe for his success in training
Grand Opera stars. The man who brought to
America the method of voice culture which
students of voice have long sought in the
music capitals of the old world.
Until you read this book, you have no conception of the possibilities of your own voice. Even
though you do not sing, this book tells how
you can develop a strong, rich singing voice.
If you are interested in public speaking or only
in improving your voice for social or business
uses, this book tells many things you should
know. All who suffer from stammering,
stuttering, or other vocal defect will find here
promise of relief.

Astounding Facts
those who still cling to old theories of voice production, this book will bring an airay oi new and
facts, proved by the latest scientific discoveries. And to those who have failed to progress
under old methods of voice culture this book
will bring revived hope.

To

astounding

What do know about the physiology of your throat? Did you
ever hear of your Hyo-Glossus
muscle? Do you know how can
you increase your control over
your vocal chords ? These and
many other vital subjects are
covered in a most interesting
manner in thio unusual book.

More

Praise for Gloria.

am

a great Picture- Play fan, but
when I read that Gloria Swanson is "Artificial and unreal," by Agnes Smith, also
that Marion Davies is not a fine actress,
I can no longer hold my peace.
I understand that it was an answer to a fan,
but even if it is, I do not think the likes
and dislikes of one fan should he the subject of an article.
To me Gloria is the best of them all.
I
would go to see her in anything, because she can act and does act. Unreal
That should not be said of her. She is
no more unreal than the others. Who carries clothes with her grace and style?
Who acts more naturally than she? Why
"The Great Moment" and "Beyond the
Rocks" are picked out of hundreds of
plays and spoken of in connection with
all that is not fine and the like is what
I want to know.
What was the matter
with them?
I
saw them and enjoyed
them.
Marion Davies. How could any one
consider Marion Davies as anything but
one of our best actresses? She has beaut}',
I

"The Photoplay

the Making"

in

Sent free for the asking.

BRISTOL PHOTOPLAY STUDIOS
Suite 602 E, Bristol Building,

New York, N. Y.

MOVIE STARS
ORIGINAL PHOTOS

admire

;

voice can be devel-

scientific,

I

This is not a school.
We have no course, plan,
book, system or other instruction matter to sell you.
A strictly bona fide service for those who would
turn their talents into dollars.
An Interesting Booklet

far.

any one enough to ask
them for their photograph, I certainly admire them enough to remain silent if I
do not receive it, and consider it an honor
to do so.
I might write to the one who
failed to send me the much-coveted photograph to tell them that my feelings were
hurt and to renew my request but I love
them all too much and value their respect
and admiration and friendship far, far
ahead of all the photographs in the world
put together ever even to think of making it public that I had not received the
much-wanted photograph. There might
be any number of very good reasons why
they didn't send it, and it is not alone
selfish, but unfair and most unkind for
any fan to rail about it.
Mrs. Lohenza Stevens.
711 Superba Street, Venice, Cal.
If

necessary.

Size 8x10 50c each or 3 for
Post Card Photos 50c per
Illustrated catalogue,
dozen.
containing 75 pictures, FREE
"
w 1h
^ order or haiidcolored picture of your favorite
photo star FREE with every $5
order. We have original photos
of over 250 stars including Mary
Pickford,
Doug. Fairbanks,

$1.25.
jrift

V^^^wfc^*^

'

'

T

•

'

Bebe Daniels, Betty Compson, Priscilla Dean.Nazimova,
Talmadge Sisters, Chaplin, Jackie Coogan, Bill Hart,
Harold Lloyd, Rudolf Valentino,

Homer S. Howry

etc.

Co., 424 So. Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.

2J YW/?S

TriE

STANDARD

TRAlfV/KG

SCHOOL EOR THEATRE ARTS

SCHOOL
DRAMATIC ARTS
FOUR SCHOOLS IN ONE. PRACTICAL STAGE
TRAINING. THE SCHOOL'S STUDENTS STOCK«»roTHEATRE AFFORD PUBLIC STAGE APPEARANCES'
Write tor catalog mentioning etudy desired to

D.

IRWIN,

43 W. 72d St.
Between B'way

&

Secretary
New York

City

Central Park West

Movie Acting
Would you like to know if you are adapted to this
work ? Send 10c. for our Twelve-Hour Talent-Tester
or Key to Movie Acting Aptitude and find whether
or not you are suited to take up Movie Acting.
Instructive and valuable.
Send dime or stamps
today.
Interesting-, illustrated Booklet on Movie

Acting will also be included
FILM INFORMATION BUREAU,

WHOM

FREE

!

Station R,

Jackson, Mich

SHOULD YOU MARRY*

YOUR FUTURE happiness depend^

,

on knowing the man or woman /
you should marry. Merely send
name and address and date of
birth — our experts will describe
type of mate you should marry.
We'll also read YOUR character.
Palmistry book— tells how to read
F
character — Freo with every order. Pay
postman 98c plus oostage. for complete outfit.
W*
CHARACTER STUDIES, Inc.
46 W..24 St., Dept. 20 New York City if

FRFP
Rdd

H
_

From Sunny

California

A delicious can
Nature's own food.
of unfired foods containing nuts, sunCalifornia
honey and
kissed
raisins,

-

We want you to

have this book, absolutely

free,

and

without any obligation whatever. Be sure to send for
it today. All that is necessary is to send the coupon he*
low. Do it now. It may be the first step in your career.

Perfect Voice Institute
1922 Sunnyside Ave., Studiol284

,

Chicago,

111.

Santa Paula,

ueaBanssBBaasaeflaiBBBaaBBnaBBBBanBi

Perfect Voice Institute
1922 Sunnyside Ave., Studiol284 • Chicago
Please send me your book. "Enter Your World,' without charge or obligation.
I have put
before the
subject that interests me most.

X

Singing

Speaking

Stammering

Weak Voice

and

carries clothes well.
Miss Smith's article stated that Gloria
appealed to young women. I am far from
young, and so are my friends, and we
defend Gloria.
Ruth Quisenberry.
ability,

A

Address

Sent postpaid for $1.00.

MORE

Protest Against

Extreme Scenes

of

Though they are not new
was not until recently that

"A

pictures, it
either "Or-

Connecticut

Yankee in King Arthur's Court" was
shown in my city. But they came simultaneously, and the two seen on consecu-

FOOD MFG.

CO.,

Los Angeles,

Calif.

WRITE F0RTHEM0VIE5
TURN. YOUR TALENT INTO MONEY
Stories Wanted by Producers

A
Try

Horror.

LIFE

823-24 Loews State Bids.,

Calif.

phans of the Storm" or

Name

olives.

valuable

money making

field

Mail us an idea, in any form, at once
for free examination and criticism. We give
our honest services to amateurs who would
convert their thoughts into dollars. No experience necessary.
it!

Free booklet sent on request.
Cosmopolitan Photoplay Studio
154 Nassau St., New York
Suite 624, Dept. D

Advertising Section

Was

Her

Bought
First Story
By D. W. Griffith
she won the $2,500 first prize against 10,000
scenarios in the J. Parker Read contest

And

holds out no false promise to those who can
never succeed.
With the active aid and encouragement of
leading producers, the Corporation is literally
combing the country for new screen writers. Its
Department of Education was organized to develop the writers who can produce the stories.

Frances White Elijah

trained herself
transfer her natural story-telling
Will you send for a
gift to the screen.
free test of your ability?
to

When

Frances White Elijah

first

thought

of screen writing, she never imagined she
would become a successful photoplaywright after a few months of diligent
study.

The Palmer

Think what

that

means: Her

first

same producer
THE
White Elijah's

—

—

$1000 and

Royalties

The Palmer Photoplay Corporation will
pay SI 000 cash and royalties on the profits
of the picture for five years to the Palmer
trained

writers

of

duction

by

own

selected

stories

for

who was

Frederick Palmer, Author and Educator

Rex Ingram,

Thos. H. Ince,

Director and Producer

Producer

Allen Holubm
Producer and Director

C. Gardner Sullivan,

E.J.Banks, m.a.

J.

.

Director

Sacred Films. Inc.

Rob Wagner,

Scenarist to Thos. H. Ince

L. Frothingham,
Producer

James R. Quirk,
Editor.

Screen Authority

Photoplay Magazine

Educational Staff Officers
Clayton Hamilton, m.a.

Eugene B. Lewis.

Director of Education

Douglas Z. Doty,

Editor-in-Chief

Geo. Elwood Jenks,

Associate Editor

COPYRIGHT.

Associate Editor

1923,

bought

Frances

absolutely

unknown

to

the

motion

industry, and hundreds of others who
are not professional writers, have that gift.

picture

The Palmer Photoplay Corporation cannot
endow you with such a gift. But we can dis-

Frances White Elijah

Perhaps

And we
cover it, if it exists, through our test.
can train you to employ it for your lasting enjoyment and profit.

We

You Can Do

This Very Thing

AT^notion

But, you say, how can
I have that ability?

to

know whether

To answer that question is the purpose
of this advertisement.
The Palmer Photoplay Corporation will gladly apply to you
a scientific test of story-telling ability,
provided you are an adult and in earnest.
And we

shall

do

it

free.

We

shall

be frank with you.

only a little of your time.
fortune to you.
In any
event it will satisfy you as to whether or not
you possess this power.
Just use the coupon
below
and do it now before vou forget.

The Palmer

photoplays.
that it may

I

I

1
I

j

I
«

Palmer Photoplay Corporation,
Department of Education, Sec. 1304,
Palmer Building, Hollywood, California.
Please send me by return mail your Creative
Test which I am to fill out and mail back to
you for analysis. It is understood that this coupon entitles me to an intimate personal report
on my ability by your Examining Board, without the slightest obligation or cost on my part.
Also send me free, Carrol B. Dotson's booklet,
"How a S10.000 Imagination Was Discovered."

|

Name

contemporary producers as well as to supply its
own Productions Division with story material
It
(see offer elsewhere in this announcement).

PALMER PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION. HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.

test will take

may mean fame and

—

Photoplay Corporation

exists first of all to sell
It trains photoplay writers in order
have more photoplays to sell to

Apply

developing this invaluable talent.

This

Send for the Palmer Test

to

Professional screen writing may not appeal
There are many men and women
you.
enrolled for the Palmer Course and Service
who feel that way. They study it, however,
because they know that Creative Imagination
properly developed, means greater success in
And they appreciate
any line of endeavor.
the opportunities which this course presents for

It

This test was developed by the Palmer
Photoplay Corporation through the adaptation of some of the tests used by the
United States Army. If you have any
story-telling instinct, if you have ever said
to yourself when you left a motion picture
theatre, "I believe I could write as good
a screen-story as that," send for this test
and find out for yourself just how much
talent you have.

You

the coupon below, and we will send
You asyou the Palmer Creative Test.
sume no obligation, but you will be asked to
completed
test for
the
returning
be prompt in
If you pass the test, we shall
examination.
send you interesting material descriptive of the
Palmer Course and Service, conditions in the
studios and the success of others who have
If you cannot pass this test,
passed this test.
we shall frankly advise you to give up the
idea of professional writing for the screen.

CLIP

I

Invite

Free Test

the outset, let us correct one false
many people have. Literary
required for
skill, or the writing style
novel and magazine authorship, cannot
be successfully transferred to the screen.
The first requisites of photoplay writing
are creative imagination and the ability
to think out and tell a good, dramatic
story.
With that ability proved, any man
or woman can be trained to write for the
screen.

pro-

which are:

who

story has rejected the
work of scores of novelists and magazine writers
wherever the language
known
are
names
whose
They did not possess the kind of
is spoken.
talent suited for screen expression. Mrs. Elijah,

Productions

Division.
Thus, for the first time, writers may share
in the proceeds of their successful work as
stage playwrights and book authors do. This
plan is_ endorsed and authorized by the
Palmer Advisory Council, the members of
its

Teller's

first

Chicago

does this story mean to you? If
causes you to ask yourself ''Could 7
or any
sell a story to Griffith
or Ince
of the producers ?," this will prove the
most interesting announcement you ever
read.

the industry's acthe stories without

Opportunity

story

What

is

getting

The Story

one of the most discriminating
producers in the film world. And she had
only started to train her story-telling gift
six months before!

it

for

acceptable stories.

to

Stimulated by her brilliant success, this
girl developed herself into a professional screen writer for a great Los
Angeles studio. Today she enjoys success
as a scenarist and the distinction of having written the best of 10,000 scenarios
submitted in the recent J. Parker Read
contest, in which two other Palmer trained
writers won the second and third prizes.

institution

which production of motion pictures cannot go
Producers pay from $500 to $2000 for
on.

"I have just received your check in
payment for my story, 'Wagered
Love,' which your sales department
sold to D. W. Griffith.
"It has scarcely been six months since
I registered with you and your
assistance and encouragement have
made my success seem like magic."

sold

agent

credited

And what reason had she to think she
would write the following in a letter to
the Palmer Photoplay Corporation less
than a year after taking up this work.
'

15
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Street
City
|

State
All correspondence strictly confidential.
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TVear silk economically ? yes!
'But first consider this safety test

Many women
temptation to

the

resist

own

the

Those who apply
to

Flakes

Ivory

this thought
need seek no

further.

garments of their hearts' desire,

not because they cannot

afford the

first

cost,

but be-

cause they are afraid of what

may happen
in

to such

garments

the washing process.

Why?

Because Ivory Flakes is
the same
simply Ivory Soap
fine white soap which for two
generations has befriended the
faces of millions of women- now

—

prepared in petal-thin flakes for
the washbowl laundering of the

most

delicate fabrics.

But the problem of washing
georgette,

delicate

— yes,

chine, chiffon

finer woolens, too,

crepe de

and the
like

the

—

diffi-

sweater in the picture
cult as

it

is,

women

countless

simple

This

test.

be applied to
this

for

ties,

all

test

A

dipping and squeezing, and this
gentle cleansing agent has done

a

may

work

-

safely

and

surely.

Economical enough for any kind
of laundering. Ivory Flakes has a
real margin of safety for the most
precious garments you own.

whatever
easy as

plus one, this test

has provided a really sound

May we send you the free sample
and booklet pictured in the lower

basis for the selection of safe

A

right-hand corner?
will bring them.

soap.

Here
Ask

teaspoonful of Ivory Flakes,
moments of

instant suds; a few

its

Though

adding one

—

without change.

soaps offered

purpose,

their form.

by

purity and mildness of Ivory
are found in Ivory Flakes

Soap

has been solved

/

for

The same gentle cleansing proper-

is

the test:

The

full-size

Flakes

yourself:

package of Ivory

may be had

and department

Would
soap on

postcard

at

grocery

stores.

I be willing to use this

PROCTER

my face?

&:

GAMBLE

STOnr-*" FLAKES
SMakes dainty

clothes last longer

Free

SHETLAND WOOL
oAs

difficult to

wash safely

as chiffon

1

(Garment n ith owner's
in Procter

&

letter

Gamble

|l

FUKJES I

This package and

SOAP

booklet

FLAKES

A sample

package of Ivory
Flakes and the beautifully
booklet, "The

illustrated

This delicate sweater of gray Shetland wool,
with its stripes of old hlue and rose, has been
times with Ivory Flakes and lukewashed
warm water. "It is Still as soft and fluffy,
shape as
its delicate colors as fresh, and its
true as when 1 bought it," says its wearer s
"Hard rubbing or washing with
letter.
harsh soap would have ruined it."
1

IVORY

IVORY

on

Care of Lovely Garments,"
will be sent to you without
charge on application to
Section 47-DF, Dept. of
Home Economics, The
Procter & Gamble
Cincinnati. O.

4^

Co..

file

offices.

928.

by The Procter

& Gambk-

Cl

—

Just a glimpse of one of the most promising productions of ike year "The Hunchback of Xotre Dame," which Universal
producing. Patsy Ruth Miller appears as "Esmeralda."

is

—

!

Along

Came Ruth

first adventure in the silver land of romance, in which she
storms the Pied Piper's mountain and meets three beautiful 'princesses.

Her

By Ruth Mary

VERY

"1

girl of

my

Harris
ing to meet every movie actress
in the world. But if I had even
breathed this request at home,
my unfeeling brother would
have howled "Oh, yes, she is
Movie actress my eye
Just
say movie actor and we may
!"
well believe you
So I bided my time. But
truth to tell, after one has embroidered her one party dress
and danced on the sidewalk
with all the callow youths in
town, to every band concert for
a season, she gets tired of biding her time and hides her
head in books, where strong
men of the world swear to be
enemies of all womankind, and

age has

some wild and

ri
JL^'

secret desire, like being cast on a

desert island with Rodolph Valentino or being madly courted by
But they gena Hindu rajah.
erally

the

:

end up by mooning over
of the home-town
team or devouring love

captain

football

Not that reading rostories.
mances wasn't ray life, either
My
until two things happened.
uncle

— and

bought the

Gem

Theater

read "The Sheik."
It is not a small thing to make
a collection of your best friends
and grandly usher them past the
ticket office without having to
I

Uncle complained bitterly
about profits, but it made me
awfully popular and kept my icecream allowance in fairly good
condition, for I seldom had to
treat any more.
Those once-a-week movies In
comparison, mere frosted choco-

then fall flatter than Marc Antony when one clever coquette
languidly
waves her ostrich
feather fan.

So one Saturday when
dusting

All eve-

ning long I wouldn't even know
when a peanut shuck hit me
the youths of our town take that
low way to attract our attention
I

was hanging

his

my

close to the

edge

motor cycle and
fuming uncle into

I

this

was

—

all

wrong

—

must go

I

my own

—

—

can't
"Feeling tiny as a midget, I peered into a huge
cavern bigger than your wildest dreams of Santa
Claus' workshop."

—

their saddles almost at my feet
and social butterflies flitted so near that their elegant
chiffon draperies seemed to brush my old homemade

Every time Norma Talmadge appeared I played
"Hearts and Flowers" I could almost smell costly perfume.
Oh, why couldn't my heroine step out from
the silver sheet and smile at me? Not' that I wouldn't
have swooned with delirium if she had but if I'd been
a day younger I would have peeped behind the curtain
after the show was over, to see if perhaps Erich von
Stroheim weren't lurking there for the girls in our
set weren't so hard to look at.
But now you have guessed the secret ambition that

—

—

—

shelf

adventures.
This was a dandy discovery,
but hard to work out.
I was
mulling it over when I heard
snatches of conversation from
the kitchen;: "No movies tonight whole enterprise failed
Baines asks such high rent—

me

Can you imagine the thrills I
had when the lights went out,
and to my somewhat shaky
strains of "Oh, Promise Me."
handsome heroes leaped from

—and

it

after

play the piano.

cape.

was

I

task

fiendish

rights I should be a fair princess with a kingdom by the sea.
I now saw by "The Sheik" that

coaxed

letting

usual

from under the diningI gave up dreaming
that
Thomas Meighan
would come walking into the
parlor and tell my awe-struck
parents that there was a mistake in my birth and that by
steal

room

with the heroine.
When the reel broke in the midst
of a cowboy picture and everybody razzed Mike, the nervous
operator, I refused to laugh at
common remarks.
My
their
mind was on my one desire.
Even the lollypop craze passed
me by on the nights when our
pianist's sweetie took her out on
cliff's

my

of
"The
reading
Sheik" whenever I could safely

at

!

— for

!

—

pay.

lates lost their appeal.

—

No

make it."
more movies

!

Talk
!"

about Milton's "Paradise Lost
I was turned from my garden
of Eden, all right, all right. I
could have written a whole Senior Lit paper on just
how the naming sword looked that fatal day.

What

could

I

But even as

me

— not

meant

do?
bemoaned

I

my

a plan came to
escape the wella perfect housenot assume a burning thirst for
fate,

easy, but the only way to
efforts of my elders to make

wife of me.
Why
studying Latin in New York?
I did.
I hypnotized my parents, paralyzed my brother
with the idea he's still wondering why he didn't think
packed my suit case whenever the cat would
of it first

—
me by

oblige
the city

—

with

curling up somewhere else, and came to
all of mother's admonitions ringing in

xMong Came Ruth
my

ears

—and

I'm

not

going

to

19

them,

forget

either.

After enough hardships

to

make "The Face On

the Barroom Floor" tame reading. I found a little
and lots of classes
studio, a homely gray kitten
Meekness is my first name at Columbia.
in Latin.
talk Latin only, in one class.
I sit and won-

—

We

if New York is so terThen
rifying and fascinating to every one else.
I cuff off a select epigram, whatever that is, by
Martial and try to find my way home again,
which I could never do if it weren't for the goodlooking policemen that you read so much about.
Xow history has begun for me.

der to myself in English

—

This morning something cold and wet struck
in the neck.
I sat upright.
soggy catnip
mouse tossed about by the kitten was my alarm

A

me

•

clock.

Six-thirty only

Four hours

!

until

—but

maybe

in the meantime I could find a pair of earrings
that matched and also recover from that giddy
feeling, half fearful, half delicious, that swept
over me when I realized that my dream of years

was

come

to

true.

I

was going

to visit the

Famous

Players studio and meet the silver-screen stars
I

How

the girls

would

feel as

of dropping in

!

would envy me and how superior
I wrote them, in a blase manner,
to see the Lasky stars at work!
wished that my mother were here.

But just now I
I was ready to expire with excitement.
If you had never met a real live editor, to say
nothing of sitting in his reception room and hearing him say: "I think perhaps I'll take a day off
myself and escort you around the studios," you
can imagine how I had been walking on plumy,
pink clouds ever since.
Mere breakfast held no attraction for me. In
a dream I seemed to float among lesser mortals

met the editor of Picture-Play and we
slithered through the tunnel to Long Island.
remarked that it was a great privilege to see the
I was appreciating the privilege
Lasky- studio.
until I

He

my

chin was trembling most ignobly. In
esty I ought to ask to go back home.
felt like

And
tening

Ben Turpin's eyes
then the enormous studio appeared

glis-

moun-

white,

mountain.

really

am

ened."

I

is

We

"I

not frightsaid to

"for

,

there

my-

through

Fairyland."'

entered a tiny

foyer and were most
courteously ushered
into the very center
of our mountain.
Feeling tiny as a

midget in a giant's
vaulted storehouse

clung

to

I

some

friendly curtains and
into a huge
Bigger than
cavern.
your wildest dreams
of Santa Claus' work-

peered

shop
ings,

!

•be

in one of the mod
from "Glimpses of the Moon."

Daniels and Nita Naldi

To me

was the Pied Pip-

self

—

with a circu-

lar entrance.
er's

hon-

mind

tainlike,

it

all

My

Giant scaffoldlofty

skeletons

of framework,

mam-

-snop scenes

moth

pulleys with blinding, malicious eyes of
Armies of pygmy
sliding overhead.
workmen shouting to each other. Then in a
Music beglare of brilliance the orchestra.
guiling enough to make a minister long to
light

rob a bank.
Isn't there a lure to just moving painted
It
scenery about ?
I was thrilled purple
was just like getting up a high-school play
out home, only on -such a giant scale.
found ourselves on a Chinese set.
"Java Head" was being screened, we were
Like the House that Jack Built there
told.
was nothing- but fronts of tiny houses closing
in a narrow street. But that didn't matter. It
seemed real to me. I wanted to sidle along
under one of the balconies and see if a hatchetman would try to get me. Just as I was feeling half afraid some one
"My first great touched my arm and I
moment was when 1
turned, facing a mob of
met Alice Brady, in South Sea
murderous-looking ChinaIsland make-up."
men. Real ones, too
!

We

—

:
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candle sticks hadn't kept

me from

wading through that book!
To
Miss Brady's mind the main point

Head" could not be picwas this: that instead
smug New England Salem-

of "Java
tured.

It

of the
freezing within themselves
ites
when the Chinese girl came into
their midst and instead of their
looking down on her, that she, as
a representative of age-old culture,
education, and even glacial repression should really regard the parvenu New Englanders with con-

tempt and pity.
Wasn't I enjoying myself? I
had feared that this young star
would act cynical and bored and
here we were, as interested as my
best chum and I, after we had fin-

—

ished reading the same book. Just
to keep the battery of those big
dark eyes shining in my direction

raved to her about coming from
small town
I kept the Latin
complex hidden, for that's a sore
and how happy I
point with me
would be to remember her as the
I
first actress I had ever met.
added ruefully that I was so
fussed that I couldn't think of the
usual questions to ask her. "I'm
I

—
—

a

"I can't talk
glad," she smiled.
that blah-blah stuff, either. When
one ambitious person asked me the
other day why I wore black so

Bebe Daniels makes a gorgeous picture when you see her personally, because
of her coloring.

much,
Fate has a perfectly slick way of staging her own
stage tricks, hasn't she? I was led over to another set,
my heart already humping against my left ear none
of that veteran's poise that I had practiced before the
mirror was left and my first great moment found

—

—

me

shocked.
For there, silhouetted against the
darkness, was Alice Brady!
I caught my breath.
As she spoke, bells seemed to
be chiming, lustrous jewels flashing, and the air heavy
with a sweet, bewildering perfume. I was on a Ferris
wheel of emotions, for it seemed that my fairy princess
had been lifted right out of my dreams.
slender,
shell

A

mauve-kimonoed

houri, reclining on an improvised
chaise-longue, smiling at me
Fluffs of dusky hair half
held by a wide, mauve band shaded her eyes
magnetic
eyes that in the purplish light shone like dazzling em!

—

eralds.

What would you have done in my place ? I folded
myself into a camp chair, awkward and tongue-tied.
In order to distract my moon-calf gaze, I suppose, she
tinkled a cascade of silvery bracelets and laughed.
"Woolworth's. Two whole dollars' worth. But I love
to wear bracelets and these are pretty, don't you think
so?"
They were. Some looked like platinum others were
many-faceted, twinkling like diamonds on her brown
arms.
"This South Sea stain on me is hard to remove,"
;

she

explained,

fifteen

and

am

"especially

when

I

tear

home

at

six-

supposed to be ready for dinner at

seven.

"Have you

seen any of the 'Java Head' sets?" she
and from that we passed into a discussion of
Hergesheimer's storv. Wasn't I glad now that a base
subservience to ma'rshmailow spreads and decorating:
queried,

I

answered: 'Undoubtedly

because red is my favorite color!'"
We both giggled at that.

Then Miss Brady was called to the set. and I passed
on toward a Parisian modiste's flower-scented reception
room for "Glimpses of the Moon." I almost broke
the ropes holding a "Keep Off" sign, in my enthusiastic attempts to get a nearer view of the objcts d'art,
for I had just heard that even the jewels used in this
play were to be real. And to prove that this was my
lucky day I caught a glimpse of an enchanting Poiret
creation
Miss Bebe Daniels
She was on her way to another set but stopped long
enough to show me the gorgeous diamond bracelet that
is given her as a bribe, in "Glimpses of the Moon."
I could see a mere diamond bracelet any day
in Tif-

—

!

—

—

but not so with the lovely Bebe.
fany's show case
after whom the boys out home have named their Auto
velvet evening gown of pale gold set off her
Club.
satiny shoulders and shining coiffure of midnight hue.
She reminded me of the quotation
"Venus oft with anxious care
Adjusted twice a single hair."
had just started an interesting discussion about
fan letters when she was whisked away.
huge scaffolding loomed before us. "Do you dare
Funny question. All I
climb that?" I was asked.
wanted was the chance, for there were bright lights
When we reached the top platform we
overhead.
found, sitting as placidly as if it weren't on stilts, a
"There at the left is Miss Leachop suey restaurant
trice Joy, the heroine of 'Java Head,' " was the whispered information, "and the lady next to her is Raymond Hatton's wife."
I
leaned and looked, but all I could see was the
back of a tiny head, with a sleek, flower-bedecked coif!

A

We

A

!
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it turned and disappeared.
Just my
But the chop suey house looked so real that
we were all stricken with sudden hunger and descended quickly. I had no idea of where we were
going, but as we rushed downstairs, along corridors
full of patient, waiting Chinamen I felt as gay as
Mcrtoii when he first ate on the lot at Hollywood.
Would you have accepted the invitation to be fourth
at our table? W e were in the center of a sea of goodlooking extras picturesque sailors laughing and banging on the tables, and bevies of little Chinese maidens
fluttering past, looking like bouquets of gold and purAlbert Roscoe, the young and
ple chrysanthemums.
fiery hero of "Java Head," was sitting at a near-by
table with Mrs. Hatton and Miss Joy, whose back
was still turned toward us.
"We have one hundred and fiftv Chinamen in this
cast," remarked Mr. Wingurt, the Lasky publicity director, and added ruefully, "We had to get one hundred and fifty pigtails, too. A few xeaxs ago they
would have grown their own."
I snickered at the idea of pinning on one hundred
and fifty pigtails.

Slowly

lure.

luck!

—

Whenever I felt too romantic for even fried
chicken I could gaze at a tall, pensive sailor who
looked like "that old sweetheart of mine," Rodolph
Valentino.
I was sure judging from his black, firelit eyes that he had a "mystic soul and a sad story."
At my left was a pathetic figure a withered old "'gazooficus" with three strands of white hair hanging
over his bleared blue eyes. "I can't eat another mouthful as long as I can see that trembling old man." I
declared with tears in my voice.
"Do you suppose

—

and ill?"
"Ha, ha!" boomed the publicity director. "That's
Ha, ha !" I looked
reallv a young man made up.
scornfully at said Ancient Mariner and devoted the

he's poor

rest of

my

attention to potatoes Julienne.

—

chop suey?"
the Chinese have to eat
asked the editor.
*Xo chop suey to-day. The agency man tells them
that they can have a ham sandwich, cup of coffee, and
and probably takes it out of their pay."
ice cream
Lunch was over. I turned for one more glance
but a
at the handsome sailor with the soulful eyes

"What do

"The Chinese

—

—

fierce pirate

was

in his place.

I had qualms about meeting Miss Joy, for at a distance she seemed so regal, so aloof. When suddenly
she appeared around the corner of some scenery I had
I wish you all could have
the surprise of my life.
been with me or at any rate have whispered
some leading questions in my ear. She
r^fil

the daintiest little Chinese doll
imaginable! I don't blame the captain's son for running away with

was

Mr. Hergesheimer had
seen her while he was writing
If

her.

"Tava

Head"

I

couldn't have had

know
it

She was so

sadlv.

street set for 'Java

that

I

was

Head' seemed so

half afraid to ivalk

down

real to

me

it."

of pink buds.
Over one ear hung two silken
from the other a tiny basket of corals dangled
alluringly.
"Such oily hair." she laughed, protestingly.
"I try to keep it covered all the time I am away from
the studio.
The other evening we went to see 'The
World
Live In,' and as my hair was unusually
messy I kept a small hat on.
gentleman back of me began to fidget
and to express his .views
circlet

tassels

;

We

A

who
ladies
didn't
their hats in the-

about

remove

v

Continned on page

he

end so
tiny,

so appealing, with her
great dark eyes shining
from their
1 v
ar
quaint, slanting makeup. I didn't need the
music
sentimental
from the
stealing

m

w

background to make

my

heart glow.
I admired her glossy
hair it was so elaborately coiffed.
Even in the back there was a half
;

Leatrice Joy, as the
''Java

heroine of
Head," is the
est

dainti-

Chinese doU
imaginable.

little

—
!
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Letters from Location

Camp Cruze, Utah, and tells some
during the making of "The Covered Wagon."

Lois Wilson writes a letter from
of her

experiences

Camp Cruze, Utah.
Well, I promised to write and tell
you about our experiences on location here in the heart
of Snake Valley, where we are filming "The Covered
Wagon." We're only eighty-five miles from a railroad
The camp, housing the greatest number of people ever
taken on location, includes the mess tent, commissary,
and small tents for each member of the cast and is
laid out like a regular city, with a poplar-shaded "BouleDear Myrtle:

It is built around
vard" and numerous cross streets.
a lake which becomes a river for us because Emerson
Hough put one in his story. I'm playing Mollic U'iiigate, the belle of old Liberty Town.
My kid sister, Constance who is celebrating her
eighteenth birthday by playing extra and I share a
large double tent and now we feel like royalty, for yesterday one of the carpenters felt sorry for us when
we found sand and bugs in our cold cream and put in
a floor.
It is, kindly understand, the only floor in
camp.
You may think it's always hot on the desert but
listen. Myrtle, you've never been up here on the very
edge of it, have you? Where one day it's hot as blazes
and next day -snows. We had a peach of a snowstorm, and Warren Kerrigan and I sneaked away and
built a snow man.
Also we had a flood, which threatened to wash away our whole encampment.
We have five hundred Indians, of three different
tribes, the Bannocks, Arapahoes and Navajos, encamped
near us.
None of them speak English, so an interpreter translates the director's orders by sign language,
which thev also use among: themselves in their scenes

—

—

;

—

—

To Myrtle Gebhart

the first time the primitive sign language has ever been
photographed.
And let me tell you. these aborigines,
with their simple, natural methods of acting, put it all
over us so-called polished thespians. They take everything very seriously.
One scene called for an Indian
to shoot

an arrow through

director set up the
at the trickery and

my

shoulder and when the
the redskin w as horrified
insisted that I let him shoot me

dummy,

r

with his arrow.
We have an orchestra banjo, violin, and accordeon
and phonographs, and sometimes dance in the mess
tent, but usually prefer to watch the Indians, who come
over to our part of the camp every evening to enterThe men always yell, w hile the women remain
tain us.
stolidly silent, the only dance in which they are allowed
"white
to participate being the Squaw Dance.
squaws" join them, and you ought to see me stepping
nimbly with my arms linked about a big fat squaw
Incidentally, my abilities in the terpsichorean line almost got me a hubby, for one of the young braves, a
stalwart fellow with muscles like steel watched me stolidly for a whole evening then gravely offered to set
Inasmuch as
aside his wife and make me his squaw.
some eight or nine kids went with him, I declined
and he was quite dumfounded.
The cowboys stage rodeos and broncho-busting entertainments for us and we have a projection machine
Our film is sent back there to
in the big mess tent.
be developed and rushed to us, so that we can see our
work and make necessary retakes, and the studio also
sends us new pictures. Then we sing the old pioneer

—

—

r

We

song*,

"Oh, Suzannah

!"

that

is

a part of

the story's

Two
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from Location

hear ''Oh, Suzannah!" again I'll
by myself. The Xavajos. wonstripped to breech-cloths and gorgeously decorated in colored pigments, often stage
Our
races for us., over cockleburrs and sagebrush.
men pool their bets and divide the purse among the

theme and

if

ever

stage a little war
derful specimens,

I

all

contestants.

met some mighty interesting Indians, particuMrs. Broken Horn, a white woman who was
captured from a wagon train sixty years ago and
married an Indian and has lived with her husband's
I've

larly

own peocan hardly believe that she is white.
You just ought to see Connie and me all dolled
up in our tight bodices, hoop skirts, and funny little
coal-scuttle hats.
Our life is a primitive one, with
just a tiny mirror in our tent and the water suppiy
running low.
Our meals are pretty good, considering; though we do eat about as much dust as food.
Our food is mostly lamb and beef, and when the
Indians slaughter a beef they make jerkey out of it
and cook it on fires built on the ground near their
tribe ever since, refusing to return to her

ple.

I

tepees.
killed

One day we had

—

the

meat of the buffaloes

during the hunt but it didn't make a great
hit with me.
I'd give a whole lot for an order of
chicken a la king at Armstrong's.
But the Indians
were overjoyed when we gave it to them, as thev hold
the buffalo as sacred, and brought their papooses to
feel its hide, which they think is a charm.
For days,
while the camp was isolated by snow, we ate stew
stew stew.
Oh. I must tell you about our
Lois Wilson thought
unexpected visitor.
The stork

—

paid us a

the

call

other night,

during the worst snowstorm I've
ever experienced, and left a darling nine-pound boy at the tent
occupied by Mrs. Robinson, of

longingly of civilization

now and

then

even though she 1 did
enjoy the adventures
at Camn Cruze.

Continued on page 92

Jackie Tells

About His Circus

In a letter from location, not too carefully supervised by his tutor, he tells what
fun it is to run away and join a circus even if it is all a part of a picture.

—

Sawtelle. California.
tutor says I should say miss and
put le on it but you told me that day we played marbles
and ate hot dogs I could call you Myrt so I am. I've
had the grandest greatest time any kid eight years old

Dear Myrt

:

My

There were
ever had.
I have been with a circus.
seven tents and horses and dogs and camels anch elephants and monkies and ponies and oh yes loads of
funny clowns. Do you say ies on monkies or not? I
forget and my tutor is shampooing her hair.
I didn't have to carry any water for those old eleYou see it was this way. I
phants either you bet.
made a picture called "Toby Tyler." It is an old story
from a book. Oh it is a fine book alright, the man that
wrote that book sure must have run away with a circus his own self because he knows all about it. Well
we had a grand time. Eddie Cline my director said
we would go travelling so we went to a little town
had to make street scenes
near Los Angeles.
there.
You see the story of "Toby Tyler" was written
when the man that wrote it was thinking about when
*
he was a kid and how a circus looked and traveled.

We

I

had

lots of fun.

in the story too.

A

I

dressed up like a

little

girl that rides

girl.

That's

bareback gets

sick and Toby puts on her dress and borrows a woman's
hair I mean wig and goes in the ring and rides the
horse because if he didn't the sick little girl would get
fired and he kind of likes her but won't tell anybody
he does when they all make fun of him. I don't blame
him. Loads of folks thought I was a real girl and I
would just grin. One old lady from the town patted
me on the head and said she wished I was her little
girl but I didn't because really I was not a girl at all
and besides I have my own mumsy. Besides she had
a mean dog that bit my hand and they had to take me
to the hospital to get it fixed up.
The prop boys took lots of peanuts along and I had
a grand time feeding Xellie.
She is an old elephant.
I guess Xellie is over a thousand because her face is
all withered like leather.
Xellie was awful nice as long
as I could feed her peanuts, but I had to stop though
because one day Xellie wouldn't work and the keeper
said that Coogan kid fed poor old Xel too many pea-

nuts and she

is

lazv.
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Jackie

Tells

About His Circus
they say he is a fine actor. Gets
lots of money for being a clown
and I would as soon be a clown
for nothing.
had so much
fun, I just acted like I would in
a regular circus.
I know what
a regular circus is dike because

We

when

I

New York

went to

time Mr. Ringling invited

one

me

to

circus and I sat in his
at the Madison Square Gar-

see his

box
den and he

sat

with

me and we

talked all about the circus, so you
see I know how to act in one.
I

am

writing

pieces because

I

this

letter

in

get tired.

There were people that they
freaks with the show. They
fat lady and the bearded
lady but it was not a real bearded
lady though.
It
was a man
named James Cooley that they
hired to put on a big long beard.
The fat lady was real though.
I know, I pinched her and she

call

were the

She weighed 682
She was awful
Her name was smiling Nelfat.
lie, that was her real name too.
She is only 17 years old and her
right arm weighs as much as all
yelled to quit.

pounds honest.

of the skinny

Mumsy

told

man put together.
me I would grow-

up and be

that fat if I don't
stop eating so much candy, but
I don't care. I could stay with
the circus then.
The skeleton
man was so thin he could stand
behind a post and nobody could
find him.
I would rather be the
skeleton man than the fat lady
though because if you're thin you
can put a pillow on and look
alright but the fat lady can't do
anything.
She's just fat that's
all.

Photo by Woodbury

There was a camel called Omar
and he was a mean one. A girl
is supposed to ride on Omar's
back in the parade and Omar
wouldn't let her.
One day I
went in the trainer's tent and
Jackie

found that the bearded lady was just an actor named
James Cooley, dressed up

They had a bear named Cyclops. I spell that word
right because I asked Mr. CHne.
They called the bear
that name because of his eyes.
He only had one. The
other one came out when he had a fight with Charlie
the big monk and nobody could find poor old Cyclop's
eye at all.
But Cyclops didn't mind it, not having his
other eye I mean.
He could see just as if he had
both eyes.
I know because one day I thought he was
asleep and sneaked up and was going to poke him in
his ribs with my finger and. gee, up jumped Cyclops
madder than anything. Then I found out it was his
eye that hadn't any eye that I thought was asleep. He
was watching me with his good eye all the time.
I had fun with the clowns too.
One clown is an
old man that is about to die.
I mean he is old in the
picture and he won't die because he only dies in the
picture you see.
His name is Caesare Gravina and

took a little ladder that they used
I
to put people on Nellie with.
put the ladder alongside Omar's
Omar didn't say a word, he
side and climbed on top.
only walked a little ways and started to eat some hay.
The ladder fell down and I was up on Omar's back,

My daddy walked in the tent and when
in the air.
he saw me he got red in the face and took me off the
always get blamed.
I
camel and I got a spanking.
up

that girl didn't ride on Omar and I did.
There was a colored boy with the circus too. He
took care of the big white horses. His name was Sambo
Green. He had big white eyes and he was always talk-

Anyway,

ing about being brave, but one day the man that trains
the lions was sick and they told Sambo to go in the cage
with the lions and whip them and do the act. In the
Sambo was so scared
story it was that way, I mean.
He wanted
his eyes looked like big bottles of milk.
to write a letter home but didn't know what to say.

THE

OBSERVER
jou

Brief Chzvts v)ith
on Interesting Topics
c oncer 111 no the Screen

We

recently published a series of arwritten by a professional screen
Object to
actress which set forth exactly what
an
ambitious young person may expect
the Truth
to find upon arriving in Hollywood, intent upon breaking into the movies.
great many of
our readers particularly those associated with the motion-picture industry told us that thev found these
articles unusually interesting, but one of our readers
voices an objection in the following letter:

So?ne People

—

ticles

A

—

I have been reading ''What Even. Extra Knows," by Dorothea
Knox, and have come to the conclusion that one must be
wealthy, ravishingly lovely of face and form, and a beautiful
liar to become even an extra in the movies.
What must one he
to become a star? You can read between every line she has written the words, "Stay away we don't want you."
Personally, this is the last profession I would pick out. as I
haven't the least desire to go through all the terrible things an
extra must do even to win a glance from the'man higher up, and
having had a fling at the stage I find that I don't personally care
about the acting profession. But how about all the thousands
of girls who dream of this very thing day and nigh: just longing for even a wee little part in some big production ? It surely
seems a shame to throw such icy water, in the form of Miss
Knox's articles, on their ambitions. Where have their loveliest
and most talented stars come from? Out of nowhere.
-

,

—

—

—

I fully realize that every studio is swamped with untrained
applicants, yet it is from this mob of small-town and large-town
people that the great- stars of to-morrow are usually found, so
why make it so hard for those who have the courage to try?
After all has been said and written, no matter how discouragE. Virginia Bkowx.
ing, they will still come.

5932 Springfield Avenue,

West

Philadelphia, Pa.

answer to that communication
came
a letter from one of
And Some
our staff writers Ethel Sands, whose
Do Xot
adventures in movieland our readers
have followed with a good deal of inThis was a personal letter in which she comterest.
mented on her experiences, and from it we take the

As though

in

liberty of quoting the following

paragraph:

One thing I feel especially grateful for is the way in which
was able to learn that I wasn't cut out to be a movie actress.
Though 3-ou may not have known it, that had been my dream
for years. It was a thing that nobody could reason with or
persuade me from. I was so deadly serious about it that eventually I would have scraped all my savings together, as I fully
intended to do, and headed straight for Hollywood, where undoubtedly I would have learned in a most sadly disappointing
and heartbreaking way that I was not a movie actress type,
I

that I lacked_ tne temperament necessary for an acting career,
and that I had not the physical endurance to undergo the long
hours, the extreme heat and cold, and the like. Instead of that,
by observing for myself on the side lines I was more easily convinced, and with the least hurt. I learned that to continue to
live without becoming a screen star would be luxurious and easy
compared with the difficulties of trying to become one. I still
think, of course, for any one who has the unusual talents and
training necessary nothing could be more thrilling than a career
on the screen in spite of all the hard work. But I do wish thai
every girl could have such an opportunity- as I had to see exactly what she was going in for before making the actual

—

attempt.

Few girls can have Ethel Sands' opportunity. But
those who carefully read "What Every Extra Knows"
And if by
learned substantially what she learned.
reading it one girl was shown as Ethel Sands was
shown through her adventures that she was not fitted
to be a motion-picture star, their publication, we believe, was worth while.

—
—

Xo other star has ever had such a
pretentious program assembled for her
s
Imp)
SIVe
as Cosmopolitan productions have provided for Marion Davies for the comList
"When Knighthood Was in
ing year.
Flower'" gave her prestige that Miss Davies is determined to live up to. and to aid her in doing it she is
to appear in several stories for which there has been
spirited bidding among picture producers.
The first of these is to be "Little Old New York."
a successful play by Rida Johnson Young and the second "Alice of Old Yincennes." a novel of undying pop-

An-

>

Then will come "The Forest Lovers," by
Maurice Hewlett. "Yolanda." a French romance of the
time of Louis XL by the author of "When Knighthood
Was in Flower." "La Belle Marseillaise," a drama of
the time of Napoleon, and "Hearts Courageous.*' the
well-loved romance by Hallie Erminie Rives, a story
of the American Revolution.
ularity.

Carl

Laemmle
Starts

Ever} so often The Observer reads
a notice to the effect that some motionpicture producer is going to film a
classic "just as the author conceived it."
-

Something

Dozens of times he has read that
avowal that the printed version of a story was to be
followed in every detail" in making a motion picture.
And never has he seen a motion picture which really
accomplished the feat.
It isn't impossible, but it is nearly always inadvisable,
and The Observer has never been able to understand
why motion-picture producers made such a point of
declaring that they were going to follow a story closely,
when that was obviously not their intention. Motion
pictures demand different construction and different
treatment from a printed story, and situations and suggestions which are permissible in print are often offensive when screened.
Screen adaptations, therefore,
ought to aim to reproduce the effect gained by a passage rather than to make a literal transcription of it.
Carl Laemmle has announced that in making "The
Hunchback of Xotre Dame." the biggest and most important production the Universal company has ever undertaken, the scenario writers are going to "take liberties with Yictor Hugo."
This is necessarv. he believes. because the storv is full of lust and blood and
gruesome situations
The age for which it was written
relished that sort of thine.

—
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To-day, our tastes are different, and we

The Observer
would not
How Far

care to have such gory stuff on our screens even if the
But that shouldn't deprive
censors would permit it.
us of a great story like "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame," so we are to have it with some of its horrors

removed.

A production which promises to be
an exception to all the rules pointed out
Interesting
above is "Vanity Fair," which Hugo
Ballin has been making for Goldwyn.
Exception
In filming this novel Mr. Ballin found
Unlike practically all other
quite a different situation.

An

could be transferred to the screen with very
In fact, in reporting to the company
officials the names of the persons engaged in the production of the picture, Mr. Ballin credited the scenario
stories,

few

to

it

alterations.

William Makepeace Thackeray.

During the last year, according to an
announcement from the Capitol Theater
in New York City, two thousand one
o
statistics
hundred and fifty-six persons who were
taken sick at the theater were given
treatment by their emergency medical corps.
Now if
the censors would only look into this, and find out
which pictures made the people get that way, they
might be able to do something about it.

Back Can
Yqu
9
„
/
Remember?

What was
^

the

ou ^ ver saw

-'

first

^e

motion picture

know

a

man who

nas a vivid recollection of some pictures
produced during the Spanish-American
War. They were made by J. Stuart
Blackton, if we are not mistaken, and glorified the
exploits of the navy.
Big pictures of the American
flag figured in them prominently.
This same man of
great memory also saw Edison's first production, "The
Great Train Robbery."
Most of us consider ourselves old-timers if we can
hark back to Biograph days to "Enoch Arden" and
But some of us remember the
"Judith of Bethulia."
short French comedies that were run at the end of
vaudeville performances.
The earliest days of the industry' are well within the
reach of memory of even the fairly young movie fan.
Do
Still, the American drama itself is not so very old.
you know that the oldest American play, "Fashion,"
written by a Mrs. Mowatt, was presented no further
back than 1845?

—

Significa?lt
.

.

A
What's

name

young motion-picture actor by the
of

Antonio Muzii who

lives

in

New York

City has been representing
in a
himself at the studios where he works
as a brother of Rodolph Valentino. On
the West Coast Tito Valentino is appearing in motion
pictures, and press notices mention him as a brother
But the one and only Rodolph
of the famous one.
repudiates them both.
He has only one brother, he
insists, and that brother is in Italy.
Now Rodolph Valentino has sent a letter to various
trade publications asking them to take no advertising
exploiting such people under the name of "Valentino."
But is not the name theirs as much as his so long
He adopted
as they do not actually claim relationship?
the name, you may recall, in preference to the more
cumbersome Guglielmi.
Whatever the case, it is well to be forewarned. Lookout for people using the name "Valentino" and trying
to steal some of Rodolph's thunder.

Name?

—

New York is having its season of
Shakespeare, with no less than three
Shakespearean plays running to capacity
on the
houses and with tickets to these plays
Screen
costing as much as seats for the "FolAnd yet no less than a year ago, at least one
lies."
able critic put himself on record as believing that
Shakespeare could not be revived with success because
the modern ear is not tuned to resounding, reverberating phrases.
Shakespeare has been "tried out" on the screen
several times by minor companies.
The most ambitious
production was "Macbeth," made by Triangle and starring Sir Herbert Tree.
The presence of Sir Herbert
as Macbeth and the appearance of Constance Collier
as Lady Macbeth meant nothing to the movie-going
public.
The picture, an artistic and academically satisfactory production, failed.
And so did a more recent
production, Asta Nielsen in a foreign-made version of
Shakespeare

"Hamlet," a wonderful picture, which no distributing
firm has had the courage to attempt to give the American public the opportunity of seeing.

Who

Who
Names

the

Mo-vie

christens the well-known motion-picture companies ? Is it the same
who names
talented man
or woman

—

—

Pullman cars?
Companies?
Paramount probably was so named
because it was from the start paramount in more than

name
name

Associated First National sounds like the
only.
Goldwyn is a combination
of a chain of banks.
of the names of Samuel Goldfish and Edgar Selwyn,
two founders of the organization, neither of whom is
any longer actively interested in the present Goldwyn
company. United Artists is exactly what its name implies
a business association of artists like Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks. Charles Chaplin, D. W. GrifBut why for instance, are Prefith, and Charles Ray.
have seen some of
ferred Pictures, "preferred?"

—

We

don't know the answer.
Obviously. Cosmopolitan takes its name from the
magazine, controlled by William Randolph Hearst who
But Metro evidently an
also owns the film company.

the productions, and

we

—

—

has no connection with
abbreviation of Metropolitan
the magazine of that name. Metro was christened when
the company aimed at presenting only film versions of

Broadway plays.
The most flamboyant

of all film monikers is InAnd yet, strangely enough,
spiration Pictures. Inc.
Inspiration inInspiration has lived up to its name.
Inspiration has been inspired
spired "Tol'able David."
to star Lillian and Dorothy Gish in pictures worthy of
And so Inspiration seems to be in a fair
their ability.
Anposition to guide movie ideals for several years.

other still newer name, excellent from a commercial
standpoint, is Ritz-Carlton. a name that carries with it
the >ame connotation of elegance as does Tiffany, for
hope the pictures will live up to all that
example.

We

name implies.
However from Hollywood we hear

the

that another company has been formed with an even better name. It
is

Perfect Pictures, Inc.

C

'
L*one W7"//
wilt

Persons

who have come

to

believe

that « dav by day in every way they are
a
getting better and better," thanks to the
books and lectures of Emile Coue, will
pj/m
welcome the announcement that the famous French healer has consented to make a two-reel
picture which will illustrate the principal points in his
method of applying autosuggestion. The film will be

Make

distributed by the Educational Pictures Corporation, and
will, no doubt, find a place on the program of all the
leading theaters.

Cursed with a

Comic Face
Henry Hull

insists that that

is

his predica-

ment, but neither motion-picture producers
nor the public agree with him.

By

Barbara

Little

T T T HEX

Vy

Mr. Griffith engaged me to play
in 'One Exciting Night' I told him
that no one would ever take me seri-

On
I'm cursed with a comic face.
the stage I can fix it all up with putt}- and
make myself look pretty much as I want to.
And there I have my voice to work with.
But on the screen without my voice and withouslv.

out a facial disguise, what would I be. I wondered. 'But we don't photograph the face.'
Mr. Griffith assured me. 'We photograph the
thoughts, the soul.'
And I decided that let

me

out. too. because you can't fix up your
thoughts or your soul with putty and paint."
But it didn't let Henry Hull out. Mr. Griffith went right ahead and had him plav one
of the leading roles in the mystery picture,
and he made such a hit in it that now other
producers are clamoring for him. He is making a picture with Mary Thurman for Allied
Artists release, and as soon as he finishes that
he will be featured in a J. Parker Read production and there are other engagements waiting for him later.
Besides, that notion of his about having a
comic face is just one of those weird obsessions
people get about themselves sometimes.
I
Eboio bs KeradsD Brans
couldn't take him seriously when he maligned
his looks because I had just come from the
''But conditions are becoming reversed in the theater.
lobby of the theater where he was playing "The Cat
and the Canary" and heard the flappers filing out reand the movies. The old traditions of the greenroom
marking. ''Isn't Henry Hull just darling?"
The courtesy that used to be
are fast disappearing.
Sometimes when you go to interview an actor you
found in the theater is found mostly in the motionwonder how he ever got into the movies, but with Henrv picture studios now.
Hull you wonder how on earth he managed to stav out
"Working up at Mr. Griffith's is like being in the

of them so long. He is an ideal type, young and lithe
and simply bristling with energy. Unromantic. but wonderfully ingratiating.

Vivid dark eyes that rivet your

attention.
"Oh, well, I

was in the movies before." he admitted
sheepishly, "if you must know the truth. But
the experience was so unpleasant that I tried to forget
somewhat
it."

"Were you as bad as all that?" I asked, feeling as
though I had inadvertently opened the door where the
family skeletons were hidden.
"I don't know how bad I was. I don't want to." He
put me at ease again with a nice 'smile. "Selfishly, I
wasn't thinking of how bad I was, but how rotten working in pictures was. It was almost six years ago. and
the conditions under which motion-picture actors worked
were terrible. The director was apt to sav. 'Hey, youse
come in and give this goil a doity look, and then pick
up dem papers and git out.' Do you wonder I didn't
feel exactly inspired? It might be some charming story
that- we were doing, 'Little Women' for instance. That
was my last attempt at pictures under the old regime.
I came back then to my beloved theater where we were
treated like gentlemen. 'Pardon, Mr. Hull, but the curtain rings up in half an hour' sounded like music to

mv

ears after that.

Empire theater company. The actors are treated
Xow in the old
with such graciousness and respect.
"
days
He looked oddly like a small boy just out of a footHis appearance didn't live up to the
ball scrimmage.
stale, grease-paint atmosphere he was stressing so vig-

old

orously.

"Pardon me Mr. Hull." I protested weakly, "but
you learn about the 'good old days' in

just where did
the theater?"

"Thirteen vears ago in my sister-in-law's, Margaret
I played in it."
Anglin's, company.
The sternness of his rebuke was tempered by genuine pleasure at my illusions about his age.
"Frankly. I have been afraid of going into pictures."
Mr. Hull assured me later, when finding that we were
neighbors he had offered to drive me home. His car.
I might add. is not of the showy Broadway variety with
It was
mirror-like paint and lots of nickel trimmings.
just a stock-pattern car of good make, dressed up for
the winter with side curtains and extra windshields.
"All the disadvantages of a closed car with none of the
advantages of an open one," he informed me suavely
in salesmanlike patter as he pushed me through the

mazes of winter accessories.
Continued on page 98
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Wallace Reid as
Stars are rarely heroes to their interviewers, but

Picture-Play has published with him

Play's

staff writers.

loved the

man who

Is

it

Wal

in the last

two

any wonder that every one

talked' like that

?

Utterly unspoiled

by his success, always informal, jocular, good-natured
And the
no matter how hard he was working.
company did work Wally Reid awfully hard
Even though thousands of electric lights daily proclaimed his name over theaters, even though his salary
mounted up among the highest, Wally demanded deference from no one on his set.
"Oh, Wally, will you stand up and have your mug
shot?" the publicity man on the Lasky lot would ask
him unceremoniously.
And Wally would oblige.
Wally always did oblige, whether it was some downand-outer who wanted to borrow money, some technical man who wanted to show him an invention, or
just somebody who wanted his help.
He was such
an idol around the studio that when he didn't show
up on time, all the workmen would lie to protect him.
"We won't be ready for Mr. Reid for two or three
hours yet," an assistant director would insist to any
efficiency hound who prowled around and tried to
find out if Wally had shown up when the director
told him to.
When Wally wanted to get away from
the studio for an afternoon, electricians would put
their lights out of order, carpenters would wreck their
sets so that there would be long delay in getting them
ready again anybody was willing to run the
risk of losing his job if thereby he could do
a good turn for Wally.
But particularly, he was the idol of newspaper and magazine writers. Always available,
never upstage, and always good copy, he won

—

—

Wallace Reid
ideal

was

the

modern

girl's

of Prince Charming.

their hearts just as he

DON'T

kid myself about my
standing with art. 1 never
wanted to be an actor, any-

I

And

how.

Lord knows
real

when
in

I

When
"Heroes

The
now.
do some

don't

I've tried to

work.
Do you remember
played the lumberjack
I

a

Peter

B.

Kyne

story?

I

Hazel

The boys on

the fans'.

reminisced about the
She Had Known" she frankly told
some unpleasant details about certain matinee idols.
But even she
had no fault to find with Wally.
"\\ allace Reid came to the rescue of my lost illusions concerning heroes," she wrote
in

wore a beard, chewed cigars, and
acted as a man would in that
environment.

won

Shelley

Picture- Play
July.
ingly,

the

cause

newspapers and magazines said,
'At last Wallace Reid has clone
some acting.' That pleased me.
But you should have heard the
howls from the fans and our

course,

own
generous
for
his
Although he
good.
reached a man's estate
some time ago he seems
more like a happy-golucky boy. and every
girl

ing."

or

woman who

knows him wants

was almost two years
ago that Wallv

"Peter lbbetson"
gave him his big-

made

gest

It

opportunity,

and he
to

it

lived

nobly.

up

be-

Wally would be

champion of every woman
everywhere.
His heart is
almost too big and too

Some day I'm
on the screen.
going to let the public in on me
Then they'll quit staras I am.
ring me, and I can go to direct-

fession to one
Pictureof

of

last

know-

the last person in the
orld to acknowledge himself a hero.
Yet he is the

salesmen.
No more beards or
From hencecigar chewing.
forth I was to appear as is. So
they doll me up and shove me

that con-

"Not

In

"Joan the Woman,"

Wallace Reid commanded
almost as much attention

to

mother him. I don't
believe he has ever
wilfully
any
hurt
His valet
one.
adores him and

—
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We Knew Him
lace

Reid was

what

Excerpts from the

show why he was such

years

is

it

many

interviews

a universal

favorite.

—

that no man can be a hero to
Wally is.
I feel that the screen
done him justice. Only in 'Peter

they say

—

well.
his valet?
recently has not

Ibbetson' did I glimpse the actual possibilities of the
man, properly given a chance. I believe that down
underneath the ideals of Peter Ibbetson are the ideals
Those that know him superficially
of Wally Reid.
ma}- laugh at this statement. Yet. I repeat, at heart
Wally Reid is a hopeless idealist, and I for one feel
for
that he is searching perhaps darkly at times
some grail, and that if he ever finds it we will see
the" real John Barrymore of the screen, providing his
managers have the judgment to make use of his genius
rather than merely to capitalize his good looks."

—

—

Men were

just as enthuover Wally as women
were.
When H. C. Witwer. the slangy humorist,
interviewed him for Picture-Play, he wrote
siastic

"To manys

the represent-

ative of the adjoining sex,

Reid

Wallace

Charming

in

is

the

Prince
flesh.

for the benefit of
their boy friends which sarcastically agrees with them,
I wouldst like to state that

Well,

Wallace Reid

ticularly meanin"' to

a Prince Charming with a good right hook
and a poisonous left jab,

Wally

set up.

son William Wallace,

Jr.,

were

when

in order to ;ave time in

pushed
heaved
a ball of solid wood that weighed twenty pounds
if it weighed an ounce, halfways across the lot
with one hand. He never got that muscle pulhn'
on a dress coat, hey?"
Wally Reid cherished no illusions about being
able always to remain at the top of his profession.
When he was in New York in "'Peter

being a twin for
sides
Adonis, Wally is extremely

and well

little

clearin' a space for the stills we took, he
a heavy piano over to another set and also

is

and that any s coffin' remarks about his ability to
rough it up should be made
several miles from young
BeMr. Reid's hearing.

athletic

his

inseparable playmates.

Continued on page 90

He

The fact that the Reids' matrimonial bark remained steady
through the tempests and gusts of emotionalism that sweep
around the most appealing male star in the most
emotional profession in
the world bespeaks

somethin' about
his condition without pardisplayed

character as

He was a sort
of big brother
to Lila

sides.

Lee and

his other leading
ladies.

"v

Wally liked best the roles where he
could get his face dirty.
il

well

as genuine devotion on both

;

A

——

:

Bridal

Bouquet

Receiving a starring contract on the eve of his marriage
makes Walter Hiers outdo his most genial screen roles.

ANEWbowed

with pro-

found

respect.

star has riz

I

"Salaam

Caroline Bell

!"

Me

I'll

most

Wal-

likely get,"

the

Miss

magnitude

is

settled

—

tell

about your first starring picture, 'Mr. Billings
Spends His Dime.' "
Walter (gradually recovering)
"Oh, yes.
Well, Mr. Billings—that's
me has a lot of fun out
his
dime.
South
of
:

rotund comedian around
as do all good wives. Perhaps after a few years,
Walter will be able to regard matrimony in the
prosaic terms of butcher
bills and quarreling over
the
Sunday paper
but
just at present he is in

—

American revolution and
all

that.

Lots of fast ac-

sort of like Wallie's
'The Dictator.' The story,

tion,

which appeared

;

in a

mag-

changed
a trifle. I fall in love with
a girl in a movie show
see her in a news weekly
and follow her to South
azine,

that ecstatic state to which
cold print cannot do jus-

And coming coincidentally with his nomination to stardom by Paratice.

has

been

—

America,

almost get
carved up by a chili con
carne army in gold braid

wonder

world is revolving"
a bit too fast for him.
He contends that his
starring contract is a wedthat the

But my
and all that.
dime brings me a fortune
and the girl Jacqueline
Logan pretty good return on the original investment, what? And say,
did you ever see such red

—

ding present from Mr.
Lasky, a bridal bouquet

knowing the erudite
of the Paramount

fold as I do, I insist that
ever-increasing'
Walter's

is

me

turer, will be ordering the

papa

agree that

I

Mac Williams

Now

Miss "Peaches" MacWildaughter
of
a
wealthy
shoe
manufac-

but,

can't

quite charming.
that,
that matter of world-wide

charming

no

words

importance.

liams,

is

(disgusted)':
shucks, you know I
Peaches' adorable,

:

Yes, Walter is upon the
threshold of a dual hap-piness: stardom and matrimony.
Nay, more, for
by the time this appears

it

"

marvelous
do justice
to her, now can they?"
Me (primly) "Walter,
you will kindly understand
that this is an interview
and a matter of utmost
gee,

it."

mount,

:

I

wonderful,

Hiers'

print

No.

Walter

"Aw,
mean

round
face
beamed on me.
"Slams
and brickbats.
But I'm
so darned happy now I
could let a whole building
fall on me and never feel

in

Lasky 's?

never noticed

!"

"Sure, slam, that's what
ter

(wonderingly)

"Mr.

Photo by Donald Bid

popularity with the public was the casting vote rather
than any altruistic sentimentalism.
A conversation with Walter, when I have cornered
him in the publicity office of the West Coast studio,
proceeds in the following incoherent manner
Me 'Walter. I understand your other contract, in
which you supported stellar luminaries, still had two
:

years to run?"

Walter: "Er, what?' Oh, yes, contract. Of course
heard rumors for some time that I was to be starred,
ever since the critics noticed me in 'Bought and Paid
For.'
But nobody pays any attention to rumors out
here, so it came as a distinct surprise to me when Mr.
I'd

Lasky offered me the new starring contract for five
years, tore up the old one, and gave me the pieces for
a souvenir. And sav, did you ever see such eves?"

any henna pack

in

my

—

real,
too.
hair?
It's
There's not going to be
family, no sirree."

Then it dawned upon me that Walter
Jacqueline?
was off on another of his reveries. Honestly, I never
have seen a callow youth so hopelessly in love. And
I
must admit that I can't blame him, for Peaches,
whom I first saw at the opening of Lowe's State TheI
ater here over a year ago, is quite an eye opener.
understand that the witty monologue of which Walter
unburdened himself upon the stage that night of starshine was a contributory influence, when it came time
for Miss MacWilliams to make a cross mark on the
matrimonial ballot opposite "Yes."
Though Walter has been for almost six years a Lasky
stock actor whose portrayals have won him a constantly
increasing public following, it. was really "Bought and
Continued on page 100
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Carleton de Miller

BoClllg,
\

is

an actor

Hi
OliyWOOQ
1

hat in

)-ou say., "so

Village has

moved

Montmartre

is

up
It

Photograph,

Coast.

Pa-

solved the rid-

White nights

blue days Mimi—hunger—hope
— heights — depths — Trilby —
ink—ashes
You
incense— red
!

And

Chaney

then you cleverly
think of the writer who has said
that bohemia is only a state of
mind. Perhaps he was right.
In the shadow of the Louvre
lies the Latin quarter of Paris.
Greenwich Milage shakes its
bobbed
head
at
"Washington
Square.
"Wherever art thrives,
you say, there comes bohemia,
creeping like a saucy jade into the
see

it

all.

warmth

s

b y

tagg

will see the bungalow home
That is Miss
of Ella Buchanan.
Buchanan herself out there in the
garden trimming a rosebush. She
is the vice president and general
boss of the Sculptors' League of
Southern California, you know."
Yes. her hair is bobbed and all
that, but she doesn't seem to be
Let's stop
smoking a cigarette.
and ask her what she thinks of
By the way,
la vie de bohcme.
that house next door is where Lon

it?"

bohemia?

rambling studio where

"vou

its

has

mak-

in the

in the

Representatives from the Quartier Latin and Greenwich Village have settled in Hollywood and been
enthusiasticallv taken up by the motion-picture colony.

Greenwich

to the

wading

Has Hollywood
dle of

in
111

By Gordon Gassaway

come to live with the
ers of motion pictures.

is

I

i

has hung
BOHEMIAHollywood.

cific,

most of the time he is working on sculpture
Bohemia's Saturday night parties are held.

then, but

ion
O
1 1 I d. I 1
C -m

"Rr^ln
LDU I 1

Y\ (T

"Ah,"

now and

lives.

is bohemia?" we ask.
Buchanan looks at us in

"Where
Miss

surprise.

startled

grav hair she

"Bohemia?

Despite

her

as quick as a bird.
Is that what you're

is

looking for
I really don't know,"
she says, puzzled. "I don't think
!

you'll

find

too busy.

bohemian

it

around here.

I haven't

I'm

got time to be

!"

stirred

In Hollywood the movies have
the atmosphere into a

Shucks, you say, this is disappointing.
You expected more.
But let us peep into the Buchanan

whirlpool of artistic production,
and they have given life to the
pollen of bohemia. It is a young
bohemia, just learning what it is

studio.
find it large and full
of air with the sunlight streaming
in through windows high and open
Xo smoke,
to the north and east.

about.
period.

no cobwebs, no empty bottles, no
Only statues and paintashes.
ings and bits of half finished

all

of art's

is

fire.

We

yet in the pigtail

But let us see for ourselves.
What's this, you ask, as we
turn off of Hollywood Boulevard
near Al Christie's studio and roll

sculpturings.
It doesn't look at
all like the garrets of the bohemia
they tell us about in Paris, with
cracked windowpanes and the lit—
will go on. and bid Miss Buchanan
ter of night,
good day.
e are searching for bohemia with the
smell of musty shadows clinging to its garmer.:?.

EUa Buchanan is vice-president of the Sculptors
League of Southern California

gently
along Edgemont Drive
with the California winter sun dripping onto the hills,
do you mean to say that this is bohemia? "On your
right," I say with all the air of a Cook's tour guide,

W

We

Being Bohemian
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David Grolle

Up

little

from

the

New

York's Bohemia.

hill

we plump down

plaster bungalows,

David Grolle. the painter and decorator,
strolls out to meet us.
He turns on
the fountain and asks us to watch the
flirt

with

its

drops.

bohemia?" we

"Is this the heart of
ask, a little haltingly.

"But come

''Ho, ho!" he roars.
out into the patio."

Fox

old sets

drowsing

in

a

hollow where Rudy Valentino could toss a pebble into
their midst from the window of his bed chamber in
the big house up on the hill he bought for his bride.
That is Warren Kerrigan, over there in the next block,
feeding the birds in his garden.
Is this Hollywood's boheme?
Let's stop at
this tiny pink plaster house with the big iron
grille over the window and the sycamore
shading the tea table in the open patio

sun flames

Hollywood

ashen dwellings of Paris or

built his colorful little studio

a winding road and over a

into a nest of

home from

in

Come

studio.

on, I

—and

It

bears

little

resemblance to the

say, we'll get another quart of gas for

— who

And so we depart
there under his giant
sycamore and with the little fountain splashing in
the sun. and we turn, a scant two blocks further on,
up a quaint lane under towering eucalyptus trees, past
the walled garden of Madame Gordon's School .for
Dancing, and suddenly come face to face with
the blazing pink pinnacles of a building half
hidden in a grove of eucalyptus.
No garret here, no odor of halfIs
burned cigarettes and dead pipes.
Lizzie

from David

then

Grolle,

this

knows?

standing

And who
woman with

bohemia?

is

this

flash-

the coal-black
hair, carmine lips, and firm white
hands that hastens to greet us as we
half stumble down the steps, not up.
that lead to the wide front door with

ing, vibrant

its "needle's eye" for everyday use?
Let me introduce to you Madame Ivy
de Verley, once of London and Paris,
but now of Hollywood. She it is who
painted, on black velvet, the epochmaking mask of Elinor Glyn and the
now famous portrait of Betty Blythe.
der the falling leaves of the trees is a
"Yes, I have just built this place." Malarge picture of a Spanish dancer.
"I light that up at night," he says, "when
dame de Verley is saying, with her strong
I have guests.
I built this place myself with
British accent which goes so incongruously
old stuff from the sets over at the Fox stuwith her Sicilian air. "I am going to live
A striking portrait of Elinor
That beeg tree over
dio.
It's all my work
in California now.
everything, everyGlyn on black velvet is one
thing, but the phonograph."
there is where they use' to hang the horse
I like it here ver-ry much."
"But we are looking for bohemia," you of the best-known works
thieves.
of Ivy de Verley.
interrupt.
"But is this bohemia?" you persist.
"Is this it?"
"Well" he smiles "I sometimes forget
"Just you come and see my studio." says
to cook my breakfast, and sometimes we have music
madame, and with a hand on your elbow she guides you
here until almost ten o'clock at night until it gets too
through the doorway and into a room the like of
which you have never seen. Its walls are of gold, and
cold in the garden.
I serve cookies and oolong to my
guests."
a winding stairway gropes upward into shadows over"Piffle !" you ejaculate.
"Where is the poet with the head. A little stage, with electric fixtures is at one
A Turklong hair and the flowing tie and the flowing bowl?
side, and there are huge paintings on easels.
Where is the muted violin and Mimi? Where, oh, ish lamp hangs by a chain which seems miles long._
where, is bohemia?"
"Every Sunday I have guests here," -she is saying.
"R1i
Mv first house was too
"Sometimes two' hundred.
It is like hunting fc

There,

sus-

pended over a flickering California
stream, no bigger than a minute, is a
fairyland of bridges and trails he has
built and little platforms with pink and
purple wicker furnishings.
Back, un-

—

—

—

1

!
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Being Bohemian
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Hollywood

in

small for all of them and so I build this.
think it will be large enough. Xot?"
Yes, we think it will be quite large

I

enough, and we think, too. that perhaps
here is la vie de boheme.
"Ah," you breathe, "then on Sunday
nights your guests come creeping from
their garrets and gather here to taste of
hashish and bathe their senses in incense
from the Orient? In the darkness of the
night they come the lonely ones?"
"But no !" she exclaims rapidly. "Not
of the Sunday night, but of the Sunday
afternoon, when the breeze sweeps in from
the little brook and off the hills, they come
with their families, their little ones.
In
the sunshine they come, in their little flivvers.
You come see my kitchen where I
make for them orange pekoe and the cup
cakes.
Will you have some tea?"
You trail, disheartened, like a punctured

—

to the kitchen.
It is done in deep
blue and marigold. You have never seen
such a kitchen.
It is as big, almost, as
that studio you once had in Greenwich
Village, which smelled so punk the mornings after.
You climb the stairs and see
the airy boudoir hung with lavender and
pale-green silk, with the zephyrs stirring
the leaves at the windows. You sigh, and
rave, but mutter
"This is not bohemia. Why, once when
tire,

I

was

in Paris. I

And

"

saw

hurry you out before she hears
you, and Lizzie grumbles a bit while we
I

down the eucalyptus lane into the
heart of Holly wood's business section, and
there we stop before the stark, bare face
of a building that reminds you of the place

jiggle

where they make ice at home. Up some
dusty stairs you trudge, picking at the
coverlets of your mind.
You think that
you hear the word bohemia you will

if

scream.

A huge living room n ailed in dull gold where Ivy de Verier receives Hollywood's
dark youth opens a door, at our
bohemia on Sunday afternoons.
knock.
enter a vast room with hundreds and hundreds of hands hung on pegs all about
What's this? A party? On Saturday night? Oh,
the walls. Xot hands in the flesh, but hands, hands in
joy bohemia at last! Yes, we will come.
Speed the
plaster.
There is a throne at one end
days till Saturday.
Are you sure you said at night?
of the room on a dais. The sun is
Xot in the sunlight?
streaming in through Western
It is Saturday night.
The moon is white and
windows, orange now, for the
high, and California smiles on Hollywood. You put
afternoon is growing late.
on your best bohemian bib and tucker and flivver
The tall, dark youth is
joyously out to Finn Frolich's Saturday night
speaking.
But your eyes
frolic.
For it is Frolich's studio, that stark,
have seen something. He is
barefaced corrugated iron warehouse there just
wearing a smock!
And
a block from Lasky's where even at the mowhat is that underneath
ment greenish lights are shooting in the sky.

A

tall,

We

—

his clean-shaven chin?

Gods of Olympus

!

Ye

"De

shooting

scenes of
you.
Mystery
lurks beneath the ink-black shade of the pepper
trees on Sunset Boulevard.
For a moment you
almost believe that again you are rolling along
the Boul' IMichel
Mimi Edto Montmartre

It is a

'Adam's

flowing, billowing black tie
The flag of bohemia! Triumph. He speaks on.
!

Mille

is

Rib,' "

some one

—

the

last

tells

—

is too bad you came
now, but you are wel
uardo muted violins claret Egyptian cigarettes
come.
W'e are enlarging the
Bull Durham bathless nights blue days
la vie
studio, making it bigger," he ex
de boheme!
plains, "and we are sort of torn
Hurry up the dusty stairs. We are here. There is
up. But we will be finished by Satbabble of voices echoing through the empty spaces of
Casson Ferguson is a near
urday night. We are going to
The tall,
the old warehouse with its iron walls.
neighbor of Ivy de Verley 's and also
have a party then. Will you
dark
man
closely at the door. Ah,
young
you
eyes
as this picture shows, one of her
Continued on page 97
come and join us?"
most interesting portrait subjects.

"It

just

—

.

—

—

—

—
—
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Above, a view taken

in

Jack's

"Winged Victory" gardens; below,

own

the builder on his

He Makes New Homes Out

of

porch.

Old Sets

Donovan has discovered a way to transform the mushroom growths on the studio lots into something of permanence.

Jack

By Charles Carter

TO

your

right,

la-dies

an' gintil-min," bellowed the guide on

the rubber-neck wagon, "is
the bungalow where Alice
Ter-ry lives with her hus-

band.

Rex Ingram.

Yes'm,

brown house
little
that
there 'neath the eucalyptus.
Smart young

feller

name

Jack Donovan built that
there court he calls 'Winged
where
Gardens'
Victory
o'

lots

o'

lives

the
"

picture

folks

"What

iron,

-

of sets and discarded
properties in his homes,

which have come to be
part of Hollywood.

a

At the larger studios,
such as Lasky, Goldwyn.
Ince,
and
Universal,
where the same type of
structure is often needed,
sets usually are retained
for
future use, made
possible
few
by
a
changes or by repainting.
But the smaller independent

Jack and I, seated in his
snappy blue coupe before
of
gates
entrance
the

wrought

Photos by New Brook

snickered.

he doesn't know,"

giggled, "is that Alice's
cottage was built from a
discarded studio set."
I

"Neither," answered Jackserenely, "does Alice."
This versatile youngster,
who designs and builds

quaint houses between pichad
ture
engagements,
evolved the unique scheme

of utilizing left-over sides

companies selproduc-

dom make two

tions in a similar locale,
and, finding their sets

and properties white elephants on their hands,
they are glad to dispose
of them for whatever
they can get. The propare
erties
frequently

bought by Los Angeles
stores and. in the case of
props of an early historical period, are often sold
as

"guaranteed

tiques."

I

know

anof one

Continued on page 103

Favorite

Picture
Players

EDITH ROBERTS

has

never looked more
lovely than she does in
the Elizabethan robes she
wears in the prologue to
"Backbone." It is a mod-

era story, but for a few

moments we are given
vision of olden times.

this

36
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Photo copyrbrhted by Strauss Peyton

PHILLIPS, who goes

is the most demure and serene of stars off
"The White Frontier," an Allen Holubar promarks her next appearance.

film roles,

the screen.
duction,

in for such strenuous

41
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NOhadmore welcome news

has come to the fans for a long time than the fact that Mae Marsh
Griffith to play in' his next production, and that she had consented
to do so.
Of all the stars who have withdrawn for a time from the screen, none will be welcomed back more eagerly. You will find something about what she has been doing of late,
and about her future plans, on the following page.

been asked by Mr.

She Danced at the Princess
Mae Marsh has been

enjoying

many honors

of late;

and you

By Charles

OF

all the Cinderella stories to be found in the
careers of our screen stars. I can think of
none more deserving of the title than that of

to be when I worked with
derful, of course.
At first
talked to me during a scene.

and

Other stars have amassed greater fortunes, have built
more palatial homes, have seen their names glittering
But it rein a greater number of incandescent lights.
mained for Mae Marsh to emerge suddenly out of
or rather the
retirement and dance at the prince's
princess' ball, in the costume, by the way, which you
see her wearing on the opposite page.
The ball was given in London last fall, and Princess
Mary was the patroness. It was a huge charity ball,
and the guests included any number of lords and ladies
and distinguished men and women. But beside bear-

of

name of the princess, the invitations bore the
that was Mae Marsh,
of but one other person

ing the

name

—

the guest of honor.

That this honor was conferred upon Miss Marsh
was partly due to the fact that she was in London at
the time, starring in a British film.
But it was due,
in greater part, to the fact that the British people are
not so prone as we are to forget an artist who has
once achieved distinction.
Great Britain had not been really awakened to the

wonderful

possibilities of motion pictures until the
crashing walls of falling Babylon in Griffith's "Intolerance" shook them into a recognition of the fact that
And
a cheap amusement had become a great art.
through that same picture in the modern episode
they came to know and to love Mae Marsh.
Therefore, when she arrived in London to act as visiting star
in one of their productions, invitations of all kinds were
showered upon her. Not only was she the guest of
honor at the princess' ball; she dined at the home of
a member of the nobility, one of whose dinner guests
was the Prince of Wales. On other occasions she met
and talked with Sir James Barrie. Anthony Hope. H.
G. Wells, and many other men of high literarv attainments.
All of which had taken its place as an episode of
very small importance on the day that I saw her a
few weeks later, as compared with the fact that it was
Saturday and she was free to spend a week-end with
her three-and-a-half-year-old daughter, Mary, and her
husband, Louis Lee Arms. She was staying at the new
Westchester Biltmore Club, a huge country club which
looks like a mammoth city hotel built by mistake on a
country hilltop the playground of hundreds of New
Yorkers, a place for gayety, for out-of-door sports, or
for quiet and rest, as you prefer.
They had gone to
the Westchester Biltmore partly because of its nearness
to the Griffith studio, where Miss Marsh was playing
a leading role in the forthcoming Griffith picture which
is to bring her back to the American screen
but the
real reason, 4- think, was that its hillsides offered the
very best coasting for the tiny red-cheeked member of
the family.
"I've been promising Mary all week that I'd play
with her to-day." said Miss Marsh, whose blue homespun sport suit gave evidence that she was all ready
"There's
for a romp in the snow with her daughter.
not much chance throughout the week.
work azvIt's just as it used
futty hard at the Griffith studio.

—

—

:

We

soon on the screen once more.

Gatchell

Mae Marsh.

—

will see her

Ball

I

wasn't used to

it.

—

Mr.

won-|
Griffith before
bothered me when he}
He does that, you know,
After I left Mr. Griffith most
it

my

directors didn't do that.
They found that I did
better if they just let me go through my scenes as I
wanted to. With him. of course, it's different, but it
upset me so at first that we had to stop and rehearse
for several days until I could get back into his way
of working again.
"My part? Well, I'm a modern flapper, you know.
No, not just a wistful little person quite different from
But it's a very dramatic role
anything I've done.
very strong story. I hope it will be well liked that's
all we can ever say, you know."
Those who have had glimpses of some of the film
predict a glorious return for Miss Marsh after her long
retirement, and I am sure that every fan whose recollections go back eight or nine years will hope that this
prediction comes true.
For Mae Marsh has always held a peculiar place in

—

—

—

From the
of those who love the screen.
time when, as the Little Sister in "The Birth of a
Nation," she brought tears to their e}r es through the
poignancy of her portrayal of that tragic role, she has
always had a place of her own, somewhat like that of
Maude Adams on the stage, to whom she often has
been compared.
Unlike Maude Adams, she was unfortunate in her
management after leaving Griffith. The Goldwyn company, in its early days of high aspirations chose well
when they selected her to be one of their first stars.
But the judgment of those in charge of selecting vehicles for her was, save in one or two instances, very
bad.
One of their pictures. "The Cinderella Man."
which George Loane Tucker directed, brought out all
of her appealing charm. Sincerely and beautifully made,
it had an emotional climax which stands out after five
years as one of the best examples of heart appeal which
I have ever seen produced by an actor on the screen.
The termination of her Goldwyn contract, which had
brought her a fortune, if little else, came shortly after
her marriage. The opportunity for a rest after several
Then Manyears in the studios was a welcome one.
was born, and all of her mother's interests became cenIt was not until Mary was a year old
tered in her.
that she began to think of resuming her professional
career.
An offer came at that time which appeared to
be a splendid opportunity, but save for a handsome
salary, the results were unsatisfactory.
Like most screen stars who grew up in the studios.
Miss Marsh had always wanted to appear behind the
play %as offered to her, and she starred
footlights.
But coming, as it did. at the
in it for a few weeks.
peak of the business depression of two years ago. it
failed, like hundreds of others, to make expenses when
tried out on the road, and it was thought best to close
it rather than to try to bring it in to New York during
So Mae Marsh and Mary went back
so bad a season.
to their ranch in California until the offer came to go
and to dance at the
to London to make pictures again
the hearts

A

—

Then, when Mr. Griffith was ready, she
came back to New York.

princess' ball.

Continued on page 96
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Why is Screen Act
Those who have

tried to bluff the

camera,

By Edwin
111

Illl

lilllllll

Illlllllllll

Illllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllll^

shadows, come to life in the flesh in a
show. It was like a grand old Fourth of
One great big blaze and then the
July.
whole performance over for good and all.
It happened on Saturday night, and Monday morning everybody was back at the
studio in the silence and shadows again.
But the recollections of that show have
left their mark. It has evolved a subtle
definition

for

screen

The

acting.

per-

formance exploited and recalled the differences between the realm of the stage
and the screen. And the result I am going to try to give to you in the course of
this article is an explanation of what
screen acting really is like.
Let us take the instance of Charlie
Chaplin, who did not appear, as a starter.
His viewpoint will give us the biggest conThis I know, because I had an optrast.
portunity to investigate it recently in connection with another personal-appearance
function, and

perhaps

is

it

the most striking proof that
acting as it is known to the

majority of us,
ing as

With such a director as Cecil De Mille, each point
a scene is argued out quietly ahead of time.

A

in

it

cinema star.
Before I
Chaplin had
to

relate
to say, I

that

state

not actto the

is

known

is

am

I

what
want

assum-

ing that the readers of Pic-

revue
What a wonderful
Can't you see it spread forth
on the bill posters in your home
town in man-sized capital letters, with Charlie
Chaplin announced as the chief entertainer?

ture-Play

And Douglas

You

MOVIE
idea

!

Fairbanks

!

What

a

thrill

it

would give you to sit in the front row and
watch them perform
And maybe Mary
Pickford would dance or talk or do some!

thing
Well, it's nothing but a dream.
very
pipey dream at that. It won't happen. And
though I am sorry to disillusion you, I have
a good reason for doing so.

A

There was one such
son in Los Angeles.

follies

show

last sea-

frolicked for one
Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks did appear, and although they
did not sing or dance they probably received
almost as much applause as if they had.
Charlie Chaplin came near showing up, too
but he finally didn't.
And knowing his
peculiar temperament, nobody blamed him
overmuch.
Colleen Moore has
For one glorious
put much time and
Los
night,
however,
brief night.

It

And Mary

—

Angeles had the

thrill

seeing the players
they ordinarily
know in the silence and

of

whom

had

have

passing

a

least

at

acquaint-

!

study into the eradication

of her mannerisms.

Photobyciarences.Buii

ance with theatricals, either
in school or at
affair,

the

be

all

it

some

society

small or large.

perhaps

sensation

is

know

that

of speak,

ing a piece in public, if you
have not actually at some
time taken part in a play.
That experience, lest you
should have any hallucinations

on

subject,

the

any great
you if you

wouldn't be of
assistance

to

thought of acting before
the camera.
Mayhap, it
would be of no value at all.

The inevitable conclusion
from every star's opinion is
that acting before the

era

cam-

"so utterly different"
from acting on the stage.
Playing before the camera is in fact getting so far
is

away

from

model

—playing

its

original

before the
footlights, that very few
camera stars, who have attained the pinnacle of fame

45

ing "So Different"
and struggled with nerves, can

tell

you.

Schallert

on the screen, care about appearing on the
stage even at a motion-picture theater.
So-called personal tours are rapidlv and
consistently going out of vogue.
Our
brightest lights want to be known as screen
actors and as nothing else. They consider
that taking a flyer into the stage light
doesn't add greatly to their reputation on
In fact, they think it is
the silver sheet.
more likely to prove detrimental.

That is exactly what Chaplin told me
about his views. He hasn't taken part in
a stage show, even at a benefit, in several
seasons.
In fact, he rarely comes out in
public, except at informal affairs, and
though it is his delight to act out charades
and make one-minute impromptu speeches
on any subject presented at private gatherings, he detests worse than strychnine
any such thing as "speaking a piece in
J,

public."
"It's

simply that

I

have a dread of

it."

Chaplin declared.
"The fact is that I
fear crowds.
I have a complex about it.
I don't regard it as a superior sort of
complex, either.
In fact. I think sometimes that it is a sign of weakness.
"The thing is that I never liked the
dreadfully unhappv while
I was
was playing in vaudeville. And the rec-

stage.
I

ollections that I have of the footlights are
therefore anything but pleasant.
"With the screen it is different. One
can be a recluse and still be a screen
actor.
Sometimes I believe that screen
acting does make a recluse of a man.
mental hermit.
"The camera is so gloriously impersonal.
I like its silence, its impassivity.
I can
let myself go.
I am not concerned with
the momentary attitude of the audience.
I am not thinking whether they are superCharles Chaplin prefers screen acting because the camera is so
ficially sympathetic or superficially unregloriously impersonal.
I am aware only of what I am
sponsive.
believes they can be registered, if not now, at some
doing as either succeeding or failing in the true exfuture time when the screen art is more highly perpression of myself."
fected.
Chaplin's words have opened the way to the inner
They have shown us that the
One thing I do know, and that is you cannot bluff
secrets of screen acting.
key is a peculiar underlying sincerity. Many times I
the camera. I recall one girl who tried. She had been
She was
selected as a possible screen type in a contest.
have heard from other players expressions of belief in
this deeper sincerity behind great film acting.
afraid that she might display "nerves." get wabbly, that
So she determined
Nearly all picture players nowadays declare emis, when they were making a test.
phatically that you have to feel and think a role beShe set her jaw firmly and acted out a
to give battle.
fore you can really play it.
Even on the stage this bit they gave her to do with a hard and defiant exFortunately for her. she was so badly made
idea has made itself felt to the betterment of the techpression.
nique of acting. The newer school of players discloses
up that they had to take the test over again. They
She herself
naturalness above any other quality. Feeling and thinkdidn't pay attention to her expression.
ing roles has come to such a pass that the actual speaknoted it, however. She saw that the camera had regising of lines is nowadays often neglected.
But in the
tered just exactly what she had tried to do. She looked
movies, where spoken lines are relegated to the subas if she were going to hit the screen with an ax.
titles, thoughts become the thing
"Needless to say. she was shocked at this uncanny
if they are not actuContinut d on page 8S
ally things.
Hardly an actor but will tell you that he

A

—

—
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Over the
Fanny the Fan holds forth about Broad
where they go, what they wear,

By The
mum

mil

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiw

"Tried," she asked superciliously. "I did it. It
"
goes this way
And for one terrible moment I thought she was
going to rise in the midst of the Algonquin and
perform. But she saw Pauline Garon just coming in and rushed over to speak to her. Incidentally, Pauline is going down to the Bahamas to
do some scenes for "Don't Neglect Your Wife,''
and I only hope she won't come back and teach

Fanny the strangle-hold shimmey the natives down
there do.
Fanny gets enough strenuous exercise
just rushing around to see her friends.
"What about Betty Compson?" I asked her

when

she drifted back and began an onslaught
on the tea and sandwiches.
"Oh. haven't you heard? But then, of course,
vou wouldn't," Fanny prattled on. "Betty's chief

joy in

people don't recognize her out-

life is that

She can go around

side the studio.

and shops and never be the

to

theaters

annoyed by

least bit

people staring at her or stopping to ask her for
She positively gloats over Bebe
photographs.
Daniels because Bebe can't go a step without hav'There's Bebe Daniels.' Well,
ing people whisper
now Betty has found out what it is like. She went
to 'The Music Box Revue' the other night, and
imagine how pleased she was when she found
Clark and McCullough in the show. They used
to plav on the same vaudeville bills with her seven
years ago. and she hasn't seen them since. Y\ hen
:

Photo by Richard Burko

Alma Rubens

surrounded with so many beautiful old furnishings in
"Enemies of Women" that she has developed a keen interest in antiques.
is

THIS

has been the most thrilling week I ever
spent," Fanny announced breathlessly as
she slumped down into the chair opposite
me and gasped excitedly.
/
"Yes; it seems as though I've been waiting
for you at least that long," I informed her
coldly.
"If you don't intend to keep engage-

the finale came where
to the footlights and

why do you make them?

iMabel

Normand, you know."

m

^^^^^^IB^^

%A

Jj^SfEfflfe*;

that

I

all

for-

never

will

"You know

the word flowwas invented just to
Compson."
describe
Betty
Fanny went on with more

enthusiasm

than

I've

seen

display over anything
lately.
"I'd forgotten how
charming she is. It is so
long since she has been in

her

New

ever got here," she

different the real hula

and the audience^

Betty

erlike

You're not

"I'm so lame that I ought to go
around in a wheel chair. You see, just the
other day Dorothy Gish did the Spanish dance
for me that she is going to do in 'The Bright \x*
Shawl.' and I've been practicing it ever since. \
And then Betty Compson came to town and told me
all about taking hula-hula lessons in Honolulu.
And

me how

down

§ et

\.

most

assured me.

she showed

to her.

stared.

handkerchief tied on her wrist.

wonder

— Bobby

.

"^Mtk. bowed

She took the rebuke coolly, patted the
bandanna around her shoulders into place
and gave a saucy twist to the bright yellow
"It's a

the principals walk

bow

Clark glanced
down and saw her in the audience. 'Not Betty
Compson?' he ejaculated over the footlights.
'Yes. Betty Compson.' she nodded back
an<^ tnen tne wnole company
at n ^

^JF

ments,

all

is

W

She makes

al-

one else seem
and brash and unShe is going to do

every

'The Rustle of Silk' in pictures just as soon as she gets
Isn't that a
back to California.
nice title for her?"

W
'

'

"Sounds

from the

wiggly thing dancers do on the stage."
"And of course you went home and tried to
do it." Fanny will try to keep up with her
friends' accomplishments.

crude
gainly.

York.

Phnt ° by Freulich

Jane Mishkinin has been chosen
by Lois Weber to play "Jewel" which
Ella Hall played years ago.
Little

a

little

light," I

"She ought

to

commented,
some-

have

thing deeper than that. She's
suc h a g 00 d actor that I hate
to see her wasted on trifles."
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Teacups
way's favorite motion-picture stars,
ar.d what thev are really like.

Bystander

"Well, she won't be

Fanny assured me.

she has her way,"

if

"She reads simply

all

the time trying to find the sort of story
she wants to do. And the funny part of
it is that she never can find a story for
herself, but she is always discovering stories that would be ideal for other players.
She asked me to suggest Hergesheimer's

The Lay

Anthony' to Dick Barthelmess.
had to confess that I had never read it,
but I'm going to now. And glory be. at
last I've found some one who loves the
same old story of Booth Tarkington's
that I like.
It's 'His Own People.' and
Betty thinks that would be a fine vehicle
I

for Dick, too.
"She was here only a few days, but
somehow she managed to crowd in a lot
of plays. She seemed to have been everywhere and seen everything. But her record is no more amazing than Carmel
Myers' in that respect. Carmel came here
from California for a week, before going
to Chicago to make a picture at the old

Essanay

studio.

She went shopping

in

the morning, theaters afternoon and night,
and then finished the dav at some midnight dance club or other.
And in the
midst of all her rush and hurry she managed to buy the most stunning suit I've
seen this year. It is dark-blue velvet and

—

is
trimmed with monkey fur not the
harsh black kind, but young monkey fur
that is soft and is tipped with white

Betty

"How

like feathers.

"But speaking of clothes re
minds me of Bebe Daniels.
She wears gorgeous things
in 'Glimpses of the Moon.'
When you see her and
Rubye de Remer wearing
exquisite gowns
and

great

friends,

and

didn't

know

that

if

tentions.

"That's right they are great friends, too. aren't
they? And there couldn't be anything more striking than Pauline the sun-kissed, pocket-edition
;

blonde, and statuesque Xita.
"T love pictures that are

I

one ought to paint them as
tempest and sunshine. I don't
believe that you could see two
where.''

full

of

beautiful

and gowns and homes. The plot doesn't
matter much to me." Fanny announced just as
though that were her permanent conviction and
not just the fancy- of the moment. "Did you
know that the scenario writer had removed
Coral Hicks and her family from 'Glimpses of
the Moon' and substituted Xita Xaldi?"
"Xo." I admitted, "but it sounds just like a
movie remove all the Hicks and put Xita Xaldi
girls

they
were sincerely fond of
each other I'd think they
went around together for \
the sake of- the contrast of
blonde and brunette.
The
combination is almost too strik
ing to seem unpremeditated. Some

beauties

about Nita Xaldi and Pauline Garon?" I
up Fanny in one of her con-

asked, happy to trip

about a million dollars'
worth of jewels you will
want to go out and rob
a bank. You know she
and Rubye have become

more dazzling

to New York for a glimpse at the theaters as
soon as she finished "The White Flower."

Compson rushed

any-

—

in."

why

not?" Fanny retorted. "It may be all
about plain and intellectual girls, but
hen vou have to look at them give me a beauty like
Nita Xaldi every time. If people must be intellectual
they ought to be lovely looking too. like Mary Aider.
"And speaking of Mary Alden" she gathered
momentum as she spoke until her words were just
a blur of speed "she wants to stop acting and direct.
I'd hate that, wouldn't vou?"
"Well,

right to read

Photo by Psch Brothers

—

Evelyn Brent is to be
Douglas Fairbanks' new
leading n-oman.

—

Ill
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"I wouldI started, but Fanny interrupted me
with, "There's no immediate chance for her to stop, because she has promised to be in 'Under the Red Robe,'
Lionel Barrymore
the next Cosmopolitan production.
and Alma Rubens are going to do that you know just
And Gusas soon as they finish 'Enemies of Women.'
tav von Seyffertitz is going to play in it, I hear."

"Speaking of Alma,"

I

chimed

in.

"Every time

I

She looks like a cunning youngster, and I'd bank on
Lois Weber's judgment any day. But there aren't many
newcomers to pictures any more."
"How about Douglas Fairbanks' leading woman?"
"Oh, Evelyn Brent

!

She

isn't

titles

'The Soul
'The Other
'Who's
Wife,'
Man's
Your Neighbor ?' and
of

lot

And

other

like

players

she has improved vastly
in the last year, and she
looks much younger than
I thought
she used to.
she was glorious in 'The

happy

I
do
Spanish Jade
hope that Douglas Fairbanks sticks to his resolution to do a pirate pic!'

furnished
with
rare and valuable objects

entirely

the

like

'Fool's Gold.'
a

she hasn't wonderful
old things around her. Her
bedroom in the picture is

Wiener Work-

They've made her

statte.

Why,

Market,'

if

from

no newcomer.

—

go to that place of Josef
Urban's, the Wiener
Workstatte, I see her in
there buying antiques.
Mr. Urban loaned a lot of
art treasures to the Cosmopolitan company to use
in 'Enemies of Women,'

and now Alma

is

She has played
I've seen her in dozens of pictures.
for almost every company
Fox, Selznick, Arrow, and
lots of others.
She used to make things with lurid

next because then
the laws of sce-

ture

awfully interested in an-

by

tiques."

narists she would play
a captured maiden who
softened his cruel heart.
And I think Miss Brent
would be lovely as a de-

"I should think that she

would

of

hat

that

like

yours

Fanny recattily.
"Alma

then,"

marked

can get interested in art

and

for

literature

all

fiant captive."

"If you

I

what

her sense of humor. The
last time I saw her I was
having luncheon with
Dorothy Gish, and when
Alma stopped to speak to
us Dorothy complimented
her on her work in 'The
Valley of Silent Men.' Tt
must have been awfully

making

Dorothy

said with

enthusiasm
'Yes,'

Alma

'You

some
I'll

time,

tell

you

we make

the

fan.
of a
said languidly.
come

must

all

girl,

and

how

pictures.'

of them I could
recall only as villains or

atmosphere

almostin
forgotten pictures.
But

Dor-

Fanny knew them all.
She was nodding busily
and chatting with players old and new, some
of them rising to popu-

as an at-

tractive blond girl passed

star

contract

in

Photo by Ira L.
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Hedda Hopper went abroad for a vacation to recuperate from the strenuous demands of the leading role of "Has the World Gone Mad?"

Francis X. Bushman and
Beverly Bayne were going to make pictures?"
Fanny turned and addressed me suddenly.
"Yes
I
heard that
they were going to sup;

pictures.

She and Lowell Sherman
Masked Woman' on the

them

"Did you know that

Fanny stopped abruptly

our table.
"That's Helen MacKellar," she whispered loudly.
"She has been offered a

—

more of
sinking into obscurity.

lar ity

know."

me

faces.

Some

othy wasn't to be outdone,
so looking perfectly guileless she asked, 'Does the
make-up hurt your face?'
That's what people are always asking players, you

and clutched

familiar

old,

over

about

little

so well

"the

People kept hurrying
back and forth; all
through the crowd were

that,'
all

know

story should
be," I told her, "why
don't you write it?"
"Because that is my
one claim to distinction."
Fanny said wearily, "I
am almost the only person in the world who has
never written a scenario."

care, so long as she keeps

exciting

all

play the leading parts in 'The
stage, and perhaps they will
a long time since there have

do it in the movies. It's
been any new stars," she went on casually, as though
she wouldn't be the first to resent any intruders, "but
I hear that Lois Weber has discovered a possible one.
She is little Jane Mishkinin who is going to play 'Jewel.'

port Betty Blythe in a picture."
"That's not true," Fanny declared

"I
vigorously.
started that rumor, but there isn't
No, they are coming back as
a bit of truth in it.
They are going to make a picture for Whitman
stars.
can't imagine

who

Bennett and then go out and make personal appearContinued on page 87
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In concluding these reminiscences of the idiosyncracies of
early film favorites, a hopeful note for the future

is

sounded.

By Norbert Lusk

YOU whomore

last month's recollections of Farrar.
particularly those details of her mag-

read

and

nificent spending, must not imagine that all stars
Xot
provide for themselves such gorgeous trappings.
manv could if they would. Her individuality is such
that she neither competes with her
jewels and furs nor is overwhelmed by them. They are only
the decor of a prima donna.
Moreover, times have changed
since the passing of what I termed
the Platinum Age of the movies.
The cinema is now if I may extend the simile in the Steel Age
the era of carefully guarded ex-

—

—

—

very pictorial, school-teacher.

She talked pleasantly of one's

mind

of

state

controlling

every

problem likely to beset the troubled human.
''Striving to adjust
things outwardly is of little use

penditures, fewer pictures, stars in
retirement; and those who are
luck\- enough to be shining are
receiving salaries closer to what
they give in return. In short, rationality is in the fore, and the
business of being a star is becoming quite as grim a matter as the
making of profitable pictures.
The greater seriousness cf the
present-day player was clearly

shown when

remained for Florence Yidor to descend to mere shadOf course I applauded her sense of proportion.
She stopped at a Xew York hotel noted for its quietness, and herself was the quietest guest sheltered there.
Serene, harmonious she barely escaped melting into
the surrounding ether, it seemed
to me. yet was too lovely for earth
In something plain and
to lose.
dark blue, touched with white near
her throat, this motion-picture actress might easily have been mistaken for a conscientious, though
ows.

consciousness of harestablished within oneself." she said with quiet convicthe

until

mony

/

is

she gave such
sweetness and
strength that I tiptoed out lest I
jar the aura of spirituality distion.

i

Altogether

an impression of

F

5

cernible around her.
In the materialism of the street
I decided that she pleased greatly,
but. alas did not thrill.
Like the

met Florence Vidor.
"Unless I can give some spiritual
value to a screen role I would
I

!

fans who troop to the theater to
rather not act at all," she enunsee a star make a personal apciated sweetly, gravely.
pearance. I confess I like 'em best
I nearly slid off my chair
Perwhen they're madcappish. or abhaps that exaggeration of my insurd,
or
draped
in
diamond
ner conflict is not fair to her. She
dresses.
theory is that in prilooks as if she would say just
vate life there can't be too much
that or something near it.
But
poise and sweetness and light, but
ye gods in the ancient days I saw
professionally the poised person,
stars blink at interviewers, at a
like the perfect lady or the "senloss for words and bereft of ideas
sible" star, hasn't a chance in the
almost as if they defied you to
world to ''make it snappy." Meanget a thing from them, to talk only
ing that the star most stimulating
when words were pried out. in
to meet is one who gives way to
the manner of a miner with a
extravagances of one kind or anpickax.
And later stars grown
other temperamentally.
sartoriglib with success talked of any
ally. or even in the choice of sceand everything that couldn't be
narios.
I've an idea too that the
published without risking an awpublic likes them so.
In this I
Yet here was a
ful rumpus.
may be all wrong, but look at
charming young matron who said
Mae Murray's pictures
Perhaps
something that really laid the
her friends vow. wide-eyed, that
foundation of a conversation.
in her home life she's a little mouse
"It's much simpler to consider
scampering from one household
a character in a picture from every
task to the next. I do not know
standpoint but its spiritual aspect,
her except through her filmed exfaintly
smiled
because" she
travaganzas which people pack
"too often there isn't any. I betheaters to see, while exhibitors
lieve what makes pictures most
Florence Vidor might easily be mistaken for a
lick their chops at the mere menlacking to-day is their failure, in
conscientious, though very pictorial, schooltion of her golden name.
Louise
teacher.
some instances, to depict characGlaum, though, was mouselike, alter.
Unless we give a spiritual
most, to me, and contrasted sharply with the sultriness
value to our roles we are nothing more than shadows
of her plays.
on the screen."
little woman, pale, with a little voice and odd
from what I'd heard, stars compared themShe pretended to be
It
greenish
moon.
eyes, and very tired.
the
implication,
sun
and
the
selves, by
to
!

My

!

—

—

l

—

!

—
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when

a stranger inquired

if

she was the real

Louise Glaum.
Plainly the discrepancy between the actress
I saw and the vampire she chose to make the
public see, was a gap that should have been
bridged more to her advantage, experienced
Of all the favorites
player that she was.
known to me she is the one most completely
Call it
disguised, or obscured, by the films.
betrayed if you like. Having been led astray
from herself by a faulty analysis of what
she had to offer, Louise Glaum should come
back and reestablish herself by a truer use
of her talent.
Truth being now in mind, it occurs to me
that no star has been better served by fate,
or whatever you choose to call it, than DougHe is fortunate in being himlas MacLean.
The huself equally on and off the screen.

morous Philadelphia bond salesman, and be-

—

or rather
fore that the lively minister's son
he was one or the
the minster's lively son
pleasant, wholesome
other when we met.
!

—

A

young man who happened, by some chance,
calling as his own, yet
have been en route from
Wall Street to catch the suburban special due
at Butterfly Lodge at 6:11, a little bout with
the lawn mower ahead of him, and a dance
He was clad
at the country club after that.
in virile tweeds, perfectly suited
no pun intended to the moment, yet giving the impression that he could wear overalls or a dinner
jacket and appear never to have worn anything else. By that I mean that Douglas MacLean would seem a part of any group in
which he might find himself. Somehow it was
rather nice to be included in his group at that
moment. Like being admitted to a club after
lingering long on the waiting list. Twice I've
mentioned clubs in connection with him. It
must be because recollection of his affable inmade
telligence links itself subconsciously with camaraderie and hospitality and understanding.
I cannot credit, or discredit, him with that shyness
Energetic, though not jumpy,
noticed in many stars.
he talked easily and well and was inclined not to choose
When that couldn't be avoided he
the subject of self.
disposed of it without waste of words. Many engagements were, arranged for him in New York, enough,

to claim the

who might

actor's

easily

—

—

Betty Compson

was a

small flowerlike girl whose dark clothing

her light coloring seem

all

the

more

rosy.

nothing at all, certainly not a siren, nor even a star.
All her acting, I quickly saw, was saved for the screen.
Since she thought it not worth troubling to vamp the
teapot, or otherwise live up to her filmed tricks, I resorted to an expedient which occasionallv I'd found
had the effect of cayenne pepper on a raw wound. I
asked the celluloid serpent of the Hollywood Nile what
Her reaction served me
she thought of other stars.
right.
It was unexciting as skimmed milk.
Of one
"Oh, he's a lovely gentleman," she sighed, "a lovely
gentleman."

Those nearest her pounded the news into my head
Miss Glaum was a "superwoman." They did not
say precisely why, but emphasiz-ed their belief by adding that she was awfully, most frightfully, exotic.
With that she left to keep an engagement with a walking doll for a promenade on Fifth Avenue.
Not an exotic temptress, but more likelv a homebody,
and just another instance of a simple personality
that

indeed, for some of them to be slighted or forgotten.
But he showed his business training, I thought, in goPunctuality, let it be
ing here and there on schedule.
said to those who do not get behind the scenes, is a
rare virtue among stars.

Coaxing and pleading with them to receive interviewers, or have new photographs taken, is the sad
and trying office of people hired to increase their popOf itself the coaxing is not wearing, but only
ularity.
amusing. It is the refusal, or the consent followed by
a broken appointment, that spoils illusions and sends
strong

men

to rest

cures.

The spangles and sequins and feather fans with
which she was so lavishly decked in her photo plays

denial from them, it is true
grasp the importance of their job.
They do not lose sight of their right to demand concessions, but not many take into account that the more
prominent one's position the more one is obligated to

were not

give in return.

swamped

in

women and

false

wolf

press-agentry.

women

Her screen leopard

faded into a

woman

far

more

real.

at all related to her real self.
could not help wondering what would have been
her status as a star had she been presented to the pubI

—

as she was to me
a weary soul nibbling toasted
cheese in a Greenwich Village tavern and brightening

lic

While courting

that not

One

all

a hot

stars

of the most inexplicable signs of celluloid genius
the apparent inability or reluctance of the star to
look ahead.
I do not mean in his work before the
camera, for in beginning a picture all stars can tell

is
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you right off how they mean to "handle"' scene
497, and in detail feminine stars can give you
a costume chart at one skim through a sce-

What I mean is their enviable unnario.
concern in bothering to make affairs run
smoothly. For example let us imagine that a
noted painter has offered to do a portrait of
Miss Vera Odessa for reproduction in an important magazine, or that a women's club has
invited Mr. Paul Pomade to grace a luncheon.
Both invitations are decidedly advantageous
They have accepted under presto the star.
sure, of course, for stars love to be begged.
The hour approaches for the appointment to
The person acting as intermediary
be kept.

—

remind that figuratively the carriage waits.

will

Here

let

us reconstruct a "dialogue.
forgetting about the

"You're not

painter

Miss Odessa?"
"What- in the world are you driving at?"
Follows a detailed cut-back in which the scene

at eleven o'clock.

of her acceptance

recreated.

is

"Oh, yes, I remember all right. But I can't
I'm busy
Telephone him, won't you?
go.
on my set, see. I can't leave my zi'ork. Ask
him to make it another time."

Thus the mortal who earns his living as a
buffer must needs stifle profanity and maintain the "refinement" of the organization employing Miss Odessa and himself. He invents
a convincing falsehood to appease the painter,

much

a star in his world as Miss Odessa
In substance the conversation with
Mr. Paul Pomade is the same. Only his excuse may be nothing more valid than that he
is "not feeling up to it."
The point of the thing is that
the star had refused to think,
else \~era could have foreseen
from the work scheduled for her
that truancy from the studio was
as

is in hers.

impossible.

Even

the

mood might have been
lated, if not conquered.
little

incident, absurd

other's

reguThis

and fu-

seems, has occurred
often enough to serve as a
typical exhibit of the irretile

as

it

sponsibility

very best

found among our

stars.

An entire chapter might be
given to the subject of gaining a star's consent to be photographed for purposes more
profitable to himself than any

Photo by Edwin Bower Hesser

In

camera.
not tell.

Whv this

through repetition
come a bore, and
lightful

children

perhaps,
has .bestars, de-

it

all.

draw

must

never be bored.
Or
they won't play any more.
Daily for weeks on end I've
heard their refusal to comnever,

Douglas MacLean is fortunate
himself both on and off the

in

finds not only beauty but the indefinable

pose themselves for photographs that would cost them nothing.
Aiso I've seen this granitic obstinacy melt into merry acquiescence
at sight of a sister star, paradise plumes shooting from her hair,
cloaked in $75,000 worth of Russian sables, in the midst of a
day of photographs. Again. I've been a cinder in the flames of
fury darting from the eyes of two stars on discovering, after
long procrastination, that the}- had chosen the identical hour to
keep an appointment with the same photographer. Here I must

so I can-

is

Except,

Madge Bellamy one

vibration of ultimate success.

one else. The most amusing
paradox of the movie star,
whose claim on the public is
wholly photographic, is his
horror of facing a portrait

the asbestos veil lest I divulge names and repeat incendiary
Proof that I lived to tell the tale, but may not live to
tell another, is found in these reminiscenes of highly charged
personalities whom
in retrospect
to know is to adore.
Betty Compson is next, so please turn an imaginary page for
my sketchy picture of her, erasing foregoing paragraphs which
neither opened my own mind to her nor should remain in yours

remarks.

—

being

screen.

—

Continued on page 86
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LIKE
.

the policeman

life is

"Pinafore," a screen star's
if he is a male
has just made good with a
pleasant, of course, to have

in

screen star and
popular picture.
It is
every one praising you and saying that you are the
Edwin Booth of the screen after one particular production has set the film world talking about your talent
and personality. But it is another matter to continue
to make films, one after the other which hit the bull'seye with the same speed and accuracy.
Sometimes I
feel that we are too hard on these young chaps like
Richard Barthelmess when they make one striking success like "Tol'able David" and then follow it up with
a

far

Boy."

weaker
After

The Screen

not a happy one, especially

effort
all,

"The Bond Boy"
kind words from

like

"The Bond

Richard's acting in
would have brought

A

By
1

Ill

Ill

fight.
Now behold we will make
another and another picture for Richard with a poor boy, a mother, and a
fight, and they will all be received with

"Fury"

is

a

splendid pic-

marred
by an unconture,

vincing story.

on

Alison

illillllllllljlll!ll!IIIIIIIIWIIIIM

cheers."

But "The Bond Boy" wasn't.

With

all

Dick

could do and in spite of an excellent cast and good
photography, it remained a feeble copy of one real
triumph.
Whereupon all the critics and many of the
fans proceeded to scold the young
hero as loudly as they had praised
him a month or so before.

Now comes "Fury," which is the
same type of picture, although its
background has been shifted to shipboard.
It has some of the shortcomings of "The Bond Boy," in that
its story is illogical and based on one
of those situations where all that is
needed to clear up the tragedy is

the critics in spite
of the absurd plot, had it not been
for the memory of the infinitely better work he did in "Tol'able David."
It is really the highest flattery when
you consider that we feel so strongly
about him that we are not willing to
accept his second best work without
a word of protest, although it would
be passed without a murmur from
any one of the lesser juveniles who
have not taught us to expect so much.
As I see it. the chief difficulty is
that one success brings in a deluge of
weak imitators. Barthelmess was a
huge success in "Tol'able David," so:
"Good !" said his producers. " 'Tol'able David' had a poor boy, a mother,

and a

frank, critical verdict

three minutes' frank conversation between the girl and the boy. This,
however, would end the picture, so
the misunderstanding must go on until
it
is time for the last reel.
It
was the same situation that was so
in "The Bond Boy," and
"Fury" might have fallen just as flat
irritating

had

it

Helene Chadwick again plays the wife in
Rupert Hughes' latest study in married

not been for

its

exciting ship

remarkable cast and the
personalities of Dick Barthelmess and
Dorothy Gish who put a human qualscenes,

its

most wooden situations.
For the picture is really wonderfully directed by Henry King against a background of storming skies and waves and of the dimly lighted Limehouse
haunts which Griffith used for "Broken Blossoms." As seagoing types, the actors are the most perfectly chosen of any
picture I have ever seen and at their head are Dorothy and

life,

"Gimme."

ity into their

Richard, making, as I have said, genuine appealing human
beings out of the impossible puppets which the author created
when he wrote the play. The titles are dreadful, but you
don't mind them, because you know that these two young
lovers never could talk like that
so you forget about them
and settle down to enjoy your own idea of what they are
saying or doing.
In fact "Fury" somehow manages to be
a great picture in spite of its plot.
Nevertheless I still think that it is a great injustice to
Dick Barthelmess who of all young screen stars has shown
that he can play a great variety of roles.
"Tol'able David"
was a success, and no one enjoyed it more than I did, but
now'I hope the directors will forget about it, and get material

—
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which Charlie tries to keep the infant
from murdering him and still stand in right with the
mother who is watching her litde darling bang him in
the face.
There is a scene with the sheriff but I
really can't go on like this with all the other films to
terrible child in

Rev lew

in

—

the most recent film offerings.

At the present moment I am almost prebe done.
pared to say that "The Pilgrim" is as good as "The
Kid." which means that nothing better has ever reached

Smith

the screen.

which is equally genuine but with a different theme.
Dick has almost outgrown his juvenile roles ; he is quite
capable of doing in his own way the sort of thing
I hear that his next picthat made Valentino famous.
ture is to be a screen version of that violent and colorThis is
ful tale of Cuba, called "'The Bright Shawl."'
and characterhave a feeling that it
is going to be something to live for
which will establish Dick Barthelmess
as the actor he is., who can be all
a

"Dr. Jack."

Harold Lloyd also has a comedy which I do not mean
to compare with the masterpiece above, but then, as
I have said, no one really does try to compete with
Charlie. ''This "Dr. Jack" shows the effect of "Grandma's Boy" in that it deals with the
power of mental force over material

real departure in plot

ization,

and

things to

I

all plots.

'"The Pilgrim."

The motion

pictures have produced
a few real tragedies and manv romantic films which are worth}- of becoming a part of 'its history. But its
real, unique claim to distinction still
rests on comedy and that comedv on
one figure a wistful, quizzical little
figure trotting down the road with
huge flat feet and a silly cane. There
is nothing like Charlie Chaplin on the
stage to-day
he has developed a new
form of corned}- and it belongs only
to the screen. I was impressed bv this

It shows a young girl
has been talked into a sick-bed
by a fussy father and a quack doctor
and who is cured by Harold who
It
poses as a physician himself.
looked very much like a Coue clinic
jazzed. Harold pokes fun at the docdifficulties.

i

who

^sjjj^^^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^^^

and imaginary invalids with a
which is most infectious.
There is an undercurrent of shrewd
philosophy which is all too rare in
most comedies. These really mean
something more than flying plates and
tors

lively spirit

—

falling scenery.
The latter part of
the picture is a sort of burlesque on
the "One Exciting Xight" sort of
thing and infinitely more amusing

—

—

and

,

came out of the projection room
"The Pilgrim" and walked
down Broadway with die electric signs

•Back

as I

after seeing

effective.

There's no describing
will

have

—

ci

—

There's no describing "The Pilgrim" you'll
have to see it yourself. To say that Charlie
is a jailbird who poses as a parson and is
forced to conduct a church service means nothing really. Only the Chaplin fan can understand without seeing it. what glorious satire
he puts into the role of the fake parson. It
is a burlesque of the "Turn to the Right" plot,
where a crook comes to a small town, falls
in love, and is converted.
But I defy any one
to beat Charlie at conversion once he puts his
mind to it. There is a scene with a perfectly

Dr.

Jack"

Home

"Our Leading
good that

and Broke."
Cirizen"

was

so

didn't expect another picat least not so soon,
ture like it
But here follows a second bv the same cheerful pair
It is called
-George Ade and Thomas Meighan.

to see it

of a dozen stage comedians over my
head.
Many of them are hilariously amusing, a few
are really great, but none of them could touch Charlie
at his own game
and thev very wisely don't
try.

"Tie PUgiim;" you

is

for yourself.

a sort of burlesque on

"One Exciting Night," and
more amusing.

infinitely

I

—

The
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takes the screen quite away
rest of the cast, although it

from the
is

a

good

with Doris Kenyon as the beautiful gir-r-1 and Charles Gerard in his
usual role of a low-lived cur of a
villain.
Ralph Spence wrote the subtitles which are sometimes really amusing and original and sometimes belong
to the aforesaid smart-aleck variety.
It takes something like genius, I suppose, to keep originality from spilling
over into sheer f reakishness.
cast,

"Fruits of Faith."

This

much
that

it

Will Rogers, and I was
depressed when I discovered
was only a two-reeler instead
is

the five reels I had come to see.
It's a jolly little picture about a tramp
who is told that faith .will move mountains and who tries out this theory
of

with wild and woolly

results.

"Gimme."
These little stories of married life
by Rupert Hughes are as genuine and
truly touching as anything that is being done just now on the screen.

They have

''My American Wife" brings Tony Moreno into
the foreground.

Home

and Broke" and is a masterpiece of
small-town sentiment which is
There are very few
absolutely free from bunk.
people who have not had dreams of going back
to the home town with piles of money and
scattering sweetness and light all over
Main Street this is what our hero does,
only he does it in an absolutely original
Thomas Meighan
and exciting way.
in his element in this role which
is
''Back

humor and

real

;

has the genial sort of comedy that he
And Lila Lee
loves and does best.
is most appealing as a dusky and devoted small-town girl. The subtitles
all written by Ade
are a delight
If we have many
in themselves.
more of them, they may induce
some of our mushy, flowery, and
smart-aleck title writers to mend
their ways.

—

—

simplicity and humor and
charm, and they very rarely spill over
into the sentimental bogs that surround most
motion pictures about a young married couple
or married couples of any age, for that matter.
Moreover they usually deal with some
phase of married life which is a very definite
modern problem. "Gimme" is the latest. It
pictures the very natural irritation of the
young wife who before her marriage has
earned her own living and had her own
spending money, but who now is obliged
to ask her husband for every cent she
spends on the house.
Her perplexities
drive her back into her job, but not for
"ong; an adjustment is made in the family fortunes on the basis of fifty-fifty
for all expenses.
Here you have your

—

"Sure-fire Flint."

happy ending, but it isn't too happy to
be true the last word of the reconciled
wife is "Gimme." Almost every bride
who has worked before she was married has faced this problem and the
audience, when I saw the picture at New
York's Capitol Theater, must have been
made up largely of such wives, judging

Johnny Hines has passed from

by the delighted shrieks when Helene

the two-reel elevator-boy comedy
into melodrama which, though it
has a jazz motif, nevertheless

Chadwick "put it over." The subtitles
are both shrewd and hilarious.
Helene
Chadwick has played so many wives in
these studies by Rupert Hughes, and
played them so well, that I suspect she
is one.
I don't, however, care for Gaston Glass as the husband. He looks less
like a young American husband than
almost any juvenile I know. But don't

is

serious

enough

about

its

motor
races and train wrecks and
beautiful girls who must be rescued from locked safes and all
the other little accidents which
make up modern melodrama.
Johnny races through this with
such evident enjoyment that
you catch something of his
spirit, and it is impossible not

thrills.

It

is

full

of

to laugh at his cocksure nerve.
He is so swift and so constantly in the spotlight that he

;

on any account miss

this film

;

it is

price-

don't see why marriage can't
be treated as sanely as this on the screen
the
instead
of
in
hew Cody is one of a cast
emotional
of well-known players who
burlesque we usually
appear in "The Secrets of
have unreeled before
less.

I

mushy,

Paris."

us.

The
"The

Screen

in
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Strangers' Banquet."

more sentimental rubbish
screened about marriage than any other
subject except the problems of capital
There

and

is

labor.

I

always shudder when

I

learn that a film is going to deal with
the life of the working classes because
I know what to expect, and these matters are too serious to be treated with
the slushy sentiment and muddle-headed
theories that the film writers use in

them.
"The Strangers'
According
no exception.
to this picture, all you need to make a
group of strikers behave is a blond heiress who can appeal to the better side
of their nature. "Has no one ever loved
you?" she asks, and straightway the
strike is off.
Not a word about what
they were striking for or whether it
representing

Banquet"

was

is

just or not

—

it

was

just off. that's

and the blond heiress marries her
handsome overseer.

all.

This is the Marshall Xeilan picture
which the company thought was so good

am sorry I can't agree with them.
can say that it is excellently acted,
with Claire Windsor and Margaret
Loomis and Claude Gillingwater and Roc
cliffe Fellowes and a long list of other clever
and competent players. But aside from some

that I
I

Comvay Tearle appear
"One Week of Love."

Elaine Hammerstein and

"Hearts Aflame."

beautiful shots in the shipyards, the direction
is not representative of Mr. Xeilan's best work.
As for the plot, its action is as confused as

originally called "Timber" and
deals with the son of a millionaire lumberman. As
soon as I found this out. I knew it would
end up with a forest fire. It did. It was
one of those raging, crackling forest fires

This film was

its political economy.
Some day some one is
going to make a great film of labor problems,
but as yet it hasn't been done by Marshall

Xeilan.

"My American

Wife."

the Cecil De
Mille sort of thing these days that Mr. De
Mille will have to think of something new
He might
in the line of film innovations.
even take a chance at simplicity. In any
case, this picture, though not by either De
it is filled
Mille, has all the accessories
with jewels and palatial homes and wines
and banquets where a horse is brought
on as the guest of honor. And it has
Gloria Swanson in those fearful and
wonderful costumes of hers as the heiress
who owns all the splendor. Her clothes
and jewels weigh her down so that I
don't see how she managed to walk,
much less get, into such serious compli-

So many people are doing

it

with

American

a

in the

Tony

with the locomotive racing through it and
the brave hero at the throttle. So realistic
was this race with death that they singed
the hero's hair and nearly ended the screen
career of Anna O. Xilsson, for it was in
this scene that she was badly burned by the
flames.
Aside from these thrills, personal
and otherwise, the plot has little to recom-

mend

it;

person of Antonio

Mo-

who

unnecessary.

So

Back home
and Broke" is
a masterpiece

—

I

of humor, starring

Swanson

won't sav

it.

Thomas

Meighan.

gowns which

are devoted to Miss

is,

is

of Love.''

a mixture of

all

I
it

the

have
seems

me

—

an important role again. As
for the story, it is just the usual things
about the Kentucky heiress who owns a
racing stable and the handsome South
American and intrigue and misunderstanding and a happy ending. Xot
are almost half the show.
To say that this picture will please the

rich

of the

that I have seen Conway
Tearle in more than his share 01

to

figure back in

to forget the aforesaid

story
girl

good-bad-men themes
Moreover,
ever seen.

—

—

old

"One 'Week
This

handsome young South

is

the

and getting inThere is
centive for life through work.
an underlying sermon on saving our forests which is the sort of propaganda
that ought to be more fully developed
on the screen.

handsomer than ever and
more at his ease on the screen it is a
pleasure to welcome this romantic voung
reno.

is

it

young man meeting the

—

cations

in

many

fans

the American heiress who
from an airplane into his
She is -half frightened and

is

falls

hut.
half

rebellious at his bullving. but
the neat young fiance comes to take her
back to the effete East, she discovers that all
she wants in the world is her bad man back
Continued on page 85

when

of course, quite

Here he is again
them.
rough, unkempt exile in Mexico,
very wild and brutal, but still
retaining remnants of his gentleman's life at Harvard and
And here
other genteel spots.

—

—

;

The Complete
The somewhat
this

Artiste

skeptical interviewer finds a motion-picture player at last

glimpse he gives you of Nazimova as she really

may make you

is,

who

deserves the

too one of her

title

— "artist."

And

most enthusiastic admirers.

By Malcolm H. Oettinger
was necessary,

IT heard

I

this was Nazimova —

had

rumored, to
e ep
on madame's
s
doorstep for days and days,
before one could hope for
an audience madame disdained the press and disregarded appointments
once an interview was arranged, one would be sure

something she alone can

it

be.

1

"As you see," she said,
chopping off each word
carefully, "we're moving.
Off to the country,
to-day, thank God." She
stretched her arms over
her head, and ran her
thin hands through her
bushy hair. "I hate New
York.
guess.
All
I
buildings, rearing toward
the heavens like a great

;

it rearranged, postponed, canceled, and otherwise maltreated before one
might actually gaze upon

to find

Nazimova.
Like most of the

mous

Tower

of Babel. I love
the bungalows of Holly-

film fa-

— and,

indeed, the
film might as well be eliminated, for the movie great
are
not alone in
this
Nazimova has become an
integral part of a cellulegend the central, magnetic figure of a fanciful
sort of filmyth that annu-

wood
is

is

place,

even," she smiled

boyishly, "even though it
have
be paradise.
been West, you see, for

We

assumes vaster proporThis whispered fa-

five

years

!"

There was something

ble

indicates that she is
highly temperamental, subject to fits of tyranny, vainglorious,
jealous
of
the

inaccessible

It

however, to
stay too long in any one

tions.

spotlight,

Hollywood

stultifying,

—

ally

best.

the only place.

grotesque about her appearance. She has a boyish body, and the face of
Hers is the
a woman.
face of the Sphinx on
the body of Pan
a satyr
from Siberia a small

on

—
—

the set, unapproachable off
the set, moody, pettish, and,
in a word, difficult.
As is often the case, studio gossip has painted madame in deceptive pastels.
Publicity people,
perhaps
irked at her unwillingness
to pose before her kitchen
range, have seen fit, sub
rosa, to malign her.
Lesser

boy masking

as a Tolstoi

heroine.

Her mane is a thatch
of black, roughly bobbed,
brushed,
carelessly
streaked with candid
gray. I have seen many
caricatures of Nazimova
excellent ones by BarIn the Beardsley illu strations Nazimova found
players, smarting under the
ton
and
Massaguer
her inspirati on for "Salome."
realization
yet none have been so
of their own
glaring deficiencies, brought to light by her brilliance,
complete as the caricature suggested by her features.
have added petty slurs. Such ignoble creatures have,
Her nostrils are wide, and her nose strongly, vigorously
in all probability, been the various authors of madame's
shaped her mouth is a sensitive red gash her eyes
reputation, as informally and unofficially noised about
tremendously expressive, sometimes terrifying, somethe reel rialto.
There seemed to be
Perhaps at one time she was aloof and
times melting, sometimes vague.
pompous and capricious in her whims; if she was, this no reserve about her once she plunged into a subject;
is not the place to record it.
all of her technical equipment aided her in clarifying
are dealing in present fact, not past possibility.
She provided the fascinating spectacle of a
a point.
I found myself talking to her in her New York apartgreat actress acting out whole stretches of conversament less than two minutes after I had alighted from
When she became very intense, her eyes filled
tion
the smallest elevator in the world.
At no time during with tears; she rose, and dashed about tigerishly.
our conversation which lasted something over two
"Pictures are a great medium of imaginative expres"Especially is this true
hours did she trot out the faintest symptoms of starsion," said Nazimova earnestly.

—

;

;

We

!

—

—

Nazimova proved to be gracious without being
condescending, intelligent without being stereotyped, informative without being prodded. She is a remarkable
woman. Here was not the mechanical flow of words
that hall-marked Elsie Ferguson, nor was this the affected genius a vampire of the past attempted to be
alysis.

;

of motion pictures. That is why I felt Wilde's wonderWilde treated
ful 'Salome' to be a perfect subject.
In
a rather gross narrative with poetry and feeling.
making the photo play we cast out all that had been
emphasized in the past, and tried to make it a beautiful
dream, rather than a sensual debauch.

The Complete
"Before I began the picture. I collected every picture of Salame that could be found, pictures of other
actresses and singers, portraits, reproductions of old
masters, and sculptured likenesses anything that stood
for Salome.
I had a scrapbook chock full.
The general version of Salome seemed to be a mature woman
with large hips and prominent busts." Madame made
an expressive moue. "Out !" she cried. "I didn't care
for the usual thing," she explained.
"I am not fat,
you see, and yet I wanted to play the part. The conventional costume did not appeal to me.
You know ?
few beads? The inverted ash trays in lieu of breastplates?
No! Not for Nazimova
I believed that the
Wilde Salome had to be treated, in costume imaginatively, just as Beardsley treated the character in his

—

A

!

marvelous illustrations.
"In the Beardsley pictures we found true inspiration.
Rambova, you know, did all of the designing. She is
a clever and talented girl. -I hope that her marriage
"

will not stifle her

When,

months and months of concentrated
version of "Salome" was complete,
Nazimova and her husband and a friend took it quietly
to Venice, a beach resort near Hollywood, and
requested the proprietor of a movie there
to run it, unannounced. They were anxious to ascertain its effect upon an
after
the film

effort,

"My

and

were

us.

sudden thought caused her to grin wickedly.
"But I am afraid to mention him since that terrible
Merton has come out! Is it not a brilliant satire? And
Hunter handsome ? I am crazy
is not young Glenn
about the play !"
Along with Chaplin, Lillian Gish. and Will Rogers.
Nazimova is one of the few authentic personalities the
shadow stage can boast. The rest are all very well in
their way, but their paths lead not to lasting glory, but
Once you have met a Nazimova. you
to the grave.
have achieved a unique experience. She is not simply an
Indeed, she is not simply a star
actress.
By comparison Lillian Gish seems almost too shy

Ferguson too affected

Elsie
artiste

A

live,

and

I

must

live

well.

surprise

a

name

— enough.

I concerned in
lift us
all above this petty level of earthly things.

My

work is my god. I want to build
what I know is fine, what I feel calling for expression. I must be true

and hopeful

of

have suffered

shall I suffer.

my

to

"

ideals

As I listened to her impassioned speech. I thought of the
pretty dolls who had showered
me with just this sort of talk
What
in the name of art.
did they know of art? How

—

r

stupid it had sounded
they had mouthed these

.

Here was

worthy

I

But most of all am
creating something that will

Never again

flickered

through the house.

Talmadge lacking
what the complete

should be

cans of film!"

thrill

just

we have made something fine, something lasting,
it is enough.
The commercial end of it does not interest me at all.
This I do know: we must
I hate it.

After the regular picture had
been shown, Nazimova in "Salome" was flashed on the
screen.

is

"If

said
madame.
meant so much to
Our future seemed wrapped
little

— Norma

Nazimova onlv

in brilliance.

"It

in those

plan everything

A

prayerful,"

wistfully.

up

afraid,

We

husband works with me.

together."

average audience.

"We
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Artiste

words.

I

the

.

Simultaneously with
orthe announcement,
the
chestra withdrew.
"We wanted the bare picture itself," explained madame,
as she nervously lighted a ciga-

'

!

Now

I

when
same

caught my-

self listening, fascinated, be-

lieving every word.

easy to understand. Here
artiste talking of art.
What could be more credible ?
In a trough beside the easychair in which I was sitting
there were books, books of the
m}hute, books auguring well for
the taste of the owner. I noticed
Strachey's "Books and Characters," Ossendowski's "Beasts. Gods,
and Men," Cone's "Autosuggestion."
something by Gilbert Cannan. Molnar's
"Fashions for Men" Nazimova praised
Helen Gahagan's work in the acted play
Dunsany's "If." and the latest novels by
Hergesheimer. Walpole, Scott Fitzgerald,
and Willa Gather, these in addition to a
book on the Russian Theater by Oliver
Sayler. And, of course. Wilde's "Salome."
Madame indicated another corner of the
It is

was an

"No aid, you know. Just
the picture."
As they left the theater, discussing the picture, the spectators were
given blank slips of paper with the
request that they write candid opinions
of it. Criticisms were especially solicited
Nazimova paused dramatically.
was
It
much more exciting than getting the returns on election night.
Her climax was Even the least important
dancing girls were carefully
perfectly gripping. "What do you think?"
chosen by Nazimova herself,
she demanded. "All but nine were enthuwho always supervises the
siastic in their praise of the picture
Eight
casting of her pictures.
were unfavorable, and one man wrote
'Rotten.'
But we knew that there would
There were heaps of manuhad made the picture
splashily artistic room.
be some exactly like that.
"
scripts, paper-covered prompt books, plays in profusion.
for others
rette.

—

!

We

"We

have put all of our money into 'Salome.' and
She
think it will prove to be our greatest work."
smiled sadly. "Time, however, he plays strange tricks.

we

—you
ago."
She

'Revelation'

remember

it?

— seemed

great,

five

years
shrugged her slender shoulders with
a world of weariness.
"We ran it off on our little
screen, for a few friends
Mary and Doug and Charlie
It is outmoded, tenchnically weak, ala month ago.
together unsatisfactorv.
How can we ever be satis-

—

fied?

—

"I have been reading my old head off." she said
"I look for something to bring me back to
quaintly.
Broadway. I find it.
play by Ferencz Herzeig for

A

—

which an English translation has been made by who is
he? Anspacher. I think. We have arguments. I like

—

simplicity

of

speech.

The wav

of

the

translator

is

hard."

One can imagine madame getting her way without
much argument. Hers is an incomprehensible energy.
Continued on page 90

—

f
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ollywood f-[igh
Here and there

in

the

studios

popular players, showing who's

By Edwin and
Hollywood hoped

[f ights

and with the most

who and

what's what.

Elza Schallert

to

harbor

a splendid
Elizabeth"
Pickford's
"Dorothy Vernon of
Haddon Hall," but
that production was
postponed, so now

"Queen
in Mary

the

screen's

knows how

to run a medieval spinning wheel.
You
have heard, perhaps, of the deferring of "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall." You have also, no doubt, learned
of Mary's plan to play
Marguerite in "Faust"

only

with Lubitsch directing.
This news has been
pretty generally noised

"Queen
is

Elizabeth"
the one played by

Lady

Diana

Man-

ners in a forthcoming J. Stuart Black-

about.

,

ton film.

OUR

famous

coy these clays, not to
cautious.
They flirt with sundry
themes and stories before they actually select
one that pleases their fancy. It is a delicate matter, of
course, to follow one big success right with another,
and seems to involve a long period of vacillation. As
a consequence we are lucky now if we catch a glimpse
of our very brightest celebrities oftener than once a year.
say

a

stars are very

hit

Douglas Fairbanks, Charlie Chaplin and Mary Pickford are the gayest offenders in the little game of making the fans wait. You see, they all belong together in
the United Artists, of which D. W. Griffith is also a
member. From nine to twelve months is the average
time that elapses between their separate releases, and
if anything the pace of their picture making, or at least
of their preparations, grows constantly slower.
Verily,
procrastination thy name is fame
or at least Holly-

—

wood.
doubt very much whether Doug will be seen on
the screen again before next fall.
His pirate story may
get started a little earlier in the season than did "Robin
Hood," but it will have to be held over until a favorable time of the year.
It will be too late for spring
showing. Douglas may make another picture this summer, which could be released in the following spring.

However, there

is

a jaunt around' the

much more

likelihood of his taking

world instead.

Fairbanks will' introduce a new leading lady to the
world in his buccaneering picture, which carries the
working title of "The Black Pirate," and he will also
have a new director.
The former is Evelyn Brent,
whom Doug engaged during his trip to New York the
last one
and the director is Raoul Walsh, the husband
of Miriam Cooper, and brother of George Walsh.
Incidentally Doug is going to a great deal of trouble
to make his pirate character a romantically engaging
Of course, he'll probably wear a flowing
bad man.
black mustache, and- a flaring red bandanna, and carry a
carving knife between his teeth, but he's going to show
that a pirate had a soul and a sense of humor, and that
he was capable of 'being gracefully reformed by a lovely

—

—

heroine.

Mary

a Tragedienne.

—

provided
the time you read this, Mary Pickford
will have flung
she does not alter her intention
aside all her girlhood trinkets and trophies, put her hair
up in long golden braids, garbed herself in a bodice and
flowing skirt, and proved that among other things she

By

i

»

*

W

hat

more

—

could

be

interesting

than the combination
of

Mary and

Lu-

\

bitsch, the great for-

eign director, in this
particular
story ?

Probably nothing
except another rare

ensemble that Mary
herself

when
"And
could

We

that

{

suggested,
she said to us,
I

wish that

have

Barrymore
Faust,

play

Douglas Fairbanks
doing his utmost
to make Ernst

is

I

John

Lubitsch

play

home

feel at

at his studio.

and Douglas

M cpliisto."

Right after that, Doug buzzed around the FairbanksPickford lot for a whole day wearing a cap with a tall
feather in it, and going through all the impish stunts
that he could think of.
To our mind Mary ideally matches the physical requirements of Marguerite, which is the first important
tragic role she has ever contemplated.
We shouldn't
wonder but that her appearance as the lovelorn and
much-tempted romantic heroine will mark a turn in
her career.
Incidentally, "Faust" is going to be a test
for the scenario department, for Mr. Lubitsch and for
Mary herself, because in most versions the lady does
not in any sense dominate the story.
We imagine,
though, that they are going to make a lot of the deviling of Marguerite.
Just a Stunt

Man.

How much

of real thrills and excitement the moviegoer owes to the unbally-hooed hero of pictures recently
came to light with the death of a stunt man in an airAmong his deeds
plane accident in a Universal film.

of daring the following were recited:
Swinging from a rope that hung from a cliff, then
cutting loose and diving down sixty-five feet into five
feet of water.
Climbing hand over hand along a rope suspended between two skyscrapers.
Crawling: along- a narrow led°e hierh in the air.

Hollywood High Lights
jumping from a moving train ten feet before it
crashed into another train in a head-on collision.
Perching at the top of an eighty-foot-high redwood
tree, while the trunk was cut, and the tree fell into
the water.
Out of all these man\- experiences he came but slightly
Ten minutes before
scathed, and as a rule, smiling.
his last fateful adventure, he joked with his parents,
his two brothers and his wife, as was his custom, to
avoid causing them worry.
Even as his name Jean Edward Perkins will mean
nothing to the picturegoer, so was his death but an
incident in the hum of film events.
He carried the
popular local title, "'king of stunt men." That was his
chief distinction and fame.
On his final hearkening to the call of camera, he was
to jump from a rope ladder suspended from an airplane to the top of a rapidly moving passenger train.
Partly through a misunderstanding of signals, and partly
because of erratic air currents, so 'tis told, the plane
stayed in the air too long, and the stunt man. weakened
and numb, fell 150 feet to the ground. He died two

—

—

days

59

When the English lass was cast for it
immediately asked to be taken down to
some rough cafe where she could see some nice lady
crooks.
Believing, therefore, that she took pictures
too seriously, the Talmadges decided to give her an
opportunity to cultivate her sense of humor.
picture work.

originally, she

Charlie Fools the Sea Gulls.

Hollywood is still a-buzz with social activities. The
main function of the month was the christening of
Charlie Ray's good ship Mayfloz^cr.
All the pilgrim

—

fathers
that is, all the descendants of the pilgrim fathers were present.
Instead of the usual champagne,
or cider, a prominent member of the Association of
Mayflower Descendants broke a bottle of Plymouth Rock
water against the bow of the ship.
The most curious thing about the whole affair was
the presence of a large flock of sea gulls, which hovered over the rigging of the prop vessel.
The Ray
studio is some sixteen miles inland, but the birds, who
apparently went by resemblance, thought that they knew
a real ship when they saw it.

later.

Bull Entertains.

Get-Rick-Quick Jackie.
Jackie Coogan

is

in the

way

of becoming a bloated

magnate.
His income now totals fifteen
dollars a week
from oil. Jackie owns some
in a very productive field and gets a ten per
alty.
One gusher has been yielding about two
barrels a day, and another is just about ready
oil

—

hundred
property
cent roy-

thousand
to spout.

Of course,
income

this

is

theoretimere

cally

money
Jackie

fore his present contract

finished.

Divertissement.

for

since

Let the other producers say what they please, Harold
Lloyd declares that the day of spectacles is not over.
Incidentally, his next picture will be distinguished by
a new leading lady, nee Jobyna Ralston, a brand-new
giant, and probably a new pair of goggles.

he

signed a
with
Metro,
on
contract

which, so it was
announced.
he

A

would
receive
an advance of
the

insignificant

sum

of five hun-

dollars,

is

pin

has

dred

Other recent social festivities included a preview
partv for "Suzanna" at the residence of Mack Sennett, a farewell dinner to Walter Hiers on the eve of
his wedding, at which Charlie Chaplin's new picture.
"The Pilgrim," was the main source of entertainment,
and a house warming given by Bull Montana in his new
home, at which Spike Robinson poured tea. Brokennose Murphy passed the cookies, and Bull himself conventionally announced that he will not get married be-

the screen that each has decided never to commit any
crime for fear the other will
be wrongfully accused. Of
course, looking like the
other fellow has its advantages,
so

thousand
not

to
the
main consideration
sixty
per
cent of the profits
on his pic-

mention

—

tures.

Jack Coogan,
under this
agreement.
be-

pere.

Dangerous Resemblance.

Rod laRocque and Monte Blue
look so much alike on and off

Monte

Photo by
Donald

claims,

Biddle

Kejes

Ricardo Coriez is one of the crop of young
Latins who have been chosen to challenge
the Valentino popularity.
in

Paramount

He

will

appear

pictures.

comes the abso-

you

"day by day, in every way, his son
and -better."
All

Too

and he thinks that
is growing better

Serious.

Comedies are still the highroad to a picture career.
Every newcomer is promptly bounced right into them.
That's why' Margaret Leahy, the English beauty, whom
Norma and Constance Talmadge brought back with
them from Europe, isn't going to be seen in "Within
the Law," as originally anticipated. Instead she is playing in Buster Keaton's first five-reeler.
The part of
a crook that she was to have had in "Within the Law"
was given to Eileen Percv because she was routined in

are

when

unexpectedly

kissed by a beautiful

This

is

happened
a

lute czar of Jackie's artistic destiny,

especially

hotel

actually

in the

lobby of

The

recently.

young lady became
hysterical

girl.

what

w

i

t

h

slightly

excitement

when she saw Monte, thinking
he was Rod. She raced over
to him, flung her

arms around
his neck, embraced him very
robustly and kissed him numerous times, screaming. "Oh.

Rod!

Rod!

Rod!"

Monte

could hardly disentangle himself from her embraces.
Now
what is bothering Hollywood
is, who was the voung ladv ?

At

last

Harold
Lloyd has
given

some

sig-

nificance
to the

phrase
"supported by."

John
Aasen,

who

is

eight feet
nine, does
it in

his

next
picture-
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Hollywood High Lights
Vidors

Sell

Out.

and confusion

King Vidor has decided

that he doesn't need a studio
Neither does Florence. Both

of his own any longer.
are so busily engaged elsewhere.
Florence has been
playing Carol Kennicott in "Main Street," and King
picturizing that popular stage play, "Three Wise
is
Fools," for Goldwyn.
Sol Lesser, Jackie Coogan's former "boss," as president of the Principal Pictures Corporation, offered them a good price for their studio
property, which is adjacent to the Faifbanks-Pickford
"lot," so they agreed on a deal, and now Lesser is to
film a series of Harold Bell Wright novels, the first
of which will be "The Recreation of Brian Kent."
By the way, "Three Wise Fools" is the play that
brought Claude Gillingwater to the films. Gillingwater
played the lovable old grouch in the stage play, and is
doing the same role in the screen version. Mary Pickford saw him in this character behind the footlights,
and offered him the role of the Earl of Dorrincourt in
"Little Lord Fauntleroy," and that was the beginning
of his screen career.
He subsequently appeared in
"Remembrance," and although we never thought
much of this picture, we felt that Gillingwater
did much to redeem its deficiencies.

Strong on Repartee.
Louise Fazenda recently settled the discussions
as to whether Valentino or Novarro would play
the coveted title role of Bcn-Hur by stating
authoritatively that Jackie Coogan had been
assigned.
From "Ben-Hur" the conversation

jumped

enveloped

Mildred Davis,
on one

to coats of fur.

in a lovely ermine, pirouetted

cameoed index finger, and proudly exclaimed:
"Mine is summer ermine."
Helen Ferguson flared her coat open wide,
did a neat little manikin step, and said with
deep feeling. "Oh, mine is real mink."
"Mine is unborn lamb," trilled Colleen
in her best coloratura.

"What's yours, Louise?" in chorus
Louise was wearing a handsome
Russian sable.
"Mine," she replied, fluttering
her arms in the air and hitting the
attitude of an East Indian nautch
dancer, "mine
!"
ankles

is

the cat's

Family Disagreement.
Elza: I think Rudy
handsome.
Edwin Oh, go on

i;

Gloria Sivanson is the only
person on the links ivh.0
can keep her eye on the
ball when she appears in
this outfit.

Why

Girls

Leave Home.

Miles Minter has not often gone on record as
having temperament. But from now on she may take
rank with our greatest emotional actresses of the screen,
because she has had a burst of temperamental domesticity and has sought a little house of her very own
where she could "get up little dinners" that she had
hungered for, and "do the little things" she had always
dreamed of. Of course, this may be only a case of
temporary incompatability between Mary and her family, and the natural reaction from the irritation of having one's palatial home remodeled.
Miss Minter and her mother and grandmother and
sister have lived together for many years in a large and
beautiful house in an exclusive residential section of
Los Angeles. Recently it was decided to change the
The disorder, discomfort,
dwelling into apartments.

Mary

no breach

in the perfect family relationship.
In fact,
she said that she would be a most ungrateful daughter
not to feel the greatest love and devotion for her mother
who had "sacrificed a stage career" of her own merely
to make one for her daughter.
It will be recalled that
Mrs. Shelby, Miss Minter's mother, effected a contract
with Realart Pictures, before that organization was absorbed by Famous Players-Lasky, which netted her
daughter somewhere in the neighborhood of one million
dollars.
But Mary, it appears, just wanted change,
and she took it.

International Cuisine.

When

you

are

Fairbanks

lunch with Douglas
to
Pickford-Fairbanks studio, you

invited

at the

dine in a highly attractive bungalow room that
shows the influence of Chinese art, you are served
Turkish bread by a Swedish cook, and your dessert is French ice cream with Danish raisin cake.
Fairbanks himself is now quite discreet about
his diet, as his pirate is going to be a lightweight.
He dropped five pounds just before he started.
During "Robin Hood" he maintained his weight
at about five pounds over normal. Doug
is getting to be a regular expert in putting on and taking off, for every picture

day we

demands something

different.

He

took just one spoonful of ice cream the
lunched with him.

Who's

Who

in

Love.

person Constance Talmadge was reported engaged to was William Rhinelander
Stewart, Jr., New York broker, who met Constance on her recent European trip. The manner of Miss Talmadge's formal denial was as
"Why. I couldn't get married for at
follows
I haven't my final decree of
least six months.

The

last

:

!

:

it seems in Mary.
So she left.
Miss Minter has insisted that there was absolutely

particularly

her chin with her largely

foot, curtsied, tipped

Moore

upon an enterprise of
nothing of the mental anguish necessary to be endured in watching the speed with which
modern carpenters, plumbers, et cetera, work, would
doubtless produce a case of nerves in anybody, but
that are attendant

this nature, to say

Which may or may not be a confesdivorce."
sion of impending wedding bells.
And the first and only statement Pola Negri
gave to the press anent the Negri-Chaplin romance,
and more particularly the assumed antimatrimonial
clause in her Famous Players-Lasky contract, was
that she "would not be so foolish as to sign any
contract which would forbid my marrying if I wished."
Which may or may not be suggestive of her interest
Charlie Chaplin remains ever
in the reported romance.
aloof and elusive, and by the way has lately been accepting his invitations to parties quite solus once again.
Also the handsome and interesting Antonio Moreno
was the cause of many a maiden shedding tears because since Valentino is away, Tony is growing quite
popular again when the news broke that he was engaged to the divorced wife of a Los Angeles millionaire,
and member of a family prominent socially in the West.
At first, they denied the engagement, but when Tomsigned a five-year contract with Famous Players-Lasky
and learned that he was to be sent East to make "The
Exciters" he admitted that he was going to take his
She is Mrs. Daisy Canfield Danziger.
bride with him.
They were married the day he signed his new contract
and celebrated the event by going to Grauman's Theater

—

—

—

to see the

"My

American
in
Continued on page 85

bridegroom

Wife."

The
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CHAPTER
was

IT Nancy

famous hero

clear

BY WAY OF EXPLANATION
that

Warren would have
do something to awaken
Barry from his infatuation with
Pauline Stewart, and do it at
once.
I had hoped that telling
her about Lolita and how she
dropped Barry when she saw a
chance of getting a company of
her Own and being a star instead
to

would suggest
But
Nancy.

of just his wife,

some

scheme

Nancy

is

to

too guileless

sort of thing.

Or

for

that
else people in

love are sort of dumb.
Finally I came right out and
said, "I should think you might
try something like that with Pauline

Stewart

if

Illustrated by Ray Van Buren

told tO Inez Kllimph

XLVII.

perfectly

relates the true story of his varied romances.

you're to

save

Barry Stevens has passed through curious
experiences during his motion-picture career
experiences that might seem melodramatic and
impossible to the average man.
The atmosphere around him is never placid.
He has
ever been the center of romantic intrigue.

He

been praised extravagantly; he has
been maligned bitterly he has been tricked
into engagements and even marriage by unhas

;

scrupulously ambitious girls.
He has risked
he has recklessly squanhis life many times
dered his reputation, usually in an effort to
help some one who might better be left unaided.
But he has come through it disillusioned, wise, but not bitter.
His smile is still
happily optimistic, if a little less boyish, and
;

—

he

still

feels zestful

toward

amazingly stupid that I didn't see how on earth he
had the patience to go on working with her.
"It looks as though Pd have to do something tricky
like that," Nancy finally admitted, with a gleam of common sense. "I suppose you can appeal to any woman
through her vanity, and if she doesn't really love a man
you can make her let go of him by making use of it.

—

Still-

Pauline, trying to do what Barry and the director
to, was walking hitchily across the set, then
turning to look at him. She was supposed to give him
a flirtatious glance that would make him pursue her
out of the door
instead, she simpered.
One of the
electricians, perched above her, manipulating a sunlight
arc, groaned aloud.
When she glanced up at him, furiously, he clapped a hand to his face and pretended
that he had toothache.

wanted her

;

She and Barry came off the set at last, and sauntered
over to where Nancy Warren and I were sitting. Pauline looked very stunning, in a gown of pale gray chiffon and light slippers and stockings, and she had one
hand on Barry's shoulder and was looking up at him
beguilingly.
"It would be a gorgeous place to do it," she urged.
"And sister'd be perfectly willing to let us use "the
house she's really not a bit like dad."

—

Barry looked worried.
"Pauline's offering us her sister's country place for
the next sequence of the picture," he told Nancy and
"Isn't that sweet of her?"

us to disapprove, and give good
Nancy came to the fore with
excuses, ranging from the fact
too short to make it advisable

and whatever

But

his eyes

begged

reasons for doing so.
a good assortment of
that the sequence was
to transport the company and equipment anywhere at all, to the uncertainty
of weather conditions. She talked learnedly about various technicalities that had nothing to do with the case,
but bewildered Pauline.
She murmured things about
"static," which were impossible, but Pauline didn't
know it. But her arguments were in vain. Pauline,

stuck to

to do,

gave

And Barry

it.

in.

think she must have wanted
Certainly her
sister's home in the Westchester
I

impress him.

to

hills was remarkably beautiful.
There were formal gardens, a

large

pool,

a

grove

white

of

and the house itself was
unusual. Barry was standing on
birches,

the lawn, looking at
arrived with Nancy.

it,

when

I

"Wonderful, isn't it?" he commented.
Nancy sniffed, and he
turned on her almost irritably.

"See here, Nancy, you know
darned well that it's just the sort
of place we'd all like to have if
"
we could and
"Well, you could afford it, per"If this is the kind of mausofectly well," she cut in.
leum you want, why not have it?"
"Oh, it isn't the money I could buy a house of this
type, so far as that goes, but I wouldn't have the things
the family behind me, the
that make it what it is
well, the whole background."
friends, the
She turned to me as we crossed the lawn throwing
out her hands in despair.
"I'm afraid Pauline's hooked him!" she exclaimed.
"He wants what he thinks she has, you see. Ghastly,
But there's still hope that something might
isn't it ?
happen to change him."
There was, but it did not take the form that she had

future adventures it holds for him.
Last
month you read of his narrow escape from
Lolita, the vamp star. His romance with Pauline Stewart, the society girl-actress, continues.

Barry from her."
She didn't answer for a moment.
We were both
intently watching the set a few feet away where Barry
and Pauline were rehearsing a scene.
She was so

me.

life

having decided what she wanted

—

;

—

expected

it

—

would.

too misty for the company to work
the weather changed just after the cameras were set
up. and there was nothing to do but wait until it cleared.
Barry wandered off with Pauline toward the tennis
courts, but with no intention of playing they sat down
on the grass and talked for the better part of an hour.
I thought that he looked troubled when he came back,
and when she went into the house to see where tea
was to be served, he came over to me.
"I wonder what you'd think of this." he began. "Tell

The day was

;

me

truthfully, won't

thing

and

— she

you?

Pauline wants

me

to

go on

thinks I ought to play Romeo, and she
we could make a stunning production someunusual, von know.
She has a lot of ideas,

the stage
says that

;

"

"And she'd play Juliet?" I asked, interrupting
"And you'd back the production, of course."

him.

"Yes," he answered, eying me dubiously. "But you
with the movies right now look at
it is

know how

—

the good people who are out of jobs! It'll take a long
time to work out of this slump, and of course it's better
to get out while the getting's good than to wait till
you're left behind."
"But your pictures go wonderfully," I reminded him.
"You and Bill Hart and a few others can go on forever.
.Why, look at the contract that you have that's
good for a long time yet. And as for the stage well,
what do you know about it? Have vou ever played

—
—

Romeo?"

The
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He

admitted that he hadn't

— that

he'd

Indiscretions

of

never espe-

with
great

him a

The

movie

wanted to. But I could see that the hand of
Pauline was heavy upon him.
For him to go into this undertaking would mean disaster, unquestionably.
He'd lose what money he had,
and make a fool of himself in the bargain. The people who would see him on the stage in New York would
not be those who knew him from his motion-picture
work, and his play would fail before it went out across
the country, and reached the places where he was well
known as a motion-picture actor, and so would draw
crowds whether his performance was anv good or not.
Of course, he could try it in other places first, and then
bring it into New York, but I felt sure that Pauline
would never hear to that.
The weather cleared toward evening, and the lights
were set up all about the garden where the scenes were
to be shot.
It was a beautiful evening, a trifle cool,
cially

but

uncomfortable, with the trees standing out
clearly against a deep blue sky.
I
was not surprised
when Pauline's sister and her dinner guests came out
across the terrace to a place where they could see what
was going on.
Pauline and Barry had dined with them, and I wondered what had happened when he came out with her,
before the others did, to make up for his evening's
work. But when the guests came out, I knew. They
were all more than slightly intoxicated.
Now, intoxication would not have shocked anv of
those motion-picture folk, in itself, goodness knows.
It was an old story to them.
But they stood rather in
awe of Pauline's sister and her friends these were
society people, you see, people of family, to them.What they did not realize was that there are as many
layers of society as of the motion-picture business.
not

;

They

did not realize that some of Pauline's sister's
guests were not well born, that the Stewarts themselves

were nouveau riche.
Barry was more shocked than the others. I think.
Be had set Pauline on a pedestal, made of family;
now he saw it crumbling.
And the final push was given to it by his idol.

CHAPTER

XLVIII.

The

curious thing about Barry Stevens' predicament
was that, though he didn't recognize it, he knew other
people who had been in the same boat, and could easily
see where they had made their mistakes.
He'd known
any number of motion-picture people who had made
mistakes when they married, he'd known men who married girls

them

to

who had no

interest in their work and wanted
motion pictures, and he'd known
married men outside their own world, and

get out of

women who

had to leave it or leave their husbands.
He'd known Katherine Lawrence, and had seen her
ruin her husband financially, simply because she insisted
on doing to him what Pauline was trying to do to Barry,
in another way.
Katherine Lawrence was a small-town girl, who went
to Hollywood to visit her aunt, and thought she'd like
to get into motion pictures.
She couldn't do it. and
didn't much care, because she had not reallv wanted to,
anyway.
She was too conceited to attempt anything
that she couldn't do easily.
Then she met Mark Harrison one of the biggest of

—

the motion-picture producers, some people called him,
though others thought that his achievements were all

behind him, instead of ahead. Harrison was a widower,
a man who had hit the very high spots in life, and enjoyed them. He was attracted by Katherine's pink-andwhite_ beauty, and she was flattered by receiving the
attentions of an older man.
She began to go about

a

Star

deal.

colony gosi p e d
of

s

,

and

course,

p e c u

s

-

Would

lated.

her

he

ask

to

marry

him?

Half

the

colony

said

he

wouldn't

he
a

;

wanted

who was
more sophisgirl

t

c a

i

e

t

d

,

when

it

came

to

choosing

a
Oth-

wife.
ers

he

said

would,

if

she kept her

guile-

As

lessness.

the

guile-

lessness
a

w as
T

pose, that

was

doubt-

ful.

She
it

kept

until after

they were
married.

Then,
deftly
subtly

Barry drew in his breath sharply. And after
that, whenever Cecile came on the screen, he
watched her intently.

very
a n d
indeed,

she gradually began to manage him.
His company changed. First in one department, then
in another, changes were made.
A cousin of hers was
given charge of the publicity department; another was
made exploitation manager. A star whom she did not
like, whose contract expired at this time, was not asked

new one. Finally the company degenerated
a second rater
and the young wife eventually
divorced her middle-aged husband, because they weren't
''as companionable as they had been when first married"
in reality, because he had lost his money.
Yet Barry Stevens with the record of that and other
marriages before him in which those outside the business and those inside it could not get along, wanted to
walk up -and put his head in the noose.
sign a

to

—

into

—

But Pauline's sister saved him, aided and abetted by
Pauline.
She did it that evening, by sauntering down
to where Barry and Pauline were standing, joyously
stimulated by liquor
to put it mildly.

—

wasn't there, and didn't see her antics; Barry tried
to tell me about them afterward, but couldn't; he was
too embarrassed and humiliated.
But he came to me
with his face white with anger, to ask if I couldn't exI

plain the situation

somehow.

it's just funny!" he told me, looking like a little boy who's been disillusioned about Santa
Claus.
"She savs, 'Isn't Louise a scream !' and laughs.

"Pauline thinks

Why, she— I

He

-"

couldn't go on, but whenever he was near Pauline after that, he looked at her with a curious expression in his eyes, as if he had seen her change suddenly
and inexplicably. The rest of us rejoiced because we
felt that at last he was seeing the light.
The next day he flatlv refused to aro into the "Romeo

The

Indiscretions

of

a
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Star
that picture hardly noticing

any one

new girl who took Pauand who went through her

least of all the
line's place,

scenes with such fervent desire to do
her best that every one else com-

mented on
real

She seemed to have
and certainly she had

it.

ability,

beauty, though of the type that photographs well, but is not especially
noticeable when you look at the person.
She worked remarkably well
with Barry; she seemed to understand
what he was driving at she never
failed to play in the tempo that he
did
she seemed to do things right
instinctively when she worked with
him. though when she was doing a
scene in which he did not appear the
director had to correct her frequently.
"Who is she?" I asked the casting
director one afternoon, after I had
been watching her do a scene with
;

;

Barry.

"Oh, just a youngster who came in
and registered with me one day her
name's Cecile Howard." he replied.
"I think Nancy Warren knows some;

thing about her."

Nancy Warren!

began to see a

I

great light.

CHAPTER

XLIX.

Cecile Howard was a charming little thing, very demure in manner and

perhaps too unassertive for her own
She worked very hard: days
good.
when she did not have to report at
the studio at all she would be there

and Juliet" production with her; just that much of his
good sense had returned to him.
She was petulant,
disgusted.
She told him that she'd have nothing more
to do with the picture unless he gave in as only about
half of her scenes had been shot, that wasn't such a
;

hardship as she imagined. Barn", further disillusioned
by her display of temper, told her that he'd engage
some one else and do her stuff over again.
That was the beginning of the end. of course. She
stalked out of the studio and went home without even
bothering to remove her make-up.
The next day the
casting director set out to look for some one to take
her place, and that evening the papers carried a story
to the effect that Miss Pauline Stewart, the daughter
of Ira H. Stewart and sister of Mrs. Adam Ireson, had
broken her engagement to Barry. Stevens, the actor,
and would sail in a few days for France, to join her
father and mother.
Pauline's story after that was an amusing one. Two
later she became engaged to a young Pole, a
member of the nobility. They were married and returned to America. Then it developed that he had no
money, and that his chief desire in life indeed, one
of his aims in marrying her was to get into motion
pictures
He had read of her acquaintance with Barry,
and thought that would aid him in breaking in.
As for Barry, he was much cut up over Pauline
she was so different from the girls he had known that
he had built many air castles on the strength of his
devotion to the girl he supposed she was. He finished

months

—

!

—

earlv in the morning and stand around
She
all dav long, watching the others.
was alwavs willing to stand outside a
close-up for any one. or to let the
electrician try his lights on her; there was nothing she
Her great ambition was
wouldn't do" for any one.
to work for D. W. Griffith, and to watch Lillian Gish

do a big emotional scene. And she adored Barry.
She tried not to show that, and I don't know that
manv of the people around the studio noticed it. One
of the electricians did, but he was in love with her
himself, and so was unusually sensitive where she was
Nancy Warren saw it. of course, and so
concerned.
himself never suspected it.
Barry
But
did I.He was still quite unhappy over Pauline; he had
reallv cared for her. and a good many illusions had
gone to smash along with her departure I think that
perhaps that was the hardest thing for him to bear. I
don't suppose that he even saw Cecile. or could have
told you the color of her great gray eyes.
The picture was finished at last, and Barry went off
on a fishing trip alone. Cecile had registered with an
agencv. and one day I met her at one of the studios,
She looked unduring the filming of a dream scene.
usually lovelv, in her medieval costume, and she hur;

ried over to me the
alight with welcome.

moment

A

little

she

was

free,

her eyes

heavy and
the studio lunch room,

later

we

ate a

unappetizing luncheon together in
and she asked me oh, quite casually! about Barry.
I gave her what news I had. and asked how she

—

—

was making out.
"Not so awfully

"I've had one
well." she replied.
wonderful part since I saw you not very big, but it
turned out remarkably well. If they'd just release that
:

;

The
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away that I made with Mr. Stevens and
one would go through, I'd get quite a lot of engagements, I believe."

been cut so that she would hardly show at all. And
it was tremendously important to her to have that bit

knew what "quite a lot of engagements" meant to
too, for Nancy Warren had told me that Cecile

you know if I have to phone you in the
middle of the night," I told her. and she laughed softly
as I closed the door and followed Nancy Warren down

picture right

this

I

her,

on next to nothing at all.
She lived with
friend, the daughter of a minister in a
little Ohio town, who had been out of work for months,
but had at last got a job, and was rehearsing.
"But those kids don't know how to take care of
themselves, and don't have any money, if they did!"
Nancy sputtered to me. "What do you think they
have for lunch, usually? A soda and a sandwich one

was

living

a chorus

girl

—

Broadway drug-store sandwiches, made of
clammy bread and a limp slab of cheese or a stale
That's why they're so thin.
Keeps their figures

those

of

soft,

egg.
in trim,

right, but

all

what about

their health?"

and her roommate,
Their little room, in
one scorching hot afternoon.
an old house just off Broadway in the Forties, was
ghastly hot not a breath of air moved through it. The
roommate was huddled up on a chair by the one
window, catching a dropped stitch in a silk stocking, and
Cecile, who had washed her hair, was fluffing it out
over her slim shoulders.
They were dressed in scanty
little kimonos that had been washed till their patterns
had run into a soft blur of color clean little kimonos,
though, as clean as everything else in the small room.
Nancy and I, with malice aforethought, had brought
iced milk, sandwiches and cookies with us, and the two
girls ate ravenously, though thev tried hard not to
show how hungry they were.
"Don't be afraid to eat I've been in your shoes
myself, you youngsters," Nancy told them. "Now, how
are things?"
"If my show goes well we're fixed for the winter,"
the roommate piped up.
"I can keep us both going,
the way Cece did last winter.
And if she gets good
notices on her work in these two pictures of hers, she
can support us. So we ought to pull through, one way

She and

I

went

to

Cecile

see

;

—

—

or another, oughtn't

we?"

"Oh, you'll make it both ways," Nancy assured them.
But she and I both knew how precarious their footing
was. So many shows fail
so many things can happen
Cecile had nothing to fall back on, and
to a picture
her roommate had only a mother who was rather jealous of her, and a father who thought she was damned
She
forever because she had gone on the stage.

—

!

couldn't very well go back to them.

But they were both plucky they wouldn't give up
They had eked out a living in many
till they had to.
ways 'during the hard times; Cecile had worked as a
chambermaid in one of the hotels, and her roommate
had been cigarette girl in a cabaret for a time, though
she hated it so that Cecile begged her to give it up
;

as

soon as she could, she got another job. as nurse

maid

to three children in a little

town

in

New

Jersey.

And now here they sat, two little city sparrows
perched high above the roar and tumult of New York,
pitting their bit of talent and beauty against it, with
just one slim chance of conquering the city, and making names for themselves. If they could do that, they'd
have all that they needed; if they couldn't quite make
big names, they might be able to establish themselves
so that they could earn a living.
"You'll

let

—

me know

if

you see that picture

—

I

did

with Barry with Mr. Stevens in the projection room,
and I screened well in it, won't you?" Cecile asked us.
You see, she hadn't seen even all
as we rose to go.

—

just bits of
the part of the picture that she was in
it
and for all she knew, those bits might have been
She didn't know but what her whole part had
cut out.

—

of

work
"I'll

left in.

let

narrow

the steep,

stairs of the old house.

CHAPTER

L.

There were hard days ahead for Cecile Howard.
The show in which her roommate was cast went out
on the road to try its luck in the dog towns, so Cecile
Engagements
was left without her encouragement.
were hard to get actresses who had left the screen to
try their luck on the stage wanted to come back; others,
who had commanded high salaries, were willing to work
She could do nothing but go the rounds
for low ones.
of the studios and agencies, hunting for work. She had
done but little that was known with her two best pictures held up. she had little to point to as proof of
what she could do.
I know that temptation stalked close upon the heels
of her shabby little feet those days the right was not
always an easy one, but Cecile Howard could no more
have yielded to it than she could have cut her own
throat in fact, I believe that suicide would have been
She went pluckily on,
far the easier course of the two.
somehow managing to make herself look nice, and
when we'd meet occasionally her little face would glow
as radiantly as if she had been experiencing good for;

;

;

;

tune instead of bad.
Then one afternoon

when

I

met her

at Fiftieth

and

just as the Monday afternoon crowd was
pouring out of the "Palace" after passing judgment on
the vaudeville bill for the week, she clutched my hands

Broadway,

they were

that held her to life.
"The centhink?" she demanded.
sors are holding up 'The Life Line.' Isn't that rotten?"
('The Life Line' was the picture she had made when
"I don't know what
she finished the one with Barry.)
there's no telling what'll happen to it now, and
to do
I do so want to have these folks around here see it.
as

if

all

"What do you

—

It's almost the best thing I've done so far, and I've
been telling these agents and casting directors to watch
for it, and they said they'd catch it first shot, and it
was sure to go into a Broadway house for a pre-release
run. you know.
"But now well, there's no telling when it'll get out.
One woman had jumped on it hard wish I could get
isn't that
It's my part she objects to, too
hold of her
tough? She wants it cut out. and I guess they'll do
if they can figure out some way of changing the
it,
Maybe they'll just take
story and have it make sense.
me out, anyway. Oh. of course they'll have to do what
they can they want to sell it and get their money back
on it it's been tied up too long now. Gee censorship !"
asked the name of
I tried my best to console her
the woman on the board who had held up the picture,
hoping that I might know some one who knew her,
She might see the
or reach her in some other way.
not that she
picture differently if she understood
could be influenced, of course, but sometimes people
are prejudiced and then when they understand a story,
change their minds.
I left Cecile late that afternoon, promising to help
her all I could. I had taken her to tea. and insisted on

—

—

—

!

—

—

;

;

—

lending her some

and

I

knew

her thin

little

"Louise
quered,' "

money

that the cool

the child looked half starved,
cut right through

autumn wind

suit.

Atwood
I

;

is

selling her

we

wardrobe from 'Con-

said good-by.
Continued on page 100

told her, as

"Why

don't

All

That His

Name

Implies

Richard Dix lives up to the traditions
established by many Richards and
threatens to leave a few records of
his

own.

By

E.

you

will recall the

Lanning Masters
famous "Rich-

IF ards" and "Dicks" of history and
literature,

you

whv Richard Dix

will

or

understand
Dick}-

Dix.

a wonderful name for
that young man.
For instance, there was Richard the
Lion-hearted, and Richard Mansfield,
and Dick Deadeyc and. oh! who of
the sterner sex does not remember
Dick Merrkvellf
I can imagine the particular factorather, is such

—

in charge of dealing out names
sizing up Dix prior to his departure
for this plane, and then running over
to a box and grabbing all the "D's" in

tum

the place.

"Here's a voung fellow," I can hear
him remark, "whose destiny requires
a double dose." and so the hero of
"Dangerous Curve Ahead"' made his

appearance as Richard Dix. alia?.
"Dicky Dix."
Since then Dix has been dodging
"D's" all his life.
He barely escaped going through
life with two other such appellations
earlv in manhood
"Doctor of Divin-

—

ity/'

\\ e were
ambitions.

talking

about childhood

"Mine was to be a preacher." said
Dix. with an amused twinkle in his
amber-brown eyes.
(A lady I know
says the}- are the deepest brown she
ever saw, with the most remarkable
turned-back lashes.)
"Every chance 1 got I preached to
the family. Instead of building houses
as the other kids did. I built churches.
Richard Dix is just
Sometimes I would stage a praver
meeting for the good of my chums,
and. believe me. I certainly laid down the law to them
hell-fire, damnation, brimstone, and all the rest.
Can
you imagine me now as a preacher?"
It isn't so very hard to do.
Many of the best preachers would have made good actors at some time in tiieir
careers. Dix's youthful ecclesiastical urge was simply his
dramatic instinct on the wrong track.
However, he
soon righted "If." ^"hen he went to high school in St.
Paul, he was given a small part in an amateur show.
Then and there, the pulpit lost a valuable recruit,
and the stage and screen gained a good actor. I can
attest the fact that Dix would have kept his congrega-

—

tions interested.
Xo one would have gone to sleep,
for while professionally, he is not a comedian, privately,
he is. Off screen he is as funny as Chaplin is on and
almost as clever.

—

a free-and-easy regular gay, no sham or affectation about him.

Dix makes the best compam- I've ever known. He
Xo
could earn a fortune as a doctor of sick souls.
one can remember their troubles when he is around.
"They want me to do a comedy," he vouchsafed recently during a chat on the wind-swept deck of a steamer
returning to Los Angeles from Catalina.
I believe I could get away with
"It's a great part.
it," he added in a tone that was entirely impersonal.
With sides still sore from a day of the Dix brand
of comedy. I assented. But when he described the part,
I shook my head deprecatingly.
"Man alive !" I expostulated. "Don't you know the
"'-

public won't stand for their heroes becoming bumpkins?
"But it would be great fun." he protested, "and the
chance to do some real work. I don't want :o be a
Continued on page 92

Folks Around Our Studio

Gladys Gray.
Gladys Gray signed her two-year starring contract with our company in 1920, she
insisted upon a clause stating that all of her
pictures should be directed by Jacques De Lacey.
When it came time, two years later, for Miss Gray
to sign a new contract with the company, she insisted
upon a clause stating that none of her pictures should
be directed by Jacques De Lacey.
In 1921, one year after Gladys Gray signed the first
contract, she and Jacques De Lacey were married.

WHEN

The

other evening

Mike was

Clarissa

Myrtle Murgatroyd.

Whenever

a one-piece bathing-girl scene in
one of our pictures, Myrtle Murgatroyd is picked as
the bathing girl.
For a long time none of the rest of
us around the studio could understand this, for Myrtle
is not good looking, nor does her style of architecture
fit cosily into a bathing suit.
The other day, however. I heard that Myrtle is the

there

is

only daughter of the censor of motion pictures in a
very important State and that she can get any film by
in which she appears.

Mike Gilroy.

Mike Gilroy
studio.

He

is

one of the assistant electricians at our
unruly and gets drunk and fired often.

is

arrested

in

a

more or

on Broadway, Los Angeles.
A Los Angeles newspaper the next morning started
its story off with "Michael Gilroy. a prominent motionpicture actor, was arrested on Broadway last night for
drunken and disorderly conduct."
The newspaper editor knew very well in what capacity Mike was connected with motion pictures, but
what is a little accuracy or restraint among editors when
the movies are involved?
less liquid state

Mead Smythe.

One

of the slickest articles that ever drifted
She was
our studio was Clarissa Mead Smythe.
eyed and innocent and told the publicity boys that
was a writer and wanted to interview some of
The press agents fixed
stars for the magazines.
up with dates with some of our headliners. and

went

A

work.
short time

into
big-

she

our
her
she

to

later complaints

began

to

come

in

from

They
the stars whom Miss Smythe had interviewed.
said Clarissa of the baby stare was not on the level,
that the interview was a blind, and her real purpose
was to solicit them for a job as their personal press
agent.
Gordon Gresham said he did not believe she
could write her own name, let alone an interview.
Whereupon the publicity lads got sore and had Clarissa
forbidden to enter the studio again.
But Clarissa rolled her eyes out in the executive office
and got a studio pass that permitted nobody to kick
her out. Moreover, her game had worked, and several
of the players paid her real money to be their personal
press agent.
By sending her star-clients newspaper
clippings of stuff about them which our publicity department had got printed. Clarissa got away with it
for a time.
She rode around in stars' limousines, dined
with them at their expense, used their dressing rooms
as a lounge, and had a fine time.
Gradually they got
wise to her and fired her.
When she had lost her last job.
The stars visit
Clarissa went East and is now on the
to her home
gtaff of & publicat ; on which specializes
town was not
QUt faked scanda l a b 0U t
{n dishi
a complete
sue^
h
motion-picture stars.
.

.

•

.

Willoughby

P. Spingarn.

When Willoughby P. Spingarn, our
production manager, was over to the
studio recently, he dropped a live cigar
butt on one of the "No Smoking"
signs and almost caused a bad fire.

Our Studio

Folks Around
Grayce Le Nard.
The best bet in the star line at our studio is Grayce
Le Nard. who is also known as "the Blond Baby
Doll" and "the Girl with the Million Dollar Smile."'
Her salary per week would make the annual stipend
of a college professor look like the tip which you give
in exchange for your hat.
Last week Miss Le Nard
paid her first visit in ten years to Peach Valley, Indiana,
where she was born Grace Leonard and where she

made her debut

dramatics as the ingenue in "Betty's
Presbyterian Church.
The inhabitants of Peach Valley thought that Grayce
was now so famous and wealthy that she had forgotten
all of her old friends and neighbors and would not
even speak to them. Nevertheless a lot of people went
down to meet her train to see her clothes.
'When Grayce got off the train, she flew straight to
Then
her pa and ma and hugged and kissed them.
she kissed Mabel Thomas and Ethel Ward, who went
tc high school with her and were all ready to be snubbed.
She shook hands with a lot of other people who did
not expect it.
The next morning Grayce visited practically everybody in town, including old Mrs. Jacob Clendenning,
who has been bedridden for twelve years,
greeting them all as if
she were genuinely glad
to see them.
On Sunday she went to church
twice with her parents.
At the evening service
the sermon was about

Christmas"

do her some good.
strung him along.
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So she

When it came time to cut
the picture, Delaney handled
the shear, and he carefully
left in ever}- inch of film in
which Flora Fillet appeared.
He had instructed her how

in

at the

hog the camera

to

as

much

as possible,

and she had followed
his advice.

ting

The

cut-

Tom

finished,

The star didn't
sion

the

The next day
He was

so patriotic that he

shot holes through the
screen when a picture of
the kaiser was shown.

Evils of the Movand the pastor
pointed out that Rome
fallen

Cut her comof the picture
!"
every foot of her
!

pletely out

When

Hollywood, and Peach
to

Roland

first time.
When it came
to the cabaret scene, he ut-

Delaney

Monday morning
Miss Le Nard left for
went

Z.

looked at the film in
the projection room for the
Stitt

tered a loud exclamation and
shouted. "Who in blazes is
that little blond simp acting
all over the place and hogging the scene from the star ?

sooner if they had had
movies.

Valley

impres-

from "Our

Furred and Feathered Friends."
projection
operator
run off the film privately for him and saw that an
audience of one-eyed people could not possibly miss
She was all over the cabaret. That night he
Flora.
told her about it, and they became engaged.

had

"The

have

make a good

interviewer

the

machine

ies,"

would

on

"Love

sleep

Flora

Fillet

Waits," she called Tom Delaney a short and ugly word,

again.

Jake Hostetter voiced
the general sentiments of the town about Grayce's visit
when he remarked on the store porch Monday evening,
"Grace Leonard was so darned anxious to be nice to
everybody guess she ain't got such a wonderful job
in the movies as she's cracked up to have."

—

Daisy Nashford.

was pretty well agreed in our publicity department that it was very bad stuff for Daisy Nashford,
It

our best actress in flapper parts, to be drop-kicking
her pet poodle down the dumb-waiter shaft at the precise moment when the lady interviewer from the animal
magazine, Our Furred and Feathered Friends, arrived.

and the engagement was

off.

Delia Laval.

As you know.

Delia Laval, who used to work in our
serial thrillers, has retired from the screen.
She was
noted for her daring and the careless way she would
risk her life in breath-taking scenes.
Jumping off a
high cliff onto the top of the Twentieth Century Limited was all in the day's work to her.
It was said in the newspapers that Miss Laval retired from the screen in
order to get married. But
around our studio they
Continued on page 96

Tom

saw

Watches — And

Delaney.

One of the best film cutters in the business is Tom
Delaney, who works at our studio.
Tom's job is to
cut 15,000 feet of miscellaneous celluloid into 5.000 feet
of sure-fire box-office stuff.
He is good and steady,
but one day he fell in love at first sight with a little
blond extra girl named Flora Fillet, who was one of
the two hundred guests in the big cabaret scene in
"Love "Watches And Waits," a Z. Roland Stitt Production.
Delaney was quite smitten with the girl and told
her to leave it to him and he would make her famous.
She was ambitious and knew he was in a position to

—

Stealing

the

rival

director's puttees

dirtv work.

was a

piece of

;
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How

the Director

Knows

In Fred Niblo's case his colorful career forms an encyclopediac background for his work.

By Doris

THERE
am

is

no geography

lights.
Xow he is one of the few
you know, whose name is featured in the
It has been ever since he
theaters' announcements.
made "The Three Musketeers" and "Blood and Sand."
But ten years ago he was blazing forth on Broadway
Perhaps you recall him
as an actor.
He
in "Hit the Trail Holliday."
played that great success on Broadway for forty-two weeks and then
PICTURES
for phenomenal engagements in every
the career of a mo=

Fred Niblo's house

in

How

blazoned in electric

could the dull pages
of a book vie with a man who has played in
theaters all over the world, who has collected trophies
from far corners of the earth, who was the first man
to take motion pictures in Central
Fred
Africa, Egypt, and Soudan ?
Niblo has done all that as those of
I

sure of that.

—

you

will

rememher who

recall

his

tours year-, ago.
He has
dined with Arabian chieftains, appeared by royal command before
lecture

and photographed the late
Czar of Russia.
He took the only
motion pictures ever made within
the walls of the Sacred Kremlin, and
kings,

lived with savages in the

swamps

of

Uganda. There is hardly a country
in the world that he hasn't sighted
through his camera.
On second thought.

why

cannot see

there should ever be a research

worker

in his studio.

encyclopedia.
All this is -merely

He

is

a living

directors,

THE MEN WHO MAKE
THE
Look into
and nine
tion=picture
director
times out of ten you will find a
No
tale of a soldier of fortune.
one has yet decided whether it
directing really de=
is because
mands men of broad outlook and
varied adventures or whether the
work itself is so exciting that
men keyed up to episodic lives
But
are naturally drawn to it.
the fact remains that the little=

known
I

Irving

men

behind

mega=

the

phones have lived stories as inter=
esting as many they transfer to
the screen.
This month we give you a
glimpse of the fascinating adven=
tures that preceded Fred Niblo's
career as a motion=picture direc=

a matter of
background, however, and it takes
tor.
Others will
more than that to fit a man to mold
issues.
together all the elements that go into
the making of a motion picture.
He must know something of the art of acting to be in sympathy with his
performers.
Let us cut back in the manner of motion pictures now
to about ten vears ago.
Even then his name was em-

appear

in

later

the
in
English-speaking
country
world.
His is a genial humor and
his good nature seemed as infectious
in those days in the theater as it does

now

in the studio.

He

is a man who numbers
friends David 'Warfield,
Terrv, and ex-President Taft.

his

among
Ellen

whose

reading ranges from "Lucile" to
Leonard Merrick, and who has the
greatest high-power nonstop smile in

He hasn't
the California studios.
the mind of a librarian who carefully
sorts and classifies material so that
Samarcand won't rub elbows with
The big trophy room at
the top of his house where his treasures are stored is just a happy mixKankakee.

ture of everything without any particular order to it.
And yet if you asked Fred Niblo for a game the natives
play in India, for a comb that high-caste Chinese women
wear, or one of those awful ash trays lined with cigar
Continued on page 101
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Knocked, But
Not Broken
Beautiful Katherine MacDonald neither
resents nor ignores the harsh criticisms
her productions have received. She
has some striking ideas of her own

about them.

By Helen Klumph
read
WHENEVER
one
my

a review
pictures that

I

of
roasts

Katherine

of

me

•

unmercifully,"

MacDonald

told me, "I
think of how many worse things I
could have said about the same picture.
Often, I am not only in entire
agreement with the reviewers, but
think that they haven't gone far

enough.

"They say I am beautiful, but dumb.
That is almost a formula now for reviewing my pictures it is so much
;

easier to say that than to think up anything new.
Well, the parts I have
played have been utterly dumb. I have

had

to play

women who

stood around

weak and weepy and submissive when
any woman with just plain horse sense
would have asserted herself. When
critics were able to see beauty in me
in spite of all that, they were granting me a lot and I am grateful to
them."
Her frankness startled me. I had
been introduced to her during a lull
between scenes and had asked her
somewhat timorously what she thought
of motion-picture critics.
So long as
they have been having their say about

what they think of her it seemed only
Photo by Melbourne Spcrr
natural that she should harbor a few
bitter opinions of them.
Her humorous understanding of their attitude was quite beguiling and breath-taking. I had rather expected her to be
supercilious toward me and scornful of motion pictures
and anything the critics might have to say. Instead
she was cordial and freely chatted about the critical
brickbats that have been hurled at her.
"Harsh reviews haven't hurt my feelings a bit," she
told me.
"They've only made me wish that some time
a reviewer would point out that I might act less stupid
if I played roles that were less stupid.
Look at the
women I have played. They couldn't see through anything; the whole plots depended on it.
Don't think
I'm claiming to be a great actress, but give me credit
for a little sense.
Given the part of a woman who
used her head, I could have made a much better impression."
Miss MacDonald is not at all the colorless and placid
beauty that she seems on the screen.
She is keenly
alive,

She

charming and a little dominant in her manner.
on a ragged old chair just off the set and drank

sat

ginger ale out of thick tumblers, but the surroundings
didn't matter.
She is every inch a queen even in those
surroundings.
I didn't want to be unnecessarily unpleasant, but I
wanted really to find out how much responsibility for
her poor pictures rested with her, and how much with
her producers.

"Didn't your contract give you supervision over all
your scenarios?" I asked her. "I understood that you
had the privilege of turning down anv that were unsatisfactory to you."

"Do people really think that?" Her brows contracted
in a troubled frown. Where the barbs of the critics had
failed to hurt her, the public's misunderstanding had.
contract that gave me
"There was a clause in
the right to turn down stories, but only when they had
an objectionable sex element," she remarked wryly.
"And you can see how that would work. The stupid,
the banal, the insipid things I would have to accept.
Only the actually offensive stories could be avoided."
Miss MacDonald's contract will soon be fulfilled and
she will probably retire then. She wants to go abroad,
I have an idea though that she
to travel and study.
would gladly go to work again, in spite of the comfortable fortune that she has amassed, if she were given
a really big opportunity. It wouldn't have to be a highly
dramatic part; I dare say that in her shrewd way Miss
MacDonald knows her limitations as well as any one.

my

But the opportunity to play ah intelligent part would
She is unbroken in spirit by the
be welcome to her.
slams that have been hurled at her by critics, but she
would like the people who know her only on the screen
to see her as she is and not as a phlegmatic, unreasonable creature.
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The opening chorus of the Ziegfeld "Follies"
but never one of its best, because so

tacular,

it

by coming

night
OPENING
The curtain has

at

as

sloping

is

Photo by Nickolas Muray

sometimes spec-

America's Beauty

many people miss

late.

When
the
just

"Follies

motion-picture producers are looking for beau

From

course.

come Marion Davies, Jac
de Remer, Billie Dove, Betty Fran

there have

gone up

you walk down the gently
seat
down
to your

—

aisle

tion to the institution

through a sea of warm, expensively

By

perfumed air, which beats against
you in waves as the lilting music

Inez

beats against your ears. You settle
into your place, almost subconsciously noting that the woman

scream

through the dusk

;

on your

oyster bar in the

Grand Central Sta-

has on one of those
new trick bracelets that holds a
one-drink
flask
instead
of
a
watch.
left

tion

!"

Calamity
with stews at the

"Disaster

and wheat cakes

!

at Child's,

with

rides on the Staten Island ferryboats
in the deep blue of a summer night,

There are girls on the stage,
the sort of girls who have made
the "Follies" famous. They hold
your attention so completely that

and on a Fifth Avenue bus on a blue and gold
autumn afternoon, and with the light and glow

you

settings, their clever

and color of the "Follies," theatrical produc-

famous beauty market.
Costumes that are wonderful creations of sheer color
emerald

—

green, violet, the yellow that
holds the pink of early dawn
you note them automati-

the countrv that

—

also,

in all

I
jj

M

But what are the "Folyou may ask, if you
don't happen to have seen

lies,"

them.
Well,
New York is
spelled by those who love it
not with the seven letters
that the printers use for
the
purpose,
but
with
quite
It's

different
material.
spelled with Broad-

way's purple and mauve
and green electric
lights, with spring
twilights
tulips

toric
Square,
sirens

ing

when

bloom

the

in his-

Gramercy
and the
on speed-

fire

engines

\

II
;

[.

d

Midsummer

Broadway, on

Night's Eve has

opening nights.
Perhaps people flock to the "Follies" just as
thev used to go out to the greensward in olden
which
In any event, "everybody" goes
times.
means everv one from Billie Burke, the pretty wife
of Flo Ziegfeld. who is the man behind the original
r
"Follies." right down the line. The foreign statesman
whom vou've seen dashing about town in a closed car,
preceded' by a mighty army of motor-cycle policemen,
the ex-Follies girls who have run true to form and marthe debutantes who expected to marry
ried millionaires
the millionaires who married the ex-Follies girls men about
town actresses and actors of every degree of
talent, notoriety, or fame your favorite movie
Dinarzade, of
tlv>' Grcenn>ich
your favorite bootlegger your manicurstar
Village Follies"
ist who knows all the smart dance clubs and
is
evervthins
frequents "Ruben's" famous delicatessen store
that a "Follies"
they're all there, all
as often as you do
girl should be;
around you. eager to see what the "Follies"
beautiful, suois going to be like this year.
pleand a skilled

come

probability, that stockings are
to be a minus quantity on the
stage this year.

and

—

—

and realize

for their spectacular pageants

comedians and charming
soloists and dancers, and for their pretty girls
the girls are most important.
That's how a
New Yorker spells New York.
They are an institution, these big musical
There are many revues, but only the
revues.
Ziegfeld "Follies" and the "Greenwich Village
Follies" are real beauty markets.
They tell

of the prettiest ones you've ever
seen
the "Follies'' stage is a

cally,

known

tions

any idea what
they're singing.
They're some
haven't

to

their

—

;

:

;

;

c

;

;

—

dancer.

The plan
number is followed by a song sung by one or two of the princiAnother big
pals, and some of the chorus girls.
It's

PiiotohyN [cknlas Muray

is

a glorified vaudeville show.

simple.

A

big, spectacular

number, and then one which

may depend on

one

Photo by White

Market
tiful

girls,

they go to the "Follies"

queline Logan, Nita Naldi,
cisco

and

many
them

that gives

Here

others.

for

them, of

Mae Murray, Rubye
is

an introduc-

their prestige.

McCleary
::

,

person for

:

its

success.

.

.

That doesn't sound espeBut it is!

pecially exciting, does it?

—

The opening chorus is over beautifully
staged and costumed and not especially well
sung; who expects a chorus girl to sing, anyway? It might distract you from looking at
The next number may be almost anyher.
thing; it won't be one of those which is expected to be a big hit. because that couldn't

—

be risked on the early evening too many
persons arrive at the theater late. Perhaps
a dajtcer will come spinning across the
stage, a delicate, airy thing, whose sevenvery lightly on her

teen summers sit
pretty shoulders.
dozen steps before
she's
she's there
;

The Radium Lace-land number in the current Ziegfeld "Follies"
the most expensive and one of the most beautiful scenes ever
staged in a revue.

is

She hasn't taken a
you know just why
one of the best of

,

fe"

and

'\

the

k

big.

darkened

One or two newspaper
jot it down on their cuffs or

critics

|

through the

rolls

theater.

\

edge

of
that

means

their

programs

— that

may

be quoted in
to-morrow's review of the show.
\
The comedian takes heart. By the
1
time his act is finished he's a hit.
He lets down when he reaches
J
the wings
you can see him let
\ 1
himself slump together, his shoulI
J j der? drooping, and stumble a lit—
tie. but the lights have gone down
" a bit, and most of the audience is
watching the opening of the next
number, a big one.
It's likely to be very beautiful, and verystartling.
Joseph Urban, who is now designing sets for Cosmopolitan pictures, has
At
designed many of these big scenes.
one time Flo Ziegfeld went in for tableaux
one of them, showing Lady Godiva, will
not soon be forgotten even by the most
sophisticated Xew Yorkers who saw it.
These tableaux were arranged by Ben AH
Haggin. and had the quality of beautiful
they had to be unusually
old tapestries
artistic to escape the long arm of the law.
as the clothing of the girls who posed in
them was conspicuous by its utter ab\

it

W

\

and you think of all the pretty young things
world not spoiled a bit, she is.

in the

:

Madlvn Morrissey
but just sweet."
ranks high among
Perhaps the second number is
the famous beauthe act of a new discoverv in
ties of the "Folcomedians, a young man who's
lies."
been working and hoping for
Photo by Ira D. Schwartz
years for just this chance. Will
his stuff get over
or will it fall flat as a cold popover? If you're sitting well down front, you find
yourself sharing his nervousness. He must be good,
or Ziegfeld would never have picked him. you
tell
yourself reassuringly.
You hate the
woman behind you who squirms restlessly
and murmurs, "When's Gilda Gray comThey
ing on ? I want to see Gilda Gray
!

—

;

/

her kind.
This year Evelyn Law is one of the
premier danseuses, and no applause that
she ever receives from a delighted audience
will ever be more sincere or more worth having
than the tribute paid her by one of Mr. Zieg
feld's office force, not long ago.
"I do like Miss Law," the woman said to
me.
"She's so awfully pretty and somehow
She makes you realize that
well, she's so young.
every time you see her. She comes into this office,

—

say her dance is the most abandoned
thing a friend of mine knows. Flo Zieg"
feld very well and came to a rehearsal
You long to strangle her.
The fat man in front of you laughs.
Somebody in one of the boxes follows
his example.
The comedian draws a
long, heartfelt breath of relief and tells
his second-best gag.
It falls into a
sea of silence, then slowly the laugh
begins, like a wave far out from shore,

—

;

sence.

This year there are no tableaux. But
there are other things.
For instance, there is the remarkable
Radium Lace-land scene. The girls who
appear in this spectacle represent the different kinds of lace of which their costumes are made, and the patterns of the
laces have been treated by a special
process so that when the lights are
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America's Beauty Market
riding onto the stage in the quaint peasant's
in her wonderful shawl, is a figure not
soon forgotten.
There is the delightful song which is sung
by one of the men before a row of prim,
blooming rose trees. When the singer reaches
the chorus the rose trees slowly revolve halfway, and one sees the pretty girls who stand
on the backs of the trees.
But "I want to see Gilda Gray!" protests
the woman behind you, no matter how gorgeous a spectacle confronts her.
"I used to
cart,

see her last winter at that dance club of hers,
I don't see

and she was perfectly fascinating

why

the

police

arrested her

;

—

that dance

she

wasn't a bit worse than the things my
daughter does at every party she goes to. I
want to see Gilda Gray !"
There are others who want to see Gilda
Gray Gilda of the appealing, husky voice,
and the shimmying shoulders. She came out
of Chicago's shoutin' cabaret district, they say
did

—

— came
handed — or
all

alone,

and won Broadway

single

should one say single shouldered?
She was crowned queen of the shimmy, this
Polish girl who is now famous.
Her first number is reached.
beefy young
man for whom one sees no particular reason
comes out and sings it "South Sea Moon."
He's just part of the "atmosphere" created
for her, but you'd like to dispense with him.

A

—

Eugenia Repelsky is one of the decorative features of
"Greenwich Village Follies" particularly when she
wears such jaunty costumes as this.
NickoiasMuras.
the

Photo by White

Marjorie Chapin

is

one of the few "Follies" beauties who has a
really

good singing

voice.

turned out the girls vanish, but the patterns glow with a
luminous golden light which is most effective.
is
It
claimed that this number alone cost seventy-five thousand
dollars; and in. a recent statement to the press Mr. Ziegfeld bewailed the high cost of the "Follies,'' by informing
us that the expenditure of about a quarter of a million
dollars had been necessary before the first curtain was
rung up on this season's production.
There is the Sicilian number, danced by Martha Lorber
and many of the girls and men of the chorus, which is
most colorfully and beautifully costumed, and in which
an effective little story of a girl and her two lovers, one
of whom kidnaps and kills her is enacted
Miss Lorber,
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America's Beauty Market
Behind him is scenery that represents the
South Seas, not too successfully— golden
moon, drooping palm trees, and all the rest
of

it.

just scenery, until a girl walks out
She strolls along with a

It's

from the wings.

swaying-hipped, languorous gait, as if she were
walking on a sun-warmed beach whose sands
hold their heat even after twilight has flung
She makes you
a purple cloak over the sea.
feel that you're there on the beach with her
that the sea is murmuring to you, too. and
that you can feel the warm, caressing air,
and hear the insistent, thudding beat of drums
off there in the trees somewhere.
She begins to dance slowly, with lithe,
soft-curved movements of her sinuous body.
You forget that she's dancing to a syncopated
tune that's going to be the very, latest thing in
jazz you forget that she's keeping time to anything but the wind that has swept across the
most beautiful of all the seven seas to play
about her bare limbs. Her grass skirt sways
about her the flower garlands on her ankles

—

;

;

and shoulders make little splashes of crimson and orange against her flesh. She dances,
and you feel that you are dancing with her,
to that muted, passionate music, like a scented
breeze murmuring of love.
Your escort's shoulders sway a bit; his imagination is working, too.
The woman behind you sighs deeply
for the moment she
;

All "Follies" costumes are not bizarre or magnificent;

Eugenia Repelsky wears this one of classic simplicity in
the current "Greenwich Village Follies." p h otoby NMtoiasMuray

Photo by Edward Thayer Monroe

Jessie Reed, one of the best-known Ziegfeld "Follies" beauties,

makes

her picture debut in a small part in "Enemies of Women."

has forgotten that the bathroom scales registered a hundred and eighty that morning, and that she's got to beThe fat man in front of you
gin to count her calories.
And then then the lights
says "Gosh!" appreciatively.
girls
come jiggling out and
chorus
and
the
on.
go blaring
begin to sing, the beefy man reappears, looking beefier
than ever, and Gilda Gray speeds up her dance and does

—

one or two steps that will be talked about the next day
from the Battery to the Bronx, from Hell Gate to Harlem. You've seen magic for a moment, though the kind
of magic that draws people to the "Follies" year after
;

year.
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America's Beauty Market

Even

in the little

intimate scenes in front of an elaborate curtain, the chorus

The show must be timely, of course. This year that
means that there must he a radio song, with a man
For
and girl singing to each other over the radio.
good measure another radio number was added, a
bedtime story that sent strong men away from the

saw her

Kay

theater blushing, and caused the critics* to suggest
It's
it could be eliminated with good effect.

however, and no doubt will be when
show starts on its cross-country tour.
The show would be up to the minute without
He
it, for Will Rogers is among those present.
comes ambling out, carrying his lariats,
there,

the current

people begin to laugh.
a
Current events step out of the newspapers and grow real, when he begins
/_.
Jtk
to comment on them.
He always
Jammm
knows what celebrities are in
spares them
the house, and
not if he can induce them
to come upon the stage

JF^

;

and engage

—

;

in a bat-

bankers bought

lassoed her and
attention of the
audience to her, as a sample
of what the "Follies" could supply in the way of wives for rich men
Rogers spares neither the rich nor the great 1
those who sit in the seats of the mighty at
Washington have more than once felt the neat
And his jokes on people and
sting of his wit.
affairs of the moment are but the accompaniment of his feats with the rope, that nobody

he

the

in

who began

—

crowded. All the men want to
smoke, and some of the women smoke,

1

is

>a-.-in^

si^lit—vi.'ii:^

>

,;>.•-

Some of the girls
short a time.
in the chorus have worked
up one of the principals in this year's
show, Allyn King, was in the chorus not
Some of them will stay
so very long ago.
on the stage for a year or two and then
marry happily and retire. Some of them will
make spectacular marriages, splash their joys and
sorrows across the Sunday supplements of the yellow newspapers, and return to the chorus, as one
of the girls in this year's show has done. Some ot
in so

can equal, though Pauline Frederick is said to
have been a promising pupil.
During the intermission the lobby of the the-

£

like them, and their fates, which
some instances have been worked out

girls

\

too, quite openly, as they stand in the
lobby or saunter up ami down the -idewalk outside the theater. People on

on silver.
producers

are looking for
faces would no
more think of ignoring the new crop of
"Follies'' beauties than
down a
they'd
turn
good new way of working
j -"Passion" into the title of
/ a picture.
\
You go back into the theater
•f
1
after the intermission wonderJT ing about these pretty young
girls who, according to the huge
sign in electric lights above the New
Amsterdam Theater, are "glorified" in
You remember other
this production.

the house, and
Peggy Hopkins was pres-

ater

mark

who
new

w

—

"sterling"

Motion-picture

out

called

—

the

with Jr
of wits
him, so much the £
better.
One eve- iT"
"
ning when the vis-

ent

in that

Laurel you can remember her. ages ago, it
seems, when she was one of the "Follies" girls,
and was the Goddess of Liberty, and looked
as if she were posing nude, though every
one knew that she wore silk tights. Marion
Davies was a "Follies" girl, and so were
Justine Johnstone and Mae Murray and
Lillian Lorraine and Rubye de Remer and
ever so many others who have gone their
way rejoicing some of them into the
movies.
It's not hard for them to get a start
in motion pictures when they bear the
"Follies" mark on their beauty it's like

tie

iting

The cute blonde
"
Kay Laurel

—

and

grinning,

in the "Follies.

to-night, didn't you?
rose song
a dead ringer for

that
still

featured

is

4

JL.;-

X

appear about town, at the theaters and
dance clubs and other clubs that only Broadway s
"younger set" knows about, where you can gamble
Pretty girls, clad in ermine coats and
till dawn.
smart frocks, running over to Deauville and

them

].•;.•

the sides and stare, and the women,
exquisitely gowned, beautifully
coiffed, wonderfully jeweled, saunter On indifferently.
On all sides there is talk of the evening's produc-

will

tion

mother simply took her up to
"And this
Ziegf eld's office and camped there she was bound
she'd see him, though they always said that he was
you
Finally he saw her, and it was all over
ttnt.
girl's

Dainty

little

Mary

Eaton,

premiere danseuse

of-

;

—

the "Follies" is
Photo by White

a great
favorite.

Monte Carlo, where everybody goes, girls whose eyes
"pretty
tell you their story

—

Broadway
these
ladies,"
Continued nn page 101

!M> by Klekotat Msnj

Same

day. perhaps Gilda Gray will find time to do ber famous Sooth Sea Island dance in motion
and then the whole country will share the thrill that New York gets nightly when she
appears in the "Follies" and later at her own dance club.

picture*,
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A
Glimpse
of Old

Vienna

There are traces of
the magnificent influence of Erich Von
Stroheim in Univer-

sale

"Merry Go

Round." It was begun by him but finished under another
director, so no one
can be sure what the
result will be.
At
least,

it

promises'

skilled acting, for

Von

picks

his

Stroheim
casts

At the

left is

shown

young George Hackathorne, whose charand who plays a pathetic hunchJust above is an amazing representation of
played by Colonel Vaverka, formerly of the

clever

acterizations are always interesting,

back in

this

picture.

Emperor Franz

Josef,

well.

Austrian army.

played by Mary Alden, and it is
it gives her a chance again
to play a fiery dramatic part after too long suffering
as a patient, resigned mother, in picture after picture.

The leading rok

is

particularly interesting as

These glimpses show

how

faithfully

characters

the

drawn by

Thackeray have been
reproduced on the
screen.
At the left

shown the

are

prin-

cipals on the night of
their

memorable

to Vauxhall.

trip

Willard

Louis, Mahfrl

Rnllin t

Eleanor
Boardman,
Earle Foxe, and Harrison Ford play Joe,
Becky, Amelia, Dobbin,

and George.

Vanity
Thackeray's great novel has been
brilliant

direction

79

Mabel Ballin seems
to
gift
life

have a particular
for

bringing

to

the heroines of a

bygone day.

Remem-

bering the delicacy of
her Jane Eyre, one
might wonder if she
could simulate the
shrewd Becky. Any
such doubts will be
dispelled,
however,
after a glance at these
views of her showing

the changes in
Becky's character.

Hobart Bosworth plays Lord
Steyne, who plays such an
important pari in Becky's
life.

80

*

I

1
Photo by Edwin Bower Heasar

A

Girl of

Old

New York

be "Little Old New
York," a delicate and charming play that was a success on
the stage a few seasons ago.
Patricia CfDay comes to her
foster family dressed as a boy, but she sheds the disguise
in favor of feminine frills when a designing miss seems to
be winning the man she cares most for.

Marion

Davies'

next

production

will

81

Some
Introductions

Harley Knoles* production
of

"The Bohemian Girl"
American

will introduce to

motion-picture
audiences
three great favorites of the
English public.
One of
them, indeed, is a favorite
of the whole world

She

Terry.
the

little

is

— Ellen

shown

in

oval at the right.

The other pictures show
Ivor Novello and Gladys

Cooper
roles.

in the leading
Ivor "Novello ap-

peared on our screens once
before in "Carnival," but
this film marks
Gladys
Cooper's first appearance.
She is one of the most admired actors on the Lon-

don

stage.

—

—

__

Photo bj Donald BMdlo 7

Jacqueline Logan
in the future.

one of the most interesting young players because she is so surely marked for big thing*
the opposite page is an interview with her by a writer noted for his clear-cut and truthfu.

is

On

personality sketches.

mil
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The "Prom"
Jacqueline Logan
in

real

life

— but

is

blessed with luck and beauty and grace

she

is

even better looking on the screen.

By Malcolm H.
A

NY

r\

college

Easy

man

will tell

you what a Prom Girl

So

that seems to be sufficient
And in addia Prom Girl.
tion to that, she is promising.
So the title becomes a

with.

Logan

nifty.

."Gosh," she probably told her director. "I'm going
to-morrow! What should I put on
I haven't been done beto look like a movie actress ?
fore, you know."
Then, whether George Melford advised her to or
not, she climbed into a black velvet suit, with ermine
touches. :.and stood under a picture hat of velvet, with
more ermine touches. Then she looked exactly as she
supposed she should look. To me. she seemed, as you
have probably guessed, a trifle "prepared" for the ordeal.
Warm days
It was warm the day I first met her.
to get interviewed

in Xew York are little short of hot.
I felt sorry for
She reminded me of an actress wearing
Jacqueline.
a fur overcoat in the studio, for a scene, and I couldn't
sympathy mounted
help feeling like the camera.
when I realized that she had just had an interview,
and a cold. She still had the cold. Yet she tried her
If you ever want to try "stuntbest to be vivacious.
ing" yourself, let Jacqueline and me suggest that you
It is
register personality through the fog of a cold.
not unlike chinning yourself with rubber boots on.
After the third time it becomes a distinct effort.
She is the pliable type that all directors welcome with
Her features are ideal for the screen, permitcheers.
ting her to be cast in almost anything from a South
Sea melodrama like "Ebb Tide" to a breezy farce like
She has played a wide range of
'"Gay and Devilish."
parts during her two years on the screen, doing every'thing from cabaret dancer to village vamp, from dusky
native to society bud. This adaptability will, with addi-

My

'

groom la belle Logan for stardom
Her subtle sex-appeal will make hers a
And somewhere in
box-office name to conjure with.
Jesse Lasky's little red book I'll wager he has made a
notation that has something to do with starring J. Logan
tional
in

experience,

due time.

along about 1924.
If you prefer past performances to misty futures,
you will be more or less interested to know that
Jacqueline was born in Texas on the thirtieth day of
X'ovember twenty years ago. she speaks French much
better than I do. and her hair is worth comparing to a
Colorado sunset. Most of her childhood, by the way,
was spent in Colorado Springs, where, as a schoolgirl,
she played in brief stock-company versions of "Little
Lord Fauntleroy" and "The Poor Little Rich Girl." At
the age of eight she traveled in England with her mother
a singing teacher of note
and at nine she toured
Mexico, again with her mother.
"All I remember about those trips," she assured
me. "is that England was too foggy and cold, and
Mexico too sunny and hot. And most of the time I
was sitting in hotel lobbies, waiting to leave them."
In 1917 Jacqueline entered Colorado College.
"You were young, weren't you?" I remarked.
Then she modestly explained that she was the youngest freshman in her class.
Her mother's interests
brought them East shortly after, however, so Jackie
chose Xational Park Seminary for her next school.

—

3

—

Oettinger
"I always

is.

dance
reason for

to look at. easy to talk to, easy to

calling Jacqueline

Girl

used

was crazy about the

stage." she confessed.

meet the different musical comedy stars
who came to take lessons from mother, and they fascinated me.
But movies lured me even more.
So I
determined to enter movies via musical comedy. I read
how so manv girls made the step that way, I thought
"I

to

I'd try."

So during her Easter vacation in Xew York, in 1920,
she decided to "break in."
"Instead of returning to school in Washington, I
went to the Shubert office. They said. 'Who d'ya wanta
see, Jake or Leer'
They had mentioned Jake first, so
thinking him the more important I asked to see him.
dozen or more girls were waiting to see him in the
anteroom of his office.
I sent my card in.
I don't
imagine he ever saw it, but in half an hour or so he
came out. and everybody flocked toward him.
He
began pointing at different girls, saying. 'You'll do.'
Finally he pointed at me and said, 'You. too.'
Then,
after the disappointed ones had departed, he said to
us, 'Chorus of "Floradora."
Rehearsal at eleven tomorrow.' I waited until the girls had left, then I again

A

sent in my card. Mr. Shubert came out, and asked
the joke was.
" T came for a part, not chorus.'

"He

what

me what

experience I had had.
I told
'Then you have to begin in the chorus,'
he said. After coaxing and pleading. I persuaded him
to let me understudy Margot Kelly, who played Angela.
Reluctantly he consented."
That is the way one self-possessed boarding-school
belle broke in.
Luck stayed with her to the extent of
giving her her chance in the role of Angela, two months
after she had joined the show.
For three months she
sang the role, then left to lend her luster to the loftier
realms of the Midnight Frolic, hanging high over
Broadway, atop the Xew Amsterdam theater.
"I led two numbers there," said Jacqueline, "and

asked

him not any.

liked 'era."
to make her picture debut oppoJohnnie Hines. in one of his Torchy
Then one night she attracted the eye of
comedies.
Allan Dwan, in Xew York on business in the Xew

She found time also

site the pocket-size

—

Amsterdam on
him a possible

pleasure.

The roof show revealed

to

charmer in Jacqueline Logan, and
before he left he had induced her to sign a Hollywood
contract for "The Perfect Crime," in which she made
an unmistakable impression. From Dwan's studios she
went to Lasky's. and thence to Goldwyn and RobertsonCole and Universal, always in leading parts. Extradom
Recently she signed a three-year
never was her lot.
contract with Famous Players-Lasky, the first picture
under which was "Java Head."
In common with many a beauty of the screen, Miss
Logan is not the same eye-filling sight in a stuff}- lobby
on a close day that she is on the silver-sheet. And
although
ture. I

I

am

am

film

willing to predict her a star of the fusame time forced to report that she

at the

upon

the occasion of cur meeting, nothing
The poorly timed
of personality.
seance just preceding, coupled with the handicap of a
cold, must be dulv considered in placing such a report
displayed,

electrical in the

on the minutes.

way

She

is

a pleasant, genial sort of girl,

Continued on page 98

A

Confidential Guide to Current Releases

NOTE Only distinctive pictures appear in this list. It does not aim to be a comprehensive survey of all pictures now showing
throughout the country, as such a list would occupy too much space. Program pictures will be included in it only when they are
genuinely distinctive. Pictures reviewed elsewhere in the same issue will not be mentioned, but aside from those this list will
comprise those generally considered as the most important of the current film offerings.
:

WHAT EVERY FAN SHOULD
"Douglas Fairbanks

—United

in

A

SEE.
Robin Hood"

Artists.
magnificent transcription of an old legend abounding
in splendid scenery but never dominated by it. The star frolics through
this as gayly as he would a story unsanctified by age.

"When Knighthood Was

— Cosmopolitan-Paramount.

in

Flower"

An

equal-

and massive spectacle, this
one centering around Henry VIII. and
his sister. This is beautiful and sometimes moving.
"Peg o' My Heart"— Metro. This
hardy veteran of the stage has at last
reached the screen with Laurette Taylor as spirited and impish as ever as
Peg.
A cute little show.
ly elaborate

—

"One Exciting Night" D. W. GriffithUnited Artists.
The introduction of
harrowing murder-mystery dramas to
the screen.
Thrill on thrill interspersed
with low comedy as only
Griffith could do it, with Carol Dempster as the girl in the case.

—

"Oliver
Twist"
First
National.
Jackie Coogan's contribution to the
bigger-and-better-films movement. An
impressive production of Dickens' wellloved story with Jackie Coogan, Lon
Chaney, and Gladys Brockwell all doing their best.

THE BEST OF THEIR

KIND.

—

—

"The Flirt" Universal. An amusing
and touching tale of a small-town family and the troubles their flirtatious
daughter brings down upon them, sincerely done. Eileen Percy and Helen
Jerome Eddy in delightfully natural

A

— First

Na-

smoldering tale of Persian
loves and hatreds with Guy Bates
Post in the role he long played on the
stage. It contains many beautiful and
tional.

interesting effects.
"The Beautiful and Damned" Warner Brothers, A glad, mad tale of the
jazz age through which Kenneth Harlan and Marie Prevost whirl.
Those
with fond memories of the book are
invited to leave just before the finish.

—

"Toll of the Sea"— Metro. The most
successful of the color films yet introtells a Madame Butterfly
duced.
It
tale with a Chinese heroine, and the
includes Kenneth Harlan and
cast

Anna May Wong.
"Kick

In"

— Paramount.

melodrama whose

A

crook

hinges creak
now and then,*. but it isn't the fault
of Bert Lytell or Betty Compson, both
of whom act with vigor. If you haven't
seen a lot of crook plays recently, this
one has a big kick.
"Breaking Home Ties" Associated
Exhibitors. A Jewish home drama inspired by the poignant strains of "Eli,
plot

—

with the usual generous-hearted

mother and some interesting

of

bits

Yiddish local color.

—

"Lorna Doone" First National. A
beautiful presentation of the story of
the uncivilized Doones and the lovely
girl they kidnaped, such as only Tourneur could make. Some of its drama
is far-fetched, but it is always beautiful to look at, particularly when Madge
Bellamy is on the screen.

—

"To Have and To Hold" Paramount.
A swashbuckling romance of the seventeenth century, glamorous, lively,
and beautiful. Betty Compson at her
loveliest,
supported by Bert Lytell,
Theodore Kosloff, and W. J. Ferguson.
"Trifling Women" Metro. A fantastic and horrible tale done with finesse
Barunder Rex Ingram's direction.
bara La Marr, Ramon Novarro, and
Lewis Stone all play their colorful
parts with gusto.
"East Is West" First National. Pep,
bunk, and sticky sentiment in settings
that look like chop-suey parlors. Con-

—

—

stance Talmadge is at her best in it,
though, and she can hypnotize you into
forgetting what drivel it all is.

WORTH THE

PRICE OF
ADMISSION.

—

might have been expected. Still, it is
Elsie Ferguson, and that is a good deal.
"Broken Chains" Goldwyn. Melodrama, crude, harsh, and violent. If
you like your villainy hectic and theColleen
atrical, you will love this.
Moore does what she can for this film
in her wistful, appealing way.
Metro.
"Quincy Adams Sawyer"
The most imposing galaxy of players
in one of the most unimpressive films
shown this month. It is one of those
rural drammers, but by way of origi-

—

—

And
is the hero.
the appealing hero-

nality the city feller
is

ine.

"The
tional.

Dangerous

One

Age"

— First

of those things

Nawhere the

drifting-apart husband and wife are
united by the kiddies, but as the kiddies are quite grown up and attractive
If you
isn't as bad as it sounds.
it
don't like to get all excited about what
is going to happen next, this
picture to see.

is

good

a

—

Paramount. A cheernonsense with Wallace Reid
seeming to enjoy himself thoroughly
The hero is supposed to keep
in it.
from flirting for thirty days. Even if
you can guess what happens then, the
picture is amusing.
"A Blind Bargain"— Goldwyn. An ex"Thirty Days"

ful lot of

cellent addition to the film chamber
of horrors. Lon Chaney fairly outdoes

himself
spine.

in
It

is

sending

shivers

your

up

a story of a doctor

experiments on human beings

—

when seeing this one.
a Man Lives" Achievement
Films.
Lurid apache atmosphere, a
vivacious sweet young thing played
by Gladys Hulette, and a doctor with
a freak theory about operating on peoIt keeps you guessple's characters.

brains outside

—

"As

ing.

—

"Heroes of the Street" Warner
Brothers. Hoodlum comedy and pathos
of the popular-song variety, with Wesley Barry playing the. part of a policeman's son who avenges his father's
death.

"A Daughter of Luxury"— Paramount. Agnes Ayres is radiantly beauto the eye in this, but her role
one of those dumb lay figures that
merit little sympathy.
tiful
is

A triangle
"The Jilt"— Universal.
story of a blind man, a girl, and another man with the blind man exquisplayed by Matt Moore.

a Man"— Paramount. Suave
and sophisticated Jack Holt in one of
those things where the millionaire
hero gets stranded and learns that gold

"Making

— Paramount.

Blanche Sweet

race-track comedy with gags that,
though aged, are not yet infirm. Douglas MacLean and Madge Bellamy are
good looking and amusing in it.
This
"Singed Wings" Paramount.
is just about as silly and ineffective as
they come, but Bebe Daniels, Conrad
Nagel, and Lucien Littlefield are so
magnetic that they manage to make
the fool thing attractive. Check your

itely

Elsie Ferguson, tasteful settings, and a clever director but the result is far from what

"Outcast"

"Tess" United Artists. One of those
very Mary Pickford affairs that bring
joy to the hearts of her ardent fans.
A composite of all the irresistible
pranks she has ever indulged in. A
rags-is-royal-raiment role.

characterizations.
"Omar the Tentmaker"

Eli,"

who

in

an

effort to find the secret of eternal life.

"The Hottentot"— First National.

A

is

not everything.

—

"Shadows" Preferred. A slow-moving New England study in consciences
with Lon Chaney in a splendid Oriental characterization.

"The Town That Forgot God"— Fox.
Featuring the most terrific flood that
has yet been seen on the screen. The
story is. just maundering trash, but

Raymond Bloomer
"The Light

in

exalts

the

it

a

little.

Dark"— First Na-

A

story of the discovery in
of the Holy Grail. The
mysticism is unconvincing, but there
some beautiful color film which
is
tional.

modern times

shows Hope Hampton in all her glory.
"The Headless Horseman"—HodkinWill Rogers in a disappointing
son.
version of "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow," but Will Rogers nevertheless, so
of course there are funny moments.

"When Love Comes"— F. B. O. If
you can overlook a flat and unoriginal
story for the sake of the excellent acting of Helen Jerome Eddy, this picture
will appeal to you.
Six
"Love in the Dark"— Metro.
reels of Viola Dana looking cuter and
Occasionally
cuter in every scene.
Miss Dana moves away from the camera and lets you see Cullen Landis.

"You

FAIR WARNING.
Know" — Vitagraph.

Never
South American

stuff

with Earle Wil-

—

liams, Spanish dancers, and fights all
so stereotyped that it seems like a
picture one has seen dozens of times
before. The perfectly titled picture.
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Continued from page 60

Almost Without
Film

man,

stars generally

manage

cutter, et cetera, will

to ac-

—

even afterward, you know.

quire a great deal of publicity along
with their divorces, but film directors are not always so unfortunate.

events and circumbe worth watching for:
Chaney's portrayal of the

may

Lon
Hunchback of Notre Dame.

However,
legally separated.
they achieved the distinction of bigger headlines because of the long
wait.
It seems that their case was
handled "very quietly," and, at Miss
Weber's request, with the "least pos-

Charles de Roche's first screen appearance in "The Law of the Lawless," starring Dorothy Dalton.
The new crop of Latin lovers,
among whom is Ricardo Cortez se-

Strange to say, Miss Weber herself
has made many photo dramas dealing
with the problem of making a happy
home. Lately she has been making
a revival of "Jewel" for Universal,
which some years ago starred Ella

lead

(We

and

A

man who

is something of a puband supposedly well in-

figure,

lic

formed on all subjects was visiting
the Pickford-Fairbanks studios the
He admired the "Robin
other day.
Hood" sets which are still standing
and turning to Mary Pickford, said
very interestedly: "Have you started
work on 'Robin Hood' yet, Miss
Pickford?"
A moment later, Douglas Fairbanks was seen chasing a brightly
colored butterfly.

Griffith has

Doug

a film opens with the beau-

tiful heroine giving a party and asking all the men who have ever proposed to her, I am off that film from
the start.
It is too silly.
However,
in perfect fairness to "The Drums
of Fate" I must say that Mr. Maurice Flynn
who evidently doesn't
mind being called "Lefty" wanders
through most exciting adventures h>
Africa with the greatest ease and
grace.
He is an explorer and is
obliged to leave his young wife for

upon being introduced
"This is Douglas Fairbanks,"

said

the warden.

The man

stared hard at Doug, bitvenomously.
"Don't know him. What's he in

terly,

Continued on page 99

for.'"

Screen in Review

Africa and of course gets lost and
Mary
nearly eaten up by savages.
Miles Minter is the wife in question;
it is a mild marshmallow part, and
she contents herself with playing it
It's a very foolish
very prettily.
but
story with exciting moments

—

these are not

the

work

of the au-

thor.

"Secrets of Paris."
of Fate."

Christmas holidays
county jail for the

pretentious formalities, the warden
brought out a particularly hard-looking individual, who was up for murThe
der, or mayhem or something.
Doug
at
looked
criminal
prize
through a thicket of bushy eyebrows,

a really good opportunity. Conway
Tearle plays Neville, the artist, and
Elliott Dexter, Phyllis Haver. Hobart Bosworth. Marjorie Daw, Harry
Myers and Wally Van complete the

and the great open spaces. Elaine
Hammerstein is a very captivating
figure in aviator's suit and is alternately sulky and furious with a charm
which is fatal to the males of the
audience.
I haven't seen this young
woman for some time, and she seems
to be improving greatly.

the

visited the

purpose of bringing some cheer to
the prisoners. After a series of less

"The Common Law" afforded her

The

—

This Feminislic Age.

fortune.

Continued from page 55

—

Both
the picture director.
and; Mr. Ballin are friends
of Tearle.

Chambers

During

completed her
role in "The Common Law," and is
now preparing to start her own independent productions. She expects
to do now the kind of stories she has
always wanted to jo, and which no
doubt the fans have honed that she
would do. Well, we shall see. Anyway, we wish her all kinds of good

Corinne

played in Neilan's
"Fools First," Bessie Love, Tom Gallery, and George Cooper.
Neilan is
introducing an innovation in "The
Ingrate," which compares with the
rehearsals of a stage drama, in that
all the principals, and the staff, including assistant director, camera

When

Ac-

Another, and Better One.

who

"Drums

story.

Ballin,

The Lovely Corinne.

Raymond

;

W. Chambers

cording to Tearle, the prototype for
the character of the artist was Hugo

"Rob 'Em Good."

more recently has been appearing in
Marshall Neilan's "The Ingrate." In
this same picture will appear Hobart
the

star,

at the

only included
this out of courtesy to the producers
who are breaking their necks to fill
Valentino's place.)
Bull Montana's cauliflower ears in

regal splendor to the role of Countess
Helga in "Rupert of Hentzau." and

as

picture

dance contest

a

Cocoanut Grove.

—

Griffith,

potential

when he won

The Always-busy Claire.
The beauteous Claire Windsor
who, you know, was originally discovered by Miss Weber is a featured member in practically every

Bosworth,

a

as

lected

Hall.

lent dignity

role for the

George Fitzmaurice's first picture
on a new independent contract with
Samuel Goldwyn.

sible publicity."

She

Forecast.

The following
stances

were

cast.

Tearle is doing the Neville
second time. He played
it five years ago opposite Clara Kimball Young in an earlier version of

cast.

the Robert

Our Movie

Lois Weber had six months of peace
before the newspapers unearthed the
fact that she and Phillips Smalley

prominent

know what

story is all about beforehand.
Lots of times they never do not

the

Publicity.

The

of Paris aren't what
they were in the days w hen Eugene
Sue wrote his famous "Mysteries
of Paris" which shocked, delighted,
and horrified the good people of
Main Street in this country. Somehow we have become used to apache
dances and absinthe fiends and the
siren who c"eeps up an alley with a
rose iri one hand and a knife in the
other we have seen so many of
them.
Here is another company at
again, with th« brisk and imagiit
native Buster Collier at its head. He
secrets

T

—

make9 a very picturesque Frenchman, does young Buster, and he
sweeps the film through its old and
somewhat creaky action with surprising
tire

fire

and vigor.

company

is

In fact the enwith
excellent,

Gladys Hulette as the fair and fraMayflower and Montagu Love,
Effie
Shannon. Dolores Cassinelli,
Lew Cody, and assorted villains and
heroes who haunt the dark streets of
Paris.
It is astonishing what a few
good actors and a skillful director
can do to a plot which has long since
gile

served

its

time.

"The Marriage Chance."
Here is another impossible story

—

which is saved at least in spots
by excellent direction and acting.
But the plot gets so absurd that
finally the author himself can't go on
with it. so he stops suddenly and
Continued on page 104

—

Continued from page 51

when reading about her. In fact,
we met in New York, quite removed
from her studio. It was after "The
Miracle Man," and she was on holiday bent, with her mother. The late
George Loane Tucker, under whose
guidance she was graduated from
comedy into the miracle girl, quietly
and with obvious pride introduced
me. His pride, of course, was in his
protege.
They were theatergoing
nightly, daily, that she might see every
play and study acting of all kinds.
I

My Own

Memories on

86

thought her a lucky

to his

comments and

cism,
acute

mind,

girl

to

listen

instructive critidid he have an

Screen

husband wed after his gallant rescue
some film hazard,
Soft music now, please, while
memory's album turns to a page of

and

beauty.
Under the picture is the
Imagine
of Madge Bellamy,
it
written in a fine, old-fashioned
hand, and between the leaves there
should be pressed flowers, mignonette
or lemon verbena, tied with ribbon of
faded blue.
Fragrance of the long
ago clings to Madge Bellamy, like
a Confederate soldier's sweetheart
seen in the flashback of a moonlit
garden.
She uses a typewriter,
reads
Picture-Play and

known

°f h er in

name

.

.

.

She came in for dinner, a small
flo-werlike girl in black, her light col-

wants to make her first trip abroad
in an airplane.
The limpid loveliness found in Greuze portraits is
hers, and also the 1923 girl's independence and passionate eagerness to
be up and doing. From the moment

oring all the more like a rose. It was
her first visit East, and she stood
laughing at the window, fascinated

we met I felt in her the indefinable
vibration of ultimate success.
Then
she had not been seen on a film, but

by the electric chewing gum signs.
She proved herself a true Calif ornian, though born in Utah, by ordering fresh peas, fresh asparagus and
fresh strawberries, while December's
snow reminded New Yorkers that
canned goods were in season.
Yes, I must say it of her: she was
shy. and her mother was shyer, and
in his way I'd always thought George
Loane Tucker the shyest celebrity of
all.
Dinner went on, however none
of us hiding shyly behind a serviette
W hen Betty Compson's first starring
picture was shown I read that it had
been "personally produced" by the

very much wanted
brought about in

for

not only
but was

generous and

warm in his desire to show her all
that might be profitable, improving.

shy rose. Though late in admitting
it.
r begin to suspect that all my
"shy" stars were only so because I
hadn't the

power

to

make them jump

through the ring.
There's always
some one who can, though, so let us
believe that no star is ever at a loss
for words when the occasion is worth
a little extra mental pressure.
Stars'
mothers usually make up for any

may weigh upon
The most animated parent

silence that

met belonged

to

the air.
I

ever

Mary Anderson,

at

one time herself an actress, but quite
recovered from any silence her work
may have imposed". Mother Anderson and daughter Mary ornamented
a dinner table and placed me, so to
speak, between two temptations. For
while mother told me how wonderful daughter was, and passed picture
post cards of herself in a dozen roles
ranging from Nancy Sikcs to a Grand
Duchess, my eyes "forever strayed to
Mary's wrists.
Banded with' black
velvet on which, if you please, were
sewn bouquets of natural flowers. I
wondered at the skill and patience
of this needlework, all for a few
hours' impression.
Not on me, oh,
dear no but surely on her young
!

to.

How

this

competition

was
with

hundreds of others equally desirous,
s an interesting example of large
|
issues hinging on trifles,
Thos. H. Ince's scout came to

New York

in search of a future star
Ior that Caliph of Culver City.
By
e ver y possible means he scrutinized
girls
in agencies, theaters, on the
streets, and in the homes of friends
wno thought their choice should be
his.
Quite unaided he found a photograph of Madge Bellamy, sought
her out, and knew that she fulfilled
his hopes.
But all were entitled to
an equal chance for the camera's
judgment, so she and others were
dated for a test. Unluckily, yet luckily for me, he was ill on the fateful

—

my

all

were employed

arts

make her use her Southern

to

voice for

the pleasure of my ears, while eyes
sought pleasures apparently quite unto her.

Papa, formerly professor of English in a Texas college, joined his

and

darlings,

answered

privately

searching questions about his creamyfaced offspring, adding biographical
data rather different from any talk
I'd had with doting parents.
Reading the Bible at six years, and
it

was

from

forcibly taken

when

her,

re-

fusing to speak to those who denied
Madge her rights, was one of the
stories.
At fifteen announcing her
plan to go upon the stage in New
York, and changing her parents'
amazement to consternation when she

added

she wasn't taken she'd go
at sixteen

if

They came, and

alone.

Daniel Frohman's confidence got her
an engagement as "Pollyanna," followed by a season with William Gillette in "Dear Brutus" and a spell
Few have
as "Peg o' My Heart."
made beginnings more favorable.
Most would be content and trust an

them

"arrival" to carry

Madge

on.

Bellamy's ambition permits her to
indulge in no such half measures.
She wants to
It is almost fierce.
do everything sing, dance, write,
and of course act act surpassingly.
Frivolities of the young girl do not
appeal to her because she has never
known them. Her goal is beyond.
.

—

She throbs

To me

to reach

she

beauty,

of

—

is

it.

She

more than

delicate,

will.

a

symbol

ethereal.

She

morning, and asked me to convoy
the bevy in his stead.
Miss Madge,
bronze curls flying and eyes brown
as autumn leaves dancing in a brook,
emerged from the ordeal with the
aplomb of a veteran. But her costume I thought unfortunate for her
future, salvaged as it was from her
stage "Pollyanna."
Would the Ca-

stands for what is needed in a profession where beauty, solely, garners
rewards fairer than any art has ever

liph in California see in this child the

This
dance, and the petting party.
the scholarly faaffectionate twain
ther and a mother wise and clever

potential leading

woman?

A

friend
added his suggestion to mine and the
stricken scout ordered another test
Ior Miss Madge, this time in mature
She appeared in crisply rufgarb.
yellow, her hair piled high, wept
fl ef
bitterly while the camera registered
some mimic heartbreak and the CaI hope she
liph signed the contract.
l

—

thankful as
cup muslin.

is

I

am

for that butter-

upon the future

no

were pressed
and her mother,

less,

star

alike.

It

moral and cultural basis of
gentle upbringing by parents who

is

the

share the traditions of the American
not the restaurant, the tea

home,

—

centering around a daughter ambitious to achieve, is more than a picture for the reader to contemplate as

happy ending. It is one
working steadily toward betterment of motion pictures,

my
of

story's

the

You

forces

will

grant that the strength of

anv movement
act'er

It interested me in her, too, though
that is less important, and instead of
offering the child of yesterday a lollypop, raspberry ice and ladyfingers

at the Claridge.

given neophyte and adept

ers

is

of those in

in ratio to the charWith many oth-

it.

Madge Bellamy

indicates the

com-

ing of the new element and the passSo
ing of the old. in the movies.
end these reminiscences at a moment
happy for me, and for the fans hopeful.

Along Came Ruth
Continued from page 21

tried

I

aters.

to

make myself

as

small as possible, but at last his reso uncomfortable
that I turned around to explain why
I just didn't dare take my hat off
and I found it was a friend of mine,
!"
teasing me

marks made me

One

hand

tiny

almond-shaped

nails

with

its

long,

was almost

lost

folds of her rich purple kithe other held a small volume
which she demurely showed us.
Shades of frothy French romances
that actresses are said to devour
This was a copy of "Hamlet."

the

in

mono

;

couldn't help showing my surprise.
First Miss Brady discussing the psychology of "Java Head,"
I

and then Miss Joy enthusiastically
admitting that she had learned nearly
all
of Hamlet's speeches.
"Now,"
she said, "when I hear Barrymore
declaim I can really follow his interpretation."

So you see, fans, it isn't merelv by
mascaro and face powder that Miss
Leatrice Joy intends to achieve star-

dom.
"Didn't you love Ethel Barrymore
in 'Rose Bernd ?' " she exclaimed.

"She made the most marvelous

—

pic-

87

meekly accepted whatever was offered me."
Miss Joy's eyes flashed
as she reenacted the scene with
chastened milliner.
From a

fire

the

extras who were avidly
watching us one bewhiskered Chinese
trader
achieved
He
recognition.
brought an object of luxury an arm
chair
and moved it toward Miss

crowd

of

—

—

J°ya shame not to use
each take an arm."
The
sweet courtesy of her
sat and
laughed about her make-up the tiny
crescents for lips, the dainty nose
flattened almost to the vanishing
point.
But the tenor of her conversation grew serious again and I gazed
at her in amazement and admiration.
Fans, she is so beautifully sculptured and so charming in manner
that she could be a De Mille supercreation for years.
But one can

would be

"It

it

—

let's

We

!

readily see that

Common

Joy.

ways studying
mination glow

work

—

life to

is

Miss

her

sense keeps

al-

ambition and deterin her conversation.
From the twilight zone came with
unusual pathos the strains of Ming
Toy's song: "A ripple I seem, on
life's troubled stream."
It blended
with Miss Joy's musical, Southern
;

head was swimming. To hear
ornamental Chinese lady talk so
seriously.
I forgot all about the diSarah's

vine

"You

and blurbed

reserve

beautiful

Celestial

little

Won't you have

to
"

have your heart

broken before
She gave an enormous, healthy
"Ha, ha," grasped my arm, and we
slid down into the capacious arm-

"You

chair.

teacher

"He

chuckled.

mother

talk

New

in

'It

:

is

like

my

violin

she
used to tell my
no use.
She will
Orleans,"

— guttural French
—
cents
too old for one, two,
four' — Miss Joy's arm made
—

nevaire learn'
'she

ac-

in

is

three,

staccato

young

to

bowings 'and she is too
have her heart broken. I
"

can never teach her.'
"Perhaps I could play the violin

now.

I

eyes

know that it's tears in
make rainbows in

that

heart."
"I adore that,"
reminds me of

the

the

"It
I murmured.
what you said in

'Manslaughter' about keeping tune to
heartbeats."

"Miss Joy !" some one called. The
music stopped
everything looked
;

ture of a peasant girl
that strong,
beautiful body and those powerful

voice.

"I

am

right

always known

enormous question.

ter.'

decide."

"

Miss Joy toyed with an exquisite
ivory fan.
"I enjoyed being Lydia

Thome,"

at

roads," she confessed.

hands grappling her knees in agonv."
"It was wonderful," I agreed, "but
I want you to know how everv one
adored vour acting in 'Manslaugh-

lie

s?me
self

in

the

"Whether

in

to

essentially

the

my

real

style of acting or to try

out

cross-

characterizations
It's

is

an

so hard to

That had never occurred to me.
it would be easier to be

"You mean

she reminisced.
"I read
and reread the story until I even
thought like her.
And then you'll
laugh at this, honey I tried out
Lydia's personality on my milliner!
I swept in haughtily and demanded
what her idea of a rose-colored hat
could possibly be, judging from the
atrocious mess she had sent me.
I
held my chin high and blazed at her
until she wilted.
Oh, it was funny
from little me. for I've always

the fashion-plate type, but that creating roles would be more satisfying

Continued from page 48

gone mad.
And Paris seemed as
good a place as any to find out in
so she has gone over for a six weeks'
vacation.
When she comes back she
is going to stop drifting from stage
to screen and back to the stage again.
She is going to devote all of her
time to pictures. You know, I've always thought that if she woidd only
do that she would become one of

—

—

My

this

to the best in

you?"

"My model is Sarah
unleash
Bernhardt.
could
She
enough emotions to feel any part she
was plaving, yet she had such control
and reserve that when she
stepped off the stage, and every one
might naturally expect her to be torn
to pieces she was already laughing
She nodded.

and

telling a joke.

That

is

art."

The

dismal.

flash of a brilliant smile,

a tiny, warm hand to which I clung
with both of mine and she was

—

gone
walked into a freight elevator,
feeling the glow of those dark
eyes. The day was over for me
I

still

And now to leave the Pied Piper's
mountain forever
For one day I
had been a privileged mortal, and I
was grateful. As I stepped into the
snowstorm of the world outside two
resolutions formed themselves from
!

the

rich

mind

:

I

chaos

of

pictures

in

my

would search through every

Oriental curio shop in the city until
I could find earrings made of tiny
coral baskets, and I would change the
studio kitten's name to
only one
guess necessarv

—

Over the Teacups
ances with it. The name of it is one
of those question affairs
you know,
should a wife do this or that, or
what's wrong with this picture?"

—

"Oh,

I

know what vou mean.

It

'Should Men Forgive?'"
"Yes, I guess that is it," Fanny
admitted.
"I never can remember

is

names of those things. That is,
except the one Hedda Hopper has

the

just

made.

It

is

called,

'Has "the
never for-

World Gone Mad?' I'll
get that because when she

finished

she guessed she would
try to find out if the world really had
it

she

said

the biggest stars in the business.

"And have you heard," Fanny
gasped, "that Constance Talmadge is
going to play Dulcyf You remember
Dulcy on the stage, of course." And
she didn't even stop to find out if I

did.
"She was the bromidic wife
whose every thought was a platitude.
She thought that 'home was the best
place after all' and that 'it never

but it pours.' that 'the world
such a big place after all,' and
that 'even the darkest cloud has a
silver lining.'
The picture ought to
be great
"I wish I could dash off to Europe as casually as these picture players do.
I wouldn't go to Paris,
though. I'd go to Rome or Naples,
wherever Lillian Gish is now. She
is awfully homesick because this is
the first time she has ever been away
rains

isn't
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from her mother, but she is having
some wonderful experiences.
She
has been to see Duse three times.
Think of going to see Duse after having dramatic critics all over the world
compare your acting with hers. Lillian must have been simply swept off

her feet.

"On

the boat going abroad she

met

who was

going over to be
made a cardinal and he discussed
'The White Sister' with her and
gave her lots of advice about playing the part.
He told her that the
convent most like the one described

a bishop

in the play

was Our Lady

of

Lourdes

so she has been studying the rules
of that order to help her in her characterization.
She has had the most

wonderful assistance from the Cathin Italy.
But then, who
wouldn't help Lillian if they had a
chance ?
"Lucy Fox was in Naples making
a picture when Lillian arrived there,
you know. She wrote me the loveliest letter, hardly mentioning herself, and just telling how excited she
olic clergy

was over seeing Lillian.
"With so many of our players gorather nice to have

ing abroad,

it

some of

come over here once
Fanny rambled on. "Of

is

theirs

in a while,"
course, you've heard about Trilby."
I was about to say that I'd read
it, but it is always best to wait and

Why

is

Continued from page 45

And when she came
truthfulness.
back for the second test she preferred
The
to run the risk of "nerves."
consequence was that she photographed with an agreeable naturalness that

won

work.

feeling

Whenever

comes over one

shaky
good
person

the
it

is

however, because a
photographed in this condition
night,

thing.

"Richard Walton Tully, the producer, has been looking for months
for a girl who would fit the role
of Trilby and at last he has found
her.
She is French and her name
is Andree Lafayette.
She is very
young and ravishingly beautiful. It
will be interesting to see her.
She
is coming over very soon.
"Of course, you've heard that some
motion pictures made by the Moscow
Art Theater company are to be released in this country shortly.
Next
seeing their company on the
to
speaking stage, seeing them in pictures ought to be about the most
thrilling experience any theater could
offer. They are recognized the world
over as the greatest repertory theater
there is, you know," Fanny went on
just as though every one didn't know
that.
"Their first picture to be released will be 'Polikusha,' from the
novel by Tolstoi.
I've never read
it, but I hope it is gloom from start
to finish because no other actors in
the world can bring out the fine shadings of every degree of misery the
way they can. Only I hope that the
men who sell the pictures won't feel
that they must rename it 'Passion in
Petrograd,' or something similar.
"Nazimova used to be a member
of their company years ago in Mos-

will

generally look as if he or she had
just tasted a very sour grapefruit.
I think that the outstanding problem of the screen player is the susOn the stage a
taining of a role.
performance lasts' three hours, at the
most.
Here the role is played and
finished.
portrayal may be ragged
one night in the week and good the
remainder without greatly damaging
the success of the show. But on the

A

screen the three hours are turned into
three months sometimes, or even as
in the instance of "Foolish Wives"
a whole year or more. Allowing for
the retaking of bad scenes and all

cow, and when she heard that they
were going to come here early in January she postponed the opening of
her play so that she could see them
when they first came. I really think
she is the only person in New York
who understands what their plays are
all about, but even if you don't understand a word of Russian, their
acting is tremendously impressive.

Every picture actor

New York

in

goes to see them as often as he can
because so much can be learned from
them."
"Between going to that and 'Merton of the Movies' I shouldn't think
picture actors would ever have time
to make pictures," I remarked.
"Isn't it
"Yes," Fanny agreed.
funny? Every one loves Merton so.
People go to see the play over and
over. Betty Compson said she felt so
sorry for him in the play that she

wanted to go right up on the stage
and adopt him. By the way, as soon
as Glenn Hunter finishes two more
pictures for the Film Guild he is going to have a company of his own.

And
first

'Merton'

perhaps

be

will

the

picture he will make.

"I hope
clusively.

it

is,"

Fanny sighed conwhen motion

"Because

pictures reach such a state of sophistication that they can satirize themselves then people will have to stop
saying they are in their infancy."

Screen Acting "So Different"
that sort of thing,
fact that a player

it

a guaranteed

is

must manage in
the same image and

general to get
the same character on the screen for
the full length of time the picture is
in

her the job.

Every new player who comes before the camera has a battle with selfThe symptoms are
consciousness.
akin to stage fright.
Most players
overcome this before they go far in
their

hear what Fanny has to say before
admitting that you've heard any-

making.
What is most astonishing
the

way

natural

defects

the

is

the player,
affectations,

in

such as mannerisms, and
can be overcome and utilized by
steady application.
On the stage
these mannerisms would probably be
simply a part of the actor's personality.
On the screen they are a horThey show, up worse
rible liability.
than a wooden leg or a snag tooth.
About the first thing that you discover on appearing before the camera
is

that

you have a barrel of pet

They

ings.

all

washing of the

come out
film.

And

a terrible session of self

fail-

in the first

they mean
study and

aggravating restraint.
Colleen Moore is one actress who
has had many to combat. And she
has done it with remarkable care,

and inevitable success.

"Why,"

said Colleen,

to express surprise I'd
like a
I

got

rabbit.
it,

"To

but

this

I
it

don't

was

"when
make

I

used

a face

know where
"I

I

have
I

to

would

rather ride a horse over a cliff than
screen head on.

to try to bluff the

studied dancing to overcome
what I consider my awkwardness,
and though I am gradually gaining
security and poise I still have to fight
I've

this peculiarity."

Maybe you have never even

de-

tected this or Colleen's mannerisms.
She's put so much time and study
into their eradication that now when

they do creep in they are considered
her cutest tricks.
Similarly Agnes Ayres confesses
to having been extremely self-conscious about her hands, which are
now in their grace and beauty a silent feature of her acting.
And Gloria Swanson Would you
ever think that Gloria, who is the
essence of poise now, had troubles
Hardly. Would you
to overcome?
ever have believed that she was once
bashful and shy as a thirteen-year
!

old. schoolgirl?

No.

But

it's

a fact.

took her two years of concentrated
will power to forget herself in charIt

acter,

there.

day." she continued.

have fits every time that
walk toward the camera.

and

to "let herself

emotional scene.

go"

in

an

The Growth

of

Charm
Out on the Goldwyn
ing

transformation

an amaz-

lot

has taken place.

By Edna Foley
Photographs by Clarence

S. Bull

WHEN

Eleanor Boardman first
came to the Goldwyn lot a
few months ago, the other

players shook their heads wisely and
remarked, "She'll never do." But the
casting director, the scenario editor,
and the Goldwyn talent scout believed
Despite the
that she had possibilities.
fact that many of the other girls
who sought engagements were better
groomed, more poised, Miss Boardman

And they figinterested them more.
ured that a girl can learn grace and
poise and a certain amount of style
if she only has the priceless gift of
They were

personality.

right, as these

pictures will prove to you.
In the large photograph Miss
Boardman doesn't even look un-

The general efusually pretty.
fect is of sloppiness and stolidity.
Her hand is inexpressive.
But look at the smaller one
After she had been around the
Goldwyn lot for a while and
watched Claire Windsor, Mae
Busch, Colleen Moore, and Helene

Chadwick

there

was

quite

a

Embellished by

change in her.

the art of the Goldwyn hairdresser,
whose art really

should be recognized, she
began to show real charm.
And
then
suddenly,
Eleanor Board-

man seemed
find herself.

to

She

acquired dignity

and poise that
was reminiscent of Maxine Elliott in

her best days.

Even this dignity was not to
be the lasting phase, however.
"When Marshall Neilan cast her
"The Stranger's Banquet"
she became an insouciant, selfassured girl of to-day tingling
with suppressed energy.
To-morrow there may be a
in

—

new Eleanor Boardman. Hugo
Ballin has selected her to play
Amelia in his big production of
"Vanity Fair," so Miss Board-

man must have proved

to

him

that in a blond wig she could
look as naive as Thackeray

himself would have wished.
How does she do
it?

That

every one

is
is

what
ask-

and no one really knows. She takes dancing lessons,
She has an expert hairdresser
riding lessons, and all that.
and dress designer at her command. She has the assurAnd I
ance of a brilliant career if she applies herself.
think that is what has transformed Eleanor Boardman.
To-day she is one of the most attractive and charming
girls to be found on the Goldwyn lot, and far from being
nervous, she is as self-assured before the camera as a veteran.
She watches others but she does not imitate them
she has been in the studio long enough to learn the value
ing,

of originality.
If she continues to progress at her present rate, her record
of achievements will rival any veteran player's within a
year or two.
For having acquitted herself creditably in
"The Strangers' Banquet" and "Vanity Fair" she is now
to attempt the trying role of Remember Stcddon in Rupert
Hughes' "Souls For Sale." Many plavers were considered
for this part, but Miss Boardman proved most satisfactory.
novice yesterday a big success to-day.
Miss Boardman has gone far. But watch her she is likely to go much

A

further.

;

—

—

—
The Complete
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She

Vivaciously, humorously,

an artistic dynamo of nervous
always at high tension. She is

is

coils,

expressive

vacillating,

restless,

in

When she stages a
every gesture.
new picture or a new play, she is
active in casting, in arranging seteach
argue that

tings, in deciding the action of

Many

character.

critics

she attempts too much. Perhaps they
are right.
Nazimova is returning to the articulate

drama

in

"Dagmar."

"It is done in an odd manner,", she
advanced.
"The stage is used only
to suggest each scene, not to illustrate it. We give a corner of a room

—a

settee

room

and chair

—

to indicate a liv-

a wicker table and chair to
room, so."
a sun
She
sketched rapidly on an envelope to illustrate.
"And, see, all action takes
place on a dais in the center of the
stage.
Neutral screens extend from
it to the wings.
The audience will
be looking at a sort of iris-in effect.
And I should tell you, too, that
throughout the play the conversations
are between two people at a time.
Never more than two occupy the
stage at once."

ing

convey

serted

the

lines,

"You know,"
speak
is

:

of

We

have

all

effort

man wrote them

cause a stupid

is

ri-

cannot say grandiose
rubbish
things
as though I meant
them. Perhaps it is that I am a poor
soldier.
I cannot say silly lines in
any other than a silly way."
Our talk veered back to "Salome."
Whenever that was mentioned Nazidiculous.

I

—

!

mova seemed

—

assume new enthusiasm. We talked of public taste and
censorship
and
other
unpleasant
to

things.

"In doing the dance," she said, "I
have simply eliminated the sensual
no, the fear of the censor was not
in

my

heart

— but to me the

idea that

Salome's dance was of the conventional
cancan variety is absurd.
Herod had any number of concubines and dancing girls whose sole
task was to amuse him.
He had
seen hundreds of dances, one more

We

as

was

Reid

born in St.
His father

was Hal Reid, a noted writer of
melodrama, and his mother was

W estbrook
r

Bertha

Reid, a popular
his debut as an

He made

Ethel

edies

Universal,

for

became so popular

reception

Picture- Play sent to California

to

devote his entire time to acting.
He played in support of Dorothy

Ethel,

I

want

to

show

town

in

writing that he decided to

make

that

He worked as a reNew Jersey newspaper

for a time, but his father persuaded

him

to give

stage.
ville

so
to

a

in

acting

up and go on

that

He made
plavlet

didn't

the

a great hit in vaude-

by

really

his

father, but

appeal

to

him,

when he had an opportunity to go
work for a motion-picture com-

'

hands are rough and calloused,
and he is a sort of combination of
mischievous boy and a man's man
his

a regular

fellow as every

one always says."
better tribute could be

paid to him than that?

who

several

later

became

his

Universal pictures.

one of the members of the

Griffith stock

company

that

made

pic-

His big success that launched him as
one of the most popular players on

porter on a

house," he said in his warm,
friendly way, putting this inexperienced young girl right at ease when
she met him.
"He is every bit as good-looking as
he appears in pictures," she described him.
"Though his hair is
nice and slick as any matinee idol's,

in

Jersey and there he received his early
Later he went to the Military Academy at Freehold, and while
there he developed such a talent for

little

education.

colony.

my

finally he
he had to

tures under the old Fine Arts banner.

to a

his profession.

"Come on

but
that

New

moved

ily

write up her impressions of the movie

And what

For a time he wrote, directed,
and acted the leading role in com-

He was

his

make

tor.

When
father were both appearing.
he was about ten years old his fam-

to his

continually

will

figure.

to flop sooner or later,

whom

all,

Nazimova

lasting contributions so long as she
follows the dictates of her artistic
conscience. And so long as she dares
to attempt such imaginative things as
"Salome" on the screen, regardless
of its reception, the screen will be
the richer for reflecting her magnetic

wife,

of

in

"And if it should create
an actual place for truly imaginative
art on the screen, we could feel that
we had made a lasting contribution!"
Her arms spread wide in a gesture
of triumph.
excitedly.

Davenport,

Sands, the motion-picture fan

all

highly.
"If people decide that this 'Salome'
is the sort of thing they really want,
producers of pictures will give it to
them, won't they ?" Her eyes gleamed

Knew Him

Louis, Missouri, in 1892.

actress.

mended "Salome"

of Gold." in which his mother and

last

some little time."
But perhaps the best index

you

simply be-

speeches

inane

a lot of

fascinated the king with her naive
innocence, her virginal
freshness.
She did not realize the lure of her
body. The physical was unknown to
her."
Consequently the National Board
has been more than pleased with the
Nazimovan rendition of what has,
in the past, been anathema to the
bluenoses.
Indeed,
they
recom-

actor at the age of four, in "Slaves

you'll

for

is

I

I

abandoned than the other. Salome,
who was only a girl of fifteen or so,

longer.

stuff,

but with a fling at dramatic stories
now and then I hope to keep going

character

"when

she said,

must feel them, or it
wasted.
For me to mouth

lines,

W allace

he remarked to EmmaLindsay Squier who was interviewing him for Picture-Play
"I'm glad to be able to do this
picture; it's a chance for some real
You know if you can do a
acting.

over tardily

trials

arriving scenery.

Continued from page 29

Ibbetson,"

madame

woes and worries of casting the piece, the arguments over indetailed the

Wallace Reid

variety

Artiste

pany as a
he took

it.

sort

of general assistant,

He

learned to operate a

camera, wrote stories, assisted in direction, and invented many of the
light effects used in studios to-day.

But

his

technical

good looks were
ambitions.

more and more

in

fatal to his

He

demand

became
as

an ac-

"The Birth of

the screen

was

Nation"

the rather slight role of

in

in

a

the fighting blacksmith.

Soon

after this he signed a conwith Famous Players-Lasky
to appear in Paramount pictures and
remained with them until his death
in spite of tempting offers from other
companies.
Some of his early pictures with them were "To Have and
To Hold." in which he appeared optract

posite Mae Murray, and "Carmen"
and "Joan the Woman," in which he

Since
supported Geraldine Farrar.
then he has made many pictures, several of the most successful ones featuring him as an automobile driver.
His last picture was "Thirty Days."

and just previous to that he appeared
in "Clarence" and "Nice People."

His
But

.Size
is

it

Got Him In

the unexpected comic ability

of giant Jack Earle that probably will

make him popular with

the fans.

Bv Edna Foley

OUT

on the Century

lot at Universal City
a seven-foot-three comedian who
all but begged to take his first part
Jack Earle was not particularly in-

there

was
in pictures.

is

terested in movies, but came up from his home in
"While in Calito join a circus as a freak.
fornia he was spotted by Julius Stern, president

Texas

of Century Comedies,

who had been wondering

an actor big enough
play the giant in the Baby Peggy comedy.
And the circus lost
"Jack and the Beanstalk."
to the movies.
Although totally inexperienced and chosen only
for this particular picture because of his size, Jack
soon discovered that he loved to act, the Century
people discovered that he unconsciously was developing humor, and that in spite of his ferocious
The
make-up and false beard he was funny.

where he was going

to find

to

screen found another comedian. Jack has signed
a long-term contract to appear in Century Comedies, and even the prospect of fulfilling his circus
dream by trying for the job left vacant by the
giant of the Ringling Circus who died recently,
leaves him cold. He became an actor bv acciden:,
and he has decided that nothing short of an accident can tear him away from the movies, which
have become not only his business, but his greatest pleasure.

While the business of being a giant may be
profitable

For

sometimes,

it

has

its

inconveniences,

a
coupe automobile, but could not use it when it
arrived because his knees doubled up to his chin
and he stuck behind the steering gear. He never
travels by train when going on location at night
because he can't fit into any berth, and when he
uses the railroad in the daytime he sits in the
baggage car, where he can have room to rest
comfortably.
And as for clothes. Jack has his
troubles there, too.
Of course, he has to have
most of them made. Then, one pair of suspenders
Jack is old-fashioned in some things isn't large
enough, so he buys two pair, and the wardrobe
woman at the studio sews them together for him.
Although rather startled at first, the people of
Hollywood have grown used to having a giant
too.

instance,

it

is

said that Jack ordered

—

—

around, and when the children see a huge, ferocious-looking creature stained with vellow ochre,
partly covered with a leopard skin and armed with
a big club, they are no longer terrified, but realize
that

it

is

just a ''movie."

—
92
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matinee

idol.

I

want

was a novel and refreshing viewpoint
compared with that of some of the
fraternity I have known in the
past, whose chief concern is to steer
clear of acting parts that might spoil
their "looks," or "hurt" them with the
public.
film

I

surmise that this ignoring of

self

headway

is in

part responsible for the

this

young Minnesota gentleman has
the road to fame and for-

made on
tune.
It

cess

also probably explains the

suc-

which he and Helene Chadwick

have achieved as costars. Dix played
football at school, and he knows the
value of team work.
So dots Miss
Chadwick.
These two made one of the most
idea film couples the screen has ever
sponsored the dark hair and dark
eyes of Richard contrasting with the
pretty blond, bobbed head and brown

—

eyes of Helene. Neither was worried
while doing a scene over who would
get the most out of it. Directors will
tell you that such a spirit is practically unparalleled in the studio.
It

isn't

After that

roses.

Which

to act."

due to sentiment.

It

is

simply the consideration of a wellbred man and woman toward each
other.
When he left Goldwyn and
went to Marshall Neilan it didn't seem
possible that Dix could find again
such an ideal partner. But he did
Claire Windsor, and then came Mae
Busch. But in real life Dick hasn't

found the right girl yet.
Soon he is to have some big opportunities on the screen, for Famous Players have given him a fiveyear contract.
He will be tried
out in varied roles.
His path to
recognition hasn't been strewn with

Name

That His

All

first

Implies

performance

high school, he became completely
inoculated with the stage virus.
His
at

father,

austere

and

severe,

disap-

He wanted

proved of such ambitions.

become a doctor. But a
mother's love and understanding secretly aided the boy in his heart's de-

his son to

With her connivance, he

sire.

at-

tended dramatic school two nights a

week

in St. Paul.

"I literally kicked my way into my
first job on the stage," Dix reminisced
as the Catalina boat followed a glorious Pacific sunset.
"I was just recovering from a

broken nose which I had received in
a football game, when a company
playing 'The College Widow' came to
town, and sent to school for a football
player to appear as a super in their
show. I got the job."
Eventually, he accumulated eightydollars

and

set out for that

the

all

There

Dix

stage-struck
learned to

Mecca

of

—Broadway.

—

dollars.
first

time

I

thought of pic-

was in Montreal," Dix confided.
"Everybody in the stock company
said I looked like Francis X. Bushman, then the biggest bet on the
screen.
One day Bushman came to
town, and I met him.
tures

"He also advised me to try the
'movies ;' said he was soon going to
start a new picture and needed an actor to play the part of his brother.
Since I resembled him, he suggested
I

Two

come

to

New York

and do

it.

Alan Hale, who
injured seriously.
Baker, Nevada. Tully Marshall, who plays Sam
oodhitU, was thrown
plays Jim Bridgcr, argued that he from a horse, but wasn't hurt much.
should be godfather, as the baby ar- I must say I don't feel any too serived at "Fort Bridger," but the par- cure in my hoop skirts, on the hurents named him for Jesse Lasky, and •ricane deck of a wild mustang. Some
Mr. Lasky wired congratulations, and oxen nearly drowned in the flooded
we had a party to celebrate.
lake, but were rescued in the nick
After the snowstorm we awoke to of time. Immediately after I had to
find everything "friz up."
The au- drive a team into the river and do
tos wouldn't work, so they built fires you know those horses positively reunder the engine manifolds. Thus fused to get their feet wet. It took
far no gasoline tanks have blown up us two whole days to persuade them
but there is no telling what to- they would be rescued apparently
morrow will bring.
they haven't much faith in the resIt's
pretty hard to make up,, cuing abilities of us human beings.
for the grease paint freezes and we
Oh, the dust and the wind, the
have to thaw it out.
Then in the great stretches of alkali, the chapped
day time it gets blistering hot and hands, the blistered feet I've eaten
the darn stuff
and breathed alkali dust until I'm
melts!
While we've had a number of ac- well coated internally.
We're all
cidents, fortunately no one has been very jolly about the discomfitures and

W

—

—

me com-

"His memory was as short as

He

bankroll.

my

remember ever

didn't

having seen me."
It may be just as well, however,
that the famous Bushman forgot his
protege, for Dix turned again to the
stage, and there followed years of
training which mark him now as an

actor of thorough technique.

Arthur Hopkins cast him for a
part in Gorky's "Night Lodger." and
an important role in

later he played

"The Song of Songs." Then Oliver
Morosco saw him and sent him to
Los Angeles to play the lead in "The
Cinderella Man." Two years of stock
followed there, and then back to New
to appear with Walker WhiteMr.
side in "The Little Brother."
Goldwyn, searching for "new faces"
discovered him one day, and the presGreat
ent contract is the result.
things are expected of him in "The
Christian," which he made abroad.
As his popularity grows with the
number of his pictures he undoubt-

many

edly will be hailed by

Bushman

He

as the

of to-day.

isn't.

As he

himself has said, he will
never become a "matinee idol." He
is essentially a man's man.
True, he has all the romantic apbut remember,
peal of a Bushman

—

name

—

"Dicky Dix" a Dick
Dcadcye, a Dick Merriwcll, a Richard the Lion-hearted, and a possible

his

is

screen Mansfield

all in

one.

Letters from Location

Continued from page 23

—

he was out, he bumped into
ing out of the hallway."
Dix laughed reflectively.

make new York

notches in his belt and keep on grinning. Just when his grin was becoming pretty forced and set, he was offered a part with a stock company in
Pittsburgh at thirty-five dollars a
week. The next year he went to Dallas. Texas, as a leading man at fifty

"The

"I went, but I didn't see Bushman.
after day I haunted his studio,
i hen once, when the man at the door
told me for the ninety-ninth time that

Day

!

smile through cracked lips as we peel
sunburn and then freeze at

—

off the

night.

This sounds
but really

And
rigan
that

say,

dolled

all

him

fits

like a tribulation story,

we do have a peck of fun.
when you see Warren Kerup

in

his

buckskin

the paper on the

like

have a heart-beat or two.
pastime of the camp is
wondering if he has to butter the
wall, you'll

The

chief

pants to get into 'em.
One of the men is going up to
Milford, so I'll let him mail this.
With lots of love and hoping to be
back in civilization soon,
P.

S.

— For

me some
the kind

face

Lois Wilson.
goodness sake, send

powder

we both

don't fancy

use.

powder

you know
—Somehow
with— ants

filled

I

!
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90,000 People Have Learned to

Way

Dance This New

Let those who have actually learned to become good
dancers at home without music or partner through
Arthur Murray's new method, tell you how quickly they
mastered all of the newest steps and dances how they
surprised their friends and increased their popularity.

—

—
—

MANY

people who never knew the
joy of having more than one invitation a week to an affair, are
now sought after in fact,
coaxed to attend every party or social affair in sight.
The secret of their sudden
popularity is simply because the}" have become good dancers and everyone wants
them for partners.
Best of all. they
learned at home without music or partner
in a surprisingly short time and at a price
that is within the easy reach of everyone.
But let some of them tell of their own

—

—

—

experiences
Peter Saunders, of Amawalk, X. Y., was
always considered an outsider whenever
his friends were going to hold a dance.
The>" never thought of asking him because
they knew he would only be in the way
and no one wanted to sit out a dance to entertain him. After he had learned at home
in a few evenings, through the Arthur
:

Murray method, he wrote

"Then

:

I

came

across your advertisement and I sent for
your course, and I must say it was wonderful.
The lessons were so clear and
simple that a child could learn why, it
was altogether too easy
"The rest has been one pleasure after
another, thanks to you
I have even
learned to dance better than some of my
friends who used to pass me by."
Good dancers always acquire self-assurance, poise, ease of manner and perfect
mental and physical control.
They are
always at home in any crowd and think
nothing of teaching others how to dance.
P. Voytek, of Derby, Conn., recently
wrote "I have had some wonderful times
I have taught a great many
at dances.
people how to dance.
friends have

—

!

:

My

advised me to open a dancing class.
I
teach eager pupils ever}" evening, but will
not accept pay as I do it for the pleasure
which I give others and also enjoy myself.
"I would rather learn your way than go
to a dancing teacher. Anyone can quickly
learn from such an easy course as yours
and it is not embarrassing."
Even if you don't know one step from
another you can quickly learn to dance in

a single evening through
Arthur Murray's new
method.
In fact, you
don't need to leave your

own home

W.

Va., says

:

"Your lessons

I

practiced

Fox Trot

Besides being a source of
great
pleasure,
thorough
a
knowledge of dancing will enable you to earn money teaching others to dance. For most
folks are "just crazy" to learn
and will pay a liberal fee to a

"Arthur Hurray,
Dancing Instructor to the Vanderbilts and many

first-class teacher.

other fashionable

Gladys Franz, Astoria, Oregon, by teaching 40 children
two hours a week, earns $200 a
month. She recently wrote "I
cannot be loud enough in my
praise of your wonderful system. I started on Saturday with
40 children present. I taught
my class with an assurance that
I never had before.
I am following the instructions you sent
to me and am beginning with
the One Step. I am giving two

people."

:

lessons a

"I have some very
wonderful times
at dances. I very
seldom sit out a
Peter
dance."
Vottek. Conn.

—

week for S5 a month

(from each pupil)."

Learn Without Partner or Music
Through his new improved method of
teaching dancing by mail, Mr. Murray is
now able to give you the same high class
instruction in your own home that you
would receive if you took private lessons in
his studio and paid his regular fee of $10
per lesson. And not only you yourself,
but every other member of your family
can quickly learn to dance from the same
set of lessons.

Through

this

remarkable

system you

easily learn the Correct Dancing Position
to Follow
to Gain Confidence
Successfully
to Avoid Embarrassing

—How
—How
Mistakes — the Art of Making Your Feet
the
Look Attractive— The Correct Walk
Fox Trot —The Basic Principles in Waltzn g—H o w to
How

in

i

Waltz Backward

—The Secret
of
Leading — The

—

to learn you
can master any dance in

Chasse

in

Fox Trot
Forward

your own room after a
few practice steps.
T.

dancing are

in

very simple and easy to learn.
yesterday and learned the
through the night. Tonight I
danced a number of times with
a good dancer to the music of a
phonograph. I had no trouble
in leading or balance."

—

M. Mealy, Flatwood,

practiced yesterday anil
learned the Foi Trot through
N. Mealy.
J.
the night."

"I

—

W. Va.

the

—T h e

—

Special Proof Offer
If

you

want

to

see

quickly this new course by
teach 'you to dance right
without music or partner,
is just All in an 1 mail
letter or postcard will do

for

yourself

—

enclosing SI. 00 in
payment, and the special proof course
Keep the
will be promptly sent to you.
Practice all the steps,
course for five days.
learn everything: these 16 lessons teach you
and prove to your full satisfaction that you
have found the quickest, easiest, and most
Then,
delightful way to learn to dance.
within five days, if you desire to do so. you
may return the course and your dollar will be
promptly refunded.
But if you keep the
course as you surely will
it becomes your
personal property without further payments

—

—

any kind.

of

Your

Guaranteed

Satisfaction

Arthur Murray guarantees your complete satisfaction or he will refund every cent you deposit.
All you need to do now is to simply
sign and mail the coupon and the course, as
advertised on this page, will be promptly
mailed to you. Send the coupon today NOW.

—

ARTHUR MURRAY

Step H o w to
Leave One Partner
to
Dance
With Another

Studio 651,801 Madison Avenue,

Etiquette

801

—of

the

Ballroom
How
to Learn and Also

Teach Your

Advanced Dancer Should Know
How to Develop Your Sense of Rhythm.
Arthur Murray is recognized as Amerthe

how

Arthur Hurray can
in your own home
all you need to do
or a
the coupon

full

AYaltz

Child to Dance

What

dancing teachers the world over take lesAnd more than 90,000
sons from him.
people have successfully learned to become
wonderful dancers by mail.

ARTHUR MURRAY.

Studio 65

New York

f.

Madison Avenue. New York.
prove that I can leam to dance at home in one
evening, you may send the sixteen lesson course.
I am
enclosing $1.00 in full payment but it is understood that

To

this is not to be considered a purchase unless the course
If. within
expectations.
in every way comes up to
days. I decide to return the course. I may do so and
you will refund my money promptly and without question.

my

five

foremost authority on social dancing.
Such people as the Yanderbilts, ex-Governor Locke Craig, and scores of other
socially prominent people chose Mr. Mur-

ica's

"1 started Saturday irith

1,0

children present."

Gladys Fran:, Oregon. By teaching j0 children two hours a week, Miss Franz earns $200
a month.

rav as their dancing instructor.

In fact,

(Price

outside

U.

S.,

SM0

cash

with

order.)

RENE.— Of

course I am glad to answer
your questions, Irene! The idea of
thinking that I "would look on them with

she will make under her present Famous
Players contract. Mary is five feet two.

disdain."
I
wouldn't be an Oracle if
felt that way.
You're awfully keen
I

yourself that! It is true that many of the
players wear eyeglasses in the studio
when not working before the camera.
They are mostly of colored glass and are
worn to rest the eyes from the intense
You know, it is alglare of the lights.
most impossible to work long around the
strong lights in the studios without having your eyes weakened, and sometimes
You have heard of
injured severely.
"Klieg eyes," haven't you? This is a condition, of severe eyeburn, and sometimes

I

*

about Von Stroheim, I see. Well, he is
with Goldwyn now, you know, and his
picture for them will be "McTeague,"
from the novel by Frank Norris. Then
he will direct "The Merry Widow," from
that famous old operetta, and will probfirst

ably play the role of the Prince himself.
And, of course, he seems to have a pretty
good chance of getting "Ben Hur," though
the Goldwyn officials are still keeping every one guessing both about the cast and
the director.

—

Curious Fan. That scene in "Douglas
Fairbanks in Robin Hood" where Sir
Guy of Gisbourne sends a falcon to intercept a pigeon carrying to Maid Marian
news of her lover's homecoming seems to
have excited the wonder of many other
This was really remarkable
fans, too.
photography on the part of the camera
man, who shot the scene from the ground
with a telescopic lens, catching faithfully
all the twistings and dodgings of the birds
in flight, the capture of the pigeon, and the
return of the falcon with it to Sir Guy.
As a matter of fact, this scene was said to
have been filmed more than a hundred
times before it was made sufficiently realistic to meet with the approval of DougFairbanks.
The falcon used was
las

brought from England especially to appear
in this production and cost sixty English
pounds. It was insured by Lloyd's during the voyage and after it arrived in
Hollywood was always carefully cared
for by an attendant, who kept it constantly
in the dark, fed it only on raw meat, and
bathed it every day.

— Charles

Chaplin's latest picture
In this he plays the
part of an escaped convict who steals a
minister's clothes and masquerades as a
clergyman. It's more than the usual short
corned}' but not exactly a feature producI.

is

I.

I.

"The Pilgrim."

I believe.
tion
it runs about four reels,
Charlie's next will he his first production
for United Artists, which even' one has
;

been waiting

for,

and which,

it

is

ex-

No, I
pected, will be really unusual.
don't know the title
no one else does
either, so far as I can find out; in fact,
I don't think Charlie knows just what he
is going to do himself.
Yes, he will dw
rect Edna Purviance's first starring picture, but whether he will devote all his
time to finishing that before starting on
his own, I can't say.

—

—

R. D. Mary Miles Minter's next picture will be "The Trail of the Lonesome
Pine." I understand that this is the last

Pussy.

— What

a courageous

girl, to call

temporary blindness, which comes from
long exposure to the powerful Klieg
Almost every player has had a
lights.

npiIE

ORACLE

will

name

is

Kathleen Morrison.

—

in

—

Marjolaine. The yearly subscription
for Picture-Play Magazine in
Canada is $2.36. It is $2.00 in the United
The addresses you want are in
States.
this issue.
I shall try to think up some
more "funny little bits" to put in the answers since you like them so well. I always try to give the fans what they want.
(This is not a "Merton.")
price

City.

The Oracle cannot give advice about
becoming a movie actor or actress,
since the only possible way of ever
getting such a job is by direct

—

personal application at a studio.

Those who wish the addresses of
actors and actresses are urged to
read the notice at the end of this
department.

A Movie Lover. No, Priscilla Dean
and Leatrice Joy are not related. Gloria
Swanson's daughter's name is Gloria,
Marjorie Daw, Elaine HammerJunior.
stein, and Viola Dana are not married,
but Thomas Meighan is the husband of
Frances Ring and Helene Chadwick is
married, too.

Helen

it at
some time or other, and
players will continue to experience it, I
suppose, as long as these strong lights are
used in photographing studio scenes.

touch of

—You

are

al-

bad as the Valentino victims,
glad to send you a photo if he knew how
Well, your "adorable Kenneth" was born
in 180;.
I think that he would be very
much you'd prize it. His address is at
the end of The Oracle. There was a picture of Kenneth in the rotogravure secas

tion of Picture-Play for January. If you
didn't happen to see it, you can get a copy

of the magazine by sending twenty cents
in stamps to the Circulation Department,
Street & Smith Corporation, 79 Seventh

L.

J.

— The

actor

who

played the

Kentuckians" and
whom you thought might be Bert Lytell
They
is Bert's younger brother, Wilfred.
look very much alike. The last I heard
of Wilfred he was appearing in the stage
play "The Goldfish," with Marjorie Ramaristocrat

Kenneth Harlan Fan.

most of whose pictures Alice

Their romance grew out of their
several years of picture-making association.
Alice was born in Nashville, Texas, in
"The Passion Vine" will be her
1896.
next picture, and Ramon Novarro will
play opposite her in it.

—

most

Beth Sully

was Douglas Fairbanks' first wife, and
they had a son.
Babette. No, you don't have to live in
California to belong to the Agnes Ayres
club.
They have members living in all
parts of the world, and are always glad
Write for particulars
to add new ones.
to the Agnes Ayres Club, 1311 Hay worth

rector,
plays.

not require unusually long answers
—will be sent if the request is accompanied by a stamped envelope, with return address. Inquiries
should be addressed to The Picture
Oracle, Picture-Play Magazine. 79

New York

—

Marie of Wilmington. Colleen Moore
was born in Port Huron, Alichigan, and
Her real
educated in Tampa, Florida.

Alice
Avenue, Hollywood, California.
Terry is married to Rex Ingram, the di-

answer in

*
these columns as many questions of general interest concerning the movies as space will allow.
Personal replies to a limited
number of questions such as will

Seventh Avenue.

Avenue, New York City. Also, we expect to have an interview with him in an
early issue, so watch for it.
Do I think
Kenneth would be thrilled if he saw your
letter?
Well, I can't say. He's used to
admiration, you know, but I'm sure he
always appreciates it when it's genuine.

in

"The

beau. Well, you certainly were lucky to
receive four photographs from Harrison
I know some fans who say they
Ford
have great difficulty in getting one from
him, but I suppose you were fortunate
enough to have your letters reach him
personally, which 1 think does not always happen, especially when players
move around as much as Harrison does.
I am keeping your interesting description
of yourself in mind, so that I shall know
you the next time you write.
Continued on page 110
!
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About His Circus

Continued from page 24

He

to tell them that he was
going to die brave.
I helped him
with the letter but the story was fixed
so Sambo didn't have to go in the

wanted

cage after

all.

There was a colored jazz band
too and oh how the}" could plav

When we

quit

work

even.-

day

I

would take the leader's stick and
would play that I was the leader.
They sure could play and lots of
times we would go over to the little
town hall and have a dance. All the
folks that worked in the circus. The
fat lady would dance with the skeleton man and the tattood man would
dance with the midgets and I would
dance with Peaches Jackson.
She
plays the girl that gets sick and is
going to get fired if somebody don't
ride bareback like she does, so I do
it

for her you see.

Peaches

is

all

right even if she is a girl, but she
can't help that, she says she'd like
to be a boy. But she plays with dolls
all the time and I can't see that stuff.

The dogs were fine. They had
some dogs that could jump over a
high fence. One was a fine jumper.
His name was Jerry and the man
that owned the dogs gave Jerrv to

me

a present and now Jerry
spends his time jumping over the
fence in our back yard and my
daddy's auto driver gets awful sore
because he has to go and chase Jerry
home again. Last night Jerry slept
for

on the foot of my bed.
Xobody
knew it not even Airs. Xewell. my
tutor, who came with us on location.
Tonight I am going to sneak
Terr}- in my bedroom again.
I had to sell peanuts in the storv.
I sold them from a big basket. I ate
a lot of them too and then I had to
take castor oil. because I ate some
candy too. They were real peanuts
only I didn't eat as many as Xellie
did.
That elephant could eat a sack
at a time if I would of let her. but
then she has got a bigger stomach
than I have.
If

him

you see Charlie Chaplin you tell
I broke my wrist watch that

he gave me with my name on it. He
gave me a ring too. I wouldn't mind
having a new watch but you needn't
say so right out. Peaches says she'll
save her salary and get me one for
my birthday but you can't alwavs depend on a girl. Charlie gave me a
billiard table too just before we came
with the circus but I left it at home.
Well. I promised to write you this
letter and now can I stop?
I wrote
it

as Mrs. Xewell said I
Good-bye.

in pieces

could.

Your

little

friend.

Jackie Coogan.

Ask Any Beauty
How

she beautifies her teeth

If
all
women knew what millions
know, they would all brush teeth in this
new way.
Ask anyone with glistening teeth. You
see them everywhere today.
You will

probably

learn

the

that

reason

in

lies

new-day method.
Then you can see the results on your
own teeth if you make this delightful test.
this

tooth luster is clouded
the film is viscous.
lou
feel it now.
It clings to teeth, gets
tween the teeth and stays.
Food stains, etc., discolor it.
If

removed,
is
based

first

it

forms

dingy

by
can
be-

not

Tartar
things do

coats.

on film.
And few
more to mar beauty.
Film also holds food substance which
ferments and forms acid.
It holds the
contact with

the teeth to cause
ill ions
Germs breed by
in it.
They, with tartar, are the chief cause
Thus most tooth troubles
of pyorrhea.
are now traced to film.

acid in
decay.

m

Very few escaped
Tooth

troubles

were

constantly

in-

Beautiful teeth were seen less
creasing.
So dental science saw
often than now.
the need for better cleansing methods.

Research found two ways to fight film.
acts to curdle film, one to remove it,
and without anv harmful scouring.

One

1

I

The New-Day
A

scientific film

a

new-type

toodi

bodied in

it.

The name

of that tooth paste is PepsoCareful people of some fifty nanow use it, largely by dental ad-

dent.
tions
vice.

in tooth pastes of the. past.
It multiplies
the alkalinity of the saliva. That is there
to neutralize mouth acids, the cause of
tooth decay.
It multiplies the starch digestant in the
saliva.
That is there to digest starch de-

which may otherwise ferment and
form acids.
Former tooth pastes brought just oppoposits

site effects.

They depressed

these natural

tooth-protecting agents.

Your home needs
Everyone in your home should adopt
They will when they see
this method.
the results.
Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.
Xote how clean the teeth feel after using.
Mark the absence of the viscous film.
See how teeth whiten as the film-coats
disappear.
The results in one week will delight
Cut out the coupon
and convince you.

now.

PAT; Offt J

M IVl L

1057

10-Day Tube Free
THE PEPSODENT COMPANY.

Dentifrice

combatant, which whitens,

Dept.

Mail

750. 1104 S.

Wabash

Ave.. Chicago.

10-Day Tube of Pepsodent

cleans and protects the teeth without the use

Now

of harmful

grit.

dentists the

world over.

paste

Pepsodent also corrects mistakes made

The natural
At

Then

was created, based on new discoveries.
These two great film combatants were em-

Corrects mistakes

Clouded by film
film.

Able authorities proved these methods
effective.

advised by leading

Only one tube to a family

11!.

to

!
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Our Studio

Folks Around

Continued from page 67

say she has been married for over
five years and the real reason why
she left pictures was because her
double succumbed to influenza.

I

male

star, in his

dressing

he was to

best-

room

few minutes before
go on the set and rescue

"Man

or Beast?" the
production,
from the mouth of a lion. He is
usually a very nervy chap, and I
was surprised to find him pale and
trembling.
"Not afraid of the lion,
are you?"
I
asked.
"Lion no!"
scoffed Gresham.
"Lions do not
worry me, boy. I have got to make
a personal appearance at the JRialto

new Jacques De Lacey

—

Beautify the Eyes
with Vanitine
The arresting beaiity of lustrous, youtheven the engaging
charms of a lovely complexion. Yet

ful eyes surpasses

many
this,

a

woman

thoughtlessly neglects

her chiefest

asset.

the only beautiner to provide grooming for the eyes. By thoroughly cleansing them, it leaves the
whites of the eye whiter, intensifying
the color.

Vanitine

is

When eyes are strained with long readwhen

ing,

stinging winds

and

glaring

sunshine make them smart and burn,
a soothing drop of Vanitine removes
the inflammation and restores their
sparkling glow.

Vanitine merits confidence because it
is free from belladonna and all opiates,
neither dilating the pupil nor affecting
the sight.

It is

a super-refined bori-

nated solution, as harmless as

it

to

this

evening and

"A drop in each eye
completes the perfect toilet."

Sam

toilet goods dealer hasn't Vanitine,
will mail, postpaid, a full-size package, on
receipt of $1.0Q attached to this coupon.

Sam

Spink.

showed

a picture of the kaiser.
other night at Sam's neighborhood movie theater the feature
picture was one of those heart-gripping, tear-dragging "mother stories."
The hard-boiled fellow who was next
to Spink sat right through the whole
eight reels without weeping or gulping once, and Spink was so sore at

Parks.

Thomas Ryker

highbrow novelwould have nothing to do with
motion pictures.
When he finally
succumbed to a fat contract and
came out to Hollywood to learn how
movies are made at our studio, the
whole town received him with open
arms. Grayce Le Nard and her husband gave a big dinner and bridge
party for him.
A number of writers from our studio entertained Mr.
Parks at the Ambassador to a very
ist,

He

swell feed.

spent several pleas-

homelike evenings -with the Gor-^
don Greshams and played with the
three Gresham youngsters.
In fact,
the best homes in Hollywood were
thrown open to Thomas Ryker
ant,

Parks.

Now

that Mr. Parks has fulfilled
movie contract and is back in
New York, I understand he is writing a new novel in which he wilt
prove that all Hollywood people lead
highly immoral lives.
his

The

She Danced

Marie Torquet.

Our

imported French scenario
writer, Marie Torquet, says it makes
her positively ill to have her name
mispronounced. "The last 't' is silent." she always explains, "like the

V

final

in a Bill

Hart

subtitle."

at the Princess' Ball

Continued from page 43

Miss Marsh's first British-made
production did very well in London
and throughout England, so well that
she is going back to make at least
two more after she has finished with
Mr. Griffith. After that, she has no
definite plans, or if she has, they
have not been disclosed. Much will
depend, of course, upon the reception which the fans give to the pictures in which she is to be seen, for
it
is not unlikely that her
British
pictures, as well as the Griffith production, will be shown here.

We

Can't

a

Whether her return culminates
sensational comeback for her

not,

I

much

doubt that
effect

it

will

No
The

A

wed

have very
She

a person of unusual poise.

Neither
nor social success has
ever robbed her of her interest in
the
ordinary,
wholesome, normal
things of life.
Though she grew up
in the studios during the boom days
of the industry, her life has always
been simple and free from anything

is

professional

sensational or ostentatious.

Have Everything!

fan will e're see this:

villain

in
or

upon Mae Marsh.

Though picture plots grow stale and thin,
Though weird and wild types may creep in,
Though screen scribes soar to Fancy's height,

For the enclosed $1.00 send Vanitine to

Address

scared

Spink,

your

Name

am

who is the doorkeeper at our studio, is a movie fan.
He is very patriotic, too. One evening during the war he took a gun
with him into the theater and shot
holes into the screen when they
Old

we

Howell Laboratories, Inc.
730 Chestnut St., St. Louis

I

death."

is

refreshing.

If

Theater

Thomas Ryker
a long time
Parks, the famous

the other day a
the heroine of

that he threatened to have the
brute arrested.

For

Gordon Gresham.
saw Gordon Gresham, our

selling

him

the heroine,

hero with a double chin.
Subtitles without one "that night,"
The End without a kiss

Advertising Section

Being Bohemian

Hollywood

in

Continued from page 33

He remembers

yes.

The room

enter.

—

and you

you,
rilled,

is

almost,

with people and smoke.
Bohemia
"W ho is the dark young man?" you
ask a neighbor.
''That is Carleton de Miller," you!
are told. "He played the father with
Charlie Chaplin in 'The Kid.' He is

Finn

assistant now and
of the movies are taksculping.
Leah Baird and

A

ing up

ZaSu

fat.

She

used Marmola Prescription
Tablets, which are made from the

famous Marmola

prescription. They
aid the digestive system to obtain the
full nutriment of food. They will allow
you to eat many kinds of food without
the necessity of dieting or exercising.

Thousands

Marmola

have

found

that

Tablets

Prescription

the
give

from obesity. And
accumulation of fat is
checked, reduction to normal, healthy
weight soon follows.

complete

relief

when the

AH good drug

stores the world over sell
Marmola Prescription Tablets at one dollar
a box. Ask your druggist for them, or order
direct and they will be 3ent in plain wrapper, postpaid.

MARMOLA COMPANY
412 Garfield Bldg.,

Detroit, Mich.

Beemans —rests
the nerves, aids
digestion, good
for the teeth—

and
So are Tony Moreno and Consculping

are

this

rad Nagel."

But you are caught

trouble

muscle, bone and sinew instead of

Keep calm with

lot

Pitts

that.
to go to the
of
diet or exercise.
She
found a better way, which aids the
digestive organs to turn food into

Tkstful

Frolich's

sculps.

She did not have

!

Bobbed

youth.

hair

in

a whirl of

across

flashes

all in all

A

your eyes.

piano tinkles, and a
girl is singing.
You sit on a cushion up against the wall.
Louise Fazenda comes in. And Gaston Glass.
Some one is playing a violin. A couple, off in a corner are dancing

"a smsihU

.

There

slowly.

in

shadow

the

of a

Chinese lamp a bobbed head droops
upon a tweed shoulder. You smell
incense.
Some one offers vou a

You

follow them nut into anfruit punch.
Who are all these people here?
There is Ella Buchanan, whom we
drink.

other

room and imbibe

have met before.
There is David
Grolle and Eduard Vysekal, the
painter.
Mae Busch is there, and

Deliriously flavored

^

BEEMA
Pepsin GunAl

Arline Pretty talking with Christine
Baird. Nell Craig is
iust coming in with her husband and
Eulalie Jensen. Perhaps, if vou stay
long enough, you will ^ee more of
the movies. But the smoke is getting

Mayo and Leah

Easy to Play
Easy tdPay

and the

thicker,

ting thinner.

True-Tone

Dan Russo,

Saxophone

Director of Oriole
Terrace Orchestra
of Detroit, a Sym- j?Uj
phosium of Superb
Instrumentalists, hjvSsS

Easiest of all wind instruments to play and one of the
beautiful.
You can
learn the scale in an hour's
practice and play popular music
in a few weeks.
You can take
your place in a band within 90
days, if you so desire. Unrivalled for home entertainment,
church, lodge or school. In
big demand for orchestra dance muaic.

most

making Bruns-

wick Dance
Records

with
Buescher TrueTone Instruments,

^CAiqTpi'iS
r
D CC I 5 BCSS

Youmayorder

any Buescher
Instrument without paying one
cent in advance, and try it six days
your own home, without obligaIf perfectly satisfied, pay for it
sy payments to suit your convenience
75% of all popular phonograph records
are played with Buescher instruments. Ask for pictures of
the Nation's Record Makers.

Saxophone Book Free figSE?*'283MZstruments
are almost entirely displaced by Saxophones in

Our

all nationally popular orchestras.
Free Saxophone
tells which Saxophone takes violin, cello and bass parts

Book
and

many other things you would like to know. Ask for your copy.
Mention the instrument interested
will be mailed free.

in

and a complete catalog

BUESCHER
BAND INSTRUMENT
Makers of Everything
Band and Orchestra
In

2457 Buescher Block

CO,
Instruments
ELKHART. INDIANA

Sax Invented the Saxophone
Buescher Perfected It

Cuticura Talcum
Fascinatingly Fragrant

~

—

Always Healthful
Sample freeof Cuticura Laboratories Dept.D, Maiden,
Mass. Everywhere 25c.
r

Vie

Where

fruit

We

boheme

de

punch

is

get-

is

it?

American Chicle Co.

will go.

— what

the life of bohemia?

In
the little pink bungalows up under
the sycamores where sometimes thev
forget to have breakfast, in the gold
is

room under

the eucalyptus trees and
Ella Buchanan's sunlit studio,
there I think is bohemia
It is the real boheme, where artists are fighting for self-expression,
where thev have no time to be bohemian. where they paint and sculn
and plan.
Scattered
throughout
Hollywood, in the shadows of the
great
motion-picture
are
studios
scores of little houses where the
players who are not yet great, but
who strive and hope to be, there is
in

bohemia.
It is a sturdy child, this bohemia of
filmdom's Coast capitol. and it is
really very real.
It will endure, for
it
is
without pose.
Its head
is
bobbed, and it occasionally dons the
flowing tie. and it hides its hurts with
a Saturdav night smile, but it is a
serious affair
being bohemian in

—

Hollvwood.

LASHGROW
BEGIN now to use these two wonderful
preparations to improve your lashes

and brows

One

is

a

smooth cream

that

nourishes the roots of the lashes; the other,

a fragrant tonic that stimulates their growth.

Lashgrow, applied at night, is absorbed
while you sleep.
Always apply it after
powdering to make the lashes seem darker
and to supply the natural oil w hich is
dried by constant powdering.
Apply
Lashgrow every day for long flattering
lashes and pretty eyebrows.

Lashgrow is pure, safe, harmless.
Buy
a box today.
If
your druggist cannot
supply you send $ .00 to
1

HULDA THOMAS LASHGROW
40 Wooster

Street,

Ne

CO.
York

«11U
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Cursed with a Comic Face
Continued from page 27

But

to

o back to his fear of pic

tures.

"I've been afraid of pictures; they
are so merciless, and the actor is dependent upon so many factors beside
his own ability.
On the stage, if
an actor fails, it is largely his own
fault.
And even if every one else
does his work wretchedly the actor
has a chance to distinguish himself.
When you go out on the stage you
don't care if the lights go out and
the scenery topples over, you still
can do your part. But in pictures the

director, the continuity writer, or the
cutter can ruin the picture

Earle E.
as he

Liederman
is

to-day

Never Made

Pills

Muscles
Wishing Never Brought
Strength

NO

muscles onto your arms and
If you
wish a strong, healthy
shoulders.
body, you must work for it.
And If you
don't have one, you are doomed to a life of misery.
Modern science has tauxht us that we must
powphysically
mental
keep our bodies
fit
or our
ers will soon exhaust themselves.
That is why
the successful business man resorts to uolf and
other active pastimes

one can paste

Examine Yourself
Do you have the strong, robust body which keeps
you fit at all times to tackle the daily tasks confronting you
always looking for bigger things to do?
Do you jump out of bed in the morning full of
pep; with a keen appetite and a longing to enter
Do you finish your daily
the day's activities?
Or do
tasks still thrilling with pep and vitality?
you arise only half awake and so through a languid
day ?

—

"When you have been working for
years on your voice, it is like running in an obstacle race to try to
get. an effect without it.
But look at
the advantages of acting in pictures.
I've been on the stage for thirteen
years and I am just beginning to
be known to a few people in the bigger cities.
But as soon as I made
one picture. I became known to people from here to Kamchatka."
Mr. Hull bubbles with enthusiasm
all of the time in spite of his many
months' grind at working sixteen
hours a day. He follows the neversay-die school of philosophers and
is a glowing testimonial of the success of their teachings.
Two years
ago when Margaret Anglin was arranging a special performance of
"Jeanne D'Arc" her leading man became ill the day before the performance.
She sent for her young brother-in-law who accomplished the seem-

PEP UP!
Come on out of
get you, fellows
that shell and make a real he man of yourself.
Build out those skinny arms and that flat chest.
Let me put some real pep in your old backbone and
put an armor plate of muscle on you that will make
I
1 can do it.
vou actually thrill with ambition.
Don't

let

it.
I will put one full inch on your
just 30 days and from then on. just watch
It's the real
grow.
This is no idle boast.
works.
A genuine guarantee. Come on now. Get
on the job and make me prove it.

arm

in

'em

Send

for

"MUSCULAR
It

My New

Book

DEVELOPMENT"
Is Free

This will show you some of my remarkable
Sixty-four pages with dozens and
achievements.
dozens of full page photographs of myself and a
Head what they say about
number of my pupils.
my system. Don't take my word for it. This
book will be an impetus, an inspiration to every redAll I ask is the price of wrapping
blooded man.
Remember this does not
and postage 10 cents.
obligate vou in any way. so don't delay one minute.
'Lear
This may be the turning point in your life
now. while it is
oft"
the coupon and mail at once

—

—

on your mind.

EARLE
D«pt. 1404,

305

E.

LIEDERMAN

BROADWAY,

NEW YORK

CITY

E.

LIEDERMAN

Dept. 1404. 305 Broadway, New York City
Dear Sir: I enclose herewith 10 cents, for which
you are to send me, without any obligation on my
part whatever, a copy of your latest hook. "Muscular Development." (Please write or print plainly.)

—

Name.
Street.

L

City...

owner and builder and is proud of its
traditions.
His house even boasts a
back yard, which is as rare in New
York, almost, as keeping a cow.
There, he and his young son putter
around in the spring tending a great
patch of hyacinths which they later
replace with other flowers and vines.
He reads nothing more morbid than
He
J. M. Barrie and Mark Twain.
has no use for the gloomy Russians.
Before he started this terrible sixteen hours of work a day schedule,
he had time for gardens, and reading, and things like that.
He even
had time to write a play which he
produced in New York last fall.
"East Side, West Side" was one of
those moderate successes it brought
the author neither the thrill of success nor the goad of failure. He has
;

sold the motion-picture rights to it
to Thomas H. Ince, so he may still

become known as a playwright.
I have an idea, though, that you
won't think of Henry Hull in just the
way he expects not as the young
man with a comic face, not as the
author of "East Side, West Side."
but as a charming and magnetic
;

young newcomer

to the screen.

Girl

Continued from page 83

and although we chatted agreeably
enough for the better part of an

True enough, here is one girl who
found her way into pictures, as a

can recall nothing that she

leading woman, in considerably less
than a year's time.
True, too, she
has played nothing but leading roles
Yet
since her advent to the films.
it would hardly do to point her out

hour,

I

said that
original.

wa> particularly

clever

or

In Los An°eles, she runs round
with Edna Purviance and

chieflv

Sampson and Mabel Normand, avid movie fans all, she as-

Teddy

serted.

Jacqueline always has been.

"I thought
in the world

I

was the

when

I

luckiest girl

found that

in

very second picture I was Tom
He is
Meighan's leading woman
wonderful, and he's always been my

my

!

favorite actor.
EARLE

houses have not encroached.
He
bought the house from its original

The "Prom"

it

guarantee to do

ingly imposs'.ble task of memorizing
the part and the stage directions in
time to give a performance the next
day. And it was a good performance.
Mr. Hull lives in the old part of
New York City called Greenwich
Village
where modern apartment

had playing
with him !"
I

Imagine what a thrill
in the same picture

chatter that purled from
the moist ruby lips didn't jibe with
The inthe movie-actress makeup.

The naive

genuous Jackie should never wear
velvet and ermine. And never, never
on a warm dav in New York.

an example of What Any Girl
If She Makes Up Her Mind

as

Can Do

To

The Logan eyes are violet;
Logan hair is flame color the
Logan figure is distinctly arresting
In short, any casting
in its contours.
director would take a chance on her
And she films beyond
ability to film.
And there you
one's expectations.
It.

the

have

;

it.

you are

as well equipped, physiJacqueline Logan, and if
vou screen as surprisingly beautifully
as she does, go West, young girl, go
If

cally,

as

West.
And some day I shall find
myself interviewing you.
LUl!

W L.DOUGLAS
Advertising Section

Hollywood High Lights
Continued from page 85

Charlie Hides His Mustache.

Charlie Chaplin has become so
much interested in directing that the
report recently circulated in Hollywood that he would give up his caOf course, Chapreer as an actor.
lin promptly denied the rumor, but
the fact remains that the comedian
has indicated the enlarging of his
plans for pictures in which he himHe
self does not personally appear.
has been absorbed in the filming of
Edna Purviance's starring film, at

when his romance with Pola
Xegri has not interfered.
For a time everybody* said that
everything was over between Pola
and Charlie, because they weren't

FOR MEN
$5$6*7$8& $ 9 SHOES AND
WOMEN

W. L. Douglas

shoes are actually demanded
year after year by more people than
any other shoe in the world
Douglas has been making surpassingly
BECAUSE
— — good shoes
for forty-six years. This experience
of nearly half a century in making shoes suitable for
Men and Women in all walks of life should mean something to you when you need shoes and are looking fop

— —

W

——

*

the best shoe values for your money.
in style, quality, material and
L DOUGLAS shoes
workmanship are better than ever before; only by examining them can you appreciate their
superior qualities.

W

'

least

seen together, but the fact that they
recently took a trip via auto to Santa
Barbara for the week-end properly
chaperoned of course revived the
gossip concerning their possible marriage.
As is our wont, we predict
that the wedding may take place before this is printed. YVe simply have
to be protected regarding this romance, because it is the most serious
that has ever involved the heart of
Hollywood's celebrated comedian.

99

No Matter Where You live

shoe dealers can supply you with W. L. Douglas shoes.
If not convenient to call at one of our 110 stores in the
large cities, ask your shoe dealer for W.L.Douglas shoes.
Protection against unreasonable profits is guaranteed
by the name and price stamped on the sole of every
pair before the shoes leave the factory. Refuse sub
stitutes. The prices are the same everywhere.
If

notfor sale

TO

in

your vicinity, write for catalog,

MERCHANTS:

If no dealer in your town
Douglas shoes, write today
for exclusive rights to handle this quick
selling, quick turn-over line.

handles W.

L.

SHOES
President

$4.50

W. L. Douglas Shoe Co,
194 Spark St. Brocktor^Mass,

& $5.00

Restaurant Revelations

Nothing to Joke About.
suffered much
for the sake of art.
And we mean
this quite seriously.
INIiss Purviance
has recently had several sick spells
that are directly traceable to her ambition to make a success of her starring picture.
At the time the film was scheduled,
she was some pounds overweight for
her role.
She wouldn't delay the
starting of camera work, and so she
undertook a very strenuous program
of reducing, almost starving herself
to death, and going frequently to the
Turkish bath to help remove excess
weight.
Her plucky efforts resulted
disastrously.
She was forced to quit
work just after she had started on
account of an attack of pleurisy.
Later she suffered a relapse, chiefly
due to her determination to get back
on the set. The starring picture has
consequently proceeded at a slow
pace, but is probably finished by this
time.

Edna Purviance has

Damon

KNICKERBOCKER GRILL
BROADWAY

LUNCHEONS

42nd STREET,

NEW YORK

— DINNERS — SOUPERS

DANSANT

Telephone Bryant 1846

WOODMANSTEN

INN

WESTCHESTER, NEW YORK CITY

and Pythias.

Phone Westchester 3634-3872-3626

Wherever Tom Mix goes, Tony
goes, too. They simply won't be sep-

Whyj even aboard a new
schooner -yacht Mix built a stateroom
that is, a very elegant stall
for

at

JOSEPH

L.

PANI

arated.

—

—

Tony.
"Suppose Tony gets seasick," said
Dustin Farnum, the king of movie
mariners.

"Well," answered Mix, briskly,
"then I guess we'll have to stay at

home."

Perfume Your Bath — Soften Hard Water Instantly
—

Bathe

with Bathasweet,
It
adds the final touch of dainty Iuxuriousness to your bath it
refreshes
and invigorates.
Bathasweet keeps the skin soft and smooth.
Bathasweet imparts
softness of rain-water and the fragrance of a thousand flowers.
Always keep a can in tout
bath room.
Three sizes: 25c, 50c and $1.
At drug and department stores or by mail.
Send
10c for miniature can.
The C. S. Welch Co.. Dept, C. G., New York City.

the

TRADE MARK REG.

Advertising Section
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The

Indiscretions of a Star
Continued from page 64

you run out to the studio to-morrow
and see if there isn't something that
you want? Her clothes would just
tit

looks different than it ever does any
other place or time.
While we were waiting I told him
about Cecile Howard.
He wasn't
particularly interested until I came
to the censorship part of my story.

you."

"But

I couldn't afford them," she
answered, though her eyes glowed at
she needed clothes so
the thought

Then he

;

desperately,

dressed

if

when

count more on Broadway
than they do anywhere else in the
world, I believe.
"Louise isn't in pressing need of

clothes

inane

f%9Q

Careful, conscientious training by members
Today,
faculty made this possible.
trained illustrators who draw pictures for

newspapers,

magazines,

The
field

etc.,

both

men and
month.

$200.00 to $500.00 a
present splendid opportunities

in

this

have never been excelled. ' Thousands of
buy millions of dollars worth of

publishers

Illustrating is the
illustrations every year.
If you like to draw, let
highest type of art.
Develop it.
your talent make your fortune.
It takes practice, but so does anything worth
while.
Learning to illustrate is fascinating

who likes to draw.
The Federal Course is a Proven Result

to anyone

Getter.

THE FEDERAL AUTHORS
include such nationally

known

Exclusive, original

ing State.

—

"Well say, I know a fellow who
has something or other to do with
knows the
the government there

things

are really
lovely
she brought most of them
from Paris," I told her, resolving to
call Louise that night and say a word
to her privately.
"Meet me at the
the

lessons

;

governor and all that sort of thing.
Perhaps I could do something about
this," he said.
Then the lights went
out, the projection machine began
its soft, whirring click, and the pic-

Astor at noon to-morrow, anyway,
and we'll talk it over." I knew that
I could arrange things somehow for
her.
Louise was a more or less reasonable person, even though she did
have to pretend to be unhappily married, though she and her husband
adored each other, because the public
preferred her that way unhappiness

ture began.
Cecile didn't appear for quite a
Then she was seen, walking
while.
down a country road,, slowly, her
face as radiant as I had often seen

She
her arms full of roses.
looked very young and much lovelier than I had imagined she would.
it.

;

in better with her roles.
dined that night with Barrv Stevens, who had come back to New
York at last, obviously almost heart
whole and fancy free, if not quite.
But he had lost some of the frank
boyishness that had characterized him
before he met Pauline Stewart, I
thought.
fitted
I

artists

as Sid

Smith, Neysa McMein, Fontaine Fox, Charles
Livingston Bull, Clare Briggs and over fifty
others.

and

;

the censorship board of a neighbor-

;

of our

women — earn

money,

especially

prepared by these famous artists are included
in the Federal Home Study Course.

SEND TODAY FOR "A ROAD TO BIGGER
THINGS"

Every young man and woman with a liking for drawing should read this free book
deciding on their life's work.
It is
and tells all about illustrating as
profession and about the famous artists
who have helped build the Federal Course.
It also shows remarkable work by Federal
students. Just write your name and address in
the margin below, mail it to us and we will
send you a copy of the book free. Do it right
now while you're thinking about it.
before

illustrated

a

"Want

to

see

summer,

this

that

picture

I

-

did

evening?" he asked.
"I'm sorry to bore you with it. but
Jensen has a projection room over in
wants to run
the Candler Building
it off for some friends, and Pd like
last

—

what
wanted

they cut it."
There's
a certain fascination about seeing a
picture that way, before it's released
without music, or the audience, or
anything at all but just the picture
to hold vour attention, a production
to see
I

it's

like since

to go. of course.

Like Lillian Gish and May McAvoy,
she screened wonderfully.
T heard Barry draw in his breath
After that, wdienever Cesharply.
cile came on the screen, I noticed
And
that he watched her intently.
I smiled to myself over that fact.
It was not only physical beauty
that she had it was that inner loveliness that comes out so clearly on
the screen, that beauty of character
that Mary Pickford and Lillian Gish
and some other actresses have. The
little manicurist whom Lillian gave
her chance as an actress has it it
was that which first attracted Lillian
Gish to her.
;

—

And

;

A
Federal School of Illustrating
422 Federal School Bldg.

in

Spots

Arms, Legs, Bust, Double Chin
In fact the entire body or any part without

by wearing

dieting

DR. WALTER'S

Famous Medicated Reducing

RUBBER GARMENTS
For Men and Women
Anklets for Reducing: and
Shaping the Ankles. *7 00
per pair. Extra high, §9. 00.
Send ankle measurement
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ordering.

Bust Reducer.

.56.00

J-J.r.0
Inn IVih
r.
Sencl f° r Illns
trated Booklet
'

Dr. Jeanne

G. A. Walter
New York
::

353 Fifth Avenue

Bridal

it

was

quality

that

reached out and twined

itself

that

around

Barry Stevens' heartstrings.
TO BE CONTINUED.

Bouquet

Continued from page 30

Minneapolis, Minn.

Reduce Your Flesh

got interested.

"That the New York board?" he
demanded.
it was
I told him that it wasn't

she was to look well
she applied for work;

Paid For," which picture he "stole,"
in our parlance, from the star, that
made officials regard him as stellar
material.

One rumor seeping about Hollywood I should like to correct that

—

he played. extra and starved his way,
Very pretty
bit by bit, to success.
fantasy and encouraging to amateurs,
but totally untrue.
"I never went hungry in my life,"
he replied when I eventually withdrew his attention from Miss MacWilliams, who at this writing is at
home, in Syracuse, preparing 'her

"Do I look it? I was
trousseau.
at Cordele, Georgia, and educated at the Savannah High School
and at the Military Academy at
Was playing
Peekskill, New York.
born

in

vaudeville

when

I

heard

they

wanted a fat boy to support Jack
Pickford in Tarkington's 'Seventeen.'
applied for the job and got it. That
was my first screen part, made in
New York for Goldwyn.
"Came out to Hollywood and
signed up with Ince the second dav
after I hit the town, and have been
working ever since."

Advertising Section
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Knows

the Director

Continued from page 68
all the rage on Main
few years ago, he could
probably hand you one in a minute
or two from the midst of his collec-

bands that were
a

Street

tions.

That

the

is

stored, too,

way

memories are

his

and that

is

the

way

he

to subject when
isn't particularly syshe talks.
is just
tematic, he isn't didactic.

skips

from subject

He

He

the

charming product of a very

and interesting

full

life.

And when you

look back at the
has made there were
eighteen that starred his wife. Enid
Bennett,
you may remember it
seems almost as though you guessed
all along that they were made by a
man of such vision and vitality as

—

he

pictures

—

iSPlRlN

that.

He

has

his

own company now

which releases through Metro, and
under this arrangement he films only

SAY "BAYER" when you buy.

such stories as are of real interest
The first one is "The Fato him.

Insist!

mous Mrs.

Unless you see the "Bayer Cross" on tablets, you are
not getting the genuine Bayer product prescribed by

he promises "Captain Applejack," a

physicians over 23 years and proved safe by millions for

Fair," a delightful comedy-drama, and for the second one

pirate play that delighted

Broadway.

America's Beauty Market

Colds

Headache

Toothache

Rheumatism

Neuritis

Lumbago

Neuralgia

Pain,

Continued from page 74

moths, whose lives are sordid despite
the expensive trimmings for which
You go
they've sold themselves.
back to the theater, and wonder.
There's a gorgeous ballet, in which
two young lovers get locked into an
art museum, and the statues come
alive to pursue them, and then dance

with them.
of

There's a

League

the

Accept only " Bayer " package which contains proper directions.
Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets —Also bottles of 24 and 100 Druggists.

—

Aspirin

Is

the trade

mark

Bayer Manufacture of Monoacetieacidester of Salicylieacld

of

Diamonds

mock meeting

5 PwyMarketPrK

Nations, with
You begin to feel

of

Rogers presiding.
and then something so beautiful or so startling appears that your
jaded mind is prodded into enthusiasm.
The famous Cocoanut Grove
at Palm Beach is reproduced on the
stage, with lovely Allyn King singing "The Sunny South Begins to
Call." and Gilda Gray appearing in
blackface and an outrageously colored costume and singing quite as
well as she has danced earlier in the
evening. It's her second song of the
evening. Later she'll go to the dance
club which she has put on the map
of Broadway and do a couple of song
and dance numbers there. Where on
earth does she get her energy?
You're ready for the finale, your-

tired,

self.
It's unusual, of course
this
year it's so good that the producers
of other revues all copied part of
the idea, with one or two exceptions.
;

The

stage
as

been

door of

the theater is
part of the wall had
removed, you see one of the

shown

;

if

Pain

Your
skin can be

I

quickly cleared of
Pimples. Blackheads.
Acne Eruptions on the
face or body— Enlarged Pores,
or Shiny Skin. Clear-Tone
Tried, Tested and Proven
over 100,000 test cases.

WRITE TODAY
my
^^i^^T
— "A Clear1^ "E*
J*
for

Free Booklet

I

1

A mJL^BMl TONE Skin"—

I

telling how

cured myBelf after being afflicted fif teenyears.

e. S.

GIVENS, 237 Chemical

Bldg.,

Kansas City.Mo.

lists diamonds as low as S60 per
Gems of Finest Quality at higher per
carat charges, but proportionately Low Bargain
Prices. This 1-2- 1-16 carat perfectly cut diamond a snappy blazing solitare at 138.50. This 75
year oldest largest Diamvnd Banking firm in all
the world lends money on diamonds. Thousands
of unpaid loans; other bargains. Must sell NOW.

Free Bulletin
carat, also

Why Pay Full Prices
Costs Nothing to See
Any Diamond

sent for absolutely free examina-

tion at our risk.

No

obligation.

No

cost to you.

Latest Listings — Unpaid Loans- Sent Free.
Describes Diamond Bargains in Detail, gives
cash loan values guaranteed. Explains unlimited
exchange privilege. Write todby for your copy
of Diamond Bargain List. Postal card will do.

Jos. De Roy & Sons,
Only Opposite Post OjJicS

2997 De Roy Bldg.

Ct.

Perfectly

Cut

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Cyou HAVE
A BEAUTIFUL FAC
BUT YOUR NOSE?
AND AGE attention to your
INsityTHISyouDAT
expect to make the most out of

appearance is an absolute necesif
life.
Not only should you wish to
appear as attractive =s possible, for your own self satisfaction, which is
alone well worth your efforts, but you will find the world in general judging
you greatly, if not wholly, by your "looks," therefore it pays to "look Tour
best" at all times.
Permit no one to see you looking otherwise; it will injure
your welfare!
Upon the impression you constantly make rests the failure or
success of your life.
Which is to be your ultimate destiny?
My newest greatly improved Nosc-Shapcr, "Trados Model 25" TJ. S. Patent, corrects now all ill-shaped noses, without operation, quickly, safely, comfortably and permanently.
Diseased cases excepted. Model 25 is the latest in
Xose Shapers and surpasses all my previous Models and other Xose Shaoer
Patents by. a large margin. It has six adjustable pressure regulators, is made
of light polished metal, is firm and fits every nose comfortably.
The inside is
upholstered with a fine chamois and no metal parts come in contact with the
skin.
Being worn at night it does not interfere with your daily work. Thousands of unsolicited testimonials on hand, and my fifteen years of studying
and manufacturing Nose Shapers is at your disposal, which guarantees' ybil entire satisfaction and a perfectly shaped nose.
Write today for free booklet, which tells how to correct Ill-Shaped Noses vnlhout cost if not satisfactory
:

M. Trilety, Face Specialist,

1826

Ackerman Bldg Binghamton,

Also For Sale at First-Class

Drug

Stores

N. Y-

A

I
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dressing rooms, and several of the
getting out of their costumes

girls

and

into

their

beautiful, but

street

it is

clothes.

not art

It's

— you gaze,

shudder when you think of
what's going to happen to that bit
when the show goes on the road
and local ministers pass judgment on

and

it.

The

headliners of the

Star,

"EYES THAT

recommends Maybelh

CHARM"

WILL BEAUTIFY YOUR EYES INSTANTLY

A touch

of

MAYBELLINE

works beauty wonders.

eyebrows and lasho9«are ma«le toappear naturally dark limp: a
orious. All the hidden loveliness of your eyes— their brills
and expression— fainstantly revealed. The difference is r«
.

Girls and

women everywhere, even the most beantif ulactrt
"

stage and screen,

now

realize that

MAYBELLINE

into

They

are applauded, in
turn, just as the heroes and villains
of the old melodramas were when
Will
they took their curtain calls.
Rogers, with his sheepish grin, is the
most popular of all.
There's a crush, getting out of the
theater, and the sidewalk is jammed,
darkness.

Dana, Beautiful Photoplay

room vanishes

dressing

as the

Viola

show come

one by one, from the stage door,

out,

while every one demands his motor
local movie
or taxi immediately.
magnate's car appears, with his last
initial on a small, boxlike erection,

i;

most important aid to beauty and u.se It regularly.
MAYBELLINE is unlike other preparations. It fa fl
absolutely harmless, (rreaselessand delightful to )
use. Does not spread and smear on the face or
stiffen the lashes.
Ruaran tee that you will be
perfectly delighted with results. Each dainty bo:
contains mirror ami brush Twoshades: Black ana
Brown. 7r.e AT YOUR DKAl,,< R' S o r direct from
OS, postpaid. Acceptonly genuine MAYBELLINE
and your s3ti-:l'a>'h"M \s assured. Tear out this ad
as a reminder.
Maybelline Co., 4750-58 Sheridan Road, Chicago

GET THIS WONDERFUI RING.

.

electrically lighted from within, risIf
ing above the limousine's top.

NOW

your car is late in pushing its way
through the throng, you have time
to notice the men who have gathered
to

see

the "Follies" girls leave the

—

men who look like down and
theater
outers, most of them, but who cherthat beautiful
ish this one illusion

I

Wear

|

a Corodlte

You risk nothing. Wear a genuine Corodite and
side by aide on the same finger for 7 days.
If yoo
ur friends can tell the difference, send ft back; you won't be
single penny. That's fair enough. If youkeep thering. the
No installments. Remember,
) printed here is all you pay.
Corodites alone have the same cutting as genuine stones.
S2.8*
-Ladies' Solitaire 14K Gold S. Ring
Make

this test.

mond

;

.

I

I

I

girls are

PERSONAL APPEARANCE
is

now more than

Bow-

ever the key-note of succt'S*.

and Knock- Kneed men and women, both
young and eld. will he glad to near that
Irive now
ready for market my new appliance, which wi!! successfully straighten, within a short time, bow-leggedness and knock-kneed legs, safely, Quickly and permanently, without pain, operation or discomfort.
Will not interfere with your daily work, being worn
at night.
My new "Lim-Straitner," Model 18, U. S.
Patent, is easy to adjust; its result will save you
soon from further humiliation, and improve your
personal appe nance 1U0 per cent.
Write today for my free copyrighted physiological
and anatomical hook which telis you how to correct
bow and knock-kneed legs without any obligation on
your part. Enclose a dime for postage.
Legged

1

M. TRILETV, SPECIALIST
505 L,

Ackerman

Building.

Beautiful

B1NGHAMT0N,

N. V.

California

Electric Boudoir

LaitiP

**>35
Postpaid
Wonderful Big New
Unbeatable Doll

Lamp.

19 Inches

High.

The Very

Latest.

Splendid Gift.

Cut-out design
silk

inlaid

crepe shade. fringe

trimmed. Beautiful
dress in various
Complete
colors.
with socket, plug

and

7 ft.

cord.

ramo
MONEY
a—— and'
i

19
Inches

High

EMPIRE

30 E. Lake.

address. This beautiful
electric doll lamp will be sent
postpaid to your door. Pay postan on arrival only$2.35ourlow
advertising price.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or money
back. Write Today,

DOLL,

& DRESS
CO.
Chicago.

Dept. 123.

III.

sup

on lobster and

the girls go home, in state.
And you, yourself, "go on" New
York always "goes on" after the the-

—

ater, to have supper and dance and
perhaps suffer through a cabaret
Perhaps you go to Ruben's
show.
for one of his famous sandwiches,
that contains everything from turkey,
cold slaw, and Russian dressing to a
bit of cheese or perhaps a sardine.
Wherever you go. you have the
"Follies" on your mind. It's a great
And yet
show, beautifully put on.
the next day, as you. splash about in
the pool at the Biltmore Turkish
baths, or take your earlyigallop in the
Park, or lunch at a famous restaurant down near Wall Street where
you can look out over the harbor,
there's one question that will be asked
of you.
It will be asked of stenographers and clerks who sat in the

New

gallery at the
Amsterdam last
night, of suburbanites from Montclair

and

New

Rochelle

who

sat in

balcony, of the celebrities
occupied the boxes, and of you.

the

who

I
I
I

....
.

.

.

I

arguarantee. Handsome art-leather case free with each ring.

|

I
I

SEND NO MONEY S^^^ffiSrJi^ri'E

anted and 3lze as shown by Blip of paper, fitting end to end
ound finger joint. Your rlni? will come by. return mail. When
nft arrives deposit amount shown above with postman. If you
decide not to keep ring after 7 days' wear, send It back and
your money will be immediately returned. Send today.

E. RICHWINE CO.
333 S. Dearborn St., Dept. 304, Chicago,
Sole Importer* Genwine Corodite

1

I
|

Illinois

Dian

La Goutte - a - Goutte
RESTORES ^°ed

o°

GRAY HAIR
streaked

Gray, faded,

or lifeless hair restored
to any shade in one
application.
Does not
discolor scalp, fade, nor
rub off on the pillow.
Mai es a lasting, rich,
lovely color. No after

shampoo

champagne.

evening performance you can see a
little group of men, waiting to see

I

I

.
S3. 481
No. 2— Gents* Heavy Belcher 1414. Gold rf. Ring
S4.27I
No. 3-Gcnts' Massive Hexagon Gypsy Ring
.4— Ladies' Hond-Carved Basket Setting, plat, finish $3,961
$3,54 1
.
5—
Ladies*
Tiffany
Bridal
.
.
Blossom Engraved
design.
mounpngs
of
most
modern
rat size gems. Beautiful
oice of gold or latest white platinum finish. Unqualified 20.

the theater in beautiful automobiles,
to

I
I

.

whisked away from

Did they but know it, Childs' restaurant at Columbus Circle, just across
from Central Park, is a favorite eating place, and more than one of the
girls travels to it by the subway.
Yet after each matinee and each

I

Diamond 7 Days Free

—

chorus

You]

Can

I

A

We

If

Tell It From a Genuine Diamond Send It Back
amazing, beautiful CORODITE disunondspositively matcb
e diamonds In every way—same blazing flash and dazzling
play of living rainbow fire. They, alone, stand the diamond testa,
Including terrific acid test of direct comparison. Lifetimeexperta
I needalltheirexperiencetosee any difference. Prove thisyourself.
|

necessary.
it in the
of your own
in a few minutes.

You can apply
privacy

home

ONE

Anyone of 32 shades given from
$1.67 postpaid. Order direct, or

Send me a

Little

Lock

package.

Your

of

Hair— I'll color It Witbout Charge
Cut it close to head and say what color you wish,
I have helped thousands of ladies with dandruff,
dry scalps, falling hair, getting bald. etc.
fully.
No charge for frank opinion.

oily or

Write

"SECRETS

of

BEAUTY," my new

booklet,

mailed free on request.
L.

PIERRE V4LLIGNY, Room 98, No. 34 West58th

I

|
I
I
'

St.,

New York

You can

earn $15 to $50 a -week writing' sbow
cards in your own home.—No canvassing.
pleasant profitable profession easily and quickly
learnt by our new Bimple graphic block system.
Artistic ability not necessary. We teach you
how, and supply you with work Distance 210
oblect. Full partic ulars and booklet free.

—

—

—

WILSON METHODS LIMITED— DEPT. N
64 East Richmond, Toronto, Canada.

I

Gypsy Dream
Book
and

Modern Fortune Teller

Have our

DREAM Book at your

bedside to interpret your dreams
and conduct the business of the
day accordingKnow thy
ly.
future.
Will

you be successful in
Love, Marriage, Healths
or Business.
Tells fortunesby Cards
Teacup, Palmistry, etc.
Gives Lucky and Uulucky days. Tell your friends'
Fortunes.
Bvmail. 10 Cents.1

UNIVERSAL DI8TBIBUTOB8

Dept. 446,

1

Stamford, Conn.

f
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the 'Follies' this

year ?"

And the answer, from you and
those other people, will be, "Oh,
the same as usual

all
it's

!"

After all, that's the highest tribute
any one could pay the show.

He Makes New Homes
Out

of

Old

Sets

Continued from page 34

who made

carpenter
tique"

chair

of

period and, after

a beautiful "an-

early
it

Renaissance

was used to

nament milady's boudoir
sold

it

to a wealthy

in

woman

or-

a film,

through

Hair Roots Cannot

a dealer for five hundred dollars.

But

man
to

until this astute

got

the

idea,

Irish-

no one thought
sets and

be Destroyed with Sealing

Wax

these discarded

utilize

properties in the

nishing

young

of

building and

really

livable

fur-

homes.

Jack's houses, therefore, offer a startling variety of architectural periods,

ranging from the Spanish hacienda
Mae Marsh's sister to his latest creation, a dovecote
chateau of Gothic design, made from
properties and sets purchased from
the Realart and Katherine MacDonald companies.
His "Winged Victory Gardens,"
the quaintest court in this township
of unique bungalow courts, consists
of six bungalettes grouped about a
central manor house in which Jack
lives with his mother.
The general
ensemble is of early English design,
though each tiny house is of differrecently built for

ent architecture.
Many of his houses contain odd
mixtures.
His latest one. for example, has a set of hand-painted

carved doors which .once graced a
Katherine MacDonald picture and a
sunken bath that was removed bodily

from a set in which Wanda Hawley
appeared as an exotic creature
have forgotten the name of the picture, but recall the scene exactly.
The front door, through which Bebe
Daniels once tripped to meet her film
lover, is fashioned of an enormous
slab of oak, intricately carved, with
the inscription of a crusader in bas-

—

WE

will forfeit $10,000.00 if it can be proved that any
sealing wax ever destroyed a single hair root.
Do not buy anything for removing hair unless you get a promise that
your money will be refunded if you are dissatisfied after using it once.
This is the guarantee under which DeMiracle is sold.
Pulling hair out with sealing wax is painful. It does not destroy hair
roots but does enlarge the pores. A simple and inexpensive way to prove
this is to try pulling hair out with a small piece of adhesive plaster.

Remember, DeMiracle is the only method that has ever been endorsed
by eminent Physicians, Surgeons, Dermatologists, Medical Journals, and
Prominent Magazines, for removing hair from face, neck, arms, underarms, limbs, etc. Write for free book, The Truth About Superfluous Hair.

Three Sizes:
At

all toilet counters or direct

from

60c, $1.00, $2.00
us, in plain

Park Ave. and 129th

Dept.T-.i2

wrapper on

St.,

receipt

of

price.

New York

MacDONALD

KATHERINE

The American Beauty soon will appear in a most
fascinating story with a Main street setting— the
story of two small town debutantes, one who finds
her strongest impulse in love and domestic life in
the home town while the other goes to the city to
win success. The smashing, of youthful ideals in a
.strange marital tangle leads to most unusual adventures.

You must

¥
ft
I

u

see

"The Lonely Road"

relief.

Lucky damsels, who live in such
exquisite bungalettes made from discarded sets, don't you think?
But
here's where Jack's chuckle comes in.

"Some

of the people living in them,"
he said, "don't know yet that they
are discarded sets, and an actress

who

took one of them has never
recognized parts of the house that
came from a set on which she had

worked

!"

V\7ATCH

for this picture at your theatre.

It

is

presented by B. P. Schulberg and adapted by
Lois Zellner from the story by Charles Logue. Directed by Victor L. Shertzinger. And watch for the
It is the
First National trademark on the screen.
sign of artistic and entertaining pictures.
'

*

n

A 3ir*t national 'Picture
-J

—

.

Advertising Section

The

Screen

Review

in

Continued from page 85

—

says, "The joke's on you
it was all
a dream."
It is an insane medley
about a bride, a drug which throws
her into a sleep like death, a vivisec-

who

tionist

is

about to operate on her

interests of science, and the
aforesaid dream. But. if you forget
the jumble of the plot and only watch
the actors, you will find much that is
entertaining. Alta Allen alone makes
the film worth seeing she is lovely
and unspoiled and worthy of a story
which is better than a murky pipedream.
Tully Marshall has a role
as an eccentric bachelor, and Milton
Sills, Mitchell Lewis, and Laura la
Varnie are also in the cast. I must
say that they have been excellently
handled. As an author Hampton Del
Ruth is a good director.
in the

affair'indite

Prime of
Beauty

;

A

prominent society woman said "I discovered Ineeto Rapid when we were
:

Europe last Summer and
my husband says 'It has
taken twenty years from
your appearance.' "
Inecto Rapid was originally brought

—

in

to this country by

returning tour-

where 97%

ists

from

Europe,

the

finest

hairdressers

use

it

of
ex-

clusively.
The ultra-fashionable
shops in this country, like the Plaza,

Commodore, Biltmore, Waldorf-Astoria, also use Inecto Rapid excluFrom coast to coast beauty
sively.

parlors,
including Burnham and
Marinello Shops, unreservedly endorse Inecto Rapid.
The Hairdresser, the accepted authority on Hair Coloring, has given
to
Iiiecto
Rapid an unqualified

stamp

of superiority.
informed women not only
praise Inecto Rapid but consider
it as essential to their toilette as
face powder and creams. Until the
discovery of Inecto Rapid, however,
when a woman's hair became gray,
streaked or faded she either accepted the inevitable sign of age,
or applied some so-called restora-

Well

which produced an inharmon-

tive

ious effect or destroyed the natural
texture and beauty of the hair.

^ratfHair Vanished
in 15 minutes
Inecto "Rapid Is specifically guaranteed t& color
naturally gray, faded or streaked hair in any desired color in 15 minutes and to keep the hair in
the prime of its beauty.
Its results cannot be detected from natural even
under a microscope.
Inecto Rapid Is harmless
to the hair or Its growth.
It never rubs off
and is unaffected by perspiration, sunshine, salt
water, shampooing. Turkish or Russian Baths.
It
does not prevent permanent waving or any other
hair treatment.
Inecto Rapid has created the art of hair tinting.
It Is controllable to the minutest variation of a
shade from radiant blonde to raven black.
This great European preparation Is different and
accomplishes marvelously pleasing results because
of the
Scientific and
Ethical principles upon
which it is founded. Inecto Rapid is the discovery of Dr. Emile of the University of Paris.
Thousands of women successfully apply it In the
privacy of their own homes.
Every woman who is
not completely satisfied with the color and texture
of her hair owes it to herself to know all the
facts about Inecto

Rapid.

SEND NO MONEY
Just send us your name on the coupon and wa
will mail you full,
interesting details and our
"Beauty Analysis Chart," enabling you to find

most becoming color for your

the

INECTO,

hair.

Inc.

"A
Nearly

Bill

of

Divorcement."

the dramatic critics in
this play by Clemence Dane as among the best of last
season on Broadway. It was a vigorous, thoughtful study of English
divorce laws and their effect on a
small family, especially on the girl
of the house.
It also brought a new
all

New York

listed

Broadway, for Katherine Cor-

star to
nell

in the role of this English flap-

per

made her

tress of the

In the film version. Constance

night.

Binney
cess.

the

reputation as an acrank almost over-

first

tries

to

duplicate

this

suc-

was a hopeless attempt from
start.
Miss Binney is not the
It

type to play this lean, eager, nervous girl with her dark heritage of insanity.
She only succeeds in being
the cozy, plump little kitten of a
debutante without a care in her head.
In justice to Miss Binney, it must
be added that she was working
against fearful odds, for the picture
was very badly mounted and directed.
I think it was taken in England there
was something oddly unlike our own
films about it.
There is one point,
however, which is greatlv to the
credit of the adapters of the play
they kept to the story, tragic as it is,
and didn't attempt to reconcile the
entire family by way of rounding up
the last reel.
;

Salons and Laboratories
33-35

West

New York, N. Y.

46th St.

Largest Manufacturers of Hair Coloring
the World

INECTO,
33-35

and

the.

Inc.

West 46th

Please send

me

In

.

St.,

New York, N. Y.

gratis full details of Inecto

"Beauty Analysis Chart."

Rapid

Form M-7.

Name

"The Third Alarm."
Ralph Lewis can be most pathetic
and touching as an old father in distress, but I serve this warning on
him now; if he gets into any more
trouble, I for one, am through with
him.
It doesn't matter whether he
a policeman, a chauffeur, a watchman, or a plumber sooner or later
he loses his job and begins to starve
and then we all have to start weepis

;

City

State.

ing again over the woes of poor old

dad. This time he is a fireman who
can drive horses only, so when motors

come

in, he's

To add

line.

arrested

for

again in the bread-

insult to injur}-, he

stealing

old

his

is

fire

and he has to rescue a girl
burning building to get in
right with the plot. Johnnie Walker
plays his son. and he is just as noble
horse,

from

as

a

the

cast

father.

so

is

In

fact,

the

entire

unreasonably noble that

out of the theater we
with a desire to kick a
helpless old beggar and steal pennies
from a blind man. That sort of picture always affects me that way.

when we went
were

filled

Among
Don't miss

Other Things.
the

head hunters

if

you want a real thrill from the South
Sea Islands instead of from a Hollywood lot. The camera of Martin
Johnson has caught a race of strange
dwarfed beings who live in trees like
monkeys and who seem to be the
Darwin's "missing link" found at
last.

The

cannibal

worth waiting for

—

scene

alone

is

your nerves
are strong.
I could watch the antics
of these strange beings all day on the
screen. Another excellent adventure
scenic is the African big-game hunters, as recorded by H. A. Snow, who
hunted with his camera as well as
his gun.
I have a letter from an
if

experienced explorer praising these
films, but complaining that Africa

was

really

more exciting and

pictur-

esque than anything shown on the
screen.
Of course that's a natural
view when you've been wandering
over the globe for a while, but I've
never been anywhere but San Fran-

and New York and way stawhich have their exciting moments, but not exactly in an African
cisco

tions

way.

A

curious new invention called the
"teleview" was shown this month at
It is a disk
a New York theater.
with a revolving shutter which you
hold to your eyes like the old-fashioned sterescope that used to be part
It
of the best parlor accessories.
gives the picture three dimensions
which is interesting, but the distraction of the instrument makes the film
lose in effect what it may gain in
I make it a point not
dimensions.
to be too positive about any invention, remembering what every one
said about the first steamboat and
locomotive and look how foolish
But all
the poor scoffers seem now
I can say about this new film ap-

—

!

is that it is even more in
infancv than the films themselves.

pendage
its
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Agents and Help Wanted
IN BUSINESS, furnishing
everything; men and women $30 to $100
weekly operating our "Specialty Candy Factories" anywhere.
Booklet free.
W. Hillyer
Ragsdale. Drawer 29, East Orange, N. J.

GOV'T RAILWAY MAIL CLERKS

start
expenses paid.
$133 month
Specimen examination questions free. Columbus Institute,
B-3, Columbus, Ohio.
;

BIG

MONEY AND FAST

owner buys gold

SALES.

Every

You

for his auto.

initials

charge $1.50, make $1.35.
Ten orders daily
easy.
Write for particulars and free sam-

American Monogram

ples.

East Orange, N.

MAKE
Clows'

$25

Dept.

Co.,

$50

representing
Hosiery, direct

—

Every

Prices that win.
Free
guaranteed.
book "How to Start" tells the story. George
Clows Company, Desk 66, Philadelphia, Pa.

pair

$60-$200 a

Week Gold

Letters for Store
Windows. Easily applied Free Samples. GenMetallic Letter Co., 431T North
eral Agents.
Clark, Chicago.

EARN

up

to

$400

Monthly,

living

ex-

—

—

HOUSEWIVES BUY
New

Use Set

is

Harper's Invention on
No competition. Tenbusiness.
combination of ten indispensable

household necessities. $7.50 to $30.00 daily,
Harper
Write for Free trial offer.
easy.
Brush Works, 126 A Street, Fairfield. Iowa.

—

AGENTS WANTED $4.00 to $10.00 daily
taking orders for "Super" and "Junior" FyrFyter Extinguishers on our new Sales Plan.
Commissions paid daily cash. Every one who
owns anything that will catch fire is a live
prospect* Homes, farms, auto-owners, schools,
Sell on
churches, factories, all need them.
Sales limited only by calls you can
sight.
make a dav. Write today for exclusive ter"Building a Perritory and free booklet
manent Income as a Fyr-Fyter RepresentaFyr-Fyter Co., 1287 Fyr-Fyter Bldg.,
tive."
Dayton, O.

—

SELL us vour spare time. You can earn
Fifteen to Fifty dollars weekly writing showPleasant
No canvassing.
cards at home.
profitable profession, easily, quickly learned
Artistic
system.
by our simple graphic block
We instruct you and
ability unnecessaryDept.
Limited,
supply work. Wilson Methods,
22. Toronto, Canada.

BECOME

$1600Railway Mail Clerks.
Sample coaching lessons free.
$2300 year.
Write immediately. Franklin Institute, Dept.
P2, Rochester, N. Y.

ONLY ONE POLICY A DAY Means

$130

Per Month Profit. Same on renewals. Policy
$25 weekly benefit for
pavs $5,000 death
Premium $10 yearly.
injury or sickness.
Easy seller. Write for
Full or spare time.
Underwriters, Dept. P-6, Newark,
territorv.

experience unnecessary
79th. New York.
MEN Age 17 to 55. Experience unnecessary.
Travel make secret investigations, reports.
Salaries; expenses. American Foreign
Detective Agency. 114. St. Louis.
DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Travel.
Excellent opportunity.
Experience unnecessary.
Particulars free.
Write, American
Detective System, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.
BE A DETECTIVE. Excellent opportunity,
good pay, travel.
Write C. T. Ludwig, 436
Westover Building. Kansas City. Mo.

J.

AGENTS — SEE OUR LINE

SOAP

soaps before doing anything
American
day for catalog.

;

Help

;

Ind.

WE

pay big money for painting pillow
tops.
Simple, easy, quick.
Experience unnecessary. Nileart Company, 2250 Ft. Wayne,
Ind.

OF

Write toProducts Co.,

else.

MONEY—

Buick,
EARN
FORD
originator of valve-in-head motor and founder

OWNERS

of Buick Automobile wants men to demonstrate his wonderful, new Hi-Power CarThey sell quick because
buretor for Fords.
thev pav for themselves and give 25% more
power, better pick up, easy starting. Agents
making $10. to $30. per day. David Buick

—

Carburetor Corporation, 5934 Commonwealth
Avenue, Detroit.

AGENTS: $1.25 an hour, $8.50 a day.
Light easy work near home showing samples,
Big assortment full sized
distributing foods.
packages free. Write quick. Dept. 79, Harley Company, Dayton, Ohio.

AUTOMOBILE

FREE

TO

TAILORING

Agents
Make $75.00 a week and up and
an automobile free taking orders for
Big asour fine tailored-to-measure suits.
sortment of All-Wool Fabrics all at the
Every order pays
one low price of $29.75.
We supyou big cash profit in advance.
:

get

"

finest

selling

outfit

and give an auto-

mobile free to every man who qualifies. Write
Dent. 551, Park
quick for startling offer.
Tailoring Company, Chicago, 111.

covering

full

year

Includes an extensive reading, valuadaily guide, large pictorial chart, and
special forecasts for each month.
Scientific,

50c.
ble

Try it
Money back if dissatisGive birthdate.
Address C. Daniels,
Flatbush .Station, Box 32, Brooklyn. N. Y.
complete.

!

fied.

REVEALS—

ASTROLOGY
25c,
birthdate,
brings 2000 word trial reading.
Two questions considered. Prof. Audrey, Section M-13,
Box

.834,

Washington, D.

('.

Short Stories and Photoplays

FREE
of

Wanted— Female

$6
$18 a dozen decorating pillow tops at
home, experience unnecessary particulars for
stamp.
Tapestry Paint Co., 110, LaGrange,

writers

to

—a

wonderful

little

book

money-making hints, suggestions, ideas
C of successful Story and Movie

the A B
writing.

Absolutely Free.
Just address
Authors' Press. Dept. 89. Auburn. N. Y.
WRITE News Items and Short Stories for
pay in spare time. Copyright Book and plans
free.
Press Reporting Syndicate (406), St.
Louis, Mo.

WRITE PHOTOPLAYS: $25— $300 paid
Experience unideas.
necessary
complete outline Free.
Producers
League. 439 St. Louis.
WRITERS Stories. Poems. Plays, etc., are
wanted for publication. Literary Bureau, 175,
Hannibal, Mo.
any one for suitable
;

Wanted—Male

Help

EARN

$110

to

monthly,

$250

expenses

as Railway Traffic Inspector.
Position
guaranteed after 3 months' spare time study
or money refunded.
Excellent opportunities.
Write for Free Booklet CM-28. Stand. Business Training Inst., Buffalo, N. Y.

Patents and Lawyers

INVENTORS desiring to secure patents
should write for our guidebook "How To Get
Your Patent." Send sketch or description for
our opinion of its patentable nature.
Randolph & Co.. Dept. 412, Washington. D. C.
PATENTS. Highest references. Kates reasonable.
Best results.
Promptness assured.
Booklet free.
Watson E. Coleman. Patent
F Street. Washington. D. C.
PATENTS. Write for Record of Invention
Blank and free guide book.
Send model or
sketch and description for free opinion of its

Lawyer. 624

patentable

Highest

nature.

references.

Prompt Attention. Reasonable Terms. Victor
Evans & Co. 767 Ninth. Washington. D. C.

J.

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED.
Adam

ented or unpatented.
Write
Mfg. Co.. 223, St. Louis. Mo.

PATENTS — Send

for

book.

free

Pat-

Fisher

Contains

valuable information for inventors.
Send
sketch of your invention for Free Opinion
of its patentable nature.
Prompt service.
(Twenty vears' experience.')
Talbert & Tally it. 149 Talbert Bldg.. Washington. T>. c.

Coins and Stamps
$500 EACH Paid for hundreds of
Coins.
Keep all odd or old money, it may be
very valuable. Send 10 Cents for Illustrated
Coin Value Book. 4x6. We pay Cash. Clarke
Coin Company. Avenue 54. LeRoy, N. Y.
STAMPS FREE War Stamps, Surcharged,
Unused, Pictorials. British. French Colonials,
Middland Stamp Company, To2c postage.
ronto, Canada.
$2

TO

—

Wanted

to

Buy

CASH

for Old Gold, Platinum, Silver, Diamonds, Liberty Bonds, War, Thrift, Unused
Stamps.
False Teeth. Magneto Points,
Postage
rash
Mail in today,
Jobs, any valuables.
sent, return mail. Goods returned in ten days
if

vou're

302'

not satisfied.

Hippodrome

8440 American Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

ply

;

;

—

—

YOUR HOROSCOPE-

oppor-

;

Wagn e r, 186 East

;

N.

Personal

wages

big

;

paid,

Splendid opporpenses paid, in Hotel work.
many
tunities for trained men and women
have
more
than
we can fill.
openings.
We
80.000 hotel positions to be filled the comWe train you at home. Send for
ing year.
Standard Business Training
free' booklet
Inst.. 211 Carlton Court. Buffalo, N. Y.
sight.

detectives

tunities everywhere

write

170,

Week

a

Famous Philadelphia
for men, women, children.

from mill

BECOME

.7.

to

Wanted

Detectives

WE START YOU

Ohio

Smelting Co.,

Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

Automobiles

!

PHOTOPLAYS FOR CALIFORNIA PRODUCERS also stories for publication. To
;

Beginners, Plot Chart and details free. Harvard Company, 560, San Francisco.
BIG MONEY in writing photoplays, stories,
poems, songs.
Send today for Free copy
America's leading writer's magazine, full of
helpful advice on writing and selling.
Wrlter's Digest, 605 Butler Building. Cincinnati.

Songs, Poems, Etc.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG.
many

W. 47th

St..

Dept. 673D.

WRITE A SONG

Automobile
batteries, etc.
Butler Bldg.. Cincinnati.

carburetors,

Di-

Business Opportunities
$50 to $100 weeklv profits secured with
Dept. 113, Paul
investments $200 to $500.
Kave, 149 Broadway. N. Y.

Movie Acting

HAVE YOU A DESIRE

to

York.

—

Dept. 626, Chicago.

POEMS WANTED — Sell

your song verses
Submit Mss at once or write New
Co., 104 St. Louis. Mo.
SONG WRITERS Have you poems? Have
wonderful proposition. Ray Hibbeler, D102.
4040 Dickens Ave., Chicago.

for cash.

Era Music

—

Vaudeville

GET ON THE STAGE.

tell you how
I
Send stamp for instructive Stage Book and
K. La Delle, Box 557, Los
!

particulars.

Angeles. Cal.

.

Invalid Furniture
ROLLING CHAIRS. Carrying Chairs, Bed
Catalog "N"
Travs, Back Rests, et cetera.
Sargent Co., 138 East
illustrates
describes.
York.
New
35th St..

—

Scientific

HAVE

Charming Personality? Test
and vital
yourself.
Self-revealing Chart,
Thomson-Heywood
secrets of Success 10c.
San FranBldg.,
Co., Dept. S. S., Chronicle
l*ou a

become a Movie

Player?
Our Screen Talent-Tester, or Key
Movie-Acting Aptitude shows whether or
not you are adapted to this fascinating work.
Sent postpaid with interesting illustrated
Booklet on Movie Acting for ten cents. Film
Bureau. Jackson. Mich.

Farm Lands

LANDSEEKERS

Opportunity awaits you
near thriving city in Lower Michigan.
20,
only $10 to $50 down,
40. SO acre tracts
Write today for free ilbalance long time.
lustrated booklet giving full information.
Swigart Land Company, X-1265 First Nat'l
Bank Bldg., Chicago.

BECOME A MOVIE ACTOR.

New

types
write for

wanted, experience unnecessary,
Ramos
Free Booklet and Talent Qualifier.
Publishing Company. 460 Montgomery Street.

!

;

Schools

ALL CORRESPONDENCE COURSES

Sold

at 1-3 Price Cash Paid For All Complete Correspondence Courses. The Correspondent Exchange. 63 Wells Hill Ave., Toronto, Canada.

Photos

to

San Francisco, California.

:

cisco, Calif.

owners,
garagemen. mechanics, send today for free copy America's
most popular motor magazine. Contains helpful articles on overhauling, repairing, ignition,

530

New

any subject, you can
do it.
Send words today I will compose
the music. Frank Radner, 6048 Prairie Ave.,

AUTOMOBILE

gest.

We

music.
Our Chief of Staff wrote
big song-hits.
Submit your song-poem
to us at once.
New York Melody Corp.,
402 Fitzgerald Bldg.. New York.
If you write
$500.00 PRIZE CONTEST.
the best third verse for our song "Empty
Arms" you will receive $500. Send your name
and we shall send you free the contest rules
and words of this song.
World Corp., 245

compose

REAL

—
Monsen. Lost
scenerv

—

—

California
Snapshots cowboys
ten cents each, postage paid. Naomi
Hills.

Calif.

Manuscripts

MANUSCRIPTS prepared for publication.
Typing. Revising and Criticising. Herbert V.
Snow, 333 Walnut Ave., Trenton. N. J.

—

—

Advertising Section

What

Think

the Fans

Continued from page 14
tive

days have so roused

respect that
to write.

have

I

at

my

last

ire in

one

the boldness

the "Connecticut Yankee" I have
the smaller quarrel, so I shall discuss it
first.
Much of its humor I enjoyed. The
settings were
good, the cast all one
could desire.
The picture might have
been one long to be remembered foi
beauty and fun but for one bit which
took away the bloom.
In the scene in which King Arthur and
Sir Boss are to be hanged in the presence of Morgan LeFay and the assembled multitude a device is employed to
heighten the element of suspense which,

my

At Dealers
Everywhere

Trytins
Rm} BerfnoK
You have never seen

anything like this before.

Honolulu Bouquet, the latest creation of the Rieger
Laboratories. A wonderful mingling of the rarest
odors into an exquisitely indescribable fragrance.

Rieger's Honolulu Bouquet finds favor with women
of discriminating taste everywhere. Try it. Buy a
or if your dealer has none in stock,
bottle today
send direct to us.

—

Big Trial
Other Offers
At druggists or by mail

Bottle

Flower Drops

<^tege>>»

Sam-

20c

Honolulu Bouquet
Toilet Water, 4 ounce
hnt-rlp
«i nn
Dottle
»1.UU

Send 25c (stamps or
llver) ™ lth coupon bef
low, and we will send
you p OSt p a d a gen eri

Talcum

(exquisitely

perfumed) large

ous

trial

bottle of this

exquisite

new perfume.

Money Back
If Not Satisfied
Box contain-

Send

$1.00 for special Souvenir
ing five 25c bottles, one each of

Concentrated
Flower Drops, Honolulu Bouquet, Alcazar,
Garden Queen and Mon Amour.

Send This Coupon
Paol Rieger & Co.,lSmce.i87!>) 1 29 1 si St.. San Francisco. Calif.
Send me large size trial bottle of
I enclose 25c.
Rieger's Honolulu Bouquet.
,

Q
Name

enclosed

$

.

Address
City

is

in

very poor

taste.

It is

of

Now

criticism.

"Orphans of the Storm" is a great picBut it has faults which are all the
more glaring for that reason. Several
of them I will try to enumerate.
First
of all, was the terrible scene in which
molten lead is poured into the veins of

ture.

the poor old father of Jacques Forgetnot.
Some may say that this scene was necessary to supply the motive for the deed
which resulted in the sending; of Henrictte and the Chevalier de Vaudrey to
the
scaffold.
Nevertheless, the scene
might have been less revolting to the
senses and still have been effectual.
It
is this sort of thing which calls for the
scissors of the censor,' rather than some
of the scenes which are now eliminated
for the sake of morality. When did acts
of torture and wanton and fiendish cruelty
become more moral than a gracefully
sensuous dance or the sight of an expectant mother sewing on tiny garments?
Mr. Griffith evidently considers suspense to be the greatest dramatic element. Time and again he prolongs the
action until the spectators either shout,
.

The most costly perfume in the world,
$15.00 an ounce.
ple bottle ....

mind,

hanging

several poor wretches,
two of them very old men, who are shown
to tremble violently and display great
agony of mind for a few seconds before
the trap is sprung, and their poor, skinny
legs are seen dropping into the square
block hole in the floor. It is truly a horrible scene, and while perhaps it is in
keeping with the story and is a plausible
circumstance, it is a poor scene to visualize thus realistically to an audience comone I remember was, of
posed, as th
women, numerous children, and a sprinkling of men. If the children present experienced the same revulsion of feeling
which I experienced, their nervous systems received a jolt the effects of which
only several days of patient care and
complete quiet could efface. So much for
the "Connecticut Yankee."
for "Orphans of the Storm." It
may seem to be heresy to criticize Mr.
Griffith, but no one should be such a target for criticism as the man who sets himself up to be the greatest of his class and
who, among directors, does this- so thoroughly as he?
When he claims for a
picture that it is the greatest ever, he
invites the most searching and candid
the

State

Remember— Money Back

II

Not Satisfied

inwardly at least, "For God's sake.
move!" or laugh at the absurdity of the
scene. When Henriette stood on the balcony shouting to her sister below, and
stayed there, and stayed there, and stayed
there, instead of rushing down to get to
her before any one might come, I lost
all sympathy.
That was the poorest bit
I have ever seen in a Griffith picture.
To
have rushed immediately to the door,
only to be confronted there by the soldiers, would have been far more dramatic

and

realistic.

scenes at the guillotine were in the
Here the fault was
again that inevitable suspense.
executioners are always so hesitant about
killing the hero and heroine I cannot imagine.
But they are always. They dispatch some poor extra quickly enough and
then go at the leading lady with all the
deliberation of the proverbial molasses
running uphill on a winter's day.
If
Danton and his followers had started after
the death cart when it was about a half
mile from the guillotine and then Lillian
Gish had been put through the preliminaries to decapitation with the usual
speed, or if she had not been led up the
scaffold until Danton was fighting at the
gate, the effect would have been more
tremendous even than it was, for then
the audience .would have had less time
to say to itself
"'She is the heroine so
she cannot die.
She will be saved, all

Why

With

to

The

main well handled.

:

right."

Now,
I

should

to prove that I am not a crank
like to say something in praise

of "Orphans of the Storm," but there is
not space to enumerate its excellencies.

Mabel Derry.
25 Deerfield Road, Portland,

She Doesn't Like

Me.

Lillian Gish!

an English film fan's opinions represented in your interesting discussions, so I hope I may say a few words.
In discussing the stars, may I suggest
that, in the loyal and heated defense of
their favorites, the fans sometimes forget that one can have more than one favorite
in fact, several, though probably
we all favor some one particularly.
Firstly, I am a Pickford fan, and as
I have seen thirty-one of her pictures I
may claim to have seen a wide range of
her capabilities and I do lay stress on
her versatility.
Some say that she can
only play child parts really well, but does
any one remember her in "Madame Butterfly?" To my mind, she is equallj- capable of comedy or tragedy, and to each
character of a different country she gives
I rarely see

;

—

marked

individuality.

admire very much Miss Frederick,
the Talmadges, Mae Marsh, and Vivian
mentioned and,
Martin seldom
of
course, Nazimova but a word of comModernize the
plaint about "Camille."
story by all means, but what a pity to go
I conto the extreme of bizarre settings
sider that Nazimova triumphed in spite
of eccentricities of make-up and surroundI

—

—

—

!

ings.

Now

for the deluge I don't admire
Gish!
Her technique is fine
though not in the "Orphans" but she
fails to make any appeal to my emotions,
even in "Broken Blossoms." Mary Pickford's tremendous personal appeal seems
to me lacking in Lillian Gish, and I have
no use at all for Gloria Swanson and her
Lillian

—

dresses.
I must pay tribute to the high standard of characterization attained by W. S.
Hart and Sessue Hayakawa—unrivaled

—

of restrained acting and to Conin a lesser degree.
Richard Barthelmess I consider a long
way ahead of the others but, in spite of
being greatly prejudiced beforehand by the
deluge of press stuff about Rodolf Valenartists

way Tearle

—

and being prepared to dislike him,
have been converted by his fine performance in "The Four Horsemen" and why
tino,

I

—

praise for his beautiful
"Camille?"
So far that is all
so

little

work in
we have

Advertising Section
judge by over

to

not appeared

Louisiana

—
here "The

107

Sheik" has

yet.

Jean Webster Brough.
Woodleigh, 38 Woodstock Road, Bedford Park, London, W. 4, England.

More Power

Why

is

that

it

to

Monte Blue!

more of

the fans do not

mention Monte Blue

in their lists of the
actors? After his portrayal

good
Danton in "Orphans

screen's

Lou

s>

of the Storm" no
one can say that he doesn't know how to
act.
I have followed his work from that

of

delightful picture, "Pettigrew's Girl," with
Ethel Clayton, through "For Better, For

In this story of the real

the

West,

William West

author,

Winter, has given us some
very remarkable characters.

The
of

heroine

unusual, full

is

and determination

pluck

to revenge

herself

man who

took her father's

upon the

Worse,"
"A Cumberland Romance,"
"Johanna Enlists," "Romance and Arabella," "Something to Think About," "The
Affairs of Anatol," "The Jucklins," "Peacock Alley," "My Old Kentucky Home,"
"The Perfect Crime," and, as I said, "Orphans of the Storm," and I am convinced
that he is an artist in every sense of the
word. He never fails to be natural, and
so completely immerses himself in the
role which he is portraying that he makes
the character seem a living, breathing person.
His versatility certainly cannot be
denied, either.
He can do the society
man, the patriot, or the mountaineer with
equal charm and realness.
Of course, it
was a shame to cast him in such pictures

and made her dependent

"The
Magazine

"My Old Kentucky Home"

and "Peacock Alley," as he deserves something so
much better but he proved that he could
as

life,

Ainslee's

;

upon

strangers

was old enough

she

until

make

as

to

he

"Louisiana

Launay,

is

better

known,

Lou,"

is

really

be a blessing

for

them both.

"Lou"

in

is

some

pathetic character

respects a

—

plenty of

money, a good scrapper,
ing a hard

by

drink.

life

made

The
in

liv-

harder

story of his

regeneration and
awakening

the best of even such roles as those.
Given a fair chance, this actor has a great

and he deserves

him,

before

future

to

it.

Monte Blue
Eoline Sprague.

That

Lucknow Farm, South Norwalk, Conn.

De

to

a tragedy which afterward
turns out to

make

More power

own way.

her

Her marriage
or,

support

for

spiritual

the wild fast-

nesses of the Rockies

is

well

worth the reader's time.

Praise for Charles Ray.
saw Charles Ray in "A Tailor-Made
Man" and liked it so well that I had to
write about it. I have been looking upon
I

Entertains

Ray's pictures as something to go to when
there is nothing else to do.
But if they

"Tailor-Made Man" I
I never saw any one
fit into
a dress suit so perfectly as Mr.
Ray. But the big point was the absolute
were

all

like

the

wouldn't miss one.

novelty of seeing Ray make a success of
himself without being an awful boob three
quarters of the picture.
"Smudge" was
pretty good that way, but this last one
was a knock-out. I think it can be classed
as an artistic success, for I agree with
what Pearl White told Malcolm Oettinger.
I don't believe that art lies in sad
endings or dream plays, which is the only
claim I can see that "Broken Blossoms"
and "Smilin' Through" can have to being
"artistic."
Of course, I expect a "great
many people were pleased beyond words
by these, as I gather from reading your
magazine, but my sense of art or understanding of art does not include that type.
Raymond Keeler.
1443 Elate

From

Denver, Colo.

Street,

the Photograph Collectors.

Price, $1.75 net

read in your December number that
some one had over six thousand pictures
of stars clipped from magazines and news-

CHELSEA HOUSE

She thinks this is a large collecwish to say that I have twentyone thousand eight hundred and eleven
pictures to date, having three hundred and
twenty-two of Mary Pickford.
I
have
more of her than of any other star, Norma
Talmadse running a close second with
three hundred and sixteen pictures.
I
started collecting in 1916 and have kept
it up ever since.
If any one has a larger

I

Issued on the

15th of each

month

20c

papers.
tion.

Publishers

79 Seventh Avenue

I

collection than this

New York

City

how many
823

Kan.

would like to know
Yours truly,
Jennie Ghrist.
Street, Kansas City,

I

they have.

South

Mill

PER COPY

—
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Advertising Section

Shampooing
A

task half done

thirty-nine

Noted actresses

all recognize
the fact that hair to be beauti-

more than just shamThey have no more choice

ful needs
pooing.

the color of their hair than you
Their hair is more beautiful,
have.
because their profession their very environment soon teaches them how to
in

—

—

make

what nature has given

the best of

want to join the picture-gathering conPicture-Play fans are having. I
only started gathering pictures in February, and now I have two hundred, and

them.

—

cannot

Only

improve

sufficiently

drab hair.

dull,

shampoo

that adds "that little
something'' dull hair lacks can really ima

prove

it.

Golden Glint Shampoo was made
it

look

'par-

—

medium brown hair to make
brighter and more .beautiful. When

ticularly for

your hair appears lifeless, all you need
do is have a Golden Glint Shampoo. It
does more and IS more than an ordinary
shampoo.
mind you

may

With

— any

—

yon can correct correct,
shortcomings your hair
places your hair in your own
it

little

have.
It
hands, so to speak.

Have

Golden Glint Shampoo today and
give your hair the special treatment which
is all it needs to make it as beautiful as
you desire it. -~>c a package at toilet counters or postpaid direct.
J. W. Kobi Co., 147
Spring St., Seattle. Wash,
a

WOW

YOU'D BE SURPRISED!

!

In the Maji-Glass they
>k like monsters
\<_u
___ver had so much fun
"^vS'"" J excitement! Imported outfit and how to ise
it, SI. Cash or moneyordcr

The Maji-Glass shows
you the Hiudtn becrets of
Nature-the Invisible BeingB you nover expected

!

to see! Also the wigclin
creatures in " lifeless
matter— the terrifying ar

1

(SI. 10 if

'•.<•'!

I

Keep Young and
The world's greatest

sent C. O. D.)

OUIKIS'TAL
21 Park Row.

imals in stagnant
the funny rheese-r-itea
with babies on their backa

facial

New

V

'

1-i

York.
Dept. P.

Attractive

remedy

will

restore ruined

hand engraved and pierced,

eight-by-ten-size

is

will be

New Vork who

hundred pictures
that are autographed!

mistake; I
have over

tt

diamonds, watches,
and jewelry popular with the
so-called "Four Hundred." All
at prices within your reach on
.

Dorothy Brown.

just reading in the

Picture-Play

Magazine what John Zellner wrote to
Dorothy Brown about her pictures, askthey were autographed photos
might be possible that she has
five hundred autographed photos if she
has been collecting them for quite a length
of time, because I have a hundred and
eighty-three autographed photos which
stars have given me, and for which I have
been offered as much as a dollar apiece,
and it took me not quite two years to get
them. Besides that, I have over one hundred thousand pictures cut from movie
hooks of only real popular stars, so you
see, John, you have quite a way to go yet
to catch up with me even in magazine
if

It

6 MAIDEN

Now

f

JAMES P. CAMPBELL'S
SAFE ARSENIC
COMPLEXION WAFERS

These marvelous beautifiers of the complexion and Skin are
wonderfully effective, and art- absolutely safe and harmless.
The prescription was first used 37 years ago by Dr
Campbell, and he has made countless thousands of women and
men happv in the possession nf a pure, spotless complexion.

MaiN-d in plain cover on receipt -f *|.M0 Mom RICHARD FINK
CO.. Dept. 44, Kens. Sta., Brooklyn. N. Y. C. Every druggist
can get this remedy for you from his wholesale dealer.

from

others

New York

in

seven days.

So many of
that

is

it

t^em

at

the nlayers are free-lancing
very hard to know how to reach
thp correct studio.
Take Helen

Fereuson, Edith Roberts, Colleen Moore,
and Barbara Bedford, for instance. It is

Your Choice

$

20—

mjsS€ML

INSTRUMENTS

FREE

We have a

wonderful new system of teaching note music
by mail and to the first pupils in each locality we will give
free a $20.00 superb Violin, Tenor Banjo, Ukulele, HawaiGuitar, Banjo, Guitar, Banjo-Ukulele, Mandolin,
Banjo-Mandolin or Cornet absolutely free. A very small
charge for lessons your only expense. Pay nothing if you
do not learn to play. We also teach Piano and Organ.
Complete outfit free. Write a t once, no obligation.

almost impossible to address a letter so it
will repch them.
I wish that one of the players who oc-

—

1815

Orchard

St.,

Dept.

1

7

.

Chicago,

Develops Busts Like
iT/f„„

During the past 15 years
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Great Discovery of Parisian beauty
^ expert.
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Franco Hair Destroyer removes h;
minutes from face, neck, underarms, etc. Gi
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only removes hair, but stops its future growth and
destroys the roots. It's different from any on the
market.

Send

am surprised at a complaint against
Norma Talmadge's courtesy. I have writ-
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writes to this department
Helen Ferguson or Mabel Ballin, for example would write a letter on their fan
mail so we fans might know how a player
really regards it.
I
think most of the
players regard it a burden, and sometimes
I can hardly blame them.
John E. Thayer.
Box 25, Northwood, N. H.

ten
111.

—

remove freckles.

to

casionally

ian

SLINGERLAND SCHOOL OP MUSTC

to Get Rid of These
Ugly Spots

I

and

DR.

Time

the

There's no longer the slightest need of feeling ashamed
your freckles, as Othine double strength is guaranteed to remove these homely spots.
Simply get an ounce of Othine from any druggist
and apply a little of it night and morning and you
should soon see that even the worst freckles have begun
to disappear, while the lighter ones have vanished entirely.
It is seldom that more than an ounce is needed
to completely clear the skin and gain a beautiful clear
complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double strength Othine as
this is sold under guarantee of money back if it fails

395 East Holt Avenue, Pomona, Cal.

have written a great many players,
I find that where you make an inclosure you do not always get the best results.
To Virginia V alii, Mildred June,
and Kathryn McGuire about six months
ago I mailed a quarter each, and to date
I have not received their photographs
It
took rne six months to get Jacqueline
Logan's, so I have patience yet.
I have
received some wonderful photos from
players to whom I sent no fee, and some
came from California in fifteen days and

Is

of

Verna Clark.

pictures.

LANE- NEW YORK

FRECKLES

complexions to the beauty ami puritv of youth.

IF YOUR blood is impure, if you have pimples, freckles,
wrinkles, blackheads, redness ol face or nose, a muddy
sallow skin, or any blemish on or under ihe skin, you need

Dept. 43:

by actresses

5839 Nicholson Street, Pittsburgh, Penn.

ing her
or not.

long credit terms,.

No risk— no red tape — Address

My

pictures are
personally autographed ones the stars
have sent me.
Doris Kenyon sends lovely letters to
her fan admirers. And just a line to say
I'm one for Helen Ferguson and for
Madge Bellamy, the ideal Lorna Doom,
even if the picture wasn't like the book.

was

a beauti-

bargain, return ring to us
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all
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ful
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have a dear
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sent

five

it

admired!

not agree that it

hundred at a counting a few days
But what do you think of this, all

friend in

it,

Write

How

Send usyourname, address
and $1. After examination,
pay l-5th (20 per cent)—
balance,$l aweek. If youdo

2242 Clarendon Road, Brooklyn, N. Y.

you picture collectors?

film

now wear and own

can

or give it as a gift.
for yours today.

me free of charge, except the illustrious
Rudie's.
Marie Hutchings.

eight
ago.

among

beral credit terms, you, too,

photos,
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John Zellner made a bad
haven't five hundred pictures

the favorite

and society people the
world over. Because of our
low price— $32.50, and li-

stars

where more than one of the actors and
actresses appear in the same photo.
Ten of the single pictures are autographed.
They are of Rodolph Valentino, Viola Dana, Agnes Ayres, Mae Murray, Norma Talmadge, Doris May, Richard Barthelmess, Gene O'Brien, Shirley
Mason, and Robert Frazer. All were sent
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Practically every woman lias reasonably good hair satisfactory in quantity,
texture and color. So-called dull hair is
the result of improper care.
Ordinaryshampooing is not enough; ju^t washing
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and have always received the most
courteous replies, and in acknowledgment
for a tiny gift she sent me an autographed
picture of herself which has been hanging
in my room ever since.
I notice in even case where there has
been a complaint about not receiving pictures the fans have sent money. May that
not be an incentive for some one to de-'
Certainly a quarter is
stroy the letters?
easy to distinguish in an envelope. I advise the fans to use stamps instead of
cetera,

-

Dick E. Edwards.

coins.

Criticism Should Be Confined to
Acting.
course,

criticism helps

a lot

when

given in the right spirit. But such criticism as some of the fans offer concerning the way actresses dress, comb their
hair, talk, and other things connected
with their home life, is absolutely unThe
necessary and is utter foolishness.
film folk would appreciate it so much
more if the fans were to offer more criticism on their acting, and less on their
mode of living.
Personally, I am partial to all the film
folk, and although I have my favorites,
I certainly give them all credit for doing
their level best to please.
Before closing, I want to tell you that
through this column I started a very interesting correspondence with a girl and
boy in Adelaide, South Australia. I have

been corresponding with them for two
years now and nothing is more precious
to me than my letters from Australia.
Thelma E. Fahrmann.
Box 31, Harvey, La.

A

tures.

If

knocking,
will be

we have more
our

more

column

in

WillTfour Conscience

Let YOU Marry 9

praise and less

Picture-Play

Ttejrrets

interesting.

achieves real success usually has a long grind of it, even though
born with a gift which manifests itself
early.
It is true enough that Theodore
Roberts, Seyffertitz, and Wyndham Standing are all good actors in their places,
but put them in the coming plays of today, a play wherein a young hero is
needed, and well, as actors of to-day
they would make good tennis players.
The producers- have to be very alert
now to pick plays that will please showThe original plaj"S are
going people.
pleasing the largest per cent. If we want
to hear the language of Shakespeare or
Stevenson, let's attend a good theater
where the spoken play is acted. But let
us not confuse stage and screen acting.
Let us leave the stars where they are
and watch them progress. The motionpicture industry is like any other where
the good is needed, that's where you will
find it.
I'm sure that every one agrees

Opinions.

—I

can
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Science of Health Promotion
aid Nature in restoring your
Flagging Powers and Manhood and
Fit you for Marriage and Parentguarantee it
hood.
I

Mark the subjects on the free
consultation coupon on which you
want special confidential information and send with 10c for postage,
etc., on my free book "Promotion
and Conservation of
Strength and Mental Energy." It's
a man builder and
a life-saver.

Health.

Send
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FREE CONSULTATION COUPON
Mr. Lionel Strongfort. Dept. 224. Newark. N. J.
Please send me your boob, "Promotion and Conservation of Health. Strength and Mental Energy." for
postage on which I enclose a 10-cent niece (one
dime).
I have marked (X) before the subject in
which I am interested.
.Stomach
Colds
Constipation

Horsemen" the leading role was played
star who was capable of filling it.
Had he not been, some other more
worth}- players would have been chosen.
by a

.

..Catarrh

Disorders

..Biliousness
..Torpid Liver
..Indigestion

..Asthma
..Hay Fever

Let us also live the pictures of to-day,
and not of years back. For we all know
that the producers and directors are doing
all in their power to bring us good pictures.
So let's all praise them and travel
right along in the time to come, watching
for developments, and I am sure we will
The largest per cent of
all see them.

A

up

cheer

will

..Obesity

..Headache
..Thinness
..Rupture

Manhood

.

Restored

..Nervousness
Poor Memory

.Heart

..Rheumatism

.Round

..Lumbago

..Vital Losses
..Falling Hair

..Neuritis

..Weak

..Neuralgia
..Flat Chest
..Insomnia
..Pimples
..Impotency
..Blackheads
..Short Wind
..Flat Feet

why

seems to me that the fan critics are
overdoing the thing, contradicting them-

—but

ern

"Blood and Sand" and "The Four

It

your

all

help you*,

screen fans are of the 3-ounger class, so
waste time discussing people who
flourished before your time?

Hoosier Critic Expresses His

haunt you

—

you

to

less

:

that in

will

life, if you marry before you are
You know that exphysically fitcesses have sapped your vitality
you are not the ideal roan that some
It
innocent girl believes you to be.
is a crime to deceive her and wreck
her happiness. It is doubly a crime
to bring weak, sickly children into
the world a burden and reproach
as long as you lire.
It looks hope-

Any one who

—

Brooklyn, X. Y.

Of

selves as well as each other, instead of
helping or urging on good motion pic-

Weak-

ness

Shoul-

ders

.Poor

Eyes

..Gastritis

..Skin Disorders
..Deformity
(Describe)
..Successful
Marriage.
..Increased

Circula-

tion
.Stoop

Shoulders
.Despondency
.Lung Troubles
.Muscular Development
Great Strength

Height

Xame
Age

Occupation.

Hoosier Critic.
Street

Bedford, Ind.

5tate.

City.

Clayton Hamilton Explains a Jest
To

the Editor of Picture- Play

Magazine

:

might seem that any one must lack
a sense of humor who would cavil over
It

the misinterpretation of a jest; yet, after
reading the editorial remarks of "The

Observer" in your February issue, I feel
that I may. claim from you the privilege
of risking dullness to explain a joke.

My eye having naturally been arrested
by the prominent subtitle "Clayton Hamilton Expresses His Views," I proceeded
to read what purported to he a report of
an impromptu address which I had recently delivered at a meeting of the Acand
tors' Equity Society in New York
;

in this report I discovered the following

astounding sentences:

"Mr. Hamilton

is

severe on the subject of motion pictures.
Xot only is he intolerant of the faults of
the films—he couldn't be blamed for that
but he seems to be opposed to movies
Among other things.
as an institution.
Mr. Hamilton said condescendingly that
movies were made for servant girls. Upon
attending the showing of a popular picture. Mr. Hamilton said that his wife remarked that she didn't know there were so
many servant girls in the country." In
these sentences I- was accused direct^ of
being both "intolerant" and "condescend-

—

ing''

and Mrs. Hamilton was inferentially

accused of being an unconscionable snob.
You will understand, I am sure, that
accusations of this sort are somewhat
difficult
to bear good-humored.lv especially when they are printed in a magazine whose circulation is nation-wide in

—

—

extent.
Yet after mature consideration I cannot find it in
heart to pick
its

—

my

a quarrel with your "Observer" because
I know, from long experience, how difficult it is to seize the point and catch the
mood of a remark that has been made, in
the course of an impromptu speech, for
the deliberate purpose of awakening the
audience to laughter.
In the particular address that has been
criticized by your "Observer." my main
thesis was the serious point that the problem of affording entertainment grew more
and more difficult in proportion to the
size of the public that the artist attempted
to entertain.
I stated that a painter like
Velasquez was happy in the fact that he
was not required to appeal to more than
a very small minority
and I explained
that the problem of the movies was more
difficult than the problem of the stage,
by reason of the fact that the public of

Pay Nothing!

Save 25% on this solid go;d, genuine diamond ring.
Read this— the most amazing free trial offer ever made.

No
No Money Down—
—

:

the movies was measured in millions,
whereas the public of the stage was measured only in hundreds of thousands.
Then, fearing that so serious a dissertation might have a soporific effect upon

the gathered audience, I suddenly decided
to throw in a "laugh" that would not be
impertinent to the discussion. I said that
often, in the studios, when we were planning a new story, we checked ourselves up
with the awful phrase, "Remember that
we must make this point intelligible to a
million servant girls," and then I added
that once, when Mrs. Hamilton had overheard one of these technical discussions
between a collaborator and myself, she
interjected the remark. "Where are these
million servant girls? Whenever I apply

for one at an employment agency

I

am
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told

that

no

the>-

seems

jest

rather

longer
sorry,

exist."
This
as I now am

mility,

my

in writing; but I still
served its purpose of
immediate audience to a
it

and that your "Observer" was

in

turning the story upside
and drawing the inference that Mrs.

can
THEY
seductively

wherever, in
Browning's phrase, a servant girl might
be discerned. And, though this secondary
point. of course, is minor
I
find that
your "Observer" has likewise erred in the
endeavor to deduce my "views" from his

error in
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ROSS COMPANY
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81 Grand Street

WINX

How

could your "Observer" possibly
ltnagine that I am "opposed to movies as
an institution?" The world is so full of
a number of things that no sane man
would devote a major share of his time
and his energies to a constructive effort
to better an institution to which he was
opposed. For two solid vears I served at
Culver City as an associate editor for the
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation and every
day of those two years I did my utmost
to make Goldwyn pictures as fine as my
colleagues and myself ever hoped or
_

The Liquid Lashlux
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prize these little personal gifts
their admirers highly, so don't hesi-

tate because you think they
to receive the pictures.

might not

—

could get people all excited about me,
but then I'm not a screen Adonis. The
picture Eugene made
the Minaret" with

was

Beautiful, Slim, Appealing, Dainty

Ankles Can Be Yours Quickly
Picture-Play readers can now

All

have slim, beautiful ankles at the
small and insignificant cost of $2.95.

DELRAY ANKLE REDUCER
Works While You Sleep

the day with the heaviest silk st<>, kings
without detection. Order now at $2.95. but
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ISO

Simply send us size of ankle and calf, and
we will send you in plain envelope a pair of
Delray Ankle Reducers designed t6 t nape
your ankles to fairy slimness. Pay postman
$2.95 plus a few cents postage on arrival
nd start reducing at once and painlessly,
"on will notice results immediately.
Retain your shapely ankles while
bathing by wearing them.
>

ACT NOW.
DELRAY MFG. CO.

SO East 23rd

St.

New

York City

Voice
Tal-

Now he is going back to the
madge.
stage and probably will be playing before
the footlights by the time you read this.
So you'd better make the most of this
latest picture, because from what I hear
Eugene is glad to get back to the stage,
and may not make pictures again for some
time.

I have stated before, I have no wish
pick a quarrel with your "Observer"
over so little a matter as the misinterpretation of a jest; for I am undeniably fat
and forty, and I may as well endeavor to
complete the phrase by being fair. Yet I
must beseech you to set me right in the
opinion of your many readers, and not to
allow them to regard me as a supercilious
Very sincerely yours,
snob.

Clayton Hamilton.
New York

142 East Eighteenth Street,
City.

—

M. Awfully sorry, but I cannot
you anything about Betty N.anson,
as I do not answer questions about stage
players. I have just about all I can manage to keep track of the doings in my
F. A.

^

Dept. 49

rz—

own

A

kraut was born in Budapest. He is five
feet eleven, weighs one hundred and fiftyeight pounds, has black hair and brown
eyes.
So far Joseph has played in only
one picture, but he is expected to play
in the Eve Unsell production, "The Dance
of Life."
I.
I.
I.
Nita Naldi is still vamping.

—

She is under contract to Famous Players,
you know", and will play in their produc-

particular

field,

Patersonian.

the

— Sorry

screen.
I

cannot give

you the name of the policeman

Woman Who Walked

in

"The

Alone," but he

is

not listed in the cast and I didn't happen
He was
to see the picture personally,

probably just an extra.

—

Hale
Martquita.
Yes,
Creighton
played in "Orphans of the Storm." Didn't
you recognize him as Picard, who furnished most of the humor? Joseph Schild-

"Glimpses

of the
appearance.
Nita is about five feet eight, weighs about
one hundred and forty-five pounds, has
black hair and eyes. She is about twentyseven, of Italian descent, and was born
tions

Moon"

in

right
will

New York

along.

mark her next

City.

—

Themistocles. You're very ambitious.
Why, the one and only Rodolph was Carmel Myers' leading man in "A Society
This picture was made in
Sensation."
but I understand is being reissued,
as well as most of the other early picThere
tures in which Valentino played.
was no Tom Mason in "Silk Hosiery."
Geoffrey Webb was Enid Bennett's leading man in this picture, and his role was
Outside of the three
that of Sir Leeds.
pictures you mention I don't know of
any others that have been titled "The
Trap," so far, but there are hopes for a
long and useful career for this title. As
a rule, a title that has already been used
for a picture is not used for another
screen production, though I do not believe
there is any law about it, but a title such
as "The Trap," that is not especially distinctive and could fit any number of different pictures is sometimes repeated.
1918,

tell
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Norma

From

IBir Ankles

like

Nita. You sound sort of distrait, Nita.
Does your enthusiasm for Eugene O'Brien
always make you incoherent ? I wish I

last

.

As

to

Picture Oracle

Ruth M. I am sure that the players
would be glad to accept the pictures of
them which you drew. You know, they

CO.

from
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;

Continued from page 94
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Can Your Eyes Say
What Your Lips Dare Not?

make them appear

If

screen.

it

that

ready laugh.
You will observe that the attitude "which
I
ascribed to Mrs. Hamilton in this attempt at a humorous anecdote was not
snobbish, but almost plaintive in its hu-

W1NX, the Liquid

that they could be.

of

unfortunate interpretation of this jest. I
neither "supercilious" nor "sneering"
in my attitude toward any branch of the
show business— a business to which I have
devoted seven tenths of my time for
twenty years and the mere fact of mv
appearance as an honored guest of the
Actors' Equity Association should have
indicated that I am not regarded as a
"doubter" by my hundreds of friends
among the actors of the stage and of the

forced to set

they are alluring and mysterious,
veiled by long, dark lashes.
Use

short

achieving our ideals, it was
merely because we were not great artists;
it
was not because we were not utterly
sincere.
At present, as motion-picture
editor of the Theatre Magazine, I am
striving every month, by constructive criticism, to foster the slow but steady progress of the movies toward their ultimate
goal of a great art.
Also, in my new
capacity as director of education of the
Palmer Photoplay Corporation, I am devoting whatever knowledge and experience I have acquired to an earnest effort
to improve an educational course that was
already excellent, because I believe that
the future of the movies depends mainly
on the training up of a new group of
authors who must be taught to write directly for the screen. If I were "opposed
to movies as an institution," I should not
be striving to discover and to educate new
authors to follow my colleagues and myself into the actual service of the industryI am, I must confess, a man of two loves,
for I care no more about the movies than
I care about the speaking stage
but one
of the main points which keeps me attracted toward the movies is the enormous
opportunity of carrying a great message
to a public that must be counted by the

remember
awakening

if

dreamed

Advertising Section
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LAWTON S
GUARANTEED
FAT REDUCER
AND ILLUSTRATED
COURSE ON WEIGHT CONTROL

Goddess. Of what, fair one?
Of the
perhaps for movie information?
Anita Stewart is not making' pictures now,
and has not announced any definite plans
for future productions except that she
hunt,

—

DR.

wants to make good ones. So you will
have to be content to wait a while before seeing Anita "smile straight at you"
from the screen again. Beverly Bayne
and Francis X. Bushman are back in pic_

A FEW

making a production for Whitman
Conrad Nagel was born in 1896,
in Des Moines, Iowa.
Monte Blue goes
back and forth between New York and
Hollywood according to his picture engagements. At present he is on the coast,
where he is appearing in Warner BrothBennett.

— Miss Dupont has no Christian
—at least on the screen. After leav-

Dud.

ing Universal, she didn't make any pictures for some time, but now she has a
part in "The Common Law."
Here is
the cast for "Foolish Wives :" Andrew J.
Hughes, Rudolph Christians; Helen, his
wife, Miss Dupont; Princess Olga PetschMaude George; Princess Vera
nikoff,
Pctschnikoff, Mae Busch
Count Sergius
Karamzin, Erich von Stroheim; Maruschka, Dale Fuller; Pavel Pavlich, Al Edmundsen Ccesare Ventucci, Csesare Gravina; Marietta, his daughter, Malvine
Polo Doctor Judd, Louis K. Webb HisWife, Mrs. Kent; Albert I., Prince of
Monaco, C. J. Allen; Secretary of State
of Monaco, Edward Riinach.

use
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and

night

morning
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body that you wish;

More than fifty thousand men and women in the
past few years have experienced that priceless blessing of renewed joy and health by the restoration of
youthful form and vigor with the reduction of unnecessary fat accomplished easily, pleasantly and
in the privacy of their own homes with Dr. Lawton's Guaranteed Fat Reducer, a device approved by
physicians as absolutely safe and efficient.

—

productions.

name

minutes

of this internationally famous invention is guarto restore shapeliness to your arms, legs,
back,
bust,
abdomen, thighs, hips and ankles.
With it you perform a gentle, pleasant massage
that removes fatty tissues from any portion of the
.

anteed

tures,

ers
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Included with the Fat Reducer are simple, easy instructions and Dr. Lawton's Illustrated Course on
Weight Control, an authoritative book giving a complete health course on present weight reduction
If you prefer to send no money in advance, order the Fat
and future prevention of excess weight.
Mailed, postage prepaid, in plain
Reducer complete C. O. D. and pay the postman $5 on delivery.
wrapper.
If after 11 days of use you do not wish to keep it. return the Fat Reducer complete and
you will receive back the full purchase price at once.
Under this positive guarantee you can see in a
few days how surely the Fat Reducer will help you.
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70th
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Dept
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New
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York City
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Dorothy M.
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tract

with Famous expired a couple of
but has been playing on the

stage.
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nd.Rinelsl8-K
Solid White Gold,
SIOO. Others at
S7S, S125, S150.

S200. and up.

Secrets of Beauty

DEPT.M92 7

100 to 108 N. State St., Chicago, HI.

Women

easily earn

$-10

to $75

a week.

We make you

expert

massage, strap, waving, packs, dyeing,
marcel, skin work, manicuring, etc. No experience necessary. Study at home in sputv time. Earn while you learn.
Authorized diploma. Money-back guarantee Get
in all branches, like

FRLE

book. Oriental System of Beauty Culture, Dept.
84, 1000 Piversey Blvd., Chicago.
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utely
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ring

postace paid.

SI. 48

Pay
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it

from a

handling, etc. It you can tell
.iinmnnd return and nmney
lfl.noo given away. Send no
quick. Send size of finger.

real

refunded. Only

money. Answer

REED, Dept. 35

Masonic Temple

Chicago

though.

lotion.

i-lacklieads,
oily skin.

liver-spots,

NON-ACID

Effects asPainless, harmless.
Proofs. Beauty Talk Free.

Guaranteed.

BEAUT YPEEL COSMETIC
BEAUTYPEEL

Dept. "P."

El

CO.,
Paso, Texas

W AA W A

Comedies. Dramas, 1% I
Vaudeville Acta
\Af
Musical Comedies
|_
J\ How to Stag< Play
and Revues, Min- I
I %w Make-up Goods
strel Opening Choruses, Blackface plays. Everything for
Burnt Cork Shows and All Amateur Entertainments.
Monologs, Dialogs, Speakers.
CATALOGUE FREE.
T. S. DENISON & CO.. 623 So. Wabash. Dept. 67 CHICAGO

Has Charm Only

i

as You

Are Fully Developed

BEAUTY OF FORM
can be cultivated just the same as flowers
are made to blossom with proper care.
Woman, by nature refined and delicate,
craves the natural beauty of her sex. How
wonderful to be a perfect woman
!

Bust Pads and Ruffles
%
1

never look natural or feci right.
They are really harmful
and retard development.
Ycu should add to your physical
beauty by enlarging your bust-form to its natural size. This
is easy to accomplish with the NATIONAL, a new scientitle appliance that brings delightful results.

.

|

mm.

'

FREE BEAUTY BOOK
you wish a beautiful, womanly figure, write for a copy
of the treatise by Dr. C. S. Carr, formerly published in
the Physical Culture Magazine, entitled: "The Bust How
Of this method Dr. Carr states:
It May Be Developed."
If

F

'

'

—

going
Charles

is

"Indeed,

ment

Barrymore

black,

J

"THAT NATURAL
COMPLEXION" by peelingcreates

pimplos,

and muddy

Your Figure

de Roche, and then is scheduled to make
"Declasse" from the play in which Ethel
eight, is

patented

tounding.

.v.,rld

this 14k B"ld f. ring,
aiian im. diamonu-i

make

one hundred and twenty pounds. Her eyes
are not black, but dark gray; her hair is

RCAIITVPFPI
DCJWJ
rLLL

1 I
off freckles, tan.
wrinkles, i.ox-pits
'

two more pictures for Famous
Pla } 'ers-Lasky.
"Bella Donna" was her
first, you know.
You will probably be

starred. Pola is about twentyfive feet four, and weighs about

The Hair Root

Kill1

RING OFFER

least

able to see it in April. Next she
to appear in "The Cheat" with

Leading Cities

My method is the only way to prevent the hair from growing again.
Easy, painless, harmless.
No scars. Booklet free. Write today
enclosing 3 stamps. We teach Beauty Culture.
Providence, R. 1.
483-A Mahler Park,
D. J. MAHLER,

DIAMOND

m

Negri is still in Hollywood, and probably will stay there for
is

in

Formerly Closely Guarded Secrets, Make Fortunes

C— Pola

as she

Stores

1858

.

time,

Wrist Watch. 18-KSolld White Gold. 17 Jewels,
guaranteed. S39; 15 Jewels, 14-K, $32.
Terms, Sl.00 a week.

LIBERTY BONOS ACCEPTED
The Old Reliable Credit J eweiers

Parlors Revealed

—

at

il

Detroit. Michigan

223 Dinan Bldg.

can't expect to have
those questions answered definitely once
and for all they will always be a matter
for discussion, and there always will be
many irreconcilable opinions on them. If
you write to the Fans' department, you
will find lots of people to argue the questions out with you.

some

M esh Bags, etc.

DETROIT SHOW CARD SCHOOL

You know, you

T. E.

^

elry, Silverware,

Write for Illustrated Booklet and Terms Free.

parative beauty or ability of the different
players.
Of course I have my favorite
actors and my favorite beauties, but I
can't put my opinions of them into print.
The "What the Fans Think" department
is the place for your ideas on that subject.

folly

explained. Over 2,000 illustrations of
Diamonds, Watches, Pearls, Gold Jew-

Simple Method and pay cash each week no
matter where you live.

KRAUTH &

—

Harry. You should know me well
enough by this time, Harry, to realize that
I don't pass out my opinions of the com-

fl

Send for Catalog. Everything

New

the picture only. Robert Warwick hasn't
made any pictures since his starring con-

years ago,

Genuine Diamonds GUT ERESN

I

letter

wasn't answered personally, but you probably had asked questions that "were already printed in an answer to some one
else.
You know, I can answer onlv a
limited number of persons in the columns,
so naturally I select the questions that
will be the most interesting to the greatest number of readers.
Also, when a
question is answered once in an issue, I
do not repeat it, of course.
William
Fairbanks is not related to Douglas Fairbanks. Douglas has a brother, John, who
is his business manager.
Edward Burns
is not a star: he is a leading man, who
is not under contract to any particular
company, but works at various studios bv

WATCHES*
CASH or, CREDIT

\e.

We start you in business. Furnish everything
You make 1 to 2 dollars an hour at home in your
No canvassing- or soliciting. We
spare time.
guarantee to teach you Show Car lettering by our

of

will bring about a developthe busts quite astonishing."

it

This valuable information explaining the causes of non -development, together with photographic proof showing
will be sent FREE to every woman who writes Quickly.

as much as five inches enlargement by this method,
Those desiring book sent sealed, enclose 4c postage.

THE OLIVE COMPANY

Dept. 265

CLARINDA, IOWA

—
Advertising Section
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J axe— No, Rodolph Valentino did not
play in either "The Trap" or "The Furnace."
Agnes Ayres' eyes are blue-gray.
Gloria Swanson's most recent productions
are "Her Husband's Trademark," "Her
Gilded Cage," "The Impossible Airs. Bel-

and "His American Wife."

lew,"

Irene S.

getting to be quite a refI get at least one
hectic appeal to settle a life-and-death argument about the movies.
No, Helen
Ferguson is not related to Mabel Julienne
The nearest they got to it was
Scott.
facing each other in the gallery of Picture-Play for February.
And Alary
Pickford has not bobbed her hair.
She
arranged her curls in that bobbed-hair
effect long before short tresses became
popular.
Cullen Landis' hair is naturally curly I'm sure he'd be heartbroken
if he thought that you ever suspected him
of deliberately curling it.
Cullen is not
of the clan of male permanent-wavers.

Waterproof Rouge
Orange-colored, lasts all day

RECAUSE PERT
it

prevents

is a cream rouge
enlarged pores.
Its

cream base acts as that protective
film which should always intervene
between the skin and anything applied
to it.
Contains no oil.
PERT is

;

wonderfully natural; it changes from
orange to pink as it touches the skin.

—

Jennie E. So Lon Chaney is your
favorite actor?
It's
rather unusual to
get enthusiastic letters about the character actors
most of the fans, especially
the girls, get all thrilled only about the

And

it lasts all day or all evening, until
removed with cold cream or soap and

water.

by

or

At

— I'm

—

drug or department stores

mail, 75c. a jar.

Send a dime for a sample of PERT
Rouge. And for another dime you will
receive a sample of Winx, the Liquid
Laahlux, for darken ing the lashes and
making them appear heavier.

young and handsome matinee idols. Well,
Mr. Chaney was born in Colorado Springs
in 1883.
He went on the stage as a dancing comedian, and also directed and produced for a while. In 1912 he made his
debut in pictures as a slapstick comedian.
Now, of course, everybody recognizes him as among the greatest character actors, especially in weird and gruesome roles. "A Blind Bargain" is the
latest picture in which he appears.
He
gives a pleasant little performance of an
ape man that will make you shiver for a
expect
whole week after seeing it.

ROSS COMPANY
Makers of Winx, the Liquid Lashlux
81 Grand Street,

—

New York

Cash or
Cred

We

have a story on Mr. Chaney soon, so
watch for it.
to

T.
for can now be yours for the
asking. Buy at lowest prices ever offered by a reliable diamond house.
import direct from Europe
at large disIn huge quantities
counts. You get the benefit of our
direct buying power. Send no money.
Take a whole year to pav. 10 days free
trial. Satisfaction guaranteed or money
refunded.

We

Lucy.

Bargain Book

Beautifully illustrates, gives prices of 160
Use
carefully selected bargains in diamonds,
Your Credit
watches, jewelry. Explains fully the famous KLEIN easy payment plan. Write

NOW.

If I CIM
IlLCin

(P lT\
CK \*%Jm

122 West Madison Street

Dept. B-1416, Chicago,
Nearly one-quarter century In same location.

$500
T

CONTEST

III.

^r«

r

" Empty
Arms.
J500 will be paid to the writer of the best one submitted. Send us your name and we shall send you the words
of the song and the rules of this contest. Address Contest Editor, World
P. Corp., !i45 W. 47th St..

Dept. G92M,

New

report that

Barbara Bed-

—

—

FREE— Wonderful

— That

B.

ford and Irvin Willat were married was
Air. Willat directed Barbara
a mistake.
in several pictures, and they are very good
friends, but as for being married
well,
Barbara is married to Albert Roscoe, the
actor, and the wedding took place on April
26, 1922, if you are strong for details.

Thatdiamondyou'velonged

sonix

York, N. Y.

— Thanks

engagements have been
dormant lately, and she doesn't
have to spend most of her time denying
Bebe's

matrimonial intentions. I am sending the
casts you want by mail, as they are too
long to print here.

—

I 'bet you are small, and have
curly hair and red cheeks.

Dimples.

How

know? Well, I can't imagine a girl
named "Dimples" looking any other way.
do

I

Forrest
Stanley was the
Amiright?
handsome Charles Brandon in "When
Knighthood Was in Flower," with Alarion
Jacqueline Logan has auburn
Davies.

She has been
hair and dark-blue eyes.
in pictures ahout two years, and has never
played anything but important parts and
She
did she do it?
leading roles.
came from the Follies.

How

a wonderful

anteed

10 jewel movement, sapphire crown,
beautiful white dial. Our wholesale pnee only
$8.75 prepaid. Order today, pay on arrival. V"
refund your money at once if you're not satialie

RELIABLE SALES CO.
434 Broadway,

New

Dept. 204

York

BirLir

going

to

—

Ann.

—Just to

throw your

am not
the waste

fool you, I

letter

in

Pauline
anvhow.
I
wouldn't
Garon is not married. William Duncan
and Edith Johnson have left Vitagraph
and are going to make some serials for
The addresses
the Universal Company.
you want are in this issue, in the usual
place which is at the end of The Oracle.
basket

—

—Both

"Riders of

No, Bebe Daniels does not play in Westpictures often
Bebe is one of the
screen's most decorative creations, so the
producers probably figure it would be a
shame to waste her in rough Western
clothes.
"North of the Rio Grande" was

—

ern

about the only Western Bebe made that
Since she left Aletro,
I can remember.
Alice Lake has only appeared in a few
pictures.
You will be able to see her
soon in "The Spider and the Rose," in
which she plays opposite Gaston Glass.

Cherry.

— I'm

sure

that

Richard

Dix

read all your
But I suppose you
ravings.
ardent
wouldn't care you mean them, don't you?

would blush

if

could

he

—

is under contract
Goldwyn. and it is also true that he
sometimes makes pictures for other comWhenever a producer has a cerpanies.
tain actor in mind for a role, and that
actor is tied up with another company, it
is sometimes possible to secure him from
the company for just one picture, provided

It is

true that Richard

to

actor is not doing anything at the
time for his own company. This is the
case with several of the Goldwyn playnotably Richard Dix and Claire
ers,

the

The Goldwyn studio is the best
for Air. Dix, 'because he stays
at the other studios usually only for the
I am sure that
shooting of one picture.
he would send you a photograph, espe-

Windsor.
address

cially

brown

portuuity to buy a really fine watch at
actual wholesale cost. Any jeweler would
ask $20 for this tonneau shape 14 kt. white goldfilled watch with silk grosi;rain ribbon bracelet.
The watch has a 25 yr. case, high grade, guar-

Kansas Suxflower.

the Purple Sage'' and "The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come" have been
filmed, the former by Fox in 1918 and
the latter by Goldwyn in 1920.
Shannon
Da}' has been in pictures about two years,
and was in the Ziegfeld Follies before
that.
Shannon is a free-lance, and she
has not made man}- pictures recently, so
that is why you do not see her more often.

mean

about
rather

He

-born in Indianapolis, Indiana,
on January 11, 1890. He was on the stage
in vaudeville for two years, then went to
work with D. W. Griffith as an extra, and
has been making pictures ever since.

for the Christmas card,

It

lately.

—

—was

was awfully kind of you to remember me. Alary Pickford was married to Owen Aloore before she became
Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks.
Bebe Daniels
is not married to Jack Dempsey, nor to
The rumors
any one else at present.
Lucy.

know why you

haven't
has been
working right along. But don't miss these
when thev come out: "Brass" and "Alain
Street." be cause Alonte plays in both of
them.
Air. Blue
we're getting formal

now

Almost every day

eree.

—

Eileex. I don't
Alonte Blue

seen

if

knew how much

he

it

would

to you.

R— Glad

F. S.
interesting.

That

you

The Oracle

is

enough for

find
praise

me. So people keep pestering you a'bout
going into the movies? Well, every one
should know by this time that just being
prettv is not sufficient cause for running
There are_ so many
off to Hollywood.
qualities that are far
that most people never

more important,

Five
think of.
seven is rather tall for a girl with
movie ambitions, though several stars are
that height, notably Katherine AlacDonald, Barbara La Alarr, Nita Naldi, and
Bettv Blythe. Five feet three seemed to
be the ideal height for a screen actress
with a weight of about one hundred and
fifteen to one hundred and twenty pounds,
but now, with so many statuesque girls
making good, and stories calling for other
types than the sweet little ingenue, the
tide seems to be changing and the tall .girls
are having their chance. So if your height
is the only thing that is keeping you back,
forget it." I think, though, that it would
be a good idea for you to read our book"Your Chance as a Screen Actor,"
let,
before making any plans. When you have
finished that, you will know pretty well
whether or not it would be worth while
The booklet costs twenty-five
to try.
cents, and you can get a copy by sending
to the Subscription Department, Street &
Smith Corporation, 79 Seventh Avenue,
feet

New York

City.
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Send for

T. E. Hallam Cooler has a role in
"The Tinsel Harvest," in which Madge
Bellam}- is starring. Hallam had an accident recently, -when, during a fire scene
in which he was supposed to rescue his
crippled brother, John Bowers, a burning
building collapsed and both of them wT ere
But calm
hurt, though not very badly.
yourself Hallam's "cute little mustache"
was not affected he onij- bruised his

—

—

shins.

— Theodore

Roberts did not
play in Mabel Xormand's "Molly O."
George Xichols played the part of Mabel's
Mr. Roberts and
father in this picture.
Mr. Nichols resemble each other somewhat, and they play pretty much the
same type roles. That is probably why
you confused them.

Ljxliax

S.

Addresses of Players
Asked for by readers whose letters are
answered by The Oracle this month:

FREE

Gray Hair?
-Dorit Have It

—Not

is

at any age

Whether you are young or old, gray hair
unbecoming and absolutely unnecessary.

My

scientific preparation will bring back the
original color easily and surely and keep it
for the rest of your life.

Bay

Studio.

at Charles

1425 Fleming Street, Los An-

geles. California.

Lon Chaney. Patsy Ruth Miller, Norman
Kerry. Mary Philbin. Maude George, Jane
Hishlonin. rriscilla Dean. Virginia Valli.
Reginald Den nr. Art Aeord. Estelle Taylor,
Jack Mulhall. Wallace Beery. Baby Peggy,
Herbert Rawlinson. Gladys Walton, Mabel Julienne Seott, and Louise Lorraine at the Universal Studios. Universal City, California.

Mail

New York

ented

at
California.

the

Metro

Studios,

special
trial

patoutfit,

A

full

trial

package of

my

wonderful new Prepara-

This powder
tory Powder is included with this outfit.
Is the most recent discovery made in my laboratories,
It puts your hair in
and I consider it invaluable.
perfect condition for restoration and acts as a tonic
Mail coupon today.
and antiseptic.
to indicate
Fill out the coupon carefully, using
color of hair.
If possible enclose a lock in your let"When you have made the test which proves how
ter.
easily 2nd surely your gray hair can he restored get a
If he cannot supfull sized bottle from your druggist.
ply you. or offers you a substitute preparation, write
me direct and I will supply your needs.

Clean as Water

X

—

Please print your

p

—

MARY

I

I

I
J

[

2f

T.

name and address—

\

GOLDMAN.

59-D Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.
Please send your patented Free Trial Outfit, as
(Print
offered in your ad. X shows color of hair.

name

plainly.)

medium brown

dark brown

black
I

aubum

light

(dark red)

brown

light

I

Mae Murray. Malcolm MacGregor, and Allan
Forrest

the couDon

free

contains a trial
bottle
of
the
Redirections and explanations for makconvincing test on a single lock of

my famous

ing

Restorer is a clear, colorless liquid,
pure and dainty as water. No greasy sediment to make your hair sticky, nothing to
wash off or rub off. Restored color perfectly
natural and even in all lights no streaks
or discoloration.
Easily applied by simply
combing through the hair. You do it yourself
no one need ever know your secret.

Viola Dana. Barbara La Marr. Clara Kimball Young, Alice Terry. Ramon Navarro,

with

storer
hair.

My

City.

my

for

Richard Barthelniess. Lillian and Dorothy
Gish. care of Inspiration Pictures, 565 Fifth
Avenue,

Outfit

which

fornia.

Rav and Enid Bennett

Patented
Free

Trial

I perfected it many years ago to restore
the color to my own hair which was premaSince, millions have used it
turely gray.
and so will millions more. It is the most
popular and biggest selling preparation of
its kind in the world.

Kenneth Harlan. Marie Prevost, Wesley
Barry, and Monte Bine at Warner Brothers
Studio, Sunset and Bronson, Hollywood. CaliCharles

Trial Bottle

Hollywood,

Glenn Hunter, care of The Film Guild, 2S1
Fifth Avenue. Sew York City.
Richard Dix, Helene Chadwick,
Claire
Windsor, Lucille Ricksen, Eleanor Boardman,
Mae Buseh. and Colleen Moore at the Goldwyn Studios. Culver City. California.
Marion Davies. Alma Rubens at International Studios. Second Avenue and One Hundred and Twentv-seventh Street, New York

Over

i

0,000 OOO Bottles Sold

_

City.

The ORIGINAL -n-eird Mrs'.o Talisman Ring—
svards ott' evil spirits, sickness, spells, etc.,
Ancient belief, brinffs Success to wearer in love,
bnsiness, games, ALL Unciertakmss. Green Gold
= t-ikes set with Lnckv Mysto Ruby and J
ALSO
Emerald, Eta any finger.
The • ••• c .VY.-iO iMCwiJt
arousing & mrsterioDS instrument, anrvrers
ATT. cmestioEs. LOVE? Hate? Enemies?
Marriage? Children? Money? Life? Luck:
DntSt- Direction andQ'ies-

1

Charles Chaplin and Edna Purviance at
Chaplin Studios. 1420 La Brea Avenue, Los
Angeles, California.
Pola
Negri.
Gloria

Thomas
Swanson.
Meighan. William Boyd. Jacqueline Logan.
Agnes Ayres. Betty Compson. Lila Lee. Elliott
Dexter. Milton Sills. May McAvoy, Theodore
KoslofE. Conrad Nagel. Walter Hiers. Julia
Faye, Jack Holt. Lois Wilson, J. Warren
Kerrigan, and Raymond Hatton at the Lasky
Studios, 1520 Vine Street, Hollywood, Cali-

™

rnprwitb

r «tt fen Booklet- A DF.EAM BCOK
—ALSO Free plan to mate money.

EARN MORE MONEY

by men or women who
Let us help you find ibe

easily earned

fornia.

S100 or

Pauline Garon, Nita Naldi, Bebe Daniels.
Rubye de Remer. Leatrice Joy, Elsie Ferguson,
and Alice Brady, care of Paramount Pictures
Corporation. 485 Fifth Avenue, New York

right vocation. Send for FREE Vocational Analysis Chart
Vocational Service
P P 2 and complete information.
Bureau, 8th Floor, 20 E. Jackson Blvd.. Chicago. 111.

have found their true life work.

IGS

City.

Mabel Normand. Mildred June. Ben Turpin.
Phyllis Haver, and Billy Bevan at the Mack
Sennett Studios. Edendale. California.

Mae Marsh. Carol Dempster, and

vello at the D. W.
Point, Mamaroneck,

Griffith

New

Studios,

Owen Moore. Guy Bates Post. Bert Lytell,
Lew Cody. Bryant Washburn, Marjorie Daw.
Corinne Griffith. Conwav Tearle. and Doro-

thy Phillips at the United Studios. Hollywood. California.
Theda Bara. care of Selznick Pictures Corporation. 729 Seventh Avenue, New York
City.

Harrison Ford, care of Menifee I. John206 North Harvard Boulevard, Los

stone.

Angeles.

TrnnsfoimaKons.trontages. Girls and
Latest Coiffures GUARANTEED Catalog FHEE
incfs. Ren ovat ions like new. Treasonable

York.

John Barrvmore. Percv Marmont. and Walter McGrail. care of The Lambs Club. 130
West Forty-fourth Street, New York City.
Norma and Constance Talmadge, Elaine
Hammerstein. Niles Welch. Jackie Coogan,

SWITCHES

B-OBS

Ivor NoOrienta

.1

Fifth Ave,

Dept. 90,

clinging softness and subtle fragrance

of Lablache awakens memories of Mother's

caressing hands and good-night
This pure-delicately perfumed powder
blessing to your skin.

Pay on arrival SI. 97 Pics Postaee.
MYSTO CO., 136 Liberty St., Dept7QQ.N.V 1 C

more weekly

The

NiewTforis

-

$$ For Ideas. Photoplay
Plots accepted any form; revised, criticised, copyrighted,
markeied. Advice free. Universal Scenario Corporation,
910 Western Mutual Life Bldg.. Los Anjreles. Cal.

A

kiss,

is like

a

proven favorite for

fifty years.

Refuse Substitutes
They mny be dangerous.

Flesh.

White,

Pink or Cream,
5 O c a box
of druggists or by
mail

Send 10c for a
Sample Box
BEN. LEVY CO.
French Perfumers. Dept. 43

125

Kingston SL, Boston, Mass.

Bound volumes of Picture-Play Magazine now ready.
Price

S3. 00

Street

&

per volume.

Address Subscription Department,

Smith Corporation.

79-S9

Seventh Avenue, N. Y.

mond

RingBarg

California.

Edith Roberts and George Arliss. care of
Productions, Incorporated, 366
Madison Avenue. New York City.
William S. Hart, care of William S. Hart
Company. Bates & Effie Streets, Hollywood,
Distinctive

California.

Ruth Roland. Harold Llovd. Marie Mosquini
Hal Roach Studios. Culver City, Cali-

at the
fornia.

Mary

Pickford. Evelyn Brent, and Douglas
Fairbanks at the Pickford-Fairbanks Studios,
Hollywood. California.
Madge Bellamy. Florence Vidor. and Douglas MacLean at the Ince Studios, Culver City,
California.

Perfectly cut, genuine blue-white Diamond held aloft on six white gold prongs.

Gentleman's 14K Green Gold, handcarved mounting, trimmed with artistic
scroll designs of White Gold.

Send No

Money~^iS

your approval. If entirely satisfied pay only $10,
then So a month, for ten months until the total price
of $60 has been paid.
_ L, shows thousands of other
Tivoa KjllL DOOR,
bargains in Diamonds.
Watches and Jewelry. Send for copy No. 503-J.
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ADVERTISING SECTION

|Brin^9xl2"CoiigoleumRtitf
and 3 Small Ru0s to Match—
All Four
only

Less than the

PriceofOne
The price

of

the famous Congo
leum Gold Seal Art Rug
is just as well known, absolutely as standard, as sugar,
salt or flour used to be.

Go anywhere,

look everywhere, in

stores, catalogs, magazines and newspapers
and once more refresh your memory of the actual
universal standard price of a full size Gold Seal Congoleum Art Rug.

—

Here we bring you not one rug

alone, but four
four for less than the regular price of one. A full room
x 12 foot, Congoleum Rug and three small companion
Congoleum Rugs to match, each small rug 18 x 36 inches.

and

all

size, 9 foot

And

that's not

all!

No

matter

who you

are, or

where you live

— regardless of your circumstances— we'll send all four rugs immediately,

without waiting, red tape or bother, for just a dollar pinned to coupon.
30 Days Free Trial. We'll send all f our rugs on trial for 30 days.
We want you and urge you to put them down on the floor and use them for
av/hole month— free of expense and without promise or obligation of any kind.
Less work. Congoleum floors mean less worry

We

absolutely guarantee that if you
would rather return the rugs after making

this kind of a trial, just say so and send
them back.
will refund to you every
solitary penny of transportation charges,

We

both going and coming. We'll refund your
dollar and we'll make this complete refund
in cash without asking you for any sort
of an explanation.

FREE
Mail Postcard for

Pay Little by Little
Take a Full Year

—

there's another advantage
an advantage that ought to place these Congoleum
every
American
Rugs in
home. In spite of the
Still

—

Book of 10,000 Bargains

lowest price in existence
in spite of giving
three small rugs to match absolutely free we
bring you the opportunity to clinch this proven
bargain without a tiny bit of worry.

This Congoleum Rug bargain is just a sample

One

of the ten thousand other bargains in our great big
furniture book. A postcard will bring it to you free for
the asking. It shows everything for the home. It is
probably the largest book of the kind published.
great many things are shown in their actual colors.
You may furnish your home from it completely and at
saving prices, on long credit, from cellar to garret.

A

ALWAYS A YEAR TO PAY
When we

mail you our free bargain book,

we open your

credit account in advance. You never
need to ask for credit. It's the way we sell everything.
And we always loan articles free for a whole month
before you need to decide.
So, no matter where you buy furniture and
house furnishings now, we would like you to have our
book for comparison anyway. Look everywhere else
first, if you please, but also give us the opportunity to
show you our wonderful display.

A FEW DEPARTMENTS
Clocks

Wood Beds
Furniture
Linens

Cooking

Curtains

Steel
Floor

Beds

Coverings

Sewing
Machines
Brass Beds

Bedding and
Pillows

all

can pay little by little, almost as yoa please, taking
a full year. That's the way we sell everything.

We Want

Congoleum
Rug in Every American Home
to Place a

Congoleum Gold Seal Art Rugs are rapidly

be-

coming the national floor covering — universally used in
the kitchen, bathroom and dining room in good homes.
People of taste and judgment are glad to use Congoleum Rugs in their best rooms. It is the rug with
a hundred superior points.

They lay fiat from the veryfirstmornentwithout
any fastening. They never curl or kick up at the edges
or corners. There is no need to tack or fasten them
down Dirt cannot accumulate underneath. They
follow perfectly any uneveness of the floor.
.

YiACA(\&
NO.U<4V,HrUO
N-rk

Waterproof. These rugs are guaranteed absosoluteiy waterproof. There is no burlap in Congoleum
Art Rugs for water to rot. The surface is hard and
smooth and wear resisting.

The Most Famous of All
Congoleum Patterns
This stunning pattern

is

a superb

kitchen will change the appearance of the whole
room. In the dining room it gives an effect imposFor a bedroom it is the
sibly beautiful to describe.
most appropriate pattern imaginable. For the bathroom it is absolutely ideal.

Let us loan you these rugs for 30 days* Free
so you may see for yourself the indescribable beauty
of this wonderful design the greatest favorite and
the most popular Congoleum.Rug ever produced.

—

This Offer Ends in 30 Days
Send Your Dollar

NOW

There never has been a bargain in any kind of
merchandise to equal this offer we are making yoa.
Prove this to your own satisfaction by just looking
up the price of Congoleum Rags anywhere. But we
cannot hold this offer open long. We make itfor quick
action to prove to you our ability to sell you similar
bargains in all kindsof house furnishings from cellar
to garret, on the

same wonderful terms.

To take advantage of this offer, clip the coupon
below, pin a dollar to it and if you send your order within 30 days, we will give you absolutely free the three
small companion rugs, identically the same pattern,
and Gold Seal quality ,to match the big rug.

(1

ft. x 12 ft. Genuine Congoleum Gold Seal Art Rug and
three companion rugs to match, each 18 x 36 inches. <P
in Robins' Egg Blue end Stone Grey. All four rugs on 30

9

Pin

One

,

Spiegel,

May, Stern

tile

design that looks exactly like the finest mosaic
tile that you have ever seen, in lovely robins' egg
blue and stone gray colorings. Such a rug in your

Mosaic Tile Pattern

C QC

Days

Trial.

Co., 1581 Thirty-Fifth St., Chicago, Illinois

$1.00, for which send me on 30 day'a Free Trial your special offer of ona
foot by 12 foot genuine Congoleum Gold Seal Art Rug and three companion rugB to
match, each small rug 18 x 36 inches, exactly as described in this advertisement.
If I keep the rugs, I will pay you $1.25 monthly. I have 30 days to make up my mind.
If I decide to return the rugs within 30 days, you are to refund my dollar deposit and
all carrying charges, both ways.
The price of all four rugs is $15.95, which is guar*
anteed to be less than the regular price of the 9x12 foot rug alone.

Enclosed find

lar to

9

g

>on
5

and Mail

lPig2gl.Mau^terii(i
1581 Thirty-Fifth Street

coupon brings

four rugs immediately. And we'll wait a year
for the balance of the money. If you keep
your rugs after making a 30 day's trial, you

Lamps

Musical
Utensils
Silverware
Dishes
Instruments
Rugs and carpets in all weaves and patterns and colors.
All sorts of odds and ends like wringers, irons, drapes,
tools, fixtures, trunks and bags. And great big department of diamonds, watches and jewelry.
plain letter or postcard will do.
Ask for it now.

A

dollar with the

—

and no back breaking drudgery. Dirt, ashes, grit, dust
or mud cannot"grind into" Congeleum Rugs, because
the surface is hard and does not absorb. A damp rag
keeps a Congoleum Art Rug clean and doesn't hart it.

Chicago,

Illinois

g
I

g

Name

I
B

Street. R. F. D.

D

Shipping
Point

S

Post

1

Office

2

or

_

Box No

.—

—

_^
Also, send me your Free Book of Ten Thousand other furniture bargain*
State

CjheThnds

Cre- ''Uids can give your Gee
beauty quite supreme
'ior they always use as a Ponder Base
.

v_/(

Almond Cream

Hinds Honey

The Ponder P>ase
So many patrons of our Hinds Honev and
Almond Cream are now using it as a base for

—

Perfection
woman may wear

Fashion decrees that

A

face powder, and with such gratifying
results that we are urging you to give it a
'Twill cost you only a few cents for
trial.
a trial bottle and the process is extremely
simple.
Just moisten the skin with the

touch of powder

To

face, her neck, her

But powder

Cre-mis

POWDER,
and

To

charms

a

and grace
proper base;

prevent detection the base supreme

our Hinds

Honev and Almond Cream.

Hinds Cre-mis Face Powder next vou choose

FACE

And vou have

impalpably fine

Its

soft.

fair,

hands and arms.

Must be smoothlv applied on
Is

her

to give real beautv

Delicate, fragrant and

HIXDS

make

soften her color and add to the

Of her

cream and allow it to nearly dry, then dust
on the powder. It will adhere wonderfully
and remain in perfect condition longer than
with any other base we know oi. The
cream and powder will prevent the skin
from becoming rough
or chapped.

to

delicate tints

For

charming

to use,

the requisites, perfect quite

a lovely effect

by dav or night.

blend to produce the coveted
effect

and

and, with

distinctive

subde

its

True

fragrance,

enhance the charm of
every
it

woman who

— white,

flesh,

The

uses

aids to beautv,

each user finds

products that bear the

name

of Hinds.

pint,

Large box, 60
cents. Trial box, I 5 cents.
brunette.

U

!

\r

Sample, 2 cents.

All druggists and department stores sell

and

Almond Cream.

We

will mail

A. S.

HINDS

Hinds Honev
a small sample

A

Try-out Box of
Booklet Free.

tor 2 cents or trial bottle for 6 cents.

5 samples, assorted, 10 cents.

you

CO., Dept. 49

Portland, iMaine

would he beautiful
i£ it wererttjbr herJlnhJes

But Now, Every

Woman Can

Have

SPECIAL OFFER

how lovely her face, how graceNO MATTER
her
no woman can be truly beau-

ful
tiful if

A

figure,

her ankles are flabby and thick. Unshapely ankles give an impression of coarseness
and awkwardness that all the charm of feature
and form cannot dispel.

Thick ankles distress so many women! And
yet today it is easy to transform them into
slender, delicately modeled ankles that will
appear bewitchingly beneath the hem of one's
gown. A new system— The Mme. Wilmarte

Method— simple, safe and sensible — gives to
every consistent follower the pretty ankles
that should be every woman's pride.

What Causes Thick

The Electrolastic Ankle Reducer
Removes the Padding of Fat
The most important step in the Mme. Wilmarte
Method is the Electrolastic Ankle Reducer
which can be slipped on and off in a secondsimply drawn over the foot without lacing,
bandaging or bother of any kind. This
ankle reducer, made of rubber containing natural drawing properties, not only carries off
the fatty tissues through perspiration, but
healthfully stimulates the secretion of the fat
cells. Thus the ankle is reduced to its normal
graceful proportions.
straps,

Mme. Wilmarte

Special Reduc-

ing Cream opens the pores as
shown in the lower picture, and
allows the Electrolastic Ankle Reducers to function more readily.

Your physician would tell you,
if you aslccd him, that with the
pores now open, the Ankle Reducers are ready to do their work.
They stimulate the secretion of
the fat cells which lie between the
normal tissue cells, thereby reducing the amount offatty tissue,
as shown in the upper picture.

While many women prefer to wear Electrolastic Ankle Reducers at night, they may also
be worn comfortably during the day; light,
flesh-colored and
yet exceedingly durable
snug fitting, they will not be noticed beneath
your stockings.
;

While Mme. Wilmarte Electrolastic Ankle Reducers
reduce the ankles, we are supplying with
every pair, a9 a special offer, a generous jar of our
special Reducing Cream. This cream, rubbed thoroughly into the ankle before the reducer 'is drawn
on, opens the pores and allows the Electrolastic

Ankle Reducer

to function more readily.
This unusual offer makes it possible for

for $2.98.

Send

No Money

Simply send us your ankle and calf measurements. We will send you a pair of reducers and a
jar of cream in plain container. Simply pay the
postman on arrival $2.98, (plus a few cents for
postage), or if you prefer, send us a money order.
If, after examining the Mme. Wilmarte Ankle Reducers in the privacy of your own home, you are
not entirely satisfied, you may return the Ankle
Reducers and the Cream, and we will refund your
money at once and without question. You take absolutely no risk.

Special Note!
To those who seek to reduce still more quickly,
we shall be happy to send, free of charge, an attractively illustrated folder, giving a course of
physical exercises for ankle reducing, especially

arranged for us by a leading Physical Training
expert. For those who like to exercise, this extra
service

arranged.

is

Mme. Wilmarte, Dept.
1

2 East

42nd

St.,

4C>

New York City

Please send me your Special $5.00 Offer of a $3.00 pair of
Electrolastic Ankle Reducers and a $2.00 jar of Reducing Cream.

Q
Q

I

am

I

will

I

am

enclosing my money order for $2.98. (You will pay the postage.)
pay the postman on arrival S2.98 'plus a few cents for postage).
interested in your special free booklet of Physical Exercises.

Note: Check which you
-

New York

My
City

calf

measurement

is

desire [Print dearly)

-

-

My ankle measurement is
Department 4C

you— if

you act at once— to get a $3.00 pair of Electrolastic
Ankle Reducers and a $2.00 jar of Reducing Cream,

Name

12 East 42nd Street,

FREE

will

all

lation. This is especially noticeable in the
ankles where superfluous fatty tissues build
themselves into a shapeless wall thickly padding the natural slim ankle lines.

$2 Jar of Reducing Cream
With Every Order

FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY

Ankles

Modern modes of living— of riding instead of
walking— pay for their comfort in fat accumu-

Pretty Ankles

—

Address..
_

City

understood that if, immediately after examining: the Ankle
Reducers n the privacy of my own home, I am not entirely satisfied,
I may return them without question and my money will be refunded.
It is

FICTION
"The world's a theater, the earth a stage,
Which God and nature do with actors iill."
When Thomas -Hey wood made that observation, nearly five hundred years ago, he uttered
a truism which finds' ready response in every human heart. The world if a theater, the earth
is a stage. What is it that enables us to see the characters in the play in all their vitrue, with all
their vices, to laud or condemn their hopes, their fears, their aspirations, and their failures?
Fiction
!

closely this play called life; compare it with fiction you have read. Do they differ
No, you are forced to disagree^ with the time- famous banality: "Truth is
stranger than fiction." You find, after all, that fiction is really truth word pictures of characters and their emotions which are paralleled in human beings.

Watch

in essentials?

—

In life, some characters are clothed in fine raiment, some in tatters; some give before
As we wander along the broad
they take, while others demand payment before it is due.
highway, we come in contact with both good and bad folks; as we read, we constantly meet
the same kinds of people in all their virtue and vice. Assuredly, fiction is but a mirror which
faithfully reflects

life.

Since
may be made to deal with either the good or bad, with the strong or the
weak, the moral tone of a fiction magazine is merely a matter of choice, or of character,
with the author and publisher. Our old copy book at school did more than teach us to write.
Whether consciously or
It hammered home truths which still guide us in our conduct of life.
not is aside the question. The line in our personal copy book which impressed us most is
"Evil communications corrupt good manners," and it is just as true to-day as it was
this:
fiction

then.

Feeling the force of this truth, when it came to making a choice as to whether the fiction
published by us would, be clean or otherwise, we chose cleanliness because we felt that aside
from the moral issue, we could make a financial success of clean reading, just as we might
have made much money from fiction of the leprous type which finds so prominent a place in

many American

periodicals.

Publishing in any form carries with it great responsibility. The printed word gains ready
admittance where the spoken word cannot. No home, no office, no sanctuary that you can
think of presents a closed door to printed matter. It can be_ carried anywhere. It is welcomes everywhere, and usually with little suspicion. Knowing as we do the tremendous
power exerted by fiction upon the morality of a nation, we feel that the publishing of
fiction, exclusively, brings with it a responsibility which we do not consider or treat lightly.

This firm was founded in 1855. During trie sixty-seven years of its existence, cleanliness
published word has been its aim, and in the sixty millions of magazines which come
from our presses every year the reader can find nothing to offend good taste, nothing to
corrupt good manners.

in the

strong in interest? Yes, because fiction of the Street & Smith type clothes
habiliments and attributes of human beings; places virtue before all else;
punishes vice wherever it is found. It makes the man, woman or youthful reader better for
having read. It projects rays of light into lives which otherwise would be dark, enabling the
reader to transform into pleasant hours, spare time which would have been dull and unprofitable.
It invariably helps him to see far beyond his narrow horizon, to escape, as it were,
from the shackles of diurnal drudgery into realms of wholesome romance, love, and advenIs

its

our

fiction

characters

in the

ture.

That has been the mission of Street
seven years.

STREET

&

Smith Corporation

fiction for a

period of sixty-

& SMITH CORPORATION,

79 Seventh Avenue,

New York

City

Advertising Section

*AtLast
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ASnow White Clay that firings
New Beauty in 10 'Minutes/

No More Humiliating Skin Blemishes! No More Rough, Sallow Complexions!
Snow White Clay Draws Every Poison From Your Skin — In Just 10 Minutes

This

new

by Your

Watch! Gives Your Skin a Lovely Whiteness and 1 ransparency — Without Lotions,
Without Powder, Without the Least Mussiness of Any Kind! Watch the Amazing Results!

ten minutes

you can have a brandIn ten minutes you

IXnew complexion
I

,

|

I

!

can clear j-our skin of every blemish
In ten minutes you can acquire a soft, gloriously fresh, smooth, youthful skin
that
will be the envy and admiration of all
your friends

—

You may

J

think this is impossible. Very
Here is a test that will absolutely
convince you and amaze you as well.
First, take your mirror.
Examine your

well.

_

—

skin carefully, noting its various defects.
'Then apply a covering of the delightfully
clean, Snow White Complexion Clay to
your skin. Let it remain for just ten miniites.
Xo need to waste a half hour or
more as you would with ordinarv complexion clays. Remove the clay
look in your
mirror and see what has happened!

i

j

—

Watch

As

it absorbs these
accumulations.
It gently
draws out every impurity from the stifled pores, allowing them to breathe.
Every blackhead and blemish is taken
up into the clay, leaving the skin

No

!

certain
a b 1 e

which

pores

How

It

Works

Snow White Complexion Clay

is

embodies
remark-

entirely

different from any other complexion clay.
First, it is clean.
If you have used old-fashioned muddy clays, you have no doubt hesitated to let this unsightly mud touch your
skin.
Any woman of refinement would have

same hesitancy.
But Snow White Complexion Clay is pure
as clean as driven snow
Applying it to
the skin is a delight.
Indeed. Snow White Clay

40 minutes to do

The New

Lotions,
face powder, or
face finishes are
entirely unnecesselves.

i-

—

!

through the finest
insure the utmost in cleanli-

sifted three distinct times

Chinese silk

—to

READ

Snow White Complexion Clav embodies
tain

marvelous

properties
facial pores, loosening the
sons and hardened bits of
and dead skin which cause

which open
accumulated

cer-

the
poi-

excess oil.
poor complexions.
dust,

soft,

smooth and

plexion in

and Whitens
Skin

White

"Blackheads Banished"

Complexion Clay
possesses a mar-

"Snow White Clay

is

the

best product of the kind I
One aphave ever used.
plication removed many of
the blackheads and left my
skin beautifully white. s?ft

velous
activity
that
stimulates
the skin and iu
addition gives the
skin a wonderful

and smooth."

K. Lewis

new

whiteness
and transparency. Xo other clay possesses this
wonderful power to give the skin new life and
health and to make it soft, smooth and white.

hair

$5.00 Value

ONLY
Xo

dition

may

for a clear,

!

$1

.75
Send No

Money

matter what the concomplexion
your
of

be.

Snow White Comit a new radiant beauty — for

plexion Clay will give
a natural preparation

it

is

and works always.
You won't
have to wait for results either they are evident in only
10 minutes.
See for yourSend no money merely the coupon.
self how this new discovery lifts away blemishes and
without the least
reveals a charming, new complexion
mussiness.
Don't delay mail the coupon at once.
Marguerite Sullivan. Dept 235-S. yth and Spruce Sts-.
Philadelphia. Pa.

—

—

—

—

SEND NO MONEY-

Send No Money
You have always longed

ten

!

fairly

White Complexion Clay all
the blackheads and blemishes have disappeared and
my skin is clear and
Lillian Block
smoDth. "

only

New beauty
minutes
while you do up your

'

MARGUERITE SULLIVAN,
smooth

youthful skin.
Here, at last, is your opportunity to have one
easily, quickly, and in-

—

free-examination offer.
If you send in your
application now a jar of Snow White Complexion Clay will be sent to you at once. Although
it is a
$5.00 product, you may pay the postman only
SI. 75 (plus a few
addition you have
the jar and having
are not more than

Clay-

—

"Snow White Clay is certainly a great improvement
over the dark clay.
I noticed the difference just as
soon as I put it on my face.
When I removed it my skin
'

Snow

White

through
Chinese silk, is as pure
and white as Arctic
Not only will
snow.
you enjoy applying it
but it
to your skin
beautifies your com-

"A Great Improvement"

glowed.
Ida Herman •
"Skin Clear and Smooth"
"Since I have used Snow

Stimulates

White Clay

Snow

expensively.
So that everyone may test this wonderful
new preparation, we are making a very special

Loosens and Draws Out
Every Impurity

work.

10 Minutes!

the

irhite

its

Way — Snow

thrice-sifted

agencies
close the
of them-

of

daintiness revolted at using the old fashioned muddy clay. For not only was
it offensive, but it required

—

Clay

—

i|

40 Minutes
Xo wonder the woman

Needed

Lotions

Way-

Muddy Clay—

Old-fashioned clay treatments have
required the use of an after-lotion to
close the pores which the clay opened
But now
in drawing out impurities.
for Snow White
this is unnecessary

was

Every blackhead, every pimplehead. every
enlarged pore, will have completely vanished
Instead of a muddy, sallow complexion, your
skin will be soft, delicately white, with a wonjderful new youthful bloom.
It is as if a magic
wand were brushed over your face changing
a plain, ordinary skin into one of wondrous
charm. Not only you. but your friends, will
be astonished at the new beauty your skin has
acquired
and all in 10 minutes!
,

The Old

charmingly clear and fresh.

sary.

the Results!

|j

'

the clay dries,

unhealthy

Tn
cents postage) in full payment.
the guaranteed privilege of returning
your money refunded at once, if you
with
results.
delighted

Dept. 235-S
9th and Spruce Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
Tou may send me a jar of Snow White Complexion
Clay, sufficient for two months of beauty treatments.
I will pay the postman
only SI. 75. plus a few cents
postage in full payment on arrival this in spite of the
fact that the regular iirice is $5.00.
I retain the privilege of returning the jar within 10 days and bavins
my money refunded if I am not more than pleased with
the results.
1 am to be the sole judge.

—

Xame.
Address
(If

you wish you

may
"t

Price outside

send money

loith

coupon and save

the postage.)

U S

$1.90 cash with order.
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picking and writing them.

in

Dreams

of Gloria's
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to
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caricatures of screen celebrities by John Decker.

Some Memories
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Individualists
A page of
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about motion pictures.
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analyses
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An open forum of discussion
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all

Myrtle Gebhart
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26

through his career, told by friends and coworkers.
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new
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must pass.
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•

•
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•

introduction to Ivor Novello. the
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Are Stage Productions Better Than the Movies? Alison Smith
A comparison that may surprise you.
In

of the Studios
Camera shots you won't see on the

.

and Out

"Main
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A
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Editorial

.

.

o-limpse of

.

what the screen

.

screen.
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•

.
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concerning the screen.
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.

Helen Klumph

revealed as a casual and unaffected young man.
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By Hector Tumbull

fans in every town in

A

George Fitzmaurice
Production

America have been longing for
Pola Negri as a fashionable modem, woman!
The most fascinating love-actress in
the world in a George Fitzmaurice
Paramount Picture!
Y^ou don't know Pola Negri until you
have seen ''Bella Donna!"
Like a precious stone all motion picture

A Paramount
Picture

genius requires setting.

Paramount
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Out for a Good Time with the Stars
Malcolm Oettinger will take you next month on a cabarabian night's tour of New York,
pointing out motion-picture stars to you and telling about New York's smartest restaurants that
they patronize.
In this you have the glamour and brilliance of Broadway.
But if your tastes run to more simple, informal affairs, you can enjoy with Myrtle GebHere is given
hart the games they play at Hollywood parties, given by filmdom's younger set.
for the first time a glimpse of Hollywood's social life as

Dance

it

really

is.

Mad— and Why
—

Players are all going in for dancing -ballet, classic, and even the languorous movements
of the South Seas hula-hula.
Between pictures many of them study diligently even when they
are busiest they try to practice for some time every day. Why do they do it? Why is dancing
so important to them?
Bernice Frank will tell you in next month's Picture- Play. Miss Frank
She knows how
is a dancer who is playing dramatic roles in William De
Mille productions.
much dance training can do for a player and she tells all about it entertainingly.

Every One Wants

—

Know About—

to

LEWIS STONE
One
in

of

In

1-1

.i

most fascinating personalities

the

pictures.

"The Christian" glimpses

girl were seen
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.
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uncompromising
nately loves and

Klumph
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spirit
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witty, trenchant,
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.

that
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Next month Helen

fears.

give you a

frankly prejudiced,

and admiring pen portrait of

her.

The Treadmill

Who

rapidly crowding younger and more
handsome screen heroes out of some fan's
He is a keen observer and he
affections.
,
had manv interesting complaints to make to
is

.

,

.

.

.

.

,

,

Malcolm Oettinger who interviewed him, with
He brings out
interruptions by Nita Naldi.
many amusing sidelights about stars and their
interviews.

of

Stardom

since Rodolph Valentino walked out of the Lasky studio and told the world just what
he thought of his job, people have been wondering if these screen stars have everything their
way, after all. The public knows little of the system which exploits stars and then hastens
Next month Agnes Smith will explain the amusing, the pitiful, the tragic cirtheir downfall.
cumstances which contribute to the making and breaking of film stars. Every fan should read
Told in Agnes
it, as it gives him an intimate glimpse into the affairs of his well-loved players.
informed.
well
you
makes
it
same
time
that
inimitable
you
Smith's
style, it amuses
at the

Ever

There

will

be many other

big, original features in

next month's Picture-Play. Don't miss

it
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No More Wrinkles

Amazing New Treatment

Them Away

Smooths
A

wonderful new discover}- now makes wrinkles entirely

unnecessary!
Xo longer need women fear the little tell-tale marks of
t:me which rob them of their attractiveness. Xo longer need
the>" dread the tragic lines that foretell the end of youth,
lor Science has found a quick, easy and inexpensive way
Ito smooth away every tired line, every laugh wrinkle, every
deep frown mark
With this new treatment it is almost as if some magic
T.and were waved across your face, banishing every line and
wrinkle and restoring the firm youthful freshness of the skin.
Why allow wrinkles to add age to
r
3 our face, when the} can be erased
so easily? Why allow deep frown lines
to mar your appearance, when they
can be harmlessly removed with
scarcely any effort at all on your part?
j

Removes
Lines formed by arching the forehead or

'

1

owning can note eas-

ily and
i<>ored.

quickly be re-

Tiny lines around the
eyes (crows' feet) mar
your natural beauty.
This
treatment

new

ictH soon Danish

the

lines
ize

smoothed away.

Amazing Results

will scarcely believe

see

this

W

tively

the

what

new

really

your eyes
wonderful

—

discovery called
Domino
rinkle Cream
can bring.
-Even after the first few days you will
find that your face has grown years
younger looking.
Xot only your
friends, but you. yourself, will be astonished at the wonderful new youthfulness your face and skin quickly acresults

effec-

Guaranteed

—

quire.

Domino Wrinkle Cream

besides banishing wrinkles contains certain mar-

Remove Every Wrinkle

to

Xo matter how many other treatments you have tried without results Domino Wrinkle Cream will quickly and positively
remove every trace of the lines thai are spoiling your whole
appearance. It is guaranteed to banish each and ever}- wrinkle,
no matter how deep seated it may be, and a $10,000 deposit in
the Producers and Consumers Bank of Philadelphia backs up
this guarantee.
If within ien days you are not more than satisned with the irr.prcvemer.t it brings in your appearance, your
money will be instantly refunded, without question.

Send No Money
So that ever} woman may try this great new discover}- we
are making a very special introductory offer. You need not
send a single penny. Simply mail the coupon below and we
will send you in a plain unmarked container a regular S5.00
package of Domino Wrinkle Cream. When the postman hands
it to you simply pay him the great]}
reduced price of Si. 95
(plus a few cents postage in full payment. Surely, you cannot
aitord to overlook this splendid offer, especially since you have
the guaranteed privilege of having your money refunded if you
-

-

~>

are not delighted with results.
Bear in mind that the regular price of Domino Wrinkle
Cream, which contains some of the costliest ingredients known,
is S5.00.
It is only on this special introductory otter, which
may never be made again, that we have reduced the price
to Si .95.

Thus you should act immediately. Domino Wrinkle Cream
you of ever} line and wrinkle, for it is a natural
preparation and works always. You won't have to wait long
-

will soon rid

—

for results either.
Just mail the coupon

—

now.

them.

Laufih lines and chin
icrinkles are often mistaken for marks of age.
Thexe. too, can noir be

vhich soften and whiten the skin, removing
ever}- trace of beauty-spoiling
lino- blemishes and molding the skin
into a new smooth, firm surfa

no money. But act at once before this
withdrawn. Clip and mail the coupon today
Domino House, Dept. W-235. 269 South Xinfh St-,

special offer
it.

You

and

Wrinkles

based on a
There is no

vanish almost before you real-

when you

Painlessly

of
is

simple natural principle.
tedious massaging, no painful electrical treatment, no harmful lotions.
And unlike many so-called wrinkle
"eradicators" it does not attempt to
cover up or conceal the lines or
wrinkles.
This new treatment acts in an entirely different way. Instead of merely
treating the symptoms, it gets right
By removat the cause of wrinkles.
ing the real cause in a perfectly natural
and harmless way, the wrinkles and

Watch

.

CAUSE

This new discover}-

Like Magic

is

Philadelphia, Pa.

Domino House, Dept. W-235
269 South 9th
lino

St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

may send me a full-size package of
When it is in
price five dollars .

Wr

i

pay The postman only $1.95 (pins few cents postage*
in ful! payment.
I retain the privilege of returning the package
within 10 days and bavins my money refunded if I am not surprised
and Dleased with the wonderful results. I am to be the sole judge.

my hands

I

will

Address.
City

State
with coupon and save postage.
(.Price outside U. S., $2.10 cash with order.)

If you wisli you

may send money

Agents. Write for Profit Makine Plan.

!
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What

They Seem Like One

I

HAVE

the Fans Think

Big Family.

been a reader of

this depart-

ment for some time, and I am getting so filled np on this "one-favorite-star" stuff that I must express myself.
How can any one choose just one to idolize out of
that great adorable family? For they do seem one large
family to me, and I love every one of them old, young,
large, and small, and I have a word to suit each one.
Sometimes I kid myself into thinking I have a certain

assuming and a regular boy, you certainly must hand it to him.
Bee Stibgex.
No. 5434 Winthrop Avenue, Chicago. 111.

—

favorite until

— bang! goes

I

see another in something as good, then

my dream

castle.

^aw Constance Binney in "A Bill of Divorcement,"
and I decided she was certainly my favorite until I
went across the street and saw Norma Talmadge in
"The Voice from the Minaret." Oh! Norma, I do love
you so
Of course it would not be natural if I did not have
my favorite groups, and they are: Women: Norma
Talmadge, Leatrice Joy, Lillian Gish. Mae Murray, and
Lila Lee.
Men: (Wallace Reid always came first)
Charles Ray, Richard Barthelmess. Thomas Meighan,
Gareth Hughes and Cullen Landis. Character: Theodore
Roberts, Ida Darling, and Gertrude Claire. Comedians:
Buster Keaton and Harold Lloyd. And, of course, I'm
I

for all the kiddies.
Please don't take

it

for granted that

I

include Eric

von Stroheim in any of these groups. He is the one
man on the screen that I actually hate
I hope a great many of your fans had the chance of
seeing Irene Castle in person in "Fashions and Dances
of 1923."
She certainly is wonderful, and I also fell
madly in love with Mildred Harris (Chaplin) when she
was here. I think it would be the end of me if I
should get a sight of Viola

Dana

or her adorable sister,
Shirley Mason.
When I want to be a little girl again,
I go to see their pictures.
When I want to be a beautiful dancer, I see Mae Murray; a superbly gowned
lady of fashion. I go to see Gloria Swanson a temperamental artist, Leatrice Joy a vampire, Bebe Daniels,
and an altogether lovable, adorable person, our own
darling Mary Pickford. It is just like that
I live with
them when I see them and imagine myself in their place.
I must run downtown to live the old' clays of
;

A

Rebuke

Your magazine

to All Interviewers.

one of the best, but there is one
thing that is very annoying and I have noticed it again
and again. Why, when an interviewer writes an interview of a star, does he or she give that particular
star a boost by kicking other stars?
Not only your
magazine, but all the other fan magazines do this. Ethel
Sands says about Cullen Landis
"He seems interested
in your opinions and what you think instead of making
you feel as some actors have a way of doing that only
their opinion is important, anyway, and would never
think of asking yours."
Myrtle Gebhart says about Jacqueline Logan "Thank
Heaven her dressing room wasn't all nice and blue and
white and tidy like those of some actresses
Dressing
rooms usually are when they feel an interview coming
on.
It was all jumbled up and delightfully natural."
Malcolm H. Oettinger says in his interview with
Leatrice Joy: "Nor will she (Leatrice) require De
Mille to keep her at the top.
Both Gloria Swanson
and Bebe Daniels founder, I think once they are away
from Cecil's direction. These are orchidaceous creatures
who need frills and laces, lounges and sunken baths. In
Leatrice Joy there is greater depth, finer feeling, broader
promise."
I could go on quoting indefinitely^ passages like the
above from every interview I have ez er read! It is beis

:

—

:

!

r

wildering, to say the least.
To the interviewer, the
star he is interviewing at that particular time is better
and cleverer and franker and more unassuming than
"the rest." Who in the world are "the rest?"

"Provoked."

Montreal, Canada.

;

—

Now

"When Knighthood Was
No. 229 East Fifth

in

Flower"

with

Marion

Dorothy Lewis.

Davies.
Street,

Oklahoma

City, Okla.

A Crush on Wesley.
must confess I've lost my heart and to Wesley
Barry
One evening going downtown in the elevated
opposite me I saw a lively red-haired young fellow
with his mother and a few other boys. Soon it occurred
to me that it was the Weslev Barrv. and for being unI

—

!

The Weak Spot of the Movies.
have read with interest your Observer's comment
on "hokodramas," which revel in the old stock situations
instead of portraying life in a genuine and sincere fashion.
In my opinion your writer has put his finger on
I have seen many a good
the weak spot in the movies.
story spoiled in the movies by these false situations.
Directors and producers usually claim that the public
I

demands these things, but the success of pictures
"The Miracle Man" and "Miss Lulu Bett" show us

like

that

they don't really need "hokodramas."

Lucy

No

31 East Forty-ninth Street,

P.

New York

Continued on page 10

Eastman.
City.
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Photoplay Corporation Searches
For Screen Writers Through

A
motion
THEsupreme
its

Novel Creative Test

picture industry faces
crisis.

With

its act-

ing personnel at the artistic peak, its
apparatus close to mechanical perfection, the fifth greatest industry in the
United States acutely lacks the one
original
thing it m ust have to go on

—

stories.

Literature and the drama have virThe public
tually been exhausted.
has demonstrated at the box office
that it wants good, original human
interest stories, not "warmed over"
Professional novelnovels and plays.

and

have definitely
motion picture held.
Hundreds tried a handful succeeded.
ists

fiction writers

in

failed

the

—

They are trained for expression on
the printed page, not upon the screen
two widely different arts rarely
combined in the talents of a single

—

writer.

technique and the gifted story teller
as well write his idea in Chinese
as to prepare it without the technique.
;

may

But how can you know whether
you possess creative imagination?
Should you acquire
the technique and
attempt to enter this
fascinating and handsomely paid profession

way

original stories are
being written for the screen, and sold

to producers at

from S500

to

$2000

each by

The leaders in the motion picture
industry who form our advisory council realize ( 1 ) that the future
of the screen drama is absolutely dependent upon the discovery and training of new
writers.

They realize (2) that writing ability and story-telling abil-

is

creative

gifts.

Ethel Styles Middleton
of Pittsburgh, a new writer trained in
the Educational Department of this
Corporation, author of "Out of the
Night." the first Palmerplay. Mrs.
Miodleton was paid S1000 for her story
and will receive royalties on the profits
of the picture for five years.

Photoplay
Corporation can, by
its novel psycholog-

home
so

train

you

studio;

test,

elect,

Then, if
discern it.
the Corporation can

think in terms of the
write your story so the

director can see

its

story and with

form.
play
these

in scenario

tellers

story

offices

and

it

The Palmer PhotoCorporation is finding
all

in

homes

over

the

land.

to

to

tell a

training, can tell

Palmer

you

two entirely different
Only a few can write;

many can

the

talent,

are

ity

with natural ability.
Either you have it
or you have not.
But if you possess

ical

But excellent

sell.

no
endow you

to

writers

screen

?

First, there

—

to develop
and one only
whose stories it can

purpose

action as he reads.

You Are Invited
Clip the
whole
THE
ment

purpose of this advertise-

to invite

is

to Try;

Coupon

you

to take the

Palmer

Creative Test. If you have read this page
to this point, your interest is sufficient
warrant addressing the invitation to
you directly. In all sincerity, and with
the interests of the motion picture industry
at heart, the Palmer Photoplay Corporation extends you its cordial invitation to
try.
Who can tell what the reward may
be in your case ?

up

Everyday People, Trained
the Scenario Technique

NOT

just everybody

—only

in

Creative Test
those

gifted with creative imagination

and trained

craftsmanship of
photoplay plot composition. The unimaginative, unoriginal person can
in

the

never sell a scenario, no matter how
well he masters the screen writers'

$1000 and

Royalties Paid

for Stories Selected
for Palmerplays

writers

of

stories

selected

BY

this scientific series of psycho-

logical

for

pro-

duction by its own Productions Division.
Thus, for the first time, writers may share
in the proceeds of their successful work as
stage playwrights and book authors do. This
plan is endorsed and authorized by the
Palmer Advisory Council, the members of

which are

questions

test

and prob-

lems, the degree of natural aptitude

which you may possess can be accurdetermined.
It resembles the
vocational tests employed by the
United States Army, and an evening
with this novel device for self-examination is highly fascinating as well as
ately

useful.

Through

The Palmer Photoplay Corporation will pay
SI 000 cash and royalties on the profits of
the picture for five years to the Palmer
trained

Send for the Free

this test

many

successful

photoplaywrights were encouraged to
enter their profession.
It is a simple
test applied in your own home.
Its
record is held confidential by the Cor-

The

Pal mer

tion offers
Rex Ingram

Producer
~
Allen Holubar
Producer and Director
E. J. Banks, M. A.

Director and Producer
C. Gardner Sullivan
Scenarist to Thos. H. Ince
J. L. Frothingham
Director. Sacred Films. Inc.
Producer

Rob Wagner

James R. Quirk

Screen Authority

Editor, Photoplay Magazine

Educational Staff Officers
Clayton Hamilton, M. A.
Eugene B. Lewis
Director of Education

Douglas Z. Doty

Editor-in-Chief

George Elwoodjenks

Associate Editor

Associate Editor

Again, the career of a professional photoplaywright may not appeal to you.

There are many men and women, enrolled
for the Palmer Course and Service who
feel that way.
They take it, however,
because they realize the value of Creative
Imagination, properly developed, in any
line of endeavor.
And they appreciate

the opportunities which this Course presents for developing this invaluable talent.

For your convenience the coupon is
printed on this page. The test is free and
you incur no obligation by requesting it.

poration.

Photoplay Corpora-

you

this free test because

Frederick Palmer, Author andEdncator

Thos. H. Ince

to

Scores of Screen Stories Are

Needed by Producers

SCORES

of

good

sold at once
able.

if

stories could be
they were avail-

The Palmer Photoplay Cor-

poration exists first of all to sell photoplays to producers. Its Department
of Education was organized for one

Palmer Photoplay Corporation,
Department of Education. Sec. 1805
Palmer Building, Hollywood. Calif.
Please send me by return mail your Creative
Test which I am to fill out and mail back to
you for analysis. It is understood that this coupon entitles me to an intimate personal report
on my ability by your Examining Board, without the slightest obligation or cost on my parr.
Also send

"How

1923.

PALMER PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION. HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.

me

free,

Carrol B. Dotson's booklet.
Was Discovered."

510.000 Imagination

Name
Street.

City

COPYRIGHT.

a

State.
All correspondence strictly confidential

_
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A Fan's

Experiences with Censorship.

I have noticed many fans complaining
about the injustice of censorship, but none
of them, I believe, have ever given really
concrete instances of what censorship does

to pictures.

saw "W

and Unmarried" once in
Denver, Colorado. Then, one night last
summer, in Xewton, Kansas, I saw it again.
I had liked it immensely when I saw it in
Colorado, which was the reason I went
Well, it started
to see it a second time.
I

hite

out with a very poorly drawn sunflower
pictured through about fifty feet of film,

around which were the words "Passed by
the Kansas State Board of Censors" and
a license number, the general effect being
something like an automobile license tag.
Following this was a very brief flash announcing to those who were quick with
their eyes that the film had likewise been
passed by the National Board of Review,
the inference being that no other reviewer
really counted in comparison with the
Kansas censors.
After which preliminaries the picture started.
The picture got along very nicely until
Tommy arrived in Paris and was watching Jacqueline Logan dance in the cafe.
My half-formed opinion that censorship
wasn't so bad as it was painted was rudely
shattered when Jacqueline was abruptly
shown sitting at Meighan's table, after
only one fleeting smile and an extremely
low-voltage "come hither" roll of her
eyes.
Fast workers, these Parisians
And Jacqueline danced no more that night,
which was saddening.
But alter that the picture got under
way again and everything was going
smoothly until the fateful moment when
Tommy goes to the house where Jacqueline is captive.
There was a flash of the
villain at the head of the stairs, a flash
of the boy Frankie Lee, wasn't it? an-

—

—

other flash of Tommy pointing his automatic in the general direction of the ceiling, then a cut-back to the villain aiming
his gun, another flash of the boy, and then
the villain very gently collapsed and fell
gracefully over the banisters. Once again
it
showed Tommy still sighting up the
barrel of his pistol, with a rather bored
and listless expression of countenance.
What killed the villain? As one small
flapper in front of me beseechingly asked
her escort. "What struck that guy, anyhow?" No doubt it was the intention of
the censors to let the audience think the
Lord had sent His lightning to smite the

blasphemer and unbeliever.

Which is enough for that picture.
The second I saw first in Kansas and
in Denver.
I was in the town of
Ensign that night, which boasts one picture show one night a week.
Therefore
I had no choice and went to see a Western featuring Eileen Sedgwick and Joe
Moore. I drove five miles that night to
see a shew and but wait and see.
The
first jar came when Joe asserted to his
superior Joe was of the Mounted that
he had seen the woman. Norma McGregor, in front of the house where the
villain was killed.
Joe being a stalwart-

later

—

—

—

looking chap, far be it from me to say
he didn't, but I'd sure like to know how
he did it. But things like that happen in
the best regulated pictures, so I took a
deep breath and waited. And along about
the end of the last reel I held my swimming head and weakly implored my neigh^
bor to tell me if he saw things as I did!
Wild flashes of Joe Moore racing his
horse over great hills and into deep valleys, coming from no-where and apparently going nowhere.
Slant-eyed Chinamen killed for Heaven knows what rea 7
son. Eileen transported to Vancouver by

the Fans

Think

airplane or something, perhaps by thought
transference anyway, all material means
were conspicuous by their absence Joe
appearing also in Vancouver from the
clouds or somewhere maybe rode his
horse at least we saw him last madly
riding somewhere on his already winded
horse and next he steps into Vancouver
with his uniform spotless, and cleanly
shaven.
A wild raid on an opium den,
more chinks killed who killed them?
Call the Royal Mounted or Craig Kenned}' or somebody.
And finally Eileen,
who was very much peeved at Joe the
last time we saw them together, cuddles
;

the Kansas legislature could really solve
the equation.
C. C. Saxdisox.
Thatcher, Colo.

;

—

up

his

in

rest of

it.

—

arms and oh, you know the
But she did change her mind

awful sudden.
That's the

Denver

— ah

!

it

was

in

different.

Kansas.

In

Eileen's fa-

ther really put up quite a man-size fight
daughter from being kidnaped, and Joe didn't seem to be nearly
so much of a chucklehead.
In fact, at
times he showed flashes of intelligence.
And both he and Eileen reached Vancouver in quite an orthodox way, and the
raid was well conducted by the Royal
Mounted, and Eileen and Joe weren't
really mad at each other at all, but it
took me nearly two months to find all
this out.
And still people advocate censorship
Think of traveling three hundred miles to find how your favorite picture really did come out
And while I'm on the subject of Kansas
I can't refrain from saying a word about
their Sunday-closing law.
One Sunday I
went from Dodge City to Montezuma.
Dodge was dead, everything, even the
!

!

library,

was

And down

closed.

at

Monte-

zuma, some thirty or forty miles south,
I found a Chautauqua, of none too high
a grade, running full blast.
In fear and
trembling I entered and in fear and trembling I sat through the performance, expecting momentarily the stern hand of the
law to reach out and jerk us lawless Sabbath breakers over to Cimaroon and

Such a disreputable-looking lot as
There was one old man, who,
if his whiskers had been black instead of
white, and he had had hair where hair
should have been, might have looked like
a pirate.
And there were two twin girls
who, if the}' had had black hair, instead
of golden brown, and black eyes instead
of blue and had been twenty-odd instead
of fifteen, might have been bold, bad
Valeska Suratts.
The performance over for which all
were duly grateful and thirty miles away
they were forbidding the showing of "Little Lord Fauntleroy"
I wended my feeble and tottering way to the drug store,
jail.

we were.

—

—

—

one

business

house

outside

of

the

show

tent which was open, that being due
to the limitations of the town, however,
rather than gubernatorial orders, and demanded of the soda-fountain lady what

these were who dared allow people to be entertained (?) on Sunday in Kansas. The explanation ? Very
Tent shows aren't included in
simple.

manner of men

the
fans,

order.
Mind
can't see pictures like

Sunday-closing

Kansans

you,

"Hu-

moresque," "Tess of the Storm Country,"
"The Three Musketeers," or the jewel of
them all, "Tol'able David," but if they
be so disposed they can go to a tent on
the Sabbath and listen to a badly made-up
comedian recite jokes so old that even
Billy West would die of shame, if he didn't
die first of apoplexy brought on from
blushing'.

Well,

maybe

that's

stretching

a little, but as compared with the pictures I- mentioned, or a hundred more I
could mention no one but a member of

Protest from a Railroad Man.

I have never seen a write-up on a railroad picture and think it high time some
one was getting busy.

just like to know if the men
direct railroad plays have ever been
inside of an office or have ever had anything to do with railroad work in any
capacity? The last one I saw wasn't quite
so bad, but the offices that were supposed
to represent the paymaster's office looked
I

would

who

everything

like
office

a

but

paymaster's
like

recall

going to another railroad play

that was certainly a disgrace. I am a train dispatcher on one of
the best transcontinental lines in the States
and know what I am talking about. The
play that I refer to showed the train dispatcher in a blue uniform with very large
brass buttons. One would have taken him
for a captain of some liner. A train dispatcher does not wear a uniform, neither
does he look like a booze hound or a

some time ago

tramp, as this one did.
Again, in the play I referred to they
showed how the train dispatcher prevented
a collision between two passenger trains.

thought it was the most
dangerous thing in the world. It seems as
though the speed of the operator out at

You would have

OS

station was the only thing
some little
that saved the day, by his running down
to the switch several hundred yards from
the telegraph office and getting there just
in time to get the switch over and head
the opposing train in, only getting into
clear by the fraction of a second, when
the other train whirled by at a mad rate.
this must look good to the folks

Now

don't know but what this is the
way such things are handled. But
I would just like to see some of the Interstate Commerce Commission rules that
the railroads have to work under applied
to some of the companies that make rail-

who

only

road pictures. Such junk should never be
It must leave an
permitted to be shown
awful impression on people who know
They
nothing about the railroad game.
will naturally think that this is the way
!

collisions are prevented.

I

would

like to

have the public informed as to how safely
such things are handled, that the men who
control these trains and the train dispatchers who make the meeting points
and who are responsible for ever}7 move
on their divisions are the highest class of
workmen in the world, also the highest
The train dispatcher is one who
paid.
has the most responsible position on the
A train dispatcher could cause
railroad.
more trouble, more loss of life and property, by one little mistake than any other
man that I can think of, and why these
producers and directors insist on portraying him as anvthing else is more than I
can understand. They ought not to make
a laughingstock of the railroad men, who
are not the bums and scapegoats they
look to be on the screen.
If such pictures continue to be shown
there certainly should, and I am sure will

an awful protest. The director, if he
figures on directing railroad pictures, had
better acquire about five years' experience,
starting in at the bottom, for he is sure
making an awful mess of it if he doesn't.
And I am not saying that this five years
would make a railroad man of him, but
surelv give him a general idea
it would
of how most things are handled.
be,

it

—

else

and the paymaster looked more

a bartender.
I

way
how

to prevent his

the

A

—

—

T701

Mont.

Leighton

T. J. Kelly.
Boulevard. Mile- Citv,
(Continued on pnge 12)
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/ell us

^IflgLUM— did

vou

write Alice Adams to show us how foolish
a mother is who sets her heart on having
her daughter go in the best society
Or to show that family happiness will
be destroyed if a wife is dropped by her
girlhood friends because their husbands
had spunk and forged ahead of her hus-

—

band ?

(ambitious wives will say so)

^ as

it

to

show how gauzy are the ruses
D

and pretenses of a social climber:

Or

'£,y so7

u

show

that the false standards of
society people force girls to tawdry, lying
(reformers say sol
imitations ?
to

Tarkington, tell us, was it to show girls
that romance evaporates
that all prosaic
fathers and mothers once wrote ardent love
letters, now hidden away in attic trunks?

—

'.old

—

grouches

will say so*

Or to show every daughter of poor
parents that she should stop dreaming rolose him iorever oec ause her ambitious
see Florenc e Vidor, a; • Alice, will ever

Must she

To

mother
remain

:eais

him as a

precious

br,
wi "
e
mantic dreams and go to work?
2y ",
Did you want to show that millions of young
male scamps are beyond the control of parents:
and to make these young men see on the screen

§

memory

what they

Tell

us, Tarkington,

HASstartedCommittee
your
a

in

of

city

?

reallv are like?

(everyone win sas »o>

about Alice Adams!

Ten been
That is ihe

way

to bring all the really fine motion
pictures to your town.
To bring not Encore Pictures, alone,
but all the best pictures. Those plays
that great directors and great actors
are really proud of will be shown regularly if you start a Committee of Ten
It is a revolutionary plan which enables
anyone who joins the movement to get the
leading motion picture Review Service (unbiased descriptions of all new pictures
and
have shown at your local theatres the photo
plays you want to see.

Adams won the Pulitzer Prize as the greatAmerican novel of the year, and now King
Yidor. producer, with artistic fidelity makes
every moment of the play true to life.

Alice
est

W.

I

ENCORE

PICTURES

are

selected from hundreds
of motion pictures made and
offered us each year because
they actually do entertain the
private audiences that we
show them to in advance.

This is the right way to
choose pictures. It is proved

by the success of

Home

•"Breaking

Ties"

"The Woman Who Fooled
Herself
Harold Lloyd in
"'Grandma's Bov" and '"A
Sailor-JIade Man."
"The Tents of Allah"
superlative romance of the
;

Picture theatres are encouraging this plan
because it fills the houses with the best class
of people in town.
Why not take an interest
yourself, be the live spirited citizen to send us
names of people who ought to favor the idea?
Turn and address an envelope now. Our book.
"Getting Better Pictures," will start your
organization. When you get your copy you'll
say, "How I wish Td had this book months
ago." Write me personally. Arthur S. Kane,
7th floor. 35 West 45th St., New York.

'

South Seas"

—

that you
living
their lives, not actors rushed
into one coincidence after an-

the

new plays

Write
tors.

Inc.

vou a

dif-

of
for the asking.
Exhibilist

other.

Can Booth Tarkington do it?
leads the world. Everybody

Associated

Arthur

S.

President. 7th floor. 35
45 th Street, New Xork.

is

saw live-minded people

the

startling,

will send

personally.
the reason

And

ferent and real.

We

—

thought about what was good

them

human

"Head

friends disagree with you comBut other plays when
you"ve seen them, there is no
pletely.

bad.
You talk, talk, talk
over situations and argue about
the characters as if you knew

desert.
"A Bill of Divorcement"
a thrilling story based upon

motives.
Hunters of

like this part
part. And your

play.

you dislike that

or

—

great

the average photo
YOU know
You

He

Kane.

admits

We<t

it.

That young scamp brother
You would like to get your hands
on him. You would like to tell
him a few bitter truths that nobody has ever told him before.
And that wonThat mother
1

How you would
derful daughter
But
like to help her win out.
:

she wins out anyhow and you
are so glad you could almost cry
or do something
or hug her
Florence Yidor. the
ridiculous.
"unforgetable woman."' gets to
vour heart every time.
Ask vour exhibitor when he
plans to" show Alice Adams. And

—

—

you want to see more such
not only Encore Picpictures
tures but the best of all photo
go back and
plavs produced
read how a Committee of Toil
can be started in your town and
really bring this about.
if

—

—

hudgcry

or Drecms- ceme - True,
Once-io every syoman comes the moment
h world she wilt lire im—
.
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What

the Fans

Think

Continued from page 10

Dick Sure Can Act.
I'm only a boy eighteen years old, and
therefore perhaps not eligible to write for
this column, but I just read what Lois

Doming, of Tacoma, Washington,

said

—

about Richard Barthelmess and, hoy, I'll
She's got
sure back her up every time
I just
the right idea—Dick sure can act.
saw "Fury," with Dick and Dorothy Gish,
and if Lois sees this letter I hope she
goes to see it.
Dick has put it all over Valentino, whom
my sister keeps continually raving about

Jbr Advertising
Pays Big Money
to Men and Women

!

and

Artistic Talent
+ Perseverance
George Holman Ray was employed as Cree
Indian interpreter and storekeeper at Hudson's Bay, over a hundred miles beyond the
railroad.
It required three months for him
to receive an answer to correspondence.In summer his mail was carried over 100
miles by canoe ; in winter it came by dog
eledge.

At one time he had no ink with which to
prepare his Federal lesson because it was
lost

from an overturned canoe.

Ray

carefully studied the Federal Course
position in Bridgen's at Winnipeg by submitting samples of his work.
He advanced so rapidly in quality of work
that he did not stay there long but came
to the art department of the St. Paul Dispatch at a much higher salary.
Now he is
truly on "A ROAD TO BIGGER THINGS."
Compare your opportunity with the difficulties under which Ray worked.
The Federal Course was prepared by sixty
leading artists such as Sid Smith, Neysa McMein, Fontaine Fox, Charles Livingston Bull,
Clare Briggs and many others equally fa*
mous.
Prepare yourself through our teaching.
Over five thousand publishers are on the alert
right now for high grade artists.

and secured a

:

LET US CRITICIZE YOUR

WORK

Send your name and address. We will send
Send us some of your
you a free lesson.
work, and we will criticize it. We can then
judge whether it is worth while for you to
take up the Federal Course.
Step out boldly into "A ROAD

BIGGER THINGS."

,

TO

Send today

the Free Book and instructions
get busy.

—

for

let's

School

udkdtina/
Minneaoolis. Minn.

522 Federal School Bldg.

whom

ahts

F0UI? SCHOOLS IN ONE. PRACTICAL STAGE
TRAINING. THE SCHOOL'S STUDENT'S STOCK wo.
THEATRE AFFORD PUBLIC STAGE APPEARANCES"
Write lor catalog mentioning study desired to

D.

IRWIN,

W. 72d

J3

St.

Between B'way

&

Secretary
New York City

this simplified

School Course at home inside of two years. Meets all requirements for entrance to college
and the leading professions. This am! thirtv-pix other practical
courseware dcs. rili,-.! „ „„ r Vrm Ri.lMin. S.-n.l for it TODAY.

AMERICAN SCHOOL

Dept. H.S76

Drexel Ave.

&

58th St.

and

is

yet be-

—

Club Rooms, Oakland, Cal.

The

Two

ADVERTISED

Nearly Everything Advertised
is

ILLUSTRATED

WT^ff\

vBig Field and Big Money for You

A

Beautifully Illustrated

Book

of Valuable Information FREE
if you are over 15 years old.
Class

Room or Home Study
Instruction

—

—

Address Dept.

2£

National Academy
of Commercial Art
230 East Ohio St. CHICAGO 111.

Movie Acting
Would you like to know if you are adapted to this
work ? Send 10c. for our Twelve-Hour Talent-Tester
or Key to Movie Acting Aptitude and find whether
or not you are suited to take up Movie Acting.
Instructive and valuable.
Send dime or stamps
Interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie
today.

Acting will also be included
FILM INFORMATION BUREAU,

FREE

!

Jackson, Mich

Station R,

Most Beloved.

Heretofore I have not ventured to take
part in any of the contests and discussions
held by the various screen publications
regarding the merits of the film stars, but
have been an interested reader of other
fan folks' opinions concerning their faIn this one instance, however, I
vorites.
would like to express my private convic-

MONEY
ftMAKE
4P
AT HOME

We

you

start

You make

1

in business.
to 2 dollars an

Furnish everything.
hour at home in your

spare time.
No canvassing or soliciting. We
guarantee to teach you Show Card lettering by our
New Simple Method and pay cash each week no
matter where you live.

tions.

Write for Illustrated Booklet and Terms Free.

In the main I agree with the results
of the recent controversy conducted by
your magazine as to who are the greatest
artists in the films.
I have been an ardent
devotee of the silent drama for ten years
past and have seen a large proportion of
all pictures released in Boston during that
time, including every one made by Wallace Reid, and while I concede an ungrudging admiration to several artists for
splendid screen portrayals, yet, to my
mind, the two preeminently lovable personalities of the screen world belong to
Mary Pickford and Wallace Reid.
ally" could have survived the long
but
procession of claptrap pictures he had for
the past two years or more?
Of course,
there were one or two at intervals which
showed his capability when given a chance,
but most of them just commercialized his
tremendous popularity.

DETROIT SHOW CARD SCHOOL
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Mary"

still

remains with

has taken the "long trail," the memory of
his endearing charm will linger for many
a long day.
Eleanor McMahon.
ii Collincote Street, Stoneham, Mass.

Fan Prophet.

After reading every letter in "What the
Fans Think" department, I've decided to
join the critical trio, Agnes Smith, Edwin Schallert, and Trix Mackenzie, and
give my choice of the ten best pictures of
the last year, also comment on the greatest actors of the screen, the "has-beens"and "wiH-bes."
choice of the ten 'best photoplays
is as follows

My

:

Detroit. Michigan

« « $

$ $

$•

m$

Free to
Writers!
AWONDERFUL —
BOOK

read about

itl

how easily Stories and Plays areconwritten, perfected, sold.
many
who don't
they can write, suddenly
rind it nut.
the Scenario Kings and the
Striry Queens live and work.
bright men
and women, without any special experience.
learn to their own amazement that their simplest Irte;is may furnish brilliant plots f orPlays
Tells

I ceived.
I
I

I
5
I

How

DREAM
How

How

I andStories.

How one* sown

Imagination

may

I provide an endless gold-mine of Ideas ttu;
.;
bring Happy Success and Handsome Cash
Royalties.
nto print.

How

How new writers get their names
How to tell if you ARE a writer.

to develop

your "story fancy," weave

clever word-pictures and unique, thrilling,
realistic plots.
your friends may l>e your worst judges.
to avoid discouragement and the pitfalls of Failure H<rw to Win!

How

How

This surprising book is absolutely free. No charge. No obligation. Your copy is waiting for you. Write for it nrw. Ju^t address

AUTHORS' PRESS.

Dept.

101,

AUBURN, NEW YORK

us, al-

though her pictures are all too infrequent,
and though, also, our beloved "Wally"

A

Dinan Bldg.

i .$

Who

"W

Central Park West

High School Course
in 2 Years You can complete
High

all,

cause Dick isn't the perfect lover, he is
quickly forgotten. This world of ours is
fickle, but I'm positive that real lovers of
good acting will never forget Dick.
I belong to a boys' club, and Rodolph
gets the gate with us. We took our girls
the other day, and the whole club over
fifty
swarmed in to see "Ftiry" at the
And the girls,
Tivoli in San Francisco.
had to admit, after the picture, that Dick
was good, while all of us fellows sat spellbound through some of those fights. I
have never yet seen Rodolph really fight
in any picture, although I'll admit I haven't
seen all of his pictures.
I am expressing the sound sentiment of
our Stag Club we are one hundred per
cent strong for Dick Barthelmess, and
hope to see him starred in good, clean,
exciting productions.
Jerry Farrar.

"Little

ALVBE1WE SCMOOlr

can't see at

I

Nearly Everything Sold

$500.00
Prize Contest
THE
"EMPTY ARMS"

Lester Park -Edward Whiteside photo-

play, "Empty Arms," inspired the song
"Empty Arms." A third verse is wanted,

and to the writer of the best one submitted
a prize of $500 cash will be paid.
This contest is open to everybody. You
simply write the words for a third verseit is not necessary that you see the photoplay before doing so. Send your name and
address on a postal card or sheet of paper
and we shall send you a copy of the words of
the song, the rules of the contest and a short
synopsis of this photoplay. It will cost you
nothing to enter the contest.
Write postal or

"

letter

today

to

Empty Arms " Contest
World M.

Editor

P. Corporation

245 West 47(h Street, Dept. 692M,

New

York, N. Y.
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"Orphans of the Storm," because of
and dramatic values.
"Tol'able David," because it was so

1.

historical

its

2.

human

that

it

made me

forget that

it

was

only a picture, and not real life.
3".
"Peacock Alley" and (4) "Broadway
Rose," for they rank as the best of their
tj-pe.

"Hurricane's Gal," superb as a thriller

5.

type.

Sand," because of the
6. "Blood and
splendid acting of the three featured players and its impressive tragic ending.
7. "Grandma's Boy," for the high quality of Lloyd's humor.
8. "Disraeli," a trifle highbrow, not popular with most fans, but a truly dramatic
and artistic piece of work.
9. "Manslaughter," as it contained one
hundred per cent pleasing entertainment.
10. "Smilin' Through," because it struck
a new theme.
.

After some reflection

I

submit this

list

actors .of the screen:
Xazimova, Lillian Gish, Pola Negri, Pauline Frederick, Xorma Talmadge, Lionel

the

as

best

ten

and John Barrymore, Richard Barthelmess. Leatrice joy, and Rodolph yalenThese players have the ability to
tino.
submerge their own personality into that
of the character they are portraying,
which is the test of truly great acting.
There are other fine players like Mary
Pickford, but somehow their own personBy mentioning
ality is always foremost.
Xazimova I am sure to start an argument,
for most fans think that her personality
overshadows her acting ability. I cannot
see the truth of this, for the Xazimova
of "Revelation" was not the Xazimova of
"Out of the Fog," neither was the latter
the Xazimova of "The Brat" or "Stronger
Than Death."
Among those whose hold upon public
favor is slowly slipping, due to poor stories and in a few instances inability to
act.

I

presents

Jackie Coogan
COMES

DADDY"

again the remarkable boy genius of the screen in a picture
and a smile to the heart.
The story of a little waif
Jackie's latest and one of his very best.

that will bring tears to the eyes

This

is

pennies by playing a violin presents some
But it is not without its genuine
hearty laughs, for the irrepressible Jackie never fails to find

of the city streets
of the

its

the sunshine of

Hawley. Mary Miles Minter, Katherine
MacDonald, Clara Kimball Young, and

Ask your

Anita Stewart. Unless Gloria Swanson
gets another part like she had in "Something to Think About," she, too, will join
the ever-growing army. Xow I will adopt
the role of prophet and name those from
whom I expect big things during 1923
the "will-bes' " I will call them. First and
foremost comes Xita Naldi, on account
of her splendid portrayal of Dona Sol;
then Barbara La Marr. Mae Busch, Pauline Garon, and Mary Philbin.
Watch
out for them.
Dick Duraxd.
9 Bank Building, 138 South Schuyler
Avenue, Kankakee, 111.

And

It is

who makes

his

most touching scenes ever shown.

humor and

would name Miss Dupont, Wanda

The Ten

Lesser

Sol.

life.

theatre

owner when he

one that you must not

watch

for the First National

of the ultimate in artistic

^Directed

is

going to play

this

remarkable picture.

miss.

trademark on the screen.

and entertaining

It is

the sign

pictures.

hi)

llationat
Picture

EMason Hopper

Best Portrayals.

The

screen's ten best portrayals of last
year, in
estimation, are:
Lillian Gish's Henriette.
Leatrice Joy's Lydia Thome.
Rodolph Valentino's Galiardo.
Thomas Meiehan's District Attorney.
Xita Naldi's Dona Sol

my

UNLUCKY?

Robert

this Mystic
Serpeat.
Replica of
Ancient Hindu charm
evil spirits,
sickness, spells, and

symbol of GOOD LUCK in love, business, games. Heaw, weird and startling. Genuine 14-Karatgold shell, 3
year truarantee. Men and Women.
Secret "formula for luck" FREE,
Send measure (string tied around finger.!
AU A. BABA, Box 55. 116
Str. Sta., New York. Pay 32.27 and
postage to postman on delivery.

Harold Lloyd's Grandma's Boy.
Betty Compson's Jocelyn.
Wallace Reid's Clarence.
Lois Wilson's

Then wear
afrainat

Maid in "Manslaughter."
Bobby Wheeler in

Clarence.
Gish's Louise

and
-

I

will

add

Dorothy

May McAvoy's Cora.
Anthoxy A. Abbolt.

Utica, N. Y.

Another Ten Best.
From my corner I've been watching

HOME

AT.

1

5 to $60 weekly in your spare

No canvassing or
We instruct you by our new simple
Directograph system, pay you cash each week
and guarantee you steady work. Write for full
particulars and free booklet.
*

heated discussion going on in PicturePlay about the ten best pictures of 1922.
I have my own opinion, of course, but I
must say that Miss Alison Smith's list was
Continued on page 106

FARN
MONEY*
M
V^OU can make $

the

T. S.

DENiSON & CO., 623 So. Wabash, Dept. 67 CHICAGO

WRITE FOR THE M0YIE5

Agnew's

dose following

Ql n %/0
W
hfl W

Vaudeville Acta
Comedies, Dramas,
Musical Comedies wm
How to Stage a Play
I
and Revues, MinMake-up Goods
strel Opening Choruses, Blackface plays. Everything for
Burnt Cork Shows and All Amateur Entertainments.
Monologs, Dialogs, Speakers.
CATALOGUE FREE.

time writing show cards.

soliciting.

WEST-ANGUS SHOW CARD SERVICE
70 Colborne Building

Toronto, Can.

;

A
Try

TURN YOUR TALENT INTO MONEY
Stories Wanted by Producers

valuable

money making

field

Mail us an idea, in any form, at once
for free examination and criticism. We give
our honest services to amateurs who would
convert their thoughts into dollars. No experience necessary.
it!

Free booklet

se7it

on request.

^L^3 Cosmopolitan Photoplay Studio
154 Nassau St., New York
Suite 624, Dept.

D

—
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consider this

irst
Would you
laundry

whatever

under-garments — and woolen
things, too — these women use

not!

which

Ivory Flakes,

We

ask the question only to

remind you of

this:

sweaters and

ty silk blouses,

its

Of course

form, on your face?

safety

wash-bowl laundering of dain-

think of using a

soap,

jar

test

is

just

Ivory Soap, flaked petal thin,

If such a
for instant suds.

laundry soap would injure your
skin,

would probably

it

Ivory Flakes passes the face-

also

test

injure a sheer silk fabric like

chiffon or crepe meteor.

your skin,

cept
these

are

fabrics
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soap.''
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the cost

of a new

dress

Mrs. B. of Nashville had a dress of lovelypeacock blue crepe meteor which had gone out
of style. Instead of giving it awav, she took
it to pieces, washed the silk in Ivory Flakes
suds, and with the help of some old lace, re-

made it into the beautiful nen- dress pictured
here.
"Everything in this family," says Mrs.
B.'s letter, "from Ann, aged 3. to the Persian
rugs, knows the feel of Ivory suds.''

Co., Cincinnati,
(Mrs. B. s dres< and her letter are mojt
the Procter
Gamble office.)

Ohio.
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TOYELY Mary Astor
"
witch-burning

plays a maid of Salem in the days
the Film Guild's presentation of
Percy Mackaye's "The Scarecrow." The beautiful composition of this picture gives a hint of the artistry that can
be expected to prevail throughout the production.

of

in

—
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Old

Little
It

was reproduced

to

form the back-

By John Adison

Elliott

on the screen, will think of it as being an indoor
Nor will all of it be
unless advised of that fact.
shown at once on the screen, for the only view that
would take it in is a panoramic bird's eye.
Taking scenes on such a massive set is a cumbersome
and laborious process. On the day when a few select
ress were invited to the studio only
visitors from the
one scene was acted, the one in which the great crowd
of men rush through the streets at the alarm of Are.
Hundreds o'f extras were used in this scene, and the
taking of it required the assistance of a score or more
electricians, as many camera men. and a dozen or so
To synchronize the movements of
assistant directors.

ing

it

set.

UNDERNEATH

roof of one of the
Greater New York stood

the arched

biggest armories

in

Old New York" of a cenCowling Green and the
showing
tury and more ago
a replica of "Li. tie

Battery as they existed in 1807, with the adjoining
Colonial brick buildings, tall shade trees, and what
seemed then to he broad streets.
From the. balconies overlooking the huge arena great

Ray
shafts of light streamed down from a s:ore of Sun
points
dozen
a
posted
at
Camera men were
arc lights.
of vantage, waiting for the signal to begin grinding.
In front of the buildings and on the street corners
period
stood groups of men, clad in the costumes of the
Though
see.
could
I
yet no two exactly alike, so far as
they were only extras, each one seemed to be dressed
the digin keeping with his general looks and make up
and pompous old gentlemen were appropriately

—

;

nified

satin
dressed in long-tailed coats and high hats, with

vests and ruffled
rougher garb.

shirt

fronts; the working

inclined to think that a set for

Bert Lytell's

"A Message from

was perhaps
But this one

Mars"
larger.

enough.

It

a

trifle

is

large

covered almost all
some 60,000

of a floor space of

and was so comand in its naturalness that few persons see-

square
plete

in

feet,

detail

in

this great crowd required an endless amount of prepYet this
long delays, and many rehearsals.
aration
scene will probably take no more than a few seconds
when shown in the finished picture.
The story is taken from a very successful play by
Rida Johnson Young of the days when Peter Delmonico,
founder of the famous Delmonico restaurant, peddled
sandwiches at the prize fights, when John

—

"

Jacob

claimed that this set, which you will
It
see in Marion Davies' next picture, is
I
the largest set ever built indoors.
is

am

men

]

joked

Astor and Commodore Vanderbilt
good-natured raillery over each

in

other's

"foolish"

business

Astor poking fun

at

over his boat
derbilt

enterprises

the
lines,

commodore
and Van-

retaliating

laughing"

at

by
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New York

Harrison Ford takes the part
young hero of the story,
and is as handsome in the costumes of our American ancestors as he is in those of our
English ones of the same
period
that of
"Vanity
of the

ground of Marion Davies' next picture.

—

With sketches by T. Victor Hall

But beside the two

Fair."

popular

up with worthless land on ManThey were the days of stage coaches,
days
of the pillory, the stocks, and the whipping post
which have for us to-day some touches of gruesome-

for getting all
hattan Island.

more

tied

—

of romantic charm.
one in which Miss Davies masquerades as
a boy, Pat O'Day, the ward of an attractive young New
Yorker, who falls in love with her when he finds out
Like so man)' other stars, Miss
that his ward is a girl.
Davies sacrificed her long tresses to meet the demands
of the role, and throughout most of the picture she
will appear looking as boyish as she appeared in the
pictures of her in that role which were printed in last
month's Picture-Play. The shade which she is seen
to be wearing in our artist's sketch of her on this page
was to protect her eyes from the battery of intense
lights that were flooding the huge set.
ness, but

The

story

is

leads, there are
other very wellknown actors in the cast.
Mahlon Hamilton plays
the part of Washington

several

Irving,
story.

who

appears in the

Montagu Love

rep-

John Jacob Astor.
George Barraud has
Henry Brevourt, founder of the famous hotel
that bears his name, while Sam Hardy appears as Cornelius Vanderbuilt.
Louis Wolheim, of "The Hairy
resents
role of

Ape" fame,

will

appear as The Hobokcn Terror,

in the

amusing and picturesque prize-fight scene, in which he
is defeated by the droll Bully Boy Baxter, a part played
by Harry Watson, a famous vaudeville comedian.
If the screen version of "Little Old New York"
reproduces the quaintness, the humor, the charm of the
period as well as the stage production did and it ought
to do it even more effectively
it should be a most inFor it is a period little known to
teresting picture.
most persons, and one full of surprises.

—

—

What Makes a
Good Screen Story?
Certain definite

elements

go

biblical story of

into

the making of stories
of

wide popular appeal, and

Mary Pickford

and

Teanie

Macpherson, two of the keenest judges of
motion-picture story material,

tell

successors, in which
against the villains.

what

they are.

By Gordon Gassaway

Illustrated

by

Lui Trugo

do you call a good motion-picture story?
Thousands of picture fans, as well as the

reviewers, complain that a large porportion of
the stories appearing on the screen are not good, but
there is no general agreement on why they are not good
or how they could be improved.
Yet, so insistent has this criticism become, that Adolph
Zukor, head of Famous Players, recently asked a number of the world's leading writers and thinkers to meet
in New York within a few weeks, and thresh this mat-

to

or

give

the

mice

will

There is the
theme built around the
play."

a

me

seemed

it

less

that

imaginary

fat. who was the Sheriff of Nottingham, who
was always trying to find Robin Hood and serve a war-

rant for his arrest.
"What did you see in 'Robin Hood' that made you
choose it for the screen ?" I asked Doug one day when
we had found comfortable seats in his mirror-lined reception room at the big studio in Hollywood, right under
the shadow of the towers of Nottingham, still standing.
"'Robin Hood?'" Doug repeated, while his eye

them a

basis

away,

as

not so

struction of a house, for the best stories are built just
as a house is built, and there are almost as many details to be considered.
It is generally recognized that there are certain fundamental themes which serve as the foundation for
to

alone

it was just a compilation of more
events about a gentlemanly bandit
with a feather in his hat who stuck people up on country lanes and then took the swag home to a girl he
called Maid Marian for no good reason that I could
ever discover. Of course I knew that there were some
interesting people always hanging around Robin Hood,
notably a fat rascal by name Friar Tuck and another,

members of his organization, with a view
improving screen stories.
Well, let us also discuss it.
What makes a story
good or bad, as it appears on the screen? Was "The
Mark of Zorro" a good story, or was it just a happy
selection for the screen personality of Douglas Fairbanks? These are some of the questions which we must
consider in looking at what appears to be a dearth of
story material for the movies to-day.
Both Jeanie Macpherson and Mary Pickford say that
the construction of a good screen story is like the con-

for popular appeal.
Douglas Fairbanks says that all story themes
can be reduced to ageless adages, such
as "A rolling stone gathers no moss"
or "Still water runs deep."
He used
a well-known adage for the basis of the
construction of his story in "Robin
Hood," this being "When the cat's

battles

looking for when they are considering a
Take the
possible motion-picture vehicle?
Douglas Fairlegend of "Robin Hood," for example.
banks decided that this would be a good story, and yet
story

ter out with

which can be depended upon

boy

ducers are

to

solid

the

There is the ever-popular Cinderella theme.
Audiences always delight in the working out
of this idea, in which the poor little girl suddenly blossoms out and marries the prince.
The "Ugly Duckling" theme is another ever
popular one. This was used with more or less success
Here Colken
in "The Wallflower," by Rupert Hughes.
Moore played the part of poor little Idalcnc Nobbiiis
who was beautified within an inch of her life and then
conquered the heart of the handsome hero.
Now, apart from the theme, what is it that the pro-

WHAT

stories

David and

Goliath, wherein a youth
goes forth to battle against
This was used by Richgreat odds.
ard Barthelmess in the story of "Triable David," and all of "Tol'able David's"

The "Cinderella"
theme is one of
the old standbvs.
i

lighted with a reminiscent gleam as though he were
enjoying again the roistering scenes which he de-

picted

in

the

picture.

."Why,

that

legend,

which

being over a period of three hundred
years, had everything in it that should make up a
popular motion-picture story.
"Beside the theme that we started to build on, it
had the framework and finish of heart interest,
There always
color, romance, action, and conflict.
must be conflicting wills in stories, so as to give
simple example of conthem a dramatic punch.
flict may he found in the popular triangle theme.

grew

into

A

What Makes

a

Good

Screen

When we

where two men are opposing their
wills to win a certain girl.
The girl
and one of the men may be already
married that makes no difference so
long as you get your conflict.
The period of the Crusades was
almost enough in itself to make me
decide that 'Robin Hood' was a good
tale for the screen.
There was color
and there was action in the time of
the Crusades, and also, I am very

fans say that picture stoand haven't any
punch to them any more, I think we
should consider carefully whether we
mean the stories themselves or the
manner in which they are dressed up
for the screen.
For instance, 1 forget all about the story itself when I
am watching a Griffith picture because I become so absorbed in the
fate of the heroine.
When I saw
"Orphans of the Storm" I was more
concerned in whether or not Hcnries are getting rotcen

—

"

susceptible to certain periods, just as
I am to certain kinds of food.
The

Roman period has a very great appeal for me, and so has the period
of 'The Three Musketeers.'
There
are other periods which do not interest

me

at

riettc

was

Mary Pickford always has

conflict

"Friar Tuck" was
one of the memorable figures of the

"Robin Hood"
legend.

you analyze the stories conceived and produced by
you will see at once that each tale is built on
substantially the same theme.
It is the theme of the
poor girl who is chased by the villain and almost crushed
by the weight of circumstances against her. He started
this long before "The Birth of a Nation," and it has
If

Griffith,

in

theme

Is this

write a letter to

about

every one of his pictures that I can
really popular?
I wish you would

Picture-Play and

tell

what you think

"Whether it is or not, Griffith embellishes each
of his stories with certain sure-fire thrills such as the
ride of the Clansmen in "The Birth" and the race of
the ice floe in ""Way Down East." As far as the popularity of Griffith pictures is concerned, I think I may
safely say that the}- are not popular because of the story
they tell, but because of the beauty, the thrill, and the
emotion that the structure of them conveys to the auit.

dience.

I

in

mind

development. When I started to
prepare the material for this article
I sought an audience with Mary Pickford because she has manifested a
knack of picking interesting and also
successful stories and because she is
one of the foremost business representatives of the screen to-day. Furthermore, she is trying to please the
public, and she knows what she is
Her opinion is very highly respected
ter

eye.

recall.

than

—

in a very vital spot.

been repeated

sister

three e.-sentials for the stories which
she herself selects for reproduction
on the screen and this is a tip for
any embryonic scenarists who think
they might like to write a story
for Miss Pickford. Her stories must
contain elements of self-sacrifice, natural comedy possibilities, and charac-

"Of

course I did inject enough
of wills into this legend to
give it dramatic suspense.
There
was also a splendid opportunity for
some gorgeous spectacles with the
Crusaders, and while spectacle has
no bearing on a motion-picture story,
it has a very great deal to do with
pleasing the eye and keeping the audience interested when von are using
a medium which has to reach the
heart and brain solelv through the

little

it
was, buried far beneath
the claptrap of the embellishmen f in
the ride to the guillotine.

not interest me, and certain flat periods in the history of England and
America for me are colorless. But
the history of Richard, mingling with
the legend of Robin Hood, touched

me

found her

in the actual plot of the picture,

such as

The Dark Ages do

all.

Story?

talking

about.

throughout the industry.
"All people are Cindcrcllas at heart," she said, first
all.
"They like to imagine that some day they will
be rich and have every conceivable luxury, no matter
how poor their present circumstances may be. And so
I think that this is the biggest and most popular theme
I have used it any number of times."
in pictures.
"Why did you consider 'Dorothy A 7 ernon of Haddon
Hall?' " I asked.
"Because it had big characters in it." she replied seriously, tilting her large hat to shade her eyes from the
glare of the wide windows. "I did not consider 'Dorothy
Yernon' because it had a big part in it for me. and
of

that

is

the

truth,

but be-

cause in it were the conflictQueen
ing
emotions of
Elizabeth and Mary, Queen
story conof the Scots.
cerning those two women is
bound to be interesting.
There was also a clash be-

A

Period settings have nothing
to do with the fundamentals
of a story, but they have a
great deal to do with pleasing

the eve.

tween two families in
the story which makes
And it
drama.

What Makes
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help in holding his palette or even in mixing his paints,
but the actual application of the paint to the canvas
should be his own. The same thing holds true with a
By the time it has been ripped apart
picture story.
and put together again and cut and patched by four
or five or a dozen different minds, what have you? You
simply have a 'what have you,' and that is all.
"Chiffon bags were not meant for carrying flatirons,
and some stories were not meant for certain players.
Some one wanted me to play a story written by J. M.
Barrie.
It was a very pretty story, but it wasn't real.
I want a story to be real.
I wouldn't even play Peter
Pan but then. I never want to wear trousers
throughout any picture. That was why I played
both the parts of Dearest and Fauntleroy in
'Little Lord Fauntleroy.'
But I realize now
that it was a mistake, because no one in the
audience could feel verv keenlv for me

—

Mary

Pickford's

up on the stairs
tures

servants
to see

shown at home.

line

her picIf

she

pleases them, she feels she has

made a

success.

oozed romance. It also had suspense, which is a vital
part of any good story, and many unusual situations.
"I like unusual situations in stories, but I want them
to be convincingly unusual, and not just dragged in by
the curls because they happened to have a thrill.
"There is not so much pathos in the story of Dorothy

Vernon

as there was. for instance, in 'Rebecca' or in
Maris,' for although Dorothy's heart may beat
as poignantly as did Rebecca's or Unity's or even Amanda's
Miss Pickford refers here to the girl in 'Suds' no
audience can see a heart beat under lace as easily as
under calico. The pathos may be there, but it is not
Anyway, the audience brings the soul to
so apparent.
It is the right kind of reaction on the speca picture.
tator that we are striving for.
can only guide this
reaction, and sometimes it seems to get awfully out'Stella

—

—

We

of-hand.

"Once, when we didn't have much money, mother
bought me a fifteen-cent doll.
I was terribly pleased.

When I got home I took the doll out
It was in a box.
of the box and found that it didn't have any clothes to
its back.
They had just dressed the part that you could
Very humbly. I would
see when it was lying in the box
say that a good many stories are that way.
They are
just dressed up for what the audience can see, and there
!

nothing behind them.
"The important part of a story, as I see it, is the part
you never see, but what you feel. It is the underlying
sentiment.
In all the stories that I will do from now
on, having learned a few lessons during the short time
1 have been on the 'screen
I am really just starting my
career now, you know
the leading character must have
a very intense interest in life.
She must reflect the
is

—

—

atmosphere around her. I don't think that a little girl
brought up in an alley has much interest in life, unless
certain circumstances come along and throw her into
life, and life into her.
"Five or six people cannot write a -good screen story.
That, according to my idea has been the matter with
several of my own pictures, and with those of some
other producers I have seen.
"Only one artist can paint a great picture. Can you
imagine what it would look like if five men had worked
all at once on the Mona Lisa?
The artist mav have

when

I

"An

was playing

my own

mother and also

my own

son.

story is a simple story.
I made an unusually bad story in 'The Love Light.'
It was too
complicated.
There were too many characters. The
interest of the story must be concentrated on a few
characters.
"Spectacles are all right for motion pictures, but the
story of the characters must be marched in front of
the spectacle.
If the spectacle swamps the characters,
your story is lost, and so is the picture, usually.
"I gauge the story interest of hundreds of pictures
by the servants at my house. This is a secret, and I
hope they never know it. When Douglas and I show
pictures on our little screen at home we always invite
the 'help,' and they group themselves on the stair landing.
Sometimes they watch an entire picture, and then
I know that the story is interesting, but if they walkout on a picture it is a pretty good indication to us
that the story is not gripping or the star is not popular.
It's a great barometer.
"I notice that if the characters of a story are human,
they can bolster up the story if it isn't so good.
But
I think that the public is tired of artificial people in
ideal

artificial situations."

Here,

it

seems

to

smack on

its

people

artificial

in

artificial hair.

head.

me. Miss Pickford
I.

for one,

houses

with

What we want

is

am

hit

artificial

more

a nail right

tired of artificial

flowers

and

stories about real

who are solving real problems in a real and human
way, so that we may be helped with our own problems.
Artificiality, it seems to me, is all right if it is used for
contrast, but some of the artificial stories thrust onto
the screen to show off artificial actresses are doing a
It has been my forlot to keep people out of theaters.
tunate experience to meet a great. many people who are
members of what is called the ultra set of society, and
I have met them at work and at play, and they are
very real and not a bit artificial. Nor do they go around
with their chins in the air and sneers on their lips.
They have their own troubles, too, and their hearts, as
Miss Pickford says, beat just as hard as ours.
Jeanie Macpherson, who has written most of the C.

people

B.
is

De Mille scenarios for his most successful pictures,
an authoritv on storv construction for the screen.

What Makes

a

Good

the De Mille successes.
'"The 'why" of a picture is the question which every
fan must ask himself or herself if one is to decide

whether or not

it is good.
of the 'whys' of a popular type of story is
mother love. The domestic problem, such as was used
in 'Why Change Your Husband?" or 'Why Change Your
ife?' is another 'why.'
That is the theme of the story,
and if it is sound, then the story is good. The theme
is to the story what the string is to a string of beads.
The situations and ideas in the story are the beads, and
the theme is the string that holds them together."
Miss Macpherson, more than any other writer for
the screen that I know, is coldly analytical in regard
to the mechanics of her work, as you will see as her
conversation is recorded.
"In "Saturday Night,' " she went on, twisting her
handkerchief in her fingers as she talked, "we used the
old proverb, 'far fields are greenest.' In that story, the
poor little girl was reaching out for the glory of society,
and the rich girl was reaching out for the man who
was most remote.
"If stories are to be judged as good or bad, the Three
S's. as I call them, should be seriously considered.
These are: situation, suspense, and sympathy. In 'Manslaughter' we had a great situation, that of the district
attorney who is faced with the necessitv of sending
his sweetheart to prison for killing a man.
That situation is almost big enough to make the story, but it is
not the theme of the picture. The theme is 'what shall
we do with our youngsters considering the pace they
There is a very real danger of mistaking
are going?"
a big situation for a theme and trying to make a whole
story out of it. Many pictures fail for just this reason."
It is becoming a recognized fact that certain types
of stories achieve waves of popularity.
There is the
mother-love theme such as in "The Old Nest" and
"Over the Hill" and a dozen others. There is the more
recent Sheik or Oriental type.
"I can remember way back in picture history," continued Miss Macpherson, while I wildly took notes,
"when the Civil War theme had a big run with 'The
Warrens of Yirginia.' 'The Heart of Maryland.' and
'Shenandoah." These of course were adapted from suc-

"One

W

—

—

like

that,

which has had
srirl

One of the greatest actors

in

its counterpart rewith heart of wold.

Russia

tries out all fiis

plays on the streets in one of the poor sections of Moscow.

-

We

cessful stage stories.
"There was also the vogue of the race-track story,
such as 'Checkers' and other tales of the horses. But
if each of these is looked at closely it will be seen that
tlie theme is not the race track, but the heart of gold of
the young tout underneath Ins flippant exterior, or

something
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"A good story should have suspense. This is achieved,
not with melodrama such as a train running off the
track, but usually by mental action.
The suspense in
'Manslaughter' is found where one waits to know
whether or not the district attorney will allow the judge,
without a protest, to sentence his sweetheart to seven
years in the penitentiary. 'What will he do?' you keep
That is what I see as suspense. It
asking yourself.
is a vital part of every good story on the screen, and
if 3"OU are bent on criticizing a screen story when you
see it, you can say: 'Well, it hasn't got a good situation,
or suspense, or sympathy."
"By 'sympathy' I mean sympathy for the principal
characters. You don't have to weep over them to sympathize with 'em if only you will believe that they are
real.
If you walk out of the theater and say that the
people in the picture did not seem real to you. then chose
people did not have your sympathy. You did not live
long with them. Going back to 'Manslaughter.' we gave
the girl sympathy by putting her in a scene which all
can recognize a jazz part} at a country club."
"But Miss Macpherson." I interrupted, "I have heard
people say that they did not like C. B. De Mille pictures because the characters in them were cold and
They didn't seem to live" as other people live.
artificial.
Is that true, do you think?" That was a mean question,
because Jeanie Macpherson had written all of the De
Mille pictures.
"Out of fifty pictures that Mr. De Mille has made,
That
forty-eight have been huge box-office successes.
But I will say this, the public likes
is my best answer.
these pictures and sometimes the critics don't, so we are
now writing for the public and not for the critics.
"However, I do not believe that all motion-picture
stories should be cast in the same mold.
"A very great many people like George Bernard
Shaw's plays. His 'Man "and Superman' was one of
the biggest money makers of its time. But his people
are not cloaked with misery nor smothered in sobs.
usually use intellectual
Thev are intellectual people.
people for our stories. You must at least give us credit
for that.
"One of the most successful types of story we ever
It was found
had was the domestic-problem Type.
The domestic problem, if
in 'Old Wives for New.'
cleverly worked out. always makes a good story.
"There would be very little variety in art if all painters
painted the same subject in the same way. and it would
be too bad if all people only liked marine views, for
The greatest
instance, and wouldn't look at landscapes.
need in picture stories to-day is variety. Don't measure
Let there be polite
all pictures with the same yardstick.

So I turned to her for some additional and professional
information on "what is a good story for the movies?"
I found her at home, and I will give her words just
as she spoke them, reviewing some of the greatest of

centlv in the chorus

Screen

c

v

'
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comedies, and satires, and tragedies, but don't damn
a story because it has a theme which does not happen
to appeal to you."
Now that we have a foundation of testimony from
Miss Macpherson, Mary Pickford, and Douglas Fairbanks, all leaders in their particular line of work, let's
take a popular theme and see how it would be prepared

Screen

Story?

From this
we have to begin

The producers'

ture story.

point
filling

in

the

fingers are al-

ways

details

will

the

see

what the
and fall-

rising

ing throb of the

of

touches

on

public pulse to

emphasize
the theme, lead up to
the climax, which will

which

public heart in-

for the screen.

dicates will
make the most
money.

as good a theme, perhaps
purpose, as
In this connection, if we are writing a story for
the screen, there is an old Spanish proverb which reads
"Out of the frying pan into the fire." The fish out
of water is about in the same predicament as the fish
which jumps out of the frying pan into the fire.
poor little girl who falls in love with a rich young
man with a snobbish family is the fish out of water. Example: ''Peg o'
Heart," and any number of others.
But this is not enough for your story. After you have
the theme, you must create a big situation. Perhaps the
poor little girl's scapegrace brother is caught stealing
her rich mother-in-law's family silver, is sent to jail,
and the little girl's husband is the district attorney.
There is a situation. Now you must have suspense and
sympathy. The suspense is found, as in "Manslaughter"
with the waiting to know what the girl's husband, as
Hundreds of incidents
the district attorney, will do.
of interest must be introduced, as De Mille introduces
them, or Griffith. These are the handmaidens to your
plot, as Jeanie Macpherson puts it.
Little kittens playing with a ball make an incident
in the story, but if you just stick the kittens in because
they are cute, then you commit a common fault of many
But if the little kittens roll the ball under
a picture.
the sofa, and the butler, in trying to get it out, finds
the stolen family silver, then you have "an incident
is

A

My

is a handmaiden to the plot."
In regard to the big spectacles, which either swamp
a storv or help it out, one must use his own
judgment. The spectacle of the Roman orgy in
"Manslaughter" is a fine example of a spectacle
that helps out the plot.
"The spectacle must react on the hearts of the
two main characters in the story, or it is not
good," Miss Macpherson says. "If you are judg-

which

ing whether or not a storv
is good or bad, look to see
if
the big ballroom scene
or the swimming-tank scene,
'or
the explosion of the
powder train has a definite
bearing on the love interIt should."
est of the story.
So in our story we will
put a big spectacle, but we
will be careful to see that
it touches the hearts of the
rich young district attorney

and his poor little wife
whose brother is on trial.
And there we have just the
beginning of a motion-pic-

Many
like

stories

dolls

only

are

that are

dressed
front.

in

keep our picture constantly full of action, and, above
which will hold, at every point, the attention and
interest of our audience.
Nearly any well-tried theme, usually with some familiar adage or proverb as its nucleus, is the basis for
a good screen story. It is the treatment of it that diswill

all,

it
from all the stories along similar lines.
There have been numberless adroit adaptations of the

tinguishes

Cinderella

of the prodigal-son theme, of the
with a heart of gold, and the uneasy is the
head that wears a crown theme. One of the most popular themes in literature is the littleness of human
actuality in contrast to the immensity of human dreams,
and curiously enough the motion pictures haven't done
much with this one. But they probablv will.
Many motion-picture producers go to picture shows
just to watch the reactions of the audience to certain
situations.
It is an interesting experiment and one
that every one interested in this question of the essentials of a good screen story should try.
It isn't loud
applause, guffaws of laughter, or sniffs and sobs that

chorus

story,

girl

count. It is the furtive tears, the awed intake of breath,
the quiet chuckles that these observers in the audience
watch for. And then, if they can analyze what it was
on the screen that gained that effect not the actual
incident, but the underlying psychology of it, thev can
contrive a situation that will gain the same effect in
some slightly different way.
Orleneff,
of
one
the
greatest
Russia
actors

—

ever produced, had an original method of
testing the stories he used in his plays. He
did. not believe that there was such a thing
as "writing over the heads of his audience."

No,

sir.

He

went down, with his company, into
the public square of the poorer section of
Moscow, and there he produced his new
If the impoverished peasants wept
play.
and laughed at his story, then he knew that
it
was good, but if they were indifferent,
he knew that something was wrong.
"The public represents the sum total of
human experience." says Jeanie Macall
pherson, "and picture producers are making
their stories for this public.
If the story is good, it will
We
masses.
the
hold
judge the actual value of
a story by stock-market
reports, as carefully as the

broker watches his
There is no guess
work about it whatsoever."

stock

ticker.

INDIVIDUALISTS
LJERE

—

are seven screen players, picked by a caricaturist to show as only the art of the caricaturist canstrongly individual every player is who has attracted any attention on the screen.
The ones he selected, quite at random, happened to be William S. Hart, Ford Sterling, Bull Montana, Pola Negri, \Yalter
Hiers, Larry Semon, and' Charlie Chaplin.

how

Everything

in

Gloria's house is luxurious

The House
At

last

of Gloria s
Doris Irving

FOR

years the Gillette mansion in Beverly Hills has
been pointed out to tourists with the remark,
"That belongs to the safety-razor king." And
frequently this announcement would be greeted with a

"Oh, it looks like the home of a movie star!"
does and now it is. It was just the sort of home
Gloria Swanson had always dreamed of having, so when
it was listed for sale a few months ago, she bought it.
The price which was in the neighborhood of a quarter
of a million dollars didn't stump Gloria. She even made
It

;

Dreams

Miss Swanson has acquired a magnificent home such as she has long wanted.

By

sigh and

and magnificent.

some expensive alterations, including installing a motionpicture theater.
It is so much nicer to see pictures in
one's own home than to have people scrambling over
one in a search for seats.
The house is in fashionable and quiet Beverly Hills,
and its near neighbors belong to Fred Niblo, Charles
Ray, and Will Rogers, and just up the drive a little
way is the entrance to Pickfair, the home of Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks.
Next door to Pickfair,
Charles Chaplin is building an English bungalow.

The House

The cream-colored Srvanson mansion

by a red

is

of

Gloria's

25

Dreams

surmounted

roof and surrounded by trees brought
from all parts of the n-orld.

tile

The Swanson mansion is one of the most
impressive in all southern California. It is
cream-colored, with roofing of red tile, and
is set in commanding position at the top ot
a hill. The house has twenty-two rooms and
is flanked by thirty-two acres of grounds.
In the garden there are hundreds of varieties of flowers and trees from all parts
There is a patio filled with
of the world.
royal palms and a fountain, a pergola with
an arched approach, and plenty of beautiful smooth lawn for Gloria and baby Gloria
to

romp around on.
Sometimes, when she

get

home from

is

lucks"

enough to

the studio quite early Gloria

Sometimes she dines here alone in state, but usually
Gloria is surrounded with guests.

The breakfast room

is

decorated

in

cream and gold and over-

looks a spacious garden.

about the grounds with her Russian wolfhound,
but ordinarily the grounds are enjoyed only by the
numerous gardeners who tend them and the tourists
-who curiously peek at them.
Gloria, her mother, and baby Gloria are all the
familv there is to occupy this magnificent house, but
strolls

She loves to
Gloria usually has lots of company.
the prehold
entertain and particularly she likes to
mieres of her friends' pictures at her house. Marshall
Xeilan's "The Strangers' Banquet" is one of the pictures that recently had its initial showing at a party
there.

Evervthing in her house is luxurious and magnifipraccent, for Gloria's taste does not run to simple,
Continned on pajre 99
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anecdotes recalled by his friends

is

found

By Myrtle
Called an "easy mark,"
he was forever buying
junk that he never could
All a salesman had
use.
to do was to show his bath

robe or trick suspenders
Even
or soup strainer.
his
sevent y-thousanddollar insurance was practically
all
taken out in
every time an
driblets
agent would accost him,
he'd agreeably sign up for
another couple of thousand, so the chap would
get the commission.
"On one of his crosscountry trips," his secretold
tary
us,
"a chap
boarded the train at a
small town and exclaimed
excitedly that the doctors
wouldn't let his wife and
:

HAPPENED

I

to be out at the

Lasky studio on that Thursday afternoon at two o'clock
when the word came in that Wally
Reid had passed on. At first the
news was greeted with puzzled

baby leave the hospital because he couldn't pay the

awe, almost unbelief; then, slowly,
fumblingly, his friends spoke their

bill.

Wally forked over
hundred dollars so
chap could get his

hearts.

four

"I had known Wally since he
was two years old," said Theodore
Roberts in a voice that was husky.
"He was the soul of light, of grace;

the

The
family out of soak.
and
around,
got
when Wally stopped at

he did

that

that

with a fleeting touch
an inerasible imprint of

tilings

left

charm.

was

news

A

dilettante, screen acting

of his accomplishments. He played the violin, piano,
organ, and even the saxophone he
was the only human being Eve ever
heard evoke melody from one of
those things.
Geraldine Farrar
once complimented him on his musical skill.
He painted in oils not
finely, but passably.
Restlessness
was his keynote."
"He wrote, too," spoke up Agnes
Ayres.
"Poetry, lacking depth,
perhaps, but showing imagination.
In "Peter Ibbetson" he had his one
Sonnets, little essays on life and
The picture below was
real chance.
people and things. He would show
taken in his chemical laboratory.
them rather shamefacedly, and
then only when Ed begged and pouted all over the lot. Pie studied
chemistry, too
had quite a laboratory at his house, pouring liquids
Put he tired of
into glass tubes, experimenting with this and that.
things quickly."
of grace, sort
"It was in everything that he did, that spirit of
chameleonlike," a girl I didn't know said rather haltingly. "Goof
ing from one thing to another, occasionally moody. Usually, though,
Intensely
the life of everything; never, you felt, firmly anchored.
the

least

—

—

—

—

—

interested in the thing of the moment; though you knew that two
minutes later he'd be drumming on the piano, improvising music as
light as thistledown."

"During the slump two years ago, when many of the Lasky force
were laid off," said a prop man, "Wally staked a number of us fellows
for months."

town coming back,
there were five husbands
in the same predicament."
One to whom his passing
brought grief was a little

cripple

Wally and

named
his

Bessie.

wife bought
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Wallace Reid

of

With

the best and most endearing portrait of Wallace Reid.

Farrar
in

''Joan

Gebhart

the

Woman.

her braces and crutches which enabled her to walk about the room
where she had been bedridden all her life. He would often spend
an hour with her. describing the wonder; of motion pictures, which
she had never seen, and chasing her pain away with his saxophone.

There were many other instances of

his generosity.

Five invalided Canadian soldiers stopped in Los Angeles.
Seeing them hanging around
the studio. Wally devoted' his
five-day vacation between pictures to taking them riding.

Later he went to the address
they had given him and found
they had gone
leaving behind

—

a considerable board

Xot

bill.

having enough money

in

his

pocket,
"I'll

he told the landlady.
get a check cashed and

bring you the money."
And
he did, though the boys were

kids to dance, though he had a

greatest

good nature,"

his

take a street car because

mooching "boob had

An

were
People would drop

bounty,

"We
up

of

evening whom
heard of. tear up the rugs to
dance, eat and drink everything

gave

on the place.
them the run

"When we

were

Wally

When we

mounCold

retired.

Wally and

adjoining rooms, I noticed
that he had thrown his thick
fur coat over the one blanket
I in

on
up

making
Poman,

at

his bed.
the next

But when I woke
morning I found

And
the fur coat over me.
Wally shivering in his sleep,
under the one blanket."
Wally was very proud of
his newspaper career which,

mona," said a camera
"we had fifty girls in the company and only five men. Xot
wanting the girls to run
around with strange fellows in
the town, Wally
would play until
midnight

were making -Anatol'

at Pinecrest, in the

as blazes and only a couple of
thin blankets for bed covering.
Wally insisted that Kelly, his
valet, take one of his blankets.

of the
house.
Full of life himself,
he was eager that others
should enjoy themselves."

'The Charm School' up

—

tains, in the wintertime.

an
we had never
in

of Wally's
others was

sistant.

"Sathis
accepted
his
undoing.

who

for

some

his car."

Hezi
told me bv Cullen
'Tate. Cecil B. De Mille's as-

said

shortly after his passing.
ellites,

illustration

consideration

his

wife

let

everybody use his three cars
often he'd walk distances or

There's a chap of his build
on the Lasky lot who has worn
Wally's clothes for two years.
One week a suit, the next a
dozen shirts.
"Wally's best point and his

—
weakness — was

He

headache.

splitting

strangers.

though short, promised brilliance.
Al Wilkie, of the Par-

for

amount

and

publicity department,
treasures a photograph which

similar incident was related

"From
Wally autographed
reprofessional
liar
one
formed to another."

them

to sing

dance."

:

A

by Lincoln Stedman, long a pal

of Wally's.
"Once when we
were working
a

in

town near San

Diego he played
evening for

all

the

high-school

—

—

Upon one occasion he composed a bit of war poetry said by those permitted to read it to be exceptionallv good. His inspiration was Lew Cody,
who recited a French-Canadian war-poem. After Lew departed. Wally
sprawled on the lounge and on a scrap of paper wrote his verses.
"He loved to read," Cullen Tate told me, "but his changeable temperament demanded variety. The classics and Balzac upon
"Clarence" was one of
occasion and the old Greek tragedies.
But his favorhis pictures which the
ites were Kipling and Mark Twain.
I'd find him with
critics liked.
a pipe of which he had sixty and wouldn't permit any

—

—
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—

move

one to

'Come

in,

or touch them
and a book.
He'd
pour yourself a drink and shjit Up!'

say,

"Selfish, yes. as a child is.
He loved to sing 'Old
Heidelburg,' and every time we had music at the house
of an evening he made us sing that song over and
over until I hated it.
He, Francis MacDonald, and I
would' sit on the steps and howl our lungs out with
'Old Heidelburg' until I often devoutly prayed the
neighbors would interfere."
His later years have been so spotlighted
that the public knows them well.
But,
turning back the pages in anecdotes supplied by friends of his youth, one finds the
happy-go-lucky, kindly nature of Wally
in embryonic form.
In the days when pinchback checked

:

Wallace Reid

of

grand time. He would sit up until five o'clock in
the morning, knowing that he had a hard day ahead,
entertaining people he scarcely knew, all the while wish-

a

ing they'd go home, but unwilling to ask them to do so.
the life of the bunch, yet he hated crowds.
When he'd go to Vernon or Sunset Inn, he would play
and let the rest
the saxophone with the orchestra
dance.

Always

—

He

was buried, as he had lived, with both rich and
poor, somebodies and nobodies, about him. Among
and his
his pallbearers were celebrated stars
chauffeur. Bennv Frazee.

—

/.;:>

"Wally gave away so much," said one
any desire to show off,
but because he loved to watch for the look
of surprised pleasure that would come into
Often on the street he'd say,
people's faces.
'Watch this guy now.' He'd stop some poverty-stricken individual and offer him some
little gift, money, a new shirt
friend, "not through

became the rage, Wally and
Rosson determined to possess
such suits, 'but the prices were prosuits first

Dick

Finally they located a tailor
to make them for twentyfive dollars each.
But Wally
came in one evening in great
fury, because
"That darn boob
wants thirty dollars for mine,
Few persons ever knew that, among his
'cause I'm so lean and lanky,
other accomplishments, Wally zurote bits of
and won't let me have it until
Here is one of the poems that was
verse.
Being perpetually
I pay him."
found among his effects after his death:
broke, he was about to go suitless until Mrs. Rosson volunteered the extra five dollars.
But the next day, when the boys
Between two days of pure immortal light
proudly stepped out in their
Like somber shade, the span of life remains
checked
monstrosities,
thev
A dream of love and hate of loss and gain
were guyed as "cheap vaudeWhich magnifies its pleasures and its pains.

hibitive.

who

agreed

—

THOUGHTS
—

yillians"

and nevermore would

just

And would

"Once we were
car,

sitting in the

and Wally, suddenly decid-

ing he didn't like the expensive
wrist watch he wore, offered

me. I demurred, and he
Tf you don't take it, I'll
give it to the first chap that
it

to

said.

passes.'

"He was always

broke, his
slipping from his fingers
as fast as he made it. In happygo-luck)fashion,
he'd
buy
things whether he wanted them
or not. His dressing room and

money

thev don the suits.

"As

anything.
bought,
chuckle the rest of
the day over the. fellow's expression of blank amazement
and happiness.

he'd

And while the dream endures, we. self-made blind
Bemoan and wail and strain against some "fate"

Wally was always
for trying something new," said
a kid.

Forgetting

What

Gladvs Rosson.
"One day he
saved and borrowed all the
money he could get and bought
a phonograph, together with a
recording instrument.
'We're
going to make our own records.'
he announced, "there's class to
us!'
The first experiments
were not a success, but he kept

lies

in

the moil of mortal toil

bevond the shade— the ultimate.

home were
Tis true we are but mites, mere grains of dust
Amidst the myriad others of our kind
Unless

And

we grasp

rule our

well,

W.

at it, locking us all up in the kitchen, filling the cracks
about the windows and doors to make the room soundproof.
And there we made our records, Wally playing
which he learned at our house and the
the fiddle
rest of us howling our lungs out."

—

—

Once Wally was stopping with a friend in another
The chap had been imbibing too freely of the
liquid now in exile and insisted upon going out "on a
Though Wally drank a bit too much himself,
partv."
he was quick to save a friend from his own weakness.
city.

"I'm no kill-joy," he told the boy, "but you've had
You're not going out of this room to-night
enough.
When the chap argued. Wally
if I have to lick you."
knocked him cold; and when he came to. he says he
found Wally be'side the couch, tears in his eyes, crying,
!"
"I didn't mean to
I had to do it
But I had to
!

we have
our realm, the mind.

the heritage

kingdom

!

His last hobby was his jazz room, containing saxophones, piano, pipe organ, fiddles, everything that would
produce noise. There both friends and strangers would
congregate and a discordant evening would' ensue, with
all the instruments going at once and evervbodv having

R.

with everyBatik and fancywork pieces to mechanical tovs
and a golf thingamajig to aid

thing

from

filled

fine

—

teeing-off he bought three
of the latter atrocities and of
course never used anv of them."
in

It is not generally known that he was much of a
surgeon. But. when filming "Too Much Speed," a chap
suffered an accident which necessitated an operation on
T
bis hand, which
ally performed, with the aid of his
surgical kit that he carried with him always on location, kidding the chap all the while to mitigate the pain.

W

Wally loved to repeat the smart sayings of his fiveyear-old son, Bill, often pointing out that the youngster
was a chip off the old block. His favorite tale was
when somebodv asked Bill. "If you missed the street
car, what would vou do?" and Bill replied scathinglv,
"Call a taxi."
Another Wally recounted with a mighty pride
"When I showed Bill a picture of Elijah ascending
to heaven in his chariot, my young hopeful pointed to
the halo over the prophet's head and exclaimed, 'Gee,
"
dad. he's carrvin' an extra tire !'
"Wallace Reid was one of the kindest young men
"Our
I have ever known." Mary Alden told me.
paths separated when he left the Griffith studio to join
the Lasky company, but our acquaintance was renewed
that

Some Memories
some years

later

when

to play the leading

I

joined the Lasky

woman's

role in

of
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Wallace Reid

company

'The "Witching

W

ally discovered that I was dressHour.' When
ing in one of the old wooden dressing rooms he
used his influence to have me moved to one of the
new dressing rooms on the second tier of a con-

crete building.

"My dressing room was very near his. and I
always knew when he arrived, because his man
immediately put a record on the victrola as W ally
All during his make-up time
entered the room.
the victrola played, and Wally whistled or sang,
occasionally shouting out to ask my opinion of the
He had

different selections.

a genius for getting

music out of any instrument, and

his

room was

lit-

tered with them.

"His devotion to
and when the

his

tiful,

room the

chatter

was

young son was very beauboy was in his dressing

little

like that of a couple of five-

year-olds.

"One day Wally came to my dressing room door
with a square package in his hand, and said. 'Hey,
Mary, wait till you see what I've got for the Prince
"When he opened the mysof the House of Reid."
terious bundle it proved to be a collection of miniature disk records. 'Aren't they great,' said he, 'he'll
they're his size and they'll be his own.'
love them
"Immediately he went to the phone and instructed
whoever was at the other end to send the 'big
fellow' over to the studio at once.
"Just got some-

—

thing

he'll like.'

"After the child arrived he instructed him in the

—

mysteries of the victrola how to start it,
how to stop it. and how to place and displace
a record. The child enjoyed it, but no more
than his father, who had never really grown
up.

"One would have to see the idolized star
of the screen at play with his small son to
understand the little boy back of the star.
"In public places, wherever he would be
permitted to do it, "Wallace Reid always
played some instrument in the orchestra.
So often had he left the ladies and gentlemen to take a seat in the orchestra that
people who frequented the restaurants and
dance places ceased to comment on it.
"It is almost impossible for me to realize that he has passed on, a victim to his

One of

"He was

terrifically

eager to

make

something of "himself and his restless
energy made him work hard when he
started in pictures," Percy Hilburn. a
camera man who worked with "Wally
at the old Yifagraph studio, reminisced.
"In later years, his success
left him little incentive to further
effort, so he grew bored and care-

camera men."

though he had to go quite

—

City to the

often walking or bumming rides,
pocketbook being in a constant state

studio
his

New York

mythical

remember

Wally

during the
early Selig days in Chicago." said
Mvrtle Stedman. "He be^an bv do"I

hero

of

—

a

M
H
||

S8

la Costello.

One of the first silversheet stars,
Costello was the Wally Reid of his
day and at his feet Wally poured the
idolatry of his youth.

With Al and

Dick Rosson. both of

now
As he
appeared
in an old
Universal

comedy,

of depletion."

handsome

Maurice Costello and a
One
the rugged West.
day he would appear clad in chaps and sombrero the next morning he would be
caught shamefacedly peering into a mirror and trying to make his hair curl
tically

neglecting his real talent. But
in the old days he was the most
industrious person on the lot and the

a distance across

—

Like all boys, Wally had his hero rather,
worship fluctuated between the roman-

his

less,

first to arrive,

of Wally.

ing stunts, later progressing to acting for
Yitagraph. When not doing a stunt he was
preparing himself to be an assistant camera
man, practicing on a fake camera in the
back yard, grinding to a stop watch, a method
by which Colonel Selig used to train his

own

self-indulgence, but the charm of
the lad remains with us, mingled with
our regret."

the last portraits taken

several

years ago.

assistant

directors,

whom

are
he would

trudge for hours over New York
City, seeking out the houses where
pictures
were shown.
Sometimes they would fortuitously

Costello's

arrive at a nickelodeon simultanentrance
eously with Costello's
when the spotlight would be thrown
Continued on pnge 90
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I've
The most

Been to Mecca

Hollywood to enter, and the one which
most anxious to see the Chaplin studio.

difficult place in all

visiting fans usually are

E walked

right through the gates an<
found ourselves in Charles Chaplin's
studio.
There was no formality
very easy. There was no
it was
about it
one on the premises, and Bill, the door
keeper, saw no reason why we should
Wm
Bill
not make ourselves at home.
.
the autocrat of the Chaplin
is
studio.
For two years he has
keen opening and shutting the
He works from six in the Jj
gate.
morning until nine o'clock at night
and sometimes later, when ChapFor two
lin is making a picture.
years, Bill has been keeping eager
sight-seers and curious celebrities
from breaking into the most exclu;

A list of the prominent persons who
bave been refused admittance would be interesting.
Only Chaplin knows who they are.
and he won't tell. Bill doesn't know a celebrity when he sees one.
He is perfectly
democratic.
He never refers to Mr.
Chaplin he only speaks of "the boys."
He never speaks of Edna Purviance
he talks of "the girls."
The studio is on La Brea Avenue,

his guests.

""V

\
|j

;

in

—

Bill

looks

California.

call.
Across the street live
Mr, and Mrs. Percy Heath. Percy
Heath writes scenarios for Paramount pictures. Mrs. Heath is a
friend to all Hollywood. And one

social

j

of

You

—

Bill— that

partly bulldog.
It is up to Mrs.
Heath to maintain friendly relations between the
cat that is partly Persian and the hound that is
partly bulldog.
And so she feels a neighborly
is

interest in the doings of the studio.

Ever}- man,

woman, or

who goes

Los
Angeles tries, at least once, to get into the Chaplin studio.
It is the most fascinating and picturesque movie workshop in the world.
Sometimes, Chaplin admits celebrities who happen
also to be his friends.
But he picks and chooses
child

to

looks

like

a

little

It
business manager.
though it were transplanted
from New England. It has a tennis
court and a beautiful lawn.
Some of
the movie stars have finer houses, but
Sid Chaplin has the most charming
home.
Mrs. Heath and I visited the studio
on Sunday afternoon. Chaplin had just
lin.

enjoys a neighborly and

her particular friends is Bill.
see, her small son. Burton, has
a cat, purchased at a street-corner auction
for fifteen cents.
The cat is partly Persian
The Charlie Chaplin studio has a dog also called

it

English houses. Back of
the houses, you can see a glass stage.
On the corner of La Brea and Sunset
Boulevard is the home of Sidney Chap-

j

But

Hollywood, and

row of

/

sive studio in

By Agnes Smith

—

Charlie's

as

finished
his
short comedy for
last
First National, and all the studio force

was enjoying a vacation except Bill. Bill
takes no vacations. When a man is over sixty
years old, he ceases to believe in vacations. Every
two weeks Bill gets a day off and then he goes
home somewhere and visits his wife.
I
was glad that Chaplin wasn't in his studio.
Frankly I am more interested in the comedian who

made "The Kid," "Shoulder Arms," and "Easy
Street" than I am interested in the man who is.
Bill

to

never

refers

'Miss

Purvi-

he

speaks

nce;"

of "the girls."

purported to have written "My
Trip Abroad." On the screen,
he is Charlie; off the screen be
is
Chaplin and well a little
conscious of the fact.
1

—

—

I've
But

studio

Charlie's

is

like

Charlie's

Been

to
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Mecca

com-

you'd like it. It is as English as Harold
The tiny offices
Lloyd's studio is American.
look as though business was never transacted
In the projection room is a
in a rush there.
small and wheezy old church organ, the kind
you pump with your feet. After working all
day, Charlie sits and plays the organ often he

edies

;

;

plays

eight

after

until

Heath and

permission, Mrs.

Then we went

—a

into

With

o'clock.
I

Bill's

played hymns.

Charlie's

own

apart-

room, a bath, and an alcove
The living
that is used as a make-up room.
room is long and has a big fireplace with a
divan in front of it and a table at the back of

ment

living

divan.
On the table were some scrapand
treasures of his visit to England
two other books. One book was written by
an explorer named Koebel and dealt with British explorations in South Africa and the other
treated of the serious business of building a
house. As you know, Charlie is going to have
a home of his own.

the

books

—

—

The

on the floor

carpet

is

Englishmen love red carpets.
homes, the red carpet

lish

On

god.

two

the walls

of

his

is

brown red
In most Eng-

a

the

living

household

room

are

Now

guess!
Photographs of
the rumored "fiancees?"
No. One is an enlarged photograph of Jackie Coogan in "The
Kid."
The other is a framed picture, probably cut from a magazine, of Flore Repictures.

who

valles,

danced

with the Russian BalThe gate through which

let.

saw

the

rather

was

It

a

saloon, fitted
sorts

all

devices.
slot

the set.

of gambling
Some of the

machines worked,

:

dumAnd there was

a well-stocked bar.

A

Volstead bar ? I didn't
ask Bill. Mrs. Heath
and I neither lost nor

won any money on
the Chaplin

set.

The property room
a small barn.
On
the door, there is a
sign
which
reads
"Do not let the cat get

is

awav.
Her name is
Mule." I think Charlie
wrote that sign.

The

cat

property

lives

room

in

the

with

She is pure
white and she has six
toes on one of her
Bill.

front feet.
Bill has
private apartment
in the property room
a dark kitchen and a

•his

;

bedroom.
his
lives

Bill

its

Bill allowed us to enter the dressing room of Edna
Purviance. It isn't really a room, it is a small bungalow, furnished with wicker and all blue and gold.
•Like Charlie, Miss Purviance doesn't seem to care
On her dressing table
about autographed pictures.
were some books Tennyson's "Idylls of the King," and
Stephen Leacock's "Moonbeams from the Larger
The little bung-alow looks like the blond,
Lunacy."
blue-eyed heroine of Charlie's comedies.

Western
up with

but others were
mies.

even celebrities, are
guardian, Bill.

visitors,

Or

sets.

we saw

few

allowed to enter, and

went out and

\\ e

cooks

own meals and
his own life.

A

few of the~ settings for "The Kid" still are standThere is the street scene and the doorway into
which Chaplin smuggled the deserted baby. Bill wasn't
ing.

interested in the settings, but he pointed with pride
All studio
to the swimming pool, filled with water.
employees are immensely proud of the tanks.
At the end of our visit, Mrs. Heath bought some
candy from Bill, who keeps a stock of gum and
chocolate nut bars locked up in a cabinet.
"Pretty tiresome, sitting here all day, opening and
shutting the gate," she remarked, just by way of conversation.

"Well,

swered

it's

mostly just keeping the gate shut." an-

Bill.

"I wonder how many times you have opened and
shut the gate for Charlie Chaplin." I remarked.
"I have opened it more times
Bill looked at me.
than I have shut it."
Whereupon at this cryptic remark, we paused, stopped
and considered. There is more than one exit to the
Sometimes, when important persons
Chaplin studio.
wait at the gate, Charlie slips out his own private
,.'e>it:

.

.

Nevertheless, we thanked Bill,
and walked out by the front door.

waved our hands,
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Over the
Fanny the Fan holds

forth on all the
and plans of favorite

By The

been to a face-clay party at Seena

"I've

!"

Owen's
"A what?"

I ejaculated.
face-clay party.
You know the stuff
that is advertised to make you look young
and beautiful. Well, everybody's using it, and
Seena being the perfect hostess invites people

"A

over to her house to beauty parties now inLila Lee lives in the same
stead of teas.
apartment building with her, you know, so she
usually comes to the parties, and Bebe Daniels
and Rubye de Remer and a whole crowd of
others are usually there. They sit around and
and put the stuff on their faces and when
it begins to harden, you know you can't smile.
And then Rubye invariably says something
funny, and every one's face simply aches.
Eventually all the girls go into different rooms

talk

to

from laughing at each other. The
dark clay makes you look terribly
funny, you know."

keep

mask
g*pfw
fvSa|(s.

Richard

Barthelmess

and

Mary Hay are

domestic drama entitled.

N

r

EW YORK
doesn't it?"

begins

1

'

presenting a

Abb°

b

''

to

look

quite a city,
brightly, as she

looked around the Algonquin.
"There are
Pauline Garon and Leatrice Joy and Dorothy Mac
kaill and any number of other film players.
And
1 just saw NazimO'Va and Agnes Ayres over on
Fifth Avenue
not together, incidentally."
"What have you been doing, taking the
census?" I answered grouchily.
"You've
kept me waiting here long enough, goodness knows."

"Not as long as I might have, but you
shouldn't be bothered, anyway, darling, because time is only relative, anyhow. If you
don't believe it, go and see the Einstein
theory explained in movies."
I quite forgot how provoked
"I have."
for keeping me waiting.
I was at Fanny
"And the film was wonderfully interesting,
but not a bit more lucid than when Lillian
Gish explained relativity to me at luncheon one day
And all she had to demonlast year in Sherry's.
Oh,
strate with was a glass of water and a spoon.

Pauline Garon

"It's

is

as delighted as a

at first

a

;

took

it

me

only five min-

paint a portrait, and that suits
Leatrice
perfectly,
because
New York is so full of things
she wants, to see and do that
she can't spare much time for
any one of them. Mr. Stika
exhibited a portrait that he
did of Pola Negri, and it
drew a bigger crowd than
the quiet old art gallery has
seen in years.
I hope the
one of Leatrice is good,
only I wish he would paint
her as she was in the wild
'Manslaughter,'
parts
of
she was so vivid in that."

dear, I wish Lillian would come back from Italy.
Quite aside from liking her so well, she keeps me
Now that
well informed about big things like that.
she is away I never know about anything but
movies."
"Well, I think that is quite enough,' Fanm
tim<

easy

envious that when we left
her at the Knoedler Galleries, where she is having
her portrait painted. I
simply sailed into a shop
next door and bought the
first tiny hat I saw. Tade Stika
is
painting her, you know.
It
takes him only a few hours to

—

said stuffily.

I

utes to buy this. I was driving over
from the Long Island Paramount
studio with Leatrice Joy, and she
had on a perfectly darling little
black toque that made me so

like

"But where have you been all this
I had to urge her to tell me. because
she just looked mysterious and said,
secret." But finallv she let it out.

"I can believe it," I said cattily.

was enviously eying Fanny's new hat.
"Don't envy my hat," Fanny
chirped. "Go and buy yourself one.
It's

Proud Parents."

Fanny announced

of

over every
honor that comes
child

her way.

"Your

taste

is

depraved."

I

"I hope he paints her
as the conservative, gracious girl
that she is.
And you probably do,
too, if the truth were known."

chicled her.

Teacups
latest

news, rumors, fashions,

fancies,

motion-picture players.

Bystander
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllillilllilllllllllillM

"Blah !" said Fanny impudently. "Oh, well,
have another wild and impetuous young
heroine on the screen when 'The Exciters' comes
along, and guess who is going to play the part
Agnes Ayres !"
"
"But I thought Bebe Daniels
"Yes, so did every one," Fanny cut in. "But
Bebe couldn't play it because she had to go
and have an operation for appendicitis. And
now she can't work for several weeks, and she
can't ride horseback or swim or dance for
months.
Isn't that tragic?
So Agnes came
East to make the picture, and it will be rather
fun to see how she does a part like that. The
heroine is one of those girls with a 'This suspense is awful; I hope it continues' sort of
temperament."
"Where did you steal that line?" I demanded.
"Oh, out of Nazimova's play. 'Dagmar,' if
you must know," she admitted petulantly. "But,
of course, no one calls it 'Dagmar,' they call
we'll

—

'Dagmire.'
It is
rather messy, only
the flappers love it.
it

Photo by Nickolas Muray

Carmel Myers

is

being feted quite
in

like

a princess out

Chicago.

We've been sitting here all this
But imagine
time and haven't mentioned Mary Hay Barthel!

don't understand how we ever
main topic of every one's
conversation. She is the cunningest little blackhaired baby I ever saw and Dick simply can't
He buys her a toy
think of anything else.

mess, second.
She
did it.

Her friends would never have believed that
Mabel Ballin could look so hard and shrewd
as she does

in certain

parts of "Vanity Fair."

I

is

the

every morning on the way to the studio- and
then rushes over to the hospital to take it to
He bought her a rattle
her in the afternoon.
the other day made in the shape of a dumbbell, but he assured Dorothy Gish that no significance should be attached to it.
"With par"I should say not." I sputtered.
Of
ents like that she ought to be a genius.
course, every one knows how clever Dick is,
but did you know that when Mary Hay was
just a little girl she composed songs that were
sung on the concert stage? And that she has
written a musical comedy that may be put on
next fall, with her in the leading role?"
"I heard it several times," Fanny said stiffly.
"But I understood that she wanted it kept
secret."

Rubye de Remer

simply

can''

choose

between

t

being a globe-

and a
screen ac-

trotter

tress.

"I thought that anything that you found out
ceased to be a secret."
Well, I know the name of the big stage success that
"Is that so?
comis going to be Corinne Griffith's first production with her own
pany, and I won't tell that! But it is a wonderful choice. She came
to New York, you know, when she finished 'The Common Law.' but
she stayed only'a few days. Then she rushed back to make an Elinor
Glyn story, 'Six Days,' for Goldwyn. But she will be back late in
we probably will have lost Mary Alden.
the spring, but then, alas
!
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Over the Teacups
had carried a staff the way Manchu
women always do when they walk.

And
fell

that
flat

comedy about going upstairs
with me.
Houses in Man-

churia, particularly the palaces at that
And
time, had stairs, lots of them.
besides, that ship they were on was

obviously a whaler, not a trader."
"Huh!" said Fanny. "Is that all?
What does it. matter so long as it was
an entertaining and interesting picYou mav remember that auture?
thorities
on Chinese things simply
wailed and gnashed their teeth over the
errors in 'Broken Blossoms,' and yet
you will admit that it was a great picture."

She carried off all the honors of
that argument, so I didn't even try to
I just called the
back up my side.
waiter and switched her attention

from "Java Head"

to food.

"Doesn't Pauline Garon remind you
She is
of a piece of French pastry?
so pink and white and round and delectable
looking," Fanny remarked,
waving to her across the
room. "And I don't bethat girl will ever
be the least bit spoiled.
lieve

She

is

coming

into

prom-

inence awfully fast? but
her honors don't make
She
her blase at all.
simply chuckles with
delight
every time
fey that she gets a lot
of fan mail, or
wins a popular\ ity contest or

k

any one com-

,\
There are big plans just ahead for Seena Owen
finished "The Go Getter."

who has

just
J

j

V
There

is

a

rumor

that a

company has been formed

pliments her
on her work.
I

went over to

r

her the

see

other day, and
she was so thrilled
over seeing her picture on the cover of

'

to star

|

her in a series of stories by Booth Tarkington. And John
%
Sarrymore is coming back to the screen! He is going to do
1|
'Deburau' and 'Beau Brummel' for the Warner Brothers. I'd
be willing to bet that he will have Wesley Barry play with him.
He insisted on having Wesley at the time that he made 'The
Lotus Eaters,' you know. He is interested in the kid, and of
course, Wesley simply adores him.
And another big picture
That will bring Joseph
that's coming is 'The Dance of Life.'
Schildkraut back to the screen. You remember him as Chevalier in 'Orphans of the Storm.'
And his father, Rudolph Schildkraut, who is a world-famous actor, will be in it, too.
Oh,
why do the pictures that are promised for the future always
sound more interesting than the pictures that are being shown

some

little

maga-

zine that she aban-

doned her thinning
diet and indulged
in a charlotte russe
by way of cele-

bration.

talk
"People
about girls being
and about
vain,

.

,

at the present ?"

know," I ruminated. "Look at 'Java Head." It
"
promised so much, and
"Surely, you weren't disappointed in that!" Fanny ejaculated.
"I thought .it was wonderful and Leatrice joy was
"I don't

darling."

can't see

pened

1

|

j

|

"Yes, darling's the word,"
Chinese.

motion

I

argued.

And the picture was simply
why a Manchu woman hap-

to be

in

Shanghai— that's

way from home, you know.

-

picture

I

a long
And she

wouldn't have had any difficulty getting around on those tiny shoes if she

"She
full

certainly wasn't
I
of blunders.

l.eat riceJoy

I

\

has started

}
I

not nearly so vain

|

as

|

are.

know

some interesting discus-

i

|

by her perform-

L

|

sions

ance

in

"Java Head.''

actresses thinking
too much about
their personal appearance, and the
funny part of it
is that they are

most

The

actors
girls I

are always
talking about
Continued on p:ige 86
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Favorite

Picture
Players

PHI

the peace of

of those

mind

who consider

her the screen's most potent siren, Nita N'aidi harbors no secret desire to play
sweet,

simple characters.
tread her usual
disastrous path in Paramount's "You Can't Fool
Your Wife."

She

will

Rustle of Silk."

Kb->t'»

by Nicholas Mutay

ALFRED

LUNT,

matinee
person to the
•

girls'

stage star and the idol of counties*
hearts, has transferred his engaging

silver

sheet

His

first

appearance

will

be in

the leading role of the Distinctive Production "Backbone."

"Fol
a dramatic school in England, to the Ziegfeld
leading roles in pictures in less than two years
Mackaill, who appears in
is the achievement of Dorothy
Lak' a Rose."
the Edwin Carewe production, "Mighty

FROM

lies," to

4i
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IVOR
J

NOVELLO

needs

no

further tribute to his talents

than

the

world

to

announcement
young actors of the

simple

that with the

choose

selected

Griffith

from,

him

to

D.

W.

be the

leading player of his next seven

The upper photograph
him as he appeared in
''Spanish Love" in London. The
pictures.

shows

lower one

graph

of

is

him

an informal photoas he is.
And on

the opposite page you will find
an informal chat with him which
will

as

probably convince you that,
Mr. Griffith, made a

usual,

good choice.

Griffiths Choice
While other producers
originality

and

W.

feature imitation Valentinos, D.

distinction in a juvenile player

— and

Griffith

demands

real

Ivor Novello, he has found

in

it.

By Helen Klumph

WHEN

rewards are meted out to D. W.
he will get a large and shiny gold
medal inscribed, "He didn't follow film fashAnd there will be a particularly
ions
he set them."
noticeable pendant attesting the fact that in the year
1923 when dozens of pseudo- Valentinos were being
his just

Griffith,

;

foisted upon a sorrowing public, Mr. Griffith went out
and found a handsome young actor who wasn't in any
way an imitation of an established film idol.
\\ 'hile other producers were shouting about their discoveries D. W. Griffith quietly signed a contract with
a young Englishman named Ivor Novello.
Quite casually some one in the Griffith companv let out the in-

formation that he was signed not for one picture as
Joseph Schildkraut and Henry Hull,
had been, but for seven.
That simple announcement
from Griffith meant more than all the fanfare of publicity from the others, for not since Dick Barthelmess
left the Griffith fold has there been a juvenile in whom
he had sufficient faith to warrant signing a long contract.
Naturally, I wanted to meet this Ivor Novello
his predecessors,

whom

Griffith

had discovered.

"Mr. Griffith didn't discover me I discovered him,"
a melodic voice with an Italian accent assured me as
I settled myself in the deep-cushioned window seat of
a studio apartment high over Central Park.
"Several
thousand people had discovered him first, but what did
that matter?"
very Italian shrug disturbed the very
English tweed shoulders.
"It was like this." the handsomest young man I had
ever seen went on thoughtfully. "After I had seen his
pictures, particularly 'Orphans of the Storm,' I was
determined to work for him. No one else. I thought
I would grow old and die waiting for the chance to
;

A

come.

—

"I made quite a lot of money in England
in films
and on the stage and I was supposed to be popular,
goodness only knows why, but I wasn't happy. I wanted
to come to America and work for D. W. Griffith. When
he came to London for the opening of 'Orphans of the
Storm' I was playing in 'Spanish Love'- the part James
Rennie played in the American production. I wanted
to rush right over to his hotel and ask him to give me
an engagement, but I decided I had better not. There
would be so many people seeking him. But one night
after my performance I went into the Savoy for supper
and there he was right at the next table.
My heart
thumped just like a schoolboy's. I wanted to go over
and introduce myself to him and yet I was almost
afraid to look at him.
It seemed like my one chance

—

—

to get to him, but I restrained myself, sorrowfully ate
surbacon and eggs and went out.
Imagine

my

my

prise when the head waiter stopped
getting
'Mr. Griffith saw
coat.

me

was
you in there. He
wants to know who you are, and wants you to communicate with him.'
I walked on air, but I didn't
intend that he should know it.
I didn't phone him the
next day.
I didn't intend to call him the day after,
but I couldn't make myself wait any longer.
So I
talked with him, and it was all arranged that I should
come over and work in his pictures. But Mr. Griffith
was sailing for home right away, and so he told me
to arrange all the details with Mr. Gray, who is his
business manager.

my

just as I

Mr. Gray the next day, I wrote him, I teleall to no avail.
I suppose there were a

"I called

graphed him,

many

great

bothering

people

him.

He

returned

to

America without my reaching him and my disappointment was terrible. It was eight months before I heard
from him."
"Eight months !" I gasped weakly.
"In the meantime I had signed with another company," Mr. Novello went on.
"But there must have
been a spark of hope alive in me somewhere, because
I had written a clause into the contract that if Mr.
So
Griffith ever wanted me, I was to be released.
when the cable came asking if I would come over. I
rushed through the picture I was working on and here
I am."

He

finished

on the

spot

as

He

speaking a piece.
little

great hurry, looking intently at a

a

in

floor

little boys
do sometimes when
seems a curious combination of

boy and man of the world. It is difficult to recthis brown-eyed youth to the personage Ivor

oncile

Novello.
But forgetting the charming boy that he is let us
He comes
take a look at Ivor Novello the personage.
of a distinguished musical family. His father is a music
publisher in London his mother, Madame Clara Novello
Davies is an eminent vocal teacher in New York. He
is engaged to marry Gladys Cooper, a reigning beauty
of the English stage and the only one, I believe, who
owns and manages her own theater. He is numbered
among those present at many distinguished gatherings
He is the composer of "Keep the Home
in New York.
Fires Burning."
He began composing music at fourteen, but he was not one of those child geniuses who
is buried in his music.
I
was the
"I wouldn't take my music seriously.
despair of every one. And then when I began publishing my little ballads, I tried so hard to be different that
I succeeded only in being trivial.
It isn't good to try
so hard to be original.
Usually one just succeeds in
;

being freakish."
As he talked he

moved about the room nervously,
opened and shut a window, showed me pictures of his
mother, and refused to listen to his secretary who was
trying to urge him to get rid of me and talk to some
one else. No matter what else we started to talk about,
we always veered around to the glory of the New York

theaters.

"Public taste must be much better here than in London," he remarked and you'll admit that is a rash
statement for a London stage favorite to make. "When
an unusual play like the ones the Theater Guild give
here, or like 'Six Characters in Search of an Author'
are put on in London, they just give one or two special
It is
matinees. But here they seem to run all season.
There are only about thirty-five first-class
wonderful.
theaters in London, and here there are more than sixty.
That is the one thing I love the theater, so no wonder

—

—

that I love

New

York.

"And isn't Mr. Griffith's studio charming?" In spite
of the fact that he was just recovering from an attack
of influenza which he declared had made him listless,
Never have
he spoke enthusiastically of everything.
I heard a fellow professional praise Richard BarthelContinued on page 86
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How
A

Pretty

career in the '"Follies"

the best stepping-

is

to get into the "Follies" there are certain

By
Kl-..--

a

is

„

.

I,

:

,:!

...

beau

Inez
:..

.!

has proved that he knows a pretty girl when
It would not be so difficult to
he sees one.
prove that on Broadway, where all that glitters is likely to be taken for gold, and where
a girl who may not really be pretty can be
"put over"' by clever advertising so that she
Mr. Ziegfeld's selecis acclaimed as a beauty.
tions in the beauty line have stood the test of
being inspected by the whole country.
His
"Follies" go on tour each year, and not only
New York, but Boston, Philadelphia, Washington, Chicago, other big cities clear to the
Coast and a few of the smaller ones in between, have an opportunity to see whether the
"Follies" girls are really pretty or not.
The verdict is unanimous.
Thev

are.

That's why Mr. Ziegfeld's word on beauty has
been accepted as final.

And

that's

why, when a pretty

girl

comes

New York

to go on the
stage, she goes straight to his
office, to try to see him, and

to

job in the "Follies"
if she can.
But seeing him is no simple matter.
And even after
the coveted interview has been
granted, the girl's chances are
very, very slim.
If she's not
unusually beautiful, she might
just as well not waste her time.
Now, how pretty does a girl have
to be to "get by?" Just how pretty
get

a

chorus

Photo by Victor Ge

Mary Eaton, premiere danseuse of the
is

Ziegfeld 'Follies.
'

'

'

anyway?

a "Follies" girl,

a blonde of captivating personality.

And

what does seeing Mr. Ziegfeld

mean ?

ONE

drowsy afternoon

last

summer

I

His

sat

on the platform of a funny little railway station tip in a corner of Oregon, waiting for a train.
The small building and the two shining railway tracks that
stretched off between the trees were the only signs of man any
where about everywhere else it was just
Even if she was less beaunature, pure and simple, that greeted me.
How wonderful to be tiful, Eugenia Repelsky of
I luxuriated in it.
Village
away off up here far from Broadway, the "Greenwich
Follies" might have been
where I didn't even know what new shows engag ed,
for she has amazwere coming along, what dance club had
ing grace and great magjust
just been raided, what actress had
driven a cow up Broadway for a publicity stunt, what kind of furs were being worn on Fifth Avenue

—

marked
"There comes Polly Whitcomb;

W

on

The

gettin' prettier

every day

New

,

high up

in

Forty-second

t

him

Broadway.

who wants
goes

to

through

the lobby of the theater,
past the huge frames
of pictures of "Follies"
girls,
and takes the
elevator to the ninth
floor.
The elevator
man knows what she

wants
^

just

she does.
could give
idea

chances
are.

Another voice replied: "Sure is. Say, I bet she could get
York!"
into the 'Follies' if she had the price to get to
That's the way it is all over the country. The "Follies"
have put their stamp on beauty, because Mr. Flo Ziegfeld

e s

girl

see

good

ain't she ?"

is

Street, just off

;

And then Broadway slapped me in the face. A girl sauntered
along through the trees, an awfully pretty girl slim, graceful,
curly haired. And a drawling voice from the ticket office re- .-j

office

the New Amsterdam Theater building, which stands

of

as

He

well

as

probably

her a pretty
of what her
success really

One day when I came
down from the offices
he said to me
"Did you see those
two sfirls those two

—

4o

m

1

"Follies" Girl

stone to a career in the films, but in order

ty tests you

must

Here they

pass.

are:
[

McCleary

young gins- -who came up here
while ago?"
"The\'re

up

here,"'

all

young, the girls

little

who come

I replied.

Awful
"I mean the two little ones.
Say. they
Giggled all the time.
voung.
was bound to see him." No need to ask
who "him" was "They got told he wasn't
in. that he was in Florida, and they didn't
So they went halfway down
believe that.
the stairs and hid., and then they come run!

nin'

back up, thinkin' they'd

slip into

the

office.

"But say. they was too young. Girls like
Not
that shouldn't try to get into a show.
pretty enough, either."
I agreed that they were too young they
couldn't have been more than fourteen. But
;

least nine out of ten girls, they
to get into the ."Follies." and were
sure that if they could just see Mr. Ziegfeld he'd be struck by their

like

at

wanted

beaut\-

and give them an en-

gagement.

They had seen only the
verv capable woman who presides over the destinies of the
outer office. She is deeply to
be pitied: hers is a hard lot.
One day from that outer

there came two

office

voices; hers, calm, unhurover.

over

saying

ried.

"But

it's

Mr. Zieg-

I'm sorry.
but there's nothing I
can do it's Mr. Ziegfeld's orders.

Pboto by Ecwarc Thsrar Morrc-e

k

and

Anasiasia Reillv

/

favored

Jj

the

other

sometimes and sees the other side of

And

an audience
its

owner called him.
"They seem to think

I keep
'em out just out of spite." the

«|

custodian of the waiting room
told me sadly, a few minutes
later.
"Why. they get angry at

They just rave. A young
man who did a lot of work on

me.

w|§
l|

^

the production this year, used to
sit out there in the waiting room
day after day. and he told me that

he would go away mad at me. because
he couldn't help feeling that I'd had
something to do with keeping him
feld.

in to see

Now when

he knows bet-

But what would happen if you were a pretty girl and wanted
and did manage to get past that outer
door? How would the czar of beauty judge you?
First of all. you'd go in with several other girls five or six.
probably.
The interview wouldn't last very long. You might
feel that in that time nobody could possibly know what you
looked like. But if. a few weeks later, you
were asked to report at the theater, you'd
Beautiful legs
know that you had passed the first test. If
and- feet are
essential to a
you hadn't, that first interview would be the

—

on

from getting

well,

to get into the "Follies."

voice,

with "Flo." as

—

it

ter!"

high pitched.,
angry,
insisting

much

in the ''Follies'' this year.

/

;

feld's orders."

vetiie brunette ixre

is

he

Mr. Ziegsits

inside

"Follies" girl

two

If you did report at the theater, with from
hundred other girls, Mr. Ziegfeld would see you
You'd be judged by certain general rules, and if you

to three

again.

^

last as well.

passed them, other considerations being equal, you'd be engaged as a "Follies" girl.
Here are the rules. Try them on yourself, before your
mirror, and see what chance you'd have if you came to
Wk New York and reached the inner sanctum at the New

P

Amsterdam.
But first let me remind you that there are exceptions
to all rules. And beauty, more than anything else, can't
be limited in anv direction. These are iust the general

a

How
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Pretty

is

a

"Follies" Girl?
perhaps you saw her when she was in
the "Follies" or in "Sally," the musical comedy
Well, she has
in which she made such a hit.
personality plus.
ies

;

girl's beauty must be in proporFor instance, she may have beautiful
arms and hands, but if her arms are too short
for her body that defect is going to show when
she gets on the stage, and people will be so
busy wondering what's wrong with the picture
that the girl might almost as well be crosseyed. A girl's arms when outstretched should
equal her height that's a good old standard
that artists have used for years and years, and
it's as good for a "Follies" girl as for a statue
of Venus.
I can give you some more measurements,
and you can try them on yourself and see
whether or not you'd qualify in some respects

Second, a

tion.

—

at least as a Ziegfeld beauty.

height should be about seven and
As
times the length of the head.
a rule, the head is from seven and one-half
to nine inches long.
line drawn through the mouth should be
halfway between the bottom of the nose and

The

one-half

A

the chin.

A

line

drawn through the eyes and one
drawn through the bottom of the nose should
divide

face

the

into

thirds.

The

should be
one eye

eyes

the length
apart.

of

The mouth
twice

as

should be
long as one

eye.

The face should be
four times as wide, at
its widest part, as one
eye is long.
The brow should be
wide, of course

—

Photo by Edward Thayer Mon

Phoebe Lee of the Ziegfeld "Follies" illustrates ho w much style
and individuality a girl of the petite brunette type can have.
rules that have always applied to beauty, with
a few special improvements and modifications

which Mr. Ziegfeld has made.
First, a girl must have personality.
No matter
how perfect her features and figure, how beautiful her hair, if she has nothing to back them
Mr. Ziegfeld demands
up with she's a dud.
personality, first of
It's

all.

what puts beauty over, you know.

It's

brow does
much toward making a
face beautiful. The
teeth must be white and
even. The lips must be
beautiful

The nose
should be one
fourth the length of the
head should also be
well shaped, and not
too thin or too broad.
The hands should be

well shaped.

— which

—

people about a new
kind of automobile tire or candy or breakfast
food.
It gets many a girl across and opens the

long

for real talent to show what it is and win
the limelight.
a little way of moving, or
Perhaps it's animasmiling, or turning around.
It's more than
tion that overflows all the time.

are not really beautiful
learn to manage them
so well that one gets
the illusion of beauty.

It's what
"pep," more than mere animation.
puts the snap into beauty.
Above all, the modern
I can't define it, but you
American Beauty must
can recognize it when you
be slim, and Edvthe
see it as well as I can.
Nedd of the "Greenwich
You've had a glimpse of
Village Follies" most
Mary Hay, Richard Bar-

Somewith walking.
times a girl whose figure is not really beau-

like the advertising that tells

way
its

owner a place in
Perhaps it's just

thelmess' wife, in the

mov-

assuredly

is.

gS&'glS?"

fingered,

well

But a good
many girls whose hands
shaped.

It's

tiful

the

makes

same

it

way

seem so

because she is light on
her feet, and well balShe walks so
anced.
that her knees don't

How

Pretty

is
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a

make sharp angles with her body. She moves
so that there is a long, graceful line apparent
when she takes a step. She doesn't flap her
arms, nor does she hold them rigid at her
That walk can be acquired, of course;
sides.
many a girl has to learn it when she goes on
Try walking a crack with a book
the stage.
on your head, and when you walk down the
street remember that crack and try to keep
on walking it. though of course you mustn't
place your feet too close together, or the effect
will be absurd.
Now. quite aside from mere measurements,
the matter of size is considered.
Mr. Ziegfeld doesn't claim that thinness is a matter of
personal preference, necessarily he just selects slender girls because Americans as a nation won't call fat women beautiful.
Abroad
it's different.
In many countries they like the
ladies fat.
But over here well, a girl who
stands about five feet five or six inches
shouldn't weigh more than one hundred and
twenty or twenty-five pounds. The baked potato diet for you if the scales register more

—

—

than

that.

does no good to tell of milk baths and
such luxuries, indulged in by famous beauties
of old whose weight hovered around that mark.
Nowadays if you're going to appeal to the general public, you must be
slim.
Mr. Ziegfeld has
It

learned during some
twenty-five years of selecting beautiful girls to
pick the types that please
every one; but, whether
it's blondes or brunettes
or lovely red heads that
appeal most, there's al-

ways one requirement
slenderness.

Of course, in a production like the "Follies"
there are three types of
girls
the ponies, that is,
the little girls the girls
of medium size, and the
show girls, who are
taller.
The ponies are
about the size of a good
many f a o»u s movie
stars
Viola Dana, for
instance, is both the pom-

—

Photo by Edward Thayer Monroe

Law of the Ziegfeld "Follies' has perfect facial
measurements and beautiful sloping shoulders.

Evelyn

'

;

m

—

and type.
Norma
and Mary
Pickford are the right

size

Talmadee

but they are not the
right
that is.
they're not jazzy enough.
size,

kind —

Constance
would be

m

T

a 1
a d g e
classed with
the medium girls
the
tvpical beauties.
Betty

—

Blythe would be a show
girl.

I've

given

you some

rules for faces

—

that

is,

the proportion the various features should bear
to each other.
But I
haven't said anvthingr

about hair, which

is most important.
I can't
give you any rules for that, except one, which
is all-important.
As you value your chances
of success, don't dye yours
Dyed hair is tricky. It's likely to bloom
forth in strange and unexpected tints under
different lights.
And it "doesn't belong." You
see, according to Mr. Ziegfeld and various other
judges of beauty, certain colors of hair go
Linn van Voorhees of the
with certain types of
"Greenwich Village Follies"
blonde has
was recently voted by New coloring.
blond hair either the
York artists the most beauvery light blond, which
tiful girl on the American
is known as ash blond
stage. Her measurements,
or golden hair.
She
artists declare, are perfect
may have light-brown
for a girl of her type.
hair, or reddish yellow.
Photo by EdwiD Bower Besser
Now. a brunette has
light-brown hair, darker brown hair, very darkbrown hair, or black hair. Well, put her into
blond hair and see what happens
The coloring of her skin won't blend with the color of
her hair. She's all wrong.

A

—

!

Continued on Da^e 84
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Jazz Notes on Old China
An

exquisite

little

Oriental, well

known

in

motion-pictures, proves to be just a flapper at heart.

By Myrtle Gebhart

TTAVING

no time doing,
an American girl
and didn't want any of that
which she

a bundle of
soiled linen I stopped

I

that

in at a little Chinese
laundry,
bleak,
a
weatherbeaten
brown place, Sam
Kee's.
lovely little miniature of ivory and jet, vaguely
familiar,
took
my bundle.

Oriental bunk said about her,
got along famously, even
if I did reluctantly have to re-

we

A

Puzzled at

first,

I

suddenly

emmasquirish epic

ner's.

After

was born here."

"I

we had swapped all the gossip
we knew, she agreed to inter-

"It's

view herself while I directed
my temperamental "Patsy."
"I've never been to China. I'd
love to go but I'm afraid.

The next time I saw her was
in
a comedy scene at the

—

Christie mirthshop.
And one
day, piqued by her quaint

Oriental

my

linquish

about her exotic charm, and
consent to drive her to a milli-

stared in astonishment. It was
the girl-wife in the Chinese
tale of "Bits of Life."

"Why!" I exclaimed.
Anna May Wong !"

lost

she's

Over there

charm on

they're not so par-

and

ticular

the screen
and having heard that she had
just completed the leading role
in the color-photograph film,
"Toll of the Sea," I set out
to in'erview her.
Her father being ill and the house

marry

you

off

much

preliminary.
without
I'm seventeen, have two sisters
No, we
and four brothers.
we're a dyaren't a family

—

nasty."

Her Chinese name
came

is

Song.
sister,

"I

ticism.

me because
parents in their
laundry, instead of 'elevating
myself,' whatever the dickens

boys,

The
he'll

laundry

I

opened,

there emerged as quaint a bit
of cream and jet girlhood as
ever I saw, a tan sport suit
encasing
form adorably
a
curved, lissome with the inherited grace of the East.
mass of japanned black hair
framed an oval face.
Skin
like mellowed ivory, flushed
with rose her features were
fashioned, surely, of petals.
Slanting almond eyes that did
not droop, as one felt they
should, but twinkled merrily.
Lips like lotus blossoms on the
morning of their blooming.

of his

four

my

years and no daughter
is going to corrupt him
to

Hollywood.

my money

to

invest in real estate."

She speaks Chinese fluently
and sometimes reads the lyrical poems of her father's language, but

much

prefers nov-

els.

A

When

I

heard Anna

May

bargaining with the milliner I
perceived the inherited Chinese gift for trading which,
however, she phrases in less
grandiloquent grammar than

do the traders of Chinatown

!

who
With Kenneth Harlan, Anna

May Won£ was

"Toll of the Sea."

traffic cops.

had

only

is

hope some day

criticize

and move him
So I'm saving

Chen

When Anna May
made it plain to me

I

be satisfied.

"People
live with

many

—

poem, stepping
from the embossed covers of
a book of old lyrics.
And then Anna Mav opened
her mouth and spoiled it all.
It's
"My, what a nifty car
the kitty's eyebrows, what ?"
When I had recovered my
composure, we grinned, two
understanding souls, two typical flappers out to worry the

old.

that might be.
But I can't
leave my people, can I? Besides, my father says he's lived
in that laundry
for a good

A

Yuan

one

last

months

the bleak door of the

ramshackle

my

father, who wanted
compromised by calling
us Song, which means 'a pair.'
But he got his boys all right.

and

—

When

right after

my

squawling. Chinese kids,
as she told me with all the
feeling one can project over
the telephone, I said I'd take
her for a drive, and planned
out what we would probably
talk
about moon blossoms,
lacquered vases, Oriental mysfull of

iiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiii^

featured in

use all the flowers in their
symbolic language to beat you
and if you
out of your shirt
wear a mustache they'll get

—

that. too.

"You told me that horsehair
braid would stand rain," she

Jazz
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began her attack. "Well, yesterday I
went out looking for a job and dressed
all up to knock 'em dead in my fur
lotus lips curling
coat and this"
And it rained, and I looked
"thing.
Yes. I got the job,
like a wet seal.

—

with Priscilla Dean in 'Drifting.' But
you don't fix this darn thing I'll
never send 3 ou another customer."
Need I say thai Anna May obtained
what she wanted ? She always does.
She taught Connie Talmadge to eat
with chop-sticks for "East is West.''
if

_

and when the manager of the local
theater at which it ran asked Anna

May

preside at a publicity stunt,
the Chinese game of Mah
Jong with the patrons, she agreed
provided she could keep all the money
she won!
Mah Jong is an intricate
game, one that I. with my limited mento

playing

equipment, never could master.
"In the old times they had 2,134
pieces of bamboo inlaid with ivory and
one was the East Wind and one the
South Wind and all that symbolical
tal

blurb." said

my

cream-tinted compan-

ion, as she yelled at a passing flivverist who tried to horn-in on us and

asked him what did he mean
Her lemon-colored face
exquisite mobility" of the born
quivering with quicksilver,

by that

stuff.

has the

—

chame-

actress

leon expressions. "It's forty centuries
and a belief of our people is that
if you cheat, the game will show vou
Funny it always does
up.
The

old,

—

!

She wants

to plax girls
of different nationalities,

but the directors

keep her busy just
doing Chinese

roles.

as quaint a

bit

of cream and jet girlhood as one ever

sec

number of

the pieces later was reduced to 137,
there being then 137 wives of the emperor who
But one of his wives died of
issued the edict.
water on the brain, so they changed it to 136
pieces."
Her father does not Anew with approval her work
in pictures and clings tenaciously to the hidebound
traditions of his race.
"I was working in the Yille de Paris you know,
when James Wang, who enthe department store
gages Chinese actors for the movies, offered me
work at Metro, and the buyer said I could have
a day off to try," she reminisced for me over
a banquet of Chinese foods in her sister's

—

—

\

\

chop-suev cafe, while
in

I

stowed away

anticipation of a checkless

and wished
ach

^jEBi^fea^fc^

I

week

had an extra stom-

camel. The other
half of Song is older,

like a

W

more

quiet

and

at-

;

1

1

:

1

jazz Notes
tends to Anna May's business affairs.
"So
extra at Metro's, and Marshall Neilan offered
"

in 'Dinty.'

I

on Old China

played

me

a bit

gave up my store job, had it out with father,
and stayed in pictures," she continued, as we drove
back up and down a series of hills over which Anna
May directed me, as she afterward /touchingly explained,
just to see if my "Patsy" had the stuff.
"My work in
'Bits of Life' gave me my first notices from the critics,
and I want to say right now before we come to another hill, because I may leave you at any moment if
this .bumpy life continues
that 'Mickey Neilan is the
prince of directors.
None of your plush-lined ballyhooers can equal him.
He lets you be yourself and,
while I don't know a darn thing about art or acting,
I do know that that is the truest expression of any

"Then

I

—

—

talent."

—

Despairing of realizing her greatest ambition that of
playing with Mary Pickford
she has a secondary one
to portray a heroine of every nationality and tvpe.
"Mexican, Japanese, South Sea Island hula-hula— but
all I get is Chinese roles from princess to slave girl.
I keep busy, though."

—

Another of her dreams which she can't realize until
she overcomes her father's prejudice, is a home in the
foothills, of Chinese architecture with a garden of
Chinese flowers. Until then she will continue to live in
the rooms over the laundry, waiting on customers and
keeping her father's books when not working before
the camera, and tending the wee garden in the muddy
swamp behind the building.
While she plays no favorites in stars, she thinks
Richard Dix wonderful, and nearly fell out of the car
when I told her Pd been airplaning with him.
Having reached the ripe old age of seventeen, Anna
May has determined to be a spinster. "All I hear is
'Get married, get married!' That's my father's daily—

what

d'y'

call

it?

—

He

litany.

still

believes in the "old

Chinese customs and thinks girls should marry early.
We have some merry battles," she stated calmly, but

at the reflected ire in

her eye

I

could just picture father

Sam Kee's ear being tweaked by his spirited offspring.
"Why should I marry ? I won't marry a Chinese boy
because they think all women are for is to cook and
work for them and have many children. And Ameri" sighing, the question in her tone telling somecans
thing of her realization that, though American born
and bred, there is always that little fine line that is so
seldom crossed successfully.
"But," recovering her accustomed gayety, "I should
lift
a weary eyebrow!
I'm independent.
won't
I
marry," little ivory chin setting defiantly, "until I get
good and ready. So there !" snapping her fingers, with
her highly polished nails a quarter of an inch long, at
all China's accumulated, musty traditions.
In addition to the pictures already mentioned she
has appeared in Fox's 'Shame'
which, however, she
isn't anxious to mention
and in Chester Franklin's
"Toll of the Sea," the latest picture made in color

—

—

photography.
"It's a lot like

'Madame

Butterfly,' " said

Anna May,

just changed a few
things, such as having the settings Chinese instead of
Japanese. But I play the lead and ought to feel grate-

almond eyes twinkling.

"They

and the color photographv came out right well, and
something."
Whether you hold a brief for the Chinese or not.
you can't help liking Anna May. She has so little of
the Old China, none of the Flowery Kingdom's delicate
mysticism except in her looks which, as she says, is a
fault of nature's and which make her quaintly different
from the ordinary, spicy flapper. Typically American
in manner, from the flapperanto that bubbles from her
ful,

that's

lotus lips to the tips of her tiny, jazzy feet, she
most candid creature I've ever met.

is

the

—

Though her home is typically Oriental they eat
Chinese food altogether and with chopsticks, and Anna
May says that when she dines on American steaks and
potatoes she has to go home and get a square meal beContinued on page 102
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Are Stage Productions Better than the Movies?
A

great

screen

many

persons declare that they are

reviewer,

compared them.

By
to

tell

is

And when he does, he doesn't do it
begins with the trotting horse of the
first invention and he goes on through the nickelodeon
and past the Biograph stage and he doesn't stop until
he has reached the Early De Mille or Pate Valentino
period.
And it is all, all wrong, he tells us, so wrong
in fact that you lay down the magazine with the impression that the movies have invented a new series
of artistic crimes which are peculiar to them alone and
which are never found in any other phase of human
endeavor especially on the speaking stage, which is
usually held up as so tremendously superior to the
movies.

He

by halves.

—

I don't

mind admitting

that I have seen

me

enough

in smoked glasses
and lying movies, and
mushy, pointless, and insulting movies by the dozen.
I've seen subtitles that would make you scream with

the

movies

put

atrocities

in

for

I've seen stupid movies,

life.

to

New

York, at

startling

least.

to the credit of

But our

when

she
motion pictures.

discoveries

pain, and ingenues that only just stopped short of turning you into a raving maniac who might turn and bite
an usher. And I, like our friend' the reformer, might
easily have gained the impression that the movies are

the lowest form of entertainment, not to be spoken
of in the same breath with the stage.
Moreover, for years I had lived in a small town in
California where echoes of the New York theatrical
season came as the most beautiful and glamorous form
I had an idea that New York, with its sixty
of art.
or seventy theaters going all the time with the New
York standard of cast and production must be a sort
of dramatic seventh heaven, with one play only more

perfect than the other.
I first came to New York I saw only a few
very best plays, and I might have kept this
illusion had not a newspaper editor, with a gift for
irony, suddenly shifted me from the film columns to
the dramatic department, so that now I am obliged
to see all the plays that reach Broadway, Greenwich

When

screen.

Now,

in

Alison Smith

and then some earnest magazine writer
EVERY now
out
us what
wrong with the
starts

—

who sees them all, made some
And these discoveries are mainly

of

the

Are Stage Productions Better than the Movies?
More-

Village. Brooklyn, and waypoints.

am
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supposed to review about half
that is to say the
of this sublime output
less promising half that the dramatic critic
over

I

—

doesn't take. And after two years of this
bewildering though exciting merry-goround, I have emerged with one sweetly
solemn thought
A stage manager will put on plays that
the lowest movie magnate wouldn't touch.
The worst output of the stage is far
more dreadful than the worst output of the
screen.

A

stage actor can make a more foolish
spectacle of himself than any screen actor,
once he puts his mind to it.

As I look back over the past year,
remember horrors coming from the
lights
that would
make the worst
movie seem some-

I

can

foot-

how good. I can remember that really
pathetic

of

venture

Brooklyn baker
who produced a play
for the sole purpose
of giving his daughter a chance to act
a

as

Photos courtesy of Morris Gest

"Tsar Fyodor," as given by the players of
Moscow Art Theater, who recently appeared in New York, is greater than anything
the

woman.

leading

shown on

was called "The
Sacrifice,"
it
and
was all of that.
I
can remember a pitiful thing from AusIt

tralia

called

grammatical

—than

of stuff like this
plots are woven.
the}- get to the stage, why the producers allow them to grow up or why the
theater owners house them, is just one of
the mysteries of this very mysterious show
shop. All I am sure of is that they could
is

How

never reach the screen and that the movie
fans would never stand for the agonies
that are inflicted
ater public.

is

also greater

shown on

on Broadway about as
"Robin Hood" compares with the program

—

less

it

stage production

—

— and

— but

other productions

The performances of this great
repertory company compare with the average

"The

the worst subtitle.
It
that these incredible

all

the stage.

Rotters," so spineless,
so
apologetic
for its feeble wit,
that the first-night
audience laughed in
forced spasms just
to cheer up the actors.
Then there
was "The Survival
of the Fittest" and "Hubbies In Distress"
and a more recent piece called "The Doormat" which had as its principal characters
a literary couple who were discussing a
book "their brain child" when a prying
butler overhears them and thinks they are
planning the future of their own illegitimate child. Complications, tears, tragedy
and scandal, all developed in language

more absurd

the screen

than almost

on the long-suffering the-

Never, in all my experience have I been
bored as thoroughly by the movies as by
some of our worst plays. I have suffered
at films it is tine, but even in the worst
of them there will come a sudden camera
Continued on page 104

output of obscure motion-picture companies.
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In

and Out

Informal glimpses of

Ralph

Graves

serves quite un-

as

consciously
the

model

what

h

well-

will

young
wear

dressed

man

of

e

t

at Universal City.

some

old

of
and

the Studios
new

friends in motion pictures.

T. Roy Barnes
must have ac-

quired the wandering habit from

hobo role in
The Old Home-

his
'

stead," for on fin-

ishing that he
wandered East to
make "Adam and
Eva" with Marion
Davies, and since
then who knows ?

—

Many

sheik

a

would

have found his way to
the

California

desert

where "Souls For Sale"

w a s being filmed if
he had known that Barbara La Marr, Mae
Busch. and Eleanor

were

Boardinan

camped

en-

there.

You have probably

seen

comedies

where

in a night-

mare

some

girl

thought her bed
was being tossed
through space.
Well, this shows

how

it

is

Think of the
it

would

done.
thrill

have

given any town
but Hollywood to

truck
being driven
through the

have

this

streets!

Some people spend a
lot of money learning
to play

Priscilla

Mah

Jong, but

Dean was

taught to play,
a

part

of

all

as

"Drifting."'

her newest picture.

xlILU
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The

picture,

no doubt,

will

start the discussion all over

again, and if these photographs are a fair sample,
is a reasonable conclusion
that at least a great deal
of effort has been made
to make the production p i c t o r a 1 1 y
i

faithful to the atmosphere of our

many

"Gopher

Prairies."

J

Surely the picture of the street
above, which was
conspecially
a
structed set, is typical.

bt

Ma

The scene below
i

n

Street

courage to have been prominently conwith the filming of Sinclair Lewis' muchdiscussed novel, which Warner Brothers have just been making, for no book of recent years has been attacked and defended
more vigorously, or more widely talked about. Was it, or was it
not, a true picture of life in the average American Middle Western
town? That was the question that was argued from one end of
the country to the other, and no author ever offered the public
a better opportunity for discussion, for almost every one has at
some time or other lived in a small town, and almost every one
who read the book felt qualified-, therefore, to speak with authority upon whether it fulfilled the author's purpose.

must have taken
IT nected
any way
in

is

at

the party given by Dave
Dyer, the druggist, to wel-

come home Dr. Kcnnicott
and his bride, showing
Dave played by Harry
Myers giving his imitation
of a Norwegian chasing a
hen.
At the right you see

—
—

Florence Vidor, as Carol
The role of
Kcnnicott.
Dr. Kcnnicott is played by
Monte Blue, and that of
Bca, the Swedish maid, by
Alan
Fazenda.
Louise
Hale and Kathryn Perry
are also in the cast.

THE

B SERVER
Brief Cheats

„

you on Interesting Topics

concermni the Screen

One of the most striking articles we
have published lately is the one by AliCritic
son Smith, entitled "Are Stage Productions Better Than the Movies?"' which
Discovered
appears on page 50 of this issue. That
motion pictures, taken as a class, compare so well with

What

a

New York

stage productions will be a surprise to
persons particularly to those who bemoan their
ill fortune at not being able to go to New York each
winter for the new plays, but who are passing up the
best pictures, which they could see in their own town,
because they have seen a few bad pictures in the past
and are convinced that all motion pictures are still cheap
and tawdrv as thev were a few vears ago.

the

—

many

The general improvement

in the qualnot the only virtue
ment That
which the}- have gained of late. They
are becoming more diversified, appealTeaches
ing to wider groups, to more varied
tastes as the following incident shows.
Recenth" a chorus girl wrote to a college professor
names may be procured upon request asking him what
books she should read in order to gain a general education and cultural background.
In his replv the professor not only gave her a long list of books, but he also
suggested that she could learn a great deal and be
entertained at the same time at properly selected motion-picture shows.
In looking over the recent films, every one will agree
First, there is the film explaining
with him heartily.
Einstein's Theory of Relativity.
It is genuinely absorbing and seemed much more graphic to The Observer
than the many science courses through which he slumbered in college. And while it might not fit the ambitious young chorus girl to hold forth at length on the
fourth dimension, at least it would gn e her^an idea of

Entertain-

ity of

pictures

is

—

j(j

Sea in Ships,'" Elmer Clifton's epic of the whaling industry.
This, unlike the others, unfortunately is fictional in form, but the great real-life adventures that
it depicts are as important and edifying as the recent
film flights into philosophy.

Our student might also gather some
costumes,
impressions
about
vivid
places, and manners in many historical
periods through the current feature

Another
Group of
Pictures of

Value
films.
Of late, producers have been
paying special attention to many phases of American
"To Have and To Hold" gave us a glimpse
history.
of life in Colonial Virginia. Charles Ray's "The Courtship of Miles Standish" will do the same thing for
Xew England of the 'Mayflower days. In Will Rogers'
version of "The Headless Horseman"' we were shown
in Xew York State before the Revolution, and
Marion Davies' "Little Old Xew York" will introduce
us to the manners and customs of the same region
"The
shortlv after that turning point in our history.
Covered Wagon" will picture for us the movement
across the Western plains. Whether they are as popu-

life

lar or not. such pictures as these certainly have much
greater educational value than the modern society dramas
so called.

—

.

Two
t ^ie

For the
Sportsman

s

pictures of unusual interest' to

P or ts lover are promised for the

One is a series of tworee j g lf pictures starring Gene Sarazen,
the golf champion, which the Warner
Brothers will produce and the other is a short picture
called. "King of the Ice" which was filmed during the
Winter

near future.

Saranac

at

Lake

in

which Bobby McLean,

world's champion speed and fancy ice skater,

is

the star.

r

what people were talking about
tivity.

And

them

as true.

if

they mentioned rela-

for many people who see it. it will loosen
the tenacious grip of accepted ideas on their minds, and
make them reason things out a little before they accept

Equallv interesting to many people will be the film
which presents "The Message of Emile Coue." This
is far less trenchant and absorbing and lacks the dramatic quality which has been infused into the Einstein
film, but it explains clearly the conscious use of autosuggestion and shows those people who were unfortunate enough to miss the Coue lectures just what the
little man from France is like.
Still another nonfictional motion picture of tremendous interest is "Hunting Big Game in Africa" which
was taken by H. A. Snow.
Of course, there are numerous others, but these are
the outstanding current ones. And no such list would
be complete without some mention of "Down to the

Have You

An

interesting corollarv to

the ten-

dency toward the diversification of picReaa the
tures, is the broadening of the interest
Oracle
of the motion-picture fans.
You can
Lately?
prove this by comparing the columns
of "The Oracle" with those of a few years ago.
Formerly the questions that came in were confined to
inquiries as to the height, weight, color of hair and
eyes, age,

and birthplace of

different stars, as the an-

swers to the questions clearlv showed.

About the only

were the oft-repeated questions :. Are
Mary Pickford's curls real? Does Pearl White wear
a wig? And how can I get into the movies?
To-day the questions asked cover everything from
inquiries about incidental music to technical points about
other

inquiries

photography.

Many

questions of the old-fashioned sort
but the range of subjects about which
the fans desire information has broadened surprisingly,
with the result that The Oracle department has been
still

come

in,

:

The Observer
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transformed from a monotonous repetition of a few
statistical facts to a really interesting and vital lot of
information on almost every phase of motion pictures.
:

^

choice of Dorothy Gish for the
La Clavelc in the motion-picture
Test for
version of Joseph Hergesheimer's story,
"The Bright Shawl" may seem like a
Dorothy
deliberate bit of casting contrary to
type.
La Clavele is a Spanish dancer, a siren, a colorful adventuress.
Miss Gish has been associated with
comedy roles and even her fine performance in "Orphans of the Storm" didn't make the public forget that
she is a gay and vivacious comedian. And so how will
the awkward country flapper of a score of farce comedies step into the colorful Cuban atmosphere of the
Hergesheimer drama? Miss Gish will be called upon
to obliterate her comic "type ;" she will be called upon
to act the part, to create it.
The selection of Miss Gish for a part that is obviously unsuited to her reminds The Observer of a statement that Richard Barthelmess made when he was playing in "Way Down East."
"I didn't see why Mr. Griffith chose me for the role
of the farmer boy," he told me. "The part didn't seem
I explained to Mr. Griffith just how I felt
to fit me.
about it. 'Good,' he said, 'you don't look like a farmer
and you don't behave like a farmer, so you must learn
to act the part.
It isn't your type and so the role will
be a difficult one for you.
That's why I picked you
"
to play it.'
Mr. Barthelmess triumphed over an alien character in
"Way Down East." So Dorothy Gish probably will
use her natural imagination and her excellent training
and create for us a striking character in La Clavelc.

A

^Fiiprp

e

role of

What a
French
Critic
.

,

Ltivnks

we have had

so many lists of
anc players, here is one
more a list of the leading screen players of the world, from the point of view
f a F renc h critic, which was published

Since

tne

'

:>est

—

P' a y s

'

a few months ago in Cinema, a French motion-picture
journal.
The critic, Louis Delluc, selects the following

actors
Stars

appearing in American productions: Sessue
Hayakawa, Douglas Fairbanks, William S. Hart. Nazimova, Mabel Normand, Charles Ray. Mary Pickford,

Famous Players-Lasky

Perhaps they will
but at this writing
a court injunction still restrains the young Latin from
working for any other motion-picture company.
Other players who received a great number of votes
were William Desmond, Richard Dix, William Farnum,
Conway Tearle. Gaston Glass, Thomas Meighan, Bert
Lytell, Milton Sills. Forrest Stanley, Antonio Moreno,
Ramon Novarro, William S. Hart, and J. Warren Ker-

have been by the time

are adjusted.

this is printed,

rigan.

And not one
wyn company

of

press

Mayo

them

is under contract to the Golddidn't some one, the Goldwvn
instance, think of suggesting Frank

Why

!

agent, for
for the role

?

.

When the "Institute of Government,"
sem ip Urj ii C) national organization was
making plans for its annual meeting reThey Find
cently they decided to devote some time
Q l/t
Through
to discussing motion pictures.
their president they have asked Will Hays to define
his precise position and power as an arbitrator for the
tj
We nope
jy

a

motion-picture world.

Speaking of motion-picture preferences what do you like to see in a News
Reel? Do you like pictures of beautiravorites
fu
scenery, scenes from Europe, closeups of interesting persons or thrills ?
Perhaps you would like to know what sort of subAn event
jects are given the preference in news reels.
of world-wide interest is of the greatest importance.
•The burning of Smyrna, the evacuation of Thrace by
the Greeks, an eruption of Vesuvius, the coronation of
an Oriental potentate these are subjects to gladden the
heart of any news reel editor.
Football and baseball are popular features in a news
Even if the game cannot be given in full, it is
reel.
possible for the camera to catch the spectacular plays.
The big games, witnessed by thousands, are sent to
Airplane scenes are
millions by way of the news reel.
always good, of course, provided that they aren't merely
Airplane rides are no longer novelties in themscenics.
Big guns in action, battleship maneuvers, tanks
selves.
on the crawl-, and military scenes are popular, especially
in the larger theaters where there is stirring music to
JSfews Reel
.

i

—

set

them

off.

Dean, Norma Talmadge. Lillian Gish, Charles
Chaplin, and Pauline Frederick.
Emmy
Stars appearing in European productions
Lynn, Gina Palermo, Andre Nox, Jaque Catelaine, Van
Daele, Yvette Androyer, Roger Karl, Eve Francis, Asta
Nielsen, Tora Teje, Mary Johnson. Jenny Hasselquist,
Betty Balfour, Ouand Mosjoukine, Stewart Rome, Werner Krause, and Nathalie Kovanko.
M. Dulluc has been verv generous to the players
appearing in American films, as their names make up

catches all the notables of Europe and
as soon as they step off the boat in New York.
in the audiences like to see celebrities, they like
Thrill
to know how they dress and what they look like.
scenes usually are successful and, contrary to popular
In nearly every
opinion, they are not hard to obtain.
city in the country, there are dare-devils and stunt men
who are willing to risk their lives to get in the movies

two fifths of his selections of the "world's greatest."
But most American fans, we are inclined to think, would
make two or three changes in his list at least they
would insist on adding one or two more names.

He is the most
Prince of Wales is to the news reel.
popular star of the pictorial world. President Harding
is relatively unimportant, while cabinet secretaries, senGenators, and representatives have no box-office pull.
but their
erals and admirals are a little more popular
following has fallen off since the war.
Some subjects are banned by news reels merely because they are hackneyed or dull. Parades, ship launch-

Priscilla

:

—

Elected,

The Goldwvn company, which plans
to make "Ben-Hur" the biggest produc-

But-

tion they have ever attempted, recently
asked fans all over the country to write

and

Goldwvn

what actor
they would most like to see in the title role. Thousands
of letters have been received, and an overwhelming
majority of them ask for Rodolph Valentino in the part.
Alas and alack!
Mr. Valentino cannot work for any
other motion-picture company until his difficulties with
tell

officials

The camera

America

Women

with their names on the screen.

What Thomas Meighan

is

to

the

feature

film,

the

—
—

and the unveiling of monuments are "out." unless
these events are to be shown only in the theaters of
ings,

the

town where they occurred.
of the news reel

All
is above reproach.
advertising is'barred all scenes which show advertising
unless these scenes
signs in the backgrounds are cut
are of such importance that they can't well be omitted.

The honesty

;

_

—

Getting a Close-

up
There

of
is

Kenneth

no glamorous flub-dub of

formality surrounding Kenneth Harlan,

but even so he cannot put over the
impression that he is just an ordinary-

young man.

By Helen Klumph

THERE

are ways and
getting
acquainted

ways of

with
a
matinee idol so as to tell the
palpitating public what he is like. The
one that is most favored by press
agents is to have the young man invite you to dinner.
There, mesmerized
by choicest viands, you are likely to
see

him

at

his

best

—

to overlook his faults.

not

if

entirely

Another pop-

ular way of making it easy for the
interviewer is to invite her to the
matinee idol's
home.
There she
doesn't need to question him about his
tastes.
She can take in at a glance
whether they run to books or baseball
bats
whether his notion of an ideal
home was gleaned from hotel lobbies
or dictated by his individual taste.

—

But

Kenneth

Harlan

surrounds

himself with none of these easy aids
to interviewing.
I wouldn't have had
the heart to accept an invitation to
dinner with him even if he had asked
me. I had seen him dining with Marie
Prevost, and having once noticed their
enraptured isolation I would not have
thought of disturbing or interrupting
And it wouldn't be possible to see
it.
Kenneth Harlan at home he is never
there.
His studio engagements not Photo (c) by Strauss-Peyton
only follow hard upon the fade-outs
of one another, they actually overlap.
Hardly had he finished the pastelled nuances of
"Toll of the Sea" when he jumped into the fervid adventures of "Thorns and Orange Blossoms."
"The
World's a Stage" then claimed his attention, then "The
Beautiful and Damned" and "The Little Church Around
Now I understand that he is hard at
the Corner."
work on "The Girl Who Came Back," and within two
weeks will start appearing in "April Showers," a Tom
Forman production. He is onlv twenty-seven years old,
but who could blame him if he felt fifty?
Somewhere in the midst of this whirlwind of picture
making it was arranged that I should meet him.
perched on shaky chairs at the edge of a set at the
Warner Brother's studio in Hollywood, and behind us
Louise Fazenda and Kathleen Key formed a laughing
chorus while we disagreed about books, pictures, dogs,
and everything else we talked about.
But Kenneth Harlan didn't pretend to remember
that we had met back in the days when he was playing
opposite Constance Talmadge in New York, and didn't
For
pretend that he was particularly glad to see me.
that I laid at his feet then and there my whole-souled
admiration.
It is hard for any one outside the acting
profession to realize bow difficult it is for an actor to
remain a human being with likes and dislikes of his

—

;

We

—

own.

For

policy's sake he

is

constantly being enjoined

to be nice to every one and polite but vague in all of
his statements so that no one's feelings will be hurt.
So it was refreshing to find that Kenneth Harlan insisted on being himself instead of a smiling automaton.
His is one of the most perfect profiles in pictures,

and he
not

is

big and strong looking. At one time he was
to the bright lights of Broadway
he was

—

unknown

on the stage, you may recall, with Gertrude Hoffman in
"Sumurun" and was dancing partner of Evan Burrows
Fontaine in vaudeville but all his midnight parties days
are definitely over. You cannot face the grim unrelenting eye of the camera at nine in the morning if you
haven't had eight hours' sleep. Like many a handsome
young actor, Mr. Harlan bounded into favor without
giving the matter any particular thought.
And then
when he made a big success he was so sobered by it
that he settled down and slaved to keep in his enviable

—

position.

His

is

no highbrow attitude toward movies

;

he

is

in

The scene in "Rich
Windsor kissed Richard

them, with them, and for them.

Men's Wives," where Claire
Headrick through the window, may be hokum, but he
Scott Fitzgerald may
thought it had a great punch
have had a good enough ending on "The Beautiful and
;

Continued on page 102

;
'
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Would You Know
He
is

has never had a straight photograph taken,
in telling about himself
all

—

not interested

By Myrtle
patience,
lips.

elicited

a

statement

from

—

—

—

his

reluctant

fought fought for everything
fought
mine. Nobody has ever given me a thing,
with the exception of the public's approval that
is coming to me now," he at last began when I
"I've

that

is

convinced him that I was young and that I intended to stick on that set until my hair turned
gray, if need be, but get his story I would. "I've
I've labored.
I've hungered for comstarved.
panionship, for the glad hand that speeds so

young fellows on

many

way."
He spoke sincerely. Not handsome, of a somewhat somber nature, his face is stern even in repose, and his words carry conviction because of
their absolute lack of affectation, because of the
A strain
dominant strain that underlies them.
almost of savagery, certainly of rebuke, against a
world that is only now, in early
middle age beginning to treat
him well.
"I've often wondered, when
things were so black, why I've
kept on, if I shouldn't give up
and drift as I saw others doing.
But there was something in me
Not
that wouldn't let me stop.
ambition.
I
have no personal
ambition, no craving for fame.
He plays a

stern,

somber

their

ji

publicity

I

licity," I cross

my

cheek.

I

my

fingers

and

stick

my

have heard that expres-

sion only o-nce when I really believed it.
I am
sure that Lon Chaney's dislike of publicity is unfeigned,
because for the first time in my pen-pushing career I
have had a difficult time in obtaining an interview with
an actor. Accustomed to having them angled for with
creditable ingenuity, Chaney's disinclination to grant an
interview but intrigued me the more.
And when: h:
learned the story back of his rise to success— a story
of a dominant struggle against tremendous handicaps,
I
the kind of a story that has grit and stamina in it
was so determined to make him talk that I spent four mornings sitting around his set, wheedling him bit by bit to unfold for me the pages of this book of life.
"My life has not been extraordinary," he contends. "It's
been a hard life. There's nothing pretty to tell." He refers
you to his biography in the Metro files, points out the new
Gimble machine I think that is the name of it which is
now used on the camera photographing shipboard scenes to
give them that sea roll, the scene itself remaining stationary.
He will talk of men's things, prize fights, races, business
men's success; but of Lon Chaney's early struggle he shows
the voracity of a clam.
So it was with a feeling of having
made a home run which should enHe appeared as a crooked
title me to a blue ribbon from the
League of Fans that I finally, after lawyer in "Q'uincy
Adams Sawyer."
using four mornings and considerable
'

—

—

I

don't

care

for

pubnothing

I'd rather the

know

about Lon Chaney. for only
in
his
complete submergence am I able to make my
characterizations
convinc-

hear a motion-picture actor exclaim naively, "I never go in for pub-

tongue in

—

would

lic

HEN

why

That's

role in Metro's "All the

Brothers Were Valiant."

—

ing."

He

gives

his

time entirely

work, thinking, studying, planning.
His role, every
gesture in each scene, is comto

his

pletely catalogued in his

mind

before he commences a picture.

I

had watched him mak-

scene with Malcolm
MacGregor, who plays his
younger brother in "All the
Brothers Were Valiant," upon
which he was working at the
Metro studio.
A scene in
which he pantomimed how he
would kill a man. Immobile,

ing

a

passive, he sat, until the softtoned. "Camera!"
Irvin
of
Willat brought him alert. His
masklike face changed on the
instant into a thing of livid
hate, his eyes blazed, his voice
rang out as he clenched his
fist; hard-boiled electricians
and prop men stood spellbound by the realism of his
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Lon Chaney?
not frequent actors' haunts, and
which makes him worth knowing.

will

of

Gebhart
___

^

.

•

__ _
:

acting. Yet he didn't work himself into a
grand passion by music. The instant the
scene was shot lie sank back in his chair,

passive.

"He's like an electric light," exclaimed
bobbed-haired stenographer who
strange indeed in a studio whose employees
have grown blase was spending her lunch
"He
hour watching Lon Chaney act.
switches on and off.
I can't understand
how he gets such ferocious looks on
it
his face and takes them right off again."
I could understand it better as he talked,
in a low, almost savage monotone, of his
a

little

—

—

youth.

"My
fectly

parents

normal

were

PerSplenlearned to

deaf-mutes.

in every other

way.

did minds.
So as a child I
express my every wish on my face.
I
could talk on my fingers, the sign language
of the deaf-mutes, before I could speak.
But as I grew older I found it unnecesconversed with our faces, with
sary.
our eyes." Those early years of pantomime are responsible for his present skill
in facial expression, coupled with his continuous study, not of acting, but of life

We

and people. "My grandmother founded
the first Deaf and Blind Institute in Colorado, and my mother was stage director
there.
So I early developed a longing to
go on the stage and did so at the age of
ten. after a few years in the public schools
of Colorado Springs. At eighteen I was
a stage hand at twelve dollars a week.
Later I was combination stage
hand, chorus man, and wardrobe

—

We

devolved upon me to
my brother and

raise

sister

my

and

care for

to

parents."

He

didn't dwell

days

those early
hunger, of

on
of

struggle.

darkness is
conceivable
us whose
been less
"I played

Stygian
almost in-

to those of

paths have
rock-strewn.
imcomic op-

\

V

when

I wanted to do
drama. I felt tragic,
somber. I didn't laugh and

tragic

other children.
I
a sense of respon
sibility.
I couldn't waste time.
So
I danced
but not for joy. Because

play

does

in real life,

loolcs

much as he

however.

like

was born with

—

it

was the only way they would let me earn
living.
I didn't want to dance.
I was

a

one of those pink-tinted chorus men in 'The
Time, the Place, and the Girl,' 'The Royal
Chef,' and 'A Knight for a Day.'
Then
I played in 'The Mikado' and was the
valet in 'The Little Tycoon.'
An eccentric dancer, almost a clown, in cheap
musical comedy."
Can you imagine
He loves to depict
the hideous mask
Orientals. One of his
of those days the
most interesting charsoul with its domiacterizations was in
the Preferred picture
nant strain of som"Siwdoivs."
berness, longing to

—

And their

era,

never has straight photographs taken; this

—

mistress
yes. mistress
at
the stupendous weekly salary of fourteen dollars
children
possessed
all of our faculties, but
it

He

express the stark
things its young eyes had looked upon,
tripping the light fantastic in cheap tinkley
man with hunger in his
little plays?
stomach, with tragedy in his eyes, who longed
forced to dance in
to paint a somber epic
crimson tights, to paint in gay colors whimsical moments of joyous nothings?
Continued on page 84
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Aristocracy and
A
ing

good many members
fame and fortune in

By
'~

:

1

1
'

!

1

|

:

1

:

;
1
!

Caroline
'"-:'!H«»

"

!

"

":

r

On the threshold of a new world, the paths
of these scions of wealth and lineage are not
They are strewn with
strewn with roses.
coiled ropes and scoffing prop boys who are
always getting under one's feet and bawling
one out and directors who don't care a darn
if one does come from the oldest family in
Britain.
And with fresh, impish, lovely
young things with carmined lips and haughty
eyes who give one the disdainful once-over
and then return nonchalantly to their own
affairs.

No, royalty is not being welcomed into the
studios with a brass band and a major-domo
They come in the back door, as
in uniform.
it were; they trudge through the gate where
the mob lot enters they take their inconspicuous places in the Hey-you Bunch. In most
cases they want only that which is vouchsafed every citizen over here, the chance to
work they are toiling hard and meekly accept the rebuffs and discouragements that
greet all newcomers to this Mecca of the
;

—

;

prancing pastels

Many
nobility

as

is

of these former scions of wealth and
are in pictures for the same reason

Mary Ann

—because

their

pocketbooks

are sickly.
The Duchess de Lanti is charmingly frank about the matter and doesn't insist, as do other titled foreigners I have met,
that It is "all a lark."
She has been working
in pictures for more than a year.
Yet it was
only recently that I. who comb the studio
lots for news, heard of her.
She is registered with the casting directors, not under her
title,

but as plain "Mrs. Fen-

wick Oliver."

"Our
Stella,

Duchess de Lanti, is the bearer of a proud
title, of the blood of the doges.

old Italian

used
IT cruited

to be said that the

movies re-

Italy

family

fortune

was swept away

in

in the

—

war." said the duchess or,
as she prefers to be called,

Mrs.

Oliver

— with

naive

from the tenements. But that old wheeze is dead.
The gossip mongers play a different tune

She sought an
upturned box on a Goldwyn
set and settled herself, with

harps.
Now, the
back-fence, nonstop, rapidfire machine guns runs a staccato something as follows: "My dear, didja hear
how those titled for'ners is all a-comin' to
Hollywood to act in the movies? My,
ain't that grand
Why, yestiddy I run
into that countess woman up at the meat
market.
Yeah, buyin' a leg o' lamb to
cook for over Sunday. An' she was real

careful consideration of her
chiffon - and - pearl
evening
gown. "In those days I was
not so considerate of my
gowns," with a charming,
apologetic little laugh.
"I
had so many of them. But
now" shrugging "I came

on their

battery

their talent

one-tongue

of

!

pleasant, too.

An'

Mary Ann was

last

week, when

my

C. B.'s new
picture, she shared her dressing room
with another un, the Duchess de Lanti.
Mary Ann said she wasn't a bit stuck-up
like duchesses are supposed to be.
She
hooked Mary Ann up the back. Yeah!"
playin'

in

simplicity.

—

—

earn my livhusband, and
to make a name for myself
on the screen.
I am most
eager to save a great deal of
to

Hollywood

ing,

with

to

my

The Earl of Glendore

is

an

Irish

peer whose family were once vast

landowners

in

Cork.
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the Movies
of the nobility are

woo-

the Hollywood studios.

Bell

visit New York.
No. I've
never been there I sailed by way of the
Panama Canal and landed at San Francisco. I'm as anxious to see the metropolis

money and

—

any of these girls."
Duchess de Lanti, is the bearer
of a proud old Italian title, of the blood
of the doges, and was educated in England and Paris.
Having no brother, she
possesses her title through the operation
of the Salic law which permits hereditarv
titks to descend on the female side of
the house. Her villa in Rome the remas

Stella.

—
—

nant of the family possessions is said to
be one of the ancient show places of the
Eternal City and lias interiors painted by
Michelangelo.
"I love the studios," she exclaimed
breathlessly, as the motley throngs in their
gay-hued costumes drifted about us, a
cavalcade of color under the foaming cascade of white glare from the lights. "Several years ago, when an art student in
London. I 'played hookey' to work in a
motion-picture studio there, and I never
could quite get the thrill out of my blood.
Later, when my fortune was swept away

my

and

husband's

health wrecked as a result of his war experiences. I talked him into
coming here, to the
land of promise.

We

have worked hard and

— eagerlv
any
—sixteen-year-old
extra "we're plaving

now"

as

parts.

Isn't

Beatrice Bently belongs to

wonder-

it

ful?"
I agreed.
With the
sparkling
gray-blue
eyes of Stella, Duchess de Lanti, upon me.
how could I do other-

wise ?
politan

charm possessed

American-dollar

in "The Masquerader ;" in a
number of Lasky pictures, among which
mav be mentioned. "Moran of the Ladv
Lett}-,"
"The Woman Who Walked
Alone." "Kick In." "The Impossible Mrs.

appeared

.

Bellew" with Gloria Swanson. and a Cecil
She also appeared
B. De Mille picture.
in Maurice Tourneur's production of "The
Christian."

She has that cosmo-

the

aristocracy.

as

The Earl
abouts

as

of

—known

Glendore
Talbot

Major

here-

—had

Crosby

by cultured women who
have traveled and know
the world, a thing that
can't be duplicated, and

been working quietly at the studios for
some time before his ancient lineage was
recent appearance was with
discovered.
Gloria Swanson in The Impossible Mrs.

yet

Bellew."

refreshingly
vivacious.

is

young
There

and

about her no

is

suggestion

of

— pose.

With her husband, an
Englishman,

Count
of

Mario

she

has

Caracdolo.

lineage, appears

Italian

in pictures

as plain Mario

Carillo.

A

'

"I

would rather be known as an

effi-

cient film actor." said this Irish peer, who
is a quiet, unobtrusive man, "than as the
possessor of a title which came to me

through no effort of my own." And. do
you know. I believe he really meant it.
His is an Irish title, and at one time
the Glendores controlled a vast amount
of land near Cork.

Financial vicissitudes

Continued on page 97
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The

Indiscretions of a Star

The concluding installment of the
events- mark the end of his long

As Told

CHAPTER

THIS
had

Cecile

"

Howard

to Inez

fascinating story of

confidently.

Klumph

Barry began, when he

"Not unless some director
one and she was an extra in it.

was
She

can't

the utter lack of judgment
to be in a mood
that made him criticize every one and everything.
"They'll go out with any man, no matter what his reputation is.
Look at Stewart Graham nobody who leads
the newspapers can fail to know what. he is.
"And yet these young girls go out with him girls
who certainly ought to know better. They simply
haven't any sense at all, or else they don't want to
have.
I suppose they think that they'll get work if
they accept his invitations.
Well, no girl who goes
around with Graham can ever work in my company."
Doubtless I should have had a chill premonition of
impending disaster at that moment. I should have firmly
taken Barry by the arm, if necessary, and marched him
out of the club and to a taxi, at once.
But I didn't;
I sat there calmly fishing the cherries out of my fruit
I

can't see

they have," he went on.

is

He seemed

—

—

lemonade.

And then, as the music began again. I glanced up
and saw Cecile Howard crossing the floor. Apparently
she had just arrived a cloak of apricot taffeta fell back
from her slim shoulders, and her quaint little frock of
yellow silk, with its tight bodice and outstanding skirt,
;

gave her the charm of an old miniature.
Her parted
hair was brought sleekly down over her ears, and her
thin little face was alight with excitement.
"Oh, there's Cecile Howard now !" I exclaimed, as
she looked our way and smiled at me.
"How nice this
is
now you can meet her."
Barry Stevens eyed me gloomily and signaled the
waiter to bring our check.
"Sorry, but I have to rush home," he replied. Then,
"Apparently
as I turned to him blankly, he went on.
you didn't notice your little friend is with Stewart

—

—

Graham."

CHAPTER

LII.

of anything so silly in all my life,
Barry Stevens!" I declared, as our taxi jolted off down
Just
"You've become a regular prude.
Broadway.

"I never heard

in

which

many

girls'

certain
hearte.

Illustrated by Ray Van Buren
girl goes out with a man whose reputation
you don't care for I don't care for it, either, for that
matter you refuse to meet her. It's perfectly absurd.
Why, you ought to know from your own experience
that people sometimes do things that they don't really
mean to, or have to do things they don't want to do

because a

LI.

shooting a scene in
doesn't know anything but hard work, doesn't even
know any one who'd take her to a dance club. But
aren't you rather puritanical all of a sudden?"
"No, not at all. It's perfectly all right for a girl
to run around to places like this if she hasn't anything
to do but rest during the day.
If a girl wants to have
a good time she'd better steer clear of the movies
that is, if she wants to get anywhere in her work. You

do both.
"And what

Barry Stevens,

career as the romantic hope of

given the waiter our order.
"What sort
I mean, does she jazz around
of girl is she?
all the time, chase to cabarets every night, all that sort
I might
of thing, or is she really anxious to get along?
be able to do something for her if she really wants to
But if she's like most
learn and is willing to work.
of them, there's no use trying."
thought of Cecile and her roommate as I had seen
1
them, and laughed.
"She's never been to a dance club in her life !" I declared

!

—

—

Now, be reasonable, please!"
"What do you want me to do in order

at all.

able

?'

"

"Go on and

He tried to maintain
didn't quite succeed.
"Well,
but you

I

Howard.
know."

try to help Cecile

more than any one

help

to 'be reason-

he asked.

suppose

—

oh.

else

his

I

I

She needs

disapproving attitude, but
don't

want

to be

a prude,

know how it is. when you see a girl with a
man whom you know is a rotter, and realize that she
must know it. too— you can't feel much interested in
However, I'll see what I can do."
that he'd do what he could, but I couldn't help
feeling sorry that he'd seen Cecile with Graham.
And
I couldn't help wondering how she happened to be out

her after that.
I

knew

with him myself.
I phoned her the next morning, and she was delighted,
of course, at the news that Barry had liked her in the
picture, and that her part hadn't been cut much.
"When's the picture going to be released do you
know?" she demanded excitedlv.
"It's to be released very soon." I told her.
"And I
want you to come to luncheon with me soon, and have
a chance to talk to Barry."
She assured me that she'd like to do it, and I consulted him and set a date the following week.
But
when I telephoned Cecile to tell her when to come, they
told me at the rooming house that she had moved away"Moved away!" I echoed stupidly. "But she didn't

—

me know."

let

"Well, she's gone, anyway." retorted the voice at the
"And there ain't any address she
other end sharply.
said she'd send back for mail."
That seemed queer a girl like Cecile, whose very
living depended on having people be able to reach her
by telephone or mail without delay, would hardly dare
go away without leaving a forwarding address; it might
mean the loss of important engagements. She had no
home to go to, if she had given up trying to get work.

—

;

She couldn't give up, for that matter, unless she was
dead

And

then the thought of Stewart Graham came to
thrust it away, but it persisted in comI couldn't believe that she had gone away
ing back.
with him. yet I knew that if she had she wouldn't have
And I could think
left word where she was going.
of no other reason why she would leave, unless she had
been in an accident and had been taken to a hospital.

me.

I

I tried to

wondered

if I

ought to phone to the different hospitals,

I began to
or other institutions of that sort.
feel panicky about her.
"Oh, don't worry girls like that are always going
off somewhere and not bothering to let people know,"
Barrv told me, when I spoke to him about it later that
day.
I resented his classifying Cecile with "girls like
that," but to defend her would be a long business, so

or

jails,

—

I

took the war into his camp.

The
"When
does

down on Stewart Graham, how
letting Paul Young live with
Paul Young was known from coast
asked.
as a man who seemed to like rolling in the
you're

so

happen that you're

it

you?"

Indiscretions

I

to coast
gutter, and I'd heard only that
living at Barry's apartment.

morning

that he

was

oi

;

"It's

Howard— I

"But why should vou?

don't

know where

You

she

hardlv knew her. and
"
she

that's

"Oh,

''He fell in love,
absolutely
sense-

—

settled at a table.

about Cecile

is!" he said.

ers in the business.

But
true enough
since you've beer,
a lot of
!

suppose
you'll say he wasn't
lessly
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Star

"Thank Heaven you're home!" he exclaimed. "I've
got to see you at once. I know it's late, but won't you
go somewhere to supper with me."
I met him half an hour later in the supper room of
one of the hotels, and he began talking almost before

we were

Barry looked sheepish.
"Well, it's this way. Paul has loads of ability, you
know he used to be one of the cleverest scenario writ-

a

I

away

alone
in
that
with a professional
ingenue.
She was
all curls and blue
eyes, and her
brains were nothing but shavings off
her mother's. Paul
completely lost his
head over her, and
for about a year
she and her mother
kept him dangling;

things have happened. I met her
one day on Broadway, looking so

he came in handy

which

whenever the
had to make

queer

!

.

and

all

and

after

thin

that sort
of thing that I
felt sorry for her.

a

talked

we'd
bit

I

asked her to have
luncheon with me.

refused,

She

—

seemed

say
she'd had luncheon, just refused

girl
little

speeches or public
statements or anything like that, because he wrote
them for her. She
was supposed to be
intelligent,

and

shabby

mv

didn't

invitation.

knew

I

she was just

stalling,

and

undercouldn't
stand why.
"I went home,

and

found Paul
having one of his

spend all her spare
time studying, according to her
mother; I don't be-

and

lieve she ever really

him

vet.

But
read a book.
Paul wrote charming little speeches
for her, with references to Barrie

now

I'll

But

he's

parties.

tried

I

haven't
step

to

on

though
have to.
got

to

feel that

my

home's

you

his.

know, and that he

Robert Louis
can do as he like?,
'You see. I've come to you for he!
sprinStevenson
if he's ever to get
his self-respect back.
If he doesn't recover that, he'll
kled through them, and people thought she was wonnever brace up. So I've let him bring in any one he
derful.
wanted to, though it's been a rowdy crew most of the
"It took him a long time to find out that he was just
time, and they've smoked opium all over the place.
I
being strung along; that daughter had no intention of
just clear out and let "era do it.
marrying him. and mother had no intention of letting
Then he hit the toboggan. Booze, drugs,
"There was a gang at the house, two or three queerher do it.
looking women, one of 'em the grandmother of one of
anything he could get his hands on it didn't matter
the others, and a couple of men.
what he turned to, if it would make him forget.
I cleared out. went
"And now well. I'm sort of trying to help him pull for a long walk. And as luck would have it. I met
Cecile again, in front of the Rialto. when I was on my
up. He's just staying with me
he was absolutelv down
way home.
and out when I ran into him the other day and when
"That time I asked her to tea, and she said she'd
he's been decent!}- fed and clothed for a while, he'll
go.
She didn't talk much, but I could see that things
be in shape where something can be done for him."
had gone against her. and that she was in trouble. She
I admired him for being decent enough to give the
was starving hungry, though she tried not to let me see
other man a helping hand, and yet I had a feeling that
I asked her if she wanted to work in my next picit.
once more Barry was going to get his fingers burned.
ture I hadn't intended to make one right away, but
she looked so down and out that I wanted to help her.
CHAPTER LIII.
She nearly cried, though she just said 'How soon?"
I didn't see Barry Stevens for about a month after
"I wanted to make her tell me what the trouble was.
that.
Then one night at a little after twelve my telephone and get her to let me do something for her. but she
made me feel like an intruder. "You'll let me help
rang when I answered it Barry's voice came to me over
vou if there's anvthin? on earth that I can do for vou.
the wire, and a most anguished voice it was.

and

—

—

—

—

—

;

!

!

The
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I've been

won't you, please?

what

it

is

to be stranded.

I can do for
stuck my card
she had a chance
"After dinner I
going full swing.

that
T

Indiscretions

down on my

So

if

luck

—

I

know

there's anything at all

you, for Heaven's sake let me !' And
into her hand and went away before
to

answer.

went home again, to find Paul's party
It was a noisy affair, and I went to
my own bedroom vowing that I'd speak to him about
There are limits to everything, you
it in the morning.
know.
"It was early in the evening then.
I got into a dressing gown and sat down to read a bunch of scenarios
that had been sent up to me from the office; I wanted
to see if I couldn't find one that we could begin production on at once, so that Cecile could get started.
That
thin little face of hers haunted me.
"About eleven the doorbell rang, and a minute later
I heard a wild commotion in the front part of the house.
A woman screamed, and a man said, 'Oh, shut up!" I
heard Paul Young's voice evidently protesting against
something, and another man cut him short. I made for"
the front of the house in short order.

"And
me.

It

a

pleasant

seemed that

of being raided

was that waited for
my apartment was in the process

little

scene

it

!"

CHAPTER

LIV.
"Your apartment was being raided !" I gasped.
"Exactly.
News of Paul's little opium parties and
the gambling that was being conducted on the side had

My policy of 'live and
reached the powers that be.
Oh, they were quiet
let live' was being interfered with.
enough about it not even policemen in uniform on

—

hand

!

—

"I admitted what they already knew
no use denying it. I didn't try to alibi and say that I had had noththey wouldn't believe me.
ing to do with the parties
Paul came to the rescue, though, and so did one of
the other men who had often been there, so I was let
But just as they got through with me
out fairly well.
I went, forgetting that I was still
the doorbell rang.
in my dressing gown and slippers
I thought probably
But it wasn't.
it was somebody else from headquarters.

—

—

It

up

was Cecile Howard.
"She sort of leaned against the door post and looked

me, with a plaintive smile.
" 'You see, I've come to you for help.' she said,
holding out on., hand. 'I've tried my best to find somebody else I knew at home, but I couldn't. If you could
and if I could
lend me five dollars I could get a room
sit down for just a second
"She sort of swayed forward, and I realized that
she probably was faint and couldn't stand any longer.
and realized one
I started to take her into the house
more thing that that house was no place for her that
evening
"'Heavens no don't come in!' I said, and probably
'Here sit down on
I was rather vehement about it.
I'll
be
anvwhere, for a second or two.
the stairs
at

—

'

—

—

—

—

—

back.'

"I thought I'd rush in and get dressed, get some
money, and go with her. But she took just one look
at me in my dressing gown, and listened a second to
a woman's voice that came from the living room just
then and I wish you could have seen the way she

—

looked at me
" 'Wait here !' I said again, and dashed into the house.
I was pleased to death that she'd come for me. and
too rattled to think what I'd do next, but I did know
I got into some
that I was going to look after her.
clothes, grabbed some money, and went back to the
hall

to see her.

a

of

Star

"But Cecile wasn't there. Evidently she'd waited till
got out of sight and then had gone.
I didn't know
what to do. That's why I called you up. Have you
any idea where she might be?"
I hadn't, of course.
"You'd better go home, or they'll think that you
slipped away to avoid being arrested, or whatever it
is that they'll do to you for letting people run an opium
joint in your house," I told Barry.
"Yes, I've thought of that," he answered.
"But I
I

want to
Earrv

find Cecile."

sat there, smoking cigarettes as calmly as if
the detectives or policemen or whoever had come to
his apartment weren't looking for him at that moment.
Our table was beside a window, and I looked over at
it.
feeling as if a man's face might be pressed against

the glass at any
"There's the man

moment and

a voice be heard crying

!"

"You go home

"I'll
at once!" I told Barry sternly.
somehow, and let you know where she is."
He put me in a taxi and walked off down the street,
and I went home to find Cecile curled up on the big

find Cecile

—

couch

my

in

"The

living

elevator

room.

man remembered me, and

said you'd

gone out and would be back soon, and that he guessed
I could come upstairs." she told me. with a little sigh
of relief at seeing me.
She wasn't half as relieved as
was, however.
She was too tired to talk that night, but in the morning she told me that she had substituted for a girl in
a stock company, who was sick for a while.
I

"And maybe I'll go into vaudeville." she went on.
"Stewart Graham's been- talking to me about it; he has
a little one-act play he's going to do. and needs a girl
for

it."

"But
"Oh,

— Stewart

Graham

know

that they say
him, but I don't believe he's
I

" I objected.
all sorts of things about
any worse than a lot of
!"

who

pretend to be much better
She stopped then her voice sounded as if it were
And I knew that she was thinkchoked with tears.

people

;

ing of Barry Stevens.

CHAPTER
The next morning

LV.

talk to Cecile again
about Barry, but she didn't want to listen.
" she protested, and
"If you'd seen him as I did
when I explained the whole situation to her. she said.
Stewart
"Well, there's always an alibi, I suppose.
Graham can explain every one of the things that are
All men are alike,
said about him. for that matter.
and I don't believe in any of them. I shall go right
ahead and rehearse with Mr. Graham because it's the
best chance I've got to work, and I need work more
than anything else in the world !".
\
Barry called me up later in the morning, after Cecile
had gone to keep an appointment with Stewart Graham.
He had squared himself with the authorities,
and all was well so far as he was concerned. He was
delighted to hear that I had found Cecile. but was
furious about her working with Graham.
"I'll tell her
"She can't do that!" he protested.
I

tried

to

,

that

"

"You'll tell her nothing at all at present!" I inter"She's not in a mood to let you talk to
rupted him.
her.
lust stop and remember how she saw you last
night."
!"
"But I can explain to her
"She says that Stewart Graham's good at explaining
"Better not try that just yet.
things, too," I answered.
she can keep her head, no matter what
She's all right

—

Continued on page 96

Hollywood
Bringing out the intimate side of recent happenings to the film

By Edwin and
scandalous
SIMPLY
behaving.

it is, the way our eligibles are
they're all allowing themselves
to be snapped up by rich widows or beautiful
picture stars. The poor girls outside the haut societe
or haughty society, if you want to call it that or the
ones who are not bidding for the very brightest kind

Why,

—

of stardom don't have a chance any more.
Look at the killings since
the first of the year. Four of
our most prominent bachelors
and masculine divorcees have
shuffled off their mortal coil
of singularity, and have become radiant benedicts, or are
soon to enter the companv of
newly wedded swains. Ardent
wooers our screen males must

Elza Schallert
Lastly, we come to one of the real clubby young
bachelors of the films. Tony was, of course, a bachelor,
too, but then his marriage was in no sense one of
young love. But that of Harold Lloyd certainly was.

The engagement of Lloyd to Mildred Davis was finally
admitted by Mildred's mother earl}- in February, and
they were married about the middle of the month.
The Lloyd-Davis romance
is a real bov-and-girl affair
the kind that the poets and
Pollyanna novelists talk about.

saw Mildred on
Metro picture,
while Bebe Daniels was his
leading woman.
When Bebe
Harold

left,

Elliott

find that girl who had
made such an impression on

him.

turned out to be a
Several months
elapsed before he located her,
for she had returned to her
home town. Tacoma. Wash-

Dex-

formerly married to Marie
Doro. but later legally sepa-

ter,

Just toward the close
of the past year he led the
race toward the wealth}- widrated.

He

Mo-

—

ex-wife of an attorney this
time a Los Angeles lawver.

Her name was Daisy

Canfield
Danziger. She was a member
of one of the oldest Coast
families, and a figure in the
"Western social world.
They
were married late in January.

wealth

it

quite

such an extent that she decided to announce formallv
the engagement, which they
had long maintained as a se-

clear

cret.

wife
played no part in his romance,
the

of

attend a finishing
Pictures had merely

of his most successful comWhen finally she decided to appear in features,
and relinquished her leading
lady-ship to Jobyna Ralston,
why. Harold simply couldn't
stand the strain of that separation, so his pleadings prevailed upon her sympathies to

also

Moreno made

to

edies.

became bridegroom to another prominent

that

ington,

all

Tellegen.

Next came Antonio
reno.

job.

been a momentary pastime
with her up till then, but when
Hal Roach offered her a contract to appear with Lloyd,
she accepted.
She played in

Untermyer, the ex-wife of a
prominent New York attorney,
who by the way was retained
by Geraldine Farrar in her

Lou

It

difficult

school.

ows by wedding Mrs. Alvin

case against

he decided that he simply

must

both on and off, to have
waged such havoc in the ranks
of beauty and riches and fame.

was

first

the screen in a

be,

First, there

elect.

his

by pointed statements

to

the

Charles Ray,

who

rarely speaks for himself, fits admirably

Bungalow Fever Spreads.
This bungalow craze is becoming maddening. Not only
stars, but directors are its victims.
One at least has fully
succumbed none other, in-

into the clothes and character of ''John Alden" whom you
press to the effect that he himprobablv recall was urged bv "Priscilla" to speak for himself had gotten rich in oil. inHe is making "Tlie Courtship of Miles Standish."
self.
dependently, and in addition
his
to
salary as a star.
Then, of course, to cap everything, there is the Charlie
deed, than Rex Ingram of "Four Horsemen" note, filmChaplin and Pola Negri match. They have both quite
ing "Scaramouche"' in California. He now has a very
frankly admitted their engagement, and their marriage
neat and recherche studio cottage on the Metro lot.
is at this writing daily anticipated.
Here he and his staff of technical assistants work in
Pola was a widow,
too, but as far as we know has never been spoken of
aristocratic isolation from the rest of the stars and
as wealthy, although her present salarv must be somecompanies. There is also a private dining room, or ax
what plethoric. Still, if she hasn't money, at least she least there should be, in connection with the domicile,
has fame, and that is probablv much more of an asset
as well as a lovely dressing room done in blue and dovein Charlie's mind than all the riches in the world.
He gray for Alice Terry.
can supply these in full measure from his own investStar Worshipers.
ment of his ample salaries. Thev will live happily ever
after, no doubt, if their happiness depends merely upon
Those who have harped on the blase disdain of the
the exchequer of the Chaplin household.
Los Angeles and Hollywood public for the motion-pic-

—

:
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ture star had a chance to raise their eyebrows in astonishment several times recently. Despite their nearness
to the studios, the Coasters are becoming quite as wild
about the cinema celebrities as are the inhabitants of

any other locality.
Star worship is not altogether a new thing in the
West, but native Californians in their naturally boostful
usually attribute it to the presence of Eastern
rather than themselves.
This alibi is not altogether sound, because if the native is sure that he is
not being watched and consequently criticized for his
tenderfoot curiosity, he will often be one of the most
ardent star observers.
On two such entirely different occasions as the Wallace Reid funeral and the opening of Grauman's new
Metropolitan Theater, there were terrific demonstrations.
At the Reid church service a
group 'of women, exhibiting- the
worst taste imaginable, stampeded the floral pieces in a wild
effort
procure
to
souvenirs.
People who were unable to obtain entrance to
the church
filled
the street for a whole
block solidly from sidewalk to
sidewalk. It was almost impossible, in fact, for the cortege
spirit

tourists,

to

!

!

Poor Jacqueline
Jacqueline Logan, whom you have probably lately
seen in "Java Head," has been having a trying time of
it, and all anent an announcement of
her engagement
of marriage.
You see, she had managed to keep the
fact a secret for quite a while, although she was wearing a platinum ring with a handsome solitaire.
The
chap she declared her fiance is a Colorado Springs
rancher whom she hud known in her early girlhood.
She told of their romance in a newspaper story, and
of their anticipated wedding.
Her mother supported
her statements.
Right on the heels of this what do you
But, bingo
suppose happened? Jackie's reported fiance, on being
interviewed by the Colorado Springs newspapers, sprang
a categorical denial that he ever intended to wed the
staa
He said they were just
good friends, and evidencing
himself to be something of a wit,
declared that he his name is
Jack wasn't in the habit of buying solitaires for anybody, that
it
must have been some other
Jack, because he himself didn't
!

—

—

~

have enough jack.
Miss Logan explained his denial by saying that they had solemnly agreed not to "say a word
about their engagement because
might interfere with her cait

move away.
Premiere a Riot.

reer."
Men
It was ever thus.
are artless and women are eva-

At

the premiere of the Metropolitan Theater, one of the
most imposing picture edifices
in the country, there was a veritable riot.
Police and militia
were stationed outside the various entrances, but were barely
able to hold back the mob, which
surged around the doors looking for stars.
The swirling
throng hardly left room for patrons to pass.
When a newspaper woman
acquaintance of ours, who is
rather attractive, passed through
the narrow pathway to the door,
members of the crowd, taking
her to be a star, veiled excitedlv

sive

!

Irish

Eyes Are Smiling.

Colleen Moore, like every other
girl who has been engaged some
time or times in her life, denied
persistently for over a year that
she and John McCormick, Western representative of i\ssociated
First National film distributors,
were affianced.
But now Colleen has confessed, and the wedding may be expected early this

'

summer.

We

have

been

watching the

romance of Colleen and John for
Buddy Messenger walked off with so many honors
In
nearly a year and a half.
"Who is she? Who is she?" in small parts in feature pictures that now he has fact, we were with them the very
With him is
been made a Century comedy star.
night that the little love god
The woman who is quickjar ie Marcel.
Mar
shot his arrow straight and deep
witted and possessed of poise,
into their hearts. It was a memsuddenly turned and called out:
"Why, I'm Pola Negri, and I'm looking for Charlie orable night. For us, at least. Colleen and John, however, were in such a comatose state of mind that they
Chaplin."
didn't know whether the dinner was good, or the show
Shouts of laughter greeted her rejoinder.
bad.

Educating the Producers.

men

of the movies are
endeavoring to make up for their lack of early education by undertaking to study history, geography, and
(Oh, yes, and we
other kindred subjects in classes.
should mention that Bull Montana has lately hired a
tutor!)
At one of the classes where the study of the
history of the Roman Empire was in progress, a producer of pictures or was it an exhibitor? we forget
which naively asked his instructor if he could tell
him anything about the early violin training of the
Emperor "Reno." If these classes keep up, all the
motion-picture producers will learn that "The Taming
of the Shrew" is not an animal picture, and one of our
favorite jokes will be spoiled.

Several groups of business

—

—

—

Colleen is playing the Irish lassie in "April Showers,"
keeping busy so the time won't pass so slowly until
the

wedding day.
Starry Influences.

What

an influence a

new

brilliant star

can exert over

It was Nazithe tastes and manners of a community
mova, for instance, who was reputed to have started
And now witness
the bobbed-hair craze in the West.
Hollywood, with its vogue for all things exotic since
the advent of Pola Negri and the rise to the meridian
!

of Barbara La Marr
On Pola's arrival the newspapers eulogized her ivoryInstanter a large
olive complexion and vermillion lips.
percentage of women cold-creamed away their milk-

Holi vwood
white-and-rose tints, and instead appeared with brown
complexions of all tints and hues. Some sported the
shade of a half-breed Indian, but most of them the
sallow tone of jaundice.
Barbara La Marr, of "Prisoner of Zenda," "Trifling
Women," and "Ouincy Adams Sawyer" tame, has established a new style of coiffure, adopted with amazing
It is such a simple and striking style if you
rapidity.
can wear it. Barbara oils her black tresses, parts them
in the middle, and pulls them in a straight line from
her forehead down to her ears, tying them in a careThis is gorgeously
less knot in the back of her neck.
becoming to her and when she recently was seen in
a restaurant enveloped in an ermine wrap, an uninitiated
observer insisted that she must be an Egyptian princess.
Barbara, however, is not the absolute creator of this
coiffure, we believe.
She has merely adapted it to her
style of beauty.
Natacha Rambova Mrs. Rodolph
Valentino—has dressed her hair in much the same fashion for several seasons, and so has Dagmar Godowsky.
But Barbara has popularized the coiffure.

—

Barbara

as Hostess.

By

the way, just before Barbara went to
Dallas, Texas, to reign as queen of an auto
show, she gave a party to fifty of her friends
and associates. Of course, Barbara is different, and consequently she avoided a conventional
setting.
Instead of selecting some hotel in Los
Angeles or Hollywood, she chose a fashionable
resort miles and miles away from home, bevond
Pasadena, the city of millionaires, so called. It

was

all

slippery

High Lights
She and Dix played the
Christian." and since then she
has been signed on a long-term contract with Goldwyn,
while, as we have remarked, Dix is now with Lasky's.
with Richard Dix.

roles

"leading

W

in

"The

have something very romantic to
June Picture-Play.
concern '"Dickie Dix." either.
e'll

Mae

in possibly the

Some New

tell

you about

No

it

doesn't

Starlets.

now that she is married,
probably bid farewell to her screen career, the fame
of her family will continue to be upheld. Her \oungster
brother. Jackie Davis, is appearing in kid comedies for
Hal E. Roach, who sponsors the Harold Lloyd pictures.
In "Saturday Morning." a recent release, which you
may have seen, Jackie played a young Percival, who
had a valet and maid and a few other fashionable appurtenances of the rich, but who showed his talent at
While Mildred Davis

will,

getting just as mussed up as any other real boy in the
holiday situations of the picture.
In the same series of films a miniature scream has
lately made his debut.
Watch for him. His name is

Joe Frank Cobb. He therefore bears the illustrious surname carried by Irvin and Ty. He hails
from the corn-fed regions of Texas, and pudgily
looks the part. He answers to the nickname of
"Howdy," and we nominate him a winner.
Lots in a Name.
Film stars are wise when they select short,
easily remembered professional names. You
can hardly blame some people for stumbling
over the pronunciation of Ramon Samaniegos
or Nigel de Brulier. But when you have a
name as snappy and significant as Pola Xegri.
and it is referred to as "Polly Negro" or
"Polar Nigger." as we have overheard it massacred on two occasions, alack, alack!
No
wonder exhibitors dropped the last part of
"The Four Horsemen of the Apocalvpse"
and simply briefed it "The Four Horsemen."

very lovely, naturally, but on a rainy,
well, the party was a success,

-

night—oh,

even

if half of the guests lost their way trying
to find the place and the dinner was an hour and
forty-five minutes late.

Blanche Sweet and Marshall Neilan were there.
Miss Sweet looked radiantly happy and distinctively lovely, as she always does, in a golden
brown velvet gown and long tortoise plaques for
earrings.
She had just returned for the occasion from a dairy farm where she had been on
a milk diet, which increased her weight fifteen
pounds, so 'tis said. She is preparing, you know,
for the title role in "Tess of the d'Urbervilles."
to be directed by her husband. Many exteriors
were made for this picture months ago in Dor-

Music a

la

Mode Out

Two

persons in the films have openlv declared how much importance they attach to
having good music on the set while they
are making big,
emotional scenes Pola
He answers to the Negri and Marshall Neilan. And that they
setshire. England.
The interiors will be taken at name of "Howdy?' represent considerable differences of opinion
the Goldwyn studios.
but he is billed as on most subjects probably goes without sayMae Murray, and her husband and director, Joe Frank Cobb and ing, but on music they are agreed.
Robert Leonard, were also present. Miss Mur- he is one of the
Miss Negri complained about the quality
ra\- in a youthful black velvet gown with tight
chief attractions of of pieces selected for her scenes in "Bella
basque and bouffant skirt, and a single white Hal Roach's lad Donna." Music is always, or nearly always,
camellia at her waist was anything but the bizarre,
used you know, when pictures are in the
comedies.
dazzling young woman you saw in "Fascination/'
making, but for the most part there is little
"Peacock Alley." or "Broadway Rose."
rhvme or reason to what is played. Apparentlv Pola's
Miss Murray and her husband are probablv in Eucry for more and better tone upset the studio precedent,
rope by this time, or at least en route. Their trip is
as do most of her arch demands. Anyway, in her pica combination of pleasure and business.
Her forth- ture, "The Cheat." which George Fitzmanrice is directcoming picture, following "Jazzmania" and "The French
ing, she is enjoying grand opera harmonies.
Doll" adaptation, is to be "Mile. Midnight," and mam"The Cheat." which was made about six years ago
scenes will be shot at France's gay seaside resort. Deauby Cecil De Mille. with Fannie Ward and Sessue Havaville. and in Paris.
The picture will be completed at kawa. is the only picture that has ever been transcribed
the Murray-studios in New York.
into an opera.
Carnille Erlanger. the French composer,

—

mus : cal score, and the title in French is "La
Forfaiture.'
This operatic music was procured by the
studio.
Any one who has happened to pass the Negri

wrote the

Dancing Around.
The last time we saw Mae Busch. right after she
finished "Souls for Sale," Rupert Hughes' story based
on life in the film colony, she was still suffering from
a wrenched back.
She was struck by an automobile
some weeks previous. She did manage, though, to dance
Just

something of a musical thrill
a bigger one than from hearing "Hearts and
Flowers" and the rest of the sobby bromides.
set lately has acquired

at least,

Continued on page SS
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The Screen
Critical

comment
By

HERE
in

many

are as

sleeves,

on the latest releases.

Alison Smith

fashions in plots as there are

and they change almost as

Review

in

rapidly.

A

few years ago, one plot in particular was
it was the story about the beauexcessively popular
tiful woman of the world and the saintly man of the
The newspaper serials and popular novels
church.
;

Most of you must know the
young clergyman who. goes

story of John Storm,
into a cloister only to
cast longing eyes back at a beautiful Manx girl called
Gloria who grew up beside him when they were children together. He thinks he is trying to save her from
the world, the flesh and the devil
all represented by

the

—

—

romances and their woes. Sometimes
she was a married woman, and then they had to pine
away plafonically until the superfluous husband was
removed in the last chapter. Sometimes he had joined
a religious order which forbade marriage and then the
happy ending was more difficult both for the author
and the reader. Usually, however, the lady had a stubborn bent toward a gay life and the plot dealt with
The
the efforts of the young priest to reform her.
model for this plot was set by Hall Caine's enormously
successful novel, "The Christian," which has just
emerged as a Goldwyn movie after an endurance test

one wicked nobleman but in the "big scene" of the
play, he realizes that his love isn't as heavenly as it
might be. Meanwhile, some one has started a rumor
that he has predicted the end of the world and when

of fifteen years as a best seller.

more

were

full of their

show

doesn't come off, the disappointed mob turns
their prophet.
Gloria is left to fight her own
battles.
I always suspected that she was more capable
of it than John was of fighting his.
Anyway, that was the old plot and Maurice Tourneur
has made of it an atmospheric and exciting religious
melodrama.
He has given the role of the Christian

the

and rends

Richard Dix and permitted him to make John Storm
of a wild-eyed fanatic and less of a smug hero
than he used to be in the old days. I don't know what
the author would think of this, but it certainly is more
logical when you consider how his hero did take on.
Mae Busch makes an admirable Gloria; ardent, selfish,
impetuous, she has the touch of the devil about her
that a young clergyman bent on reformation would find
irresistible.
Then there is Phyllis Haver, escaped from
slapstick, as a very sad, wronged girl, and Beryl Mercer
to

who makes

a small role stand out as only she can.

But Tourneur 's most marked work

in this picture

is

not with the individuals, but with his mob scenes. The
play was filmed in London, and they say the big scene
around Trafalgar Square caused a near riot, as well it
might.
This is where the crowd is waiting for the

world to end
The most

important

thing about "The Voice

from
that

are

the

Minaret"

is

leading roles
taken by Norma
its

Talmadge and Eugene
^O'Brien.

and the hundreds
of tense faces upturned to the impassive lions of the monument
make a picture which will not
soon be forgotten.
The sentiments of "The Christion" are somewhat out of date

at the stroke of twelve,

we

haven't

sympathy with
But
had.
drama of the old tale
the

fanatics that

the stirring

— with

its

we once

contrasts

—

of

cloister

and music hall
still there, and
Maurice Tourneur has made the
most of them.
-'is

"The Voice from the Minaret."
Here is another pretty-ladyand-her-pastor

theme,

but

this

one was modeled directly after
Robert Hichens instead of Hall
Ever since "The Garden
Caine.
of Allah" made such a hit we
have had an endless series of
these tales of desert love with a
priest or clergyman as the party
of the first part. In "The Garden
k
of Allah" it is the church
which separates the lovers,
for the
"X
voting man had taken

handsome

'

The

Screen

the vows which forbid marriage. Our hero in the "Minaret" tale has not gone as far as that, but the loving
pair are just as thoroughly separated by a husband
for the lady is married to a brute, which gives her and
the young clergyman an opportunity- to go through a
lot of soul-struggling until the beast of a husband is
obliging enough to die in the drawing-room.
Again, you have a plot which is so old-fashioned that
As
all the sympathy must be created by the actors.
the two principal actors are Norma Talmadge and

Girl."

picture filmed in

not exactly the source
choose for a snappy
scenario plot, but Mr. Knoles
has succeeded in making a
pretty and picturesque film
from this antique frame. Its
tempo,
however,
much
is
slower than most of our own
pictures
I have noticed this
about almost all English films.
Mr. Knoles had the assistance
of the gentle and attractive
English rural scenery and the
equally
gentle
of
beauty
Gladys Cooper who has a most
appealing screen personality.
Ivor Novello is also in the cast,
and the great Ellen Terry took
a minor role of an old nurse
apparently just for the experience. The film has charm,
but no thrills it's a good picture to take a mild, home-loving aunt to, especially if she's
an English aunt.

—"Came love"—"Came

a day." The desert shots are
picturesque, though not all of
them convincing. But the important thing is that the two
stars make the romance seem
real, and that is what finally
matters.

is

—

"Java Head.''

Compared

to these two old
the plot of "Java Head"

and new.

—

I should

pompous, artificial
moves of the plot and the subtitles
which begin. "Came

fine

—

—

eretta

absurd,

seems very

and dash that could come only from France. In fact
was so French that the censors have obviously been
after it and several interesting scenes end hurriedly for
The French actors headed by
no apparent reason.
Simon-Girard as D'Ariagnan are suave and skillful.
There are no spectacular scenes, but the atmosphere is
there.
You mustn't expect another Douglas Fairbanks
when you see this film it's no "superpicture." But it
is quite as perfect in its way as Douglas was in his.
it

England
by Harley Knoles. Its story
has been adapted from the old
operetta "The Bohemian Girl"
which was all about a beautiful stolen countess and a band
of gypsies.
Now an old op-

know on the screen. They
make you forget the

relics,

by

A

can even

dawn"

Review

"The Bohemian

Eugene O'Brien, it is hardly
necessary to add that they do
create it.
Never has Norma
been more beautiful or more
appealing or the sophisticated
Gene more charming with his
crooked smile. These two are
about the happiest combination
I

in

It

a more or less faithful version
of
the
Hergesheimer
novel about a seafaring family
in
Salem.
There are the
young lovers separated by
quarreling families like "Romeo and Juliet," there is the
eldest son who returns from
the Far East with a Chinese
princess for a bride, there is
the old struggle against the
romance of his childhood. All
this is beautifully and simply
is

—

—

"Adam and Eva."
Marion Davies in the comedy by Guy Bolton which was
a fair success on Broadway.

The

by George Melford and
by an excellent cast. Leatrice
Joy as the Chinese bride
somehow gave the impression
of Oriental dignity, though I

screen version

farce, while the play

told

tirical

.

comedy.

It's

is

broad

was

sa-

"about a

father who is debt-ridden by
an extravagant family and the
Bebe Daniels is one of t)ie main attractions of
reform of that familv when
"The World's Aoplause."
can't say she really looked the
they go back to the farm. The
part.
scenario has a lot of cow and
Jacqueline Logan as
"the girl he left behind him" does the best work of her
chicken hokum which was not in the play, but enough
screen career.
I never dreamed this dark-eved beaut}"
of the humor of the original is left to make it mildly
had such power to express pathos. Then there is Albert
entertaining.
It gives Marion Davies a chance to look
Roscoe as the seafaring hero and Raymond Hatton as
Also
perfectly charming in a series of flapper frocks.
an opium-smoking villain, and George Fawcett in one
she seemed more energetic than usual as the result of
of his best moods as an old father.
The atmosphere her "Knighthood" success.
of 1840 Salem has been beautifully caught and photographed. Mr. Melford has every reason to be proud
"The World's Applause."
of this picture^-and we of him.
If you are a young actress who will do most any-

"Milady."
about the three musketeers.

More
This is the sequel
taken from Dumas' "Twenty Years After."
It is a
French picture taken in the country of the original
and in spite of poor photography it is badly lightstruck and a confused continuity, it has all the spirit

—

—

thing for publicity, this film will be a lesson to you.
Otherwise it will be sheer entertainment, cooked up
bv William De Mille and charmingly acted with Bebe
Daniels as the publicity-mad star and Lewis Stone as
her manager. The story has really original twists in
Its only
it and is directed with humor and restraint.
flaw is the incrediblv silly subtitles. I don't understand

The
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Screen

how Mr. De

Mille let them, get by in one of his productions which always bear a certain imprint of good
taste

—

this picture really transports you to the strange life
It is a tale of a mother
of the Southern moonshiner.
whose husband and three sons are brutes and who sacrifices them all for the one worth-while son in whom
all her hopes are centered.
It is a powerful, true, impressive picture, beautifully acted by Emily Fitzrov,
in

Burr Mcintosh and Charles Mack, who was "loaned"
Griffith.
If this is a sample of Charles Brabin's
direction, we need about forty of him
to begin work
by Mr.

—

at once.

"The World's

a Stage."

Dorothy Phillips as a motion-picture star who loathes
her husband and loves another man. This sounds like
another expose of Hollywood society, but it isn't because Dorothy is very patient and pious and waits until
the husband is drowned before she joins the noble friend
and lover. There is an excellent cast with Kenneth
Harlan as the husband, Bruce MacRae as the lover, and
Otis Harlan as the father.
It is an Elinor Glyn story
with all her high-flown action, but the smooth direction
saved it from most of the
"Java Head
heartilv

is

a picture

rec-

ommended

to

absurdities.

plot's

And

I

seen Dorothy
Phillips more natural and
convincing.

have

can

Jiammed
of

"I'll

AH who
get

you

wears a fez and has a general air
toward the fair heroine, played

yet"'

by Dorothy Dalton.

and sophistication.

"Driven."
This is the most genuine picture of Southern life I
have ever seen on the screen. Tbere is more nonsense
they call it "the Southland"—
filmed about the South
than any other part of the world, but Charles Bra-bin

that

Review

in

never

every one.

"Dark Secrets."

The

secrets aren't the only
things that are dark in this
plot there is a dark-brown
AIoe d
villain
na

She is a beautiful invalid who was
injured in a fall from a horse
that is, she wasn't really
injured, but she thinks she was, and as a consequence
she can't walk a step. I expected Doctor Coue to come
in any moment and say, "You are getting better and
better," but they managed to clear up the plot and get
rid of the villain without the help of the little wizard

from Nancy.

A

—

really

good

might be made around

film

this subject of autosuggestion, but this isn't

it

—

in fact

about as feeble and illogical as they come. Only
Dorothy Dalton, who could make the worst plot seem
reasonable, gives it an occasional interesting twist.
it

is

"Poor Men's Wives."

know what

the scenario writer would do
without wives professionally. I mean. I've seen enough
rich wives and idle wives and weary wives on the
screen to populate the universe and still they come.
"Poor Men's Wives" plays true to form the household drudge is at first discontented, but later she learns
that "money is not everything." Barbara La Marr does
excellent work as the drudge and doesn't mind looking
Richard Tucker and
like one in spite of her beauty.
I

don't

—

—

ZaSu

Pitts are also in the cast.

"Nobody's Money."
they tell me, was a stage hit when Wallace
Eddinger played it on Broadway. Boiled down into a
scenario, the ingredients which made it a hit seem to
have disappeared for me at least. It's a long rambling
comedy about a book agent who gets into politics.
"That don't hand me no laugh," said the dapper young
man in front of me and this criticism is more graphic
I must add that it isn't the
than any I could make.
fault of Jack Holt who plays the principal role with
although even he had
his usual suave and easy charm
moments when he looked deeply bored at the plot.
This,

—

—

;

m

"Down

to the Sea in Ships."

They told me that this film did for the sea what
"Nanook" had done for the frozen North. And no
doubt Elmer Clifton intended something of the kind
when he hired an old square-rigger up in New Bedford
and started out to write a romance of the whaler's

life

1880.
To a certain extent, he succeeded; that is
the pursuit of the giant
to say there are certain scenes
whale, the storm, the mutiny on deck which are as
vivid and exciting as any we have seen of the sea.
Unfortunately, however, some one told Mr. Clifton that
in

—

—

he must have "love interest" to keep the story moving,
and as a consequence, the whaling-station atmosphere
has all but been drowned out by a very commonplace
I am sure that reels of very
and sticky love story.
wonderful sea stuff have been cut to make room for
For all that, there is enough
this ordinary plot.
of the glamour and mystery of the sea in the
scenes to set the picture aside as one of the unPersonally I sat
usual efforts of the year.
through all the long, mawkish plot twice just
to see a few shots that haunt you as only perThere are picfect screen scenes can.
tures here that you must on no account miss. But I wish that there
had been more blubber about
the whales and less of it
in the love scenes and
-

"

-

subtitles.

.

Continued on
pajje
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The Girl Who Made
Herself Over
Giving up being an ingenue is like strangling
has carefully nurtured, but

a rosebud one

Helen Ferguson, staring

failure

decided to do

By Sidney

in

the face,

it.

Blair

Helen Ferguson ever has a long wait
again and I think that

IF between pictures

—

am

speaking in the future impossible
tense, because I am so sure that it won't happen she will have another profession to turn
to.
She could put an advertisement in the
papers, something like this
I

—

PERSONALITIES MADE OVER
Last year's manner altered to suit this year's mode.
Ingenues* curls and illusions shorn, vampires devamped, and ambitious young players advised.

CONSULT HELEN FERGUSON
She has studied Freud. Adler. Coue and
wise old birds, but
her teacher.

bitter

a lot cf other
experience was reallv

And behind that admission would be a
poignant story of a girl's resourcefulness.
story of struggles and disappointments conquered by determination." But it would be like
Helen to pass by her troubles with a laugh,
and offer to share with others the wisdom she
acquired at such heartbreaking cost.
Following her big success as the little immigrant girl in ''Hungry Hearts," Helen Ferguson should have found continued success in
motion pictures assured. But she didn't. In
the following eight months she played just two
four weeks' work in all.
parts
That may surprise you. but try- to picture
the panic it brought to Helen herself.
After
Photometer
years of struggling, she was in sight of her
goal only to be sidetracked apparently. Some- After her success as the little immigrant girl in Goldwyn's ''Hungry Hearts"
thing had to be done at once.
Even if her
Helen Ferguson should have found- success assured. But she -didn't.
pride could survive the blow of failure, her
pocketbook couldn't.
So Helen went into executive session with herself
So she decided to grow up. to curb her enthusiasm,
and tried to analyze her failure. She might have cried
and change her style of dress.
Formerly, when Helen went to see a producer about
and blamed an unjust world for treating an attractive
and talented girl so cruelly. But she didn't. Tears
getting a part she breezed in and chatted about the
only help those who don't want to help themselves. She
Her comstory, the part, and her anxiety to play it.
Some people say that the}"
mercilessly analyzed the Helen Ferguson who was a
ments were penetrating.
failure and decided to create a new Helen Ferguson
couldn't keep up with her cleverness.
And they overwho would be a success.
looked her charm in their efforts to keep up with her
Helen always was getting in wrong with
This new Helen Ferguson will soon make her screen
brilliance.
Back in school in Chicago she was
appearance in important roles in "Brass" and ''The
people that way.
Famous Mrs. Fair," so you can see that she did her so good in her studies that she was the teacher's pet.
work well. This is the story- of her transformation.
and you know how annoying it is sometimes when you
As Helen subjected herself to merciless self-examina- want to show off, to have a person like that around.
tion, she found a girl who was not beautiful, but who
What wonder that manv a doll-faced ingenue with a
was quite striking looking at times a girl who was jazz record in place of a brain, passed judgment on
breezy and carefree and unreserved, who was generous
Helen's chances of a successful career with "Brain's
and sympathetic to such an extent that charily organiare the bunk!"
zations always came to her to get the help of motionSince Helen's day of transformation, she approaches
picture actors solicited.
She is a bit blase. In place of
her work differently.
She found and this was a
She
bitter admission
the old caustic wit. there is a Mona Lisa smi'e.
that she ran other people's business
better than her own.
And she discovered in herself a keeps her observations to herself and listens attentively.
girl mature in understanding who- was still ingenue in
She has found that it is valuable for a clever woman
[Continued on page 103]
manner.
to know when to act a little dumb.

A

—

.

i
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—
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Successful
the
Many

of

them who thought they
before the camera but

By Gordon

"I just had to see the wheels go
round," he confided to me the other
day, as we lunched at Frank's in Hollywood.
He was in his cups cups
of milk, for Cullen is a fresh-milk
hound. He mixes his drinks, too. He
sometimes drinks lots of buttermilk, if

—

you must know it.
"Yes, I was a failure as a prop man.
and so I promoted myself to the position of assistant camera man.
Of
I was still a boy, in years, but
called myself 'man' with some sort
of an adjective in front of it 'prop'
or 'camera' made little difference to

course

—

I

me !"
Therewith, Cullen struck the keynote of my period of research among
the studios to discover the successful
failure in his or her lair.
After his
time was served with a pencil behind
his ear, and in the early puttee era,
for no assistant director was complete
unless he was thoroughly putteed, he
Nita O'Neill, a continuity clerk, is indispensable to James Cruze when he is directing
cast about for new worlds to conquer.
but no director felt that way about Iter when she was an actress.
Before he knew it he was cast for a
small part in a picture and the silver
sheet did the rest. You know what he has become since.
erudite maker of catch phrases which echo
But in every studio there is a submerged tenth.
down the ages muttered a mouthful when he
said, "If at first you don't succeed, try. try
To them much honor is due. They make the
~> ^.
wheels, which Cullen loved to watch, go
again !"
i
round. And among them w ill be found sterOur best studios are filled with successful fail- Ak
ures men and women, boys and girls who have
ling examples of the most successful failures.
tried to break into pictures as actors only to disBefore we consider the really brilliant luminaries who have sprung to fame from
cover, or have it discovered for them, that they would
serve better as camera men, film cutters, directors,
unsuccessful beginnings, give ear to
or script holders
the tale of the submerged tenth
Others have gone into cinema land as cutThe path to success in
ters or property men or stenographers or
camera land has many byV
telephone girls suddenly to wake up to the
ways
The boy or girl
\. ^
fact that they were in demand as leading
who yearns for a camen or women
reer on the screen
You never can tell from where you sit
may pass a profitwhich way the moving finger of Fame
wm able hour or two

SOME

„•

—

.

™

.

.

The flash light of filmto point.
illuminates the darkest corners and
brings into the glare of prominence the most
humble seeker of success.
wealth of gold
capping an animated face at a studio switchboard may
attract the passing glance of a famous director and lo
the mantle of the gods descends upon the shoulders
of this little Queen of Hello.
There is Cullen Landis, for instance. His first two
years in a motion-picture studio were spent in the
property room and as an assistHe was not a Gilbert Fones played
ant camera man.
is

.

/ down

going

dom

A

1

howling success as a "prop" boy
because they couldn't keep him
away from the stages long
enough to get any propping done.

important parts
several

pictures

in

but

gave up acting to become a property man.

'

in

the

old

apple orchard back
of the barn taking
v stock of his or her
personal
qualifications.
HP" If movies it must be, then
don't try to be an actor if
you are better suited to be a property
man or a great camera man. Hew
to the line

Take

He

is

case

the

one of the

of

John

Mescall.

important crank

Goldwyn studios in
California.
But he
didn't spring,
panoplied, into
full
this exalted position.
He was first
twisters

Culver

at

the

City,
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Failures in

Studios
were born to the
found work behind

close-up

failed

it.

Gassaway

But here he was a
His mind was not in the sink,
with its running water, but out on the
sets where great pictures were being
made, where Geraldine Farrar was
Farraring and where Pauline Frederick was being villained by a villain.
Not that he couldn't have been a great
laboratorist. or whatever it is they call
the folk who do the important labor
in the laboratory.
failure.

of preparing a film for market, but that
he was destined to be a greater camera
man Of course he had always loved
to camera. That was something. And
now, having failed in the laboratory,
for which he thanks his gracious guiding star, he is a wiz with the black
box.
There are many who have had the
magic lamp of success on the screen
within their grasp, and then didn't rub
it.
Such a one is Gilbert Fones. who
started as an actor, and then decided that he
wouldn't.
He played an important role in
Charlie Ray's picture "Crooked Straight."'
!

He

also appeared prominently in

head
Paul

prop

man

Powell,

Paramount

A

for

di-

Young

Fones

is

vjos.

she was

another of those very successful
has found her true metier, she
says, as continuity clerk for James Cruze, the
director. This is fehe thing she likes to do, and she
has visions-, which are not mirages.
"Some people are simply made for grease paint and beaded
evelashes," she confided to me the other day, in rather a
I was gethurry, for Mr. Cruze was waiting, "but not I.
ting along perfectly well as a player, but something in me
rebelled every time I had to get my face all gummy with
I happy?
paint.
So I went in for the office end of it.
Watch me !" And she did a little hop-skip-and-jump down
but

Pomander Walk

a

in front of the Lasky casting offices which
no doubt in my mind.
J. Stuart Wilkinson presents a case of a very handsome
He doesn't admit it. because he is
voting man gone wrong.
having the time of his young life as assistant director with
But T. Stuart didn't start out with the
C. B. De Mille.
He had definitely made up his
idea of being a director.
mind that he was going to be a leading man. He came
into pictures from the automobile racing game in which he
was a mechanic or something. He got on the screen as an
actor.
But let him tell it to you as he told it to me the
other day out under the cedars in front of the Lasky lot.
"It didn't take me long to find out that as an actor I was
the mange." he said brightly.
"But that didn't queer the idea in my bean that I could
still wring an honest living out of the studios and so I didn't
give up and go back to mechanicking.
I hung around doing
odd jobs, but with my weather eye. which was always a good
Instead of
old eye to me. on the job of assistant director.
'Home. Sweet Home' on the tatting above the door in my
birthplace they had Tf at first ycu don't succeed, go at it
again
and I never forgot it.
"Too many young people try to get into pictures, and if
left

vas a failure
in the

now

laboratory

is a wizard as a property man.

but

man

Am

the

rector.

'

than his failure as a property

failures, for she

"The

Affairs of Anatol," "Madame Peacock" with Xazimova. "Too Much
Speed" with Wallie Reid. and
"The Speed Girl'' with Bebe
Daniels before forsaking the
sock and buskin for property work.
He is now

Cullen Landis success as an actor is no less striking

he

very
successful
failure,
for he is planning to forge
ahead to the front as something
very big. I think he expects to
manage a studio, and so he has
begun at the bottom.
Any one taking a broad and
penetrating look at Miss Xita
O'Xeill. with a name as fresh
as a shamrock, would say
immediately
that
she
"should be in pictures."
And so she is. But not as an actress.
She started in as an actress, all right,

!'

Continued on

page 98

Preserving

An

Illusion

"The Bright Shawl" Richard Barthelmess promises to give the tempestuous romantic
background that tourists by the thousand are always seeking in Havana and rarely rinding.
In

—

By Barbara
weren't in deadly fear of being throttled by
steamship companies, I would say, "Don't go
see 'The Bright Shawl.' "
For this
to Havana
picture that Richard Barthelmess is making promises to
have the surge of romantic feeling whose lure is always
summoning people to the city of white marble, and
then eluding them.
As you approach Havana. Morro Castle, a relic of
the Spanish inquisition, stands out sharp and defiant
above the sapphire waves and against the shimmering
city.
It mocks the promised gayety of the city, but to
those who love adventure, the Castle stands as a symbol
of the barbaric cruelty that lurks somewhere amid the
red pepper, the pomp and the coercive music of old
Spain.
Havana is always holding out this promise that she
is capable of doing something stirring and magnificent.
But her glorious syncopation of colors and sounds has
mingled with it too many false notes. Gentlemen from
the Middle West and shimmying chorus girls and flappers have joined in Havana's dance and made the spirited jota a modern cancan.
True, there are still darkeyed maidens who escape their pompous duennas and
seek from balconies a flirtation there are still magnificent creatures who appear on the promenade at the races
wearing purple velvet and a blinding array of diamonds;
the famous old restaurant El Louvre still boasts of having the reigning favorite among Spanish dancers or
singers as its entertainer, and each successively is hailed
as "the most magnificent woman alive."
But along
the Plaza there are too many hustling tourists in sports
clothes where one would conjure up the ghosts of romantic youths in plum-colored capes and high stocks
plotting to die for their country.
There are too many
people in snorting jitneys, hustling to get somewhere,
where once on indolent afternoons were seen onlv idly
driven carriages carrying marblelike beauties framed in
I

IF the

;

—

;

mantillas of rare lace.
The Havana that Joseph Hergesheimer described so
vividly in "The Bright Shawl" is gone. Youth as a time
for generous transforming passions, for heroics, has
almost been forgotten.
But Richard Barthelmess is

bringing them to

life in his screen version of Joseph
Hergesheimer's novel.
He is not only picturing the
gorgeousness of revolutionary Cuba, he is bringing to
life a symbol of noble, romantic youth.
"The Bright Shawl" from which the story takes its
name is symbolic of the flaming desires, the sudden
ecstasies of youth.
The story is a simple one that concerns a young man who goes to Cuba early in the nineteenth century, gets mixed up in the revolution there
through some friends and a youthful desire for heroics,
and gets deported. That reduced to its barest framework is the plot. But in this case the plot is of little
importance.
What the story is really concerned with
is the blaring crescendo of youth.
Like those brilliant
Spanish shawls embroidered in great splashes of purple,
magenta, and rose, it is extravagantlv vivid.
Richard Barthelmess plays the part of Charles Ab-

bott,

a

young romantic, who was

willing to sacrifice
friends and the cause he loved.
He is
a typical dandy of the early nineteenth century and the
sort of yearning youth that Richard Barthelmess plays
so well.
"He wanted to be slender and graceful, with
his hair in a peak, and a worldly, constrained manner."
his life for the

Little

So the book describes him. Of the other leading charAndres Escobar, Charles' dearest friend, is played
by George Beranger, La Clavele is played by Dorothy
Gish, and Pilar, a woman as dangerous as she is beautiful, is played by a fascinating young French-Dutch
acters,

named Jetta Goudal.
La Clavele, the Spanish dancer whom Dorothy Gish
plays, is thus described in the book: "The superb flame

girl

body

of her

mantoon

in the brutal magnificence of the fringed
Andalusia incarnate. An appalling fury, a

like

human flame of ecstasy." She is capable
of "capriciousness, contempt, variability, and searing
passion." "A reminiscent smile hovered over the sombre
beauty of her face."
tormented

Dorothy Gish

likely to surprise people in this role.
of late pictures have been cast according to type instead of depending upon the actors to
create an illusion, and this departure from the usual
line of least resistance gives her a real chance to prove
is

More and more

her ability to

The

act.

film will not follow the story of the

but the changes have been
sent.

There

is

book exactly,

made with

the author's cona love interest added for Charles, but
Clavele nor Pilar, the two most alluring

neither La
figures in the book.
it

is

It is Narcisa, the sister of Andres
Escobar, who from her first meeting with Charles prays,
"Protect those we love from the snares of the world

meaning La Clavele in particular.
is played by Mary Astor whose
delicate beauty make's a picture of rare loveliness.
She
was procured through courtesy of the Film Guild.
Richard Barthelmess says that he became interested
in filming this story when Joseph Hergesheimer had
just started writing it.
They are great friends, and
he admires everything that Hergesheimer writes, but
this story appealed to him particularly from the time
when the author remarked that it dealt with a period
that had completely passed away though it existed only
and the

The

flesh."

part of A'arcisa

yesterday.
''Charles Abbott isn't such a hero as I have always
played," Richard Barthelmess remarked to me one day
when we were watching the filming of a picturesque
mask ball in which he did not appear. "He really wasn't
He didn't have any business going
a logical, hero at all.
down to Cuba and meddling in other people's affairs.
But the story is so wonderfully colorful that we couldn't
resist

doing

it.

"I only hope that we can somehow preserve the spirit
of the story." Mr. Barthelmess went on more seriously.
"But it is a great task for mere humans to try to be
as interesting and glamorous as he made his characters.".
The company went to Havana early in the winter
10 take the exterior scenes for this picture.
Seeing
Dorothy Gish leaning back in a carriage with "the
bright shawl" from which the picture takes its name
flung behind her and carrying a quaint little, black lace
parasol that a French noblewoman carried in 1830.
tourists must have thought that they had succeeded in
turning Havana's calendar back to the days of glamour
and romance. And when Richard Barthelmess, turned out
in all the glory of a fancy cravat, a high, silk hat. and
a flowing, billowing crop of hair strolled down the
Plaza, they must have decided that the actor's imitation
of tempestuous Cuban youth as it once was is far more
interesting' than the real voting men there to-dav.

t'huto by Alhin

Richard Barthelmess plays a fiery young romantic in "The Bright Shawl," a radical
departure from his recent characterizations of simple, rugged youths.

who
Recalling their madcap comedies,
see Richard
to
expected
have
would
a vivid
Barthelmess and Dorothy Gish in
Shawl!
romance such as "The Bright
portrays a young blood of a
Richard

in his
century ago and is so picturesque
enough to
elegant raiment that he is
youth.
ladies sigh for their lost

make

old

Dorothy, as a tempestuous Spanish
even her
dancer, promises to surprise
Below is a glimpse
greatest admirers.
plays an impor-,
of Jetta Goudal, who

And

tant role in the picture.
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Some Novel

In the corner above
is

shown Bebe Danas

iels

Susy Lansing

of "Glimpses of the

Moon."

In the oval

above

just

is

.

Elea-

nor Boardman as Re-

member Steddon in
for Sale.'"

"Souls

And

Heroines of

last

year's

novels already familiar to
ers will soon

And

best-selling

many

read-

be seen on the screen.

while plots

may

suffer radical

journey screenward.
it is a safe guess that these clever
young players will make the heroines
as much as possible like the books'
descriptions of them.

changes

in their

at

the left

is

Edith Roberts, as
Yvonne, the plucky
young heroine of

"Backbone."
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Claire

Windsor

very proud of
four-year-old

is

Domestic

her
son,

Billy.

r
1

%

Conrad Nagel is pictured above with his dignified little daughter, Ruth, and
at the left is Jane Novak with her daughter, Virginia.
Virginia liked her mother's costumes for TMma so much that she was given a copy of one of them
to dress up in.
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The Selznick company has
refilmed "The Common
Law," Robert W. Chambers'

famous

story, with

an

and more lavbackgrounds than the

all-star cast

ish

o

I

d

production

Conway

Tearle,

boasted.

who played

the part oT the artist in the
original production, plays
it

again in

this,

and the

leading feminine role is
played by Corinne Griffith,

whose exquisite beauty
well

is

suited to the society
background of the Cham-

bers storv.

An Old Friend
In New Setting

A

Confidential Guide to Current Releases

It does not aim to be a comprehensive survey of all pictures now showing
distinctive pictures appear in this list
throughout the country, as such a list would occupy too much space. Program pictures will be included in it only when they are
(genuinely distinctive. Pictures reviewed elsewhere in the same issue will not be mentioned, but aside from those this list will
comprise those generally considered as the most important of the current film offerings.

(NOTE: Only

j

WHAT EVERY FAN SHOULD
tional.

SEE.
Na-

Apache dances and absinthe fiends and
sirens with a rose in one hand and a

burlesque of the familiar plot

dagger in the other.
This picture
proves w hat thrilling stuff a good director and a first-rate cast can make
of an aged and rust}- plot. Buster ColHer is excellent, as are Lew Cody and
Gladys Hulette.
"My American Wife" Paramount.
This is more DeMilley than anything

Pilgrim"— Chaplin— First

"The

A

where a crook comes to a small town
It is
jand masquerades as a parson.
Chaplin at his best, and is therefore

r

I

|

I

indescribable. This glorious satire is
the best the screen has had to offer
since "The Kid."

—

"Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood"
United Artists. The triumph of one
personality over several tons of mag-

—

Was

;

;

.My Heart"— Metro. Laurette
Taylor in her old stage triumph, looking amazingly young and making the
ingratiating Peg as impish as ever.
"One Exciting Night"
Griffith
United Artists. One of Mr. Griffith's
grab-bag pictures where you can find
almost anything, including murder,
mystery, horror, and low comedy. Nobod}' else would dare do it, but he did
and so you ought to see it.
"Oliver
Tw ist" First
National.
Jackie Coogan's contribution to the

"Peg

!

•

!

;

,

o'

—

—

—

movement. It is
produced and the youngster

classics

celluloid

in

lavishly
l

holds up his end of the big scenes even
with such actors as Lon Chane}-.

THE BEST OF THEIR KIND.
"Dr.

Jack"— Pathe.

Harold

Lloyd
poking fun at imaginar}- invalids. His
second long feature production and not
his best.

"Fury"

1

'.

.

t

l

— First

National.

The

wellestablished Barthelmess formula of
poor boy, mother, and fight in a sea
atmosphere this time of huge waves
and stormy skies. However, such excellent acting as Richard Barthelmess
and Dorothy Gish do in this picture is
so rare that it takes it out of the alsoran class.

—

—

I

j

"Back Home and Broke" Paramount. Another of those George Ade
and Thomas Meighan masterpieces of
small-town life. The hero like most
of us dreams of going back to his
home town and making people sit up
and take notice. And he does it in an
original way.
"Gimme" Goldwyn. One of those
Rupert Hughes stories of married life
in wTiich Helene Chadwick plays the

—

—

—

further recommendation
should be necessary, but in case you
don't know these pictures, they are
genuine and touching and funny.
Above all else funny. This one treats
of the money troubles of a wife who
had always been accustomed to earning her own.

"Salome"—United Artists. The most
fantastic and bizarre picture that has
jet graced our screen, played by Nazirnoya. Not for those whose tastes are
hmited to the standard patterns, but
'for

people

who

seek something

ferent.

"Secrets

of

Paris"

— C.

C.

dif-

Burr.

has

all

the

;

'|

Antonio Moreno.
"The Flirt" This picture concerns

—

real people

who

act naturally. .It

is.

small-town tale of a selfish flirt who
makes everything grist to her mill.
Eileen Percy. Helen Jerome Eddy, and

Buddy

little

Messenger

distinguish

themslves.

—

"Tess" United Artists. Mary Pickford in a melange of all the most popular hokum of her kid pictures. This
is the same tale of a squatter's daughter that she filmed 3-ears ago. the story
of a young spitfire with bad grammar
and worse manners but a heart of gold.
"Omar the Tentmaker" First National.
beautiful and somewhat
slow-movinsr tale of the Orient with
Guy Bates Post in the leading role. It
contains many interesting and novel

—

A

effects.

"The Beautiful and Damned"— WarBrothers.
Marie Prevost and
Kenneth Harlan in a story of the wild
ner

younsrer set.
"Toll of the Sea"— Metro. A Chinese
setting of the Madame Butterfly legend done in natural colors. The best
color film so far.
A crook
"Kick In" Paramount.
melodrama whose plot creaks with age.
but it is so dressed up by George Fitzmaurice and acted bv Betty Compson.
Bert Lytell. and May McAvoy that it

—

is

iust as effective as ever.

"Breaking

Home

Ties"

— Associated

j

.

—

—

I

brained flapper.
"Sure=Fire Flint" Mastodon. Johnny- Hines has graduated into -feature
pictures that have as much speed and
more finish than the- old short ones.
This one is breezy, melodramatic, and
has an excellent cast headed by Doris

—

Kenyon.
"The Dangerous Age" First National. Lewis Stone in a tale of a middle-aged husband who drifts away
from his matter-of-fact wife, gets disillusioned a little, and comes back.
This is a mystery picture because it's
a mystery w-hy he went back.
"Quincy Adams Sawyer" Metro. A

—

—

drammer

just full of obvious
hokum and with a wonderfully impressive cast worthy of much better things.

rural

Particularly Blanche Sweet and Bar-

bara La Marr.
"Broken Chains" Goldwyn. A hecIf you shut
tic, theatrical melodrama.
your eyes wTienever there is a subtitle, y-ou'll think it is gorgeous satire.
Colleen Moore does much toward making it seem real and pathetic, but the
story, the cast, and the director were

—

all

agin' her.

"The

Marriage

Chance"

—Hampton

del Ruth. This is one of those insane
affairs that turns out to be all a dream.
Alta Allen is lovelv to look at.
"The Hottentot"— First National. Au
race-track
comedy with
hilarious

Douglas MacLean and Madge Bellamy
that won't offend any one and will

amuse most.
"Shadows" — Preferred.
dull transcription of

A

curiously

an excellent story

Exhibitors. Jewish home life, featuring a generous-hearted mother and bits
Inspired bv
of Yiddish local color.

lifts it

"Eli. Eli."

lent Oriental characterization.

"The Third Alarm"— F. B. O. A tearwringing tale of the passing of the
horse-drawn fire engines and the coming of motors. All the characters are
so noble they are almost beyond belief.

Ralph Lewis and Johnnie Walker

are the noblest of them.

WORTH THE PRICE OF

AD.MISSION.
"The Strangers' Banquet" Goldwyn.

No

wife.

it

is,

his pictures with none
of the psj'chology. If you like Gloria
Swanson, you'll love it if you don't,
stay away even at the cost of missing

in

beautiful settings,
it
or ten actors to hold up the human initerest in this one.
Marion Davies is
one of them and does better than her
previous pictures would lead you to
expect.

own—that

of Cecil's

gorgeousness of

nificent scenery.

Knighthood
Flower"
Cosmopolitan. More stupendous and
—"When
but
takes eight

—

"Hearts Aflame"- Metro. A thrilling
story of the North woods centering
around a beautiful young girl played by
Anna Q. Nilsson. Its big feature is a
forest fire probabh- the most dangerous one ever filmed.
"A Bill of Divorcement" Associated
Exhibitors. An excellent play, faithfully transcribed for the screen but
hopelessly' miscast. Constance Binney
makes the nervous heroine with a
touch of insanity just a plump, addle-

—

Marshall Neilan's latest extravaganza.
It is supposed to have something to do
with capital and labor but it doesn't
have enough to do with them to make

There are more stars in
it than most stars can remember.
"One Week of Love" Selznick. One
of our most popular plots since "The
it

unpleasant.

—

Sheik." The shallow society girl gets
imprisoned in the wilds with the bad
man and finds that she likes to be
treated rough. Conwa}- Tearle is the
engaging bad man. who. of course,
you know wasn't bad at all, and Elaine
Hammerstein is the lovelv girl.

of

New

England people. Lon Chaney
from mediocrit}- with an excel-

"The Town That Forgot God"— Fox.
The story is rubbish, but there is a
magnificent flood.
"Love in the Dark" Lots and lots of
Viola Dana looking cuter and cuter all
the time. Cullen Landis is in it. too.
but not enough.
"The Altar Stairs"—Universal. All
the Frank Mayo specialties written
into a story of a reckless South Sea
trader. Dagmar Godowsky. his beau-

—

tiful wife, is also in this picture.

—

"The Super Sex" American ReleasEvery boy's dream come
true a young man. snubbed in his
home town, gets a lot of money and
makes things hum. Robert Gordon is
ing Corp.

—

the boy..

FAIR WARNING.
"Drums

of Fate"

— Paramount.

Mary

Miles Minter's latest dramatic marshmallow. She will make no more of
them for Paramount, at any rate, but
that is no reason for making a special
effort to see this one.

;

Would You Know Lon Chaney ?

84

—

Continued from page 59

"Nine years ago," his emotionless
monotone continued, "I went into pictures.
Played the heavy in 'Hell
Morgan's Girl.' "
Even here his
struggle was unaided. "I had no one
to teach me make-up.
I had to teach
myself, by observing characters on
the street and attempting to copy
them.
I've spent hours striving to
make my face over to resemble some
convict's I had seen in the city jail
or some slant-eyed Chinaman whom
I had surreptitiously studied down in
the mystic byways of Chinatown.
When I gained an effect, with the
aid of a few false hairs and adhesive
tape,

felt

I

as

imagine an author

I

when he completes a good book
or an artist when he finishes a paintfeels

ing that has long baffled him.
"I stayed with Universal for five
Four years ago I started to
years.
free lance, determined to get the parts

wanted or starve. My wife stood
back of me."
warm, appreciative
smile curved his grim lips.
It was
like a broad wash of sunshine, that
smile, though mirroring nothing of
gayety it showed that this man of
rock had a human side that this one
woman of all the world had found.
"It wasn't easy
and there was the
kiddie to consider.
I
could have
signed up, but not to do the roles
I wanted.
So we stuck it out, the
wife and I."
His iron determination won. The
I

A

;

—

How
Continued from page 47

Furthermore,
type.

the

Now,

first

hair

type

is

who would
may discover

to

In
just

that
get by as pretty
she's a certain type and blossom out
This year
as a beauty as a result.
the Spanish type is very good in the
"Greenwich Village Follies." which
is not one of Mr. Ziegfeld's productions, but which has some very beautiful girls in it, there are at least
three girls who took on a Spanish
tinge this year and are strikingly
beautiful, not just as a result of that,
of course, though it undoubtedly
helped.
The girl who doesn't know what
type she is, is likely to be like the
man in search of a job who comes
to you and when you ask him what
he can do, says that he can do most
anything.
beauty has got to be a
specialist, just as a person in any
other work has to concentrate on
;

A

thing.

Without

that

knowl-

edge, she's likely to let her beauty
go flat on her; it hasn't any edge,

any

flair.

case, a veritable small

"Tucker would have preferred a
contortionist, but none of them could
act the role.
So I practiced, studying, imitating, until I got it.
Then

lection

came Blizzard
strapped

my

intense

we had

;

'The Penalty.'

in

The pain
stop every

legs back.
to

I

was
few

minutes so that I could remove the
straps and massage my legs, which

grew numb."
His artistry
proved by the

in

fact

that

role

that he

is
still

best
re-

from

old friends exthat his legs
were cut off, and when did the accident happen?
One letter came
from a circus offering "the legless

ceives

letters

pressing their sorrow

wonder" a part with the show
"But no more cripple parts," he
"I'm too stove-up from my
says.
!

Though I have
years of dancing.
played practically every nationality, I
prefer Orientals.
The Latin races
are too expressive, they talk with
their hands, with gestures
but portraying the Celestial is infinite art.
He is passive, repressed by thought
alone I have put over my three Chinese roles.
"I get my types on the street, spend
my evenings in the foreign sections
of Los Angeles, studying the immigrants, acquainting myself not alone
with their facial and racial characteristics but their inner complexes."
The prized possession of this "man
of a thousand faces" is his make-up
;

;

Pretty

is

girl who is a distinct type
usually wear costumes well.
That's an important point, because
in such productions as Mr. Ziegfeld's,
costumes are a big item.
But even
the most effective of them won't get
across as they might unless they're
properly worn.
You have often

can

heard

wear

it

clothes

Well, a
in

be

a

girl

;

to

some women can

that they have "style."
to get a place

who wants

big musical

able

them

said that

revue has got to

wear clothes

and wear

well.

Now, most women were made one
If they dye their
type or another.
hair they change their appearance,
and they are misfits as a result. They
can't change their type, and they can't
There's
change their temperament.
a lot of bunk talked about temperament, but it's worth consideration,
The blond tvpe is
just the same.
usually very active, has lots of stayin? power, may be a little bit sluggish
fundamentals, but will get

Blondes make good chorus
girls, not just because the tired business man likes to look at them, but
there.

steamer trunk

which contains the most amazing
of

appliances

for

I

col-

character

make-up I have ever seen. False
teeth, which are slipped over his own,
wigs, eyebrows, and beards of all descriptions, tiny glass tubes to distend his nostrils, and tape used to
draw back the skin from his eyes to
give them an Oriental slant.
Having completed the role of
Obediah S trout, the crooked lawyer

—

"Ouincy Adams Sawyer," and
Mark Shore in "All the Brothers
Were Valiant," a stern, somber man
who proves to be a hero rather than

in

I

1

;

|

}

a villain as at first conceived, he is
now back on the Universal lot in

"The Hunchback

of

Notre Dame,"

heralded as one of the biggest productions now under way.
Still a member of the stage-hand's
union, retaining the friends of those
days when he earned five dollars and
received twenty-five cents a night,
his appeal is greater to men than
Always you find him.
to women.
between scenes, the center of a crowd
of men.
He isn't gross; it is just
that streak of silent, dominant determination that is a part of the men's
world.
man who has struggled
for what he has a man who danced
away his youth that in later years
he might fulfill his somber dreams.
Lon Chaney who is proud of having made his strange characterizations so real that almost no one knows
what he is really like.

which

I

is

A

;

—

a "Follies" Girl

But a

runs true
important.

place, a girl

some one

that of the
part he wanted came
contortionist in "The Miracle Man."

?

because they can be depended on.
They may not learn so awfully fast,
but what they learn they remember.
On the other hand, brunettes are
quicker, more wiry naturally, unless
they're the very slow-moving South-

They may blow up under

ern type.

the strain of rehearsals, they
sent

discipline,

have

talent.

Now,

of

may

re-

but they're likely to

course few

women

are

pure blonde or pure brunette in temperament. Look at their figures and
you can tell pretty accurately what
A brunette who
the percentage is.
is very thin, moves quickly and rather
angularlv. is the nervous type, of
course.

If

she's

so thin that she's

out of proportion, she may be a hard
person to put into the chorus. She'll
be a better principal, if she has talent,
than chorus girl. Also, she may live
so hard and take so little care of herAnd
self that she'll lose her looks.

when you select a chorus girl, you
She's
have an eye on the future.
got to look as well when the show's
Continued on page 104

j

A
Dorothy

Letter from Location

Phillips writes of her adventures while filming

Dear Myrtle: Just a line
or two to tell you about some
of our experiences here on location
filming
"Slander the
Woman." There are thirty-five
of us here having a grand time
in spite of hard work.
Our location is several miles
from the hotel and in order to
get to it, we have to ride up
in a tiny narrow gauge railroad,
and then cross the Truckee
River on a cable-pulley affair.
The platform is small, and only
a few of us can cross at a
time.
One day the thingamajig got hung, and we were

stranded there in the middle of
the river. Cold as could be, too.
Xot very pleasant. I tell you,
stuck there looking down at the
black icy waters rushing by.
Allan Mr. Holubar. my hus-

—

band-director,

—was

you know

frantically to us from
the other bank. I learned later
that his wild gesticulations were
partly evoked by my danger and
partly because I had his precious old script with me

waving

It was a very thrilling hour,
though, and when it began to
look as though we'd spend the
rest of our natural lives there.

snow

scenes.

To Myrtle Gebhart
we debated between

writing
last-minute farewells and putting the paper in a bottle to be
washed ashore, or singing to
keep up our morale. Mayme
Kelso suggested a hymn, but

we compromised on "Home,
Sweet Home." What with the
cramped there on that
narrow platform and our teeth
chattering and all. we didn't
do a musical job of it. but
cold,

helped to pass the time until
men got the pulley fixed
and rescued us from a watery

the

grave.

We

have to get up before
make up on the
train going up to locaThe coach is divided,

davlight and
little

tion.

long

one

no

heat,

"dressing

room"

no hot water, no any-

thing, but cold

— for the

ladies

and one for the gentlemen.
We work all day outdoors
taking snow stuff and scenes
with the animals
tain

lions

citizens.

There's a

—

real

moun-

and bears, no zoo
in

man

this

picture!

here

who tames

them for movie companies.
Even- once in a while an animal reverts to the great primContinued on page ICO
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Continued from page 43

such glowing terms as Novello did.
He is almost equally enLilthusiastic over Glenn Hunter.
lian Gish, John Barrymore, Pauline
Frederick all inspired him to lavish
tributes.
He is a great admirer of

mess

in

—

Mae Marsh, who

plays opposite

him

in his first Griffith picture.

Here was youth without a trace
of the cynic pose.
"You've had a sort of satin-lined
career, haven't you ?"
That simple
remark has been known to imperil
my life in other interviews. Almost
any actor will vehemently deny that
he has risen without colossal struggles.

"I have, haven't I?"
Mr. Novello
smiled graciously.
"I've
worked
only with the most wonderful and
inspiring people.
I've never met the
sort of motion-picture producers they
write funny stories about.
And I

had no

terrible struggles

and disap-

pointments. I never even thought of
going on the screen. Some one else
picked my career for me.
One day
a man was in the office of a publisher
of my songs and he saw my picture.

He
en's

Choice

Griffith's

needed a young man for Hich'The Call of the Blood,' who

was English, but who looked Italian.
In the story the young man had an
grandmother.
I
have an
So, he sent for me
and asked me to join the company
I
in Paris.
thought it would be a
lark to go to Paris
I had never
been.
I went, and they decided to
take a chance on my being able to
act. My first picture was the only one
that Rejane made
'Miarka, Child
Italian
Italian

father.

;

—

of the Bear' it was called.
They
called it 'Gypsy Passion' over here.
It was a marvelous experience to

work with

was such a great
saw myself on
the screen my soul was filled with
horror.
thought I was terrible.
I
But then I had a chance to make
more pictures, and I grew to love it.
"Next to working with Rejane, my
most wonderful experience was being in 'The Bohemian Girl' with ElThat is being shown here
len Terry.
now, and your reviewers are very
her. she

But when

artist.

I

" He tossed me
nice to me. See
clippings, but quickly retrieved them,

saying that he mustn't bore me.
In one of them I noticed the line,
"He has the most beautiful profile
that the screen has known since the
days of Francis X. Bushman."

"And

I don't know whether that
praise or not," Mr. Novello sighed.
"I must see a picture of this Mr.

is

Bushman.
"She is adorable," he assured me
when we spoke again of Ellen Terry.
"Every morning we used to fill her
dressing room with flowers. We almost worshiped her.
But she is
vague, to say the least.
One day
she said to Gladys, Miss Cooper, you
know" he nodded at the big picture
on his desk " 'What picture is this
we are playing in?'
"But even with her lapses of memory, she was wonderful."

— —

some day
empty faces
more like Re-

"Don't you hope
there will be fewer
on the screen and
jane's ?" I asked.

He

looked at

that
flat,

me

quizzically.

"I

hope that some day some pictures
be made of people as they really
But I don't want to be in them,"
he added quickly.
"They probably
They will be
won't be successful.
natural
too
and not glamorous
enough."
But I am convinced that if the
screen catches the real personality of
Ivor Novello, there will be glamour
will
are.

aplenty.

Over the Teacups
Continued from page 34

but they usually do it with
generous assaults on a near-by box
of candy.
But I've known actors
who wouldn't think of running the
risk of putting on an extra pound
even when they weren't making picdieting,

tures for months.

"Of course, the lucky ones are the
people like Bebe Daniels and Seena
Owen and Rubye de Remer who
don't take on weight easily and who
never have to worry about getting
too heavy.
Rubye's gone to California, incidentally, not to make a
picture but to go on a long cruise on
a private yacht.
She may come back
through the Panama Canal. I wish
that she would make up her mind to
stop globe-trotting and make more
pictures. But Rubye has such a good
time that she forgets all about work.
Bebe Daniels has gone away, too, but
just to Atlantic City to rest from
her operation.
And Seena's gone
way off in the wilds up North for
a vacation.
She missed almost all
the winter sports because she was
so busy making 'The Go Getter,' so
as soon as that was finished she went
off on a vacation.
She has finished
her contract with Cosmopolitan, and
everybody says that she has signed
with Sam Goldwyn, but she denies
it.
I wish that she would because
he is goin? to make 'The Eternal

and she would be lovely
George Fitzmaurice is going to direct it, and the company will
go to Italy to make exteriors, so
it ought to be a glorious opportunity
for some girl.
When 'The Eternal
City' was made before, Pauline Frederick played the lead.
It was her
City' again,
in

that.

first

picture,

too.

I

remember

it

well.

"On
on,

the other hand."
thinking out loud.

Fanny went
"I'd

rather

Seena would do a South Sea island
story, because she has promised to
go and take hula lessons with me if
she does."
"And, of course, people only make
pictures for your sake," I cut in jealShe
ously, but Fanny ignored me.
was patting the bandanna that formed
the trimming on her hat.
"Flow many of those peasant handkerchiefs do you wear, anyhow?" I
?sked finally.
It seemed as though
Fanny was always springing a new

one somewhere.
"Well," she remarked, "I'm always
seeing a new wav to wear one. Edith
Tohnson h?d a little hat like this with
just a bandanna around the brim tied
on one side, and there was one at
the neck of her dress that just
matched it. And Seena Owen had a
cunning one tucked in her wrist
And I hear that an actress
watch.
in Par's wears one tied around her

If Pearl White weren't secluded in a convent I'd be sure it was
she who did it.
"But speaking of fashions, you
should see the bathing suit Leatrice
Joy' wears in 'You Can't Fool Your
Wife.' She told the designer to make
her something terribly impractical, so
he made her one of black satin
trimmed with silver, and with a silver cloth train. At the beach resorts
abroad they carry huge rubber dolls
that you can stuff your bathing suit
•inside of. and I wish Leatrice could
import one in time for this picture.
It would be the finishing touch to
carry an elaborate bathing suit like
that around in a freakish bag.

ankle.

"Did you know that the French
who came over to play Trilby

girl

pose for fashion pictures in
She isn't at all the type
you'd expect to be a Fi'ench fashion
model. She is tall and thin and very
reserved looking. But I bet she will
have us all copying the way she does
her hair within a few months.
Fifth Avenue hairdresser has invented a special coiffure for Trilby,
and it is wonderfullv becoming to
Andree Lafayette that's the French
but Heaven
girl's name, you know

used

to

France?

A

—

only

knows what

rest of us look like.
Continued on

—

it

will

make

the

There are great
iv.se.
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OUR BOY MILLIONAIRE AT HOME
The
of

fact that he is a captain
industry does not weigh

heavily

on Jackie

Coogan

s

mind.
Photographs by

J.

C. Milligan

AT

the age of nine he 15 the
asset of a big corporation bearing his name.
He keeps his family in opulent
style
he gives work to hundreds of people he entertains
hundreds of thousands of peo-

**

_y4

main

;

;

he will pay Uncle Sam's
income tax collector at least
$260,720 next year.
But he has to submit to havple;

ing his ears washed like any
other little boy. and so what
is the use of making all that

I

Eh

1

/^\X

the whole there are certain advantages in being
Jackie Coogan and making over S500.000 a year.
When you want to blow your own horn, you can buy
the biggest one there is. And even though 3 ou are in
reality a captain of industry, you don't have to bother
much about it because you can always hire people to
manage your business all right. Jackie installs his father
as head of all his business enterprises and lets him do
He is pretty busy just having a good
the worrying.
time. And what little boy wouldn't be

^

_

—

;

!

Hollywood High Lights

88
Continued from page 67

Neilan signed up for an inperiod the Studio String
definite
Quartet, so called, consisting of two
violins, a 'cello, and a great big dou-

The quartet memble-bass fiddle.
bers have been working together for
more than six years and have played
Mary
for many of the celebrities
Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, the

—

Mae Murray,

Talmadges,

Valentino,

Frederick,

Pauline
Chaplin, and

others.

Ann

Little Returns.

Have you missed Ann

Little

from

She used to appear in
many Wallace Reid pictures and others on the Lasky program at one
time.
But for the past several years
she has been singing and dancing in
musical comedy.
She has lately answered the call of the screen again
and is serialing out at Universal in
the screen

"The

Red Darkness" and "Cold
Gold?" In "The Red Darkness" appear Jack Gilbert and Billie Dove
in "Cold Gold" Elaine Hammerstein.
Miss Hammerstein has left the Selznick organization, with which she has
"The

And

?

played almost continuously since her
debut, and has joined Tiffany Productions, releasing through Metro.
Several other such changes have
lately taken place.
Richard Dix, for
instance, has transferred his affection,
or at least his suit case, to Famous

Players-Lasky. while Conrad Xagel
has traipsed over to Goldwyn.
leave you to guess which organization got the better of the trade.
We also hear that Elsie Ferguson,
Alice Brady, Dorothy Dalton, and
even the charming Betty Compson
are about to sever their connection
with Paramount.

We

may

take

for granted that

it

Mary Pickford

has at last made up
her mind what she is going to do,
for she has at this writing started
building the settings for a picture
called "Rosita."
Nobody ever heard
of "Rosita" before, but no matter.
She is a Spanish dancer, who was
invented by a German dramatic editor.
She frolics around a fifteenth
century Spanish court taking a lively
part in some sort of intrigue.
By the time this is read Mary, with
Ernst Lubitsch as director, will probably be doing a fandango or something else appropriately terpsichorean

Norma a Countess.
Norma Talmadge and her

husband,
Joseph M. Schenck, seem to have a
rather serene way of going ahead
with their plans for story after story.

From

time to time, of course, they
have hitches, especially when they
take a notion that Norma should star
in "The Garden of Allah."
But most
of the time they keep things moving
merrily.
Mr. Schenck. you know, is
a very shrewd business manager, and
he is becoming quite a significant figure in the money end of Western
picture making.
He recently took
over the control of the LJnited Studios, one of the largest plants on
the Coast.
There Norma and Constance, and possibly Buster Keaton

work.

will

to the picture.

talking about making
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall"

Norma's next picture is to be called
"Ashes of Vengeance," and is laid

immediately afterward with another
director, for Lubitsch, it seems, isn't

in

Mary

also

interested

is

the

in

frivolities

of

the

Elizabethan flapper.

Douglas Fairbanks
has been wavering on his pirate story.
Incidentally,

He

doesn't think that
enough to top "Robin

wants

to link

it

it's

quite big

is

embarking on

a pirate enterprise, be-

that

Doug

cause there are so many other buccaneering expeditions in the offing,
like, for example, "Captain Applejack," which Fred Niblo is directing.
If there is another slip in Mary's
plans, or if Doug doesn't make up
his mind about his own picture, before we write our next Hollywood
High Lights, we are going to start
tearing our hair. At least Elza says
she will tear her hair net.
S'blood B'Gosh!

The rage
go right

on.

the de Medici period of history.
role will be that of a young
countess.
Constance Talmadge will
be seen in "Dulcy," from the stage
piece of that name.
The authors are
the same who adapted "Merton of
the Movies" to the drah-ma.

Norma's

.

Hood," and
up with another large

Personally we think
a little cautious about

historic theme.

for hectic titles seems to
do you like these?

How

wood.

name.

We

Eagle's Talons."

Mary and Doug.

being her last work in HollyAs soon as her husband has
finished "The Cheat," starring Pola
Negri, he will make a new version
of Hall Caine's "Eternal City," in
which Pauline Frederick at one time
All the exteriors of this
appeared.
Miss
picture will be taken abroad.
Bergere went East early in March to
prepare the continuity and to consult with Samuel Goldwyn, who is
producing the picture independently
of the corporation which bears his

this

Romance

a la Carte.

Just before leaving Goldwyn, Richard Dix was lucky' enough to enjoy
the privilege of making love to Corinne Griffith in an Elinor Glyn story.
can imagine few experiences of

We

Richard

more
in

the Great that have been
diverting, not to say exciting,

spite

record

The
Days."

of his very high emotional
"The Christian."
Glyn story is called "Six
It is presumably snappier,

in

therefore, than "Three Weeks." Miss
Glvn naturallv wants to keep pace
with the speedier present and consequently has shortened the running
Ouida
time of her new romance.
Bergere, the wife of director George
Fitzmaurice, wrote the continuity,

An Unhappy

Fade-out.

Well, Burton and Wanda Hawley
have split up, and we are sorry because they were apparently such a

Wanda filed suit
congenial couple.
for divorce before she went abroad,
and her husband threatened a counter-complaint. It therefore looks like
a very bad ending to a very nice beginning.
Miss Hawley is now appearing in
a picture in England.

The

Past Pursues Us.

Loud

shouting, but little applause
Another revival is under way
"The Spoilers." Milton Sills plays
the hero, Noah Beery the bad man,
Barbara Bedford the heroine, Anna
O. Nilsson the big role of Cherry
7
Malotte, and
allace MacDonald the

W

Broncho

Edeson,
Kid.
Robert
Mitchell Lewis, Ford Sterling, Alec
Francis, Louise Fazenda, Kate Price,
and William V. Mong are other important players.

—

for who
doubt, you remember
"The Spoilers" of
forget it!
some ten years ago, with Kathlyn
Williams as Cherry Malotte, Bessie
Eyton as the heroine, William Farnum as Glcnnister, Tom Santschi as
and
McNamara,
villainous
the
Wheeler Oakman as the Broncho

No

can

—

Kid.

Seen Through the Crystal.

Mabel and Hugo Ballin, buried beneath hundreds of volumes of modern and period plays and novels, trying to find a suitable story.

Helen Ferguson setting aside am
other $5 for her Mildred Davis-Harold Lloyd wedding-present fund.
Bull Montana eating moose steaks
and macaroni.
Charles Ray showing the replica
of the Mayflower to seven hundred
and fifty more "descendants." Also
reading their coats of arms.
Chaplin
Charlie
Pola Negri that

whispering

to

May McAvoy trying to stand on
her toes in dancing class 30 minutes
longer than Patsy Ruth Miller.
Erich von Stroheim just about
ready to begin shooting "McTeague."
Continued on page 95

Robin Hood's Stepbrother
Bull

Montana blunders through "Rob 'Em Good,"

a roistering burlesque of the great Fairbanks picture.

Photos by Brown

O OMEBODY
ing-

was

sure to make a
film
burlesqu"Douglas Fair-

banks in Robin Hood"
and so why shouldn't
his

old

Bull

friend

Montana do it and see
that it was done right ?
Bull

has

a

natural

taste for splendor,

and

enough

ingenuity to
fit history to himself
rather
than making
his famous ears hide

under armor just because it was customary.

And

besides,

eyer since he put Bull
into
las

pictures.

Doug-

Fairbanks

has

acted as his business
adyiser, so perhaps he
put Bull tip to it.

Anyway, "Rob 'Em
Good" is promised for
the near future.

—
9n

—

Some Memories
Continued from page 29

upon the hero of the day, Wally
would edge up close and march boldly
down the aisle behind him, happy to
be included in

its

glare.

"Wouldn't it be great if they'd
some day spotlight me?" he often exclaimed.
"But gee, I haven't a
chance

— my

hair's not curly."

When

he eventually met his idol
personally he was so overwhelmed
with awe that he could but stammer,
cursing himself roundly afterward
some startlingly
for
not making
clever remark.

"Always

dramatics,
Wally was the

interested

in

during his boyhood
guiding force of all our back-yard
shows," said Gladys Rosson Cecil

—

—

Mille's secretary
at whose home
he was "one of the family," along
"He
with Glad and her brothers.
would assume charge of the play,
writing it. teaching us our parts and
playing the lead himself.
"His twenty-first birthday he never
forgot.
It was to be a grand affair,
a dinner with Norma and Constance
Talmadge, Clara Kimball and James
Young and other notable personages
But a few days before
as guests.

De

momentous

the

event,

Wally went

camping and unfortunately got his
back coated with poison-ivy. Determined to have the party, the boys
tried every expedient to allay his unpleasantness and finally, upon somesuggestion, washed him in
But, though Wally remarked that he ought to be hung
out on the line, the party was a howling
and smelly success.
"Once, in the old Vitagraph days,
when there were few actresses, they
made Wallv play a girl role. He
grumbled
they
exceedingly,
but
dressed him up in a silk dress and a
wig, and he passed muster though
his big feet did rather detract from
the lady's ensemble. And for gloves

body's

gasoline

!

—

—

—

— being

unable to get his big. long
arms into a woman's white glove
they took a pair of women's embroidered white silk hose, stitching fingers

by brute force,
made him wear them for gloves."
Another misdeed of his past at
mention of which Wally's face would
turn a brick-red was his posing for
into

the

illustrated

feet

and,

songs.

Remember

those
old tunes thev used to sing in the

of

Wallace Reid

nickelodeons, illustrated by a still picture, usually colored a violent red or
green? He often added to his twenty-five dollars a week as an actor by
permitting his profile to adorn said
illustrations.

He was forever breaking appointments.
He'd promise faithfully to
be some place at a certain time, but
on the way he'd stop to talk to a truck
driver or buy something and

forget

He'd leave
a lot of Somebodies fuming while he
talked with the Nobodies
and if

all

about his appointment.

—

didn't like it, he'd tell them
brutally where they could go to.
He loved to play harmless jokes.
Often he'd fix some plaster jars
the porous kind they throw at comedians over a door, so that they
would fall upon any one entering.

they

—

Frequently he'd make up in a long
beard and parade around the lot, hoping no one would recognize him.

Sometimes he'd make up and

talk

to the flappers clustered outside the

door, telling them the biggest whoppers about "that guy, Wally Reid, he's
Once, in exuberant
a four-flusher."
spirits, he jumped onto the top of a
carefully constructed set. demolishing it.
To the worried prop man,
who would be held responsible, he
handed a roll of bills several hun-

—

dred dollars

— without counting them.

"Wallv was some strong guy." Lincoln Stedman pays tribute.
"I'm no
lightweight but his pet habit was
slipping up behind me and picking me
up bv the seat of my pants. When
a fellow annoved him, he'd dangle the

—

chap

in the air until

be quiet."
Last April-fool
around to all the

he promised to

Day he went
dressing rooms,

Tommy

Meighan and the othThey all
to-day."
removed their make-up and went
home and Wally remained away
from the studio for a day or two until the directors' ire had worn off.
Foolish women bored him to distelling

"No work

ers,

—

—

:

1

would importune him for autographs
and kisses.
Those cupid's-bow lips, admired by
his flapper fans, Wally hated.
He
never worried over his appearance,
as do many male stars, but would
slap on his make-up without a mirror
and often would appear before an
irate director with a streak of grease
paint down one cheek.
Not alone among his profession is
Wally remembered with kindliness.

"He was
Sam Kress,

a smile breeder." says
of the Kress Drug Comfavorite meeting place of

pany, the

Hollywood. "Most of his purchases
were ordered delivered to others.

When

a

friend

send
an army.

he'd

free buyer, he always had a gang
with him and would stand treat
often strangers he had picked up on

the street.

"There was one kid in particular,
who had bummed his way
Wally found the
from the East.
ragged urchin hanging about the
store, clothed him and put him in
That was several years ago.
school.

a newsboy

The young man now

occupies a responsible position with a film company, which Wally secured for him

after educating him."
I've often seen him shouldering a
corner of a platform, hoisting furniIt was not only his deture about.
sire to help, but the restless energy
of him which kept him always doing

something.

"His greatest weakness was his ungood nature." summed up an

failing

"Easily led, plastic clay for
old pal.
the hands of influence to mold. Selfish in the little things, like a small
genboy, but generous to a fault.
tleman, whose undoing came from the
fact that he chose his friends not
wisely but too freely and lacked the

A

will-power to deny himself the good
times and freemasonry that he loved
and that contributed to his final trou-

traction.

ble.

lant attitude

us try to forget his weakand remember him in the
words of Byron, which seem so applicable to the Wally Reid we knew
and loved
"
On his unembarrass'd
Drow
Nature had written 'Gentleman.'

In illustrating his nonchaltoward his feminine admirers, Lincoln Stedman tells of How,
when appearing in "Sick Abed" at
Finn's Theater in Los Angeles,
Wally used to climb out the dressingroom window and' slink through the
allevs to avoid the damosels clustered about his door who, he knew,

"But

let

nesses

.

.

—

Bv

Alix Thorn

WTiat, though locks be graving.
Drab the winter clay.

Here be paths a-winding

Friends seem prosy growing,
Springtime far awav.

Nymphs

the cure,

ill,

fruit for

A

SCREEN LAND

Take

was

enough candy and

my

comrades

Sober hours between.

Youth and love and laughter
Find upon the screen.
1

Glimpses of far hills.
in charmed' circles,

Merrv singing

rills.

Find with me green spaces

Where
Bovhood

great branches lean.
glad, exultant.

Lives upon the screen.

'
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Qood Bye Qray Hair

New Kind of Comb
Helps Restore Gray Hair
to Its 'Natural Color!
—

—

No streaks no mussiness no bother of any kind! Use it as you would
any ordinary comb. $10,000 guarantee that it will help restore the
true ORIGINAL color to your hair, no matter what shade it may be.

NO

longer is there any excuse for
gray, faded, streaky hair
For scientists have just perfected

a remarkable new invention which not
only helps 30U to regain the true, natural
and original color of your hair but
which, in addition, provides a means of
restoring gray hair -without the least danger of streakiness!
This new discovery is in the form of a

—

comb. You use
ordinary comb.

just as you would use an
Simply run it through the
hair. But as you do so, watch from day to
day. how the gray begins to disappear
how the beautiful natural color of your
See how your hair
hair begins to return.
it

Tru-Tone

It

hair.

It

is

called

the

Tru-Tone Comb,

is
constructed on certain scientific
principles which permit the comb to hold
exactly the right quantity of the marvelous
liquid Tru-Tone. and uniformly distribute

on the

hair.

liquid,

Hair!

As you draw this remarkable comb
through your hair each hair is given an
even share of Tru-Tone. There is no danger of applying too much or too little.

How

Works

It
Never before has any gray hair re
storer brought such splendid re
suits as can now be had Through
the usage of the Tru-Tone
All you need do
Comb.
is run this marvelous in
vention through your
calhair just as you
ly conwould an ordinary,
st r ucted

comb

The

that it holds
just the right
quantity of the

Tru-

Tone Comb
is so scientifl

marvelous
liquid
Tru-Tone, so that each
gets its proper
Hei-e at last is a
share.
method of regaining the natural color of yuur hair without streaks.

—

the marvelous Tru-Tone outfit is
positively guaranteed to restore every hair
to its true original color without streaks
without bother without the slightest inspecial deconvenience on your part.
posit of $10,000 in the Producers and Con-

hair

—

A

sumers Bank of Philadelphia backs up this
guarantee, so you risk nothing,
if the
Tru-Tone outfit does not more than delight
you, simply return it and your money will
be instantly refunded, without question.

Special Introductory Offer
For a very few days we are making a
very unusual introductory offer. If you
act

at

once,

mailing the

coupon below,

we will send you the valuable Tru-Tone
Comb absolutely free, and a $3.00 package of Tru-Tone, all for the amazingly
low price of only $1.45. Send no money in
advance. Just mail the coupon, and pay
Remember you
the postman on arrival.

—

not more than
delighted with results, your money will be
instantly refunded. So act at once. Mail
don't risk a penny, for

the

if

coupon now.

hair

—

Each and every hair

gets exactly the fight
quantity and the result is beautiful hair,
possessing the Same even color of VOUth.
"reallv
You - will be amazed to see how
.
beautlful your hair becomes. And It Will
1«r.lr
that e\en
piren >our
vniir uearesi
dparp^t
natural mat
iook c<-i
so untnrnl
friends Will not SUSpect that you have
done anything to restore your hair.

—

.

,

and

it

colorless

No More Gray

Cannot Streak

!

clear,

—

Up

appearance than freakish-looking hair.
But how different is this marvelous new
invention
It completely does away with
even the slightest chance of streaking the

a

sands of people with splendid results but
when it is used with the wonderful TruTone Comb even better results are secured.

gradually acquires a beautiful, even, uniform tone with every hair the exact color
it was years ago!

to now, the best known method of
restoring gray hair was by dipping an
ordinary comb in the liquid and applying
But this method had one
it to the hair.
serious disadvantage.
The teeth of an ordinary comb will hold
only a very small quantity of liquid. Frequent dipping of the comb was necessary,
and this meant unequal distribution of the
That is why this
liquid on the hair.
method almost always resulted in unsightly streaks and uneven shades. And. surely,
nothing will more quickly spoil one's whole

is

which actually repigmentizes gray hair.
Already Tru-Tone has been used by thou-

...

.

$10,000 Guarantee!
'

—

No

,

matter how Ions: you have been gray
no matter how many other methods

have failed to restore the color to your

«&oWmto house
PHI LA , PA.

SEND NO MONEY

«______«,«_«,

,

Domino House, Dept. TC-235,
26i» So. Ninth

St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Without money in advance you may send me a TruTone Comb and a full size package of Tru-Tone. I will
P a F tne Postman only $1.45 (plus few cents oostase) in
My monev is ^ De re fU nded if i am not
full payment
entirely satisfied with results.

Name
Address
city

state
<pn"ce outside u. s. $i.eo cash with order)

«

In the

Lasky Training Camp

Charles de Roche, the recently imported foreign actor, goes through
a daily dozen,

DERHAPS

Charles
de Roche foresees opposition from
Rodolph Valentino's

who

friends

resent

the

announcement
that Mr. de Roche
seeks to take Rudy's
place in the

fans'

affec-

Or

tions.

x

well

as

athlete

to

fit

him

for his

work

in pictures.

j-JIS

will

Law

"The

Lawless"
of

be
of

in

the

in

support

Dorothy

Dal ton.

Then he will appear
in "The Cheat" with
Pola Negri. And if,
by that time, he has

be

a

vigorous physical exercise daily out on

way

lot.

be

He

seems to
and so,
knows, he may

tunities.

who

Lasky

Paramount

pictures

as an actor. In
any case, he is taking

the

appearance

first

in

made a sufficiently favorable impression on
the fans, he will be
given bigger oppor-

per-

haps he just
wants to convince people
that he is an

and then some,

fighter

able

to

fight

his

into fans' hearts,

even though they

mourn

still

the recalcitrant

Rodolph.

-

One of his next
roles will be in the revival of
in

"The Cheat,"

which he

play

the

made

will

role

famous
by Sessue Hayakawa.

This villain will be changed,
however, in the new film from
a Jap to a Hindoo, for De
Roche could hardly play the
former convincingly.
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Louisiana

Lou

s>

In this story of the real

the

W

est,

William West

author,

Winter, has given us some
very remarkable

The

heroine

characters.

unusual, full

is

and determination

of pluck

upon the

to revenge

herself

man who

took her father's

and made her dependent

life,

upon

strangers

make

Her
or,

Miss Charlotte Stevens. Christie Film Company.

to

marriage

he

is

"Louisiana

De

Launay,

better

known,

to

Lou,"

be a blessing

for

them both.

to

Dance Like This"
—

reallv

is

a tragedy which afterward
turns out to

Can Teach You

"I

own way.

her

as

support

for

was old enough

she

until

Sergei

MarinoS

'And you can study under my personal direction
right in your own home"
— greater beauty — poise
"T*EW people living
— slenderness — dance!
You Will
|* outside of Newfor

for

for

"Lou"

is

some

in

pathetic character

—

ing a

by

hard

plenty of

drink.

made

life

The

awakening

in

liv-

harder

story of his

regeneration and

European

the great

money, a good scrapper,

spiritual

the wild

nesses of the Rockies

is

fast-

well

worth the reader's time.

Learn These Dances

York, Chicago or

respects a

Butterfly [in gorgeous costume with
huge wings} — Grecian, [in simple
white tunic and bare feet] Spanish
[in gay dress with silk mantilla}

capitals have the oppor-

—

tunity to study dancing
with any of the really
great masters. And the

Oriental [silk tunic, glittering ornaments] Eccentric [rag doll costume]
Chinese [ vivid mandarin coat,

—

personal instructions of even av-

skirts, tight

private,

erage teachers range
ten dollars an hour.

—

pantalets J

— Classical

You

ing in all

Russian,

its

$1.75 nef

Publishers

79 Seventh

Avenue

New York

method, mother and daughter
can grow graceful together.

upward from

can learn classic dancforms
interpretive,

—

ballet, aesthetic,

Greek

—

at

—

Course) and you are ready to start

And

guided by the chares, the photographs of
MarinoS students and the easy text, you master

—

everywhere the
in demand. Startling
those who can dance for

affairs

And

—

is

salaries are paid.
charitable entertainments or for the pleasure of
their friends quickly become social favorites.

Write to Sergei Marinoff
Even-one interested in dancing should write to
Sergei Marinoff at once and get complete information concerning his splendid system of home
instruction in Classic Dancing.
This information is FREE.
Send the coupon today.

SM. Sergei SMarinoff

A Fascinating Way to Leam
so easy and so delightful. Just
put the record on the phonograph,
slip into the dainty little dancing
costume (furnished free with the

—

For the theatre vaudeville
the movies
civic and college
pageants for private and sodancer

It is

CHELSEA HOUSE

a means of developing
grace in children, dancing is
unsurpassed.
And with my

cial

a mere fraction of the cost of lessons
in the studio.

Price,

[ full

bodice.

But now, the famous Sergei MarinoS
has worked out a system of home instruction.

Toe

As

School of Classic Dancing
1922 Sunnyside Avenue

Studio 1285, Chicago

\

M.

:

School of Classic Dancing,

|
:
2
=

;

Sergei Marinoff,

1922 Sunnyside Ave., Studic 1285 Chicago
Please send me FREE portfolio of art plates
and full information about your home study
course in Classic Dancing. I understand that
this is absolutely FREE.

the technique of the dance.

Charm and Grace

City
The

natural beauty of the body is developed, an
exquisite grace and flexibility cultivated by correct training in classic dancing. For better health

Age.

Do you

sing?

If not would oou

like to?.

I
i

;
i

IMUHu

JOSEPH. — Oh,

no, I never get tired anquestions.
Whenever that
weary feeling threatens I just use a little
Coueism, and presto
I'm all ready for
the next onslaught.
Niles Welch has
been under contract to Selznick for some

swering

!

time,

and he was Elaine Hammerstein's

leading

man

several

in

was born July

29,

Niles

pictures.

No,

1888.

I

know

never think he was thirty- four,
but that's what he is.
He is married to
Dell Boone, also a screen player.
Well,
I
can't say Whether or not Wesley Barry
has a girl at this minute, but I don't
think so.
Wesley hadn't much use for
girls the last time I saw him.
you'd

—

Anxious. Of course they take married
people in the movies. They take all kinds,
and all ages, from one wjeek to a hundred years. In pictures, there is likely to
be call for almost every type of person,
just as there are all kinds of people in
life.
The fact that you were married
wouldn't make much difference, either
way. You would be hired for your per-

sonal qualifications,

Daisy W.
of

all.

—Yes, you certainly have a
Agnes

favorites.

charge

that's

Ayres

for her photographs.

lot

does not
Carol Hal-

loway has not made any pictures recently.
You should send your letter to What the
Fans Think, P|cture-Play Magazine, 79
Seventh Avenue, New York City.

—

Virginia H. No, Edith Roberts is not
Theodore Roberts' daughter, nor are they
related.
Mr. Roberts has no children. A
few months ago, Theodore Roberts went
on the stage for a short time in a little
sketch, but I do not believe that he is
going to take up stage work again regularly.
Edith Roberts has the leading feminine role in "Backbone," and Alfred Lunt,
the stage star, makes his screen debut by
playing opposite her in this. Lon Chaney
was 'born in 1883. Just now he is working in "The Hunchback of Notre Dame,"
which Universal is producing on a big
scale.
Mr. Chaney, of course, plays the
title
role, and as this is one character
that he has long wanted to do, I am sure
that you can expe( t some fine work from
him.
Harrison Ford was married to
Beatrice Prentice, but was divorced some
time ago and has not remarried.

—

A Pittsburgh Fan. Awfully sorry, but
there are no- available back copies of the
Picture-Play issues that contained interviews with Katherine MacDonald, .but
there is a new story about her by Helen
Klumph in this issue. Thanks for your
nice words about the magazine.

is

weighs one hundred and fifty pounds,
dark hair and greenish-gray eyes.
He is married to Gloria Hope. Enid Bennett seems to be in demand now for
roles portraying the heroines of long ago.
She was Maid Marion in "Robin Hood,"
you know, and plays opposite Charles Ray
in his elaborate production of "The Courtship of Miles Standish."
tall,

has

Just Me.
actor

son

— Mahlon

Hamilton was the
opposite Gloria Swanthe Lash," and Russell

who played
in

"Under

answer in
ORACLE
THE
these columns as many queswill

tions of general interest concerning the movies as space will allow.
Personal replies to a limited
number of questions such as will

—

not require unusually long answers
will be sent if the request is accompanied by a stamped envelope, with return address. Inquiries
should be addressed to The Picture
Oracle. Picture-Play Magazine. 79

—

Seventh Avenue., New York City.
The Oracle cannot give advice about

becoming a movie actor or actress,
since the only possible way of ever
getting such a job is by direct
personal application at a studio.
Those who wish the addresses of
actors and actresses are urged to
read the notice at the end of this

department.

Simpson played the part of her cruel Boer
who was killed, enabling Gloria
and Mahlon "to find happiness together,"
Robert Burns was
as the subtitles say.
Constance Talmadge's leading man in
"East is West." Patsy Ruth Miller was
born in St. Louis, Missouri, and is about
husband,

Patsy's hair is dark
seventeen.
and her eyes are also dark brown.

Genelle.

— You

were

lucky

brown

—meeting

—

i.ust

went on the stas:e under the management
of the Roger Brothers and aDneared in

coming

to the notice of a

of their successes.
Then she
with William Gillette, and was
starred in "Innocent."
In 191 7 Famous
Players-Lasky persuaded her to sign a
motion-picture contract, and her first
screen appearance was in "Mrs. Dane's
Defense."
She also starred in Goldwyn
and R-C productions. Some of her bestknown pictures were "Zaza," "La Tosca,"
T
"The Woman on the
dex," "Fedora."
"Bonds of Love," "Peace of Roaring
River." "The Paliser Case," "Madame X,"
"Salvage," "Loves of Lettv." "Roads of
Destiny," "Sting of the Lash," "Two
Kinds of Women," and her latest one,
"The Glory of Clementina." Miss Frederick is now back on the stage, appearing
in "The Guilty One," and has given up
pictures for a while anyhow, though she
probably will return to the screen again.
Miss Frederick has had rather a varied
matrimonial career her first husband
was Frank Andrews, her second Willard
Mack, and about a year ago she married
her childhood chum, Doctor C. S. Rutherford, from wh
she has been reported
She is five feet
to be already separated.
four inches, weighs a hundred and thirty
pounds, has brown hair and blue eyes.
Miss Frederick is very fond of horses, and
has a large number of them on her estate
in Beverly Hills.
She can ride bronchos
and do stunts with a lariat as well as a
cowboy. In fact, she spends most of her
spare time on her ranch and prefers it to
the usual social pleasures most people go
several

played

—

m

.

in

for.

_

cated in private schools in Boston, then
:

— Doris

May

stopped making
when her husband,
Wallace MacDonald was taken ill, and
Now
stayed home to take care of him.

Agnes R.

pictures

for a while

Doris

back on the screen, not as a

is

but in a supporting role in "The

Law,"

your favorite actress personally. No one
ever seems disappointed in Pauline Frederick.
She is one of the stars whose
charm is enhanced rather than diminished when you see her off the screen.
Miss Frederick was born August 12, 18S2,
in Boston, Massachusetts, and her real
name is Blanche Libbey. She was edu-

Peggy W. So you've just discovered
Lloyd Hughes, too? He has been in pictures for about three years, but it seems
that he

Lloyd was born in
of fans now.
He is six feet
Bisbee, Arizona, in 1899.

lots

in

which Corinne

star,

Common

Griffith,

Elliott

Dexter, and Conway Tearle have the leads.
Doris was born in Seattle, Washington,
and her real name is Helen Garrett. She
is five feet two inches tall.

—

D. J. R. I'm sorry v ou're so "het up"
about not seeing an interview with Tom
Mix. I shall tell the editor how anxious
7

you and your friends are
thing about your favorite.

to

see somecan ad-

You

dress Ethel Sands, care of Picture-Play
Magazine, 79 Seventh Avenue, New York
She will get the letter all right,
Oty.
and most likely send you a personal reply.

—

R. A. R.
Bessie Love has not been
appearing very often of late, and I agree
with you that she hasn't had very good
roles.
But you can take heart now
Bessie has been cast for a leading part in
Marshall Neilan's next picture, "The InTom Galley, Claire Windsor,
grate."
and Hobart Bosworth are also in this pro(Continued on paee H-)
duction.

—
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Hollywood High Lights
Continued from page 88

directing

Ernst -Lubitsch

'"Ben-

(Worth

Hur."

betting on.)
Mary Miles Minter at peace domestically.

Thomas H. Ince writing an indorsement of his latest picture.
Xorma and Constance Talmadge
gurgling over baby Joseph Talmadge
Keaton.
Publicity Department of Universal
purchasing five tons of yellow copy
paper for notes on "Xotre Dame."

Even month some
-

director comes
forward with a feminine "discovery."

Recently Rex Ingram did the honors.
He brought West with him a girl by
the name of Edith Allen.
She is a
blonde and is to play in "Scara-

mouche."
In private life Anna O. Xilsson
may now be addressed as Mrs. John
M. Gunnerson. She was married just

"The Spoilers."
a shoe merchant in

prior to playing in

Her husband

is

Los Angeles.

Their wedding was unby nobody
Miss Xilsson is to continue appearing before
the camera.
Her age was given in
the marriage license as twenty-five.

ostentatious, and attended
in the picture profession.

The

Screen in Review

Continued from page 70

"Mighty Lak
This picture
"Humoresque"'
Xot"'

and

is

is

a Rose."

the

and

offspring

"Forget

of

Me

closely related to a thou-

sand and one crook plays wherein
the denizens of the underworld who
have determined to go straight try to
put over one last deal to get money
for a noble cause.
In this case the
noble cause is an operation that will
save the eyesight of little Rose who
has lived with the band of crooks
ever since their leader kidnaped her.
And Jimmy, a young crook who is in
love with her. prefers to have her
think him dead rather than knew that
he is in prison serving a term for
stealing the money for her operation.
The plot is nothing novel as vou
can see from this, but it is presented
with a great deal of ingenuity. And
if the crooks look like
old familiar

rubber stamps, at least the young lovers are fresh and spontaneous.
Dorothy Mackaill, a_ newcomer to the
screen, plays the girl.
She reminds
me of Blanche Sweet in the old Griffith

J
1

QJ^l^

* tic

fragrance of Oriental flowers.

This rare bouquet is only one of many delightdon ers offhe Orient
ful Colgate perfumes from which vou mav choose
your favorite
all blended with exquisite care
from the finest essences the world produces.

—

Three

days.

James Rennie plavs the
young crook, with a sly look no'w and
then that lets out that he knows he
is just play acting all the time. And
ttere is a lovable collie who plays a
prominent part well.

— a mv

ity, will

COLGATE &
PARIS

CO.

of perfumes, with an interesting bookto choose a perfume that fits your personalsent you for a 2e stamp to cover postage.

little vials

let telling

how

be

Dept.

22

199

FULTON

ST.

NE \T YORK

—

—

;
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The

Indiscretions of a Star
Continued

fr

happens, and working with Graham
won't hurt her."
!"
"But I don't want her to do it
he insisted. "Darn it all, anyhow, I
love her. Can't you understand that?
I didn't realize it till I found that
she'd disappeared last night."

"A

drop of Vanitine
in each eye completes
the perfect toilet."

"I'm afraid that it doesn't matter
what you want just now, so far as
she's concerned," I told him.
"Just
wait a bit. and we'll get this thing
straightened out."

"But

^fou, too,

can have

don't

I

want

to

wait

!"

he

protested.

A

beautiful

week

came

or so later they

They had met by

together.

in

accident.

Cecile said
a glance at Barry told
accidental it had been. Her
face was radiant, however, and Barry

om page 64

—

put her arms around his neck and
by Heaven! I'll kill both of them!"
"Barn-, you're an idiot!" I told
him.
"Keep your temper and w-ait
till Cecile comes.
She said she'd try
to come home this afternoon for a
few minutes though of course you

know

"Sure

sparkling ey<?s
To

see the radiant beauty of clear,
sparkling eyes, is to desire their power.
The magnetic charm oftheir lustrous,
glowing color arrests attentive admiration and holds responsive interest.

All their fascination may be yours
with the aid of Vanitine.
Vanitine, the only beautifier to provide grooming for the eyes, does so
by thoroughly cleansing them. It
removes inflammation, makes the
whites of the eyes appear whiter,
deepens the color and restores lustre.

Vanitine

absolutely harmless. It
contains no belladonna or opiates
of any kind whatsoever. It neither
dilates the pupil nor affects the sight
in any way. These are matters for
the oculist.
is

Beautify the eyes
with

looked unusually happy.
Their romance sped along on swift
feet after that.
It was almost as if
they feared that something was ahead
of them that would interfere with
their happiness.
They spent most of
their time together, and three weeks
later they rushed in to tell me that

—

they were engaged and expected me
to be surprised
I've never seen a happier girl than
Cecile was she walked on air. The
only difficulty was that she still had
her contract with Stewart Graham,
to appear in his vaudeville act with
him. So there was nothing for her
to do but to go on with the act
Graham said that he would release
her as soon as he could get some one
!

;

else.

And

then,

came tearing

one afternoon,

Barry

my

house, with a
face so white and stern that I was
afraid that something had happened
into

to Cecile.

"Something has happened

to her,"
asked. "Our engagement is broken or will be as
soon as I see her."
With difficulty I got him calmed
enough to get the story out of him.
"She couldn't see me last night."
she said, "because this darned act of
hers was opening over in Jersey, and
she had to be there.
I went over
to see it, and then I couldn't get up
nerve enough to, somehow, at the last
minute. So I went for a walk.
"And later, when I called at the
theater for Cecile, the doorman said
she'd gone.
So I started for the
railway station, and on the way I
passed through a little park. There
were Cecile and Stewart Graham sitting on a bench, talking.
She seemed
to be trying to argue with him
about her contract. I supposed and
she got up and started off, and he
rushed after her, and took her in
his arms and kiss -J her
and she

he told me,

Ask your

toilet goods dealer for 'Vanitine
today t or mail this coupon. One application
you of its harmlessness and its
marvelous merits as a beautifier.

will convince

Howell Laboratories, Inc.
730

Chestnut

St., St.

Louis

For the enclosed $1.00 send Vanitine

Name
Address

42

-

to

when

I

—

—

—

I

—
do —

!"

that's

why I'm

here,"

he retorted.

She came at last, radiant as ever,
and her eyes fairly glowed when they
rested on Barry.
She ran toward
Then
him, her arms outstretched.
she stopped short, and stared at him.
'"What is it?" she asked.

He

;

me how

that

told her, brutally brief about

it.

—

"But we were just rehearsing we
"
hadn't done it right on the stage
shoulbegan.
shrugged
his
He
she
ders disbelievingly.
"But it's true," she said again.
There
"That's
what happened.
wasn't any other place we couldn't
use the theater, of course, or the
hotel parlor, at that hour, and he
wanted to show me while it was
fresh in his mind."
"It'll be fresher when I get through
with him !" Barry muttered.
"All right be stubborn !" she exclaimed.
"I have something to sav,
I was going to wait and do
too
it
later, but I don't believe I will,
now.
Perhaps you'll say that you
just forgot to tell me that you're
!"
still married to Lolita Lorraine
Barry's jaw dropped.
He stared
as if he hadn't heard what she said.
She repeated it.
"Oh I'm not married to her I'll
explain that," he began, but she interrupted him.
"I don't care for explanations
you've just shown me how useless
And Miss Lorraine told
they are.
me just this noon about her marriage to you, and that she didn't believe the anullment was really legal.
She's coming to see you about it."
Barry went through a bad half

—

—

—

—

—

He didn't really get it
straightened out until Lolita arrived,
and they wired a lawyer out West
and had a grand time generally.
"For goodness' sake get married
immediately," I begged him. when
matters were right at last. "If you
hour then.

don't,

something

never

will.

will

happen and you

Be

discreet this time."
"It's the one thing on earth that
And
I want to do !" he assured me.

when I drove to the Little Church
Around the Corner with them that
afternoon and saw his face as he
said. "I will !" I knew that Barry
Stevens' indiscretions were over for
all

time.
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$mWtU Bring to You

Aristocracy and the Movies
Continued from page 61

Seciet

c7%e

and internal Irish fraction have reduced the once proud station of the
Prior to the war, the earl
family.
in business and paved the city
of Cork, replacing its quaint, but
muddy streets, centuries old, with
modern asphalt.

was

"I
lesce

came to California to convafrom wounds sustained in the

^-%\\

war/' he told me. "I still carry in
head a fragment of a bomb
thrown during the campaign in Palestine."
And, with such conviction
that I could not doubt him, "I intend
to renounce my title and become an
American citizen, for America has
been very good to me."'

my

YOUTHGLO

my

and

in a

Sam Wood

production
is one of
proudest in France, having been
stowed upon his forbears prior
iioo A. D.

Paramount.

His

title

Lady Popham Young
this trend of nobility

for
the
beto

really started

toward fame

in

the Kleig lights. With her husband,
Sir Frank, and her friend, Lady
Sackville West, she was visiting California and made a tour of the studios one day.
At that time James

""^fc^lfj
-y
»

New

That

chap as a press agent can be. made
the most of the occasion.
But
here's where they turned the tables
on him they liked the work so well

—

continued.
And now
they're regular working citizens of
Filmadelphia.
that

they

Sir Frank Popham Young is a distinguished member of England's diplomatic corps and has served in its

the Orient.
He also
holds the rank of lieutenant colonel
of the army in India. The title borne
civil service in

by Lady Sackville West was bestowed by Richard Plantagenet upon
one of her illustrious forbears who
fought in his wars. There is no necessity, no desire for monetary gain,
behind the desires of these three, to
shine upon the screen, as they poshes? vast estates and goodly revenues
in England.
They are motivated
purely by ambition, by a desire to

Follies.

York.

Priceless
Is

Now

Charm

of

Youth

Yours for $1

That Beauty, that magnetic Charm of youth that rightfully belongs to
within your power by the simple use of YOUTHevery woman is
GLO Facial Clay. Women in ail walks of life acclaim its superiority over
all other clays (regardless of price) because it has proven its worth by

NOW

YOUTHGLO

is a guaranteed
it has given to all its users.
Beauty restorer. It's the one positive complexion beautifier in the world.
There is XO REASON
why every woman cannot have the Charm
of Youthful Beauty, because

the results

NOW

What years have brought
will

Young was

directing Guy Bates Post
in "The Alasquerader'' and. despaired
of his seven-fifty-per extras, drafted
from middle-class homes, giving the
atmospheric verity necessary to his
scenes of English nobility.
It was
suggested that his titled visitors impart realism to the scene and show
his horde of extras "how it's done."
For a lark they consented, never
dreaming that the flickering pastel
would fasten its lure about them.
Post's publicity man. as likable a

is

Julia Silvers.
Star of Greenwich Village

Count Henri dAbbadie d'Arrast
came to the screen via the steps of
technical director and is working
now. in the scenes depicting Deauville,

keeping

face firm and smooth
full of charm.

to

your face,

YCMJTWGLO
Girls!

banish away.

who want

Formerly Youthglo Facial Clay was the
Beauty Secret of only a Few
Marvelous YOUTHGLO is the Beauty secret of a Beauty Specialist
who has traveled all parts of Europe in an untiring effort to perfect YOUTHGLO.
After years it was accomplished and since
then its use has helped thousands of discriminating women retain
their girlish complexions.
So marvelous have the results been
that users of YOUTHGLO said it would be an act of humanity to
give everyone a chance to benefit from this wonderful discovery.
So YOUTHGLO that was the beauty secret of only a few is NOW
within the reach of everyone.
You can now buy YOUTHGLO
Facial Clay for §1.
Enough for 12 treatments. Yes. the first
treatment alone will show marvelous results. What YOUTHGLO
is really worth cannot be estimated.
What it will do for your
face is

PBICELESS.

to stay

young

Women
who want to look young
Are Now Using

YOUTHGLO
Facial Clay

the

Youthglo.

priceless gift to hu-

manity, positively

moves

and

all

It
face blemishes.
closes enlarged pores
and rebuilds the fa-

Simply
spread on face and
cial tissues.

As YOUTH-

neck.

GLO

(10

drying

is

minutes

i

you

can
mas-

silently

feel it

saging away the

Read This Evidence

smooth

leaving
it
and firm as a child's.

That party, the lightswill never forget that wondrous night.
music-dancing, but best of all I was the centre of admiration for
How the women envied me. The charm of youthful
all the men.
it was only a dream.
My awaking was a
beauty was mine.
bitter disappointment, a shattered illusion.
That was a month
ago.
I struggled to make my dream a reality and I -conquered.
To-day my dream lias come true. The freshness, the' bloom, the
charm of youth are mine, from simple
face claying.
A. million thanks to YOUTHI dreamed of beauty, now I have it.

BUT

YOUTHGLO

Hazel Sanders.

New

YOUTHGLO

is a necessary skin food and tonic, and has
gained great popularity among Youthglo Facial Clav users. Applv YOUTH-

It

of youth,

Send

to

not
these facial faults,
but- positively prevents them.

YOUTHGLO
tively

posi-

is

guaranteed or

money refunded

Only

$

for 12

I

Treatments

Inc.

money
$1.00

"i

1

will be cheerfully refunded.

with coupon and save

Name

forms

a perfect base for your face powder.

you desire Toutltglo Face Lotion in
addition to facial clay add 75c more.

back

bring

that Priceless
of Youth. It
only corrects

Charm

100 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Please send me one jar of Youthglo Facial
Clay for which I will pay postman SI, plus few
cents postage. If same does not restore the glow

Face Lotion

daily.

will

you

YOUTHGLO PREPARATIONS,

YOUTHGLO FACE LOTION
GLO FACE LOTION

York.

Only YOUTHGLO

Enough

SEND NO MONEY
Special Offering

tell-

tale signs of years,

I

GLO.

re-

wrinkles,

blackheads

>

Address
Dealer's
Deal

If

J

postage.-.

City

Name

•

•
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make something

individually of their
rather than bask in inherited
glory and, like my favorite duchess,
are content to tread the extra route
lives

to

fame.

On Monte Banks' set I discovered,
not in make-up but an interested onlooker, Count Mario Caracciolo who,
Mario Carillo, appeared in
support of Dustin Farnum in "A
Stage Romance" and with Irene CasThe count
tle in "Slim Shoulders."
is visiting his friend and compatriot
—Monte really has some sort of unpronounceable spaghetti name, you
know and is seriously considering
this. business of being a comedian.
In the "Merry Go Round" cast is
a Viennese countess whose name I
could not learn, and a Captain Cedassamare, who is quite some pumpkins
as plain

—

in the

Viennese army

is left

of

indeed;
Earle

as he

is

to-day

WHAT

i

little

Liederman

E.

BOOT LEGGER ?
-

He

nothing but a common law-breaker who
exacts unreasonable prices from the public because
of the chances he takes.
But how many of us are
a'most as bad?
We daily break the laws of
Nature and think nothing of the terrible chances
or consequences.
is

DO YOU KNOW THE LAW?
To

at the average man vou would swear be
the laws of Nature or else he is lust
plumb crazy. He goes on stuffing anv kind of food
Into his stomach till it sticks out like a loose meal
sack, while his chest looks so flat vou would think
a steam roller had run over it.
He stays out most
of the night and then abuses his body most of the
day.
He never gives his lungs half a chance while
his arms swing like pieces of rope with knots on
the end.
look

never knew

—

that is, what
captain is a gallant

just adore

way he has

of

that charming
bowing like a

me

king has recalled
royal

the

Sha'kska,

to serve in the

crack

Swedish'

dragoons in winch I
hold commission as lieutenant.
But
I hope some day to return and resume my work before the camera."
regiment

of

Beatrice Bentley belongs
American-dollar aristocracy.

to

the

She

—

is

Detroit heiress
furniture or automobiles, I forget which. But Beatrice tired of the social whirl, of being merely a rich man's pampered
daughter, ordered her maid to pack
up her eight trunks and came to
Hollywood.
friend introduced her
to Norma Talmadge's casting director, who assigned her extra work in
"The Fternal Flame." Norma offered, through her social connections,
to help her obtain other parts, but
Beatrice said no, she'd sink or swim
by her own efforts. So she tripped
out and registered at the other stua

A

—

now is employed someMoneyed people as well as titles
common around here now that

and

dios
times.

are so
the casting

directors have become
bored and work is assigned purely
on one's merits.
But Beatrice is a
real girl and takes her rebuffs goodnaturedly possibly
she
because

—

knows

she'll

anyhow.

eat.

she doesn't ride

ten,

She walks

sine.

up

But

lis-

in a limou-

!

Successful Failure is in the Studios

FREEDOM
I

I

The

safety-pin bent in the middle.
There are also many notables about
the studios who do not bear titles
and yet whose coming to the screen
may help to throttle that old idea
of the movie ranks being drafted
from plebeian paths. For instance,
there is Lars Lithander, now playing
with
Gloria
Swanson, who was
champion horseman of Sweden in
He, however, is to leave us
1919.
soon.

A

IS

it.

much," he said in
Old World way, "but my

"I regret very
his precise

Continued fn >m page 73

Cut it out fellows.
Get wise to yourself.
Tf
looked like some of you. Eve would have
fed him poison ivy instead of apples.
This foolishness will never cet you anywhere hut the graveyard.
Get hack to Nature's laws and be a real He-

Adam had

they fail in one thing they quit cold
and go home like whipped puppies.
That's not the way.
There are

man.

Pull in your belt and throw out your chest.
Give your lungs a treat with that sood pure oxygen
that is all about you and you will Ret a better kick
than you could pet out of a whole case of whiskey.

90 DAYS
Will you turn your body over to me for just 90
days? That's all it takes and I guarantee to give
you a physique to be really proud of.
Understand.
I
don't promise this 1 guarantee it.
In 30 days
I
will increase your arm one full inch, and your
chest two inches in the same length of time.
And
then, just watch 'em grow.
From then on you will
feel the pep in your old backbone.
You will amaze
yourself and your friends as well.
Do you crave
new life these new joys this abounding
this
health and strength?
If you do

—

—

—

—

I

My New

Send for

"MUSCULAR

We

64-Page Book

DEVELOPMENT"

It contains forty-three full -page photographs pf
myself and some of the many prize-winning pupils
I have trained.
Some of these came to me as pitiful weaklings, imploring me to help them.
Look
them over now and you will marvel at their present
physiques.
This book will prove an impetus and a
real inspiration to you.
It will thrill you through
and through. All I ask is 10 cents to cover the cost
of wra piling and mailing and it is yours to keep.
This will not obligate you at all, but for the sake
of your future;.. health and happiness, do not put in
off.
Send today right now. before you turn this

assistant

-

—

page.

EARLE
Dept. 1405,

EARLE

LIEDERMAN

BROADWAY,

NEW YORK

CITY

1405, 309

Sir:

Broadway. New York City

—
enclose
send me,

herewith 10 cents, for wilier)
without any obligation on my
copy of your latest honk. "Muscular Development."
(Please write or print plainly.)
I

you- are to
part whatever,

a

Name
Street

City

I

directors.

Out of Akron, Ohio, came Sophie
Wachner. She was a school-teacher
there, but her thoughts were far, far
away in California and Long Island
Avhere cameras were grinding and
were winding. It wasn't long
Miss AVachner had saved
enough money at teaching to become
a most successful failure in motion
pictures, for she broke loose from
curriculums, went into the Dillingham offices as a starter toward her
goal and now is known as the director of costumes for the Goldwvn
films

before

L1ED-ERMAN

E.

Dept.

Dear

309

E.

scores of branches in the picture business open for bright youngsters. I'm
darned glad I stuck it out \"
It is sort of a teeter-totter, this
motion-picture business.
Both ends
of the plank are balanced, for as one
side of the profession goes up in the
estimation of the individual engaged
in it, the other goes down.
have
youthful assistant directors becoming
youthful juvenile actors and youthful
juvenile actors becoming successful

State

Studios

!

Her

career as a successful

was not enbut long before, in the schoolroom.
"You write like a plumber," was
among the first compliments addressed to Teanie Macpherson by C.
as

failure,

tered

B.

in

De

she puts

camera

Mille.

it,

land,

But Jeanie, who

al-

ready had registered high, wide, and
handsome as a successful failure de

was undaunted by

this slap on
She kept right on writing.
Her picture career began with the
Biograph in New York and then she
became an actress in the Powers
Brand of pictures at Universal. But
even while she was acting she was

luxe,

the wrist.

writing.

which

Her

lode star

was

the pen,

at that time she believed

was

In fact,
because at one time she took a whole
week to write a picture she was fired
and so went back to acting. In her
own mind she decided that she was
not cut out for an actress, although
the public has often disputed this fact
with her. You remember her as the
girl who staged- the big fight in the
cigarette factory with Geraldine Farrar in "Carmen."
Douglas Gerrard sent her over to
the old Lasky studio one day to see
greater than

the lip-stick.
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about getting a job with Cecil De
MiUe. At that time ''The Rose of
the Rancho" was going into continuity, and she was given a chance
to work on it. This chance was followed by the plumber remark from
the lips of the De Mille. quoted
above. She wrote the thing over six
times before she won her place in
the sun as a skilled scenario writer.
"There is a niche for every one
in the picture business." she said.

"It

just a question of the boys and
girls finding the right niche.
'"Failing successfully is one of the
is

turning points in the life of every
square
great man and woman.
peg in a round hole is never happy,
any more than is a round peg in a
They just don't fit.
square hole.
There is no use trying to be an actress or an actor if you are cut out
for the cutting room or the camera,
and if you are an actress at heart
there is no use fooling around as a
scenario writer or a script holder.
"Everv girl or boy who seriously
pictureward
going
contemplates
should get into the right niche and
but more important still,
stav there
if at first you don't succeed in one
niche, try. try again until, if you are
a square peg. you find the square

A

—

hole into which

vou

the subscriber paid direct

If

Suppose that every Monday mornall the people who have a hand
furnishing your telephone service

in

duce the raw materials, the supplies

came
pany

your door for your share of

to

From

pay.
itself,

of Gloria's

would come

Dreams

cable

executives,

test-board-

splicers,

scientists,

commercial

bookkeepers,

representatives, stenographers,

The lofty halls form a
gigantic background for the five-foot
or rather lack
star, and her height
of it is emphasized, too, by great

tical things.

tapestries

—

and

daily

your

others,

telephone

who

j

There are always great bowls of

manufactured

They would

rubber works, paint factories, cotton,
silk

and paper

rope works, glass

mills,

works, tool works, and scores of other
industries.

require-

you pay your telephone bill,
is distributed by the com-

money

collectors to

pany

to the

have

furnished

amounting

in mines, smelt-

wire mills, foundries, machine shops,

take your share cf national, state and

municipal taxes,

include hundreds of

lumber camps, farms,

ers, steel mills,

When

There would be tax

pro-

required

articles

thousands of workers

the

long, sweeping drap-

flowers about the house,
and everything is kept in perfect order.
It takes a veritable army of
servants to keep it so.
Ever\- morning at breakfast in the
sun
cream-colored-arid-gold
little
room that overlooks a garden. Gloria goes over her letters and business
papers with her secretary and then
She
she rushes off to the studio.
doesn't return home for luncheon as
a rule as the drive from Hollywood
takes too much time.
She lunches
instead in make-up and costume in
one of the Hollywood Boulevard restaurants. Late in the afternoon when
she returns her home is a scene of
almost breath-taking beauty-.
The
hills looming up in the distance behind the House have purple clefts,
the house itself seems drenched in
the last glowing ravs of sunshine.
And there on the velvety lawn is
baby Gloria waiting with a chuckle
of welcome.
When Gloria acquired this house
manv of her dreams were realized.

serve

clerks,

there are the people

for telephone service.

ments, unseen by you.

eries.

fresh-cut

men and many

conduit

and

operators,

men, draftsmen, engineers,

Continued from page 25

—

com-

chiefs, linemen, repairmen, inspectors,
installers,

The House

the telephone

supervisors, chief operators, wire

fit

possible.

who

Then

their

!"

which has made the service

ing

to

over

for

your

long line of people

who

something necessary

The

service.

Bell System

i

There would
be men and women coming for a fair
return on their money invested in telephone stocks and bonds
monev
forty million dollars.

—

spares no effort to

make your

and cheapest

the best

and every dollar

it

service

the world,

in

receives

is

utilized

to that end.

"Bell System"
American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies
One

Policy,

One System, Universal

Service,

and

all

directed

toward Eetier Service
Larjre List

New

Vaudeville Aets.
S^atre Monologs.

>~e\v

Mms

i r<>] t h.. ruses and >'ovelty
Songs. Blackface Afterpieces and
[

Crossfire.
Musical Comedies and
Eeroes. Musical i;eadin§rs. >oveltv

Entertaiiinients.

Wi;s, Beards",

Grease Paints and other Make- tip
Goods.
CATAJ.O<;Ci: FREE. WRITE NOW.

T. S.

ILLUSTRATED
DENISON & CO.

623 So. Wabash, Dept. 52

-

Genuine Diamonds ouMfSend for Catalog. Everything fully
explained. Over
illnstrari.-r.s o'f
D!amonds,W2tehes. Pearl;. Gold Jew-

Chicago

~
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Guticura Soap
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A

Letter from Location
Continued from page 85

$15,00

$8.00

an
ounce

a half

eval and goes on a rampage, but the
only real excitement so far was when
a bear climbed into Louis Dayton's
window one night he's one of those
fresh-air fiends.
The trainer, missing the bear, aroused the hotel, and
when we all rushed into Louis' room
we found him. talking coaxingly.
"Now, Bruin, old top, be a sport, go

—

on home, really you wouldn't like this
hotel life." You can't phase an Englishman, can you?
We brought a lot of equipment
with vts generators, big sunlight

—

The Most

arcs,

Precious Perfume
in the World
FLOWER DROPS

CT)1EQER'S

are unlike anything you have
\^_> ever seen before. The very
essence of the flowers themselves,
made without alcohol. For years the
favorite of women of taste in society

_£\

and on the

stage.

The

regular price is $15.00 an ounce, but for 20c
you can obtain a miniature bottle of this
perfume, the most precious in the world. When
the sample comes you will be delighted to find
that you can use it withoutextravagance. It is
so highly concentrated that the delicate odor
from a single drop will last a week.

reflectors,

in

where the snow is deep. The men
dug it out from the snow and rebuilt
the play is from
it as per the script
the book "The White Frontier," you

—

know, and it's practically
mountain stuff.

Send

20c (stamps

or
with the coupon below and we will
Eend you a sample
vial of Rieger's Flower
Drops, the most allur-

Rose, Violet

$2.00

Romanza

$2.50

Above odors,

SIS
H " $ 8

1 oz.

ing and most costly
perfume ever made.

Mon Amour Perfume,

Your choice of odors,
Lily of the Valley,

Extra special box of

sample offer,

oz. $1.50

Souvenir Box
25c bottles of
ent perfumes

Rose, Violet, Romansa. Lilac or Crabapple.
Twenty cents for the
world's most precious
perfume!
TRADE

1

five
five differ-

$1.00

fore

accommodations,

Nice

us.

dandy meals

— my

appetite

is

func-

tioning with its usual reliability and
my, but working out in the snow all
day in zero weather does make a perSpeaking of food as
son hungry

—
Myrtle —

my

dear
we reached here a few days before
Thanksgiving and spent that day on
They surprised us by sendlocation.
they set
ing up a wonderful meal
the long table at the hotel and placed
it in our baggage car, and when they
unloaded it maybe we didn't go after
that turkey and plum pudding. I attempted to impress upon my husband
that brainy men require little food,
but with slight success.
There are two movie shows here
one next door, upstairs with rickI
can always tell when
ety steps.
they've had a good attendance by
the number of thumps on the stairs.
One night I had retired early, but

you usually

are,

couldn't

&TOlL|X'/\VATER

thump

of

sleep
the

for

!

the

;

—

around inquisitively
left their company.

The

too cold for tourists so we have
Truckee practically to ourselves.
Ruth Roland was here a while beIt's

—

If any perfume does not
exactly suit your taste,
do not hesitate to return
and money will be refunded cheerfully.

MARK REGISTERED

PER RiJ,M £

outdoor

all

—

Other Offers
Direct or from Druggists
Bottle of Flower Drops
with long glass stopper,
containing 30 drops, a
supply for 30 weeks;
Lilac, Crabapple. $1.50
Lily of the Valley,

silver)

se-

the mountains

!

Sample

We

cetera.

et

cured a lodge up

when Allan came in and said it was
our "Hurricane's Gal" my viewpoint
changed.
I dressed, and the whole
bunch of us went to the show and
afterward the rough, jolly bunch of
mountain folk gave us a rousing
cheer. Imagine them coming in from
mountain cabins by dog-sleds for
miles over the snow to see a movie
We go fishing sometimes on a Sunday, but what I love most to do is
"mush" with the dog-sleds. Rather
bumpy, though reminds me of riding in your eccentric gas filly, for
there are rocks beneath the snow, and
as soon as I get dreamy, gliding merrily along
kerplunk, and off I go.
The dogs know instantly when I've
ceased to be with them and turn

thumpetyheavy

character
interesting
a hermit named "Jawn."
He lives in a cabin up in the mountains and has a grudge against the
world, women, and all pleasure.
is

We

found him and asked him to work
in the picture.
He's long and lean
and lanky and sour, Jawn is, quite

"Work in them pitcha pessimist.
ers?" he was aghast at the idea, but
our filthy lucre prevailed, and he
finally consented for ten dollars a
day, but insists he won't go to see
the picture when it's shown here,
and that nobody'll ever drag him back

—

wicked civilization.
Expect to be back soon.
ber me to everybody and
to

Rememtell

& Co.,

vince her St. Louis cousin that California is generous with her snow as
well as her sunshine.
I've a present for you, but Allan
says I'd be doing you a kindness to
leave it where it is
a darling little
baby bear, the cutest thing and tame
as a kitten.
Want it? Yes, I hear

—

your

mountaineers'

Solomon Grundy

(Since 1872)

San Francisco
which please send me

133 First Street,

Enclosed find 20c for
sample bottle of Rieger's Flower Drops in the
odor which 1 have checked.
Lily

O

of the Valley

Romania

Rose
Lilac

Violet

silence.

With

lots of love,

dear

girl.

Sincerely yours,

Dorothy Phillips.

— Film

By Reuben Peterson,

Tuesday,
'Robin Hood' Wednesday.
'Prisoner of Zenda' Thursdav.
'To Have and To Hold' Fridav.
'When Knighthood was in Flower' Saturday,

Address.

Souvenir Box

—$1.00 enciosed.

O
y

$
Remember,

if

not pleased yeur

momy will he

enclosed.
returned.

Jr.

Solomon Grundv:
'Tess' on Monday,

'Oliver Twist'
Name..,

Q

Fan

"Saw

Crabapple

Jack' Sunday
This is the diary

'Dr.

^

Patsy

Ruth Miller I took those snapshots
of the snow she asked for, to con-

Send The Coupon Now!
Paul Rieger

I've

only

we've met

boots on those steps and wondered
what the attraction might be. But

flower

why

to see

Of Solomon Grundv.

"
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Over the Teacups

Shape of My Nose
Delayed Success

How

Continued from page 86

the

loops of hair hanging down at the
but wait till you see it
side, and

—

"Oh, and by the way, did you know
that Mabel Xormand was back from
abroad? She arrived wearing a diamond-studded ring on her third finger and refused to deny that she was
married.
"By the way," I broke
"
you seen

in,

EDITH NELSON

By
;

HAD
the

my

ambitions.

My Dramatic
Course had been completed
and I was read} to pursue
movies.

-

"have
tor

?"

Fanny finished the
"Louise Huff
"Yes. and she is
question for me.
so darling on the stage as 'Mary the
Third' that I'm afraid pictures have
She plays
lost her for a long time.
a modem flapper, and the flapper's
mother as she was twenty-five years
ago. and the flapper's grandmother
Sounds
as she was fifty years ago.
like a movie, doesn't it?"
"You've been talking for at least
an hour," I rebuked her after she
had prattled on about Louise's loveli"And you haven't
ness for ages.
once mentioned Mabel Ballin. I don't
see how you could do it. Don't you
like her any more?"'
"Like her !" Fanny sputtered. "I
adore her.
But she is way out in
California, and even though she has
finished 'Vanity Fair' she never finds
time to write to me.
But she did
send me the most interesting picture
of her as Becky Sharp. You would
never have believed that Mabel could
look so hard and shrewd."
"You forget that she is a good ac-

so long to get into

tried

I

But each

direc-

had turned me away be-

cause of the shape of

Each
eyes,

me

my

nose.

had beautiful
mouth and hair and

told

I

—

would photograph well but
nose was a "pug" nose
and they were seeking beauty.
Again and again I met the
same fate. I began to analyze
myself. I had personality and
charm. I had friends. I was
fairly well educated, and I had
spent ten months studying Dra
matic Art.
In amateur theatrilp
cals my work was commended,
and I just knew that I could succeed in motion pictures if only
gh-en an opportunity.
I began to
wonder why I could not secure employment as hundreds of other girls
were doing.

my

I

FIXALLY.

1

tress."

late one afternoon, after another "disappointment," I stopped to
watch a studio photographer who was taking some still pictures of Miss B
a
well-known star. Extreme care was taken
in arranging the desired poses. "Look up,
and over there." said the photographer,
pointing to an object at my risrht. "a pro,

."
"Oh, yes, yes," said Miss B
instantly following the suggestion by assuming a pose in which she looked more
charming than ever. I watched. I wondered, the camera clicked.
As Miss B
walked away, I carefully studied her feafile

"Never
Fanny
proclaimed.
"Mabel can keep her face straight
when her husband is kidding me unmercifully, and if that isn't the test
of an actress I don't know what is.
You look as though you were har!"

boring a desire to argue about that
with me, but really I must hurry
along. Ann Forrest is making a picture up at the old Metro studio called
'Morals and Marriage.' and I want
to rush up to see her. And I simply
must get to the Silk Show. Hope
Hampton has been elected queen of
the affair, and they say that the frocks
she wears are simply ravishing.
So
good-by. And if you happen to go
up to the vaudeville do go behind the
scenes and give Mildred Harris my
love.
She is leaving for California
to make a picture right away, and I'd
just love to go up to see her with
you, but—

—

Fanny's conversation was cut short
sight of Glenn Hunter just outside, and she rushed away leaving
her unfinished sentence hanging in
mid-air.
And I'd be willing to bet
she didn't keep her engagements that

by a

afternoon.

,

tures, her lips, her eyes,

her nose
"She
has the most beautiful nose I have ever
.

half audibly.
said Miss B

seen.'' I said,

"Yes. but I re-

member,"

's

who

Maid,

was standing near me, "when she had a
'pu<r nose, and she was onl\- an extra girl,
but look at her now.

TX

How beautiful she

:

is.'

my

hopes soared. I pressed my
J- new-made acquaintance for further comment.
Gradually the story was unfolde.T to me. Hiss
B
had had her nose reshaped yes. actua flash

ally corrected

— and how
—actually
made
beautiful
was now. This
over,

how

wonderful,

it

!

'.

that M. Trilety. a face specialist of Bingbanitoii.
Xew York, had accomplished this for
Miss B
in the privacy of her home
!

coupon below, insert your name
CLIP the
and address plainlv. and send it today to
X. Y.. for the free
M Trilety. Binirhamton.
tells you how to correct
booklet which

shaped noses. Your money refunded
are not satisfied, is his guaranty.

ill-

if

you

my

informant and turned back
to my home, determined that the means of
overcoming the obstacle that had hindered my
I was bubprogress was now open for me.
bling over with hope and joy. I lost no time

M. Trilety for information. I received full particulars. The treatment was so
simple, the cost so reasonable, that I decided
to purchase it at once. I did. I could hardly
wait to begin treatment. At last it arrived.
To make mv storv short in five weeks my
nose was corrected and I easily secured a reguI am
lar position with a producing company.
in writing

—

—and

am

happy.
ATTEXTIOX to your personal appearance is
L nowadays
essential if vou expect to succeed in life. You must "look your best" at al!
times. Your nose may be a hump, a hook, a

now climbing

of light polished metal, is firm and fits
everv nose "comfortably. The inside is upholstered with a fine chamois and no metal parts
come in contact with the skin. Being worn
at nisht it does not interfere with your daily
work." Thousands of unsolicited Testimonials
are in his possession, and his fifteen years of
studring and manufacturing nose sbapers is
at ybur^disposal, which guarantees you entire
satisfaction and a perfectly shaped nose.

made

.

change perhaps had been the turning point in
her career
It must also he the way of my
snccess
'"How did she accomplish it." I
asked feverishly of my friend. I was informed

ITHAXKED

flat. long, pointed, broken, but the appliance of M. Trilety can correct it. His latest
and newest nose shaper. '"TRADOS." Model
2-">.
V. S. Patent, corrects now all ill-shaped
noses, without operation, quickly, safely, comfortably and permanently. Diseased cases excepted." Model 25 is the latest in nose sbapers
and surpasses all his previous Models and
other Xose Shaper Patents by a large margin.
It has six adjustable pressure regulators, is

pug.

fast

I

Also For Sole at

M. TRILETY,
1845 Ackerman Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y.
Dear Sir: Please send me without obliIgation your booklet which tells how to
j

I

correct
I

ill-shaped noses.

Xame

|

|

Street Address

j

Town

|

State

Fir. 1-Class

Drug

Stores.

*

!
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Jazz Notes on Old China

w Trial Bottle

Continued from page 50

try U

first, prove

You are right to be skeptical in regard to
any preparation offered to restore gray hair.

—

So many can't do the work so many only further disfigure your hair.
A trial on one lock of hair is your safeguard,

and

this' I offer free.
Accept this offer and
prove for yourself that your gray hair can be

restored safely, easily and surely.
I perfected my Restorer many years ago to
bring back the original color to my own gray
liair, and since hundreds of thousands of gray
haired people have used it. It is a clear, colorless liquid, clean as water and as pleasant to
use. No greasy sediment, nothing to wash or
rub off. Restored color even and natural in all
lights. Results just as satisfactory when hair

has been bleached or otherwise discolored.

MAIL COUPON TODAY
Send today for the special patented Free Trial
package, which contains a trial bottle of my
Restorer and full instructions for making the
convincing "single lock" test. Indicate color of
hair with X. If possible, enclose a lock of your
hair in your letter.

FREE
TRIAL

MARY

I
|

address" "~ "" —J

name and

GOLDMAN

T.

B9B Goldman Bldg.,

COUPON

St. Paul,

Minn.

City.

————— —————————

Reduce Your Flesh

in

Spots

rights

Arms, Legs, Bust, Double Chin

DR. WALTER'S

Famous Medicated Reducing

RUBBER GARMENTS
For Men and Wo ma/
Anklets for Reducing and
Shaping the Ankles, S7 00
per pair. Extra high. S9. 00.
Send ankle measurement

when ordering.

y
n

Bust Reducer, S6.00
Chin Reducer. S'2.50
Send for Illus-

1

trated

\

G.

353 Fifth Avenue

ard Keyboard. The
Oliver has the unithree-

versal standard

The
2 new
3 Velvet
-like Touch.
The
Silent Action.
i

n

practiaction.

xeauce
Double Chin, Bust, Arms,
Shoulders.Back.Abdomen,
Limbs and Ankles. Youjust
pat it on and rub it in and
—
with almost magic quickness, superfluous fat dis-

appears.

is

SEND NO MONEY
take no risk.
Satisfactory, or

Best Typewriter
Shipped to You Direct
If there ever was a machine worth
$100 or more it is the new Oliver "Quiet
Speedster." Because of high manufac-

we have no
money-eating branch offices or organizations, we can save money in the producing and selling of thismachine. You
turing efficiency and because

get the benefit of these economies. You
can save over S30 on the Model 11, or, if
you prefer, you can save §50 on the
Model 9, which is the sameas the Model
11, less fa few of the more recent im-

HAIR DESTROYER
Franco Hair Destroyer removes hair in 3
minutes from face, neck, underarms, etc. Guaranteed absolutely harmless. Franco Hair Destroyer not
only removes hair, but stops its future growth and
destroys the roots. It's different from any on the

to step.

market.

Send for a bottle today, and watch the hair disappear
We pay the postage. Price S2.00 a bottle. Trial
size $100.

With 1923 Model
Standard ThreeBank Keyboard.
Monthly payment
price, S55. 00. Cash

$49.50
Oliver No. 1

Monthly

payment

price,

Cash,

$67.50

provements.
The new

Oliver will be shipped to you for
week's free trial. Use it in every way
you know how. Put it to every test. If
not satisfied, simply end it back at our expense. If you decide to
keep it, pay on terms as low as $6 a month. Get the complete details

FREE TRIAL

i

:

of the free trial offer.

Write today.

Ask for the beautifully
all about Models No.

you

illustrated catnlntr just off the press. It tells
9 and No. 11. Get the facts.

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY
1255 Oliver Typewriter Bldg,

Chicago.

movie

why

moguls

1035 Ti lany St.,

111.

alma

was

City

r

if

to

the
they

That
Kenneth

it ?

in

one

m

You can apply

it in the
of your own
a few minutes.
of 32 shades given from ONE package.

privacy

home

his birthplace, his

mater, and his idol.
His
mother, Rita Harlan, was a great favorite in stock companies in the East,
and when only seventeen Kenneth
started playing with her.
He played
old men mostly, as is the way with
juveniles in stock companies, and he

any shade

application.
Does not
discolor scalp, fade, nor
rub off on the pillow.
Mal es a lasting, rich,
lovely color. No after
sha poo necessary.

|

theater

New York

Dept. B,

La Goutte - a - Goutte
RESTORES ^°e d £ GRAY HAIR

Harlan, he doesn't pretend to be superior to the men he is working for.

The

trial size.

Gray, faded, streaked
or lifeless hair restored

shouldn't

change it
thought they could improve
is
the nicest thing about

times the

THE FRENCH AMERICAN PHARMACAL CO.

j

1

Newest improve575.00.

$2.00 bottle contains 3

Send money, check or money order.

—

but

Send

for
'FREE

FRANCO

of them are
for the Anna

—

Damned,"

f
I

Harmless and

we refund your money.

Continued from page 57

Oliver No. 9

ments.

GUARANTEE!)

SLENDAFORM CORP.

Getting a Closeup of Kenneth

50 Saved
And the World's

£*FyS£r£&£
Yon

delivers your jar of Slendaform, pay him 55.

Anna May.

the mostdurable typewriter built. You get
famous Oliver money-saving

no longer necessary
.

Oliver.

The Oliver

It is

to diet, exercise or take dangerous medicine when you can quickly reduce any fatty spot with Slendafonn.
Used by stage and screen stars.

very slightest touch
moves the keys of the new
this wonder typewriter at the
price.

.

SEND NO P0NEY *Vf^.M%^tl$SZ'gt&£

many

she modestlv says,

as

.

now

May Wongs,

show 'em how

.

.

fitting end toend
wanted and size as shown by slip of paper,return
around finger joint.. Your ring will come by
nount shown above
dep< sit
send , it back
you decide not" toTee'pTing af i'e"r"7 tos/'wei, Send today.
and your money will be immediately returned.

this,

restrictions,

.

.

Chinese poem sung to a modern
jazz tune
the Old East encased in
a veneer of pert flapperhood
that's

Oliver without loss
of speed or output.

cally silent

and

It is

A

new

is
its

;

groping blindly.
to

bank keyboard. Any operator can operate the

Oliver

.

I

the little lemoncolored girls nevertheless are seeking
their places in the sun, accepting with
it the cloud that always must obscure
a bit of its light.
Covetous of happiness, of independence from hide-

bound
new

ite

Make
If you
finger for 7 day.
a diamond side by side on thi
send it back: you
or your friends can tell the differen
be outa single penny. That'slaire; mgh. If you keepth
the price printed here is all ^ou pay. No installments. R
tting as eenuine
ber, Corodites alone _b
2.84
*
NoVl-Ladies' Solitaire 14K GoldS. Ring.
f
No. 4-Ladies' Hand-Carved Basket Setting plat. finish S3.96
No. 5-Ladies' Solitaire Bridal Blossom Engraved Gypsy. |3-|*
§4.39
Gold
No 6-GentV Massive Hand-Carved Green
53-68
No. 7-Gents' Heavy Pelcherl4K GoldS. Ring
Carat size gems. Beautiful mountings of most modern design.

is

though realizing

Booklet

Dr. Jeanne

Li

young

their

You

~ Free
Wear
a Corodite Diamond 7 Days Fi
this test. You risk nothing. Wear a genuine Corodit and

attending American
schools, learning our jazz.
The last
of the local foreign colonies to go.
it never will entirely efface its reticent
characteristics,
its
immobility, for
there is always that fine line of color
that the fathers of Chinatown, wise
with the ages, know never can be
crossed
before
And,
the
altar.

In fact the entire body or any part without dieting

by wearing

of

Chinatown

If

Can

its silver over the
huddled, weather-beaten shacks of
our Chinatown, the little yellow
mothers fight their interminable verbal battle with their lords for the

—

Street

GET THIS WONDERFUL RING.

Tell It From a Genuine Diamond Send It Back
match
These amazing, beautiful CORODITE diamonds positively
eenuine diamonds in every way— same blazing flash and dazzling
tests,
clay of living rainbow fire. They. alone, stand the diamond
Lifetimeexperts
including terrific acid testof directcompanson.
-'.c.l-illtTieiri-xperienretoseeany difference. Prove this yourself.

—

mands re-pect.
As night drapes

Please send your patented Free Trial Outdark
fit. X shows color of hair. Black
auburn (dark red)
medium brown
brown
blonde
light auburn (light red)
light brown

Name

I

j

—

A

GrayHait

Please print your

cause she never feels full until she
has partaken of rice she is as
American in thought and action as
while back one of the
you or I.
local papers ran a picture of Anna
May as "the modern Chinese flapper"
wearing rolled hose and smoking a
cigarette.
And. while her father
didn't throw her in the river, the atmosphere around the laundry was decidedly chilly for several weeks.
Individually, Anna May may not
be so terrifically important -just a
girl trying to make good, even as
you and I.
But for the way she
has lifted herself, bit by bit, against
the strongest kind of opposition that
characterizes her people's attitude toward the emancipation of girlhood,
for the fight she has won for independence and individuality, she com.

ttie way to restore

Anyone
SI. 67

1

postpaid.

Order

in

direct, or

me

a Little Lock of Your
Hair-I'll color It Without Charge

Send

close to head and say what color you wish.
have helped thousands of ladies with dandruff,

Cut it
\

oily or

dry scalps,

falling: hair,

getting bald, etc.

No charge for frank opinion.
of BEAUTY," my new booklet,
mailed free on request.
Write

fully.

"SECRETS
j

L.

PIERRE VAILIGNV, Room 98, No. 34 West 58th St., New York

|
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confesses that he loved the old meiler
that he played in those
days.
Xow and then as he sketched in
with the most
his career for me
sparing use of "IV I have ever en-

drammers

—

countered in a life story, and without
any reference to conquests or successes^
he would go over to the set,
pose patiently while the camera was
adjusted
and then come
back.
Finally the lights, the camera and
everything else was read}- for his

—

close-ups.

With the same disconcerting combination of suavity and curtness that
had greeted me. he faced the
camera.
Then he strolled back to
where I was and picked up the thread
of our disagreements where we had
left off.

It is all in the day's

with Kenneth, and he

Only One

work

going to
pull any high-jinks just to impress
you.
He insists on being natural
whether you like it or not but I am

The

Girl

A il

DeMiracle to one spot and any other depilatory to
Wait a week and the results will prove that
DeMirac le is the satest and best hair remover on earth.
:d not risk a penny in trying DeMiracle. Use it just once and

Herself

Over

clothes

sports

DeMiracle

and was quick in her move-

ments, garrulous in her speech.

hex.

not convinced that it is the perfect hair remover return it to
e DeMiracle Guarantee and we will refund your money. For
action insist that any other depilatory is guaranteed in the

Continued from page 71

The former Helen wore

Is Best

pp

it.

Who Made

Which Depilatory

Tell

—

sure you would like

Way To

isn't

r,
i

The

or so-called cream. You simply
it is gone. DeMiracle is the

and

new Helen wears

long, soft trailing
things of black topped with a hat of
graceful paradise feathers. She is leisurely in manner, and her conversa-

Three
At

Sizes: 60c, $1.00. $2.00

all toilet couriers or direct from us, in plain

is no longer so brilliant that itji
outshines the smoldering depths of
her eves.
-

wrapper on receipt of price.

tion

Helen herself maintains that the
old Helen was catty.
I believe,

Park Ave. and 129th

a pose, it's
a renaissance. She has learned what
she needed to be in order to succeed
and made herself over accordinglv.
Probably there isn't a woman in
the world who hasn't once stood in
front of a mirror critically surveyinsr herself and deciding to make her-

i

=7-:

15^

AL.\^.

r:::r.

feeiEz-g,"

FEEE. Write

-=?z~jz±:e=.

"Ano! Flare

BEAUTY PEEL COSMETIC
El

CO.

Faso, TeriES

Your Figure
Has Charm Only

as

You Are Fully Developed

|

BEAUTY OF FORM
can be culti-rated jnst the same as flowers
are made to blossom with proner care.
Woman, by nature refined and" delicate,
craves the natural beauty of ber sex. How
wonderfol to be a cerfect woman

coquettish ones yearn to be

Bust Pads and Ruffles
merer l©c& mafiniirai csr feel rasM.
Thes are reaBy basBfol
sand intend deTeHo-psmeiaiL
Y<oa shonUd add to your ihysfeal
ibifian3i*jr toy enlarging your
ibsst-foraa tQ its uatnraj" sire.
This
is easy 3© accomplish wish lie NATIONAL, a new seioir
fcaSe appliance ttaait 'isimgs delisiaifal resnalis.

fm,,~

But most of them take
out in yearning or half-hearted res-

i

p?::^

*r

j&

Give Helen Ferguson credit
then for accomplishing an unusual
teat.
She—has succeeded in making
olutions.

.

FREE BEAUTY BOOK
-

herself over.

a beaiuraafoil. wcmaE3y S^iare, wrire for a CQS&
the treatise toy Dr. C. S. Carr. forraerHy jrablisbed 222
the Physical CuHmnre Masazuse. €nnii!ed: "Tbe B-^si Hctt
Of this mciixd Dr. Carr stales:
Is May E=r jytTi'.r-^tl."

If

yen

wisfc

aid

V

\
Girl

~er-

Dept. P

isn't

fectly poised.

The

-sjIj.

r

xg-^'g^S-t-S gd boaJk:

sirens, the languid ones to be^sparkline. and the nervous ones to be perit

New York

BEAL T PEEL

$$ For Ideas.

self over.

The

St.,

|

though, that she was only observant.!
She still has the gift of seeing
through people, but has learned to
keep it to herself.

The new Helen

XVQQla
Dept.

Who Was

"Indeed,

Chosen

ment

From Hollywood to Aix-les-Bains in France
Richard Walton Tally" searched for just the
There he found
Andree Lafayet e. Picture-Play will introduce
you to this interesting personality nex: month,

right girl to play "Trilby."

~*

Tilts
I

as

of

will bring about a developthe busts quite astonishing."

it

TalcaMe

kehh-Ib

imfonsaaiUuin explaining the causes of son -derelopnitent- toxetber with rlMJtosrapiiic proof sIhwacs
as Sre suedes euSarsejeeEt toy iMs Eaetlocd, wiM
seiat FREE to ersiy wcanaa who writes Quickly.
fc«c©!k semi seaiied. emcJcse 4c iceiage.

Those desiring
j

i

THE OLIVE COMPANY

Dept. 265

CLARINDA, IOWA

a

!
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How

Pretty

is

a "Follies" Girl?

Continued from page 84

Neet was
ion
had

methods I had ever
heard of to remove surplus hair, and
was ready to give up in despair. Then
one day a friend of mine told me about Neet.
"I

tried all the

—

"Honestly, it was a revelation! Imagine
smooth, daintily scented cream, that you spread
on, let stay for a few minutes and then
wash off
and all hair with it!

—

"And to

think that

had spent

I

as high as five

and

even ten dollars at a time for troublesome and
dangerous hair removers that didn't remove.
But now thanks to Neet
my troubles are over,
and I can be proud of my arms instead of
ashamed of them."
Used by physicians. Money back ifitfalls to please.

—

—

been running three months as she did
opening night.
The blonde whose ankles are rather
thick and
whose shoulders show
signs of being too plump won't do,
no matter how pretty her face is.
She'll slump if she isn't carefully
watched.
And character counts a lot in making a beauty. The days of '"beautiful,
but dumb" are on the wane.
girl
who hasn't any intelligence can't keep
her beauty her face is likely to look
as if it had been made from putty
after about six months, just because
there's nothing behind it to keep it

So there you

you must
have if you're going to be a beauty.
Second, you've got to keep the looks
you started with, and not monkey
with them till your own mother can't
remember what color your hair was
when you were a kid. Third, you
have absolutely got to have personal-

A

intelligence.
If you
by the end of the season
you'll look like a chocolate cream that
somebody's left on the radiator. But
if you can meet those three requirements, and are willing to work hard

haven't,

—

1

.

50c at drugand Dept.stores. Trial tube lOcbymail.

Hannibal Pharmacal Co. 663 Olive, St. Louis
In Canada
60c, trial size 10c. McGillivray
Bay Street, Toronto, Can.
Physicians Note A liberal trial tube with complete instructions for use will be mailed without
charge to any physician requesting it.

—

,

—

Continued

fr

—

shot
a pepper tree waving in the
wind, the nosing of an inquisitive
puppy, perhaps just a queer shadow
on a wall that somehow will relieve
the tedium until the next shadow
comes along. You can always look
at the scenery
and that, at least, is
genuine, however false the actors or
plot may be.
W hile, if you are stuck
in the middle of Row D-/ and D-9
at one of the worst stage plays, there
is nothing to live
for and no hope
in sight.
The ingenue gabbles in her

—

Removes Hair Harmlessly
Keep Young and
The world's greatest

facial

Attractive

remedy

will

restore ruined

complexions to the beauty and puritv of youth.
IP YOUR Mood is impure, if yon have pimples, freckles,
wrinkles, blackheads, redness of face or nose, a muddy,
sallow skin, or any blemish on or under the skin, you nued

JAMES P. CAMPBELL'S
SAFE ARSENIC
COMPLEXION WAFERS

DR.

These marvelous beautified of the complexion and skin are
wonderfully effective, and are absolutely safe and harmless.
The prescription was first used gj years aso by Dr.
Campbell, and be has made countless thousands of women and
memnappy in the possession of a pure, spotless complexion.

Mailed in plain cover, .n rec
t of sl.nu from RICHARD FINK
44. Kens. Sta., Brooklyn, N. Y. C. Every druggist
can get this remedy for you from his wholesaie dealer.

CO.. Dept.

—

the villain curses, the
of the comedy relief
rise and fall until you bury your face
in the fat shoulder of the lady in
front of you and sob aloud.
This goes as well for musical comAsk any New York dramatic
edy.
idiotic

voice,

dreary

lines

about "Suzette"

critic

you want

if

see him turn a pale green and
clutch at his collar for air. And here
are
things
complicated by music

to

which

BEGIN now (o use these two wonderful
preparations to improve your lashes

One

and brows.

is

a

smooth cream

that

nourishes the roots of the lashes; the other,

a fragrant tonic that stimulates their growth.
Lashgrow, applied at night, is absorbed

Always apply

while you sleep.

it

after

powdering to make the lashes seem darker
and to supply the natural oil which is
Apply
dried by constant powdering.
Lashgrow every day for long flattering
lashes

and

Lashgrow

pretty
is

eyebrows.

pure, safe,

a box today.

harmless.

Buy

your druggist cannot
supply you send $1 .00 to
If

HULDA THOMAS LASHGROW
40 Wooster

Street,

CO.

New York

fairly sets

your teeth on edge

cheap banality.
A few years ago one of the leading dramatic critics wrote a magazine article which exposed the surprisingly low average of intelligence
represented by the New York shows,
taking them as they came along in
one season. I haven't his exact figures, but as I remember it. he reviewed the year's output then some
one hundred or two hundred plays
and weighed them in the scales of
his own judgment.
His conclusion
was that out of every twenty-three
plays there were not more than three
with

LASHGROW

well, the sky's the limit

Are Stage Productions
the Movies?

Bros. Ltd. Agents, 184

its

—

would not insult the intelligence
of any reasonably well-informed person.
(These figures. I hasten to add,
would not applv to the present season, which has been so far above the

that

average as to wipe the

slate

that

character,

ity,

;

from stagnating

First, there are

are.

proportions

certain

clean.

Better than

om page 51

We

have had

brilliant masterpieces
over the world in our New
York theater this year, and the public has
shown an eager and lively
appreciation of almost all of them.)
All this isn't very much in the
way of uplift. It's not what you
might call constructive criticism to
say that, if the movies are bad, the
theater can occasionally be worse.
Of course I don't forget that if "The
Red Dawn" was worse than the worst
movie, John Barrymore's "Hamlet"

from

or

all

any of the Moscow Art Theater

productions are greater than anything
that could be shown on the screen.
On the other hand, there were scenes

"The Golem" and
Hood" that gave you
in

bits of

"Robin

new

experi-

a

ence in two dimensions
other medium could give.
ter of

which no
As a mat-

two mediums — stage
—are utterly different and

fact, the

and screen

ought never to be judged by the same

My

only object in constandards.
sidering them together, is to protest
against those indictments which read
as if the films had the monopoly on
all the vulgarity, stupidity, and general rubbish of the world of makeFrom the way these writbelieve.
ers reel on and on, you would thinkthat there had never been a stupid
comedy or a cheap vaudeville skit or
a mawkish romance or a burlesque

show on any stage. Now
tude of smug complacency

this attiisn't

go-

ing to help the stage any. and it certainlv doesn't make for sweetness and
Whenever any
light in the movies.
one connected with the speaking stage
starts off on his high horse. I'd like
to say "The Doormat" to him or

"Suzette" or "Hubbies in Distress."
Producers who live in glass houses
shouldn't throw literary stones.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Agents and Help Wanted

Automobiles

WE START TOE

IN BUSINESS, furnishing
everything: men and women $30 to S100
weekly operating our '"Specialty Candy Factories"

7

anywhere.

Booklet

Drawer

l:agsdale.

29,

free.

TV.

East Orange, N.

Hillver

owners, garagemen, mechanics, send today for free copy America's
most popular motor magazine. Contains helpful articles on overhauling, repairing, ignition,
carburetors, batteries, etc.
Automobile
gest 530 Butler Bldg., Cincinnati.

J.

GOVT RAILWAY MAIL CLERKS

start
§133 month : expenses Daid.
Specimen examination questions free, Columbus Institute,
B-3, Columbus, Ohio.
.

LET US SHOW YOU how

ples.

Write for
American Monogram

East Orange. N.

Co.,

Dept.

170.

J.

$25 to $50 a Week representing
Clows' Famous Philadelphia Hosiery, direct
from mill for men, women, children. Every
pair guaranteed.
Prices that win.
Free
book "How to Start" tells the storv. Geoi-ge
Clows Companv. Desk 66. Philadelphia. Pa.

—

Week Gold

Letters for

Store

Windows. Easily applied Free Samples. General Aeents. Metallic Letter Co.. 431T North
Clark.

Chieaeo.

EARN

to $400 Monthly, living expenses paid, in Hotel work. Splendid opportunities for trained men and women
many
openings.
have more than we can fill.
80.000 hotel positions to be died the coming year. We train you at home.
Send for
Standard Business Training
free* booklet
Inst, 211 Carlton Court, Buffalo, N. Y.

up

—

We

—

AGENTS WANTED— $4.00

—

$36 TO $56 WEEKLY in your spare time
doing special advertising work among the
families of your city.
No experience necesWrite today for fuR particulars.
sary.
American Products Co., 8441 American Bldg..
Cincinnati. Ohio.

FORD OWNERS earn big money, whole or
part time, selling wonderful invention of
Write David Buick
founder Buick Motor.
Carburetor Corporation. 5803 Commonwealth
Ave., Detroit
$1600-$2300 YEAR. Become Railway Mail
questions
examination
Specimen
Write immediately. Franklin Institute,
free.
Rochester, N. Y.

WE PAY

$1.25 hourly all or spare time.
Send postal for complete new snappy line.
Nineteen full-sized packages, carrying case,
advertising matter, booklets, full instructions.
Pay starts immediately. Dept. A-4. Harley
Company. Dayton. Ohio.

AGENTS SELL

Harpers Ten Useful HouseWashes and dries winhold Cleaning Set
dows, cleans walls, sweeps, scrubs, mops and
Sells for only $2.85.

Over 100^ profit Free information. Harper
Brush Works. 126 A St. Fairfield. Iowa.

SILVERING MIRRORS. French
ily

learned

:

immense

Wear Mirror Works.

profits.

plate.

Eas-

Plans

free.

Excelsior Springs, Mo.

SELL us your spare time. You can earn
Fifteen to Fifty dollars weekly writing showcards at home.
No canvassing: pleasant
profitable profession, easily, quickly learned
by our simple graphic block system, artistic
ability unnecessary : we instruct you and supWilson Methods, Limited, Dept.
ply work.
22*, Toronto, Canada.

WORLD'S

latest cooking utensil endorsed by
Institute, sells on sight.

Good Housekeeping
$100

profit

Details

free.

Broilet 1150 Broadway.

New

Write

Squire

York.

Farm Lands

FARM

A.

S.

LANDS: 20. 40. 80 acre
GOOD
tracts: near hustling city in Michigan: $10
to $50 down : balance long time. Investigate.
Swigart
Write today for big free booklet.
Land Company. X-1265 First Natl Bank
Bldg.. Chicago.

ASTROLOGY REVEALS

—25c,

birthdate

and red stamp brings 2.000 word-trial reading.
Two questions considered. Prof. Audrey. M. 13. Box 834. Washington. D. C.
Scientific

capital
privilege trading
$137.50 to $2,000. Free information. Dept
113, Paul Kaye, 140 Broadway. N. Y.
:

Wanted

Detectives

BECOME

detectives

big

:

MEN —Age

;

Travel

17 to 55.

:

Salaries

make
:

BE A DETECTIVE.

Excellent opportunity,
Write C. T. Ludwig, 436

good pay. travel.
Westover Building. Kansas

City,

Mo.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Travel.
Excellent opportunity.
Experience unnecessary.
Write. George Wagner, former Government Detective. 1968 Broadway. N. Y.

— Female

Help Wanted

—

$6 SIS a dozen decorating pillow tops at
home, experience unnecessary ; particulars for
stamp.
Tapestry Paint Co.. 110, LaGrange.
Ind.

EARN $20 weekly spare time at home,
addressing mailing music circulars. Send 10c.
for music information, etc.
American Music
Co., 165S Broadway, N. Y.
Help

Wanted— Male

EARN

$110 to $250 monthly, expenses
paid, as Railway Traffic Inspector.
Position
guaranteed after 3 months' spare time study
or money refunded.
Excellent opportunities.
Write for Free Booklet CM-2S. Stand, Business Training Inst, Buffalo. N. Y.

Short Stories and Photoplays

FREE to writers — a wonderful little book
of money -making hints, suggestions, ideas;
the A B C of successful Story and Moviewriting.
Absolutely Free.
Just addrese
Authors" Press. Dept. 89. Auburn, N. Y.

WRITE News
pay

Invalid Furniture

ROLLING CHAIRS.

Carrying Chairs, Bed

Trays. Back Rests, et cetera.
Catalog "N"
describes.
Sargent Co., 138 East
35th St.. New York.
-

—

Movie Acting

HAVE YOU A

DESIRE to become a Movie
Player?
Our Screen Talent-Tester, or Key
to Movie-Acting Aptitude shows whether or
not yon are adapted to this fascinating work.
Sent postpaid with interesting illustrated
Booklet on Movie Acting for ten cents. Film
Bureau. Jackson, Mich.

:

Press Reporting

Louis. Mo.

WRITE PHOTOPLAYS: S25— $300 paid
any oue for suitable ideas.
Experience unnecessary
complete outline Free. Producers
League. 439 St. Louis.
:

WRITERS Stories. Poems. Plays, etc.. are
wanted for publication. Literary Bureau, 175,
Hannibal, Mo.
:

PHOTOPLAYS FOR CALIFORNIA PRODtCERS wanted; also stories for publicaTo Beginners, Plot Chart and details
Harvard Company. 560, San Francisco.

tion.
free.

Songs, Poems, Etc.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG

music.
Our Chief of Staff wrote
big song-hits.
Submit your song-poem
to us at once.
New York Melody "Corp.,
402 Fitzgerald Bldg., New York.

PRIZE CONTEST.

$--.00.00

the best

third verse

INVENTORS desiring to secure patents
should write for our guidebook "How To Get
Send sketch or description for
Ranour opinion of its patentable nature.
dolph "& Co.. Dept. 412. Washington. D. C.

WRITE A SONG
do

it.

any subject, you can
Send words today I will compose

Write for Record of Invention
Blank and free guide book. Send model or
sketch and description for free opinion of its
references.
Highest
patentable
nature.
Prompt Attention. Reasonable Terms. Victor
J Evans & Co. 767 Ninth. Washington. D. C.

PATENTS. Send sketch or model for preliminary examination. Booklet free. Highest
Promptness asreferences.
Best results.
sured.
Watson E. Coleman. Patent Lawyer,
624 F St.. Washington. D. C.

—

:

the music. Frank Radner, 6048 Prairie Ave.,
Dept. 626. Chicago.

POEMS WANTED — Sell

your song verses
Submit Mss at once or write New
Co.. 104 St. Louis, Mo.
ORIGINAL LYRICS wanted bv popular
composer. J. Walter Fader. P. O. Box 1591,

for cash.

Era Music

Boston, Mass.

A $500 cash prize is offered to the writer
of the best second verse for our future song
release "Where is Your Smile."
Those wishing to compete may receive a free copy of
song and rules of contest by addressing
Handy

New

Bros. Music Co..
York.

SONG

POEM

proposition

for

2573 Eighth Ave..

WRITERS
Rav

you.

—Have

"real"

Hibbeler.

D102.

4040 Dickens Av.. Chicago.

WINNER

IN HEARST'S $10,000.00 Contest

Wants Song Poems.

Casper Nathan, 92S Gar-

rick Theater Building.

Chicago.

.

Stammering-

And
Stammering
ST-STU-T-T-TERING
Instructive booklet free.
Cured At Home.
Walter McDonnell. SO Potomac Bank Building.
Washington. D. C.

Your Patent"

PATENTS.

If you write
our song "'Empty

for

Arms" you will receive $500. Send your name
and we shall send you free the contest rules
and words of this song. World Corp.. 245
W. 47th St.. Dept. 673D. New York.

cisco. California.

Patents and Lawyers

We

compose

many

BECOME MOVIE ACTOR OR ACTRESS.

New Types wanted experience unnecessary.
Write for information. Ramos Publishing
Company. 460 Montgomery Street, San Fran-

Items and Short Stories for
Copyright Book and plans
Syndicate (406». St.

in spare time.

free.

BE A FINGER PRINT EXPERT. Demand
Write for special free offer.
American Finger Print System, 1970 Broadway, N. Y.
increasing.

illustrates

You

a Charming Personality? Test
yourself.
Self-revealing Chart,
and vital
secrets of Success 10c.
Thomson-Hevwood
Co., Dept. S. S.. Chronicle Bldg., San 'Fran-

oppor-

Experience unnecessecret investigations, reexpenses. American Foreign
Detective Agency. 114. St. Louis.
sary.
ports.

HAVE

cisco. Calif.

wages

tunities everywhere: experience unnecessary;
write Wagner, 1S6 East 79th, New York.

Clerks.

does five other things.

of

Business Opportunities

to $10.00 daily

taking orders for ""Super" and "Junior" FyrFyter Extinguishers on our new Sales Plan.
Commissions paid daily cash. Every one who
owns anything that will catch fire is a live
prospect. Homes, farms, auto-owners, schools,
churches, factories, all need them.
Sell on
sight
Sales limited only by calls you can
make a day. Write today for exclusive territory and free booklet
""Building a Permanent Income as a Fvr-Fvter Representative."
Fyr-Fyter Co.. 12S7 Fyr-Fyter Bldg.,
Dayton. O.

Dept R2.

City. U.

LEARN STOCK

MAKE

$60-$200 a

Oklahoma

Send dime and

birth date for scientific information on business, marriage, health, investments, to Plato,
oldest astrologer. Box 102, Buffalo, N. Y.
One year's events one dollar.

Personal

30%

to save

Every

You
Ten orders daily
particulars and free sam-

initials for his auto.

charge $1.50, make $1.35.
easy.

Di-

your gasoline. Send your name and address,
we'll do the rest
Southwestern Research
Laboratories.

BIG MONEY AND FAST SALES.

owner buys gold

Astrology

ARE YOU SUCCESSFUL?

AUTOMOBILE

Vaudeville

GET ON THE STAGE.

I tell you how!
Send stamp for instructive Stage Book and
K. La Delle, Box 557, Los

particulars.

Angeles. C

Wanted

to

Buy

CASH

for Old Gold. Platinum. Silver. Diamonds. Liberty Bonds. War. Thrift. Unused
Postage Stamps. False Teeth. Magneto Points.
Cash
Mail in today.
Jobs, "any valuables.
sent, return mail. Goods returned in ten days
if

you're not

302"

satisfied.

Hippodrome

Ohio Smelting

Bldg.. Cleveland, Ohio.

Co.,

—

:

—
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What

the Fans

Think

Continued from page 13
the most perfect one. Miss Smith is one
of the best reviewers in the business, as
More
well as the most impartial critic.
Many times I have gone
power to her
to see pictures that she had panned, thinking that she was "just another critic," but
have always found out that she was right.
As for Miss Trix Mackenzie, surely she
doesn't expect any one to take her seriously
What fan would believe that "The
Primitive Lover" and "Peacock Alley"
were better pictures than "Forever" and
"To Have and To Hold?" The trouble
with Miss Mackenzie is that she is bound
to boost for her personal favorites.
Xow permit me to present what I
thought the ten best characterizations of
!

She Waited

Him

for

Order

to

!

DUT he was too absorbed

by her lovely
eyes and lashes so alluringly darkened

W1NX,

and lengthened with

the Liquid

bead your

to

and make them seductively dark
Applied with the glass rod

lashes

and

WINX

Use

Lashlux.
long.

attached to the stopper,

dries instantly

it

Unaffected by perspiration,
swimming or tears. Harmless, waterproof.

and

To

it

lasts.

nourish the lashes and promote growth

use Colorless

Cream Lashlux

the Liquid Lashlux (black or brown),
75c. Cream' Lashlux (black, brown or colorless),
50c. At drug, department stores or by mail.

WINX.

For
send you a sample of

Send a dime for a sample of
another dime

PERT,

will

u)e

waterproof rouge.

the

ROSS COMPANY

New York

WINX
The LIQUID

Norma

2.

Through."
3. Rodolph

LASHLUX
Our

work.

in

"Smilin'

and

"Blood

"Blood and Sand."
Will Rogers in "One Glorious Day."
Gish in "Orphans of the
6. Dorothy
Storm."
Lila Lee in

4.

Lon Chaney

7.

in

"Shadows."

Jackie Coogan in "Oliver Twist."
Lois Wilson in "Manslaughter."

8.
9.

Thomas Meighan

10.

in

"The Bachelor

Harry Cohen.

Daddy."

50 Callender Avenue, Newport, R.

I.

Cinema Year.

my reckoning, 1922 was a good cinyear. There were some bad pictures,
of course, as there is every year, but in
all we can easily choose from twenty to
fifty good pictures.
Spectacular, costume, scenery, foreign
they are devoid of merit
pictures
if
never appeal to me. I have not the stamina to sit through and see the denouement
Good
if there be one in the picture.
acting is the thing which most appeals to
me. And it is quite surprising how little
good acting is done in a year in comparison with the number of pictures produced
The following pictures show
in that time.
excellent acting from one or many members of the casts

—
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cycle you select from 44 Styles, colors
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new
wonderful 30 day
and terms,
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prices.
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Valentino

"Tol'able

ema

A

414 Park

in

Talmadge

A Good

sales department pays from SI to.$5
for jokes, epigrams and stories.
lessons
short course of three
teaches you how to write them.
One joke alone often pays for the
course. Humorists earn big pay.
Get into a field that is not yet
crowded. Write for information.
Offic e B,

list:

Barthelmess

Sand."

WRITE JOKES
Easy, fascinating

my

5.

Grand Street

81

Richard
David."
1.

at night.

WINX.

Here's

1922.

trial offer

t

Easy to Play
Easy to Pay

—

David."
The miracle picr. "Tol'able
ture in which Mr. Barthelmess provided
the miracle.
Helene Chadwick
2. "The Sin Flood."
has at last proved herself an actress of
ability.

True-Torse

Dan Russo,
Director of Oriole
Terrace Orchestra
of Detroit, a Sym-

Saxophone

r)

i

Instrumentalists,

making Bruns-

all wind instrumentstoplay and one of the
most beautiful. You can

Easiest of

phosiumof Superb

a

j

j learn the scale in an hour's
R practiceand play popularmusic
I in a few weeks. You can take
place in a band within 90
\ your
days, if you so desire. Unriv-

wick Dance//

jj

Records

with fc
Buescher True- [p
Tone Instruments,
|5f

\
f^

S^lj alied for home entertainment,
church, lodge or school. In
big demand for orchestra dance muBic,
Youmay order.

Flor3. "The Black Panther's Cub."
ence Reed was remarkable in her conception of the three characters.

Mr. George
Passion.'
headed the cast. What more?
Miss Ferguson, and Mr.
5. "Forever."
Reid at their best. The best work of Mr.
Reid since his Farrar days.
6. "Blood and Sand."
Now I know Mr.
Valentino is an artist and a mighty fine
4.

"The Ruling

A diss

f

FYA$%
C?«S Trial
U
Id i
w

any Buescher
Instrument without paying one

(57)

cent in advance, and try it six days
in your own home, without obligation. If perfectly satisfied, pay for it
* on easy payments to suit your convenience.

popular phonograph records
are played with Buescher instruments. Ask for pictures of
the Nation's Record Makers.

75% of

all

Saxophone Book Free

Mp^emacy^lSS^^n-

struments are almost entirely displaced by Saxophones in
all nationally popular orchestras. Our Free Saxophone Book
tells which Saxophone takes violin, cello and bass parts and
many other things you would li ke to know. Askf or your copy.
Mention the instrument interested in and a complete catalog
will be mailed free.

BUESCHER
BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
Makers of Everything
Band and Orchestra Instruments
In

2457 Buescher Block

ELKHART. INDIANA

Julia

Leatr'ce
Faye,
fine;

Meighan and Lois Wilson

at

Joy was

Thomas

their best.

Paradise."
8. "Fool's
Conrad Nagel
was great. Dorothy Dalton, a revelation.
Marion Harris almost spoiled the whole
production.
Theodore Kosloff, as ever,
splendid.

Our beloved Clara
9. "Enter Madame."
Kimball Young's first opportunity to en.

tertain us for a long, long time.

"The Glory of 'Clementina."

line Frederick's beautiful

screen

Sax Invented the Saxophone
BueScher Perfected It

ir.

cast.

one.

delightful.

Thi> is merely a partial list. I found
that "Smilin' Through," "Orphans of the
Storm," et cetera, fairly reeked of sentimentality and are made "for those that

William Luedke.
them."
4012 West Roosevelt Road, Chicago, 111.

like

•

A

Tribute to Wallace Reid.

read with interest what was said in

I

your March issue about how difficult it
is to judge the real acting ability of certain players whose personalities and whose
appeal are unusually strong.
I
was never greatly interested in any
player until I first saw Wally Reid; he
was a mere boy then, not more than
twenty-four, and I was only a child.
I can never tell whether Wally was or
was not a great actor. I could, I think,
judge the others, but I was powerless to
judge him, because I loved him.
I do not mean that I fell foolishly in
love with him as so many girls seem to
have fallen in love with Valentino. He
Why, I used
inspired an unselfish love.
to cherish any information I found concerning his family life, his wife and child.
I always felt I could love them all, they
seemed so wrapped up in each other.
I
grew up always feeling that Wally
Reid was a real friend. Others came and
went during those years, but Wally was
always there, just like a dear, friendly
Though
big. boyish, and handsome.
pal
Wally was always full of boyish fun, he
had forceful manliness that appealed to
Wallace
the deeper natures within us.
was the perfect combination! Some there
are who think of him only as light-hearted
and laughter loving, but those who have
understood the deeper nature within him

—

— that tender forcefulness — will

appreciate
the tragedy of his fight against his one
failing that ended so cruelly in his death
when he was attaining great
just
heights, on the threshold of early manhood, possessing everything that mortal
man can desire. Big, handsome, with
tender yet merry blue eyes, a lovable disposition, a lovely and loving wife and

—

acting, muAt
gifted.
the point of his life when the richest fulfillment was his, his life went out.
get so in the habit of accepting
death that sometimes we don't give it
quite as much thought as it is due. Some
child,
sic,

money, fame, talent for
Wallace was truly

art.

We

have said, "Yes, Wallace Reid is dead"
and there they let it rest. Why, Wally's
death is one of the most bitter tragedies
Has any man, in the history
in history.
of this world, ever been more widely
known or better loved? I have been a
very thorough student of history and I
Some will saj I laud
can think of none
!

"Manslaughter."

exquisite:

10.

Ethel Clayton has
Geraldine Farrar
of the screen, but her acting is always
to be a

r

one.
7.

"The Cradle."

12.

never pretended

— for

Pau-

farewell to the

a while.

"The Power of

a Lie."

An

Universal should be proud of

ideal
this

—but

can I? A great au"Sins of the disposition
thor has said:
are far worse than sins of the body, and
coarser and finer are but human words."

him too highly

Sins of the disposition

— surely our

Wally

can never be accused of any of them.
He won love from
Quite the contrary
all. through his laughing, boyish, yet gen"
And though I personally never
tle ways.
knew him, from what I have heard and
seen of him in pictures he was his natural self in nearly all of them, you know—
I am sure
I believe he loved everybody.
that he loved those fans who loved him
because he did not want us to know the
cause of his illness till it was over, for
He died, dear
fear he'd lose our love.
!

—

Advertising Section

Deaf Can Hear
Says Science
New

Invention Aids Thousands

Here's good news for all who suffer from
deafness. The Dictograph Products Corporation announces the perfection of a
remarkable device which has enabled
thousands of deaf persons to hear as well
as ever.
The makers of this wonderful
device say it is too much to expect you to
believe this, so the3" are going to give you
it at home.
They offer to
by prepaid parcel post on a tenday free trial. They do not send it C. O.
D. they require no deposit there is no

a chance to try

send

it

—

—

obligation.
They send

entirely at their own expense
and risk. They are making this extraordinary ofier well knowing that the magic of
this little instrument will so amaze and delight the nser that the chances of its being
it

returned are very slight.
Thousands have
already accepted this offer and report most
gratifying results.
There's no longer any
need that you should endure the mental and
physical strain which comes from a constant
effort to hear. Xow you can mingle with your
friends without that feeling of sensitiveness
from which all deaf persons suffer. Now you
can take your place in the social and business
world to which your talents entitle you and
from which your affliction has. in a measure,
-xcluded you. Just send your name and address to The Dictograph Products Corporation, 1381 Candler Building. Xev.- York, for
descriptive literature and request blank.
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boy, thinking his secret locked safe in the
hearts of those, nearest and dearest to him.

He

never knew we knew.
wish he had known that when Will
Hays clasped his hand and praised him,
rightly, he was- merely spokesman for the
multitude. I think I shall always remember that picture of Wallace, although I
only read of the incident, his tender gratitude that expressed itself in the tears that
coursed down his cheeks and the lowmurmured, "Thank you." I think I shall
always remember it because it is the last
I ever heard of him, the last speech attributed to him, and because it is a new
glimpse of Wally, a confirmation of my
belief in the depth of his nature.
I

This Fan Likes All the

now more than ever the tey-note of success. BowLegged and Knock- Kneed men and women, both
young and eld, will be glad to hear that I hare now
ready for market my new appliance, which will successfully straighten, within a short time, bow-lesgedness and knock-kneed legs, safely, quickly and permanently, without pain, operation or discomfortWill not interfere with your daily work, being worn
at night
new "Lim-Straitner," Model IS, "U. S.
Patent, is easy to adjust; its result will save you

M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST

I
I
I
'

Y.

Ton can earn $15 to fc59 a week writing show
cards in yorr own home. 2s o canvassing. A
pleasant profitable profession easily and quickly
learnt by our new simple graphic block system,
Artistic ability not necessary. We teach you
how, and supply yon with work Distance no
object. Full rnrri'-- ilars and booklet free.

—

—

—

—
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onr famous Hawaiian im.
nds— the greatest discovery the world
er known. We will send absolutely

to advertise

cold f. rinp. set with a I-2k
beautiful ring
im. diamond—
postage paid. Pay postmaster S1.48
charges to cover postage, boxing,
. Dg. handling, etc. If yon can tell
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Mae Murray.

I

for the "Hall of

Infamy.

64 East Richmond, Toronto, Canada*
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George Hackathorne, many
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$500

actor,

Swanson, Nazimova, and

soon from further humiliation, and improve your
personal appearance 100 per centWrite today for my free copyrighted physiological
and anatomical book which telis you how to correct
bow and knock-kneed iegs without any obligation on
your part. Enclose a dime for postage.
Pi.

u

Stars.

cannot imagine what the screen would be
without them. They are absolutely necessary to the beauty-loving fans who see
enough of the "simple life" every day
and who do not care to spend their money
to go to see more of it on the screen.
They always pack the theaters, and that
is more than can be said of some of the
"down on the farm" pictures, with the
heroine dolled up in gingham and a sweet
There are enough different kinds
smile.
of pictures made to suit every one, so
those that do not like beautiful sets and
lovely gowns need not see them.
Jeane Parsell.
1087 Oak Street, Columbus, O.

My

BINGHAMTON,

wintergreen—
its use is

I see the fans are still keeping their
pens hot defending their favorites from
each other, but I cannot understand how
some of the fans can have only one or
two favorites and center all their devotion on them when there are so man}?

acter

Building,

old-fashioned

times and could not like him until he
played in "The Little Minister." Now I
can appreciate him as he deserves. It was
the same with Barbara Castleton, Marion
I
Davies, Priscilla Dean, and Lila Lee.
always see them play and like them. Be^
fore the}- did not appeal to me enough to
make me go out of my way to see them.
I do wish the critics and amateur critics
would let up on Cecil De Mille, Gloria

is

Ackerman

—the tempting
taste of good

—

are sometimes given roles that are not
suited to them. I saw that splendid char-

PERSONAL APPEARANCE

505 L,

Delightful, too

don't know whether Wallace was a
great actor I don't care.
But I know
Wall}- was a great man and I am glad. I
was always for Wally and I always will
be, though in time he will disappear forever from the screen, but I shall never
forget him.
Gladys Stanfield Poppe.
126 Park Avenue. Baldwin, L. I., N. Y.
I

talented artists on the screen.
There is
hardly one actress or actor about which
there is not something that I can find to
like.
Some I do not care for at first, but
I never judge an actor until I have seen
him in from four to six pictures, as they

i

Flavoiy

ay.

REED, Dept. 35
Masonic Temple
Chicago

—

Mae Murray one of my favorites for
being overaffected. Affectation is one of
her chief charms, but she is getting" in
too much of it. And in "Broadway Rose"
she seemed to me more a composite of
at least three other actresses than herself
alone at times she looked very like Mary
Pickford, her "temperamental" emotional
scenes I thought savored of Nazimova,
and her comedy Gish-y, as I remerriber
Miss Gish in one or two rather old pic-

Phyllis Haver, lovely

comedy star, usee and re*

You, Too,

May

ads

Beautify Your Eyes With

;

—

tures.

Katherine MacDonald, Corinne Griffith,
and Agnes Ayres, for repressing or neglecting their acting ability to exploit their

beauty. I am afraid Betty Compson is in
a fair way to be included in this group,
too.

MaybeUim-

Instantly

Just a wee touch of

make

'MAYBELLINE

light, short, thin eyelashes

and brows appear naturally dark,
long and luxurious, thereby giving
charm, beauty and soulful expression to
any eyes. Unlike other preparations, absolutely harmless and greasel ess, will Dot
Epreadand smear on the face. The instant

beautify in? effect will delight yon. Dsed
by beautiful girls aDd women everywhere.
Each dam ty box contains mirror andbrush.
Two shades: Brown for Blondes, Block
for Brunettes; ?5c AT Youb dealer's
or direct from ns. Accept only g-enuinB

"maybe^-line" and your satisfaction

Is

esscred. Tearontthisadnoiprisrerninder.

Ssybelliae Co,, 4750. 58 Sheridan Road, CMcaco

—

—
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'Wesley Barry and,

Sh ampooing
A

task half done

Noted actresses

reco»o
liize the fact that hair to be
beautiful needs more than
all

shampooing.

The}' have no
more choice in the color of their
hair than you have.
Their hair
just,

more beautiful, because their profession
their very environment
soon teaches them how to make the
best of what nature has given them.
is

—

—

Practically even- woman has reasonably good hair
satisfactory in
quantity, texture and color. So-called
dull hair is the result of improper
care.
Ordinary shampooing is not
enough
just washing cannot sufficiently improve dull, drab hair. Only
a shampoo that adds "that little
something'' dull hair lacks can really

—

I fear, Jackie Coofor becoming too "smart." They
need a good slippering once in a
while, just to remind 'em they're human.

gan, too

—

each

Of course, there are also many of the
older ones suffering from what K. M.
Chauvin cleverly terms the col-con, but
can you imagine the gorgeous, haughty
Gloria, the exotic, alluring Negri, the sophisticated Connie, the dignified Blythe,
and it breaks my heart most to have to
include one of my best favorites the
naive, composed Xazimova
and some of
sour other "shiningest" lights getting a

—

a

— well,

can you?

11/ TO

™s

PAY

SeDd only S2.00 deposit asa guaranteeof
good faith and we will send your choice
of the S49. 00 cluster diamond ring, or the
$50.00 beautiful solitaire diamond ring, or
the $12 00 wedding ring, or the $25 00
wrist watch
Pay the balance in ten
equal monthly payments. For the

—

—
—

,oin MON

9

iddL'i*

white diamond, send
$75 00 diamond,
Men's rings with

S100. 00 solitaire blue

For the

S20 00 deposit

send S15 00 deposit

same diamonds will be supplied at
same price. Hundreds of similar bar-

gains are described in our new catalog.

'49

Sinclair Davis, and all the others like
her, for "mushing" so over Rodolph Valentino. I don't believe he likes it any better than the rest of us do.
Somebody or other, for the disappearance from the screen of Edith Storey.
Betty Btjrtt.

30

DAYS FREE TRIAL

Wear any article of your choice on trial
for 30 days If not satisfied send it back
and we will return every cent you paid.
Free examination at bank or express
office before paying deposit, if desired.
if any other
sell you equal
merchandise for less money, you can
get your money back On this guarantee you cannot lose

Written guarantee that
jeweler in the U. S can

.

North Newport, X. H.

;

improve it.
Golden Glint Shampoo was made
particularly for medium brown hair
to make it look brighter and more
beautiful.
When your hair appears
lifeless, all you need do is have a
Golden Glint Shampoo. It dors more
and IS ruoi-p than an ordinary shampoo.
With it you can correct correct, mind
any little shortcomings your hair
may have. It places your hair in your

you

—

—

own hands, so to speak.
Have a Golden (Hint Shampoo today

and give your hair the special treatment
which is all it needs to make it as beautiful as you desire it.
25c a packa.se at
toilet sooiis counters or postpaid direct.
J. W. Kobi Co.. 147 Spring St., Seattle,

Wash.

Have You An /dea
Fay A Movie 5±ar?

WRITE FOR
THE MOVIES

B/MMoney/tt It —
for moving picture
wanted by producers

Ideas

plays

Big prices paid for accepted material
Submit ideas
and

in

amination

any form at once for our free exPrevious experience un-

advice.

necessary.
Tins, is not a school.
We have no course, plan,
book, system or other instruction matter to sell you.
A strictly bona liilu service for those who would
turn their talents into dollars.
An Interesting Booklet

"The Photoplay

in

the Making"

Sent free for the asking.

BRISTOL PHOTOPLAY STUDIOS
Suite 602 E, Bristol Building,

New

York, N. Y.

wish

I

nominate for a place

to

Hall of Infamy
calling a picture

all

fans

that

is

who

insist

in

the

upon

well acted, well

movies by demanding "highbrow" pictures
was all wrong. It is not the wealthy who
want better pictures, but those who have
the welfare of the motion-picture industry
at heart and who wish it to be respected as
a

Clayton Callaway.
262 Myrtle Street, Atlanta, Ga.

Mae Murray Radiates Happiness.

Chosen
for

its

grance.

by women of refinement
softness an d de licate fra-

for years

purity,

So

clinging, only

a touch needed.
Refuse substitutes
They may be dan- mi

This is the first time I have had the
courage to write and express my opinion
on what I think of the movies, but upon
reading a letter written by a person who
signed herself "Not a Prude," criticizing
Mae Murray, I found it more than I
could

resist.

true that Mae's pictures are more
all of the same type, but I for
one will never tire of them. Why? Because they are artistic and, above all,
entertaining and isn't that what we go
for? and Miss Murray is at her best
in this type of picture.
She may appear very scantily dressed in
some of her costumes, but what of it?
Isn't she the most delicately formed little
person you ever saw? Her pictures sugTo me, Mae
gest nothing of vulgarity.
Murray is one of the most beautiful
women on the screen, and after I see a
Murray production I go away feeling
happy Mae Murray fairly radiates hapBfjnita Rummerfield.
piness.
1 108 Washington Street, Boise, Idaho.
It

is

or less

—

—

—

a

like the

Who

Should Know.
Picture-Play Magazine bet-

Fan

any other magazine. I have never
written you before, but when I found out
a few people were criticizing my dear
Gloria Swanson I could stand it no more.
She has both
Gloria Swanson can act.
charm and beauty. If any one could see
Gloria with her little daughter they would
If some of
not call her only a manikin.
these fans would not write about stars
they know nothing about they would not
offend other people.

Pink

Whoever wrote that article about Mae
Murray being too stout evidently has never
Miss Murray doesn't claim to
seen her.

BEN. LEVY CO.

be beautiful. She has a beautiful figure
and she has more pep than nearly all the
other actresses put together, and you will
have to admit she is very attractive look-

gerous.

White,

Flesh,

or
Cream, 50c a
box of druggists
or by mail,
tend
10c t or sample box.
French Perfumers, Dept.

325

Kingston St, Boston,

ur choice by letter and give
yone a wonderful bargain.
Ring
? IS Karat white gold.

size wanted. Ei
Rinjis A-B-C-D
E 14 Karat yelk

pold. Thousands of similar
v
values in mr beautiful catalog,
Write for our big catalog
51.000,000.00 and 43 yrs experience back of our truarantcea

STERLING DIAMOND & WATCH CO.
Wholesale Jewelers & Diamond Importer*
63

PARK ROW. Div. 837. NEW YORK g

FRECKLES

!

I

the brush of a

for cash.

s thi

Orde

valuable industry to this country.

ter than

soft to the skin as
butterfly's wing,

.

Full length indestructible pearls $5.00.

Oui

appeal to the intelligence, a "highbrow"
picture. Your correspondent who charged
that the wealthy were trying to "hog" the.

From

As

Karai solid white sold rectangular wri
.
watch 15 jeweled movement. Worth S40. 00

photographed, and which has a reasonable

ing.
It

is

true that

Agnes Ayres has more

beautv than acting

ability,

but at that

we

Them With a Veil; Remove
Them With Othine — Double Strength

Don't Hide

This preparation for the treatment of freckles is usuremoving freckles and giving a clear,
beautiful complexion that it is sold under guarantee to
money
if
refund the
it fails.
Don't hide your freckles under a veil: get an ounce
of Othine and remove them.
Even the first few applications should show a wonderful improvement, some of
the lighter freckles vanishing entirely.
Be sure to ask the druggist for the double strength
Othine; it is this that is sold on the money -back guar-

ally so successful in

antee.

Secrets of Beauty

Parlors Revealed
Formerly Closely Guarded Secrets, Make Fortunes
Women easily earn ?-10 to 575 a week. We make you expert
branches, like massage, strap, waving, packs, dyeing,
marcel, skin work, manicuring etc.
No experience necessary. Study at home in spare time.
Earn while you learn.
Authorized diploma. Money-back guarantee Get
in all

1

,

FREE

book. Oriental Syslem of Beauty Culture, Dept.
85, lOOO Diversey Blvd., Chicago.

SupQrfluouf HAIRall
Forever

GONE

removed by the Mahler

Method which

kills

the hair root

without pain or injuries to the skin
in the privacy of your own home

Send today 3 stamps
D. J.

MAHLER

for Free Booklet

CO., 483-B Mahler Park, Providence. R.

cHere at 60%
of Market Price
This snappy

mond

7-8

perfectly

— 3-32

ct.

cut dia-

at 552.50

among

bargains we list.
Many other big
values in our lists. Buy HERE. Loan
values the price basis, not market
values.
This 75 year old diamond
banlnna firm has thousands unpaid
loans and other bargains mast sell NOW.

Why

Pay

Full Prices

Anpdlamond sent forabsolutelyfree examination at our risk.

No obligation. No cost to you.

Send for Latest List
Diamond Bargains described in detail. Tells of
ffuaranterd loan values, unlimited exchange
privilege, details of free examination. Send now.

JOS.

OeROY& SONS
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Only Opposite Post Office, PEttsburgta, Pa,
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Resist the elemeDis of weakness
ill -health that are dragging you
and sapping your very life
forces.
Get rid of the nagging comthat mate your life a
plaints

and

down

wretched

Shake

failure.

off

If you don't like any
all admire her.
of the stars, 1 wouldn"t waste a two-cent
When I
stamp offending other fans.
write again I shall mention the actresses
who are really beautiful.
niece of one of the most popular

A

Indigestion,
Constipation.
Dyspepsia, Biliousness. Headache,
tarrh,

NervDQsness. Rheumatism. Asthma,

and abuse. Don't
until you are down and

results of neglect

put

it off

Get busy NOW.
STRONG FORT ISM —The

out.

Modern

Health Promotion will
show you how to Banish Your Ailments. Connuer Your Weaknesses
and fit yourself for the Joys of
guarantee it.
Life,
I
Science

of

Mention the ailments on which
you want special confidential information, using coupon below and
send with 10c for postage, etc..
on my book
"Promotion and Conservation of Health. Strength and
Mental Energy." It will point your
way to health and happiness. Send
for my free book Risht Now— TO-

—

STRONG FO RT

The Perfect Man DAT.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
*'

Dept.

and

Specialist

.

323

Newark, New Jersey

FREE CONSULTATION COUPON
Mr. Lionel Strongfort. Dept. 323. Newark. X. J.
Please send me your book. "Promotion and ConHealth. Strength and Mental Energy,"
on which I enclose a 10c piece (one
dime).
I hare marked (X* before the subject in
which I am interested.

servation of
for postage

Colds
Catarrh

.

.Successful

.

.Increased

Hay Fever

Height
. . Pimples
..Blackheads

Obesity

Headache
Thinness
Rupture

.
.

Lumbago

.

Neuritis

.Short Wind
Flat Feet
.

.

.

.

Prostatitis

.

.Rheumatism

.

.
.

1

meotency

.

.Weak Eyes

.

.Gastritis

.

.

.

.Poor Circulation
.Skin Disorders
.

Despondency
Round Shoulders
Lung Troubles

.

.

.

.

.

.Stcop Shoulders

.

.Muscular
Development

.

.

Poor Memory

.Great Strength

.

.

.

Two

Opinions About "Knighthood."
letter from Anita Kingston in the December "What the Fans
There w~as a

Think" about the dangers of errors in
costume productions which voiced the
opinion of many an English fan includ-

—

ing myself.

Miss Kingston mentions Alice Tern- in
as an example.
This picture I have not }"et seen, but I
have seen "When Knighthood Was in
Flower." and of all the burlesques of
English history, this piece is the most horThe atmosphere of the period was
rible.
most conspicuously absent; for example,
in one scene Henry VIII. lifts Anne Boleyn off her feet and holds her in his arms
such a breach of kingly dignity would,
never have been made by Henry VIII., for
he of all kings was supreme^ conscious
of his dignity-, and in those far-off days
women were not pawed all over by men
as 3-0U see them nowadays in almost any
ballroom. Marion Davies was much too

"The Prisoner of Zenda"

—

frolicsome for a Tudor princess of the
sixteenth century she gave no other impression than that of a pretty little American actress totally unable to enact the
Also, several of
part assigned to her.
her headdresses were those worn a couand not during
ple of centuries before
the Tudor period, and the velvet caps
worn by the men were not those of the
period, but a cross between eighteenthcentury men's hats and Russian peasants'
Lucy Ffenwell.
caps
181 Queen's Gate, London, England.

—

Heart Weakness

.

.

.Stomach

Insomnia
Neurasthenia
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.Diabetes
.Vital Losses
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..Falling Hair

Disorders
.Constipation
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.Torpid Liver
.Indigestion
Nervousness

Neuralgia
Flat Chest
Deformity
(Describe)

.
.

.

Marriage

Asthma

Gloria Edwards.

Hollywood,
Hollywood, Cal.

stars in

Ca-

Weak Lungs. Weak Heart, Rupture.
Bad Habits and the numerous other
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Weaknesses

Xame.

—
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There's no greater aid to beauty
than plenty of sunshine and fresh
air. But sun, wind and dust irri-
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EYES

lights
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belladonna or other hurtful ingredients. Alurine has been beautifying
EYES for almost thirty years.

Our

fascinating booklet, "Beauty Lies
is FREE on request

Within the Eyes,"

Murine Eye Remedy Co.
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Dept. 28, Chicago

Sneer
City

loveliness.

It's
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Age

Murine

cleansed daily with

assume new

State.

fbttfoua

should like to inform our English
Paul Trere, that in America all
things are "of the people, by the people,
and for the people." So, of course, Ave
fans claim the right to have our "say-so"
about the different plays and players. And
what better way than through "What the
I

EYES

friend,

TUBE
I70FI7 VACUUM
RADIO SET
EKEtE*
I

The Set you always Wanted, FREE
A real BAD 10 SET—Listen in on

Fans Think?"
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[in 1 1
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Now

Is Mr.
should like to ask:
5 Lindore Road, Gapham
Common. London, England, a historian?
If not, how can he state that all that was
pictured in ''When Knighthood Was in
Flower" was not so? He does not like it
simply because it is a passage in English
history that his people are not particularly

tout name and address and we
you can eet
will tell yon
a

YACCTM TUBE RADIO SET

ABSOLUTELY
FREE

T

Write today

Don't delay.

*o

FBEE RADIO PLAX.
Home Supply Co.

lor

Dent

p.o

131 Duane

St.,

I

Billy Barnes,

HOW
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fond of. And I want to add that Marion
Her work is superb
Davies can act
She is too lovely for words and is a grea:
favorite over here.

New York

!

Cash or

Marjorie Whitman.

Credit
Lebanon, Tenn.
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KLEIN & COMPANY
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STREET CHICAGO. ILL
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Paris representative bought ten thousand strands of
genuine Alpha pearls, taking advantage of the European
m^ney marl- et enabling us to make this sensational offer.
Genuine Alpha pearls are known all over the world for that
beautiful opalescent shade found onlv in pearls of highest
grade. Alpha pearls are matched and graduated by experts,

Oar

the fans

think, and the one that grabs the cake is
the one criticizing Helen Ferguson.
I am a Californian and we are mightyproud of our motion-picture colony.
Some one stepped too far when _ he
said, "Helen Ferguson should be eliminated from the 'stars of to-morrow' list."
I'll admit Miss Ferguson has had no sen-

for can now be yours for the
asking. Buy at lowest prices ever offered by a reliable diamond house.
import direct from Europe
in huge quantities at large discounts. You get the benefit of our
direct buying power. Send no money.
Take a whole year to pay. 10 days free
trial. Satisfaction guaranteed or money
refunded.

We

THE MOST SENSATIONAL
PEARL OFFER EVER MADE

More Power, Indeed.
have read what several of

sational divorce suits and no Elinor Glvn
to write those artificial vehicles for her,
hut let me say here's one, and there happen to be thousands of others in this State
alone, that will crowd the "good ole box
r
old time.
office" to see Miss Ferguson
She's the kind that the kids fancy, the

am

3-oung adore, and the old like, and I'm
predicting that she's due for stellar hon-

Btrung on highest grade silk floss and fitted with solid gold
spring ring safety catches; length 514 inches.

10

DAYS* FREE TRIAL
—

Just send your name and address no money— and we'll
send this genuine Alpha pearl necklace on 10 days' trial.
Pay your postman SI. 00 on delivery. Test the pearls — show
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quality and low price, send them back and we will refund
your deposit. If you keep them, pay only Si. 00 a month until you have paid Sll.OO.
Genuine Alpha pearls of this grade cannot be purchased in
any jewelry store fori ess than $25.00.
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WE

There are no strings attached to this offer no embarrassing questions to answer.
TRUST YOU. Simply send
us yoor name and address today and the pearls come to you
for 10 days'

We

trial.
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guarantee genuine Alpha pearls to be indestructible,
that they will not peel, crack or change their color. We guarantee that ihey will give a lifetime of satisfactory service.
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ors on

sheet almost any time

the silver

now, and when those

stellar

honors come

her they are just naturally going to
)be -a clean knock-out, not only for California, but New York as well.
More; power to you, Helen Ferguson.
to

E.

W. Dalton.

Monrovia, Cal.

Glenn Hunter.

Praise for

In your column I have read criticisms,
both good and bad, of nearly every star.
I

Now

I

would- like to add a

word

in

favor

The Waterproof Rouge

of Glenn Hunter.

He made

his

small

part

in

"Smilin'

Orange- colored,

Through'' stand out for its sympathy and
conviction.
In "The Cradle Buster," his
first starring picture, he gave us something just

She

No Longer

is

Fat

She found a way to reduce her fat.
was a way far more pleasant than
dieting or exercising would have been.
This new way allowed her to eat foods
without danger of becoming fat again.

Marmola

Prescription
Tablets* They aid the digestive system
to obtain the full nutriment of food.
They help Nature to turn food into
muscle, bone and sinew instead of fat.

Marmola Prescription Tablets
made from the famous Marmola
scription.

Thousands have found

are
prethat

You

can reduce any part of the body, such as hips,
abdomen, ankles, double chin, etc. Guaranteed absolutely harmless.
It's different from any
on the market. Apply the cream every night for
10 minutes, and watch the fat disappear !
Remember it is guaranteed absolutely harmless.
One pound box, S5.00. Trial size. Sl.OO. Sent
postpaid to any address.
Send money, check or
bust,

money-order.

THE FRENCH AMERICAN PHARMACAL CO.
St..
Dept. B,
New York City
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Soiataire Hsng,

hand engravedand pierced,

among

film

and society people the
world over. Because of our
low price $32.50, and li-

stars
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beral credit terms, you, too,

I

i
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I

I

can now wear and own it,
or give it as a gift. Write
for yours today.
How it
will be admired!

Send usyourname, address
and $1. After examination,
pay l-5th (20 per cent)
balance, $1 aweek. Ifyoudo
not agree that
ful

gem and

it is

a beauti-

an amazing

bargain, return ring to us
without paying a cent and
get your $1 back.
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red tape

She

Pert,

uses

rouge.

It is

waterproof

the

a cream rouge, orange-

colored, but changing

to a natural
touches the skin. Lasts all
day or evening only cold cream or
soap and water will remove it. 75c

pink as

it

;

a jar. At drug, department stores or
by mail.
Send a dime for a generous sample of

New

Pert Rouge. And for another dime, you
will receive a sample of Winx, the Liauid
Lashlux, for darkening the lashes and
making them appear heavier.

City.

the

ROSS COMPANY

Ella Nikisher, in discussing her standards for 'beauty, writes: "To be beautiful a woman must not be past thirty.

Makers of Winx, the Liquid
Lashlux
81 Grand Street

New York

Womanly

beauty ranks from sixteen up to
the twenties and close to thirty, but never
past." When I read that my blood boiled
and I felt my cheeks burning with indignation and injustice.
But I read on.
When I read her list of the five most
beautiful actresses on the screen I actuMarion
Her list ran
ally collapsed.
Davies, Barbara La Marr. Madge Bellamy,
Alice Terry, and Anna Q. Nilsson. Not

Brings This Genuine

$# DLAM^Jp RING

Norma

Talmadc/e

beautiful actresses who are over
thirty, 'several immediately come to my
mind.
They are: Pauline Frederick,
Ethel Barrymore, Alia Nazimova, and
Sarah Bernhardt. It is agreed upon that
a beautiful woman must have intelligence.

— Address Dept. 534

ftacr ftr<&. Co.
6 MAIDEN LANE - NEW YORK

How many women
much

below
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FREE TRIAL
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As for

CREAM

the Javorite

Street,

her merry eyes, the

resist

bright pinkness of her cheeks?

Dorothy Elder.
Seventy-sixth

day

Who

Screen.

even

FRANCO MARVELOUS

is

West

!

:

Detroit, Mich.

Diamond

hit

More Discussion About Beauty on

MARMOLA COMPANY

This ©esiuiras

little

and screen.
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drug salesman attempts to sell you something
else, insist on being supplied with Marmola
Prescription Tablets. Should the druggist be
temporarily out, order direct and they will
be sent in plain wrapper, postpaid.

FAT REDUCING

a

All New York is speaking, and sneaking justly, of his characterization in "Merton of the Movies." It is splendid.
At present I think that Glenn Hunter
is the most promising actor of the stage

York

these handy tablets give complete relief from obesity. And when the accumulation of fat is checked, reduction
to normal, healthy weight soon follows.
All good drug stores the world over sell
Marmola Prescription Tablets at one dollar a
box. Do not accept any substitute. It some

412 Garfield Bldg.,

could

different,
hope that we shall soon see "Second Fiddle" and that it will be as good.

It

She found

OF

and we

lasts all

course she's popular

thirtv

have

could be termed intelligence?
Perhaps Ella Nikisher meant cleverness
or wit when she used the term "brains."
Cleverness and wit are not essential requirements of the truly beautiful woman.
that

women possess these
beautiful
things, but it does not add anything to
their true beauty.
It is evident that Ella Nikisher means
perfection of form and loveliness when
True beauty
she uses the word beauty.
It is not judged
is not of feature or form.
by the shape of the ankle or nose, the
size of the eyes or mouth, the breadth of
the eyebrows, or the slenderness of the
hands.
It is not judged by complexion,
Physical perfection or
weight, or height.
imperfection has nothing to do with true
beauty.
True beauty comes from within.
A truly beautiful woman must have a
beautiful personality, 'beautiful, unselfish
thoughts, a boundless love for humanity,
essary virtues of the truly beautiful?
Very few. Younger girls and women are
often too busy trying to be attractive, being jealous or catty to develop or acquire
these virtues.
Selfishness, jealous} hate, envy, and
conceit are all enemies of beauty, and no
matter how perfect physically a woman
may be, if she entertains one or more of
these enemies she is not truly beautiful.
Age does not matter where true beauty
It is either the totally innois concerned.
cent girl who knows nothing of the enemies of beauty, or the intelligent, unselfish
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woman who

The first
is truly beautiful.
so rare she is hardly worth mentioning
here and the latter has risen above these
enemies.
Some people. I know, "just can't see"'

is

Pauline Frederick. That is because they
do not appreciate the beauty of her personality-, of her soul, her inner self, that
shines out through her lovely eyes.
She
is intelligent, charming, and one knows
from the light in her eyes that she would
not intentionally hurt anything and that
she would do anything in her power to
ease any suffering she could.
Xazimova is not pretty. One might just
as
appropriately call Charlie
Chaplin
pretty. But despite the shape of her nose,
eyes, chin, and other features, she is beautiful.
She is intelligent and her unconventional personality rises above her years
and any physical defects she may have.
Lillian
Russell was proclaimed the
leading American beauty up to the day
of her death. Ethel Barrymore is sweet,
lovable, intelligent.
She is a little too
plump for those who prefer the flapperish type of prettiness, but she is beautiful
although she is many years past thirty.
How about Sarah Bernhardt? I believe she passed the thirty mark many
years ago.

Among

actresses on the
screen whose ages I am not certain about
are
Mary Pickford, Lillian Gish, Xorma
Talmadge. Helen Eddy. Lila Lee, Florence
\ idor, Jane Xovak. and Elsie Ferguson.
These actresses have the light within that
shines out- through their eyes, making
them beautiful.
I may have missed a
few, but not many, actresses who are
beautiful on the screen.
The actresses Ella Xikisher names are
pretty, lovely, dainty, physically charming, and easy on the eyes, as are many
other women in pictures, and they may be
beautiful in real life, but it does not "get
across" on the screen.
An illustration of the difference between
beauty and prettiness is clearly given in
the screen production of "The Flirt."

the beautiful
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Therein Eileen Percy is ravishingly lovely,
exceedingly prettv, but Helen Eddy is
beautiful. Miss Eddv is intelligent, sweet,
unselfish, lovable.
Her soul shines out
through her wonderful eyes. She is beau-

Great Diamond:
Ring Bargain
Perfectly cut. genuine blue-white Diaheld aloft on six white g-old prongs.

Gentleman's 14K Green Gold,
carved mounting, trimmed with
scroll

handartistic

designs of White Gold.

PRICE

DR.

A FEW

minutes

she did."

to

all

should

body that you wish.

die actresses as
be singled out

from among the many whose letters have
appeared from time to time in this department ? Why shouldn't we be frank in
expressing our opinion, which will make
for cleaner and better pictures and truer
and more wholesome friendship among
us all?
And why should we insist that an actress is beautiful just because of our
selfish
imagination ?
Or because she
played so beautifully in a picture?
Or
because she is our favorite actress? Xaturally I don't believe in calling any- one
beautiful because of her splendid work or
because of her good looks, though I realize that many fans judge beauty by such
standards.
idea of a beautiful woman is that
she should measure up to the standards

My

fifty

thousand

men and women

in

the

past few years have experienced that priceless blessing of renewed joy and health by the restoration of
youthful form and vigor with the" reduction of unnecessary fat accomplished easily, pleasantly and
in the privacy of their own homes with Dr. Lawton's Guaranteed Fat Reducer, a device approved by
physicians as absolutely safe and efficient,

about the "five
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night and morning
famous invention is guar-

each

to restore shapeliness to your arms, legs,
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back,
bust,
With it you perform a gentle, pleasant massage
that removes fctty tissues from any portion of the
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"Any fan should be

criticize

Why

use

anteed

most beautiful players" certainly amused
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me.

10 Months

AND ILLUSTRATED

to one's exterior, physical self to destroy
that beauty, and if one is not truly beautiful there is nothing one can do to one's
exterior self to make one beautiful. True
beauty comes from within. True beautyis beauty of the soul.
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of

"beauty in looks, beauty in
beauty in appearance, manners,

beauty,

features,

How

many actresses measure up
Take May AIcAvoy^
that standard?
for instance. I can think of no one more'
beautiful in looks, but for being thor-;

ways."
to

oughly beautiful, Miss
the height, being only

Madame Nazimova

McAvoy
five

is

feet

has not
tall.

good

a very

ac-

has never been beautiful and
never will be.
Because I have dared to open this discussion does not mean that I am hard to
please or that I should be ashamed of
selecting those whom I think most beautiful.
When an artist is looking for a

No Telltale
Circles/

tress, 'but she

to relieve

new model for his
those who apply, he

SKIN

paintings,

if,

out of
is beauone ap-

finds one who
he will engage her; but if
plies who is not beautiful, he will tell
her so. So. naturally, I have only been
fair in my selection of those whom I think
tiful,

Afflictions

most beautiful, and if, perhaps, I
have been wrong in my judgment or my
conclusions, above all I wish to be corrected; I wish to be understood; I do not
wish the fans to think I'm too critical.
Ella Nikisher.

the

Here's good news for skin sufferers!
you long for relief from your skin
troubles, if your skin is sensitive and
irritated, here is an old remedy in new
form that will bring relief at last! Yes,
instant relief. Its action is so gentle,
so calm, so soothing— and so quick!
The irritation vanishes as if by magic.
It

651

Kenesaw

Terrace, Chicago,

How

Ella Xikisher contradicts herself
she claims that Marion Davies is
beautiful.
Just previous to that statement she says she admires actresses who
are beautiful without make-up, and in the
same breath holds up Marion Davies as
one of the shining examples. Did she see
Marion Davies in "The Young Diana,"
where her hair is pulled back and then
did she notice Norma Talmadge with the
same headdress in "Yes or Xo?" Norma
still looked beautiful, though she had very
little make-up, just lips and eyes a trifle.
But she has such wonderful eyes and
such an expression that she was beautiful anyway.
But Marion Davies did not
look beautiful, as she does when she has
the aids to beauty.
agree with her concerning Barbara
I
La Marr and Alice Terry, for both have
faces full of animation and character.
Also they are beautiful.
Miss Xikisher also claims that a woman
must not be over thirty to be beautiful.
Why, some of our best and most popular
actresses are that and over! I don't mean
those who have sprung up lately, or even
three or four years back, but some of
the old Biograph players.
As to Pauline Starke being pretty only

moment
This

new cream

is

based on the simple

for-

of the famous D. D. D. Prescription
the liquid which for 25 years has been so successful in the treatment of skin disease.

D. D. D. Emollient Cream was created
response to the demand for a remedy in mild,
convenient form which contains the same,
well-known soothing and healing ingredients
— oil of wintergreen, thymol, etc., of which
D. D. D. Prescription is made. Thousands
have written telling how this simple soothing
formula has given them relief.
in

For Pimples and Minor
Skin Troubles
For skin blemishes, pimples, etc., as well
as for insect bites and the milder forms of
ivy or oak poisoning, D.D.D. Emollient Cream
is an ideal remedy.
Just a few applications
are frequently enough to clear away the
trouble.

Send for

Tube

when made

you suffer from any kind of skin trouble
Cream — and see how it
brings you relief! We shall gladly send you
a generous trial tube of D. D. D. Emollient
Cream if you wish to feel its soothing effect.
If

try D. D. D. Emollient

first touch gives instant relief.
The trial
tube alone is sometimes sufficient in mild cases
of skin disease. Simply fill out the coupon
below and send it in today. Enclose only 10
cents to cover package and postage.

The

W

them away.

drive

Through my liberal "get acquainted" offer you may
now receive by mail a large 25 franc jar of Circle
Pay postCreme.
Send no money only the eouoon.

—

man

the special introductory" price of $1.87 (plus few
Simply follow directions
postage) on delivery.
and then, if you are not delighted, return the jar and
My present supply of Circle
I will return every penny.
Creme is limited.
Write Today, care Studio Z.

cents

MADELEINE. 966 Edgecomb
MADELEINE.

Edgecomb

966

PI.,

PL,

Chicago, U.S.A.
Studio

Chicago

Z.

Send me Circle' Creme
(In Plain Wrapper)

Address

•

,

State

City
If

you wish, you may send cash with coupon and save
Price outside TJ. S. $2.25. cash with order.

postage.

HhoyoscopeTELLS YOU

4

Jd\ you want to know about yourself and
^Nfuture. Your lucky day. Love, Marriage,

u

Soul Mate, Success. Startle your friends
with the mysterious, psychic HICKEY
HOYOSCOPE. including secret code.
Amusing and fascinating entertainer.

rprp.

Order at once and
rl\riCi« receive a
dream book.
Send $1.00. Mailed Postpaid

MEIER COUNCIL

::,^Er,&f
"'"

^2640 Broadway. Dept. 12,N.

LQOk.

Tf.

,:Ov

Prosperous!^
Wond er f u
—b e a u t f u
i

ring— Amazing

ARTEX

1

Dia-

mond. Surprise ~~^=^^^3=s^ your friends.
Has the brilliancy, flash and sparkle of Genuine diamonds. Make this test. Wear an ARTEX for 7 days
at our risk —if not absolutely convinced money will
be instantly refunded,
.
No. 1— Ladies' Plat, finish ring
No. 2— Handsome massive 2 kt. extra .
No. 3-Ladies' Plat, finish fancy Tiffany.
.

.
.

1

$3.16
6.90
1st.

2.95

stone, special price

SEND NO MONEY— Just name and address,

ridiculous.
She is
beautiful at all times and I've had the
pleasure of seeing her in person, minus
any make-up whatsoever. She screens as
she is, and that's good.
Oh, it makes me wild the way some

up, that

women

FREE PROOF

—

mula

Trial

other pretty

111.

when

d. d.

A French scientist has found the natural way to
remove circles under the eyes.
He has composed a
marvelous golden creme for restoring and reviving the
dark and sunken tissues and for bringing back original
Circles make you look years older and are
freshness.
I want you to see how thousands of
so embarrassing.

is

number

of ring wanted also size

(strip of paper.) Pay postman
arrival. Order at our risk.

.

'KkW -3r\
!

'JEM!&

00

Send for FREE Jewelru
Catalogue.

B.

ARTEX COMPANV

Madison Square Station _
New York

people criticize without thinking.

Margaret
Twentieth

Street,

Whitestone,

Zipf.
L. I.,

X. Y.

rnrr
rKtL

booklet on -"the
MAGIC ofa SEW SKIN

,.

you are troubled with pimples, blackheads,

muddy

on

ns

,

The

Picture Oracle

Learn about the remarkable treatment that removes
ALLsurface blemishes and gives youaNEW clear.
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D. D. D. Laboratories, Dept. 1755
3845 E. Ravenswood Ave., Chicago.

|
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E

Please send me trial tube of D. D. D. Emollient
Cream. I enclose 10 cents to cover cost of package and postage.

=

Name

I

.»••••••••.••••.
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Address

|

City
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or oily skin, freckles, large pores,

roughened dry or tan skin blotches or even
eczema, itch, etc., you should send for a
FREE copy of our booklet in plain sealed
wrapper. "Tlie Magic of a New Skin.**

1 1 1 1

1

1 1 1 1 1 1 [ 1 1
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Anxious. The latest release in which
Douglas MacLean stars is "The Hottenhe made for Thomas H.
tot," which
Ince.
Xow Douglas is an Associated Exhibitors' star, and the first picture he will
make under his new contract will he
"The Aviator," the original story from
which the musical comedy "Going Up"
was taken. Doug-las was born on January
12th, so you'd be rather late with your
birthday present, I'm afraid. Still, you
could send it along, anvhow.
I'm sure
that he would appreciate it, since you

made

it

yourself.

^ v

velvety, baby-like skin.

Youth Ami Laboratories,

30

East 20th SL,

Dept. 15,

New York

DO YOU KNOW what

your

future has in store for you?

Whom you

will

marry? Love?

Luck? Success? Send name, address, date of birth. "We'll tell
you type of mate you should
marry. We*ll also send complete reading of yonr character
ami friends for entire year.

PpCC
IlLL

Palmistry book— tells how to read character
—FREE with every order. Pay postman only
postage on arrival for complete outfit.
STUDIES. Inc.
46 W. 24th St.
Dept. 32
N. V. C
I

9Sc plus

CHARACTER

.

|
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T. X.
Charles Jones, not Tom Mix,
played the leading role in the Fox melodrama, "The Fast Mail."
Eileen Percy

was

the girl

and William Steele the

vil-

ain.

— Dorothy

Dalton was formerly
Cody, but she is not mar"The Law of the Lawless" is
her latest picture.
In "Saturday Xight"
Leatrice Joy played the role of the society
girl who married her chauffeur, but found
that oil and water didn't mix, and went
back to the former sweetheart of her
own class. Jack Mower was the chauffeur and Conrad Xagel the other man.
Sorry, but I have no particulars about the
Agnes Ayres Club. You will have to
write personally and find out.

Connie.

the wife of
ried now.

w

HY

let freckles spoil your complexion? Why let them mar the clear
texture of your beautiful skin? Domino
Freckle Cream will erase freckles quickly.
Yes almost over night.

—

With the ease that an eraser rubs off a pencil smudge
this new triumph of science erases the freckles cn your
face, your neck, your arms.
The remarkable, exqui-

Lew

•

sitely perfumed cream is applied merely with the fingerEvery woman
tips and allowed to remain over night.
who has tried Domino Freckle Cream finds that it not
only removes the freckles, blemishes and brown spots,
but refines and beautifies the texture of the skin as well.

Try Domino Freckle Cream now. Don't let the sun
and wind wreck havoc with your complexion. Our guarantee of satisfaction, backed by a million dollar bank,
insures the return of. your money on request if you are
not surprised and delighted with the results.

Send no money. Just write a letter or postcard at
once to Domino House and a regular SI. 50 jar of Domino
When it is in
Freckle Cream will be sent you at once.
your hands, give the postman only $1.00, the reduced
Take adintroductory price plus a few cents postage.
vantage of the special reduced price offer send your
Remember
order today, before the offer is withdrawn.
you must be pleased or you get your money back.

—

DOMINO HOUSE
Dept. F-235,

269

So. 9th

St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

PUT YOUR VOWS

OiV A

Great

PH°N°'-REC°RD te'TSs
PERMANHtfT RBAEMBMHce ^'J ^/™
1

YOUR OWN

phono, records. Talt-SingSimple, anybody can do it. Use any
phonograph. No special attachment needed. "Mail your voice instead of a letter."
I'lay.

COMPLETE OUTFIT; including 3
doable faced metal records, special
recording needles, also reproducing N
meraiihone. Sent postpaid only $2.00
(C.O.p. 10c extra) (Complete inOUTFIT

hVb A L D CO., Inc
1540 K Broadway New York
j .°A R

Waiting Patiently.—The wait wasn't
was it? You know, it takes some

so bad,

time before answers can reach readers
through the magazine. The play "Come
Out of the Kitchen," by Alice Duer Mil-

was made

into a picture with Marguerite Clark as the star in 191 9, by Fa-

ler,

mous Players-Lasky.

doubt if it is
still in circulation.
Marie Prevost was
born in 1898, Hoot Gibson in 1892, Her-

bert
in

1

I

in 1885, and Shirley
Shirley's latest picture is

Rawlinson
901.

Mason
"Pawn

Ticket Xo. 210."

—

Mary S. Xo. Marjorie Daw is not
married to Johnny Harron. Some time
ago it was rumored that they were engaged, but both are still free from matrimonial ties, and if they did get married
it probably would not be to each other.
Marjorie was born in 1902. She appears
in "Rupert of Hentzau" which Selznick is

producing.

—

James F. Here is the cast for "The
Sheik"s Wife." thousrh it probably won't
help you much, as all the players are forYou know, this picture was made
eign.
principally in Algiers, the actual locale
The players are Estelle
of the story.
:

Graydon, Emmy Lynn; Hadjid Ben-Khediii, Marcel Yilbert
Cassin Bcn-Khedin,
Albert Bras Sir Thomas Powell, Gustav
Bogaert Charles Courtney, Frank Medar;
Ben EI-Kcbil, Thomas Thornton Kalilia.
;

:

;

:

Alice Fille

;

Mohammed

Ramon Novarro. Alice Terry. Mae Murray.
Rod La Rocque. Barbara La Marr. Malcolm
MacGregor. Viola Dana. Alan Forrest, and
Cullen Landis at the Metro Studios. Hollywood. California.
Glenn Hunter and Marv Astor care of The
Film Guild. 2S1 Fifth Avenue. New York
City.

Tom Mix. Shirley Mason. Peggy Shaw,
Ruth Dwyer. Gladys Leslie. Buck Jones, William Farnum, William Russell. Billie Dove,
and John Gilbert at the Fox Studios, West-

Be-n Karl,

Carl

The serial "The Jungle Goddess"'
was made in California. Seven dollars
Fisher.

and fifty cents a day is the average pay
They get this only
that extras receive.
when they work, of course, so it is not
as magnificent as it might seem.

Go r the outdoor
Woman

looking -

to motor,
dance, play
tennis if you love to do
the outdoor things that
bring so much summertime enjoyment, and find
tbat the coming ot gray

swim,

hair

Lorraine.
Valli.
Priscilla
D'-an.
Virginia
Baby Peggy. Art Acord. Hoot Gibson. Herbert Rawlinson. Patsy Ruth Miller. Norman
Kerry, and Mabel Julienne Scott at the Universal Studios. Universal City. California.
Kenneth Harlan. Marie Prevost. Monte
Blue, and Wesley Barry at Warner Brothers
Studio. Sunset and Bronson. Hollywood. California.

Madge Bellamy. John Bowers. Hallam Coo
Marguerite De La Motte. Lloyd Hughes,
and Douglas MacLean at the Inee Studios.

ley.

Culver City. California.
Joseph Schildkraut care
Thirty-fifth

of The Garrick
Street, New York

Citv.

Mildred Davis. Harold Llovd. Ruth Roland,
at the Hal Roach Studios,
Culver Citv. California.
Mary Pickford. Evelyn Brent. Ernst Lubitsch." and Douglas Fairbanks at the Pickford-Fairbanks Studios. Hollywood. California.
Johnny Hines care of Educational. 370 Seventh Avenue. New York City.
Charles Ray and Enid Bennett at the
Charles Ray Studios, Fleming Street, Los

and Snub Pollard

Angeles. California.
Blanche Sweet. Helene Cbadwick, Eric!)
Von Stroheim. Eleanor Boardman. William
Haines. Claire Windsor, and Mae Busch at
the Goldwyn Studios. Culver City. California.
Ralph Graves at the Los Angeles Athletic
Club. Los Angeles. California.
Warner Baxter. Johnny
Jane
Novak.
Walker, and Ethel Clayton at the R-C Studios. 780 Gower Street. Hollywood. California

Katherine MacDonald. Gaston Glass, and
Doris Pawn at the .Mayer Studios. 3800 Mission Road. Los Angeles. California.
Elsie Ferguson. Alice Brady. Nita Naldi.
Pauline Garon. Rubye De Remer. and Behe
Daniels care of Paramount Pictures Corporation. 485 Fifth Avenue. New York City.
Richard Barthelmess. Lillian and Dorothy
Gish. and John S. Robertson care of Inspiration Pictures. r>6.">
City.
Mali"! Normand.

Fifth

Avenue.

New York

Ben Turpin. Phyllis Haver,

Mildred June at the Sennett Studios,
Edendale. California.
Mae Marsh. Carol Dempster, and Kate
Bruce at the Griffith Studios. Orienta Point,
Mamaroneck. New York.
Norma and Constance Talmadge. Elaine
Hammerstein. Jackie Coogan. Guy Bates Post.
Niles Welch. Lew Cody. Jack Mulhall. and
Dorothy Phillips at the United Studios. Hollywood. California.

and

love

golf,

—

De Roche.

West

you

If

Meighan. Lila Lee, Adolphe Menjou. Casson
Ferguson. Agnes Ayres. Walter Iliers. Jacqueline Logan. Lois Wilson, Milton Sills. Betty
Compson. Leatrice Joy, Raymond Hatton.
Jack Holt. Theodore Kosloff. Conrad Nagel.
William Boyd. May McAyoy. Lewis Stone,
and Sylvia Ashton at the Lasky Studios. Vine
Street. Hollywood. California.
Also Charles

Theater.

u)ho tvould

keep youthful

ern Avenue. Hollywood. California.
Mabel Ballin care of Hugo Rallin Productions. 306 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Pola Negri. Theodore Roberts. Richard Dix.
Antonio Moreno. Gloria Swanson. Thomas

George Arliss. Edith Roberts, and Alfred
Lunt care of Distinctive Productions, 3G6
Madison Avenue. New York City.
George Hackathorne. Reginald Denny, Lon
Chaney. Mary I'hilbin. Maude <Jeorge. Lou se

£

COMPLETE.OOO

Addresses of Players
Asked for by readers whose letters are
answered by The Oracle this month:

much

of your pleasure

likely

is

— don't

to

spoil

be discour-

aged.
Since you are young in mind and spirit
and active of body why not remain youthful in appearance as well?
It is so easily
accomplished.

—

tyrayliair J8 an ish ed

minutes

in 15

Inecto Rapid is a scientific preparation discovered by Dr. Emile of the University of Paris,
first
brought to America by returning tourists.
Already in use in (.l7 f c of the bail-dressing salons
it
made a particular apof European capitals
peal to the American woman essentially an athletic type.
It stands even* test to which the hair
of the outdoor woman is subjected, which is the
most severe lest imaginable for a hair coloring.
Inecto Rapid tinting cannot be detected under
the closest scrutiny, is unaffected by salt water,
sunshine, perspiration. Russian or Turkish baths.
positively
color
aav natuwill
Inecto Rapid
rally gray, streaked. f?.ded or dull hair to any
It is euaranteud
desired shade in 15 minutes.
to be permanent, will not rub off on hat linings
cr brushes, is harmless to the hair and its
growth and will maintain a uniform color over
does not interfere with pera period of years.
manent waving.
Think ot" the joy of Knowing that you can indulge in your favorite pastime and be happily
conscious that you are looking your best.
Those who have hair which has lost its original
color, texture or beauty through age or illness or
which has been damaged by so -called "dyes'*
should investigate fully.

—

—

H

SEND NO MONEY

us your name and we will mail you
details and our "Beauty Analysis Chart" Form M-8. enabling you to find the
most becoming color for your hair.
Just

send

full,

interesting

INECTO,

Inc

Laboratories and salons
33-35

West

46th St.,

New

York, N. Y.

—
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New Liquid Tuts 7-Day Curl
in Straight Hair

You Have Always Longed
Hair.
"^k

longer need you envythe girl
with beautiful wavy hair! For
Science has perfected a wonder-

T"

^^
plied

And Now — At

to

when

ful new liquid, which
the most stubborn

hair, gives

— You

Can Have

charming wavy hair that your friends will
always envy. Domino Curling Fluid is just
what you have been waiting for. On all sides
beauty experts proclaim it one of the greatest
beauty discoveries in years.

effect,

making

new discovery we
introductory

it

Permanent Wave

'Effect

—

often longer!

No matter how straight
your hair may be, a single

—

of

this

new

— Send No Money

So that every one may test this wonderful
are making a very special
You need not send a penny
advance.
Simply mail the
coupon below and a full size
bottle of Domino Curling Fluid
will be sent you by return mail.
Although the regular price is
$3.00, you may pay the postman the special reduced price of
only $1.45 (plus a few cents
postage) in full payment.
Furthermore, if you are not
more than delighted with the
results you may return the bottle within five days and your
money will be instantly refunded.
We have backed up this guarantee with a special deposit of
$10,000 in the Producers and

offer.

in

wonderfully curly, delightfully soft, gloriously wavy.
Just one application will
keep your liair beautifully
curly for a whole week

application

It!

Special Offer

a beautiful per-

it

manent wave

ap-

Last

for Soft, Fluffy, Curly

dis-

covery called Domino Curling Fluid will make it fall in

—

glistening waves and
naturally silky curls. Even the
most lifeless hair suddenly assumes a new entrancing lussoft,

Consumers

Bank

of

Philadel-

Thus, you do not risk a

phia.

penny.

tre.

It's Entirely
Domino Curling

New
Fluid

ONLY

$1.45

is

Send No
Already Domin
Curling Fluid
Money
Transformation
the
like it has ever been known
bringing new beauty and charm
No matter how straight or dull your hair may be you will be s imit
thousands
of others
and
to
before.
No occasion to do
ply eci si on shed at how Domino Curling Fluid gives it a beautiful
Mail
will do the same for you.
away with your tried and
permanent wave effect, making it wonderfully soft, wavy and
today.
Rethe coupon now
charming.
Just think — one application of this wonderful new
tested method of kids or silk
liquid keeps your hair wavy and curly for a whole week or more.
member, on this special offer
curlers.
But Domino Curling
you get Domino Curling Fluid
Fluid
is
something more,
at a greatly reduced price. This
something different,
someoffer may never appear again
thing entirely unique. Use the same old
so mail the coupon at once.
Natural Not Artificial— Curls
kids or silk curlers if you wish, but before
doing so moisten your hair with just a few
If you have experimented with newfangled
"permanent wave" methods, you undoubtedly
drops of Domino Curling Fluid and, behow injurious they are to the hair. Xot
hold
A miracle of beauty will have been know
PHI LA. PA;
only do they often kill the natural lustre and
performed.
Not only you, but your life
of the hair, but they produce curls and
friends, will be astonished at the sudden,
waves too artificial looUinn to be beautiful.
Send
beautiful transformation in your hair.
But how different is Domino Curling Fluid
DOMINO HOUSE, Dept. C23S
This remarkable preparation contains the very
269 South Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
elements needed to make your hair naturally
the Results
Please send me one $3.00 bottle of Domino Curlins
and naturally curly. That is why it
A so-railed "permanent wave" costs about wavy
Fluid.
When the postman hands it to me I will nay
always adds a new charm, youthfulness and
him SI. 45 (plus few cents postase) in full payment. If
$25 and sometimes lasts four months, often
for any reason I am not satisfied I will return it in five
less.
But now you can have what we con- beauty to one"s appearance.
clays and you agree to promptly refund my money.
Don't let your beauty be spoiled by straight
sider a far more beautiful wave
full of life
and fluff and you can have it now for only
dull hair.
No matter how you wear your
Name
$1.45!
Moreover, a single $1.45 bottle conhair. Domino Curling Fluid will beautify it
tains enough Curling Fluid to last you for a
immeasurably.
more straight, wispy
Xo
long time.
Address
strands
no more straggly ends.
For with
Just think what this means
Xo more
costly fees to hairdressers.
Xo more sitting Domino Curling Fluid your hair will always City
State
be neat, well dressed, dainty and charming.
for hours and hours undergoing the tortures of
ilf you wish, you may send cash with coupon and save
permanent wave methods. For in just a short Try it once and you will be amazed and dethe postage.)
time, in your own home, you can now acquire
lighted with the results.
(Orders outside the U. S $1 60cash with order.)

entirely

new!

Nothing

Watch

just

Amazing

—

i

—

—

—

<60*VfcVO

HOUSE

!

No Money —»»--

!

Watch

—

—

,

'.

—

'.

—
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This

Etiperb

110-piece

with initial in 2
places on every piece;
decorated in bine and
gold wich go'd covered

^

handles, consists of:
12 Dinner Plat a, 9 inches
12 Bre kfast Plates. 7 in.
US::; .-.i:is, 7 inches
12 ~«ps

Celery Dish, S?£ inches
Saoce Boat Tray. '% inches
Batter Plate. 6 inches
Vegetable Dish. lQgj inches,
with lid (2 pieces)
1 Deep Bowl,
inches
1 Oval Baker. 9 inches
1 Small Deep Bowl. 5 inches
1 Grav^ Boat, 73£ inches

J?^01

Set,

1

1
1
1

DUhes,
6 inches
12 Trait

Dthes.
"

^

ir.

:::

Bread
and BTT.rer Flates,
Platter, liS inches

12 I-dJv-Iiusl
1

Bringsl

6% in.

1

inches

1 Platter,

1

Creamer
Sngar Bowl with cover

(2 nieces)

0-Pc. Martha Washington Blueand Gold Decorated Dinner Set

1

Hartman will ship the complete set. Use it for 30 days on
Free Trial. Then if not satisfied, send it back and Hartman will return your 81. 00
and pay transportation charges both ways. If you keep it, TAKE NEARLY A
YEAR" TO PAir a little every month."
Send only

§1.00 and

—

Your

Initial in Gold,

Gold, in

Surrounded by Wreath of

2 Places on Every Piece

Beautiful Colonial Martha Washington shape.
All handles are of solid design and are covered
Every piece decorated with a rich
fold.
and edge, a mazarine bluef ollow band and
2 pure gold initials in Old English design with geld wreaths. Beautiful white lustrous body. Guaranteed first quality; no "seconds."

FREE

Mercerized Tablecloth, Six
Fine Napkins to Match and 6
Coin Silver Knives and Forks

We want to prove to 50.0CO more customers that Hartman gives the
best merchandise, biggest values and most liberal terms ever known.
And to get these 50,000 new customers at once we send FREE a 50-in.
mercerized damask tablecloth, 6 napkins. 17 inches square, to match,
6 extra silver plated knives and 6 extra silver plated forks, fleurde-lis pattern. Only 5O.0C0 will be given FREE with the Dinner

Sets— so act quick.

Send the coupon

—now!

(Gold covered Handles

BARGAIN CATALOG
CBITir
r Hbk FREE GIFTS

S58

pages of the most astounding bargains in f umiture

machinery,

etc.

— ail

sold onoareasvmonth"
ly payment terms and
30 days' free trial. Also

explains Hartman's
gift plan fay which yon

many splendid
articles such as lemset3, glassware,
dishes, silverware,
tablecloths, napkins,

receive

onade

etc., absolutely

K RPR

Order No. 320EMA18. Bargain Price, $32.85
Pay $1 Now. Balance $3.50 Monthly.

with your purchases.
Send a postal for this
big free bargain cata-

The Mercerized Tablecloth, 6 Fine Napkins to Match
and 6 Coin Silver Knives and Forks FREE.

"Let Hartman
FeatherYOURN'est"

Hartman Furniture
I

Dept,
I

& Carpet Co.
Chicago,

5321

enclose $1

first

payment.

Send

piece Dinner

Set No. 320EMA1? as described, and with it the
tablecloth and 6 napkins; also 6 coin silver knives
and 6 forks absolutely FREE. It is understood
that if I am satisfied. I will send you 53.50 monthly
I
until full price of Dinner Set, $32. So, is paid. Title
mains with you until paid in full. If not satisfied,
Iren
afb
ter 30 days' trial. I will ship all goods back and
yon will refund my SI and pay transportation
yon
eha
- charges
both ways.

|

Illinois

print Initial

You Want
Here

I

—
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Read every word of this amazing new offer
this Genuine Diamond Ring for a Jull week

at our
expense
deposit nothing
absolutely no risk or
expense to you.
Mail the free trial coupon below - do not enclose
a penny. We will send you on approval, at our expense, all charges prepaid, your choice of thes«,

—

—

handsome genuine diamond rings. Pay; nothing
when the ring arrives make no deposit of any
kind. Wear the ring a week; show it to your
friends; see if you can duplicate it for fifty dollars
in the stores. Then, after a week, decide. If you
wish to return the ring, do so at our expense and
that settles everything. The trial is entirely free.
You pay nothing, so you can lose nothing.

—

But if you decide to keep the ring, just mail us
$3.75 a month until you have paid the amazingly
low price of $38.75. A year to pay — no interest.

Diamonds
Trip
arlles' IMiig
Rinprallies
1 ne ¥

(

upper illustration

an

elaborate

)

is

pierced

mode] executed in 14-K solid green gold, with an
18-K hand engraved and and beaded white (cold
top. A striking new model. It is set with a large
brilliant, blue-white, top quality, perfectly cut,
genuine diamond aremarkably big value, worth
at least S50.00 anywhere. Our price is only $38.76,
with a year to pay. ($3.75 a month.)
('o«'« r illustration) is a
IVien S Rincr handsome new fluted de1 ne lVfon'c
sign, extra massive 14-K solid gold with an 18-K
hand engraved and beaded white gold top. Set
with a large brilliant, blue-white, top quality,
perfectly cut, genuine diamond. Try to duplicate
this ring for less than fifty dollars. Our price is
only $38.75, payable $3.75 a month, a year to pay.

—

The

King

—

Mail this Coupon Now
Enclose Ring Size

Send

No Money

Pay NoC.O.D.

Worth

$50.00
Cut

%

to

**&2M&*

$3825

Genuine Diamonds
Mail the Coupon for Free Trial
illustrated (the ladies' pictured above and the men's shown beregularly for $50.00 each. We have cut the price to only $38.75 on
this special free trial offer.
Both rings are UK solid gold with 18K white
gold tops— they are set with fine large, brilliant, blue white, top-quality,
perfectly cut genuine diamonds. We'll send your choice, all charges prepaid, on approval for a week. Just mail the coupon
enclose no money
pay no C. O. D. —make no deposit. After a week return the ring if you
do not want it. If satisfied, keep it and pay only $3.75 a month until
$33.75 is paid. The trial is free— no obligation to buy. Mail coupon at once.

The rings
low)

sell

—

Copyright. 1922. Harold

hodman
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—

—
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chine dress pictured here. Since that day,
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more with Ivory Flakes.

—

—

did it each time myself," says the
owner's letter.
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purity of Ivory Flakes.
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from the seven
POSES
exquisite dances given

by Marin off as part of
There is a
Grecian Dance, a Classical
Toe Dance, an Oriental
Dance, a Butterfly Dance,
a Chinese Dance, a Spanish

his training.

Dance and a "Raggedy
Ann" Eccentric Dance.

whyum

Classic Dancing!
Now

you can learn at home under the

personal direction of

SERQEI MARINOFF

OMETIME

in her life, every girl, every woman has dreamed of dancing.
it is an important part of
no more charming accomplishment
the cultured girl's education. Whether you study it for professional or for
cultural purposes — or merely to enjoy the pleasant, body building exercises

There

—

is

—

it

will bring great happiness into your

life.

And now

you can learn dancing at home! Here is your opportunity to enjoy
the advantages of real ballet training under this great master. Anyone can
learn by this method. It is simple, easy, delightful. Marinoff has pupils of all
ages. He teaches every pupil individually.
is correct training. You could not get training like this except
in the studios of the greatest masters of the dance.
Tarasoff has endorsed the
Merriell Abbott, Director of the Abbott Dancers [Chicago
Marinoff system.
Theatre, Chicago], says: '"A beginner who knows nothing of dancing can learn
a studio bar,
by this system." MarinoS training includes a complete outfit

Marinoff training

—

practice costume, slippers,

phonograph records and sheet music. This

is

fur-

nished to every MarinoS student without charge.

Write
Sergei

for free portfolio of dancers' pictures

and

full

information about training and the fees for
tuition. Merely send coupon. No obligation.

Man

2

- SCHOOL OF CLASSIC DANCING
1924 Sunnyside Ave., Studio A-128

M.

Sergei Marinoff, School of Classic
1924 Sunnyside Ave., Studio A-128, Chicago

Chicago,

111.

Dancing

Please send me free portfolio of dancers' pictures and full information about your home study course in Classic Dancing. I understand
that there is no obligation.

Name

Age.
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J\ James Cruze

Production

—and

new kind of
comedy -drama about a
girl who tried to get into
entirely

the cast!

Just about everyone
bia: vou can think of

Included are:

the movies:

—a

Pr&erUed hy Jesse lit

real presentation

Holh-wood

as

it

is

Cecil B. DeMille

on the screen of the

life

Thomas Meighan
Agnes Ayres

of

lived today, with the absorb-

Jack Holt
Betty Compson
Leatrice Joy
Walter Fliers

ing story of the girl who went there seeking fame
and fortune
Angela, the heroine, is the counterpart of a
minion American girls, and she leads a life that
a million girls will envy, and that will make evenpatron laugh and thrill.
This is not an expose of Hollywood, but the
genuine picture-story of screen-ambition's appointments and disappointments all in an atmosphere of melodrama, love, mystery and humor.

Lila

—

Does Angela reach stardom or not?
That is the thrill of it, the excitement of
ing out what makes screen success.
Don't miss

it

Jacqueline

Logan

George Fawcett
Nita Xaldi
J.

Warren Kerrigan

Mary Astor
Hope Hampton

find-

—

!

Lee

James Cruze
Lois Wilson
Alfred E. Green

Will Rogers

Ben Turpin
Laurence Wheat
Elliott Dexter
Charles Ogle
Ford Sterling
The Sennett
bathing girls

efts
If

it's

a {Paramount ^Picture
a

Paramount Picture

it's

the

best

show

in

town
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to questions of our readers.

"IS

THAT

SO!"

Said Agnes Smith when she read Malcolm Oettinger's article, "You Get What You Want"
"W7 hat about the people who live in towns where
in this issue of Picture-Play:
there are only one or two or three theaters and where all of them run only program pictures.
What about the towns where they watch in vain for the big productions they have read about,
and either have to go to see commonplace pictures or none at all ? The}- don't get what they
"Why not?" we asked her. "Because of the way pictures are sold," she told us.
want."
And her explanation that followed was so interesting that we are going to run it in the
As always, Miss Smith treats her subject with flashes of hunext number of Picture-Play.
mor, and brings out many interesting side lights on the business of marketing pictures.

which appears

-'

THE IDOL OF THE HOUR
Who

would believe that a great, rough shambling figure of a man could become a motionpicture favorite ?
That a man who plays sinister characters ignorant ones brutal ones could
take picture after picture away from the stars in whose support he appears?
hat sort of
man is this Ernest Torrence who walks off with three quarters of the acting honors in "The
Covered Wagon," who is the only bright spot in "The Trail of the Lonesome Pine," and whose
gruesome characterization in "Tol'able David" will never be forgotten. Edwin Schallert will tell
you next month and you will be surprised.

—

—

W

—

r

—

OLD FAVORITES AND

NEW

There will be other personality sketches of favorites old and new. Malcolm Oettinger will
tell you about Lila Lee whose screen work has improved so wonderfully of late.
Myrtle Gebhart will introduce to you Dale Fuller whose odd characterizations suggest a unique personality.
Schallert will tell of his long acquaintance with Raymond Griffith whom Marshall Neilan
says is the greatest actor on the screen.
There will be other fascinating articles on happenings in the studios
beautiful portraits of the leading players
and all the latest news of the
motion-picture world.

Edwin

—

DON'T MISS THE JULY

—

NUMBER OF PICTURE-PLAY

Mellin s Food
Babies
Mellin's

Food and milk has secured a world-

wide reputation through raising thousands of ruddy,
vigorous, healthy babies.
of Mellin's Food together
with our book, "The Care and Feeding of Infants

Send today for a

Mellin's

trial size bottle

Food Company.

Boston, Mass.
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What

When

OH,

—

!

the Fans Think

Valentino Speaks

what's the use?
I've
read

my

A

to

through from

Ayres, but

dictionary

Z trying

These qualifications are too well known
personality.
and appreciated. But at the Actors' Fund Benefit, held
at the Hippodrome, he gave me a new thrill.
/ heard him speak!
At the conclusion of his tango he walked down to
the footlights to thank the audience for the overwhelmAs I leaned forward to listen
ing ovation given him.
my heart seemed to stop would his voice harmonize
with the rest ?
A moment's intense silence
Then through that mighty auditorium it rang out
clear, sweet, appealing.
Valentino speaks with just

—

—

hesitancy, just the slightest accent, both
adding to the beauty of his voice. Oh! if he
would go into the speaking drama
If it is to admire and to love "When Valentino Smiles"
"When Valentino Speaks."
it is to adore
Brooklyn, N. Y.
M. Z.
slightest

qualities

—

After Seeing Glenn Hunter
Sea-blue.
Slim fingers on a guitar.
child singing the words of Herodotus.
whimsical, pathetic gaze out of misty eyes.
spot of gold, on a sheet of dross.
poet among swine.
reincarnated Sah-Luma stepped from "Ardath."

A

A

A
A
A

The

clean fresh boy of yesterday with all his ideals
and dreams bright, glowing, yet gossamer.
Oh, that the world
:

You

see, that's

so,

how

I

feel

about Glenn.

for

he

is

low my star" expression of Merton in "Merton of the
Movies."
Bluehill, Maine.
Cecily March.

A New

His Merton

the most stirring thing I have ever seen on stage
or screen.
And yet I can look at my idol sanely. He
certainly is not the handsomest thing in the world
far from it
His physique is not what one would call

is

!

"Grecian."
He is the thinnest, boniest person I have
ever seen, and to cap it all, I feel sure that he is conceited and stuck-up.
Why, will you tell me, do I like
him ? It's a mystery to me. Yet, I even wax poetical
for him.
I like V alentino and Swanson, Novarro and La Marr,
Kerry and Blythe, De Roche and Naldi, Fairbanks and

Point of

View

have recently made a discovery. It is that we fans
have placed our film favorites on pedestals that are too
high
we have considered them as demigods, and enveloped them with an air of such mystery and romance
that no human beings could justify. But lately njy opinions of the movies and players have been undergoing a
radical change.
In fact the change has been so radical
and so sudden that it is almost impossible to express myI am able now to regard the players on a normal
self.
basis. I still adore them, but I can consider them calmly,
rationally, and analyze them clearly without rushing
from extreme adoration to extreme dislike. I try to
give each player his just due and consider his acting
seriously.
I am beginning to see them as human beings
with the normal amount of ego, faults and virtues, and
I do not become disgusted with them or disappointed
because they dare to descend from the pedestal on
which I had so proudly placed them, to a natural level
with the rest of us mortals. I can see things in their
interviews
things that could never be seen by a fan
with a wild, wild crush things which the stars or the
interviewers may not have wished to bring out too
clearly, but which carry a great deal of significance to
I

;

—

—

the discerning.

When

"Seventeen."

Might hold you
Glenn Hunter

can see a reason

liking

find a new word to express my admiration for Valentino, but all in vain, no such word exists;
the fans have used them all up.
Well, I'm not going to tell of his looks, talent, or

the

I

any one of these. Why is it
then that I like Glenn Hunter when
so conceited?
I think it is his eyes and the "fol-

to

to the movies nowadays, I
photography, settings, and in
which used to be entirely foreign to me. I
thinking more about the acting, the story,
I

go

notice

little

details in the

the players,
find myself
and all the
other details of the picture. And all of this makes for
more real enjoyment and more real interest in the movies and in the players than I ever had before, for an
intelligent interest in anything is more satisfying than
a blind, unreasoning one.
This change I firmly believe has been brought about

through the reading of your magazine.
The articles
frank, clear, and clever.
You put things before
us in such a straightforward, honest manner that you
have won our respect and admiration.
I always go to Picture-Play for the truth about
Alice Clifton.
movies and the players.
No. 233 C. River Street, Peru. Indiana.
are

Continued on page 10
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We Offer
$1000
and Royalties
For

New

and Better Screen

Our

Stories Acceptable for

Productions
..

.

UNDER

the

new Palmer Photoplay

Production Plan

— just

inaugurated

offer to those who can create scenarios
acceptable for our own productions, royalties for five years with a minimum of

we

$1000 in advance.
This is the first time that new writers
and photoplaywrights have ever had the
opportunity to share in the success of
screen stories of their
thus to capitalize on
creative imagination.

own

creation, and
their powers of

not now dream that they
are qualified for this work.
Recently a California school teacher, a
New York society matron, a Pennsylvania

who perhaps do

—
—

ing their stories to the great producers
but also are we ready to purchase them
ourselves on the royalty basis outlined
above.

all

of

new

life

;

Middleton

Is It

of Pittsburgh, a
writer trained in

demands for
not

new
the

Educational Department

filled

of this Corporation, author of the first Palmer-

and vigor

A

/>lay.

Mrs. Middleton will

royalties on the
profits of the picture for
five years, an initial $1000

advance having
been paid.

construct a story.

already

New Writers Needed
proved that these
opportunities will not be filled by
well-known authors, playwrights or short
story writers. Most of them have failed
in the past to write the most successful
photodramas.
But these rich rewards will go to new
writers, such as those whom we have
discovered and developed in the past
men and women in every walk of life

—

immense

profit

in

it

in

any

line of

—

it,

may

perhaps unknown to you now, you
may be endowed with this power, Creative
Imagination, which makes a scenario writing
career possible.
Many have it who do not
know that they possess it.
Because we know how many potential photodramatists are still undiscovered and because
the demand for new and better screen writers is
so great, we conduct this systematic search for
hidden talent.

We

open

life

the

to

Find out if you are so endowed. The famous
Palmer Creative Test will tell you. Your an-

swers will be held

ceive our interesting booklet,

Imagination

test

in every walk
themselves by our

ing ability.
If you have, you will receive further information relative to the Palmer Course

have
and frankly.

If you

we

-

Please send me by return mail your Creative
Test which I am to fill out and mail back to
you for analysis. It is understood that this coupon entitles me to an intimate personal report
on my ability by your Examining Board, without the slightest obligation or cost on my part.

i

I

"How

Creative Imagination
the secret of success

j

Name

home

not,

will-tell

teaching the writing of improved

dramas

Discovered."

Department o', Education. See. 1306,
Palmer Building, Hollywood, Calif.

Surely it's worth a two-cent stamp to know.
There's no other cost and no obligation.

T3Y

"How

if

Also rea $10,000

Palmer Photoplay Corporation,

you

so courteously

Was

Knew

men and women

chance to

and Service.

strictly confidential.

Mail the coupon. Test yourself.
you are wasting these hidden talents.

Palmer Creative Test, sent free on request.
Your answers to this novel test will indicate to
us whether or not you have natural story tell-

Educational Staff Officers
Clayton Hamilton, M. A., Director of Education
Eugene B. Lewis, Editor-in-Chief
Douglas Z. Doty, Associate Editor
George Elwood Jenks, Associate Editor

is

you, if you are naturally endowed with
are missing the higher places to which you
attain if you do not discover your talent
and develop it to serve you.

Test Yourself
without cost or obligation

THOUGH

of

Frederick Palmer. Author and Educator
Thos. H. Ince, Producer
Allen Holubar, Producer and Director
E. J. Banks. M. A., Director, Sacred Films, Inc.
Rob Wagner, Screen Authority
Rex Ingram, Director and Producer
C. Gardner Sullivan, Scenarist to Thos. H. Ince
J. L. Frothingham. Producer
James R. Quirk, Editor, Photoplay Magazine

There

work, art or profession.
Napoleon, Shakespeare, Edison, Marconi, De
Forrest, Harriet Beecher Stowe
all great creators accomplished their wonders through this
tremendous power.

And

has

Advisory Council

You?

you are naturally endowed with creative
imagination, it is worth while to develop it
regardless of the use to which you wish to put
this extraordinary power.

IF

receive

$1000 for an idea from which he might

EXPERIENCE

For they know that Creative Imagination,
properly developed, is the power which lifts
to lofty heights in every field
of endeavor
that builds great dams, factories
and universities
that produces X-rays and
radio
that writes masterpieces.

men and women

Ethel Styles

that the
prominent direcpublic wants today.
tor in one of the greatest studios emphasized this fact recently by offering
stories

walks

;

also serve as the greatest clearing house for screen stories, offer from
And in
$500 to $2000 for photoplays.

of these rewards, the
better stories are

—

educators, architects
men and women in
of life are now enrolled for this
reason.
yers,

;

whom we
spite

They are using this means of discovering and
using that great, fundamental secret of success
Creative Imagination, the invaluable power
to apply to other and, in fact, all other activities in which they are engaged.
Doctors, law-

newspaper man, an underpaid office man
in Utah and many others developed under
our guidance the powers which we helped
them to discover. Not only are we sell-

In addition, one hundred and sixty producing companies in Los Angeles alone,

new and

for careers in the motion picture field, but hundreds of our students are not studying to make
this kind of writing a profession.

through

study course,

photo-

Also send me.

I

a

free,

Carrol B. Dotson's booklet,
Was Discovered."

$10,000 Imagination

OTREET
s

_

an

we

eminently successful
prepare men and women

City

State

I

Copyright, 1923, Palmer Photoplay Corporation, Hollywood Calif.
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I

Want

Know

to

riding on the /D Ranch,
and, being married, my wife's school
chums come to visit us during their summer vacations. Their chief ambition is
riding horseback and arguing over their
favorite screen star.

am

I

a

cowboy

Well, all I could hear was Norma Talmadge, and it seemed that they all wanted
to claim Miss Talmadge as their favorite.
No chance for an argument, eh?
Now for my part. I have never seen
Miss Talmadge, either on or off the screen,
but she sure must be a wonderful creature.
Not long ago a Danish girl of very
high social standing in her country was
brought over here by her uncle and settled near us on his ranch. The girl could
not speak a word of English, but soon
got acquainted with us, and the first thing
trying to say was "Norma TalFortunately, this girl landed a
good position near Fresno, California, and
her last letter to us was
"I went to see

she was
madge !"

:

Norma Talmadge
something

in

'Smilin' Thru' "

— or

to the effect.

A friend of mine once told me he attended a show and saw a comedian in
a picture where he and a young girl
were riding down the lane in a buggy.
The comedian got a laugh by inquiring
who was running the hotel in New York.
I want to know who is in the movies besides

Norma Talmadge?

Yours down
Care of

the longhorns,

to

7D Ranch,

S. A. Beeks.
Sundale, Washing-

ton.

May God Be Good

to

Him!

wonder will you kindly publish just
one more letter from a Wallace Reid
fan? Please do I want to pay my little
tribute to him and tell what he did for
f

—

me. I had never in my life seen him, yet
I always looked upon him as a personal
friend and never missed his pictures from
the time I first saw him on the screen.
When I came to this dear old U. S. A.
just three years ago
I was terribly lonely
and almost crazv from homesickness.
One day I was passing a little theater
where they were showing one of his pictures, "The Man From Funeral Range."

—

In my mood I did not care for the title,
but it seemed wonderful to think Wallace
Reid was there and I would really see
one face which was not strange. As I
parted the curtains there was a close-up
of Wally smiling and waving his hat. looking, as I thought, directly at me and no
one else, and seeming to say, "Well, here
you are in America. Welcome !"
No one but myself knows no one can
know what Wally Reid did for me on
that day with his dear, sunny smile. There
was only one Wally Reid and he was a
Prince Charming.
May God be good to

—

—

him!

Margaret O'Flaherty.

3032 Field Avenue, Detroit, Michigan.

How Many
The

Fans Agree with This?

—

the serious, thinking public
been clamoring for some time for
more genuine art in the movies and not
getting it. Nor are they apt to get it.

— have

public

—

Too many women, and more coming
in

every

where

it

year,
is

will

—with

keep

the

the aid of

art

right

some money-

—

grubbers in the producing end for it is
a notorious fact that no art has ever been
contributed to in any great degree by
women. Not that there have not been a
few real feminine artists. There have
been, but they are pitiably few, and they
have invariably been excelled in their particular lines by

Compare, for

numerous men.
instance,

the plays writ-

the Fans

Think

ten by women. Slush and gush and sloppy
Before any
sentiment in place of art!
one throws anything let me hasten to say
that sentiment is necessary to art, but
please note that I said "sloppy" sentiment.
That is not necessary, but plays written
by women are reeking with it.
They may improve. Let us grant that
much. And let us hope it will be soon.
But until they do improve, or until they
are curbed, there will be little or no hope
for those who love art for art's sake, because some woman, somewhere, seems to
have a finger in every play produced, even
if it is only a clothes-horse star with a
penchant for tearful close-ups.
Now
climb on me
J. H. Ward.
Neverust Laboratory, Altoona, Penn!

sylvania.

all

;

Now, sometimes

I

admire

qualities

in

interviewers don't.
For instance, I think it was highly commendable for Jacqueline Logan to wear
W"hat she thought appropriate for an inI'm sure
terview even if she sweltered.
that if I were a star I wouldn't bother to
do as much for Malcolm Oettinger or for
any other reporter.
So please don't let your correspondent
from Montreal influence your interviewI love their frank, fearless, and siners.
cere outbursts.
Winifred Bolster Pell.
the

players

Tuxedo,

that

New

The anonymous Canadian correspondent
one with Shakespeare in proclaiming
comparisons odious. Yet without them
critical appraisal becomes as heartbreaking
a task as building bricks without straw.
Any new effort is judged by certain
fixed standards.
In reporting, comparison is essential.
At races, records are
broken at theater, Barrymore is considered "almost as good as Booth ;" at Kiwanis meetings, "more members were secured than last year;" competition exclusively resting on comparison
is
well
is at

all

;

the

Western

How

let

us say,

good

finger
terest

Dann Byck,

a

new

he? you want to know.

is

we write. That means
But when we assure you that he's
you crave a close-up
of the newcomer.
Or. throwing it into
reverse, if we announce that he's as poor
as Jack Hoxie, you absorb that information.
You know where you stand.
If you don't agree with the writer, you
dash off a note to The Editor, telling how
provoked you are. You may not know it,
Well, he's good,
little.

better than Bill Hart,

but this pleases the writer.
As soon as
feel that we're irritating nobody with
our opinions we feel that we're through.
The critic without enemies is absolutely
inconsequential.
Of course, that doesn't explain why
comparisons are necessary. But perhaps
it
reassures the doubting ones that this
interviewer-critic will continue to report
whether a frail competes with the Swanson figure or the Nazimova brain. For
proof see this and other numbers (advt.)
of Picture- Play.

we

Malcolm H. Oettinger.

More

In

is

star.

York.

In the May number of Picture-Play
there was a letter about interviewers from
a girl in Montreal that interested me very
much. She said that "To the interviewer
the star he is interviewing at that particular time is better and cleverer and
franker and more unassuming than 'the
rest.'

—

—

as the life of trade.

Here,

with the girl from
Montreal who objected to interviewers
boosting stars by comparing others with
them unfavorably. In fact, I find it highly
diverting.
Thus I can piece together a
portrait of Miss X. not only from an interview with her but by assembling all the
remarks made comparing her with others,
in their relation to themselves. If they were
not so beautiful as Miss Y. she is more
alert that she is cleverer than Miss Z. but
not so gracious.
don't agree at

dull, and unattractive simply
don't get written about by me.
Barbara Little.

monplace,

known

More About Interviews
I

qualities are in the majority that I write
about her. The ones whom 1 find com-

Who

in the world are 'the rest?'"
few words she has put her
on the thing that lends color and into interviewers' lives and endows

those

each one of their business appointments
with -something of the glamour of a quest
for hidden treasure.
Rare indeed are the people one meets
in the ordinary walks of life whose alluring personalities compel one's interest at
meeting.
But many motion-picture

first

have this unusual charm and that
the chief reason for their being motion-picture stars.
To a considerable exthey
tent they hold one under their spell
make other things seem important only
If they were
in relation to themselves.

Praise for Pola

A

certain contributor to this department recently said that Pola Negri has
This writer
to act hard so as to pass.

sadly mistaken.
She is the best, and
to Bernhardt.
She has everything an actress must have.
She can
act far better than any of our stars.
Talk about Gloria Swanson, I must say
she makes me tired with herself, half
clothed and the way she does her hair.
Is she afraid really to act by playing
parts like those played by Leatrice Joy
and others? I wish they would try her
in a picture where she would have to
wear ragged clothes and have her beautiful coiffure tangled around her head.
Q. T.
Southington, Connecticut.
is

the nearest

stars

Sympathy

is

—

incapable of thus holding you, it wouldn't
excite you to see them threatened with
disaster on the screen.
Often I find that I am so interested in
a star's good points that I don't even
notice her faults consciously until, while
interviewing some other player who excels where she failed, I recall that the
And since
first one was rather remiss.
our readers are not Mertons who want
extravagant praise, but intelligent people
who want frank analyses of the personalities of their favorite players, I retrench
by making comparisons.
Th.it accounts for some of "the rest"
that the girl from Montreal asked about.
As for the rest of "the rest," it is only
when I meet a player whose fascinating

is

What Counts

do not agree with Mrs. H. A. Wier regarding Pola Negri and our own actresses.
How can .any one say Miss Negri does
more acting in one scene than our actresses do in five? As for Miss Negri beLiling far more beautiful, she is not.
lian Gish, Mary Pickford, Norma TalI

madge. Claire WL.dsor, and several others
In my estimaexcel Miss Negri by far.
tion, Miss Negri has a very unsympathetic
personality and shows traces of being
Sympathy counts a
bored in her work.
great deal in one's acting. Don't misunderstand me
I
don't mean that Pola
Negri cannot act, or that she is not beautiful; I simply mean that our own American stars are far better actresses and more
beautiful than Miss Negri.
;

An

American Fan.

Grand Ronde, Oregon.
Continued on page 12
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See Wow Easily
You Can learn

Vance This

to

Way

'New
you can do the step

illustrated in the chart
lower corner, there is no reason why you
cannot easily and quickly master all the latest
steps through Arthur Murray's method of
teaching dancing right in your own home.
If

in

NO

matter how skeptical you may
be about being able to learn to
dance by mail, this new course
will quickly prove to you that you can
easily learn without a teacher on the
ground to direct your steps and without music or partner right at home.

people

Whether you want

Step, Waltz, or
steps,
you won't

newer

you

can

movement

is

absolutely

Arthur

correct.

guarantees

The

or

your

cost

you one

cent.

More than

90,000 peolearned to become perfect dancers by
mail,
and there is no
reason why 90,000 more
cannot
learn
as
1'ust
easily.
In
fact,
about
five
thousand people a
month
becoming
are

ple

Fascinating

Simply

ways

dancers
the most

are

al-

popular

in and
coupon

and Arthur Murray

any

immediately
you the
mail
to
16-lesson
complete
dancing course. He
will also send you

of the

FREE
plete

diagrams

tango

Forward Waltz Step
1.

Begin with
directly
left

2.

left foot

forward,

and step

weight on

foot.

Step

diagonally

forward

to

right, placing weight on right
foot (see Illustration).
3.

Draw
foot,

left

foot

weight on

up to right
left.

Simply follow the
all.
numbers In the foot-prints.
Master this part before going

That's

further.

as

just

we

plained it
vertisement.

When

in

your

have
this

exad-

postman

hands

the special sixteen - lesson course to
you, simply deposit only
plus
him,
with
$1.00
a few cents postage, in
full

Keep
payment.
five
for
course

the
Practice all of
days.
the steps, learn everything these sixteen lessons can teach you and

prove to your

.START

HEBE

full satis-

you

found

that
the

easiest,

and

most

faction

cept

_

have

quickest,
deway to learn
lightful
Then, withinto dance.

desire,

return

the

and your dollar
promptly rewill
be
But if
turned to you.
you decide to keep the
course as
you surely
becomes your
will it

fine

—

—

personal property withfurther
payments
out
of any kind.
Every
month thousands of men and women
are quickly learning to
dancers through Arthur

it.

ARTHUR MURRAY

of

that

you

if

Murray's methods of home instruction.
There is no reason why you should
not learn just as easily and quickly.
This offer is made for a very limited
time and may soon be withdrawn, so
you must act quickly if you are to ac-

in the

was
"The
in
danced
Four Horsemen," all

FIRST PART

become

com-

the

Three lessons

wonderful dancers
Good

fill

the

will

Fox

have

through Arthur Murray's
amazing new method.

has diagrammed the
principal steps in the famous Tango
as danced by Bodolph Valentino in
such a simplified way that you can
quickly and easily master this fascinating Tango, after you hare the
Murray foundation to your dancing.
Send for these Tango lessons today
and you will soon be able to amaze
all your friends with your ability to
perfectly dance it.

Arthur Murray

Tango

may

course

Three Tango Lessons

FREE:

days,

you

FREE

mail

Murray

teach you,
lessons
won't
to

five

ness.

surprise

your friends by choosing
a partner and stepping
right
perfect
out
with
confidence that every step
you
make
and
every

l

barrassed, shy or timid.
Very often they meet
influential people in this
social way who are very
helpful to them in busi-

have the slightest difficulty
in doing so through this
new method. Then, the
very next time dancing
starts

Courtesy Metro Pictures Corp.
Scene from the famous screen version of "The our Horsemen."
showing Rodolph Valentino in one of the wonderful Tango steps.

Few

to learn the

One

Trot,

of

this,

—

a

form

demand.
good dancers always have perfect mental
and physical control,
manner,
ease
of
poise,
are
never em-

and simple instructions will enable you
to learn any of the newest dances in an
amazingly short time. You don't need
to leave your own room
it isn't necessary to go into a dancing class or to
pay large fees for private instruction.
All you need to do is to follow the instructions as shown on the diagrams,
practice the steps a few times to fix
them in your memory and there is no
reason why you should not be able to
dance on any floor, to either band or
phonograph music, and to lead, follow
and balance correctly, no matter how
expert your partner may be.
in

popular

and
good
always in
But besides

Even if you don't know one dance
from another, these new diagrams

Learn Any Dance
Hours

most

set

recreation,
dancers are

step

—

never

lack partners
and are invited
to every social event because
dancing is the

—

—

their

in

they'

Studio 738,

290 Broadway,

New York

Arthur Murray, Studio 738,
290 Broadway, New York

To prove that I can learn to dance at
home in one evening, you may send the
sixteen-lesson course and the Three Fascinating FREE Tango lessons in plain
cover, and when my postman hands it to
me I will deposit with him only $1.00. plus
the few cents postage, in full payment. If.
within five days. I decide to do so I may

return the course and you will refund

money without

my

question.

Name.
Address
State.

City

Would You Like
If

may

to

Teach Dancing?

apt to be out when postman calls you
send one dollar.

—

!
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What

the Fans

Think

Continued from page 10

Let Art Be Free from Prejudice
I

should like to express

my

admiration

for Miss Pola Negri.
To me, she is the
greatest actress on the screen to-day.
BeaLitiful, vibrant, alive
I shall never
forget her performance in "Passion," and
I am sure that once "Bella' Donna" has
been released there will be many fans
who will agree with me that she is unsurpassable.
As far as I can see, the only objection
to Miss Negri is the fact that she is a
foreigner.
I am i.roud to call myself an
American, proud to claim the United
States as my birthplace, yet in searching
my heart I can find nothing but praise and
admiration for the beautiful Pola.
I shudder to think an international dif!

$95 an Hour

ference with Italy might shake Rodolph
Valentino from the pedestal the fickle
public has built for him, or that some disagreement with Russia might cause us to
shun the inimitable Nazimova.
Let true art be free from all prejudice
Above all, let us, as Americans, be tolerant.
That was why our country was
first settled
let us uphold those glorious
traditions.
After all, regardless of place
or boundary, aren't we all "just folks?"

"Every hour I spent on my I. C. S.
Course has been worth $95 to me! My
position, my $5,000 a year income, my
home, my family's happiness I owe it
all to my spare-time training with the

—

!

Correspondence

International
!"

Schools

—

Every mail brings letters from some
of the two million I. C. S. students telling of promotions or increases in
salary as the rewards of spare-time
study.

What

Edna Buttimer.
1435 Fulton Street,

are you doing with the hours

Can you afford to let
them slip by unimproved when you
can easily make them mean so much?
One hour a day spent with the I. C. S.
will prepare you for the position you
want in the work you like best. Tes,
it will!
Put it up to us to prove it.
Mark and mail this coupon now!

San Francisco,

Cali-

fornia.

after supper?

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 4565-C, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation on my part, please tell me
how I can qualify for the position or in the subject before
which I have marked an X:

BUSINESS TRAINING DEPARTMENT
Business Management
Industrial

Salesmanship
Advertising

Management

QBetter Letters

Personnel Organization

Traffic Management
Business

fJForeign Trade
Stenography and Typing
EBusiness English

Law

Banking and Banking Law

DCMl Service
Railway Mall Clerk
Common School Subjects

AecountancyUncludingC.P.A.)
Nicholson Cost Accounting
Bookkeeping

DHigh School Subjects
Qlllustrating

Private Secretary

Business Spanish

D French

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT
Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting

Architect
Print Beading

OBlue

Railroad Positions

^Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
^Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

Gas Engine Operating

Chemistry

Civil Engineer
Surveying and Mapping
Metallurgy
Mining
Badio
Steam Engineering

Automobile Work
Airplane Engines
^Agriculture and Poultry

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman

Machine Shop Practice

Pharmacy

Mathematics

Name
1-10-23

Street

Address
City

State

Occupation
Persons residing in Canada should send this coupon to the
International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,
Montreal, Canada

^5 YMffS

STANDARD TGWHIHG

TH£

SCHOOL FOR THEATRE ARTS

AI^VIEIWE SCHOOL

DRAMATIC ARTS
FOUP SCHOOLS IN ONE. PRACTICAL STAGE

TRAINING. THE SCHOOL'S STUDENTS STOCKSTHEATRE AFFORD PUBLIC STAGE APPEARANCES
Write lor catalog mentioning etndy desired to

D.

IRWIN,

43 W. 72d St.
^Between B'way

High School Course
in 2 Years You can complete
High
this simplified

School C ourse at home inirements for entrance to college
thirty-six other
Bulk-tin. Send for it

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dept. H.A.7G

Orexel Ave.

& 58th

St.

last

1

[ir.-ictical

TnliAY.

'

are already a professional man or woman enjoying a big income this ad is not for you.
You probably are already enjoying the advantages and pleasures it brings.
But if
you only have a mere job or are only contemplating getting a job. then read the rest

number you published

this and think,
to you.

think, hard

of

what

a

by some one who called himself
"Not a Prude." The writer of this letter said that it was all right to talk about
the feminine form divine, but that it was
getting tiresome to see such stars as Mae
Murray appearing in such scanty cosdisagree with the writer.
It
tumes.
I
takes all kinds of people to make the
world and it also takes all kinds of people to make the movie world. The writer
of the above-mentioned letter gives the
example of Mary Pickford never having
appeared in any sort of scanty costume,
realize that this statement is true and I

would not want it otherwise. Mary Pickford was not made for the roles that Mae

Murray was. Neither is Mae Murray fitted to act as Tess or Pollyanna, but we
know her as the dancer and the most undressed lady in the movies! But still we
do not want to change her. How in the
world could we do without Mae Murray,
Marie Prevost, Harriett Hammond, and
other noted beauties of form!
just
simply couldn't do it any more than we
could do withoLit Mary to play her beA Texas Fan.
loved child roles.
1409 Second Street, Brownwood, Texas.

Illustrating is a Highly Paid Profession
Illustrating is a profession.
Men and
women, trained and experienced in this field,
earn from .$50 to $500 a week depending on
Some of them work at home,
their skill.
others in large studios where the3 are comr

paratively independent as regards supervision
and time. Most of them find great pleasure
in their work.
It is an exception for an
illustrator to give up his art.

Learn Illustrating
Tou can enjoy these advantages also if you are
willing to train for the profession as these others did.
The Federal School of Illustrating has trained hundreds
On its staff are 60 of the foremost
of illustrators.
artists in the country (Neysa McMein, Fontaine Fox.
just to mention a few).
The course is
C. L. Bull
If you are interis
a proven success.
thorough and
ested in knowing further details, mail us your name
and address and we will send you our free booklet
and a free trial lesson on which you can test your skill.

—

Send us some of your work if you wish and we will
it and tell you whether it is worth your while
Get in
up the Federal Course.

criticize
to take

You cannot begin too
soon to fit yourself for a good position in
the business world.
touch with us today.

We

A

Crush That Vanished

Horrors! Every time I see pictures of
Gloria Swanson or Rodolph Valentino I
want to fly into a fit! Ugh! There is
no excuse for the plays they play in they
ought to be censored right off the screen.
I used to have a desperatelcrush on R. V.,
and when "Beyond the Rocks" came I was
bound and determined to see it. Mother
;

I

could, but

it

means

when

she discovered it
well she changed

was by Elinor Glyn,
her mind! But later it came uptown, and

City

Central Park West

is an.]

In your

Are your working at a job or a profession?
Are you using pari of the skill of your hands.
half of your brain, and none of your talent
or the full power of all of these?
Did you
just drift into a job or did you choose a
profession and train yourself for it? If you

of

to "Not-a-Prude"

letter

I

said

Secretary
New York

&

An Answer

Illustrating

I asked her if I could go, not mentioning the name of the play, and she said,
"Yes." I called up my cousin and in less
than half an hour we were there. Well,
it was the first time I'd seen Gloria, and
The one light of the play for
the last!
me was Valentino, though he didn't fit
the part at all, according to my mind.
That play, where Gloria was continually
wooed and chased by Rodolph, finished

622

Federal

School

Bldg.,

Minneapolis,

Minn.

$500.00
Prize Contest
"THE
"EMPTY ARMS"

Lester Park-Edward Whiteside photo-

1
play, "Empty Arms," inspired the song
"Empty Arms." A third verse is wanted,

to the writer of the best one submitted
a prize of $500 cash will be paid.
This contest is open to everybody. You
simply write the words for a third verseit is not necessary that you see the photoplay before doing so. Send your name and
address on a postal card or sheet of paper
and we shall send you a copy of the words of
the song, the rules of the contest and a short
synopsis of this photoplay. It will cost you
nothing to enter the contest.

and

Write postal or Utter today to

"Empty Arms " Contest

Editor

World M. P. Corporation
245 Weit 47th Street, Dept. 692M, New York. N. Y.

Advertising Section
the

former for me, though Rudie

Coming/

still

lived and dwelt in my "castle in the air"'
for several months after, after which he
Glee Duraxd.
slowly slipped away.

"OurTticfc'in his best

picture yet.

3&1 Lake Drive, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

The Bernhardt

of the

Movies

In your March issue W. T. Mays said:
"I think the Bernhardt of the movies is
Pola Xegri; but, as you say, she is a
Then that person says that
foreigner."
because of the fact that Xorma is an
American, j/u- is the Bernhardt of the
movies.
Will some one kindly tell me why a
player's nationality affects their acting?
And, for that matter, Madame Bernhardt

French!
/ th in k the Bernhardt of the movies is
Gloria Swanson.
Her stories have been
unusually poor I speak of the majority
but a mediocre story has often been saved
by her acting, and the theaters are always
packed when her pictures are shown.
is

.

—

Madame Xazimova

is

doubtless a great

cannot "see her" as compared tO Gloria.
ilLIZABETH Stehle.
213 East Sixth Street, Peru, Indiana.
but

actress,

I

me !" she whispered.
Can you imagine a man hesitating when

If 3

ou

like pictures,

entertain

manager

the

And
is

it

and

And

I'se

cwith

heart I'se
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read Miss Knox's

first
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wrote my first
to Pictcse-Play, as it seemed to

was

in that

mood
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that those already settled in the profession were trying to make it harder for
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Our course in Humor
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time. Markets furnished.
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article

her in writing the articles for publication,
it

by Joseph Hergesheimer
Screen Adaptation by

Reply to •'The Observer"

on "What Every Extra Knows" I felt
angry- with her and those that interested

and

Bright Shawl

ain't

_

I

in
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ain't

fickle—but jes' true. And I'se know when
de Misto Rudy comes back I'se sure ain't
no mo' _ dog-gone blue. I'se sure know
I'se ain't been sick upstairs.
I'se sure
won't.
Sky-blitz.
Chicago, Illinois.

When

Miss Dorothy Gish

is

—

A

Inc.
presents

Richard Barthelmess

Philips.

look down at me.
been hearing no bluebirds sing, and I'se ain't been dreaming
the kind o" dreams fo' days.
And I'se
ain't been hugging ma pillows in ma
sleep.
And I'se is jes' so dog-gone blue.
Case I'se reads to-day dat Misto Rudy's
going to London on de stage and do some
kind o' dancing fo' de people over dare.
And mebbe Misto Rudy be back soon,
and mebbe he ain't. And I'se jes' hopes
it won't be long befo' de sunny day comes
again, when de bluebirds sing again jes'
sweet and gentle and low, and Tse can
earn again the sort o' dreams that ain't

saying nothing,

It

critics, but,

so blue.
And I'se is saying fo' meself there ain't
no use o" cussing. I'se is just so dog-gone
blue!
And I'se look up to de stars, 'n'

wonders

Pictures

Inspiration

Sky-blue

I'se

Ask

best.

always watch for the First Xational trade mark on the screen.

Charles H.Duell, president

Waterbury, Connecti-

me

We can promise j'ou that it is one of the year's
your theatre when he is going to play" it.

the sign of the ultimate in artistry" and entertainment value.

cut.

in

as

almost as well as

Howard

Deep down

at

was knocked most

Xew York

you

miss the picture.

"The Great Moment."
St.,

_

you and

pleasing personalities on the silver sheet
to-day. "'The Great Moment," written by
the much-maligned Elinor Glyn, and wonderiully acted by Miss Swanson, was one
of the best pictures I ever remember having seen.
And I manage to see nearly
every film of any importance. "The Im-

Grove

Kiss

and who doesn't, you will see this one. It will thrill
no other picture has done. This is one of the most
beautiful stories ever written, and one of the best from the pen of the famous
writer, Joseph Hergesheimer. Have you read the story? Then you will not

son cannot act and thai she is only a
fashion plate, but I notice when any of
her pictures are shown they flock to see
her, or is it thai gowns have taken on
such an extraordinary importance?
I
consider Miss Swanson one of the most

W est

!

such a beautiful girl pleaded. He
cared very much for her, but he did hesitate. And you will know why when
you see the picture.

Another Fan Praises Gloria
Some people may say thai Gloria Swan-

possible Mrs. Bellew"
yotiferousry by the
indeed. 1 think I liked

me

"Kiss
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Meet Mademoiselle Titi
They gave him that nickname during the war. You would have thought
him a dandy, with his slim waist and his budding blonde moustache. But
the soldiers know him for what he was
a proud, brutal, Prussian beast
whose greatest pleasure was torturing helpless women. There was that

—

night in the Chateau
It was a rainy night, dull, dragging.
whole night stretched before them and
.

.

.

—

what to-morrow might bring?
They sent some soldiers to the

The

five officers

were

restless.

A

who knew

village to bring

back five of the prettiest girls they could find. To
Mademoiselle Fifi they gave Rachel, a small, timid,
black-haired little thing.
He saw that she was
frightened
and he was glad. He took her on
his knees.
He covered her face and neck with
coarse kisses.
He laughed when she winced. He
was glad she was small and helpless.
Rachel submitted until, mad with drink and excite
.

.

.

ment, Mademoiselle

"AH

Fifi

jumped

Women

the

in

to his feet

and shouted

France Belong to Us!"

Rachel tore herself free from his embrace and shouted: "You lie!" Enraged,
he slapped her full in the face, almost before the words had left her lips. She
dared defy him
Well, he would show her his boast was true.
But even a timid little girl sometimes has courage. There was a crash, a shout
of warning, and
But we don't want to spoil the thrill. Read "Mademoiselle
Fifi" yourself
it is one of the most daring and most fascinating tales in literature.
!

—

.

.

.

10 Big Volumes
of Startling Stories
By the Most Daring Writer of AH Time

Guy de Maupassant
Into 10 large, library volumes have been gathered the best of Maupassant's stories
211 of them, including 17 recently discovered and
translated into English for the first time. There is probably no other
author in literature who has dared to write as truthfully of human
life as has Guy de Maupassant.
He conceals nothing from you
tells you facts as they really are.

—

Sometimes, Maupassant takes you into a convent and lets you
glimpse the startling things that take place behind the gloomy
walls.
Sometimes he takes you to the slums of some Eastern city
and reveals to you the miserable life of a woman shackled in sin.
Sometimes he takes you into the boudoir of some famous actress
and boldly betrays her secrets. Fearlessly he writes of life as he
found it.
Had he been less of a genius, his writings might have
been suppressed.

Marriage and Disillusion
Jeanne's Discovery
A Piece of String
In the Wood

The

Telltale Portrait

Theodule Sabot's Confession

The Story cf a Farm
The Impolite Sex
A Wedding Gift
The Wronj House
Tombstones

Girl

Useless Beauty

A Queer

Night in Paris
A Wife's Confession
Mademoiselle Fifi

A

Failu

Affair

Volumes

Bound in
Maroon Cloth
With De Luxe
Labels in Two
Colors

set

books

at

your

mand

amazing publishing
represents.
Within
turn the books and
keep them and send
payment.

You

Sensational Discovery

Read and examine

the

See for yourself what an
achievement this splendid set
the 5-day period, either rehave your $i.oo refunded, or
us only $3.90 to tomplete the

will be the judge.

i

Mai:

at least ,*1S,00.

of Maupassant arrives, deposit

leisure.

of

17 Original Maupassant Stories
Never Before Translated
For some time it has been known that there existed certain very startling stories, written by de Maupassant for a
circle of friends, but never translated into English.
These stories have at last been traced and translated word
for word from the original French.
They are undoubtedly
among the most startling revelations of love and adventure
ever recorded in print.
Never before has it been possible to offer a high-class
attractively bound set of Maupassant at the remarkably low
price of $4.90.
Only 49c a volume, mind you— and each
volume filled with fascinating, exciting bold tales of life
and love!
You want this new Maupassant set. Act
before the
present edition is exhausted.
Send no money, but be sure to
clip and mail the coupon to-day.
select

NOW

Thompson-Barlow Company, Dept. 246
43 West 16th Street, New York City
Tou may send me for 5 days' examination

the
of Guy de Maupassant in 10 volumes, contain17 stories never before published in English.
delivery I will deposit $1.00 with the postman.
Within 5 days I will either return the books and
have my $1.00 refunded, or keep them and send
you only $3.90 to complete the full payment. It is
understood that all carrying charges are prepaid.
ing

On

t

x 5'4 inches)

Beautifully

your

set

—

You are urged to act at once. Just clip
and mail the coupon below, and the complete iovolume set will be sent to you at once. We will
pay all postage.

When

a

;

This extraordinarily low-priced edition will go

$i.oo with the postman.

libraries

works

Full-Size
Library

their

Expensive bindings and book plates
Maupassant's works practically prohibitive. Most of these
sets were sold on the ordinary subscription, part-payment plan
and
the bookkeeping entailed made the price of the books even higher
Through a fortunate purchase of the book-plates and copyrights' of a
former high-priced edition, and through a new selling plan that eliminates bookkeeping and losses from bad accounts, we are now able to
offer you this set of Maupassant's stories, including five novels, attractively bound in 10 library volumes, for only $4.90.
Only $4 90
for a 10 volume set of books
for 211 fascinating Maupassant tales!
The books are regular library size, attractivelv but not expensively
bound in cloth, printed on an excellent grade of paper in clear, readUnder ordinary methods of selling this set would comable type.
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STARTLING STORIES
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There was a time when only the wealthy
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""THIS

painting of
Pola Xegri was

exhibited

at

the

Knoedler Galleries in

New York late in the
winter and was
greatly

admired

crowds

of

by

visitors.

When

her engagement
Chaplin
Charles
was announced, the
artist
Tade Styka
to

—

withdrew this painting from the exhibit,
and the action was
generally attributed to
jealousy.
Pola Xegri

and Tade Styka both
come from Poland.

How Can They

Be Artists?

The conditions under which
motion-picture actors work are not
conducive to great artistic development, and the fault is about
equally divided between the producers, the players, and the public.
This article blasts a lot of ideas
that have been extensively pressagented and shows you just
what the dire but hu-

morous

Illustrated

situation

is.

by

By Agnes Smith

Lui Trugo

Judged by

the standard of financial returns,

ALMOST on the
r\ stories of the

Mary

Miles Minter

same day the newspapers carried
death of Wallace Reid and Jackie

Coogan's new half-million-dollars-a-year contract.
In one breath, the public deplored the tragic
death of a public idol and in another it discussed the
feasibility of training children for the movies, thus making them assets instead of liabilities to their parents.
few persons became thoughtful about the circumstances that led up to Reid's death and a few sentimental
women wondered if a half million dollars isn't a rather
small price to pay for a year of childhood.
However,
and, failing to find another king,
the king was dead
the public shouted, "Long live the prince \"
Those who had not even seen Jackie on the screen
joined in the acclaim, in such high esteem do we hold
the dollar.
Shall we put this down as another instance of the
fickleness of the public?
I think not, for the public
still loves Reid.
But how about the other stars who,
though not dead, nevertheless are done for
so far as the screen is concerned?
Is the
public tired of them?
The producers say
yes.
But the public is more definite it says
that it is tired of seeing certain stars in
the same old type of picture.
Read over
the fan letters and you'll find that most of
the complaints aren't lodged against the favorites so much as they are protests against
the poor stories and inadequate pictures in
which these stars appear.
Practically every one agrees that Wallace
Reid was capable of having left behind him
the record of a far greater artistic career
had he not been obliged to play in an almost
unbroken succession of rather mediocre ve-

A

;

;

is

five times as great an artist as Paderewski.

make pictures suiting that particular
is much to be said for the producer.
careful management there are many
and

type.

And

Under
risks

there

most
and hazards
the

only natural that the
from being
financial failures by putting his stars in pictures which
promise, on the basis of past experience, to meet the
demands of the greatest number of persons.
Once the star is hitched to a contract, the busy press
agent gets started and proceeds to enhance his commercial value by linking his name up with the seven
virtues as soon as possible, although the unfortunate
star may possess only five of the seven.
While the
star works hard at the studio, the press agent wears
the ribbon off nine typewriters in a pious endeavor to
tell the world that his company has captured the only
living superman this side of Mars.
Then, too often,
in the picture business,

it

is

producer should try to keep his pictures

something happens which knocks this illusion into a
cocked hat as soon as it gets into the newspapers.
So, with stories of the tragedies, vices,
failings, business difficulties, and domestic
tangles of the movie idols exploding at regular intervals and with fantastic truths like
the announcement of Jackie Coogan's contract bursting into print, I sometimes wonder what a bewildered public makes of the

I wonder how it reconciles
the undeniable facts with all the pretty
press-agent stories about blameless morals
and the high artistic aims of its favorites
that were circulated so freely up until about
a year or so ago.
For years and years, as the movie business goes, the public was asked to believe
that all stars led healthy, outdoor lives that
In such hi, oh esteem do
hicles.
they reported at the studio at eight o'clock
we hold the dollar.
in the morning and went to bed at ten
then do the stars play in such pictures? Well, once they have signed on the
o'clock at night that they were devoted to
their parents; that they were happily married, with no
dotted line and agreed to accept the filthy gold of the
few of
producer, they must take what they get.
interests outside the home
that, so far as morals were
them manage to avoid having to keep repeating a varia- concerned, they were bluestockings that they were
that
slavishly devoted to the whims of their public
tion of the same part, but in the case of one who hapthey personally answered all their fan letters that they
pens to be a type and most of the stars are decided
the producer finds it convenient and lucrative to
loved their art that they only wanted money to toss
types

movie business.

;

Why

;

A

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

How Can They
away on charity that they were bookworms and easily
the intellectual equals of ex-President Eliot of Harvard
that they wrote all the articles appearing under their
names that only a great devotion to their admirers prevented them from taking wings and flying to their rightSome of the stars possess many of these
ful reward.
virtues but what living man or woman has them all ?
I said that the public was asked to believe these things.
The beautiful joke is that a large part of the public
actually did believe these things. And what is more, it
believed something even more preposterous.
It believed
that high-priced stars really earned their salaries because
In other words, because
of their ability as artists.
Charles Chaplin was the highest-salaried man in the
world, at one time, they took it for granted that he
was the greatest artist in the world. As a matter of
fact, he was primarily a sound commercial proposition
and. as an afterthought and almost by accident, a comic genius.
But the public, urged on by press agents
who wished a flourishing business to obtain standing as a respected art, was led
on to believe that art could be measured
in terms of money and that money is paid
as a reward for morality.
Just by way of illustration, I am going
to compare the motion picture with the
tried-and-true arts.
I am not going to
tell you about poor poets starving in
attics, or about excellent novelists
who are writing advertisements 01
the side to earn a living, or about
Beethoven's poverty. I am going to pick out the striking
;

;

;

commercial
other

successes

Be
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Artists?

"The Kid." Strauss himself
Vienna, rich in kronen and enjoying seventeen
different kinds of laughs.
lias

already outdistanced

in

is

Sherwood Anderson,

a truly great American novelist,
said to receive almost $6,000 a year from his fiction.
At least, that is the mean story circulated by the enviis

ous.
At that rate he makes nearly as much in a year
as Thomas Meighan does in a week.
All this talk of art, artists and their comparative values
may seem beside the point. But I emphasize it because
there has been so much bunk passed out about the remuneration of screen "art" and the high salaries paid
to screen "artists."

And

cial

them are paid for looking pretty. And
they no longer look pretty or, which

when
more

frequently happens, the public gets
same pretty face doing the
same stupid things, they are tossed out,
out into the night. The situation reminds
me of the story of the man who tried
to divorce his wife because he got
weary of looking at her peaceful
face. It's only reasonable to expect a little variety.
The minority are paid because they are good actors and
actresses.
But even the good
actors and actresses are grossly
overpaid in comparison with
the good actors and actresses
tired of the

in

About a year ago Paderewski needed money. He
wanted the terrifying sum

on the stage.
Again, why? Because by a
mechanical miracle and an accident of invention, their per-

formances can be reproduced
a great many times and distributed

world.
The motion picture owes
that have

vanced it and made him sign on
Judging art on the basis of money,

made

its

great success to the same qualities

the rabbit celebrated in the animal kingdom.

the

Mary

dotted

line.

Miles Min-

as a motion-picture artist, was, at that time, five
times better than Paderewski is as a musician. She was
worth just five times more per year. But was she five

ter,

times as great an artist?
John Singer Sargent, an American artist, although
living in Boston, is a rank money grabber because he
won't touch a portrait for less than $10,000. Obviously,
Douglas Fairbanks is fifty times better than Sargent
that's why Sargent, in shame and humiliation, lives in
Boston and avoids publicity.
Richard Strauss, a villainously mercenarv Austrian,
scandalized the American public by asking, and getting,
S100.000 for a concert tour. The astute American public, which contributes $5,000 a week to the support of
Dorothy Dalton, was so horrified that Strauss' popularity was in danger.
Charles Chaplin sold "The Kid,"
the supreme opus of his career, for $700,000.
If any

movie
the

list.

is

entitled to immortality,

But

As

"The Kid"

the immortality of the movies

is

will

lead

a dubious

he contributed "Der Rosenkavalier," a comedy in music that, in its limited circle,

thing.

for

Strauss,

mo-

or financial geniuses, they don't build great industries that give employment to thousands,
they don't contribute anything of much
asting value.
The answer is that the majority of

fields.

of $150,000.
He was in
poor health and he wanted
And he
a trip abroad.
asked for a large part of
the money for his beloved
Poland.
In return, he
agreed to sign up for a
season of concert work.
He got the money; a few
wealthy music lovers ad-

the astonished public, in

ments of skepticism, fails to discover either art or artists
and wonders what in Sam Hill such big salaries
are paid for, anyway. The movie stars aren't commer-

in

A

all parts
of the
singer often makes

more money from one phonograph record than from a sea-

son in opera. It isn't because
the singing is any better.
It is simply because the record, mechanically multiplied, can be sold to an unlimited
number of persons, while a very limited number can be
crowded into the opera house on the nights when that
singer is to appear during a season. The motion picture
owes its great success to the same qualities that have
made the rabbit a celebrated member of the animal
kingdom its powers of reproduction. And that is the
secret of the sudden rise and great popularity of something which may or may not be an art.
The producers are pretty cool about the whole business.
Just to prove it I am going to quote a film executive
"At bottom the thing is a gamble, a speculation, a mighty interesting game.
few favored players
;

:

A

seem to be picked out by destiny to emerge, at some
certain time, out of the mass into the limelight of popufavor, to rise to the top, or near it, stay there for
a while, and then gradually
or suddenly
to decline
in popularity.
That's true of movie actors just as it
lar

is

—

—

of baseball heroes, politicians, or the reigning belle

The average life
The producers' game is

of a town.

of a star

years.

to guess

is

only three
to be the

who's

next real favorites and to get them signed up before

—
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Artists?

wants 'em young and it wants em good
they lose their youth and good looks,
Often they don't try to learn to
they're up against it.
is

fickle.

looking.

It

When

And it isn't our business to teach. Of course, there
real artists.
But a lot of them are not.
are exceptions
Like the producers, they are only after the money.
When the money stops, they begin to put up a holler
act.

—

about art."

To carry on the thought, I shall quote from another
"I wonder what
observer of the industry, who said
any of those players who are pulling down from one
to ten thousand a week as stars would do if the heads
of their companies would say to them, 'We want to
devote part of our resources to producing nothing but
And we're' going to
the -most artistic things we can.
offer you the following choice
You can stay with
the commercial end of the organization in which you'll
:

:

the biggest salary that any reliable organization
would give you, and where you'll have a chance to go
through the regular run of "hokodramas," with now
and then a chance at something that will catch the mob
and yet which will give you a chance to do some really
good work, like "Blood and Sand." Or you can go
in for the "art for art's sake" stuff.
We're going to
do the very best we can on these artistic pictures we'll
try to keep them from actually losing money, but we'll
have to start on an economical basis. And that means
that we'll have to pay people at first just a decent living and no more, unless the pictures get to making
money. If they do that we'll raise your salaries on
the same ratio to the earnings of your pictures as the
ratio of the salaries of the commercial stars with the
earnings of the commerical stuff.'

get

—

some one

else

does.

Glenn
Hunter is emerging
out of the ranks, and
looks as though
it
Paramount were going to gamble fairly

Just at present

heavily on him.
"Now while a star
is

having

his

day

up to the producer who has him under contract to
make the most he can out of that contract. That star
for the length of his contract is to him just a commercial proposition in which he has invested a lot of
money, and for whom he's taking a lot of big risks.
He feels that it's up to him to get the most he can
out of that investment in whatever way seems the most
it's

And you can't blame the producer
profitable to him.
for that.
For the producer takes a lot of chances. He
puts up a tremendous amount of money, first for the
star's salary, and next for the huge expense of producing, of exploiting, and advertising the star's pictures.
If the star more than justifies expectations, the proBut if the star fails to come up to
ducer is in luck.
Caruso made two pictures for
expectations, he loses.
Paramount that were total losses. What if he'd been
There are actual cases of
signed up for five years?
stars who drew tremendous salaries for a long period
of time which they were not worth to their producers,
There have been actual cases in
or to any producers.
which producers have found it cheaper to pay the star
his or her salary until the contract was finished and
to stop using that star any more for productions.
"Most of the stars think that the money is going
They spend all they make
to keep coming in forever.
and when they're through, they're broke. The public

"I'll bet that every one of them, without a single
"
exception, would say. 'Gimme the big money.'
No, decidedly the producer is not to blame for the
ups and downs of the stars.
It's the old question:
"Do they fall or are they pushed ?"
It has been argued that stars who make their own
pictures produce better stuff than is turned out by the
big companies.
The fact of the matter is that more
fuss is made over the triumphs of the independents
than the honest endeavors of the money grabbers. But
was there anything so very fine about "Tess," or some
of Charles Ray's self-directed pictures? Richard Barthelmess began starring under particularly fortunate circumstances. He had made his first success in an artistic
success and a financial failure, "Broken Blossoms," and,
following that, had appeared in widely different parts.
But if he had made a big hit as a handsome guy
which he is I dare say he would be a handsome guy
only, on the screen, to this day.
And if "Broken Blossoms" had been a huge commercial success, I doubt not

—

some evil trust
would have signed
him up for three

that

years'

work

as

a

Chinaman.
Richard
Barthelmess has an important

voice

management of his
own company, and he
has

made

some

excel-

lent pictures,

in

the

H OW

Can Thev Be

notably "Tol'able David."
"Tol'able David'' was his
first independent venture, and it nearly justified the
independents for all time. But did you notice that the
pictures that followed bore a cousinly resemblance to
In other words, there was the same
his big success?
hint of type stories, the same savor of studio routine.
Not until the public began to notice it. did Barthelmess
shift and turn to "The Bright Shawl," a new style of
story.
Since Barthelmess is more or less master of
his own destiny in every way. and since he is looking
forward to a long career, he cannot afford to continue
in a limited type of role until the repetition has fairly
exhausted the patience of the public.
He must devise other ways of
continuing his popularity. But the
men at the heads of big companies
can hardly be expected to think
very much about the personal careers of each one of their stars.
They must concentrate on the success of their company, and if, in
the process of keeping that com-

pany successful, some of their

become big company

they can,
their

if

own

because they have

?ent to other stars.

that
cheap

stars

stars

rushed

they
forth

,iDJ?55~l^f

have
and

gratified their artistic

ambitions in pictures that
made even the exhibitor

and dizzy.
No, the situation

are

compara-

art.

decidedly mixed.
Sometimes I am glad that all the disillusioning stories about
They have been supthe movies are coming to light.
Sometimes I am glad that a star
pressed too long.
boldly and greedily asks for more money as Valentino did
and does it in the name of an "art" that is
not yet proven. It clears the atmosphere and it makes
few of these stories do more good
the fans think.
than thousands of words of veiled criticism.
ith the best intentions in the world, you movie
Wait I make
fans have been overpraising the stars.
one exception. If you are a fan who has a wild, wild
crush on a star, please consider that what I am about
to say does not apply to your favorite.
I agree with
all you say about him or her, just as I agree that each
one of my friends' babies is absolutely the most adorable
baby in the world. But. with that one exception, I
maintain that you fans have been endowing all the
other stars with virtues they do not possess, which no
human being possesses. You have endowed them with
greatthe
est gift of
is

—

—

and

lome," cracked up to him as '"art.
rushes forth yelling, "If this is
He
art. give me a jazz band."
is right, but he has his labels
mixed. The jazz that he likes
is art. but he doesn't know
it.
Only the highbrowmusicians in Eu1
rope and a few
local wise boys
recognize jazz as

Eager to break loose
from the vile studios,

adjectives

And
learn

tively meaningless.

who have
formed their own companies and who have gone
oblivion!

with

Perhaps the public doesn't care a rap about
art.
I am inclined to think that it has been
misled by all the showy, dull, self-conscious,
and stupid stuff that has been foisted
upon it as "art." I can honestly see
8
how a poor man stumbling upon
F^fc~~$
Nazimova's production of "Sa-

they prefer, form
companies.
But

into

would

he

then

look at the stars

down

it

felt

day off now and then
and read the fan letters

very well be
The players do not have

helped.
to

them any more than you can buy

And

secure in your
confidence in them as artists and moral lights, too often
they have been careless about cultivating these qualities.
The public praises all the stars and praises them all
in the same terms.
One section cheers for Meighan
because he is "charming and appealing and sincere" and
another section roots for Valentino because he is '"charming and appealing and sincere."
The star who swallows even half the adjectives that are tossed his way
is in for a bad case of indigestion.
One extremely wise
star once said that every movie star ought to take a

cannot

that

suffer,

can't give

money.
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Artists?

A

W

—

a

1 1

—

gift

t

h

e

of

genius, the
gift of art.

And this
is

some-

thing

you

The public

Stardom usually means a
sudden emerging out of the
ranks into popular favor, a
hort time to cash in, and then a gradual,
or sudden decline.

shyly

asks

better

entertain-

for

ment

on the

screen.

It is too

wise to come out
boldly and ask for art in motion pictures.
It knows
that the producers would respond by making a lot of
woozy and foggy bunkum and labeling it "art" with
the bland assurance of a bootlegger sticking a forged
Gordon Gin label on a short-quart bottle of wood alcohol.

And

is equally modest about asking for
merely asks for better-grade players who
are content with one Rolls-Royce and who will appear
on the screen without looking as though they had just

artists.

the public
It

come in from a ten-day college reunion.
Are there actors who are artists and

entirely

unmer-

Yes, at present, there are.
As I write this,
the Moscow Art Theater is playing in New York. It's
an all-Russian company. And it's a great success

cenary?

—

commercial success.

The scenery

though it
had been
painted

by a

lunatic

child

of ten with a
morbid imagiGontinued on

page

100

is

rather plain stuff;

it

doesn't look as

20

The Princess Gets
OF

a

Pal

all the girls in pictures Norma Talmadge is probably the most
envied because outside of her work she lives so like a fairy
Where other stars of her importance are harassed by
princess.
worry and responsibility, Norma has a devoted husband who manages
And while others work pretty steadily Norma
all of her business affairs.
takes long vacations, enjoying her beautiful home and the company of
her friends.
She always has a charming dwelling place, but her new mansion is
by far the most beautiful of all she has lived in. It is in the fashionable
West Adams district of Los Angeles and was formerly owned by the
Randolph Huntingdon Miners, prominent society people. It is of old
English architecture and it stands in regal splendor among extensive
landscape gardens. There are fifteen rooms.

The dining room furniture which
Elizabethan was purchased by

is

Mr. Schenck, Norma Talmadge's
husband, during a recent trip to
Europe.
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ace
The

Some views here and there in the beautiful
new Los Angreles home of Norma Talmadse.

interiors

were copied

in detail

from various show

places

England.
The hallway is of old English design, with
paneled walls and mahogany stairways. Throughout the house
in

Most
there are rare tapestries and beautiful Oriental rugs.
of the furniture is of the Adam period, but there are a few
The dining-room furniture is
pieces of Renaissance design.
Elizabethan, and the big sun porch is ultramodern with its
The colors
comfortable wicker furniture and trellised wall.
in here are bright, making the great room seem drenched with
sunlight even on dark days. Xorma's own room, which is very
large, is a delectable combination of orchid hangings and ivory
furnishings.

Standing before the
carved doorrvav clad

Norma

massive
in

her rid-

Talmadge
looks quite as though she had
just stepped from an English
print. The house is of old English
architecture and was partly copied
from a castle in England.
ing

clothes,

m

The Age of
Lewis Stone, reluctant to
comments on

trenchant

talk

pic

By Malcolm
"He

won't talk," I was ad"He's fed up on this

vised.

interview stuff."

was

I

to

hear more of

this

Twelve o'clock,
at luncheon.
according to the efficiency experts of Long Island, means
only one thing. Mr. Stone and
I
started toward the underground cafeteria, acquiring the

Leatrice Joy and
Pauline Garon en

decorative
the blond
route.

"I'm not eating," said the
brunet Naldi, sauntering up in
her own highly individual way,
"so I'll join you."

Thus

was

it

two mere

that

men found

themselves framed
diin an aura of pulchritude
versified,

—

dazzling,

delightful.

The tow-headed Garon

child,

a pert flapper claiming to be
two years younger than Methuselah, contrasted the midnight Nita perfectly, and Lea-

Joy was simply herself,
supplying her own background.
Lewis Stone lost little time

trice

in

unburdening himself.
" 'Interviewers

I

Have

Met,' " he said bitterly, "would
be a darn good title for a hymn
of hate. Usually they're ladies

with prying dispositions. The
last one asked me about my
love complexes. They got her
off the premises just in time
Why," he
to avert a murder.
demanded, turning on me,

Photo by Donald Bid

Lewis Stone

is

not the matinee idoU but rather the mature hero.

K. Chesterton were a student of the
would probably point out that the age
of discretion is none other than the Stone Age.
Any one who has been looking in on the films of late
can testify that this is the Stone Age, what with "The
World's Applause," "The Prisoner of Zenda," "Don't
Fool Your Wife," and all the other celluloidrama feaAnd the very fact that the movie
turing Lewis Stone.
public has taken up Lewis Stone as one of its favorites

Mr. G.
IF cinema
he

is

proof that the public

is

arrived at the age of dis-

cretion.

Stone is not the matinee idol, but rather the mature
hero, substituting authority for dimples, and lending
the screen sound interpretations instead of flashing
smiles.
He ranks in the same category with House
Peters and Hobart Bosworth and Conway Tearle.
(Whenever given half a chance. "Tearle has turned in
'

decidedly first-rate performances).
As soon as he came East for Famous Players, Stone
found himself besieged by the press, the magazine ladies,
the curious "visitors" that are everywhere in the Eastern palaces of puttees and cameras.

"why do

they think

my

private affairs are their busi-

ness?"

"They have no

how you conduct

right

to,"

yourself

I

"I don't care
the screen, what

replied.

away from

even whom you admire in your leisure moI'm satisfied to figure out what sort of a chap
you are, on general observations."
I
suddenly felt a pair of burning black eyes fixed
upon me.
"Say," hissed Nita Naldi, projecting her ornamental
figure into the conversational foreground, "speaking of
interviews and figuring things out on general observations, what gave you the idea that I was an ignoramus?"
There was an attempt on my part to look innocent.
"You know what I mean," she persisted. "You wrote
that I didn't read the books in my library."
They were'
"I didn't think that you had read them.
pretty heavy going. Beautiful women never read books
by Gorky, Freud, and Ibsen."
"Well, I have read them, and I was almost a school-

you

eat, or

ments.

teacher."
For the

moment

I

could think of no reply.
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Discretion
about

himself,

makes

some

and the public.

tures, players

H. Oettinger

As

weren't enough, she
a fresh angle.
you said I had a harsh

if this

me from

attacked

"And

—

that' it- sounded like an'
voice
"
old hurdy-gurdy
I confessed that it "had not
reminded me of silver bells, or

sobbing violins.
"Well," she

murmured ami-

"maybe you weren't

ably,

so far

suppose perwasn't entirely on the

on the voice.

off

I

haps it
strength of my voice that
for
Shubert hired me
chorus. But remember I
books lots of 'em and I
read all of the books you

—

in

my

—

:

Lee
his

read

have

saw

library."

So, if you wish, you may consider that statement in tbe na-

In

"Don't Fool Your Wife," he appears with Nita Naldi.

ture of a commentary on "An
Optical Illusion," which was, in turn, a touching dissertation on the subject of la belle Naldi.
Yet there is
no earthly reason why any one as pictorially complete
as Nita should press claim to

membership

in the

Wed-

nesday Afternoon Reading Circle.
Stone introduced nothing of the literary into our conversation, save for an enthusiastic allusion to John Barrymore's Hamlet.
"There is the sort of thing every actor wants to do,"
he said. "Not necessarily Hamlet, but almost any big
characterization in which he is permitted to create according to his own interpretation of the role.
In pictures we are too often bound by the one-two-three-smile
formula. There are a few directors who are big enough
to forego 'directing' every movement
who have enough
faith in the actor to let him try his own concepr
tion of a scene. That should be every direcdd$ "**Mtg?
tor's method.
Good actors have minds.
not let them use them? Then, too

—

.„..,,,

^

There was

much

little

to suggest the

broker.

We

were seated on a settee of Italian Renaissance
which he called to my attention.
"These pieces of furniture are difficult to obtain in
In California, we are able to
the East, you know.
borrow anything we need from the best stores, simply
paying a ten per cent rental. Here everything is bought
design,

outright."
He indicated a bronze horse on the mantel.
"I think I'll buy that when they're through with it.
I like horses."
It was all a bit out of the beaten path.
It was difficult to induce Stone to speak of pictures.
And yet
he is virtually a veteran of the perpendicular platform.
His first celluloid appearance dates back to
,
"Held by the Enemy," one of Paramount's
fjfl^}^
first all-star affairs.
After that he did

Why

it

would be a good way of weeding out

the

handsome

dolts

who

clutter the

"The Concert" and "Milestones"

M

"Free-lancing
said,

Although Lewis Stone has been
performing consistently on the
silver sheet for

not

rise

some

widespread popfavor until

ular
the

years, his star

Leatnce Joy also

sensational

with him in

"The

" Don't Fool Your

success of

Prisoner
Zenda."
this part

of

*

to

for

Ince's

Northwest Mounted Police

t

Then

tures.

Selig called

pic-

me

to

do the priest in 'The Rosary.'
'The Prisoner of Zenda' followed, then I seemed to be fated

f

\

Wife."

for stupid-husband parts.
I was
such a fellow in 'The Dangerous
Age' and in 'A Fool There Was'

a veritable landslide

of fan letters, offers for stardom,

I

pleased me," he
From
it good.

found
went

j

With
came

I

'Beau Revel,' then on to Mickey
Neilan, with whom I made a
couple of those eternal, infernal

f

shares honors

"and

Goldwyn

i

BB&

to

for

Goldwyn.

i

market."

did

about Stone to suggest the actor,
man about town, or the well-heeled

\

and numerous opportunities in the
free-lance field.
Stone wisely chose
the latter course, and by virtue of a

:

and
Sjjg

number

of first-rate characterizations
with different companies, gained a fiveyear contract with Famous Players-Lasky,

than which nothing could be more

"

"Once I preinterrupted him.
dicted that Estelle Taylor would set
the world on fire," I said. " 'A Fool
There Was' gave her her chance. Why
didn't she set the world on fire, as adverI

desirable.

tised ?"

[Continued on page 96]

The

Girls

Feminine screen players find dance training
enough one of the most accomplished dancers
but

is

Her

confined to small, dramatic roles.

and one

interesting story,

By

Bernice Frank

modern stage dancing, which is more or less
was not enough. True poetry of motion

jazz,

can only be gained by a comprehensive study
and practice of the various forms of interpretive work such as aesthetic, ballet, and character
Returning to my home, San Frandancing.
cisco, I spent long and arduous hours studying
Russian ballet and toe dancing, aesthetic dancing such as is exemplified by the Denishawn
school, and such character studies as Spanish,
Egyptian, Japanese, Hindu, Indian, and folk
dances of other nations.
I worked at this
every day for two years.
When good fortune brought me a position
in stock at the Lasky Hollywood studio my
ability to
first

real

set naturally won my
Although I
part in a production.

walk across a

have appeared continuously in minor roles in
Paramount pictures for more than a year it
may seem strange, in view of my long training,
that I have not been called upon to perform

And

in the role of a dancer.

drives

home

the very point

I

indirectly that

want to make.
Odd, isn't

it,

a trained
dancer should
that

be awarded the
role of a

Around

the

Lasky

lot they

"maid"

have high hopes for

Bernice Frank, the writer of this article.

CIVILIZATION

in

pic-

ture after picture ?
Not so odd,

however, when

and shoe leather have
robbed us of our birthright the nat-

—

stop to
think that a

you

uralness of bodily movement.
Children are naturally graceful, but how many
grown-ups do you know who carry themMost of us hurry about with
selves well?
quick jerky steps, or slump along with tired,
dejected gait.
Next time you see a newsweekly at the neighborhood picture show
look carefully at the people walking along
How many possess a graceful
the street.
carriage?
Not one in a thousand!
"Do you know how to walk?" said the
stage manager bluntly when I applied for the
understudy role to Vera Michelena in "Take
It From Me," a successful Broadway show
of three seasons ago.
Fresh from Emerson College, Boston, I
retorted indignantly that I certainly did.
Stage dancMuch to my surprise and chagrin I didn't. But as my ing gave
voice landed the job I immediately set about learning
her dexterhow to walk across the stage. Graceful carriage after
ity.
one is grown up is easiest acquired by studying dancing.
So, I was tutored in stage dancing with which freedom of movement
and poise are acquired.
When I made up my mind to forgo a stage career to enter
motion pictures I discovered the camera to be far more merciless
in exposing one's defects than the footlights.
knowledge of

My

maid
flit

must

back and

forth attend-

n g to
wants of
i

the
her

ladyship, quietly

and

grace-

fully. How
much better
for a player
who is just beginning to posto walk
and use her hands
gracefully, than to have a
little
acting ability which
bility

about

valueless
proves
because
self-consciousness and awkwardness prevent natural
director can teach
expression
!

you how

A

to act, if

you have some

but he can never teach you
the natural grace of motion and
Only dancing techexpression.
nique can give you that.
ability,

t
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depth of feeling, or

Must Dance

at least the ability to

express greater depth

a sort of cure-all for faulty movements. And oddly
in the Lasky stock company never dances on the screen
analysis of what dance training has done for her is an

from which every

woman

can

f

^

Theodore K o s the famous Rus-

[off,

who

dancer

sian

is

now

playing featured
roles in many of the

profit.

Photographs by Donald Biddle Keyes
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of feeling.
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Reward comes even to screen maids. At the time
of the writing of this article, having played a maid in
two previous William De Mille productions, "The

biggest
Paramount
productions,
should
be a great inspiration
to every aspiring
young screen actor

and

He

actress.

is

World's Applause" and "Bought and Paid For," Mr.
De Mille has given me another maid role in "Grumpy,"
in which Theodore Roberts, Conrad Nagel, and May

the personification of

McAvoy are featured. Only this time the maid happens to be an important character about whom considerable interesting action develops throughout the story.
Dance training paved the way to this golden opportunity.

other

Dancing is
man.

to

the

woman what

physical

culture

is

important to the actress as athletics to the actor because daily
practice develops beauty and

to the

It

is

as

character, as well as figure

and

health.

girls

my

I

have seen

self-conscious,

awkward

During

many

develop

study
in

an amazingly

manly

grace

power.

Like
girls

at

Lasky studio

my

spare

and

many

I

the

spend

moments

watching him
at
work.
His panto-

mimic

skill is

perfec-

Dancing Toward Stardom Yet
She Never Dances on
the Screen!
That

the unusual story of Bernice Frank,
a talented young player in Paramount pic=
tures who wrote this article. Rigorous dance
training went into her preparation for seri=
ous, dramatic roles, and the grace it gave her
secured her first engagement.
Around the
Lasky lot they have high hopes for her. Wil=
liam De Mille finds a part for her in every
one of his productions, giving her slightly
bigger opportunities each time. And the pow=
ers that be of Paramount pictures are watch=
ing the steady improvement in her work en=
thusiastically. She is being groomed for big
parts in the future.
She says that her dance training is respon=
sible for her success. Two years of arduous
study and practice she gave to acquiring grace
and poise, and you will concede that it was
well worth while when you read her interest=
ing ideas on the value of dance training for
is

girls.

Even highly-specialized toe dancing
was a part of her training.

fection

itself

"Dancing
lied

to

other

is

it

seems to me.

more

closely al-

screen acting than any
art," says Mr. Kosloff,

"because

each

depends

upon

highly
developed pantomimic
expression."
From time to time I have
heard him express himself in
effect
"By pantomime before
the camera we must express all
the widely varying emotions of a character. These may
be subtle, deep, virile, tender, joyous, vengeful, or forceful.
gesture, a pose, a movement means much in
the development of a character.
If we have the skill
and power to interpret the various phases of the role
in action as well as feeling, gracefully and naturally, we
reach the highest form of pantomimic art.
"I consider dancing an absolute requisite of every mo!"
tion-picture actress
People often say that screen charm is indefinable.
But when the appeal of a girl on the screen is so subtle
that it eludes definition, it is my belief that you will
discover her real charm to be natural grace of expression and motion which has been attained through dancing.
Successful actresses have come to recognize dancing as an absolute requisite, not just because an occasional role demands that they perform before the camera,
but because such practice teaches them how to walk
about with naturalness and ease. It brings about per:

short time into wellpoised, graceful, and

consequently

attrac-

young women.
famous dancing

tive,

A

instructor once said
that the most interesting phase of her

work was

in

watch-

ing the development
of the students in
character as well as
and grace.
beauty
hearing
Constantly
and interpreting the
music cannot
best
fail

to

have a most

telling influence.

seems to give

It

girls

A

fect

Character dancing gave
her versatility.

real

coordination of mind and body which results in
poetry of motion. Few people realize how little coContinued on puge 99
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The Minority Favorite
The

glad

girls

may

sophisticated few

be adored

prefer

by the majority, but the

Mae Busch — and with good

reason.

By Helen Klumph
any chance you have never seen Mae Busch
the screen, look up all the pictures you can
find that deal with Cinderellas and Pollvannas and

IF onby

Pegs.
Then go to see Mae Busch. You can't really
appreciate her until your taste is thoroughly jaded. First
you must be surfeited with ingenue sunshine.
To describe her one must use exaggerated terms because she herself is exaggerated.
In comparison with
the simpering and saccharine ingenues, she is as caviar
to cake or French perfume to new-mown hay.
She
is not sweet, nor guileless, nor delicately insinuating;
she is trenchant and poised and impudent.
No wonder
she is a relief to blase film reviewers

"When I arrived in Hollywood some one asked me
what player I most wanted to know.
Without hesitation I said, "Mae Busch."
"Well you never will," was the cryptic rejoinder.
"We'll see that you meet her, but nobody knows her."
And that made me all the more anxious to meet her.
Despite all you may have heard to the contrary, variableness is rare among motion-picture actors.
The biggest money bags go to the ones who find their type and
then stick to it through comedy, drama, historical romance or satire. And restricting themselves in that
way on the screen tends to make them stereotvped in
life.

The Minority
With Mae Busch one never knows what

to expect.
the screen her characterizations are all distinctly
different
from the adventuress in "Foolish Wives" to
the young wife in Goldwyn's ''Brothers Under Their
Skin" and in life her varying moods are no less so.
Only in the little hard droop of her lips does she

On

—

—

ever admit the disappointments and struggles she has
undergone. Her reserve shuts you out from her troubles
and she has had many, including an unhappy marriage
and her constant banter belies them.
I met her out at the Goldwyn studio where she is
now under a five-year contract, and before I could
say a word to her she asked abruptly. "Do you like
Miss Blank ?" naming a well-known and saccharine star.

—
—

—

"No," I admitted.
"Good," said Mae. "Then we can be friends."
"Isn't it dangerous for you to be so outspoken about
people?" I asked her when I knew her better and had
heard much of the necessity for diplomacy in Hollywood. She admitted that it was. "But I like danger,"
she added.

She is infinitely younger off the screen than on and
impudent gamin quality triumphs over the austere
dignity with which the screen endows her.
You catch
glimpses of her now and then in "The Christian." her
biggest screen opportunity to date, that show you the
sympathetic side of the girl and suggest great emotional
ani

depth.

She isn't one of the most beautiful or popular girls
Hollywood by any means, but she is one of the most
distinguished.
And in any gathering people especially
irien
just naturally gravitate toward her.
Her aim in
life may be to be a great actor, but on the surface it
seems to be pricking Hollywood's most important gas
bags.
She is wonderfully successful at it. Her wit
is keen edged, double barreled and fearless, and no
one who puts on airs escapes it.
in

—

—

Her

friends say she dares to be herself; her enemies
is tactless.
But no one says she is a bore.
She lives in a little batik-hung apartment on Hollv-

say she

wood Boulevard which

is bossed by a wonderful cook.
that cook for being too officious
these seven years or more, but the cook who adores her,

She has been

firing

and probably will until the end of time.
She
came into motion pictures by way of musical comedy
and vaudeville and first played in Sennett comedies.
She hasn't made many pictures because she worked
with Von Stroheim, who takes his time. But the impression she made in "The Devil's Pass-key" and "Foolish Wives" is greater than that made by many girls
stays,

*

in a flock of pictures.

She gets moody and depressed when two or three
isn't actually at work on a picture.
She decides to take up her music again practices frantically for two or three days and then gets discouraged
because she doesn't play with a concert touch.
She
accidentally discovers that she has a talent for drawdays go by, and she

—

MY

Favorite

goes at that in a frenzy and then throws drawings,
and papers away hysterically because the stuff
doesn't seem first-rate.
Then she writes verse, verse
that is so morbid that I can't quote it in this magazine.
But it is amazingly well written.
"If I were any good in pictures I'd be at work," Mae
bursts out sometimes, showing that she taunts herself
ing,

pencils,

cruelly as well as others.

"But you've just barely finished a picture.
directors don't even yet know you're free."

Other

But before you've finished Mae realizes that she has
been thinking out loud. She retreats into her shell again
and starts making caustic comments on the world, the
flesh, and the films to distract you from prying any
further into the personality of Mae Busch.
She is merciless in her kidding of important people
even when she knows that antagonizing them may cost
her her job.
She makes fewer compromises with life
than any other person I have ever known. And though
you never know when her wit may dig under your
shams and evasions and show you up as she is constantly 'showing others,
least I

can't.

you

At
makes enemies, but
Every one I know likes

can't help liking her.

I've heard that she

met one of them.
her immensely, even a prominent leading woman whom
Mae bawled out one day recently. The girl who had
been featured in one or two big productions, was making
a rather commonplace picture for an unimportant company and wasn't putting her best work into it. "Don't
ever get the idea that you're too good for the picture
"If you were you
you're making," Mae told her.
wouldn't have to do it. Somebody else would be begging you to do big things for them. You ought to be
grateful for the chance to work at all."
Strangely
enough, though the girl is a conceited sort, she took
Mae's words of wisdom to heart and worked hard on
the rest of the picture.
Mae herself will never get a feeling of importance
from her success. Of that I am sure. She is too alert.
Her yesterdays are too unimportant to this girl who is
always on tiptoe for to-morrow.
She hates the poseurs who talk to interviewers of
their charities and kindliness, so she goes to the other
extreme and pretends that she never has a friendly
impulse. But she can't put the idea across because you
feel instinctively that she is the sort who would give
awa}- her last cent and with a smile to an)- one in
want.
Once I asked her if her successes didn't ever go to
her head.
"When success goes to any one's head, it is because
there is nothing else there to crowd it."
And then
she added, "That sounds so clever I'm sure it isn't
I've never

—

—

original."

And
I don't

if

a girl like that doesn't deserve her popularity,

know who

does.

VILLAINS

By Ronald Oliphant

LIKE the films that have a punch and scraps and

swats
galore
On rock}- crags or moving trains or on the barroom floor.
But, oh, it irks me dreadfully and fills my sorrow cup

my way. the victim of Bill Farnum's doughty fist,
Mix's hefty wallop, or Hart's skilled lariat twist,
Or the other gents who on the screen such frightful jolts

To

Wouldn't be the actor who just does

J

see

some

actor-villain take

an awful beating-up.

Instead I'd like to see

And

the

me
all

Tom

are giving,

landlord play the villain's role,

laundryman and grocer and the man who
coal.

The baker and

And

my

If I'd

sells

—

the butcher— he's an up-to-date Lcgrce
the other ginks who graft and profiteer on me

it

for a living.

Photo by Edward Thayer Monroe

A LONG-LOST FAVORITE RETURNS

ALICE JOYCE

is

coming back to the screen! No more welcome announcement could be made to the
who remember her distinguished work. It was more than two years ago that she

thousands of fans

and ever since then producers have been urging her to return. Until now she has refused, but
Her first appearance will
the Distinctive Pictures Corporation has at last persuaded her to come back.
be opposite George Arliss in "The Green Goddess." After that she will probably be the star in a series
of productions.
retired,
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This photograph of "Our Club" was taken at Mary Pickford's house on the occasion of her formal acceptance of the honorary presidency of the club. At the left are Mary and Marjorie Daw; on the floor, Mildred Davis, and in the lower row, May McAvoy, Claire
Adams, Edna Murphy, Clara Morton, Laura La Plante and Helen Ferguson. In the upper row are Virginia Fox, Vola Vale, Gloria
Hope, Gertrude Olmstead and Patsy Ruth Miller.

The
They're just

like

Girls of
the

girls of

your club, perhaps, except that they're

Bv
p.

—

was

over.

Ten minutes later. At the door of the Fairbanks
home were grouped twelve very pretty, very adorable,
but very excited and very thrilled young women waiting
to be admitted and greeted by" their idol and their ideal
Mary Pickford.
girls, I'm so thrilled I believe I am losing
nerve.
Oh, I feel like crying. To think that we
Isn't it
are actually going to be entertained by Mary.
too bad that Lois. Carmel, and Lillian aren't here? Oh.
dear! I wonder who'll sit on Mary's right, and who

"Honestly

my

stars.

Elza Schallert

Mary Pickford. Douglas Fairm.
Charlie Chaplin were standing in front
of the big open fireplace in the bright, warm, unobtrusively luxuriant living room of the Fairbanks mansion at Beverly Hills.
Mary was in a nervously expectant mood, looking
radiant and charming in an ivory taffeta French handmade gown. But as the light from the crackling logs
reflected on her sensitive face, and she turned her hazel
eyes toward Douglas, they bore a pensive, wistful expression, and her voice was shaded by a momentary
sadness, as she said
"I'm sorry, dear, not to have you here at dinner tonight, but they are such dear girls, and for ever so
long I have been wanting to give them a party. Besides,
!"
I'm the honorary president of 'Our Club,' you know
This was followed by one of Mary's soft, joyous
Douglas smiled, too, not so broadly perhaps as
smiles.
He kissed Mary affectionately Charlie said
usual.
something wittily comforting, and then he and Douglas
hurried along, threatening to return before the party7
was 6:45
IT banks,
and

"Our Club"
What in the world shall we say to her
much to talk about all I want to do is cry."

on her left?
there's too

7

—

Helen Ferguson was
the girls of

all

talking.

Helen

in particular,

of

Our Club adores and admires Mary

with something akin to idolatry, and at the mere menof Mary's name, she waxes sentimental, almost
weepy.
''Well, for goodness' sake, don't cry now.
Mary will
think we're a bunch of loons." This from Patsv Ruth
tion

Miller.

"Shh!" warned Mildred Davis, poking Patsy

7

in the

ribs.

"Ouch !" yelled Patsy7 sotto voce. "Here comes the
butler."
"Girls, girls. Please remember your best manners."
!"
"Consider the etiquette book
"Oh, my7 heart's stopped beating already."
These and several other exclamations of excitement
,

came from Gloria Hope, Virginia Fox, and

May Mc-

Avoy".

The door was formally opened, the girls crowded into
the spacious hall with the haste that accompanies anxiety,
each impatient to be the first to grasp Mary^s hand
for some it meant an introduction
and before they
could realize it, there was Mary rushing toward them
with her arms outstretched in a warm and hearty welcome, on her lips the smile that the girls term "angelic,"
"beautiful." "divine."
If you have ever admired and loved some one who
represented the ideal to you. and have longed to meet
and talk to that person, then you know exactly7 how these

—

girls

felt

when they were

actually7 in the presence of
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The

Girls

of

"Our Club"
Of

course, there was lots
clever repartee between Charlie and the girls, during
which he assured them they were the
most beautiful women he had ever
seen, also dramatically imploring them
not to believe all the things printed in
namely, his
the papers about him
temperament his er inconstancy in
matters of the heart.
finger tips.

laughing and

of

—

— — —

"Well, how about Pola Negri, Mr.
Chaplin?" queried Claire Adams.

was told.
had met his Waterloo, and he
thenceforth became as silent as a
sphinx on the subject of feminine pulCharlie's face flushed, so I

He

chritude.

the party given by Mary
while it had especial

Such was
Pickford.

And

significance for the girls, it is in many
respects like many others they are
Some
constantly attending or giving.
celebrity is always entertaining them.

Harold Lloyd gave them a dinner and
this was
at his home
before Mildred Davis and he were
married and the Charlie Rays and
Nazimova also have entertained them
on various occasions. But on every
Monday night, rain or full moon, they

—

swimming party

—

hold forth happily at one of the

homes.
This little club

mem-

bers'

is

very similar to a

anywhere composed of girls
between seventeen and twenty-four,
or any girls' club that features- as its
main purpose bridge, mah jongg. dancsorority

ing,

knitting,

French, English

litera-

or Oriental philosophy, but devote's most of the meetings to laugh-

ture,

Harold Lloyd sometimes entertains the club at

his

Miss Pickford. The occasion was a dinner given bv her
to fihndom's most unique coterie of debutantes and leading ladies known as Our Club, and it was also Miss
Pickford's formal but very personal acceptance of her
post as honorary president of the little society.
To those girl's Mary Pickford is the symbol of all
that is fine and womanly, and her achievements are ever
their inspiration.
They had so long anticipated the
opportunity of being her guests that the fulfillment of
They couldn't believe it
it somewhat dismayed them.
was true, and as a result, as some of the girls told me,
they were awe-struck and for a while Mary seemed to
be talking to a group of strangely silent and bewildered
young women. However, they soon regained their composure, and by the time the seventh or eighth course
of a very elaborate dinner was served, and Mary had
finished making her speech and the girls had responded,
the party had a gay spirit of camaraderie, and they all
retired to the drawing-room, preparatory to viewing a
picture in Mary and Douglas' own little theater, which
is part of their menage.
True to their word, Douglas and Charlie burst in
upon the gathering just before the picture was shown.
There were introductions to all of the girls thirteen
of them, including Marjorie Daw,, who, while not a
club member, was a special guest of Mary's, because
Douglas smiled
she happened to have a birthday.
genially and greeted the girls en masse, but Charlie
acknowledged each introduction individually with a
grand salaam and a very high and elegant clasp of the

—

ing, playing

house

games, chatting, and hav-

There is a
ing a general good time.
of this
girls
the
between
resemblance
strong family
in
club in Hollywood and the girls of the younger set
Kankakee.
Hood River or
The roster of Our Club includes fifteen names ot
some of the most charming and most popular leading
You will recognize several, perhaps,
ladies in the films.
There are Helen Ferguson, at whose
whose suggestion the club was organized

as your favorites,

home and

at

over a year ago, May McAvoy,
Adams, Patsy Ruth Miller, Vola
Edna Murphy, Gertrude Olmstead,
ginia Fox, Carmel Myers, Clara

Lois Wilson, Claire
Vale, Gloria Hope,
Mildred Davis, Vir-

Horton, Laura

La

Every one of them is busy
Plante, and Lillian Rich.
playing leads in pictures at this time, except Mildred
Davis, and she is on a honeymoon, for one thing, and
onlv recently finished her first starring picture and has
not as yet decided on her next story.
Besides Mildred, there are three other married girls
Vola Vale, who is also a mother of an
in the club
adorable little boy. Gloria Hope, the wife of Lloyd
Hughes, and Carmel Myers, once married, but not

—

any more.
All of the girls are young enough to be romantically
full of life, wildly enthusiastic over anything
clothes
that spells adventure and mystery, ecstatic over
and hats and shoes and fur wraps, especially when there
are four of them like Harold gave Mildred on her birthinclined,

day, and rhapsodic over dancing, riding, swimming,
toring, and making fudge, practicing concentration,
trying new perfumes.

mo-

and

The

Girls

The original pledge of the club was that the membership should be restricted to their "own little crowd" of
fifteen, that no outsiders should attend meetings, and
that their purpose first and always should be to have
"fun, indulge in no gossip whatever, never say 'catty'
things about each other, and follow intellectual and
artistic pursuits to the extent of keeping abreast of
cultural progress."
And they have kept that pledge faithfully, except perhaps, and excusably, in the "following of intellectual
They tried a strenuous and heavy course in
pursuits."
English literature for a while, under a specially engaged
tutor, but after a day's work on location or at the studio,
which had been the lot of mam- of the girls. Chaucer.
Spenser, Marlowe, the Elizabethan literati, and even
Pinero, Galsworthy and Shaw seemed a bit boresome.
"Of course," Carmel Myers dramatically assured me,
"we enjoyed tremendously and profited remarkably by
"
all loved reading and
the literature course.
Mildred.
certainly
did,"
we
chirped in
"Oh, yes,
"Until the call of fudge and sandwiches and chocolate
in the kitchen grew stronger, than our innate desire
what's the name of that great man in English
for h'm
oh. well, I can't think of it
anyway,
literary history?
he was a great genius. And if we al] would have had
books and would have read with our instructor, it
wouldn't have been so difficult, but just listening to
her read and explain things to us was sort of dull.
Anyway. I like to do my own reading and studying."
"If
"Yes. yes, yes!" staccatoed Patsy Ruth Miller.

ture, especially little May McAvoy, the business manager of the class.
They feel dancing will bring them
grace and poise, and will also "reduce" and "put on."
Some claim they are too fat in "spots" others insist
they have hollow caverns that need filling.
Whatever
their purpose, they do have fun.
Often they throw dignity to the winds and behave
like twelve-year-olds.
For instance, when the accompanying picture was made, Mr. Belcher, their instruc-

—

tor,

—

hadn't been for Helen why we probably would still
But whenever an
be listening to Macaulay's essays.
ancient and obsolete word or phrase came up, what did
She meowed or passed some wise quip
little Helen do?
Too bad
that set all of us giggling. Well, well, well
The best we do now culturally that is, physical culturally, is to study dancing."
Ballet dancing is their latest fancy.
I dropped in on
Only seven of the girls were
their class one evening.
They are very serious about this new advenpresent.
it

—

!

hit

some

-of the girls

on their toes to make

long enough for the flash light.
And
as soon as his back was turned
this was for my special
entertainment, I believe
Helen kicked Gertrude in the
shins. Gertrude passed the signal on to Edna, Edna
kicked Patsy and Patsy fell against the wall, shaking
her head, crossing her eyes and looking like Ben Turpin
in one of his comedies, after some one has hit him over
Feeling that 1 was probably
the head with a mallet.
unconsciously disrupting the morale of the class, I made
a hurried exit, but not quick enough to miss hearing
still

—

Helen call:
"Say girls,

this

—

picture ought to stand a chance of
"
!'

title like 'The Seven Dumb-bells
remarkable spirit of loyalty pervades the
club.
Perhaps it was born of their pledge not to say
"catty" things. At any rate, each shows a real interest
in what the other is doing, and as soon as any member
is assigned an exceptionally good part in a production,
a party is given in celebration of the event, and when
the picture shows, the club turns out full force at the
theater, and fourteen pairs of gloves are split during

being printed, with a

—

—

had to

them stand

We

—
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"Our Club"

of

A

•

rather

the applause.

when Creighton Hale, of Pearl White
fame, came to Los Angeles in the stage play,
"Just Suppose." the club gave him a splendid send-off.
As soon as they made a long, grand entry, arrayed in
their finest, and took their seats in the front row of
the theater, the audience buzzed like bees in a hive.
And Creighton certainly was in line for an advance in
Recently, too,

serial

Several of the girls are studying dancing.

Continued on page 97

—
Our hero
McGregor,

dom

is

none other than Malcolm

so recently risen

featuredom.
He returned three years
gentlemanly tour of China
after a return trip home to
Jersey back West to Los

from

extra-

to

—

ago from his
and drifted
Newark, NewAngeles and

Hollywood.

The young man going West usually picks
Hollywood for one reason.

"Was
I

it

a case of great expectations?"

asked.

"Well. I suppose it was," he said rather
dubiously.
"You see I was spoiled in the
very beginning. Naturally I was not prepared for the rough luck that came later.
Three weeks after I arrived, I was given
the lead in an independently produced pic-

The company subsequently broke up
and the producer went to jail but for the
time being I walked on clouds.
"Then for four months I went without
work because I thought that after having
played a lead, it was not necessary for
me' to do extra work. I felt capable of
ture.

—

down

holding

parts at least.
great expectations dwindled day
by day and finally faded away completely
when I drew my first extra's check for

"The

I felt then that the bottom
seven-fifty.
had dropped out of everything and that I
would never rise above the level of 'at-

mosphere.'

"

McGregor worked about from studio to
some months. With the natural

studio for

and health, his spirits
old hope of eventual
It grew to such
success crept out again.
formidable proportions that it prompted
him to demand $15 a day._ He decided
that he would go on a strike unless he
resiliency of youth

rebounded.

got

The

it.

came, principally from
most conservative company
making pictures. It is a well-known fact
after

Call

Lasky's

Photo by Evans

Malcolm McGregor's good looks appeal
but be

it

Hardships
Malcolm
offices

to

women.

He

is

said to his credit that his greatest wish

McGregor

didn't

not much of an actor,

is

to

become one.

have

to

that the highest-priced actors will cut their
salaries in order to work on the lot.
But in this particular case the actor tri-

umphed,

— De Luxe

By Constance Palmer

I asked him if he was a gentleman on this trip and
I
he replied rather naively that he hopes he still is.
explained contritely that I wanted to know if he had
worked his passage, and he replied that he paid his fare.

And

that

was

that.

C. B.

ing took place over the telephone.
"But, McGregor, it's for C. B.
Mille !" protested the casting director.

De

honor, I know," replied the
young man, "but C. B. De Mille's not paying my rent. Fifteen or I don't work!"

"Great

He
dreaming in a village emporium or rising to
acting by way of a blacksmith's or carpenter's shop he
left his university to -cruise with his roommate in the
latter's yacht through the Panama Canal.
They parted
at San Francisco, and our young hero went on to
Honolulu and the Orient.

only in a small way.

whose simplest wish is a comDe
mand, wanted Malcolm McGregor for a
Spirited dickerbit in "Saturday Night."

while waiting for an opportunity in pictures.
He sailed
up in a private yacht and then waited, at ease.

OUR

if

Mille,

starve in casting directors'

hero is mature, poised, married, and has a
Yale background.
Instead of clerking and

call

— the

worked.

a good thing for me that Rex Ingram started
'The Prisoner of Zenda' about that time. That fifteen
but casting
a day was a great moral triumph for me
directors, upon whom the free-lance actor is almost
entirely dependent, don't like such high-handed methby
ods that's only natural— no one likes to be held up

"But

it's

—

—

salary demands.
"If I had known three years ago what a struggle it
would be to get a foothold 'in pictures, nothing on earth
could have induced me to try the game."
Success came more or less his way after the fifteen"Broken Chains," the Chicago Daily
a-day episode.
Continued on page 90

Behind the Glamour
of Gardens
Photographs by James M. Doolittle

YOU

would never believe it, of course.,
while looking at the screen, but
ever\- time you have seen a garden
in a William De Mille picture, it has been
magically brought to life within studio
walls.
The greensward, the flowers, even
the trees are cleverly transplanted within
doors to suit the needs of whatever production he is working on.
In his latest production. "Grumpy." one
of the settings was an elaborate English
garden with a greenhouse and hedges,
ferns and shrubbery.
In the photograph
above you can clearly see the canvas walls
of the studio stage and black curtains to
shut off the light overhead. You will notice that sand and earth has been brought
into the studio to give the setting every
semblance of reality.
William De Mille does not like to go
on location, because he feels that using
any of the familiar show places of wealthy
California residents spoils the illusion
through the danger of the location being
recognized, and because he can within the
studio invoke the spell of artificial lighting
to cast a glamour of imaginative beauty
about his interesting imitation or transplanting of nature,
Many other directors
nowadays are similarly building their exterior settings within doors.

'

Though

the year, at this writing, is
we are going to hazard a
Covered
prediction that "The Covered Wagon"
will be included in practically every list
of the ten best pictures of 1923, and
we shall not be surprised if it stands at the head of
many of these lists.
It is a picture which, to our mind, stands out in
relief from all others as did "The Birth of a Nation"
in 191 5; like "The Birth of a Nation," it will have a
marked influence on future productions. It will probably be shown only in a few of the large cities this
If, for that reason, you are unable to see it
spring.

'The

yet

young,

Wagon

until its general release in the fall, just make a mental
it is a picture which you will not fail to see

note that

at the first opportunity.

Soon every one

The

will

to

;

At last we really know how her wonderfully expressive
countenance looks. At last we realize how her charms may
be enhanced by the marvels of American sartorial art and the
perfection of American make-up and the brilliance of American
"Bella Donna" proves what every one mayhap has exlights.
pected it to prove, and that is the super-superiority of the physical equipment of our studios and the splendors of what money
Pola looks beautiful in the scenes and fills the
can do.
She strives and struggles and acts with all her being, and
eye.
there are flashes of her during these tense moments that intrigue
You
the mind, even though they don't stir the imagination.
know what Pola could do, and you hope that in her next picture
she will have justice done her fiery and tragic emotional powers
as well as her beauty. But let her have a mind of her own next
time instead of being like a leaf driven in the wind.
.

.

;

in preparation for taking the picture, and about
three in actually filming it.

months

have an oppor-

see Pola Negri in "Bella
Pessimists
Donna," her first American-made picAre Smiling ture, and form their own judgment of
it, but meanwhile it is interesting to note
The cynics
the comments of those who have seen it.
who said that with all of our beautiful light effects,
beautiful clothes, beautiful settings, and fabulously paid
scenario writers we would take away the wonderful fire
that the young Polish star showed in "Passion" and
"Gypsy Love" are smiling and saying, "I told you so."
But let us not listen to the ones who predicted her failure let us rather heed the remarks of a critic who was
sanguine about her success. In the Los Angeles Times
Edwin Schallert says:
tunity

picture that Mr. Flaherty is about to make one dealThis picture and variing with native life in Samoa.
ous others filmed in remote parts of the world will be
made for the Paramount company by Mr. Flaherty.
As in the case of "Nanook" there will be no reguMr. Flaherty will make up
lar actors in the company
He will be both director and
his cast from natives.
camera man, and except for the assistance of his brother
he will have no staff. He is taking with him complete
technical equipment including an electric-light plant, a
printing machine, drums for the films to be dried on,
When
electric fans, and a large supply of chemicals.
he returns he will already have cut and titled the picMr. Flaherty expects to spend at least eight
ture.

.

If you are interested in knowing
something of the immensity of the mo-

A Few

tion-picture industry here are some stailluminatingly compiled by the
tistics
Hays organization.
The investment in the industry is placed at
$1,250,000,000, with taxable property amounting to
There are 15,000 motion-picture the$720,000,000.
aters in the United States, with a total seating capacity
The average weekly attendance at these
of 7,605,000.

Flgures

is 50,000,000, and the total weekly admission
The number of percharges amount to $10,000,000.
sons regularly employed in all branches of the indusSeven hundred feature films
try is placed at 300,000.
are made annually in the LJnited States, at an average
cost of $150,000 each, while the total production of

theaters

features,

news

reels, short subjects,

and so on amounts

annually to $200,000,000.

The

Word comes from France that Sarah
Bernhardt was at work on a motion-

picture production until within a fewHer indomitable
days of her death.
Bernhardt
physical
until
her
persisted
spirit
Death had been hovstrength was utterly exhausted.
ering over her for many months, but she fought it
off in an effort to finish the motion picture on which

Indefatigible

she was at work. It was called "La Voyante " and was
the story of an old clairvoyante who lived in an attic
in Montmartre with a servant and a trained chimpanzee.
She was playing this without make-up, and hoped to
make it a lasting record of the finest of her art.
Famous as was this marvelous woman, the fortunes
she earned slipped through her hands as rapidly as she
made them, and at the time of her death it was reported
?

The customs and
had been shown

Folk

Lore

habits of the Eskimos
in motion pictures in-

numerable times before Robert J. Flaherty's "Nanook of the North" came to
our screens, but they had never before
been shown so entertainingly, so dramatically, and with
His picture
such wonderful pictorial composition.
opened up a whole new field of motion-picture producEducational, yes, but above
tion
the folk-lore picture.
all. interesting and entertaining screen narrative.
So it is good news to every one who enjoyed that

Films

—

in

was all she had to leave.
motion-picture fans will recall that it was Madame Bernhardt who made the first feature length motion picture for the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.

that her equity in this film

Many

Favorite Picture Players

_
Photo

fc>

AmcB G«TlChc

has brought joy to
JOHN BARRYMORE
to return to the screen next

promising

will return late in the

Warner

Brothers.

summer

to

the hearts of motion-picturegoers by
season. After a vacation abroad he

make "Beau Brummel" and "Deburau"

for the

ETHEL SHANNON

did so well in a small role in -The
Hero" that she was put under contract by Preferred
pictures, and will be featured with Gaston Class in

"Daughters of the Rich."

o7

SYLVIA BREAMER

has often given promise of great
power, and perhaps in the coveted role of "The Girl
of the Golden West," which Edwin Carewe is making, she
will fulfill the predictions long ago made for her.

M£"[

"

40

rholo b»

KATHLENE MARTYN, one
beauties,

comedies.

The

is

of the best-known "Follies

going to appear in a series of C.
one will be "Dog Sense,"

first

C

Burr

Ednrd Tk»r«i Mwiim
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Where Are the Funny

Girls?

over and you will probably agree with this writer that except for Louise
Fazenda, our genuine slapstick comediennes are conspicuous chiefly by their absence.

Think

it

By Gordon Gassaway

WHY
it

cluttered

aren't there more funny girls on the screen
it you stop to think
You'll be surprised
You'd expect the movies to be all
over.

up with

—

first-class

comediennes.

But they

aren't.

There is only Mabel Normand. Constance Talmadge,
Dorothy Gish, Viola Dana, and ZaSu
Then we have had dear Flora
Pitts.
Finch, Polly Moran, Gale Henry,
Fay Tincher, Carrie Clark Ward, and
Louise Fazenda.
That makes two
But
classes of girl fun makers.
where are the feminine Buster Kea.

tons, Charlie Chaplins,

Ben Turpins,

Walter Hiers, Harold Lloyds?

You

will notice that those who have
are those of the first group.
They are the "light" comediennes.
Perhaps Mabel gets a little heavy
with a pie or a bucket of plaster now
and then, but still she is classed in
that group.
Where are the others
to-day?
haven't they held our
interest? The only one who has held
her place foremost among the slapstick wielders is Louise Fazenda.
But, let it be whispered that even
some of the lighter comedy candidates have palled upon us at times.

lasted

Why

And

in running this matter to earth,
through the highways and byways of
Hollywood, I have come upon some
very pertinent reasons for the whys
and why-nots of our girl fun makers.
It appears that there are two main

reasons why there are not more hitand-miss goddesses of the slapstick
and ribald laughter on the silver
screen. One has to do with the girls
themselves and the other has to do
with the audiences in the theaters.

All I have to do when
little pad I use sometimes now.
a particularly hard fall is called for, is to put on my
little pad and let nature take its course."
If a girl gets a reputation for being funny, she is
set apart.
She is never allowed to drop her role. Both
And
screen and stage comediennes have told me this
is
in your own
it
one of the girls in your
crowd develops the idea that she is
funny, why, funny she has to be,
and if she isn't funny everybody
thinks she has the pip or something
and just calmly lets her alone until
she comes out of it.
If she wants
to hold her place she has to play the
clown all the time. And while most
of the boys says she's a good scout,
and a peach to go out with in a

you know how

town.

crowd

If

— when there

—

any petting to
be done or a twosome to be staged
in the moonlight, it isn't the funny
girl who is there.
No.
It is the
quiet little mouse with the large dark
eyes and the Indian Hay on her hair
The funny girl is inside playing the
piano and singing a negroid song.
I know one screen comedienne, and
you can guess who it is if you want
to. who went to one of the big screen
balls at the Ambassador in Los Angeles.
She is always intelligent, and
is

without her professionally awkward
mannerisms, she is regally beautiful.
But was she surrounded by admiring
swains ?
She was not.
She spent
most of the evening talking to another girl who also has a reputation
for being funny.
"All the glittering girls get the attention at the dances," this girl told

me. afterward. "Just because I am
lonesome business, this busisupposed to be comical on the screen,
ness of being funny," Miss Fazenda
the men fight shy of me at dances. I
Viola Dana has a natural fund of humor
said the other day, over our respecguess, no, I know they think I am
in her wise little head and she taps it
tive plates of Irish stew at a little
probably just as awkward off the set
every little while.
wayside eating place just outside the
as I am before the camera."
gates of the United Studios in HollyThere aren't many young women
wood, where Louise was busy being funny that day.
in the world who are willing to be laughed at.
But
"More girls do not try comedy because they just hate there are far more, say Hollywood authorities, who posito be lonesome, even at a good salary.
tively lack a real sense of comedy.
There's a chance
"After you have sat around picture sets day after
girls, to rise up and defend yourselves.
I'll not take
day, looking more like a white Topsy than anything else,
sides, but just tell you what I heard as I nosed around
and watched all the men make eyes at the girls in pretty to find out why there are not more slapstick comediennes
make-up and never so much as throw your own pig- on the screen. We aren't talking just now of comeditails even a mean look, then you begin to analyze this
ennes of the jello type, like Constance Talmadge and
comedy stuff down to a pretty fine point," she went on, Dorothy Gish, but of the girls who can absorb a pie
v/ith one of her wonderful smiles, just as some chocolate
in the face like Louise Fazenda does and get away with
pie with whipped cream on it arrived, by her order.
it without seeming coarse.
"Another thing." she said, as we settled to a final
There's another thing they tell me that most women
cup o£ coffee. "I've taken eleven 'falls' to-day. On
become coarse, or at least seem so, when they get near
the set we call 'em bumps. How many girls are there
a slapstick or a motherless custard pie.
who are willing, much less eager, to take a dozen bumps
"Fun is a little bubble inside of people. It is as
a day to get a laugh?
It may be all right for a little
fragile as a soap bubble, and must be handled gently."
while, but not month after month.
I've invented a
This is the way Louise Fazenda described it to me.
"It

is

:
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Where Are

"The

Funny

the

Girls?

Woman enters the arena of comedy with a handicap.
The cards
are stacked against her. This much
I learned from Rob Wagner, the

trouble with a lot of comedy
seem to hit the mark,
smacked with a heavy

that doesn't
is that it is

hand.

"Pain

itself isn't

people laugh at a

on a banana

man who is looked to as possibly the
highest authority on screen comedy
in Hollywood.
He has just joined
the Lasky legions as a director for
Walter Hiers.

funny, but most
he slips

man when

peel.

much

less funny when a
on a peel unless it is
done in a certain way. As a mat-

"It

is

woman

ter

of

—

slips

there are

fact,

all

"Ever

"A
and

failed,

think

that

about

in

funny.
never got
the
swelled head about being made in
anybody's image and likeness. She's
caricature in itself is
It
f u n n v
just
go ne
Constance Talmadge resorts to chewing gum
conisn t.
along,
and winks sometimes to prove that she is
"Fun must
tented with
doing comedy, not tragedy.
friendly.
having been
be
For instance, if I have a charac- made out of a rib and let it
ter comedy part to play, I can't
go at that. Therefore her fall
just put on any old iunny-looking
from dignity is not so much of
hat, with shabby feathers on it,
a fall as it is for the man, and
The
and get a laugh.
No.
I must
is therefore not so funny.
choose a hat that is friendly
farther the fall, the harder the
funny. Do you get what I mean ?
laugh.
That, hat must nod at the hearts
"Collapse of dignity is an esof the audience.
It must recall
A preacher
sential of humor.
off his dignity

many

girls

he

is

woman

"But

have •tried,
to be funny because they

great

heard

His image and
likeness, he has tried to live up to
it," explained Mr. Wagner, when I
found him watching Walter going
through some antics on a stage cluttered with rope, actors, lights, and
cameras, "and every time man slips

problems which confront a comedienne which do not bother a man on
the screen. A comedian can be delicately vulgar, or even a little bit
rough about it, and get away with
the thing, but a girl must never be
vulgar.

man

since

God making him

sorts of.

•

memories of other funny hats
which may be a little pathetic.
"The public is interested in

chasing his silk hat down the
sidewalk in a heavy wind is
funny because his dignity has

bumps but a bump itself
screamingly humorous.
It

is

collapsed.

is

same

—

way

a

girl,

is

bump,
taken.

particularly

A

girl

not
the
by a

mincing

along the street, feeling just a little bit better than any one else,
and with her head in the clouds
as it were, is funny if she slips
on the old banana peel. But a girl,
well dressed and dignified who is
seriouslv
e n deavoring
t o
catch
Doiothy Gish's more

car,

a street
is not

were

really

funny

polite comedies

not nearly so funny

as her odd characterizations.

A woman

It's
is

the

the rooster in man that
The hen of the species does not

funny.

cop

the

laughs.

The handicap against
a
trying to be
funny is not

if

woman

The
she slips.
public is symp a t h e t
i

recent.

cally with her.

"Lots of girls think that awkwardness is funny. As a matter of fact,
awkwardness is not funny unless
If I am
there is a reason for it.

Mabel

Norm and

toys

with a pie or a bucket

of plaster now and then
but most of the time
she is a light comedi-

It

enne.

goes back to
She
the beginning of the drama.
just was never thought of as funny,
The clown was always
that's all.
I've never seen a circus
a man.
with a bevy of lady clowns.
The
Man's vanity is funny.
more ridiculous he appears the
funnier he is. But woman's vanity
is not funny.
It is her weapon for

playing the part of a Swedish girl
who has just arrived in America,
then I can get laughs out of being

awkward. But for an American girl
to be awkward, for no apparent reaI have
son, is far from humorous.
learned these things from my years
of experience, and I can say that
they didn't spring full blown from
any fruitful brain I may have hid
den away somewhere. No, you learn
such things from long training."

in

may

be
funny, but the point is, she's
not so funny. In other words,
a girl taking up a screen career
with comedy as her aim must
work twice as hard to be really
funny as does a man."

predicament

on in the world and the
world has come to consider it as an
getting

part of woman.
The man comedian uses

essential

ZaSu

Pitts is a living characterization

sad, bucolic specimen found in
small towns.

of the
most American

gardening

nowadays

hairscape
court

as the
Continued on page 86

Photo by Kenneth Alexander
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Bower Hesser

Introducing Trilhy
him all the way from
Hollywood to Aix-les-Bains, Richard Walton Tully selected Andree Lafayette,
who, he says, has all the qualifications, including "the prettiest feet in Paris!"
After a search for the ideal actress to play Trilhy that took

By

Barbara

Little

ONE

of the things that makes me almost unalterably opposed to an actress
Another is to hear that
to learn that she has won a beauty contest.
she is to be starred in her first picture.
Such easy laurels usually
fade rapidly. So I wasn't particularly anxious to meet Andree Lafayette, the
is

girl whom Richard Walton Tully selected to play the title role
She was the winner of a beauty contest at Aix-les-Bains and
knew she had never made any motion pictures. But eventually

young French
in

"Trilby."

so far as

I

:
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Introducing

curiosity triumphed over my disapproval and I went
meet her.
That wasn't an auspicious beginning for an acquaintance, you will admit, but within fifteen minutes we
were discussing Russian men as husbands neither of
us had ever tried one, incidentally, but we were both

my

to

—

—

voluble on the subject
styles
gagements, influenza, cabarets,
and sitting for one's portrait

in hairdressing,

long en-

late parties, predestination

—

somewhat in the order
All that in spite of the presence of a mere man
press agent whose cooing dulcet tones whenever he said
"Andree" bespoke desperate infatuation.
Miss Lafayette is tall and slim and just nineteen.
She has blond hair that is very straight and eyes that
are a soft gray. She looks exactly as I had always imagined Trilby would look.
She is not so. stolid as Du
Maurier's illustrations of his heroine, and yet she has
broad shoulders as Trilby had.
I couldn't very well say to her, "And have you beautiful feet?" though that, as you may know, was one of
Trilby's distinctions. If you don't remember it yourself,
any one whose recollections go back to the early 90's
can tell you that during the tremendous vogue of
named.

I

II

T?ilby

"Trilby" both as a novel and as a play, "Trilbies" was
accepted term for feet.
Later, at the office of
her company, I saw some photographs that settled the
question and got one to use with this article so that
you could judge for yourself.
Miss Lafayette is perfectly poised, not at all dazzled
by the good fortune that has come to her, and yet not
conceited.
She seems to have a purely impersonal attitude toward her beauty.
"Yes, I am very happy to be chosen for this part and
given the opportunity to come to America," she admitted
quite coolly, "but I was not surprised.
I am not surprised by any good thing that happens to me.
Ever
since I was a baby every one has told me 'with your
great beauty you will go far.'
I was
what you call
it?
chosen by fate for a wonderful career.
I don't
know how my success is coming to me. Fate will look
out for that.
"I wanted to be a dancer, but my family disapproved.
I studied and practiced for a long time, but they wouldn't
hear of my making a professional debut. But what does
it matter?
If it isn't that, it will be something else."
the

—

—

j

Continued on page 92
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Jackie and His Half Million
Never

in all history

has a child had so great an earning power as Jackie Coogan.

By Don Ryan

HAVE

many

strange sights, but one of
I saw one afternoon not
long ago in an attorney's office.
An eight-year-old child, who was dressed and who
looked younger making his precociousness the more
marked was doing stunts with a five-hundred-thousand-dollar check before a field battery of cameras.
The check belonged to him. He was an artist, if
you please, a motion-picture actor, proclaiming with
the regulation accompaniment of publicity, that he had

I

witnessed

the strangest

—

—

was what

just closed the largest contract ever made with a performer of the screen. The half million is not all- he is
there is more to come.
to get on this contract
And this is the way Jackie Coogan did it
He hopped up on the top of the lawyer's big, flattopped desk and posed cross-legged with the careless
ease that marks the sophisticated actor.
Behind this
little Irish imp, but posing consciously and uncomfort-

—

ably,

was

a contingent of

Schenks and Engels and Loebs

— sinews of the motion-picture industry.

Jackie
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and His Halt Million

While the camera men were fussing with their paraphernalia and the sinews of the industry were shifting
uncomfortably, little Jackie carelessly hummed a tune.
"Bring home the bacon, but we don't want the
bacon
All

we want

Then

is

a piece of the pie."

amazing child looked over his shoulder
He sang:
at his father and winked.
"We don't want the hundreds, we don't want the
hundreds
It's the millions that we want. eh. dad?"
this

Jackie Coogan is an Irish wit.
In the words of
the old song "His father and mother were Irish and
he is Irish, too." Jack Coogan. the father, formerly
of the vaudeville team of Coogan and Cox, is a redheaded Irishman.
Lillian Coogan, the mother, also
a vaudeville performer, is a pretty, black-haired Irishwoman, with snapping black eyes.
It is no wonder that a union of these types produced
In his little body is wrapped up all the poetry
Jackie.
and passion, the quaint, whimsical humor, and the
blarney of generations that were bred on the fecund

—

sod.

—

Jackie is an imp but a lovable one. He is full of
smart tricks, but they are never offensive like the
smart tricks of precocious kids who know thev are
precocious.
Jackie is not spoiled he is not vain.
He is sophisticated, but that, in his case, was un-

—

avoidable.
And there is something wistful about the child
softness a blending of masculine and feminine traits
that is so often seen in the poet and the artist.

—

—

Xow

on with the show.

Tackie seizes the big paper knife on his attornev's
desk.

"Captain Kidd !" he cries, posing ferociously with the
dagger between his teeth.
"This is the song Eddie Cline and I sing:
"If you don't give
I will

bump you on

Absolutelv.
Positively,

me

the scene
the bean.

Mr. Coogan
Mr. Cline!"

Jackie juggles the lawyer's inkwell on the blade of
the paper knife.
"Say, daddy dear, when we go to New York will
you please teach me to ice skate?"
"I don't know," replies Jack, Sr.
"What's going to
be your next story, Jackie?"
" 'Hans Brinker.' I hope."
Then, in a whisper,
"That's my excuse for learning to skate."
But the father overhears.
"So you're going to have me make a Dutch picture
that will cost me- two hundred thousand dollars just so
!"
j'ou can learn to ice skate
It's a schemer vou are
Jackie turns to me.
"I wish you could put something in your article about
.

!

:

my

bike.

t-e-m.

It

was an Emblem
under the arch and somebody

was

I left it

stolen.

It

—E-m-bstole it."

"All right. I'll mention it. Perhaps it will help you
to get it back."
"Thank you. Good-by."
Jackie, serious for a moment, bows gravely in
ad:e;:.

mm

As I left
I pondered over what the years will
bring this strange child this growing boy who must
live a self-conscious life, never escaping from the white
glare of publicity: and yet whose charm and consequent
earning power depends wholly on his not becoming self-

—

conscious.
It is as difficult a role as could be imagined.

More

Fboto by

bcMey Vaz^e

ifartin

"His father and mother are

difficult

Irish,

than the role that

have to live. More
nary little rich bo\\

difficult

and he

little

is Irish,

too."

kings and princesses

than the role of the ordi-

But Tackie Coogan will probably get away with
For Jackie Coogan is an actor.

it.

His parents, moreover, appear to be determined to
him in that respect all they can. At a luncheon
given for them on their recent trip to New York, Jackie
and his father, between them, told the story of how
the boy had hid in the studio one afternoon and from
behind some scenery had watched the entire studio
force madly searching for him and even dragging the
tank. By the time that Jack, Sr., arrived on the scene
he was met by several multi-millionaire heads of the
industry who happened to be there that day, each one
of which started in to beg him not to punish Jackie.
After some difficulty- the father learned what they were
talking about.
"And then," he concluded, "we went
into the dressing room and had a regular old-fashioned
spanking party. I sort of figured that, after all. we'd
taken the responsibility of bringing up Jackie the
way we thought was best for him some time before
the motion-picture magnates got interested in him. and
help

that

was still up to us." And he grinned at Tackie,
grinned back, with a mischievous twinkle in his

it

who

eye. in return.
I

thought again of Tackie Coogan's birdlike soul in

Of Tackie Coogan attending theater
openings and bowing formally to audiences when introduced.
Of Jackie Coogan sitting at banquets where
corpulent men. over thick cigars, discuss his future in
terms of dollars and cents and pile flattery upon praise
Of the men and later of
for his childish ears to hear.
the women who will fawn on him, seeking his favor
Of those
in exchange for their uncertain friendships.
who will whisper in his ear about lurid, odylic dissipations in which a young prince of moviedom may indulge, if he choose.
And he must be able to distinguish the false from the
true to appraise real values when scores of experts
are trying to fool him with imitations.
Will he get away with this, too? Time will tell.
its

gilded cage.

—

!

—

!

—

!

Spring
These joined hands when a
a day with one of her

By Ruth

couldn't have got a
Curtain on Roswipe at him
mance.
But the evening star had radioed my bedtime story to His
Editorial Majesty, and I nearly
did a high dive from the studio window when I heard that
I was soon to spend a whole
day with the original heartraider, Agnes Ayres!
Every one thought that
"much learning mixed with

Montana

!

much
mad" as

too

—
—

slang had
I imitated

made me
a

brass

and rushed zooming
hither and yon, breaking up a
Mah Jongg game— dragons
and bamboos scattered to the
band

four winds. Even the
studio kitten, as he sat deftly
slicking his fur, preparatory

celestial

an evening out, lifted his
whiskers at me in innocent
concern.
But when I mentioned my
good fortune I was deluged
to

with so

many

requests that I

had to card index them. The
fans all idolize Miss Ayres,
and there is such a kick in
getting first-hand information
about one's crush that I was
nearly crushed myself trying
to remember all the questions

every one wanted

me

to

ask

her.

envy and in my
on thrills until
twelve o'clock of the day I
found myself nearing a certain
apartment in the Fifties then
In

their

gloating

"1 learned that there are stars who use their footwear for something else than screen
receptions

A

THROBBING

and wardrobe

exhibits."

moon.
An ancient willow
tree with murmuring, feathery tendrils.
Quivering pools of darkness plucked with gold
patines, as the branches shift and sway.
White
marble steps gleaming beneath a gilded dome.
Perfume-drenched air.
The liquid voice of a
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

Spanish flower vender half hidden in the shadows.
Springtime.
Romance
And then the evening star flamed forth from a secretive sky.
It hung tremulous over the college library
and beckoned to me. I stood on tiptoe and wished
wished for an adventure with a movie actress, who
would be my symbol of Springtime and Romance
I blew a kiss to the star and rushed home to write
a Latin paper on the last six books of Vergil, about that
nit-wit, iEneas, whose mother was always hanging to
the tails of his coat
or whatever they called that purple worsted afghan he wrapped around himself
and
yanked him out of every fight so fast that even Bull
.

.

.

.

'

—

—

.

.

I lived

—

a chilly miasma of fear turned me into a driveling idiot.
Supposing she were "glace" and haughty and silent
wouldn't it be perfectly frightful! Who was I, anyway,
that the best-dressed and most-feted fan favorite should
spend a day with me? I turned cold. For a moment
I had a rather panicky feeling.
There actually are
Just then I learned something.
stars who use their patent-leather footwear for other
purposes than screen receptions and wardrobe exhibits.

the Famous Players' representative who was guidme said, "There comes Miss Ayres now, walking
down the street."

For

ing

No

four, no double-barreled column of
just a flood of spring sunshine and a beautiful girl more dazzling than the sunlight
said. "God made lovely Agnes Ayres and then
rested !" Fans, she was so breath taking that she would

coach and

lackeys

—

Who

have made Ninon de Lenclos gnaw her
madly out for a jar of beauty clay.

lip

and dash
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time

— and Romance

movie-mad

girl

screen

favorite

slipped
stars

away from

—this

time,

spend

college to

Agnes Ayres.

is more fun than two girls getting acquainted
a cadaverous waiter, as bent as the man on the
liniment ad, from carrying us trays of everything we
liked to eat
I must confess that our conversation was
far from highbrow.
It ran something like this

Nothing

—plus

!

Miss Ayres "Anybody could sell me pumpkin or
cream cocoanut pie any minute."
Infatuated Guest "Let's pass up that sticky French
pastry and have some pumpkin pie."
Miss Ayres: "Kayo! Waiter! (Our animated camel
Please bring extra servings of whipped
is on the leap!)
cream with our pie."
I.
G.
"Jinks, don't you wish you could pour out
whipped cream into rosebud designs like that?"
But all at once a horrible thought struck me dizzy.
and I had so much to
I might never see her again
Firmly refusing a third helping of dessert I told
say.
her we all were anxious to know her favorite perfume.
"I never use heavy Oriental odeurs," she reflected,
:

Mary

Harris

:

•

-

Every one on the street acted as if they had been
sentenced to be shot at noon especially all the male
for they stopped short as if attacked by
passers-by
sudden heart disease until, in order to let the artery
of traffic get its normal pulse again, we vanished into
the imposing apartment house.
She's more than a superb little gold-and-white blonde,
One magic
in a luxurious fur wrap and chic blue hat.
that psychic magnetism which
flash from her -eyes
holds us fan devotees spellbound is even more of a
heart quickener off the screen.
Her warm smile and hand
She was not upstage.
I gayly folclasp took away all hollow forebodings.
lowed her into a beautiful apartment to chat with her
mother while she went into the adjoining room to put

—

—

—

—

in a long-distance call.

Do you remember how Booth Tarkington's hero always looks with such awed admiration at his heroine's
because they are privileged to be associated
Well. I was in the same
daily with his priceless idol?
ready with slavish commendation even if she
state
But no
should level me to earth with a lorgnette.
relatives

—

She was so compince-nez poison from Mrs. Ayres.
fortable looking and so sweet that I was consumed
with homesick pangs for my own little mother.
While she arranged flowers we talked about the Agnes
Ayres Clubs that have been formed all through the
country by her crushees. When I confessed that I had
had my Egyptian dress made just in honor of this
occasion she laughed and came over by me and sat
were deep in the discussion of Agnes' recent
down.
serious illness when she came back into the room.
Can you picture her in a fawn-colored dress woven
with self-embroidery and trimmed with a cascade of
ruffles and clinging side panels, with tiny duplicate panels
Her stockings
falling from rather tight-fitting sleeves?
were of a novelty weave that matched her dress, and
she wore the new tongueless patent ties. Golden glints
in her hair, pink flags of excitement in her cheeks
perfectly Ritzy against the rich tones of mahogany and
the bright red Russian decorations.
"Do you mind lunching at Delmonico's, or would
you rather go somewhere else?" she asked, as we were
whisked away in a limousine lined with fuzzy gold and
brown caterpillars' silk opera cloaks. (Laugh that off,
"wilderness
did I mind Delmonico's
gentle reader
would be Paradise enow" without the "loaf of bread,"
even, if I could hear that voice with a slurry lilt, so
happy with release from a sick room.)
frightfully exclusive sea of
Delmonico's.
well-dressed diners.
Swaying crystal chandeBrazen
liers.
Dim, if not religious light.
red tulips.
Stringed orchestra whimpering and
sobbing in envy because it was concealed and couldn't
be out to share my good fortune
"Do you know, I was afraid you'd be upstage and
hard to please," smiled Miss Ayres as she sat down,
the center of attraction.
"Who I why. I was petrified for the same reason
about you," I stammered and then our friendship
began.

We

—

!

A

... A
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

——

.

.

—

.

.

:

—

pretending that each tiny pink finger needed a warm
plunge. "For a blonde, light perfumes and flower odors
are more joyous; they don't submerge her personality.
Also,"
I like Guerlain's blossom scents, and white lilac.
and she looked at me shyly, "I use the perfumes, in
gay
acting, that I imagine my character would like
French fragrance for a buoyant heroine, and seductive
Eastern odeurs for the brunet type."
I could see her on the
That was a new thought.
edge of a hot desert, her face ethereal in the moonlight, her unbound hair fragrant with the faint redolence

—

of flowers
"Personally, I believe in the Roman custom of never
having one scent predominate," she added. "You know,
they used one perfume for the soles of their feet, another
!"
for their backs, and still another on their coiffure
"if
dispiritedly,
assented,
dandy,"
I
"That would be

you had more than one bottle."
We both laughed and started for our next appointment at a famous modiste's. Here heavy plate-glass
I tried to imitate
doors swung pompously behind us.
Miss Ayres' serene poise as we were conducted through
a sumptuous atelier my first visit to a modiste's shop.
It really is hard to keep one's knees pliant, as it were,
when on all sides speculative Frenchy "extras" were
lurking, eyes glued to their victims. Up curving marble

—

—

stairs

madame

larkspur and

We

herself led us, to a salon bedecked with
and with a mirrored dais at the far

lilies,

seated, Miss Ayres with a propencil in her hand, when a criminally beautiful manikin appeared .under the quivering shafts of
the first scene in our prilight that sprayed the dais
vate spring fashion show

end.

were hardly

gram and

—

"I'm going

to

wear

this

evening

gown

in

my

next

a heart marauder," Miss Ayres explained,
"and I wanted you to see it."
"It's wonderful," I breathed.
I could see her in
the gown flame-colored chiffon with tiny rain opals and
dewdrops glittering in each fold, draped in a swirl of
gleaming jewels and caught by a diamond crescent.
Who ever reported that Miss Ayres was cold and
distant ?
She was just as thrilled as I her lips were
parted and her eyes wide open with enjoyment of our

picture

as

—

;

exhibition.

"Would vou prefer being on the stage to the screen?"
queried as the flame vision melted away.
"I love acting out
"I don't know," she considered.
a part and then seeing if the pictures will come out
Still I have studied voice
the way I want them to.
!"
control along with my French and singing. Just look
maddening Titian blonde in a black satin sport
Knowingly she
suit appeared under the brilliant lights.

I

A

Continued on page 88
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Blythe has finished her series of modern pictures and is going to cast off
and play the wild desert beauty in "Chu Chin Chow."

the shackles of civilization

Over the Teacups
Fanny

the

Fan makes some reckless forecasts, indulges in a
tells what the popular players are doing.

few reminiscences and

CAVIAR
ovar

alstovenisch ouzinoki velikouriskago samexclaimed Fanny excitedly, as I joined
her in front of a large red-and-blue mural deeoration in the little Cafe Elysee. I thought perhaps the
colors had gone to her head, so I got her to move and
sit with her back to the wall.
"Kiosk starobolharska pskoff ridnogo, Soviets," she
went on impulsively to my complete bewilderment.
''Ikon kummel oblastnago, rubles and rubles and rubles."
"Well, now that you mention money," I told her, "I
gather that what you're saying has something to do
with motion pictures."
She eyed me scornfully. "Naturally," she said. "Do
I ever talk about anything else?
I am trying to tell
you that the greatest thing that could happen to motion
pictures is about to happen.
The Moscow Art Theater
players are going to do 'Tsar Fyodor Ivanovitsch' in
!"

motion pictures. Nobody thought they could be induced
to do it, but Cosmopolitan persuaded them.
I suppose
American money is pleasing to Russians even though

American
"I

art isn't."

don't

believe

money

did

it,"

I

cut

in

angrily.

"Those Russians don't care anything about money. I
bet they saw Josef Urban's settings and were so entranced by them that they wanted to make the picture
with him."

"Perhaps you are right," Fanny admitted.
"They
are quoted as not liking American art, but they couldn't
help admiring Urban. Anyway, I'm glad they are going
to

make

that picture because

it

ought to be gorgeous.

g " The B ^ Stander

On the stage it is jusf the acting that is tremendously
impressive, but think what it will be with Josef Urban
settings

!"

"There are lots of interesting things coming, aren't
there?" I remarked idly as I scorned Fanny's offer of
caviar and demanded' plain American cinnamon toast.
Why, it seems as though everything
"Aren't there
were happening at once. Betty Blythe is going to shed
her civilized clothes at last and play a wild heroine of
Not that she doesn't look lovely in modern
the desert.
!

This is
clothes, but consider 'The Queen of Sheba.'
the first really great part she has had since then.
It is
the desert woman in 'Chu Chin Chow,' and she is going
Won't that be wonto England and Algiers to make it.
derful?
And Dorothy Gish is leaving very soon for
Italy.
Probably she will make a picture with Lillian
while she is there.
She isn't sure yet. The president
of the Inspiration company is over in Africa on a hunting trip and until he emerges from the jungle bearing
an elephant's tusk or whatever it is men shoot in
Africa, the girls' plans are unsettled.
"No one outside the First National company has seen
'The Bright Shawl' yet, but they say Dorothy is simply
marvelous as the Spanish dancer. She is going to surMary Astor is playing opposite Dick
prise every one.
Barthelmess in his next picture. It is a thrilling story
of the time of Oliver Cromwell with a lot of clanking
armor and prancing steeds in it. Then after that Mary
Astor goes to Famous Players, where she has a fiveyear contract.
She is a beautiful girl, but she seems
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to be growing

up suddenly and clumsily

the

way Mary

Miles Minter did.

And Mary Alden! Just as I was about to weep
over her leaving for Los Angeles she called me up
and without explanation said, 'Will 3-ou introduce me
to your beaux in the psychopathic ward at Bellevue?'
And I said, 'Darling, you have me confused with the
part Pola Xegri plays in "Mad Love." I don't drive
them cuckoo.' "That's laudable enough,' said Man.",
'but I was speaking of medical students, not inmates.
When I was your age I always had beaux over there,
and they used to take me riding in the ambulance
when they went after cases. You'll simply have to
help me find some one who can take me over there
because I have to play a dope in a picture and I want
to find out all about their contortions.
I've studied
several kinds of dope addicts, but this is a different
kind. And I must get it right.' Can't you help her?"
Fanny appealed to me with an air of finality.
"Not unless I take the stuff and let her watch
"

me," I said. "And I'm afraid that even at that I'd
be a rank amateur. But I'll do anything in the cause
of Mary's art even though I hate to think of her
playing a part like that."'
"Did you know," Fanny asked, her train of thought
having gone on beyond Mary and her troubles, "that
James Kirkwood is leaving the cast of 'The Fool' and
going to Los Angeles? He is going to play in the
Wallace Reid memorial picture and then he starts work
tmder a long contract with Goldwyn. All the ministers
and the sob sisters raved about 'The Fool.' but it really
was the worst sort of sentimental hokum. The last
few performa nc es Kirkwood seemed
so overpowered by the tawdriness of
the play that he spoke his lines in
ill-masked contempt.
He's worthy of
more genuine things.'"
"Who are you?" I asked, discarding
all the nice maimers I learned from
reading the ads for the books of

"To demand

quette.

eti-

and
You know you
that plays

pictures be genuine?
5
loved Mae Murrav's 'Tazzmania. "
"Well, that's different," Fanny insisted.

"Her

picture

was

artificial

and affected and

but nobody knew it better than
she did.
She kept kicking her pretty little
heels at the plot all the way through,
nothing of making faces at it. But speakin
of the book of etiquette as you were a minute
ridiculous,

why

ago,

doesn't

somebody put

movies?

—a

know

short
'What

wding around

one

else

You

th

was

series

of

wrong

showing

nice spring
weather came along
and Seena Owen was

Just as

having a lovely time
romping around with
her little girl and her
sister's, the Cosmopoiitan company
sent her up to
'6
Banff io make

"Snow-

m scene
ing
men
Corinne

Bull Montana eating spaghetti, scene

bund."

showing Malcolm McGregor getting more and more
embarrassed as he tries to explain that he refuses to
learn to dance because he thinks it isn't a manly art,
scene showing Ben Turpin mistaking his neighbor's soup
!"
plate for his own.
Oh, the opportunities are endless
"Yes," I chimed in. "And another good 'What is wrong
with this picture'
would be a ball-

n

with this picture?'

Scene

Lenore Ulric is going io make her old stage
success, "Tiger Rose," in motion pictures.

in

it

subjects
is

k^Ljgn

•*
,

/

^ra.,
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a story of fourteenth-century Italy,
And Laurette Taylor is
going to make some more of her stage sucThe movies are gradually
cesses in pictures.
winning them away from the stage. And two
girls are coming back to pictures whom you
haven't seen for ages.
One is Renee Adoree,
Tom Moore's wife, and the other is Owen
Moore's wife, Kathryn Perry. Renee Adoree
has a long-term contract with the Mayer company and is going to be in Reginald Barker's
next picture, and Kathryn Perry is playing
opposite Herbert Rawlinson in "Twenty Dollars.'
And Lenore Ulric is going to do her
old stage success, 'Tiger Rose,' in pictures.
She is a newcomer people will be glad to see.
"Just listen to this from The World:
color.

It is

called 'The Falcon.'

"Gum chewing

ceased, typewriters stopped clickrang unheeded and twenty stenographers gazed spellbound while Lenore Ulric, David
Belasco and Will H. Hays paraded into the office of
Warner Brothers, motion-picture producers, yesterday afternoon. David Belasco was crossing the Rubicon and Lenore and Will were on the banks to see
ing, telephones

the

fun.

"The Rubicon
threshold

of

case happened to be the
Brothers' office, across
ventured into the danger land

in

the

this

Warner

which Mr. Belasco
of motion pictures.

He

has

decided

to

produce

'Tiger Rose,' starring Miss Ulric and others of his
famous plays under the Warner banner. Yesterday
he forgathered with Boss Hays to receive official
congratulations.
" 'It's a wonderful thing for the motion pictures,'
said Mr. Hays.
" 'It's a wonderful thing for the
motion pictures,' said the Brothers

Warner.
"

David Belasco has chosen Hope Hampton to f^twu
play the leading role in "The Gold Diggers" for
Warner Brothers, but it seems a somewhat doubtful
honor

to the

Bystander.

Corinne," Fanny switched
the subject again, "she is going to make
'Lilies of the Field.'
I suppose a lot of it
will be censored out before it can be put in
pictures, but I hope they don't have to denature it entirely. I suppose you heard that
the New York censor board ordered a scene
in 'Brass' cut out where the baby was being
They considered it 'indecent and
dressed.
obscene.'
I can't understand censors at all."
"Neither can I.
Still our censors can't
I hear they
be as bad as the English ones.
disapproved heartily of Mary Pickford's
wouldn't let young people see it, and
'Tess'
they condemned Jackie Coogan's 'Oliver

"Speaking of

—

Twist,' too."

"Oh,

any of 'Lilies
suppose we ought to rejoice,"
Fanny went on. "I suppose you know that
David Belasco is going to supervise a production of 'The Gold Diggers' for Warner
Brothers and that he has chosen Hope Hampwell, just so they leave

of the Field'

I

ton to play the lead."
"Somewhat doubtful honor Fd call that,"
I remarked, but Fanny just glared at me.

"And

I

suppose you've heard that Joseph

am

'I

learn a
"

starting at the bottom to
art,' said Mr. Belasco.

new

T am starting
new art,"

—

"Newcomer

She is
for a long, long time.
about as much of a newcomer
In fact,
as Beverly Bayne is.
I think they used to work at
the old Essanay studio in Chicago about the same time.
she

later

going to

in

made

And
for

pictures

Morosco and Paramount. 'The
Heart of Paula' was the last of
them that I remember. But if
you are interested in real newShe
comers, watch for Trini.
is

the

little

Spanish

dancer

whom

the Shuberts imported to
play in 'The Dancing Girl,' the

Winter Garden show.
for Pola Negri she

is

Except
the most

seductive-looking person I ever
saw, and she is much younger.

that

"Follies" costume.

exploded.

I

!

And

is

!"

Be"Starting at the bottom
live me, Lenore Ulric was there

in pictures

Henry Hull
make a picture

to

said Miss Ulric.
" 'Ain't it a wunnerful thing for the
motion pictures them starting at the
bottom to learn a new art?' gasped
twenty stenographers, going back
with a sigh to their gum."

Schildkraut, the handsome Chevalier of 'OrDorothy Mackaill
phans of the Storm,' is gotakes her morning
ing West to play in a picexercises in her old
ture with Mary Pickford.
that

bottom

at the

learn a

She

sical

is

is

going to make 'Caroline'

— the

same

'Caroline'

playing here as a

comedy.

Ever

mu-

since

I
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saw her I have wished that some one
would put her in pictures. Now if some one
would only persuade Carl Tremaine to leave
the fight ring and become an actor I could pose
as a discoverer of movie talent."
"Huh," said Fanny. "It doesn't take much
first

find striking motion-picture
people who have already become
real judge of motioneminent in other fields.
picture talent can find promising material
among the nobodies. And incidentally, the
president of the Distinctive productions has
She saw a picture
or rather his wife did.
of a model in a fashion magazine that interested her so that she sent for the girl and
introduced her to her husband and the other
And now Mimi Palofficials of the company.

discernment
types

to

among

A

—

a featured player in her very first pic"
'The Ragged Edge.'
'Another one of those South Seas pictures,
isn't it?" I asked superciliously.

mieri
ture.

is

It is

"Only partly," Fanny corrected me, 'The
comes from there originally. Bur if she
only stays there long enough to do a hula-hula
in the first reel, that's all I shall ask"
"Aren't you ever going to tire of them?"

girl

I asked despairingly.

"But I want to see
"Yes," she admitted.
have a chance to
that
I'll
more
so
just one
remark that the heroine seemed to have a
South Sea-zure."
She waited for me to laugh, but
encourage her punning.
"I

saw Alma Rubens

I

refuse to

the other day,"

"and when

Fanny

asked her if her.
craze for antique furniture was still hanging
on, what do you think she

remarked

idly,

I

said? She said that everything she had was rapidly
growing antique. Her little Peke has become the
best little antique maker in

$u£ee*

New

competition

York.

He's grown

destructive,

terribly

Jacqueline

Logan

is

now

leading the

among Lasky

leading ladies for
the most original bathing suit.

and

Alma

claims that he can
chew imitation worm holes
in furniture that an expert
can hardly tell from the
And as for
real thing.
has
after he
tapestries

—

clawed

them and
at
jumped up and bitten

them the very newest ones
look hundreds of years
old.

A m

1
a,
"Speaking of
Lionel Barrymore isn't to
play opposite her in 'Under the Red Robe' after
tragic?
that
all.
Isn't
They are such a splendid

combination'.
Charles

Thomas.

John
the

going to play the
leading part, though why,
singer, is

Distinctive Pictures think they
in Mimi Palthey are featuring
in her first picture " The Ragged

have a great find
mieri

whom

Edge."

He has one of
those balloonlike figures, and I'm sure
he would burst if an}- one stuck a pin
into him.
On the stage he is glorious
because when he starts tc sing you
forget what he looks like.
I guess
they'll have to supply victrola records
to play wheneA-er he is on the screen."
The idea of any one les9 than a
Barrymore playing opposite one of her
goodness only knows.

t

particular

favorites

always

irritates

Fanny and makes her
"Lionel Barrymore

get catty.
has gone to
Banff to do 'Snowblind,' " she went
on.

"And Seena Owen

is

in

it.

too.

Just as the nice spring weather came
along and Seena was* enjoying romping around outdoors with the younghers and her sister's, you know
sters
she had to rush off to the frozen
north. You should have seen Seena's
frantic efforts to buy fur sports coats
when the shops insisted on showing
her spring suits.
Continued on page 84

—

—

—

The Screen
A

frank, critical verdict

By
/I"

\/|

ANY

—

American

days

would

when
start

a

valorous

winding

clean-faced a hero to belong with this dusty, haggard
band of pioneers. So, while the romance is very pretty,
it
wasn't love's young dream that interested me most
in this picture.
It was the long, long trail over the
prairies and through the mountain ravines, and the fording of the river and the attack by the Indians and the
buffalo chase and the priceless comedy given by Ernest
Torrence and Tully Marshall. These two are the real
heroes
shaggy, uncouth adventurers of the Kit Carson

—

type, hard drinking, sharpshooting, highly reprehensible,

THE COVERED WAGON

history.

All of us have felt the glamour
and the pathos of those first pioneer
its

little

way

band
across

the first screen epic of Ameri=
can history. You may soon forget
what happened to the dainty hero=
ine and the clean=faced hero. But
the long, long trail over the prai=
ries and through the mountain
ravines, the fording of the rivers,
the attack by Indians, and the buf=
falo hunt, you will never forget.
In some mysterious fashion Mr.
Cruze gives you the very feeling
and living presence of the dust
that arises from the caravans, the
smoke trailing Out over the plains
and the red glow of camp fires as
no other director has done it be=
is

the vast, unknown continent with as
true a courage as ever inspired Columbus. Some of us have heard of
these adventures at firsthand.
earliest recollection are of the stories
told by a granduncle who had crossed
though it is painful to
as a little boy
admit that he was not as heroic as
I
the freckled kid in this picture.
also can remember a hired man who
used to wail a song beginning "Bury
me not on the lone prairie" while he
These
was feeding the chickens.
fore.
tales and these traditions have been
woven into the actual life of many
of us so that the very term "the 'forty-niners" brings a
thrill.
And it is to the everlasting credit of James
Cruze that he has reproduced this thrill with a simplicity
and a tenderness that bring these very memories to life
on the screen.
Oddly enough, I haven't a very clear recollection of

My

—

offerings.

Alison Smith

—

historical

Review

in

on the most recent film

of our most elaborate pictures have had
backgrounds of France through the
revolution, of merrie old England when knighthood was in flower and heads were chopped off so gayly,
of Italy and all its expert poisoners. But "The Covered
Wagon" is the first great picture to bring home to
us the history of our own country.
This, in itself,
is not a reason for greatness
the producer might have
taken such a theme with the most patriotic intentions,
and made of it a ponderous bore.
But this film by
James Cruze is as thrilling as its
theme. It is the first screen epic of

\

—

plot.
It was written by Emerson Hough and follows the romance of a beautiful
girl pioneer and a handsome hero accused
unjustly
of cattle stealing. Whatever flaws there are in the picture, are in the fact that Lois Wilson is too neat and
dainty a heroine, and Warren Kerrigan too noble and

—

and most lovable. Nothing funnier
has been done on the screen than the
scene where Torrence pulls the villain out of the bog and then, recognizing him, wants to push him back
again.
The characterizations of
these two will put them in a class by
themselves forever.
in

We

talk glibly about "atmosphere,"

but when you come to define it in a
review, you find that it is an almost
impossible thing to analyze. I know
that Mr. Cruze gets his effects (with
the assistance of a remarkable phoI
tographer called Karl Brown).
know that he gives you the very feeling and living presence of the dust
that arises from the caravans and
the smoke trailing out over the plains
and the red glow of the camp fires.
I haven't the foggiest idea how he
does it or why he has succeeded

—

and more extravagant directors have
suppose it is the result of that tricky thing
called imagination which gave Mr. Cruze a first-hand
knowledge of the aspirations and sufferings of these

where others
failed.

I

'forty-niners and which led him to dedicate the film to
Theodore Roosevelt in whom their spirit lived again.

"The Covered Wagon's"

—

"Brass"

When

Warner Brothers.

novel by Charles G. Norris, all
I could get from its moral was that, while marriage is
certain to be a wretched affair, divorce is sure to be
worse.
So why bother? There are three groups of
I finished this

The
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marriages in the book, each
one more unhappy than the
The only happy union
last.
was the one of the hero with

shown.
This leads one to wonder if
the Warner Brothers really
read "Brass" before they ordered it filmed.
I can only
wish them better luck with
the basic incidents to be

famous Mrs. G., and
was without benefit of
clergy. Naturally you can understand that this would never,
the

this

their other bits of popular fiction.

—

never do on the screen not
if the censors knew it.
So
this study in miserable matrimony has been turned into a
conventional romance with

Mrs. G.

who
she

as

"Daddy"

any more moved by
woes than I am one
tremble of his baby mouth can

a platonic friend

one

as self-sacrificing as
pure.
the wife,

When

this

noble

woman

is

Jackie's

;

blur my own eyes for the rest
of the reel.
But I do think
his director made him overdo
it on this occasion.
The plot,
to begin with, is one of those
old-fashioned, ten-twenty-andthirty sobbers about a waif
who nearly goes to the poor
farm and who trudges away
to the great city and who falls
in with a street violinist and
and
after many tribulations
some success as a violinist on

who has led her husband a
merry dance and then divorced
him, comes back and cries a
little,

fairly

splashes about in tears in this
new picture of his. Now no

is
is

First National.

Jackie Coogan

insists

on "giving him back," although
it is plain that he would rather
be shot than live with her
again.
Julien Josephson who
wrote the scenario didn't make
him take her back, but ends
the film with kiddie and daddy
praying for the safe return of
Mamma G. It is all very
pious and mild, and Charles
his own
falls in with his own
The German version of "Othello," by a Russian director, is
Norris must have been stag- a very jorelgn. freakish picture, interesting as a film curiosity.
father, who of course is the
gered a bit if he saw what hapgreatest violinist of them all.
pened to his powerful, cynical story by the time it
There isn't a gleam of real humor from the first reel
reached the screen.
Monte Blue plays the much-mar- to the last, and what there is of genuine tragedy Jackie
ried hero with great emotion and some slapstick computs there himself.
I don't need to tell you that everyedy.
Marie Prevost is the jazz wife, and Vera Lewis
thing this extraordinary child does in the play is utterly
is an incredibly evil mother-in-law.
convincing and moving, but even he has difficulty someBut by far the
best work was done by Irene Rich who makes Mrs. G.
times in sustaining the solemn, fat-headed old ruin of
really sympathetic in spite of the artificial material she
a plot. The sort of pathos he is worthy of is the irrehad to work with. There is an adorable child in a fat
sistible wistfulness of "The Kid," which could almost
little overcoat, whose name was not on the program.
break your heart in some scenes even when you were
This is the first of the Warner productions based on
roaring your head off with laughter. Jackie Coogan has

—

—

novels which are best sellers or close to best sellers.
In filming this particular story, the director was beaten
from the start because the censors would never allow

Pola Negri appears again as a vampire

met the

fate of

all

perfect stars.

need of a perfect scenario writer.
supply this need

in

"Mad

Love," a German production.

He now
May some

is

in

dire

kind fairy

—

—
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"Mad Love"

Goldwyn.

This same Russian has done a much more convincing
piece of work with Pola Negri's last foreign film. Part
of the credit must go to Katherine Hilliker and H. H.
Caldwell who have cut and titled an incoherent story
into a plot which moves smoothly and very deftly eludes
the censors.
Pola is again the eternal vampire who allures the entire male cast and drives one man into a
lunatic asylum, turns another into a vengeful demon,
and induces still another to desert his blond sweetheart
to .follow her irresistible seductions.

— otherwise

And when you

see

—

Liane of the Paris Odeon you really
can't blame them.
She has the elusive, ironic charm of
Kipling's "woman who didn't care."
At the end, she
is strangled for her sins, but not before she has time
Pola

to wreck the entire plot including the aforesaid cast.
There isn't a more mysterious or fascinating figure on

the screen to-day than this foreign star who sprang so
suddenly into the limelight.
Her first Hollywood picture will be one of the big events of the film year, and
it

is

certain that there will be

much

discussion as to

whether her American-made pictures are inferior or
superior to those made in Germany.

Rex Ingram has made good
plot

promise

his

to stick to the author's

when he filmed "The Passion Vine" and not
a happy ending.

to

change

it

to

—

"Minnie" —Neilan First National.
Marshall Neilan has dramatized the tragic comedy
of the homely girl and made it very real and alive.
Minnie is so homely that she hasn't any beaus, and her
pitiful attempts to invent a few get her into difficulties
which are really hilariously funny. You laugh, but all
the time you are sorry for Minnie.
Leatrice Joy in
this role does the most wistful piece of comedy acting
I have seen on the screen, and Matt Moore is equally
good as a reporter who loves Minnie because she is as
homely and despised as he is. If only they hadn't all
turned beautiful at the end
This was a false note and
unnecessary.
But if you forget the Cinderella finish
you will find the picture uncommonly human and simple
and charming.

"Mr. Billings Spends His Dime."
There has been much talk lately about Walter Hiers
taking the place of Fatty Arbuckle on the screen. Personally, I wouldn't jump in the Hudson River or throw
myself from the capitol dome if the fat comedian's place
remained forever unoccupied. He strikes me as an excellent thing to forget about.
Mr. Hiers is an amusing
actor and a good bit of comedy relief, but I can't find
in this picture any reason for writing a play around
him. In fact I was more interested in Jacqueline Logan
and George Fawcett who are in the same cast. Hiers
plays a clerk in a clothing store, who falls in love with
a Spanish-American beauty and is plunged into the
The best I can
usual adventures with revolutionists.
say about the plot is that it would make a good musical

comedy.

!

"Othello"

Blumenthal

— Paramount.

a very foreign, very freakish picture, which
is interesting as a film curiosity.
It gives a new verWerner
sion of "Othello" with Iago as comedy relief.
Kraus plays this false friend with much simpering and
capering and skipping about as if he were something
in a Mack Sennett comedy.
I raved over Mr. Kraus
as Dr. Caligciri, but I couldn't quite swallow his slapEmil Jennings as
stick idea of the subtle, crafty Iago.
Othello was more impressive; he managed at some moments to convey the tragedy of the Moor, but he was
handicapped by a black-face make-up which looked more
There
like Al Jolson than anything out of Shakespeare.
are some beautiful shots of the Venetian background
and some exciting mob scenes which these Germans
always do so splendidly. But the film, on the whole,
is a disappointment and far from 'what we have been
led to expect from these actors of "Passion" and "DePerhaps the answer is that it was directed
ception."
not by Lubitsch but by a Russian called Dimitri Buchowetzki.

This

is

Myrtle Stedman's characterization of the title role in "The Famous
Mrs. Fair" is one of the best things about the picture.

The
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"The White Flower" Paramount.
Compson being very Hawaiian

Betty
through

the

Kanaka

plot.

meanderings

of a wild
picture was really
taken in Hawaii, and the background
is violently beautiful and worth seeIn fact, I was
ing for itself alone.
so taken with the scenery that I lost
track of Betty's romance with Edmund

Lowe.

It's

The

a badly confused

plot,

and

the subtitles are incredibly awful, but
somehow the thing manages to be exciting
as well it might be with all
those volcanoes. And Betty Compson
herself is a wild and alluring little
creature in this atmosphere of tropical romance accompanied by plaintive
ukulele melodies all ending in "Aloha."

—

"Adam's Rib"
This

Paramount.

exactly like a burlesque of
all the Cecil De Mille pictures that
were ever made as truly as "Rob 'Em
Good," with Bull Montana, burlesques
"Robin Hood." There are the elaborate sets, the bizarre costumes, the
switch back to prehistoric days,, the
telephones all modestiy covered with
little

is

dresses.

There

is

an excellent

cast that deserves a better fate

—Anna

Q. Nilsson as the wife, Milton Sills
as the husband, Theodore Kosloff as
a villain, and that new and pretty little ingenue, Pauline Garon.
And there
is the plot
of a wife who wants to

"Brass"

—

is

one of those books which had to be distorted to make
for the screen.

elope with a visiting king, but who is
sleuthed and spied upon by her young daughter until
she is forced to go back to her husband and make the
best of it
which strikes us as about as offensive a
plot as you could invent.
And finally there is the silly
theatric overacting that always occurs when Mr. De
Mille calls "Camera !" but which has been exaggerated
in this picture into an unbelievable absurdity.
Hitherto when I have admitted that a De Mille film
irritated me, I have done so with a certain sense of
opposition from a large body of fans who crowd the

—

box-office whenever one is produced.
But in "Adam's
Rib," the fans
of New York at least
seemed to agree
with me. At first the}- were impressed with the gorgeous
settings, but as the film went on growing more absurd
every minute, they began to laugh until at the prehistoric, cave-man scene, they broke down and roared.
Perhaps after all that is what Mr. De Mille intended,
that he meant this as a burlesque.
"If you walk out of a theater and say that the people
in the picture did not seem real to you, then they did
not have your sympathy," says Jeanie Macpherson in
the May issue of Picture-Play.
I wonder if Miss
Macpherson seriously believes that any one could feel
that these puppets were real.
I wonder if Miss Macpherson always has "sympathy" for her own scenarios.

—

"The

Isle of

—

Lost Ships"

Tourneur

—First

—

National.

a melodrama in a new setting the Sargasso
Sea, that strange place in the Pacific where all the
abandoned shipsTor centuries back are supposed to have
drifted and formed a sort of floating island bound together with seaweed.
To this island of dead things
drifts a ship deserted by all save two men and a woman.
Here they find a small colony of shipwrecked sailors
governed by a villainous captain, their escape from
whose clutches forms the high spots in the story.

This

is

it

available

It is marvelously picturesque, this great background
of broken vessels of all kinds, from those of the days
of Queen Elizabeth down to the present a bit gruesome, of course, but thrilling. Anna O. Nilsson, Milton
The picSills, and Walter Long play the leading roles.
ture is decidedly worth while seeing as a novelty.

—

"Where

Pavement Ends" Metro.
this volume of short stories by
its title which to me is the most magical and enticing
title that a fiction writer could invent.
It was so good
that I was afraid the stories would be an anticlimax.
But the thrill lasted straight through these vivid sketches
which John Russell made of the land where the pavement ends and romance begins. Now Rex Ingram has
transferred one of them to the screen in a glowing
picture which has the real atmosphere of "The Passion
Vine" the -original title of the story.
It is an 'excellent company, although I felt in some
scenes that Alice Terry was miscast as the missionary's
daughter. She falls in love with the young native chief,
if you remember the story, and is pursued by a villainous trader and climbs over a waterfall in her efforts
It seemed
to elope with the one and escape the other.
to me that Miss Terry took these hair-raising advenI

was

the

attracted to

—

tures with surprising calm, not to say apathy, as if she
was making such a beautiful picture which she was
that she preferred not to disturb the poses by any
show of emotion. Ramon Navarro played the young
chief with flashing teeth and eyes and the unconscious
grace of the real South Sea Islander. Both author and
director have stood by their plot and refused to ruin
the young islander
it with a patched-on "happy ending"
noblv gives up his blond love for her own happiness
and finds death in the swirling whirlpool.

—

—

—

Continued on page ICO

—

A

Confidential Guide to Current Releases

NOTE:

Only distinctive pictures appear in this list. It does not aim to be a comprehensive survey of all pictures now
showing
throughout the country, as such a list would occupy too much space. Program pictures will be included in it only when they
are
genuinely distinctive. Pictures reviewed elsewhere in the same issue will not be mentioned, but aside from
those this list will
comprise those generally considered as the most important of the current film offerings.

WHAT EVERY FAN SHOULD
SEE.

—

"The

—

Pilgrim" Chaplin First Naindescribably funny burlesque of the old plot wherein an escaped convict dons preacher's garb
and is accepted as a minister. Charlie picks "David and Goliath" as his

An

tional.

and

text

tells

it

in

pantomime.

Not so

vulgar as most of his pictures, but just
as funny.
"Down to the Sea in Ships" Hodkinson. In spite of a silly love story which

—

ruins hundreds of feet of film, this epic
of the whaling industry is a great picture. It includes a genuine and thrill-

ing whale hunt and some
struggles
at
sea.
There

ferocious

much

is

beauty in it.
"Java Head" Paramount. The primness and charm of old Salem of shipping days is delicately reproduced on
the screen in this picture.
Its hero
marries a Chinese woman of high caste
and brings her to this gracious but
hidebound community, where he is
again attracted to his childhood sweetheart. Leatrice Joy, Jacqueline Logan,
Albert Roscoe, George Fawcett all do

—

—

distinguished work in this picture.
"Driven" Universal.
A genuine,
realistic drama of the Southern moon-

—

A

mother whose husband and
three sons are brutes sacrifices them
shiners.

one
worth-while
in
son
hopes are centered.
"Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood"
The triumph of one magnetic personality over several tons of magnififor

all

whom

her

—

cent scenery.

"When Knighthood Was

— More

in Flower"
gorgeous and impressive scen-

life a bygone
Marion Davies proves herself
an accomplished actor and a brilliant

ery bringing vividly to
time.

cast support her in this story of royal

romance.

"Poor

Men's

that the usual recruit from the stage
does.
Peg and her shaggy dog cast
into the midst of a chilly, English fam-

conquer every one as ever.

.

Wives"

— Preferred.

The story

of a discontented household
drudge who decides after an excursion
into the bright lights that money isn't
everything.
Barbara La Marr is excellent as the drudge
she doesn't mind

—

—

looking homely and ZaSu Pitts contributes an unusually pathetic hit.
"Secrets
of
Paris" C.
C.
Burr.
Apache dances, absinthe fiends, sirens
carrying roses and daggers. Old stuff
but excellently handled with Lew Cody
and Buster Collier in the leading parts.
"Tess"— Pickford—United
Artists.
A combination of all the hokum that
has gone well in previous Mary Pick-

—

The story of a squatter's daughter with bad grammar and
worse manners but a heart of gold.
"The Beautiful and Damned" —Warner Bros. The wild young people, not
ford pictures.

so wild as they were in the book, but
wild enough to be amusing. Kenneth
eye-filling

not soul-stirring.
"The World's a Stage" Principal. If
you have a taste for Elinor Glyn's hectic romances, this is the best of them
yet screened. Dorothy Phillips plays a
motion-picture-star's wife who hates
her husband and loves another man,
but she waits patiently and piously until her husband dies.
Kenneth Harlan
and Bruce McRae are in it.
if

—

<*^.

"The

PRICE OF
ADMISSION.

Christian"

— Goldwyn.

Hall

—

—

Eugene O'Brien manage to endow,
with dignity and beauty.

"Salome"— Allied

Artists.

it

The great-

novelty on our screen. Nazimova
in a fantastic, grotesque, haunting picturization of Oscar Wilde's story with
est

appeal.

"The Bohemian Girl"

—American

Re-

leasing Corp. An adaptation of the old
operetta about a beautiful countess
stolen by a band of gypsies. Not very
snappy as a motion-picture plot, but it
provides
many interesting backgrounds. Made in England with several English favorites in the cast, including Ivor Novello, Gladys Cooper,
Ellen Terry, Constance Collier, and
others.
"All the

Brothers Were Valiant"—
Metro. A thrilling story of the sea
with Lon Chaney and Malcolm MacGregor in the leading roles. Fine redblooded stuff with lots of action.
"Nobody's Money" Paramount. Jack
Holt accomplishes much in lifting this

—

from mediocrity.

picture

edy

— supposedly — about

who

goes into

—not

politics.

combook agent

It is a

a

Not very funny

entirely dull.

—

"Crinoline
and Romance" Metro.
Viola Dana playing one of those guileless heroines who has been shielded
from the wicked ways of the world
if you can imagine Viola in that sort
of part
It is quite saccharine but the
star manages often to make it interesting.

"Bell

Boy 13"— Ince— First

National.

Douglas MacLean does his best by a
poor story. It is fairly funny, but a
little labored, and the story is negligible.

—

"Hearts Aflame" Metro. A drama of
conservation
which,
oddly
enough, features a tremendously de-

forest

structive fire. Anna Q. Nilsson plays a
decorative young woman against whom
the dirty villains plot but in vain, of

course.

—

"The Strangers' Banquet"— Goldwyn.
One of those naive solutions of capital and labor troubles.
A beautiful
blonde, played by Claire Windsor,
smiles their troubles away.
Rather a
jumble, but it has typical Neilan
touches and a lot of stars for the

"A Bill of Divorcement" Associated
Exhibitors.
An excellent play faithful^ transcribed but with the nervous,
lightly insane heroine played in stodgy,
composed manner by Constance Binhey.
"The

Chance"

Marriage

del Ruth.

turns

— Hampton

One

of those insane affairs
out to be all a dream.

money.

that

and chickens reform an extravagant,

Check your brains outside and it is
quite entertaining, and it has a beau-

"Adam and Eva"— Paramount. Cows

enormously

successful novel
about the soul struggles of a young
religious student who casts longingeyes on a sensational stage favorite.
Richard Dix plays the wild-eyed fanatic and Mae Busch the fascinating
heroine, both brilliantly.
And there
are impressive, spectacular Maurice
Tourneur touches.
"The Voice from the Minaret" Talmadge First National.
An absurd,
pompous, artificial story of beautiful
girl, brute husband, and noble lover,
but somehow Norma Talmadge and
Caine's

Lak a Rose"—First Nacrook play done with many
touches of humor. In it a beautiful,
blind girl reforms the band of crooks.
Dorothy Mackaill is the girl and she is
a fine addition to our ranks of young
leading women of wistful, haunting

A

—

WORTH THE

'

THE BEST OF THEIR KIND.

"Mighty

tional.

!

Harlan and Marie Prevost,

—

"Peg o' My Heart" Metro. Laurette
Taylor in her famous stage triumph
with all of her old, impish charm. She
seems amazingly young and ingratiating and makes none of the mistakes

ily

settings patterned after the weird designs of Aubrey Beardsley. There are
no laughs in this picture, and Nazimova's "Dance of the Seven Veils" is
quite harmless..
"Fury"— Barthelmess— First National.
A thrilling story of a boy at sea whose
promise to his father on his deathbed
leads him into strange mishaps. Richard Barthelmess as the boy and Dorothy Gish as a grotesque little hoyden
of the waterfront are forceful and
genuine as usual.

tiful

heroine

is

debt-ridden family from the city. It
broad farce and its heaviest acting is
done by Marion Davies in a series of

Allen.

attractive frocks.

tional.

—

"The World's Applause" Paramount.
William De Mille did this but his admirers will never believe it. It is a
story of a notoriety-mad actress played
by Bebe Daniels. It is a highly immoral story because the girl who flirts
with an artist until his jealous wife
shoots him does not get punished but
emerges from the affairs safe, and apparently happy, while the poor innocent woman commits suicide.
But if
you live in drab, commonplace surroundings,
thrill you.

the

theatric

scenes

will

"The

in

the

person

of

Alta

—

Dangerous Age" First NaLewis Stone wanders away

little wife when they reach
middle age because he finds their little
home too homey. After a disillusioning flash of the bright lights he goes
back, racing the train that bears the
fatal letter, and beating it, of course.
"Dark Secrets" Paramount. The real
dark secret about this to me is why

from the

—

was ever filmed, and why the usually
radiant Dorothy Dalton was so glum
and distrait in it. It has one of those
"I'll get you yet" villains who has hypnotic influence over the heroine. But
it is feeble stuff at best.
it
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How

the Director

Knows
In Alan Dwan's case his business is as well organized
as any industrial magnate's, and he approaches it, not
as an art, but as a straight business proposition.

By

Doris Irving

THERE

are only three kinds of men who make
the sort
successful motion-picture directors
that know a little about everything, the sort
that act as though they knew everything, and the sort
that know where to find out whatever they need to
know. The first are the most enthralling they are
;

—

men such as Erich von
and William De Mille, Fred Niblo,

the well-traveled, cosmopolitan

Stroheim. Cecil

others.
The second are the funniest,
but I won't tell who they are. It is the third who are
the real business men of the profession.
And of these, the greatest is Alan Dwan.
He isn't a globe trotter, he shows no more passionate eagerness for learning than the average young
college athlete, and he looks like a prosperous business
man of the Middle West. But like other captains of
industry, he has his business so well organized that he
can push a button and the information he wants will
be brought to him. That is the mark of a born general, according to the ads of the correspondence schools.
I happened to drop into his office in the Long Island
Paramount studio one day during the filming of
"Glimpses of the Moon." Before him on his desk was
a typewritten sheet headed "Dope for Classy Wedding."
Yes, honestly, it was worded just like that.
It told just what the well-dressed man should wear,
how many servants there should be and what food
should be served. I longed to write on it, "And even

and a very few

Photo by Abbe

the extras are very hungry- they are
fall upon the food ravenously.
Nice people don't do those things."
That was the one detail that was lack-

if

not to

ing.

"Nobody '11

ever

believe

that

the

same man directed 'Robin Hood' and
'Glimpses of the Moon,' " Mr. Dwan
chuckled to me as he led me at a
pace toward the studio
lunch room. "That was a man's picture and this one is all women. It is
breathless

just full of beautiful scenes, beautiful
women, and whew but they're catty!"
Alan Dwan is the first director I

—

ever met who admitted that he wasn't
the world's greatest picker of film stories.
So often have I heard the plaint
that the film magnates keep directors
from doing bigger
Directing "Robin
and better things
Hood" has been
that it was music
Divan's biggest
to my ears when
achievement so far.
Continued on page 92

You Get What You Want
The

celluloid

is

wrapped around your

tastes.

Herein you are told

By Malcolm H.

O

when,

Hollywood ?"
When you get home, and pick up Picture-Play to
look at the latest rotogravure embalming of Rodolfo,
you find this statement topping this story flaunted in
your face: "You Get What You Want."
Indeed
"How," you ask, "come?"
You are the Average Picture-playgoer, and you know
what you like. You ask for novelty and yet you fail
to see any reason for attending on Will Rogers in "One
Glorious Day;" von cry for originality and yet "The
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari" goes begging for theaters you
profess to be interested in worth-while productions ?nd
yet "Broken Blossoms" barely manages to return to Grif-

I

;

investment.
The critics may neigh derisively at the folderols of
De Mille the first; they may damn' the insincerity of
Fox Films they may guffaw loudly at the tintyped
sob stuff flooding the screen.
But do the critics move

fith his original

;

you for a moment? Do you permit any one to tell
you what you like? The negative answer is emphasized

Like and

Why

You

Like

It."

Oettinger

many of the pictures we see are poor," you tell
the family wisely.
"With collars so high," agrees your brother,
"the thing we saw to-night seems a waste of celluloid."
"Why don't they try something different for a
change?" snorts your father. "Is originality banned in

!

"What You

in the face of critical condemnation, vou cause
Affairs of Anatol," "Queen of Sheba," and "Why
Girls Leave Home," to be acclaimed as the blue-ribbon
bonbons of the box office for the year.
"If this be treason to our leading critics," you are
probably saying, "make the most of it. I go to see what

"The

to see where I can see it."
The box office
the rest of the story.
In finding out what you liked and what you frowned
upon, it was necessary to buttonhole exhibitors, orchestra

want

tells

leaders, ticket sellers, doormen, and fans not unlike
yourself. And the truth will out, immediately.
This is what the public likes sentimentality and suspense, society scenes, simplicity, and the spectacular. It
:

all

may sound

a

trifle

paradoxical, but

it

stands up under

critical observation.

The

thing that probably holds first place
of the oreat American public is society
drammer photographed fables of high life, with butlers trussed in gold braid hauling buckets of champagne
through dining rooms that could exist only in the waiting room of the Grand Central Station with beautiful
ladies underdressed and overrouged and superlatively
with men who look as though they had
marcelled
stepped from those pages of the theater program chaperoned by Beaunash, national beau.
sort

of

in the affections
;

;

;

You Get What You Want
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is most apparent when it strikes
aunt of mine, mature and in full
possession of her faculties, unfailingly heads
for the picture promising the most butlers in
She would far rather see a De Milled dish
it.
of crumbs from the upper crust, with bizarre
gowns and a couple of sporty new models in
bathrooms, than the newest Barthelmess picture.
She would rather attend a showing of

The

truth

An

home.

—

"Rich Men's Wives" sheerly on the basis of
title
than look in on "One Arabian
Xight" with the gleaming Negri to recom-

—

the lurid

mend it. In the past, my aunt's aversion to
Ray pictures before Ray's great wave of popularity had waned to a flicker
was overwhelm-

—

and

—

reasonable to guess that her indifference to the formerly immaculate Barthelmess dates back to "Tol'able David."
ing,

it is

"When
want

I

go

the movies," she says,

to

and romance and

to see glitter

Realism

is

my

daily fare

in novels or pictures.

And my

aunt's

I

name

:

don't give

it

want romance
is

—

"I

brilliance.

to

me

!"

legion.

The

exhibitor is an important font of information, for after all the hand that rakes in
What will he
the shekels rules the world.

you?
"They

tell

Lowlike these here society plays.
Yeah,
cut dresses, but moral acting, y'know.
they love to see beautiful, expensive gowns,
and the men like to see the beautiful women
That's what's kept Clara
inside the gowns.

Young

Kimball

going

long.

so

And

look at Gloria Swanson. 'Beyond the Rocks' packed the house
Elinor Glyn's got
to the doors.
the right idea. Society plays with
a dash of paprika, but nothin' immoral. You can't go wrong on
a good dressy show like 'Satur- ||

^

'

day Xight.'

Katherine Mac-

Donald knows how

to

dress,

too."

This same exhibitor told of
the disastrous acquaintanceship
he had with Better Pictures.

He

lost money on "The Little
Minister" and "Broken Blossoms." and Elsie Ferguson

M

in "A Doll's House." He
wouldn't take a chance jjj&L
on Xazimova in "A "

Doll's

he said

House."
bitterly,

Once
was enough,

on Ibsen.
requires no Freud to ex^
the popular appeal of
beautiful women in daring deIt

plain

collete.

From Maine

to

Mada-

gascar and from Tuscaloosa to
Tahiti the eternal femme revels
in pictures presenting her own

day dreams

crystallized.

"If I could only get clothes like
those, I might look like that,"
she sighs silently. It is the desire pictorially

And, you

fulfilled.

will admit,

pictorially is better

than not at all.
The psychology
of

matter what

critics may say, pictures of the type in which
appears are the ones that draw the crowds.

Mae Murray

"beautiful women in low-cut dresses," to quote the exhibitor's
phrase, has often been shrewdly exploited in lavishly produced
biblical spectacles.
Then, too. history had a lot of bacchanales
that look well in celluloid. The carnival of lust in the Babylonian
episode of "Intolerance" is the most colorful example.
The extravagant half of the De Mille brothers has also plunged on a
few "flashbacks of history." "Manslaughter"
you'll surely remember.
And "Male and Fe"If I could onl: get
male." It required the eminent historian, Mr.
clothes like those,"
Fox, to enshrine Salome, Cleopatra, and other
women sigh as they
shady ladies on the silver sheet instructive fillook at Gloria Swanlums all.
son, "I might look
Passing on from the Bible to more modern
like that."
literature, we find a fair percentage of successful photo plays contain at least one rousing fire, cabaret
All of Mae Murray's pictures are
scene, or fist fight.

—

carefully builded about Mae's slim and shapely ankles.

(We

speak euphemistically). Imagine "Jazzmania"'
minus a saxophone sextette and three hundred
Continued on page 90

The tank

T

I

was dressed up like this when it appeared as the heroin "One Week of Love."
Only one story of
the mansion was built, as you see.

Western home

ine's

was formerly the supposed habitat of the bathing
who hung her clothes in her dressing room,

girl,

The Evolution of
Movie Tank

put on her fetching:
bathing suit, and posed near
but not in, the water.
And now that the bathing
girls are gone you might expect the tanks to go, too.
But the movie tank has not
in any sense lost its importance with the departure of

IIIIIIM

—

the

comedy beauties 'to
Nowadays, in

tures.

For instance, in
Maurice Tourneur
ture,

feafact,

with the inimprovements in the technique of
the camera.
You have known, perhaps, how the tank has been
dressed with settings to simulate a millionaire's formal
gardens, how it occasionally

and

fulfills
its
destiny as the
lake on the estate that surrounds an Italian villa, or

appears as a Venetian canal.
It can, in fact, be used in

of

anything

of Lost

and the
the effect of surging
boiling waters was actirely in the tank,

aquatic

way

and ornamental,
producing an acceptable illusion of the real.
But its
usefulness by no means
ceases here.
It serves in
many other ways.

Isle

they filled the
United Studios tank with
the semblances of vessels
and gave it the general
appearance of a dock.
Here hot, swift, and exciting battles were staged
between the hero and the
villains who thicken the
plot of this strange melodrama of the sea.
One of the most cleverly devised episodes was
the rescue of the hero
and heroine in a raging
storm.
They were supposed to be cast adrift
with naught but a life
preserver to help save
them, and were picked
up subsequently by a
This
large ocean liner.
rescue was enacted en-

idly increased

imitation

"The

the
pic-

Ships,"

it serves a variety of purposes, and its value as a
studio institution has rap-

novations

a

complished

was unusu-

ally interesting.
This

is

the

way

the United Studios tank looks

resting between pictures.

when

it

First a barricade was
dividing- the tank

built
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The swimming

tank at the United Studios, in Holly-

wood, has a repertoire that ranges

all

the

Long ago

ii

was

thus idyllized

the Italian hut in

way from

Mary

when

it

Piclcford's

became the pond before
"The Love Light."

stagnant pond to storm-swept ocean with interludes

now

and then as a limpid pool

in

an Italian garden.

It

was

all

accomplished in the space of a few moments,
played by doubles, of course
were only saved from
being jammed into the
side of the vessel, and

but the hero and heroine

Photographs hy "Woodbury

M
into
tion

two
was

parts.
filled

One

por-

to the

brim

with water, and the other
portion was left more than
half empty. In the shallowwater stood the hero and
waiting for the
heroine

storm to begin. Wind machines were placed along the
edge of the tank to lash the
Half a dozen camwater.
eras were trained on the
side of the vessel toward
which the hero and heroine
were supposed to make.
Everything was in readi-

Then; to the accompaniment of a slow thud of
ness.

barricade
mallet,
the
a
shook and shivered and
finally gave way, releasing
dammed up water,
the
which rushed into that part
of the tank where the two

swimmers waited. A huge
wave carried them quickly
toward the side of the vessel.

And

here it becomes the stormswept ocean at the side of an
ocean liner in Maurice Tourneur's
forthcoming production "The Isle
of Lost Ships."

—

—

possible resulting injury,
through the fact that the

wave
them

washed back on
from the mock

ship, and,

meeting a suc-

w

raised
ceeding
a v e
them high up so that they
could grasp the life line.
With just a few simple
alterations

.

the

movie

tank develops no end of
interesting

possibilities".

Put a rustic bridge across
it and a few trees along
the edge, and you have
a sylvan setting for a
fade-out.
sentimental

Put an

old mill wheel at

the edge and a few over-

hanging trees and you
have a foreboding background for the dastardly
plotters in a melodrama.

One of the beauties of
thus assembling a scene
is that all of the art of
landscape gardener
can be invoked to lend
beauty to the simplest
The movie tank
scene.
grows more useful every
the

day.

—

;

Job Had the Patience to Wait
The amazing

story

genuine tactician, and

of

a

mouselike

incidentally,

By Myrtle Gebhart
F
I

1

name

course, her

Anyway,

it.

it

did

was a

great help.
"No, I wasn't named for the
Bible Job, and I never had
any great trials or afflictions,"
said Jobyna Ralston, Harold
Lloyd's new leading lady, with
suspicious
gravity.
"That's

my

He
name, Job.
and when

a

little

creature

charming

and

who proved
flippant

a

herself

young person.

Photographs by Gene Kornman

crocheted and
nice day."
her up then as hopeless.
sweetly,

"My, what a

said,
I

gave

And recently, after a few
busy months had prevented my
seeing her, I met Job again—
the real Job, the one that had
been slumbering beneath her
peaceful tranquillity.
The Job

he tacked the

of Irish raillery, flashing subtly
in sidelong glances from mischievous blue eyes the Job who

name onto me anyhow. Partly,
too, I was named for the stage

makes gamin faces, winding all
the people on the lot around her

father's

was crazy
I came a

for a boy,
girl

;

actress, Jobyna Howland.

little

Later my father got his boy
and had to play fair by nam-

never to

him Agnus."
But I contend that her name
has been a great staff.
For
ing

she emulates the biblical character, Job,
in
her patience.

She

the

is

on

soul

most patient little
earth.
Sometimes

that very quality in her has exasperated me beyond measure

sometimes
Fve wanted to
spank her into more enthusiasm. Such a quiet, meek little thing, always agreeing with
everybody you
know,
the
kind you want to stick pins in

—

place.

slipped
out,

—

those who used
know she was on the
The drab figure that

finger

apologetically

thing

of her personality into iridescence the promotion which
makes her Harold's leading
lady, taking the place so long
occupied by our Mildred, who
became a star of her own productions and Harold's wife al-

—

most simultaneously.

was

"It

scared

stiff

partly

was sitting
making saucy

Pollyannas.
cover that the

dis-

body, as

real

just

that

eclipse,

Job was
she was

biding her time to
introduce her real self to us.
I met Job
nobody calls her
Jobyna over a year ago.
After a bit of stage work, she
played her first screen role in
Max Linder's burlesque on
patiently

—

—

that

I

was

and partly that I
tight," Job confided,

just

in

and

had been waiting for struck the
flint

to see if they're

human or
And now I

in

now with somevibrant.
The spark she

colored

faces

at

we lunched

in

side Inn, the

Roach

cafe.

everyIn-

Ye

When

she answered Mr. Roach's humorous gibe with repartee in
kind, I nearly swooned on Harold's

immaculate gray

vest.

"I

was born and brought up in
Tennessee, you know, and had

she'd get in somebody's
or do something wrong.

way
Al-

only had a bit of stage work.
came out to the studio one
rainy, blue Monday, as despondWhen they
ent as could be.
made me Mr. Parrot's leading
lady, I was excited, but someinside
me whispered,
thing
!'
Watch your step
'Caution
girls
come
flippant
other
I saw
and go. I was honestly scared

ways
"Yes

and

I'd lose

"The Three Musketeers" and
then became Paul Parrot's
leading lady in his two-reel
comedies.
She attracted me
then, the winsome pathos of
her always she seemed to fear
;

"Yes

everybody, blue
demurely
shaded
by

siring"

eyes
silken

low.

ma'aming"

lashes.

A

marshmal-

decided, with no pep,
no personality.
One day on location with
the Parrott company
a hot,
dreary day in a no-auto town
I

—

—

near Los Angeles everybody
else was angered and wearied
over needless waits to the point
of caustic comment.
But not
a peep out of Job. She smiled

I

!

my

job."

Dad Job
back in Tennessee who had allowed mother to bring this ambitious youngster out here to try
her wings and who would never
But Job
let them be in want.
realized,
from watching the

Of

course there was

whirlpool
She used to be a
quiet, meek little
thing but now you
would hardly recognize

her.

of

life
studio
comings,
the
brief spotlights and the

goings, of bits

n,

Job

Had

the Patience

to
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Wait

of ambitious driftwood
that her security lay in
patience, in
slowly. And all the while
the little imps inside her
that bade her be herself

stepping

and

answer

with

difficulty

were

back,

repressed
the little bush-league neophyte was waiting for the
big moment to release the

from

butterfly

its

cater-

pillar.

"It was the Friday befor Christmas that my big
moment came," she con-

tinued,

ordering Harold,
with most matter-of-fact
air, to stop eating her fruit
salad.
"And I didn't even
have time to powder my
nose!
Mr. Roach called

me up and
died

told me to
right out.
I nearly
of fright.
He sel-

dom

even spoke to

come

me

he's

so busy, and I was
always afraid to bother
him. I could only imagine
that I was going to get

But when he told

fired.

me

gruffly

make-up
working

and

start

as Harold's lead-

—

ing lady

made

my

put

to

on
well,

though

we

some

scenes that
very afternoon, I was so

nervous

I

was

all

goose

And now," sum-

flesh.

ming it all up with a grand
wave of a small hand, "I
feel

secure.

gives

It

me

poise, that they

confidence in

have this
me."

For weeks the favorite
indoor sport of Hollywood has been speculating
as to what young lady
would be given Mildred's
I knew that Harold
was considering Job, and
everybody seemed to won-

place.

why

der

such

a

As Harold Lloyd's leading woman Jobyna
She

is

And now

exterior.

proven, for her
scenes show a new personality whimsical, delicate, as
yet, but which, under the guidance of the bespectacled
comedian who did much to develop the talents of both
Bebe Daniels and Mildred Davis, is distinctly promhis

faith

—

is

ising.

Now, with Mildred's
Really, the change in her

her

—

departure,

—and

in

Job rules the lot.
their attitude toward

most

astounding.
Instead of shutting out
friendly overtures, as she used to do, she now reaches
out to them. For a little mouse who has gone her quiet
way for a year unnoticed to become suddenly the pet of
is

the lot

She

—
i:

well,

it

gives

work shows a new

personality.

little

mouse would be given a thought, when there were
so many glittering butterflies about.
But Harold,
an astute chap, must have caught a flicker of that chameleon personality that lay dormant beneath the mouselike

Ralston's screen

whimsical and delicate and distinctly promising.

me

a jolt.

like a coiled wire, these days.

Attune

to the

vibrant success suddenly blossoming for her, she

is

a

network of chameleon impulses.

—

The

so long repressed
I can't put it into
the eighteen-year-old soul of her.

thing she kept
now claims
mind, hitherto

words

Her

—

—

naively, wholeshuttered, is transparent for all to read
heartedly, she is herself. By no means unusually gifted,
whatever acting ability she has, still to be proven, yet
the sparkling charm of her doubly impressed one who
has known her in the past only as a frightened little
soul.

"My first picture with Harold is a South American
"Harold is a wealthy
revolution thing," she explained.
go
young man who thinks he's ill. I'm his nurse.
to South America for his health and drop into a revo-

We

lution."

All aquiver with this suddenly unleashed energy, a
little figure in her brown knitted silk dress
threaded with- gold, a band of blue ribbon holding up
her brown curls she wasn't working that day she
colorful

—

Continued on page 99

—

Hollywood High
What

popular players in the

West

By Edwin and

Elza

Her character is that of a street singer,
about eighteen or twenty years of age, which
in Spain is generally the marriageable age.
The main thread of the story concerns an intrigue with a Spanish king, and during these
sequences Miss Pickford quite grows up and
in fact is almost "naughty."
At any rate, she
succeeds in vamping the Castilian monarch
very nicely.
Her

leading

man

is

George Walsh, and the

important role of the king is played by Holbrook Blinn, who is new to the screen, but
very famous on the stage. Clare Eames, another stage celebrity, has the role of the queen,

and other new faces will glow in the film.
So you see, even the cast is going to be somewhat different in Mary's new picture.

The title, on release, may possibly be "The
Street Singer," no less a person than Charlie
Chaplin having suggested that name.

They

Baffle Lubitsch.

Hardly a week goes by that Charlie does
not drop over to see Doug and Mary, and
when he isn't working on a picture he may
Since completing
visit them even oftener.
"Destiny," starring Edna Purviance, he has
been more or less unoccupied, except of course

When Doug and
for his attentions to Pola.
Charlie get together, there is always

Mary and

something happening, you can be sure. Ernst
Lubitsch is always an interested spectator at
little festivals of frivolities and antics,
and we are wondering whether they did not
possibly prompt a remark that he recently

these
To Barbara La Marr belongs credit for staging the biggest surprise for
Holly woodites this season. She adopted a baby!

suspense is over and we are soon
Pickford in a role that is
Ernst Lubitsch, you know, is di"different."
recting her, and the story of her picture is laid in Spain.
They are all but finished with the production, and everybody is breathing a sigh of relief.
In all the time we have known her, we have seldom
found Miss Pickford more contented or more confident.
She seems to be satisfied that for once her professional
destiny is being take care of and that her doubts and
She told
quandaries are at least temporarily ended.
us that she feels that Mr. Lubitsch is one of the best
the

last

to

see

Mary

directors that she has ever had, and we have a suspicion
that when she said this she meant the very best, but
that she probably didn't want to make such a statement
for publication lest she offend some of those who have
helped produce her pictures heretofore.

Mary

going to look very attractive in her costumes.
which she has on in the early part of
the story are very fetching, and she wears a beautiful
Spanish comb and old-fashioned 'earrings.
She plays
one of the rare types of blond Spaniard's, and, consequently, doesn't need to change the color of her hair,
but she has discarded her curls. That is to say, she has
done them up very neatly on top of her head.
is

Even her

rags,

tures,

made
it

is

to us.

"Yah, yah," he said with a sigh, "de picall de same.
Same in Shermany. Same in

America.

in
In Berlin the people in pictures crazy
All crazy. Unless dey be crazy
crazy, too.
Huh?" And he smiled
dey vouldn't make pictures.
knowingly and gayly as is the way of Lubitsch.
;

Hollywood

Barbara Surprises.

To Barbara La Marr
greatest

surprise

for

belongs credit for staging the
the Hollywoodites this season.
been puzzling for many of her

Barbara has always
admirers, but she gave them a real thrill indeed when
she returned from Texas recently carrying a huge bouquet of American beauty roses on one arm and a gorgeous blue-eyed baby boy on the other. She had gone
south merely to be queen of an auto show, and returned with nothing less than an adopted child.
Exotic siren of "Trifling Women" that she is, Barbara turned madonna after one look at a dear little
face in the crib of a foundling institute in Dallas. That
one look from her was answered by a gurgle and a
The little fellow
smile from a six-month-old orphan.
literally walked straight into the heart of the screen
star, and she forthwith filled out the papers of adoption, and changed his name from Marvin Carville to
Marvin Carville La Marr.
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Lights
are doing.

Schallert

__

i

j

Romance Reigns.
The new crop of

pic-

tures certainly have a

Eu-

ropean

complex.

Wher-

ever you go 'nowadays
there is evidence of this.
Every story has to be laid
in
Spain or Italy or
France, with lords, and
.

and kings.
"Robin
Hood" Wallace Beery is
preparing to take on the
ladies,

In

castles

since-

fact,

job of kinging quite regularly.He made such a
hit
as
lion-hearted
the
Richard that one of the

Hollywood
wants him

producers

to do the part
again, and has

over
consequently engaged him
to play Richard in "The
Talisman." He is also, we
understand, to be seen in
all

Xorma Talmadge's "The
Ashes of Vengeance," a
costume story of the De
Medici period, in which
Conway Tearle also has an
important role. Our very
best directors are also specializing in antiques now.

They won't look

at a plot

that isn't over a

hundred

We

years old.
mean by
that,
of course, that it
must be laid jn the past.

Something New.

Though

Rex

Ingram

gets the credit for having
found Edith Allen, who

appear in his version
of "Scaramouche." it was
reallv Alice Terrv who
scovered the new beautv.
Miss Terry noticed the
girl one night at the Montwill

martre Cafe in Xew York
and called Rex's attention
to her. "I really think she
cueht to be in pictures."
she observed. "Well,
then." remarked her husband. "Ill put her there."
And he did!
Hardlv a week goes by that
Charlie doesn't drop over to the
studio to see Doug and Marv and
when he does there is always

something do ;ng. Man', you will
wearing a quite grownup costume as "Rosita."

see, is
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What
Enid Bennett

Tea Leaves Told

the

— "You

who always

to

are very happily married to a
man who has the spirit of adventure and who has travHis name is Fred Niblo, and he has
eled widely.
You
directed a number of very successful pictures.
also have a very adorable baby girl of a year and a half.

Your baby brought you good

The

luck.

first

role

you

played after her arrival was Maid Marian in Douglas
Fairbanks' production of 'Robin Hood.' Fortune again
smiled upon you when Charlie Ray selected you out of
several hundred stars and novices as the ideal Priscilla
in 'The Courtship of Miles Standish.'
And now you
are playing the coveted and colorful role of the captain's ward in that rollicking drama, 'Captain Applejack,' with your husband directing.
chap by the
name of Matt Moore, and a jolly, gentle pirate at that,
is playing old Captain Applejack himself."

A

May McAvoy — "You

—

have been sick you had your
removed during the month of March. Too bad
Because just at that time you were made an offer to
appear in a stage play. But it's all for the good, since
you are now playing in William De Mille's production
•

tonsils

called 'Only Thirty-eight.'

Your

also appears in this picture,

repeated, while making mesmerizing passes
with his hands, "Eet ees my weesh, eet ees my weesh."

A Perfumed Tragedy.
Every time she
Poor Helen Ferguson

is cast in
If a scene calls for tears as
a picture she has to cry.
big as raindrops, why Helen just goes right ahead and
cries them, and if her eyes are supposed to look vapory,
!

all

that she does is

and she has a mist

Elliott

But no

Twice.

her eyes that would

her mouth,

make any

tears.

Then some one brightly suggested a drop of perfume for the corner of her luscious orbs. That would
surely lure the wayward tea.
And for three
It did.
days the light in Helen's "right" went out.
"But what's a bad eye," exclaimed Helen with pathetic good humor, "compared with being kidded about
using cheap perf ume !"

Dexter,

The

George Fawcett and Robert Agnew."

in

poet burst into odes and sonnets.
But once in a while her yawn doesn't work.
When she was playing the lead in "The Right of
Helen
the Strongest," the script called for misty eyes.
was prepared. She got ready. She yawned. Once.

best friend, Lois Wilson,

and so do

yawn without opening

first

A Physiological Mystery.
time that John Aasen, the Harold Lloyd

went to the studio cafeteria for lunch, there was
a grand rush toward the dining place to see him eat.
When he emerged from behind the counter they
gasped. There was only one plate, and he carried that
in his hand.
It contained a fruit salad.
He sat down- at a table, absolutely unaware of the
interest he was exciting, and gingerly picked at the
After he had nibbled at about half of it. he
salad.
wiped his mouth with his napkin, put on his hat, and
giant,

Turpin — "You

Ben
did a glorious piece of acting as
The Shriek of Araby, for which Mr. Sennett, in apis awarding you the caterpillar's eyebrows.
the Goldwyn Corporation are consulting on what
the best way to approach you with the heroic role

preciation,

And
is

They

of Bcn-Hnr.
tion in 'Ben

feel

that

there

is

a nice allitera-

Turpin as Bcn-Hnr.' "

Lucky Chap

This.

in a while an actor hitherto but little known
so lucky as to step into a role, which because of its

Once
is

background,

enough

eyes on his personchap by the name
of Arthur Edmund Carew, who has heretofore played
small leads in program pictures.
He has been selected
as the Svengali in Richard Walton Tully's production
of "Trilby." If you remember the old ten-twent'-thirt'
barnstorming days, or any other kind of days of the
stage, you certainly should remember Svengali.
He was
the gentleman with the hypnotizing hands and eyes, who
exerted the wicked influence over the beautiful girl
who sang "Alice Ben Bolt," in other words Trilby, and
ality.

is

One such

to focus
actor just now

all
is

a

went out.
For a while Harold Lloyd thought he would keep
for another picture, but somehow the idea
Aasen said he wanted to go back to
didn't take.
the circus, that the movies were so strenuous they were
impairing his health.
Most giants, it seems, are of a
delicate constitution, and easily worn out by strenuous
employment, such as a Lloyd comedy undoubtedly affords.
Several times, we are told, Aasen passed right

the giant

out on the set after some fatiguing

bit

of action.

Creighton Hale, famed for his portrayal of the bug
chaser in Griffith's "Way Down East," is at last settled
He is playing
as to his career in movies on the Coast.
Craig Biddle, Jr., has deserted Philadelphia society for
the movies, and although he
is only an extra in the F. B.
0. "Fighting Blood" picClara Horton and
tures.
George O'Hara assist him
in

making
when

up—at

least

the publicity

photographer
around.

is
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the part of Little Billee in "Trilby" as a starter.

He

had a terrible time when he first came West, because
everybody who would hire him wanted to give him a
They thought that
butterfly net and a pair of glasses.
once a bug chaser always a bug chaser. Such is sometimes the logic of the movie mind.

It

was

just

King Tut — at Last!
bound to happen, of course,

view of

in

the recent publicity given certain Egyptian archaeological
built
feature
somebody's producing a
discoveries
around the now famous King Tut. But that this same
somebodv should anticipate the discovery is nothing short

—

We

Things to "Watch For.
Buster Keaton's heir in Connie Talmadge's picture,
"Dulcy."

Raymond

Griffith's

of remarkable.
are told that this actually happened
in the instance of "Tut-ankh-amen," a film that is now
nearing completion. The story on which it is based was
written some months before the actual excavations, announced early in the

However,

in this

portrayal of a fresh
young stepson in "The

year.

version.

King

Eternal Three.'"'
Earle Williams' appearance under Reginald Barker's direction
in "The Law Bringers."
Here's a chance for a
comeback.
Reisner's
"Chuck"
debut as a comedy star.
He's the boy who ate

Tut was only a

lesser

the

pickles
and
in
"Rob

cream

original

character.

As

soon as the news,
prominence,
producers decided

assumed

the
that the worthy Tut
didn't have enough to
do in their picture.

"Tut, Tut!" they

ice

'Em

Good" and nearly ran
away with the picture.

sonage in a tale of the
times of the Pharaohs.
The feature promises
to be a novelty, for it
employs the new technique of double expo-

Jackie Coogan's first
picture for Metro,
"Long Live the King."'
a Mary Roberts Rinehart story.

like that which
enhanced the legendary

sures,

Solves Domestic Problem.

When

pictorial quality of the

comes

to
regarding
statements
their romantic affections

ture

and

it

opening

occasionally

have a way of being
charmingly and individually naive.
Witness,
for instance, Katherine
MacDonald,
speaking
recently concerning the
report that an engagement of herself to Jack
Morrell, a wealthy clubman, often rumored,

was

De

Grasse.

So

Doug

in

Long

picture,

his

Black Pirate."

Hair.

"The

He

de-

would look
more natural, and that
wigs such as he used in
"The Three Musket-

off.

was

a

Tut himself
be here.

Fairbanks
Douglas
own hair
his
wear
will

cided

beaut}"

old

will soon

"T am going to be
an old maid," was the
statement the luscious

American

oi

scenes

The
Hood."
stars are Carmel Myers,
Malcolm McGregor,
June Elvidge, and Sam
"Robin

afflictions, pic-

stars

said,

"we'll have to rewrite
this," and as a result
King Tut is to become
a very important per-

Pfccto

by Hoovet

eers"

—

it

and

'

'Robin

Edith Allen was lucky enough to make a hit with Alice Terry and now
Hood" were, to say the
quoted in the newspashe has a big role in a Rex Ingrain production.
"You
least, hot and uncompers as making.
know the old adage
fortable. His new character is to be a lively one. and he doesn't want to be
about being a bridesmaid five times
she continued.
"I've been one seven times.'
She then affirmed that burdened with any extra artificial adornments.
For nearly a month therefore he actually began work
she had no matrimonial plans. But if this quotation is
on "The Black Pirate" he was seen everywhere in Hollycorrect it indicates a strange lapse of memory.
wood with a mane that to recall our old friend, Coue
Miss MacDonald was at one time married to Malcolm
day by day in every way grew longer and longer.
A. Strauss, a New York artist, from whom she sepFinally it drooped away down over his shoulders.
arated, and so^ no doubt, she must be credited with a
Mary and Doug have announced a scheme for maksprightly humor on averring thus ingenuously that she
intends to be a spinster.
ing their pictures in pairs.
Early conjugal indiscretions,
At least. Doug says he'll
anyhow, must be rather taxing to the mind of the cele- be working on a feature with an Arabian locale before
"The Black Pirate," is actual!}- finished, while Mary
brated, and thus easily -forgotten.
Everybody is anticipating the reappearance of Miss Pickford has been getting things ready for "Dorothy
MacDonald on the screen, since it appears that no .wed- Vernon" while on her Spanish story. This will be welding chimes are to be heard.
come news to manv of the fans.

—

—

I"

This
The

Hobby

of

desire to assemble treasures seizes every

to his taste collects bookplates, antique

jewel

By Myrtle

fide

book of ancient birth

— some

manuscript

years of travel down the dust
and Harrison doesn't hesitate to shell
of ages
out good hard-earned coin for the privilege of
owning it. In addition to his prized first editions, Harrison has a voluminous library of
books that you really can read without being
afraid of injuring them.
Norma Talmadge has quite a collection of
bookplates.
Norma also has another hobby
collecting dolls.
But you needn't think she
for she doesn't play with them.
is childish,
They play for her. They are, you understand,
very gifted dolls.
They act. Norma has a
model miniature stage at the United studios,
where matters of direction, designing, a bit of
action, et cetera, are worked out in vest-pocket
edition before the picture is commenced, thus
saving the star's time and electricity the studio's, not Norma's. The poor dear dolls have to
act an entire play many times over before ever
Norma faces the camera. She has an entire
"company" of histrionic dolls who earn their
Helen Ferguson collects orphans at least once a week- -and takes them
lavish wardrobe by settling technical matters
out to show them a good time.
for her as puppets, and Norma has a great
time dressing them up in miniature costumes
modeled after the ones she will wear hers'felf in the play.
out upon a quest for the pet fancies of
Mary Pickford's fad is collecting dainty handkerour motion-picture stars with a wondering mind.
chiefs.
She seemed to think more of the tiny lavenderWhat, thought I, would be favorites? Frocks?
bordered one that Doug gave her Christmas than of
Something quaint and unusual assuredly.
Jewels?
Well, I got fooled.
The tastes of our film stars are her exquisite pearl bracelet, also his gift, or of her
many other presents. Mary is just like a kid about
those of human beings who live in towns just like
her handkerchief presents she wants each one wrapped
your own with one or two exceptions, in their zeal
in a separate package so she can have the fun of openfor collecting this or that, they might be your nexting all of them. Mary also collects real estate
The survey shows a catholicity of tastes
door neighbor
at presamong these players of the silver sheet for in my search ent I believe she owns a good portion of the city of
Los Angeles. There are several other stars who are
for pet hobbies, I encountered everything from Gloria
following her example in that respect.
Swanson's perfume bottles to Ruth Roland's real estate.
Books, though, are almost universal favorites. And
in every case did I put on my best Missouri air and
demand to be shown. At no time in this jaunt dur-

worn

thin in

—

its

—

—

—

I

STARTED

—

—

!

—

—

—

have made so many inquiries that I
permanently curved into a question mark

ing which
feel

— did

I

I

take the

word

of a press agent.

I

have been a press agent myself.

I

demanded

a look-see at the vari-

ous collections and hobbies of the
film

stars

and

found that

at

twenty-five per cent of
them favor books.
/A
Harrison Ford gets ex,3m
cited over rumors of a first
least

;M

Harrison will
JLW
spend
days
and
/Jjr
,jr
hundreds of dollars
J
Jm
running down the
if
rumor and capturing
J|

edition.

—

1

—

the first edition.
It
is a red-letter day in-

deedwhen
Harrison
find

a

can
bona-

*

Jackie

Coogan

collects toys, his

favorite at
present being
stuffed lion.

""tj^

a
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Making Collections
motion-picture star sooner or
ry, real estate,

perfume

later.

bottles

Each one

or orphans.

Gebhart

Mary Alden confesses to two hobbies saving wedding rings worn in her various screen"mother" characterizations she won't wear
the same one twice and collecting pictures of
She would rather have pictures of
children.
her friends' children than photos of the friends
themselves, and her charming apartment fairly
glows with baby faces smiling at you from the
:

—

—

walls.

Mabel Xormand's house looks like a home
Every day she brings home a
for animals.
new one. She could no more pass a stray cat
or hungry-looking mongrel than I could a window of new spring frocks. The latest addition
to her menagerie is a pair of twin baby bears
sent her by an admirer—a little boy bear and
a little girl bear.' They "are just two months
old, and Mabel hasn't decided yet what to
name 'em. (Dollars to doughnuts one of 'em
"Stephen Leacock.")
keeping with my preconception of her when I found Gloria Swanson seated at her dressing table amid a proPink and blue,
fusion of perfume bottles.
glazed white and crystal, tall and fat and thin,
humpbacked and three-cornered, patrician and
squatty every shape, color, and fashion ever
will be called
I

felt it perfectly in

—

seen in drug-store window or beauty parlor
She has the empty
is among her collection.
bottle of even* perfume she has ever used
and all that she could beg or buy from her
Often she buys perfume because the
friends.
bottle attracts her
and throws the
contents away if it
is not her favorite
odor.
I
think a
perfume-bottle collection is a beautiful
fad for any
one with a Gloria

every new toy that is given him. I fear,
A while
however, that Jackie is fickle.
back he was full of enthusiasm for his
scooter but somebody was ungentlemanly
enough to swipe its back wheel, and Jackie
suddenly lost interest, for it is a proven
fact that a scooter with only one wheel

Swanson

is

-

—

Ethel Clayton's first love

—

salary.

His present inpositively of little use.
amorata is a toy lion, thirty inches high
and four feet long and guaranteed not

Jackie Coogan's
fad of course is

A

boy

at

of
h i s million-dollar
publicity and huge
income, he takes
great delight in

heart

in

books, but she

—

—

toys.

is

has others.

—

whom
bite silly, investigating ladies
Jackie thinks very impolite for delving
into a chap's likes and dislikes, anyway,
particularly if they haA'en't sense enough
not to be afraid of animals even if they

to

spite

Thomas Meighan buys rare antique jewelry

—for his wife.

This one, though unmistakably
real.
an imitation, has a most formidable aspect
and .when you punch it in the middle emits a
sound which, as I mentioned to Jackie's horror,
Everybody
is more like a squeak than a roar.
around the studio has gotten into the habit of
punching the lion in the stomach to hea'r it squ—
excuse me, Jackie, roar so now there is a sign
tacked up on the beast's midColleen Moore has
which reads. '"Don't
riff,

were

—

—

the quaintest fancy

of all—miniature
silver furniture.

roar
sign

my
is

lion."

the

own nimble

work

I

think the
of Jackie's

fingers.
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Making Collections

Kate Lester, grande dame of Goldwyn and other
confesses to a passion for collecting antique
jewelry.
She has really a most marvelous array of it,
picked up in all parts of the world.
list of it sounds
like a jeweler's catalogue of antique gems
heavy, massive jet and jade work, wrought gold designs, intriplays,

A

—

lady of divided tastes is Ethel Clayton.
Her allegiance belongs both to her books
and her collar-andBookcases line the walls of her library, the
cuff sets.

—

aggregating

volumes
nearly

and

thousand

ten

Ruth Roland has a
for apartment houses.

cately carved silver set with precious stones.

A

Lila Lee said, when I asked her about her fads, that
hers is swimming.
"And you can't collect bathing
So
suits," Lila avers.
"I wear mine out too quickly.
I just have two at a time.
When they're gone I get
new ones."

more money out

and unpoetical passion

practical

They do

made

say that she has

than any one in the
motion-picture business she certainly has annexed for
herself a comfortable fortune because of her ability to
buy cheapl y and sell
handsomely.
of

real

estate

;

—

ranging from Ch.iucer's
Tales"
to
"Canterbury
modern fiction. And upstairs in her boudoir, Ethel

Conrad Nagel has a
most imposing array of

has

exhibits

silver

ing

of those
lacy,
fluffy
collar-andcuff sets that all girls love

scads

just

notice

will

tailored
possible

—

in

that,

wears
suits
whenever
and always with
she

pictures,

a wee vestee of sheer lace
or net, her coat trimly collared and cuffed with soft
white linen.

Tommy Meighan

col-

lects quaint, antique

jew-

elry

— and

gives

it

to

When he is in
queer, out-of-the-way
he

around

in

hunting

for

her.

collars

blouses

ture.

Walcamp wor-

ships at the shrine of fine
paintings
and owns as

—

many

as

allow,

which

her

salarv

Her home

lot.

only passion at the present
eating excepted
nois collecting press
It pains me to rdtices.
mit that Walter is not a
bit unselfish in his ardor
his clippings all concern
his own rapid rise to fame.

moment

will

c avinsr

is

—

a

looks like

an art gallery.
But undoubtedly

the
quaintest collection that I

diningnot ho d

of

sterling

;

1

will

her finest treasures, which
are of sterling silver. She
has t^e darlin^est dining
set

to

— and a large
table

i

Vera Steadman loves to collect such gorgeous Chinese robes as

and

Walter

all,

—

—

gator.

year as

she wore in a recent Christie comedy.

— table,

with a wee service also of silver. Her
silver toy piano is quite the smallest I have ever seen
Colleen
and the first one made entirely of sterling.
also has a collection of famous autographs, including
such eminent authors as Rupert Hughes, and most of
the noted actors and actresses with whom she has worked
But her silver treasures come first.
in pictures.
Bebe Daniels collects animals and her assortment
boasts about everything from a majestic collie to an allichairs,

do believe he subscribes
every newspaper and
magazine in the country,
for I have had exnerience
w t h the press~~l pping
bureaus and I never
knew one to supply in a
I

miniature furniture.
She
has enough to open a toy

room

—

—

came upon in my wanderings was Colleen Moore's

store

in

line

and
cuffs
and
and panels and
trains. Vera Steadman of
Christy Comedies collects
gorgeous costumes such as
the Chinese one she wore
in a recent comedy.
Walter Hiers' one and

His last gift to her was a
funny little Chinese jade
luck
charm
which
he
bought in Chinatown when
making scenes for a pic-

Marie

still

of silver trophies won in
contests.
terpsichorean
But Vi's particular hobby
is real Irish lace, of which
she has scads and bolts,

always delves
hidden corners,

curios

He

prowess

—

his

wife.

places

his

for sprint-

—

—

her

won

college.

on the beach
every afternoon w h e n
work permits but his
only audience now is his
charming wife and baby
and wide-eyed tourists.
Ruth Margaret, who is
about two, gets incensed
because dada won't let her
have the nice shiny cups
to play with and b?.nj
around.
Viola Dana collects cups
Colleen
dancing ones.
Moore also has a number
that

drawers full of them, all
embroidered and
frilly.

You.

cups

in

—

many

clippings as

week.
goes about with bulging pockets and, upon the slightOne red>-letter day
est provocation, shows them to you.
he came in with nice flat pockets, and everybod}- when
they had recovered asked him if he had a headache
But Walter countered
or wasn't himself or something.
their sarcasm by explaining that his clippings were getting too numerous to be carried around, so he had
bought himself a big book to paste 'em in! Now that
he's a star his book must be filling up fast.
collects in a

He

—

Continued on page 96
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A

Letter from Location

Pauline Garon writes about her experiences while making exterior scenes for "You Can't Fool

Your Wife."

To Myrtle Gebhart
Somewhere on

Dear Myrtle

:

"We are

the coast of California.
only about seventy

really

miles from Los Angeles, but I feel as though I were
in the South Sea Islands or Hawaii, at least.
George
Melford simply had to have a desolate stretch of beach
for some scenes in "You Can't Fool Your Wife" and
this is where he found it.*
The only signs of civilization other than our company
that is if you consider
us civilized are the telegraph wires.
have been here for three days and are likely to
be here quite a bit longer if mishaps continue to occur.
brought two gas stoves along for the camp cook-

We

—

—

3

We

ing.
That is, we thought we did. But when it came
time to get dinner it was discovered that the gasoline
containers for the stoves were left back at the studio
in Hollywood.
So we dined on tea cakes and pie and
water in the chilly twilight. The next morning when
*Out-of-door scenes for productions made in New York studios
during the winter are almost always made in Georgia. Florida, or
some other Southeastern State. In the case of "You Can't Fool
Tour Wife'' the entire Melford unit, which had been working in the
East, was to be transferred West, so the change was made as soon
as the interiors for the production were completed.
This explains
why Malcolm Oettinger interviewed shortly before, in New York,
the same persons mentioned in this location letter.

the containers arrived and the stoves were fixed we all
ate such huge breakfasts of ham and eggs and coffee
that we didn't feel a bit like working, but just wanted
to sit around and make jokes about "You Can't Fool

—or

Your Wife"
attention to

my

can you?

No

one paid the slightest

'heartfelt expressions

of opinion, just

because I haA-e never been married. I still think they're
pretty good, though, so I'll save them to use some "day

an interview.
had a near disaster the next day when the wind
tore our set down.
A lot of palm trees and tropical
plants had been brought from the studio and planted
on the beach, making it look romantic and picturesque,
like Hawaii.
The property men who arranged it were
awfully proud of the job. and I don't blame them. We
all raved about it
but our rejoicing was short lived.
Almost without warning a terrific wind set in from the
ocean.
The waves grew bigger and bigger and the
water line came closer and closer to our camp. Finally,
the biggest waves reached our tents, whereupon we did
the only thing we could do under the circumstances
in

We

—

Continued on page 98
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Our Boy Atlas
Glenn Hunter made his mark on the stage and screen playing light-hearted boys but, quite like
who laughs to hide an aching heart, he is really weighted down with care.

the traditional clown

By Barbara
you had come to New York full of hope and
and had made futile attempts to see
strangely indifferent theatrical managers until your
money was all gone and you were reduced to sleeping
on park benches and in railroad stations, and the marks
of starvation were beginning to show on your face
if you had suffered just about every discouragement
that a stage-struck young man could, the way Glenn
Hunter did before he finally landed a job, wouldn't it
give you that grand and glorious feeling that the Briggs'
cartoons tell about if you found yourself a few years
later one of the most successful stars on the Broadway
stage and the star of the Film Guild productions?
Wouldn't you swagger just a little, and wouldn't you
set out light-heartedly to make up for all the good times
you had missed?
Well, if you would, you wouldn't be at all like Glenn

IF enthusiasm,

Hunter.

An

interviewer's path

victions, but I assure

is

strewn with shattered con-

you that none of them along

my

course have been so completely blasted as my predilecI had heard about his tragic
tions about Glenn Hunter.
efforts to get a hearing on Broadway
a story that was
remarkable even on a street that knows thousands of
similar tragedies, every season.
I had seen him rise to

—

tremendous success. The
least it seemed so to me.

result

was

inevitable

— or

at

A

languid youth who found
everything rather a bore a blase Thespian, in clothes
a little too precise and slick that shrieked of Beau Nash
and the Lambs' Club a supercilious young cub who
dined nightly at the Ritz or Sherry's, indifferent to the
charms of Broadway's most sensational ingenue opposite him.
Well, Glenn Hunter isn't anything like that.
The first thing he did when "Merton" settled down
for a successful run was to wire his mother and father
to shut up the old home in Highland Mills, New York,
and come and keep their boy from getting lonesome.
Then he indulged in the rash extravagances he had long
planned.
He went to Farrar's singing teacher and began to take lessons. He started piano lessons Glenn
Hunter in his late twenties, a successful Broadway star
doing first finger exercises and weeping over Czerny
even as you and I did when we wore pinafores and
pigtails.
He engaged a French valet of extraordiary
education to give him French lessons while he dressed.
He got out his old sketch book and wondered if he
really had talent enough to justify taking the time for
lessons
that is, when he found the time to do it. And
he prowled around the shelves of rare books in connoisseurs' shops looking for all of the old editions of
"L'Aiglon."
You see, he has always hoped that some -day he could
play L'Aiglon on either the stage or the screen, or

—

—

—

—

both.

And when

the

Broadway

critics

called

him the

white hope of the American stage and even went so
far as to say that his Merton was as magnificent in
its way as John Barrymore's Hamlet it began to look
as though he would be in a position some day soon to
realize his ambitions.

Thereupon, the one and only Merton took up the
weight of the world and started staggering under its
load.

Little

The day

I met him he was at work on some of the
scenes of "The Scarecrow," the Percy Mackaye
play which the Film Guild is recording in celluloid in
the hope that it will bring glory and dollars to them.
Glenn Hunter was worried. He had been waiting since
noon to play a big scene and the carpenters were still

final

hammering and

electricians

arranging lights.
The
hang on the way he did
some feeble jests about
Pickford he wears long
his heart wasn't in them.

were

still

arranging and re-

of the world seemed to
just that one scene.
He made
his being mistaken for Mary
curls in "The Scarecrow"
but
It wasn't until he was relieved
of make-up and started for home that he shook off his
intense preoccupation.
He wore boyish, comfortably loose tweeds, a soft
shirt, and a sweater vest.
If he had only sprawled
comfortably in his car and flicked cigarette ashes flippantly at the traffic cops we passed he would have been
a perfect picture of the Tarkington youth. But he was
nervously alert. He had but shed one role for another.
He was now playing a prominent young man being interviewed. He would make some perfectly innocent and
whole-souled remark to the effect that he wanted to
do only big, worth-while things on the screen, and then
he would ask plaintively if that sounded like an outburst
from "Merton." He confided to me that a psychoanalyst had found him mentally deficient.
(I found out
afterward that what she really said was that he was
more sensitive to eye impressions than to ear impressions.)
He said that he got so embarrassed and selfconscious when she asked him questions that he told her
that blue was his favorite perfume and Debussy his
favorite sport.
The same quality that makes people in the theater
want to go right up on the stage and adopt Merton
makes you want to try to cheer him up and encourage
him in real life. When he appears at a Drama Lovers'
luncheon or an Authors' League meeting or any of
fate

—

—

those affairs that press agents urge their stars into, he
seems so plaintive and wistful that you wish the hardboiled people around you would shed their sophistication for a few minutes and just listen simply and sincerely to what he has to say. But Glenn Hunter doesn't
need any help. He is so simple, and sincere and naive
himself that he disarms every one of their masks of

pretense.

New York

has

known him now

for several seasons,

and he has been a favorite of film fans ever since he
played the wistful, disappointed young admirer of Norma
Taimadge's in "Smilin' Through." With the Film Guild
he has made "The Cradle Buster," "Second Fiddle,"
"The Lap of Luxury," and now "The Scarecrow." But
there were years before that that he prefers to forget.
"I played in 'Pollyanna' nearly two years," young
Mr. Hunter admits shamefacedly, if you pin him down
"But I played in 'The Clod' first, and the highto it.
brows liked that, so 'Pollyanna' shouldn't be held against
me. The reason I got the part in 'The Clod' was because I was so near starved that I looked the part.
Zoe Beckley had written an article about me in a New
York paper and said she thought it was terrible that
I didn't have any
no one would give me a chance.
Continued on page 95
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The Film Guild

is dis-

playing a brave spirit
<>f artistic adventure in
presenting Percy Mac-

"The

kaye'e

Scare-

crow" on the

screen.

a tale of Puritan
during
1692,
during the great witchcraft persecutions, but
it symbolizes the story
It

is

Salem

of all

mankind

—surely

an ambitious attempt.

Some

of

its

scenes are

expressionistic in treat-

ment as were many in
"The Cabinet of Dr.
Caligari."

Osgood

whom

Perkins, a character actor for
a great future is predicted, plays
Nick, the devil.

One

of the most thrill-

ing scenes in the picture is a duel between

The

Scarecrow

Richard, his

rival.

Scarecrow

just

is

and
The

an in-

articulate, pathetic au-

tomaton masquerading,
by aid of the charms
of witchcraft, as a

He cannot be

man.

killed be-

cause he does not really
live.
This is the first
tragic role that Glenn
Hunter has played on
the screen and
also

—

his first romantic one.

In

the

mirror of Truth, The Scarecrow
himself as he 16, mockery of

finally sees

a

man.

For

the

Chauve

past

the

year

Souri6, a Russian

vaudeville

has

theater,

been delighting audiences
in
New York, and now
Herbert Brenon is going to
introduce some of its most
popular numbers to audiences everywhere in "The
Rustle

of

Silk,"

a

Para-

mount picture. Above are
shown the wooden soldiers,
one of the outstanding
of

the

Chauve

hits

Souris,

another

Katinka,

of

the

most famous and popular
numbers given by this theater from Moscow, is also
reproduced in the picture.
Katinka is a rowdy, burlesque of the spoiled child
who defies her parents and
wails loudly until she gets

her

own way.

bizarre

She does a
dance amid a set-

ting that

is

patterned after

an old mechanical toy that

many

will

remember.
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The

Call
of the

Gypsy
Trail
There

is a little of the gypsy
almost every one that responds to a sudden, lilting
tune or the call of the open
road in spring.
'The Law

in

of the Lawless" promises this

wide appeal because it is a
colorful story of gypsy life
by Conrad Bercovici and contains much of the romantic
side
of
gypsy
wandering.
Dorothy Dalton is the star
and in her support appear
Theodore Kosloff and Charles
de Roche. The scene above
shows a gypsy wedding with
Dorothy Dalton as the bride
and Theodore Kosloff as the
grpotu.

Photo by Donald

liiiMl*

h>yes

i-hoto* by

BdwMd Th»«r Mourn*

^J^^ZV^
.'^^^^^L

Francis
Beverly Bayne and
screen after a long

^hese

old

be

^-j— —
will

and vaudeville work

in the luture.
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Eleanor Boardman plays the leading role
at the

Goldwyn Studio.

An

in

"Souls For Sale" afttr only a few months' training
Read the story on the opposite page and see.

enviaiile position?

From Beauty

Contest to Cats' Claws

Eleanor Boardman had a hard

fight to

make a

place for herself on the screen.

By Myrtle Gebhart

—

4FTER

what?
the beauty contest has been won
After the winner departs in a halo of pub-

r\

—

what?
for Hollywood
the fanfare has died down and the company
has a new idea for claiming a front-page column, what
becomes of the "lucky" winner? Probably you think the
respectful publicity attentions are continued when she
reaches the studio. Possibly you wonder why you never
Oh, she didn't make good, you
see her on the screen.
decide, if you ever happen to think of her again.
licity

When

Maybe

the company didn't, either.
the company, having used
the contest and the luckless winner for all the publicity
they could get out of it, lives up to the letter but not
The hapless
always to the spirit of the agreement.
girl whose dreams have blossomed gloriously with the
fanfare of winning is, as a rule, given a bit of work
as specified in the contract and then calmly forgotten.

Maybe

To

she didn't.

state a bald fact crudely

:

—

—

bubbles burst. Even if she is given everything she
is entitled to, the beauty-contest winner has to fight even
greater battles than the extras for, though she is sure
of a small salary, she is equally certain of antagonism
from some of the other members of the beauty squad
motion-picture
who regard her arrival with alarm.
career is the survival of the sharpest, with no respect
for personal feelings.
Those of you who yearn to win beauty contests may
Consider, for
as well be awakened from your dreams.
instance, Eleanor Boardman.
This started out to be
an interview with Eleanor.
But when I realized the
humiliation that has been her lot for having won the
glittering crown, I decided to make her an example.
Rather than know what she eats for breakfast, wouldn't
you prefer a frank account of what such a girl, selected
from thousands of contestants, may actually expect upon
reaching the studio?
Born in Philadelphia eighteen years ago, Eleanor attended high school and lived a most ordinary life with
her mother and younger sister. But ambition sent her
Beto Xew York with eighteen dollars in her purse.
tween filling small engagements in the theaters, she posed
After
for artists making commercial advertisements.
dancing in the chorus of Selwyn's "Rock-a-bye Baby,"
she was given a tiny role with Laurette Taylor in "The
National Anthem ;" but, two days before the play was
scheduled to open, her voice gave out.
"I thought the bottom had dropped out of the world.
But it wasn't until I'd come out here to the movies that
I realized the utter depths of despondency
a contest
winner !" Eleanor's lips curled over the title. Working
days in King Vidor's "Three Wise Fools" and nights
in the leading role of Rupert Hughes' "Souls for Sale,"
a hurried luncheon in the Goldwyn cafeteria served as
opportunity for her to fill in the gaps of her story, the
main points of which I already knew.
"The Goldwyn casting director was then in New York
in his much-publicized search for new faces.
From
thousands of contestants, I was chosen and sent to California.
I can't begin to express my happiness
I felt

Her

;

A

—

—

that all

my

dreams were coming

take long to rub the dream dust
She fell silent, attending to

But

true.

from
her

my

it

didn't

eyes."

salad,

debating

whether to go on.
"I

was signed on a regular

salary,"

she

continued

resolutely, "and in three months played three days as
an extra.
No one paid any attention to me. I just
hung around the lot, the most despondent soul on earth.'
Every one seemed too busy to tell me things, and I felt
too much in the way to ask.
Once I did ask one of
the well-known actresses how to make-up.
She told
me," Elbe's lips curled a bit again, "to use plenty of
rouge on my cheeks. I was making a test. Did I get
the role?
With my cheeks photographing like sunken
hollows? I did not!"
You can hardly blame the companies for their indifference to the fate of the girl whom they have chosen
from the multitude briefly to adorn the spotlight. Any
career worth while must be a struggle.
Tbe person
deserving of success should expect to stand up and
And Eleanor herself
fight his, or her, way upward.

expresses the greatest gratitude to the company for
giving her the opportunity in the beginning but there
were other flies in her ointment besides neglect.
"For five months I lived in Culver City." there was
an edge to her soft voice, "alone in a room over a
drug store. Pd go to the movies every night except
Monday, when they closed being wash day, I suppose,
and everybody too tired to go. The more books I read
fiction, romance, imaginative philosophy
the more

—

—

—

—

morose

I

became."

Her failure to get real parts made an almost permanent dent in her self-confidence. Her friendly overtures
were openly snubbed ostracism is infinitely more cruel
Forced to report daily to
than actual word or deed.
the studio, whether assigned extra work or not, forbidden by her contract to work elsewhere, she was unable to drown her misery in other associations, in conThe raillery and the uncertainties of the extra
tact.
bunch would have been wine to her.
No costumes were made for her. She wore other
actresses' cast-off clothing in scenes, conscious of their
veiled contempt at her hand-me-down appearance. Once
or twice she cried, huddled alone in the corner of the
wardrobe, as she who didn't know any more about
sewing than the average girl of eighteen whose mother
has always looked after things tried frenziedly to make
sagging skirts straight. With tears and safety pins' she
pulled the gaps together and tried her best to look well-

—

—

—

groomed.

One

beauteous

damsel,

perceiving Elbe wearing a
ornament she had found in the'
wardrobe room, noting that it enhanced the girl's ap-.

certain

silverish

hair

pearance considerably, demanded it.
When Elbe, her
spunk up, refused, she carried her little meowish tale
to some one in authority, and got the trinket.
Pathetically grateful for every word of advice, once
she made up grewsomely. according to the instructions
given her condescendingly by another butterfly and
when she heard the titters that followed her about the
lot, went to her room over the drug store and cried her
heart out into the pillows.
But she came back for
more, determined not to be beaten her ambition was
in eclipse, but not smothered.
"Then Rupert Hughes saw me hanging about the lot
and tested me for a role in 'Gimme.' " she told me.
"Richard Dix, attracted by my helplessness and ignorance, took me aside and gave me some straight-fromthe-shoulder advice as to how to play the role, for

—

;

—

-

From Beauty Contest
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which I was very grateful. All of
which did not please some of the
young ladies who wouldn't mind accepting Dick's attentions themselves."
Her work as the flirtatious wife in
"The Strangers' Banquet" established
her.
And then, with her rise, the
claws appeared.
Now, I don't like
to be catty, but there are many stories that never get into print of jeal-

among

ousy

two-footed

the

feline

There were several beauties
on the lot who, envious of little Ellie's hard-won
success, deliberately
told her the incorrect ways to do
tribe.

things, taking a malicious delight in
her mistakes. The jealousies of the-

work

are traditional.
It is a
envy.
To assist another is to give a rival a chance, perhaps to take the laurel wreath from
one's own brow.

atrical

human

trait,

They began

their attacks with

comments,

tle

slight

lit-

Such

shrugs.

expense as this,
heard one cynical beauty paraphrase a standing joke: "An empty
car just drove up and Eleanor Boardcruel

when

jokes at her

I

A

man got out."
small thing, but
incalculable cruelty to a sensitive soul.
"I don't blame them for such things
as trying to steal scenes," Ellie said.
"You have to grab all you get. I'm
green as grass but I'm waking up.
They have mastered all the tricks of
technique
I
can't blame them for
using them against me.
Maybe I'd
do the same.
I've had no one to
teach me acting; I have to just think

—

—

hard and

let

my

face

show what

I

feel."

Meeting her when he

the
studio one day, Charlie Chaplin became interested in her. Their friendship was purely that and no more
a party or two, some shows, a helpful

hand over the

ruts.

visited

But

it

to Cats'

:

—

Claws

the slumbering jealousy
particularly among those who would
give several initials off their own
good names for the publicity value
of having said names coupled with

awakening, she gave to it a vivid fire
which made it stand out.
One or two of the women have
been kind, however, and these Ellie
worships.
I have heard that Claire

Withdrawn from her shelf, she
developed charm, a magnetizing personality.
It was a storm signal for

tatious wife in

tensified

his.

renewed attacks from the feline tribe.
Then they became too sweet to her
women understand these velvetpointed darts which can't be put into

—

actual words.

When

one took pains to give her
wrong instructions about acting, telling her that the public had infantile
minds and wanted the grimacing,
hair-tearing stuff, she woke up to the
realization that this apparent kind"As long
ness concealed "kidding."
as they just ignored me, I thought
they didn't like me and was hurt,"
admitted.
"But when they
she

underground stuff, I
knew they were deliberately hateful
and began to fight back. I wasn't
onto the ropes, but I watched and
I'm running 'em a
learned a little.
good race" grimly.
They began then to respect her as
and to sharpen
a worthy antagonist
that

started

—

—

their

The

wits.

under-

indefinable

became a combative spirit
begrudged her every scene,

currents
that

sought to edge her out of publicity
stills and conferences; when a director spoke well of her work, some girl
would take pains to assure her it was
all bunk, that he didn't mean it and
not to "believe anything nice they
they're kidding you."
say about you

—

Unkind comments were made on
Marshall
when
"teacher's
pet,"

—

Neilan noticed her. No, she didn't
run to him she buckled down to
The role being a flirtatious
work.

in-

spitfire

—

and Elbe's belligerent mood

Windsor wanted the role of the flir"The Stranger's Ban-

quet" instead of the colorless heroine,
but that the tests showed Eleanor better suited to it.
Instead of disclosing claws, as other demoiselles would
have done, Claire shed her tears in
secret
and took the lonely girl to
her heart, coaching her against those
who tried to queer her.
In "Souls for Sale" the tale of a
mid-Western preacher's
daughter
who becomes a movie star the innermost workings of a studio are
shown.
It is very much Eleanor's
own story even to the cats' claws
that seek to make things harder for

—

—

—

—

the novitiate. It is a wonderful role,
running the scale from drama to comedy,

and the

realization that at last,

through the justice of Rupert Hughes,
she has her chance, has given her
In the rapture of her graypoise.
green eyes there is. a new shrewdness.
She isn't so gullible now.

The gloom

of these past months

never be erased from her memory, but she is animated with exultation, with determination to prove
herself an actual winner as well as
in name.
Restless, aquiver with this
new sense of power, she snaps her
fingers at the cats, dances around on
her toes, a pretty little figure in her
rose-silk-and-white-fur ballet costume.
This unquenchable exuberance, the
thing that has enabled her to stick
doggedly through the disillusionment
that followed her much trumpeted
entry into pictures, is going to shoot
her high into the firmament of starshine, I do believe.
will

Over the Teacups
now

Continued "from pa^e 53

"Aren't you glad that colors don't
photograph," she changed the subject
abruptly. "Because the fad of wearring red or green or blue pumps isn't
likely to become general so long as
don't

girls

see

their

favorite

stars

them.
And speaking of
freak styles, Jacqueline Logan is leading the competition now among the

wearing

Lasky leading women for the most
original bathing suit. When you look
at it, you can hardly resist saying,
'How that old portiere must have suffered

!'

"-

my polite laugh, but
time to answer. "Who
do you think I saw on my way over
here?" she asked, and answered herself "Maurice Costello. And he looks
She ignored

didn't give

me

:

splendid.
these men

I

don't see why
shouldn't be as

some

of

popular

that they have reached handsome
middle age as they were when they
And that rewere matinee idols.
minds me the other day I passed
Loew's State Theater up on Broad-

—

way and saw
front.

a perfect

mob

And what do you

out in

suppose

they were looking at? There was a
big rack of photographs there headed

We

'Lest
Forget,' and it was
Lottie Briscoe,
old favorites

—

Mary

all

the

Arthur

Pickford, Ethel Clayton, King Baggott, and loads of others.
Those were the .good old days
when you could see your favorites
for a nickel," she remarked sentimentally.
"And now all you can do with a
nickel is get the wrong telephone
number," I remarked trying to pull
her out of it, but she was dead set
on reminiscing.

Johnson,

"I got a letter just the other day
a girl out in Peru, Indiana,

from

Don't you
about Eugene O'Brien.
to hear it?
She says

want

"Perhaps the fans would like to know
that I have seen Eugene O'Brien in his
stage play, 'Steve.' And now, friend flappers, I suppose you will oust me from
our sacred clique when you hear how oldfashioned I have become.
is marvelous!

Eugene O'Brien

"Oh, yes, I know that your wild adoration for him died down somewhere in the
past.
So did mine, but since last night

am more

crazy about him than I
besides, fans, he is
much more attractive on the stage than
on the screen. Yes, I know also that stage
well,

I

used to

be.

And,

make-up always improves

one's looks, but
stared through my opera glasses until
I almost bored a hole through them, and
His hair
he is truly beyond description
is a marvelous mixture of red, gold, and
brown, and he has that characteristic
I

!
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He's An Actor, But
Vincent Coleman doesn't look
that

is

like

one and

part of the secret of his success.

By

Underhill

Harriette

COLEMAN the man who marVINCENT
ried Mae Murray
"Fascination," although
is

in

that

handsome toreador who throws the

bull

so cleverly certainly seemed to be giving him a run
Along about the lime that we saw
for his money.

Miss Murray, in the borrowed frock and mantilla
of a Spanish dancer, run away to the bull fight and
become involved in all sorts of thrilling adventures
including the insertion of a stiletto between her ribs,
we absolutely pinned our faith to the bull-throwing
man. So did every one else as far as we could
learn when in walked the American hero, and the
So again Vincent won
heroine fell into his arms.
out, and we have found out that he rarely does any;

thing

else.

We

had been asked to view Mr. Coleman at close
range, so we arranged to meet this invincible hero
at the studio at four o'clock. Although we had seen
Mr. Coleman on the screen many times, we walked
right up to him in the street and inquired our way
And then, when he
and never recognized him.
finally was introduced to us in the studio we couldn't
believe that it was our hero and not a strange young
man who had just given us instructions as to the
easiest

way

was
"The
Madge Kennedy, and we

to get to the Tilford

there that he

was

at

work on

Purple Highway," starring

studios.

It

a picture called

had met, en route, without recognizing one another.
We are not sure whether Mr. Coleman will take
it as a compliment or otherwise, but he is as totally
unlike an actor in appearance as it is possible for
Somehow he looks to us as though
a man to be.
he ought to be a civil engineer, but he could also
be a driver of racing cars, an aviator, a boxer, a

coach than he does an actor.

football coach, a
sporting writer,
a baseball player,
a life saver at

Southamp-

He played

ton, one half of
the Rath Brothers, or a forester.

Corinne Griffith in

But an
never

actor,

Coleman looks more
an engineer or a football

Vincent
like

opposite

"Divorce Coupons."

!
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An

He's
He

ing,

isn't dark and mysterious looknor blond and jolly. He doesn't

wear

down

hair oilily plastered

his

Rodolph

like

Valentino

debo-

nor

Tom

Moore. He
nairely fluffed like
doesn't wear a Palm Beach suit with
a belt nor a tweed coat with a
He wears sort of grayish troubelt.
and a sweater.
"I've always been an actor, never
been anything else since I was ten
years old," he said when we told him
that we thought he was a good actor.
sers

ought to know something about
used to run away from school
when I was little and go around to
the stock theaters to see if they needed
any boys, and I usually managed to

"So

I

it.

I

strike something" that would give me
a chance to walk on the stage. When
I was twelve years old I landed my
first real job."

Now if we had not been firmly
convinced that Vincent Coleman was
not at heart an actor this would have
convinced us.
A real actor should
have said, "When I reached my
twelfth birthday came my first real
engagement."
But we let it pass and asked for

Actor, But

Trilby and Cecil Spooner do "The
Cricket on the Hearth" that we ever
should meet one of the actors in the
company we should probably have
toppled over the rail out of the top
balcony and broken our neck in the
pit below.
"You weren't in 'The Resurrection'
in 1898, were you?" we exclaimed excitedly.

Mr. Coleman shook

"I
wasn't even in the creation in 1898."
"Nor in 'The Lost Paradise' in
his head.

1900?" we persisted.
Again he shook his head, adding,

of

used

old

the

cap

bells.

Look what

man

can do with a
bushy zits, or
But these
a Ford Sterling goatee
aids to corned)' are denied our feminine screen comedians.
They must
come right out in the open and be
as funny as heck or fade away to
the shelf.
And, to make their job
a

mustache

little

— or

a

!

still

more

mand

there is that de~
that girls on the screen be beaudifficult,

tiful.

Now,

in

order to be funny, as

have discussed, a

some

we

must

resort to
sort of characterization.
Dorgirl

othy Gish is funniest when she is
playing such characters as The Little
Disturber of the Paris boulevards or
the Limehouse maiden with the unruly feather.
And characterizations
of this sort are seldom beautiful.
ZaSu Pitts is a living characterization of the sad, bucolic specimen found
in most American small towns. She
does not permit herself to satisfy the
male craving for beauty on the screen.
If she does, she finds that she loses
her grip on comedy.
Fay Tincher,
in her milder characterizations of the
average stenographer, sacrificed her
ordinary claims to beauty with a spit-

"And

made ?"

in

"Well, I started about four years
ago, and I think I've only had two
vacations of about a week each since
that time."
Since I talked with him he has

1906 or in 'Tennessee'
1908?"
"No, but I was in 'The Heart of
Maryland' in 1910."
"And 'Waifs of New York,' were
you ever one of them?"

"The nearest
being 'Alone

in
that ?"

remember

"Of course

!

I

came

to that

What

was

part did you

play ?"

because

the

Funny

hideous as possible without being grotesque.

borderland between light
the heavier stuff, there
is Viola Dana.
As a matter of fact,
I do not believe that even the most
captious critic can complain that the
the

comedy and

American

are not fairly well
genteel comediennes.
Almost as many as the traffic will
bear, perhaps.
Viola's comedy vein
is blue blooded, but one feels that she
could wield a slapstick if the music
called for it.
I quote her as a sterling example of what a girl can do
who does not trade on eccentricities
to get her over.
She has a natural
fund of humor in her wise little head,
and she taps it every once in a while.
"But I can't find enough funny stories in the market !" she wailed in
her musical little voiice the other day,
as we perched on the fence railing
just outside her studio dressing room
next to the Japanese garden on the

supplied

Metro

films

wiith

lot.

There's just the rub with a lot of
our very best light comediennes.
AVhere are the funny stories coming

from ?

played in "Salome" with Diana Allen
in the Daniel Carson Goodman
production "Has the World Gone
Mad ?" and is now out West.
So you can see how busy Vincent

Coleman

is

in spite of the

fact that

he isn't dark and mysterious and unctuous nor blond and jolly and face-

He

tious.

is

a living refutation of

that statement "The fans
their leading men to act

them

do not want
want

—they

to look."

Girls?

and a wad of gum. Louise Fazenda, of course, just throws beauty
to the winds and makes herself as

On

"I

Do you and

London.'

curl

and

in-

terviewee.

Virginia' in

Where Are
fools

"

Iron Master.'
"Right you are," responded our

"Only a year old then."
"Well, we saw the Spooners again
a few years later. W'ere you in 'Fair

;

Continued from page 44

man for the sisters Spooner?"
"Oh, for a couple of seasons, and
then I joined the Corse Payton Stock
Company."
"And you played in 'Jim the Penman' and 'The Great Ruby' and 'The
utility

then you did what?"
went with Arnold Daly and with
Margaret Anglin and with Sothern
and Marlowe."
"And how many pictures have you

"Oh, you wouldn't remember me,
I was playing old colored men
who hadn't any wool on the top of
pany!" and when we heard this we their heads, the place where the wool
shouted with joy because if we had oughter grow, and sometimes I played
dreamed when we used to sit and old colored mammies, too and then,
watch Edna May Spooner play again I was a butler with a clean

the particulars of this "first real job."
"It was with the Spooner stock com-

shave or a villain with black whiskers.
I was twelve years old, about six feet
tall, making fifteen dollars a week."
"And how long were you general

If

there were

more

really

humor-

ous scenarios available, we would
have Madge Kennedy giving us some
of the finest comedy work imaginable, as she did with the Jazz Girl
some time ago. But good comedy is
simply not forthcoming in any quantity
not enough to keep our light
comediennes busy.
Anita Loos hit
the nail on the head at one time, and
possibly has something up her mauve
sleeve for the future, but the fount
of comedy, flowing from any one individual, is never a perpetual gusher.
The trouble with most of the socalled funny scenarios, according to

—

Hollywood authority, is that they are
machine made. They lack the freshness of inspiration. There is a wonderful chance for the amateur scenarist to turn out some comedies
while his inspiration is untrammelled
by machine precedent.
Perhaps it is not actual lack of
light comediennes that some critics
mean when they say that America is
becoming sterile in feminine comedv,
but that our best light fun makers do
not reach the screen often enough
Give us
in
satisfactory vehicles.
more good comedy stories and we
will show vou more comediennes

dress at the right is
made of gray crepe
r o
a i n e and blue
serge with a girdle of

Gloria
Presents
Spring
Fashions

m

black

caracul.

The

most interesting feature of this is the
graceful cape attached
at the neck. It is lined
with blue serge for the
sake of warmth.

Photographs hy

Donald Biddle Keves

H

ERE

charming
are three
frocks for street wear that
Gloria Swanson wears and
that combine some of the most
original end charming fashions for
The one
this spring and summer.
above is made of pearl-gray crepe
The coat is a Russian
romaine.
blouse, fastened with a big ornament of the puckered material and

trimmed with French rabbit. The
one at the left is taupe gabardine
embroidered in kindergarten colors
and lined with lettuce-green crepe
de Chine. Fashion experts, such as
Ethel Chaffin, who designed these
frocks, assure Us that such military
colors as the one on this jacket will
be the height of fashion this spring.
The toque is made of striped grosgrain ribbon in the same colors as
the embroidery

on

the jacket.

The

a

;
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Springtime
Continued from page 49

one shoulder and turned slowly
about, slipping oft" her jaunty coat
to display a cunningly wrought white
lifted

blouse.

caught Miss Ayres' arm ecstati"Couldn't you feel equal to
winning anything you ever wanted,
I

cally.

costume?"

in that

"Oh,

yes

I

!

wonder what

it's

called ?"

Intriguing'

is

its

name,"

proffered the manikin, provokingly
revolving before our eyes and then
disappearing.
"I wear sports costumes a great
deal out West," Miss Ayres told me.
"I like to be out in my garden or
playing tennis
or best of all, redecorating my home.
It used to be an

—

old house until

remodeled it. It's
such an expensive hobby but you
ought to see what a charming sun
I

—

parent black chiffon dress threaded
mysteriously with silver, now secretive, now flaunting breezy panels.
"Who are you?" we chorused. She
lifted the
hem of her skirt and
searched for her label. "I am 'Scandal

"

!'

"That is a dress for the Sheik's
sweetie," I volunteered.
"Tell me,
did you like to have Rodolph as the
lover in that picture?"
"Oh, yes, he was the one person
for that part. He lived and breathed
the Sheik; he was wrapped up in it,
and although he doesn't think so, I'm
sure it's his best screen portrayal."

webs?"
don't know which is
prettier, the front or the back," I
confessed, as the model turned and
we glimpsed tiny epaulet effects in
gold fringe, and a tricky green and
gold shoulder design
but what is
the glass eye for ?"
"It is called a filter and shows me
!

I

—

just what each color will be like on
the screen," she explained, handing it
to me.
"I adore yellow
means
it
much that is bright and joyous to
me but this green dress is a marvelous creation !"
;

—

'Temptation,' " maI hope she didn't
silently add another hundred to the
price
Then came a clever one-piece
frock of dark blue, with a hat piled
high with roses this too for Miss
Ayre's screen wardrobe.
After "Chinatown" and "You Said
It" failed to draw hurrahs of admiration from us, madame clicked her

"It's name
dame beamed

is

— and

!

—

cigarette case,

—

"You and Rodolph no one else
could have been so perfect. The fans
will never forget you in your riding
habit.
I hope when you're through
with it that we may all have a piece
of

as a souvenir."
She gave me an absent, sweet smile,
it

I am sure her mind was rephotographing some of the scenes from

and

have."

I

"Ah-h," we both sighed as a magazine-cover girl in jade green floated
toward us.
"I must have that, too, for my next
picture," exulted Miss Ayres, as she
held a small dark glass up to her
eves.
"Do you see those gold cob-

"H'm

Romance

.

" 'All

parlor

— and

and as

if

we

at a signal

looked up to see a twin Negri
languidizing against the mirror
Negri in a flowing and almost trans-

—

"The Sheik."
stinctive fear

A

flash

of that

which was so

in-

tantaliz-

ing to her captor in the more poignant
scenes, came into her eyes. What we
love about Agnes Ayres is that appeal
of her spirituelle eyes and that provocative way of drawing back in emotional scenes.
She is much more provoking and tantalizing than if she
openly vamped. Her leading men all
seem to have the right idea they
know we all prefer a chase, to a
heroine that falls into their arms.
She is the one girl that fans the flames
by virginal reserve and modesty.
I can't help raving this way, because I saw all of it in her eyes just
I wouldn't have minded lookthen.
ing at them all day, either, but she
broke the silence by reading my mind.
"I'm glad you like my acting. The
other clay mother called, 'Agnes, what
are you doing?' for I was sitting up
in bed waving my arms and talking
all sorts of nonsense.
I was tired
of being sick and was rehearsing
some of my new scenes. In my next
plav I am to be at a fancy dress ball
;

and some one steals me.
Do you
want to go over and see the designs
for

—

!

my gowns?"

long, beautiful

with

there

Oriental

—

A charming Englishwoman met us,
and soon we were inundated with
sketches

—

designs of bathing girls,
costumes, everything.
I sat
back on the lounge and marveled.
You would never dream that there
sports

was

much

so

actual

work

to selecting

Didn't you think that these
beautiful creations were sort of created by some fairy godmother and
designs.

that

all

Miss Ayres had

to act beautifully in

to

do was

them ?

I have never seen a busier girl than
she was here her forty horsepower
brain was using each fleet steed.
With filter glass to the fore she seIt took
lected, rejected and planned.
a half hour to select the colors for
one bathing suit and cape so that they
wouldn't all take black on the screen.
Finally we all breathed a sigh of relief as she found a shade of green
for the suit and added an inspiration
of water lilies with gleaming stems
purple, hand-painted
at the sides.
cape lined with orange supplemented

—

A

it.

Then came a red bathing suit
trimmed with white fringe, and last
of all, the masquerade costume
sheer, white mignonette, one enormous, transparent sleeve trimmed
with light fur, the other with dark.

could see that she was frightfully
from her first day out after such
a long illness. But as you know, she
is such a good sport that she never
complained.
And, too, it gave me
the pleasure of walking home with
her, arm in arm, to get the fresh
I

tired

air.

And
ended
the

and

as
I

my

froufrou

afternoon
of

summed up my memories

little

heart

full of fun,

adventuress.
Gay
but with no tricks to

—
—

no feverish application of lipstick
in love. I'm sure,
from that fire smoldering in her eyes
hasn't thrown her mother into the
attract attention

—

up to date. And asroughneck brother would say
as a good sport she's the oyster's

my

the screen idol's gowns are designed ?
shortly found ourselves in a

bristle

We

and

touches of color and warmth each
decoration worth some pitiful price,
like a thousand or so, I imagine.

Could anything be dearer to a girl's
heart an intimate knowledge of how

—

room draped here and

Persian

discard, to be

THE GIRL ON THE SCREEN
Oh the girl on the
And the heroine

screen is graceful and chic,
of the play.
She -walks, and talks, and laughs, and cries,
In a very charming way.
And the girl in the audience wishes that sJic
Could be so charming, too
But the girl on the screen has big gray -eyes,
And the girl in the audience, blue.
And the girl on the screen is witty and bright,
And pretty when she cries.
!

But the

girl in the audience does the same.
red and teary eyes.
She adores the smile of the girl on the screen,
Her coiffure and her lisps.
Till her own smile seems a foolish grin,
And her hair just yellow wisps.
The situation's especially bad.
As hopeless as can be,
When Agnes Ayres is the girl on the screen,
And the girl in the audience me

With

—

!

!

"Down

to the Sea in

Ships"
Enterprising citizens of
Bedford, Massachusetts,

New

have
and romantic
picture centering around whale
hunting, their most important

made

a

thrilling

industry..

FOR

years

ford,

setts,

New BedMassachuhas

been

for its whaling
industry, and for years
all sorts of stories and
traditions
about the
thrills and dangers experienced by the whale-

noted

men have
the
cited

floated around
town and been re-

to

listener.

the

breathless

Recently

a

group of New Bedford business men, anxious to perpetuate and spread broadcast the
unique customs and traditions
the hardships and romance
attending followers of whale
hunting in that town organized the Whaling Film Corporation to make a motion pic-

—

—

ture preserving these qualities
for all time.
The picture is called "Down
to the Sea in Ships," and was
directed by Elmer Clifton,
who used to work with Griffith.
Every detail is authentic.
The vessel on which most of
the action takes place is the
oldest whaler in existence, and
everything relating to whaling
was supervised by the dean of
whaling
the New Bedford
fleet.

The

picture's thrills

—

and they are many include
the pursuit and capture of a
ninety-ton whale.

!

—

You Get What You Want

90

Mertons grouped around
drinking cold tea with what

fifty

tables,

supposed

to be

an

ennui

air of

Without encouraging arson,
pertinent to
thrill in

it

is

point out that the big

"Saturday Night" came with
"Foolish

the apartment house blaze.

Wives" wouldn't have been

half

so

foolish without that bit of red tint-

ing that illumined the last reel.
There is no sense in blaming all
It
always
this on the producers.
amuses me to read of the "illiterate

men who make

group of

the

pic-

tures," because Marshall Neilan, D.

W.

Cecil and William De
George Fitzmaurice, and their

Griffith,

Mille,

kind are anything but untutored savages.
Men like the De Milles and
Griffith are free to make the sort of
pictures they choose.
That they can

make

line,

stirring

pictures

artistic

they demonstrated with such artistic

works as "Joan the Woman," "Carmen," "The Birth of a Nation," and
"Bits of Life"
duction.

—

this

Neilan pro-

a

exhibitor tells me that he
up ten deep and hung up
the S. R. O. sign every night but
rained"
he
Tuesday "it
when
played "What's Wrong with the
Women?" And he assuredly will
when the same producer's "Has the
World Gone Mad?" appears. Nothing like that happened when "Clarence" was unreeled, even though
Wallace Reid was the star. The first
opus had wine, women, and jazz and
everything that trio connotes. There

Your

Continued irom page 61

and
is

!

They do not choose, at present, to
make such pictures, because they
prove highly unprofitable. And picture producers never were set up as
philanthropists.
Why should they
be?

lined 'em

—

were

—

and

chariot

race

negligee

featured

that

moments

of

last-minute pardon that

Woman,"

"Hail the

in

"The Birth

stirred

less

the

you

"Intolerance,"

of a Nation"

of other plays

the

"Sheba,"

and dozens

— these are the elements
make a

of popular success that

pic-

ture.

probably for this very reason
spring schedule of every
filmery of note forecasts a return to
It is

the

that

the ten-twent'-thirt' style of meller-

table

drammer, the school prefaced already

dances and midnight frolics and
everything else you can't find in Pittsfield,
Massachusetts, or Vicksburg,
Mississippi.
"Clarence"
huh
could have happened right here in
Wheeling, West Virginia, or Louis-

by "Where Is My Wandering Boy
To-night?" the school whose hymn
runs, "Yo Ho Hokum and a Bottle

Kentucky.
And Mr. Amos
Gump, of Lockport, New York,
would probably be the universal critic

for every-day spines.

night-life

flashes

—

!

—

ville,

he delivered himself as follows:
"Now this 'Clarence' may be all
right.
'Twas acted fine.
But we
don't want to see regular people in
T
movies.
e want strong heroes and
dastardly villains and beautiful ladies.
get real life at home seven days
every week.
W^hen's 'The Prisoner

if

W

We
o'

Zenda' coming?"

The
you

in

sensational

"Orphans

ride that thrilled
of the Storm," the

of

Rum."
The public

that pays wants thrills

The

ful picture will cause the

success-

most flabby

of vertebrae to stiffen.
And if it
takes a gun in the drawer, a hotel fire,
and a few battered-in doors to do it,
the forces of filmdom stand ready.
"I've
found,"
exhibitor
the
summed up, laconically, "that most
people don't want to see pictures that
make 'em think. They don't want
to be educated at the movies."
It's the truth.
When they want
their brows lifted, they go to a masseuse.

Hardships— De Luxe
Continued from page 32

steps,

cleaned

iWzty-Goldwyn $10,000 prize story,
directed by Alan Holubar, and "All
the Brothers Were Valiant," a Metro

tered,

cajoled,

were separated only by the

picture,

Metro

contract.

By

McGregor

it,

is

retained for three years as a featured
player.

He is not an actor, but be it said
to his credit that his greatest wish is
to become a good one.
His good looks appeal to women
and never forget that this appeal is
one of the greatest claims most of our
leading men have to high salaries.
Take at random two most glaring
examples:
Jack Holt and Ralph
Graves.
Nice enough young men,
each with an abundance of personality

— but actors?

Never

In "All the Brothers

!

W ere
r

Val-

iant," I believe that McGregor had
the greatest opportunity of his career.
Not because the picture or the director were far above the average
but

Chaney's boots,
or

him

bullied

flat-

— but

or other he must have recognized and grasped his opportunity.

somehow
I

don't say that

McGregor

—

human

nature to give only as

—

world.

In his hand

The time

will

lies

opportunity.

come when he

will

have

to justify himself before the public
that makes him. For I prophesy that

—
future —

that public

in years not too

far in

particles

might have

many healthy, presumably wellbrought-up and self-respecting young
men should choose extra-ing as a life
work. Truly the call of art or perhaps it is the seven-fifty a day must

—

glean,

by hook or by crook, a few
'

of the vast knowledge of
the screen the senior actor possesses.
It would not have mattered how much
McGregor humbled himself in gleaning these scraps of wisdom.
He

dogged

Chaney 's

foot-

what

is

called a day's

work.

But

I

are like

suppose all these young men
McGregor was such a short

time ago, and he in turn is to take
Jack Holt, Valentino,
and the dozens of others who started

his place with

as extras.

They

possibly were

all in-

spired by the divine fire of genius

— or

what have you ?
As for McGregor's background:

I
much as is demanded so let's demand more of our Handsome Harrys. have stated above that he is married
Malcolm McGregor is sitting on the and that he attended Yale University.

will have learned to discriminate between the best, the good,
the mediocre, and the bad.
Sometimes when I watch the extras on a crowded set, I wonder if
that portion of the world is crazy
or whether I alone am mentally deranged.
It astonishes me that so

because he worked with Lon Chaney.
McGregor had a chance here to

the idleness of

did not

do all this, but I do say that he was
nothing short of a fool if he didn't
There is no reason why the American public should tolerate leading men
who are nothing more than types.
Let pretty be as pretty does in other
words, make pretty work for his salt.
It is

be Circean to offset the humiliation of
a director's bellow or the tedium of

the

—

—

Incidentally he

of

was a classmate there

Rex Ingram.

He
Joan,
ing a

has a

who

is

marked

small

even at

daughter named
five

inclination

years showtoward emo-

tionalism.

believe that short sleeves
the actress, and consequently

Joan

make

is trying to persuade her mother
garb her that she may blossom
forth.
But both mother and father
are maneuvering bravely to curb her
tempestuousness.
I'm sure we will all watch the development of Malcolm McGregor
with kindly eyes. He has a long way
to go and the present is not the time

she

to

for

him

to loiter.

Photographs by Freulich

Getting Ready for "The Hunchback
OUT

at Universal City
preparations
great
are being made for
the massive production of
"The Hunchback of Notre

Dame,"
Chaney

in

which Lon

Here are
glimpses of two of the principals in his support and a
view of the thieves' quarter
where much of the action
At the left is
takes place.
Tully Marshall who plays
will star.

Louis XL, and at the right
Cesare Gravina who gives

is

a

humorous characterization
the Florentine Ambas-

of

sador
France.

to

the

Court

of

—

;

92

Introducing Trilby
Continued from page 46

"But

your faith in this great
Don't you get
future ever shaken?
impatient and want to rush out and
do something about it ?"
She looked at me blandly, uncomisn't

prehendingly.
"No," she said crisply, "every one
has always said that I was marked
for greatness.
It was not I who so
decided."
Her extreme youth crops out in the
unquestioning way she has accepted

But

this verdict.

if

poise and

good

breeding count for anything I am inclined to think her faith will be rewarded.
She has acted in a few films in the
past year, she admitted, but either
could not remember the names of the
companies she worked for and the
films she appeared in or else the subject bored her.
At least, I couldn't
find out.
She said that she had done
quite a bit of posing for fashion pictures in France.
I couldn't quite
see why her family should approve

of her being a manikin and disapprove of her dancing and furthermore I was surprised that she had
been chosen as a model.
She isn't chic or smart as most

Frenchwomen

She doesn't seem

are.

have inherited the collective past

to

of all the French courtesans as is true
of so many young French girls. She
makes one think of a medieval page
sometimes her attitude is that of a
New England blue-blood who has
looked upon the gayeties of Paris
and Vienna with boredom if not ac-

She seems
She

tual distaste.

poised,

perfectly

to

have no

perfectly
reserved, perfectly

abandon, no verve.

is

self-sufficient.

Her clothes were not particularly
beautiful or well chosen, and she
wore them without distinction. Her
charm does not rest in such obvious,
surface factors.
She doesn't hurl
her good points at you. Her charm
her delicacy, in her quiet conviction that she is destined for great
lies in

During the war she
translator in the English
Paris.
She had charge

worked
Embassy

as
in

of several
people
who deciphered messages.
Her English is enchantingly musical,
It
does not inbut vague.
terest her particularly to tell people
where she is from or what she has
It remained for her press
done.
agent to tell me that she was a direct
descendant of our General Lafayette.
She shows little enthusiasm in conversation except when it touches on
•her particular interests.

the Director

We

she had previously shown.

had

just taxied past a poster advertising

Ermine" on our way
"I knew him
Vienna," she went on inter"He is a splendid man, so

"The Lady

in

to a portrait painter's.

well in
estedly.

He is
modest, so self-effacing.
charming."
As she spoke I caught the glitter
of a circlet of diamonds on her significant finger.

"No, not married," she hastened
to assure me, "just a ring of engage-

ment.

It

doesn't

chatted about
it

things.

How

"You know Franz Lehar's music?"
more animation than

she asked with

is

to be,

it

She

mean much."

"If

quite casually.

it

will be.

But he

is

in

France and I am here. He may find
some one else I may find some one
;

else.

may

I

be here a long time.

It

"

not be best for me
I detected a deeper note in her
voice, a note of sorrow, perhaps, or

may

regret.

"But don't you even take such matyour own hands?" I

ters as that into

And

asked.

had not

the wall of her reserve
quite shut her in when she

replied, "No, why should I when life
has been so very good to me so far?"
And why, indeed, should she?

Knows

York.
But none of the theatrical
producers welcomed him with open
arms, so he was soon back in Chicago

ing gripped him so that he couldn't
be lured back to the scenario editor's
desk even with a promise of a big

he said jocosely,
"when I had my own producing unit.
And do you think that you could find
five people among your close acquaintances who can remember any
of those pictures? Not on your life.
Now I listen to the boys in the sales
department. They are the real judges

working

raise.

of pictures."

day to supervise the

Continued from page 59

Alan
good

my

A

Dwan

me

that he

was no

at picking film material.

"I had

fling

at

told

art,"

man who

has

nificent picture as

afford to

Alan

made such a mag"Robin Hood" can

make such

Dwan

statements.
drifted into pictures

way. When he graduated from Notre Dame University
he stayed on there as an instructor
in the engineering department.
His
interest in an engineer's career was
blighted when he learned that most
of their graduates made about eighty
or ninety dollars a month.
So most
of his enthusiasm
and he is one of
in a curious

—

those individuals who is fairlv electric with energy and enthusiasm
went into the training of a group of
amateur players in the town of South
Bend, Indiana. With them he frequently appeared in Shakespearian
roles.
Eventually he got a chance
to plav in a revival of "Aristocracy"
in Chicago and when that closed he
took his savings and ventured to New

at electric

"Don't ask

engineering.

me

about engineering,"
Dwan begged. "I hate to think of
it.
It is like a divorced woman trying to recapture the romance of her
marriage."
But it was his engineering that led
him into pictures. He was sent one
installation

of

some new Bell-Howell lights at the
old Essanay studio, and while he was
hanging around watching, a director
mistook him for an actor and put
him in a scene.
For several weeks he worked pretty
regularly at the studio.
He discovered that even when he worked in
only a scene or two of a picture he
could usually tell from them what
the rest of the plot wr as.
So he
started writing stories
not good stories, he insists, but the sort of stories they were producing at that time.
He got twenty-five dollars apiece for

—

them when others were getting only
five and ten.
When the American
company was formed and sent to
California, he was made scenario editor.

Shortly after he got there, a
who had a picture only half
was taken sick. Dwan fin-

director
finished
ished it.

The

fascination of direct-

at

He went on

directing pictures

the rate of one a

five-reeler

came

into

week

until the

vogue and then

he sometimes made a five-reeler in
four weeks.
In spite of what he says about the
extremely limited vogue of the pictures that he made with his own company, I'd be willing to bet that in
film fans there would
be many who would remember with

any crowd of

pleasure "Soldiers of Fortune," "The
Luck of the Irish" or "In the Heart
And who could ever
of a Fool."
forget that

it

was Alan

gave Monte Blue

Dwan who

his first big

chance

as a character actor in "The Perfect
And that he discovered
Crime?"

Jacqueline Logan?
He has never worn a trick hat,
heavy goggles, puttees, or a Windsor
He isn't
tie while directing a picture.
a globe trotter, he isn't a soldier of
fortune; he doesn't spell Art with
a capital A. he spells it with a dollar
sign. He can hire all the globe-trotters and scholars he needs to work in
And with
his research department.
his enthusiasm he can't help making
interesting pictures.

Advertising Section

Laugh Lines

Squint Wrinkles

The Furrows of Care

Frown Marks

Croze's Feet

&

Banish Hiinkles
Worry Lines
with this New and Greater

English Beauty Clay
Last year close to a million women bought
Terra-derma-lax the famous Englishclay
massage. They bought it by mail at $2 a
jar— often waiting many weeks to get it.
Now comes the new Terra-derma-lax
available at any drug or department store
at $1 a jar.
witlxoul a minute's wait

—

—

—

—

Half the old mail-order price!

A greater Terra-derma-lax! From finer,
With new uses,
new hemical potency, new beauty magicl
new-found English clay.

Made more efficient by science—MORE
i

ECONOMICAL by volume sales— MORE CONVENIENT to cet—byretailstore distribution

wrinkles! Here, indeed, IS news even to

most enthusiastic

We

we were sure. And
today we are sure. Scientifically sure. We
have tested this new Terra-derma-lax
usage under all conditions, on faces grooved
and grained with worry-lines. And we
have seen those lines dim inish, day by day,
and finally vanish entirely, under laboratory observation. So we have no hesitancy
in warranting Terra-derma-lax unreservedly to eradicate all premature marks and
seams from any skin.

throughout Ike world.

President. Dermatotogiccl Laboratories

How

Herein the most important beauty
Terradiscovery of the decade
derma-lax will iron out
and smooth away the
most deep -seated ja.ee
furrows in an amaz!

ingly short time.

MONEY

applied daily

most efficient
Beauty Massage. The

semi-weekly Clay
Bath is a "fixture" in
nearly every enlighttoilette

by

^Applied
is

WITH

The

clay

blood-flow.

spread, like tape, in strip
formation, over the wrinkled
just before going
section
to bed. In a few minutes,
as it dries, it sets up a tin-denoting
gling sensation

Try this new and marvelous wrinkle treatment on our guarantee of quick and
positive results.

Get ajar of Terra-derma-lax from your
druggist (or from any toilette goods
counter) and apply the wrinkle treatment
three nights.

—

beneath the wrinkled parts.

ilorc the three treatment)
Jf

The

If you do not notice a decided improvement on the morning after the third treat-

tingling shortly sub-

sides — and

the clay is left
to you a jefter, clearer, fattier
on overnight. Like a sadcomjilam, return thejar and
iron smoothing out a piece
aetijour dollar taei^
of rumpled silk, it smooths
out the seams in the skin
holding the cuticle taut and
firm throughout the night.
routine.
your mirror deti not reveal

ciple. It draws out all the concealed impurities from the pores as a vacuum cleaner
draws soot from a carpet.

This is no news to the users of Terraderma-lax. It is a story gloriously told to
them every day, by the radiant clarity that
Terra-derma-lax has brought to their complexions.

J^ews Sven

to

Old Terra-derma-lax Friends
But that Terra-derma-lax removes

zAre (guaranteed

'Results

is

stimulated blood-flow
ofJcrradermalax

its

like the

at any drug or de/iarlnienL

Dirt-secretions at the base of the pores
cause most all facial eruptions and skinsallowness. Terra-derma-lax goes after this
imbedded dirt on the suction-cleaner prin-

Startling

facial.

smoothes out the creases in the skin,
firm but gentle "ironing" action.
And second, it restores the skin-health and
life in the affected area by stimulating the

It first

—

BACK. OFFER. ISSUED

C?el yout jar

recognized now that
Terra-derma-lax is the
•world's

Is

— not semi-weekly,
Clay

EVERY JAR. OF TERRA-DERMA'LAX

It is pretty generally

Treatment

The Terra-derma-lax wrinkle treatment

—

ened woman's

clay-users.

waited until

ment, return the balance of the clay in the
and your dollar will be refunded
promptly.

jar,

*A Double
If

'Delight to

J^jw

Users

you are not a user of Terra-derma-lax

facials, there's a double treat in store for
you. Get acquainted with the "beautysorcery"of these twice-a-week "clay baths"
Supplement the nightly Wrinkle Treatment with twice-a-week Terra-derma-lax

—

In the morning wash ofF the clay and
the improvement is immediately seen. Repeat each night until the wrinkles, growing
dimmer and dimmer, disappear entirely.

facials.

The Qause of Wrinkles

You'll be amazed at the new youth
Terra-derma-lax will bring back into your

Wrinkles are caused not only by age, but
by repeated bad facial habits such as the
arching of the evebrows, the squinting of
the eyelids, the furrowing of the forehead.
These facial grimaces gradually form unnatural lines in the face, which quickly
"set" if proper blood circulation does not
wash them away.

—

—

face
the silky softness and schoolgirl full
color it will return to your skin.

.

After the WrinkleTreatment has con- /£
continue
quered the crow's-feet
the Terra-derma-lax facials twice /^V\Cr
a week, to keep the skin in flaw/^f^^f
(A)
less condition. That's all the
/^<y

—

v

/oV4* ^

skin-beauty insurance

Terra-derma-lax does two things to re-

any

move these unbecoming"expression lines."

woman

needs.

Dermatos\z>

Sv

*

logical Laboratories,

Pu m
/o°VV 329-337DePlymouth
xJ<

/&^°

-bcrma-lax

AVa
^

Xar***

Court, Chicago

^ ease sen<3 me one jar

Terra-derma-lax.
I
J> agree to pay postman 31 on
c£t
receipt, plusfew cents postage

wy

/

/

THE ENGLISH BEAUTY CLAY
ttOO
oAt all drug and department stores^

^o

of

Name

Street

Town

/

/

State

If you are apt to be out when postman calls, enclose
31 herewith, and jar will be sent you postpaid.
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EILEEN. — Yes,

a great many screen
actresses are accomplished dancers, and
there are few of them who have not stud-

some extent, if only to help
acquiring grace and ease of moveMae Murray, Madge Bellamy,
ment.
Viola Dana, Shirley Mason, Marguerite
De La Motte, Margaret Loomis, Virginia
Valli,
Constance Binney, Irene Castle,
Marion Davies, Shannon Day, Carol
Dempster, Corinne Griffith, Alice Lake,
Margaret Landis, Fontaine La Rue, Martha Mansfield, Jacqueline Logan, were all
dancers before they entered pictures.
Then there are others, like Betty Compson and Colleen Moore, who have become
excellent dancers since they took up screen
work. These two, especially, have had so
many roles for which they had to study
dances that now they are quite accomplished. Theodore Kosloff, the screen actor who was formerly with the Russian
Ballet, has a dancing school in Hollywood
at which he has instructed a great many
of the feminine players in pictures.
ied dancing to

them

in

—

Movie Contestant. I'm awfully sorry,
I cannot help you to solve that con-

but

test.

I

have received hundreds of requests
all over the country who are

from fans

similar contests asking me either to
identify the pictures or solve the clews to
Now, due to
the various photographs.
my position and my familiarity with the
likenesses of the screen players and the
private and public facts of their existence,
for me.
these contests are just
So, can't you see how unethical it would
be for me to give out the answers and
in

ABC

what an unfair advantage this would give
some contestants over others that did not
con'sult any one versed in the facts of the
movie business? Besides, if I told evenone the same thing, they'd all be right
— then who'd win the contest? I have
had to refuse a great many, and I am
sorry, but I am sure that you will understand and that you will not, as one out-

raged feminine fan
rid,

mean

—

did,

call

me

"a hor-

old thing."

Alice. You want the names of
unmarried actresses in pictures?

the
Well,

all

rather a large order, Alice, but
here are some of the best-known players
that have so far resisted matrimonyBetty Compson, Lois Wilson, Colleen
Moore, Mildred Davis, May McAvoy,
that

is

Patsy Ruth Miller, Madge Bellamy, Marguerite De La Motte, Jacqueline Logan,
Befee Daniels, Mary Miles Minter, Lila
Lee, Marie Mosquini, Marjorie Daw, Alice
Calhoun, Helen Jerome Eddy, Bessie
Love, Pauline Starke, Marguerite Courtot,
Carol Dempster, Louise Fazenda, Helen
Ferguson, Lillian Gish, Elaine Hammerstein, Phyllis Haver, Doris Kenyon, Pau-

line

vost,

Garon, Mabel Normand, Marie Preand Edith Roberts.

—

M. T. The youngest feminine star is
Baby Peggy, who is just four years old.
There are several actresses in pictures
who are quite old. There is Ruby Lafayette, for instance, who was born in
Then there is Mrs. Anna Towns1844.
end, who played the part of Harold
Lloyd's grandmother in "Grandma's Boy."
Mrs. Townsend is seventy-nine, and only
started her career in pictures not so long
Mary Wilkinson, who played the
ago.
old woman in Betty Compson's "The LitMinister" is seventy, and there are
tle
any number of extras whose ages range
from sixty to eighty-five. These old people in the movies are usually active and

answer in
ORACLE
THE
these columns as many queswill

tions of general interest concerning the movies as space will allow.
Personal replies to a limited
number of questions such as will

—

not require unusually long answers
will he sent if the request is accompanied by a stamped envelope, with return address. Inquiries
should he addressed to The Picture
Oracle, Picture-Play Magazine. 79
Seventh Avenue, New York City.
The Oracle cannot give advice about
becoming a movie actor or actress,
since the only possible way of ever
getting such a job is by direct
personal application at a studio.
Those who wish the addresses of
actors and actresses are urged to
read the notice at the end of this

—

department.
bright and, as a rule, look younger than
It's the studio atmosphere, I
they are.
suppose, that keeps them busy and forgetful of their years.

—Yes,

Wallace and Noah
Beery are brothers. They were both bo'rn
in Kansas City, Missouri, and had exten-

Arthur

P.

sive stage careers before entering picThey both play character and
tures.
villain roles, but Wallace is the one who
takes those awfully brutal parts that make
you hate him so intensely. He was the

"The Unpardonable
officer
in
and the Hun commander in "The
Four Horsemen." Brutal sailors who are
always enamored of the fair heroine are
specialties of his, and he just loves to
throw the hero around. You will have a

German
Sin,"

chance to see some of his best villainy

"Bavu" and "The Flame of Life," two
forthcoming Universal productions. The
in

only character of his that I can remember that you weren't obliged to hate was

Richard the Lion-Hearted in "Douglas
Fairbanks in Robin Hood." Wallace is
six feet tall and weighs two hundred
pounds.
Among his other distinctions,
he is famous as the first husband of the
Glorious

Gloria.

Miss Trouble.
ings

:

like to

You
know

are

—Oh,

spare not

quite

right,

my

feel-

though

—

the worst at the beginning.

But I think you must have me mixed up
with some one else I alwa3^s try to be
nice and not "snappy." So you have never
He
seen William Boyd on the screen?
has been playing in pictures a couple of
years now, but usually takes only small
You know, he is an actor that
parts.
Famous Players-Lasky are reported to be
training for stardom. There was a story
about him, illustrated with some nice
photographs, in the March, 1922, issue of
Picture-Play, called "Grooming the Stars
If you want a copy of
of the Future."
this number you can get it by sending
twenty cents in stamps to the Circulation
Department, Street & Smith Corporation,
79 Seventh Avenue, New York City. Will
lessen your interest to know that he
it
You should always write to
is married?
plavers personally for photographs. William's address is in the list at the end
of The Oracle, where players' addresses
are always located.

—

I.

T.—Wanda

Hawley's contract with

Famous Players-Lasky expired

recently

Now

she will probably free-lance for a while. Her first appearance for another company will be in
"Masters of Men," a Vitagraph producFunny, the other player you ask
tion.
about also has finished her contract with
Famous Players— Mary Miles Minter.
Mary isn't doing anything at present writing and hasn't announced her future plans.
She isn't married, but it is rumored that
she is engaged to Louis Sherwin, author

and was not renewed.

and

critic.

—

Harriet L. D. Art Acord was born
Is he
in Stillwater, Oklahoma, in 1890.
your favorite cowbov? Art used to be
with Buffalo Bill and other Wild West
shows before entering pictures, and won
championships for broncho riding and all
that, so you see he is a real cowboy.
He is six feet one, weighs one hundred
and eighty-five pounds, has light hair and
blue eyes. He works for Universal. Lew
Codv plaved opposite Alma Rubens in
"The Valley of Silent Men." Nazimova's
first

name
•

is

Alia.

Continued on page ]08
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Atlas

Continued from page 74

Silk
Canton Crepe

and I'd been sleeping in
railroad stations so often that
all
the guards recognized me and
I always carried a
chased me out.

money,
the

me though, so it would
look as though I were going somewhere. I'd heard that she helped a
lot of people, so I went down to her
walked all the way,
office one day
satchel with

Dress with
Stylish Pleated L

—

and

it

seemed

fifty miles.

They

told

me

she was out, so I waited, and
after a while the owner of the paper
happened to pass through the outer
office and I looked so pitiful that he

I

stopped and spoke to me. Then he
went in and got Zoe Beckley she
had been in all the time, but was too
busy to see any one. And she wrote
the story about me and urged everyone to give me a chance.
"It was Lillian Gish that put me
in movies.
She saw me in 'Clarence'
on the stage and got Dorothy to give
me the part in 'The Country Flapper.'
I adore Lillian.
Aside from the fact

Panels and
Cuffs

y

—

she is the
the screen she

that

greatest

actress

Down
Only $1 brings this most popuadvance Spring style— a very

lar

fashionable straight-line dress of
quality silk canton crepe, with
beautiful silk braided girdle of
self material at waistline, with
fancy ornament. Panels of self

material on both sides,
neatly plaited in new-

on

He

cuffs also

will be proud to
wear this dress; suit-

able for

the excellent materials
and careful workman-

"Merton" went

if

not satisfied. Comes in
navy blue, black or cocoa brown. Sizes 34-44.
Order by No. S-25.
Terms: $1 with the coupon
only $3.20 monthly.

—

Total -bargain price, $19.85.

6

Months
to

You

will

Pay

be delighted with

this beauti-

canton crepe dress. Send only
month till you have paid the
bargain price of $19.85. Art
easy way to secure a dress of superb
style and wear it while paying at the
rate of only about a dime a day. Thousands dress fashionably the Elmer
Richards way on credit and save money.
We offer credit to reliable people
everywhere. Open a charge account
with us. Send only $1.00 with the
ful silk
$3.20 a
special

—

the screen rights to

Your $1 back

ship.

—

with him.

occasions.

Big Bargain. Send
only $1 with coupon
below for this dress.
Pay no C. O. D. Notice

—

he doesn't realize that he has
and he would like to be
handsome like Valentino and go
around Sheiking it up.
Recently he signed a five-year contract to star -in special productions
for Famous Players-Lasky. He will
get one hundred thousand dollars a
vear.
His first picture for them will
be X. Scott Fitzgerald's "This Side
of Paradise" and then he will do
"Merton" in movies. Other players
have offered big sums for the film
right to "Merton," but the theatrical
producers saved them for Glenn
Hunter. By his magnificent performance he had made "Merton" his own.
So when he signed his new contract,

all

A

uncom"That blamed Morton again.
No matter how sincere I am, I get
to wondering if my outbursts don't
sound as funny as his do."
And that reminds me of the big
moment in "Merton of the Movies,"
where Merton in his nightly prayer
asks God to make him a good movie
actor.
It might be one of the most
ridiculous
scenes
imaginable and
yet in Glenn Hunter's hands it becomes poignantly pathetic. Curiously
enough it is not at all unlike the fervent prayer that Glenn Hunter himself offers up daily.
He wants to be
a good movie actor that's one of
the most ingratiating things about
;

plaited.

You

flushed and squirmed

arrived

Sleeves

are very shapely with

fortably.

him

fashion.

est

simply wonderful
in every way.
She is always helping
people, and she has such a wonderful character that she is a good example for every one who comes in
contact with her."
is

coupon today.

Elmer Richards Co.
Dept A175
I

enclose $1. Send dress No. S-25.

W.

35th

St.,

Chicago

Color.

Length
Belt
not delighted with the dress, I will return it and get my
price on your terms:
bargain
will
pay
the
Otherwise
I
money back.
$1 with coupon, only S3. 20 monthly. Total price, $19. 80.
Bust

If

I

Hip

am

Send

for Free
Catalog Showing
Other Styles
P.O.

.State.

.....1

I

;;

!

:
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The Age

of Discretion

Continued from page 23

"You can't make good against impossible odds," Stone replied. "That
girl was swamped by continuity and
cutting.
She had no opportunities to
perform. You know we actors are
harnessed by direction, and further
handicapped by the whims of the con-

and the cutter. These
together, more or less.
The
best acting in the world can be ruined
in the cutting room.
The best talent
in the world can be submerged by a
choppy continuity. Too many close-

Rabbit's Tail
best

thing a rabbit can

do with his tail is to
And that's about as much use as some
of their bodies.
There are so manv flatchested, weak-kneed specimens walking the streets
these days that a real live man is a curiosity.
The
on

sit

it.

men make

man

average

exercise

for

he

like

puffs

of today has about as much ambition
as a jelly fish.
If he runs 50 yards,
a steam engine, sits clown and feels

as though he were ready to die.
And. take it from
me, he isn't far from it.
Cut it out fellows.
Don't be a cake-eater
If
you ever knew the joys of a real healthv body, you
would start this minute to get one.
And that is
just what you are going to do.
The undertaker
has his eye on you. but give him the laugh and

"Not

say:

yet.

It

is

it

to Health

open to you.
Come on in and get busy
means work, but Oh hoy! what it hrings to

30 days I am going to nut one full
on your biceps; yes. and two inches on your
chest.
But that is only the start.
Now comes
the real works.
In

just

I
am going to broaden your shoulders, fill out
your chest and give you a pair of anus that carry
a wallop.
Meanwhile I work on your inner muscles
surrounding your vital organs.
Every breath vou
take brings a deep inhale of oxygen into vour lungs,
purifying your blood, so that your whole body will
fairly tingle with new life.
You will feel real pep
in your old backbone.
This is no idle talk. My treatment has stood the
test of years and is now endorsed bv experts as

absolutely

the

and

shortest

only

sure

route

"

My New

MUSCULAR

to

—

Health and Strength.
I
don't promise results
guarantee them.- Come on now and make me prove

Send for

it.

64-Page Book

DEVELOPMENT"

It

contains forty-three full -page photographs of
myself and some of the many prize-winning pupils
I have trained.
(Some of these came to me as pitiful weaklings, imploring me to help them.
Look
them over now and you will marvel at their present
physiques.
This bonk will prove an impetus and a
real inspiration to you.
It will thrill vou through
and through. All I ask is 10 cents to cover the cost
of wrapping and mailing and it is yours to keep.
This will not obligate you at all. but for the sake
of your future health and happiness, do not put it
off.
Send today right now. before you turn this
page.

—

EARLE
Dept. 1406.

EARLE

E.

Dept.

309

E.

LIEDERMAN

BROADWAY,

NEW YORK

CITY

LIEDERMAN
1406,

309

Broadway.

New York

—

City

Dear Sir: I enclose herewith 10 cents, for which
you are to send me, without any obligation on my
part whatever, a copy of your latest hook. "Muscular Development."
(Please write or print plainly.)

Name
Street

City

low average. People who go to the
movies are alone responsible. They
have shown a desire to accept almost
anything, and of course they are getting

Mr. and Mrs. Fan go to a
movie, come out saying, 'That was
poor stuff
yet return to the same
theater next night, again to see a
shoddy film, you know that they are
encouraging that theater to show
poor, cheap pictures.
The movies
won't improve until people develop

ail-

ment of the average movie, could tell
you correctly. It's as plain as the
nose on Larry Semon's face.
The
pictures suffer from banality.
The
driven home
natural pathos of
is close-upped into bathos,
until the heroine's tears become rivers, and her sobs shake the screen."
Rex Ingrain is the most promising
director we have, Stone thinks.

ordinary climax
riveted
a situation
it's

!

isn't

The

it.

"If

!'

the

will

power

to stay

away from

poor productions."
Following his appearance in "Don't
Fool Your Wife" (which, oddly
enough, is not being concocted by
Cecil De Mille) with the eye-filling
trio composed of Naldi, Garon, and
Joy, Lewis Stone will lend his presense to a pair of picture plays that

promise to be worth looking in on
first "Scaramouche," under Rex Ingram's directorial wand, and later,
for Paramount, in a gelatin transcription of Locke's "Beloved Vagabond."
In the meanwhile, may his peace
remain undisturbed by curious copy
seekers

old boy."

The Gateway
Yes.
you.
inch

make good

work

doctor, called in to diagnose the

The

should

people

tinuity writer

ups and flashbacks and cut-ins negate
any chance of putting a part over.
That's what happened to Estelle Taylor in that picture, and you can bet
that I know just how she felt about
it.
I've felt the same way.
" 'A Fool' was obviously done, too.
That helped kill it. But there you
find a common fault.
Even a quack

Earle E. Liederm;
as he is to-day

"More

pictures," he complained.
"Producers aren't to blame, though, for the

State

This Hobby of Making Collections
Continued from page 72

Talmadge admits un- and include the youngsters who
abashedly that her hobby is collect- worked with her in "Hungry Hearts."
ing dresses and jewelry. About her She devotes to them one day each
numerous costumes I need say little
week, taking them riding, on picnics
you've probably seen them.
If you
and supervising their education. She
Constance

give her a plot with sixteen changes
of costume she fairly scintillates. As
to her jewelry
remember the diamond anklet she wore in "A Woman's
Place ?" That is, to date, her favorite
acquisition and speaks ominously for
the future
of the jewelry trade.
Cullen Landis admits his hobby is
shoes he has a dressing room full
of them, will never throw away a
pair and has, I believe, every pair of
Richard
shoes he has ever owned.
Dix has quite a collection of golf
sticks
in fact, the way Richard is
practicing up on his golf I think he
must have his eye on some diplomat's
job in Washington.
Helene Chadwick has a fad for miniature paintings, and Claire Windsor for antiques. Will Rogers has ever so many
lariats, ropes of every' kind and description which he puts through their
tricks daily.
Assuredly the most
touching hobby of all is Helen Ferguson's collection of children. They
are hers, however, only by adoption,

—

—

—

—

also visits the Strickland

Home

for

Boys near Los Angeles one day a
week and is prouder of her children
than of anything else she has.
I have left flowers to the last for
they seem universal favorites. Maude
George's I think, is the most ambitious garden
for hers boasts over six

—

She is quite a student of horticulture and has produced

hundred

varieties.

some remarkable effects by grafting.
She spades and tends them all herself.
Agnes Ayres spends much of her
spare time in her garden, too.
Thus it goes books to real estate,
perfume bottles to
"Collect?
What do I collect?"
grinned a famous villain of the screen
when I approached him, wearied by
my quest and hoping his wouldn't be
something unusual or that he wouldn't
get so enthused over it that he would
forget my mere existence as had some
of his predecessors.
"Cash, little
lady.
Cold, hard, talking cash!"

—

Advertising Section

The

Girls of

"Our Club"

Continued from page 31

salary after his Los Angeles performance, if applause meant anything, and
the club provided thunders of that.

know what

applause means
is why they
shower it generously on one of their
brother players, or on one of their
own members when she deserves it.
And they also like and invite fair
criticism, from every one. even from
a copper tea kettle, providing it has
been charmed in India and speaks
with a mysterious, unearthly voice.
I never really knew that a tea kettle had a voice until the girls assured
me that one belonging to a certain
Mr. McGee of Hollywood has. He
is a friend of theirs who staged a
seance for them.
There is no question in the minds
of all the girls who attended the party
that the tea kettle talked. The}- wrote
numerous questions on small pieces
of paper, handed them to Mr. McGee
The\"

when

it is

—that

sincere

who promptly

tore

them

into

The Only
New Thing In Motion
Pictures This Year
Absolutely

I

—

44

EXCITING

bits,

soon marry

There was hysterical screaming by
Mildred and some of the others, and
consequently Tea Zhon never told her
who the luck}- man would be. But,
of course, everybody now knows.
Tea Zhon spoke at length to every
one and by the time he had exhausted
himself and his voice became inaudible, it was almost midnight, that
creepy hour for girls who have sat
pinned in their chairs for several
hours, listening to hoarse dirges from
a voice coming out of such an incongruous place as a kettle. You can
imagine the result! The girls were
so frightened that they were willing
to leave their wraps forever, rather
than go up a long, circular staircase
to get them.
Their host finally bolstered up their courage by leading
the way. Suddenly there was a dull

knocking somewhere.
Three slow,
ominous thumps
Blood-curdling yells from a chorus
of thirteen dramatic sopranos Edna
Murphy and Gertrude Olmstead huddled together in a corner almost cry-

—

—

Helen sitting on Patsy's chest
Gloria, Mildred. Carmel. Virginia,
and May trying to laugh and talk

ing

—

—

—

without a tremolo and then
cheery voice from the outside, calling:

"Hurry up! Let me in!
Llovd Hughes, and I've come to
for'Gloria

!"

It's

call

W. GRIFFITH'S

D.

and talked a little hocus-pocus over
the kettle, and immediatelv a shaky,
sepulchral voice rose out of the
spout:
"I am the spirit of Tea Zhon. I
have a message for Mildred Davis.
I am having a hard time getting it
over. I mean out. Mildred you will
"
very

—

the first picture of its kind
is something entirely new
have ever seen; and I have seen many thousands. Never in
the history or pictures has there been anything so full of
everything that makes for one hundred per cent interest''
(JLaaeUa Parsons in the Telegraph.)

"Here

MGHT

The
"Superior

to

anything of the kind the screen has ever known.

Through every

when one

D W.

inch,

Griffith's art is

thinks one's heart can't

comedy."

of

Critics Say:

(N. Y.

last,

most
then

Moments
come onslaughts

telling.

Sun)

live among the immonals of the silver
screen, for 'One Exciting Night' is one of the best photoplays ever
produced.'" (M Y. Evening Telegram)

"Griffith's picture will

—

magnificent piece of work
thriller."
IN. Y. Times)

indeed a hilarious

"A

—

woman screamed, even-body gasped 1
'"A masterpiece
and then the audience went into hysterics of laughter.
(Chicago Herald & Examiner)
.

.

.

'

—

"Stupendous is the word You will rise
{Boston Traveler)
seat and scream."
"It will be

THE

up on the edge

of

your

Dopular evening's pleasure this year."

—

(A'

Y.

Post)

"The audience as one man shivers at 'One Exciting Night."
(N. Y. Herald)
all highly successful."
The action is terrific
.

.

"Even remembering what
this

surpasses

all."

the master producer has done before,

(N. Y. Journal)

''Everybody had a wonderful time

"Gale

after gale of
spectacle. "
(N. Y.

"Stunning."

Now

applause
Evening Mail

at

'One Exciting Night.' "

— (Chicago

Titan tic

Tribune)

a mighty

(Boston Globe)

Showing At The Best Theatres
Distributed by

The United Artists Corporation

ofXew York City

—

!
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Over the Teacups

Shampooing
A

task half done

Noted actresses

recognize the fact that hair to be
beautiful needs more than
all

They have no

just shampooing.

more choice in the color of their
hair than you have.
Their hair
more beautiful, because their profession
their very environment
soon teaches them how to make the
best of what nature has given them.
is

—

—

Practically every woman has reasonably good hair
satisfactory in
quantity, texture and color. So-called
dull hair is the result of improper

—

Ordinary shampooing is not
enough
just washing cannot sufficiently improve dull, drab hair. Only
a shampoo
that adds "that little
something" dull hair lacks can really
improve it.
Golden Glint Shampoo was made
care.

particularly for
to make
beautiful.

medium brown

!

we have very few good dramas,
enjoyed this one thoroughly, and

because
but

I

every

member

of the cast

—

It places

your hair

splendid.

—

"And speaking of old times there
one man in Fort Lee who is thrilled
over having motion pictures made

is

there again.
He is a taxi driver.
He says it has been terribly lonesome
for the last two or three years while
the studios there have been idle. He
knew Mary Pickford and the Moore
brothers and all the old-timers well,

A

it

—have.

was

Mr. O'Brien is an excellent actor and
such a lover! Lou Tellegen's love-making
is mild compared to Mr. O'Brien's

in

your

hands, so to speak.

Have a Golden Glint Shampoo today
and give your hair the special treatment
which is all it needs to make it as beautiful as you desire it.
25c a package at
toilet goods counters or postpaid direct.
J. W. Kohi Co., 147 Spring St., Seattle,
Wash.

The wind tore down all
the trees and tropical plants and once
more the beach was just plain California sand and not a romantic South
Seas bower. Lewis Stone's straw hat
that he was supposed to wear in the
picture was blown from his head just

we moved.

time to

fall

under an overturning

think Nita Naldi lost some
I wasn't a bit sympathetic though about their losses because I lost a spring hat I had just
bought. And I suppose I will never
get another that I'll like as well.
That is always the way with anything I've lost.
Poor Mr. Melford's tobacco can
got upset and the tobacco rained all
over the beach.
The next day he
was terribly grouchy because he had
nothing to smoke.
kidded him
unmercifully, and I wouldn't have
blamed him if he had written a scene
in the picture that required drowning
the whole lot of us.
When the water had receded and
the sun shone again, our camp was
The tropical trees looked
a wreck.
like a floating island that had ceased
to float and gone to the bottom of
the sea.
They came up somewhat the
worse for wear, but thanks to a good
property department they were soon
fixed up again, as beautiful as ever.
had a half holiday yesterday
and celebrated it with a swimming
Nita was the only one who
party.
enjoyed the water very much. The
waves were like ice, but she goes in
breeze.

I

clothes, too.

Removes Hair Harmlessly
Off comes

all

Just spread

on Neet the wonderful new

your superfluous

hair.

cream,

let it stay a little while, then rinse off all
the hair with clear water. Used by physicians.
Money back if it fails to please you. 50c at drug
and Dept. stores. Liberal trial size 10c by mail.

Hannibal Pharmacal Co. , 663 Locust, St. Louis
in Canada
60c, trial size 10c, McGillivray
Bros., Ltd., Agents. 184 Bay Street, Toronto, Ont.

—

Spots

Arms, Legs, Bust, Double Chin
In fact the entire body or any part without dieting

bywearine

DR. WALTER'S

Famous Medicated Reducing

RUBBER GARMENTS
For Men and Women
"Anklets for Reducing and
Shaping- the Ankles, $7 00
per pair. Extra high, $9. 00.
Send ankle measurement
when ordering.

Bust Reducer. S6.00
Chin Reducer, S2.50
Send for Hhis
trated Booklet

G. A. Walter
Avenue :: New York

Dr. Jeanne
353 Fifth

was

pretty dull for

him

just to

now

But

Cosmopolitan studio
burned down Seena Owen's company
is using a studio over in Fort Lee,
and Dick Barthelmess is going to
make his next picture there.
since

the

"But why should

I

stay here talk-

ing about motion-picture people

when

might be talking to them? Conrad
Nagel and his wife are in town and
if I hurry I can just get over to the
hotel to see them before dinner. But
before I go," and Fanny was almost
halfway to the door as she said it,
"let me tell you that Lew Cody has.
shaved off his mustache and he looks
handsomer than ever."
I

Letter from Location

tent.
It was mashed flat.
Leatrice
Joy had a silk dress that was torn
to shreds when it caught on a tree
trunk and flapped fiercely in the

in

it

drive ordinary people around.

Continued from page 73

in

Reduce Your Flesh

so

hair

look brighter and more
When your hair appears
lifeless, all you need do is have a
Golden Glint Shampoo. It does more
and IS more than an ordinary shampoo.
With it you can correct correct, mind
you any little shortcomings your hair

may
own

Continued from page 84
squint and crooked smile. He is very tall
and splendidly formed and his smile is
very contagious. His manners are charming
"Living in a small town I am not in a
position to comment on the play itself

We

We

swimming

in

New York

in all sorts

of weather so she never noticed

it.

But the rest of us who are accustomed to the warm water of Cali-

—

fornia
for a girl who has just been
California long enough to make
one and one half pictures and was

in

in

New York

between them,

I

sound

a lot like a native daughter, don't I?
felt half frozen.
Lewis Stone is a wonderful swimmer. He just flies through the water.
One time he dived under the
water, and it seemed as though he
had been under for ages.
got

—

We

worried because he didn't
up, and then suddenly he

terribly

come

bobbed up at least a hundred feet
from where he disappeared. Between
dips we ran up and down the beach
trying to get warm and not succeeding and Mr. Melford must have
known that we were suffering with
the cold because when we got back
to camp he had tea all ready for us.
If I want our mail man to take this
letter I'll have to stop now, as he is
about ready to go on his regular noon
trip.
One of our property men acts
as postman and goes for our mail

—

—

We

never could wait for
every day.
the rural delivery that is if they
have such a thing way off here. It
is such a pleasure to get mail that I
read even ads all the way through.

—

though I have been away
Give my regards to the
folks back in Hollywood and tell
them we are coming back browned
like Indians from this, beach sun.
Leatrice and Nita ask me to send you
their love which with mine makes
I

feel as

for ages.

quite a lot.
Sincerely,

Pauline Garon.

Advertising Section"

Job Had the Patience

to
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Wait

Continued from page 65

jumped up and pantomimed the

picture for me, blue eyes flashing. "It's
oh, just the
very exciting.
It's
thing I've always wanted to do. It's
me the other side of me, the me
that Job tried to squash!"
I haven't lold you what she thinks
of philosophy and prohibition and
the classics, for the simpie reason
that she never thinks of them at all.
For those who crave details, she likes
creamed chicken, the races, acting,
dancing, going to shows and collecting funny colored balls and silver
dangles which she makes into hair

—

—

EYES

1

You Cant Forget

ornaments.

There's nothing so wonderful, so
truly alluring as beautiful EYES. If
you long to possess the charm of
clear, bright, bewitching EYES, use

But the thing
is

the

way

me

here where individuality is
forced upon us. waiting until she felt
the moment right for the effective
unfoldment of her real personality,

This time-tested lotion preserves
and enhances theyouthful glow and
sparkle of the EYES. After a day in
the open, Murine is dehghtfully
soothing and refreshing to EYES
irritated by sun, wind and dust.
EYES cleansed daily with Murine
retain their beauty throughout advancing years. It's perfectly harmless
contains no belladonna or
other hurtful ingredients.

The

Girls

is

2-5

sirealiei,

has

there is between their
mind and body, until they have struggled through their first lessons in
dancing and found that though
their mind grasped instructions their
body just refused to respond cor-

Murine Eye Remedy Co.

rectly.

about your movements and can concentrate entirely on the mental side
of your work.
Nearly all the feminine stars and
featured players in the Lasky company are studying dancing. In fact

zs live accec to
titivating g-ory

z-z

GROWDINA
for bust, neck or arm dev elopment

this is true of practically all the girls

=117.

:r

damaged

been

~:z:_'-

zz

haimfui

by

z7rq ifHair J3 an ish ed

minutes

in 15

permanently colors naturaily gray.
If your
streafeed or faded hair in 15 minutes.
balr has lost its original beauty, you should investigate

IXECTO RAPID.

It

produce tbe color suued to
you iadiwidnalir in any of IS
shades from radiant blonde to

Trill

—

raTen

t]a^ik.

IXECTO RAPID

is

m:a5e:-ied

by

10 be
shine,

come

ings,

or brashes,
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the hair or iirs
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to

latest
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years.
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salt
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Is
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the
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can be
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IXECTO RAPID

tures.

son are

Josi send ms yow name on the coupon and 'rre will
mail you full, interesting details and our "Beauty
Analysis Chart." enabling yea to rind ihe most be-

play prominent parts in motion

Mae Murray.

Constance
Binnev, Irene Castle. Carol Dempster,
Marguerite de la Motte. Jacqueline
Logan, and Margaret Loomis all acquired fame as stage or classical dancers before they went into motion picpictures.

And at .the Lasky studio todav such stars as Bebe Daniels. Betty"
Compson. Lila Lee. and Gloria Swanaccomplished interpretative

Dr.

^

SEXD XO MONEY
.-

-T--

-

-

artists.

Outside of screen requirements,
the average modern girl would do
well to study dancing as assiduously
as she does styles. Nothing is more
essential to the wearing of fashionable clothes than a good figure and
bodily grace.
"Indefinable

I

~:z

is the diseoreu of
Emile of the TJniTersIiy of
Paris.
I ~ was nr=~ ^rcii^ht to Asn^i'ica by thousands of re rum in; tDnr.sts
who had found it in use in 97 ^> of
Zurrrear.
:ae !ia::iree?:rr
:- ?
::
cities and capitals, including Milan.
London;
Paris.
OportD,
Lisbon.
Brussels. Morale Carlo. DeauriHe.
Such well known establislsmeuts in
America, as the Marinello Shops and
Burnham's of Chicago hare adopted it for use in
their sslons.
It is also used by the ultra -fashi enable shots in Xe~ Tors: such as the Bilnnore.
Waldorf- Astoria, Plaza, Couuiiodore, PennsyiTansa
and cthers.

who

You, Too, May Instantly
Beautify Your Eyes with

Jlces

INECTO RAPID

-When a director outlines your action for a certain scene and you start
to rehearse it, you are much less selfconscious if you don't have to worry

Develops Busts Like

This

Rapid.

preparationsIt is erery woman's rifibt to beep
bar youthful loo^s and retain the
harmony of eair. features and eonipHesioE which nature intended.

—

Dept. 28, Chicago

>e

Az the theatre or Use opera or whererer you may
be, look abaut you and Sud the
head of hair which in lexinre,
color and harmony presents the
mesE be amidol appearance. Surely,
uhe Tcjuau ha-rim it feeis am ease
an £ "'"fi.iry r-f ~h; c-t is denied
become
hair
those
whose
bag

ordination

fascinating hooUlet, "Beauty Lies
is EREE on request
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can

after gray, sbeafted or faded hair has been tinted
Sustiroius natural shade with Inecto
is a unique feature of Inecio Kip. Ji
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Must Dance

Con tinned from page
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for letting herself out.
Wise bevond her vears,

—

Magic! I

exQiiistte

bided her time

quietly,

Murine.

Out

that so interests

this girl has

charm."

ever, exists.
This elusive quality
in grace.

rarely,

may

if

be found

^y.zz
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IXECTO.

Inc.
Salons and Laboratories
53 35

West 46th

St..

New York, N. Y.

Largest Manufacturers of Hair Coloring inVie

INECTO. Inc..
33-35 Wert 46th St. New York.

tt'o-.d

N. Y.
Please send me gratis fa!3 deiails of Inecto 3ajud
and tbe "Bezuu Analysis Ciart." Fona M-9.

—
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The

Free Trial

Screen in Review
Continued from page 57

Forget

"Jazzmania"

Metro.

used to think there was nothing
sillier than a musical comedy plot
until I saw "Jazzmania." These plots
are hard enough to bear in the theater, but to see one on the screen
stripped bare of music and the chorus
is more than human nature can endure. This is the one about the queen
of a mythical kingdom who masquerades as a dancer and kicks about
until she charms everybody.
There
are no show girls and no music cues
and no bowlegged comedian to
I

GrayHair
Mary T. Goldman's Hair Color Restorer 13
clear, colorless liquid, clean as water. No
greasy sediment to make your hair string-y or
streaky, nothing to wash or rub off. Restored
color even and perfectly natural in all lights,
no danger of streaking or discoloration. Faded
hair or hair discolored by unsatisfactory dyes
restored just as safely and surely as naturally
a

gray

My

hair.

Restorer is a time-tested preparation,
which I perfected many years ago to bring
back the original color to my own prematurely
gray hair. I ask all who are gray haired to
prove its worth by sending for my special
patented Free Trial package.
Mail Coupon Today
Send today for the special patented Free Trial package
which contains a trial bottle of my Restorer and full instructions for making the convincing test on one lock of hair
Indicate color of hair with X. Print name and address
plainly. If possi ble, inclose a lock of your hair in your letter.
Please print your name and address"
MaryT. Goldman,
I

I
I

i

B9P Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.
Please send your patented Free Trial Outfit. X showa
color of hair. Black
dark brown
medium
brown
auburn (dark red)
light brown
light auburn (light red)
blonde

I

I
I

I

Name
j^Street

City..

!

Easy to Play
Easy toPay
True-Ton©

Dan Russo,

Saxophone

Director of Orioio
Terrace Orchestra i£
of Detroit, a Sym- sf?
phosiumof Superb //4

M

Instrumentalists,

making Br unawith
Buescher True-

Tone IntdrunieNts.

beautiful.
You can
learn the scale in an hour's
practice and play popular music
in
a few weeks.
You can take
J
\ your place in a band within 90
S;
\ \ (Jays, if you so desire. Unrivailed
forhomeentertainment,
)
/ church, lodge or school. In
',;./ big demand for orchestra dance mueic.
i

wick Dance
Records

Easiest of all wind instruments to play and one of the

^ most

'

//

[

K

r,;; ,

/.'
'

'

,

w

5sS

I FreeTrial
Instrument without
\vt

lighten

your sufferings.

"The Famous Mrs. Fair" Metro.
This was one of the immense stage
hits of its season which was when
we were all still excited about the
war.
It
had Henry Miller and
Blanche Bates in its cast, and it made
Margalo Gillmore a star. Its theme
was then very close to our own problems the problem of whether a
woman should leave her family to
shift for itself Avhile she went abroad
and did war work.
Now this matter has settled itself
with time as problems have a habit
of doing and the screen version ar-

—

rives a

little

that it is
picture as the
all

if

cover.

"Success."

Brandon Tynan

in a really touching picture about an old actor. The
plot is pure hokum
aged and bereft
of his fame, he is a dresser in the
theater of his beautiful young daughter when the principal actor meets
with an accident, and he goes on to
save the play.
The plot is creaky,
but it is so well done that you accept the old situations.
Our only
criticism of Mr. Tynan's character-

—

ization

is

in

his

Ostermoor

when you can forget
human and genuine.

this

he

is

wig;
very

"Lost and Found"— Goldwyn.
More South Sea Islands Pago-

—

—

where the enormously
pago, in fact
successful stage play, "Rain," is laid.
daughter Pauline
captain's
The
Starke is shanghaied, grows up with
the natives, and nearly becomes the
big chief's bride until old Pop comes

—

—

He is assisted by Anas a dauntless castaway.
It is good melodrama, and the scenes
filmed in Tahiti are interesting as
far as we could see through the foggy

and

finds her.

tonio

Moreno

—

photography.

How Can They

75% of all popular phonujrraph records
arc played with Buescher instruments. Ask for pictures of
the Nation's Kecord Makers,
struments are almost entirely displaced by Saxophones in
all nationally popular orchestras. Our Free Saxophone Book
tells which Saxophone takes violin, cello and bass parts and
like to know. Ask tor your copy.
Mention the instrument interested in and a complete catalog
will be mailed free.

many other things you would

BUESCHER
BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
Makers of Everything
Band and Orchestra Instruments
!

in

ELKHART. INDIANA

Sax Invented the Saxophone
Buescher Perfected It
Attractive

The world's createst facial remedy will restore ruined
complexions to the beauty and puritv of youth.
IF YOUIt l.!..„d is impure, if you have pimples, freckles,
wrinkles, blackheads, redness of face or nose, a muddy,
sallow skin, or any blemish on or under the skin, you need

JAMES P. CAMPBELL'S
SAFE ARSENIC
COMPLEXION WAFERS

DR.

These marvelous heautifiers of the complexion ami skin are
wonderfully effective, and are absolutely safe and harmless.
The prescription was first used 37 years atro hy Dr.
Campbell, and he has made countless thousands of women and
menihappy in the possession of a pure, spotless complexion.
Mailed in plain cover on receipt ..f $1.1)0 from K1CHAKD FINK
CO.. Dept. 44. Kens. Sta., Brooklyn, N. Y. C. Fvery druggist
can get th)3 remedy for you from his wholesale dealer.

Cuticura Soap
——Tb.e Safety Razor

Soap

Cuticnra Soap shaves withoutmug. Everywhere 25o.

Be

Artists?

Continued fr om page 19

Saxophone Book Free

Shaving!

For

far-away quality as

strange

that

you had suddenly stumbled on an
old magazine with a faded crumpled
picture of a Red Cross nurse on the

paying one

tion. If perfectly satisfied, pay for it
an easp payments to suit your convenience.

Keep Young and

late.

a sympathetic, human
result chiefly of the work of Myrtle
Stedman. She plavs the mother and
takes the spotlight entirely away

W[ cent in advance, and try it six days
in your own home, without obliga-

2457 Buescher Block

Mae Mur-

ray plays the dancing girl in ten beads
and a pout.

from the ingenue played by Miss de
Motte as a vapid baby doll. All
the scenes with the war workers have
la

The

nation.

actors

and actresses do

Their
not act a bit like Nazimova.
faces are human and even kindly.
The plays are given in Russian, and
I don't understand a word of the
language.
But every one in the audiences knows just what they are trying to express. The plays aren't unduly intellectual. The Russians play
them so simply and so sincerely and
with so much dignity that you catch
every fleeting emotion.
Some one ought to take the company to Hollywood, being first careful to protect them from the lure of
film money.
For even the Russians
must be open to "reason." And a
gentleman preferably Mr. Lasky
should get up and. address an all-film
audience
"Now look, you overpaid
darlings Here is a company of artists.
They receive small salaries.
Some of them have been playing the
same roles for twenty years. There
are no stars.
man who has a leading role one week is relegated to the

—

:

:

A

mob

the next week.

An

actor

creates a role cannot regard

it

who

as his

Another actor is allowed to play the same role the next
night, and he usually plays it just
These men and women, as
as well.
individuals, get almost no publicity.
The newspapers don't know how to
And yet, they are
spell their names.
the greatest actors in the world and
the finest answer to all the mud that
has been slung at the profession.
Don't ask me to explain this phenomenon. As a movie producer, I can't.
sole possession.

Either these actors are lunatics or
they are Russians, which amounts
to the same thing.
For some unaccountable reason, probably a congenAll
ital defect, they love their art.
those among you who can say the
same thing are entitled to a permanent pardon for sins past, present and
future from Mr. Will Hays and three
loud, free cheers from the MotionPicture Producers' Association."
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Think

the Fans

Coiitinued from page 13

the newcomer. But later when I had read
the entire series of Miss Knox's articles
I realized the narrow view I had taken
in the matter.
I began to see that they
were most instructive and helpful for the
beginner and that any young girl starting
out for the mecca of movieland would
be saved a great man}- mistakes if she
had the contents of these series firmly
fixed in her mind. (If it were me I should
have a copy by my side all the time!)

Your magazine

is

widely read and

I

am

sure there are hundreds who pour over its
pages seeking encouragement for their ambitions as future actors and actresses.
It
is articles like Miss Knox's that will cause
them to take stock of their good points
and make them try or give it up, declaring
themselves unequal to the tasks that lie in
their path to stardom.
I

Regardless of "The Observer's" opinion
must say right here that I am the most

enthusiastic truthseeker he ever heard of

E. V.

5932 Springfield Avenue,
phia, Pa.

W.

!

Brown.
Philadel-

What Temperament Makes

for

Success?

The

articles

by Dorothea Knox were

very interesting.

make

to

I believe

girls realize just

they might encounter as

As

—

that

it

is

well

what hardships
a movie extra.

discouragement well, any girl who
all hope of a career because of
the difficulties mentioned has been saved
to

abandoned

from useless misery, for she must lack
the grit necessary" to success in any career.

One

thing that seemed peculiar to

me

made good on

the stage, in movies, in
vaudeville, and as concert artistes. I happen to have had the opportunity of observing some of them.
One lovely girl,
now making a big hit as a dancer, used to
perform at local affairs during the war.
Naturally she w as known personally by
many girls in the audiences. She had
hardly one friend among them.
They
called her doll-faced, conceited, dead from
the neck up. and many less complimentary
names. She was really a shy little person, being trained for success by a mother
r

who

kept her studying nearly every minute of the day and never allowed her to
mingle with other young people.
Another very talented singer grew up

with me.

Temperamental

her finger
tips, not affectation, but a genuine mixture
of sensitiveness and nervous excitability.
She was adorable, but her friends formed
to

a shifting, continually disintegrating circle.
slight dispute, a white-hot flare of
temper,_ a cutting sarcasm and one more
friend joined the group who labeled her a
"silly little fool'' with indifferent shrugs,
while she, poor little mite, would weep
her heart out. Patience, endurance, and
a sense of humor enabled one or two to
remain intimate and it was worth it, for
at times she was the spirit of gayety,
sweetness, and charm.
Artists of the brush and palette, so far
as my experience goes, are quite normal,
with little jealousy or conceit.
I know
a young poet, who is a shining example
of common sense but musicians and theatrical folk generally seem to be lonely
folk for all the hundreds of people they

A

—

No Deposit

in

another series of articles which I read on
this subject was a statement to the effect
that the girl most likely to succeed in pictures was the jolly, popular girl in her
home town, the one with scores of friends.
Xow several girls from this city have

Read
plan

this

— the

mond

of any kind
Send No Money
Pay No C O. D.

amazing new

offer

fairest dia-

that the

world has ever known.

These rings are solid 14K

green gold, with 18K white geld tops,
each set with a fine, large, extra brilliant, perfectly cut, blue-white genuine
diamond. The tops are exquisitely hand
engraved and beaded. In the stores,
you may buy such rings for $50.00 or
§55.00. Our price is only $38.75, payable
$3.75 a month, without interest.

We

will send you either of these rings on approval for seven days, without any deposit of

—

any kind. The trial is entirely free
we even
prepay the postage. To order your choice on
approval, simply send the coupon below. Send
no money. We ask no deposit at all.
When the ring arrives, you will pay no C. O, D
Just accept the ring and
wear it for a week. At
the end of seven days
trial decide— if you do not
wish to buy, send it back
and call the deal closed.

f

@
H;

—

V'

V..

'
w

\ -

i

Accept

But

you decide that
ring can't be

if

this S3S.75

equalled for less than $50.00,
keep it and send only $3.75.
-Then pay the balance at S3.75

a month.

this offer at once.

You cannot

offer because we know
importing direct and selling direct, we
save you about 30To. We eliminate all middleman's expenses and profits, which ordinarily
must be added to the retailers' price. This offer
is an example of the wonderful savings you
always make by dealing direct with us.

We make this startling
that,

Mail the coupon today. Enclose your finger
we ask no deposit of
size but send no money
any kind, and indeed, no money at all unless
you decide to buy after a full week's trial. Be
—^
sure to send the coupon today.

—

;
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III
Peoria Street

Co.
Harold Lachman

Regular Price $50.00

Chicago
o'^***™^*,.

f«e
S e ° d Xecked belowfora weeks

rrj

-

d rf

Cut to only $38.75
In the stores genuine diamond rings like these sell
regularly forSSO.OO and $55.00.
We cut the price to only
§38.75. payable 53,75 2 month.
We ask no deposit of any
kind!
You risk nothing!

Order today

Send this

Coupon
Copyright

lose one

you do not go to any
expense nor do you make any deposit.
single penny, because

1923,

Harold Lackman

Co.

weekly

—
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get to know. At least, in our city, perhaps
they are different elsewhere.

Stella Meade.
Ste ii Beresford Apartments, 465 Beres-

ford Avenue, Winnipeg, Canada.
abdomen, thighs, hips and ankles in men and
accomplished in the privacy of your home, by a few minutes
use each day of the internationally famous invention
of arms, legs, back, bust,

women

DR. LAWTON'S GUARANTEED FAT REDUCER
and Illustrated Course on Weight Control
it.
you perform a gentle, pleasant massage that removes fatty tissues from
any portion of the body that yon wish.
No medicines, no exercises, no electricity,
no dieting. More than 50.000 men and women in (he past few. years have experienced
that priceless blessing of renewed joy and health hy the restoration of youthful form,
vigor and shapeliness with the reduction of unnecessary fat by

With

Dr. Lawton's
a device approved by
tion is permanent!

Guaranteed Fat Reducer

physicians as absolutely safe and

efficient.

And

the

Reduc-

Sent C. 0. D. and you pay postman
$3.75 plus few cents postage, or if you
in advance, please include 20c
Mailed in plain wrapper.
for postage.
If after 11 clays use you wish to return
it. your full purchase pries will be reFREE Booltlet
for
funded.
Send
"How to Reduce." Write today.

PECIAL PRICE

remit

SEND NO MONEY

DR.
120
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THOMAS LAWTON

S3.,

:

Compson and Miss Windsor

Miss

that

New York City

Dept. 1A6,

Recently, while reading the very interesting
department
"What the Fans
Think," I came upon Miss Helen Paul's
article in which she gave her choice of
the five most beautiful actresses.
They
were
Betty Compson, Elsie Ferguson,
Mary Pickford, Alice Terry, and Claire
Windsor. She declared that she did not
consider Corinne Griffith beautiful because she had bobbed hair. She went on
further to say that she thinks no woman
is really beautiful who has bobbed hair.
I always did consider women a puzzle,
but here is something I never ran up
against before, a woman contradicting her
last statement in the same breath.
I infer Miss Paul will be interested to know

both have bobbed hair

Rudolph Shamora.

HOW

BTAIN A PERFECT LOOKING NOSE!
TN THIS DAY AND AGE
*

1899

Ackerman Building, BINGHAMTON,

Also For Sale at First Class

Drug

N. Y.

Stores

CONTEST ^np^

Then wear

this Mystic
Repli.-a of
8en>ent.
Ancient Hindu charm

$500

against evil spirits,
sickness, spells, and

Arms." 5500 will be paid to the writer of the best one submitted. Send us your name arid we shall send you the words
of the song and the rules of this contest. Address Contest Editor, WOrld M. P. Corp., i 4 5
47th Si.,

GOOD LUCK

in love, busiHeavy, weird and startGenuine 14-Karat gold Bhell, 3

year marantee. Men and Women.
Secret "formula lor luck" FREE.

Send measure wlrini; lied -iround finKer.)
AL1 A. BABA Box 55,116
Str. Sta., New York. Pay $2.27 and
postage to postman on delivery.
,

song

W.

Dept. G92M, i\ew Yolk, N. V.
Bound volumes of Picture-Play Magazine now

ready.
Price $3.00 per volume. Address Subscription Department,
Stn'of & Smith Corporation, 70-89 ith Avenue, New York.

Av^buKeacMntf for the

Qmthl

Under which Zodiac Sign
What'
were you born?
are your opportunities in
your future proslife,
pects, happiness in mar-

JwUltcUvou

FREE

enemies,
success in all undertakings and many other
ASTROLOGY,
indicated
questions
as
by
vital
the most ancient and interesting science of
history ?
riage,

I

will

most interesting astrological
the Zodiac Sign you were

you

free, the
interpretation of

born under.

Simply send me

the

exact

date

of

your

To cover
birth in your own handwriting.
cost of this notice and postage, enclose ten
and
name
your
exact
cents in any form and
address. Your astrological interpretation will
you
sent
to
and
be written in plain language
A great sursecurely sealed and postpaid.
prise awaits you
!

send
birth date

Do not
close 10c.

fail

to

Print

send birthdate and to ento avoid

name and address

delay in mailing.

Write

now

—TO-DAY—to the
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Fan

Heart."

Very

rarely do

I

get excited over pic-

tures.
Often have I left the theater with
evea feeling that I might have spent
expening in some other way. But
Heart" is entirely
rience with "Peg o'

my
my

My

so much that I stayed
for the second show and went to see it
a third time a day later at the expense of
my studies. I would have gone a fourth
different.

I

liked

it

and a fifth and many times more if I
had the opportunity.
What was it that I liked so much in
It was not the story; it
that picture?
was not the photography; it was the most
I
skillful and artistic acting of the star.
have seen most of the famous stars and
I enjoyed them all, some more than othBut I have not seen a single one
ers.
that can compare with Miss Taylor in her
art, her beauty and her adorable simplicity.
Only one picture, which I saw last spring
when I was still in China, approaches anywhere near "Peg o' My Heart." I cannot remember the exact title now, but
think it was something like "Sunnybrook
Farm," with Mary Pickford as the star.
ang.
Chi-Chen
525 Conklin Place, Madison, Wisconsin.

W

friends,

Were you born under a lucky star?
tell

Empty

a Chinese

am

very lazy and would never do today what I can put off until to-morrow,
but there are times when I cannot help
doing certain things, when I cannot resist
the influences that urge me to action.
This is one of those rare moments, and
this time the inspiration is the incomparable Laurette Taylor in "Peg o' My
I

.

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist

Street, Hartford, Connecticut.

From

to

pays "to look your best" at all times. Permit no one to see you looking otherwise;
will injure your welfare!
Upon the imit
pression you constantly make rests the failWhich is to
ure or success of your life.
be your ultimate destiny?
My newest greatly improved Nose Shaper "Trados Model 25,"
TJ.
S. Patent, corrects now all ill-shaped noses without operation,
quickly, safely, comfortably and permanently.
Diseased cases exModel 25 is the latest in Nose Sliapers and surpasses all
cepted.
my previous Models and other Nose adjuster patents by a large
margin.
It has six adjustable pressure regulators, is made of light
polished metal, is firm and fits every nose comfortably.
The inside
is upholstered with a fine chamois and no metal parts come in conBeing worn at night it does uot interfere with
tact with the skin.
your daily work.
Thousands of unsolicited testimonials on hand,
and manufacturing Nose Shapers is at your disposal, which guarantees you
atisfaction and a perfectly shaped nose.
Write today for free booklet, which tells you how to correct illnoses without cost if not satisfactory.

ling.

Main

attention

your appearance is an absolute
necessity if you expect to make the
Not only should
most out of life.
you wish to appear as attractive as
possible, for your own self-satisfaction, which is alone well worth your
orts, but you will find the world
in general judging you greatly, if not
wholly, by your "looks," therefore it

symbol of
ness, pames.

1090

Fifth Ave., Dept. F.H.,

New York

From Another High-school

Girl

Like another girl who wrote to_ you,
whose letter appeared in the March issue,
I, too, am but a high-school girl.
To begin with, why don't we hear more
about little Eileen Percy? I think she's
"The Flirt" is the cutest
just adorable!
Who
picture I've seen in a long time.
could be more charming than Miss Percy?
(She has bobbed hair, too!)
Why all this hullabaloo about NaziI think she's a rather good acbut not at all wonderful. She loves
It is really too bad, when she
to pose.
But, instead, it seems
could be natural.
to me that Nazimova has a little campaign, and tries to see how unnatural
she can be.
Do not hold my frank opinions against
me, but why the Nita Naldi craze? It is
true the public like new things but Theda

mova?
tress,

—

W
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Bara

coming back, and she

is

is

an ideal

vamp

How can some of the. fans treat Agnes
Ayres so cruelly? I think she's great! She
was wonderful with Rodolph Valentino
some time ago in "The Sheik."
Many

people are saying that Gloria
Swanson is a "has been." Haven't they
seen "The Impossible Mrs. Bellew?"
Most of the people think Mae Murray
to
is a little too flashy.
I think so, too
a certain extent but she is clever and
she is a good little actress. I don't know
of many pictures I've enjoyed more than
"Peacock Alley" and "Fascination."
Maybe I'd better stop before the other
fans get so angry that the}- send bricks

—

—

my

way.

At any rate, I've had my "say !"
High-school Girl, the Second.
Iowa City, Iowa.

"What's

Wrong

more
and the

easier,

And

it

is

my

public

fickle

— the

is

severe, the producers unstars more bewildered.
humble opinion that the
tiring of its pet playing

star system.
I admit that there seems to be no concrete evidence that it will become violently
revolutionary and demand the professional
heads of its erstwhile favorites; but I
think that unconsciously the fans are
wearied of having the motion-picture industry dominated by a few personalities,
however pleasing, and I think that eventually

this

promiscuous,

arbitrary

is the best known shoe
Trade Mark in the world. It stands for the highest
standard of quality, style and workmanship at the

lowest possible cost.
W. L. DOUGLAS shoes are actually demanded year after
year by more people than any other shoe in the world

BECA USE W. L. Douglas for forty-six years has been
making surpassingly good shoes. The smart styles are
the leaders everywhere. When you are looking for the
best shoes for j our money examine W. L. Douglas $7.00
and §8.00 shoes. They are exceptionally good value for
the price. WEAR W. L. DOUGLAS SHOES AND SAVE MONEY.

$5$6ns8.ks9. SHOES

shoe dealerscan supply you withW.L.
Douglas shoes. If not convenient to
call at one of our 116 stores in the large
cities, ask your shoe dealer for W. L.
Douglas shoes. Protection against
unreasonable profits is guaranteed
by the name and price stamped on
the sole of every pair before the shoes
leave the factory. Refuse substitutes.
The prices are the same everywhere.

W LDOUCLAS
PEGGING SHOES
AT 7 YEARS Of AGE

IF NOT FOR SALE IN YOUR
VICINITY WRITE FOR CATALOG.

TO MERCHANTS: If no dealer in your toicn handles W. L. Douglas
shoes, write today for exclusive rights to handle this quick-selling,
quick turn-over

the other hand, I am deeply interested in anything pertaining to the pictures,, and sincerely believe that the field
of their possibilities is scarcely realized
as yet. However, the public is becoming
satiated with pulchritude, vapid personality, and glittering spectacles, and will before long demand fewer but better pictures, with well-balanced, carefully selected casts, instead of hodgepodge productions featuring famous stars.
Another thing that is hurting the pictures producers who persist in designating the public as "morons" that overworked word
and working on the theory that its literary tastes run to Alger,
Gene Stratton Porter, and Harold Bell
Wright exclusively.
Thirdly, censorship has unquestionably
crippled the movies to a great extent.
In general, let me add that I believe
the motion-picture industry has been too
big a problem for those in authority to
handle. It is like a j-outh who has grown
too fast and whose mind has not yet
caught up with his body. But when the
movies get their stride, watch 'em eclipse
everything.
"Optima.'"
Lacey, Washington.
:

!
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Them!

Douglas Shoe Co.

Street,

Brockton,

Mass.

Nave Mom Begun to Feel the
Conditions that Come After40?
A

remarkable discovery has already restored to health thousands of men suffering from the
distressing ailments

common

to

past 40. Every man should
read the facts given here.

YOU

O

with

suffer
sciatica,
back, legs

pains in
,and feet, frequent
nightly risings, painful micturition, mental or physical depression?
Doctors and Scientists have long recognized
that the cause of these, and many other painful conditions, was the disturbed condition
of a little gland called the prostate.
And
now a certain Scientist has discovered a wonderful new hygienic principle that has already

BringsThis

been used with phenomenal success by thousands of men in restoring this little gland to
health.
Many cases are reported where relief
was obtained when a surgical operation had
seemed the only recourse.

What

this

Mean

Discovery Can

You

to

An

authoritative medical treatise says that 65Cr of all
men past a certain age suffer with a disorder of this
If you experience any of the conditions mengland.
tioned have chronic constipation or prostatic disorders
you should not delay in finding out about this discovery.
Do not let "approaching age" encroach upon
If you
your mental and physical vigor and alertness.
will write at once you can get Free an interesting booklet called. "Why Many Men Are Old at 40." written by
Don't
the scientist who discovered this new method.
risk your health by delay.
There is no obligation. Simply send name and address, mentioning ailment, if you
want specific information. Address.

—
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THE ELECTROTHERMAL

Genuine..

Free
We

CO.,

sr^tlL^mo

RoyaEtoas" Pearls
(7i

'

ing an IS -inch strand of genuine

you started
as a customer.

Gems
Jewelry Catalog ever

Free Book of
Seven

brilliant steel blue

gen

isMost complete
sued of Diamonds. Watches aDd Jewelry

ine dia-

monds are massed in a setting' of solid
platinum so, that only close inspection
will distinguish it from a solitaire
valued at $750.00. Shank of rin? is IS
K. white sold, in latest design. Price
only S57.S0— pay balance So.oo a
month for ten months.

—

want to express my thanks to all who
are promoting this wonderful industry and
giving so much pleasure and amusement
to people in moderate circumstances, who
would never have an opportunity to feast
their eyes on beauty and beautiful effects.
Oh, I love pictures, and when I go into
I

President

L

W.

line.

;

On

flttffi

NO MATTER WHERE YOU LIVE

making

and breaking of stars will become passe.
Perhaps I am not a true fan I admit that
I am certainly not an idol worshiper and
do not go to the movies to sigh and suffer with some favorite hero or heroine.

DOUGLAl

NAME AND PORTRAIT

with the Movies?"

Just as Alison Smith sa3~s, every so
often some one breaks out with a theory
as to "what's wrong with the movies ?"
and I have yielded to the temptation to
add my voice to the clamor.
In the first place, I think we will all
concede that for some time there has been
a vague unrest stirring through the moviegoing public; the fans are more exacting,
the critics

L.
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*_ desired. Parents
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iree catalog

Perfume Your Bath
Bathe

Thirty easy lessons

make you expert in all branches, massage, packs, dyeing,
marcel, akin work, manicure, waves, bleach etc. in eight weekB.
Study in spare time. Earn while you learn. Authorized diploma.
Money back guarantee. 50,000 Opportunities. Get FREE book.
can

oSr

Dept. CI01,

770

DIAMOND
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at the end of ten days, your depositwill
Can be supplied 11
to you.
gentleman's mounting without extra charge.

be refunded

lowest prices.

10 Months to Pay on Everything
from our TWO MILLION
DOLLAR STOCK.

ORIENTAL SYSTEM OF BEAUTY CULTURE
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— Soften Hard

1000 Diversey Blvd.

Water

Instantly
—

adds the final touch of dainty luxuriousness to your bath it
Bathasweet keeps the skin soft and smooth.
Bathasweet imparts
and the fragrance of a thousand flowers.
Always keep a can in your
bath room.
Three sizes: 25e. 50e and $1.
At dms and department stores or by mail.
Send
10c for miniature can.
The C. S. Welch Co., Dept. C. G., New York City.
with
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a picture house I feel as though I am
going into the silence to commune with
art.
Bessie Brown.
Modesto, California.

One Thing That's Wrong with Them
I

movies a week,
qualify as an expert,

see about five or six

so perhaps I may
as the lawyers express it.
Most of my theatergoing is done in a
city of about a hundred thousand population, having four first-run and five or six

horrid things of Marion Davies as Billy
Barnes did? He certainly cannot mean
that she simply "walked through the picture."
But, if she did, she did the walking through adorably.
Her gowns were
ravishing and the little caps
weren't
they dear? And Miss Davies wore them
as only Mary Tudor could, although I
have my doubts about Mary Tudor being
!

as beautiful as

—

Marion.

_

second-run and neighborhood theaters.
It is iterated and reiterated that the
great need of the motion-picture industry
is "bigger and better" pictures.
I should
like to believe that, but I can't from the
evidence appearing before my eyes every
week of my life.
In the first place, producers, with minds
ever on the censors in the several States
that harbor these pests, continue to insult
the intelligence of their adult audiences
with pictures designed to be appreciated

and understood by

The Perfect
Hair Remover
Y~\ 3 Miracle,

the

sanitary liquid,

is

original
called the

remover because

perfect hair

it

which is the only common-sense way to remove it. It acts immediately and with absolute certainly.

devitalizes hair,

It

thereat.
the use of spoiling pictures for.
adults by trying to adapt them to childish
minds, for the children do not go to see

What

The

testimonials of

eminent physicians, surgeons, dermatologists
and medical journals, exhow De Miracle devitalizes
pl iins
hair, mailed in plain sealed envelope
genuine
De Miracle has a
money-back guarantee in each packThree sizes: 60c, $1.00, $2.00.
age.
At

toilet

all

counters,

or direct

from

least

not in

my

town.

conform with kiddish ideas. Why spoil
them for the grown-ups and drive them
away from the picture houses, in an attempt to get the kids to go see them, when
the kids prefer and spend their money to
see something else that the grown-ups
at least most of them
do not care for?
F. W. Wilson.
Holly Oak, Delaware.

us, in

wrapper, on receipt of price.

iraeic

—

Dept.V-32, Park Ave. and 129th St.

New York

at

first-run

—

request.

Only

plain

—

theaters offer the best attractions in the motion-picture market.
Every afternoon they exhibit to twentyper-cent-capacity houses, while a secondrun house, offering Ruth Roland, Art
Acord, Go-Get-'Em Hutch, Eddie Polo,
and similar stuff is packed with the children of the town. If this is what the kids
want and I know they do, as I have two
of my own, twelve and thirteen years of
age respectively let them have it, but
don't try to make every drama picture

removing hair
under-arms or limbs.

on

is

them, anyhow

works equally well for
from face, neck, arms,

FREE BOOK — with

and morally

amused

to appear

De Miracle requires no mixing, it is
Therefore,
ready for instant use.
cleanly, convenient and most sin pie
to apply.

children,

for children to see.
This is just as
illogical as it would be to write every book
according to the same standard. Then we
should have Mary Roberts Rinehart, Rupert Hughes, Sinclair Lewis, and others
competing with Uncle Wiggly for honors
in the field of authorship, and we should
have grandpa and grandma, father and
mother reading bedtime stories and trying
fit

City

Here's a Loyal Fan
I

cannot suffer in silence any longer.

am protesting against all this criticism
of one another's favorite actress. Mine is
Bebe Daniels and to me she is not too
stout or too broad across the face.
She
is my favorite and therefore she is just
right! If at times she appears in pictures
that do not do her justice, then why blame
her? I am not telling any other fan to
fall in love with Bebe, but, oh, fans, if I
were a boy I would take a trip to Hollywood just to see that adorable creature
I

Miss Agnes Clapperton.
Norwich, Ontario, Canada.
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have just seen the spectacular production
"When Knighthood Was In
Flower" and have been simply raving
about it since! Isn't it wonderful? Perhaps if I were some shrewd critic I
would be able to fairly pick the whole picI

I am just a common
entirely faultless.
I notice that several
but only several
fans thought it rather cute to criticize
Miss Davies' acting in recent issues of
Picture-Play. But is it fair to say such

ture to pieces, but as
li'le

—

fan,

I

found

it

—

Bernice Buege.
1624 Twenty-fifth Street,
Wisconsin.

Two

Rivers,

Some one mentioned in the February
magazine how Marion Davies was so good
and wonderful in "When Knighthood Was
In Flower."
Well, they did not require
a beauty like Marion Davies to play the
part of Mary Tudor, for Mary Tudor was
not beautiful.
They needed some one
who could act.
Violet Arnold.
Norwich, Ontario, Canada.

Month by month,

I

have wanted

write a letter to this department, but

to
it

that all the letters were so much
more interesting than any that I could
write, but, interesting or not, I must write
in defense of one of
favorites.
I
have read several letters criticizing her,
but this one is for her.
She is Marion Davies the most beautiIn "When
ful actress on the screen.
Knighthood Was In Flower" she was so
beautiful that I could scarcely believe she
was an honest-to-goodness girl. And as
Mary Tudor she was perfect. No othei
actress could have played the part as well
Not only in "Knighthood''
as she did
was her acting above the ordinary, but in

seemed

my

—

!

"The Young Diana" she was very good.
I am not upholding the story
it was bad

— but

—

Miss Davies could not be

criticized.

Young

Veteran, the "shy, unassuming senior," is trying to be clever,
and failing miserably, when he says of
Miss Davies
"See above and divide by
Ada B. Oates.
two." Ye gods
56 South Water Street, Keyser, West
I

think that

:

!

Virginia.

Miss Lucy F. Ffenwell, of No. 181
Queen's Gate, London, England, has some
very scathing things to say about "When
Knighthood Was In Flower." She calls
the story "a burlesque on English history;" declares it wholly lacking in atmosphere and avers that it contains inaccuracies of costume, et cetera.
Coming from No. 181, Queen's Gate,
London, England, I don't suppose this
criticism could have been different.^ Certainly it would never have emanated from

—

where many historthe British Museum
ical truths are carefully concealed for
patriotic purposes.
Miss Ffenwell criticizes the familiarity-

shown between Henry VIII. and Anne
She objects to his hugging Anne
on the grounds of historical inaccuracy.
She is right, but we have here a fairly
strict censorship, and had we merely followed history on this point and allowed
Henry VIII. to be himself, "Knighthood"
would never have been shown to the pubHenry VIII. 's dignity and the chivlice.
Boleyn.

alry of the court are characteristics acquired since the reign of Queen Elizabeth.

Miss

Tudor

Davies'
is

interpretation

of

Mary

condemned by Miss Ffenwell

as

being "too frolicsome for a princess of
Perhaps, but as
the sixteenth century-"
neither Miss Ffenwell nor I were there
note her dignified deportment, I feel
safe in falling, back on the theory that
sixteen-year-old girls of the sixteenth century did not differ greatly from sixteento

Continued on page 106
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Agents and Help Wanted

WE

START YOU IN BUSINESS, fornishina
everything: men and women $30 to 3100
weekly operating our "SDeeialrv Candy Factori
•. Hillyei
„
Booklet free.
Bagsdale. Drawer 29, Easz Orange, X. J.

—

Astrology

Business Opportunities

LEA EX STOCK

|

|

Dept.

$137.50 to $2,000. Free information.
H3. Paul Kaye, 149 Broadway. X. Y.
=

start

American Monogram Co.,
East Orange. X. J.

ples.

Dept.-

I

—

MEN—

Age 17 to 55. Experience unnecesTravel : make secret investigations, resary.
Salaries : expenses. American Foreign
ports.
Detective Agency. 114. St. Lonis.
Excellent opportunity,

DETECTrVES EARN BIG MONEY. Travel.
Experience unnecesExcellent opportunity.
sary.
Write. George Wagner, former Government Detective, 196S Broadway. X. Y.

up

to $400 Monthly, living expenses paid, in Hotel work. Splendid opportunities for trained men and women
many

We

—

SILVERING MIRRORS. French
learned

ily

:

immense

Wear Mirror Works.

AGENTS

profits.

plate.

Eas-

Plans

free.

Excelsior Springs. Mo.

—

2005; Profit. Wonderful Little
Something new : sells like wildfire.
Carry right in pocket. Write at once for free
sample. Albert Mills. Manager. S442 Amer-

Article.

ican Building. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Help

$10 daily silvering mirrors, plating,
refinishing metalware. headlights, chandeliers,
bedsteads.
Outfits famished.
Decie Silver
Laboratories, 1133 Broadway, New York.

MEN

Railway Mail Clerks. $1,600Franklin InS2.300. Write for particulars.
stitute, Dept S2, Rochester. X. Y.

AGENTS

Help

Wanted— Male

EARN $110 to $250 monthly, expenses
paid as Railway Tramc Inspector. Position
guaranteed after 3 months" spare time study
or

monev refunded.

Excellent opportunities.

Write for Free Booklet CM-2S. Stand, Business Training Inst.. Buffalo. N. Y.

Sell Harper s Household CleanWashes and dries windows, mops,

BE A FINGER PRINT EXPERT. Demand

—

WRITE PHOTOPLAYS: $25 $300 paid
any one for suitable ideas.
Experience unnecessary complete outline Free.
Producers
League. 439 St. Louis.
:

WRITERS!

Stories. -Poems. Plays, etc.. are

wanted for publication.
Literary Bureau. 1<5,
"
$
$ $ FOR IDEAS.
accepted any form
revised,
righted, marketed.
Advice
Scenario Corporation. 9-26
Life Building. Los Angeles.

!

:

ROLLIXG CHAIRS.

Carrying Chairs. Bed
Catalog "N"
Sargent Co., 13S East

Our Chief of Staff wrote
big song-hits.
Submit your song-poem
at once.
New York Melody "Corp.,
402 E. Fitzgerald Bldg, Xew York.

many
to

35th

St..

Western Mutual

compose music.

Trays. Back Rests, et cetera.
describes.

Plots

criticised, copyfree.
Universal

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We

illustrates

—
New York.

Photoplay

Songs, Poems, Etc.

Invalid Furniture

us

TOEMS WANTED — Sell
for cash.

.Movie Acting

Era Music

HAVE

Farm Lands

WRITE News Items and Short Stories for
pay in spare time. Copyright Book and plana
Press Reporting Syndicate (40Gi. St.
Louis. Mo.
free.

FasciBECOME a Landscape Architect
nating work.
Free parSplendid salaries
ticulars.
Landscapers. 425 Union League
Building. Los Angeles. California.

A

SELL us your spare time. Yon can earn
Fifteen to Fifty dollars weekly writing showcards at home.
Xo canvassing: pleasant
profitable profession, easily, quickly learned
by our simple graphic block system, artistic
ability unnecessary : we instruct you and supply work.
Wilson Methods. Limited. Dept.
22, Toronto. Canada.

FREE to writers — a wonderful little book
of money-making hints, suggestions, ideas;
the A B C of successful Story and Moris

Hannibal, Mo.

cleans

la.

Pc-rsonalitv ? Test
Chart, and vital
Success 10c
Thomson-Heywood
Co.. Dept. S. S-, Chronicle Bldg., San Fran-

Self-revealing

Write for special free offer.
American Finger Print System. 1970 Broadway. X. Y.
increasing.

walls, hangs paper, sweeps,
etc
Complete Set Sells for less than S3.
Over 100fc profit. Can start without a cent.
Harper Brush Works. 126
Sr.. Fairfield,

scrubs,

You a Charming

yourself.
secrets of

writing.
Absolutely Tree.
.lust
address
Authors" Press. Dept. S9. Auburn. X. Y.

Ind.

18-35.

ing Set.

Scientific

HAVE

Short Stories and Photoplays

—

$6 SIS a dozen deccrsting pillow tops at
home, experience unneeessnry particulars for
Tapestrv Paint Co.. 110. LaGrange.
stamp.

!

EARX

ART

cisco, Calif.

—
cac

openings.
have more than we
fill
80,000 hotel positions to be filled the coming year. We train you at home. Send for
free booklet
Standard Business Training
Inst.. 211 Carlton Court, Buffalo, X. Y.

Book

PHOTOS. Studies beauty of the Nature, post cards and large sizes.
Great collection samples, splendid, for $1.00. $3.00,
$5.00.
Editions
d'Art.
Neuillv-Plaisanc-e,
(S. & O. t. France.

Wanted— Female
:

EARX

Explanatorv

:

(5c.
Five lessons 50c. Also Crystals, Crystal Gazing Company, 250 Station "B," Kansas
City, Missouri.

good pay. travel. Write C. T. Ludwig. 43C
Westover Building. Kansas City. Mo.

Week Gold

Letters for Store
Windows. Easily applied Free Samples. General Agents. Metallic Letter Co., 431T North
Clark, Chicago.

CRYSTAL GAZIXG

-:

BE A DETECTIVE.

MAKE

S60-S200 a

Pe rsonal

oppordetectives : big wages
raniiies evervwhere : experience unnecessary
write Wagner, 1S6 East 79th, Xew York.

170,

$25 to $50 a Week representing
Clows" Famous Philadelphia Hosiery, direct
from mill for men, women, children. Every
pair guaranteed.
Prices that win.
Free
book "How to Start"" tells the storv. George
Clows Company. Desk 66. Philadelphia. Pa.

Story.

-

BECOME

;

BIG MONEY AXD FAST SALES. Every
owner buys gold initials for his auto. You
charge S1.50. make S1.35.
Ten orders daily
easy.
Write tor particulars and free sam-

Life's

Missouri.

Wanted

Detectives

GOVT RAILWAY HAIL CLERKS

$133 month
expenses paid.
Specimen examinarion questions free. Colnmbus Institute,
B-3, Colnmbus, Ohio.

Tell

Send birthdate and dime for trial reading.
Eddy. 392 Kenwood. Suite 74. Kansas City,
1

-

—

ASTROLOGY —Stars

capital

privilege trading:

YOU A DESIRE to become a Movie
Player?
Our Screen Talent-Tester, or Key
to Movie-Acting Aptitude shows whether or
not you are adapted to this fascinating work.
Sent postpaid with interesting illustrated
Booklet on Movie Acting for ten cents. Film
Bureau. Jackson. Mich.

BECOME

Actor. Actress.
New
experience unnecessary. Write
Ramos
Publishing
Company.
information.
for
460 Montgomery. San Francisco. California.

Types wanted

Movie
;

your song verses
Submit Mss at once or write Xew
Co.. 104 St. Louis. Mo.

A

$500 cash prize is offered to the writer
of the best second verse for our future song
release "Where is Your Smile." Those wishing to compete may receive a free copy of
song and rules oi contest by addressing
Handy Bros. Music Co.. 2573 Eighth Ave..

Xew

York.

WIXXER

IX HEARST'S $10,000.00 Contest
Wants Song Poems. Casper Xathan. 92$ Garrick Building.

Chicago.

HAVE

You Song Poems? I have real
proposition.
Ray Hibbeler. D102, 4040 Dickens Ave.. Chicago.

LAND OPPORTUNITY:

$10 to $50 down
starts yon on 20. 40. or SO acres : near hustling city in Michigan : balance long time.
Investigate.
Write today for free illustrated
booklet givine foil information. Swigart Land
Company. X-1265 First Nat l Bank Bldg. Chicago.

Automobiles

AUTOMOBILE

owners,

garasemen.

me-

chanics, send today for free copy America's

most popular motor magazine. Contains helpful articles on overhauling, repairing, ignition,
batteries, etc
Automobile Di530 Butler Bldg.. Cincinnati.

Patents and Lawyers

Stammering

IXVEXTORS

desiring

to

secure

patents

should write for our guidebook "How To Get
Yonr Patent." Send sketch or description for
Ranour ooinion of its narentable nature.
dolph "& Co_ Dept. 412. Washington. D. C.

ST-STU-T-T-TERING
And
Stammering
Instructive booklet free.
Cured At Home.
Walter McDonnell. SO Potomac Bank Building,.
Washington. D. C.

PATENTS. Write for Record of Invention
Blank and free guide book. Send model or
sketch and description for free opinion of its
patentable
nature.
Highest
references.
Prompt Attention. Reasonable Terms. Victor
J. Evans & Co. 767 Ninth. Washington. D. C.

Vaudeville

GET OX THE STAGE. I tell you howl
Send stamp for instructive Stage "Book and
K. La Delle. Box 557. Los

particulars.
Angeles. Cal.

carburetors,
gest.

Books
RA.RE

books sold at exceptional
prices.
Samples for 50 cents. $1.00. $3.00.
$5.00.
Miss Louise Constantin. 1 Rue Celina-Dubois. Montrouge (Seine). France.

PATENTS. Send sketch or model for preliminary examination. Booklet free. Highest
references.
Best results.
Promptness assured.
Watson E. Coleman. Patent Lawver,
624 F St.. Washington. D. C.

Ensrlish

INTENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED.
Adam

ented or unpatented.
Write
Mfg. Co.. 223. Sr. Louis. Mo.

PatFisher

Wanted

CASH

to

Buy

for Old Gold. Platinum. Silver. Diamonds. Liberty Bonds. War. Thrift. Unused
Postage Stamps. False Teeth. Magneto Points.
Cash
Jobs, any valuables.
Mail in today.
sent, return mail. Goods returned in ten days
Ohio Smelting Co.,
if von're not satisfied.
302 Hippodrome Bldg.. Cleveland, Ohio.
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BATHE AWAY
YStMB
FAT
JUST LIKE THE

MORMON
UTAJTAL
The reducing Salt
puts Utahs Great
Salt

Lake in

your Bath Tub.
What is the secret of beauty of Mormon
Wives? What draws stout and ailing people
from all the world to bathe in Great Salt Lake?
Thousands are going there because in the waters
of Great Salt Lake are found wonderful flesh-reducing qualities. Now for the first time Great Salt Lake
is brought to 5-ourown bathtub in the form of Utasal.
Use half a box to a hot bath. Reduce flesh with every
bath you take
No bother with dieting no internal
trouble from medicine no fatigue of exercises merely
bathe regularly in a Utasal bath and your excess fat
will gradually and certainly leave you.
Rheumatic
f>ains are greatly relieved, skin eruptions greatly aleviated. if you bathe in Great Salt Lake by pouring Utasal in your bath.
UtasaG contains not only concentrated salts of
Great Salt Lake, but added medicinal ingredients of
known value for reducing flesh and relieving pain.
!

—

—

—

.
M
K

ON E FULL, BOX
(TWO BATHS)
llrP
WITH EVERY
SBiKi $.197
ORDER JP
you use this
earn time
FForBlnna
coupon now
we

a limited
only
offer 3
full size boxes of Utasal (regular
price $1 per box) at a special prico

— or3

of $1.97
price of 2

boxes forlesslhan

!

SEND NO MONEY co^MtVo'l'loN
Pay the postman only $1.97, plus a few cents
Satisfaction
postage, when your Utasal arrives.
guaranteed. Money refunded if not satisfied.

CO., 15

VW

W. 37th St v

NEW YORK
46*"

Tat A S A L "0 6". 1
"37 t h St. "New York" Dept.
Send me, subject to your guarantee of satisfaction or money hack, 3 boxes of Utasal at special
price of SI. 97. I will pay postman on arrival.
',

year-old girls

And

sion she

because

...

of

twentieth

the

Miss Davies created

this

century.

impres-

the more to be congratulated,
that is exactly what was deof her.
is

manded
As to her headdresses and 'the "Russian
peasant caps" worn by some of the male
characters, I can only say that infinite
time and patience were spent in collecting
data for the costumes and that there
are no such inaccuracies.
Miss Ffenwell also says of "Knighthood:" "Of all the burlesques of English
history this piece is the most terrible."
For finer example of burlesque on English
history I would refer Miss Ffenwell to
those parts of the "Encyclopedia Britannica" which deal with what we in this

country choose to term "The Revolutionary War."
There are bold inaccuracies in "When
Knighthood Was In Flower," but they are
only those taken by the writer of historical romance. If it is of such great interest to Miss Ffenwell to seek out such
deviations from history I would suggest
that she refer to the novels of Sir Walter
Scott, who was at once the worst and most
successful offender.
Luther Reed.
City.

Thrilled?

After reading the letter about Pauline
Starke, I was rah! rah! rahing! for Bobby Gibney. He hit the nail on the head
that time.
Pauline is in Chicago now
making "The Girl Next Door," and I
saw them taking some exteriors one day.
That was the first time I ever saw a

movie taken, and
for

it

was no name
Adele Ghilardi.

thrilled

!

3433 Carroll Avenue, Chicago,

Illinois.

In Praise of Virginia Faire

am

sorry that I have never seen the
of Virginia Faire in these columns.
Haven't others recognized what promise
Truly, her
she holds for the future?
work in "Without Benefit of Clergy" and
in "Omar the Tentmaker" stamps her as
an actress of no small merit. Her Shireen in "Omar" is one of the finest bits
of acting I have seen in many a month,
and can be classed with Lillian Gish's
work in "Broken Blossons," Pauline Frederick's "Madame X," and Mary Pickford's
dual role in "Stella Maris."
Bobby -Gibney, do you agree with me
on Virginia Faire, as I do with you on
I

Name

if

What Fan Wouldn't Be

i

the Fans

name

-

Address

Hank

Pauline Starke?

Sheldon.

Hollywood, California.

Blah?

Well, Hardly!

Tommy

G.
Mayer says that
Meighan's pictures have been "blah" ever
could he
since "The Miracle Man."
say such a thing after pictures like "ManLeslie

The Waterproof Rouge
Orange -colored,

DERT

is

a

Cream

lasts all

day

rouge, which means that

cream.
it is a rouge plus a protective
blends with amazing naturalness, its orange
color changing to a becoming pink as soon as
applied to the skin.
For added loveliness,
it should be used on the lips and the tips of
the ears.
lasts all day or evening until you
remove it yourself with cold cream or soap
and water.
At drug or department stores,
or by mail, 75c. a jar.
Send a dime for a generous sample of
Rouge. And for another dime, uou will receive a
sample of WINX, the L iquid Lashlux. for darkening the lashes and making them appear heavier.
It

How

1

slaughter" or "The Bachelor Daddy?" It
may be a "humble opinion," but if scores
of other people don't rise in wrath I'll
Virginia W. Pettit.
be surprised.
19 Pastorms Street, Germantown, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

A

PERT

PERT

ROSS COMPANY
Makers of Winx, The Liquid Lashlux

81 Grand Street

New York

Think
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New York

I
This is enough to cause
a marked reduction in your weight
or greatly alleviate rheumatic pains
or skin trouble. Tear nut and mail Each BoTcontaini
the coupon below, this minute
one Full Pound

UTASAL

What

Discussion of Beauty

note that there is a general wave of
favoritism shown for the stars and nearstars who are considered very good lookThe men rave over the beautiful
ing.
women and the women rave over the
handsome men. I suppose it is a natural
feeling that cannot be helped, unless it is
a certain form of blindness that prevents
the fans
from distinguishing between
Rood acting and good looks.
I

The majority

of the good-looking folks
are doing their bit before the camera depend upon their looks to gain them
popularity, and the opinion of the fans
seems to verify this point. Review the
numerous popularity contests that have
been held and you will find handsome
men and beautiful women heading the list
each and every time. It isn't their acting
that has gotten them to this place of high
favor, but their looks.

who

'

am not good looking
and I am not envious of
I

by any means,
the possessions

of others, but when I pay my good money
to be entertained I want to see some acting and not good looks. If it were only
looks that I wanted to see, I could stand
on any street corner and get
fill
of

my

because Youngstown has more than
its share of good-looking people.
Some of these stars are very good in

that,

some pictures, others are better in their
interviews with reporters for the various
motion-picture magazines. But an interview and a lot of talk does not improve
their acting, and that is what the fans are
paying to

We

see.

will take

Mr. Thomas Meighan for

an example. I have nothing against him,
only he does not run true to form. He
did a little fair work in "The Miracle
Man," but since has not done anything
worth bragging about.
So much for a man who is considered
good looking. Space is limited so I cannot discuss in detail the merits and demerits of all, although I would like to.
But )et me take one more, an actress who
is not a favored daughter of the Goddess
of Beauty, but, to my mind, possesses a
beauty that most of the others lack, that
Miss Helen
is the beauty of simplicity.

Jerome Eddy is my choice. She does not
possess the beauty that goes for popularity,
and therefore she has to depend upon her
skill as an actress to keep up in the front
ranks, and she gets her part across big
each and every time. It is a pleasure to
watch this little lady in her actions on the
screen.

with Miss
leading role and with a supporting cast that lack good looks but have
I

would

Eddy

like to see a picture

in the

I would wager that
the ability to act.
their picture would run true to life and
make a hit that people would talk about
for some time to come.

Henry O'Connor.

Home

Savings
Youngstown, Ohio.
201

& Loan

Building,

I want to voice my opinion on several
things concerning the movies. I've read a
good many articles about so many actresses being starred only on account of
that
their beauty, and I want to say this
I think nearly every one would rather see
a beautiful woman in a picture than a
plain one, and beauty does not prevent the
player from being a good actor. I'll bet
the fans would rave if there weren't any
beautiful women on the screen!
Take Gloria Swanson, for instance. She
is being abused very unmercifully right
now, and still the fans flock to see her.
Why? Because, even if she isn't such a
good actress, she dresses, and knows how
I'm under the imto carry her clothes.
pression that the public does care for Miss
Swanson's elaborate pictures, if only to
see her clothes. What woman doesn't like
good-looking clothes? Not man}-.
:

E.

Tampa, Florida.

M.

C.
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NEW NOW READY
1923 Mod. I

A

Reply

to

"Young Veteran"

am

very reluctant to take exception
to a fan letter or an assertion made by
am- one, but I am unable to refrain from
answering tie fan letter signed "Young
Yeteran" and published in the April issue
of the Picture-Play.
First
Gloria Swanson.
She wears
clothes the best and is considered to do
so by an overwhelming majority of critics
I

Keep fit
with Beeman's
Aids digestionkeeps the teeth
clean- soothes
the nerves - its

:

Standard

to-day, and there are many and mam- selfrespecting, well-bred society women taking lessons from her screen pictures today.

3-Bank
Keyboard

Second: Rodolph Yalentino. Whoever
heard of a mortal being handicapped by
excessive good looks, especially before the
camera or on the stage? Mr. Yalentino's

A Week's

good looks, distinctly foreign
and his ability to act are his main
assets, so whv is he handicapped with
them?
Third: Agnes Ayres. She is not con-

$25 to S50

air,

Free Trial -Send

for Details

is

excessive

SAVE

/

use

g|

Terms as low as SS a month

CATALOG FREE";
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Berzrz

sidered a beauty, but if she has not the
slightest idea of how to act, why is she a
does Marion Davies also wear
star?
a crown if she has not the slightest idea
of how to act?

Fourth
'

"

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER

"

z

COMPANY

1256 Olirer Typewriter Birildigg

Chicago

Constance

:

The

Talmadge.

"Young Yeteran" was

disappointed in her
The best she
acting in '"East Is West."
ever did and the best picture she ever

made.
D. W. Griffith. He generally
Fifth:
achieves /why leave the impression that
he only achieves about half of the rime?
Sixths Mary Miles Minter. If she is
_

;

Lovely Eyes for All

Deliriously flavored

Why

supremely

colorless

and

also

supremely

dull why, for the love of Mike, have they
been paying her something like seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars per year?

Lee Clayton.
Yakima, Washington.

No Sweeter Ambition
With all of this talk of Pola and Charany one who
lie, I wonder if there is
thinks of Mildred Harris? To me she is
appealing
wistful,
pathetic
woman on the screen, and while I know
that she is not among the great artists,
yet her personality is magnetic enough to
make me brave a slushy, rainy night in
order to see one of her rare pictures. I
admire her greatly, more as a woman than
as an actress, because she seems so human
and so very nice. My admiration was increased recently by a little statement of
hers that occupied an obscure place in
some movie magazine I've forgotten just
which one in which she said that all she
the
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wanted was to "pay her debts, get mar1 know of
ried, and have another baby."
no sweeter ambition, and it makes it doubh' sweet coming, as it does, from a member of a profession where children are
not noticeably numerous. I sincerely hope
that she finds the happiness which she is
Gladys Davenport.
seeking.

BRENNAN SHOW 6ARO SYSTEM. IN6.
39 Boor Aac &tmr*&o MX

SELF-CONSCIOUS?
K."

VER TA5.

Fickle?

-

_

1400 Broadwir7

New

Yo- k" C-tv

FARN MONEY*

T AT

HOME

They say the

is

fickle.

A

real

fan

is not fickle.
I have listened to all
classes and all ages of motion-picture
fans just to get their viewpoint, and the
ones that were fans ten or twelve years
ago think the pictures now are not nearly
as good as they were then and the old

Qeo

Madison, Leah Baird, Francis .bord. Maurice Costello, and Yirginia
Pearson Virginia
Pearson—-that's the
player they wish they could see now.
Even the magazines, speaking of the old
pictures, refer to "the good old days."
There is" one improvement in pictures,
though, in the last few 3-ears. They used
to look as though it was raining all the
time, and now they are not so hard on a
person's eyes.
Fexn Fucker.
plaj-jrrs,

Witt, Illinois.
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Size 8x30 50c each or 3 for
Post Card Photos 50c per
dozen. Illustrated eataloirue.
containing ,o pictures, FREE
with every SI order or handcolored picture of tout favorite
photo star FREE vrith every $5
order. We have original photos
of over 250 =tars including llary
Pickford. Dong. Fairbanks,

S1.25.

Bebe Daniels. Betty Compson. Prisciila Dean.K'zimova,
Talmadge Sisters. Chaplin. Jackie Coogan, Bill Hart,
Harold Uoyd, Rudolf Valentino, etc
Homer S. Howry Co., 424 So. Broadway, Los Angeles, CaL
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diamond ring offer ever
made! _ Said us o-rdy $1.00 TO-DAY. We'll send this
exqmiate MSkt. solid white gold ring, set with a genuine,
perfectly cut. fiery, bru .ia-.i.: iauiifui, blue-unite diamond T ONCE. Wear it SO days. Take four full
weeks to convince yourself that it looks and will wear
Izke a solid platinum ring wonh S1S0.00 and that you
cannot duplicate our value anvwhere. Then pay only
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Mildred Davis Admirer. Your belief in
your favorite as a dramatic actress will
have a chance to be proved now, for Mildred has at last been cast in a feature
production: It is "Temporary Marriage,"
being made by the Sacramento Pictures
Corporation, and Mildred is featured with
Kenneth Harlan.

Masked or Unmasked
CHE
of

depend
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always
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eyes, for they are veiled
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long, dark lashes.
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WINX,
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to nourish

Cream Lashlux

and promote

the lashes

Jack.

their

Liquid Lashlux (black or brown),
Lac.hlux (black, brown or colorless),
drug, department stores or by mail.
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Cream
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50c.

At

Send a dime for a sample of V/1NX. And for
another dime we will mail you a sample of

PERT,

the

waterproof rouge.

ROSS COMPANY
81 Grand Street

New Y ork

WINX
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Free to
AWONDERFUL
about

it
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Tells how easily Stories and Plays are conceived, written, perfected, sold. How many
who don't
they can write, suddenly
find it nut. How tile Scenario Kiiifjs and the
Stnry Queens live and work. How bright men
and women, without any special experience,
learn to their own amazement that their simplest Ideas may furnish brilliant plots for Plays
and Stories. How one's own Imagination may
provide an endless gold-mine of Ideas tint
bring Happy Success and Handsome Cash
Royalties. How new writers get their names
nto print. How to tell if you
a writer.
How to develop your "story f.incy," weave
clever word-pictures and unique, thrilling,
realistic plots. How your friends may be your worst judges. How
to avoid discouragement and the pitfalls of Failure. H</iv to Witt/
This surprising book is absolutely free. No charge. No obligation. Your ropy is wailing fnryou. Write for it now. Just address
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— Of

see

them sometimes

in

close-ups,

when

brown

eyes.

Guinivere.

—Valentino's

name

nounced Val-en-teen-o, short
accent on the third syllable.

a,

He

prois
short e,

has no

studio address at present, as he is not yet
making pictures. But it is barely possible
that by the time you see this, he and
will have adjusted
and Rodolph will be at
work again on the Lasky lot. According
to a statement by Adolph Zukor, president of Famous Players-Lasky, that company is now willing to increase Valentino's
salary "commensurate with his present
popularity," and to make adjustments regarding stories, directors, and other points

Famous Players-Lasky

[
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Bow-

ever the key-note of success.

and Knock- Kneed men and women, both
young and eld, will be glad to hear that 1 hare now
ready for market ray new appliance, which will successfully straighten, within a short time, bow-leggedness and knock-kneed legs, safely, quickly and permanently, without pain, operation or discomfort.
Will not interfere with your daily work, being worn
at night.
My new "Lim-Straitner," Model 18, TJ. S.
Patent, is easy to adjust: its result will save you

from further humiliation, and improve your
personal appe irance 100 per cent.
Write today for my free copyrighted physiological

soon

Asso-

her make-up isn't heavy. I think nothing is more fascinating than a few freckles
rightly placed on certain people, don't
Pearl White has left the screen
you?
temporarily, after finishing her Pathe
serial "Plunder," and at present is in a
convent in France "resting and meditating."
I think that it will be some time
before s'he again appears before the camLouise Lorraine has dark hair and
era.

f[

—

I know no more about Cullen
reported starring contract with
R-C than you do, Ann, except that he
seems to be working for every company
but R-C, and usually in supporting roles.
His latest assignment is in the Metro production "The Fog."

Landis'

fw^TCHco)
STERLING
YORK
-ROW WORLD
PA
f
b3

now an

course you're*hvays welcome, Fern, and you're so re^»nable in
asking only a few questions Itfe a time
Skis true
that I hasten to answer them.
that Mae Marsh has a few freckws sprinkled aroud her nose and eyes, ^"ou can

Ann.

$16.00^

I

is

now more than

Legged

and anatomical book which telis you how to correct
legs without any obligation on
part.
Enclose a dime for postage.

bow and knock-kneed
your

M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST
522 I,

Ackerman

BINGHAMTON,

Building,

N. Y.

FRECKLES
Now

the

Is

Time

to Get Rid
Ugly Spots

These

of

There's no longer the slightest need of feeling ashamed
your freckles, as Othine double strength is guaranteed to remove these homely spots.
Simply get an ounce of Othine from any druggist
and apply a little of it night and morning and you
should soon see that even the worst freckles hare begun
to disappear, while the lighter ones have vanished entirely.
It is seldom that more than an ounce is needed
to completely clear the skin and gain a beautiful clear
complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double strength Othine as
this is sold under guarantee of money back if it fails

—

of

—

to remove freckles.

MAKE MONEY
AT HOME
Y^OU CAN cam

$1 to $2 an hour writing show cards
your spare time. Quickly and easily
our new simple "Instructograph"
method. No canvassing or soliciting. We teach you
how, guarantee you steady work at home, no matter
where you live, and pay you cash each week. Full
particulars and booklet free. Write to-oay.

* at

home

learned

in

by

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SYSTEM LIMITED
Authorized and Fully Paid Capital, One Million Dollars
Toronto, Canada,
236 Adams Bldg.
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can play— by fi

at parties en-

tertain men ta, etc.

bers instead
of notes.
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Onlvyonr name and address.
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LOVELY HAIR GROWTH
Box Free To You!
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faith. If you are not satisfied we will return your money.
This is the most liberal offer ever

set in 14 Kt. and
!8Kt. solid cold

with each

Bellamy

D. U. B. Some people might consider
those initials unfortunate, but to such
an ardent Coue disciple as you I suppose
nothing is unfortunate. The reason why
you haven't been seeing Anita Stewart
lately is that she has been taking a long
She recently signed a contract
vacation.
with Cosmopolitan, to make four productions in which she will forget the heavy
melodrama of her last few pictures and
blossom out as a carefree flapper. The
first production will be "The Love Piker."

\to show pood

K.

is

;

of dispute, that will 'be satisfactory to
Valentino. Then, on the other hand, Rodolph may prefer to bide his time.

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL

kill
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Betty

their differences

NEW LOW PRICES—SAVE 1/3

ALL

— Madge

Ferx A.

LASHLUX

BOOK—read

PERSONAL APPEARANCE

Thomas
Compson
The
Burke,

"Lorna Doone,"
ciated Exhibitors' star.
"Are You a Failure," and "Ten Ton
Love" are the latest pictures in which
she appears.
Madge is about eighteen.
She has been in pictures less than two
years, and was one of those fortunate
players that were taken off the stage and
put right into prominent roles in pictures.
Thomas H. Ince is responsible for bringing Madge to the screen.

growth.

WINX,

Rose,

Tom

:

Frog, Lon Chaney; The Dope, J. M. Dumont; Richard King, W. Lawson Butt;
Claire King, Elinor Fair; Mr. Higgins,
F. A. Turner; Ruth Higgins, Lucille Hutton; The Patriarch, Joseph J. Dowling.

WINX

night apply colorless
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Frank Keenan did not
Man."
Here is

Miracle

the complete cast

the

Liquid Lashlux, to bead her lashes and
make them appear darker and heavier.
unaffected by
is
perspiration,
swimming or even tears, and is easily
applied with the glass rod attached to the
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Would You Like Such a Result as This?
Do you want, FREE, a trial box
of Koskott, that has proved suc-

many

cessful in so

bv post-card or

If so,
this ^d.

cases?

you need only to answer

asking for
FREE BOX. This famous preparation is for dandruff, thinning hair and several forms of
BALDNESS. In many cases a
new hair growth has been re-

ported

had

when

failed.

letter,

all else

So why

not see for yourself?
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Koskott is used by men and women; it 18 perfectly
harmless and often starts hair growth in a few days.
KOSKOTT LABORATORY, G-IS1, Station F, New York
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Jr. E.
F.
George Arliss' next picture
probably will be "The Green Goddess,"
which Distinctive Productions recently
This is the melopurchased for him.

drama in -ft-hich Mr. Arliss starred on the
Contrary
stage a couple of seasons ago.
to movie-star standards, he pla}-ed a villain in this, a high-casie Hindu, but
made him so fascinating that 3-ou couldn't
hate him properly, in spite of his fiendish
deeds. Perhaps they will tone down the
villainy a little in the screen version, but
even if they don"t the fans are just bound
to like the villain better than the hero.

—

Aladdin". And what are 3-011 wishing
for to-day? I wish that you'd try to send
some decent weather 10 Xew York before
The Oracle gets disgusted and goes South
not that I have the time or the money
to go there but, one can be as rash as
one likes when wishing, can"t one? Yes,
it is true that Beverly Bayne and Francis
X. Bushman are back in pictures.
At
present they are working on a production
for Whitman Bennett called "Should Men
They
Forgive," in which they co-star.
are expected to make a series of four.
Xo, I'm sure I can't tell how they'll be
received by the public. If I knew things
like that I'd give up oracling and become
And just think how
a movie prophet.
priceless I'd be

—

—

—

R. E. I admit that Creighton Hale has
not had very big parts in the last few
years, R. E., but not being the rabid worshiper of his that 3-011 are, I wouldn't go
so far as to say that he should be starred
Picin Griffith and De Mille spectacles.
tures are made for millions of people,
you know, and it is the majority of those
millions that the producers must endeavor
"While you, of course, think
to please.
that Creighton Hale is just perfect, evidently he has not yet reached that state
in the opinion of the vast .majority of
picture patrons that is necessary to justify
giving him the sort of roles you think
he should have. But don't give up Mr.
Hale has an important role in "Tea, With
a Kick" being made by Edward and Victor Hugo Halperin, with an all-star cast

—

Rosemary
Stuart
Holmes,
Theby, Doris Ma}*, Gale Henry, and Kenneth Harlan. Perhaps you shall yet see
him as the most prominent feature of a
Griffith or De Mille spectacle.
including

—

L D. Yes, Carol Dempster was a
dancer before going into pictures. I am
sure that no one could acquire Carol's
poetic movement without long training in
She was a pupil of Ruth St.
the dance.
Denis, and toured as one of the Denishawn
Carol played in "One Exciting
dancers.
Xight," and is also in the next Griffith
production "The White Rose," in which
she shares the spotlight with Mae Marsh.
Maria.

—Xo,

you are not "doomed to

disappointment again." Maria.
I have
some news for you this time about your
He has an
favorite, Maurice Costello.
important role in the Paramount production, "Glimpses of the Moon," and
while I haven't seen any of the picture
3-et I hear that he is fine in it. and looks
almost as youthful as when he was the
Mr. Costello
screen's most popular hero.
appeared in pictures as early as 1907,
and was the first recognized movie star.
He practicall}-- save up screen work when
he left Yitagraph in 1920, appearing only
in a few obscure roles in unimportant
But now that he is back in
pictures.
earnest who knows but what well, we
never make predictions, but it will be

—

—

interesting to

watch

Judging from
admirers
him.

my

whose

his effect on the fans.
mail, he has lots of

loyalty

has

never

left

—

Owen F. Billie Burke has not made
any pictures in a couple of years, and I
have heard nothing to indicate that she is
going to make any more. She seems to
be at her best on the stage, where she is
She plays the title role in
at present.
Booth Tarkington's "Rose Briar," and
if

Get rid of your ailments and
physical defects. Banish the weakaesses that make your life a wretched
What good is life anyway,
failure.
when one day of misery just follows

|

another with no relief in sizht. and
big bills to pay for dope and drugs
that can never help you and may

should take a trip to Xew
3-ou would rave more than ever

York

3-011

City

BanishYOUR Ailments

I

harm you.
No matter what your condition is
or what caused it. you can aid Naovercoming your nagging
in
ture
complaints and fit yourself for the
joys of life with STRONG FORTISM, the Modern Science of Health
seriously

now

about 3-our favorite, whose lovely coloring
shows to such advantage behind the footlights.

Promotion.

Cherry Blossom.

A

—

It isn't

experience and recontained in my free book.
and Conservation cf
Health. Strength and Mental Enemy." It will tell you the truth
about your physical condition and
show you how you can make yourself over into a vigorous specimen

necessary to

fans prefer not to have their full names

Casson Ferguson was born

in

F.

—Yes,

Madame Pavlowa

STRONGFORT

Dept.

was called "The Dumb Girl of Portici"
and was made by Universal in 1916. It
is also true that Lenore Ulric pla3 ed in
pictures 3-ears ago before she became a
stage star. Tallulah Bankhead is another

Hewartc,

N. J.

CUT OUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON
FREE CONSULTATION COUPON
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I

interested.
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.
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A

Blond Bobbie. I'm awfully sorry
that I can't "give 3-ou a little idea" as to
how to make 3-our letter interesting to
3-our favorite star, because, 3-ou see, in
order to be interesting 3-our letter would
have to be individual it would have to
be Deculiarh- your own and it couldn't
be if I told 3-ou what to sa3r now could

—

—

,

Just sit down 3-ourself, and write
the wa\- 3-ou feel, and I am sure that
you will get an answer.
it?

An Old

Fan.

toria Forde.

—Tom

who used

is

is

Vic-

_

Thomassina, which name

Tom

invented himself.
Texas.

subtle perfume of Lablacbe recall
grandmother's garden of old fashioned

The

flowers at dusk of a perfect day in June.
is chosen by women of all ages
for its purity, fragrance

Lablache

and clinging softness.
Refuse substitutes
They may be dangerous.

Mix's wife

to pla3 in his pica bab3- daughter whose

The3" have

tures.

name

fhvsital

349

which

-

Am

Bcallh Specia'ist

Mr. Lionel Strongfort. Dept. 349. Newark. N. J.
Please send me tout book. "Promotion and Conservation cf Health. Strength and Mental Energy." for
pcst2ge cn which I enclose a 10-cent piece (one
dime).
I have marked (X) before the subject in

It

—

— TODAY.

STRONGFORT
LIONEL and

the

T. T. F. Since Alice Lake left Metro
she has been free-lancing, and free-lancers
are not always rushed to death. You have
not seen her often lately because she has
not appeared in mam- pictures. Since "I
the Law" she pla3-ed in "The Spider
and the Rose," "Environment," and her
latest role is in "Red Lights," the Goldwyn production in which Marie Prevost
featured.
Johnnie Walker, erstwhile
is
R-C star, is also in this. Constance Talmadge's next production will be "Dulcy"
from the stage pla3_ of the same name.

Mark

the subjects on the free consultation
coupon on which you want special
confidential information (write additional subjects on extra line) and
send to me with a 10c piece (one
dime) to help p2y postage, etc.

The Perfect Man
Send for my free book Rbht Now

dancer appeared in a motion picture once.

legitimate actress who started on the
screen as a matter of fact, Tallulah was
started on her wa3~ to fame by PicturePlay Magazine, when she won a beauty
contest we conducted several 3-ears ago.

magnetic manhood.

cf Tital.

Alexandria, Louisiana, in 1 891. It is usual
to inclose a quarter when asking for a
photograph, and more than that if 3-ou
wish an especially large one.
Casson's
address is in this issue, at the back of
The Oracle, where the addresses are always printed. They- are never given individually, in the regular answers.

Eunice

is

'Promotion

sign a nickname to your questions.
Use
3-our own, if you wish, onl3" most of the
printed.

lifetime's

search

suspect

I

Tom was

born

in

Flesh,
Pink

White,

Cream, 50c

BEN. LEVY CO.
French

PerfuTT^ers, Dept, 4

125 Kmsslca St,

—

or
a

box of druggists
or by mail. Send
10c for sample box

Boston, BL

I'm onh- two months
Cl-riosity.
behind the time 3-ou allowed me, but then.
I
3-ou expected rather a prompt reph
would have had to stop the presses to
get 3-our answer in the number you

Miss

.

wished, but here the\- are, the whole two
of them. Some of 3-ou fans don't seem to

have 3-our answers
3 ou send
Rudolph Valentino was born in

realize that 3r ou can't

printed two or three weeks after

them

in.

May 6, 189^. Agnes
Castellaneta, Itah
A3"res is another of Chicago. Illinois, fair
daughters, but as to the date of her
birth 3-our guess is probably as good as
mine.
It is not alway-s possible to get
the ages of the pla3'ers. 3r ou know. The3
have a perfect right to withhold them if
the3' want to. but I suppose it is rather
tough on the fans not to know the seemingh" all-important ages of their favorites.
-

,

—

Easy for you to ovm

this beautiful ring or give it as a present.

r

Bine white,
P erfect cut E'en
nine diamond
/IS kt. white gold
hand engraved and
mounting.

,

I
I

'

Rare beanty.

Only

$32-50,

I

j

Simply send SI. Examine ring
on arrival. If you don't agree
it is an arnasiv/) bargain, your
deposit villi be retumed. If you
keep it. pav postman oniv SI and

=end SI a-vreck unril??2-50 is paid.
Guarantee Diamond Bond with each
J ring.
C£ta^°S'- Diamonds. Watches.

FREE
Est.

189C Address Dept. 634

Baer
Bros. Co.
6 MAIDEN LANE NEW yORK
-
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Advertising Section
Jack D.
appearance

—Malcolm

MacGregor's

latest

"All the Brothers Were
Valiant," a Metro production. Yes, Malcolm certainly seems one of the most
promising leading men. He is also one
of the busiest, and seldom has any vacais

in

between pictures. He was born in
Newark, New Jersey, on October 13, 1896,
and his father is a millionaire clothing
manufacturer of Newark. Malcolm was
tion

a

classmate

and

Rex Ingram's

of

at

Yale,

was a champion swimmer and

also

He

Louisiana

&

Lou

athlete.
started in pictures in 1920,
but in spite of all his advantages, worked

as an extra at $7.50 a

day for two years.
only in the last few months that he
has_ begun to take parts and come to the
notice of people, and persons not knowing of his two years' extraing wonder
at his apparently sudden rise.
No one,
no matter how good looking or talented,
really becomes a screen actor without
serving an apprenticeship, and Malcolm
MacGregor had to learn the technique
the same as Lillian Gish, Mary Pickford,
and the most celebrated of the screen
It
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design.
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modern
of
mountings
Carat size gems. Beautiful

players.
Mr. MacGregor
eleven, weighs one hundred

I^aralt^

pounds, has black hair, dark complexion,
and brown eyes. He is married and has
a daughter, Joan, who is four years old.
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I don't know if you ever will
get a chance to see James Kirkwood in
the stage play, "The Fool," out west or

i

and

I

feet
sixty-five

five

—

Vir

g© W- Jackson Eivd., Dep4. 481, Chicago,
Diamonds
Sole Importers Genuine Corodite

is

and

:03moBs

This production has been tremendously successful and several companies
have been sent to various parts of the
not.

the

very remarkable

The

heroine

upon the

herself

man who

took her father's

and made her dependent

life,

upon

strangers

was

she

until

Her

hundred and

unusual, full

is

to revenge

New York

But Fox has purchased

characters.

and determination

of pluck

make

cast.

West

William

author,

West,

Winter, has given us some

country, but Mr. Kirkwood, who, of
course, was the first to create the principal character, is still appearing in the
the film rights at a reported price of one
I

In this story of the real

her

support

for

old enough to

own way.

marriage

to

De Launay,

thousand dollars, though
he won't be allowed to release the film for
two years.
It
seems certain that Mr.
Kirkwood will be asked to play his al-

or,

ready-celebrated role in the film version,
if it is possible to secure his services when
the picture is made.
So you probably

a tragedy which afterward

fifty

chance to see him as The Fool
anyhow, though you will miss his really

will get a

as

he

is

Lou,"

"Louisiana

known,

better
is

really

be a blessing

turns out to

for

them both.

fine voice.

—

T. O. MacD.
Sorry to disillusion you,
but Toronto, Ontario, can't claim Katherine MacDonald as a native daughter.
What do you suppose the proud town of
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, which is Katherine's birthplace, would say to this? But
Katherine is very sweet ahout sending
her pictures to Canada, and if you write
to her at the address given in this issue,
I am sure that you will be rewarded with
a nice photo.

—

Frank

i

I
I

ea.rn $15 to $50 a week writing show
cards in your own home. No canvassing.
pleasant profitable profession easily and quickly
learnt by our new simple graphic block system,
Artistic ability not necessary.— We teach you,
how, and supply yon with work— Distance no
object. Full particulars and booklet free.

You can

—

—

C. So you are beautiful and
have the disposition of an actor? Exactly
what is the "disposition" of an actor,
Frank? Well, I'm sorry I can't end the
I

WBLSOM METHODS LIMITED— DEPT. N
64 East Kiehmond, Toronto, Canada.

WRITE FOR THE MOVIES
A
Try

TURN YOUR TAUNT INTO MONEY
Stdf/ES Wanieii by Producers
'

valuable

money making

field

Mail us an idea, in any form, at once
for free examination and criticism. We give
our honest services to amateurs who would
convert their thoughts into dollars. No experience necessary.
Free booklet sent on request.
Cosmopolitan Photoplay Studio
it!

154 Nassau

St.,

New York

Suite 624, Dept.

D

some

in

is

pathetic character

respects a

—

plenty of

money, a good scrapper,
ing a hard

by

drink.

life

made

The

story of his

regeneration and
awakening

in

liv-

harder

spiritual

the wild fast-

nesses of the Rockies

is

well

worth the reader's time.

|

i

.

"Lou"

suspense for you by telling you your
prospects as a movie star, but we do not
give advice on this subject. However, all
I would suggest that you send
is not over
for a booklet we have prepared for just
such ambitious persons as you. It is called
"Your Chance as a Screen Actor," and
after reading it you should know whether
or not you'd be justified in taking your
beauty and your disposition to Hollywood

—

The booklet
to try for a screen career.
costs twenty-five cents, and you_ should
send this amount to the Subscription Department, Street & Smith Corporation,
York City.
79 Seventh Avenue,

New

Bill M. — I'm sorry I can't give
name and address of your club in

the

rules.

However,

is

if I

.

CHELSEA HOUSE
Publishers

79 Seventh Avenue

the

against the post-office
hear of any fans interested in a fans' correspondence club I
shall tell them about yours.

columns, but that

Price, $1.75 net

New York

City

Ill

Advertising Section
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M. M. A. Most of the players are out
on the coast now, as there is very little
production carried on anywhere else.
the exception of Famous Playerswho recently reopened their studio
in the East, Cosmopolitan, and the Fox
Film Corporation, who usually have one

With

Lasky,

or two companies •working in New York,
none of the large companies carry on
There
production except in California.
are, however, several of the smaller in-

dependent companies in New York now,
such as the Inspiration unit starring Richard Barthelmess, D. W. Griffith and his
company, Glenn Hunter, producing for
the Film Guild, Betty Blythe's unit under
Whitman Bennett, and the Daniel Carson
Goodman company. Distinctive Productions, also a New York concern, now have
two units, the one starring George Arliss
and another making specials. The players

who

usually

work

above-mentioned

Dorothy

in the East, beside the
are Lillian and

stars,

Marion

Gish,

Alma

Davies,

Rubens, Nita Xaldi, Mary Astor, Hedda
Hopper, Elsie Ferguson, Alice Brady,
Carol Dempster, Mae Marsh, Mary Carr,
Theda Bara, Mary Alden. and a few
others.
Several of the Lasky stars make
pictures intermittent!}- in
York and
California. These usually include Thomas
Meighan, who is the champion commuter,
Leatrice Joy, Dorothy Dalton, Jack Holt,
Bebe Daniels, and Pauline Garon.

New

—You

might write "not to be
opened by secretary" on a letter to a
movie star, but if a star had a secretary
hired to open his mail, I'm afraid } our
Billie C.

-

order would not be obeyed.
I'm sorry
I can't give you an}- advice as to how to
avoid the players' secretaries, whom you
fans seem to dislike so.
You will just
have to send your letter in the usual way,
and if it is your favorite's way to have
his mail opened by a secretary, you will
have to stand for it, that's all, or else not
write at all.

—

Henri J. Your "fascinatingly exotic
favorite of midnight and pearls," Sylvia
Breamer, is still in pictures, but she is a
free lance and does not work on' a regular
schedule. That is why you do not see her
more often. Sylvia has the title role in
"The Girl of the Golden AVest," and J.
Warren Kerrigan plays opposite her in
this.
I am sure that she would send you
a picture, especially after reading your
poetic reactions to her spell.

—

Helen* >No, Helen, I do not look like
Ernest Truex, nor like Carter De Haven.
You zvill think of me as being "small and
dapper," won't you? You'll just have to
guess again. Thomas Meighan has been
married for twelve 3-ears, to the same
woman. Frances Ring is her name and
she used to be on the stage.

—

Ruth

F.
Theda Bara's first picture
return to the screen will be
"The Easiest Way." This is the' same
story that Clara Kimball Young made for
Selznick in 1917.
Here is the cast for
since

her

-

"The Oath"
Minna Hart, Miriam
Cooper
Israel Hart, Robert Fischer
:

;

Hugh Coleman, Conway
Merriam,

Henry

Ricca

Allen
Nilsson.

Mark

R.

;

Clive

Irene

;

Tearle

Anna

Lansing,

;

Gerard
Cassaba,

Anna Q.

—The name of the picture that

is "Come On Over," which
Rupert
Hughes made for Goldwyn.
Ralph Graves played Colleen Moore's

puzzles you so

-

Irish lover in this.

The

color of Colleen's
should say one is

Fif ty-fifty, I
eyes?
blue and one is brown.

—

She is five feet,
six, weighs one hundred and ten pounds
when not reducing or adding on for a
role, and has brown hair.
She is not
married, but is reported engaged to John

McCormack, an
Colleen

plays

'

of First National.
leading role opposite
in
"April Showers."

official

the

Kenneth

Harlan
"Vanity Fair" is. Mabel Ballin's latest picture, and Norma Talmadge is working on
"Within the Law."
Jack Mulhall, who
looks enough like Eugene O'Brien to
double for him, plays opposite her in this.
The title role in "A Connecticut Yankee
in King Arthur's Court" Avas played by

Harry Myers.

—

Your nom de plume is cer"gollywoggish" as any one
You have done nobly,
could wish.
Fleurange.
Goodness, weren't you satisfied to pick one of the candidates for the
crown of the next screen idol? But perhaps you can divide your admiration
among four, and have some left over.
George Hackathorne is in the Universal
production, "Merry Go Round," Reginald
.Denny is starring in another Universal
Fleurange

tainly

as

Used To

Glands

Restore Hair Growth
Science of Gland Therapy Relieves
Baldness— New Treatment Restores Health and Growth.
Baldness in both men and women is now
Kenerally ascribed by scientists to defective
functioning of endocrine glands. Hair growth
dependent upon the secretions of these
is
glands these secretions making nossible the
assimilation of those elements in the blood
which are vital to a luxurious grow-th of hair.

—

"The Abysmal Brute," Rod La
plays
opposite
Mae Murray
in her new picture, "The French Doll,"
and William Haines is one of the
All their adGoldwyn stock players.

picture,

Rocque

dresses

are in this

Harland
the

stage

E. T.

New

in

issue.

—'Nazimova
York,

now

on

appearing

in

is

"Dagmar." "Salome" was the latest picture she made, and I can't say when she
will return to the screen.

It all

depends

upon her reception in this play, I suppose, whether she will go back to pictures
entirely or divide her time between the
stage and the screen, as several other
players like Alice Brady, Elsie Ferguson
and John Barrymore are doing.

Louise H.
so far as

Metro

I

star,

—

Billie Dove is not married
know. Billie is no longer a
it
seems she plays John

—

Gilbert's leading lady in the Fox producBebe Daniels was
tion "Red Darkness."
born in Dallas, Texas ; Clara Kimball

Young, Dorothy Dalton and Gloria Swanson made Chicago, Illinois, famous for
other things beside wind and smoke
Viola Dana and Marion Davies come
from that other celebrated city of movie
stars, Brooklyn, New York; Kansas City,
Missouri, is responsible for Harrison
Ford ; Colorado for Eugene O'Brien
Nashville, Tennessee, for Cullen Landis
Colleen
Huron, Michigan, for
Port
Moore Colorado Springs, Colorado, for
Lon Chaney Dayton, Ohio, for Dorothy
Gish; Sarnia, Canada, for Marie Prevost;
Des Moines, Iowa, for Conrad Nagel Salt
Lake City, Utah, for Betty Compson
Brighton, England, for Herbert Rawlinson Denver, Colorado, for Douglas Fairbanks Baltimore, Maryland, for Dorothy
Phillips, and New York City has Elsie
Ferguson, Bert Lytell and Kenneth Harlan to its credit.
;

;

;

Now it is possible for any bald person
to have a full, luxuriant growth of hair
through the discovery of E. R. Alexander, naDr. Alexander,
known scientist.
tionally
through the concentration of glands, can supply the deficiency of gland secretion and produce a full growth of hair.
This discovery may be easily used in the
Within a few
privacy of your own home.
weeks you will notice new, vigorous hair beginning to come in and with this growth you
can gradually restore your hair to its former
bright, healthy color.
So confident is Dr. Alexander that you can
be relieved of the embarrassment of baldness
and regain the normal hair growth by this
method that he offers to send a regular §4.00
treatment for only $12.00 to anyone who will
write for it.
Use it according to directions,
and if at the end of a month you do not find
your hair returning with all its former vigor,
the treatment does not cost a cent.
SEND NO MONEY just your name and
address to Alexander Laboratories, 790 Gate-'
way Station, Kansas City. Mo., or 790 Terminal,
Toronto, Canada, and this treatment will be
mailed at once in plain wrapper. Try it according to directions and if at the end of a
month you are not more than satisfied with
results, your money will be refunded at once.
A big Kansas City bank guarantees that Dr.
Alexander is reliable and holds SI. 000 cash as
a guarantee to return your money if you wish.
Don*t suffer the embarrassment of baldness
give the treatment a trial on this liberal

—

—

offer."

;

The Hair Root

;

—

Jack S. Bobbed hair seems to be going
somewhat out of fashion among the movie
players, the same as everywhere else, and
switches and braids are very much in demand now. Betty Blythe and Dorothy
Dalton never cared for their hair bobbed,
and started wearing wigs and transformations and other camouflage soon after
No, Lillian Gish
their hair was cut.
never cut her hair; neither did Mary
Pickford.
May McAvoy gave up her
chance for an importatnt role in a recent
Cecil De Mille picture because it called
for a bobbed-haired actress. On the other
hand, Dorothy Dalton bobbed her hair
mainly because of her role in "Moran of
Letty."
So it all comes down
to the question of personal preference
some players wouldn't cut their hair for
ariy reason, while others probably will
keep theirs short even after it is no longer
fashionable, which shows that they're very
much like other girls.

the

Lady

Kill

My method is the only way to prevent the hair from growing again.
Easy, painless, harmless.
No scars. Booklet free. Write today
enclosing 3 stamps. We teach Beauty Culture.
D. J. MAHLER,
96-A Mahler Park,
Providence, R. I.

SentfbM??
7-Diamond Solitaire
Cluster set in Platinum,

resembles a two ct.
Single Stone. Shank of
Green Gold,

artistically

hand-carved and en«;
graved. Only $52.50.
Only $1.00 down and 17
cents a day

made

the

(,

On

these
amazingly easy terms yon
can buy this beautiful
Diamond Ring. Shipment is
!

moment your

dol-

SL&L

a Day.

lar reaches us— then if you're
satisfied, pay the balance in

Diamond Book FREE

ten months. Otherwise, return. No risk— no delay—
transactions strictly confi-

Contains nearly 3,000 illustrations
of exquisite Diamonds, Watches
and Jewelry-all on ten months
credit. Write for copy No. B03Li

dential.
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One of Gloria's Public. You want a
complete history of Gloria Swanson?
Well, a full account of Gloria's career,
both matrimonial and artistic, would take
rather more space than The Oracle columns allow, 'but here are the outlines.
Miss Swanson was born in Chicago,
Illinois, about twenty-eight years ago and
educated there. She is of Scandinavian
descent, and her father is a sea captain.
Gloria was never on the stage, but started
her screen career way back in the days
_

__ular^'-

You can buy

\

I

terials for

a

complete

j

|

ma-

the

all

^

home

|

direct

from the
manufac-

turer and save four profits on the lumber, millwork,
hardware and labor.

7

$

HOUSE

1068

Prices quoted include
lumber cut to fit,
all
windows, doors, woodwork, glass, paints, hardware, nails, lath and roofComplete drawings
ing.
and instructions. Many
choose from.
Highest grade lumber for

styles to

woodwork,
and outside finish.

all interior

ing

the Essanay studio was flourishing
in Chicago.
From there she went to
Universal where, after a short time, she

discovered by Mack Sennett who
a featured player in the old
Keystone comedies. After that she took
a whirl at serious work in Triangle productions just before that company gave
up the ghost, and it was on account of
her work there that she was spotted by
Cecil De Mille, who decided to dress her'
up and put her in his luxurious domestic
problem features, the first one in which
she appeared being "Don't Change Your
Husband," made in 1919.
After that,
Gloria continued to adorn De Mille pro-

made her

she

until

was starred

in

"The

Great Moment,"

ALADDIN

Co.,

BAY

CITY

MICHIGAN

Also Mills and Offices at Wilmington, North
Carolina; Portland, Oregon; and Totonto, Ontario

Ainslee's

was

ductions,

sid-

Send today for money-saving [Aladdin Catalog No. 2541

The

when

going back under Mr.
De Mille's direction occasionally to appear
in one of his specials.
Gloria's first husband was Wallace Beery, the actor, and
her second, from whom she is being
divorced, Herbert Somborn.
She has a
daughter, Gloria, who is about a year and
a half old.
Miss Swanson is five feet,
three, weighs one hundred and twelve
pounds, has reddish-brown hair and violet-

"The
Magazine
That

blue eyes.

—

This

14
G

Kt.

Wrist Watch

is your chance to get ihis 10
Jewel 14 Kt. White Gold Filled
WRIST WATCH FREE, an excellent timeCOSTS YOU
keeper guaranteed 25 years.
NOTHING hut a few hours of your time. Send
your name immediately for full details.

here

CRESCENT PRODUCTS

CO.

872 Prospect At., N. Y.

Dept. P. P.

Movie Acting
Would you like to know if you are adapted to this
work? Send 10c. for our Twelve-Hour Talent-Tester
or Key to Movie Acting Aptitude and find whether
or not you are suited to take up Movie Acting-.
Instructive and valuable.
Send dime or stamps
today.
Interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie
Acting will also be included FREE
!

FILM INFORMATION BUREAU,

Station R,

Jackson, Mich

$$ For Ideas. Photoplay
Plots accepted any form; revised, criticised,

copyrighted,

marketed. Advice free. Universal Scenario Corporation,
910 Wr-trrn Mutual Life Bldg.. Los Armei es. Cal.

Pimples
Your skin can be quickly cleared of Pimples, Blackbeads, Acne Eruptions on the face or body, Barbers
Eczema, Enlarged Pores, Oily or Shiny Skin.
H.» U.» Write today for my FREE Booklet, "A
Wsl Bf. B*.r Clear-Tone Skin," telling how I cured
myself after being afflicted for 15 years.
SIOOO Cash says V can clear your skin ofthe above blemishes.

Itch,

Mf

E.S.G5VENS.

237 Chemical Bldg.,

Kansas Cily.Mo.

I. R.
Yes, there are quite a few of the
"old timers" still playing in pictures, and
some of the most seasoned veterans are
still
decidedly youthful.
They include
Lillian and Dorothy Gish, Mary Pickford, Mary Alden, Mae Marsh, "Miriam
Cooper, Blanche Sweet, Henry Walthall,
William Lawrence, Fay Tincher, Tammany Young, Courtney Foote, Spottiswoode Aitken, Earle Fox, Francelia
Billington, Gene Pallette, George Seigmann, James Kirkwood, Harry Carey,
Claire
McDowell, Kate Bruce, Owen
Moore, Mabel Normand, George Nichols,
and Ralph Lewis.

Gene

What

The Fans Think, Picture-Play
Magazine, 79 Seventh Avenue, New York

>w: weird CSDTPLT

YOUR HOME

starvation, drugs or exercises

one to

lose

IN

four

pounds with

The ORIGINAL weird Mysto Talisman Ring—

each

wards off evil spirits, sickness, spells, etc.,
Ancient belief, brings Success to wearer in love,
business, games, ALL Undertakings. Green Gold
[finish, snakes set with Lucky Mysto Ruby and

treatment, feel and look years younger.

J

1

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

ANNA

G.

ALSO
any ringer.
The startling M VSTi V WONDER,
amusing & mysterious instrument, answers
ALL questions. LOVE? Hate? Enemies?.
Marriags? Children? Money? Life? Luck?/
Emerald,

SCHMIDT

Send

this

New York

fits

,

REJUVENATION
202 Madison Avenue

Outfit— Direction andQuesFRFJTwith
nt,t tion Booklet-A
DREAM BOOK

ALSO Free

City

ad and your name and address at once

15th of each

month
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REDUCE SCIENTIFICALLY
AT MY SANITARIUM OR

Issued on the
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Justine Johnstone is not making
pictures now, but is staying in London,
England,
with
her
husband,
Walter
Wanger, who manages a theater there.
I can't say whether or not she will return to this country and to the screen.
It depends, I suppose, upon her hus'band's
affairs, as Justine, like a real old-fashioned
wife, probably feels that where her husband is, she should be. Marguerite Clark,
too, is still playing truant from the' screen
The latest picin favor of domesticity.
ture she made was "Scrambled Wives,"
and though that was made about two
years ago, I have heard no plans for any
future productions so far. Vivian Martin
though the stage is
is another absentee
claiming her at present.
Address your
sentiments about your favorites and the
other topics that are consuming you to

City.

Without

Entertains

Pay on
,

MYSTO

CO..

plan to

make money.

arrival SI .97 Plus PosrAere.

103

E-

125th SU Dejt 702, N. Y.

C.

J

20c
PER COPY
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thorne, Bessie Love, Lloyd Hughes at the
Ince Studios, Culver City, California.
Alice Brady, Elsie Ferguson, Nita Naldi,

Glenn Hunter, Mahlon Hamilton, and Antonio Moreno, care of Paramount Pictures
Corporation, -185 Fiftli Avenue, New York City.
Lon Chaney, Tully Marshall, Reginald
Denny, Virginia Valli, Norman Kerry, Priscilla Dean, Art Acord, Baby Peggy, Patsy
Ruth Miller, Mary Philbin. Maude George,
Herbert Rawlinson, and Gladys Walton at
the Universal Studios, Universal City, California.

JAAFOR ON
IHUdhawing
make

Commercial

Cartoonists,

Illustrators,

You can arn

big money.

•

§25 to S100 a

Artists

week and more.

Learn at home in spare time under personal direction by
one of America's most famous newspaper, magazine, advertising artists of 30 years* successful experience.

BE AN ARTIST /

FREE COUPON

/

fascinating profesWASHINGTON SCHOOL
Wonderful new borne- *
OF ART, Inc
study method makes drawing / a nnm
m-, JL„ nM »
easy! Send coupon or postal today
Washington
/
Washington, D.
D C.
C
for amazing offer-complete Art- /
isfs Outfit given.
#
Send me particulars of FREE
'
FREE! To new students. Write
ARTIST'S OUTFIT Offer and
For handsome book. "How to /
free book, "How to Become an
Delightful,
sion.

'

Become

an Artist.'*
Don't ,
ielay— write or send coupon at /
nice.

Address

Artist."

at the

Studios, Orienta

Griffith

Point,

Mamaroneck, New York.
Phyllis
Ben Turpin. Mabel Normand.
Haver. Mildred June, and Kathryn McGuire
at the
fornia.

Mack Sennett

Studios, Edendale, Cali-

Bert Lytell, care of Principal Pictures Corporation. 5528 Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood, California.

Buck Jones, Gladys Leslie, Ruth Dwyer,
William Fa mum, John Gilbert, Tom Mix,
Peggy Shaw, and Shirley Mason at the Fox
Studios, Western Avenue, Hollywood, California.

Standing at Laurel Inn, 1455
Laurel Avenue, Los Angeles, California.

Name

/
/
*

of Art,* Inc.

vello

Wyndham

/

Washington School

Alice Terry, Ramon Novarro. Edith Allen,
Barbara La Man, Viola Dana, Clara Kimball Young. Matt Moore, and Enid Bennett at
the Metro Studios. Hollywood, California.
Wesley Barry, Marie Prevost, and Monte
Blue at Warner Brothers Studios, Sunset &
Bronson. Hollywood. California.
Norma and" Constance Talmadge, Clara
Horton, George O'Hara. Jack Mulhall. Conway Tearle at the United Studios. Hollywood, California.
Carol Dempster. Mae Marsh, and Ivor No-

"Rabon" diamonds

The
positively match penuine diamonds.
same glitter. The same blazing flash, the same dazzling rays of

rainbow fire, almost defvintr the life time diamond expert.
Give the "Rabon'* the same test that you would a genuine diamond. Prove to yourself its amazing qualities.
live

WEAR A "RABON" DIAMOND TEN DAYS

Address
State

fi?ES>S?E? To introduce the amazing- "Rabon" Diamond we
9end absohitrht rV.-c your choice of solid gold
B^fc.E=
front cuff links or solid gold mounted scarf pin to
those ordering two rings or more. This offer holds good for a
limited time only. Send in your order today.

P

Klein smashes prices on great million-dollar stock of diamonds, watches
and jewelry saves you one-third and
trusts you for what you want.

—

WRITE FOR CATALOG

No More

PD^l

iVL&I Hi

—

©
C£

f*g% 122 West Madison Street
\**Jm Dept. 1418
Chicago, Oil.

Nearly One-Fourth Century

Same

Location

BUNIONS
PEDODYNE

"Solvent." New way. Pain
immediately vanishes. Act3 like mngic on
worst Bunions, Hump gradually disappears.

SENT ON TRIAL
To introduce we will jrladly arrange to send
yoa a liox of "Solvent" to trv for yonr own
Bunion.
Thousands are sending.
Simply
writeandsay. "1 want to try

KAY LABORATORIES,
186

N'o.

La

PEDOD YN E."
Dept.

A664

Salle St.. Chicago. Illinois

Addresses of Players
Asked for by readers whose letters are
answered by The Oracle this month:
Mary Pickford. Douglas Fairbanks. Evelyn
Brent. Holbrook Blinn. and George Walsh at
the Pickford-Falrbanks Studio, ' Hollywood,
California.

Mae Buscb, Eleanor Boardman, Mabel

BalClaire Windsor. Conrad Xagel. Blanche
Sweet, Dale Fuller, Erich von Stroheim. William Haines, and James Kirkwood at the
Goldwyn Studios, Culver Citv, California.
Richard Barthelmess. Mary Astor. Lillian
and Dorothy Gish, care of Inspiration Pictures. 565 Fifth Avenue. New York Citv.
Ruth R»land. Harold Lloyd. .Tobvna Ralston,
Marie Mosquini, and Snub Pollard at the Hal
Roach Studios, Culver City, California.
Pola Negri, Gloria Swanson. Charles de
Roche. Betty Compson, Thomas Meighan,
Theodore Kosloff. Maurice Flvnn. Jacqueline
Logan. Leatrice Joy. Casson Ferguson. William Boyd, Tom Moore. Estelle Taylor. Eileen
Percy, Robert Agnew, Mav McAvov. Lois Wilson. Agnes Ayres. Bebe Daniels. Walter Hiers,
Lila Lee, Jack Holt, and Lewis Stone at the
lin,

Lasky Studios, Vine

Street,

Hollywood, Cali-

fornia.

Douglas

MacLean,

Mrs.

Gvayftair

Wallace

SEND ME A LOCK OF YOUR

HAIR

FREE

color it
to prove that my
preparation. La Goutte-A-Goutte
restores gray, streaked, faded hair to any
natural color and makes it soft and
I'll

French
glossy.

La

Goutte-A-Goutte

scalp,

fade,

wash

will
off.

or

not discolor
rub off on

pillow.
Only One Application Required— No After-Shampoo.

My

33 years as hair specialist in New York and
Paris guarantees satisfaction.
Send lock of hair today. I'll color it and send It
letter about your caBe. (Cut close to
scalp; state color wanted).

back with

La Goutte-A-Goutte sent for SI. 60 prepaid
PIERRE VALLIGNY, Suite 8. 34 W. 68th Sl7n. Y

L.

:

It tells the whole story—beautifully illustrates sensational
bargains and explains credit plan that places them within
easy reach. Why wait longer? Write for catalog today sure!

I/I

publisher, editor, managing editor, and business managers are Publishers, Street & Smith
Seventh Avenue, New
Corporation, 79-89
York. N. Y. editor, Charles Gatchell. 79 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
managing
editors, Street & Smith Corporation, 79-89
business
Seventh Avenue, New York. N. Y.
managers, Street & Smith Corporation, 79-S9
Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
2.
That the owners are Street & Smith
Seventh Avenue, New
Corporation, 79-89
York. N. Y., a corporation composed of Ormond G. Smith, 89 Seventh Avenue, New
York. N. Y.
George C. Smith. 89 Seventh
Avenue. New York. N. Y. Annie K. Smith.
89 Seventh Avenue. New York. N. Y. : Grace
H. Smith, 89 Seventh Avenue, New York,
N. Y.
George C. Smith, Jr., 89 Seventh Avenue. New York. N. Y. Cora A. Gould, 89 Seventh Avenue. New York, N. Y.
Ormond V.
Gould. 89 Seventh Avenue. New York, N. Y.
3.
That the known bondholders mortgagees, and other security holders owning or
holding 1 per cent or more of total amount of
bonds, mortgages, or other securities are:

942 Bway, New York

THE RABON CO. Dept. C

State of New York. County of New York, (ss.)
Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the
State and county aforesaid, personally appeared Ormond G. Smith, who, having been
duly sworn according to law. deposes and
says that he is President of Street & Smith
Corporation,
publishers
of
Picture-Plat
Magazine, and that the following is, to the
best of his knowledge and belief, a true statement of the ownership, management, etc., of
the aforesaid publication for the date shown
in the above caption, required by the Act of
August 24, 1912, embodied in section 443,
Postal Laws and Regulations, to wit
1.
That the names and addresses of the

Why wait longer when a few
cents a day places this fiery brilgenuine blue white, perfect
cut diamond on your finger. No
risk, no delay. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Regular $60.00 value,
our price, $47.75.— Reduced prices.

YOU RISK

SEND NO MONEY

the PICTURE=PLAY MAGAZINE,
published monthly, at New York,
N. Y., for April 1, 1923.

liant,

FREE.

NOTHING. If you or your friends can tell the difference send it
back and we guarantee to refund your money immediately. NumbersS and 9 mounted in 14 Karat gold shell. Numbers 5. 7 and
10 in massive platinum effect. Karat size, blue white, absolutely
perfect. No. 10-2 Karat size,
we unconditionally guarantee for twenty years.
Just send size of ring shown by slip of paper fitting end to end
around your finger joint. Your ring will come by return mail.
When ring arrives deposit amount shown above with the postman and if you decide not to keep it within ten days send it back
and get your money.

Statement of the Ownership, Manage=
ment, etc., required bv the Act of
Congress of August 24, 1912, of

.

Room 2114 MardenBIdg., /
Washington, D. C. / City

PUT THIS WONDERFUL RING NEXT TO A
GENUINE DIAMOND AND IF YOU CAN
TELL THE DIFFERENCE SEND IT BACK

Reid,

Madge Bellamy, John Bowess, George Hacka-

;

:

;

Wanted— Railway
Mail Clerks

:

Write today for

full particulars

;

:

United Government Training Inst.

:

223-K Dinan Building, Detroif, Michigan

:

:

None.
4.
That the two paragraphs next above
giving the names of the owners, stockholders,
and security holders, if any. contain not only
the list of "stockholders and security holders
as they appear upon the books of the company, but also, in cases where the stockholder
or security holder appears upon the books of
the company as trustee or in any other
fiduciary relation, the name of the person or
corporation for whom such trustee is acting,
is given
also that the said two paragraphs
contain statements embracing affiant's full
knowledge and belief as to the circumstances
and conditions under which stockholders and
security holders who do not appear upon the
books of the company as trustees, hold stock
and securities in a capacity other than that
of a bona fide owner, and this affiant has no
reason to believe that any other person, association, or corporation lias any interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or
other securities than as so stated bv him.
ORMOND G. SMITH. President,
of Street & Smith Corporation, publishers.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 28th
day of March. 1923. Francis S. Duff, Notary
Public. No. 205, New York County.
(My
commission expires March 30, 1923.)

YOUR HOROSCOPE
Scientifically
revelations.

Calculated offers some interesting
For Analysis send SI. 00 and binhdate.
25c. Address "Modernized Aslrology"

TRIAL ANALYSIS.
offices,

suile

"C" 911 No. Melrose St.

Glendale,

California.

;

Importer's Sale
We fre

la r S e importers of fine watches.
Save over"
DO* ot market price by ordering direct from us. Your
choice of either high grade watch.
No. 1, octagon or
r.„
ro °? d a e
14Kt
gold-filled, 10 yr. case with 20 yr.
„,? f
gold-filled link bracelet. 10 jewels. Stem wind and set.
,

,-.

-

,

ONLY

Adjusted and regulated. S15 value, our price
prepaid. No. 2. 14Kt, White gold-filled. 25 yr

$6.75
case

£?i
nited

Silk grosgrain ribbon, gold-filled clasp. BeautiReu', ^"""i'?? "own- tonneau shape, 10 jewels.
J
adjusted
Fully euaranteed. S18 value. Our special

e

price ONLY $7.55 prepaid. Order today. Send no money. Pay
on arrival. Satisfaction euaranteed or money refunded promptly.

SUPREME JEWELRY MFG. CORP.
434 Broadway, New York

Dept. 433.

—
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Finish

Furniture

Harmonize
The

woodwork and
of your home can be

furniture,

floors

made
taste

harmonize

to

used

is

You can

a

if

little

finishing them.

in-

easily refinish dingy,

Our

shabby, scratched wood.

method involves practically no
expense. All you need is a little

t

i

m

—a

e

JOHNSON'S
Small odd pieces of modern
furniture add greatly to the
attractiveness of every home.

—a n d

WOOD

DYE.

easy to apply
or

a

rub off

This

Book

how

tells

to finish

wood

stained and enameled
practical suggestions on

Gives
your home
Tells just

in

Wood Dye

cheery and inviting.
to use and how
Includes color card

apply them.
covering
gives
coupon below.
to

capacities,

etc.

Use

WOOD DYE

JOHNSON'S
many
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artisan

uses,

for both the

and amateur.

tects

and

for

coloring

Archi-

contractors specify

flooring

in

Painters

and

it

woodwork and
new buildings.
decorators use

and old woodwork of
Housewives delight

it

new

with equal satisfaction on

If"1

it

4 hours and does not
or smudge.

in

artistic,

what materials

penetrates

It

of the grain without raising

effects.

making

very
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deeply, bringing out the beauty
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artistic

s

—

streak.

telephone

Home Beautifying

u

it goes on easand quickly, without a lap

ily

— dries

FREE-This Book on

r

Wood Dye

Johnson's

You, yourself, can easily make
them for your family. There
is no particular trick to constructing porch swings, tables,
sets, etc.

h

b

all

kinds.

in

it

for

doing over old furniture and
for coloring reed and wicker
F

LOORS.WOODWORK

baskets, etc.

and

FURNITURE

flc^N™"™."™

1

8 RACINE, WIS. (Canadian Factory— Brantford)
I Please send me free and postpaid your |
_ Instruction Book on Home Beautifying—
I and Wood Finishing.

The

best dealer in paints here

_

is

I
I
p

_

8.

MY NAME

& st ate^.

is

made

shades

in
3.

fourteen standard
feW of which ai'e

,„„ r, . mahogany
M »
129 D
°rk
127 Brown Mahogany
J40 Early English
131 Walnut
125 Mission

.q126
123
110
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n
Oakl
Dark Oak
Bog Oak
Golden Oak
-

».

f
Light

Oak

I
I

MY ADDRESS
«.tty

WOOD DYE

JOHNSON'S

2

^

.

may

be easily hghtj
ened, darkened or intermixed.
All shades
i

pu

]j

i

i

j

•

,

•

directions on every label.

If you are building or remodeling you should have our book

on Wood Finishing.
It is
chock full of valuable information.
it

free

pon

We

will gladly send

and postpaid. Use cou-

at left.

cNaturally Curly Hair in

20 Jldinutes

with zMarvelous cyVew Spanish Liquid
Delightful elixir of Spanish herbs makes any
hair soft, lustrous and wavy and keeps it so!

Free Distribution

—

such magic potency. Even after

Mr. Ryerson 's Personal Story
of His New Discovery

NATURALLY curly hair —
and

lustrous

!

Is there

gloriously beautiful in

all

soft,

when

wavy

anything more
the charms

of

womanhood? Yet how few women — how
sadly few
may claim

—

this

All

my life,

as

an in-

chemist,

I

Finally my perseverance
has brought a reward greater than
for.

a curling fluid

had ever

I

I have at last compounded
which not only curls the

head of hair, but beautifies it, too.
marvelous hair and scalp tonic which in-

behave — making

ringlets

more

cate elixir

—

Marcelle"

new product called

and wavy

balsam which,

—

when combed

into the hair

iron, creates the prettiest

and most

natural-

looking marcelle you ever saw.
I have never

known

another liquid of

>,

friends

for Liquid Marcelle as rapidly as possible

in all parts

of the country.

to distribute the first

cent of profit.

10,000

So we have decided
bottles without one

We

have figured
$1.87, for preparing and

costs

down

to

compounding the herbs,
bottling, packing and
But this offer is
open to only one member
of any single famil y.
liquid.

Send no money.
Merely sign and mail the
coupon below. When the

Wavy

'Sob

postman bringsyour
Liquid Marcelle, pay

him $ 1

few cents
postage. The Century Guarantee insures your
satisfaction. If you are not more than delighted
with the results, return bottle and unused contents at end of a five-day trial and we will refund your money.
.

8 7 plus a

No matter whether your hair is long, short
or

bobbed whether dry or
;

oily

;

blonde or

will solveyour curling and

CENTURY CHEMISTS

problems.

not one cent of profit on

om ^10*1 distribution of
Liquid Marcelle. But ofiofyou "tr yTjquTcT"
Marcelle, you will use it permanently.
<A Matchless Marcelle

profit

will

Chief Chemist

Send No Money— Simply Sign and Mail Coupon

The remarkable introductory offer I have made
in the next column means

Which

/

brunette, Liquid Marcelle

hair -dressing

hair

or used with your favorite curlers or curling

"Liquid

"permanent wave" methods. Simply comb
few drops of Liquid Marcelle into your
hair
then twirl the hair a bit with the
fingers, or put up on your favorite curlers.
When you are ready to dress, you are staring
at a wealth of curls and waves.

— a delightful hair

naturally curly

RIGHT

(only one to a family)
now, we are anxious to make

shippingthe finished

— sounds the doom of dangerous

a deli-

which makes any head of

curls,

harsh and harmful baking process of waving

the hair. This

compounded from

the purest herbs of Southern Spain

— besides

necessity for resorting to the

—

a colorless fluid

obey the

it

or curling iron

and water-waves.

growth and "life" of the hair as
it curls and waves it
adding new silkiness,
new softness, new thickness and beauty.
is

shampoo,

a

often stubbornly straight

performs the miracle of mak-

creases the

It

$3.50 Bottles

producing immediate and captivating

straightest

A

is

commands of comb

a

dressing fluid.

it

ing the hair

No

have worked to find a
perfect curling and hair-

dared hope

and unruly,

crowning glory!

vestigating

the hair

j

make our

sacrifice

well worth while.

of immediate

(Originators of the famous
40 Minute Beauty Clay)
Dept.122, Century Bldg., Chicago
Please send me. in plain wrapper, by insured par-

cel post, a full size S3. SO bottle of Liquid Marcelle.
I will pay postman §1.87, plus a few cents post-

on delivery, with the understanding that
a five-day trial, I am not elated with the
resultsfromthis magic curling fluid. I may return
the unused contents in the bottle, and you wili
i mmediately return
my money in full.
age,

if. after

Name
Street

_, r

„

.

~

Town
State
If apt to be out when postman calls, you may
enclose S2 with coupon, and Liquid Marcelle will
be sent to you postpaid.

&urlinaton
Adjusted to the Second
Adjusted to Temperature
Adjusted to Isochronism
Adjusted to Positions
21 Ruby and Sapphire Jewels
25 Year Gold Strata Case
Your choice of Dials
{Including

New

Montgomery R. R. Dial}

Ideas in

Thin Cases

°&&00
DoWn
r

Only One Dollar Down, will buy this masterpiece of
watch manufacture. The balance you are allowed to
pay in small, easy monthly payments. A 2 1-Jewel Watch

—

is sold to you at a price much lower than that of
other high-grade watches. Besides, you have the selec*
tion of the finest thin model designs and latest styles

in

watch

cases.

Write for

SPECIAL OFFER

FREE Watch Book and our

today.

Hie Turlington
This exquisite little 17-jewel

A

ffC

Petite"

ladies' wrist .vatch.

Beautiful, 14K Solid
Illustration is exact size of

timepiece.

perfect

Green Gold

case.

Burlington "Petite".

Send for this wonderful little bracelet watch.
See how beautiful the dainty green gold case
looks on your own wrist.

Write
While

this Special Offer Lasts

—

Get the Burlington Watch Book
write today. Find out about
this great special offer which is being made for only limited time.
You will know a great deal more about watch buying when you

You

read this book.
priced watches

our special

will

be able to "steer clear" of the overbetter. Write for Watch Book and

which are no

offer

TODAY

!
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Burlington

Watch Company

19th St. «&. Marshall Blvd., Dept. A128, Chicago
Canadian Address 62 Albert St., Winnipeg, Manitoba
Please send me (without obligations and prepaid) your free book on
watches with full explanation of yout $1.00 down offer on the
Burlington Watch.
Name..

Address

z
i

z
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RowYou Can Make Money
In%ur Spate lime
By Learning

to Play

Your Favorite Musical

Instrument this

New

BOUGHT
.$1,100

i
Cal.
cial

a house and a lot, and paid
toward it: all earned through

teaching piano," writes Mrs. Mary A.
Olson. :>715 Wadsworth St.. Los Angeles,
"I would not take $1,000 for my finan-

and

social gain through your lessons.

don't know
so little.
I
derful."

Mrs. Olsen

hundred

I

give as much for
think your method is just won-

how you can

is

only one of more than three

thousand

men.

women and young

people who have become accomplished musicians through this wonderful new method.
All the intricate "mysteries" of music have
been reduced to a. system of amazing simplicity.
Every step is made as clear as A B C.
You don't have to know anything whatever
about music. You learn to play your favor-

instrument right in your own home,
quickly, easily and without endless study and
practice.
Long before you now think it could
ever be possible, you will actually play well
enough to lie in demand as a well-paid enterite

tainer, teacher or musician.

Easy

esting that they seem like play. A
lady I know spent $400 for a private teacher, but her playing cannot begin to compare with' mine."

You can do what Miss Breany has done.
Youngsters of from 10 to 12 years have done
and people as old as sixty have found new
interest and enjoyment in learning to play a
musical instrument. You don't have to listen

it.

while others cutertain. You
cau be the talented person
who is the center of attraction who holds the audience
fascinated who wins the applause and the dollars.

delighted 17 year old girl, Miss Jessie
Tbeall of North Houston. Tex., writes, "My
first six entertainments that I played the violin for, paid me $39.25 besides all the pleasure
of playing for my friends."

—

A

$40

to

in

;

Play in Orchestra
am

"I

solo

ied in ail the large conservatories of America and Ger-

snare

Free Book Explains All

About This New Method

yourself in
terested in music ought to read the story of

dance orchestra,"
writes George Johnson, 402
Newton St., Salisbury, Md.

delightful hobby or a

the piano that you
wish to play, or the organ,

to reg-

and
regular
You practice whenever you can, and learn as
quickly as you please.
hours

it

harp or cello?
to learn to sing

violin, guitar,

Do you want

Save Months of Time
"I have learned to play better than many a
conservatory student in easily one-eighth the
time," writes Miss Kitty Breany, 154 Warren
St., Paterson, N. J.
"The lessons are so inter-

from notes? Are you eager
to play "jazz" on the banjo, clarinet, saxophone, trombone, or the drum and traps?
Does the cornet call to you, or the flute or
piccolo? Would you love to learn the ukulele
(the Hawaiian steel guitar)?
Choose your
and play it three months from tofavorite

wonderful new simplified method.
you how you can make music a
money-maker for your
spare hours how you can take the first steps
in a profitable musical career if you are dishow
satisfied with your present life work
you can be a social favorite, and go everywhere or have fun at home how you can do
this

It will tell
:

;

:

these delightful things quickly, easily and al
a cost so low that it will surprise you.

Special Short-Time Offer
This Free Book also tells about a Specia
Short-time Offer now being made to music
Mail the coupon at once for your

lovers.

Remember,

copy.

u.

S.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Name and Address plainly so that
there will be no difficulty in booklet
reaching you.

Please write

U.

Every Music Lover Should Have

!

537 Brunswick Building
New York City

—

will learn by notes
the only practical
for you to learn.
There are no "num-

obligates you in no way
Act now before tb

!

day.

You

it

whatever.
It is FREE
supply is exhausted

—

way

this free, valuable

"In three months I was
playing saxophone in the
High School orchestra. The
fourth mouth I organized a

Is

classes.

Send for

"Music Lessons in
Your Own Home." It costs
You obligate
you nothing.
no way whatever. Everyone inbook,

Can Play

You don't have

down

Trombone

Three Months From
To-Day You, Too,

—

ular

Saxophone

Piccolo

at college, I play
in concerts of the Musical
Club in New York, Philadelphia, Atlantic City, etc."

The new way is fun not
drudgery.
You'll begin to
play melodies almost from
to pin yourself

Cornet

"And now

ing," she writes.
"I am invited everywhere, and my
home is so much happier."

start.

Harp

Clarinet
Flute

profitable

from her household duties,
and now earns many welcome
dollars to help clothe and
educate her four children.
"At weddings and church socials I get from $10 to $40
for a couple of hours play-

the

Steel Guitar

learned to play."

busy mother. Mrs. Anna

could

Composition
Sight Singing
Guitar

Voice and Speech Culture
Automatic Finger Control

He was astonished
told
him how I

of Northfield, Ohio,
recently learned to play the
violin in just the few odd

she

(mostly
writes Gerald

an eighteen-piece orchestra whose director has stud-

M. Lewis

moments

a

band

of

I

ciation.

Harmony and

Traps
Banjo
Tenor
Banjo
Mandolin

old players*),,"
O. Cairus,^20 High St.. Walton, N. Y'. "Also am member

when

Two Hours

in

Ukulele

'Cello

Organ

Drums and

clarinet

Hawaiian

Piano
Violin

and Band

many.

$10

bers" and no "tricks" in this

marvelous method. You learn
to read your notes just as
you are able to read the letters that make a word, and
you will be able to recognize
and play them so that they
You
will make a melody.
learn
harmonies like you
phrases and expreslearll
sions of speech and you learn
time like you learn pronun-

LEARN TO PLAY ANY
INSTRUMENT

;

twenty-piece

A

Way

S.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC,

537 Brunswick Bldg., New York City
Flease send me your free book. "Music

this

Lessons in Your Own Home." and particuI am interested
lars of your special offer.
in the following course

Amazing FREE Book

:

of happy musicians all over America have helped
to write this absorbing, inspiring book.
You will read the
fact-stories of dozens of people situated just as you are to-

Hundreds

Xame.

day. Their actual personal experiences are wonderful proofs
You will be
to you that your success can be equally great.
amazed and delighted to see how marvelously the New
Method has reduced the intricacies of music to such astonishing case and simplicity.
The book is FREE but you
should send for it right away before all copies may be gone

Please Write Plainly

—

Address.

!

I

City

State.

o

O

way imaginable,

In the most pleasant

starving, exercise, massage, rolling,

anv discomfort whatever.
"

V J V?„ — ria:
:r:u:t:
cat—

New \ ork.

Z Z

i

Y
J-

all.

Stay at this v _tra:.

Ptefe?

All
vU:r.

Cents

Only

Postage

"For three years I hare
weighed 16S pounds. Then
I heard of and sent for your
That was my
method.
lucky day. I found your instructions easy and your

look 10 years
vounger."

S
pounds in 30 days
poim ck the very first week.
_Iy general health has
greatly benefited, and I
have not had one of my

menus
"MZRS.

G302GH GvrTZ33__S

-

more, for this remarkable method.
Many write that their improved
appearance and health was worth
hundreds of dollars to them. Yet
for a limited time -you are being
given the opportunity to purchase
this wonderful method for onlv 97c.

Why You

a

Pound

a

:

.

r.

:

They

a: a

"Hurrah! I
have lost 13
.pounds
since

Monday.
last
I
feel
better

to discover
frhig vital "law of iood"
Lai alv ay; r aaaea them.

specialist,

than I have for
months."
{Signed)

Zaaeae

Mas. Georgs

to discover the one sale,

GtrrrESMAX.
420 East 66th

remained

::r

eeraaha

—hen

fro is

City.

earea

discovered that
r: tether u'-.c :f
i:.
Certain tort

—eight instead ;: adding t:
b in_tions cause fat, others consume

fat.

Loses 20 Pomis
in 3 IVeeks

For

"In just three
weeks 1 have
20 pounds

irstante. if y:u ea: terrain feeds at the sarae
meal they are converted into excess fat. But

lost

—just

eat these same foods at different times and they
:e : inverted ia: :": d an d ra :=;ie.
Then
the excess fat y:a already have i= :=ef ar.
:

'ounger Also

always look older than they really are and just
to get rid of fat from face and figure would
make them look somewhat younger. But the
new method is so natural and so healthful that
it brings a new sparkle to the eye, a new spring
to the step, a new clearness to the complexion
and new vigor and renewed powers of endur-

ance which add

still

— aiaa

t'aev

ha a sat ::;e:

A

ceagaaea Per.r~.T~
— era art "-—tea:
"Since I lost those 54" pounds 1 fed 20 years
my family say I look it."
'
"Mrs. v:; Speltz-of 3943 Ruckle Street. Indiaraaa: as.
ho reduced her bust from 40 inches
to 36 incl
throughout
also
if I

much
vrere

c

on

Mrs. Eric Capon of Manhassett. Long Island,
writes: "I 1 st 44 poundsfriends wonder
a: — v real: iful and youthful appearance. It is
grand to hi re a girlish figure asain."
M:sa _ae a Morse of 271 West 119th Street,

My

—
I

to reduce.

think it is
perfectly remarkable."
I

:=

easily

MVUAKi
f er.e.

This method even permits you to eat many
delicious foods which you may be denying
yourselfFor you ran arrange your meals so

10 Days'

Trial— Send No Money

Eugene Christian has incorporated his
markable secret of weight reduction in an

rein-

teresting little course called ""Weight Control
the Basis of Health." To make it possible for
every one to profit by his discovery, he offers to
send the complete course on trial to any one
sending ia the c:ay:r.

Why

the Coupon

Is

Worth

SI. 00

You Now

to

Those who use this rapid method of reducing
to normal weight are usually so enthusiastic

Stogc Beastf& and

Famous Arts-si's

(Signed)

.

Kathleen
MCTLl-aaK.

Our liberal guarantee protects you. Either
you experience in 10 days such a wonderful reduction in weight and such a wonderful gain ia
health that you wish to continue this simple,
easy, delightful method or else you return the
course and your money is refunded without
question.

Don't delay. This special price may soon be
withdrawn. If you act at once you gain a valuable secret of health, beauty and normal
weight that will be of priceless value to you
throughout your life. Mail the coupon NOW

CORRECTIVE EATING SOCIETY
Dept. W-1S37. 47 W. 16th St.,

THIS COUPON

WORTH

New York

City

IS

TO YOU

SI. 00

(Under conoitioas named below"

farther to the appearance

at taa:?aia; wrinkles
to be inenaceable.

to

through your
wonderfcl new

way
this

brought a wonderful new health; with freedom
from indigestion, constipation and many ailments of heart, liver and kidneys to which stout
people are often subject. Mrs. Wm. E. Boyer,
of 9919 Ostend Ave., Cleveland, Ohio, was so
delighted with this method that she wrote,
"I will follow vour method the balance of rav
life even when there is i
eaare.

what

w_nled

:

a:: starve

1
They arattire:
n; aarisaias.

New York

St.,

He

normal, healthful weight.

themselves.

Looks Years

Days

S

."as

and easily followed method of attaining

certain

meth
—ay

former sick headaches since losing my extra flesh.
(Signt-i) E. A. Krrrx_L.
225 W. 39th St., Ses York City.

Bui

based.

famous food

this new
aieasar_t

—

some natural law on
which the whole system
of weight control was

It

:

Day

a

delightful. I lost 28

Loses 13 Pounds in

Dollar

Mis. Eugene WoodhulL of 448 Lafayette
Street. Utica, X. Y., says. "I lost 37 pounds, reduced my waist from 3 7 inches to 28"inches and
feel tetter taaa 1 aave ::r five years."
Mrs. Laura Tucker of 244 West 46th Street,
New York City, wrote that she '"lost 16 pounds
-ould have reduced even more
'."
rapidly but die
:
reaaae :c : fas:
i arse
'a
off excess fe;f tar uta

Lose

realized that there

Coupon and

the

Days

30

"My

-

SI

I:

Loses 2S Pounds in

lost

writes:
friends hardly
recognize
me.
better
I
feel
th. -n I have in
years
and I

Cost for

3r-

E. A. Kettel
Prominent New Yvrk AYe\_
paper Han

SO pounds and

Complete

1

ir.n ITS z-'-—-s to
(in
two
153 pounds
weeks aaa I as-aiiea zz>

al'SiT:

aru^s, or
Results in 48 hours.

—

~tat;

e are
serare a treat
r-rfsibie time.

::re.

—

:r_er tr
ta .:se aacaey
zz asers ta aae sarrtest

matter

So here is. our offer. Just mail the coupon
without sending a penny. The coupon will be
accepted as worth $1.00 on the purchase of this
which others have had to pay $1.97
all you have to
7 her --hen the ;

course, for

do is to pa
few cents
There will
But if voj
10-day "tes
course an

>stman only 97 cents plus the
e, and the course is yours,

CORRECTIVE EATING SOCIETY,
Dept. W-355?, 47

W. 16th

Street, N. Y. City
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payments at any time.
thoroughly pleased after a
method you may return the

money

will

(

be refunded in-

convenient you may remit 97
(1
cents with tne cou pon.but this is not necessary.
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_

:r.

rl_L_ri

~hi= s~
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tbe privilege ch i^rnrnang the course vichin
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stantly.
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Featured players

Hoi mquist
Joseph Henabery
Walter Hiers
Jack Holt
Sigrid

in

Paramount Pictures
Alphabetically listed

Robert

Glenn Hunter

Agnew

Leatrice Joy
Theodore Kosloff

Mary Astor
Agnes Ayres

Lila

Alice Brady
Herbert Brenon
Betty

Logan

Charles Maigne

Compson

Thomas Meighan
George Melford
Antonio Moreno

Ricardo Cortez
James Cruze
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Nita Naldi
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\

Lee

Jacqueline

Wm.

David Powell

Elliot

Theodore Roberts
Wesley Ruggles

C. deMille
Dexter
Charles de Roche
Richard Dix

Allan

Independent Artists
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George Fawcett
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of the Screen
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our readers.

DO YOU

KNOW WHY

Perhaps you think it's just a matter of
to see certain pictures and don't go to others?
your own choice; which, to some extent, it is.
If the theater managers in your town are good show13ut it isn't entirely your own choice.
men they have a bag full of tricks that they are constantly springing tricks that pull you into
Myrtle Gebhart will tell you sometheir theaters when otherwise you probably would not go.
thing about this business of exploitation, as it's called, in our next number.

you go

—

SECRETS OF THE

NEWS REELS

Among

her other activities, Agnes Smith for some time was one of the editors of a news
While engaged at that work she learned many interesting things about the making of
reel.
these celluloid newspapers which have never been published. She has written an article for us,
incorporating these facts, and it will appear in the next Picture-Play.

TWO

PERSONALITIES THAT WILL INTEREST YOU

One is Ramon Novarro. He is not a newcomer, but his popularity has taken a sudden
leap since his appearance in "Where the Pavement Ends."
Constance Palmer has written a very penetrating personality story about this young hero.
It is a

and

thoughtful, critical appraisal of

his

work.

Novarro

The other

is

Reginald Denny, star of the

"Leather Pusher"

series.

He

is

quite a dif-

from Ramon, but he, too, has
been getting an unusual amount of notice of
"His profile has been causing the flaplate.
ferent

type

pers to go into convulsions," says Myrtle Gebhart, in her article about him.

There will be other stories and articles of unusual interest, and lots and lots of pictures,
including first glimpses of scenes from some of the big special productions which are being
made out in Hollywood for the coming season, which will open in the fall.
.
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"A blatant and cynical immorality is
raising its head among us. and it must
be conquered by that graye respect for
the sanctity of "the home, the inviolabilWe must driye
ity of the "marriage tie.
home to all America that the honor of
the indiyidual is the honor of the family,
and the honor of the family is the honor
of the State.
We must sanctify our
family life, for no nation can long endure "which is based on a foundation of
broken families."

*

poem?
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help,
ter's
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From a speech by HON. JAMES

J.

DAVIS

Secretary of Labor

Nowhere

is

there such abundant evidence of the verity of Secretary

Davis' contention that there

a trend

is

toward blatant and cynical

immorality, as in the reading matter that

upon the news stands these

is

so

much

evidence

in

There are a huge number of

days.

tainted publications.

There

one magazine, however, which

is

and has been free ever

since

the home, a magazine which

its

may

to every

one of

free of any such taint,

inception.

a magazine for

It is

be placed safely in the hands of

any reader, a magazine which brings
and relaxation

is

its

joy, satisfaction, entertainment,

readers, at the

same time giving

sound, wholesome advice and guidance for living a clean, whole-

some

life.

The name
dealer to

claim

it

of this publication

show you a

copy.

is

Love Story Magazine.

You

will

find that

it

is

Ask your
all

that

we

to be.
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What Two High-school

the Fans Think

Girls

Think

we are only high-school
SINCEtook
quite
long time
a

it

jure

now

but
it

will

up enough courage

that

we

have,

girls,

we

sincerely

hope

!

ites.

He is not Valentino's successor, however. No one
could take Valentino's place, and, besides, Ramon has
his own individual personality, and a most thrilling one
is,

too

for

and so many protests

be published.

!

Richard Barthelmess is, of course, incomparable. We
wish you would publish more about him and less about
Pola.
None of the critics liked . "Sonny," but we certainly did
At least it gave him an opportunity to wear
that stunning fur coat to drive that zippy roadster, and
to wear good-looking clothes as only he can.
We should
love to see him play romantic juveniles.
\\ e like pictures in which the characters are young
and collegiate.
So we always see a movie in which
Glenn Hunter, Lloyd Hughes, Vincent Coleman, Cullen
Landis, Richard Dix, and Malcolm MacGregor play, especially the first two.
We also admire Lewis Stone,
Alice Terry, Gloria Swanson, Leatrice Joy, Connie Talmadge, Pauline Garon, and Conrad Nagel.
!

Betty and Nancy Ward.
Indianapolis, Indiana.

Sort of Roles Should

Mary

Play?

There have been so many demands

write,

to

When Ramon Xovarro was advertised so widely as
Rodolph's successor, we hated him, and vowed never
to see his pictures.
The advance pictures of him as
Rupert of Hentzau were not very encouraging. But
we went to "Trifling Women" and thought him wonderful
Now he is one of our very highest ranking favor-

it

What

con-

to

roles

that

I

Mary Pickford

in

child

parts,

her appearing in grown-up
to express my own opinions

at

am moved

concerning her parts.
I had seen Mary in such pictures as "Pollyanna" and
"The Hoodlum" and thought of her only as one of the
many "cute" actresses. But one day I saw her in "The
Love Light," a woman, best of all a mother, giving us
all a look into her mother heart.
Only then did I real-

the great art of

ize

Mary

welcome the day when she
portraying grown-up roles.
Auburn, Indiana.

Pickford.
I, for one, will
will give herself solely to

Some New

Dorothy Garrett.
Favorites

"New

faces for the screen !" seems to be the slogan
I've been star gazing lately and I've found
of to-day.
The most promising
several worthy of advancement.
seems to be Esther Ralston. If you saw Jackie Coogan's

you surely remember the sweet face
played Rose Maylic. She has unusual
beauty and charm.
There's Bruce Gordon, Ruth Roland's leading man
He seems to be of the Meighan
in one of her serials.
Edward
type, natural, sincere, and straightforward.
"Oliver Twist"
of the girl

Burns
by

is

who

coming right along,

slight affectations, but

he

His work is marred
young, and good-looking

too.
is

enough even for the Rudy rooters.
Oh, how I love to watch the "little girls" of the
These delightful flappers are so much more
screen
appealing than the frilled and affected "actresses." First
There couldn't be any
of all, there's Marjorie Daw.
one prettier or more lovable. Another unknown "girl
friend" whom I've watched from her first entrance into
Her winsome little face and
pictures is Bessie Love.
!

Concerning the

We

—

Stars' Private Lives

hear the cry let the picture people have their
private lives.
That's all right
but if they only knew
how it was helping to "clean up" public opinion, the
decent, clean-living players at least would not mind
having their home life talked about. I have lived most
of my life in small towns, which are all alike.
The
"good" people have tried to make us believe all play
actors were sinful folk and that we were headed straight
for the bad place if we went to see them.
That is the
attitude a great many fans have to combat.
The fact that such magazines as Picture-Play are
telling facts about the best class of players and we find
they are "just folks" outside the studio who go to their
work the same as any other business- men or women,
helps the situation a lot. I want to respect my favorite
just as I do my doctor or lawyer
so give us more of
your truthful, sincere stories.

—

—

Mrs. Gene Stewart.
Mason, Ohio.

way of creating a character is a delight.
talented and certainly more winning in manner
and appearance than Colleen Moore and Pauline Starke,
I don't understand why she hasn't gone ahead as rapidly
her clever, deft

More

as they have.
I like Shirley Mason and Gladys Walton and their
cream-puff, soap- bubbly pictures. They're always good
entertainment, and the little stars themselves are charm-

ing.

wondering whatever became of Ehnor
Several years ago I was convinced I had made
a definite find when I discovered this young lady, but
she seems to have disappeared entirely. And she was so
pretty and talented, too.
I've

been

Field.

Continued on page 10
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NO

g

one ever caught Grandma
napping. When her boy
needed a new strife Grandma
knew exactly where to lav her
hands on a sartorial masterpiece.
And what a miracle she works in
that timid awkward grandson of

—

hers.

Harold Lloyd's performance as
the country boy whose courage
was mislaid when an infant is not
merely uproarious but is marked
by an artistry that has aroused
the greatest enthusiasm among
all the critics.

"Grandma's Boy," you know,
was voted one of the best ten
pictures of the year.

"CPURNED!

Jilted!" thinks Harold as
he prepares to throttle his young
career with a necktie! Little does he dream
of the efforts he will make to save that
precious neck of his later. If you think
you've figured out all the camera tricks,
just see " Never Weaken.** It's as thrilling and puzzling as it's laughable.

&

If

laughing out loud in public
is

six

embarrassing to you, keep away from these
Encore Pictures of Harold Lloyd.

For certainly you're not one of those hardshelled mortals

When you

who simply

can't laugh.

see Harold Lloyd set out with the

best intentions in the world, and then get ludic-

rously mixed up in

when you

see

all

how those

kinds of cross currents
pigs, bears, kittens, dogs,

geese and billy-goats upset his best-laid plans

—

who can resist
human joyousness of the thing? W ho
wants to? You just take hold of the arms of
(what pranks they love to play)

the pure

your chair and surrender to laughter.

Each of these

six

Encore Pictures

is

an adven-

by that distinguished producer, Hal Roach, and distributed
by Associated Exhibitors, Inc., 7th floor, 35
West 45th St.j New York City, Arthur S. Kane,

ture in fun. They're presented

SWEET

and

melodious

as

Lloyd's voice may be, it fails
to soothe the tantrums of the

temperamental baby who was
parked with him in " Now or
Never." Butthe worstof it is, poor
Lloyd is in a Pullman, a love-

President.

(Physical Distributors, Pathe, Inc.)

ENCORE PICTURES

—

young lady and
further troubles.

rushing

are chose*

from hundreds of new motion pictures

stricken bachelor rushinp. to propose to a very proper and demure

—

offered us each year
chosen because
they actually entertain the private
audiences who see them in advance.
few of the Encore successes are:
Harold Lloyd in " Grandma's
11
Boy,'*
1 Do,"
or Never,"

inta

A

"Now

"Never Weaken," "Among Those
Present,"

and

"A

Sailor-Made

Man."
Constance Binney in "A Bill of
Divorcement"
an absorbing
drama revealing the depths of

—

human feeling.
"Head Hunters

—

of the South

Seas**
a truthful record of a
thrilling adventure.
Florence Vidor in "Alice Adams**
a wonderfully faithful and artistic picturization of Booth Tarkington's prize winning novel;
and
other superlatively fine productions.
*
«
*
*

—

—

To be sure of having all the better
photoplays shown in your neighborhood vou should form a Better Pic-

HAROLD

Lloyd and
Discipline!

Naval

Think of

it!

You know

be-

forehand what a wealth of
hilarious situations are contained in

TTAROLD

is pondering deeply on the joys of
being a father. Like all childless parents he
had heard them recommended very highly. But
after he and his wife took care of a pair of "innowhat a race those youngsters lead
cents," well
him!— and what wonderful laughs you have in
seeing " I Do."

—

JUST

J "Among Those

Present." Neither Lloyd
nor Hal Roach, his director, ever made any
pretense of being an animal trainer. But it's
positively uncanny the way they can make
animals seem funnier than any mere human
comedian. How it's done, only Messrs. Roach

and Lloyd know.

"A

Sailor

Made

—

Man.**
Complications
predicaments riotous escapades follow one on the
heels of the other. And
when poor Lloyd determines to storm the Sultan's

—

Harem

—

— well*

hold on to
the seat in front of you.

tures Council.

Every month these Councils receive impartial reports of all worthwhile photoplays, recommend the best
pictures to the theatre manager and
endorse them to the public.
Thus theatre goers know the best
pictures in advance; and the theatre
owner is assured of good audiences.
Write me personally for the book-

—

—

"Getting Better Pictures; the
Plan that Works." Arthur S. Kane,
7th Floor, 35 West 45th Street, New

let,

York

City.

What
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Continued from page 8

Here are some other prize
from the "land of promise:"

selections

Gertrude Short, a chubby comedienne

who

is

refreshingly free from distressing

cutieisms.

Barbara Bedford, a delicate and graceful creature with a quaint personality.

Diana Allen, very blond and very simiin appearance to the incomparable
Olive Thomas.

lar

bewitching abhoping she'll soon return.
The same for Mary Hay, seen briefly in
"Way Down East." Here's originality
that even Griffith couldn't gishify.
"Peaches" Jackson, the screen's premier
Next to Baby Peggy in
bit of whimsey.
talent and real ability.
Albert Roscoe, another Elliott Dexter;
Creighton
just as quietly convincing.
W. J.
Hale, our best young comedian.
Ferguson, an artist in drollery, and Ethel
Wales, a character star.
Kathleen Greene.
2660 North Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Lillian Hall,
Here's
sentee.

another

Bring Back the Old Favorites
I've been a fan for a long, long time
and I've seen the different ones shine

the Fans

Think

allow his nationality to influence the decision is absurd. In order to be consistent
with this "See Americans First" policy,
we would be obliged to extend our prejudice to foreign exponents of all of the
other arts.
Consider the most distinguished opera singers, musicians, classiDo you
cal dancers, and literary lights.
realize how many of them are foreigners?
What genuine pleasure we would forgo
were we to cast aside these artists for no
better reason than because they do not
Must I relehappen to be Americans
gate my beloved Ibafiez to the attic, because he is a Spaniard?
Let us learn to be liberal in our views,
and to give appreciation and support to
those most deserving. Any other attitude
is extremely narrow and unworthy of a
"one hundred per cent American."
F. W. B.
Hartford, Connecticut.
!

I

think that the attitude of Viola

M.

Herring and her motto, "See Americans
First," is quite wrong.
Is she aware that
a large per cent of the popular leading
of moviedom were born
in Ireland, Scotland, and England?
As
instances I need only mention Percy Mar^
mont, Wyndham Standing, David Powell,

men and women

and then slowly flitor disappear suddenly from view,
and felt rather pained when I read that
the public had tired of them, thus causing
their hasty demise.
But I have reason to disagree with these

Gareth Hughes. Herbert Rawlinson, Reginald Denny, Guy Bates Post, George Arliss, the brothers Moore, Edna Purviance,
Lillian Hill
but perhaps I had better
stop right now, otherwise there won't be

statements.
I think that in
many
"killed" themselves.

also

brightly for a while
ter out,

Francis X.
this,

and

cases

the

stars

Bushman was an example

in a lesser

of

degree Clara Kimball

Young and Mae Marsh. To my mind
Mary Pickford is not as popular as she
was once for

the

same reason

Miss

that

Young and Miss Marsh

are not. She has.
think, failed to proceed.
She still stares
at the camera in an irritating manner, and
I

no matter what her admirers say, she has
not the youth and the charm to-day that
hoisted her to her lofty eminence some
It took all my patience to sit
through some of Clara Kimball Young's
recent pictures, but I can never, never

years ago.

forget her "Camille." A thing of beauty,
it will remain a vivid recollection of Clara
at her best.
But although some of the producers
seem to think that certain stars are
through as far as the public is concerned,
they are wrong.
There are many of the
old favorites who, if tried out in wellmade pictures, would not only regain their
former following, but gain a new one.
Let us have our first star, Florence Turner, back again. Then let them take Claire
McDowell out of mother roles and give
her a role intended, say, for Gloria Swanson.
She has magnetism, a peculiar stoic

beauty— do you remember

Griffith's

Primitive

intense

Woman ?" — and

"The
acting

ability.

Instead of looking for new faces for
the screen, let the producers give some of
the old ones a decent chance, and they
will not only get our blessings but our
shekels, which perhaps come first in their
affections.

Joseph Molerney.

211 Bidwell Avenue, Jersey City,
Jersey.

New

Two

Replies to "See America First"
A letter in your April issue denouncing
the conferring of "undue honors upon,
the foreign movie stars" has so aroused

my

indignation that

I

cannot allow

it

to

—

left
Would Miss Herring
renounce Charles Chaplin, who was
born in France of English parents?
As for her cry, "Let an American write
the stories for an American actress," that
is rather absurd.
If American producers
kept solely to American history and literature,
why, the motion-picture studios
would have to deprive themselves of
some of the very best story material. We
would then not have had "Robin Hood,"
"Oliver Twist," "Lorna Doone.'' "Blood
and Sand," "The Little Minister," "Sentimental Tommy" need I go on? American fans would even have had to forgo
"The Sheik!"
I quite agree with Miss Herring, however, that Elinor Glyn can't help the movies any; but I believe that her stories are
more popular in America than they are
over here.
David Donald Jolly.

any names

!

—

27

Queen

Street, Forfar, Scotland.

A Professional's Appreciation of Gloria
There has been so much argument as
and demerits of Miss Gloria
Swanson that I hope you will pardon me
The critical
if I presume to continue it.
ones, up to date, seem to content themselves with agreeing monotonously that
she cannot act, that her costumes are improper and bizarre, and that she isn't a

to the merits,

beauty.

Miss Swanson will probably agree that
she is not, in the accepted sense of the
word, a beauty. She does not need beauty.

Hers

charm, a tantalizing,
the Alpha and Omega
With that nameless grace,

of magnetism.
what does she

—

—

—

title
is

devotion

;

Acting is repose.
of critics ?
the outward sign of an inward
the wedding of thought and
with harmony.

Acting

remain unanswered.

feeling, blended

An intelligent follower of the drama,
be it silent or spoken, judges an actor according to his histrionic ability, and to

the breath of life to an artist and who
among you is conscious of the fact that
he breathes?

—

is

;

things.

Did you ever stop

to consider the thou-

sand little tricks resorted to to bring out
your favorite's best points in a picture?
The lights must be just so and, dear me,
how many of them! the make-up freshened carefully; and jyour star must only
be shot from certain angles that's why
she always seems so perfect.

—

—

—

On the
how few

other hand, did you ever notice
close-ups, comparatively, Gloria
Swanson has? Any electrician on the
Lasky lot will tell you that Gloria is one
of the mighty few women in pictures who
isn't afraid to be shot from any angle,
and who doesn't burn herself up in her
close-ups. .
And as for her costumes, one of her
critics states that "no self-respecting society woman would wear such clothes."
By that he intimates that Gloria does not
dress like a respectable woman. I should
like to ask this person where he obtained
his knowledge of society, that he feels
free to speak with such authority as to
how a woman of social standing clothes
Cerherself and follows the fashions?
tainly not from seeing society as it exists

New

in

York,

at

Newport, Southampton,

—

Deauville,
and Paris not to mention
At that. I
Biarritz and Monte Carlo.
think that Gloria gives them cards and
Personally, I am sure that the
spades.

costumes do not mean a thing in her life.
She would be just as individual and stunning in a bath towel, and she probably

knows

it.

She may not

strike you as a beauty.
She
she doesn't need beauty.
may not dress according to the best Pictorial Review standards. That is the penalty she pays for originality and for being distinctive. She may not be your idea
of an actress. That is your misfortune,
and not her funeral. She has an intelligent regard for the niceties of pantomime,
she carries herself with all the free, efAnd she
fortless grace of perfect poise.
is, with Valentino, in a class by herself in
that they are the two biggest box-office
magnets by reasbn of the lure of their

As

I

said,

As vou perhaps
romantic personalities.
suspect, from the heading of this letter,
I am mvself connected with picture making, and am but lately arrived in CaliTherefore, I hope you'll forgive
fornia.
me my lengthy defense of a genuinely
good actress and gracious woman, Gloria
Earnest Easterner.
Swanson.
-Hillview Apartments, Hollywood, California.

A

Protest Against Extreme
I

is

want with mere beauty?
As to her "inability to act" what is
"acting" you critics out in front, who
find it so
easy and pleasant to say,
"Thumbs do-wn?" Does it constitute what
we of the stage call "mugging" a conscious and obvious effort to register and
emote? What gives you the right to wear
Acting

in repose
and when she moves
across a set she is the personification of
grace.
I. don't know where she learned
it, or whether she was just born that way;
but I have had good stage direction myself, and I can perceive that she has these

ways

a distinctive

is

careless grace that

the

Swanson has a beautiful comof her body, of her hands, of her
facial expression.
She does not act with
a conscious regard for acting; she is alGloria

mand

is

Make-up

suppose a certain amount of make-up
needed in acting for the screen. But

How

why

few actors
is it so overdone?
!"
possess "the art that conceals -art
Not onlv are your illusions spoiled, so
that you believe no longer in the lonely
waif who trips out of the tumble-down
shack on the lake, all marcelled and manicured not only does the facial expression
of the" actor suffer when all the lines of
the face are hidden under powder and
I object chiefly to the sheer
paint; no!
ugliness of the thing.
Where is the charm of a chalk-white
face with smutty eyelids and coal-black
lips?
Even the
It is a mask, not a face.
;

Continued on page 12
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Your

Is

Life Story
Worth $500
or $2000?
52000 for acceptable screen
MOTION picture producers often pay s500
can not be supplied.
to

Yet

stories.

their

demands

for stories

your

life

would form the

probably holds

basis for stories

A

many

worth telling— and

California school teacher a Chicago society matron a Pennsylvania
newspaper reporter; an underpaid office man in Utah, art a few who have
;

;

.

Sts

selling.

In

'•••'da

Gainer

ALL

Sldlnan,

fields

Educational Staff Officers

Dcradzii.Z. Doty, Associate Editor

faction,

obtained.
first

prize of Si 0.000 and eight

Chicago Daily News
three prizes, amount$5,000. in the J. Parker Read,
the

and

all

ing to
competition, were awarded to
new writers, discovered and trained
by the Palmer Photoplay Corporation
Jr..

is

intensely interesting as well.

have been conclusively
people who do not
at all suspect their ability, can write
Scenarios, and (2) this free Test does
prove to the man or woman who
sends for it whether he or she has
facts

( 1 )

many

enough

to

warrant develop-

ment.

Highlv

useful, this self-examination

You

W

e hold
apply it in your own home.
your record absolutely confidential,
tell you frankly what your test shows,
and give reasons for our opinion.

this

question

which

relates

Palmer Photoplay Corporation,

Offer
$1000 and Royalties
Palmer Photoplay Corpora-

THE now
tion

produces photoplays as

well as instructs, through a thoroughly tested home-study course, in
the writing of them.

under our new plan we offer
writers trained in our Educational Department whose stories are
accepted for our productions a mini-

And

to

so

your future course in life. (Tests
returned by minors, twenty years old or
less, will r.ot be considered.)
Also receive
our interesting booklet, "How a $10,000
Imagination Was Discovered."

We

conducting this search.

These

ability

be.

vitally to

others in

proved

may

Send the coupon for the Palmer Creative Test. Answer now, to your own satis-

Clayton Hamilton, M.A., Director of Eda

.

is

And money rewards are not all, for
hundreds of Palmer students are using
this stimulating course, not with a view
to becoming professional screen writers,
but to develop that invaluable asset, Creative Imagination, which lifts men and
women to lofty heights, whatever their

Allen
E. J. Bai

C

You?

for you to answer whether or not
you will fit yourself for these rewards,
providing, of course, you have the inherent ability.

IT

—

is

hundred com-

We

•

Advisory Council

Cost
No Obligation
were discovered through the
novel Palmer Creative Test by
which phenomenal results have been

which

over one

Is It

The Palmer Test

contest,

addition,

kinds.

They studied screen writing to get
away from routine work. Not one
was a recognized author. Not one
was a master of literarv skill.

The

crea-

panies in Los Angeles alone are searching
for better screen stories for which they
act as the greatwill pay generously.
est sales outlet for screen stories of all

in scenario contests.

No

own

tion.

sold their stories at handsome prices,
become studio staff writers or won big

sums

for five years on the

the screen stories of their

_____________
EfJj.f.!

advance payment of 5 1000 cash
royalties

So, for the first time, photoplaywrights will share in the success of

which

incidents

and

profits of the pictures.

In the last few months newspapers and film companies
have offered more than $50,000 in scenario contest prizes,
all to-secure new stories and encourage new screen writers.

And

mum

new

Cm

-

..

;.-?:-.S.'-.

sir-:i'.\

:::-.itr.:W,
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What

the Fans

Think

Continued from page 10
softest, freshest young face can be made
to look hard, bold, and repellent by too

much make-up.

Long

eyelashes

are

no

longer a beauty, but a blemish, when they
are clogged with some gluey substance
that makes them stick out in spikes. And,
oh that hateful little Cupid's bow, simpering and meaningless, that is so often
painted on over the real mouth. Next to
the eyes, the mouth is che most expressive feature there is, yet it is deliberately
sacrificed in order to turn an intelligent
!

into a silly wax doll's.
Has
the
really such a degraded ideal
of beauty that it wants to see a doll's
mouth rather than a human one?

face
public

Free List

Government positions open

of

Men and Women 17 to 45 years. Salary $1600 to $2600.
UNITED GOVERNMENT TRAINING ASSOCIATION
Detroit, Mich.
223K. Dinan Bidg.,
Please send

me

free booklet and

list

of Gov't positions open.

Name.
Address

girl's

"We

pay him
$100 a week"

It

he s wort h every cent of
Came
A NDhere
several years ago asking for

"

it.

—

a job. He got just that a small
job at a small salary.
"Then I forgot about him hardly knew
he was on the payroll until one day I
got a letter from the International Correspondence Schools telling me that he had
enrolled for a course of home study. It
was remarkable the way he went ahead.
\.

J.

—

"We pay him $100 a week now and he's
going to be earning even a larger salary
some day. I wish we had more men
like him."

HOW domenyou

stand

when your employer checks up

his
for promotion?
Does he think of you?
Is there any reason why you should be selected?
Ask yourself these questions fairly. You must face

them if you expect advancement and more money.
One hour after supper each night spent with the
C. S. in your own home will prepare you for the
position you want in the work you like best.
Put it up to us to prove it. Without
Yes, it willl
cost or obligation, just mark and mail this coupon.

I

which

tell

me

can qualify for the position or in the subject before
have marked an X:

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
Salesmanship
Advertising
Better Letters

Personnel Organization
Traffic

Management

Business

Law

Foreign Trade
Stenography and Typing
Business English

n

Banking and Banking Law

Accountancy Including C.P.A.) Civil Service
Nicholson Cost Accounting
QRailway Mail Clerk
Bookkeeping
Common School Subjects
Private Secretary
High School Subjects
Illustrating
Business Spanish
French
(

Architectural Draftsman

Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
Chemistry Q Pharmacy
Q Automobile Work

Four Classes for Players

Agriculture and Poultry

Mathematics

To

me, picture players are divided into

In the first there are only four persons.
are Joseph Schildkraut, John Barrymore,
Charlie
Chaplin,
and Lillian
I put Mr. Schildkraut in not for
Gish.
his work on the screen so far, but for
the exquisite, subtle artistry cl his stage

They

.State..

Occupation...
Persona residing in Canada should send this coupon to the
International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,

Montreal, Canada.

Have You

Good and

SEA STORIES MAGAZINE? Exciting
# What's Wrong with Your Dresses?

Ever Read

7/lW! \

$60.00 lor a $21.00 gown?
you can easily learn Dress and Costume
Designing and Making dining your spare moments

TEN WEEKS
Dress and Costume Designers Frequently Earn
IN

Every woman should design and make her

THEIR
own evening gowns,

dresses, waists, skirts, lingerie, wraps, coats and suits at onethird the shop price. Send coupon -today sure.
|

S38.60

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF HUMOR
Office B.

414 Park Bldg.. Cleveland. Ohio

FARN MONEY
^ AT HOME
'S/OUcan make $15 to $60 weekly

We

in your spare
canvassing or

No

time writing show cards.

you by our new simple
Directograph system, pay you cash each week
and guarantee you steady work. Write for full
particulars and free booklet.
soliciting.

instruct

WEST-ANGUS SHOW CARD SERVICE
70 Colborne Building

Toronto, Can.

An /dea
Far A Movie Star?

ffave Yau.

WHITE FDR
THE MOVIES
B igMnnEy/n/t moving picture
wanted by producers

Ideas

for

plays

in any form at once for our free exadvice.
Previous experience un-

necessary.

This is not a school.
We have no course, plan,
book, system or other instruction matter to sell you.
A strictly bona fide service for those who would
turn their talents into dollars.
An Interesting Booklet

"The Photoplay

in

the Making"

Sent free for the asking.

BRISTOL PHOTOPLAY STUDIOS
Suite 602 E, Bristol Building,

SMALL

New York,

N. Y.

30DAYS FREE

TRIAL

SIZE.

or over,

to $100 a Week
$45
MANY START PARLORS
OWN HOMES

You can save

1

—

Why pay

Women — Girls — 15

IN

A DELIGHT

Professional humorists earn
good salaries.
Our course in Humor
Writing teaches you how to originate
ideas for jokes, epigrams, stories. Learn
in your spare time
earn in your spare
time.
Markets furnished.
Write for information
material.

Submit ideas
and

four classes.

Address-.

Sagg,

jokes,

amination

Street

sgll

ries.

Big prices paid for accepted material

Airplane Engines

Name

City

pay from $1 to $5 apiece
epigrams and humorous stoTremendous demand for original

Publishers
for

suppose wigs are sometimes needed for
of certain periods of history, but
they never make for beauty, and should
be avoided whenever possible.
W. P.
Chelsea, London.

& SBth St. ©A.S.1923 CHICAGO

WRITE JOKES

plays

Blue Print Beading
Contractor and Builder

Machine Shop Practice
Railroad Positions
Gas Engine Operating
Civil Engineer
Surveying and Mapping
Mining
Metallurgy
Steam Engineering Radio

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dept. II-B76 Urexel At.

Think how much John Barrymore would
by wearing a wig in "Hamlet !" I

Architect

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman

this simplified
School Course at home
years. Meets all requirements for entrance to college and the leading professions. _ This
and thirty-eix other practical courses are described in oox
Free Bulletin. Send for it TODAY.

two

Inside

lose

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Electrical Engineering
Ulectric Lighting

— well,

the pretty girl who
puts on a wig puts on an extinguisher.
One can always detect the horrid things.
The hair on a wig never turns back naturally from the face, but bunches clumsily out, concealing the brows and the
nice little ears, and making the wearer's
figure look positively topheavy.
As for
the men, hardly any of them contrive to
look'handsome in a wig; for such a great
part of a man's good looks depends on the
barber, on the way in which his hair grows
away from his forehead, and on the
shapely curve of the back of his head.

I

DBusiness Management
Dlndustrial Management

yellow locks.

for wigs

High School Course
in 2 Years You can complete
High

same with the treatment

of the hair: these people won't let well
enough alone. Apparently they don't think
straight hair is seemly, and if the heroine
has to appear with her hair flowing loose,
it is never straight hair, by any chance.
All the schoolgirls in the movies have
their tresses tortured into masses of corkscrew curls or marcel waves, making them
look older th
they should, and sometimes even rather vulgar.
I remember
my joy when, in some bygone play, I saw
pretty Mary Minter tumble into the raging sea.
It wasn't spite on my part.
I
rejoiced because she fell in with a most
formidable bush of curled hair, like a
hairdresser's wax model, and she came
out looking sweet enough for King Cophetua's beggar maid, with her lank,

As

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 4566-C, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation on my part, please

just the

straight,

I.

how

is

.State

City.

Hundreds

of

Women Are

Learning Millinery By Mail
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^
*T
Address.

lnstilute

R che ster.N.Y:
Send
me at

A

ONCE,

rV
y

p ran y|
e

free

ot

any charge whatever
sample lessons from
Home Study System
here checked.
Dress Making
Millinery
the

14-kt. Solid White Gold Wrist-Watch: latest Oval-Shape,
beautifully engraved. Silk Ribbon band. Guaranteed
Ruby and Sapphire Jeweled Movement and Perfect
Time-keeper, in Velvet Gift Box.
Special Advertising Offer. Send only $2 down,
watch comes to you postpaid, you have 30 days' time to
decide and convince. If you keep watch, send us $2 a
month for 8 months, full price only $18. Satisfaction
Guaranteed, or your deposit promptly refunded upon return of watch. Our stock is limited, order yours at once

GUARANTY WATCH

CO.

p^r^-Er^K
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performances.
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has appeared in pic-

though, so the fans know him.
In the second class are Richard Barthelmess, Norma Talmadge, Bert Lytell,
Jackie Coogan, Glenn Hunter, Eric von
Stroheim, and a few, a very few, more.
In the third, Constance Talmadge, Dortures,

Learn to Draw

"Interested/''

Commercial

Cartoonists,

Illustrators,

earn big money.
$25 to $100 a
week and more. Learn at home in spare
time under personal direction of one of
America's most famous newspaper, magazine, advertising artists of 35 years' successful experience.
Artists

BE AN ARTIST /IrVe
/

fascinating profes-

Delightful,

Wonderful new home-

eion.

'

couFon

WASHINGTON SCHOOL
OF ART, Inc.,

„m
RM

Btady method makes drawing / R
p„,_
,Q _
dg- '
easy! Send coupon or postal toda?
wa?J£rt£S D.
n C.
i?
Washington.
forspecial offer toll in* of complete /
Artist's Outfit FREE to new stu- ,
Send me particulars of FREE
dents. Write for handsome book.
'
ARTIST'S OUTFIT offer and
"How to Become an Artist." / Free Book, "How to Become an
Don'tdelay write or send cou- ,
Artist."
pon at once. Address
/

/

M JL„

—

/

Washington School

othy Gish, Monte Blue, and several others.
In the fourth, such players as Gloria
Swanson, Agnes Ayres, Milton Sills, Bebe
Daniels, and I can think of about a dozen
more who belon? there.
About Rodolph Valentino I am unde-

Suppose we remember his Julio
cided.
and Gallardo, and say second class.

Home

at

Name

f (State whether Mr., Mr...
/ Addregg
Room 2129 MardenBIdg^ /
Washington, D. C. / City
State-

or Miss,

of Art, Inc.,

Walbert Apartments, Baltimore, Maryland.

A

Criticism of Fan Critics

should like to impart a word of muchneeded advice to most of the fans who
contribute such amusing letters to your
department.
It seems to me that those
fans who, with the profundity and wisdom of Confucius (?) attempt, in a single sentence, to catalogue and pigeonhole
this star, and lower or elevate that one,
are taking upon themselves a task impossible of accomplishment and as absurd as
I

it

is

impossible.

Unless one has been trained in the art
of dramatic criticism, either through study
and keen observation, or keen observation
augmented by a refined taste acquired
through seeing at leas f a goodly number oE
the finest plays and photoplays, the reading of the classics, et cetera, one can give
no more than an extremely superficial
and casual criticism, likely to savor of
prejudice-

and petty complaints.

do not mean to say that the average
person cannot detect a stupid photoplay,
or is deceived by an actor who never could
or would be able to act. That requires
hardly any brains and no ability at all.
But I most emphatically declare that it is
absurd for a person living, sa}', in Stony
Creek, Benson, Detroit, or even Boston
and New York, who is not well read.more
or less traveled, and acquainted with at
least the fundamental rules of acting, and,
I

You can earn

$15 to $50 a week writing' show
cards in yonr own home. So canvassing. A
pleasant profitable profession easily and quickly
learnt by our new simple graphic block Bystem.
Artistic ability not necessary. "We teach you
how, and supply you with work Distance no
object. Full particulars and booklet free.

—

,

'

|

—

—
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Write ror catalog mentioning stndy desired to

IRWIN,

D.

43 W. 72d St.
Between B'way

'

&

Secretary
New York

Central Park

City

West

MAKE MONEY
AT HOME
VOU CAN earn $
at

home

to $2 an hour writing show cards
in your spare time.
Quickly and easily
I

learned by our new simple "Instructograph"
method. No canvassing or soliciting. We teach you
how, guarantee you steady work at home, no matter
where you live, and pay you cash each week. Full
particulars and booklet free. Write to-day.

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SYSTEM LIMITED
Authorized and Fully Paid Capital, One Million Dollars
Toronto, Canada.
236 Adams Bldg.

therefore, free from a narrow and provincial viewpoint, to attempt to dissect the
art of Lillian Gish, Norma Talmadge, Ar-

the Barn-mores, Barthelmess, and
Henry Walthall, or to show wherein Bert
Lytell, Lewis Stone, Kosloff, Betty Compson. May McAvoy,- and a host of others
might have bettered their performance.
True dramatic criticism never descends
to the personal; never confuses the person with the actor and it positively never
indulges in useless mud-slinging, which,
like a boomerang, reflects only on the
liss,

author of such remarks.
Until the fans realize this, their opinions are not worthy of consideration.
John R. Myers.

Warren, Rhode

own
start you in business— furnish
everything and guarantee to teach
you Show Card Writing by our New
Simple Method— No canvassing—
experience unnecessary - we pay cash each week no
matter where you live.

SHOW CARD SCHOOL
Detroit, Mich.

2230 Dinan Bids.,

from a commonplace

story. Situations like
this are taking place around you every day.
Right in your own street, in the house next

door, in your

Island.

home, a great drama

Please send

me

your booklet and terms free.

Address
City

State

being

Why can't you build a plot around it? The
successful photodramatists use the simplest
themes; the biggest pictures are built around
trivial incidents of everyday life. The successful screen writers are men and women
who see the dramatic value of everyday ocfew years ago these men and
curences.
women were receiving ordinary salaries for
doing humble tasks. Now their incomes are
thousands and tens of thousands of dollars
yearly.

A

Not

Skilled Writers
Just Ordinary

Men and Women
You do

not need writing ability. It is not hard to
write a photoplay synopsis when you understand
the principles of dramatic construction and photoplay technique.
If you want to write stories— if in your daydreams
you make up tales about yourself you are creating.
And remember, it does not take fine writing, but just
the instinct to create and a knowledge of photoplay
construction. If you are ambitious, if you are really
anxious to write film stories, certainly you want to
find out just what advantages and opportunities this
profession offers you.

—

Producers

Your
They must have

Want

Stories

only thing
the motion picture industry lacks. All the leaders
the profession are demanding plots, looking everywhere for them. Your opportunities as a screen
writer in the opinion of the film authorities are fully
explained in 32-page, illustrated book, "The Van VTiet
Plan of Writing for the Movies" is outlined. The
book is yours FREE if you are interested in writing
for the screen. Send the coupon today.
stories. Plots are the

little

fits

all

in his or

one
her

niche.

But I must confess to one weakness
I have a soft spot in my heart for some
I saw
stars, those I have seen personally.
Charlie Chaplin. He was on location, takinsr the border scenes in "The Pilgrim."
He posed for me it is my most treasured snapshot. I saw Jack Holt, Viola
Dana, Jackie Coogan, Ben Turpin, and
Mary and
Phyllis Haver in California
Dou? in Victoria, British Columbia, and
Wesley Barry here in Helena.
How I enioyed Aeries Smith's trip to
"Mecca." How familiar it seemed. We,

—

2537 So. State

Van

St.

Dept. B-128

Continued on page 103

Chicago

Vliet Institute
2537 S. State St., Dept B-128 Chicago

Please send me, without cost, yonr o'^-pag-e book telling about
the Van Vliet Plan of Writing for the Movies, and about my
opportunities as a screen writer. 1 understand there is no
obligation.

;

Name

is

lived.

Chaplin Posed for This Fan Photographer

—they are

We

Could you recognize the vital dramatic
scene— and write a scenario
about it ?
It is a scene from the Rex Ingram Production (Metro Pictures Corporation), "The
Conquering Power." A great drama built up
situation in this

;

Dorothy Lewis said it
big family and each one

DETROIT

Could You Write a
Story Like This?

Name
Address —
City

State

—
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Get a Job Like These
$

Eam 3500 to W.000aYear
a® Years ©Id-

Makes Almost
$500 a Month
Harold Hastings of
Somers, Mass., says:

on my
electrical business
amounts to $475.00 a
month. My success is
due entirely to your

"The

profit

You make

instruction.

your men just what
Electrical
you say

—

Experts. No man will
ever make a mistake
enrolling
for
your
course."

Diekerscn Gets
$7500 a Year
$30 a

earned

"I

week when

I

started

in the

Biflf J»ay Field of

EltHCTMUCITY
It's your own fault if you don't earn more.
Blame yourself if you
stick to your small pay job when I have made it so easy for you to
earn $3500 to $10,000 a year as an electrical expert. Electrical Experts are badly
needed. Thousands of men must be trained at once. One billion dollars a year is
being spent for electrical expansion and everything is ready but the men. Will you
answer the call of this big pay field? Will you get ready now for the big job I will
help you get? The biggest money of your life is waiting for you.

a week
—SSOthrough
half

with you

when

your course. Now I
clean up at the rate
of
$7500 a year.
Thank you a thousand times for what
you did for me. Electricity pays big on the
farm." Herbert M.
Dickerson,
Warrentown, Va.

SZO.OO a

I

Will Train You at Home

I will train you just like I trained the six men whose pictures you see here.
Just
I have trained thousands of other men
ordinary, everyday sort of fellows
pulling them out of
the depths of starvation wages into jobs that pay $12.00 to $30.00 a day. Electricity offers you more
opportunities bigger opportunities than any other line and with my easily learned spare time course,
I can fit you for one of the biggest jobs in a few short months' time.

—

like

—

—

—

,

Quick and Easy to Learn

Day Cor

Sc to reck
"Use my name as a
reference and depend
on me as a booster.
The biggest thing I
ever did was answer
your advertisement.
I am averaging better

Don't let any doubt about your being able to do what these other men have
done rob you of your just success.
Pence and Morgan and these ^>ther fellows didn't have a thing on
you when they started. You can easily duplicate- their success. Age, lack of experience or lack of
education makes no difference.
Start just as you are -and I will guarantee the result with a signed
money back guarantee bond. If you are not 100% satisfied with my course it won't cost you a cent.

than $500 a month
from my own business
now. I used to make
$18.00 a week." A.

Free—Electrical Working Outfit and Tools

Schreck,

Phoenix,

Ariz.

In addition to giving my students free employment service and free consultation
I give them also a complete working outfit.
This includes tools, measuring instruments, material
and a real electric motor the finest beginners' outfit ever gotten together. You do practical work
right from the start.
After the first few lessons it enables you to make extra money every week doing
odd electrical jobs in your spare time. Some students make as high as $25 to $35 a week in spare time
service,

Fence Earns
$9000 a Year
W. E. Pence,

—

work while

CheWash., says:
"Your course put me
where I am today, Mr.
Cooke making $750
a month doing automobile electrical work
—think of it— $9000
a year. Besides that

learning.

This outfit

is all

FREE.

halis.

BOOK—

Mail Coupon Sor FREE
The Vital Facts of the Electrical Industry

—

I

am my own

My

wife joins

boss.

me

in

thanking you for what

you did

for us."

my

—

stand behind it." J.
R. Morgan, Delaware,
Ohio.

—

—

$30 to $50 a Say
Sor J. K. Morgan
"When I started on
your course I was a
carpenter's helper,
earning around $5.00
a day. Now I make
from $30 to $50 a day
and am busy all the
time. Use this letter
if
you want to

—

The coupon below will bring you
big free electrical book over 100 interesting pictures. The real dope about your opportunities in electricity positive proof that you, too, can
earn $3500 to $10,000 a year. Send for it now. Along with the book I will send you a sample lesson,
a credit check allowing you a $45.50 reduction, my guarantee bond and particulars of the most wonderful
pay-raising course in the world. Send the coupon now this very second may be the turning point in
your life. Send it while the desire for a better job and more money is upon you, to
L. L.

COOKE,

Chief Engineer

Chicago Engineering Works
DEPT.
44-B

2150 Lawrence Ave., Chicago

The Cooke
Trained Nan
is

the Big

Pay Man
'

I

Spare Time Work
Pays Stewart
$100 a

Month

"Your course has
already

obtained

a

substantial
increase
in pay for me and
made it possible for
me to make at least
$100 a month in spare

time work. You can
shout this at the weak

who haven't
made up their minds

fellows

to do something yet."

Earl Stewart, Corona,
Calif.

/
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/CRITICS may
V* may protest

dismiss her plays with a cynical air of disdain, dignified persons
against her scant attire, but whenever Mae Murray is billed at
a theater there is pretty sure to be a good line-up at the box office. It's a safe
guess that this will happen again when she appears in her next picture. "The
French Doll." In it she will appear as in the picture above.

Shopping
In which you are told

you do

at

your

why

it

local theater,

is

and

that

you

for Pictures

get the kind of pictures

why you

often

fail

to have the

opportunity of seeing the kind

you would

like to see.

By Agnes Smith
Illustrated

If

your

by Lui Trugo

theater

is

a small one

in

a sparsely

community your exhibitor cannot pay a
hundred and fifty dollars a night for film rental
when he doesn't take in anywhere near that
much at the box office.
settled

has long been
IT Magazine
that

the

—

—

contention of Picture-Play
movie fan or better still a
group of movie fans can demand and get the sort
of attractions he wants to see at his local theater, that
he may choose his movie entertainment just as he selects his favorite brands of soup, flour, or butter.
But
the fan who knows exactly how to go shopping in a
grocery store, may wonder just how one goes about
shopping in a motion-picture theater.
He goes on
meekly accepting an inferior grade of goods from this
theater because the whole business of marketing films
is a mystery to him.
He may wonder what becomes
of the good pictures that are recommended by Picturethe

—

—

Play Magazine and why his local theater manager so
consistently shows the mediocre ones.
And so this article is written to clear up some questions that are pretty foggy in the mind of the average
fan:
does our theater show an uneven grade of
goods instead of a varied and judicious selection of
the worth-while pictures?
do we see a great
many pictures featuring certain stars while the productions of other stars, just as good, never reach us at all?
are some of the good pictures so old when they
_

Why

Why

Why

reach our town

them?

Is

trained on the production forces the
players and directors
and so the distributors and exhibitors
are left in congenial
darkness to do what might be called the dirty work.
After the film has been completed at the studio,
through what channels does it pass before it reaches
you? Let us say that you have read about a certain
interesting production.
You are anxious to see it, and
you wait for it to come along at your local theater.
But your theater manager doesn't book it. Perhaps it
never comes to your town at all, although a lot of other
persons beside yourself want to see it, too. Meanwhile,
week after week, pictures are shown which you know
by the very posters to be cheap and inferior. Where is
the hitch? Does the fault lie with the wholesale dealer
or with the retailer in your community?
If you could trace the film from the studio, where
it was made, you would find that it passed into the
hands of the distributor.
The film distributing companies have branch offices, called '"exchanges," in all
the big cities of the country; the exchange cities are

that we have lost interest in seeing
the policy of our local theater- governed by

public taste or by some mysterious business arrangement?
To answer these questions, you must be patient while
I take a plunge into the underworld of the movie business and explain to you the grimy workings of the vast

machinery that keeps the glittering and gorgeous stars
and directors in their shining positions at the top of the
world.

The movie business is divided into three parts production, distribution, and exhibition. You know a good
deal about production.
All the publicity limelight is
:

known as "key cities," and each exchange is allotted a
certain number of prints of each picture to supply to
the theaters in its territory. The rental for films ranges
from ten dollars a night to as high as two thousand
dollars a week.
Of course some pictures sell for less
than five dollars or for more than two thousand, but
these are exceptional instances.
So far, so simple but now the plot begins to thicken,
;

Some distribution companies have
so listen attentively.
a great many branch offices while others are concentrated
only in the big cities. Thus, if you live in a small town
that is a long distance from any of the big key cities
you are likely to see a great many Universal pictures
because Universal, with its large number of exchanges
is likely to have one nearer your town than most of
the other companies.
With your theater manager, it
is simply a case of shopping at the nearest store.

Shopping
Now

perhaps your theater is a small one in a sparsely
community. The manager cannot afford to pay
one hundred and fifty dollars a night for film rental
when he doesn't take in anywhere near that much at
the box office. So you see- there are a few valid reasons
why it is sometimes physically and financially impossible
for you to see the best pictures as soon as they are
released; why, you may have to wait for a year before
the big pictures reach your local thesettled

for, naturally, the rental prices
decline as the pictures get older.
But if there are in some cases a few
valid reasons for your failure to get
good pictures, there are a hundred
other reasons why
no matter where
ater,

—
—

your
theater
you
shortis
are
changed in the matter of amusement.
I have told you that the movie business is divided into three parts production, distribution, and exhibition.
In some cases each of these branches
is conducted separately.
But in others
the producer who makes the pictures
also distributes them and, moreover,
either owns or controls the larger theaters in which you see them.
Thus,
:

as Famous
pictures which
distributed by Paramount, their
company, in theaters either owned

Mr. Zukor and Mr. Lasky,
Players-Lasky,
are

own

make

for

17

Pictures
This policy of exclusion

is

so tight that

when Elaine

Hammerstein happened to appear in a picture at the
Capitol Theater, she was hailed by the reviewers as a
new star on Broadway. And yet she had been playing
in pictures for many years.
But her company was not
a theater-owning concern and she was unknown to the
theatergoers in the vicinity of Forty-second Street, who
only go to the so-called picture palaces.
Beside their New York theaters the big
companies maintain a policy of controlling
one theater in each of the "key cities."
Through this theater they are able to influence the public and the exhibitors of the
territory.
If Paramount shows a picture
for a week's run in Dallas, Texas, the news
of that picture's success, carried by the

newspapers and by word-of-mouth comall the small towns near by
The bigand creates a demand for it.

ment, reaches

city advertising

is

valuable to the exhibitor

in the smaller towns.

On the other hand, an equally meritorious attraction which hasn't the prestige of
advantageous big-city showings, has to be
shown

as a fly-by-night attraction.

Naturally the big companies with welloiled distribution machinery and a
hold on the important theaters in the
big cities are in a wonderful position
over gold bricks on the public
and they would be jarore than human
if they didn't take advantage of it.
to slip

or dominated by the

same company.
Metro produces and distributes pictures which are shown in Marcus
Loew's theaters. Mr. Loew is one of
The Assothe head men in Metro.

If thev make one really
do.
picture out of every five, they
are doing pretty well by the public.
Even if the patrons of the bigger theciated First National Exhibitors' ciraters don't throng to the box office,
cuit pays certain independent producthe companies can sell these pictures
ers a percentage of the income of their
This tiny cartoon illustrates why you
in the smaller towns and clean up just
pictures and places them in theaters
can't have just the cream of the market.
on the strength of the manufactured
which hold a First National franchise
The distributors use their biggest box"success."
theaters of which the managers are
office attractions as a means of getting
I boring you ?
in a way partners and shareholders in
Be patient and
the poorer pictures shown.
First National. To some extent, GoldI will soon get to the most exciting
wyn and Fox operate on the same principle as Para- angle of the business and prove to you that Jesse James
mount.
To continue these few comlived before his time.
In the big cities it is possible for these companies
panies cannot always keep a theater supplied with
enough of their own productions in the outlying neighto keep their own theaters supplied with their own prodThus in
uct exclusively.
York, the Rialto and
borhoods and in the small ttfwns where the programs
the Rivoli show nothing but Paramount pictures, except
have to be changed several times a week and so they
on the rare occasions when some other producer buys
share these screens with other companies. For instance,
the house for a week. The Capitol sticks pretty closely
an exhibitor may tie up with Paramount and Goldwyn
to Goldwyn.
The Strand holds a First National fran- for four days and have the rest of the week for other
chise.
These three companies control ninety per cent
productions.
of the presentations made in the four big theaters on
In the small communities, the big companies don't
Broadway. Many a poor picture has been shown in
bother about buying theaters or about tying up theaters
each of these houses just to impress the small-town
they are able to go out and club the
in their circuits
exhibitors later on.
theater manager into insensibilitv with a contract. When

They

A

—

i

Am

:

New

;

To the film
salesman, the
exhibitor
crook.

is

a

To the

exhibitor the

salesman
thief.

is

a
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Shopping
The

salesmen pull

exhibitors

off

at

When one of the big companies decides to make an
extra-good picture, it immediately lists that picture
as a "special" and doubles or otherwise increases the
rental.
If the exhibitor wants to get the special,
he has not only to pay the extra freight, but also
to sign up for a series of "weak sisters."
Almost
all the pictures with any claim- to big box-office success are sold as specials.
In other words, it is ten
chances to one that your local theater manager cannot book a really fine picture without letting himself
in for several pictures that are not so good.

the
the

floors of their branches

before

the

buyer

can

prospective

reach

Pictures

for

his

original destination.

It is impossible for him to book the cream of the
market because the companies have devised a hun-

dred different ways to squelch the ambitions of the
independent booker. The exhibitors have tried to. band
together in the interests of independent bookings,
First,
but they are up against it on three counts.
the companies have the financial advantage secondly,
;

men

small towns aren't able to join in the
arrangement; thirdly, the exhibitors fight among
themselves like a bunch of truck drivers.
does this affect the stars? It affects some
of them in the pocketbook.
Many of the biggest stars
withdrew from the bigger
companies because their pictures and the profits from their
pictures were used to exploit
the weak sisters. Only a few stars like Mary Pickford,
Douglas Fairbanks, Harold Lloyd, and Charlie Chaplin
are strong enough to overcome the booking difficulties.
Mary Pickford has been extremely fair to the exhibitors.
She saves on the production cost of her pictures
so that they can be sold at a reasonable rental.
Fairbanks' pictures are more expensive and therefore have
to be sold at a higher figure.
Chaplin, of course, goes
everywhere, and so does Lloyd, although he has no
formidable distribution company back of him. But except for these stars of the greatest popularity, the

the

in

How

exhibitors and salesmen begin to sign contracts, that's
where the fun begins, and that's where most of the
real business is (tone.
The war for a model form of
honest film-renting contract has been waging for years.
These long and involved documents imply mutual dishonesty, dislike, and distrust. To the film salesman, the
exhibitor is a crook.
To the exhibitor, the salesman is
a thief.
So naturally the business of selling films is as
exciting and picturesque as the old days of piracy.
The film salesman is a hard-boiled egg who could
sell water wings to mountain climbers.
He knows all
the theaters in his territory
how much they are able
to pay for films, the running expenses, and the boxoffice receipts.
He has them classified in three categories: highbrows, mediums, and shooting galleries.
highbrow theater is a place with a symphony orchestra
and trained ushers.
medium is a neighborhood theater with a family clientele.
shooting gallery is a
dime show in a shabby street.
The object of the salesman is to get wide bookings
for bad pictures and big rentals for good pictures.
If
he finds the exhibitor is making more money than is
healthy for him on a certain type of picture, he holds
out for more rental the next chance he gets. The company he works for inspires him to do this. It is. however, willing to give the exhibitor a steady supply of
mediocre or poor pictures at a comparatively reasonable
Most of the big companies make a certain prorate.
portion of pictures which they know in advance will be
They need these to
just average productions at best.
supply the cheaper theaters.
you ask, why is it that
so many of these
;

A

A

A

Now

Why

theaters ?
don't the exhibitors just buy. the

the

of

market

?

The

answer is that
if
they would
they

could

they can't.

and

—and —

their sales reports are valuable.
other times, they are simply demonstrating that perfect salesmanship is selling the public something it
doesn't want.
their pictures

At

pic-

mediocre

tures are shown
at even the best

cream

independent producer has a hard time.
The companies are very generous in renting films
featuring stars who are on the decline.
I don't hear
any kicks about the rentals for the Mary Miles Minter
or Dorothy Dalton productions.
And they are equally
good when they are trying to put over an unknown
star.
Just at present Famous Players-Lasky is trying
to push Walter Hiers as a new comedy star, and the
salesmen are seeing to it that his films have wide disIf Hiers goes over as a big
tribution at small prices.
box-office success, the price of his pictures will go up,
and they won't be so easy to get.
The sales force has a great deal to say about the*
production policy of any company. The salesmen can.
make or unmake stars. Many times they are honestly
your opinion of the stars
reflecting public sentiment

—but

5$

If the picture is

a "weak sister" you can cause your

exhibitor considerable pain by staying

away from

it.

Shopping

for

Several years ago the sales force of Goldwyn held
a convention at the studios in Culver City. Will Rogers'
contract was about to expire and Rogers was asking
He deserved it his pictures were
for more money.
a credit to the screen. At a luncheon given by Mr.
Goldwyn, the salesmen were asked to speak and tell
"Withthe stars about the popularity of their pictures.

tenth floor this is to prevent the salesmen working for
the exchanges on the lower floors from sandbagging
Becustomers intended for the top-floor companies.
cause both salesmen and exhibitors are so superstitious,
there is no thirteenth floor; the numbering skips from
twelve to fourteen.
An}- merchant and the exhibitor is supposed to be
a merchant who allows himself to be ruled by these
tactics deserves all that is coming to him.
Then, too, the exhibitor is not so rabid against the
;

;

—

out a dissenting voice, they testified that Rogers' pictures were as hard to sell as buggy whips.
Rogers was present. To put it bluntly, he thought
the salesmen were a bunch of liars.
It struck him as
a strange coincidence that such statements were forthcoming at a time when he was asking more money
on a new contract. Had the salesmen been
coached to talk against him? Anyway, there

was no new contract

;

just

—

•

"trusts" as you might believe. Unless the trust actively
robs him and forces him out of business, he is rather
complacent he doesn't mind running four weak sisters
to get one good picture unless the public
walks out on him and he begins to lose
money. If he can sell you bad pictures
;

a mutual disagree-

without a protest he is going to do it. Why?
Because, unless there is a definite slump at
the box office, he can make more money
from a poor picture at a cheap rental than
he can from a good picture that costs sevMany exhibitors only
eral times as much.
book the good specials to keep up the prestige of their theater and to keep the other
In the face of
fellow from geting them.
competition from another theater, the
exhibitor cannot afford to pass up a
good thing even if it is offered to

ment.

Perhaps you think that the salesmen are all
villains and that the theater managers are the
lambs thrown to the wolves. Xot at all at
least the salesmen are capable of showing a
And
certain cunning and animal intelligence.
many of them can read and write and add up
figures.
If the salesman is willing and
;

eager to steal the exhibitor's watch, the
exhibitor would murder the salesman's
grandmother for her wedding ring.
In addition to which it is safe to say
that the average exhibitor does business
on the basis of greed, dark ignorance,
and black superstition. You cannot exactly blame the so-called trusts for
rifling his box office.
Maybe you think
these are hard words.
But listen to

19

Pictures

at cutthroat prices, and the film
salesmen, by playing rival exhibitors
against each other, land many a sale
have been started, but they always
which never could be made were there
»
die a painless death.
no competition.
I may be doing your local manager
some true stories.
an injustice when I say that most 'exhibitors are such
The building which houses most of the exchanges in stupid business men that they have allowed a handful
New York City" is properly called the Forty Thieves of men to run them from a profitable field and that
Building. Do the salesmen and the exhibitors do busithey are not intelligent judges of a product they have
ness in a dignified or even an orderly fashion?
They been handling for years. You may be fortunate in
do not; most of the selling goes on in the near-by beanhaving a decent and intelligent theater manager. But
eries and on the sidewalk.
Back of the signing of a I have read so many reports from exhibitors that I
mutually fraudulent contract are a hundred unwritten,
They are gendon't hold their brains in high regard.
mysterious and Oriental bargains.
the
erally regarded as the weakest link in the chain
The more important exchanges are situated on the greatest stumbling block in the way of getting better
upper floors of the building.
The salesmen ride up productions.
and down in the elevators and pull the exhibitors off
Here are some reasons, given by exhibitors, why
at the floors of their branches before the prospective
pictures are rejected: "The Little Church Around the
buyer can reach his original destination. To fight this
"Passion"
Corner"- my patrons don't like ministers
sort of trading, some elevators make no stops below the
Continued on page 92

him

Many "Leagues for

Better Films"

.

—

—

;
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Not

to

Be Pigeon

Dorothy Mackaill eludes classification as any
types, and that according to a casting agent

By Helen
IlllllilllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllilllllllW

He shuffled the papers on his desk and settled the
immediate destinies of four well-known leading women
and near stars without a nicker of enthusiasm one
morning when I was in his office. Out in his reception room persons who command daily homage in fan
mail and weekly checks in large figures sat waiting to
see him. I began to wonder if even a Gish, a Swanson,
or a Normand coming in there could arouse his interest.

Then there was a rustle in the outside office, several
voices called out, "Hello, Dorothy," and the usually
blase casting agent turned to me beaming.
"There's a girl who is going to do big things."
is
"Why?" I gasped in surprise. "How?

Who

she?"

"She is genuine and she
Dorothy Mackaill."

is

different.

That's enough.

It's

"Follies" girl.
I knew the name.
Somebody or
Other
probably her press agent said she was one of
the eight most beautiful girls in America. Didn't recall
ever having seen her.
few minutes later we had met, decided it was
too nice a day to sit in any one's office, and adjourned
And in less
to a window tea table in a near-by hotel.
time than it takes a taxicab to run down three pedestrians I had decided that the casting director was
right.
Dorothy Mackaill is different.
Unlike most "Follies" girls she does not simulate
the innocence and naivete of a nine-year-old child. She
seems to be in full possession of her faculties, and
she doesn't prattle on about how sweet and wonderful the world is.
She admits, when hard pressed, that
most of her fellow chorines were awful cats who
thought she was perfectly harmless because she didn't
enter the gold-digging race for
fur
and diamonds.
coats
Even now with a weekly
salary that approaches
the thousand mark,
she wears a com-

—

—

A

the headquarters of the most important casting agent In
York feminine players are regarded as casually as
rubber stamps in an office. The shipping clerk reaches
quite automatically for the wooden stump that carries the
"Fragile; handle with care" imprint. With equal nonchalance
a casting agent summons Miss-Blah when he has an ingenue

IN New

To him all feminine players are catalogued
vamps, and heavies.
It seems brutal to an outsider.
I have sat in his office and
seen beautiful and ambitious young girls come in and work
hard to impress him. Some of them seemed startlingly original and individual to trie. But not to his practiced eye. When
they had gone he would pigeonhole them briefly with "She'll
do for a genteel heavy," or "Another would-be Gish. There
can't be any of them left in the small towns."
role to be filled.

as cuties, simps,

fortable soft hat and
a plain camel's hair
sport coat.

When she is not working
more than ten hours a
day on a picture, Dorothy
Mackaill diligently goes
through the beauty exercises
she learned as a
Ziegfeld "Follies" girU

holed
of the

standard

means

greatness.

Klumph

Mentally.,

she

is

diiterent,

resisted the onrush of Russian literature that
has engulfed even the hattoo.

She has

check girls on Broadway. She
looked at the tales that were

Red and morbid and went back
to

her beloved '"Penrod."

She doesn't season her conversation with "'Who's Who."
of Broadway, to my
mind, is the habit players get
of backing up their opinions
with references to the Zukors,
the Laskys. the Schulbergs,
the Rowlands, the Loews, and
the Ziegfelds. I never should
have known on what friendly
terms she is with some of the
most distinguished people of
Signboard Center if I hadn't

The curse

walked over to Broadway with
her one afternoon and been
stopped about every three
while
steps
she
explained.
"Yes. I was awfully sorry I

do that picture for
but I was working."
Her chief triumph, it seems

couldn't
you.,

to

me.

lies in

the fact that al-

She has poetic eves and a sort of apple-blossom beauty.

is

self-made

she

looks helpless and yielding.

She was studying dancing in
Hull, England, when war hardships made so many demands on
her family that she thought it

was time she
shifted for herself.

She got her mother's

permission

—

to

go to London to
do war work, I believe

ere

— but

she.

a

once

headed

job in the
couldn't have
step I believe that they
re engaged her for the
er soft, blond hair and

it

If

for

she

:

her limpid, blue eyes. At any rate Dorothy got along
famously, and when the show went to Paris to play
at the Casino she went along.
She didn't see much future there so she decided to
come to America. She didn't have any money, her parents wouldn't give their consent, and the English consul said he couldn't approve her passport without their
permission until she was of age. That seemed a long
time to wait, and somewhere in her theatric experience
Dorothy had stumbled upon that go-getter gem of philosophy of Shakespeare's 'Tn the bright lexicon of youth
there is no such word as fail."
So she went back to England, found she couldn't get
a passport there, flew back to Paris with another show,
and finally convinced the consul there that she was beSome friends who
ing sent to America with a troupe.
came over with her loaned her what money she needed,
and she felt that all her troubles were over.
As she neared Xew York she began to feel strangely
out of everything. There were no friends to meet her
Continued on page 98
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"Safety,
Harold Lloyd's

latest

this article explains

"high and dizzy" type of pic

how

he gave the

illusion of doing

By Edwin
lllllllllllllllllllllllltllllllllllllilllllllllillU

He was on top of a roughly
structure, which had apparently been
left incomplete, for the scaffolding was still showing.
It was close to the outer edge of the building and
rose for all of two stories above the roof, and if the
comedian had slipped and fallen, it certainly looked
could be no mistake

built

!

wall-like

as if he might be in danger of tumbling nearly fournoted, however, that
teen stories to the street.
he had some protection, afforded by a sort of narrow
platform that jutted out a few feet in our direction,
but except for a rather shaky extension of the parathis had neither fence nor rail to
pet on one side
which he might cling in case he lost his balance or
stumbled and fell from the parapet.
"High and dizzy again !" the office girl exclaimed.
"Gee, what a nerve !" It was thrilling enough to be
sure, but after the first rush of excitement wr as over
it all began to look very strange and puzzling instead.
I couldn't quite make out what it was all about.
What struck me as remarkable was not the apparThat, I realized, was considerent daring of Lloyd.
able of its kind, though he was not really doing anything extremely hazardous for one accustomed to taking
moderate risks. More puzzling to me, after a moment,
was the fact that the back of the set w as apparently
toward us. I couldn't for the life of me make out
what the comedian was trying to do. I couldn't see
how he expected to be photographed to any advantage,
for to all intents and purposes the false structure on
which he was standing faced in a direction different

We

—

—

r

If this

photograph gives you a thrill—i

ill

you've seen the

motion picture!

HURRY,
"This

hurry!"
shrieked
the
stenographer.
boy is going to break his neck as sure
as you live, and I do believe it's Harold Lloyd !"
And with that 'she shot up the office window and
leaned out, while we excitedly rushed to her side.
I was calling on a man whose office was on the top
floor of one of the downtown buildings in Los Angeles,
the one shown directly below, on the extreme left of
the accompanying diagram.
In front of us yawned the mighty chasm of the street.
Out of it came the roar and clangor as of many rushing waters. The mad turmoil of midday was on. Cars
clanged

across

intersections,

automobiles

way toward street corners, people dashed
else slowly moved along in turgid shopping groups. The eye took in the whole
picture at a glance, for we were all of
twelve stories above the street.
But we did not heed the familiar
sights.
Our gaze followed the upward
direction of the girl's pointing finger,

and rested on the top of the

office building directly opposite.
"There !" she exclaimed.
"Right
above the roof!" as we strained our

necks upward.
Sure enough, there he was, a young
man with horn-rimmed spectacles, perilously

balancing,

dizzily

swaying

at

a

seemingly terrible height on a sort of
parapet or ledge. Harold Lloyd there

—

fought
in

their

haste,

or
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at Last!
ture
all

is

the

one of the best
stunts

of

a

thrill

comedies ever made, and
fly" while making it.

"human

Schallert

;
from that of the building
on which it was located,
and I couldn't therefore
understand why it should
not have just as well been
built on the ground.
I
could glimpse the
camera high up on a platform to one side, on top
of the same building, but
that didn't help to solve
the question in my mind.
•Because it didn't seem that
from that angle they could
catch more than a corner
contraption
on
of
the

which Lloyd was working.
As I scratched my head
reflectively, the comedian
paused in his maneuverput his hand to his
chin
meditatively,
and
then, turning away from
ing,

us,

crouched

down and

signaled to somebody on
the roof of the building.
He seemed to be in a bit
of a quandary himself,
For the first part of the climb, a reproduction of the lower
part of the real budding was built in the studio, and Lloyd
climbed up a ways until it got too risky.

—

I didn't wonder at that, although I doubted
However, at
his perplexity could equal mine.

and
if

For the shots of
sort which

this

are

shown a

'human fly"
double ivas used.

walking down the

that moment, my conjecturing was interrupted by
the chap whose office I had been visiting, and who
had remained more or less silent until this time.
"I don't get this." he said.
"Let's get a better
view. I know a fellow in the weather office over
in the building on the next corner.
We'll go over
there and get out on the roof, and maybe we can
see something."
As we emerged from the elevator and started

mentally reviewed what had happened,
was some sort of trick picture. I
concluded too that it was a very thrilly sort of trick picture at that.
I then recollected that I had heard that Lloyd was working on a feature called "Safety Last," and having observed the seeminglv dangerous
nature of his antics, as well as his choice of the roof of a twelvestory building for a location, I took it for granted that this was it.
On arriving at the top of the building, which was to be our new
point of observation, we found our position a more advantageous one
Although we were now
in nearly even- respect.
Compare this picture
in fact, about
at some distance from the actual set
with the one on the
we could see the front of it
half a block away
oppositepage, and you
Y\ e
distinctly, for it was now facing toward us.
ivill see that different
looked over the rear of the building on which it
locations were used to
get different height
was situated, instead of toward the facade, and
effects.
could therefore behold all that was previously hid-

and made up

street,

my mind

I

that this

—

—

"Safety,

Here

den from

sight.

Is

the location,

from btlow, that

What we saw was what you

see

is

at

usually used in these "high and dizzy" comedies.

by

looking at the larger diagram on page 22, the smaller
one being a view from directly above.
made out that the set was designed as part of

We

an

office

building,

showing the two topmost

stories.

We

could even dimly descry the window frames and
At the top there was a sort of ledge rimthe shades.
ing around, on which, as we observed, Lloyd was now
going through some new antics, principally, as far as
Ave could tell, endeavoring wildly to dodge a rotating
weather vane.
also noted, and with growing interest, the position
of the camera. Here we saw some light at last in our
bewilderment. We observed carefully that this camera
was about on a level with the set, on a sort of raised
platform, and we determined from its position that not
only was it photographing the replica of the office building that had been constructed for the picture, but that
celluloid the buildings on
it was also catching on the
the opposite side of the street, and a little of the street
Some one then suggested that there was absoitself.
lutely no doubt but that by some means or other the
top stories of the trick office building were made to
merge on the film with the buildings opposite, and that
this was apparently not done by any double exposure.

We

But of
I

that

don't

more

later.

know whether

or not you are familiar with

the usual run of thrill pictures of the up-in-the-air type
or not, and how they are made.
Maybe you are, but
at least it won't do any harm to recite some of the rudimentary facts over again, because they will prove enlightening in connection with the innovations in "Safety

Last."

Last!"

You probably remember "High and Dizzy," the picture in which Lloyd once appeared, and which was a
high-tension thriller of its kind, and mayhap you have
seen Douglas MacLean in "Bell Boy 13," a Thomas H.
Ince picture, which is of the same general species. If
you understand something of the technique in these,
it will be easier for you to comprehend the nature of
a newer kind of thrill picture, for the methods used in
these others, while essentially primitive are remotely
the same.
There are

in

Los Angeles,

close to the business disabruptly from the street,
and they are nearly all used on occasion for scenes in
which the illusion of height is desired. From any one
of these hills you can shoot down on the city with a
camera and get a bird's-eye view of the business district,

several

If

trict.

hills

that

rise

you are careful

in selecting

your position you

can obtain a view right straight down a street, and
have a long line of large buildings showing on either
side of the photograph.

One

of these hillside locations

with movie folk making

thrill

is particularly popular
pictures in which high

hotels or office buildings are shown.
The hill itself
interrupts a main thoroughfare that leads to Hollywood.
The street goes right under, or through, the "hill by

means of

a tunnel.

on a

plateau that

little

It is
lies

an easy matter to build a set
immediately above this tunnel,

and by photographing only a small part of this set from
the hill and toward the level street, obtain the effect of
a considerable height.
That is, the player who takes
part in the scene can seem to be gallivanting around on
the window ledge on the fifth or sixth story of a building whereas he is only a comparatively few feet above

Safety,

You

can

the
ground.
sight the car tracks that
lead up to the tunnel, and
they look as if they were
running right in front of
the fake building, whereas
they are dodging into the
subway beneath, and in the
distance you can behold
the skyscrapers

which

immediately

call

to

mind

the
downtown business
section of a large city.
This location is high
enough and dizzy enough
for most purposes, and

more than one picture
made on it has held audiences tense and spellbound at the seeming dangers

of

looked

were

in

the players
as
though

25

Last!"

The same location from above.
Though taken at a different
time from the picture below
showing Douglas MacLean in
"Bell Boy No. 13" you can
identify it as the same location.

The

story

required

that

Lloyd should portray a
would-be
steeplejack
and anything but a gouty
steeplejack at that
and
climb from the ground

—

—

clear to about the twelfth
or fourteenth story of a
skyscraper.
You
large
had, moreover, to see him
in various stages of his

ascent — at

—

practically

every floor until he appears to be at a -wild and

who

baffling

they

shivery and hazardous position beside, clutching the
edge of a cornice, hanging
onto the end of a flagpole,
and otherwise apparently
risking his neck to the utmost.
Of cour.se. not all the
stunts that show on the
screen were actually per-

imminent danger

of breaking their necks.
In "Safety Last," however, the problem for the
picture maker was a much
knottier one.
It couldn't
be solved by the tradi-

simple expedient
of constructing a pseudooffice building on a hill.
tionally

at

height,

and

in

Continued on page 102
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At the Palais Royal one dances

You Want

to the seductive strains

to See Stars

By Charles Henry

MUCH

has

been written

—

—

some say too much of
the Western haunts of
the cinema great and get-greats
of The Ship, now a more or less
deserted hulk frequented by tourists who, were they East, would
flock to Coney Island
of Frank's
cafe on Hollywood Boulevard,
hub of celluloid spokes and speakers at noontime
of Sunset Inn,
;

;

where,

on Wednesdays, filmdom

foots it featly to a boosted convert
charge, and of the Hollywood Hotel,
where the Thursday-night
dances serve as free side shows
for the natives who crave a real
close-up of Shirley Mason or Carmel Myers or Mahlon Hamilton.
You have been told of Come On
Inn, Betty's intimate snack parlor
just off the Boulevard
the Log
Cabin, scene of many a festive
soiree, up in Laurel Canon
the
Hotel
Ambassador's
singularly
;

;

Metropolitan Cocoanut Grove with
patent-leather lounges, its smart
atmosphere, its altitudinous prices
all reminiscent of New York.
But the Eastern playgrounds of
the silent stars have not been celebrated in song or story. This typewriter doesn't sing a note, but it
can jot down a few on the Manhattan stamping grounds of the
cinemese. New York has its magnetic hostelries, dance clubs, and
its

—

cabarets, as well as the Coast.

of Paul Whiteman's orchestra while staring at well-known stars.

Steele

y^

1
Hon
ln New York as
11
as
j
u
there
are certain places where you

7

'

will

find the stars forgather.

If you are out looking for stars,
your one best bet is that meeting
place of celebrities, The Algonquin, at high noon.
Say at one

when most
men have had their
o'clock,

of the gentlefirst shave of

the day, and their early-morning
cigar, and when most of the ladies
have finally crept from their coverlets, fresh and rosy for another
day.
Let us stand in the little
bull ring at the left as you enter,

and watch Madge Kennedy and
Frank Craven breeze in discussing
a new stage play that he has just
written
perhaps for her.
Alice
Brady talking to a tall, languidlooking Englishman with a drooping mustache, to be joined a moment later by a far more distin-

—

guished Englishman, Norman Trevor; Richard Barthelmess and
Mary Hay playing host and hostess

group of friends. (Like-manv
people in New York, thev keep
an apartment that only partially
keeps them: meals are often outside events.
This is one reason
to a

you see so many stage folk

in res-

taurants the other reason is that
they like to be seen.)
Now you
are likely to spy
The men of the
Bill Farnum
movies favor such
rambling in he
picturesque old
lives at the Al;

;

places

Chop

as

Keen's

House
luncheon.

for

gonquin

when

the
Leatrice

East.
J oy

in

.

If

You Want

to

See Stars

stops there, too, whenever she
town, as does Pauline Garon. So does
George Fawcett. Charles Gerrard can always be found there. Lillian Gish and
Jacqueline Logan and Dorothy Dalton all
prefer more secluded hotels far uptown,
star-to-be,

is

in

outside the theater district.
In the afternoon you will find the Plaza
grill a fitting background for such celluloid patrons as Miriam Cooper and Raoul

Walsh and Mae Murray. Martha Mansfield and Dot Gish and the sleek John
Davidson, Forrest Stanley and Nita Naldi
The Plaza seems to
be quite the proper place to be from four-

and Alma Rubens.

thirty on.

The men of the movies favor Keen's
Chop House and Browne's for luncheon,
Tom Meighan often being seen there.
Here, too, are often seen Conway Tearle,
Percy Marmont, and Harrison Ford. It
is hardly necessary to add that The Lambs
Club harbors an incredibly large number
of gelatin Apollos, but, of course, its doors
are barred to nonmembers.
There is no
visiting hour.
After the theaters have emptied at night,
turning Broadway into a whirlpool of evening cloaks, top hats, and
cursing taxi drivers, the gay
supper clubs throw open
their rococo doors to receive
the midnight sons and daughters
many from Filmland.
Actors, you know, are people, and the white lights twin-

Photo by Nickolas Moray

The Club Gallant down in Greenwich Village is a great place for
dinner parties in honor of visiting

—

stars.

kle just as alluringly to their
eyes as though they had never

known
One
I was

the glare of a Klieg.
night last winter when
at Plantation, a picturesquely
conceived
jazz
edition of
Old Kentucky
Home minus the mint juleps
where a Creole revue
at two a. m. is the chief attraction, I beheld a veritable
galaxy of stars. At a table
along the white fence which
separates the paid from the
paying, sat Doug Fairbanks,
toying with his Robin Hood
souvenir
moustachios
and

—
—

beaming

My

upon

his

fragile,

blond little wife, something
of a celeb herself, the while
the rest of his party applauded the colored talent.
Near by Ernest Glendenning
entertained a fetching brunette with green eyes and a
ten-inch cigarette holder. All
eyes focused on the entrance
of Rodolph Valentino and his
then postponed wife. Natacha Rambova, or Winifred

Hudnut,

if

you choose, look-

Besides the film fair, one goes to
the Palais Royal to see the fantastic
wall decorations by Norman Bel
Geddes and a troupe of cesthetic
dancers.

3g
I

ing very beautiful in a clothof-gold gown matched by a
golden bandeau. Following,
and in the party, were a
number of legitimate players, and Dorothy Dalton.
At dinner time one often
finds Miss Dalton at the
diminutive Club Royale just
east of Fifth Avenue in the
and
Fifties,
fashionable
therer too, one sees such
rising stars as Lila Lee and
Less
Dorothy Mackaill.
exclusive, perhaps, is its
over
on
brother
bigger
Broadway, the Palais
Royal, where visitors sometimes get a thrill from seeing Lowell Sherman and
other Broadway picture faThere, to the sevorites.
Paul
ductive
strains
of
Whiteman's
orchestra
known by way of radio and
phonograph records wherever people dance and tinder the unique carved decorations by Norman Bel
Geddes the favorites sit and
are stared at.
When the
Talmadge sisters are in
New York they favor the
Ritz and the Ambassador;
Betty Compson in true tour-

—

—

Continued on page 100
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There are lots of things

Main

version

in the film

Street

Folks

is folks

when

J.

L.

By Don

fact that there were no curves in "Main
And right at the bend an idyllic
Street."
church steeple thrusts its point from a mass

of shrubbery.
That's why J. L. leaned down from his
throne where he was directing a test shot of
Gopher Prairie. I had asked _him the wherefore of the bend. J. L. removed his cigar and
gazed thoughtfully at the red-and-gold band.
"Oh, you must be one of the fellers who
Well, just wait till you see
read the book.

—

The

the picture.

feller

who wrote

overlooked a lot of chances.
church steeple is only one

You'll find we improved on the novel right
along.
who adapted
"I said to Julien Josephson
the book, and a crackajack continuity writer
I said to Joe, 'Put some
if you want to know
punch in it, and don't forget the heart in-

—

-

—

Here are the men who are responsible for the production of "Main Street"
Nate Watt, assistant director; Harry Beaumont, director; J. L. Warner, in
charge of production; Julien Josephson, scenarist; and Lewis Gieb, technical
director.

—

terest.'

"That's

all

th'

done the

trick.

recognize

it

instruction he needed.

Why,

say,

man you

Joe
won't

!"

WARNER,

of the eight Warner Bros., Inc..
leaned down from his throne.
The throne was a
* tall director's stand erected at one end of "Main
Street."
On the Warner Brothers' lot the town of Gopher
Prairie had been reconstructed with the utmost fidelity.
"Main Street," that drab classic of Sinclair Lewis
realism, stretched its ugly length, lined with the familiar

JL.

that book
That curve and
of our touches.

Howland & Gould's grocery, the Smoke
landmarks
House, Dyer's drug store, the Minnihashie House, the
:

Rosebud motion-picture theater.
But what's this? There's a bend in the street. It
.Sinclair Lewis emphasized the
puts romance into it.

A

few minutes before J. L. thus took me into his
he had found me strolling down "Main
Street," making notes of the familiar signs on the stores.
inquired if by any chance I was a technical
J. L. politely
director from a rival studio getting the plans.
When I explained that I could claim no such distinction, being only one of those nutty individuals who go
around getting items to write about, he summoned the
studio press agent to stand by as interpreter and jovially
confidence

invited

me

to a place at the foot of the throne.
to the studio at the invitation

had gone
Edith Rvan, a
I

woman

press agent,

who thought

of

one

I

was

29

of "Main Street" that were not

in the book.

Hearts
Warner

films

Gopher

Prairie.

Ryan

there to write someth

a protegee

named Louise Fazenda. When Miss
Ryan mentioned that the Warner Brothers

of hers

were doing '"Main Street" I accepted the invitation with an alacrity that surprised her.
So just as I was becoming thoroughly enthralled with J. L.. along comes Miss Ryan
with her protegee and we dash away to luncheon.

Inasmuch as Miss Ryan expects me to say
something nice about Miss Fazenda. here it is.
Miss Fazenda is a sincere and human actress
I saw her in some scenes later
and a highly

—

intelligent

than

She

is
is

Now

young woman

—
— far more

intelligent

necessary for her job in "Main Street."
one of those fellers who have read the

having discharged

my

joyfully back to J. L.. which
we did after luncheon.

is

duty, let's go
exactly what

I returned from glimpsing the handsome
and romantic-looking Monte Blue in the role
of pursy, commonplace Dr. Will Kennicott and
sidled over to my place of honor at the foot

of the throne.
"Tell me more about what you are doing

'Main Street.' It's interesting."
L. changed the position of his cigar without taking either hand from his megaphone,
He hitched his chair in my direction and

to

J.

the film version "Carol Kennicott" quits her uppity ways and comes back
happily to the "Doctor."
These parts are played by Florence Yidor and

'In

leaned over confidently.
"Well. I'll tell you.
took the characters out of
the book and give it a good melodramatic plot. As I
was saying, the author overlooked a lot of good bets.
didn't.
There's the snowstorm scene, for instance.
In the book it's just incidental.
That's our big scene.

We

We

Monte

Blue.

"But look what you can do with a scene like that
goes out and battles the snow for miles
and miles, risking his life to save an old Swede pa-

Doc Kennicott
tient,

see?

"An'

we keep

cutting

back

to [Continued on page 96]
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Do You Know
If not,

make

he

his acquaintance, for

becoming

is

By John.

on the part of those of us who keep the public posted
as to who's who on the screen.
Thankfully, I report that no such means were necto induce
Ernest Torrence.

essary

memory

me
I

to

make

the

needed no one

acquaintance

of

recall

my

to

to

stood out so in "Tol'able
When to these unforgetable characterizations he added the one of Bill
Jackson in "The Covered Wagon" in which he nearly
steals the picture
I waited for no invitation to meet
him, but started negotiations myself. For I knew that
if you are not yet curious to know something about
this portrayer of grim roles, you will be as soon as
you have had an opportunity to see that screen epic
of the Oregon trail.
Never has there been a harsher, crueler character
on the screen than he
and, fine as his first grim
characterizations were, they might not awaken an interest in the man himself because of their repellent
But in the part of Bill Jackson, Torrence
character.
has done something different he has sketched a unique
figure, grim, remorseless, brutal at times
but a likable, .almost a lovable old rascal, and a comedy figure
of a type such as the screen has never seen before.
Throug"h this, and his other roles, Torrence has made
a veritable shamble of the stellar universe of moviedom, and has affixed himself in a first-magnitude
position, whence the directors are continually seeking
to entice him to add the heavy luster of another Luke
Hatburn to their more thrilling sequences.
It has
been announced that he has been signed by Famous
Players, and that he will next play in another Emerson
Hough production, "North of Thirty-six."
I suppose that Torrence is aware of the havoc that
he has wrought. I don't know for sure. He doesn't
brag about it, at any rate.
He's shrewd and canny
and Scotch. No matter what his triumphs,
Torrence is an accomplished pianist,
I don't think that they
and a composer as well.
Will tVtt dlStUrb WS
Photo by Walter Frederick Seel,
equilibrium or his
head.
In the first
place he is mature and
seasoned, and in the
second, he is a plugger.
He waited years
to get his chance in
his

villainies

that

David" and "Broken Chains."

—

—

;

;

—

and was always turned down because he was too big
or too tall, and now
pictures,

Ernest

Torrence,

Jackson,"

is

his

in

characterization

of

"Bill

most memorable figure
"The Covered Wagon."

easily

the

in

that he has finally arrived he's going to

push

INTERVIEWS

with

new

personalities

on

the screen are usually preluded by exuberant outbursts of some press agent,
who performs part of his duty by calling to
the attention of editors and writers the hit
that So-and-so is making, and who endeavors,
by all the powers of persuasion he possesses,
to stir up an enthusiasm equal to his own

his

success

slowly

and

just as

far as

steadily
it

will

go.

sensed a conservatmosphere
v e
about him almost as
soon as I arrived at
his smiline buff-colI

a

t

i
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Ernest Torrence?
one of the outstanding figures on the screen.

Addison

Elliott

ored bungalow, cosily hidden behind' dwellings of
more pretentious cast. His single extravagance,
if

such it might be called, was his grand piano.
might have had an upright. The rest was

He

I heard, of course, that this was
but a temporary domain, and that he was building a fine old English manor for himself, but it
struck me that this, too, was being conservative.
Incidentally, I hoped that the rooms would be large
and the ceilings high, for in his present abode Torrence towered, with his six feet four, a giant.
I felt as I talked to him as if I had come to
see a fine old engraving that had suddenly come
He was so full of character and gento life.
uineness and those deeper lights and shadows that
are the part of experience and an Old World birthDimly in the background of his voice, I
right.
could hear the bagpipes droning, and when he
rolled an "r" or gasped an "h."
I do not wish to give you the impression that
Torrence is a Harry Lauder come to filmdom.
He doesn't say "Braw bricht nicht" or otherwise
rattle the bones of the alphabet.
He lives his
nativity more than he exhibits it on the surface.
Though born in Edinburgh, he has resided in many
other places, and he discloses the softening effect

simplicity itself.

that this cosmopolitanism

has had on what was probably once the rough tweed
I have
of his presence.
no doubt, though, that he
is a Presbyterian and goes
to church regularly of a

Sunday.

There

is

some-

Photo by Moffett

Torrence

thing stolid and religious
about him, a sort of aristocratic

that

we

Puritan restraint
miss altogether in

this restless

day and age.

is

quiet

and conservative and not given

to

talking gloivingly about himself.

On

he discloses none of these
is
just a huge, rough,
shambling figure of a man, who is able through
I
his expression subtly to convey the consummate meanness and ugliness of certain types
er
W of mountaineers, and the crass bigness and
force of a powerful and perhaps heroic WestYou would never associate him with
erner.
some of his sordid characters when you meet
him. nor does he himself seem particularly in
favor of them.
I have no doubt that there are certain moral
grounds that cause his distaste for some of
In "Singed Wings' he
the roles he has played, but he wouldn't let
plays a clown.
me in on these, and I had the courtesy not
Anyway, he doesn't, as a matter of principle, want to continue doing
to ask.
brutal villains.
He emphasized that strongly at every point in our talk, and
he always referred to his work in "The Covered Wagon" with enthusiasm because he said that was a human character.
You see, Torrence never expected to get into such evil ways when he came
His previous work on the stage had been chiefly in comedy.
to the films.
First of all, in fact, it had been music, for in his youth he studied the piano in
Germany, and then developed a voice, -and he began
As "Luke Hatburn" in
Later
his theatrical career as a baritone in comic opera.
the

screen

characteristics.

"Tol'able

David."

He

Continued on page 90
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The Film Matrimonial
Huntley Gordon wins by acquiring eight

By Edna
Sometimes he longed to strangle
Often he found her
The Icelandic temperament was all right for his
just a little dull.
summer moods, but, alas, when winter came she left something to
be desired. Nevertheless, he was again attracted by remoteness and

whose

poise

was never

her just to see

if

shattered.

he could arouse her temper.

—

married an aristocratic English
beauty, played by Helen Huntoon.
She was charming, she
was gracious, she gave an air of
dignity to his home.
But, oh,
how tiresome it grew He never
could understand after he married her why they call it "Merry"
England. Every day she seemed
to him duller and duller.
!

Christina Montt plays the Spanish wife.

Huntley Gordon is the hero, or one
might say the victim of 'Blue-

a film hero goes out and lays low beard's
villain with his trusty 'sword or
eighth Wife."
strong right arm, you can be pretty
sure that in his very next picture there
will be a scene where he will be set upon bv eight or

IF one

ten dirty villains. Having found his particular talent to
be fighting, picture producers set out to make such a
hero the fightingest man on the screen.
Apparently, the rule about fighting heroes holds
good for marrying ones.
If a picture built around a hero's one marriage
is a success, then the formula for a knockout, the
producers seem to reason, is to cast the same man
in a picture where he marries repeatedly.
And so when Huntley Gordon had acquitted

himself admirably as the husband of "The Famous
Mrs. Fair" he was summoned to the Lasky lot
to be the foil for eight beautiful women.
The eighth of these is Gloria Swanson who has
Those
considerable matrimonial past herself.
" picand "Don't Change
managing film husSo here we have experienced adversaries

"Why Change

"

tures taught her a lot about

bands.

matched.
The seven wives that precede Gloria are of all
nationalities and types. There is the Spanish wife,
for instance, played by Christina Montt. Languorous music, strident voices, brilliant colors, tabasco
food. Lazy of temperament, but quick of temper.
That was his Spanish wife. He found her overexciting.

Then
by

there

was

Maude Wayne.

his

Scandinavian wife, played
cool, aloof beauty

She was a

Irene Dalton plavs

the American wife,
one of the most
attractive but also

one of
difficult

the

most

of them

all.

Maude Wayne plays
Scandinavian

the

wife.
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Sweepstakes
wives

in

one

picture.

Foley

His spirited American wife played by Irene DalShe was one
ton was quite a relief after that.
of the most dashing and attractive of all his wives,
but she was also one of the most difficult. Every
dav she seemed to develop more of a mind of
her own. He lost her without much regret.
Then the craze for Russian things came in and
just as another millionaire might add a Russian
painting or a Russian vase to his collection, Bluebeard whose name is really Jack Brandon added
a Russian wife to his.
There was much of the
gypsy in his Russian wife as played by Thais
Yaldemar. She was excitable, and as fascinating
and discordant as the music of her native country.
The eerie poetic quality of the Irish also had its
fascination for him, and his Irish wife, played
by Arita Gillman, was a captivating young sprite.
I lis Canadian wife, too. had her many attractions.
The dignity of the English the zest of the American the humor of his Irish wife
all were combined in her.
And yet
even she palled on him.
Looking back over this episodic
matrimonial past of her husband's
Mona was inclined to be a little discouraged. But she was a determined
young person and she
loved her Bluebeard
Arita Gillman is
dearly so she resolved
the poetic and
to put up a stiff battle
roguish
young
for her love.
Mona,
Irish wife.
played by Gloria

—

—

Swanson, began her
married life quite differently from anv of
his other wives.

And

her plan was a good
one she kept him.

—

Valdemar

Thais

plays

the

wife

"Bluebeard"

chose from
among

the Rus-

sians.

THE

OBSERVER
you

Brief Chevts $ith
on Interesting Topics
concerning the Screen

An

In one of his illuminating articles
which we print in this issue, Malcolm

After-

Oettinger points out the fact that actors,
n general, are unusually self-centered;
that they are given more to talking
about themselves than are most other persons. His observations are interesting and, in general, true.
But
we think that a word of explanation should be added,
lest the reader attribute this trait entirely to egotism
,

.

thought

j

or vanity.
actor's

What we

are likely to forget
manner, and personality are

looks,

that the
the things

is

with which he works, by which he makes his living.
When he talks about himself, therefore, he is doing only
what the farmer does when he talks about his crops,
or the merchant who discusses his business.
It would
be difficult for an actor to grant an interview without
talking about himself, but we know several stars
not
all, to be sure, but a great many
who do this with genuine reluctance and, to be specific, we have been in company with Lew Cody, the subject of Mr. Oettinger's
article, when he talked very entertainingly on a wide
variety of subjects, not one of which touched in any
way upon himself or his work.

—

Some

Mr. Hughes wrote

Here are some fascinating facts about
the movies, compiled by an expert who
has given a lot of thought to the sub-

it?

It

was

filmed as

it

"Souls for Sale"

not.

on the screen is almost an entirely different story from
"Souls for Sale" as a novel.
And yet Mr. Hughes adapted and directed his own
novel. Presumably, he filmed it as he wanted it filmed,

way

as he has a

in the studio.

of fighting to put over his

But he changed

it

own

ideas

almost beyond recog-

nition.

What's the answer? The answer is that Mr. Hughes
as a director collided with Mr. Hughes as an author,
and the director won out. Directors usually do. Mr.
Hughes, the director, saw that the story as told by Mr.
Hughes the author would collide with the censors and

would not

film effectively.

—

;

But was

wise ones, the story was filmed.

So he rewrote

it.

between twenty-five and
thousand people saw "Souls for
Sale" the day it opened at the Capitol
Theater in New York and they must
have recommended it highly to their
Incidentally,

thirty

The Stars
.

As

.

CrtttCS

friends, for there were long lines at the box office the
following days. So far as The Observer knows, there
is only one class of people that does not care for "Souls
for Sale." These are the actors who are trying to estab.

The Prince of Wales has been reported engaged
almost as many times as Charlie Chaplin.
Some of the gowns worn by box holders at the Metropolitan Opera House are almost as funny as those worn
by Gloria Swanson.
Some censors have as little sense of humor as the

themselves as serious artists.
is not a single intimation in 'Souls for Sale'
that motion-picture actors ever play scenes that require
thought," a star complained to The Observer, and her
"Major Hughes
criticism was echoed by many others.
has put us in a class with acrobats and trained seals.
People who see his picture will probably look on us in
the future as something akin to a human fly, something
that risks its life by working among hazards.
"In all my experience in pictures extending over
eight years I have seen only one or two serious accidents
from such causes, but I nave seen many a girl break
under the strain of striving to do subtle, finely etched

comedy

characterization."

Fascinating

ject-:

Facts

There are almost as many divorces
as there are in Newport.
Some of the movie stars are almost as hard to manage as the King of Spain.
in

Hollywood

directors.

Many movie

stars

would get married anyway, even

they didn't get a line of publicity about it.
There are as many incompetent girls working in department stores as there are in the movie studios.

if

When

the

Author

Authors have complained often and
bitterly that their stories arc

butchered

the studios and converted into celluloid sausages.
The public, too, has been
Directs
known to protest when a famous story
is
massacred on the screen.
But, see what happens
when an author adapts his own story for motion-picture
in

purposes.

Rupert Hughes wrote "Souls for Sale" as a novel.
was no master work, but it was an entertaining story.
Naturally, as Mr. Hughes was associated with a film
company at that time, every one said he wrote it with
one eye on the movies. And, as was foretold by the
It

lish

"There

And The Observer

thinks there

is

something in what

she savs.

We

therefore applaud the good taste
of Norma Talmadge who, in a recent
is the
statement, announced that she would
employ a double in her next picture.
Thing
"There are several scenes." she said,
They
"which call for feats of considerable agility.
I am not an
really require the services of an acrobat.
I do not see that performing
acrobat, I am an actress.
those dangerous stunts would in any way improve my
If it would I would probably try to do them.
acting.

The Acting

My

whole

interest

The more

that

is

the

in acting."

public

can be

induced to look

upon the performers on the screen as actors and the
more they demand of them as actors, the better for the
future of motion pictures.
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Favorite Picture Players

Ffeotobr Etfira Bo»er

VIRGINIA
of

V.A I.T.I will have her greatest chance in the

"A Lady

of Quality." Frances

of the eighteenth century,

title

role

Hodgson Burnett's romance

which Universal plans

to

make one

of their

biggest productions.

mm

photo by Edwin Bower

Hi

will
roles continue to be the lot of Enid Bennett. She
Appleappear as Poppy in Fred Niblo's production of "Captain
jack," from the highly amusing and successful stage play.

ENVIABLE

yhaut by Ed-win Bow«r Better

SHIRLEY MASON,

as many other "type" stars are doing, break?
away from her usual sort of picture in "Love Bound," a mystery
drama that promises a new twist.

The Genuine Ingenue
A

few remarks upon actresses, ingenues, and nice

By Malcolm H.

WANT

to play vamps," said Lila Lee, with a sad,
sweet smile.
This was not the bombshell that it might have
been had Lila been the first ingenue to drop it. It's a
mossy morsel by this time, the plaint of the eternal ingenue to simulate evil for art's sake. It is one with
And
the ambition of the pantaloon to essay Hamlet.
conversely, had not the flaming Xaldi assured me, only
a month previously, that she was dying to do a sympaHad not the flamboyant Xegri confided to
thetic part?
reporter after reporter her unswerving desire to "play
not always ze bad?"
ze good woman
Indeed, what ingenue, wide eyed and naive, has not
aspired to rosy roles patched with purple?
If Lila Lee had been a contemporary of Sir Joshua
Reynolds she would have been a perfect model for his
"Age of Innocence."
If the Lee features were crowned with an aura of
blondness, Lila would be the most ingenuous of all the
film ingenues this soul adventuring among masterpieces
has ever met.
She is a gentle girl of almost callow youth, moving
about unquestioningly, quietly, perhaps a bit timidly.
She seemed out of place before the coldly appraising
eye of the camera, with electricians shooting the baby
spot on her from aloft, assistant directors holding retake cards in front of her face, property men dashing
past her in wild confusion, and carpenters hammering
away, just over her head.
As she sat, hands clasped in her lap, eyes demurely
!"
lowered, awaiting the directorial Mr. Green's "Camera
Lila has been rrouping
she looked resigned to it all.
ever since she was a child, beginning in vaudeville, leaping to stardom, then returning to minor roles to secure
a less ephemeral reputation.
Her first part following her ill-advised "stardom"
was that of a slavey in "Male and Female." From such
modest second beginnings, she has risen to the not inconsequential estate of leading woman opposite Tom
Like all who have been the recipients of
Meighan.
Meighan's film caresses. Lila Lee is enthusiastic in her
praise of the big Irishman.
"We spent six weeks in Panama, you know, doing the

I

—

exteriors for this picture," Lila told tne, in between
studio shots of Rex Beach's "The Ne'er-Do-Well." "It
was great sport for the first two or three weeks, then
the heat and the food and the natives began to get on
our nerves. If you ever have had iguanas steadily for
six weeks, you know what I mean."
I hadn't, but I gathered that it was the national breakfast food in Panama, and. as such, more than a trifle
trying.

"On

way down, we took some scenes on
A couple of society women who were

the

the
pas-

steamer.
sengers begged Mr. Green to let them appear. He did,
and for the first few minutes they were delighted with
When they were asked
the movies, and movie acting,
to sit in the hot sun, on deck, for four hours, however,
they began to lose their enthusiasm, and asked to be
excused. Only after Mr. Meighan had helped persuade
them would they remain long enough to get all of the
scenes taken in which the}- had 'registered' as back-

ground."
Q

girls

in

general

—and

Lila

Lee

in

particular.

Oettinger

There is a modicum of glamour in this business of
making motion pictures. I thought, as I listened to wistful Lila Lee.
Here was a little girl with beautiful eyes
and regular features that photographed well.
That
seemed to be all.

To

the interviewer with any artistic conscience at all,
Lee must prove a rather unsatisfactory subject.
He comes to meet a Personality, something arresting that
can be translated into striking sentences. He comes in
search of new Nazimovas, Chaplins, Rogerses. Naldis.
It is his reward to hear Lewis Stone or House Peters
or Conrad Nagel express candid opinions, to see an
artist of Lionel Barrymore's attainments in the midst
of creating a new characterization, to listen to the windy
pronunciamentos of young Schildkraut. Such fellows,
Lila

in his own way. make interviewing a less lowly job.
The interviewer knocks at the studio gates with the
hope of calling forth a glowing Swanson or a tinseled

each

Pearl WTfite, a witty Leatrice Joy or a posturing Elsie
Ferguson.
He fares in search of copy. These four,
for example, are interesting
interesting because they
are individual and different, because their ideas are not
the usual stereotypes, because their outlook on life is
acquired through distorted lenses.
These are not all
good actresses. They are not all supremely intelligent.
But they are all worth meeting and analyzing and dissecting and putting together again, on paper. That, per-

—

haps, is the lure of the chase, the reward of the interviewer.
Lila Lee has not the brutal frankness of Pearl White;
she has not the studied manner of Theda Bara she has
not the gushing geniality" of Pauline Garon she has not
the manufactured poise of Anna O. jSTilsson. Lila Lee
is one of you who read this magazine.
She is the Least
Common Denominator. She is a pictorial symbol for
all that is sweet and pure and mild and gentle and
innocuous.
She is all of these things after the camera
has stopped whirring.
Where more seasoned veterans plav hard on the ingenue string, emphasizing the girlishness that may be
fleeting on, Lila Lee impresses one as a genuine ingenue, without any effort whatsoever.
Her oval face,
her wide eyes, her views on movies, Broadway, men,
motors, and matrimony all bespeak the young girl.
She enjoyed "Scaramouche." It should make a good
picture.
She loves romantic stories. Valentino would
be wonderful as Scaramouche.
He is really a good
actor, in addition to being a matinee idol.
Yes, she enjoyed playing with him in "Blood and Sand." Doing
another Spanish type in "The Ne'er-Do- Well."
She
must diet extensively. This acting thing isn't so simple.
Early rising early retiring hardly time for more than
She loved "Merton." So glad to
a theater a week.
hear Hunter was with Paramount.
Salads are about
everything's so filling.
all she can venture
Imagine taking out your nineteen-year-old cousin, and
"writing her up."
Where Pauline Garon is a flapper, and Marjorie Daw
a young poseuse, and Mary Miles Minter a top-heavy
blond beauty, Lila Lee is a real ingenue.
She is unThe
affected, unassuming, and not unusual in any way.
future holds years of distressed heroines for her. Hers
;

;

—

—

—

Continued on page 97
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A

Lesson

in

this adventure along the Great
discusses the "theory of attractivity"

In

into seductive

By Ruth

was

to see her at her

evening
thrilling

Could

!

home

the next
be more

anything

?

All the next afternoon I tried to imagine a background that would fit in
with the personality of our loveliest
All-American Home Wrecker
Perhaps a swinging garden on the roof of
one of the tallest apartment houses.
Spirals of Egyptian perfume languidly
coiling from low, swaying censers.
Chinese blue vases as large as Ali
Baba's.
Dim, rose-shaded lanterns.
limpid bathing pool reflecting the
!

A

tiny

anemones and haughty

lilies

that

A

throne
covered with the skins of savage Bengal tigers.
Turbaned servants with
fierce mustachios. I knew that I would
catch my foot in the draperies
With a jolt I came back to the realifringed

its

curved edge.

—

the head of
of the class room
the Latin department was asking me
to give an illustration of euphonious
ties

answered "Nita Naldi !" My
however, gave me such a
vicious jab in the back that I coughed
and spluttered "Node nisa, caerulcan
words.

I

fat cousin,

cosmo's!" before the proper old soul
could snatch off his skull cap and let
his ears in on a fan's foreign language.
series
That was my first shock.
of spinal thrills awaited me.
As the door of Miss Naldi's apart-

A

Snouf
ment opened I heard "Crash
Grr-r-rr !" and a black-andSnouf
white dog, evidently under the impression that I was a resurrected bone,
began to devour me. A hand pulled
looked up into the black eyes of my
!

!

!

The author and Miss Naldi, snapped at the doorway of the

latter's apartment.

you, too, have been brought up in middy blouses,
many of them that, if placed end to end they
would billow heavenward to the Great Bear and
smother the old dear you can imagine my small-town
dreams of living with princesses who would run, hand
in hand with me, to open each mysterious silver-gray
box that came, crackling with tissue paper cradling
divine raiment made of s'himmering butterflies' wings
and sprayed with the subtle jasmine
"Away with the rick-rack braid and the near-silk
gym ties !" we would cry to the dumb-stricken ladies"Carry those childish blouses to the royal
in-waiting.
bonfire and have the court jester stamp on them until
!"
his long-toed dancing shoes are in ribbons

IF so

—

—

;

him away and

"Isn't Dice a funny dog?
Do come in and wait just
a minute. Will you forgive me for not being dressed
yet?" all of this breathlessly as she led me inside.
Was this the inscrutable Naldi, the statuesque Juno? I

—

was quite swept

Then when my dreams came

true and

I stood on the
caught a brief
Nymph o' Hearts
dazzling Nita Naldi
the Lotus Blossom of Love
As she vanished with a laugh I recognized my dream
More than that, I
heroine of the shimmering gowns.

—

—
—

I

off

my

feet.

"I ought to have a Russian wolfhound instead of a
full-blooded mongrel and walk so !" she divined, giving
me a slant-eyed look of half-concealed mirth, "but it just
can't be done after hours !" and she deposited me on
a divan, while she tore down the hall to answer the

telephone.

Dice broke away from the maid and started his depreI found out he was a great bluffer, and
so, between pretended bites, he let me look at the "background of the All-American Home Wrecker." Shades
of Cleo and her perfumed love boat !— I found myself
in a comfortable and dignified room.
Rich Chinese redlacquered furniture, beautiful draperies with Chinese
figures, lots of books and music.
dations anew.

very fringe of the land of shadows
glimpse of the Queen of Sirens the

I

hostess.
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Vamping
White Way, Miss Nita Naldi
that transforms flaxen flappers

Circes

Mary Harris

was bewilderingly simple

It

—rather a contrast to her royal
trappings of the studios and
press - a g e n te d atmosphere.

Hearing her
Dice by one

me,

call

I

took

kg and danced

him down the hall to her bedAnother surprise
room.
large, sunny room free from
frills and incense.

—

her brush her
Stacks of poems have
been written to lovely ladies
brushing their hair, but I am
sure they never had such a
She
dazzling Circe as this.

watched

I

hair.

radiates that something called
personalitv in waves of dangerously high voltage it draws
you, fascinates you, until you
are perfectly willing to turn
;

handsprings down Fifth Avenue, if that should occur to
her as being a good lark.

The

camera

she

is.

with

makes

Miss

much

larger than
She is tall and slender,
charming proportions.

Naldi look

Her skin is of ivory pallor and
her hair such an intense black
that it gives off purple lights.
Her eyes you know all about
their magic tricks
but maybe
you don't know that she has

—

—

the most perfect, seductive lips

from Eve's time

Of such a
member that

statue of fragrant fire.
I reI was sitting on the chaise longue when
I began to talk to her
and before we finished I was
clinging to the foot of her bed, swinging my heels
enthusiastically as we shot "getting acquainted" questions at each other.
I found that she was a live wire
on current literature; her French accent is perfect. I
was frankly somewhat surprised.
"Do you know, you are so different from the reports

lure

is

this

—

I've read about you," I ventured.
"Yes," as she took a beautifully severe black evening
dress from the maid, "I've been billed as a sort of
cross between a street gamin and the Sphinx, especially

as regards the crustacean deposit on the latter's head."
"It must have been for 'atmosphere,' " I mused, "but
I honestly wondered if I'd need an interpreter to-night

You were born in America?"
"Down in the Italian district

near Washington Square,
where everybody's happy the whole day through." Her
eyes held liquid memories, and I wondered to myself
if at times she had been homesick to live back there
the famous Naldi
"Here's my baby picture did you ever see such a
proud chest? What do I look like?"

—

"A

"Now

then,

you begin," she

said.

on.

pouter pigeon

!"

"Just for that !" she warned and opened a door. Hidden away like saints in their cells, were beautiful por"I'll give you my favorite picture,"
traits of Miss Nita.
she twinkled, and when I saw that she had written:
"To Ruth Mary, most sincerely 'n' everything. Nita
Naldi," I wouldn't have changed places with Warren
G. Harding!
"I'm starved; where shall we eat?" she announced
as I was looking at the second room full of fans' letters
which were piled all over the place.

"Anywhere
I

begged.

I

can learn about vamping from you,"
the season is just starting, and
all the time I lost in the back-

"You know
make up for

I want to
woods !"
So we went

to that Mecca of dancin' fools, the Midnight Rendezvous, where Gilda Grey shows us what
the "Other Woman" dares to do on a warm night in
Hawaii, and where the walls are covered with sketches
of everybody famous, and priceless batik curtains make
In
a mystery of little Javanese terraced side booths.
a cluster of
the foyer is a symbol of the reigning spirit
dancing nymphs and at one side what seems to be
I wona poor little fish just disappearing off the map.
dered about the significance of this until I finally decided that it symbolized the One
Pays the Bills

—

—

Who

—

I-

!

A
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"See!"

Lesson in

exulted, in the dramatic orotone that I had
our Tragedy Club "see what you have done
Every girl's slinky, chiffon frock here is an imitation
Nita Naldi creation! Every dead-white face and scarlet
passion-flower mouth is a copy of Nita Naldi
even
Greenwich Village is not the same
I went down to
one of the Bursting Belts last night and thought I had
stepped into a band of mourning moths every flapper
was swathed in slithery, trailing black. I can tell you

learned

—

I

in

!

—

!

—

the murky, floating effect against dim candlelight was
not soothing to my overstrained nerves.
When the orchestra began to wail for the mothers who were too
far,

far

away

"

I

"You undoubtedly danced

the 'Collegiate' with every

tweed-suit cakie there !" calmly interrupted Miss Naldi.
"Let's eat!"
But I was so excited that the sight of a mere houseboat full of Jwrs d'ocuvrcs held small attraction for me.
"What is a vamp?" I queried, fearing to lose a minute
of my charmed hour.
Miss Naldi laughed. "Look about you and then tell
me!" she challenged. "Isn't this a divine orchestra?
They ought always to have a red-headed baton shaker
for jazz
yes ?"
It was a good time to look about.
Gilda's club was
The music was an ecstasy of madness,
in full swing.
darting flames of abandon the dancers eddied in magic
rings of pastel chiffons and swirling jewels!
Golden
hair or midnight bob, each proudly carried its weight
of cunningly fabricated head dress, all seemingly created at the same luxurious workshop; every gown, precariously fastened to ivory shoulders and trailing the
floor with a fortune of furs on the flying panels, might
have stepped from the same fashion page of Vogue!
I thought at first that the mothers must have stayed
at home so that the daughters could disport the family
jewels, but on looking closer, I saw my error.
Sixteen
and sixty, angels' eyes and minxes' mouths
they were
all cut in the same mold, even to having their partners
Each masculine face bore
a dull replica of each other!
the same look of inward anguish, his manly shoulders
In
a trained prop for sweetly drooping femininity.
other words, we were beholding the close harmony of
another popular "cheek to cheek" fox trot.
I turned to Miss Naldi.
"I think I am getting your

—

;

!

You mean

idea.

—

a

it's

of

state

the

vamp,

mind,

—

like the flapper, isn't a style

or
can't say

an attitude?

That's

so."
is a

"for you
now that the flapper
who has bobbed hair and wears short skirts,
because according to that, there would be few flappers
in New York City !"
slowly,

young

girl

was hard

remember my

combination of that beguiling music and Miss Naldi was
staggering to a stronger mind than mine.
But I must
know certain things from the fountain head of Circe,
so I was happy when she caught up the thread of the
"The old-time vamp is passe; she died
conversation.
from being laughed at. Then came the flapper, with
her studied insolence and her independence. The whole
masculine world was her oyster she conquered everything with the lure of 'equality with men
it was such
a relief to have a girl as a pal in the most strenuous
of sports and in the most strenuous of conversations,
It

to

questions, for the

;

;'

too, instead of a frail lily

hanging

to a

couch drenched

with lavender smelling salts, that the stronger sex were
overwhelmed with the joy of this frank, yet innocent
!"
comradeship. But that, too, is past
"Don't you feel responsible, then, for the wild 'vamp
wave' that is spreading before the mirrors of America?"

The manufacturers who had to sell
war were horrified at a 'yard
and so long, paneled gowns were created.

"Not guilty
more material
for a skirt'

!

after the

—

.

Vamping

You know
sheathed,

young
clothes

;

styles

The

girl.
!"

how

a dress affects you
these
did the same thing for every
vamp to-day is a flapper in long

yourself

slinky

Our

attention was caught by loud laughing next to
"Just listen to this," whispered Miss Naldi.
demure little damsel in clouds of white beaded chiffon
sat regarding her tight red satin dancing slippers.
"Yeah," she drawled, "you couldn't exactly say that my
girl friend is so slow that she has to wind up her hip
every time she starts to go downhill!"
"Checko !" agreed her gallant companion. "I'd say
it's more to the point that she had to unload her hip of
a few flasks so that she could travel uphill."
They choked to a lipstick red at this sally into pure

A

us.

wit.

"Anyhow, you can't blame the 'silent drama' for setting the style in talking," laughed Miss Naldi, as they
went back to dance.
I gave my attention to a second biscuit tortoni
would even eat all night, if I could keep her here. It
wasn't just that I was thinking of July and picnic-party

—

either.
Of course I want to know enough to
improve each sunny hour and moonlight evening on
and a little first-hand information comes in
the beach
handy but I was burning to find out if one has to
wear earrings so large that her knees catch in them,
and head bands of cloth of gold, to ensnare well, I
tactics,

—

don't

—

mean

ensnare, either

—but

—

there's a peachy-looking

Princeton man coming to our dances this summer
and you know how even the most long-suffering mothers

hand-pressed ear circlets of
they say look worse than curtain rings
and then, allowances don't mean allowances, any more
they mean restrictions, don't they?
So I sat there thinking this over while we raved
She is sure that he will be back with
about Rodolph.
us soon.
I hope so, for they are marvelous together.
To me, he is the eternal lure of The Other Man in the
drama of life and of course, she is The Other Woman.
"I have it \" I burst out, as we started to leave our
little booth, and I saw that she had been recognized
and people were crowding our way, so I talked fast.
"You would be a vamp, anyhow you can't escape it.
It isn't clothes and it
even if you were on a farm.
it's that winning way you
isn't a languishing attitude
have of being natural and always yourself! It's your
laugh and your eyes. It's just exactly the opposite of
instead of languidizing in a
the old kind of vamp
silhouette effect against red sunsets, you give a person
act about those heavenly,
silver

—

that

—

—

;

;

—

You plunge into adventure
and vitality
You would give anywith your whole heart and soul
thing for love, and you would do equally well with hatI can imagine you raising storm
ing, wouldn't you?
!"
clouds in those eyes
"You're right, maybe," she smiled, with the tiniest
pressure on my arm.
"The day of the simple girl is past,
a race in pep

!

!

What a man wants now is style and class."
laughed at the famous Broadway hit, and she continued, "It's the girl who's too lazy for real exertion
and enthusiasm that's always calling some one else a
'deadly vamp,' after she has lost her sweetheart or her
husband. But when she has wailed until her nose looks!
like a fire bulb it's time to admit the fact that it's easy,
to get a fiance, but a continual struggle to keep him
only make him. think he's doing the struggling!"
"With great emphasis on 'let him think he's doing
"If more of our delicatethe struggling!'" I giggled.
basis lots of tombstones
working
darlings used that as a
I

•

would read

differently

!"

Continued on page 88

The New Marv Pickford
As Rosita she

THE madmood

is

doing up her curls and essaying a real grown-up heroine.

magic of a Spanish waltz.

By Edwin

Schalleit

A

was a most enticing

one, and it brought before my
eyes a something for which I had in a way long hoped,
a something that betokened a new impulse toward acting and artistry, and that seemed like the fulfillment of
certain dreams that Mary's close admirers have held
tor her, and that she. too. has entertained for her art.
All of a year ago I began thinking of writing an
article about the future of
p
Mary Pickford. I wanted optimistically to paint a luminous
picture of the maturer personality that she might become.
Each time that I made a
The
start I had to turn back.
outcome was always so doubt-

rhythm-

A

of ecstasy.
candle flame gleaming and dancing. Ruby wine drops sparkling.
Cups held dashingly high in a toast.
The ecstasy of a waltz and of romance. The seductiveness of a waltz and of love under the skies of
girl's eyes flashing conquest and laughter.
Spain.
man's heart bowed at her feet.
Arms interwoven in rapture.
filled

A

A

Lips that meet in a kiss.Night, [Madrid, and Rosita.
Spain and Rosita and love.

—

Rosita and the new Mary
Pickford. I was seeing them
for the first time. Living and
thrilling, pulsing and glowing,
beneath the blue waves of the
studio lamps.

maid

much

in

child, that

even
gates

Man-

solved subtly

by playing a boy with ringlets
and the sweet character of the
mother. Dearest, while "Tess
of the Storm Country," which

had followed, was an experiment and at best a hazardous
and rather unavailing one.
A few months ago, in conversation, I felt that Man- put
her finger on the right key to

her future.
planning to

Vernon

of

She

was then

make "Dorothy

Haddon

Hall,"

and

romantic tale was to give
her a longed-for chance to
play a ladylike heroine.
"I
must have the very best advice
possible for my next picture,
for I am going to make it the
biggest that I haA-e ever done."
she said. "Edward Knoblock
will supervise it, but I wish
this

Pboto by Mdbonr=e Spnrr
It

was hard

to reconcile

Manx's pastel charm and

pic-

turesqueness with the more vivid and colorful garb of
growing maturity. Somewhere in the depths of her being
there

was a new and perhaps rosy flame of womanhood
that onlv waited to be Uhiminaied.

reilluminated tne wine cups were
the waltz music resumed its sway.
Meanwhile. I was mentally shouting a psean of joy.
I had never imagined Mary in just such a role.
I had
never thought of her in just such a scene.
She had
conjured an impression that was not of herself at all,
but wholly and entirely of another being. It was just
a fleeting glimpse that I had had of this vision, but it
filled again,

I

the

Lord Faun tier oy" was
much-debated compromise
with the idea of remaining a

de hurry."

The candle was

that

"Little

—

too

pessimistic.

times

a

extended it to him until it
touched his hps. her eyes scintillant all the while with shafts
of fire. Finally, with a mad
impetuosity, she extinguished
the candle flame that burned
on the table, and sank into his
embrace.
"Too queeck" a voice with
a heavy foreign accent broke
the spell. A chubby cherub of
a man with black, beady eyes,
jumped up and ran out on the
set,
Ernst Lubitsch, the director, I knew.
Some detail
of action was wanting, some

"Mr. Walsh." he said to
George Walsh, Miss Pickford's leading man, "you are

at

close forever on her
radiant personality, and that
my dream for her future was
only a dream.
It is no secret, of course,
that Mary has been at a turning point in her career forsome time. Her pictures have
In slow sucindicated that.
cession have they come to the
screen since "The Love Light"
and "Through the Back Door."

faced a sturdy cavalier. Her
eyes were wild with mischief,
her mouth was curved in a
reckless smile.
Her hair of
gold was piled high and
crowned with a tortoise comb.
She raised a goblet to her lips,
keeping her gaze coquettishly
fastened on the man.
She
sipped a moment from the cup.
Then slowly and languorously

gradation of tempo or expression was amiss, and flamboyantlv he insisted on a retake.

and

might

Across a round, silk-covered
table a black-mantillaed

ful
felt

you would

tell

me who

to get as director.

I

would

like

have Ernst Lubitsch. because he seems to understand
so thorough}- the meaning of historic reality and atmosphere.
It would be so much better, too, for me to
engage some one who does not know me too well, and
who would consequently assume complete charge over
me. Most directors that I have defer too much to my
opinion.
I wish they wouldn't.
to
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The New Mary

"I can't afford to take any chances because I am
going to put so much money into my next picture, and
because it means, I feel, so much for my career.
I
want the settings to be quite as elaborate as those for
'Robin Hood.'
They will probably occupy nearly the
whole studio. The Fairbanks settings did for 'Robin
"
Hood.'
Mary's next step was to go to New York, where
she succeeded in engaging Lubitsch from Famous Players-Lasky, with whom he was under contract, and the
hopes and dreams that she had related to me were, I
felt, beginning to be fulfilled.
When Lubitsch arrived in California, he did not find

the story of "Dorothy Vernon" to his liking.
He told
Mary that he thought some other director would be
more successful with it, and suggested that she consider putting on "Faust," herself playing Marguerite.

At first, Mary was captivated with the idea. It really
offered her a chance to essay a big dramatic role.
She
was perfectly willing to allow herself to be one of three'
important principals, and Lubitsch felt that he could
make Marguerite

a character of dominating

charm and

interest.

Much

opposition was, however, manifested toward
scheme by Mary's friends and advisers. They were
convinced, and perhaps wisely, that her portrayal would
mean too sharp a break with the past. She held steadthe

to her intention of

ily

doing the

role,

while the story

was being prepared, but finally decided to abandon it.
This was a moment of heartbreak for her. It meant
the announcement of another change, but even Lubitsch
was by this time aware that there were so many obstacles that he conceded it would be better to select
another story.
After some ruminating, during which
he had a chance more accurately to understand Miss
Pickford's personality, he enthusiastically burst in on
her one day and told her that at last he had found what
they had been looking for in a play written by a Berlin
dramatic editor, called "Rosita."
He related the plot
to Mary, and she was immediately fascinated by the
character and the theme. They set to work so quietly
that they were all but started on the picture before the

news was made public.
I saw Mary shortly after she had begun her portrayal.
She appeared more content than I have known her to
be in years. She positively radiated assurance. It was
evident that she felt that her destiny was being taken
care of for her, and her mind relieved of the burden
of incidentals.

The heralded

efficiency of her organiza-

was more than a mere fancy.
It was when I saw the imposing beauty and richness
of the sets, however, that were being built for Mary's
picture that there dawned on me the full consciousness

tion, I sensed,

of her elaborate enterprise. The name, "Rosita," which
by the way is only temporary, had somehow not suggested anything huge or pretentious, although I should

have known after "Passion" and "Deception" that Lubitsch could hardly engage on any meager undertaking.

The

for "Rosita" are the most eye-fillhas ever had.
portion of
the Spanish town of Toledo, for instance, has been built
on top of one of the studio stages, giving the effect
of houses on the eminence of a hill.
There are great
glistening and iridescent palace interiors, and as an
exterior a wall of a prison that rises like a palisade.
that

Mary

A

is in front of this jail an immense stone-flagged
courtyard, and a mighty archway through which to
obtain a rare perspective of the barred gates and windows and gibbet, whereon Rosita's lover is to be hung,
and where a dramatic and emotional climax of action

There

transpires.

character of

Rosita

not altogether different

is

from some of Mary's previous heroines. There is youth
and life and vivacity in her soul, and she is essentially
the happy little girl born and bred among sordid conditions.
Her garb is the rags of a street singer. She
strums a guitar and dances.
And Mary herself has
probably never been more full of light and joy and gid.

diness than she
carnival,

is

during the quaint and fantastic street

where she entertains the populace.

There is this difference, however, in Rosita that develops as the play goes on.
She is Spanish and therefore, let us say, mature despite her girlhood.
She
breathes the air of love and romance with all the intense feeling and temperament of Aragon or Castile.
She sparkles with the diamondlike glitter of the woman
who brings men's hearts and minds to bay.
The scene in which I had seen Miss Pickford act
was not one of the tamely platonic kiss. It was extravagantly rapturous.
The little girl was no longer hanging on the garden gate, or talking over the vine-clad
stone wall. She was dazzling a lover with her coquetry
and toasting him with wine. She was a living, pulsating being of passion and romance, an idealized semblance
of the rare blond Spanish type, caught in a simoon of
seductive ardor and delight.
Even Ernst Lubitsch confessed to me that Mary was
being a bit "piquant." You can guess what that may
mean from the director of "Gypsy Blood." Mary, too,
admitted that she was almost a little naughty in a later
scene where she is supposed to use her flirtatious wiles
on a licentious Spanish king, played by Holbrook Blinn.
It is a daring thing for any really triumphant star
to say good-by to the traditions that have been her guide
and her rule, and Mary Pickford could probably never
have attempted the change that I have indicated under
more auspicious circumstances than her destiny has
vouchsafed to her.
It has been for her, I am sure,
an awakening to a new self. I want to let go and
be wildly prophetic about the results, but discretion dictates that one must wait for the advent of the finished
feature, which will be shown, in all likelihood, some
time in the fall.
There are many things that have in the past deflected
Mary's attention from her own interests, but I question whether, if her new picture is a great success, they
will any more, although she will always remain the
like

same sweet and girl-like Mary. Kindness and gentleness toward everybody have been and are the guiding
The hard rules of work and
motifs of her conduct.
self-determination which are so essentially the part of
the artist's career she has heretofore more often emphasized than practiced.
Nothing that she might do would she allow to disturb
Her
the continuity and happiness of her home life.
mother, her brother, and sister, and, above all, Douglas,
occupy her attention, sometimes to the exclusion of her
own professionally vital affairs. Nobody in conscience
can blame her that they should. Because they are humanly such an all-important part of her life.

The backgrounds

ing, certainly,

Pick ford

To Douglas

in

particular

is

her devotion complete.

do not believe in allowing anything to happen that
will disturb our perfect understanding," she once told
me. "I do not want ever to be away from Douglas,
not for a single day, if possible, and I do not want ever
One so soon becomes
to have a real quarrel with him.
estranged, and adjusted to the change in feeling that
estrangement brings, and then something is forever
"I

lost."

All of Mary's private concerns have entered more or
It could not
into the development of her career.
be otherwise with one who has been so definitely a perwhose self has meant so much to her fans.
sonality
less

—

The New Marv
The

test of
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Picktord

her remaining a child

on the screen has rested very largely,
I have always felt, on her being able
to sustain the illusion of childhood
since the large obligations of being
the wife of a star who is rapidly
growing more and more celebrated
have devolved upon her. It has consequent!}" become increasingly necessary for her to enter a realm of
artistry to which the interpretation
of maturer roles, it would seem, is
the "open sesame."
The fact that her child roles were
perhaps slipping from her was for
Mary, at first, a most difficult thing
to understand. She hated to do up
her curls and lengthen her skirts
and banish her desire to romp and
be gay. In her heart she had remained the child. She loved to do
the things that children do when
she was playing in pictures.
She

loved to know that she was still
reaching the hearts of her public
through that childhood spirit.

Xo

doubt this longing, as she heronce suggested to me, was an
instance of suppressed youth or so
self

—

at least, the psychoanalysts would
express it for Mary herself never

—

had a real childhood.
Her only
means toward the free merriment
and the curious sorrows of youth
was through her art. There she
could live these things.

of tragedy there is in
cumstance the world

How much
this

one cirnever

will

know.
henever I thought of writing

\\

dawned on me.

that
to

was this
was so hard
Mary's pastel charm

story heretofore,

this

reconcile

it

It

and picturesqueness with the more
vivid and colorful garb of a growing maturity. I knew in my heart,
of course, that her superficially

buoyant and half -pathetic personalconcealed the depths of artistry.
I knew that somewhere in her being there was a new and perhaps
rosy flame of womanhood that only
waited to be illuminated.
But I
ity

wondered

"Xow. I believe that the spark has
been ignited, and though it may not
be in one production or in two that
the

fire

I see

it

burn at its brightest
the end as a possiblv coninspiration for the fullwill

m

suming
blown power and beauty and fascination of the actress and artist.
I have now. as I have never had
before, renewed faith in Mary's fu-

The character of "Rosita" is not entirely different from Mary's previous heroines.
Tnere is youth and life and vivacity in her souL

I am certain, of course, that it cannot be along
old lilac-perfumed springtime pathways. Perhaps, even,
her star mav no longer beckon to the old and friendless and to the happy and care-free children.
Perhaps, though who knows? out of this astonishing and caDtivating vision of the new that I have described, will eventually come a personality and a character, a grown-up counterpart for her child creation,
ture.

—

—

who

will live

because more

—

and throb with life greater and stronger,
full blown
as did her Stella Maris of

—

old.

Knowing the fund of her talent, the iewel of her
beauty, the wealth of her artistry, and. above all, the
warmth of a new assurance and courage that kindles her
heart. I for one am willing to raise aloft and on high
the standard of hooe for the new Marv Pickford.
'

:
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A

some style, so Cleeve Moore got a snaky-looking lounging robe
proud of, and got his sister Colleen to give him lessons in Mah-Johng.

motion-picture actor has to put on

I
That
Here

is

Can Do

what Colleen Moore's

Lew Cody might

well he

Too

It,

kid brother thought about acting in motion pictures, so

his account of the early struggles that he hopes will launch

is

that

he up and tried it.
to Valentinodom.

him on the road

By Cleeve Moore

THE

a

tures,

pictures

idea came to me a few weeks ago when I
needed twenty-five dollars and didn't have it.
If Colleen can make all this money in picwhy can't I ? I thought hazily.

do

If she can

it,

I

That night
and

—

I
I

was
took

So when she came home from the
I said:
"Colleen, I've decided to go into
pictures."
"Great idea," she agreed. "When
do you start?"
"That's just it," I admitted. "When
do I?"
"I'm sure I don't know," she anI

swered

"Have you any

indifferently.

ideas ?"
"I'll

the

tell

have,"

I

gaping

came back

universe

I

snappily, "but I

thought being a sister and everything

you might help."
"Well,

might,"

I

said

Colleen.

_

"My

commission

to

amateurs

is

twenty-five per cent."

"Oh,

say,

I'm your brother, aren't

—

ally

is.

it,

too

—

I

thought, just like

mingling with the idea of the

up with

it

my

father.

about the law course?" he

inquired practically.
"I'm going on with that

SOME DAY

—

at night,"

I replied quickly.

Cleeve Moore may have to hire
three secretaries to autograph his
photographs and open his fan
mail.
He may go in for pink
limousines, marcelled hair, and a
He may even give
pet ostrich.
out interviews about how Yogi
philosophy led him into pictures
and about how his destiny is con=
trolled by the number of letters
in his name. Film fame often does
funny things to people.
So, before those press=agented

days come upon him we want you
to know Cleeve just as he is.

Here

is

his

story

in

his

own

"What have you
yourself in pictures ?"

to

recommend

Dad wanted

to

know.
I have two diving medals
eyes are straight," I stated
in a small voice.
"What have you got the others
the
governor
haven't?"
insisted.
"Most young fellows can swim and
have straight eyes."
"I may have to start as an extra,"

"Well,

and

my

acknowledged.
"You had better stay in school and
get such nonsense out of your head,"
I

father thought.

words.

I?" I inquired reproachfully.
"Yes, but not in pictures. If you
are serious in your intentions, get yourself a job and
my blessing but it will do you no good if I run around
getting jobs for you."
Well, that set me thinking until the old bean almost
cracked and I decided that sis was right as she usu-

—

still

"What

studio,

:

can do

subtitle.

"No, I'm going to try pictures,"
argued obstinately.

"Very

well, Cleeve," said the dad, "but

I'll

I

tolerate

no flunking in exams."
So that was that.
The next morning I told Colleen what Dad had said,
and she whispered
"Get a job and keep on with law in the evening."

—

I

Can Do

It,

51

Too

"Then
"Just what I'm going to do," I told her.
I've finished at law school, I can put out my
shingle, dictate my fan mail to a stenographer, and
laugh while I wait for customers."
'"Clients, not customers," corrected Colleen.
"It's a long, hard road," she added in the manner
she uses on interviewers.
"That's the cat's mouse," I retorted in the vernacular.
"I've watched you having the time of your life and
making money all the time."
"Very well," she said in a lofty manner, "try it and

when

see."

"If

vou can do

it

—

I

can do

it,

too," I shot back at

her.

Mom

came" in. She's always for me
Just then
regardless of the rest of the family.
"It's all right, "Cleeve," she said, 'you just go out

and make good and show them."
Then I tried to put on make-up, but Colleen said
after which she very decent!}- made
I was all wrong
up the old face to suit herself.
and there,'s
I like grease paint; it smells good
no end of possibilities in mascaro and bandoline.
All my life I've been trying to get the old hair to
and when in makeslick back in a proper pompadour
up, it's quite all right to go the limit with the bandoline

—

—

—

bottle.

Believe me, I'm snaky

when

I get through.

I

look

like the trained-seal act in vaudeville.

The next da}- I got a job, too. I asked a director
friend of Colleen's if he had anything I could do,

me to work as an extra.
didn't know anything about it; she was
working in a different studio, but when I came home
and told her how the extras panned the star, what a
and he put
Colleen

Just to prove that Cleei'e hasn't put on any airs since he has
become a motion-picture actor, he posed as helping Colleen with
the dishes on the cook's night out.
Cleeve Moore thinks that

xvlien

he gets

all

bandolined up for pictures he looks just like

a trained

seal.

good time we all had doing nothing,
and how one of the girls said she
thought the story was the gnat's eyebrows, although she hadn't read itshe knew I had a job all right.

So I've kept right on getting jobs
until last week I had a real part.
Gee, I learned that it isn't all candy
this motion-picture business
Colleen has had to do a little work
after all.
It's pretty wearing having
to use the old bean even- minute and
never missing a trick and all that sort
of thing. But this real part business
is" the snake's
ears!
I am the boy crook in "The Other
Side." a Hugh Dierker production
and maybe I wasn't nervous when they
turned the crank on me
Great shadow of old King Tut
but my knees knocked together
Oh. boy! It was a terrible ordeal.
And the rushes at the end of the
apples,

day
That's when I discovered how mamthings are wrong with the old face
But I'm learning how to use it.
Continued on page 95
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Over the
Fanny

Fan passes a few

the

airy

comments on

the latest

By The

EVERYTHING

always happens at once, doesn't it?"
as she blew into the Ritz, where
I had been waiting ages for her.
"If you mean that you arrive just in time to see me

Fanny exclaimed

But much as
leaving haughtily, it does," I told her.
she needed snubbing I couldn't go through with it when
she started telling me where she had been. So we went
down to the Grill, hardly recognized Pauline Frederick
because she looked so awfully young, stopped and chatted
a minute with Claire Windsor who was just going out,
and finally found a quiet corner where we could talk.
That is, where Fanny could talk.
happened

"It's

at

Fanny announced

last,"

as

quite

ought to know what "it" was. Gilda Gray is
in the movies
She is just doing her South Sea Island
dance in 'Lawful Larceny,' but it is very possible that

though

I

!

she will star in a feature picture soon. Alan Dwan says
she films awfully well and of course nobody needs to be
told how she dances

"Nita Naldi and Hope Hampton and Lew Cody and
Conrad Nagel play the leading parts in the picture, but
so far as I am concerned Gilda Gray is the star.
Not
that I've lost any of my enthusiasm for the others, but
this is her first appearance on the screen.
She just plays
in one scene, where the four principals go to the Rendezvous. Mr. Dwan built a reproduction of Rendezvous
at the studio, and Gilda Gray and Alice Maison, the
other dancer from there, came over and did their dances.
Instead of the usual Rendezvous orchestra they had the
Cornell University musicians. They played awfully well,
but there seemed to be something a little queer about
the piccolo.
Eventually Mr. Dwan discovered that the
man playing it had never played a note before. He was
the captain of the Cornell football team and strong enough
to displace the regular piccolo player physically if not
musically.
Anyway, the sound wasn't photographed, so

Mr.

Dwan

him

let

stay.

"Several of the 'Follies' principals came over to watch
Miss Gray perform, and Tony Moreno and James Rennie
wandered over from adjoining sets. Claire Windsor and

John Steele were there, too.
Claire had just arrived
from the Coast for her first visit in New York, and
you wouldn't expect that a motion-picture studio would
be just the place she was dying to see, but there she
was.

"She has been spending most of her time shopping.
She bought lots of pretty hats and things and a whole
rainbow collection of shoes. The last time I saw her she
said that she had absolutely every shade of every color except a certain pale yellow hue, and she had ordered those.
Goldwyn will have to give her a few days' vacation so
that she can hold a fashion show and exhibit all her

Goldwyn when

lovely things to the other girls out at
she gets back.

"And
,r

No

that

,

.

longer

come

to

reminds me,

is it

New

Mae Busch may come

necessary to

York

to see

Gilda Gray's famous wriggles, for she is doing her

South Sea dance

Alan
Dwan's production of
"Lawful Larceny."
in

tQ

th

j

.

East

She has been selected

shortlv.

.

j

eadi

o
^strom
s
>

,

r

r6]e
,/->

t

j

^

i

Goldwyn pro?
auction,
he Master of Man,
and possibly the company will
r

;

first

J.

go over to the
take a

few

Isle

scenes.

of

Man

to

And Joseph
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Teacups
pictures, fads

and doings of her motion-picture

favorites.

Bystander

Schildkraut

going to play opposite her.

is

Isn't that

wonderful ?"

Of course, it was, but I was so engrossed in watchShe
ing Pauline Frederick that I could hardly listen.
had on a soft black dress and a tiny hat and a stunning
short jacket of heavy brocaded metal cloth that was just
about the most beautiful thing I had ever seen.
"Do you suppose she will come back to pictures?"
"Her play is going to close
I asked Fanny anxiously.
pretty soon.
I wish she would."
"There are a lot of producers who want her to,"
Fanny whispered excitedly, "and I just hope one of
them persuades her. Elsie Ferguson is coming back,
you know.

She

is

going to make 'Declasse,' which

my

idea of a wonderful story for her; or rather, it
would be if it didn't have to be cut up and made over
according to a censor-proof pattern. If censorship continues I wish that theater owners would install announcers to tell the parts that are altered or cut out.
is

A

sat behind me at 'Bella Donna,' who knew
about the eliminations, and it made the picture much
more exciting having her tell them.
"Speaking of censors they will have their work cut
out for them when Thomas Ince makes 'Anna Christie.'
The big scene will be absolutely blah if they don't show

woman

all

—

first

what a bad

suppose
will get

girl

Anna

Madge Bellamy
it all

prettied

up

Christie'

had been. But I
part, and they

will play the

for the screen.

—

"Speaking of Madge Bellamy

she has gone to Washington to invite President Harding to attend some exposition or other in Los Angeles next summer.
It was
really funny.
delegation of about one hundred people was sent from Los Angeles to invite the president
and Mayor Hylan and various others to this affair.
Ruth Roland represented the motion-picture industry.
Just after they had started East on a Panama canal

A

Madge Bellamy hopped on

a fast train and came
the inviting before the official delegation arrived.
So when Ruth got here she found that
her mission had already been accomplished. I suppose
it was disappointing not to have the mayor meet her
and all that sort of thing, but Ruth is a good sport and
wouldn't mind.
What is one mayor more or less in
her life?
''Everybody says that the Egyptian craze is running
riot in Hollywood.
The girls are wearing heavy yellow
make-up, drawing almond-shaped points at the side of
their eyes and trying their best to look like mummies.
Ruth hasn't gone to extremes like that, but she has
got some perfectly darling Egyptian dresses that she
designed.
Claire Windsor has some interesting Egyptian headdresses, too. but she declares she never would
have nerve enough to wear them anvwhere but a fancv
dress ball."
"Just bring her down here and show her the hat that
woman is wearing, and after
Bettv Blythe won't see her
have nerve
that
she will
costumes for "Chu Chin
enough to wear anything." I
boat,

here and did

all

urged her.
"Ssh," said Fanny, "that is
Mrs. James Converse. Gloria

Morgan's

sister

and related

to

Chow" until she gets to
London, but she has an
idea that one of them will
be like

this.

Photo by George Mail lard Kesslere, B. P.
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Over the Teacups
make any

big success so I suppose she won't
more movies for a while."

"Everybody's changing back and forth from
the stage to movies and from the movies to
the stage.
Lowell Sherman is going to make
a picture called 'The Bright Lights of Broad-

way,' with Doris Kenyon, and of course you
know that about half the most interesting girls
in pictures have been given a chance to go
on the stage and play 'Polly Preferred.' May
McAvoy has been released from her contract
with Famous Players, and for a while people
thought she was going to go on the stage, but
it seems she is going to form her own movie

company.'

"Mary Hay Barthelmess, second, is getting
so grown-up and self-possessed that her mother
figures she can go back on the stage late in
the summer. So Mary Hay has signed a fiveArthur Hammerstein to
She and Dick have
taken a beautiful house up on Long Island
Sound for the summer so that the baby will
have plenty of grass to run around on when
Dick has develshe gets big enough to run.
oped a wonderful facility for speaking German
since he has been making 'The Fighting Blade.'
year

contract

with

star in musical comedies.

He

always talks a dialect suited to the style
of picture he is making,

you know.
into

the

It gets

him

of

his

spirit

part.

"And

Nazimova

coming
in

the world her parents

Hay

Barthelmess, second,

every one

may
is

be important, but

Mary

the big star at home.

Dun's, and the Social
Register.
She is divorcing her husband and wants
to go into the movies."
"They all do," I commented.
"Yes, and a lot of these society girls did play
in 'Enemies of Women,' and they looked like two
Bradstreet's,

in

"

cents beside the 'Follies' girls
"And like nothing beside

broke in.
"Well,

Alma

Rubens,"

you think Alma was beautiful

if

I

in that,

just wait until you see her in 'Under the Red Robe.'
I've been watching her do some scenes with Robert

is

the

to

Fanny gathered

screen."

Photo by R. C. Ball

Out

back

momentum

as she spoke,
her words tripping over
one another in her speed.

"She

is

'The

White Moth,' by

going to

Izola Forrester.

pose you read

it

play

I

sup-

when

it

appeared in Ainslee's."
Not caring to admit
that I hadn't I changed
the subject and got her

talking

about "Black

Oxen," Gertrude Athersensational novel
rejuvenation.
"I've given up trying to
ton's

about

.

Mantell who plays the Cardinal, and she is exquisite.
They have built a street of an old French town
up in one of the armories, and it is almost the most
charming set I ever saw. And so real. Of course,
it isn't nearly so large as the set they built over in
the Brooklyn armory for 'Little Old New York.'
And, by the way, did you know that Marion Davies
was going to have the honor of having that the first
picture shown in the beautiful new Cosmopolitan
Theater up on Columbus Circle? It opens the first
of June with Joseph Urban decorations in the lobby,
souvenirs for everybody, compliments from Will

pointed

Hays and everybody wearing their glad rags.
"Marion is having a vacation just now, but pretty
soon she will start work

ized it, "and you know
the censors would never

on an old French
'Yolanda.'
there
I do
Alice Brady

—

story,

Look over
believe

it

is

!"

"Yes, and doesn't she
look happy
At last she
has a stage play that is a
!

Loraine Harding will be a

neighbor of Betty Blythe's
somen' here in Algiers for she
is

going over about the same

time

and

to

make "Ali Baba

the Forty Thieves."
Photo by Richard Burke

figure

who

would

play

and

could
that

part,"

Fanny remarked, "but
is

it

a lot of fun trying to

guess what they will call
the screen version. Some
one suggested 'Madame

X-Ray.'

"

"There
meaning

is

in

a

double

that."

I

quite
as
out
though she hadn't real-

for
Oh,
stand
that.
censorship,
censorship,
whither are you leading
us !" I added dramatically.

"Leading us back

to

pictures of the sentimen-

oo

Over the Teacups
picture,

tell me, that
any more?'
it,

Bushman vintage," Fanny suggested. "In their
'Modern Marriage,' there is a subtitle, so they
says, 'Daddy, why don't you ever kiss muvver
And if that doesn't make you stay away from

Francis X.

tal

first

nothing would."

go," I admitted.
"The picture opened
and I hear it was hailed as a triumpn."
"What I want to know," Fanny said cattily, "is whether
or not it was their press agent who hailed it as a triumph.
I wouldn't for the world appear a bit suspicious, but I always
"'Well.

I

think

I'll

in Providence,

up

look for a press agent behind praise. And speaking of press
agents, whenever Ann Perdue's can't think of any other way
of getting her in the paper she has Miss Perdue deny her
engagement to some prominent man. First it was Craig Biddle,
And speaking of Craig
Jr., and then it was Gene Sarazen.
Biddle, I read the other day that there were Biddies and Biddies and Biddies in Philadelphia and that he was quite a ways
removed from the principal society family of that name. I
hope that he has something to recommend him in pictures
beside his good name. Because it looks as though that wouldn't
be so good for publicity in the future."
"But speaking of more important things," I chimed in.
"where is Betty Blythe?"

"Left for London to start 'Chu Chin Chow,' " Fanny reidly.
"She will be there only a short time and then
Loraine Harding will be a neighbor of
she goes to Algiers.
hers there because she is going over about the same time to
make Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves.' Betty won't see her
costumes until she gets to London, so before she left she tried
on all sorts of wild and weird
affairs that she thought might be
Trust Ruth Roland to get an
like the ones she is supposed to
idea for a striking gown from
wear. Just before she went away
the Egyptian craze.
she got to wearing a blond wig

marked

the time. It was most becoming to Betty but confusing to her
friends.
I never recognized her
until she smiled.
Just before she
went away she attended a luncheon given by the backers of Distinctive pictures, and she and
Alice Joyce whom she hadn't
seen in ages had quite a reunion."
"Yes, it was about as cordial.
I dare say. as the meeting of
all

two

icicles."

This snapshot of
in

Lucy Fox was taken

Amalfi where sne is making "The
Usurpers."

good luck symnew Egyptian headdress; the

Claire Windsor has all the
bols in her

sphinx for divinity and wisdom, the goose
and triangle and warrior for wealth and

power.

Fanny just glared at me. She
hates to have any one imply that
After a
Alice Joyce is upstage.
long and deadly silence I changed
That
the subject to Lillian Gish.
always makes Fanny forget any
annoyance.

"She

will

time now,"

be back in just a short

Fanny exclaimed enthu-

"She has almost finished
hite
the exterior scenes for 'The

siastically.

W

She won't be here very
long probably, as she and Dorothy
plan to go right back and start a
I saw Dorothy's
picture together.
husband the other day and he
Sister.'

pleaded with me to find a story that
Dorothy could do over here. 'She
says she will be gone only two or
three months, but I'm afraid it will
take longer than that, and I couldn't
bear it to have her gone so long,'
Jinunie told me.
"Ever since she finished working
in 'The Bright Shawl' Dorothy has
been frantically reading scenarios,
Continued on Dase 97
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The Games They Play

at

Hollywood Parties
When the Hollywood flappers get together for a good time their
amusements range all the way from playing -ukuleles to holding
spiritistic seances.

Spiritistic seances

were a great success at the parties

you ever wondered what your filmHAVEN'T
flapper favorites do
the way of entertaining
in

Wouldn't you like to attend
homes of May McAvoy, Lois Wilson,

for their friends?

until

Our

And

one

gy

/'""^iV.

JV\yrtle

girl's father

came

in

as a ghost.

all wicked or boisterous,
were pictured last year in the yellow newspapers, are full of fun and constantly cudgel their wits

flappers, while not at

as cinemese

for new games.
They dance of course, but usually at
home, to the accompaniment of the victrola or a ukulele,
some of the boys being under the fond delusion that
they can twang the things melodiously. But our young
bunch is restless for new entertainment and tires quickly
of the old stereotyped games like "five hundred" and
entertain.
"hearts."
Consequently the brain that evolves a novel
Parties here are usually on Saturday night, week-day
game is hailed as a marvel and its owner elevated to
evenings- being taboo for everything except movies, owfor one whole evening.
a pinnacle
ing to the necessity for plenty of sleep that our inA great favorite among our younger set is called
genues may face the camera with
"think fast." 'At least, that's what
freshness and verve every morning.
we call it, though when Mary and
THE COST OF BEING FUNNY
The very young girls are seldom
Doug and Charles Spencer Chaplin
You wouldn't think that it would
seen at the Ambassador and Sunset
originated it they doubtless employed
cost much to make comedies,
Inn, except when some special occaa more dignified term like "educawould you?
Just a few old
sion, like the Will Hays banquet,
tional exercises."
clothes, some simple sets, and
raises the parental barrage of "no's."
But that isn't all! The tiny
"Think fast," however, is an apt
derby hat that the comedian
For that occurrence, by far the most
phrase, for the game is played as folwears may have dozens of dou=
social affairs at the

Helen Ferguson or Gloria Hope?
Then come with me and I'll take you to parties given
by and for the flapper set of Hollywood. I'll tell you
what games they play and if you girls are real fans
you'll surely want to copy some of them when you

—

—

splendiferous I've ever attended, the

weeks ahead their
dresses, how they would do their
hair, and who would escort whom.
And they didn't get home until two
o'clock
but had a good excuse in
that our dear Mr. Hays talked until
way after midnight on The Third
Industry, the American flag, of how
friendship rolls on like a mighty
river, and that service is the supreme

girls

planned

—

human

bles for use in destructive scenes.
The frowsy old clothes the char=
acters wear cost more than you
would think. And the sets them=
selves are not as cheap as they
look.

commitment of

Usually it is understood which couples will gravitate
together.
Helen is always escorted by big Bill Russell,
to whom she declares she isn't engaged though boasting a most intriguing diamond on the correct finger.
Colleen Moore is always squired by her stalwart Irishman, John McCormick.
Patsy Ruth's affections are
transitory,

for she hasn't yet accepted an anchor.
still classed as a
is
flapper, for she's just turned nineteen and is one of
the moving spirits of our fun, and is always tucked
under the arm of her husband, Lloyd Hughes.

Gloria

Hope, though married,

each participant writes the
of something on a slip of paper,
these are mixed up and each player
:

draws one, being required to talk for
a certain length of time without pause

on the subject noted. At first the
was five minutes, but it was
found that even our alert younger set
couldn't elucidate that long upon
"Afghanistan" or "the Russian language," or "numismatics." So the time was shortened
Now, that doesn't seem very long
to two minutes.
but you just try to talk for two minutes on "propiolic

These comedy properties have
?n interesting story behind them.
Myrtle Qebhart will tell it next
month.

life.

lows

name

time

acid" or "violet rays" or "King Belshazzar."
Or even
"child hygiene," for after you've said "You bathe the
baby every day and be sure to wash its ears" what else
"Morris chairs" sounds easy, doesn't
is there to say?
it?
But it doesn't take long to state that you sit in them
and that they are made of various kinds of woods and
then how are you going to fill up all those other sec-

—

onds

?

The one who

fails to talk steadily for the full allotted

time pays a forfeit.

Sometimes the

forfeits are nickels

The Games They Play

at

Hollywood

Parties

cream

which go for ice
to treat
the bunch, but more frequently the
failure must make a small donation to the Red Cross or some
other charity. I know one young
lady who wails that she doesn't
see how the Red Cross can need
any more funds with all the forfeits she contributes
One who
talks her full time on the most subjects wins the prize.
If it's a hen
party the prize is usually some
pink silk finery which appeals to
the heart of femininity; if the
boys are present, the prizes are
more dignified and impersonal.
!

The subject drawn from the box
may be anything from cannibals
to

lampshades, from some newinvention to some far-

Some of us

are on more intimate terms
with the encyclopedia since we started
playing "think fast."

electrical

away and

little-known country.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

Baluchistan
Time up ?
Oh, it isn't possible!
The Red Cross was richer by the sum of five cents
and next day's lunch time found Pat assiduously studying the modes, morals and other idiosyncracies of Baluchistan.
Only to discover, when we next played the
game, that her slip read "ceramics !" "And I've wasted
But it isn't wasted^ because
all that labor," she moaned.
some dav before she dies Pat will hear "Baluchistan"
mentioned and then she'll have her chance.
My greatest stumpers w ere "the Bantu languages"
I had Mildred to blame for that, and wdiere she ever
got it I can't imagine unless she heard her learned newspaper father talking about it "Lake Tanganyika" and
"coleoptera," which turned out, after investigation, to
be some kind of a bug or beetle, thougl why they
didn't just say "bug" I don't know", for I could talk
Well, anyway, "erbium," a mineral,
at length
stumped Gloria, though she talked her full allotment
upon "silverware" and "dancing."
think

This game, incidentally, has proved to have educational
advantages in addition to being wholesome fun.
For
it has developed a sudden acquaintance
with the encyclopedia.
The girls study it to find new ideas with
which to stump each other and in doing so are instructed in subjects about which they fear they may be
called upon to orate.
You can't get a word with Pat
short for Patsy Ruth
now between scenes, for she
always has her nose dug in an encyclopedia almost as
big as herself, looking up "embolism," or "the Euphrates" or something.
Once Pat drew "Baluchistan" and began breezily.
Oh, yes, Baluchistan. Lemme see, it's
"Baluchistan?
I mean green on the map.
Urn er
a green country
anyway,
yes. the people are negroes or something
thev're black.
And it belongs to lemme see oh, yes,
France.
Or is it Germanv? It's Britain at least, I

so.

Baluchistan

Only one minute?

—

—

Of course they aren't always that hard; sometimes
But the
the slips read "pianos" or "plum pudding."
girls have developed a habit of looking up hard ones
and quite frequently
in the encyclopedia
the tables are turned when one inadvertently draws the slip with which one in-

—

tended to stump some one

else.

The boys

too usually get the best of us, invariably
noting some sort of mechanical thing,

though we come back at them with "lipstick," and one of our young chaps, who
plays Westerns, coughed and sputtered and
had an awful time explaining the mysteries
of "baking a cake."
Another favorite game is imitating the

more austere screen

with the othersimpersonating. Pat's
interpretation of Nazimova and Mildred's
of Mary Pickford are their main stocks
and easily guessed, but when George Stewart attempts to imitate Rodolph Valentino,
the answers range from "Bill Hart" to
guessing

"John

whom

one

stars,

is

Barrymore."

Which shows

George, though highly energetic,

is

that
scarcely

versatile.

Perhaps the most popular game of

all

This is played bv each
"exploitation."
participant pantomiming the "name of a
Robin
For instance,
current picture.
Hood" is indicated by stealing somebody s
is

Some of

the boys
labor under the delusion that they can
extract music from
ukuleles.

hat and running.

"Gimme"

Continued on page 86

is

portrayed

a
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The Screen
A

frank, critical appraisal

By Agnes
walks into a movie company making a
"Sheik" picture. Comes fame, comes
fortune attended, of course, by the

—

usual plot complications. The picture
is full of drama, melodrama, hokum,

humor, old jokes,

little

on the

talks

morality of Hollywood, and thirty-five
informal glimpses of thirty-five celeSome of the subtitles
brated stars.
are in Mr. Hughes' best style others
sound as though they were written by
;

Will Hays.
Oh, but 'Mr. Hughes was happy
when he was making the informal
You see
glimpses of Hollywood!
Charlie Chaplin directing a picture,

you

see close-ups of the stars eating

luncheon, you get an airplane ride
All for the price
over the studios.
And tucked in beof one admission.

tween these glories is one of the wildmelodramas that ever broke

est little

loose on celluloid.
"Souls for Sale" has been called
Theodore Roberts forsakes his eloquent cigar in "Grumpy.
another "Merton of the Movies." But
"Merton" is rare satire
that's a fib.
I survey the dazzling array of pictures at
built around a truly touching character; "Souls for
I
our leading theaters and when I look over
Sale" is Rotary Club humor plus a circus parade.
worst
the
of
one
the invitations from producers to attend prilittle
riot
Hughes'
Mr.
have called
vate showings of their masterpieces, I am filled with
Perhaps I ought to explain
pictures in the world.
should these gentlemen go to
myself. It is incoherent, without reason, full of bunk,
a great humility.
so much trouble and expense just to keep me enterand a typical bit of Hollywood boosting. I sincerely

WHEN

Why

tained? During the last month they have been deluging
me with the most extravagant shows it seems that they
will go to any length to get two flattering adjectives and
three faint cheers from the critics.
However, I am
sulky enough to suspect that they are just loading the
market with good pictures before taking advantage of
the well-known summer slump to drag out some of
the skeletons from the closet.
Just to be peevish and contrary right at the start I
will go on record as saying that "Souls for Sale," written, directed, and prayed over by Rupert Hughes, is
one of the world's worst.
And I will follow up this
statement by saying that I had the time of my life
watching it, that the fans just love it and that it stands
a good chance of being the prize dollar grabber of the
year.
In the words of the film prophets, it's a knock;

out.

cannot enumerate

all the glories of this carnival
haven't a week to spare. But I will
tell you that the story has little to do with the story
of the novel of the same name which appeared last
year.
It was written by the same Rupert Hughes, but
when Mr. Hughes came to adapt his own story he
took the plot, out in the back lot and chloroformed it.
Whereupon he sat down and wrote or maybe he didn't
write it, maybe he made it up as- he went along
modified version to fit the screen.
It is all about a beautiful girl who runs away from
a wretch of a husband and lands in Hollywood.
As
soon as she jumps off the train into the desert, she

I

of

hokum because

I

—

—

hope it will be a lesson to producers
well-made pictures. Mr. Hughes breaks

who

insist

on

goes
to great lengths to be ridiculous, asserts his own personality, and makes a picture that is received with joy
because it is different from most of the nice, flat mediGoldwyn is collecting the gate receipts, and
ocrities.
there are lots of them.
Eleanor
I
have forgotten to mention the players.
Boardman has the leading role and is a pretty girl.
Two such excellent actresses as Barbara La Marr and
Mae Busch are cast in relatively minor roles. Richard
Dix is the hero and a nice fellow, but Frank Mayo and

Lew Cody — particularly Mr. Cody — do

all rules,

better work.

"Enemies of Women"— Cosmopolitan.
After William Randolph Hearst has gone and spent
so much money on "Enemies of Women," it may seem
rather small of me to complain because he hasn't fought

World War over

again.
But it is rather strange
went -to all the trouble of sending a company
to Europe for exteriors and then sneaked some excerpts
from old news, reels to cover the war stuff.

the

that he

I

didn't read Blasco Ibanez's novel, so I can't say

One
whether or not the picture follows the book.
friend who has read the book tells me the picture is
a vile travesty another friend informs me that it is a
wonderful adaptation.
Ibanez himself likes the film;
or at any rate he says he likes it. Maybe he just wants
The
to sell some more stories to Cosmopolitan Films.
picture is beautiful but jerky; it reminds you of a
;

Review

in

of recent releases.

Smith

rather vulgar woman who is ah dressed
up and doesn't know what to do with

her hands and

But

feet.

and dramatic
thanks to the splendid acting of Lionel
Bam-more and Alma Rubens. Moreit

is

colorful

over, it introduces you to agreeable
society to the high-class rotters of
Europe, to the smart set of Monte
Carlo. I am extremely partial to pictures with foreign settings and foreign types, especially when the settings and types are the real thing.

—

And

in "Enemies of Women," you do
get the feeling that you are seeing a
side of Europe not included in the
sedate tours conducted by Mr. Cook.
I haven't said much about the story
because it is like all Ibanez's stories
—full of sin and soul saving, with
plenty of color and atmosphere and
some shrewd bits of character drawing.
The big feature of the picture is
the World War, so gallantly fought
by the news camera men.
But I advise you to see "Enemies

of Women" and watch the work of
Mr. Barrymore, Miss" Rubens, Gareth
Hughes, Pedro De Cordoba. William
Collier, Jr., and Gladys Hulette.
If
you want a complete description of
the gowns worn by Miss Rubens, ask
Fanny the Fan.
Alan Crosland directed this picture.
"Souls
Sale" gives you many informal glimpses of Hollywood and studio life.
W hat Eric von Stroheim would have Here is for
the heroine, broken-hearted at seeing how badly she acted when her first
done with the story and Mr. Hearst's
screen test is shown in the studio projection room.
money would have knocked the censors for a row of Federal amendment
dancer.
Mr. Hergesheimer wrote it as a tale of high
It also would
have knocked Mr. Hearst for a row of poorhouses
youthful adventure, the story of a flaming episode in
But it would have been a marvelous picture.
the life of a )?oung man who lived in the 'fifties. The
way the story emerges as a movie makes you wonder
"The Bright Shawl" Inspiration.
why the Cuban patriots didn't place the meddling
A little legend has grown up around Richard Bar- Charles Abbott firmly against a blank wall and pray for

A

thelmess.
lot of people think he is a combination
of Sir Galahad and Parsifal.
He has a way of exhibiting so much intelligence and appearing in such
good pictures that people never think of him as one of
the movie stars.
I am deeply disappointed in Mr.

Barthelmess'

new

picture,

"The Bright Shawl," but
from seeing the

don't let nry private grief keep 3-ou
picture.

Mr. Barthelmess had a chance for an unusual characterization, but he fails to get over the idea of Joseph
Hergesheimer's story. It isn't entirely his fault; it is
chiefly the fault of the director and scenario writer who
failed to 4ip us off to the point of the tale.
The pic-

moves smoothly,

faultlessly and beautifully, but
get through you have the idea that Charles
Abbott, played by Mr. Barthelmess, was a darn fool
and a butt-in. He mixes "up in a Cuban revolution,
fails to save the country, fails to help his friends, and
is responsible for the death of La Clavele, the lovely

ture

when you

sunrise.

The real star of the picture is Everett Shinn, the
"The Bright Shawl" takes the beauty
art director.
prize of the year.
John Robertson, the director, took
the company to Cuba, but he found many of the choicest
locations marred by chewing-gum signs. Obviously then,
most of the praise goes to Mr. Shinn for the settings,
which are uniformly beautiful.
Here I have reached the final paragraph and haven't
mentioned Dorothy Gish. Of course you want to know
The role of
if Miss Gish makes a good Spanish girl.
La Clavele was uphill work for her. She had to act
every minute and sometimes she shows signs of the
strain. But she is intelligent and, in her comedy scenes,
However, she isn't Spanish.
The
she is adorable.
truth of the matter

is

that I don't think

La

Clavele, in

Gish, in

would be the sort of person that Dorothy
Hence the disagreereal life, would take to.

ment on

the screen.

real

life,

—

—

—

!
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"Bella Donna"
Here comes "Bella Donna,"

Screen in Review

Paramount.

the first American-made
picture starring Pola Negri and the cause of the great
war in HoMywood. Well, to end the
or uncivil
civil
suspense, I will tell you that it is a pretty good picture
and that Pola Negri is the real thing. Eliminate Pola

—

—

from the picture and

all

you have

left is a little

Egyp-

tian scenery.

The

of local color.
All this makes a dashing and lively
background for a melodramatic story. House Peters
plays the leading role just like an actor, while Pauline

Starke looks fascinating in the native costumes.
AnMoreno, as usual, does well in a role that doesn't

tonio

mean much.
As for "Where

the Pavement Ends," it, too, has
scenery and its local color, but Rex Ingram wasn't
as iucky as Mr. Walsh and didn't get to make his picture in the South Seas. But he has done very well with
the east coast of Florida.
Of course, his scenery isn't
half so lively as Mr. Walsh's scenery, and at times you
wish the picture would get a move on itself. The .story
is the pretty tale of an idealistic romance between a
missionary's daughter and a native boy.
Alice Terry
looks exactly like a missionary's daughter and takes a
very pretty close-up; Ramon Novarro acts extremely
well.
In fact, his work in this picture is the best that
I have seen him do, which shows that the boy is improving.
its

catch in the picture

this

is

product of an American studio,

:

As an American

frankly designed
pass the censors and for the delight of a child of
no matnine years. All Miss Negri's foreign pictures
were adult entertainter how crude their treatment
The Europeans do not cater to the youthful
ments.
mind. I deliberately make this statement in their favor
even though I believe that they do owe us a lot of
money. Therefore, when Miss Negri, with her sophistication, her charm, and her exotic beauty, walks into
a movie directed by Fitzmaurice and written by Ouida
Bergere, she looks as out of place as a prize fighter in
it

is

to

—

—

-

soda parlor.
Perhaps Mr. Zukor and Mr. Lasky,
producers of the picture, are not to blame. I have an
idea that Miss Negri could only appear to complete advantage in pictures made in a country where there are
no censors and where
a

grown-up

characters
are allowed the privilege
of
displaying
grown-up emotions.

Conrad

the

Nagel,

ruthless

as

Bella

Donna's

unfortunate
husband, does the best
he can which is very
good with a sap role.
Conway Tearle is a
middle-aged Irishman
and matinee idol who
puts on black face and

—

—

plays

Sheik

the

role

of

" B a vu "

Un iversal.

Of

course all the little boys and all the little girls
are very much worked up about Russia, so naturally
Universal just had to
go out and make a
Russian picture. Although the titles of
"Bavu" don't say so
in so many words, the
story obviously is all
about the Bolsheviki
and the Russian Revolution.
The Bolsheviki aren't

villains

French Revolution
with a change of costumes.
The action

"The Queen

of Sin"
Ben Blumenthal.

some

one puts the
torch to a Universal

I

now placate the
Chamber of Commerce of Hollywood

Pauline Starke and Antonio Moreno play the leads
story,

Found"— Goldwyn and "Where

the Pavement
Ends" — Metro.
Both "Lost and Found" and "Where the Pavement
Ends" are especially recommended to those who read
the works of Frederick O'Brien, the man who made
the South Seas popular.
"Lost and -Found" was directed by R. A. Walsh for Goldwyn, and Mr. Walsh

took a company to Tahiti to get the real stuff.
Some
of the real stuff is shown in the picture
gorgeous water

and

all

a South Sea Island

sorts

setting

and

ately burns

immedi-

up one of

those miniatures used
Then the looting
represent panoramas of cities.
mob runs away with the treasures of the Russian aristocrats which consist of old costumes and jewels from
to

"Foolish Wives."

Of course, "Bavu" has one of those insistent plots
which keeps going long after the story is finished. The
best incident in the plot was supplied by a foolish old
Frenchman named Balzac. The story need I tell you?
concerns the romance of a lady of high degree with

—

—
a

man

of the pee-pul.

The

villain

of the piece

is

a

comic-paper Russian who looks as though he were going
Be sure and wait until the
to eat a bomb any minute.
end of the picture for the best scene. The hero and
heroine are just about to jump over the border from
darkest Russia to true freedom when they come upon
It is the
a little town, all Russian and snow covered.
town of Truckee, California, where all the snow scenes
are made by the Western companies.
So, in the happy
haven of Truckeesky, this truly fillum couple go for
their

—

scenes, pictures of the natives in action,

in

"Lost and Found."

by announcing that any one who pays real money to
see "The Queen of Sin" had better get some kind relative to act as his or her guardian.
This picture was
advertised as coming from Vienna and as giving the
real, inside story of the fall of Sodom and Gomorrah.
Who could resist it? I couldn't. After the show, little
crowds assembled on the sidewalk and murmured dan
gerous things about shooting those who put on the show.
And they wanted to send a delegation to Vienna to
ask the leading vampire to please go back to her grandchildren and lead a quiet home life.
"Lost and

started when

gets

After praising forshall

for

—

a

Egyptian.

productions,

— possibly

fear of driving a few
rubles from the box
office
and the revolulike
the
tion
looks

Wurra, wurra

eign

mentioned

outright as being the

honeymoon.

Wallace Beery
in

strongly

for

is seen as old Bavu himself and goes
character acting.
Forrest Stanley is

The

Screen in

Review
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the noble )"Oung fellow who tries
troubles by
settle Russia's
using the Coue formula. Sylvia
Breamer is the little playmate of
Bavu, while Estelle Taylor evidently thinks that an aristocratic
Russian woman scowls all the
time and never demeans herself
by cracking a smile.

evenings studying Mabel's acting instead of wasting their
time on sewing circles and literary clubs.

to

'"Safety Last"

"Safety

not

will

frighten

Pathe.
is

Harold

Lloyd's, latest. It is funny and
exciting and full of good stunts.
And they aren't all the sort of
stunts that you can explain to
your grandmother by telling her
it is all trick camera work.
But
Edwin Schallert has taken up
so much space in this issue tell-

"The Abysmal Brute" UiiversaL
I hope the title, "The Abysmal
Brute,"

Last"

the

women and children. And I hope
that the women and children will

how some of the thrills
were produced that I shall not
dwell upon the other stunts. If
you haven't seen the picture yet
you'll want a few surprises left.
ing you

not be even more frightened by
my statement that it is a nice,
clean picture. So we shall immediately rush in and say that it is
a prize-fight picture with Reginald Denny, the young actor who
was so good in the title role of

In Conclusion.

picture

"Glimpses of the Moon"
shows society as it never existed in the pages of Edith
Wharton's novel. It leads you
to believe that all persons with

month

money

of
touches of "The Abysmal Brute''
stand out in my memory.
Beside Mr. Denny. Mabel Julienne

and wear clothes
borrowed from more studios.
Xita Xaldi. Bebe Daniels, and

"The

Pusher" series.
Jack London wrote the story
from which the film was adapted
and Hobart Henley made the
Leather

for Universal.
In a
that has been rather shy
screen comedy, the amusing

Scott,

Buddy Messenger, and Crauford Kent

its
all

Mabel Normand, most gifted
female comedians.

are seen

in the cast.

"Grumpy'

'

drink cocktails out of

finger bowls

Paramount.

Theodore Roberts forsakes that eloquent cigar in
"Grumpy," which is one of those refined stories that
ramous Plavers-Laskv buvs for William De Mille.
The play was a great success on the stage

of

Rubye de Remer make the picture a treat to the eye.
In "A Noise in Newboro,"
Viola Dana continues her wear}- way of cuteness. At
least it must be a weary way to Viola, but it isn't always
"The Go-getter" is entertainso bad on the audience.
ing, thanks to

a good story and the lively efforts of T.
Continued on page 90

I
Cyril Maude played the leading role.
didn't see Mr. Maude, but I dare him to do
better than Mr. Roberts in the role of a
grouchy old criminal lawyer who tracks down
The
the great mystery of the stolen jewel.

when

screen play has plenty of suspense. William
Mille used to be my favorite director, but
now, I suspect, rimes are changing and he
The theater isn't
isn't changing with them.
what it was when William was a boy. Consequent!}- William's films remind me of the
better-class plays that flourished on Broadway
about fifteen years ago.
Beside Mr. Roberts. Mr. De Mille employs
the services of Casson Ferguson. May McAvoy, and Conrad Xagel. Miss McAvoy and
Mr. Xagel, individually good players, when
combined are the dullest couple on the screen.

De

'

'Suzanna"

Sennett.

month had been

rather shy of
comedy. But I had forgotten "Suzanna" and
"Safety Last." "Suzanna" is Mack Sennett's
I

said the

contribution to the history of early California,
and Mack's only discover}- seems to be that
Spaniards and Indians lived there. Well, so
far as I am concerned, that is enough, because
I love a Sennett picture even when, as in the
case of "Suzanna," it isn't Mack at his most

And "Suzanna" stars Mabel Normand, the most gifted of all female comedians. All the young ingenues who are crowding into the movies ought to spend their spare

glittering.

Estelle

Taylor plays a serious and somber role in "Bavu.
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and they
to build

will
it

nod nonchalantly and proceed

for you as ordered.

Haven't you wondered sometimes as you
watched glamorous scenes on the screen, how
Haven't you wanted to
they were built?
know whether they were real houses, stanchly
or just framework put up in flimsy
fashion ?
Here are some glimpses of various studio
sets in the making that will give you
hint
of the wonders studio carpenters accomplish.
The pictures at the top of these two pages
show an East Indian temple as it started, and
as it later appeared on the screen.
This was
built at the United Studios in Hollywood for
"Shattered Idols," a J. L. Frothingham production, in which Marguerite de la Motte
built,

Photo by Gene Ko

NO

one ever complains of
the

monotony

of

the

landscape in a motionpicture studio because it never
stays the same long enough to
tire any one.
What to-day is an
expanse of prairie, punctuated
here and there by cactus and
sagebrush may be an Indian temple to-morrow or a cottage in a

suburb of Paris.
It is quite wonderful the way
these
studio carpenters
work.

Ask them

for a

Kamchatka

hut,

a Mexican adobe, or a little palace in the manner of Louis XVI.,

Order what you will from a studio
carpenter

—

palaces, gardens, or bits
of far-away lands, and within a few
hours you get them.

m
It was a wonderfully effective scene.
The temple looked centuries old, the rocks
seemed to be crumbling away and the dense

starred.

growth of shrubs and grasses hinted

at years
of neglect.
The pictures in the center of the pages show
the courtyard of a building in a South Ameri-

can

cify.

This was built at the Hal Roach

studio for the next Harold Lloyd picture.
Building such a set is comparatively easy;

making

it is

difficult.

lost its

They would not only build
a studio; they would make it

dios.

in

look old and lived in that is
not built in a day" has
meaning around motion-picture stuit

"Rome was

vou

it

in a

fall

day

too

if

like.

Photp by Gene Koixn

The

pictures at the bottom of
show glimpses of
"Main Street" in the making at
"Warner Brothers' studio. Here
we haven't the fascination of
foreign lands to intrigue the eye;
we have just an ordinary Main
Street of any small American
town. That sounds easy enough,
and this set doesn't look like such
a great achievement as the others,
but as a matter of fact it prethe

pages

sented

much harder

problems.

For they were dealing with a subject that every American knows.

Hollywood High Lights
By Edwin and

Charles

Ray and a chorus of

screen players as they appeared recently in the Writers' Revue at Hollywood.

and chinchilla wraps and Rolls-Royce and
ERMINE
Duesenherg motors are flashed sparingly on Hol-

lywood Boulevard these days. This despite the
fact that everybody's enjoying a period of flushness and
The prodigal days of 1920 with their fat
prosperity.
salaries are back again, but the famous and near-famed

—

ones maybe it's because they're older and wiser, or
have in a greater or less degree braved the slump for
aren't spending their money like
nearly two years
Babylonian profligates.
Instead, they are investing.
In oil, real estate, laundries, garages, beauty shops, and
a few, perhaps, in cellar furniture.
Claire Windsor, for instance, has been following the
example long ago set by Ruth Roland by sticking her
money in land and property. She also sank a neat little
sum in oil, and just before she left for New York in April
one of the wells, bearing her name, commenced gushing
quite profitably.
Claire is versatile in her investments
and took a flyer by putting some money into a laundry

—

in

Hollywood.

A

number

of other stars and prominent
same venture. It must

film players are interested in this

be a pretty safe flyer, though, because Mary Miles Minter is one of the strongest stockholders, and if Miss
inter showed the same sagacity in investing in the
laundry that she did in effecting the handsome contract
which she recently finished for Famous Players-Lasky,
the enterprise should be a huge financial success.
Jackie Coogan has announced that he will build
a mil ion-dollar apartment house,
but continue to
live at home.
Anna O. Nilsson has been purchasing a
number of bungalows and flirting with their resale advantageously.
And Viola Dana's penchant for cars is
indicated in her acquiring of a big garage in Hollywood.
Bill Russell has saved Helen Ferguson the price of
future facials and shampoos by increasing his stockholdings in one of the largest hair and beauty establishments on the Coast, while Milton Sills a few years
hence will probably be a cattle king on a Texas ranch
instead of a motion-picture hero.
don't know what Conway Tearle is doing with
his golden shekels, but he is accumulating lots of them
these days.
He's playing opposite Norma Talmadge,
and it is whispered that he may sign a contract at a
fabulous figure with a leading corporation.
He is to
have complete jurisdiction over his stories.
No matter where Tearle's earnings are going, we do
know what Norma Talmadge has done with a small
part of her fortune.
She bought a half interest in a
marvelous race horse that has been winning blue ribbons and yellowbacks at Tia Juana, just over the Mexi-

M

We

Elza Schallert

can border. The horse's name is Buster Keaton, which
be what inspired Norma to invest in him. Norma
is very fond of Buster, especially since he made her
an auntie.

may

Real Heroes Are Scarce.
Leading men seem scarcer this season than leading
ladies.
They have never, in fact, seemed to present
quite the same front since the absence of Valentino.
More real conquerors are needed in the movies, and
one has now to look to the heavies. Meanwhile, though,
the matinee idols are prospering.
They ask one thousand dollars a week for their services without a qualm.
Lots of them who were happy on six hundred dollars
a year ago now want two and three times that amount.
One of them we believe it was Tearle was paid
twenty-five hundred dollars just to wait until the company felt like shooting. Meanwhile he played in another picture with very gratifying results.
The heavies are also exacting. Thev want to plav
in two and three pictures at a time.
Ernest Torrence,
for example, has been doing double duty as Clopin,
king of the underworld, in "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame," and a cadaverous-looking genie in Maurice
Tourneur's "The Brass Bottle."
Tully Marshall topped everybody for a while by playing in four different pictures.
He never visited any
of his productions oftener than about once a week.
The rest of the time he had to spend traveling, making
up, and learning what the new script was about.
He
had as hard a time remembering his various roles as

—

—

who owed him money.
Barbara

Is

Fortunate.

The highly paid among the women now include BarIt has been announced that she will
bara La Marr.
receive two thousand dollars for a picture that she will
for LT niversal.
But first she is going abroad to

make

play in "The Eternal City" under the direction of George
Fitzmaurice. She is to have the role taken some years
ago by Pauline Frederick.
Several of the other girls who have recently come
They
into prominence are quite envious of Barbara.
signed contracts with organizations at a few hundred
dollars a week, and having attained a little prominence,
have been lent out by their companies at a much higher
figure.
Thev don't share anything in these excess profits
except grief, for very often the companies to whom
they are farmed out are inferior ones, though this is
by no means alwavs the case.

Hollywood High Lights
Calamity Howlers.

Right in the midst of these happy days, a sudden
and prolonged shriek has gone up in Hollywood that
The shriekers
there are too many costume pictures.
point to the following list as the reason, and proclaim
that there will be a grand reckoning in the fall
"In the Palace of the King," which Emmett Flynn
of "Connecticut Yankee" fame is directing for Goldwyn.
"The Talisman," in which Wallace Berry is prominently cast.
"Ashes of Vengeance," the
"The Hunchback of Xotre

Xorma Talmadge

—

long.

"Tutankhamen"

— old Egypt

with Carmel Myers. June El-

Malcolm MacGregor,
and Bertram Grassby, reincarnating a sultry message from
vidge,

the hieroglyphics.

"Scaramouche," with Alice
Terry, Ramon Novarro, Lewis
Stone, and others in a serious
study of the French revolution,
with Rex Ingram directing.
"The Courtship of Miles
Standish," already completed,
in which Charles Ray is the
star.

"Barbara Winslow, Rebel,"
the next Constance
picture.

Talmadge

And "The Ten Commandments," a la Cecil De Mille.
Personally we don't agree
They bewith the howlers.
long to that clique of calamiin
Hollywood who
would lay a curse on anything
that gets a bit beyond their
tarists

The

ken.

are
asinine

probabilities

of "Souls for Sale," they had better give it to her to
do.
Her next picture after that will probably be called
"Mary Anne," and is another homy Cinderella affair.

Between the two films, Mabel isn't going to have any
chance to run away to Europe again.
The last time
she played around too long.
We agree with this restriction because one of our pet slogans is
More movies
by Mabel.

—

A

Chance

for the Queens.

The next World's Fair ought
picture.

Dame." with Lon Chaney,
Patsy Ruth Miller. Norman Kerry, Ernest Torrence,
and nearly every one else that's available.
"The Street Singer," or "Rosita" at this writing not
in which Mary Pickford is the star.
finally titled
The Arabian Xights film, in which Douglas Fairbanks is incorporating the best
ideas that he was using in
"The Black Pirate." and for
which he has let his hair grow

—
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wood.

We

know

of fans, because it
excuse to save their

Earring

to take place in Holly-

would probably appeal to a lot
would give them such an excellent

this

money

a trip to the Coast.

for

something ought to be done occasionally
in a big -way to give everybody a chance to see his or
this,

her favorite stars in person.
We've heard a great deal of shouting the last few
months about the American
Historical Revue and Motion
Exposition that is
Picture
scheduled to be held in Los
Angeles from July 2d to August 4th, and possibly this is

entertainment
the
have been looking for.

just

plans

for the

elaborate,

you

The

show are very

and every

star

is

supposed to be seen in person
some time during the grand
pazaz.

The exposition is to be
partly pageant, and partly exand
fireworks,
hibits
and
other things.
partly several
Even
President
Harding's
name has been mentioned as
among those who will add
stellar brilliance.

It

seems that

the president passes through
California just about the right
time, en route to Alaska to

inspect the fisheries or some-

Between

thing.

fish

and

stars,

choice as far as
we can see, but the president
may think otherwise.
there

is little

What

interests
the
stars
that there will be a
different queen every night

most

is

—

twenty-six or twenty-seven in
There will be considerable
all.
fashion they haven't enough
pomp and circumstance attendinterest to find out what the
ant on the various reigns.
period stuff is all about. The
Each star is to have a personal
pictures
have had troubles
court and wear a gorgeous
enough finding their way out Photo by J. C. Millisan
The "Stars of To-morrow" selected by the "Wampus." They
costume and have pages to
of their doldrums, and the cosare, top to bottom—first row (left) Ann Perdue, Evelyn- Brent,
carry her train.
tume productions are the first
Jobyna Ralston, Ethel Shannon; second row, Betty Francisco,
The choice of a queen for
white hope for something betEleanor Boardman, Dorothy Devore, Laura La Plante,
the first evening does not apter.
If the pages of history
Pauline Garon; third row, Virginia Brown Faire, Helen
pear to be taxing. Everybody
can be made to live on the
Lynch, Kathleen Key, Margaret Leahy.
is
pretty certain that it will
screen in real throbbing robe none other than Mary Pickford who will be elected
mance, what reason is there for not reviving' them?
Of course, we all have our less intellectual moments. or crowned or whatever it is that happens to queens
Our preference then is for something frothy and light, when they ascend their throne. It is the evenings after
that which are worrying the stars and the press agents,
and we look forward with considerable zest to "The
because none of them seem to agree on who are the
Extra Girl" in which Mabel Normand will gladden
twenty-five brightest stars. The)- have even been thinking
our eyes.
By the way, Mabel edged several other actresses out of putting it to a public vote, which would seem the
wisest course after all. although this would offer the
of that role.
There is nobody that knows more about
difficulties and unsatisfactory features incident to all
the movies than she does, and so they felt that since
of these so-called, popularity contests.
this was a story of motion-picture life, on the order
that

in

their

utterly
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Hollywood High Lights
Another

Cluster.

The business

of announcing stars has never appealed
Look at the choice of the Western Moto us anyway.
tion Picture Advertisers, or "Wampas," for instance
their stars of to-morrow and stars of to-day, whom
they introduced at their anuual frolic recently held.

—

press agents aren't doing their duty at all. The
of to-day are the "to-morrow" bunch they announced last year, and several of them aren't any betThe new bunch
ter known now than they were then.
look even more doubtful, and the selectors have been
apparently beating the tall timber for selectees.
The new astral material, according to the press agents,
includes Eleanor Boardman, Evelyn Brent, Dorothy Devore, Virginia Brown Faire, Betty Francisco, Pauline

The

stars

Garon, Kathleen Key, Laura
La Plante, Margaret Leahy,
Helen Lynch, Ann Derelys

—

—Perdue, Jobyna Ralston, and

second leads and leads in various comedy features. So
has Charlotte Merriam, lately signed- by Maurice
Tourneur for the principal feminine role in "The Brass
Bottle."
There are also Virginia Fox, Edna Murphy,
and Gloria Hope, who for one reason or another, could
make a better bid for honors than some of the girls
on the two lists, not to speak of such Eastern comers
as Dorothy Mackaill and the exquisite Mary Astor.
too

Our

We

have

our

Eleanor Boardman, Leatrice Joy, Irene Rich, Colleen
Moore, Patsy Ruth Miller,
Bessie Love, ZaSu Pitts, Alice
Terry, and last, but certainly
not least, Mae Busch.

Some

ventional sense of the word,
but they are all players who
seem destined for especial

ascendancy right

year.

in

the

Boardman

on the list.
There is, for example, Vir-

to be

ginia Valli, who made such a
favorable record for herself in
"The Storm." She has been
on neither list, but outshines
most of the stars who are
mentioned on the new one.
Then there is Madge Bellamy,

girls

that

we

thought that
Calhoun,
Vitagraph
player, whose stories have not
always afforded the proper

already establish-

"Scaramouche," and Miss

in

La

Marr

in

"The

Eternal

City."

whose charm and talent certainly merit some consideraalso

is

ing herself
in
"Souls for
Sale."
Watch for the performances
of some of the others like
in
Marshall
Bessie
Love
Neilan's "The Eternal Three,"
and in the production of Balzac's "The Magic Skin ;" Alice
Terry as the old-world heroine

trouble is we miss so many
personalities that really ought

to

and

for the pres-

having a rare opportunity in
"McTeague," which Erich von
Stroheim is directing; Patsy
Ruth Miller is playing Esmeralda in "The Hunchback
of Notre Dame," and Eleanor

some new faces to the
which is just now what
the motion pictures need. The

talked
Alice

Wilson,

You can
ent ten will suffice.
watch for nearly all of these
girls in forthcoming productions that will shoot them up
sky-high in public estimation.
ZaSu Pitts is, for instance,

from year

fore,

Several

Lois

Calhoun,

May McAvoy, but

brings

tion.

the pres-

Prevost, Corinne Griffith, Alice

They are featured
annual show, photographed on any and all occasions, with all the more famous stars in the neighborhood, and otherwise exhibited
for honors or blows.
The idea is not a bad one
basically, because this year it
to

at

moment. The list could
be expanded by the addition
of several others, like Marie
ent

The "Wampas" act as a
company of godfathers for
talent

of these girls are not

star material at all in the con-

Moore, Mary Philbin, Kathryn McGuire, Claire Windsor,
Patsy Ruth
Miller,
Helen
Ferguson and Pauline Starke.

budding

List.

selected and preferred list of
coming Western stars, several of whom have already
been so rated, but who have never really arrived, and
we submit it for your approval: Barbara La Marr,

Ethel Shannon.
The old list, chosen last season, and now the stars of today, comprises Lois Wilson,
Maryon Aye, Jacqueline Logan, Bessie Love, Louise LorLee,
raine,
Lila
Colleen

this

Own

own

The

We
With a new

a star and all sorts of
bright prospects for the future, Madge Bellamy waved
good-by to Los Angeles for a while in order to go East
Ince

contract as

Best Current Setting.
are

completely

be-

witched by the setting of the

cathedral for "The Hunchback of Notre Dame" since
and invite the President to come to the American Historical its completion. It is really one
Revue in California next summer.
of the finest pieces of studio
background for her personalarchitecture that we have seen
ity, is on a fair way toward
winning real stellar honors which she well deserves.
almost felt as if we wanted to talk in a
in ages.
whisper and pray when we got inside, and we are told
Then, too, no mention has been made of Vera Reyn-

We

a fresh buoyant youngster of probably twenty
summers, who ran a very close second for honors with
Gloria Swanson in "Prodigal Daughters." Miss Reynthe
olds graduated from the same school as Gloria
comedies. And for six years she has been playing bits,
olds,

—

one of the statues is just where it
that every
should be.
Most motion-picture settings are such false and deceptives affairs that you feel just like swearing at them
Continued on page 88

A

Letter from Location

sister of Lois Wilson, who has just
entered pictures, writes of a small-town location sojourn.

Constance Wilson,

To Myrtle Gebhart
Pleasanton, California.
has been raining here all day, so
This is the first
at last I have a little time to write.
letter I've written since I've been here, so you can feel
and also know that I am beginning
highly complimented
to understand what w-o-r-k spells.
arrived last Sunday. Ethel Doherty, the script girl,
and I were given a room in a private home. It is a darling,
typical old country place with more knickknacks and more
dust on the knickknacks than you would believe possible
Honestly,
to collect in the fifty-odd years it has been here.
in our sleeping porch there is a 1908 calendar still hanging
Yes, we took the sleeping porch by choice and
believe me, we sleep, too.
In fact, I've noticed the whole
town seems to enjoy that gift of the gods.
The first thing our landlady told us when we arrived
was that Mary Pickford had made the cheery-tree scenes
in "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm" in her side yard.
She
proudly showed us the tree, and as it is a riot of blossom
now, it is simply beautiful. I remember distinctly every
scene in that picture
yet when I saw it how little I
dreamed I'd ever be doing my first big picture around

Myrtle, dear:

It

—

We

—

!

;

that

same

My
was

locality.

sister, Lois,

was almost

as excited as I

when

I

Walter Hiers' leading lady
Gloria Swanson
in "Fair Week."
You know. I have been wild to get wishes the "Fair
into the movies for a long time but Lois and mother
Week" players
made me wait until I was eighteen. Then they let me good luck
for
accompany Lois to Utah for the location scenes in "The
their trip.
The
Covered Wagon" Lois was afraid she would get loneup gazing audisome, up there so long, but made me promise I wouldn't
ence consists of
nag about acting.
Walter Hiers,
But when we got up there James Cruze, the director,
his new
himself suggested I do a bit. and Lois couldn't
bride and
say a word. In fact, after I got started, she gave
his leading
in and said I could continue on the screen if I
lady, Conmade good. Then when Mr. Lasky saw "The
stance WilCovered Wagon" run at the studio he seemed to
son.
anyway,
think I showed a tiny bit of promise
cast for this

role of

—

,

,

—

Continued on page 92

—
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Following Fash
Quaintness

always the keynote of Alice
distinguishes whatever

is

By Louise
from what they know to be most becoming
They select and adapt the lines of

to them.

current fashions to their own requirements.
Alice Terry would never be guilty of the
breach of taste that is, alas, all too common
The freakish fashion of wearing
this season.
ochre make-up and donning long, swathelike
robes covered with Egyptian designs regardless of whether or not one is of the brunet,
slant-eyed type would never appeal to her.
She knows her limitations as well as her points
for emphasis.
dress expert analyzing Miss Terry's personality is struck first by her delicacy, and
the suggestion of primness and quaintness
about her. This quality is emphasized by her

A

—

which isn't really blond,
soft, waving hair
you know, but a beautiful reddish-brown and

—

her big blue eyes.
It is

best for her. therefore, always to retain not only a certain simplicity
in her frocks but a degree of

quaintness as well.

panying

In an accom-

illustration

is

shown

how

Compson. wears a big hat whose plainness emphaand even features.

Setty

sizes her beautifully rounded

the fashionable off-shoulder
neckline has been adapted to become her. The mode of the moment is for necklines that are
straight across, but this does not
suit Miss Terry, so hers is drawn
and a cameo
down into a
brooch adds a quaint touch that
is individual.
The street frock which she

V

shops of exclusive modistes there is
one argument that is repeated almost every
time that a girl, accustomed to buying her
apparel in a ready-to-wear shop, comes to consult a dress specialist.
She demands the "very
latest thing."
The designer attempts instead to
interest her in what best suits her individuality.
Where in the past she has been accustomed to
salesgirls who assured her that certain styles
were all the rage, now she is confronted with
a dignified, reserved woman who recommends

IN

the

styles that are different.

"But don't you ever follow fashions?" the
customer usually asks in surprise.
And the
modiste invariably answers, "Yes, but quietly."
And that is the keynote of dressing fashionably without losing any of one's own unique
charm. Follow the fashions but follow them
with care.
Never adopt styles that are common, for they will obliterate rather, than bring
out your individuality.
Adapt the reigning
fashions to the demands of your own personal-

—

ity.

Few women know

the wisdom of that course,
they did -they could dress with as much
distinction as Alice Terry or Betty Compson.
For that is the secret of
Shs "'ears an evening
their smartness.
dress of soft metal
k n o w themselves
and
cloth <™ d fl™y silver
they never let the dictates
lace.
of fashion s w a y them
but

if

They

—

wears

in

another

illustration

is

equally smart and is equally
clever an adaptation of the current fashion to suit the individual
demands of Miss Terry's personality.
The material is soft
and clinging and the pleating fine.
The blouse is untrinuned except
for all-over beading.
Colored
embroidery such as is the fashion would never do for Miss
Terry f it is too garish. And the
bizarre flower designs suited to
others are too gaudy for her.
The simpler the decoration, the
more it emphasizes Miss Terry's
quiet, easy charm.
The blouse of this- dress bears
the inevitable bow at the left
what frock is complete without
it this
season? but it is not a
large bow, nor a stiff one.
It
is just a convenient, soft fastening a
concession, to
fashion
rather than a trimming for the

—

—

blouse.

Betty Compson's frocks
trated here

show

illus-

equally astute
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ions with Stars
and

Terry's frocks

richness

of

material

Betty Compson wears.

Williams

of the demands of her personality.

analysis

The' evening dress is a particularly beautiful
example of the type of clothes Miss Compson
wears. Hers is a vivid, glowing- beaut}" that
might easily be overemphasized and made
startling if bright colors or stiff fabrics
employed. Instead she chooses to tone

were

down

her coloring bv wearing soft hues and to
bring out subtly the richness of her beauty
through the employment of only the most exquisite fabrics.

The evening frock she wears in the accompanying illustration is of mauve^backed metal
It has a tight,
cloth, heavy but very pliable.
plain bodice.

The

and garlands of

overskirt is of silver lace
but it is the delicate

roses.,

filmy sort of metal lace, not the heavy unyielding kind that is suited only to more stately
figures.

Such

simple lines as this dress shows
everything Miss Compson wears.
She has learned that the secret of distinguished
grooming lies in teaching one's dress fabrics
prevail

soft,

in

the shortest distance between two points.
These stars choose their hats with equal
charming one that Betty Compson
care.
wears is of black satin with a soft satin bow

A

The brim rolls up and empharound contour of her face and her
beautifully even features. She wears this with
a suit that is heavily embroidered and trimmed
with monkey fur. and Miss Compson can suitably wear such a suit as this, for hers is a
more vivid, less ethereal type of
beaut}- than Miss Terry s.
on one

side.

sizes the

The simple

little

hat

that

Miss Terr)- wears would of
self

it-

be too severely plain to suit

it is softened at the sides
with a gauzy veil, stiffened at
the edges with braid.
Ever}- woman cannot learn
her good points and her faults
from seeing herself on the
screen as these two can, but
ever}- woman can study her reflection in a mirror and determine what her type is. And
having once found it out she
can follow any fashion without
having it engulf her personalitv.
For she will follow it in the
way that suits her beaut}- best.
fashion that must be followed with care, if at all, is the
present one of wearing plaited

her, so

—

Alice Terry's frocks are always_ simple

and made of soft

and quaint

fabrics.

If that same woman will adapt the style a
instead of being a slave to it, she can
make it hers. The straight plaited frock of
chiffon, Georgette crepe,
sheer, soft material
even "crepe de Chine of which the "skirt falls
bit

—
—

Alas, many a woman
who is too stout to do so is going to be seen this summer
wearing a "tier frock." of which
the skirt is formed of plaited

straight to the hem, is exceedingly becoming
to the woman who is just a bit overweight.
The embroidered fabrics whose designs
have stripes going around instead of up and
down are for the thin girl, of course. Verily,
this year
as ever
fashion favors the slim
But if you'll follpw the fashion of the
motion-picture stars in figures as well as in
fashions, you'll be able to select frocks that
suit your coloring and temperament, because
you'll diet and exercise till your figure is

ruffles.

what

A

frocks.

—

it

.

should be.

—
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In

and Out of
Informal glimpses of popular

Whenever

Mayo

Frank

missing from the "Six
Days" set out at Goldwyn, they find him with
is

"The

Eternal

Three"

company

chat-

ting with Dag-

mar Godowsky,
his wife.

is all very well for Constance Talmadge to
borrow her young nephew to act with her in
"Dulcy," but at home Joseph Keaton, Sr., would
like to get some attention from him.

It

Jackie Coogan doesn't intend to have any back->
ward children in his company if he has to teach
them himself. And you will admit that Jackie
could teach most children a lot.

the Studios
players at

work and

play.

Bert Lytell makes friends

wherever he goes, so recently when he took a
jaunt

into

vaudeville

be-

tween pictures he got to
be quite a pal of Max. the
almost-human chimpanzee
who appeared on the bill
with him.

While Irene Castle was dancing at the Ambassador in Los Angeles, she was honored by a visit
from one of her favorite motion-picture stars
Baby Peggy whom she coached in the newest
dance steps.

—

Down

in the lowlands of Louisiana D.

made

the last scenes for
Ivor

W.

Griffith

"The White Rose"" with
Novello and Mae Marsh.
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In

and Out

of

the

Studios

\ ou would think that a theater would celebrate with a reception committee and a brass
band at least when Claire Windsor and Lillian Rich came to see one of their own pictures,
but when Warner Brothers tried out "The Little Church Around the Corner" these players
stood in line to buy their tickets just like any one else.

All in the cause of making

realistic,

Davies

has

beautiful

plastered

New

Old

'•Little

York"

cut

fluffy
it

Marion
off

her

hair

and

down

like

this.

Reginald Denny must hope that
Universal will spare him anymore prize-fight pictures and put
him in society roles, because he
is going about all dressed up like
this.
I

L

-j

In and

At the

Out

of

the

Studios

United Studios, Ruth Roland recently entertained at
Sharing her sandwich is Mike Levee, manager of the studio and producer of her serials,
and the other ffuests are Louise Fazenda and Llovd Hamilton.

palatial restaurant for stars at the

luncheon.

An

earnest

and

deserv-

ing young man named
Charles Chaplin is just
as
his
career
starting
director.

\v"e

hope

he

do too well, because then he might stop
doesn't

acting.

Eleanor Boardman's costumes for

For Sale" were lovely to
look at, but not warm enough
even for a California spring.
""Souls
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What Are These
By Malcolm H.
ytFTER

week-end

circles, returning
regularly accosted with
the query, "What are these actors like ?" Where
hitherto I have been more or less at a loss to answer
concisely, yet correctly, the question shall trouble me

A\

no longer.

Here

a

to the native

The answer

celluloid

in

heath

is

I

am

"Lew Cody."

the dashing cavalier of the screen presenting
himself in real life with almost the same preservation
of illusion that marks the positive-and-negative SwanThe modishly English clothes, the double-breasted
son.
vest, the spats, the Graustark moustachios, the talk of
"my last picture," the publishing of future plans, the
is

atmosphere
I found him

in

an apartment overhanging Broadway,

a stone's throw from the "Follies," a minute and a half
from Times Square, and an elevator's drop to one of
Victrola
of the most garish cabarets on the Lane.
was in full operation, Variety and Clipper lay on the
table, beside more interesting things, and Lew was busily
winding up a sociable phone tete-a-tete.
He is well put up, suave, self-centered, and fairly
typical of the successful movie actor.
He talks interestingly about himself. All actors talk about themselves.
The fine distinction is that they are not all interesting.
To
Actors are not to be too severely condemned.
esteem one's self and one's accomplishments is a human
enough failing, and what with adulatory press notices,
fat contracts, and fan letters by the score, it is small
wonder that actors become egotistical and self-conscious.
"My last picture" is the actor's past "my new contract"
is his future.
Attempt to lead him into other channels
of conversation and he will fool you by adroitly swinging the subject back to himself.
"Barrymore," he will say, "was fine in 'Hamlet.' His

A

;

was an

interesting interpretation.
I should like to try
on the screen."
Actors are, after all, children of talent. Flattery is
food and praise is drink: to "steal" a scene is life.
"I have just come from the Coast," said Cody, shutting off the jazzing Victrola. "I've never been so blamed
tied up in my life as I was out there.
I was working
in three pictures at once.
Fact.
It kept me busy as
sin, but under the circumstances I can't say that it made
me feel bad. Had lots of fun dashing from lot to lot."
It is the first time a three-in-one performance has
been accomplished, so far as records show. Cody was
chosen to do one of the city slickers in Rupert Hughes'
story of reel life, "Souls for Sale."
week later he
was called for duty in the Selznick star-studded version
of "Rupert of Hentzau." sequel to "The Prisoner of
Zenda." Then, in the midst of "Souls for Sale," Norma
Talmadge, whom Lew had supported so effectively in
"The Sign on the Door," requested him to do Joe Garson
it

A

in

her revival of the hair-raising "Within the Law."
a vengeance.
Cody was the

Here was demand with
supply.

"The Garson

smooth
mustache was already
was there to do? I

part had to be played with a

face," he explained to me.
'in' the Hughes picture.

"My
What

appealed to Mr. Hughes, telling him how anxious I
was to do the Garson part at the same time. He's a
prince.
He had a great solution. In his picture I had
to escape and come back in disguise, so instead of putting on the conventional beard, he let me shave off the
mustache.

:

Actors Like?
Oettinger

"So I fixed up the upper lip, and played both parts.
That was typical of Rupe Hughes. He's a great scout.
He makes movies a hobby, and gets more fun out of
the game than any one else I've ever met."
From Califilmia Cody has come East for Paramount,
to play in "Lawful Larceny," a paste jewel of rosy tints
salvaged from last year's legitimate offerings, and deploying the cataclysmic Naldi as well as Conrad Nagel
and Hope Hampton. Lew is currently engaged hither
and thither, free-lancing. One of these days, when a
sufficiently tempting contract is tendered him, I dare
say he will sign for a few years.
He and Alan Dwan are inseparable friends, sons of
Broadway. For over two weeks they saw a show a
night.
One evening they occupied front-row seats at
"The Follies" wearing pink blotters instead of dress
Will Rogers, Andrew Tombes, Gilda Gray, and
shirts.
the rest of the players were convulsed with laughter.
Cody is in the habit of dramatizing himself. He is
not conceited in the ordinary, offensive manner. It is a
naive, natural sort of egotism.
It is quite unconscious
he is simply the hub round which his conversation re-

volves.

Shortly after my arrival in the Cody apartment, Ray
in, with all the aplomb, savoir faire, and gayety that should mark the entrance of the editor of the
Cosmopolitan.
With him was the angular, owl-faced
Odd Mclntyre, once Ziegfeld press agent extraordinary;
more recently special writer for Long's magazine.
"Say, Mac, your stuff was great this month," said

Long blew

Lew

enthusiastically.

"Hold

it," admonished Long.
"He'll be cravyou don't cut out the bouquets."
Before many moments had passed, the inside stories
of New York's glittering boulevard were being aired.
The names were those of chorus girls and stars, playwrights and ball players, actors and managers, editors
and directors. It was all very colorful and a trifle improbable.
These were hazy figures assuming very real
it,

ing a raise

hold

if

shapes.
In the course of the conversation I should say
that Cody qualified as one of the three boulevardiers.

Seldom was he left behind in the traffic of words.
He is of and for this world of make believe and tinsel
and "front." Just now he is riding the waves. Two
years ago he was not Broadway was inclined to say
that he was through.
That's the way of Manhattan.
If you're famous, Broadway bows before you. and
places you in fourth row, center, aisle seats and at ring;

side tables in the smartest night clubs

if you're slipping,
looks right through you as though you were
the third pane in the revolving door at the Ritz.
Cody was once exploited as a he-vamp. This was
thought by the company exploiting him to be fine boxoffice fodder.
But it proved to be a boomerang. The
;

Broadway

matinee mob turned and buried Lew Cody beneath an
avalanche of protesting letters.
That the past is buried and Cody is reinstated maybest be determined by his present contracts here, there,
and everywhere. From present performances it is safe
to say that you will be seeing him regularly, in leading roles, for the next six months. He told me, too
with no great show of originality, to be sure that he
was not considering stardom as yet: he wants to "work
back."

—

Continued on Dase 86
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Old

tales are best,

according to motion-picture producers, so they are

Three of the
most interesting are Goldwyn's "The Spoilers," a scene from which
is shown at the top of the page, and Paramount' s "The Cheat," with
Pola Negri and Charles de Roche, and "Salomy Jane," with Jacqueline
Logan.

refilming

some

of the biggest successes of other days.

A
Picturesque

Newcomer
One

of the most unusual and inter-

screen debutantes is Jetta
Goudal. who plays her first important role in Richard Barthelmess'
production of "The Bright Shawl."
esting

She

is Dutch by birth and French
by inheritance, but it is her odd

makes her
She came to New York
a few months ago to appear on the
speaking stage, but became interested in screen work, and decided
Oriental expression that

alluring.

to stay.

Photographs by White

What

Griffith

is

Doing

the title of the nest D. W. Griffith production and the
is
The photograph of her in the center
played by Mae Marsh.
suggests what a departure this is from the wistful characterizations that made h~r
famous. Ivor Novello plays opposite her.

"The White Rose"
title

role

is

Photo by Freutich

It

would have struck off into the wilderness if he had
seems hard to believe that Daniel Boone
film
as Eileen Sedgwick and yet that is what the
person
young
chic
and
sucTa dainty
Universal historical serial.
character of Daniel Boone does in the latest

Just by

Way

of

Variety
Dorothy Devore has played just about everything m Christie Comedies but old KingTut.

MOST

comedy players find one funny
type and stick to it, but Dorothy Devore's career is quite different. The humor
of the Christie comedies in which she plays
depends more upon humorous plots than on
humorous people so Dorothy has a chance
to go in for characterizations that are hu-

man and

varied.

AT

the top of the page at the left she is
as a pert and piquant youngster
At the right she is
in "Babies Welcome.''
pictured as she appears in a struggle through
a snowstorm in ""Winter Has Came" that
burlesques the famous one in "Way Down
East." Other interesting comedy characters_
that she has recently played are "Mile-aMinute Mary," a glimpse of which is shown
above. "Hazel from Hollywood," shown on
the right, and the heroine of "Let Er Run"
which is at the left. This last-mentioned
satire is reminiscent of all the old race-track
melodramas vou ever saw. May it make the
In
producers of "Garrison's Finish" blush
the last few months Dorothy lias burlesqued
It must
all sorts of people and experiences.
be hard to take such f unnv work seriously

shown

!

—

A

—

—

Confidential Guide to Current Releases

NOTE Only distinctive pictures appear in this list. It does not aim to be a comprehensive survey of all pictures now showing
throughout the country, as such a list would occupy too much space. Program pictures will be included in it only when they are
genuinely distinctive. Pictures reviewed elsewhere in the same issue will not be mentioned, but aside from those this list will
comprise those generally considered as the most important of the current film offerings.
:

WHAT EVERY FAN SHOULD
"The Covered Wagon"

SEE.

— Paramount.

Across the prairies with a rugged band
of pioneers, meeting buffalo and Indians, struggling against hardships and
gathering in the light of camp fires to
buck up one's courage with a song.
There is not much plot, but the long
curving line of prairie schooners is
infinitely more dramatic than most acThere are two uncouth advention.
turers magnificently played by Ernest
The
Torrence and Tully Marshall.

American screen epic.
"The Pilgrim" — First National.

first

Charlie Chaplin's best, but his latest.
uproariously funny burlesque of the
old-familiar story of an escaped convict masquerading as a preacher.
"Down to the Sea in Ships" Hodkinson. An adventurous whale hunt in
the open sea that makes every one in
the audience feel as though they were
taking part in the struggle. An annoyirigly silly love story ruins quantities
of good film, but it makes you appreciate the gripping scenes at sea all th

—

more.
"Java Head" Paramount. Prim, serene old Salem in the days of its glory
as a shipping center brought to life.

—

There

triangular struggle between
skipper, his high-caste Chinese

is

...

young

wife and his childhood, sweetheart.
Leatrice Joy and Jacqueline Logan distinguish themselves, and the film as a

whole is moving and beautiful.
"Driven" Universal.
A genuine,
realistic drama of the South without
any bunk or sentimentality. A tale of
a mother whose husband and three

—

who sacrifices
for one worth-while son.

sons are brutes,
all

"Douglas Fairbanks

—United

Artists.

in

them

Robin Hood"

The age

of chivalry

beauty and with Douglas
Fairbanks' pep added.
"When Knighthood Was in Flower"
Cosmopolitan. An all-star cast and
tons of gorgeous scenery making the
in

all

its

—

rollicking times of Henry VIII. into a
glittering pageant.
Marion Davies
does excellent work as tlu Princess.

"Peg
Taylor

o'

My

"Mad

Love"

— Goldwyn.

Probably
the last of Pola Negri's foreign-made
pictures, in which she lures almost the
whole cast to destruction. She is powerful and magnetic
more so than she
will probably ever be in her American-

—

made

This isn't a pretty
pictures.
story one of her victims escapes from
an insane asylum and strangles her
but it is interesting.

—

"Daddy"— First
Not

An

a

has the aching, poignant beauty of
the tropics and a thrilling, unforgettable descent through a waterfall.
It

isn't

much

but there

of

his

of

comedy,

inimitable

pathos aplenty.

is

—

"Minnie" First National. A tragic
comedy, such as only Marshall Neilan
could transpose to the screen. Leatrice
a homely, beauless girl who
gets into trouble by inventing love af-

Joy plays
fairs.

It

is

uncommonly human and

charming.

Christian"— Goldwyn.

"The

The

struggles of a religious fanatic to forget the worldly lure of a stage favorite.
Richard Dix and Mae Busch play these
parts brilliantly, and there are impressive, spectacular scenes taken in England.

"The Voice from the Minaret"— First
National. One of those maudlin tales
of beautiful young girls married to unworthy, old husbands and adored by

noble youth of high ideals.

Somehow,

Norma Talmadge and Eugene O'Brien
manage

to breathe life into its clay
figures. The season's most hard-working California desert plays its usual

prominent

part.

"Salome"— Allied

Artists.

_

The

screen's greatest novelty. Nazimova in
a grotesque, haunting picturization of
Oscar Wilde's story. This is no cheap
shocker, and it doesn't go in for comic
relief.
It
is
a serious and bizarre
screen fantastique.

WORTH THE

PRICE OF
ADMISSION.

Heart"— Metro. Laurette

an amusing and touchingfilm version of her famous play.
She
is just as funny as she ever was and
looks much younger and prettier.

One

National.

those old-fashioned tear wringers, but
Jackie Coogan makes the tottering
wreck of a plot convincing. There

in

"Brass"

mous

of

Brothers. The famiserable matrimony

of an island of

has been turned into a harmless and
mild little conventional romance. As
an adaptation of a powerful, cynical
novel it is a mess, but as a motion picEver-genuine
ture it is pretty good.
Irene Rich exalts the flimsy material
she works with. Monte Blue and Marie Prevost are in it.

comes. Their struggles with a colony
of shipwrecked sailors are thrillingly
visualized
by
Maurice
Tourneur.
Anna Q. Nilsson and Milton Sills at

amuck while its
running
mother goes off to win the war and
personal glory. Its war problems have
Myrtle Stedan odd, far-away feeling.

their best.

man

"Where the Pavement Ends"
Metro. Rex Ingram's contribution to

of the all-star cast by her wonderfully
sympathetic characterization.

the South Sea craze.
A sensuous,
slow-moving, psychological study of a
missionary's daughter, an engaging
young native, and a rough old trader.

"The White Flower" Paramount.
Betty Compson involved in a wild Hawaiian plot with the season's most intense scenery and worst subtitles.

THE BEST OF THEIR
"The

Isle of

A

Lost Ships"

KIND.

— First

Na-

gruesome and thrilling story
abandoned ships where
one bearing a woman and two men

tional.

"The Famous Mrs. Fair"— Metro.

all

the glory from the rest

—

—

—

"Lost and Found" Goldwyn.
A
shanghaied maiden in Tahiti leered at
by a native chief and loved by a handsome hero is threatened by danger
through several reels and finally rescued by her father.
Pauline Starke
and Antonio Moreno and real Tahiti
backgrounds are engrossing when you
can see them through the blurry photography.
"Success" Metro.
Brandon Tynan

—

as a touching, pathetic old actor. The
plot is largely hokum, but his sincerity

saves

it.

"Mr. Billings Spends His Dime"
Paramount. A mildly amusing story
about a haberdashery clerk who gets
mixed up in a South American revolution.
Walter Hiers is the star, but
the honors of the picture such as they
are go'to George Fawcett and Jacqueline Logan.
An im"Othello"— State Rights.

—

—

pressive but oversubtitled foreign picture which ranges from the sublime to
the ridiculous. There is stark power
in the acting and some o* those nice
big mobs in which the Germans specialize.

Applause"— ParaWorld's
"The
mount. A notoriety-mad actress, strikingly played by Bebe Daniels, skips
recklessly along scandal road toward
ruin, and is onlv saved by a murder.
She hardly seems worth saving. William De Mille directed
never believe it.

"The Bohemian

Girl"

this,

but you'll

—American

Re-

A rather slow-moving
leasing Corp.
picturization of the opera legend about
the gypsies' captive who "dreamt she
dwelt in marble halls." It introduces
some interesting English players,
Gladys
Cooper and Ivor Novello
"Mighty Lak' a Rose"— First NaA crook play in which a beautiful blind girl dispenses music and
regeneration.
Dorothy Mackaill is
simple and sincere and touching as the

tional.

girl.

Boy 13"— First National. DougMacLean in a somewhat labored

"Bell
las

but constantly rib-tickling comedy.

A

family

takes

ment.
"Jazzmania" Metro. The essence of
absurdity with Mae Murray kicking
her pretty heels and mouthing a petulant pout at a poor, overworked plot.
It is extravagance of the most exaggerated sort.

among them.

—Warner

story

She is an alluring creature, if that is
enough for your evening's entertain-

FAIR WARNING.
"Adam's Rib"

De

— Paramount.

Appar-

Mille will have his litIt is excellent
tle joke, and this is it.
as burlesque of his better pictures. It
has all the lavish settings of the others and a cast of first-rate players,
each of whom seems to be trying to
outdo the others in silliness. There
is a prehistoric sequence such as you
will never see again.

ently Cecil
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The Making of a
Great Director
Look

into the career of the

man who

made "The Covered Wagon" and you
will find the tale of a veritable soldier

of fortune.

By

Doris Irving

THERE comes
every

a time in the history of
profession when
a few of its leading lights get
together and decide that in order to
give prestige and dignity to their
brotherhood there should be certain
entrance requirements. And when the
motion-picture directors start anything
like that I want to be there
It is comparatively easy to codify
the qualities and training that go into
the making of a doctor or lawyer. But
standardize motion-picture directors ?
It couldn't be done.
One might insist, for instance, on
thorough artistic training believing
that to be the source of much of the
skill of Rex Ingram.
One might hold
out for world travel, knowing that to
!

—

have done much toward familiarizing
Fred Niblo with the ways of different
peoples.
Or thorough technical training might seem an essential considering the case of Alan

Dwan.

But where would many of our most
accomplished directors come in if any
such standards were adopted? What
about James Cruze. for instance?
Asked what prepared him for becoming a motion-picture director, he
remarks quizzically that it was weeding onions at twenty-five cents a day
that did

it.
Eventually, after repeated
questioning, you discover that that was
what made him leave home.
He
wanted to find something easier and more exciting to
do, so he tried acting. After he had acted for a while
in everything from Shakespearean stock to fly-by-night
medicine shows, he decided that a little schooling
wouldn't be amiss. He couldn't save money from his
stage earnings so he decided to try something else for
a while. He tried just about everything else. He was
mess boy on a transport to Manila, he went to Alaska
and worked in the salmon fisheries. He was a cook,
a bell boy, a waiter, a day laborer, a farmhand. Somewhere in the midst of all those careers he professes
not to remember just where he earned money enough
to go to dramatic school. But that didn't hold him for

—

—

long.

For three years he trouped in a road company play"The Heart of Maryland." There were other people in that company who have since become famous,

He always wanted to forego the grease paint and
become a director but it wasn't until he acquired the
embonpoint fatal to a screen hero that any one would

—

him.
Now he can grow fat as he pleases without
worrying, for he is firmly established behind the camera.
His best-known productions are "One Glorious Day."
"The Old Homestead," and "The Covered Wagon."
"One Glorious Day" showed a sense of whimsv and
satire which I confess seem wholly lacking in him 0:1
let

first

acquaintance.

"The Old Homestead" showed

that

he knew more of showmanship than of New England.
It was "The Covered Wagon" that revealed in him a
depth of feeling hitherto untouched. And I think that
his attitude toward this picture reveals the trait in the
man that is most important to his work. It is hero wor-

ing

ship.

but he won't give permission to tell who they are because perhaps they are not so proud of their humble
Like many
beginnings and their struggles as he is.
another actor he drifted into pictures because he was
hard up.
Fans who followed pictures years ago will
remember him one of the most ingratiating and magnetic heroes of those early productions.

"The Covered Wagon" he was seized with the beauty
and descriptive power of Emerson Hough's prose and

—

When James
wanted

Cruze read some of the descriptions

approximate

in

it as nearly as he could in picfollowed the original slavishlv in his admiration for the great talent of the author.
It is said that
because of this faculty of his for considering what the

tures.

to

He

Continued on page 96
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Continued from page 57

by begging things from the others.
For "When Knighthood Was In
Flower," you pull down the shades,
put on a bonnet and hold a posy. I
had a beautiful interpretation of "Salome" all ready, but Middie's 'mother
didn't let me get very far with it.
At a recent party at Patsy Ruth
Miller's "The Great Moment" had
various interpretations, Pat's idea being to recline luxuriously on the
lounge, with a box of candy in one
hand, a dill pickle in the other, and
a copy of F.
Scott Fitzgerald's
"Beautiful and Damned" propped up
in front of her.
One young lady of eighteen, whose
name out of charity I forbear to mention
she's as avid a fan as any of
you interpreted her longed-for great
moment in this wise sitting proudly
erect, with a picture of Valentino on
the floor at her feet. Eying him
or
rather it
in disdain, she exclaimed
dramatically, "No, I will not be
!"
your-r-r-n-n-n
Other games that we play are
"aviation," "under the blanket," and
blowing the feather over the sheet,
paying a forfeit each time it touches
you.
These are all lots of fun, but
"aviation" is especially thrilling. This

—
—

:

—

—

game produces

a wonderful illusion,
so for the greatest effectiveness it is
important that the victim who is
blindfolded, be ignorant of how the

game

is

worked

out.

But Ethel Sands

described these so graphically in last
January's Picture-Play that I shall
pass them by.
At these parties refreshments usually are quite simple, as their mothers
have a peculiar habit of insisting that
the girls prepare the eats themselves.
So we usually have ice cream and
cake in the summertime and hot
chocolate and cake and fudge in the
winter. If we still crave nourishment
we hie us to the Dutchman's down
on the Boulevard where chicken
sandwiches are obtainable.
I'm telling you only of the games
we younger girls play. The older
stars
Gloria Swanson, Clara Kim-

—

—

Young, Nazimova have much
more sedate parties. I'm sure I don't
know what they play at their parties,
ball

Play at Hollywood Parties

for the simple reason that I'm never
but I understand that they
go in for bridge-whist and dance and
as at the home of Milton Sills, the
invited,

—

—

theologian
discuss
they
such things as Freudian
complexes, relativity, the fourth dierstwhile
learnedly

mension, and Swindburg. Nazimova,
however, frequently has the young
bunch over to fro'lic in her swimming
pool and is as youthfully sprightly
as any, suggesting elfish pranks to
play on the others. Charles Ray also
often has the bunch "out to swim in
the pool on his palatial Beverly Hills
estate.

Club eagerly takes up
A while back it was
spiritism.
They had the most thrilling seances imaginable, sitting around
in darkened rooms, holding hands
and moaning invocations to the spir-

The

every

Girls'

new

fad.

to tell them if they would get a
coveted role or if Bill was out with
another girl. But their spiritualistic
spree ended when a spirit who
proved to be the father of one of
entered the room draped
the girls
in a sheet and answered their queries, sotto voce. Fleeting precipitately,
they 'abandoned the seance forthwith
its

—

—

and sought

less

spine-chilling enter-

tainment.

Helen Ferguson's luncheons and
dinners are well patronized, partly
because she -is quite an artist and
paints the most adorable place cards
and things. She is one of the most
popular hostesses.
Her mother understands young folks well and never
fusses at us if we muss things all
up because she knows Helen will
roll out of bed early next morning
and clean it all up. Parties at Helen's usually resolve into an orgy of
chicken sandwiches and macaroons,
those two being her prime passions.
Mildred Davis' parties also have a
most homy air, or did before she
was married, for the whole family
participates.
Their little white bungalow is so tiny and there is so very
much of family that there's no place
to put 'em, so they stay in the living
room and help Middie entertain.
Which may not sound entrancing to
flappers who like to tuck the older
folks in bed and put on a "mugging"

—

What Are These
Continued from page 74

"In 'Rupert' we had a merry battle," he said.
"With Bert Lytell,
Elaine Plammerstein, Conway Tearle,
and others of that caliber in the one
picture, you can imagine how a fellow had to watch his step to keep
safe.
Never could tell when some
one was going to sneak right up and
steal a scene before you knew it.

party," but which I have found adds
a contribution now and then to the
fun.

Down in my home town, Dallas,
Texas, parents used to stand back
for the young folks, retire to their
bedrooms that the youngsters might
They seemed,
occupy the parlors.
Maybe
somehow, so much older.

parents are getting younger, or

maybe

the climate or the spirit of infectious gayety which Hollywood flap-

it's

pers carry with them everywhere they
go but, anyway out here mothers
and fathers seem more like good playfellows than stern parents.
They do exercise their prerogatives
occasionally though, as witness a recent unhappy occurrence. Somebody
gave a party I won't say who and
her parents had gone out for the
And one of the boys
evening.
won't say who, either had got hold
of some hard cider, I think from his
Everybody giggled
older brother.
and took some just as any bunch
of girls and boys would do anywhere.
And. while nobody was really affected
by it, to any extent, rosy lips did
exhale a telltale pungent breath when
the time came to go home.
So it happened that for two weeks
thereafter nobody was allowed to go

—

—

—

—

—

—

anywhere and

all

parties

were

called

during the period of probation.

off

And
girls

there were so

many

sick little

—and boys with headaches —

that

our Hollywood flappers have decided
they'll

stick

to

lighter

drinks here-

after.

Our

flappers are just like yours.
are animated by a spirit of ingenuous fun that keeps them wholesome and natural in the artificial atmosphere of make-believe romance
in which they work.

They

You can copy our games

at

your

you want to and, goodness,
if you know any new ones, please
For
write and tell us about them.
parties

if

pretty soon we'll have the encyclopedia combed for "think fasts" and
we are sometimes at a loss to "exploit" some of the titles the producers are thrusting at us, such, for instance, as "The Headless Horse-

man

!"

Actors Like?

been staged with lots of attenand it should go over
big.
It should make a great picture.
It's

tion to detail

had a wonderful part in it."
There it is for you the philosophy
of the actor.
Those last two sentences tell you more than whole
pages could. 'Granted, some actors
are more intelligent than others some
are infinitely better rounded than othI

:

;

ers
some are more capable, more
ambitious, more persevering than others but their philosophy remains essentially the same.
Everything is translated into terms
This does not
of I, me, and my.
necessarily damn the acting fraterLew
nity, but it does distinguish it.
Cody is no exception. He is the
answer to the question of the century, "What are these actors like ?"
;

;

Down Among
love
FANS
way, so

the

Dummies

Dean best when she goes a crooked
she is making another crook picture, called
"White Tiger."
Her dynamic personality often
shines in contrast to other actors, but it will particularly
in this production. For though she is supported in the scene
above by the members of the first conference on a League
of Nations, they are only wax figures, since the setting is
the famous old New York institution modeled after Tussaud's wax works in London, and known as the Eden Musee.
The huge figure in the picture on the right is a mechanical chess player.
Priscilla

!

!

A

88
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Lesson in
we made

dormitory,

"If you want to try your hand at
a vamp's outfit why don't you come
over to the studio to-morrow?" suggested Miss Naldi. "I'll let you work
off a thousand dollars' worth of emotion on getting the right kind of
screen make-up."
"Do you mean it?" I choked, and,
as she nodded with an elfish smile,
I hugged her before the startled and
envious gaze of onlookers."

Vamping
a

place

for

a

of silver-gray dress boxes that
had just arrived and started the
pile

—

make up.
"You may watch me
and

first,"

she

perched on the edge of
her table so that I wouldn't miss anything.
I enjoyed this part of my adventure best, I think, for a close-up
of Miss Naldi's eyes and beautiful
features is something I shall never
said,

I

forget.

subways were as
found myself
Lasky palace
without knowing how I came but as
long as no one arrested me, I sped
up "Powder Puff Alley" of the studio and saw Miss Naldi running
down the hall to meet me.
I had the happiest afternoon. First,
we had lunch in her dressing room,
together with Mr. Gilbert Clark, who
designs those intriguing cobwebby affairs by which she catches the helpless husband and tireless toreador.
We had a riotous time. Did Mr.
Clark talk costumes ?
He did not
"Now do Queen Victoria !" Miss
Naldi commanded, and our royal high
in the

I
trees in the woods!
in the curved, white

—

—

entertainer folded a napkin on top
of his head, let his cheeks fall, and
pretended to prop up seven folds of
fat neck on a supine wrist.
His arm

you off. Don't you
on some of my Egyptian
headdresses
and
costumes
from
'Lawful Larceny?' "
"Nothing could be sweeter," I
started to say, but just then caught
and
sight of my face in the mirror
we both shrieked until the wardrobe
lady came running in. I looked like
a futuristic impression of a slave just
My
dragged out of a slimy lake
new, fierce eyebrows gave me such a
"I'll

want

finish

to try

—

!

used cold cream and then
the grease paint carefully into
her skin. After that came a shower
of heavy powder, smoothed by a tiny,
I never could mascaro
soft brush.
my eyelashes, and so I watched her.
carefully as she jetted them and drew
that most vampish black line under

wild and morbid expression. It was
too much!
(I had always imagined
that by some magic, make-up would
transform me into a wistful -Mae

her eyes.
"There, now you begin," proffering me the makin's.
"I adore that lipstick of yours," I
sighed, as she unnecessarily adorned
her cupidVbow mouth.
For answer she divided her box
with me. Won't that be the envy of
all the girls ?
But nothing can make
me auction it off I'll let them know
about it, though, when I send out in-

offered a seven-thousancL-dollar conMiss Naldi showed me her new
headdress that cost a small fortune in
itself
it has sixty-five scarabs at the
all perside and fifty-seven in front
stones in bewildering colors.
fect
With it were the precious butterfly
gowns of my dreams, with ornaments
costing two thousand five hundred
Then came racks of slipdollars.
pers, scarab buckled, lace frilled and
gold ones fit for even this fairy Cin-

She

first

Tempus couldn't fugit any too fast
worked
for me until the next afternoon;
mere people

me,

!

vitations to the rechristening of the
studio kitten

Marsh!)
But in the language of the poets,
So, to console my
I was a frost.
dying hopes that I would soon be
tract,

—

—

derella.

"Bebe Daniels holds the prize for
long, sweeping eyelashes," she told
me as I was struggling with the

"Miss Naldi!" came the hated call,
me to front the world with
my terrible- face. The queen of si-

seemed

grease paint.

tle

"I know, it didn't seem as if they
could be real !" I muttered thickly,
through a mouthful of powder. "Isn't
!"
Betty Compson a beauty, too
"She is a poem of loveliness, and
I don't mind going on record as saying so," and then catching sight of

rens stood, black eyes shot with amber lights of eternal excitement, lips
curved with amusement:
"Are you going to be a vamp?"
was her parting shot.
"All I can promise is a happy disposition and a wild desire to succeed !" I sent back.

to have the marks of four litchins that always bulged from
Queen Victoria's tight bracelet.
shrieked with laughter all the
time he was there.
Then piling up the dishes and
stacking them outside the door just
as if we were two girls in a school

We

leaving

Hollywood High Lights
Continued from page 66

once you try to get inside. You're
always seeing a beautifully and elaborately decorated front and then
going through a door and finding
yourself

among

of totally
impersonal joists and timbers. Undoubtedly this sort of construction is
perfectly satisfactory for a production, but for a visitor who is bent on
spending a pleasant day viewing surprises,

it

in

is

Universal

a

lot

built

up

their

Dame settings for a sequence
of scenes.
Some of these take place
in front of the church, and others
are under the elaborate nave.
The
vastness and the depth of a great
French cathedral really dawns on you
in spite of the plaster and lath that
are used.
You really feel as if the
entire structure might have been
made out of stone, especially if you
don't look for protruding laths. The
Notre

"

picture.

Theda Bara Arrives.

Now

dismaying.

have

atmosphere seems rather essentially
sacred and spiritual for a movie
plant, but it is a pleasure to bask in
it for a change, after viewing a rather
endless
succession
and
of
cafes
drawing-rooms.
Part of the roof
of the cathedral is being supplied by
a miniature, which will add greatly
to the artistry and bigness of the

phers to recover their composure sufficently to remember that they were
there to secure pictures, and not
watching the climax of a feature

diama.

Theda has not been West since she
made "Cleopatra" five years ago for
the Fox organization. She is still one
the most fascinating women of
the films, and hopes are being entertained that her Western trip may

of

that Barbara La Marr, the
nouveau vamp, has gone to Europe,
Hollywood may derive consolation
from the presence of Theda Bara.
She came West to be with her hus-

mean her renewal of

band, Charles Brabin, who is directing for the Goldwyn company, and
the greeting of the two when they
met at the railway station was as torrid and intense as any love scene in
which Miss Bara has ever appeared
on the screen. It took two minutes
for the hard-boiled news photogra-

Eddie Sutherland and May McAvoy
were going to get married, but then

success

pro-

fessionally.

All

We

About

Two

Screen Marriages.

did think for quite a while that

of a "sudden May quit going with
Eddie, and commenced appearing in
public with Bobby Agnew. Recently
everything was settled by Mr. SuthHe took as bride
erland himself.
Continued on page 100

The Glory That
Was Egypt
IT

is

*

a

pretty hard to find
screen story that
isn't old stuff.
Almost
all directors admit that
their scenarios are hoary
with age and decrepit

The

civilization of

has been brought
picture studio and
up to date you say

Tutankhamen's day
to

life

now
it

if

in a

is

no longer merely
ejaculation of

slang}-

from overwork, and they
are usually trying to find

the flapper set ; it is a call
for Carmel Myers, for it
is she who plays the difficult role of the heroine
in this film of old Egypt.

new

But

With

S.

face hardened, and a
sausagelike
coiffure of
curls, Carmel is picturesquely engaged in looking like what a mummy
was before she was a
mummv. The splendor
and richness of the vast
Egyptian palaces gives an
many
opportunity
for
magnificent settings, and
this picture will abound
in them.

ones.

William P.

it took
Earle to

think of the brilliant idea
of getting a story that
was so old that it was
long since forgotten. He
took a scenario more
than three thousand
years old and is producing it in motion pictures.
It is the story of "Tut-

ankhamen" whose tomb
in Egypt was opened a
few months ago.

hands

right

with hieroglyphics.

pGYPT'S QUEEN!"
a

motion-

you are

stiffened,

!

Do You Know
Continued from page 31

he decided that he could more profitably use his nationality to advan-

and when he came to America
he identified himself with a humorous Scotch character in "The Only
Girl," and subsequently essayed other
comedy parts in Victor Herbert music
shows.
Pictures had always interested himHe wanted to break into them. He
had seen his brother, David Torrence,
who recently appeared in Mary Pickford's "Tess of the Storm Country,"
make headway playing dress-suit villains, and he felt that some day he
would be able to convince some producer of the value of his own comtage,

edy

forte.

"One day Henry King
me," said Torrence.
"He

sent
told

for

that for once he had a part my size.
had no idea what he wanted me
I thought it was probably
to play.

some country-boob role that nobody
wanted to fill. I was certain, of
course, that it would be a comedy
character, and so when I went down
else

to the studio I naturally tried to talk
flippantly and carry myself very

jauntily.
" 'We

want you

to play the

heavy

King told me.
in "Tol'able David,"
" 'You mean the role of Luke Hat'

burn!' I exclaimed, for I had read
the story by Hergesheimer in ad-

vance.
" 'Yes, that's the character.'
"I was nonplused. I stared at Mr.
King in amazement. 'Have you ever
seen my work?' I demanded. King
declared that he had not.
" 'Well,' explained the actor, 'I'm
a comedian.'
" 'Oh, well, that doesn't make any
difference,' replied King.
'You're the type, and to be a really

particular

good

actor,

one must always have

been a comedian

"So

that's the

first.'

way

things started.

played the role, using what tricks
The one where I look out
I knew.
of the corner of my eye and twitch
I

the side of

my

larly effective,"

face

seemed particu-

and he

with particular emphasis.
It was
curious.
He seemed to take all his
villaining very casually and with a
smile. He was much more interested
in the fact that he had been able to
make people laugh and excite their
sympathy.
He particularly discounted his portrayal in "Broken
Chains."
"Oh, he was too mean altogether,"
"Beyond all reason.
he declared.
You know the scene where we take
the coffin of the little child to the
I was disgusted with
churchyard.
having to be so cruel to Colleen
Moore. I couldn't think of any way

monotony of meanness,
said to Allen Holubar, the
director, thinking that would prove
'Why not have
too much for him
to relieve the

so finally

illustrated with

that lightning flash of nastiness that
he gets over in his expression. "Every
director now wants me to use that
twitch, but there's nothing to it. It's

only a trick."
I noted that Torrence stressed this

scratch a

when he

Roy Barnes and Seena Owen. "The
Little Church Around the Corner" is
of bunk about love and capital
and labor and religion it has a certain
popular and obvious appeal.
"The Nth Commandment" is a slushy
story of wives and husbands and marfull

;

match on the

lights his pipe

?'

I

coffin

thought

would be regarded

as too insulting
a piece of business to put into the
expicture,
but
instead
'Fine!'

that

—

'A great piece of
business.
Go ahead and do it.'
"The only fun that I had in the
whole picture," continued Torrence,
"was when after the long fight with
Malcolm MacGregor, I lay down on
claimed Holubar.

the sofa and made that gesture telling
him to get away. It made everybody
on the set laugh, and it seems to have
gotten over on the screen, too. I was
really tired, for I'd been tussling with
MacGregor all day, and he is a husky
boy.
gesture telling him to get
away was a perfectly natural one."
While he told me quietly and unostentatiously the details of his ca-

My

reer, which I have related, Torrence
never once spoke glowingly of himself, as is often the fashion of actor
After his narrative was finfolk.
ished, he was content to let the con-

versation drift into other channels,
and to be a listener rather than a
talker. Only once did he really break
through his fine Gaelic reserve during our conversation, and that was
when the subject of his music came
up. There was just the slightest hint
of eagerness about his desire to play,
and it needed only a slight suggestion to bring him to his feet.
"I'll play something for you thai

have just been composing," he said.
"I don't know just what to call it,
but I've named it a Russian Ballad."
He laid a heavy accent on the first
I

The
Continued from page 61

I

—

me him

I

Ernest Torrence

riage,

Screen
but

gets

it

in

Review

over

very

well.

"Westbound, Limited" is earnestly
and tearfully recommended as one of
the best melodramas of the month.
Every minute you think the train is
going to be wrecked.
"Prodigal
Daughters" stars Gloria Swanson" as
a New York society girl with clothes
.

t

of "ballad" that seemed to
whole personality.
He
might have been an ancient bard at
that moment, if it were not for the
practical
everydayness and up-todateness of his golf trousers and
socks.
Despite the figure he made, I was
prepared to be bored by the efforts
of an amateur musician. There was,
beside, a certain incongruity about
syllable

express his

his

huge hands and huge body lean-

ing heavily over the piano.
I was
reminded of a saying that is passed
about the composer, Rachmaninoff,
who gives a keyboard strenuous treatment namely that "he plays a piano
once."
I held certain doubts about
the strength of the strings should

—

Torrence grow violent.
But all of his reserve came to the
forefront in his playing. It was not
the reserve that forbids spontaneity,

but simply that regulates it. He offered to you a quiet and impelling
dignity that was the harmony of himself.
His composition was imbued
with the same nature. It was a surprisingly worthy piece of work, modern in tendencies, and indicative of
a highly developed knowledge of music.

Torrence's youthful ambition was
music, but it was difficult for him
"My
on it then.
to concentrate
teacher could never get me to work,
because I was too fond of billiards."
He must have studied, though, because on his return to the British
Isles he won several gold medals and
a scholarship, and then he taught until
he decided to develop his voice

and go on the

stage.

Somehow

or other, despite his exceptional talent in various lines, the
tastes of Torrence are essentially

He has guarded his earnunderstand, and has amassed
Now he is
a comfortable fortune.
garnering a huge harvest, thanks to
the salaries that are being paid to
featured players in general, and himpractical.
ings.

I

self

of

particular.

in

it,

too,

you can

He'll

take

because

bet,

care
in all

careful and
there is
one thing of which I am absolutely
sure. He will never, as is frequently
the misfortune of actors, die in
penury, or the poorhouse.

matters of business he

At any

punctilious.

is

rate,

He's Scotch

from Paree.
girl,

she

is,

And

but a

Gloria

is

wild,

trifle

a good
and the

old folks don't understand her.

What with the redemption of Hollywood, engineered by Mr. Hughes,
.

and the

fall

of

Sodom and Gomorrah,

made in Vienna, it has been an
ful month for this reviewer.

event-

Some Famous
Bobs
I-I3W

do you do, how do you do, how do
you do your hair?" runs the refrain of

popular old song.
The answers of Gloria
Swanson, Anna O. Nilsson, and Leatrice Joy are
pictured here and show how widely bobbed heads
can differ. Anna O. lets her hair take its fluffy,
a

natural course Gloria favors a tight marcel with
the hair close cropped up the back of the head;
Leatrice Joy's is perhaps the most trying of all,
for hers is just brushed down straight and tight.
;

Photo by Donald Biddle Key ea

;

Shopping

92
Continued from page 19

with Pola Negri

—

"Nanook

bodies have tried the same system,
but it smacks of uplift and it doesn't
work. Every once in a while some
one comes along and suggests a
League for Better Films, to be formed
by movie fans, but these projects always die a quiet death.

unknown here
North" no demand
star

—

of the
"Orphans
educational pictures
of the Storm"
1 don't like costume
plays
"Over the Hill" too many
"Oliver Twist" lay off the
reels
with
highbrow
stuff
"Disraeli"
George Arliss title has no drawing
for

—

;

—

;

—

;

—

If the master minds have failed
to solve the problem, what can the
For one thing, they can
fans do?

;

power.

The question of selling films is
They
agitating the stars just now.
feel that neither salesman nor exhibitor is a fair judge of public taste.
Several solutions are being considered
Mary
in the film business itself.

be more discriminating about the pictures they go to see. You have plenty
of ways of finding out whether the
picture that is coming to your theater
to-night is good or bad.
If it is a
weak sister, you can cause your exhibitor considerable pain
about a
quarter's worth
by staying away
from it. And you can support the
good pictures. If every one did thisthe system would have to be changed,
and the weak sisters would be much

Pickford, Fairbanks, Chaplin, Lloyd,

dishonest distribution system. These
stars are strong with the exhibitors
and are sure of booking. As for the
independent producer, with no great
star, it is almost impossible for him

make

fewer

now

Warners are trying

the

are

—

he understands. Tell him not what
you like or what you don't like but
what you are willing to pay for and
what you won't spend your money on.
Will you have any influence on
him? Well, he will listen to you
more eagerly than he will to any
reformer from a woman's club who
doesn't happen to be a movie fan.

—

Kane, a producer, wants
booking system; he
wants the movie patrons to get together and vote for their entertainments. The women's clubs and other
S.

community

A
he gave

me

leading

lady

mind you

!

—

big opportunity as
my second picture,

Lois

almost

is

my

chance as I am.
keeps on, he
guesses pretty soon the whole family,
even the purp, will be in the
as tickled about

Father

says,

if

this

movies.

We

work bright and early
Monday morning. And, oh, Myrtle
Nevevery one was so nice to me
ertheless, it was surely hard. I wasn't
started

—

!

exactly nervous or afraid, but of
course I realized it was just a case
of flopping or making good.
It was
so hard to go before two steadily
grinding cameras and pretend they
just weren't there. When I sav every

one was nice, I reallv mean it, too.
I know I'll never be able to thank
any one in the company enough for
all the kind things they have done to
help me. Rob Wagner, the director,
claims he has an exceptionally sympathetic feeling, as it is his first picIf I do anything halfway
decently, he encourages me so, and

ture, also.

—

The machinery

of the film business
complicated that it sometimes
months for public opinion to

so
takes

is

influence the

men

at the

head of

it.

Nevertheless in the slow process of
years, many fake stars have been boycotted, many cheap and crooked producers driven from the business.
Unfortunately, the system that controls your theaters has, without your
knowledge, driven many small but
worthy producers to the wall. It is
up to you, and it is decidedly to your
advantage, to see that good pictures
get fair play and real support at your
theater.
Don't demand the impossible don't expect dollar entertainment
for ten cents. You don't expect more
than your money's worth at the corner grocer's.
Don't force your exhibitor to book new and expensive
pictures twice a month and then have
him forced to take cheap stuff the
rest of the time. You don't ask your
butcher to sell you pheasant at lambchop prices twice a month and then
;

pay lamb-chop prices for round steak
and liver the rest of the time.
Forget the pretty stories you have
heard about the movie business and
get over the idea that it is dazzlingly
different from the other sordid but
honest industries. It may seem cruel
to realize that you must bargain for
your film favorites just as you bargain for a good brand of lard, but
it's true.
If you have educated other
merchants to the point where they are

giving you what you want, you can
educate the half-divine, lofty, and
art-loving- rulers of the film world.

Letter from Location
me it was fine. Walter Fliers
and the others have been wonderful

tells

this

And now

can support these pic-

;

prestige of the Belasco> productions
they believe the exhibitors cannot afford to turn down their productions
that the public demand will force
the exhibitor to book them.

Continued from page 67

most consistently good

tures and pass up the bad ones. You
can, moreover, "talk turkey" to your
talk to him in the terms
exhibitor
of money because that is the language

to

;

Arthur

the

You

making

pictures.

buck the market with stories like
"Main Street" and "Brass" and the

a

number.
more, you can soon find

is

out for yourself the names of the
companies, stars, and directors who

with profit under the present system.
Just

in

What

and market them

pictures

—

—

the Talmadges, and a few other stars
are said to be formulating a plan for
selling direct to the exhibitor, thus
eliminating the elaborate and often

to

for Pictures

in

helping

points,

me

with

which naturally

the
I

technical
don't know

anything about.
Walter's bride

is
with him, you
know, and my, but they're a scream
always spooning around.
"Dearest" this and "Darling" that.
Of
course, I smile upon all of that, for

—

I'm not going to get married for
ever and ever so long.
had quite a thrill the other day
while we were taking some bandconcert scenes. Mr. Wagner was sitting by the cameras at a turn of the
road where all the townspeople we
were using went by in their little
flivvers.
One of them, however, too
interested
the
in
cameras, went
straight ahead instead of turning, and
.stopped just as Mr. Wagner was
thrown out of his chair. Fortunately
he wasn't hurt.
Yesterday was surely my most exciting day
it might not seem exciting
to you, but in such a sleepy town,
anything that breaks the monotony

We

—

becomes exciting.

A

train

had to be

hired for the picture as Walter has
to run ahead of it and flag it, et cetera.
Well, when I found out I didn't work,
you can easily guess what I did all
day. / ran the train!
As a matter of fact, all I did was
pull the bell and whistle while the

showed me how to run
would have pulled the lever,

engineer
it.

onyl

I

I

wasn't quite strong enough.

Walter brought up a double here
to do the running in front of the
They were afraid Walter
train.
might stumble, get injured, and hold
So a double was
up production.
hired, but Walter ended by doing it
himself, as he was so much better.
Reallv, any one with any humor at
all can get a laugh just from his back.
He deserves a great deal of credit,
too, because the train was going fast,
and it was serious business.
Since starting work I've been keeping early hours, and I mustn't break
the rule now.
So I'll say good night
and lots of love.

—

Connie.

Advertising Section

dJhe would
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Now, Every Woman Can Have
how gracehow lovely her
NO MATTER
her
no woman can be truly beau-

SPECIAL OFFER

face,

ful
tiful if

Pretty Ankles

figure,

A

her ankles are flabby and thick. Unshapely ankles give an impression of coarseness
and awkwardness that all the charm of feature
and form cannot dispel.

$2 Jar of Reducing Cream
With Every Order

FREE

FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY
While Mme. Wilmart j Electrolastic Ankle Reducers
will reduce the ankles, we are supplying with
every pair, as a special offer, a generous jar of our
special Reducing Cream. This cream, rubbed thoroughly into the ankle before the reducer 'is drawn
on, opens the pores and allows the Electrolastic
Ankle Reducer to function more readily.

Thick ankles distress so many women! And
yet today it is easy to transform them into
slender, delicately modeled ankles that will
appear bewitchingly beneath the hem of one's
gown. A new system— The Mme. Wilmarte
Method — simple, safe and sensible— gives to
every consistent follower the pretty ankles
that should be every woman's pride.

This unusual offer makes it possible for you— if
you act at once— to get a $3.00 pair of Electrolastic
Ankle Reducers and a $2X0 jar of Reducing Cream,
all for $2.98.

Whet Causes Thick Ankles

Send No Money

Modern modes of living— of riding instead of
walking— pay for their comfort in fat accumu-

Simply send us your ankle and calf measurements. We will send you a pair of reducers and a
jar of cream in plain container. Simply pay the
postman on arrival $2.98, (plus a few cents for
postage), or if you prefer, send us a money order.
If, after examining the Mme. Wilmarte Ankle Reducers in the privacy of your own home, you are
not entirely satisfied, you may return the Ankle
Reducers and the Cream, and we will refund your
money at once and without question. You take absolutely no risk.

This is especially noticeable in the
ankles where superfluous fatty tissues build
themselves into a shapeless wall thickly padding the natural slim ankle lines.
lation.

The Electrolastic Ankle Reducer
Removes the Padding of Fat

For

The most important step in the Mme. Wilmarte
Method is the Electrolastic Ankle Reducer
Which can be slipped on and off in a second—
rimply drawn over the foot without lacing,

shown in the Lower picture, and
allows the Electrolastic Ankle Reducers

to

function more readily.

Your physician would tell you,
if you asked him, that with the
pores noio open, the Ankle Reducers are ready to do their work.
They stimulate the secretion of
the fat cells which lie between the
normal tissue cells, thereby reducing the amount offatty tissue,
as shown in the upper picture.

Measure Just Above
Ankle Bone

If you wish to reduce your calves as well as your
ankles, the Mme. Wilmarte Extra Length Ankle

and Calf Reducer, at an additional charge of
$2.00, will meet your needs.

straps, bandaging or bother of any kind. This
ankle reducer, made of rubber containing natural drawing properties, not only carries off
the fatty tissues through perspiration, but
Trlme. Wihnarte Special Reducing Cream opens the pores as

Size,

Mme. Wilmarte,

healthfully stimulates the secretion of the fat
cells. Thus the ankle is reduced to its normal
graceful proportions.

12

East 42nd

Please send

Dept. 7C

New

St.,

York City

me your

special S5.00 offer of a S3. 00 jar of Electrolastic Ankle Reducers and a S2.00 jar of Reducing Cream.
I am
sending you no money. 1 will pay the postman on arrival. $2.98
(or S4.98 for Extra Length, plus a few cents for postage). It is
understood that if nfter examining the Ankle Reducers in the
privacy of my own home I am not entirely satisfied, I will return

While many women prefer to wear Electrolastic Ankle Reducers at night, they may also
be worn comfortably during the day; light,
flesh-colored and
yet exceedingly durable
snug fitting, they will not be noticed beneath
your stockings.

them and my money

will be

refunded.

;

Name
|
j

New York

My

Ankle Size Is
(Measure Just Above Ankle Bone)

My Calf Size Is
Note: If you wish, you

Department 7C

12 East 42nd Street,

Address

City

City.

may send c.nsh with order and save the
(Payment must accompany all_orders from outside the

I

postage.

I

United States.)

BEATRICE.— Is my

time limit up yet?
wouldn't want you to desert me
for the world, so I'm hastening to answer
I

Ramon Novarro

your questions.

is

not

taking Valentino's place with Famous
Players Charles de Roche, a Frenchman,
is the actor who will play some of the
roles that Valentino would have played
had he remained to complete his contract.
Novarro is under contract to Metro, and
according to most people who have a
mania for pigeonholing and classifying
people, he comes the nearest to filling
"Valentino's place," though most fans feel,
I am sure, that no one can ever really
take his place.
You can address Ethel
Sands, care of Picture-Play Magazine,
I
79 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
am sure she will answer you. You have a
perfect right to prefer Bobby Vernon to
Charlie Chaplin, if you want to, Beatrice.
I am one person who won't "bite your
head off" for it. Mildred Davis will not
appear with Harold Lloyd an:; more, but

—

possible that she will star in features,
though Harold wants her to give up screen
work and be content to be Mrs. Harold
it is

Lloyd. Mildred made one feature before
she married, called "Temporary Marriage," but it hasn't been released yet.

Eleanore McK.

— You

say you are not

very interested in Rodolph, but when you
rave about his wonderful smile and perfect
I'm sorry I can'tgive
teeth, well. I dunno.
you a mailing address for him, but he is, at
present, traveling around the country with
his wife filling dance engagements in
various cities. You will just have to be
patient until he settles in one spot long
enough to establish a mailing address.
The situation regarding his picture work
is still

unchanged

—

at this writing.

the shade of
ask now is that
one send me a note on bat k paper
a Tutankhamen border then I shall

Bubbles.

stationery.

I

All

love
I

:

—

your
some

probably getting ready to make another
picture.

—

Standing F^.n. Your fareturned from Europe some months

vorite
ago, after appearing in a couple of pictures there, and is now back in Hollyin

"Daytime Wives," an

So you probably
B. O. production.
will see a lot of him in the near future,
as he happens to be one of those actors
who are in great demand for good parts
just now.
Mr. Standing was born in
F.

and went on

nineteen.
gray eyes.

has brown hair and

He

—

Nadine. -Yes, Warner Baxter was the
actor that appeared opposite Ethel Clayton in "If I Were Queen."
He was a
stage star before trying the movies, and
has made such a hit in the few pictures
in which he has appeared that he is now
being starred by F. B. O. in "Blow Your
Own Horn." William Powell is not related to David Powell.

—

Tiny. You haven't seen David Butler
ages? Well, now, that's a shame. It's
very aggravating not to be able to see
in

forthcoming "Little Old New
Eugene O'Brien played opposite
Mary Pickford in "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm," but in "Daddy Long Legs"
Mahlon Hamilton was the Daddy.

man

in her

York."

Margaret M.

will

answer in

these columns as many questions of general interest concerning the movies as space will allow.
1

Personal

replies

to

a

limited

number

of questions— such as will
not require unusually long answers
will be sent if the request is accompanied by a stamped envelope, with return address. Inquiries
should be addressed to The Picture
Oracle, Picture-Play Magazine. 79

—

Seventh Avenue, New York City.
The Oracle cannot give advice about
becoming a movie actor or actress,

way of ever
getting such a job is by direct
personal application at a studio.
Those who wish the addresses of
actors and actresses are urged to
read the notice at the end of this

since the only possible

department.
one's favorite star at one's favorite theYou just
ater in all that time, isn't it?
tell your theater manager to be sure to
get "Desire," a Metro picture, when it
is released, because David Butler is in it.
Marguerite de la Motte plays with him.

Little Pete.

The Oracle

— So glad you've discovered

at

last.

you've been missing

Just think of
these years.

all

what

You

must mean Johnny Harron as the actor
who played with Harry Carey in "The
Fox" and with Viola Dana in "The Five-

He is the only player I
Dollar Baby."
know that appeared in both these productions.
Johnny is a brother of the
Bobby Harron who used to play in Griffith pictures and who died a couple of
years ago. Harrison Ford is about thirty.
His latest appearance is in "Vanity Fair,"
and he also plays Marion Davies' leading

—You

ask,

"If

Wanda

Hawley, Betty Compson, Bebe Daniels,
and Lila Lee entered a beauty contest
which would win?" My dear Margaret,
I am only an Oracle, and one who is
rather fond of life. When I decide that
I should like to spend the rest of my days
in misery I shall set myself up as a judge
of feminine beauty and publish my impressions of the various candidates in the
press.

H.

npHE ORACLE

with

1901, and Constance Talmadge in 1900.
"Salome" is the latest picture Nazimova
has made. After that she was on the stage
for a while in "Dagmar," but the play
did not go very well, and now she is

wood working

1880,

when he was

stage

the

have

received the ultimate thrill in the_stationNazimova was born in 1879,
ery line.
Claire Windsor in 1897, May McAvoy in

Wyndham

London, England, in

I.

Mower

R.

— So

you haven't seen Jack

Well,
are gloomy.
But get ready to receive the Joy Man.
You will have a chance to see a great
deal of your favorite in the future, be-

well,

"Manslaughter?"

since

No wonder you

well.

cause he is going to appear in the Universal serial "Daniel Boone" in which
he plays the title role. Just think of being able to gaze on him every week,
though Eileen Sedgwick, who plays the
leading lady, most likely will share some
of the close-ups that you think should be
showered on your "darling Jack."

—

V. V. K. Marguerite Clark's age has
always been a question of great moment

many people, so I don't wonder you
directory says that Marare curious.
Cincinnati,
guerite was born in 1887.
Ohio, is her birthplace, and she went on
the stage in 1899.
to

My

La Junta,

Colorado,

Girl.

— Beverly

Bavne and Francis X. Bushman are back
in "pictures

again.

production

is

Their

first

costarring

"Modern Marriage," made

should say
I
Whitman Bennett.
"Souls For Sale" has been put into pictures, and by Rupert Hughes himself for
This picture has
the Goldwyn company.
already been released, so you should be

by

able to see

it

in

your town pretty soon.

Busch, Eleanor Boardman. Barbara
La Marr, Lew Cody, Frank Mayo, and
Richard Dix play the principal characters.
Eleanor Boardman is Remember Steddon,
Theda Bara was preparing
the heroine.
to return to pictures in the Selznick pro-

Mae

duction, "The Easiest Way," some months
ago, but the plan miscarried and she
hasn't donned the grease paint yet.

ZaSu

Pitts

Fan—Well,

I'm glad to

coming along beautifully after her rather rocky early movie
journey. She is playing prominent parts
regularly now, her latest and most importell

vou that ZaSu

tant to
lead in

is

date being that of the feminine

first Erich von
Stroheim production for Goldwyn.

"McTeague," the

Continued on pnpre 109

1.

Can Do

I

Too

It,

Continued from page 51

Pretty soon Colleen Moore's going to be known as Cleeve Moore's
sister instead of the other way around
as

it

now.

is

The law

—

school goes pretty good

but gosh, pictures are sure
at night
the cake's icing
So far, I've had only one close-up

—

and though Mom's gone with me
each time a picture with me in it has
come to town she's never seen me
once.
But I know I'm there, and
you've got to look quick when you're

—

an extra.
Wouldn't

it get your goldfish the
a lot of times a plot thickens
around a small part like mine? I'm
really the hinge in Mr. Dierker's last
picture
and I've been so interested,
I find myself slowing up on the old

way

—

—

Case 956 Calif. Page 472.
Law's all right, but the screen

is

United for the Nation's need

snaky.

And

I'm making money
it's going to come in
darned handy when I get ready to
rent a law office and wait for cus-

three million square miles of terri-

tomers.

mercial transactions and social

Believe me,

-

Maybe by that
my name in

time

with

be a star

I'll

electric

We
tory

are a people scattered over

—a

people whose daily com-

interests are as

wide-spread as our

approximately
operating

and breadth
these

thousand local

six

units

cover

length

the

Uniting

of the land.

community organizations are

the Associated

Companies

of the

lights like

Only a

Colleen's there must be a few girls
out of the millions that will like me,

boundaries.

don't you think ?
Colleen's getting interested in my
career
the other night she said I

country, can serve our needs.

unified tele-

Bell System, each responsible for

;

;

looked

like

Valentino-Dix-Moreno-

—

—

Meighan-Novarro et al. so there's
a lot of hope for me.
Besides, the male of the species
has become the bird's feathers on the

phone

service, covering the

Such a

been about

until lately they've

groom

as important as the

wedding

at his

— but now the producers

directors are looking for
nile types.

new

own

—

—

Linking together the Associated

service, in turn, requires

!

Honest

Film Clippings

stitch in its side.

the spell

is

And

C-h-a-r-m.

William Farnum
has made enough
he-mansion.

is

a

money

the

American Tele-

develops

munity a local organization with

standards of practice and equip-

full

authority

and

responsibility for

the problems of that community.

Such a

service

Bell

System.

and

fifty

is

the service of

Two

hundred

thousand employees and

It

operates the long distance lines,

ment

nation-wide

for the

service

and

policies,

improvement of the

for the benefit of all.

he-man who
to live in a

In this

commonwealth

of service

the best interests of the nation
the

community are equally

and

served.

"Bell System"
American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies
One

Policy,

One System, Universal

Service,

and

all

directed

toward Better Service

FREE

DIAMOND

RING OFFER

Jnst to advertise our famous Hawaiian im.
diamonds— the greatest discovery the world
has ever known. We will send absolutely
free this 14k gold f. ring, set with a l-2k
C. O. D. charges to cover postage, boxing,
advertising, handling, etc. If you can tell
it from a real diamond return and money
refunded. Only Hi. 000 given away. Sendno
money. Answer quick. Send Bize of finger.

Harold Lloyd is a surgeon *who
performs operations on a huge scale.
His entire audience is taken with a
exerts a spell.

is

form policies and operating
methods; and also in each com-

Hawaiian im. diamond-in beautiful ring
box postage paid. Pay postmaster SI. 48

Mae Murray

Companies

phone and Telegraph Company.

the

—

—

territory.

its

and

juve-

I'm new and I'm a
That's me
type
I don't know what of yet
but somebody will find out.
Only one director so far has told
me that as an actor I'll make a good
lawyer so I'm going over all right.
If Colleen can do it
I can do it,
too
I say to myself with twenty
knots and a button every morning.
Pictures are the snake's ears

—

service in

a national organization with uni-

screen.

Up

whole

KRAUTH &

REED,

Dept. 35

335 W. Madison Street, Chicago

Writers!
Free toWONDERFUL
BOOK—read

QHz Short-Cut

b CocCeSSful

about

it;

L Tells how easily Stories and Plays are con*
many
^| ceived, written, perfected, sold.
who don't
they can write, suddenly
rind it out. Hon- the Scenario Kings and the
Story Queens live and work. How bright men
and women, without any special experience,
learn to their own amazement that their simplest Ideas may furnish brilliant plots forPIays

DREAM

How

How one's own Imagination may
provide an endless gold-mine of Ideas thai
bring Happy Success and Handsome Cash
and Stories.

Girls! Girls!!

Save Your Hair
With Cuticura
Soap and Ointmentto clear dandruff and itching:, 25c.
each. Samplesfreeof Cuticura, Dept. D, Maiden, Mass.

Royalties.
nto print.

How

How new writers get their names
How to tell if you ARE a writer.

to develop

your "story fancy," weave

clever word-pictures and unique, thrilling,
realistic plots.
your friends may be your worst judges. "How
to avoid discouragement and the pitfalls of Failure. Hoti> to IVittl

How

This surprising book is absolutely fret. No cliarge. No obligation. Your copy is waiting for you. Write for it 71070. Justaddress

AUTHORS' PRESS.

Dept. 35, AUBURN,

NEW YORK

!

)

!!
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Main

Street Hearts

Continued from page 29

Carol,

the

wife,

who's

scared

for

him and now realizes that she was
all wrong
that the doc's got a heart

—

of gold.

An'

to complicate

it.

to her, all

realizes that she's all

wrong

Volberg, that emptyheaded good-for-nothing young feller.
"She realizes that she loves the doc
and that the people who live in

Gopher Prairie ain't so bad after all.
"So the final fade-out shows the
happy reunion.
Everybody understands
happy.

The good old swimming days
here.
Oh boy! But it's great to
off the old shirt, into

your

suit

are
rip

Can't Fool

Them

Don't try to make excuses. You should
have knobs on your arms like a baseball.
A fine protector you would make, when
you can't even fight your own battles.
What are you going to do? She is going
to find you out.

Look Your Best
It's

not too

late.

I

Everybody's

other.

Symbolic, see?

And maybe

title

Folks'

— 'Folks

is

the sub-

or something

that."

like

and take

the splash. But what a shock to some
of the poor girls when they see their
heroes come out with flat chests and
skinny arms instead of the robust
frames they expected to see.

You

each

we got a beautiful shot
Look — the sunAn'coming
out over the snow.

a Bathing Suit?

can save you

It

means hard work and plenty of it, but
think of the results.
In just 30 days I
am going to add one full inch to your
biceps.
Yes, and two inches on your
chest in the same length of time.
But
that's only a starter.
I
am going to
broaden out those shoulders and put real
pep into your old backbone.
Y'ou will
have a spring to your step and a flash to
your eye. showing you to be a real, live
man.
Before summer is past you won't
recognize your former self. -You will have
a physique to be really proud of.
This is
no idle talk, fellows. I don't promise these
things.
I
guarantee them. Come on and
make me prove it.

My New 64-Page Book
"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"

!

Some

they're not going to get
till

pictures.

think they can,

directors

Wait

can't kid

but

away with

they see the box-office

Whew

reports.

"No, sir.
Aleck stuff.

None

of

smart-

that

But

there's a chance to
George
story there.

make a

great
Babbitt coming back to his family
The
and his business in the end.
regeneration of a middle-aged man.
Never been done before. Bran' new
idear, see?"

Step

lively, folks

Here's a chance

!

see "Main Street,"
rural drama since "W ay
to

greatest

the

Down

East !"
Line forms at the left. Have your
change ready. See the big snowstorm
scene
See the redemption of Carol
Kennicott!
Why, say folks, there
won't be a dry eye in your head
Flumor, too. Funny hick characters.
You'll
See the big barn-dance scene
Here it is,
laugh your head off.
!

!

The enthusiasm
was contagious.

of the impresario
All the courtiers

around the throne were nodding and
smiling.
J. L. leaned back and allowed his thumbs to rest in the arm
holes of his vest.

"We're going

to

make

'Babbit,'

too."

"So you're going

to

make 'Bab-

Mr. Warner.
Are you going to have any humorous
touches in it?
Going to kid the
Chamber of Commerce and the lodges
and the Rotary Club or anything like

bit!'
yet.

a decided negative.

comes back

"She

in

L.'s lapel flashed in the

You
"Not on your life
anybody like that in the

in trailing after

How Do You

J.

sunlight as his whole body shook in

a little
we make the patient the father of
young Eric Volberg, who's the doc's
rival 'in the screen version.
"Get the idear?
When the doc
it

covered with
snow an' everything, having risked
his life to save a suffering human
being, why, Carol just naturally realizes that it's up to her to quit her uppity ways.

Earle E. Liederman
as he is to-day

order in

Well, that's

fine,

that?"

The

elegant

emblem of

a fraternal

The Making

folks.

"Main

Street,"

the

picture

with a punch!
But wait a minute. Sinclair Lewis,
what do you think about it? What
do you think about the reversal of
your message the irony of making
a rural idyl out of your masterpiece

—

of realism?

You knew what J. L. Warner
would do to your book. Nobody can
Sinblame J. L. But you knew.
clair Lewis, you deserve the worst
punishment that could be inflicted on
you. And I hope you get it.
I hope you have to see the picture

of a

Great Director

Continued from page 85

Send for

It contains forty-three full-papre photographs of
myself and some of the many prize-winning pupils

have trained.
Some of these came to me as pitiLook
weaklings, imploring me to help them.
over now and you will marvel at their present
physiques.
This hook will prove an impetus and a
real inspiration to you.
It will thrill you through
and through. All I ask is~ 10 cents to cover the cost
I

ful

them

of wrapping and mailing and it is yours to keep.
This will not obligate you at all. but for the sake
of your future health and happiness, do not put it
off.
Send today right now, before you turn this

—

page.

EARLE

E.

LIEDERMAN

Dept. 1407, 305 Broadway,

EARLE

E.

New York

City

LIEDERMAN

Dept. 1407, 305 Broadway. New York City
Dear Sir: I enclose herewith 10 cents, for which
you are to send me. without any obligation on m.v
part whatever, a copy of your latest book, "Muscular Development."
(Please write or print plainly.

—

author intended to convey instead of
twisting a story to embody all his
own favorite dramatic devices he is
to be given Harry Leon Wilson's
"Ruggles of Red Gap" to direct, and
possibly "Merton of the Movies."
It seems almost as though James

Cruze had been chosen by Fate

Name
Street.

City

is

Most

of the big suc-

cesses came to him as hand-me-downs.
All the then more important directors
in the Paramount fold had so little
faith in them as screen material that
they refused to direct them.
It is a far cry from tramping a
platform in the glare of torches selling wondrous cure-alls with the promise of a show thrown in to screen-

ing American epics, but his adventures along that road are what have

made James Cruze

a versatile direc-

tor.

Next month Miss Irving will tell the colorful story of the career of Marshall
Surely the most ingenious of our directors, and one of the greatest, he
also one of the most ingratiating personalities in the film world.

Neilan.
State

to

be scurried through these myriad adv
ventures and ideally equipped for the
work of making motion pictures. But
his career hasn't been easy; far from
it.
If he has made big, worth-while
pictures it hasn't been because he has

been favored.

Advertising Section

The Genuine Ingenue

Says the Wise Old Owl-

Continued from page 43

Who -o-o~o-o-o

the type, in cellulore, that is more
sinned against than usual, more to be
the sympapitied than Little Eva

is

knows (where

—

thetic heart interest.

are

Her appealing

'

eyes, her guileless youth, her straight-

my

LUanderincl

Daughters

forward countenance mark her for
passive roles for the duration of her

?

cinema existence.
I see no protean character work
here.

Lee

I

predict

The

no stardom.

she
adept at conveying the orange-blossoms-and-springtime atmosphere. But
to imagine her doing much else were
speciality is sweet simplicity

:

is

futile.

Lila

Lee

is

a

warning

to

inter-

viewers not to look upon all actresses
as cop}": some of them are just nice
girls.

Over the Teacups
Continued from page

5-5

but she hasn't found anything that
She has been
just suited her so far.
having her portrait painted, too. and
of course she rushes up to the Adirondacks to see her mother whenever
she has a few days to spare.
Lucy Fox is over near Naples
'

Her company is
Community International
Corporation of Xew York and Paris,"

now, you know.
called 'The

but thev reallv ought to be stvled
simply The Globe Trotters.' They
have been making pictures simply all
over Europe. I expect to get a postcard from Tutankhamen's tomb al-

most any day now showing Lucy
the excavations. She sent me

among
a

lovely

snapshot

taken

at

Capri,

showing how she appears in 'The
She says though that it
Usurpers.'
nearly so heavenly in Italy as
she had expected. It has rained almost continually, and even,- one has
a severe cold."
"Still, I bet almost any one would
be g^lad to have her chance to travel
all Europe, rain or no rain." I offered,
wondering why Fanny was hastening
to gather up her things.
"It just dawned on me," she announced stiffly, "that I've been sitting here talking to you when I might
have been over at the studio welcoming [Mildred Harris back to Xew

I

T3EAUTIFUL,

young, innocent, a wealthy society girl
disappeared a few years ago.
No trace has been
found of her to this day, though the police of the world
searched for her.
A nation rang with the news. That
was because of her social position. Yet every day scores
of girls are reported missing to the police.
What becomes

them?

of

picture arifh the problem of the hour

^andeKin^ Dau^hfeKs
a

James Young Production
Irom

Presented by

Sam

Directed

the story

.

by Dana J3urnef

£.jQor/c

by

Jirst

James
young

JVatfonal
Picture

isn't

Perfume Your Bath
Bathe

w:th

— Soften

Hard Water

Instantly

Bathas?

refreshes
and invigorates,
the softness of rain-water a
Three sizes : 2
bath room.
10c for miniature can.
Tze

lusand
a

G.,

She came East to make a
picture for Daniel Carson Goodman
and they are working in the old Talmadge studio right over here on

flowers.

-

Always

department

stores
City.

Xew York

fceep

a can
by

or

mail

in *joth

Send

York.

Forty-eighth street. Good-bv." And
she swept away so breezily that I
didn't even bother to tell her that I
knew where she could get a black
satin dress like the one Bebe Daniels
wore in "Glimpses of the Moon." It
would serve her right if I got it mvself.

NO RED TAPE— NO DELAY
Order Now! This ojrr

Umted,

is

.

It-

free book or GEMS
Most complete Je^eiry Ca ts.' eg e^erissced of
Diamonds. Waiches and Jewelry — nczcest
eUsiffns at lotctst prices.

A

TEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL
f-

Price onry S79.

^>

year to pay on eveothirg you
order from our TWO MILLION

full

DOLLAR STOCK.

Address Dept. 797.

Est.
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Not

Dull Hair
—

Noted

actresses

all

abhor

dull hair

They
they can't afford to have it.
have no more choice in the color of
Their hair
because their prosoon
their very environment

you have.

their hair than

more

is

fession

beautiful,

—

teaches them
of

—

how

to

make

the best

what nature has given them.
Practically every

woman has reason-

—satisfactory

ably good hairtity,

texture

and

in

quan-

So-called dull

color.

improper care.
Ordinary shampooing is not enough;
just washing cannot sufficiently improve dull, drab hair. Only a shampoo
that adds "that little something" dull
hair lacks can really improve it.

hair

the

is

of

result

Whether your

hair

is

light,

medium

or

only necessary to supply this elusive
little somelhing to make it beautiful.
This can
be done.
If your hair lacks luftre
if it is not
quite as rich in tone as you would like to have
it
you can easily give it that little something it
lacks.
No ordinary shampoo will do this, for
ordinary shampoos do nolhing but clean the

dark,

it

is

—

—

Golden Glint Shampoo is NOT an
It does more than merely
clean.
It
adds that little something which
distinguishes really pretty hair from that which
hair.

ordinary shampoo.

is

dull

and ordinary.

Have

Golden Glint Shampoo today and
which is
all it needs to make it as beautiful as you desire
it.
25c a package at toilet counters or postpaid direct.
J W. Kobi Co., 147 Spring
a

give your hair this special treatment

St., Seattle,

Wash

to

Be Pigeonholed

Continued from page 21

dock; she had no place to go
and no money to go with. All about
her celebrities were being rushed up

at the

to the front of the boat to be photo-

graphed by the news photographers
who had come on board with the
Mustering her nerve she appilot.
proached one of the men at a camera.
"Unless you can photograph me right
away, I shall have to refuse. I have
some important papers to go over
2

before

land."

I

who

"But.

are

you?"

he

asked

bluntly.

"Dorothy Mackaill," she answered
though aghast that he hadn't recognized her. "I'm from the Casino
de Paris, and I'm coming over to play
Hadn't you
at the Winter Garden.

as

heard ?"
She chose the Winter Garden because she didn't know the name of
any other New York theater. Impressed by her story, the camera man

few pictures of

shot a

her.

They

were

unusually animated, smiling
ones that guaranteed them a place in
the paper.
Dorothy couldn't have
been serious at that moment, she was
chuckling so hard at the thought of
what a surprise her announcement
would be to the managers of the Winter Garden.
The next day her picture smiled
at the readers of the New York Tele-

gram between
ager

those of a society

and a new ambassador

dowfrom

central Europe.

The first night she went up to the
Century Theater where some English
girls she knew were playing in the

Removes HairHarmlesslu

chorus of a revival of "Floradora."
One of them introduced her to Lee
Shubert, who if she had but known
it, would have given her an engagement.

Off comes all your superfluous hair.
Just spread on Neet the wonderful new

"Oh, so vou like
murmured, pleased

cream,

tion.

let it stay a little while, then rinse off all
the hair with clear water. Used by physicians.
Money back if it fails to please you. 50c at drug
and Dept. stores. Liberal trial size 10c by mail.

Hannibal PharmacaICo.,663 Locust, St. Louis
In Canada
60c, trial size 10c, McGillivray
Bros., Ltd., Agents. 184 Bay Street, Toronto, Ont.

—

SEND NO

I

own

it."

I

own

that."

"Guess he thought I was an awfully fresh kid," Dorothy remarked
in telling me about it.
"So I didn't

aOVB IHKT GOLDFILLED CASE

A rare opportunity to buy high grade
wat

h r>(.r
below eosl
si^o, thin
Ukt gold-filled case.
Beautiful dial, handsomely chased
border and back. Full jewel well
'_'

,

l

model, 20 yr.

known ALERT movement.

Regu-

lated and adjusted to keep excellent
timeOrder today. Send no money. Pay
only 56. 80 on arrival. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money back.
FREE: Ukt gold filled Waldemar
chsin and kniie ii you order now.
SUPREME JEWfc lLRY MFG. COR*»#
DcdI. 734,434 Broadway, New York

Hi

ask him for a job after that.
of days later my money was
practically gone, and I simply had
By that time I
to have something.
had heard enough around New York
to know that Ziegfeld was the man

like to

A couple

wanted to work in.
was next to impossible to get to see him, but I was
desperate.
I went to his office feeling like an awful sham and said,

whose shows
I'd

heard that

I

it

Mr. Ziegfeld

that

Dorothy Mac-

here to see him' in my most
They're used to all
lofty manner.
kinds of stalls like that, and it didn't
get over with his secretary at all.
She went into his office and came back
saying that Mr. Ziegfeld didn't recall
I pretended to be indigthe name.
nant. 'That's absurd,' I assured her,
T'm the Dorothy Mackaill he talked
to at the Gayety in London about an
engagement.' It was a long shot, but
It got me inside his door.
it worked.
I was scared stiff though because I
knew when he saw me he would declare it was all a mistake and send
me away. So just as soon as I got
inside his office I braced myself
against the door and spurted out as
nervous as could be, T know you
never saw me before, but I had to
get to see you somehow. Please give
me a chance. I've got to get an enHe just
gagement in your show.'
asked me some questions curtly, said,
'You'll do,' and told me to report
for rehearsal next day. They put me
in the roof show and I was happy as
could be, although I was awfully lonesome and the girls ignored me. After
a while I broke down and they sent

kaill is

me

The girls felt
to the hospital.
sorry for me then and were awfully
to me.
They came to see me
and brought me flowers and all sorts

nice

of things to cheer

me

up.

"While I was com'alescing I
amused myself by practicing a song
Kathlyn Martin sang in the show.
Luck was certainly with me on that
because when I went back to the show
she was out one night and I had a
chance to sing it.
After that they
gave me bits to do, but I couldn't

any future for me there.
wanted to go into the movies."

see

I

It isn't surprising to learn that

this theater,"
at

Dorothy thought that was a sample
of the famous American humor she
had heard so much about. So not to
be outdone she said, "See that park
across the street?
Do you like it?
Well,

MONEY

"Well,

he
her apprecia-

'Tell

it

was Marshall Neilan who gave her
her first chance. She is the natural
embodiment of the smile-through-thetears technique which is his trade-

Nor

mark.

surprising that she
into big parts.
She has neither the appearance nor
the stolid temperament of one of the
rapidly

is

it

worked up

crowd.

Her biggest opportunity to date
has been in "Mighty Lak a Rose,"
that crazy-quilt of hokum that she
redeemed with her plaintive sincerity.
Just now she is pinch-hitting oppoRichard Barthelmess in "The
Fighting Blade" in a role left vacant
by a young beauty who proved inadequate in the big dramatic scenes.
site

It

is

characteristic

of

Dorothy

that

though Broadway knew of the other
girl's failure in

to

admit

it.

the part, she refused

99

Advertising Section

When

she mentioned that James
in
opposite
her
played
"Mighty Lak a Rose" I braced myto
self for the usual ravings about him.
"Do you know who I think is the
most wonderful person in pictures?"
True-Tone
she started quite as I expected. "Lillian
She was up at the studio two
Easiest of all wind instru- Gish.
ments to play and one of the or three times and I had luncheon
most beautiful. You can
learn the scale in an hour's with her. and I'll never forget a word
practice and play popular music
in a few weeks.
You can take she said.
She's my ideal."
your place in a band within 90
days, if you so desire. TTnrivAnd
in such fashion did Dorothy
aliedforhome entertainment,
churchy lodge or school. In continue to blast all the ideas I forFree^TriaTS.SEiS mulated about her. She even showed
paying one a nice workable sense of humor when
cent in advance, and try it
1

Easy to Play
Pay

Easy
Dan Russo,
of Detroit, a Symphosiam of Superb

Instrumentalists,

making Bruns-

wick Dance
with
Baescher Trae-

in this

,

Fascinating Business
A B N big
money as a
car toonist!

E

Saxophone

Director of Oriole
Terrace Orchestra

Records

$100 a Week

jRennie

i

j

.Millions of dol-

lars were spent
'last
year on
comic
strips,

cartoons,
cart o o n-s ,
etc.
TUousands o £
new cartoonists
are needed now

animated

fti

;

j

sis days
in ycur o-s-n home, without obiigaion. If perfectly satis Bed, payforit
_

(ST)

;

are played with Bueseher
the Nation's fiecord Mas

I

^if^rS?^-

srruments are almost entirely displaced by Saxonhoces in
all nationally popular orchestras. OarKreeSasophor.e Book
te lls which Saxophone ta^es violin, cello and bass parts and
many other things yoa would like to know. Ask for your copy.
Etie-.rion :~e
intsr— ~^ i~ ar.d a com: *.z. cc.ca
will be mailed free.

drowsily, "as the

CO.
ELKHART, INDIANA
Instruments

2457 Buescher Block

Sax Invented the Saxophone
Buescher Perfected It
Derelops Busts Like
astlo years
Dnrihgfliepastla

2

GROWDINA

for bust, neck or arm development
Discovery of Parisian beauty
'^A. Great
.teedormoneyback. Marvelc-stestiiiiDzials
C ---zer.zizJ. proof aai literature (seaiec)

..

MUb. Sophie Koppel, Suite 920, 503

Fifth

Avenue,

New York

crow

work.

;

i

Easy

flies.''

In fact the entire body or any part without dieting

by wearing

DR. WALTER'S

Famous Medicated Seducing

RUBBER GARMENTS
ttKF*9mk Fc~3I~n and Women

^

Anklets for Reducing and
Shaping the Ankles, S
per pair. Extra high. S9.00.
ankle measurement
^^^^^h^^ Send
s-hen ordering.

Bust Reducer. $6.00
Chin Beducer. $2.50
Send for Illustrated Booklet

G. A. Walter
Avenue :: New York

Dr. Jeanne
333 Fifth

CARTOONING

Home

in Spare Time
how little you know about

Regardless of
cartooning now, you can easily qualify for a
position in this attractive, high-salaried business.
This home-study method starts you at
the simplest fundamental principles of car-

toon-making and takes you through every
branch of humorous and serious cartooning.

You

will be

amazed at how quicklv

it

teaches

you to draw salable work.
Many students
of this method began to sell their drawings
before they were half through their courses.

The training paid
finished

for itself long before they

it.

Learn cartooning this easy way.

Enjov the
fascinating life of a successful" cartoonist
easy hours, freedom from routine, vour own
boss, and $3,000 to SI 5.000 a year for this
work that is play
!

j

Send

heavies.

!

But

Dorothy

MackailFs

career
won't be like that, people in the industry say. She came into the films
with no ready-made mannerisms her
success doesn't hang by a pout. She
has too much humor for a vampire,
too much intelligence for a simp type
they cannot cast her in "curie" roles
because there is a crooked, ironical
[little
smile that plays around her
mouth. And although she has unusual dramatic talent they couldn't
possibly cast her in a conventional
heavy role because she has poetic eyes
and a 'sort of apple-blossom beauty.
And so, since they cannot relegate
Dorothy to any of the dramatic
pigeonholes wherein players languish
into stock-type, theatric marionettes.
she gets chances to play real girls.
who like her are a little of everything,
and not stereotyped. And I am sure
that if you knew the candid, friendly
Dorothy as I do you would rejoice
over her good fortune as well as the
good fortune of the films in gaining
one more earnest, natural player.

FREE BOOK

for

Learn more about' the wonderful opportunities in Cartooning,
and details about this

remarkable home-study
method. A handsomely
booklet has
just been prepared
which,
upon request,
will be sent to you
without the slightest
obligation.
This )>ooklet
gives a thorough
illustrated

;

in Spots
Arms, Legs, Bust, Double Chin

Learn

to

at

j

Reduce Your Flesh

for this

Never

before have the
opportunities in this fast-gro-,ia? field been
so many, so varied or so high-paying.

screen players as well as all the flappers from Bangor to Banff have
adopted them. After her initial hit,
when she gets the attention due any
passable new face, she sinks into the
ranks of simps, curies, vamps, or

;

Tift,,,*!* f
I thoosandshaveadidedto
IVldglC
their captivating giory
of vrcrn3sbood fay tEinjr

demand

It is quite an achievement nowadays for a girl in the films to have
If
anything individual about her.
she starts out with any cunning little
mannerisms, the first thing you know
they aren't original any more. Other

:

BUESCHER
BAND INSTRUMENT
Makers cf Everything
Band and Orchestra
in

meet the
ever -increasing

to

tele-

phone to ask her to have tea with
me.
"Four o'clock," she murmured

of all popular phonograph records
ats. Ask for pictures of

Saxophone Book Free

woke her up one morning by

and

political

sport

iv

;

outline of the cartooning field, and explains

I

j

wonder-

in

detail

ful

new method

ing
for

this

of teach-

Cartooning.
it

ttday

Send

Hots

to

Become a

CARTOOniSTj

!

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF CARTOONING

j

1166 Marden Bldg., Washington, D. C.

;

>

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF CARTOONING

,

1165 Harden B!dg., Washington, D.

C.

Please send me, without obligation, your Free Bookon Cartooning anil fall details of vour home-study
method of teaching Cartooning.
let

j

(Print

name

plainly)

I
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EYES
CAN BE

j

BEAUTIFUL
SEracle of the toilette, as famous beauties call itaccentuates the eyebrows and lashes. Gives thero a
lustrous, luxuriant beauty. Remember that bellies within the eyes, that they can transform your
whole face to an appealing lov'.iress — therefore do not
neglect your eyes. "MAYBELLLSE" darkens and
beautifies eyebrows and lashes irstant?, is harmless and greaseiess. "WiUnot
spread or smear. Used by girls 2nd
women everywhere. Each dainty tcs
(Contains mirror and brush. Two
.shades: Brown for blondes. Black
ff or brunettes. T3c AT YOUR DEAEJEB'S or direct from c = Accept only

(If

under 16, please

Tom

Moore.

Owen Moore

Matt

suggest

give

|

Genuine Diamonds

MOVIE MUSINGS.

Send

for Catalog. E :
explained. Over 2,000 i
Diamonds, Watches, Fe:

Moore, and
"The Moore

1

fi

S

|-

I

I

the merrier."

Mabel Normand began
.

.

genuine ••MAYBELLIKE." You will
be delighted. with results. Tear out
tins ad now as a reminder.
MAYBEUJNE CO.. 4750-53 Sheridan Road, Chicago, in.

City.-.
i

1

i

ble

as a hum"extra," but developed into an

"extra special."

Dorothy Gish took lessons
portment from an angleworm.

in de-

^o::-

.-,

-

tc

Gold.

SIOO. Others at
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S20O, sod op.
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100

Yes — Absolutely Free

If

You Want

rtb Prove How

ist fashion visits all the fashionable
haunts, and Bebe Daniels lends her
vivid presence to whatever cafe is

to Restore

GirayHair
personally request every gray haired per-

I

my

son to write for
patented Free Trial package, and let me prove how easily, quickly and
surely gray, faded or discolored hair can be
restored to its perfect, natural color.
This offer would be impossible if I couldn't

guarantee results. But I perfected my Restorer
to bring back the original color to my own
prematurely gray hair, and I know just what

it will

My

do.

Restorer is a clear, colorless liquid, clean
Doesn't interfere with shampooing.
to wash or rub off. Restored hair perfectly natural in all lights, no streaking or
as water.

Nothing

discoloration.

Send today for the special patented Free Trial package
which contains a trial Ibottle of my Restorer and full instructions for making- the convincing test on one lock of
hair. Indicate color of hair with X. Print name and address
plainly. If possible, enclose a lock of your hair in your letter.

FREE
TRIAL

Please •print your name and address™

COUPON
I
|
I
I

new and

different.

Corinne

Griffith

Betty Blythe and
prefer their homes
most of the time, but when they do
go out it is to the chic little French
restaurants such as Crillon, Elysee,
arid L'Aiglon.

Sometimes the film fair journey
clown to Greenwich Village, and there
you will find them at the Club Gallant where cartoons of famous visiadorn the wall.

tors

MAIL COUPON TODAY

Mary

Goldman,

T.

69G Goldman Bldg.,

St. Paul,

Minn.

Please send your patented Free Trial Outfit. X shows
color of hair. Black
dark brown
medium
brown
auburn (dark red)
light brown
light auburn (light red)
blonde

T

When Andree

Lafayette, who is to play Trilby, arrived from France a dinner party
was given there for her. And Miss
Lafayette praised or condemned the
place
as you will
by saying, "But
this can't be New York
it is just
like Paris."

—

—

;

Another

glittering

resort

fre-

quented by filmdom's elite is The
Rendezvous, where the sinuous Gilda

Name.

Gray disports

City....

Street

to See Stars

Continued from page 27

herself nightly after
early evening assignment in Mr. Ziegfeld's "Follies."
First a futuristic den, then a sort of
ersatz Deauville, next an ultramodish
tinsel garden, and finally a jazz version of the Egypt of King Tut. Rendezvous has ever been highly tinted
finishing

her

Red lips and henna
and gleaming white shoulders
and popping corks and flaming gowns
and seductive music Broadway at
its
most sophisticated.
Here is
with local color.
hair

beauty in the least
phrase,, but a pat
general

—
—a forced
summary

paraof the

effect.

Here, too, in the eddying crowds
gracing the dance floor, you will be
able to spot the hero of the moment,

and

heroine, the director

last year's

of the big costume play of the winter, perhaps, and the girl who almost starred in a De Mille picture.
Here you may see such charming scenarists as Anita Loos and Clara
Beranger beauteous ladies who confine their screen activities to the far
spaces behind the silver sheet
such
clever writers as Scott Fitzgerald and
Rex Beach people of every branch
of the movies, in short, who instinctively gather at the same founts for
their off-hour recreation.
Indeed, it is all simple enough. If
you want to see stars, ask yourself
where you would most enjoy spending
the evening, and in all probability,

—

—

—

in

New

are

York, at any

more than

you
come upon a

rate, there

likely to

full-fledged star in bloom.

Hollywood High Lights
Continued from page

PERSONAL APPEARANCE
is

now more than

ever the key-note of success.

Bow-

Legged

and Knock -Kneed men and women, both
young and ckl, will be glad to hear that I have now
ready for market my new appliance, which will successfully straighten, within a short time, bow-leggedness and knock-kneed legs, safely, quickly and permanently, without pain, operation or discomfort.
Will not interfere with your daily work, being worn
at night.
My new "Lim-Straitner," Model 18, U. S.
Patent, is easy to adjust; its result will save you
soon from further humiliation, and improve your
personal appeirance 100 per cent.
Write today for

my

free copyrighted

and anatomical book which

bow and knoclt-kneed
your part.

legs

tells

physiological

you how to correct

without any obligation on

Enclose a dime for postage.

M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST
522

Ackerman

L,

Building,

BINGHAM! ON,

N. Y.

Marjorie Daw, who plays ingenue
and who at one time was a
protegee of Geraldine Farrar.
Marjorie and Eddie were married
at the home of Mary Pickford the
latter part of April.
Charlie Chapleads,

was best man and Mary acted as
matron of honor. She has known
Marjorie for a long time, and has
lin

always manifested a big sister interest in her as she does in the case of
several of the other young girl stars.
This makes the third couple who
have spoken their marriage vows be-

REMARKABLE DISCOVERY

"St. Regis" Treatment
DESTROYS superfluous hair quickly

The

first

Large jar, enough for six
months, sent postpaid on receipt
$2 with Money Back Guarantee,
etc.

Miller.

The

be the fourth.

REGIS LABORATORIES

Xx

5th Ave., Dept. 31, N. Y.

Keep Young and
The world's greatest

Attractive

remedy

restore ruined
complexions to the beauty and purity of youth.
IF YOUR blood is impure, if you have pimples, freckles,
wrinkles, blackheads, redness of face or nose, a muddy,
sallow skin, or any blemish on or under the skin, you need
facial

will

JAMES P. CAMPBELL'S
SAFE ARSENIC
COMPLEXION WAFERS

DR.

These marvelous beautifiers of the complexion and skin are
wonderfully effective, and are absolutely safe and harmless.
The prescription was first used 37 years ago by Dr.
Campbell, and he has made countless thousands of women and
men 'happy in the pnsm-ssi.ni of a pure, spotless complexion.

A RD FINK
plan, .-over on receipt". .1" $1.(10 f .<.:.. Rll
44, Kens. Sta.. Brooklyn, N. Y. C. Every druggist
can get this remedy for you from his wholesale dealer.
Mailed

in

CO.. Dept.

We

'

1

1

!

question
C. C.

is whose will
and P. N.???

!

Picture players never seem to be
happy unless they are in or out of
They simply must have conlove.

Yet nobody would have suspected that Andree Lafayette, the
French Trilby, would swear to "love,
" almost as soon as
honor, and
arrived
in
Hollywood.
But she
she
did.
In private life she is now Mrs.
Arthur Max Constant. Her husband
is also a screen actor, and has been
trast.

A
A

wedding was that of Lottie

Pickford and Allan Forrest, and the
second Jack Pickford and Marilyn

of

220

_

neath the Pickford-Fairbanks roof.

—absolutely harmless and painless on
the most delicate skin.
No fuss or
bother.
One application does the
work.
Unsurpassed for removing
hair from face, neck, under arms,

ST.

playing a small part with her in "Trilby."
Miss Lafayette gave her name in
the marriage license as Andree Rose
Godard de la Bigue.
might have
known that Lafayette was not her
real name, but, anyway, it's disappointing because it disposes permanently of the supposition to which
she herself gave credence, that she
was related to the great Lafayette.
And you can never imagine how
guileless Andree looked when she
made the statement, either.

Warning

to

Movie Aspirants.

very pretty girl complained to
us that she has just about decided
to give up attempting to break into
the picture game, because of the dif-

and

ficulty,

in

most instances the
enough work
pay her room rent.

impossibility, of getting

a month
The higher
in

to

she said, have
improvement in her
chances, because the companies are
only paying well for names. There
are undoubtedly hundreds of girls
and boys and men and women just

meant but

salaries,

little

like her.

We
thority

were informed on good authat

at

a certain studio in

i

Advertising Section
Hollywood, the casting director has
not engaged a new face for extra
parts or bits for two years.
There was a day when entering
pictures was not difficult.
But that
day is past now.
Neilan's Repartee.

An enthusiastic lady from Kansas
was on the set for "The Eternal
Three" one day recently while Marshall Neilan was directing the picture,
and incidentally feeling in one of his
especially flippant moods.
He had
just shot a scene and walked over
toward Claire Windsor, exclaiming:
"Women, women, you are the cause
of

!"

our troubles
"Yes, but you can't live without
us, can you?" gurgled the lady from
Kansas, who was standing near
all

Claire.

"Don't know,"

on

turning

his

answered Micky,
heel,

"I've

never

tried."

Incidentally Neilan's next picture
will be based -on a Russian romance
by Madelaine Ruthveri, called "The

Rendezvous."
head the cast.

Conrad

Nagel

will

Photograph, of hand of Mildred

Smiled

that WhitmHands
A

When We Saw

Photograph of Miss McKamy's hand after
wearing gloves just four nights

Magic New Gloves
pair

Xothing

We

McKamy,

III., showing hand before wearing Dr. Egan's Magic Night Gloves

LaGranqe.

of

gloves

of

amazing powers

like them ever known or dreamed
at night, while you sleep, they

Worn

of.

work

a miraculous transformation in the

—

Pola
Negri
wearing
riding hands.
They turn the hands white as
white as a lily, and as soft and smooth
breeches in "Bella Donna."
Your hands ma} be "a sight;" they may
Alma Rubens' expression after
be a raw red or
Lionel Barrymore batted her head
an "old-age" yelsix or seven times against a shaky
low they may be
r

;

castle wall in

"Enemies of Women."

dark with tan or
blotched

Warren Kerrigan's pretty white
suit
in
"The Covered
Wagon."
The finish of Rupert Hughes'

freckles or liver
spots ; they may
be sadly seared

buckskin

'

"Souls for Sale."
The rage for short pants in Hollywood.
(Not only directors, but
scenario writers and even publicity
agents are boulevardiering in golf
pants and woolen stockings.)

Holbrook Blinn,

stage

has

star,

been doing double duty since his arNot only has he
rival in California.
been playing the role of a Spanish
king in Mary Pickford's production,
"Rosita," but he completely captivated Los Angeles in a special stage
presentation of "The Bad Man," his
New York success which ran two
years.
Blinn, by the way, appeared
in pictures about eight years ago for
the old World Film Corporation, and
at that time was featured in Frank
Norris' "McTeague," the same story
which Von Stroheim is at present
making for Goldwyn.
Only Von
Stroheim has given it the screen title
of "Greed."

We

understand that Blinn

is

to

make a film version of his play "The
Bad Man," which is a romantic idealization of the bandit-hero Villa.

b y

housework,

deeply

Wear Them While You

coarse

Steep or an Hour or Two
a Day While Doing

Your Work
softness of velvet
these gloves.

lined,

rough and

—yet

they

become hands of

the whiteness of
snow and the
under the magic of

Cream but preferably with it. Dr. Egan's
medicated gloves not only beautify the bands,
but they make manicuring easy because they
soften the cuticle.

FREE

Special

how clean and pleasant the

how comfortably
— See
note the

they

effect

all,

in

gloves are to wear
—hands!
But above
no binding.
Your

fit

yoiir

first

night's

experience with the gloves will prove a revelation.
In a week you'll have hands of a beautiful whiteness and softness to marvel at.
For the purpose of
introducing the wonders of Dr. Egan's Magic Gloves
to the readers of this publication, two thousand orders will be filled at the special introductory, price
(plus postage) which you may pay on deof $2.90
livery.
To be sure of securing the benefit of the
Every pair of gloves
reduced price, apply promptly.
Tour money back
sent out on open free trial basis.
if
you are not more than surprised and delighted
results
from
these
remarkable
gloves.
Act
with the
at once and share in the special reduced price offer.
"Use coupon below or copy the wording in a letter or
Write today NOWpostcard.

—

DR.

S. J.

EGAN,

Dept. 26,

220

S. State St.,

Chicago,

III.

in

Plain Wrapper

Hopeless

The marvelous gloves are the invention
great physician, the famous Dr. S.

that

Trial Offer

SEND NO MONEY

Complete Outfit Sent

No Hands Are

Blinn to be a Screen Star.

with

in a neat, attractive container.
The Tore-Lax
is a special cream to apply before donning the
gloves to open the pores for the purpose of
quickening the action of the impregnated
gloves.
Use gloves, with or without Pore-Lax

of
J.

Their magic lies in a remarkable substance with which they are treated or impregThis substance or preparation, pernated.
fected by Dr. Egan. is worked into the very
And when activated
fabric of the gloves.
by the natural warmth of the hands, it has a
peculiarly potent whitening and softening effect upon the hands. The hands actually turn
They bewhite a charming natural white.
come soft and smooth, exquisitely so. Even
hands that have had no care for years, hands
that look hopelessly worn and old take on the
beauty of lovely whiteness and softness and
become fresh and young-looking under the action of these wonderful gloves.

Egan.

—

Results in

One Night

does it profit a woman to have beauty
of face or figure or the clothes of a queen, if
her hands are uncouth? By your hands more
than anything else, does the' world estimate
you.
What about your hands? Do they attract or repel?
Are they hands to show confidently or hands to hide?
The poignant attraction that lies in pretty
hands is now yours to command. The magic
of Dr. Egan's impregnated gloves makes it possible.
Just one night's wear of these marvelous gloves is enough to show you.
In summer especially you need Dr. Egan's
medicated gloves to keep your hands free
from tan and freckles.
Send today for a pair of Dr. Egan's JIagic
Gloves for free trial. Note that a jar of Dr.
Egan's Pore-Lax accompanies the gloves, all

What

Dr. S. J. EGAN, Dept. 26, 220 S. State St., Chicago, 111.
Please send me (in plain package) for free trial, a
pair of Dr. Egan's .Magic Gloves for whitening and
softening the hands.
I will pay postman S2.90
(plus
postage) on delivery of the gloves.
prefer,
(If you
send $3 now in full payment)
If I am not perfectly
delighted with the change in my hands in 5 days I may
return gloves and get my money back in full.

Name.

My

Glove Stsc 7s
(Orders outside U. S. are payable cash with, order)

©

K. G. Co. 1923
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"Safety, at Last!"
Continued from page 25

formed by Lloyd himself. He admits
and willingly, I believe,

WINX

Use

YOU

won't mind the splashing waves.
For no amount of wetness can spoil the
heavy darkness of your lashes when you
have beaded them with WINX.
Applied
with the glass rod attached to the stopper,
makes the lashes appear longer and

WINX

Dries instantly and

heavier.

lasts.

It is an optical illusion, of course,
and a very marvelous one.
You
yourself would never question its
seeming reality on the screen, which

such a
nut as to do all of them.
There are one or two risks that were
taken by doubles, I am sure, and the
first four or five stories of the climb,
that is a good deal of the straightaway from the ground, was probably

done by a professional human

(black,

brown

this picture.

Cream Lashlux

or colorless) 50c.

At

drug,

department stores or by mail.

The new

daintily

boxed waterproof Swimset

Rouge and Winx. At drug,
department stores or by mail, $ .50.
Samples of Pert and Winx are a dime each.
Send for them and enclose coins.
contains Pert

1

ROSS
81

COMPANY

Grand Street

New

York

However, Lloyd himself was away
in the air most of the time. Once,

up

as a matter of fact, he actually endangered his neck, I am told, and
several times, if he had lost his bal-

ance while cavorting on the edge of
the ledge where we watched him, he
would have saved himself from a
sprained back and possibly several
broken bones due to a fall of about
two stories only by a quick jump
to a near-by platform, and once
But never mind.

—
—

The

WRITE FOR THE MOVIES
TURN. YOUR TAUNT INTO MONEY
Stories Wanted by Producers
valuable

money making

field

Try

it!
Mail us an idea, in any form, at once
for free examination and criticism.
give
our honest services to amateurs who would
convert their thoughts into dollars. No ex-

We

perience necessary.

Free booklet sent on request
Co-Operative Photoplay Studio

^CPKMf^

tive

to a corps of

situated

St.,

New York
D

Bf

VoiT

TeBI It From a Genuine Diamond Send St Back
These amazing, beautiful CORODITE diamonds positively match
genuine diamonds in every way — same blazing flash and dazzling
play of living rainbow fire. They .alone, stand the diamond tests,

Can

including terrific acid testof direct comparison. Lifetime experts
need all their experience toaee any difference. Prove this yourself.

Wear a Corodite (Diamond 7 Days Free

Make this test. You risk nothing. Wear a genuine Corodite and
a diamond side by side on the same finger for 7 days. If yo
or your friends can tell the difference, send it back; you won'
be out a single penny. That's fair enough. If yon keep the ring,
the price printed hero la all you pay. No Installments. Remen
ber, Corodites alone have the same cutting as genuine stone
No. l-Ladi.-s' Solitaire MIC Golds. King
No. 4 I.ftdi.'s' llnnd-Carv.-d Bn k-ltVtHng, plat. finish $3.96
.
S3. 54
No. 5 l.-nh.-V S. i,laire Bridal 111.. ...<>, Km-rav, d
.

No. 6-Gents" Massive Hand-Carved Greon Gold Gypsy $4.39
$3.68
No. 7- Gents' Heavy Belcher UK Gold S. Ring
Carat size gems. Beautiful mountings of most modern design.
latest white platinum finish. Unqualified 20Choice of gold or
*"*
ndsorne art-leather case free with each ring,
p your mone
i name, ad<ln
wanted and size as
around finger joint. - _
ring arrives deposit amount shown above with postman. If
you decide not to keep ring after 7 days' wear, send it back
BDd your money will be immediately returned. Send today.

....

E. RGCHWENE CO.
19 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. BOi, Chicago,
Sole Imvortera Genuine Corodite

Diamonds

his

eventual

purposes.

a block or so of a turn
in the street, and consequently, as
photographed for the screen, seemed
in a slightly different position from
the buildings in the background
that

—

as regards the street.

Much

the set and the buildings across the
street
that is, the set does not appear to run quite parallel with them.
It is remarkable, of course, that
this is so difficult to detect, when you
consider that the set and the buildings to which it appears to run nearly
parallel are separated by the full
width of the street. I might explain
it though by saying that the camera
by nature reproduces everything as
Lighting, or to be
a flat surface.
more exact, chiaroscuro, also enters
into the phenomenon.
By this, I
mean that the dark color of the movie
set causes it to fall back a trifle in
the general perspective, as compared
with the slightly lighter buildings,
while the sameness of the color or
"lighting" at the points of their apparent contact, make the two widely

—

GET THIS WONDERFUL RING.

for

was within

hinged
on this original choice, for, if need
be, the subsequent sets that were
built on the tops of various buildings
did not have to appear in perfect
alignment with the buildings across
the way.
If you will observe closely the still
photograph which shows Lloyd swaying on the ledge, or the one wherein
he hangs by the rope, you will note
a slight discrepancy in the position of

Suite 624, Dept.

III.

looked on. Then, one fine morning,
he went down town with his technical staff, and I suspect a professional
human fly in tow, wearing a decep-

pear to

is,

Formerly Cosmopolitan

154 Nassau

which Lloyd sewould apclimb on the screen was well

real building

natural. You supply the necessary
receptiveness to the effect in advance,
because you are so thrilled or intrigued most of the time that you
have little inclination to question anything or to watch anything but the
acting of Lloyd himself, under his
presumably perilous circumstances.
The sets that Lloyd built for his
picture showing him- at the different
stages of his climb were all about two
or three stories high.
The first one
that he climbed, a reproduction of
the base of the real building used, was
built right on the ground at the studio, and he steeplejacked his way up
it,
as far as was reasonably safe,
while a crowd of shouting extras
is

lected as the one that he

It

A

fly,

because there was no trick photography, such as double exposure, about

(black or brown) 75c. To nourish the
lashes and promote growth, use colorless
at night.

seem to

that he wouldn't have been

Winx

cream Lashlux

objects

merge.

perfect

When Swimming

camera

separated

quite freely

horn rims, in addition
policemen to hold back
the crowd, and the human fly did the
necessary five or six stories that you
of

pair

permitted to look at from the
ground.
Then came the sequence
where Lloyd was shown at a height
of about four or five stories, playing
around a great big clock. For this,
an entirely different location was
used the top of a three-story buildare

—

ing,

I believe.

Extra

stories

where

fashion that I have already described, that is overlooking
the roof, so that they could be made
to appear to line up on the film with
the structures across the street.
Later on, at another location, two
or three stories higher more monkey
business was indulged in, I forget
just what
Lloyd tries to climb in a
window and somebody sicks a bulldog
on him, I believe. Anyway, if you
are a very close observer of the
screen and will notice some of the
backgrounds for these later sequences,
you may see that the skyline is not
the same as in the earlier, nor are the
adjacent buildings.
But you'll have
to have a quick eye to catch this.
And the probabilities are that unless
you have, you'll miss this point altogether, unless you sit through the picture a second time just for this purbuilt

in the

—

pose.
!"
Well, maybe you'd
But Lloyd would likely

"Safety Last
call it that.

refer to

it

as "Safety, at Last!"

and

just now declaring that he absolutely and positively is not going

he
to

is

make another

thriller like this.
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Think

Continued from page 13
too, tried to coax Bill, to no avail, and
also saw Burton and his cat that is partly
heard Charlie at his organ
Persian.

We

and saw Bill open and shut the gate for
him when he had finished.
"Wanderer."
Helena, Montana.

Seems, Admires Bebe

This Fan,

It

Who

Bebe Daniels

Daniels.
says

wonder-

isn't

the picture of the
person who would have the heart to insinuate that the beautiful Bebe is not wonderful as well as beautiful. I would hang
that picture in the home for demented and
dangerous pelicans
She could be nothing but wonderful.
She was cut out for it; breath was given
this beautiful woman so she could be the
Her wonidol of countless thousands.
derful and beautiful countenance is the
cause of the swollen box-ofiice receipts.
What star could be more wonderful than
she? Ask yourself that question sav it
over twenty times and see if you don't

ful?

I'd

like

to

see

—

agree

with

woman

a

me.

God never gave any

more perfect

set of picture brains

She is one of the
outstanding- characters in my list, "The
Seven Female Star Wonders of the
World," and she rightfully deserves all
the praise she has previously received and
much more. Enough praise could not be
given her if every man, woman, and child
in this glorious country of ours would
write, talk, and singr of her the remainder
of their natural days.
They say the sky is the limit consequently Miss Daniels should be high above
the clouds, for in this fan's eye she is
placed high among the heavenly stars.
She rightfully should be placed among
the few most beautiful -vomen in the
world.
Any one who has seen her will
verify this statement.
A finer specimen
of loveliness could hardly be seen in traveling over the known world.
Any one
would be more than willing to do the Sir
Walter Raleigh stunt just for one of her
winsome smiles. However, she is sensible
than she

is

:

and human and does not expect to be
bowed down to in this manner, even
though she deserves it.
Miss Daniels' name should be painted
in the sky by every airplane that ascends
it should be stenciled on every highway
and byway; it should be blazoned in every
newspaper and periodical, and, lastly,
should be a household word of all societies.
Give us life and give us death, but
most of all give us the love of Bebe DanPercy Moor^.
iels.
Box 354, Mancos. Colorado.

A

Sensational Offer

gifted with.

ONLY

$4.83 FOR THIS $15.00 VALUE
Genuine La Vega French Pearl Necklace
24'lnch Strand, 14 Kt. Solid Qold,

Diamond Clasp

To

introduce our genuine indestructible La Vega Pearls, imported from Paris, we offej;
a 24-inch necklace of perfectly matched and graduated La Vega Pearls with solid white
gold clasp, set with genuine chip diamond, in beautiful silk lined case (as illustrated)
at the unbelievable price of $4.83.
La Vega Pearls have the soft, delicate color and lustre of the genuine Oriental pearls
which cost hundreds of dollars.
guarantee that they will not break, crack, peel or
discolor. They will retain their beautiful sheen and lustre permanently. Upon receipt

We

if you are not perfectly delighted, you may return same to us and
we will immediately refund the price paid. This strong guarantee is made because
know that you would not part with the pearls once you see them. We are

of the Necklace,

\ve

making this special reduced-price offer only to those who can appreciate real
beauty in pearls and will show and recommend them to their friends.
Send us your order and remittance of only $4-83 at once and in a few days you
will receive a genuine La Vega Pearl Necklace that you will always be proud of.
If you desire.we will send C. O. D., you to pay postman $4.83, plus 15c charges,
upon delivery. This is a rare opportunity. Order now.

WILLIAMS
WILLIAMS
I

<&.

&

CO., 4750-74 Sheridan Road,
CO., 4750-74 Sheridan Road, Chicago,

CHICAGO
111.

Inclosed find $4.83, for which yoa are to send me, postpaid,. a 24-inch necklace
of genuine La Vega Indestructible Pearls, with solid white gold clasp set with
genuine chip diamond. I agree to show the necklace to my friends and give
them your name and address if they wish to order. It is understood that yoa
are to refund my money if I am not perfectly satisfied.

j
I
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City

HOW

TO OBTAIN A PERFECT LOOKING NOSE!
N THIS DAY AND AGE

attention

your appearance is an absolute
if you expect to make the
most out of life.
Not only should
you wish to appear as attractive as
ossible, for your own self-satisfacion, which is alone well worth your
efforts, but you will find the world
in general .iudffins- you irreatly, if not
wholly, by your "looks," therefore it
to

Plea for Varied Opinions

think your department of fan letters
is one of many splendid departments in
your excellent magazine. But I think it
"Anyis too bad to print such letters as
I

:

body who doesn't like Agnes Avres must
be crazy. She is the most beautiful, wongorgeous creature that has ever
been seen in the movies, and only a feeble-minded person could say otherwise."
We all have our likes and dislikes, in
our food, our clothes, our friends, our
movies, and our movie stars. If a person
likes olives and doesn't like sports clothes,
derful,

she doesn't ordinarily consider others
crazy if they don't happen to agree with
her.
Whv, then, should she exrject every
one to agree with her in her choice of a
movie actor?
each have a right to our
preferences and opinions, and if we want
to air them, I, for one, would like to feel

We

necessity

"to look your hest" at all times. Perone to see you looking otherwise;
injure your welfare!
Upon the impression you constantly make rests the failWhich is to
ure or success of your life.
be your ultimate destiny?
My newest greatly improved Nose Shaper "Trados Model 25."
U. S. Patent, corrects now all ill-shaped noses without operation,
Diseased cases exquickly, safely, comfortably and permanently.
cepted.
Model 25 is the latest in Xose Shapers and surpasses all
my previous Models and other Xose adjuster patents by a largo
margin.
It has six adjustable pressure regulators, is made of light
The inside
polished metal, is firm and fits every nose comfortably.
is upholstered with a fine chamois and no metal parts come In contact with the skin.
Being worn at night it does not interfere with
Thousands of unsolicited testimonials on hand,
your daily work.
and my fifteen years of studying and manufacturing Nose Shapers is at your disposal, which guarantees you
entire satisfaction and a perfectly shaped nose.
Write today for free booklet, which tells 5"ou how to correct illshaped noses without cost if not satisfactory.
pays

n it

no

will

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist

1899

Ackerman Building, BINGHAMTON,

Also For Sale at First Class Drug Stores

N. Y.

Advertising Section
free to do

it

without being called feeble-

minded by some one who doesn't agree
with me.
I don't like Gloria Swanson,
Agnes Ayres, or Eugene O'Brien, but I

am

glad to hear the arguments that other
fans use in their favor.
I
like Mary
Pickford, Lillian Gish, Thomas Meighan,
and Creighton Hale, but I am interested
to know why others don't like them.
I believe this column offers a great opportunity as a mutual stamping ground
for fans and stars. Tt is a chance for fans

to offer really intelligent criticism which
I believe most of the actors— -the worthwhile ones, anyway are glad to receive.
And I wish more of the stars would send
us messages through this column as to
how they like our letters to this department, our personal fan letters to them, our

—

requests for photographs, and our criticisms.
"Maple Sugar."
Alton, New Hampshire.

Anything to Please Pola
have just read some of the latest
movie books and noticed, according to several of them, that the beautiful Pola had
a mean disposition, and that she wasn't
getting along the best in the world with
some of our actresses. Do you think it is
Pola's fault altogether? I do not!
The
fairer sex are probably very envious of
her, and I, too, would be were I one of
her competitors.
Her word would be
law with me if I were a man, and I not
only would have "put an end" to the cats
around the studio, but I would have exterminated every one in Hollywood Anything to please Pola. Here's hoping that
she_ will lay them all in the shade
just
as if she hasn't alreadv done it.
Mrs. H. A. Wier.
5018 Reiger Avenue, Dallas, Texas.

Surely something can be done to raise
the standard of the advertising matter that

used in connection with our

is

Fabian
657 Ninth Street,
Canada.

Wyndham

Praise for

On

reading

films.

Broadhurst.
Brandon, Manitoba,

C. L.

Standing

the current issue of Picture-Play Magazine the article "Our
Greatest Screen Actors," I note with no
little
satisfaction your appreciation of
those two very good artists, Wyndham
Standing and Henry B. Walthall. As I
write there comes to my mind Wyndham
Standing's marvelous work as the blind
man in "Eyes of the Soul," his tremendously emotional acting as the earth-bound
spirit in "Earthbound"
I saw it six times
and his amazing versatility in the dual
role in "Smilin' Through."
I would describe him as the master craftsman of the
in

—

—

shadow

Lenore Ashforth.

screen.

Hollywood, California.

I

[Y actual

genuine

test

DeMiracle is the safest and
surest. When you use it you are
not experimenting with a

new

and untried method, because it
has been in use for over twenty

!

and is the only depilatory that
has ever been endorsed by Physicians,
Surgeons,
Dermatologists,
Medical
Journals and Prominent Magazines.
years,

DeMiracle

not

is

a

sealing

—

wax,

powder, paste or so called Cream. You
simply
wet hair with DeMiracle
sanitary liquid

and

it

is

A

Disagreement with the Critics
Mr. Laemmle's excuse that "few books

gone.

can be translated to the screen in the exact form in which they originally appear
doesn't hold good of Booth Tarkington's
"The Flirt," which was ruined for me bv

DeMiracle alone devitalizes hair,
which is the only common-sense way
to remove it from face, neck, arms,
underarms or limbs.

Three

sizes:

Hobart Henley in the recent screen verMiss Lob Weber made a very fine
and accurate version of "The Flirt" several

60c, $1.00, $2.00

sion.

Atalltoilet counters, or direct from us,
in plain wrapper, on receipt of price.

Dept. W-32 Park Ave. and 129th St.

New York

years ago. And she didn't have the ideal
Cora of Eileen Percy, nor the exquisite
Helen Eddy for her Laura. But she did
have the courtesy to follow the original
story, and she did noi
as did Mr. Henley introduce four brand-new and entirely spurious members of the Madison
family.
That tough husband of the unauthorized eldest sister just for that
alone, if I were Mr. Tarkington, I'd pursue the Universal magnates across the
map of the world and make 'em pay, and
pay!

—

—

City
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BEAUTYPEEL
blackheads,
oily skins.

"THAT NATURAL COMPLEXION" by peel inn ofi ._-ck!es, tan pimples,
li\-..T-.sp.>t.s. wrinkles.
Acne, and mundv,
NON-ACID (patented! lotion. Painless.
creates

1

1

harmless. Effects ashx.imling. Guaranteed. Proofs and
beauty book; "The Art of Face Peeling "sent Free. Write

„

4-

BEAUTYPEEL COSMETIC

S?!i^J\

Dept. P

El

CO.

Paso, Texas

I

all

was

as

much amazed when
"The

joined to praise

when

the critics
Flirt" as I was

one accord, condemned
"Singed Wings." I went to see "Singed
Wings" twice and hugely enjoyed it! A
fantastic tale, romantic
but the fairy prologue prepares one for that, or ought to.
There are wonderful settings, fine acting,
many interesting details. Robert Brower
was notabl}-' good Ernest Torrence fine
in a part' different from his hackneyed
mountain bad man. (Mrs.) L. C. Allen.
605 Fourth Street, Aurora, Illinois.
they, with

—

to

Fay

—

Don't Send One Penny,
We'll send you this exquis
ite

Diamond

Cluster Ring

FREE.

Sohtairi
entirely

Convince

yourself that it is the
BEST value ever of-

Let's

fered, pay $5 down,
and S5.25amonthfor
10 months.
Price

Within the

$37.50. If not
satisliedRETURN

THE HOUSE OF QUALITY'
CAPITAL SI.OOO.OOO.

to

LW-SWEET
BROADWAY,

1650

-

1660

'
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INC-

NEW YORK.

Better Posters

few months

I have seen
the crudest advertising matter displayed on billboards of our town that it
is possible to see.
Recently "The Lights
of New York" came here.
As it was a
Fox production, I went, and it was good,
but if people had looked at the advertising posters as a guide, they would all have

some of

AT ONCE.

Have

turned away.

last

Let Pearl Remain in Serials

Whoever induced Pearl White
back into
I

serials

almost cheered

to

go

deserves a gold medal.

when

I

saw "Plunder"

advertised, and I've been following it from
the first episode. I can remember Pearl in
those old Pathe thrillers when I sat spellbound in the audience, wishing I were
in her place.
I saw most of her Fox features, and although Pearl White has always been one of my favorites, and I dislike to hurt anybody's feelings, I must
say that they were awful. "Tiger's Cub"
wasn't so bad there was a fight in that—

—

but Pearl just doesn't fit society dramas.
She has to knock over at least one man
or I go home dissatisfied.
I suppose I
should take pity on the villains, but I don't
feel the least bit sorry for anybody that
Adelle P.
Pearl lays out.

Rockford,

Guy

Illinois.

Praise for

Guy

Bates Post

is

Bates Post

the greatest actor on

Keep your seats, please,
screen.
I don't mean that he is the best
ladies

the

!

looking, or has the best eye-power on the
screen, because he isn't and he hasn't.
And please don't assume, whoever reads
this, that I don't think any one else can

because Dick Barthelmess and Glenn
Hunter are both marvelous actors.
But it seems to me that Dick is not as
good lately because he is not as live as
Mr. Post, and employs pantomime which
is interesting but rather dull after a few
act,

Samuel D. Morford.

reels.

Box

435,

Warwick,

From
Ever
ested

since I

reader

a

Fan

New
in

York.

Glasgow

became an intensely interof your magazine some

months ago, the section containing "What
the Fans Think" has been of premier importance to me. But one thing I cannot
understand: in every letter in which Miss
Lillian Gish's name is mentioned one is
sure to find the remark, "She is the
screen's foremost emotional actress."

Now I admire Miss Gish's personality
immensel}', and never miss any picture of
hers but in my opinion she is always Lillian Gish, never the character she is supposed to represent. Her actions and expressions in emotional situations are always the same. I admit she is romantically beautiful and most appealing; that
she is one of the sweetest and best girls
on the screen, I feel sure. But I contend
that her acting, while good, has its limits,
and these limits are soon reached.
"Orphans of the Storm," which is the
best picture I have ever seen, would have
;

Continued on page 106
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Agents and Help Wanted

Detectives

BECOME

WE

START TOE IX BUSINESS, furnishing
everything
men and women SoO to $100
weekly operating our "SDeeialtv Candy Factories" anywhere.
W. Hillyer
Booklet free.
Ragsdale. Drawer 29, East Orange, X. J.

Scientific

HAVE

detectives
big wages ; opportunities everywhere ; experience unnecessarv :
write Wagner, 1S6 East 79th. New York.

:

GOVT RAILWAY MAIL CLERKS

Wanted

:

j

MEN —Age
sary.
ports.

Travel

1

17 to 55.

start

$133 month
expenses paid.
Specimen examination questions free. Columbus" Institute.
B-3, Columbus, Ohio.

Cisco. Calif.

Experience unneces-

owner buys gold

initials

BE A DETECTIVE.

SALES.

for his auto.

Every

Ton

charge $1.50. make S1.35.
Ten orders daily
easy.
Write for particulars and free samples.
A m erican Monogram Co.. Dept. 170.
East Orange. N. J.

MAKE
Clows*

S25 to $50 a Week representina
Famous Philadelphia Hosiery, direct

—for men. Prices
women,
guaranteed.
that

from mill
pair

book

Bverv
win.
Free
the storv. Geofge
children.

"How

Clows

to Start" tells
Company. Desk 66. Philadelp'hia, Pa.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Travel.
Excellent opportunity.
Experience unnecessary.
Write. George Wagner, former Government Detective, 196S Broadway, New York.

Short Stories and Photoplays

—

S6 SIS a dozen deccrating
- pillow tops at
home, experience unnecessary particulars for
stamp.
Tapestry Paint Co.. 110. LaGrange.

;

:

:

ily

Help

Chicago.

learned

:

immense

Wear Mirror Works.

profits.

Hannibal, Mo.

Wanted— Male

EARN

plate.

Eas-

Plans

free.

S110 to $250 monthly, expenses
Railway Tramc Inspector. Position
guaranteed after 3 months* spare time study
paid, as

or money refunded.
Excellent opportunities.
Write for Free Booklet CM-2S. Stand, Business Training Inst., Buffalo, N. Y.

Excelsior Springs. Mo.

EARN S10 daily silvering mirrors, plating,
refinishing metalware. headlights, chandeliers,
Outfits furnished.
Decie Silver
bedsteads.
Laboratories, 1133 Broadway, New Tork.

:

Photoplay

Plots

criticised, copyUniversal
free.

Western Mutual

Songs, Poems, Etc.

BE A FINGER PRINT EXPERT. Demand
Write for special free offer.
American" Finger Print System. 1970 Broadway. New York.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG.

We

Our Chief of Staff wrote
big song-hits.
Submit your song-poem
to us at once.
New York Melodv Corp.,
Roraax
402 E.
Bldg., New York.
compose music.

many
FasciBECOME a Landscape Architect
nating work.
Splendid salaries
Free particulars.
Landseapers. 425 Union League
Building. Los Angeles, California.
:

•

:

-S
$ S FOR IDEAS.
accepted any form revised,
righted, marketed.
Advice
Scenario Corporation. 9-26
Life Building. Los Angeles.

increasing.

SELL

us your spare time. Ton can earn
Fifteen to Fifty dollars week' writing showNo canvassing: pleasant
cards at home.
profitable profession, easily, quickly learned
by our simple graphic block system, artistic
abilirv unnecessary we instruct you and supWilson Methods. Limited. Dept.
plv work.
22, Toronto. Canada.

:

WRITERS Stories. Poems. Plays, etc.. are
wanted for publication. Literary Bureau. 175,

Letters for Store

SILVERING MIRRORS. French

WRITE PHOTOPLAYS: S25— 5300 paid
any one for suitable ideas.
Experience unnecessary complete outline Free.
Producers
League. 439 St. Louis,

-

Windows. Easily applied Free Samples. General Agents. Metallic Letter Co., 431T North
Clark.

WRITE News Items and Short Stories for
pay in spare time. Copyright Book and plana
free.
Press Reporting Syndicate (406), St.
Louis. Mo.

Help Wanted

i

Ind.

Week Gold

—

FREE to writers a wonderful little book
of money-making hints, suggestions, ideas;
the A B C of successful Story and Movie
writing.
Absolutely Free.
Just address
Authors' Press, Dept. S9. Auburn, N. Y.

— Female

j

j

S60-S20O a

Excellent opportunity,

good pay, travel. Write C. T. Ludwig. 436
Westover Building. Kansas City, Mo.

MONET AND FAST

Self-revealing

make

;

BIG

Test

Chart, and vital
Success 10c.
Thomson-Hevwood
Co.. Dept. S. S.. Chronicle Bldg., San Fran-

secret investigations, reSalaries : expenses. American Foreign
Detective Agency. 114. St. Louis.
:

You a Charming Personality?

yourself.
secrets of

'

j
;

POEMS WANTED— Sell

for cash.

Era Music

your song verses
Submit Mss at once or write New
Co., 104 St. Louis, Mo.

Invalid furniture

AGENTS— Steady

Income.

Large manu-

facturer of soaps, "perfumes, toilet articles &
pure food products, etc.. wishes representatives
in each locality. Manufacturer direct to eonsumer. Big profits. Honest goods. Whole or
spare time. Cash or credit. Send at once for

American Products
particulars.
American Bldg.. Cincinnati. Ohio.

Co.,

9690

ROLLING CHAIRS. Carrying Chairs. Bed
Catalog "N"
Trays. Back Rests, et cetera.
Sargent Co., 13S East
illustrates
describes.
35th St.. New York.

—

,

A £500 cash prize is offered to the writer
of the best second verse for our future song
Those wishrelease "Where is Your Smile."
ing to compete may receive a free copy of
song and rules of contest by addressing
Handy Bros. Music Co., 25 3 Eighth Ave.,
1

I

New

York.

Patents and Lawyers
kinds
MAKE MONET
plating, knives, spoons, auto headlights. OutInternational
Free booklet.
fits furnished.
Laboratories. Dept. 110. 311 Fifth Ave., New
Tork.
silvering mirrors, all

FREE BOOK.
business.

Start

little

Mail

Order

Home emplovment evenings. Pier,

245-A. 74 Cortlandt

St..

N. T.

Automobiles

j

INVENTORS desiring to secure patents
should write for our guidebook "How To Get
Your Patent.'* Send sketch or description for
Ranour opinion of its Datentable nature.
dolDh~& Co.. DeDt. 412. Washington. D. C.

WINNER IN HEARST'S $10,000.00 Contest
Wants Song Poems. Casper Nathan, 92S GarSONG POEM WRITERS
Be convinced.

proposition.

PATENTS.

Write for Record of Invention
Blank and free guide book. Send model or
sketch and description for frefr opinion of its
references.
Highest
nature.
Datentable
Prompt Attention. Reasonable Terms. Victor
J Evans & Co. 767 Ninth. Washington. D. C.

Chicago.

rick Building.

owners, garagemen. mechanics, send today for free copy America's
most popular motor magazine. Contains helpful articles on overhauling, repairing, ignition,
Automobile Dicarburetors, batteries, etc.
gest, 530 Butler Bids-.. Cincinnati.

Business Opportunities

BIG MONET IN RADIO. Thousands of
men needed in fastest growing industry. Best
positions go to men holding Government License in Radio. ±.asy to qualify for this at
home in spare time. Write for Free Book on
radio.
Describes bigger opportunities in
Radio : tells how you can easily qualify for
them.
Address National Radio Institute,
Dept. M-2. 1345 Pennsvlvania Ave.. N. W.
Washington. D. C.

PATENTS. Send sketch or model for preliminary examination. Booklet free. Highest
references.
Best results.
Promptness asWatson E. Coleman. Patent Lawyer.
sured.
624 F St.. Washington. D. C.

I

have

Hibbe,ler.

"real"

D102,

—

SONG WRITERS Send for free booklet
Learn
"The Truth About Song Writing."
publishers reject your songs.
legitimate
Author of "When You Wore a Tulip*' and
whv

other big hits.

AUTOMOBILE

—

4040 Dickens Av.. Chicago.

West 45th

St..

Jack -Mahoney. Dept. N. 145

New

York.

Stammering

PATENTS SECURED. Submit sketch or
model of your invention for examination.
Write for Record of Invention blank and
valuable book. Free.
Jacobi & Jacobi. 432
Ouray Building. Washington, D. C.

Instructive booklet free.
Cured At Home.
Walte- McDonnell. SO Potomac Bank Building,
Waiving-- r.. r>. c.

Astrology

Vaudeville

ASTROLOGY— Stars

ST-STU-T-T-TERING

And

Stammering

Send birthdate and dime for trial reading.
Eddy. 3927 Kenwood. Suite 74. Kansas City.

GET ON THE STAGE. I tell you how!
Send stamD for instructive Stage Book and
particulars"
K. La Delle, Box 557. Los

Missouri!

Angeles. Cal.

Tell

Life's

Story.

!

Advertising Section

Be A Virile

What

Red Blooded Man
strength, vigor
and vitality— the ability to do what
you want to do. enjoy what you wish
to enjoy, live as you like to live. It's
a joy you never can know while handicapped by miserable ailments or
habits that take the tuck out of you
and unfit you for work or play. You
can't be welcomed in the home, in
society, business, anywhere, while you
are burdened with bad breath, pimply
skin, catarrh, constipation, indigestion, dyspepsia— crippled with asthma,
weak heart, weak lungs, rupturewretched with nervousness, fear and
the numerous other results of violating Nature's Laws. (See consultation
coupon.) It looks gloomy to you but
cheer up — I can help you with

STRONGFORTISM
The Modern Science

Health Promotion will conquer your weaknesses,
banish your ailments and
make you over into a real redblooded man.
I
guarantee it.
Mark the items on the consultation
STRON G FO RT coupon (write other ailments on extra
The Perfect Man fine) on which you want special confidential Information and send 10c (one dime) to help
pay postage, etc., on my free book, "Promotion and
Conservation of Health, Strength and Mental Energy."
Send for my free book
It's a builder of real men.
Right Now. TODAY.
of

LIONEL STRONGFORT
and

Dept.

Physical

456

Health Specialist

Newark, N.

J.

FREE CONSULTATION COUPON
Mr. LIONEL STRONGFORT. Dept. 456. Newark.
Please send me your book. "PROMOTION
N. T
and CONSERVATION OF HEALTH. STRENGTH
AND MENTAL ENERGY." for postage on which I
enclose a 10c piece (one dime).
I have marked
before the subject in which I am interested
.

.
.

Colds
.Catarrh

I

.

.Obesity
.

.Thinness
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.
.

Increased Height
.Youthful Errors
Falling Hair

.

Disorders
.Constipation
Biliousness
.Torpid Liver
ndigestion

Headache

.
.

.

.Weak Eyes

.

Rupture

Lumbago

.

Neuritis

.

Neuralgia
Flat Chest
Deformity
(Describe)

.

.

Rheumatism
.Manhood

Marriage
.Pimples
Blackheads

.

.

.

Despondency
Round Shoulders
Lung Troubles

.

.

Restored
.Vital Losses

.

Heart Weakness
Poor Circulation
Skin Disorders

.

Nervousness
Poor Memory

.

.Successful

Gastritis

.

I

.

Prostatitis

Muscular
Development

Diabetes

Great Strength

Impotency

.

Although

Occupation

21

John

Street,

in company, lacking in self-control? Let
you how you can overcome these troubles.

Embarrassed

K. VERITAS.

New York

1400 Broadway.

City

Some

Who

Are Not Stars

Shannon Day and Julia Faye.
Surely they deserve praise.
Of course, they aren't stars, but what
of that? They ought to be praised as well
as the stars.
Come on, you fans, let's
boost these two little ladies.
Surely you
all witnessed Miss Faye's splendid acting
in "Nobody's Money" and "Manslaughter,"
and Miss Day's in "The Man Who Had
Everything." Who's with me?
Mrs. H. M. Sterling.
Seventh Street,
South Portland,
4
Maine.
actresses,

diamonds match ihe tiery dazzling sparkle
Only genuinegems.
Only genuine diamonds have the same
of Supreme
Hashing
colors, the <l< n u a hi illian
gorgeous !>!&
's.
Experts declare thatgenuir*' '
Supreme
of
fire
Supreme
diamonds
and
monds
ring
Supremo
a
Wear
,

'

I

i

I

severalhun.ircd dollars.

Wear

a

Supreme Diamond

t

,

at our Risk

If not more
Select the ring you prefer, wear it 111 days
than pleased, return ring. Your money will be refunded

itonce.

Latest.

Most Fashionable Mountings

No. 1. Men': Massive Gipsy gold S. setting with brilDiamond and 3 dark blue Supreme
liant3Kt. Supr
ide
S3. 97
Sapphires on
Gold S. Tiffany setting with blazingl 1-2
No. 2. Ladii
$2.84
d
Kt. Supreme Ulan
No. 3. Ladies pie id 0;ange blossom ring. Plat, finish,

....

lond
$2.69
1 Kt. fiery SopreL— intingwith latest
S.
No. 4. Men's King, chased gold
S3. 24
Supreme pigeon bio d ruby
platinum limsh. dazzling
No. 5. Ladies' Ilnsk.'t selling small
perfectly cut Su2 Kt. Supreme diamond and 6
»j./h
.
.
.
.
nreme diamonds on each side
Just name, address, number of ring
2 Kt. emerald-cut

SEND NO MONEY

.

andsize. (Strip

"/

pupir iirmind fina-

M come by return mail prpmit
Fin' post'man amount printed hen

day
er) B
No More.
free triat
You risk nothing. "Satisfaction or your money back.
.

Order today.

Dept H
.

t,,r

in

JEWELRY MFG. CO
SUPREMEBroadway,
New York
434

r

in

could remind us of
"Dicky Dix."

Jeannette Hortense Lloyd.
7229 McPherson Boulevard, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania.

am surprised at the complaints against
various actresses for not sending out their
photographs. I have never had any trouble getting photos, or letters either, and
if many of the fans write the kind of letters to the stars that they send in to you
for publication, I don't wonder that they
never receive photos.

The

actresses

man and seem

to

and actors are very huenjoy a really good let-

from any fan. I am just an ordigirl, and I'm sure they didn't pick
me from thousands to do these little kind
ter

nary

things, but because they are used to treating the majority of sincere fans this way.
"I

wrote

ing her

Ruth Roland one time

to

how

interested

It

Encourage Ihe

Stars?

Please print this in the earliest possible
as an encouragement to
have now about nine hundred and fifty photographs of stars.
I
have only been collecting about two
months.
Doris Donaldson.
Yonkers, New York.

beginners.

From

I

Fan Who Has Interviewed Stars
me take this opportunity to say a

a

Let

how many you may

The

stars pay good money, and
just to keep these connoisseurs
of photographs busy. It is onlv fair that
the fans should be given pictures of their
own special favorites, but should they ruin
others' chances by disgusting the stars
it,

with wholesale requests?
After I interview a star I take the photographs given out for publication, when
the paper has finished with them, and hang
them in my room for a week. If I leave
them up longer than that they are up to
stay, because the effect of the stars' perThose still
sonalities has not worn oft".
in
my beloved gallery are
Eugene
O'Brien, Elsie Ferguson, Rodolph Valentino,
Wally Reid, Conrad Nagel, and
lastly, but above all, Richard Dix.
I have never met Mr. Dix, though I
should dearly love to.
He appeals very
strongly to
childhood instincts.
one's
After seeing "Yellow Men and Gold." I
did something I have never done before
T wrote expressing my deep liking for
his represented type and fine portrayals.
It was a sincere affair, with no mash-note
atmosphere. In return I received a personally autographed picture and a letter,
which is about the sweetest letter I have
ever read. So youthful and enthusiastic
It was not stinted by few words.
He did not know that I could in even
a small way give him anv publicity, and
when I wrote again to him asking for
material for an article, I did not receive
an answer. He probablv doesn't want to
have me write up the heroic data that

would compose the "material."

Somehow

believe after the death of our own Wallace Reid that Dix may, in a way, parThere
tially replace the American hero.
is the same sort of sincerity, the lack of
personal thought, the spirit of youth, yes,
I

all

tell-

the kiddies were
course, I wrote

one of her serials. Of
of other things, too.
Ruth wrote me a
lovely
letter
three
whole pages and
asked me to send snaps of the darling
kiddies, and besides that she sent me two
large, autographed photos for myself and
fifteen smaller ones to give to the kiddies.
Wasn't that sweet of her?
What is the matter with the fans that
rave because Norma Talmadge, Ethel
Clayton, Vivian Martin, and others do not
send photos?
I
have received pictures
from all of them. Ethel Clayton sent me
a large photo free, and some kodak pictures of herself and Norma Talmadge.
taken when they were on their vacation

in

But Will

—

I

that

I

:

Only GENUINE Diamonds
Look Like Supreme Diamonds!

much

Springburn,

I
have never seen a letter in the fan
department that mentioned two splendid

collect.

™ u SELF-CONSCIOUS?

is

This Fan Admires All the Stars

Let's Praise

lots of

tell

Carrick

!

State.

City

Miss Gish looked

there

our pioneer hero

Glasgow.

hoarding, Just to see

Street

me

as Henriette

the part, her acting was, in my opinion,
strained and unnatural.
Nessie Ward.

word about fans collecting the photographs of the stars. I like stars and I
know, too, how they regard this photo
scramble
It seems a bit piggish to keep

Name
Age

ing-

Stoop Shoulders

.

but for the splendid actof Joseph Schildkraut and Monte Blue.

Picture-Play

Female D isorders

.

me

been lost to

(X)

Neurasthenia

.

.Stomach

.

.

nsomnia

.Short Wind
.Flat Feet

.Asthma
Hay Fever

Think

Continued from page 104

Get the Joy Out of Life
Win back your health,

the Fans

—

—

one time.
tr om AnI have had wonderful letter.
tonio Moreno, Norma Talmadge, Carmel
Myers, Bessie Love, Lucy Fox, May Allison, Irene Castle, Billie Burke, Marie Prevost, Fritzi Ridgeway, Claire Whitney,
Olga Petrova, Viola Dana, Pauline Frederick, the Gishes, Thomas Meighan, and
many others. I have had several letters
from Hope Hampton, Betty Blythe, Violet Mersereau, and several of the girls of
Violet Mersereau even
the younger set.
sent me a special-delivery letter one time.
One time when Claire Mersereau was
playing in "Pollyanna" on the legitimate
stage, and was in Minneapolis, Violet
wrote to me and wanted me to go to Minneapolis to meet Claire. She said I should
let her sister Claire know how many were
coming with me, and she'd have tickets
ready, and that I was to go back stage
and meet her after the performance. I
couldn't go, and Claire and Violet both
wrote me. I was playing the piano at
one of the theaters here, and couldn't
Claire wrote me
get away at that time.
from Canada later. I had never written
Claire, but made friends with Violet by

mere fan letter. Besides receiving many
smaller photos from Vi, I received a darling hand-painted photo of the two sisters.
I helped get votes for Norma Talmadge
in a popularity contest that the MinneapoNorma won, and
lis Journal conducted.
one of the men at the First National office
in Minneapolis wrote and told her how
many votes I sent in for her, and she
a

w-rote

me

a

wonderful

letter

and

sent

me

a large photo, sixteen by twenty. It is a
beautiful photograph, and though I have
been offered large sums for it, I would
never part with it.
These are only a few instances, but I
could tell many more. Some of my letters from the stars are so intimate, in-

Advertising Section
closing

snapshots,

little

cetera,

ct

that

I

could never criticize any of them. I have
my favorites, but I admire them all.
Lucile Carlson".
206 East Main Street, Detroit, Michigan.

I

From a Persistent Flapper
have read many complaining fan

money and have

received one.
But having seen a bit of
the theatrical world myself, and knowing
a few actors both on and off the legitimate
stage, I may be able to disclose a few
secrets.

that the stars themselves don't
want to communicate with you ever}- professional welcomes flattery and attention,
but many of the big stars themselves
hardly ever see even the outside of a
fan letter. Such mail is handled by their
company, or their secretaries, and all these
isn't

It

—

indignant money-and-hope-losing fans had
better blame the clerks
not the stars.

and secretaries and

Stars are all obliging and gracious about
personal requests for photos, as I have
reason to know, having met probably the
most popular male actor of the screen today, and having received a photograph
from him. At the same time this star
was being pursued by "doctor, lawyer,
Indian chief," flapper, and dowager fan.
Being a flapper myself, and a very pel*'
sistent one, the poor man had either to
answer every petition or retire from the
screen and society. Maybe I'm just lucky,
but I certainly have never been disappointed on a courteous and intelligent request for photographs.

A
New York

Sincere Fan.

City.

A Woman

Pola Negri, Nazimova, Dorothy Gish, ViDana and I think that's all anyway,
it's all I can think of at present.
Now my hymn of hate. I'll tell you
about the ones I don't like and why
that is, if I can tell you why in every

—

ola

—

but I'll try, and as this is my
personal opinion it may not coincide
with the opinion of your readers, but I
cannot help it, for as a woman I have
the privilege of my sex in saying whom
I like and whom I don't
so there!
I
don't like Charles Chaplin of the
baggy pants. I don't like his acting or
him himself. I don't like Doug Fairbanks of the sickly grin he takes up too
much of the scenery. I don't like Buster
Keaton of the melancholy face he's
dumb.
I
don't like Valentino
know
I
I said different up above, but I've changed
my mind now of the patent-leather hair
his eyes are evil.
Now for the females T don't like Mae
Murray or Corinne Griffith because thev
can't act and they don't wear enough
clothes to cover- a small-size canary bird
I'm no prude, but I do like to see people nearly all covered.
Elsie Ferguson is
too
cold no
pep no
action
always
thinking of her looks, like Gloria Swanson.
Bebe Daniels gets my goat she's
pretty, but those eyes of hers will stray
toward the camera eye and it spoils her
acting and she also pos.-s.
And I don't
like Mary Pickford
I can hear a million
voices raised in protest, but I shall go on
I can't say I like her when I don't,
can I? She gets on ,-ny nerve a special
nerve I have dedicated to her.
If there were r,o others in the fit'.n world
but Dick, Norma, Lillian, Tommy, Rudy,
and Lila I'd never have another kick
never.
And if the pictures shown were
always up to the standard of "The Two
Orphans," "Fury," "The Eternal Flame."
"Smilin'
Through." "Tol'able David,"
"Manslaughter," "Dr. Jack," "Grandma's
Boy." and some other good ones I can't
recollect at this time
why, I'd never say
boo. As it is I've said too much. I s'pose,
for my first effort, but will "sign off" and
let some one else "tune in."
Too much
static spoils the music, as we all know.
This is N. M. C. Sewickley, Pennsylvania, "signing off."

'Tasty
Wintergreen-

instance,

let-

ters about not receiving photographs, and
so many boasting of the writers' collections of autographed pictures. Personally,
I have tried my luck in writing for pho-

tographs without sending
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Asserts a Privilege of

Her Sex
Dick Barthelmess is my ideal with a
capital I. There's no one can come within
a million miles of him, and that's saying
something
My vocabulary is "inadicute"
to describe my feelings when he's on the
!

screen.
The leading lady doesn't exist
for me when Dick's around
I'm raving
but in a good cause.

own

that appealing
enticing flavor

—

—a taste

—

—

lingers

on—-its

—

—

—

that

on and
use

is

"a smsihkj

—

—

—

Quiets the nerves

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

BEEMAI
fm$m Gum

—

—

—

—

American. Chicle Co.

MSaWeek

Write quick for new proposition

You

can earn $8.00 a day in spare
time and get fine new Buick touring car. Be the representative
for Comer All-Weather Raincoats. No experience required.
Sample outfit free. Write now.

Comer

Mfg. Co., Dept. Dept.ll-

,

Dayton, O.

!

—

my

comes Tommy
He's the berries need I sa.y

Next on
Meighan.

"like"

list

—

Then in rotation according to my
come Theodore Roberts, Harold

more?
taste

Lew

Cody,
Barrymore, Milton

Lloyd,

Conway
Sills,

Tearle, John

and

last

of

all

really wasn't going to put
him on
list of eligibles, 'cause every
one's wild about him and I wanted to be
different and say I hate him
but I do

Valentino.

I

my

—

and it's a secret, too, for
I wouldn't want every one to know it
how he affects me a woman's mind is a
wonderful thing. When I see a close-up
like

him,

lots,

—

of

him,

his

eyes

make me

think

of

dreamy, moonlit, languorous nights, tinkling temple bells, soft scent of lotus
the scent of the East personified love,
deep, passionate, beyond all reason but
again I rave and for not so good a cause.
As to the female part of my program
Norma leads the whole crew by leaps and
bounds Norma, the beautiful -the wonderful the blest.
There has never been
there never will be another who will

—
—

—

—

—
—

attain the love

—

—

and popularity that she

has.

Second in my estimation is Lila Lee. As
a senorita she cannot- be surpassed if I
were a man I would go wild over her
eyes they are worlds of mirrored beauty.
Then coming along behind in natural file
are Lillian Gish, Connie Talmadge, Carol
Dempster, Agnes Ayres, Colleen Moore,

—

—

A Fan

Who

Critic

The manner

Has Reformed

which we fans have
been criticizing the stars must cause them
to wonder whether we are perfect in our
various occupations. Perhaps if we were
more familiar with the enormous amount
in

of work connected with the making of a
motion-picture production, we would not
be so critical of every little detail that is
not always correct.
Those of us who do stenographic work
must admit that we can only turn out
perfect letters when our typewriters, carbons, et cetera, are in perfect condition.
Of course, this cannot always be the case.
Now, how would we feel if the people
our firms correspond with were to write
to our employers and say they considered
our work very poor and advised our employers to hire new stenographers? Naturally, we would consider this very unjust
and unfair, because it is not always due
to lack of ability, but rather to lack of
proper materials, that imperfect work is
produced.
The same condition applies to the majority of the stars.
Very few of them
select

their

own

stories,

casts,

et

cetera,

and a great many of them are restrained
from portraying a character as they think
it should be portrayed, but must defer to

how

a part should
directors are not
how the players are

the director's idea of

be played, and, as
perfect, we can see

all
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handicapped just as we are when our employer tells us he would like a letter written a certain way and we know it will not
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make an

attractive appearance
ished, but, of course, must send

when

fin-

it but because he says so.
Let us resolve, therefore to be less bitter and more constructive in our criticism
of the players.
Constructive criticism
never hurts any one.
It helps take the
ego out of us. Arid we all appreciate it,
because it makes us perform our various
occupations in a better manner.
I have been one of the most critical of
fans as ye editor knows never stopping
to consider the star's viewpoint at all, and
not until a very intelligent, well-known
motion-picture star enlightened me did I
think otherwise.
I had read a great deal in praise of this
star and so went to see her for the first
time, only to be greatly disappointed in
her, on account of the poor production in
which she appeared. I wrote her accordingly, not sparing her feelings at all
in
fact, was rather sarcastic and bitter in
my statements. I naturally thought she
would disregard my letter, feeling that my
dislike of her would not affect her popularity.
But, to my great surprise, she replied personally to me, sending me one of

—

—

;

most intelligent and wonderful letters
I have ever received from any one.
She
thanked me for my criticism and enlightened me as to a great many things in
connection with a star's work, and to show
what a good sport she was, she sent me
two beautiful autographed photographs.
It seems hard to believe that there is a
motion-picture star who is that big and
broad-minded, but there is and she is Miss
Alice Calhoun, to me the dearest and best
star in pictures, and one who is bound to
the

rise

by reason of her

ability, intelligence,

and broad-mindedness.
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Evidently the fans think that it is their
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I

am going

I

to take it
laurels where

few
These are not

to scatter a

think they belong.

all

I

would commend, but among the first who
come to my mind
Thomas Meighan The adorable Irishman forehead of good citizenship, eyes
:

—

;

of the devil, and altogether a genial gentleman.
His pictures are always worthy
of him, which is more than you can say
for some players, and he is always worthy
of his pictures.
Constance Talmadge What could be

—

more amusing, more pathetic, more buoyant, more touching, than the aggravatingly
lovable Ming Toy?
Gloria Swanson
Clothes may make the

—

woman

but what is more attractive
and diverting to the average patron of the
picture theater than a beautifully gowned
woman who can act?
Lila Lee Miss Lee is as yet a cloudy
dawn.
She and Leatrice Joy hold the
golden apple in their hands.
Will they
here,

—
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gather courage to apply themselves
ciently to

great

eat this

promise?

apple and

suffi-

fulfill

their

They have wonderful

possibilities.

—

Lon Chaney and Harold Lloyd Two
wonderful character actors who, together
with Milton Sills, make life worth living
in
Boy," and
"Shadows,'-' "Grandma's
"Skin Deep."
Jacqueline Logan She was the best part
of "Burning Sands."
Rodolph Valentino -Xaturally I cannot
have been his admirer
neglect him.
I
since the day of the first playing of "Once

—

—

To Every Woman"

When

in Chicago.

swallowed poison T wept.
Antonio xMoreno He has the air
budding Valentino. He can put it
The American woman is hungry for
est-to-goodness romance and love.

—

us

more of

And

he

of a
over.

honGive

it.

mention Fairbanks, Bebe
Theodore Roberts, Richard Dix, Jane Novak, Vernon Steele,
Jackie Coogan.
I can't mention all the
good ones. But there are good plays "being sent out.
Give us romance, advenThat
ture impossibilities if you please.
not

to

Daniels, Kosloff,

—

is

what

the public craves.

Merio Knapito.

(A Spaniard and proud

of

it.)

J'Ville, Illinois.

A

Tribute to Mary.

There is but one queen in Movieland.
She is like the great sun riding high in
the heavens and around her the lesser
lights move and circle, gaining from her
their brilliancy and warmth.
Mary Pickford was born a star not
made and centuries may pass before we
see her like again. She was supreme when
the movies first came, into their own; yet
she was never more popular than at this

—

—

hour.

No one can explain what there is about
her presence on the screen that so divinely
It is a personality that
affects us all.
It comes upon one
baffles description.
like the perfume of a rose in the winter
time; like the memory of a childhood
sweetheart in those first days of youth,
when all life was a dream world.
Spirit of eternal summer, she is loved
in all lands, of all races, wherever peohappv and

ple are

From

far-flung

children sing.
Siberia come legends

little

that have already grown up around her
name, and on cold winter nights, when
the fire is piled high against the cold, the
children gather round the hearth to hear
tales of this little goddess of love in the
far-off land to the east.
Or in fair Japan some young Nipponover
ese, returning from the silver screen

the moonlit rice fields,
put in his

tle Butterfly,

dreams of

own

this lit-

setting

under

the blossoming cherry trees.

.

homeland that she is
loved the most of all. "Our Mary"— what
queen in all the pages of romance has
ever been so titled? Day by day through
and
a thousand adventures, woven in joy
sorrow, she has grown into our lives, unBut

it

is

in her

depise youth
til all but the crabbed who
have loved and adopted her as their very
.
own.
To have done this, to have risen from
"Sweetdbscurity to the dizzy height of
heart of the World," called for more than
It called for
perfection as an actress.
some strange spirit power which is hers
alone— and which will make the name
Mary Pickford a synonym for happiness
as" long as language lasts.
Philip Schuyler.
Pierson Road, Maplewood, N. J.
.

—

Praise for a Director.
to be writing of what
they think of the players. Does any one
ever look to see who is behind the players:
What would they be without the producers,
I am writing this
directors, et cetera?
praise
letter for the sole purpose of giving

Every one seems

where

it

is

due,

to

the

man who

dis-

covered Valentino, that master artist of
Here .is a man
the screen, Rex Ingram.
who is indeed above the ordinary. There
the
is in his pictures that supreme touch
touch of an artist which shows a beaut.Every production I ever saw
ful soul.
which passed through his hands has been
unique in this. It seems that he gives to

—
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each picture a soul of its own. I do not
believe he is capable of producing a picture which really is not worth while. Of
course, since he is only human, all of them

But
can't be like "The Four Horsemen."
"The Prisoner of Zenda" had a pathos and
a supreme appeal which makes it worthy
of being ranked
masterpieces.
Albanv, Ore.

The

among

the world's screen

Cleo Bartcher.

Picture Oracle

Continued from page 94

—

W. E. M. I'm sorry, but we have no
photographs for sale or to give ouf. The
pictures we receive are either used in the
magazine or

filed for record, and it is
impossible for us to distribute them. The
best way to get photographs is to write
to
each
player
personally,
inclosing
twenty-five cents.
list of players and
their addresses is given at the end of
The Oracle every month. Also, there are
a few companies that sell photos of theatrical and screen people, and if you watch
the advertising columns of Picture-Play
in which they advertise from time to time,
perhaps you will be able to get some that

A

way.

—

Harry F. Xo, that version of '"The
Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam" made by
Ferdinand Pinney Earle has never been
released, although the picture was completed a long time ago.
The production
is tied up in a lawsuit between some of
the financial backers of the picture and
Mr. Earle, and I don't know when it will
be straightened out.
It is too bad they
have had such a lot of trouble with it
I have seen the picture, and it is a marvelously beautiful and artistic thing.

No Deposit

—

Chester D. B. Wesley Barry was discovered by Marshall Xeilan about four
years ago. He had been in vaudeville and
stock in Los Angeles, where he was born,
previous to his screen debut as the ciderconsuming orphan in "Daddy- Long Legs."
Wesley's next picture will be "The Printer's DeviL" in which he will star for
\\ arner Brothers, to whom he is under
contract.
His address is in this issue, at
the end of The Oracle.
•

—

Sassy Susie. Please don't get so het
up because I said most young girl fans
pick out handsome matinee idols to adore
in

preference to the

Most of them

Lon Chaney

type.

You

are an exception.
So, occupying the rarefied atmosphere of
exceptional girls, won't you be gracious
and say that you are not "disappointed" in
me any more? Lon Chaney is playing
the title role in "The Hunchback of Xotre
Dame" for Universal, you know. You'd
never recognize him in the make-up but
then, people seldom recognize him in makedo.

—

up, anyhow, do -they-?
used to be married, but

Harrison Ford
now.

isn't

—

T. E. Betty Compsous next picture will
be "The Woman With Four Faces," which
sounds like rather a trying role, doesn't
it?
Perhaps she'll use a Benda mask or
two. Anyhow, can you imagine the state
in which she'll keep poor Richard Dix.
who plays her leading man?
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Fan From Nebraska. No, Ethel Sands
has never interviewed Alma Rubens or
Leon Pierre Gendron. She always seemed
just to miss seeing Miss Rubens during
her travels. As for Leon Pierre Gendron,
he is hardly well known or prominent
enough yet

ert
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latest

She

release

is

back on the
stage again in a play called "Zander the
Great." which has made such a hit with
New Yorkers that it probably will have a
long run. But Alice will not give up the
screen.
She will do pictures at the same
time, making them in and around New
York. Alice is one of those persons who
feels only comfortablv busv doing things
that would send most of us to a rest
cure with breakdowns.
is

—

Just a H. S. Girl. Call me anything
vou like. Agnes. I have been called so
many things during my career that I no
longer have the courage to express a
preference. "Dear Oracle" would do just
as well as anything else, but you can
leave out the "dear" part, if you think
familiar for a high-school girl.
say right off which actress would
write you a personal letter this corresponding with stars is rather a gamble,
you know. Most of the time you pull
blanks, but once in a while a fan is lucky
enough to get a personal reply from a
it

too

I can't

—

I

should say players

do

pany to which he was under contract.
But now some players work simultaneously in two and three pictures, all at
different studios, and recentlly Tully Marshall was dividing his time between four

had said that

Shirley Mason and Viola Dana were sisters often enough to have it reach to all
corners of the earth, but
Well, I say
it again.
Neither of them uses their family name, which happens to be Flugrath.

Clasp

St.

I

—

picture at the same
This is especially true just now,
time.
when all the studios are going full speed,
and there seems to be a scarcity of the
right kind of experienced talent.
It was
not uncommon for a player to work in
two pictures at once for the same com-

it is
difficult getting started, as
people like their screen heroines young.
Since it takes an actress on an average
of three years to work up to leading lady
or other star parts, you can see the necessity for this.

Mildred

S3 j3 Fulton

Catherine.

_

$]QPBringsYouThis

name

work more than one

that age_

Chicago fee catalog

—

I'm sorry I can't give you
C.
of the architect that designed
that house in "My Husband's Friends"
Knowing
in which you are so interested.
women (do I hear laughter?) I suppose
you won't rest until you track down that
particular house, but the only thing I can
do is to tell you to write to Carter De
Haven, the star of the picture, personally.
The house may have been especially constructed for the picture or it may have
been a real house loaned by the owner.
I didn't see the picture, so I don't know,
but I'm sure that Mr. De Haven would
be glad to help you out. Being married
himself, he no doubt will realize the momentous importance of the question.

Mrs. D.

the

by sending twenty-five cents in
stamps to the Subscription Department,
Street & Smith Corporation, 79 Seventh
Avenue, New York City. Girls who wish
for screen careers should begin between
the ages of sixteen and twenty-two. After

Days' Free Trial. Express prepaid.

easily

place,

booklet

work or school and recreation is on
a Ranger bicycle. Choice of 44 styles and
to

jgMonthstoPay

first

booklet we publish called "Your Chance
as a Screen Actor," which we have prepared for those of our readers who are
seriously interested in screen acting as a
career.
After reading that, you would

this Mvstic
Serpent.
Replica of
Ancient Hindu charm

(string lied

In the

never give out advice to screen aspirants,
and in the second place no one could
tell
how you would screen simply by
looking at your photo. It is always necessary to call personally at a picture studio,
and, if possible, have a test made. Sending photos to directors or other persons
in the industry and writing letters would
get_you nowhere. But what would be of
assistance to you, I am sure, would be a
I

against evil spirits,
sickness, spells, and

Send measure

Ruth C. — No, no, no, you should
me 3'our picture for advice as to

not send

Then wear

UNLUCKY?

pounds.

Mrs.

Swimset contains
Winx. At drug, department stores or
by mail, $1.50.
Samples of Pert and Winx are a

sizes. 30

—

Mary Ann. Thanks for your kind
words. I appreciate them as much as the
stars do when they are sincerely given
and I think yours are. William Desmond
has had half a dozen accidents in sucHe
cession during the last few months.
did nothing but break bones, wait for
them to mend, thr.i go back ant break
them all over again. But now that he
has given up serialing for a while and
changed to the Universal company to do
features, perhaps he has broken the jinx
that has pursued him for so long. Gaston
Glass was born and educated in Paris,
France, and was on the stage and screen
in that country for years before he came
to America. He accompanied Sarah Bernhardt to this country on one of her tours
and liked us so well that he decided to
devote his talent to the American public
exclusively.
Gaston is twenty-seven and
unmarried. John Harron has a role in
Constance Talmadge's latest "Dulcy."

Alice Terry is five feet three and a half
inches and weighs about one hundred and
twenty-five pounds
Leatrice Joy is half
feet six and a half inches and weighs
about the same; Claire Windsor is five
feett six and a half inches and weighs
about one hundred and thirty-five pounds
Betty Blythe ishalf an inch taller than
Claire and weighs five pounds more
Anna Q. Nilsson is also five feet seven
inches and weighs one hundred and thirty-

She
It

this issue.

;

hours

cheeks are
as

to be of story interest to the

majority of readers of Picture- Play, and
the majority is what we have to aim to
please, you know.
Perhaps after a while,
when he secures more important parts,
we shall have a story and picture of him.

The Waterproof Rouge
Orange- colored, lasts all day

AFTER

and a specially autographed ohoto.
Perhaps you will be lucky. That's all I
can say. Yes, you might try Agnes Ayres.
She gives a lot of attention to her fan
mail, and even has an Agnes Ayres Club
in Hollywood.
Miss Ayres' address is in
star,

-

productions.
Since players, especially the
character actors, have to change their
make-up for each picture and travel some
distance between studios you can imagine
how they must work. Also, the mental
strain of taking care of several characterizations and keeping them all separate is intense.
This condition probably
will not last long, but while it continues
some of our most prominent players, especially the free-lancers, will not have
much time for parties.

—

Beatrice W. R. No, May Collins has
not made any pictures in some time, but
she is returning to the screen in a film
version of "Caroline," the musical comedy which the Shuberts are producing,
and which will star Trini, the Spanish
dancer, who has made such a hit with
New York theatergoers.

—

Marion A. In "Tess of the Storm
Country," the role of Lloyd Hughes' sister "that died in the end" was played by
Gloria Hope, who happens to be Lloyd's
wife in real life. The girl who played
the vamp in "Mighty Lak' a Rose" was
Helene Montrose.
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Thelua L. So Pola Xegri and Lillian
Gish are your favorites. You like conPola has been married
trast, don't you?
only once, so far, to Count Dombski, but
of course 3"ou know she is engaged to
Charlie Chaplin, and perhaps they w ill be
married by the rime you read this. Lillian
has never been married. "The White Sister" is the picture Miss Gish is working
on now, and most of it is being filmed in
Italy.
Charlie Chaplin was born on April
16, 1889, in

I

I

arms, lesrs. back. bust, abdomen, thighs, hips and ankles in men and
is accomplished in the privacy of your home, by a few minutes
use each day of the internationally "famous invention

women

j

j

|

DR. LAVVTON'S

—

English Fax. Guy Bates Post's first
picture, "The Masquerader/' was released
in this country in August, 1922, so you
should see it in England now shortly. But
look for the picture under the title of
"John Chilcote, M. P.," as that is the
name it will bear when presented to the
English public. Pauline Frederick is still
on the stage, and I can't say when she
will return to pictures. Elsie Ferguson is
doing the same thing. '"The Glory of the
Clementina" was the latest film Miss
Frederick made, and "Outcast" was Elsie's
Ferguson's.
Gareth Hughes appears in

portion cf tbe body that you wish.
.
No medicines, no exeicises. no electricity,
no dtetine. More than 50,000 Etn and women in the past few yeirs hive experienced
renewed joy and health by the restoration of youthful form, vigor and shapeliness with
the redaction of unnecessary fat by

Dr. La^vton's
a device approved
tion is permanent:

Puzzled—Yes,

the

picture.

SPECIAL PRICE

—

Picture-Play Reader. Yes, most of
the stars have beautiful teeth, or at least
even and well-aligned ones. Good-looking
teeth are absolutelv essential to a screen
player, especially one who aspires to
straight leading or star roles. Carol Holloway is back in pictures again, but not in
the daredevil serials in which she was so
popular.
Carol has a role in support of
Clara Kimball Young in "Cordelia the
_
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Pimples
Your skin can be quickly cleared cf Pimples, Blackheads, Acne Eruptions on the face or body, Barbers
Itch,

Movie Acting
Would you like to know if you are adapted to this
"work? Send 10c. for oar Twelve-Hour Talent-Tester
or Key to Movie Acting Aptitude and nnd whether
or not yeu are suited to take up Movie Acting.
Instructive and valuable.
Send dime or stamps
today.
Interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie
Acting will also be included
!

FREE

FILM INFORMATION BUREAU,

Station R,

Eczema, Enlarged Pores, Oily or Shinv Skin.

rite today for my FREE Booklet, "A
"jCTS *? *5» w
M:
* MM. MLf Sis Clear-Tone Ssrs." teliing how I cored

$1000 Cash

mvsslf after being

says

!

E.S.GIVENS,

afflicted for 15 rears.
can clear your sk-in ofthe above blemishes,
237 Chemical Eldg,, Kansas City.Mo.

$$ For Ideas. Photoplay
Plots accepted any form; revised, criticised, copyrighted,
msrkezed. .Advice free. Universal Scenario Con orauon,
910 Western Murual life Bldg.. Los Angeles. Cal

Jackson, Mich
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show cards,
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LONGACRE MUSIC COMPANY
FREE Frustrated Folder containing a detailed descriotion of Foot Original Songs
that will supply your demand for "Something Different** in Popular Music which have been
especially selected to demonstrate the variety of subjects covered by out publications.
Complete piano copies cf the four sonsrs; will be sent postpaid for one dollar
The attractive covers serve as fitting introduction to the delightful entertainment vou will find
in their inside pages. The lyrics tel! a real story and the melodies have an old-fashioned sweetness that will make you want to hear them reoeatedly.
Send for our

LONGACRE MUSIC COMPANY
154? Broadway

Suite 611-13
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LATEST RAGE— Flashy, attractive colXeeuerehiets, SoxSo in..
Hand
Dye Bandanas, brilliant colors,
S in., S3. Hand Tie Dye Wrist
HandkerchieIs, oOc each. SEND NO
MONEY. Pay postman on arrival.
ored

15th

sons

the character pla;v-ed by Tully Marshall,
which is obviously that of Kit Carson, as
depicted in the book. I am told that the
change was made in compliance with
urgent requests, because Kit Carson is one
of the heroes of the Boy Scouts, and that
it would be rather difficult to maintain
him as a hero when the story shows him
to be rather a hard drinker.

m

BRENNAN SHOW SARD SY5TEM.ING.

good many perwho read "The Covered Wagon"
have been curious, as you are, to know
why another name was used to designate
I

Reduc-

For Milady's Boudoir
safest, quickest and easiest

—Yes,

Marshall Xeilan, the
director, is the man so often spoken of as
"Mickey" Xeilan.
Mr. Xeilan is very
popular, as almost every one is who bears
a similarly affectionate and informal nickname.

£

Sent C. O. D. and you pay postman
S3. 75 plus few cents postage, or if you
remit in advance, please include 20c
Mailed in plain wrapper.
for postage.
If after 11 days use yon wish to return
it, your full purchase price will be refunded.
Send for FREE Booklet
'
'How to Reduce. " Write today.

_

Magnificent."
William Duncan and his
wire, Edith Johnson, are now making
serials for Universal.
Betty Compson has
never been married, and seems to have no
designs in that direction, either.

efficient.

The

way of removing

—

—

and

THOMAS LAWTON

Cheat," in which Pola Xegri is starring
is the same story in which Fannie 'Ward
appeared several years ago. Jack Holt
and Charles de Roche support Miss Xegri
in this. De Roche playing the part that
established Sessue Hayakawa as an actor
of rare ability, only, instead of being a
Jap as in the original story, De Roche
will play the role as a Hindu. Pola Xegri
has black hair and gray eyes.
She "is
about twenty-eight, weighs one hundred

just right for her, I suppose.
But don't
be so indignant perhaps you will yet see
her name in electric lights.

solately safe

Dept. 1A7,

"The

twenty pounds, and is five feet four.
Daisy. Priscilla Bonner's next appearance will be in "April Showers," in which
Kenneth Harlan and Colleen Moore are
featured.
I agree with you, Daisy, that
Priscilla has not received very important
parts, but I can't say -why this is.
She
was considered very promising after her
appearance in "The Son of Wallingford."
and it was even predicted that she would
soon be a star. Things have not broken

Guaranteed Fat Reducer

by physicians 33

Dr. Lawton's famous book. "Weight Redaction" is included in the purchase price of the
Fat Reducer. This authoritative book explains in detail weight control and how the causes
of fat are removed permanently.

MacDonald production "Penrod

the J. K.
& Son."

GUARANTEED FAT REDUCER

and Illustrated Course on Weight Control

Paris, France.

New

York. X. V.

Advertising Section
D. M.

— Bebe Daniels recovered from her

appendicitis operation long ago and is
playing the leading role in "The Exciters,"
with Antonio Moreno opposite her. Bebe

was born in iqoi. She has not been reported engaged for several months—the
last man to whom she was supposed to
have given her affections was Jack Dempsey.
Robert Warwick has left the screen,
for the present at least, and is back on
the stage.
Clem.

— Tom

trouble

not

of

diet

have

to go to the
exercise.
She

or

found a better way, which aids the
digestive organs to turn food into
muscle, bone and sinew instead of fat.
She used Marmola Prescription
Tablets, which are made from the

famous Marmola

prescription. They
aid the digestive system to obtain the
full nutriment of food. They will allow
you to eat many kinds of food without
the necessity of dieting or exercising,

Thousands

have found

Marmola

Prescription

complete

relief

that

Tablets

the
give

from obesity. And
accumulation of fat is

when

the
checked, reduction to normal, healthy

weight soon follows.
All

good drug

stores the world over sell

Marmola Prescription Tablets at one dollar
a box. Ask your druggist for them, or order
direct and they will be 3ent in
per, postpaid.

plain wrap-

MARMOLA COMPANY
412 Garfield Bldg..

Detroit. Mich.

the biggest stage successes in

now

Just

Guess.

nom

—Oh,

title

New

York.

These enigmatic
suppose you think

can't.

I

plumes!

de

he

I

my

poor brain doesn't get enough exerbut if you could see me trying to
puzzle out some of my communications
you wouldn't be so heartless as to try to
make me guess anything. Your handwriting is familiar, though, and so is the
town of Kokomo, Indiana, but that's as
far as I can go.
There are one thousand feet in a reel of film, and a reel
takes about twelve minutes to run. Thus,
a five-reel picture requires an hour. Educationals and scenics are generally one
reel, and the regulation comedy, two reels.
There are sixteen exposures to the second—that is, sixteen of the little frames,
or pictures, on a strip of film pass
through the aperture of the projection
machine and are thrown on the screen
in the space of one second.
It is this
cise,

speed_ of projection, of course, that makes
a series of what are really still pictures

merge and appear to be one smooth and
continuous moving picture.

Fan.— Of course the screen
chum around together and have

Curious

same as you
There is "Our Club,"
instance, which you probably read
about in the June issue of Picture- Play.
special intimate

and every one

friends the

else.

for

To

Face Powder

cool, to refresh the skin that glows

of summer's sun

Pure,

fragrant,

and ocean's spray
clinging.

from kiss

—Lablache.

Chosen by v

Beside this association of flapper players,
of the other film folk travel in couples.
Pauline Garon and Nita Naldi are
great friends; so are Bebe Daniels and
Nita Naldi
Constance Talmadge and
Alma Rubens travel around together a lot
and get them Mabel Ballin chums with

many

-

;

to

whom

the best

is

—

luxury but a necessity

Conway

Refuse substitutes
They may be dangerous.
Flesh,
White. Pink or

St.,

Boston,

is

Adele Row-

and director; then, of course,

there

is

Charlie Chaplin's friendship with Douglas
Fairbanks. There are a number of friendly couples, and groups, and cliques among
the screen people.
As a matter of fact,
film workers generally keep to themselves,
and their friendships as well as their artistic ambitions are confined pretty much
to the movie industry.
This condition is
more true of the California players than
it is of those who live" in New York, because in Hollywood there is a great deal
of the movie industry and little of anything else of interest to the players.

M

Why wait longer when a few
cents a day places this fiery brilliant, genuine blue white, perfect
cut diamond on your finger. No
risk, no delay. Satisfaction guarRegular S60.00 value,
anteed.
ourprice,S47.75.

Lowell

PRICES
REDUCED
smashes

Klein
prices on great million-dollar stock of diamonds, watches

and jewelry — saves you one-third and
trusts you for what you want.

FREE CATALOG— WRITE TODAY

It tells the whole story-bea'utifully illustrates sensational bargains
and explains credit plan that places them within easy reach. Why
wait longer? Write for catalog today— sure
\S I r— I |yl o f~\ (~\ 122 West Madison Street
Dept. 1419
Chicago, III.
|\|_EL ! IN
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!
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who

;

;

French Perfumers, Dept
Kingston

Tearle's wife,

Betty Blythe arid Mary
Alden are close friends, as are Lois Wilson and May McAvoy. Among the men,
Glenn Hunter and Ramon Novarro are
great pals Valentino's closest man friend
seems to be Douglas Gerrard, the actor

BEN. LEVY CO.
125

;

land to the public

Cream. 50c a
box of druggists
or by mail. Send
10c for sample box.

O'Malley's next appearance

have the principal roles in it. Pat w as
born in the place you'd suspect Dublin,
Ireland.
He is thirty-one. Maclyn Ar-

Young."

is in Lon"Merton of
the Movies," which Glenn Hunter created
here, and which is still proving one of

players

J*

— Pat

role in

is

don, playing the

She did

E. E.

"The Law Bringers," a Louis
B.
Mayer-Metro special which boasts
quite a cast. Earle Williams, Renee Adoree, Barbara La Marr, and Wallace Beery-

Love
She Found A Pleasant Way To
Reduce Her Fat

loving country sweetheart in this picture
was played by Jason Robards.

Douglas has not appeared

pictures recently.
He has been touring in a vaudeville sketch called "When
in

I

Broadway," and Harrison Ford will appear
in it, too.
Yes, Lowell Sherman playecl
with Mae Murray in "The Gilded Lily."
You know, he was the feller that every
one thought was the villain because he
was rich and liked Mae, but he fooled
them all in the end by leading the lily
to his home and mother, and proposing
to her in the proper manner.
The jazz-

Sherman

Admirer.

—You

haven't seen your favorite on the screen
lately because he has been appearing on
the stage in New York and winning new
honors for himself.
Quite a few New
Yorkers, including most of the critics, now
feel the same as you do
that Lowell is a

—

Mr. Sherman is going
to play in a picture to be made by Bennie
Zeidman, called "The Bright Sights of

"darn good actor."

will be

in

r

—

buckle has a role in the Distinctive production "Two Can Play," in which Alfred
Lunt and Mimi Palmieri are featured.

of New Orleans.^No, Bert Lyand Viola Dana are not related. The
nearest they got to it was to work for
Viola is still
the same company, Metro.
with them, but Bert left that company
some months ago. He is starring in "The
Meanest Man in the World." Viola's next
will be "Rouged Lips," taken from the

Nina

tell

Weiman short story, "Upstage."
—Has Ramon Novarro any broth-

Rita

Lil.
ers or

I
sisters ?
Oh, only thirteen.
haven't met any of them yet, but if they
are all as devastating as Ramon
Buango, Mexico, is the seat of house of
Novarro, or Sameniegos, the real family
name not that you would be interested
in the family, of course, but
;

Julian

C.

— Elsie

Ferguson

is

married

New York

to a

"Outcast"

is

banker, Thomas Clarke.
the last picture Miss Fer-

guson made, and I don't know when she'll
do another. At present she is on the stage
a play called "The Wheel of Life."
Irene Castle was born in 1893 and PauBetty Compson
line Frederick in 1882.
five
feet two.
Joseph Schildkraut
is
played the Chevalier in "Orphans of the
Storm," and Conrad Nagel was Gloria
Swanson's leading man in "The Impossible
Mrs. Bellew."
in

Richard Dix and Agnes Ayres Foryou deWhy

—

have
ever.
Fickle fan
serted Richard Barthelmess and
!

Mildred

thought those were "forever"
Marguerite de la Motte played
crushes.
Douglas Fairbanks' leading lady in both
"The Mark of Zorro" and "The Nut."
Raye Dean played opposite Bert Lytell in
"A Message From Mars." Alice Terry is
twenty-six. Jack Holt's birthday is May

Davis?

I

1st.

Dot P.— If I told the truth, I suppose I
should say that I prefer most letters to be
short, but I shall be polite instead and say
the longer they are the better I like them.
Really, though, I would rather have the
fans send in a few questions at a time and
write oftener, than to mail long, closely
written pages that are difficult to wade
through and that contain auestions they
have been storing up for months and sometimes years. I do not know of a Walter
Scott in pictures

— you must mean' William

Well, William was born in 1893.
He was on the stage for a while before
entering pictures via Mary Pickford's production of "Amarilly of Clothesline AlWilliam weighs one hundred and
ley."
Scott.

sixty-eight pounds
tallest actress

and

is

five feet eleven.

know of in pictures
is Blanche Payson, who is six feet three.
The tallest man is a real giant, John
Aasen, who measures eight feet nine, and
who appears in Harold Lloyd's forthcomThe

ing picture.

I

Advertising Section
Tim.

— Monte

Blue

went

to

113

Perdue

(poetry) University. He was on the stage
in vaudeville for two years before stormTom Mix is
ing the movie industry.
married to Victoria Forde, and they have
picture of the
a daughter, Thomasina.
whole family, including Tony, appeared in
Picture- Play recently. Xo, Shirley MaHaven't
son's hair isn't naturally curly.
you ever seen it in that straight, plastereddown, boyish effect she tries sometimes?

Secrets

A

Dorothy

C.

—

It

was Lloyd Hughes, not

Lloyd Hamilton, that played with Mary
Pickford in "Tess of the Storm Country."
Lloyd Hamilton is a star in short-reel
comedies.
Richard Dix is not married.
He was born in 1894. I'm sorry I have
no list of the players that charee for their
photographs and those that do not. I'm
sure such a list would- be very popular
with the fans especially the "do not"

—

one.

Should Kiwiir
MTRACTIVENESS— real

and irresistible— does
not always mean beauty of feature. More frequently it is the result of the perfection of care
and attention given to yourself as you are— it is
the absence of wrinkles around the nose, eyes and

Norma Talmad.se, Jack Mulhall, Conway
Wallace Beery. John Harron. Constance Talmndge. Betty Francisco, and Earl
Schenck at the United Studios, Hollywood,

Tearle,

California.

Wesley Barry, Monte Blue, Irene Rich, and
Bruce Guerin at the Warner Studios. Sunset
& Bronson. Hollywood. California.
Shirley Mason. Peggy Shaw. Ruth Dwver.

Gladys Leslie, Tom Mix. Charles Jones. John
Gilbert at the Fox Studios, Western Avenue,
Hollywood, California.
William Desmond, Reginald Dennv, Gladvs
Walton. Priscilla Dean. Eon Chaney. Virginia
Valli. Eiith Johnson. William Duncan. Babv
Peggy. Patsy Ruth Miller. Herbert Rawlirison. and George Hackathorne at the Universal Studios. Universal City. California.
Frank Mayo, Mae Busch. Claire Windsor,
Conrad Nagel, Erich von Stroheim. Blanche
Sweet. Eleanor Boardman. Mabel Ballin. ZaSu
Pitts. Dale Fuller, and Hobart Bosworth at
the Goldwyn Studios, Culver Citv, Califor-

and assuredly aid you in
attaining attractiveness greater than prettiness.
The Beautifier with Dr. Lawton's valuable illustrated and indexed Beauty Book and delicate,
greaseless Face Tissue Tonic are all that you need.
No cosmetics; no electricity; no
medicines; no expensive beauty
treatments just a few minutes
conscientious use each day for a
short while of Dr. Lawton's Face
and Neck Beautifier. a small vacuum cup of soft rubber, scientifically designed to perform a
gentle tissue massage that eradicates the blemishes and molds
the face and neck as Nature
intended it should be.

will quickly, delightfully

DR,

THOMAS LAWTON,

Carter de Haven at 1844 North Vine Street,
Hollywood. California.
Mary Pickford. George Walsh. Evelvn
Brent. Douglas Fairbanks, and Holbrook Blifrn
at the Pickford-Fairbanks
Studios, Hollywood. California.
Madge Bellamy. John Bowers. Llovd
Hughes. Mrs. Wallace Reid. Douglas MacLean, and James Kirkwood at the Ince
Stud'os. Culver City. California.
Harold Lloyd. Jobyna Ralston, Ruth Roland. Marie Mosquini. and Snub Pollard at
the Hal Roach Studios, Culver Citv, California.

Gaston Glass at the Mayer Studios. 3S00
Mission Road. Los Angeles, California.
Marion Davies. Harrison Ford, Alma Rubens, and Lionel Barrymore. care of Cosmopolitan Productions. Second Avenue and One

New

Mae Marsh, Carol Dempster, and Ivor Novello

at the Griffith

Studios,

Orienta Point,

Mamaroneck, New York.
Glenn Hunter, care of The Film Guild, 281
Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Barbara la Marr, Malcolm MacGregor, Ramon Novarro. Alice Terrv. Viola Dana. Enid
Bennett. Clara Kimball Young. Carol Holloway. Edith Allen, and Lewis Stone at the

Metro Studios. Hollywood, California.
Matt Moore.

We

—

:

J

Just send us your name and
address the Beautifier complete
will be mailed to you in plain
wrapper, and you pay the post-

—

Also

man S3. 75 plus few cents postage.
If you remit in advance, please
include 20 cents for postage and
insurance. If you wish, we will
send you free descriptive beautifully illustrated

Secrets

Know,"

Dept. 2A7,

St.,

book.

"Beauty

Woman Should
advance. Write today.

Every
in

N. Y. City

Complete and Concise

Bound volumes of Picture-Plat Magazine
now ready. Price 83.00 per volume. Address
Subscription Department, Street & Smith Corporation, 70-S9 Seventh Avenue,

New

York.

History of the World
By THOMAS
Popular Priced Edition.

R.

War

BEST

Paper Covers.

You need

Postpaid for 25c

this book.

STREET & SMITH CORPORATION
New York
Avenue

7»-89 Seventh

Removes

Wunderskin
Cause of an
If you
i

;

City

the

OILY SKIN

have

to pat pat pat
\v
h l1
t
powder puff

;

;

day to
your
nose from
all

keep

Agnes Ayres. Thomas Meighan. Eileen
Percy. Estelle Taylor. Gloria Swanson. Betty
Compson. Theodore Kosloff. Bebe Daniels,
Pauline Garon. Dorothv Dalton, Pola Negri.
Charles de Roche, Lois Wilson. Jack Holt.
Jacoueline Logan. Walter Hiers, Ravmond
Hatton.
Theodore Roberts. Leatrice" .Tov.
Huntley Gordon, and Julia Faye at the Laskv
Studios. Vine Street, Hollywood. California.
Nita Naldi, Mahlon Hamilton. Elsie Ferguson, and Alice Bradv. care of Paramount
Pictures Corporation. 4S5 Fifth Avenue, New
City.

Beautifier

Thousands of women have written us grateful
letters telling of the wonderful results obtained
after only a few days use.
will gladly let
you use the Beautifier on trial for two days and
if you are not delighted with it you may return
it and receive your money back.

Illllllllllllllilllllllllll

Richard Barthelmess. Lillian and Dorothy
Gish. and Dorothv Mackaill. care of Inspiration Pictures Corporation, 565 Fifth Avenue,
New York City.
Ben Turpin. Phyllis Haver. Mabel Normand. and Mildred June at the Mack Sennett Studios. Edendale. California.
George Arliss, Alfred Lunt, Edith Roberts. Alice Joyce, and Mimi Palmieri, care of
Distinctive Productions,
Incorporated, 366
Madison Avenue, New York City.

Street,

Neck

120 West 70th

nia.

Twenty-seventh

but knew!

—

Asked for by readers whose letters are
answered by The Oracle this month:

Hundred and
York City.

fulness. All these qualities of attractiveness and,
-more lie within the grasp of every woman— if you

Dr. Lawton's Face and

|

Addresses of Players

York

mouth: the firm contour of cheeks, neck, buf t; the
rose-petal complexion and perfect figure of health-

being- shiny,

you have an
oily s k i n

You

are

merely covering up a
glaring in-

Sheridan-Plaza
CHICAGO
Sheridan

Road

at

Wilson Avenue

UPTOWN CHICAGO'S

MOST FAVORED HOTEL

Why

Vacation!
not spend \ ours at
the beautiful new Hotel Sheridan
Plaza? Beaches and boulevards.
Short ride to parks and golf links.
r

Eighteen minutes from downtown;
elevated express and surface lines;
motor busses to and from downtown, through Lincoln Park, stop
at the door.

Mr

id

D ancing

European plan. Rooms with private bath,
$3 a day and up. Reservations are advisable. Exceptional garage accommodations.

dication of the most common cause of
'\YUXDERa blemished complexion
SKIX will remove the cause by reducing the pores of the face to normal so
that the oily secretions of the underlying tissues cannot work thru in
quantities that will cause black heads,
enlarged pcres, ccarse texture, shiny
nose, and other disfiguring blemishes.
tones the e;>idermis
of the face, nourishes the skin cells and
gives you a lovely, smooth coniplexi n,
as soft in texture as rose petals and as
clear as the limpid depths of a moun-

WUXDERSKIX

tain lake.
If your skin is unnaturally oily you will
be surprised and pleased to see how easilv and quickly WUXDERSKIX will improve it. Just write WUXDERSKIX and
your name and address on a slip of paper.
Mail it to us with your cheek or money
order for one dollar' and we will be glad
to send you a generous size bottle by reIf you do not notice results
turn mail.
within a reasonable time, we will return

your money without quibble. WUXDERSKIX is guaranteed to be harmless to any
skin.

PANDORA COMPANY

230 Verona Avenue, Newark, N.

J.
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NEW
Second Western Adventure Story

GEORGE OWEN BAXTER

By

Author of Free Range Lanning

"DONNEGAN"
"\T7E

good fortune

surely appreciate the

that has fallen to us, as

publishers, to be in a position to offer the public another

by an author who

is

destined to

ranks of writers of Western

make

fiction.

from any consideration of the

profit

his

way

It is

which

to the

book

very front

highly gratifying aside
will

accrue from the

publication of such a book.

In "Donnegan," the author has given us a wonderfully lifelike picture of a big, strapping, red-headed chap, not all good, but such a

mixture of good and bad that the reader's sympathy goes out
at the start, with the realization that he

When

Donnegan, general

all

is

intensely

human

to

after

him
all.

around down and outer was taken care

of at the Landis ranch, the Colonel had no idea of the investment

he was making.

Donnegan makes a splendid comeback, and
and sympathy shown him.

repays,

a hundredfold, the kindness

A

story of the

West

that

is

fine, clean,

Price,

and stimulating.

$1.75 net

CHELSEA HOUSE,
79

SEVENTH AVENUE

::

Publishers
NEW YORK CITY

i

HINDS
CREAM
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it
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to the lustre of the nails.
Altogether, it is a gratifying
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curing process.
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matter where you are,
with what you are occupied, every now and then
out comes your powder

compact.
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fragrant,

adherent, waterproof.

you want
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accessory.
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good fortune
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by an author who
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destined to

ranks of writers of Western

make

fiction.

from any consideration of the

profit

his

It

5*

way

is

book

very front

to the

highly gratifying aside

which

will

accrue from the

publication of such a book.

In "Donnegan," the author has given us a wonderfully
ture of a big, strapping, red-headed chap, not

all

lifelike pic-

good, but such a

mixture of good and bad that the reader's sympathy goes out to him
at the start, with the realization that he is intensely human after all.

When

Donnegan, general

all

around down and outer was taken care

of at the Landis ranch, the Colonel had no idea of the investment

Donnegan makes a splendid comeback, and repays,
a hundredfold, the kindness and sympathy shown him.
he was making.
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Get a Job Like Tkest
Ear® 3500 to 10,000aYear
SO Years Old-

Makes Almost
$500 a Month
Harold Hastings of
Somers, Mass., says:

"The

on

profit

my

electrical business
amounts to S475.00 a
success is
month.
due entirely to your

My

instruction. You make
your men just what
Electrical
you say

—

Experts. No man will
ever make a mistake
enrolling
course."

your

for

Dickerson Gets
$7500 a Year
earned

"I

week when

I

$30

a

started

m the RisC Pay Field ot
ELECTRICITY

Blame yourself if you
It's your own fault if you don't earn more.
stick to your small pay job when I have made it so easy for you to
earn $3500 to 810,000 a year as an electrical expert. Electrical Experts are badly
needed. Thousands of men must be trained at once. One billion dollars a year is
being spent for electrical expansion and everything is ready but the men. Will you
answer the call of this big pay field? Will you get ready, now for the big job I will
help you -get? The biggest money of your life is waiting for you.

—S50 a week
half through

with you

when

your course. Now I
clean up at the rate
of
$7500 a year.
Thank you a thou-

sand times for what
you did for me. Electricity pays big on the
farm." Herbert M.
Dickerson, Warrentown, Va.

$20.00 a

I

men

I will train you just like I trained the six
whose pictures you see here. Just
have trained thousands of other men ordinary, everyday sort of fellows pulling them out of
the depths of starvation wages into jobs that pay S12.00 to S30.00 a day. Electricity offers you more
opportunities bigger opportunities than any other line and with my easily learned spare time course,
I can fit you for one of the biggest jobs in a few short months' time.

—

like I

—

—

—

,

Quick and Easy t© Learn

Day for

Schreck

my name as a

"Use

Will Train You at Home

reference and depend
on me as a booster.
The biggest thing I
ever did was answer
your advertisement.
I am averaging better

Don't let any doubt about your being able to do what these other men have
done rob you of your just success. Pence and Morgan and these other fellows didn't have a thing on
you when they started. You can easily duplicate their success. Age, lack of experience or lack of
education makes no difference.
Start just as you are and I will guarantee the result with a signed
money back guarantee bond. If you are not 100% satisfied with my course it won't cost you a cent.

than $500 a month
from my own business
now. I used to make
$18.00 a week." A.
Schreck, Phoenix,

Free—Electrical Working Outfit and Tools

Ariz.

In addition to giving my students free employment service and free consultation
I give them also a complete working outfit.
This includes tools, measuring instruments, material
and a real electric motor the finest beginners' outfit ever gotten together. You do practical work
After the first few lessons it enables you to make extra money every week doing
right from the start.
odd electrical jobs in your spare time. Some students make as high as $25 to $35 a week in spare time
work while learning. This outfit is all FREE.

service,

Peace Earns
$9000 a Year
W. E. Pence,

Che-

Wash.,

halis,

says:

"Your course put me
where I am today, Mr.
Cooke making S750
a month doing automobile electrical work
think of it— $9000
a year. Besides that

Mail Coupon for FREE BOOK-"
The Vital Facts of the Electrical Industry
The coupon below will bring you my big free electrical book— over 100 interestThe
dope about

—

—
I

am my own

My

wife joins

boss.

me

in

thanking you for what

you did

—

for us."

—

ing pictures.
real
your opportunities in electricity positive proof that you, too, can
earn S3500 to $10,000 a year. Send for it now. Along with the book I will send you a sample lesson,
a credit check allowing you a $45.50 reduction, my guarantee bond and particulars of the most wonderful
pay-raising course in the world. Send the coupon now this very second may be the turning point in
your life. Send it while the desire for a better job and more money is upon you, to

—

$30 to $50 a Day
for J. R. Morgan
"When I started on

L. L.

COOKE,

Chief Engineer

your course I was a
carpenter's helper,
earning around $5.00

Chicago Engineering Works

a day. Now I make
from $30 to $50 a day
and am busy all the
time. Use this letter
if
you want to

DEPT.

—

stand behind it." J.
R. Morgan, Delaware,
Ohio.

Sparc Time Work
Pays Stewart
$100 a Month
"Your course has
already

obtained

a

substantial
increase
in pay for me and
made it possible for
me to make at least
$100 a month in spare

time work. You can
shout this at the weak
fellows

who

haven't

made up their minds
to do something yet."
Earl Stewart, Corona,
Calif.
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BIG
"A blatant and cynical immorality is
raising its head among us. and it must poem?
be conquered by that grave respect for Ame
the sanctity of "the home, the inviolabil- help,
We must drive ter's
ity of the "marriage tie.
SOX'
home to all America that the honor of
the individual is the honor of the family. wondep
and the honor of the family is the honor Coin f.ff
of the State.
We must" sanctify our 4040 D ;
LA?
family life, for no nation can long endure "which is based on a foundation of near
I
broken families."
_
From a speech by HON. JAMES J. DAVIS
Secretary of Labor
r

!

&

Tal-

j
t

teds of
nay be

-ared

Nowhere

is

j

j

there such abundant evidence o£ the verity of Secretary

Davis' contention that there

a trend toward blatant and cynical

is

immorality, as in the reading matter that

upon the news stands

these days.

is

much

so

in evidence

There are a huge number o£

tainted publications.

There

one magazine, however, which

is

and has been
the home,

'a

is

free ever since its inception.

and relaxation

is

a magazine for

satisfaction, entertainment,

to every one of its readers, at the

sound, wholesome advice and guidance for

same time giving

living a clean, whole-

life.

The name
dealer to

claim

It

magazine which may be placed safely in the hands of

any reader, a magazine which brings joy.

some

any such tamt,

free of

it

of this publication

show you a copy.

is

Love Story Magazine*

You

will find that

it

is

Ask your
all

that

we

to be.
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THE GOOD OLD SUMMERTIME
DOESN'T

ALWAYS LOOK SO GOOD TO MOTION-PICTURE FANS

In many little towns and some of the smaller cities the motion-picture theaters close for
summer; the theaters at summer resorts often run only old productions that you saw at
home months ago even in the big cities, theaters pick the summer months to work off their
mediocre productions. For weeks many a motion-picture fan is shut off from seeing his favorites.
the

;

But "Picture-Play" not only keeps up
high standard— its summer numbers
are bigger and better than ever!
its

It is during the summer that many of the
biggest productions are made
the pictures
that are the outstanding film features of the
coming season.
Picture-Play's summer
numbers carry all the interesting news of these

—

productions and their personalities. There will
be exceptionally good pictures, showing these
productions in the making. If you miss them,
you may miss some of the most engrossing
facts ever brought out about vour favorites
and their work. And you may not know which
of the big pictures you will want to see next
fall.

In next month's Picture-Play there will
be an article by Edwin Schallert, called "What's
All This About Beauty?"
People are always
asking if screen stars are really beautiful or
if it is just camera magic and the skill of the
electricians that makes them appear to be.
Edwin Schallert will tell you the real truth

about

it.

MERTON AMONG THE LATINS
You have heard people rave about Nita
Naldi and Bebe Daniels and Tony Moreno
you'll enjoy finding that they, too, rave once
in a while.
When Malcolm Oettinger went
to interview Antonio Moreno, he and Bebe
and Nita were discussing Glenn Hunter. You'll
be surprised when you read what this group
of celebrities said about the newcomer to the
Paramount starring ranks.

MORE THAN A COMEBACK
Eileen Percy is one of the outstanding screen
successes of the year for she has accomplished
what many an actor has tried to do and failed.
She has made the public forget her commonplace cinematic past in her extraordinary dramatic present. From languishing in star pictures, which few people saw, she has jumped
to sudden success as just a member of the
cast of important feature productions. Though
not billed as a star any longer, she has achieved
Gordon Gassaway
real
stellar importance.
recorded for you an interesting chat with her
on the subject of her comeback.

other interesting features, including an article by Malcolm Oettinger,
startling disclosures about some of the things that
are cut out of motion-picture productions; there will be an interview with Anita Stewart by
Margaret Ettinger Elza Schallert will tell you how Hollywood is acquiring a society set. and
there will be some exceptionally beautiful rotogravure pages, including photographs especially

There

called

will

be

many

"Too Good For You," which makes
;

taken for Picture-Play.
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1
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4
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enable your little

of the Melliirs

Milk Modification will
one to have the healthy and robust appearance so typical of all Melliirs Food babies.
We

will be pleased to send

you our book. "The Care

and Feeding of Infants."

also a Free

Trial Bottle of Mellin's Food.

Melliiis

Food

Co.,

177 State

St.,

Boston, Mass.

What

Stars Like to

THIS
was

the Fans Think

Keep Their Old Friends.
incident happened as

little

I

The "What

rushing to get on the set by
nine o'clock.
My fan mail ar-

rived.

There were

letters

umn

from friends

towns, whom I have never seen, and some
from new picture friends in Honolulu and Japan, but, oh,
I
went
there was one postmarked Colorado Springs.
in different

Colorado College there.
In a flurry I opened the letter.
It was from Mary,
a dear friend and recipient of many confidences, much
to

is

the Fans Think" cola great thing
I never miss

—

It keeps the players
a line of it.
well informed as to what the fans like and don't like
and when we find something of ourselves, if it is in
approval of our work, we can well be proud. If it is
in disapproval we can often take it as constructive criti-

cism and profit by

it.

Helen Ferguson.
Goldwyn Studio, Culver City, California.
and some bad temper from me. She asked if I
remembered her and would I be kind enough to write
A Message from Bull Montana.
her a little note?
She said she was
Will
send you this letter to let
my
time.
sorry to take up
SURPRISE!
HERE'S
you know I am here and sure am
Dear little Mary, how could I forglad to be a movie star and don't
get? I would like to have a friend
This month this department is
know how to thank the public and
like you near me now to giggle and
largely given over to some of the
the exhibitors of the movies too much
quarrel and make up with.
most ardent fans, but fans who
because they make me a star. It sure
But, someway, she made me feel
happen at the same time to be
rraotion=picture stars.
is great to
live here in Hollywood
If I have
like a stranger to her.
Many of them probably would
and be movie, never dream when was
accomplished a wee bit of fame, it
have contributed to this depart=
in New York drive truck and bouncer
hasn't changed my heart. Mary said
ment before, but for the fact that
in the Bowery shows that some day
she had seen all my pictures so far
they felt that it should be reserved
would see my face all over the world.
and that she liked them. But that
for the fans who are not players
I
Sure was lucky day when meet
sounded so polite and formal
and because the players have
Douglas
Fairbanks in gymnasium in
wouldn't mind some good severe criplenty of opportunity to express
New York. They tell me Doug want
ticism from her.
She never would
themselves elsev/here.
me in picture, and I say, Who Doug?
have written like that to me when
But since we printed two or
I can lick heem.
He give me the
three letters in these columns
we were school chums.
from stars who had a special rea=
first part in picture, "In Again, Out
Many new interests have come into
son for wanting to address the
Again." Was the burglar and much
my life, but there will always be room
fans as one of their number, we've
like it and Fairbanks bring me here
for the old friends.
I wish they
had requests for more such let=
to the Coast.
Then I become star
would still think of me as a friend.
ters.
So we asked some of the
too. From truck driver to movie star,
Can any of the fans tell me why
stars to write fan letters, and here
some class to Bull.
it
is
that so often the Marys and
is the result.
Even all the girls all over the world
Williams we once knew expect us
write and they all want picture of
to act distant and important when
Bull.
Some time get some funny letters. Some tell
we get a few rungs up the long ladder of sucme I'm good. Some tell me look like cave man. Girls
Jacqueline Logan.
cess?
now all like cave man. One girl make me red flannel
Helen Ferguson Writes Again.
undershirt with my monocle* in gold.
Some months ago when I wrote to the "What the
Well, my favorite star is Doug not because he put
Fans Think" column, it was with a bit of sadness.
me in pictures but because he is my good friend and
You remember, some one had suggested that my name is athletic. Am athletic myself and all the athletes
be eliminated from "the stars of to-morrow" list. Tolike Fairbanks because he is good fellow and is all
day that sadness has largely disappeared.
round athlete and good boxer, wrestler, ball player and
I want to thank in this manner the many kind fans
who have expressed their friendship for me through knows all about all kinds of sport.
Will close with best wishes,
And I want to sav that
this column since that time.

love,

A

;

Yours

the kind-heartedness of my fan friends cannot be exI have received an amazing number of letaggerated.
ters
sweet, consoling letters, vowing eternal admiration

Bull Montana.

—

since

my unhappy

letter

appeared

in

Picture-Play.

truly.

Continued on page 12
Editor'.* Note:

We

infer that the writer

meant "monogram."
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New Writers

Five

Photoplays

2
or

—

win studio staff positions
Send for Free Test
which tells if you have like ability

are five men and women,
trained by this Corporation, who
have, through this training, recently
sold stories or accepted studio staff po-

"LJERE
*

sitions

WJdo

Sell

with prominent producing com-

panies.

The

Picked at random from many, they
prove that the ability to write belongs
to no one class.
One is a housewife,
one a school teacher, another a graduate engineer, a portrait painter

other has written

and the

fiction.

All have been amply repaid for the
time, effort and money they invested in

work.

Not one of these men and women
realized a short time ago what latent
screen writing ability he or she pos-

need

HoIdeD

—

New Writers Needed

tion

story- telling ability.

—

titles

make

this

otter because

we

are the

stories

And we must

to

the

have

producing companies.

stories to sell.

Elbe] Scries Middleton,

Through

we know

daily contact with the studios,
that a serious dearth of suitable
screen material exists.

Novels, short stories and stage
plays, adaptable for the screen,
have been practically exhausted.
Scenario staffs are greatly-over-

We Pay Royalties
are also producers, making the better
Palmer/uays.
It is theretype of pictures
fore of vital importance to us that we find
the stories that make better pictures possible.

—

we

So

offer

to

new

writers.

producing companies with the
necessary photoplavs, for which
they gladly pay S500 to $2000.
It is not novelists, short story
writers and playwrights that are

Palmer

trained, royalties for five years with an ad-

vance payment of Si 000 cash, on the profits
of the pictures selected for Palmer/>lays.
You must admit the opportunities. On
this page are five of the many men and wo-

men whojhave

succeeded.

It?

Now

the question of importance is, can
you succeed in this work?
will test you
free, because we want to train those who
have the necessary ability.

We

Simply send for the Palmer Creative Test.
Spend an interesting evening with it. Mail
to us for our personal examination and detailed report on what your test shows. ( Tests
returned by persons under legal age will not
be considered.)

vou have Creative Imagination, vou

If

will

receive additional information

relative

Palmer Course and Service. If you
do not have it, you will be told so courteously
and frankly.
Mail the coupon now. You will also reto the

ceive Carrol B. Dotson's interesting booklet.
''How a S10.000 Imagination
Discov-

Was

ered."
^^altner Photoplay Corporation,

I

screen writers must be
developed if we are to supply the

in even-

is

We

worked. They cannot keep pace
with the present day demands.

New

;

Unusual aptitude
not a requisite, for little else
appear on the screen in words.

for writing

largest single clearing house for the sale of

screen

men and women

work

possess Creative Imagina-

Can You Do

But each took advantage of the opportunity that you have at this moment.
They tested and proved themselves by
the novel method we have developed.
We offer you the same test free no
obligation.
Merely send the coupon.

We

for

who

of life

sessed.

Jofcn

is

walk

than

G. iSriicheU,

this

needed. Many of them have tried this
few succeeded.

Please send me by return mail yotir Creative Test -whirr.
I aa to nil oat and mail back to yon for analysis.
It is
understood taat tbjis conpon entitles me to an intimate personal report on my ability by your Examining Board, with: -:
?.:rr.:es: rr.irir.r- rr rrst rr. rr.v r^rt.
Also seni
me. free. Carrol B. Dotson's booklet. "How a 510.000 Imagination W as Discovered."
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many months Paramount's
FOR
directors, players,
famous
stars,

dramatists, photographers and
screen technicians have been working to give you a giant program of
thrilling photoplays for the season
of 1923-24.

Any expenditure, any effort, is of
to Paramount
little importance
compared with America's "Well
Done!"

Fourteen pictures of that program are listed here 14 pictures

—

you of the most vivid life,
healthy excitement and glorious
adventure, all agleam on the screen
by the consummate art of Paramount.
full for

Plan

ahead with

Paramount

again this season and you'll be sure
of seeing the best.
"If

it's

a Paramount Picture
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The cream

of America's screen entertainment

in 14 special

Paramount

presented

is

Pictures for the patrons of the finest

theatres everywhere

A James

A

Cruze Production

Adapted by Jack Cunningham.
Novel by Emerson Hough.

Charles Maigne Production

"THE SILENT PARTNER"

"THE COVERED WAGON'

with Leatrice Joy
Owen Moore and Robert Edeson. From

the story by

Maximilian Foster. Screen play by Sada Cowan.

Kenma

Corporation Presents

"THE PURPLE HIGHWAY"
With Madge Kennedy
Monte

Blue. Pedro deCordoba, Vincent Coleman, Dore
Adapted by Rufus Steele from the play
Davidson.
By Luther Reed and Hale Hamilton.
'"Dear Me."
Directed by Henry Kolker.

A George Fitzmaurice Production
POLA NEGRI in "The Cheat"
With Jack Holt.
Supported by Charles deRoche.
Adapted by Ouida Bergere from the story by Hector

—

Turnbull.

The Cosmopolitan Corporation Presents

GLORIA SWANSON in
A Sam Wood Production

"THE LOVE PIKER"
with

ANITA STEWART

all-star cast including Wm. Norris, Robt. Frazer,
Frederick Truesdell and Arthur Hoyt. By Frank R.
Adams. Directed by E. Mason Hopper. Scenario by-

"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife"

and an

Frances Marion.

A William
Sh i

I

Screen version by Sada Cowan. From Charlton Andrew's
adaptation of Alfred Savoir's play.

deMille Production

A George Melford Production
"SALOMY JANE"

"THE MARRIAGE MAKER"
with Agnes Ayres and Jack Holt
supported by Charles deRoche, Bobby Agnew, and
Mary Astor. Screen play by Clara Beranger, from the
play '"The Faun" by Edward Knoblock.

With Jacqueline Logan, George Fawcett, Maurice Flynn.
Book by Bret Harte. Play by Paul Armstrong. Adapted
by Waldemar Young.

A James Cruze Production
"HOLLYWOOD"
By Frank Condon. Adapted by Tom

of

Harry Leon Wilson's novel

"RUGGLES OF RED GAP"

Geraghty. Twenty

real stars, forty screen celebrities.

A Zane Grey

A James Cruze Production
With

a special cast.

Adapted by

Tom

Geraghty.

Production

"TO THE LAST MAN"
With Richard Dbt and Lois Wilson. Supported by
Frank Campeau and Noah Beery. Directed by Victor
Fleming. Adapted by Doris Schroeder.

An Allan Dwan Production
"LAWFUL LARCENY"
With Hope Hampton, Nita Naldi, Conrad Nagel and
Lew Cody. From the play by Samuel Shipman. Adapted
by John Lynch.

An Allan Dwan Production

GLORIA SWANSON

in "Zaza"

Play by Pierre Berton. Screen play by A.

THOMAS MEIGHAN

S.

LeVino.

in

"All Must Marry"
by George Ade. Directed by Alfred E. Green. Adapted
by Tom Geraghty.

—
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where there

Continued from page 8

What Happens

to

Bebe's Fan Mail.

Motion-picture stars really ought to be
allowed to edge into your "What the
Fans Think" department once in a while,
for most of us were fans long before we
were stars.
My enthusiasm for seeing
pictures has never abated in the least since
I started making them, and I think that
most other picture players are fans, too.

However,

I

didn't start to write a letter

about my personal tastes; I just wanted
convince you that we players deserve a
corner of your department.
I have read so many letters from fans
who have written to stars and never reto

ceived photographs or replies that I want
explain to them the star's side cf the
situation.
And I am hoping that a f~"*
of the people who have not received any
to

acknowledgment from me through some
mishap or other will see this and understand that I was not entirely at fault.
Most of all I want them to know that I
appreciate the letters

I get.

Many

time
has stimua

a kind and encouraging letter
lated me to renewed efforts when I was
so tired that I felt as though just walking through a scene would be all I could
manage. And absolutely every letter that
I get gives me a certain feeling of pride.
But— it just seems as though ill luck

were in pursuit of my fan mail sometimes.
For instance, a few months ago a new
boy was engaged at the West Coasi studio to clean out the dressing rooms. He
was anxious to make good and was so
thorough in his work that he burned every
letter and manuscript that he found in

my

As

dressing room.

had been away
on location for several weeks he found
fuel

for quite

I

bonfire.

a

Of

course,

I

had no way of finding out who those
letters were from
Another time a suit case full of fan
mail_ that I was taking home from the
studio was stolen from my car while I
went shopping. I reported the theft and
!

advertised, offering a reward, but I never
got back the contents of the suit case.
One of my greatest troubles with my
fan mail is that people do not write their
addresses clearly and completely.
Frequently I get heaps of photographs returned marked "Insufficient address" or
"No such number."
Regarding personal answers to letters:
it is not humanly possible for any player
of prominence to write lettters to'all who
request them. Studio hours are long and
there are_ many duties connected with picture making selecting costumes, being interviewed, nosing for photographs. On y
occasionally can we select a few from

—

1

among

the most interesting letters and
answer them. As a general rule I have
myself with showing my appreautographing my pictures.
Most plavers receive hundreds of letters requesting money, clothes, or help of
some other kind. In all the world there
are no more generous people than theatrical and picture folk and this fact is so
well known that improvident people think
that they can impose upon players.
Some
years ago upon investigating one hundred
and fifty appeals for help, a well-known
player found that not one single petitioner
was worthy. Since that time it has seemed

to content
ciation by

best

to

me

to

give

only to responsible
organizations and to people whom I know.
You might think that a motion-picture
player
in
prosperous
circumstances
wouldn't know any really poor folks, but
they do.
They are constantly having

needy cases brought

to their attention by
studio employees, servants, friends, and
acquaintances. Naturally, we like to give

the Fans

doing

its

the greatest good.

Much
stars
I still

has been written about what the
do with their cast-off clothes but
get dozens of letters asking me for

Most picture clothing goes into the
studio wardrobe, where it is used for
other players. As for the rest the personal wardrobe every girl player knows
girls who are needy and yet who are too
proud to beg. When there are any clothes
to be given away, they get them.
Many fans write asking for assistance
in getting into pictures.
Every first-class
company has a casting department, and it
is
only through this channel that work
can be obtained. Each studio has a long
waiting list on hand, and it requires
worlds of patience and a well-loaded pocketbook to fortify one against the long
wait that is almost inevitable even before
getting work as extras.
I think that answers most of the questions that are repeatedly asked me in my
fan mail, and I am glad to ha\e had this
chance of expressing myself.
And in
conclusion I want to say that I am most
grateful for the friends whose kind letters have meant so much to me.
mine.

—

—

.

Bebe Daniels.

Reminiscences of Patsy Ruth.

Do you know.

—

been thinking don't
laugh, I really have and the result of my
cogitation was the not very original discovery that life certainly is peculiar, isn't
it?
I'm in a very ruminative mood and,
well, I wonder if you could stand a little

I've

—

reminiscing.

My

mind

flits

—

—

movie star wore it.
I'm coming to that.

favorite

wait a minute
After school,

;

—

I firmly believed, heartrending tones
to
tear her from her doting mamma.
Not to speak of the hours spent behind
locked doors, emoting most earnestly before the mirror, and endeavoring, with
the seriousness of which only- youth is
capable, to get the flutter of the eyebrow
those eloquent eyebrows
the twitch of
the lip, such as no one else could do in
just that way.
Then one day I saw a close-up of her
hands long, luscious hands with longer,
lusciouser finger nails. It opened up new

—

But

if I weren't taking a dancing, elocution, or French lesson, I made a
bee line for a picture show, towing one

or more schoolmates in my wake.
Always, if there was a picture of hers in
town, the object of my affectionate regard

was Madame Nazimova. I must admit
that I was a rabid picture fan an'd sauan-

—

—

dered my princely or princessly allowance recklessly in the various cinema
pala ces, but none could draw
me as
quickly, nor hold me as long, as the divine Alia.
Never did I see any picture of hers
less than three times— at my own expense,
to"b, for that was before the day of obliging beaux.
At divers times and nlaces I had en:

deavored to imitate

my

idol's slinky

move-

ments. I had slithered and slunk through
the corridors of mv most decorous school
until the poor teachers had expected to
see green elephants next.
I had nearly
shocked a most august but rather crochetv
old aunt into apoplexy by being discovered by her, dancing madly, brandishing
a
butcher knife borrowed from the
kitchen, clothed only in what-you-call-it,
and giving what I considered a very creditable imitation
of Nazimova doing a
sword dance.
I
nearly frightened my
baby cousin into spasms by picking her
up, clutching her violently to my bosom,
and defying the world in strident and,

—

!

—

—

—

new

possibilities.
Now, never
be accused of having long, luscious hands.
My piano teacher used to
say soothingly that I had ideal piano
hands.
Ah, well, better than piano legs,
I suppose.
However, not to deviate being an aspiring and ambitious young thing, I was
determined that in one respect at least I
could resemble my- screen "shero" I, too,
could have long, luscious nails
(Author's note: Certain of my friends
can testify that I still have cravings in
that direction, and every once in a while
burst forth with an elongated polished
stiletto that makes the uninitiated think I
am training for a Chinese part until I am
shamed, cajoled, or threatened out of it

vistas,

could

I

:

—

!

!

by my family.)
But to go back several years, to my
first attempt.
That was a reign of terror.
I w as terror-stricken if some one
shook hands too roughly: if any one
came up behind me suddenly I shuddered
lest they accidentally break one of my
r

My

pets.

to

backs to a period of
oh, not so awfully long ago, when I
trudged valiantly to school every morning,
with my hair down my back no, not in
pigtails,
but in funny little corkscrew'
curls that were the bane of my existence.
Long after I reached the dignity of my
teens I had those curls dangling down
my spinal column, and casting a cloud
over the sunshine of my existence. If I
had had my way, my coiffure would have
consisted of my hair slicked tight back,
or caught in the confines of a jeweled
band, with maybe an ostrich feather curling coyly under one ear you know, the

way my

!

!

Think

no question of

is

!

poor, long-suffering family

bear with

ished

my

me

had

coddled and polNazimovaish embellishments.
while

I

After sacrificing basketball, baseball,
and even the piano, for the. great cause, I
had ten perfectly matched specimens that
gave me an incalculable thrill, and which
I longed to show to an eager world.
My
opportunity came I went to a dance.
After one last pat with the buffer, I
started to march grandiloquently down
the stairs to display to my awestruck
friend^s a visible proof of my adoration
for Nazzy, as I called her only to my-

—

—

self

!

—

pride goeth you know the rest.
Dazzled by my own glory. I fell ignominiously "down the whole flight of stairs,
breaking four nails and destroying all my
ambition
I still idolized, but never again tried to
emulate the lady w ho had so intrigued my
Alas,

r

youthful fancy.
My goodness, this letter rambles on
and on forever, like the babbling brook.
But_ what I have been leading up to by
devious routes is this
Do you remember the philosophical remark I made in
the opening installment of this whateverit-is, about life being peculiar and all that
sort of thing?
Well, almost the first
person I met in Hollywood, when I came
out to this land of sunshine, moonshine,
:

and

starshine,

More than

that,

was Madame Nazimova.
she had me in her next

picture, which practically started me off
on the path I am now following.
And, oh, isn't it a grand and glorious
feelin' to meet some one whom you have
long worshiped from afar, and have them
measure up to and ton every standard
that you have conceived for them?
I'll

say

it

is

!

Patsy Ruth Miller.

Norma Gives Some

Dress Hints.

The people who contribute to vour
"What the Fans Think" department have
the advantage over us. for they have us
and we don't know them
But we have the same little things to
think about that they do.

to think about

Advertising Section"
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have to change butchers when the
old one gets careless about the meat he
is sending us; we have to get along with
yesterday's cream if the milkman is late,
and we have to decide when we are to

She was a Western girl who moved
around a lot before 1 was through with
her, and I had to be fitted for everything

have the back bedroom made over. About
the only thing that we have to think about
that other girls escape is a tremendous

nese girl who wore a lot of different
things of elaborate Chinese design, and
1 had to act as model for her.

We

Most of
letters from fans.
the letters that I receive are from girls,
to

me

about clothes.
My theory is that

it is personality, not
makes the well-dressed
clothes,
that
woman.
Personality plus money, of
course, achieves the greatest results, but
personality without money can go a long
way.
I believe any girl can dress herself better if she gives more thought than most *
of them do to how to wear the clothes
the}- have and less to making their money
stretch out to enable them to buy more.
well-set-up girl with a graceful carriage can make a gingham gown look
better than the silken creation of a girl
who does not know how to wear it One
of the best-dressed girls I ever saw was
a typical English blonde who sold flowers on the Strand in London. Her whole
attire would cost only a few dollars, but
its fit was perfection and two little dabs
of ribbon of the exact shade of her eyes
were placed just at the right positions
to give her the appearance of a girl who
did net have to think of inone}- when
.

A

dressing herself.
I receive

many

letters

from

girls

who

say thai they are just about my size, or
resemble me in some other way: that
they have copied a dress I wore in a certain part and it did not seem to suit them.
They should remember that when they
see me on the screen I am plaving a part

and that

I

my

select

gowns

to suit the

character.
In '"Within the Law" I plastic part of Mary Turner, a girl who has
been in jail and who embarks on a career
that is just within the law: that is, it
borders on the lawless. It does not follow that Xorma Talmadge would wear
the same kind of gowns that Mary Turner wears. Of course, in many of my
parts I wear costumes that I would like
in private life, but the farther one of my
parts is from my own personality, the
farther must the gowns I wear go in the
same direction. Any girl who wants to

copy any of

my

costumes should keep
that fact in mind.
It all depends on
whether she wants to copy me or Mary
Turner.
Xosma Talmadge.

Don't Envy Constance Talmadge Her
Beautiful Clothes!
I would like to say a few words about
the mistaken idea that most girls have
about the life of ease and luxury that is
led by one who achieves some prominence
in motion pictures. Take the one item of
having clothes tried on.
girl not in
pictures has only herself to dress only

A

—

herself to see the dressmaker about.

But

think about poor us

There was a

girl

named

who
Xew York

Polly,

lived in a village she went to
where she got into both society and the
"Follies."
Novr I had to try on every
blessed thing Polly
wore everything
from the little gingham gown in the "village to the wonderful 'Tollies" costumes
and elaborate evening gowns. I had to
be hissed at by women with pins in their
mouths, made to turn around stand still,
:

—

hold up

my

and

arm.

assume semaphorean

the rest of it.
When all that was over I was thinking
of getting something for Constance Talmadge when along came Phyllis Toinley.

poses,

all

"MIX

she wore.

Xext there was Ming Toy.

number of

and the big majority of them write

Play

And when

a

little

Chi-

+

of these girls
sition as aunt of Buster Keaton. Jr., and
dress according to its importance.

Become musician

>i

read reviews of a photoplay.
It is that the leading actor or actress in
it is generally given all the credit and
those who. do not appear on the screen,
but who have a lot to do with the proIf you
duction, are not given enough.
were acquainted with all the work that
is done in a studio from the time the
I

story first enters it until the public sees
the finished product, you would appreciate
the fact that there are many people besides the star who deserve praise for
their share in making the photoplay.

Take the director. How he keeps from
losing his mind through dealing with the
million details he has to think about has
always puzzled me. He has to be a patient man.
He has to take the sets and
a lot of people and make a motion picture out of them, and when he is through
he has to have strength enough left to
They're marvelous men,
start another.
the directors.

And

think of the art directors. Theirs
the queerest business in the world. It's
nothing in their lives to be told one night
that next morning they are to have a beehive, an elephant, and a river with a
whirlpool in it all read}- for shooting.
When you see in a photoplay an ordinarv
room in a house that looks as if it had
been lived in for years, it will interest
you to know thai everything in it, down
to the smallest photograph -on the mantelpiece, is part of the plan of the art director: that the room was built only for
that picture, that it was completed the day
the scene in it was photographed and
that the next dav it has disappeared entirely and that they're probably building
the interior of a sawmill on the spot
where the room stood.
the men who attend to the lighting, "props." the man who gets the furniture and all the other movable things
you see and hosts of others who work
so hard
I think of them when I go to
a theater and see a photoplay.

—

And

another thing I think about

is

the

fact thai I have to
far as growing up

remain stationary as
is
concerned
I've
been before the camera for some years,
and I am expected to look just the same
all the time.
If I take on an extra pound
people would sav I'm getting fat. and I
wouldn't be the Constance Talmadge that
they are used to.
But. just between you and me. I'll confess thai the bushel of letters that come
to me each week from all quarters of the
globe makes me think that this is a pretty
decent old world, after all

Coxstaxce Talmadge.
Eleanor's Choice for Ben-Hur.
gettins so a conversation isn't safe
ten minutes before the casting of
"Ben-Hur" comes up. An evening may
start ever so peacefully with swapping
It's

for

Continued on page 102

as !3

quickly

—
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was not one or the other
I had to remember my po-

I

That makes four girls I had to dress
and three of them came to me
right out of the pages of plays and without any clothes at all to start with.
There is another thing I think about
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Boom Days—
The

few are the ones that are
Yet in spite of the
and faces, a few newcomers are man
selected

picture prosperity.

By Edwin

And

he pointed to the open newspaper. "I
"
thought I had that role and
"What's the matter?" I inquired, my in"Did they give
terest somewhat abating.
it to some one else?"
"Some one else? I should say thev did!
They gave it to Tully Marshall! that's
the third part that he's edged me out of
What's the matter with the
in a week.
man? Does he want to play in all the

—

made in Hollywood?"
His wrath, which had temporarily cooled
when he had realized that his first exclamation had been noted by a stranger, rose
again, and he positively glared at the newspictures that are

paper.
possibly this was a case that
demanded sympathy. The circumstances at any rate seemed somewhat exI

felt that

really

and I whimsically inquired
whether he thought that Tully Marshall
had a grudge against him.
He regained his composure a little at
"Well, no. not exactly.
this, and smiled.
It's all in
I can't blame him. I suppose.
But it does make me mad,
the game.
traordinary,

with this big

boom

in salaries, that I

should

lose three parts in one week, and each to
He's lucky, though, and
the same man.
Beside, what they're
he's a good actor.

doing

now

what they

is

paying for names. That's
anyway," he added bit-

say,

terly.
I had listened rather casually to his
It was typical of the
whole harrangue.

actor out of a job. He
seizes nearly any pretext to raise a hullaballoo, and generally without a tremendous lot of
reason for his shouting.
But
my character
final
remark
had caught my attention.
It was rather significant when used in

player's

Charlotte

Merriam has

sprung up from playing in
take the principal part in "The Brass Bottle."

comedies to

WE

recently

were seated in adjacent chairs in the lobby
of the Hollywood Hotel.
He was a character actor, whom I knew by sight, though

not by name. Eagerly he was perusing the theatrical
page of a daily newspaper, noting, as is the custom
of many players on a hunt for jobs, the new productions that were announced for the day.
Of a sudden his eyes fastened themselves on an item, and his
face flamed with rage.
" he started to
"Well, if that doesn't beat the
exclaim, when he raised his head and caught my
interested gaze.

"Oh,

remarked, trying to recover his
"Why, now, can you imagine this?"

hello,"

composure.

he

connection

with a
Marshall,
who is in no sense a
star.
It struck me, too,
that it was rather peculiar that he should be
playing in as many as
three pictures ait once,

player

like

and I didn't see how it
was altogether feasible.
Alma Bennett is to be featured in Paramount noPhoto by Euecne Richee
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during

profiting

present

the

period

producers' clamor for well-known
aging to edge into the limelight.

of

names

Schallert
:
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answered the ac"Lots
his luck.
of them are playing in more than one
"Oh.

tor,

that's nothing',"

still

grumbling over

picture at a time these days.
Grasse is working down at

Why Sam

De

Goldwyn's
and he had a part in 'The Brass Bottle'
and that funny King Toot film all in the
same week. You know, he's the fellow

in 'Robin Hood.'
He made
a big hit as Prince John or some such,
and now they all want him.
"Ernest Torrence too. He's doubling
in a Tourneur picture and also in that confounded everlasting 'Hunchback of Notre
Dame' that I thought I'd get a part in.
and Wallace Beery
Gosh
You simply
can't hold him down. Apparently he wants
He's in a Barker
to play in everything.
picture, and Norma Talmadge's 'Ashes of
Vengeance,' and he was working out at
Universal, too.
"Why, some of the pictures he wasn't
working in at all, but they paid him just
the same, because they knew they'd want
him, and they wanted to be sure that they'd
get him."
What he was saying, of course, was
rather expansive and highly colored, but
in a degree true.
Hollywood has been
enjoying a boom, but it's a peculiar one.
There has never been such a rush of big
productions in the history of the indusEvery producer seems to be trying
try.
to outdo the other in the investiture and

that played

—

!

—

!

salary list for some
Dozens of these have
been speeding to com-

the

lavish

feature.

pletion at a time during
the spring and summer,
and the demand for

players has been such
there are
that often
really not enough to go
the
round
at
least,
type of players whom
the directors want.
Actors who are really

—

in

demand have been

to obtain a huge
wage for their services,
and they have secured
all manner of concessions from producers

able

in

the matter of their

Some
working hours.
of them have actually
Mary As tor

is one of Paramount's latest acquisitions.
Photo by Eugene Richee

Photo by Edwin Bower Hesser

Aileen Pringle,

who

stepped from society into pictures,

an important role

in

is to

have

"In the Palace of the King."

been able to arrange their own time, while the studios
adjusted their schedule of scenes to suit a certain
In many inhighly prized trouper's convenience.
stances' players have even been hired and paid before
They have been' given a
they are actually wanted.
sort of retainer's fee like a lawyer.
The salaries of the particularly favored have been
jumping. Actors like Milton Sills, for instance, who
were consigned to routine leading roles a year or
at three hundred and fifty dollars a week,
have been getting as high as twelve hundred and
fifty dollars for character leads to which they are
particularly suited.
Sills has lately had several good
pictures like "The Isle of Lost Ships," which have
brought him into popularity.

two ago

.

Boom Days — with
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and Eleanor Boardman have been engaged for
When they are
a period of several years.
not being used at Goldwyn's they are generally
"farmed out," as they say at the studios, to
one of the other companies that needs their
Patsy Ruth Miller, for inespecial services.
stance, has been over at Universal for months
playing in "The Hunchback of Notre Dame."
Famous Players-Lasky has perhaps secured
new talent more cautiously, because they already have a pretty large stock company, but
they succeeded in drawing one of the biggest
plums in the industry when they took Ernest
Torrence.
His talents have been quoted at
about twelve hundred dollars since "The Covered Wagon," but in view of the steady em-'
ployment which Lasky's give him they probably secured him for less.
They have also
engaged Noah Beery who was reputedly acquiring twelve hundred dollars for everv important role in which he played. Since "Robin
Hood" Wallie, of course, has topped his brother
a trifle, I believe, generally managing to get
rich at the rate of fifteen hundred dollars a
week, and playing in several films at a time.
As far as I can find out Tully Marshall has
He
the record for doubling up on his roles.
worked in six different productions at once,

and he was allowed to suit himself about coming and going. He was so busy that his Japanese valet had to keep track of the clothes
that he wore, and the places that he was supposed to wear them, and he had cards put on
the various garments giving the exact time
and place that they would be required. He
played such a variety of roles that each of
In
his costumes had to be entirely different.
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame" he was
cast as the French King, Louis XI.; in "The
Law of the Lawdess" as an old Jewish usurer;
in a film called

gler;

Vera Reynolds

is

in

"Bundles" as an opium smug-

"The Right

one of the most promising of the
younger players.

thousand and two thousand five hundred dollars a week, and some of
able to

assume a big

role

one feature, and a smaller one in
another at the same time. Barbara,
of course, is probably the luckiest
in this respect, because just now she
Several
remarkably popular.
is
companies are holding productions
in abeyance until she can come to
them.
Her biggest rival in this is
perhaps Conway Tearle, who was
contracted for at about twenty-five
in

hundred

dollars a

week

ance" long before

It

finished

"The .Rustle of Silk" for Lasky's.
The bigger companies have met the
salary situation by signing up all the
was available. Such people as Claire Windsor, Hobart Bostalent that

worth.

Edmund

Griffith,

Conrad Nagel,

Ravmond
Mae Busch,

Lowe,

was a taxing

sion,

of

when

I last

course,

ses-

and

saw Mar-

shall he told me that
he was through with
it.
"I'm getting rid of
my activities gradually," he said, "and soon
I'm going on location for
'The Winning of Barbara Worth,' and when I
do I'll never take more
than one job at a time.
They simply
kept me going

play in
of Venge-

he had

One day

ture.

to

Norma Talmadge's "Ashes

scout.

prairie

he had to stand out naked
in the sun, while playing
a hermit in "Richard the
Lion-hearted," and that
evening he had to put on
a frock coat and whiskers to suit a rich old
crank in a Goldwyn fea-

Girls like Barbara La Marr who
received two hundred dollars a year
or two ago, are now getting two

them are

of the Strongest" as a
school inspector, and in
another feature as an old

Goldwyn

going

to

night and day.

feature Goesta Ekman,

The strain
was terrible."

is

a Swedish actor.
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course, just what
is difficult to tell, of
brightest luminaries are making during
Naturally they're
this heyday of their lives.
not among those who double up in their pictures by joining the throng that goes from
one all-star cast to another. Doug Fairbanks,
It

the

Mary Pickford, Norma Talmadge, Harold
Lloyd, and others are continuing on their way
undisturbed by the grand flurry, which is so
radically affecting the lives of the others.
They're prosperous, to be sure, because the
returns from some of their recent producIt is difficult
tions have been unusually high.
to tell, though, just what their incomes amount
to these days, because they share in the general
returns on their pictures, in addition to their
and some

salaries,

them depend on

of

just

their percentage alone.

Except for these

isolated instances, the star

system has been pretty well demoralized. Men
I ke Earle Williams, Bert Lytell, George Walsh,
Frank Mayo, have been glad to get out of
their contracts and go into all-star casts. They
have obtained better roles and appear in bet-

and some of them are making
Girls like Enid Bennett, Corinne Griffith, Marie Prevost, and others who
have had their try at stellar prominence, are
pictures,

ter

more money.

prospering, too, in their featured roles. Some
of them may not work so continuously as they
did under their contracts, but they generally
receive better money while
they do.

Picture players of standing

do not care to become associated with mediocre productions.
The producers want
big names, and consequently
those

who

are really successful always have plenty of
jobs waiting for them.
The
others who are experienced
are not profiting by the general shortage of talent.

A

girl

with the qualifica-

tions, say, of

Anna O.

Nils-

son is particularly desirable
in a cast.
Her services are
not quoted at the extreme figure of some of the others,
and she is willing to work
for a good company, where

she

knows

have

that she will not

difficulty

over her

ary,

and about her

at a

much lower

sal-

publicity,

figure than

for a less stable organization.
She is a shrewd business

woman and consequently is
never out of a position.
"I have never been able
to hire Miss Nilsson without
a little argument, because she
likes

to

gain,"
casting
rector

me,

am

drive

a

good bar-

one
di-

Rex Ingram

will

told

introduce a

new

"but I
always

glad when I
get her because I know

Danish

char-

acter actor, Otto

Matiesen,

in

"Scaramonche."
Photo by Hoover

Carmelita Geraghty, a protegee of Colleen Moore,

"The Street Singer" and "The
Daughter of Mother MacGinn."

will be seen in

that everybody, will be satisfied.

There

won't be any questions asked about the"
nature of the service rendered, because
Miss Nilsson is an excellent trouper as
well as a good actress."
The proof of his words is that practically 'never since the present flurry
commenced has Miss Nilsson been out
of a job.
She has stepped right from
one picture into another, and she has
undoubtedly refused several long-term
contracts for the sake of being free.
What is more, she has never had any
of the misfortunes of previous star-

dom

to live

down.

Surprising as it may seem, in view
of the prosperous conditions, little or
no hope is held out by the casting directors or the conservative producer for
the beginner. The need is not. it seems,
for the ordinary youthful type, unless
it be juvenile male leads of experience.
Jesse Lasky told me, for instance, that
there is a profusion of the flapper type
just now, and that it is scarcely necessary to encourage girls to come westward to get in pictures. Most of then
in fact nearly all of them, will find the
competition just as keen as it ever was.
There is need, he said, for real leading
1

,

Continued on page 100
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Cecil

De

Mille

and jeanie Macpherson prepare

y

their scenarios in

a Gothic chapel

De Mille asked the public what it wanted from him and in
overwhelming numbers they answered "The Ten Commandments."

B. DE MILLE
CECIL
—assisted by Jeanie
and
Macpherson
deliver
Moses— about

are still smarting under the whips of Charlie
Chaplin's satire in "The
Pilgrim."
With the native frankness that punctuates the
true modesty of his bearing, Cecil explained his

to

America and the world
the greatest moral message
the

days

of

-

By Don Ryan
who

to

since

heart of the Lasky studio.

Demand

Public

Cecil

is

in the

Moody

and Sankey.
Employing the art of the
motion picture, of which he
J,s past and present master,

purpose

to

me

"Making
'The
Commandments'

Ten
is

a

chance for me to hit a
marvelous blow for good.

proposes in twelve
reels to bridge the widening
gap between church and
congregation.
Believing that the naodern
fad of flouting the Mosaic
law will result in no good
to the human race, he has
decided to save us all from
Cecil

You know

that

all

the

church congregations in
the United States combined do not equal my
congregation.
And this
production will unquestionably
bring
in
the
church people who disapprove of pictures now.
I'm investing a million
dollars.
That's how con-

—

destruction
showing
by
thus graphically the evil effects of our most popular
consuetudes.
Take murder, for example.
Cecil is unalterably

fident

I

am

in

the

out-

come."

opposed to this common
Los Angeles addiction. He
believes it should be, discouraged. So he is filming

Cecil De Mille— don't
forget to spell it with a
capital
inhabits
a
Cecil De Mille has collected war clubs, spears and other curios
"The Ten Commandments,"
Gothic chapel in the heart
from all corners of the globe.
filming them in a modern
of the Lasky studio.
He
setting, but with a biblical
has turned the place into a
prologue that will carry the familiar De Mille touches.
museum where he keeps an astonishing collection of
They didn't wear so many clothes in Moses' time, you
weapons and curios.

know.

I found him through the. gentle offices of his
agent.
And here, after proper preparation, he
opened his heart.
The De Mille heart is not as you may have supposed solely a repository for impressions of the daugh-

Here

De

Mille version of "The Ten Commandments" is expected to convert to the movies large
numbers of devout churchmen who are now entirely
out of sympathy with the fourth greatest industry and
Incidentally the

D—

press
•

—

—

By Public Demand
biblical costume or of prebearskins.
Bare skins, as Cecil explained, are only incidental to the De Mille art.

Judea in authentic

ters of

historic ladies

in

The De Mille heart

flaming altar, consecrated
the faith expressed in Cecil's conviction
to- the faith
that the movies are a ''great onrushing art" and an "industry with brains.'' When you understand this devoted
confidence of Cecil's 3'ou understand why he calls in
Moses or King Tut-Ankh-Amen to help out Jeanie Macpherson with the continuity and thinks nothing of it.
Cecil is at once artist and business man
a combina-

—

a

is

—

which doesn't

tion

And

unusual.

most

anybody

the movies as
as for this higher criticism of the world's
strike

in

industry— sour grapes

artistic
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flashing teeth and a Shriner's pin, cunningly wrought
of rhinestones, which reposed in the De Mille buttonhole.

Huge mooseheads adorned the walls. Cecil permitted
me to heft the curious walrus bone from which the
Eskimos make a war club. He displayed with pride
the dried head of an unfortunate Patagonian who had
fallen to his enemies and the club that had felled him.
Swords, spears, and war clubs from ail corners of
the earth showed how far afield Cecil has traveled on

His collection of small arms puts to shame
that of General Otis.
The evolution of the revolver is
shown completely. Cecil put into my hand his own
grandfather's dueling pistols and the set. rich with gold
inlay, which Bouget the master made for Louis XI\
location.

.

Barrett

would

name

whose

Xear

Kiesling.

''The

thirty

at the waist
Cecil remarked
my interest in the art
of costume design.
"Those are authen-

ceased

line.

costumes,"
he explained.
"'This
one you are looking at

tic biblical

unwinds when the

and

for

him
the

you'll

scope

minutes

— —

you meet
marvel at

it

of

shot?"

his

ac-

"Oh,

a great artist.
Why,
he's one of the biggest

men

business

in

costume

this

will

figure only in a long

He's not only

tivities.

girl

dances, disclosing the
thinner material worn
beneath."
"Well er I take

before I was led into
the presence.

"When

of

Ten Command-

The drapery worn
by one young woman

:

fully

cos-

ments."

cooks
''That Barrett
of mine is a jewel."
Barrett's job was to
prepare the ground
for the De Mille seed.
Heaven knows the
poor fellow found it
hard and stony, but he
labored over me as-

me

prologue

biblical

must often say of him
with a glow of pride,
as matrons do of their

harrowing

the

tumes worn by the
dancing girls in the

private
agent. Cecil

siduously, plowing

of

sketches

Cecil's

ity

press

supported

easel

^ead you to believe him
a lyric poet, is in real-

desk an

Cecil's

no.

Close-up.

The costume will be
pulled up higher at

Los

waist

than it is
course we
can't be too authenthe

Angeles
Vice president of the Federal
Trust
and
Savings
Bank, director of the

Of

there.

!

tic."

Then

Commercial National,

plained

interested in a flock of

Cecil
how

he

ex-

was

and numer-

going to put "The Ten

ous other enterprises.
"This will give you
some idea of the real

Commandments" over.
"The Ten Commandments at present
are so hung with ritual

oil

wells,

Cecil

De

Mille."

Thus spake Barrett
and softly tiptoed to

Having exhausted

the ideas of
is

now

many an eminent
consulting Moses.

pointed
Gothic
portal.
Softly
he
knocked.
Barrett darted invoice boomed within.
side, gave one glance around, and sidled out. smiling
blandly, to draw me across the sacred threshold.
Cecil was standing before his desk on the pelt of
a noble polar bear. His face was exactly three quarters
Rays from the Gothic window made
to the camera.
beautiful high lights play upon the strong profile and
Instinctively I nerved myself for
the bold, bald brow.
the explosion of the flash gun.
Cecil himself broke the spell. After holding the pose
not more than forty seconds he turned and greeted me
with extended hand. I was dazzled simultaneously bv

the

A

scenarist. Mr.

De

Mille

that they've been entirely

snowed under.

Their

modern

application

to

has been
lost.
My endeavor is to show that you can't break the
Ten Commandments. The reverse is true. They break you.
"I know that breaking the commandments is the
it's considered fashlike letting down skirts
latest fad
ionable.
But manv great civilizations have been destroyed by this recipe.
"Don't think I'm going to do a religious picture.
My idea is to show that the ten laws are just as potent
now as thev were five thousand years ago. And you
Retridon't have to wait till you die to get punished.
bution for breaking the Mosaic law follows just as
surely as burns follow sticking your hand in the fire.

—

—

life

!

By Public Demand
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Cecil was pacing up and down as he warmed to his
theme. He told me how reverence for the law of Moses
had been instilled by his father, who at one time contemplated becoming an Episcopal clergyman, but changed
his mind and went on the stage.
Cecil stopped and
leaned against a Gothic window.
"I see a chance here
this is a terribly daring thing
I see a chance to unite the church and the
to say
people.
Ritual has estranged the people from the
churches.
"I am taking some of the best minds of the church
to help me with this picture.
I asked Doctor William
Covert, pastor of the First Presbyterian Church of Chicago, to select the most representative minds of all the
faiths for a conference with me here in Hollywood.
"I really feel that I have an opportunity to be a
mediator a mediator, through this picture, between the
church and the people!"
Cecil was really moved.
His eyes flashed with animation.
He gestured.
"It is probably costing more to deliver this message
than any picture ever did before. The sets I have built
out here on the desert are a third bigger than the 'Robin

—

—

—

Hood'

sets.

It's

agreed.
"And you're quite cerdon't think the title will keep
anybody out of the theaters?"
''It's not the usual selling title, I admit.
Mr. Lasky
was afraid of the title. I'm not. I'm counting on my
fans knowing that I'll give them a good picture on any
"It certainly is,"

tain

subject.

"And
revel of

—

that

there's great pictorial stuff to hold them.
The
the children of Israel before the golden calf

was the

first

real

—and

wicked party-

the

revel

over the dead bodies of the Egyptians drowned in the

Dead Sea

— that was some revel

a great chance. A picture on the Ten Commandments must have a punch. You can't start out and
do the Ten Commandments in short skirts and curls.

"Oh,

it's

too powerful drama."
glanced again at the sketches of the dancing girls
and again I heartily agreed with Cecil.
It's
I

Before
grams.

went

I

in

Barrett had prepared

me

for epi-

said, "is full of pithy epigrams.
You
one of his most striking characteristics."

"The boss," he
will find that

a tremendous project."

MM

I

You

work?

will

it

Continued on page 96
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Nominating Conrad Nagel
By Malcolm H.
the

fraternity

of motion-picture actors, in

IF ever decide to disseminate constructive

bulk,

propaganda,
I can suggest nothing more salutary than to send
Mr. Conrad Nagel on an extensive and intensive tour
of these United States.
No act need be framed for
him to adorn no few words smoothly committed to
memory for use at Rotary Club luncheons. It would
be sufficient to have him appear in as many cities and
towns as possible, meeting as many citizens as seemed
;

practicable.
I maintain, it were practicable for such a thing
be maneuvered, the result would be that an amazingly large percentage of our star-spangled fellow citizens would cease wondering whether these movie actors
are really people.
In pointing out Conrad Nagel as an ideal example
of the actor-gentleman or gentleman-actor, I do so with
the definite knowledge that he is a gentleman and an
actor.
It isn't as though he talked to me magnificently
for an hour and departed.
I've known him for years.
This, then, is a handful of personalities.
It is the
frankly biased record of a friend.
To give this chronicle the imperative personal touch,
it might not be altogether inappropriate to note that Conrad Nagel dislikes tobacco, peroxide blondes, "yes"
diplomacy, retakes, liquor, Broadway, mash notes, arty
directors, dramatic critics turned cinema surgeons, radio
concerts, personal appearances, and bald heads. On the
other hand he favors and approves of free speech, the
heir to the Nagel fortune, De Mille the Great and De
Mille the Brother, Booth Tarkington, Lenore Ulric,
dancing, Ruth Helms Nagel. California climate, and

If,

to

American

acting.
the rare sort who has no bad habits yet does
not lament the failings of others. He is a model youth
without calling your attention to it. In short, he prac-

He

tices

is

without preaching.

were

upon

diagnose his weaknesses,
serious to a fault, but
few will find this a calculable defect. Like Barthelmess,
If

I

I

called

should be at a

loss.

to

He

is

Oettinger

importance of keeping faith with the
he looks upon the job of acting as one of
paramount importance. This distinction is to be noted,
immediately. He emphasizes the job, not the actor. He
is wrapped up in his profession, not himself.
"Interviews, in addition to being inventions of the
devil, are unnecessary evils," he told me.
"Just because you decide that this shall be an interview, I supYou
pose you expect me to turn myself inside out.
forget that I was never a contortionist."
What he said after that for the purposes of these
pages came in bits, chips, and scraps. It was our first

Nagel

realizes the

fan army

meeting

;

in

He was

some

three years.

New York

with his wife to do "Lawful
Larceny," his swan song for Paramount, whence he
was scheduled for the Goldwyn laboratories of art.
"My association with the Lasky studio and with Mr.
Lasky has been most pleasant at all times." he said in
answer to my question concerning his new departure.
"The trouble was the new tendency toward increased
output, with all of the efficiency methods that stands
in

for.
When a company decides to turn out fifty feaSuptures in six months, the artist is going to suffer.
posing that you are a stock-company lead. Your salBut at the
ary is satisfactory; your living is made.
age of twenty-five you must think of the future. Unless the script calls for a leading man, you will not be

used.

"That's what happened to me.

For fourteen weeks,

My

check came
the studio.
regularly, but I was wasting away as far as the screen
went.
The public lost sight of me. It was a case of

last year.

I

being buried

didn't go

to

alive.

contract provides that I am not to be
longer than eleven days at a time, 'farming me out'
It is the business of any actor to keep
if necessarybefore the public in a variety of parts."
He was delighted to be permitted to do a semiheavy
role in the William De Mille version of "Nice People."
(Mr. De Mille also selected Nagel to play in "What

"My Goldwyn

idle
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Nominating Conrad Nagel
Every Woman Knows"
"Grumpy," regarding him
sensitive

player

feeling

of

and
a
and

as

depth.)

"After all, dear," laughed Mrs.
Xagel, "you weren't much of a
heavy in that. All you did was
look on the wine while it was
red."

The

chief

drawback

to

Conrad

Xagel's ultimate stardom is his
apparent honesty, virtue, and innocence. You know, after looking at him, that here is a man to
be trusted absolutely. Such fellows are rarely star stuff. They
are almost too good to be true.
The matinee maidens don't want
their screen lovers to be big
brothers to them. Where, pray,
is the vicarious thrill in that?
I am not swayed by the fact
thai Conrad Nagel is a stanch
churchman, a devoted husband,
and a proud father others share
simply
these
virtues.
is
It
Xagel's natural aptitude to play
He
the Parfait Gentil Knight.
is the type, willy-nilly, and. most
observers will agree, he looks it.
;

"The

line-up

of

directors

signed by the Goldwyn forces
also attracted me." he continued,
in explaining his defection from
the
Vine Street maison de
cinema.
"Directors mean more
than you think.
Perhaps the
public knows the importance of

De Mille, and a few
others, because of their far-flung
reputations, but I think all direcGriffith,

The director can
actor look like a genius
or a nincompoop.
He groups,
assembles, and arranges the mise
en scene.
The actor simply is
a unit in the whole.
"In joining Goldwyn I shall
be under the directorial care of
Rupert Hughes. Mickey Neilan,
tors important.

make an

Photo by Ev2_ns Studios
Von Stroheim. and
Brabin. whose recent 'Driven' is
a reminder that he Once made a marvelous picturization of Poe's 'Raven' years ago, with Henry Walthall
starred. Working under men of that caliber is mutually
profitable to player and audience."

Tourneur.

Xagel had just completed work in Pola Xegri's initial
American vehicle. "Bella Donna," and remembering the
rumors that had filtered east concerning her temperament, her technique, and her Klieg tactics, I asked
Conrad for the real inside story.
"She is a wonderful actress,'' he said decidedly. "She
throws herself into a scene with every ounce of energy
After you've seen 'Bella Donna' you'll
she possesses.
know Pola is the star. In fact you may not know that
Tearle or I took part. Some people are unkind enough
to say that Pola was prone to steal scenes."
He went on to tell how Pola takes hours to make
up for a scene, then waits until every one on the
set is ready for her before making her appearance.
Once before the camera, she holds up the action until she has run through her work before a huge mir-

ror,

studying each expression until the effect

satisfies

her.

"She

is

Conrad.

not to be condemned for her attitude." said
"She came here on a wave of nation-wide

acclaim, heralded as an international star on every front
page in the country. Comparing notes she may have

her publicity overshadowed more tangible rerate, she decided to live up to the
At heart
stories of temperament that preceded her.
she's a regular fellow, and a genuinely interesting
woman. On the set she offers a fascinating stud}" in
well, let's charitably call it temperament."
This led to a discussion of that other foreign sensation, the Moscow Art Theater, then the reigning new
thing in Manhattan.
"The Moscow players are artists, but their vogue is
a fad.
Society flocked to 'Chauve. Souris,' just as it
now flocks to the Jolson. We are always ready to bow
down and worship strange idols. I can understand
felt that

wards.

At any

—

Continued on page 96
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Gloria— Without Ex
Between her

bizarre costumes on the screen, her

life and the frequent misquotation
have rather muddled impressions about this girl
in her case it pays to be

living in real

By Helen
The

who

difference between Gloria Swanson,

nets

about two thousand dollars a week for making movies,
and the writers who get from five to twenty dollars

column for insisting that she and other dazzlers are
morons, is that she is more polite. She doesn't tell
what she thinks of the writers.
Miss Swanson did not pretend to remember that
she had met me two or three times before, and that
was a relief. She just smiled rather wanly and wiped
her eyes with an absurd little wisp of a handkerchief.
Her usually turbulent gray eyes were almost swollen
shut with a cold, and her complexion was sallow. She
looked thoroughly miserable, so I offered to leave at
once and come some day when she felt better but she
sniffled. "No, I won't notice how wretched I feel if
I'm busy."
a

'

No

apologies, please notice, for the way she looked.
here, kitten," she motioned to a bundle of
silver-gray fur under a divan, and as a languorous cat

"Come

came forward and posed prettily before us she explained, "He came with the apartment, and it's quite
a responsibility keeping him.
They're the aristocrats
of cats, aren't they, silver Persians?"
I

tion

nodded unknowingly and she went on. "It's a queswhether to worry over little Gloria or the cat.
Either one might hurt the
"

other

At

that

Wife" she wears some
and bizarre costumes.

In "Bluebeard's Eighth

striking

must
IT Gloria

awfully

be

Swanson

funny to meet
and people like

woman who writes highto me rather mirth-

that," the

brow essays remarked
fully.

"Just about as funny as meeting the
woman elected to Congress." I answered, "only easier on the eyes."

first

"But she
sisted.

is

so bizarre

!"

"And everybody

my

friend in-

tells

me

that

these girls in pictures have absolutely no
education and can't talk about anything
but themselves. And they're so loud and
ostentatious
I suppose she has a whole
floor at the Ritz.
And she probably
snubs everybody she used to know when
she was poor."

—

I

but

to get in a word of protest,
we had reached my destination, a

tried

apartment building on Park
"Miss "Swanson is living here."

my

ing in

interviewer should be hard
but some awe did
creep into my voice. I had
heard Gloria talk so sensibly about the baby's upbringing that I was interested in her more as an experiment than as her famous mother's daughter.

"Look who's here," she
said airily, glancing toward
the doorway, and a prim,
chubby

golden-haired
in.
In response to an introduction
she murmured a mechanical
"How-do" and then retreated behind her mother's
sprite

chair

little

hurried

from which point of

Avenue.

sionally.

to thrust at her.

"She

can't

bear hotels, they are not homelike."
I left

my

aggerated,

companion tossing words

— "preposterous,
poseur" — and went up

the air after

me

into

vain, exto a

charming, simple apartment heavy with
the fraerance of American beauties.

life.

boiled,

vantage

managed

a disser-

"Did you bring the baby
East with you?" I know an

stately white
I

moment

on cats meant noth-

tation

she

peeked

Her

tiny

occafeet

were incased in moccasins,
and she wore a plain, white
dress of organdie, which she
soon made less crisp and
white by lying on the floor
and wriggling toward the
cat.

aggeration
luxurious manner of
of her remarks, people
Gloria Swanson.

And

misunderstood.

KItimph

"You can take the kitten out to your room to
play if you like," Gloria,
and
suggested,
senior,
baby Gloria toddled away
with that quaint precision
that only the dignity of
two years seems capable
of.

baby

another

have

"I

now, you know," a
from
voice
throat}

tiny,

the
depths of the black lynx
collar on her negligee inI
formed me. '"a boy.
-

adopted him two months
ago when he was only four
months old.
Some time
I went to the California society for finding
homes for children and
told them I wanted to
adopt a boy younger than
Gloria.
She isn't so apt
to be selfish if there are
shall
other children.
I
never marry again, so I
am going to adopt the rest
of my family.
I always
wanted four or five children, and as soon as I

ago

have money enough to assure them every advantage
I

will

adopt others.
da}- I suppose

"Some
people

will

tell

my

little

not my own
child.
I've decided just
what I'll say when that
day comes. I'll admit that
I'm not really his mother,
but that I would be very
proud of him if I were.

boy that he

But

I

hope no one

before he
up.

is

If I

Smith

I

is

him
grown

tells

quite

were only Tillie
might be able to

keep his adoption secret.

I'm getting resigned to
having my affairs public,
but it seems hard on the
childrem

"The publicity I mind
most is when I am misquoted which is usually.
Out in Chicago I was

—

quoted as saying that I
hated homely women.
I
never said it, and I never
Con tinned on page 98

She cocks her head over her shoulder

in

a highly individual shrug.

—

;
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WHY

How

do you go to the movies?
Because you like them, you answer, or to
Partly true.
But the reason you
kill time.

select a certain picture show
manager has inveigled you

is

and for no other reason.

No, he

—

quite often because that

into

him
"talk" you

patronizing his
didn't

You may be surprised to learn that the exhibitors and the
ways of inveigling you into the theaters. This article tells

far too astute a man to be obvious; to
stand out in front of his theater and "ballyhoo" at the
passing crowds would not greatly increase his patronage
that method is effective only for circus side shows, street
into

it

fairs,

he's

and amusement parks.

Nor was

it

and
No, the wise

handbills,

exhibitor, although he uses

as

By Myrtle
in

The stunt was to advertise "Sherlock Holmes,"
which was to be shown the following week at the CaliNeedless to say, it attracted wide attention
fornia.
and proved a magnet to the crowds.
Not to be outdone by
this grand coup, another
agents.

—

the posters,
just by direct advertising
advertisments in the daily papers.
all

of these

methods, doesn't stop
with them. He tries to
get you curious about,
his
show by indirect
methods, which are

known

exploitation
ambitious
man staged a stunt in
connection
with the

showing of Lady Diana
He
Manners' picture.
arranged with a local ho-

exploitation

'

stunts.

In Los Angeles, some
months ago, at a time
when the papers were
all agog over a murder
mystery which seemed
about to be added to
city's

the

and

"Bugs— bats
good

in

laughed

citizens,

paged

was

London,

blissfully

—

"I'm Sherlock

A

the startled captain. "I
live right across from

Who Played God"— it
being previously ar-

Palace
Photo by William A. Fraker

This picture of Eleanor

used

in

Boardman in "Three Wise Fools" was widely
to draw attention to the picture.

candy stores

disdain for the abilities
of our local detectives and stated that he had solved
the murder, but was "under orders from Scotland

Then came

in

caused.
To advertise a play in
which pajamas featured,
an actress walked boldly
up Broadway clad in the
night garments and- allowed herself to be interviewed and photographed. The cops took
her home and gave her a
stern
lecture
but the
pa jama picture did not
pass unattended.
lip-reading publicity
stunt was held from the
top of an office building
to advertise "The Man

Holmes," he informed

geles papers to the

in

The peo-

unconscious of the furor her "presence" had

to the police station.

Yard.'

reporters

Angeles

ple, believing she would
surely attend the showing
of her picture, thronged
And all
to the theater.
the while Lady Diana

the

have
me near him." He expressed a contemptuous

Los

search of her.

the

to

Flowers
were delivered

registry.
gifts

halls, and

the
cops.
Sherlock,
protesting that he had
been delegated to solve
the mystery, was taken

the king likes

ladyship's

Call boys
invoked her throughout
the hostelry and dining

and called

Buckingham

her

to her suite.

list

prints.

belfry,"

that

tel

name should appear upon

of unsolved crimes, there appeared upon the scene
of the crime one Sherlock
Holmes,
faultlessly
dressed in the
checked cap and suit in
which the fiction character was always
garbed, not forgetting
the trick pipe and monocle.
Armed with a
giant magnifying glass,
he worked for two evenings measuring distances, making voluminous notes of footthe

Pictures

the big headlines in the
effect that

Los An-

"Sherlock Holmes was

being held pending an investigation of his sanity." The
psychopathic test proved the young man normal except
for his hallucination that he was the noted detective.
But, after two days in jail, his gravity broke and, unable to restrain his glee, he confessed himself to be
Tom Reed, one of our cleverest young theater press

ranged, of course, what
the
the

two young men
park

in

below

should
say, that the astute press agent on the roof, armed with
binoculars, could "read" their lips for the scoffing reporters.

For "The Spoilers," now in production, I understand
a tie-up has been effected with a tobacco concern to distribute a picture of the cast with each purchase of a
carton of a certain brand of cigarettes, the play also
to be advertised by posters placed in the cigar stores.
One day, just before the showing of "Adam's Rib"
at Grauman's Rialto in Los Angeles. I perceived the
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When

Are Exploited

"What's Your Hurry?" was shown in Philawere placarded with that

delphia, five thousand autos

producers of pictures have to sit up nights thinking out
some of the methods that have been used successfully

slogan; a tie-up was effected in other cities with antispeeding campaigns and no-accident weeks.

With the showing of "Mighty Lak' a Rose," a Buffalo exhibitor

skeleton of a dinosaur, a prehistoric monster, careening
madly about town on a truck. Set up later on a main
artery of travel, bearing a placard naming the picture,
it aroused considerable interest.
The campaign for this picture also included a tie-up with a local sporting-goods
store, a window being dressed with prehistoric cave-man properties, stone hatchets,

bow and

arrow,

et

cetera,

contrasting with the modern
weapons of sportsmanship.
Other windows were decorated with forests, stuffed
wild animals and contrasts
between modern and cave-

—

Among

other
stunts
''Adam's Rib" sundaes sold at soda
fountains.
photographic
studies
placed on view, a pair of plasterof-Paris feet wearing skin sandals on
view in a shoe store, and the staging,
at the Cinderella Roof, the largest
dance hall here, of an "Adam's Rib"
night, with the hall decorated in properties used in the picture and the program featuring a special prehistoric
dance by a terpsichorean clad in an
animal's skin.
The evening culminated
with a dance contest, the prize being

awarded by

Julia

Faye and Milton

the release of

'

A

—

—

—

—

day clothes.

W ith

gave a rose to each lady attending. This
always successful though the ladies may have plenty
of flowers in their own yards the thought of getting
something for nothing, presented with a courtly bow,
intrigues their fancy.
Portland exhibitor had a real
wedding duly advertised performed on the stage before the showing of "Sacred and Profane Love." Airplane stunts always incite interest cards are dropped
over the city advertising the forthcoming production. some being free passes.
N>
When "Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood"
opened at the Hollywood Grauman Egyptian
Theater, it appeared that the town had suddenly gone Robin Hood mad. Catchy rhymes
were distributed in schools and broadcasted
over the city.
The only day I failed to
find one in my mail box was on Sid
Grauman's birthday. This is a fair
sample
"Robin Hood is going good
In Hollywood we knew it would."
They lacked poetic grace, but
the}- drew the crowds.
When I
bought my evening paper. I was
is

Gebhart

astonished

Sills.

windows

cars to old ladies,
bundles, and perform other acts of chivalry. The families of the
Knights attended the

street

carry

—

show
en
masse
weren't they "actively
connected with the industry," as

—

it

were ?

A

display of medieval furniture graced the windows of a
local establishment; an archery
tournament and a girl's fencing

lorn Reed, a theater
press ageni. drew
hundreds of persons
"Sherlock
to
see

Holmes" when he
got himself arrested
for simulating the
character of the

over the country were adorned with
famous detecbaskets of fruit marked "Forbidden"
tive.
with a caption stating that certain forbidden fruit might be obtained at suchand-such theater.
To exploit Gloria
Swanson's pictures, shops often duplicate
her costumes, advertising the sale for
weeks beforehand. The essay contest
discuss'n? the reason for the prevalence
of divorce
worked effectively in broadcasting
"The Affairs of Anatol" and other marital pictures.

all

freckled

hat.
These pointed afwith the jaunty feathers
were also given to school kids
who organized the Robin
I
Hood Knights of Chivalry,
with Doug as sponsor or
|
"\
High Hood or whatever you
call 'em. the obligations imfl
posed upon the Knights being to give their seats in

;

store

a

fairs

the clothes, caps, dolls, and toys that have
been named after Jackie were, placed on
these were also given as
sale in stores
prizes in contests arranged for kiddies
in some cities sets of Dickens' work were
awarded in novel contests.
In some
places a Teachers' Matinee was arranged,
in others an Old Clothes Matinee for
children, the garments used as admission
price being given to some charitable organization.
One town sent an English
stagecoach through the streets effectively

For "Forbidden Fruit,"

see

Hood

Oliver Twist,"

placarded with announcements.
In the larger cities sometimes a theater
is especially decorated in keeping with
the atmosphere of a mammoth production, the usherettes being garbed in rented
costumes such as are worn in the play.

to

newsboy's tousled red hair coylv
peeping from beneath a Robin

tourney were held to incite intera Hollywood restaurant added
to its menu the Robin Hood Sandwich, a most thrilling and tummyache-producing affair of ham and
cheese plastered together with some
kind of sauce.
est

F

;

A

newspaper contest for kids was
arranged, with bows and arrows as
prizes
dolls of Doug in character
were given away, also Robin Hood
statuettes.
The "Robin Hood Reel"
was introduced into the programs of
:

local

dance halls and a drug company

made and

advertised the "Robin

Ale."
Continued on page 99

Hood
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A Letter from Location
Claire

Windsor writes

of her experiences in beautiful

Mexico

City.

To Myrtle Gebhart
Mexico
:

We

were very
thing else.
fortunate in securing diplomatic entree to the president's castle at Chapultepec.
took several scenes on
the veranda of the castle
Chapultepec
overlooking
Mr. Bosworth and
Park.
I were thrilled to think of

City.

Dear Myrtle So

this

is

Mexico! It's so different
from what I expected, but
more beautiful than
is
it

We

We

are
one could imagine.
staying at the Regis Hotel
which is not unlike our

American hotels, only the
rooms seem much larger.

—

a regular Mexican
gondolier at one end of the
boat pushing it along with
a pole instead of a paddle.
All the boats have brightcolored canopies on thein

and had

and danced a real
Spanish dance with castashawl and
bright
nets,
terday,

She speaks
English much better than I
do Spanish oh, very much
and we got along faIn fact when she
mously.
everything.

—

somewhat
awnings
in

it

eat
girls.

from
I

little

enjoyed

the Spanish food, all but the
tamales. I ate too many of
them the first day. for they

now about playing
Spanish part and being
one of those aristocratic
Spanish blondes:
Several
other
Spanish
actresses
have called on me here at
and

to

Mexican

made me a little ill.
Then we went

a

hotel,

our Spanish
We rode

home.

the canal quite a way
the boats and bought

things

thusiastic

pyramids

seemed

such a nice courtesy.
But I suppose you are
more anxious to hear about
our picture work than any-

like

at

down

found I was so interested in
Spanish dancing, she insisted on draping me in a
me
and
putting
shawl
through some steps. I love
and she has me all enit,

the

president's

the

It seemed down here we
ran into a little bit of Venice and a little bit of Egypt.
First we filmed scenes on
the La Viga Canal and
rode around in flower boats
simply covered with flowers

—

—

on

acting
porch.

speak Spanish already
I've learned three words,
at least, and I have almost
learned to "walk Spanish."
simply
I
Senorita Lolita
can't spell her last name
a Spanish actress, had me
out to her home for tea yesI

Hobart Bosworth and

I

were

thrilled at acting

president's porch.

on the

— Mexico

to

the

will

probably be uncovering another King Tut before long,
because they have pyramids
famous
bigger than the
They
Cheops in Egypt.
them the old Aztec
call
Continued on page 90
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Over the Teacups
Fanny the Fan reviews the

latest

occurrences

ventures a few opinions about what happened

EVERYBODY'S

getting
domestic," Fanny
wailed in a saxophonic
tone, "that if somebody doesn't
break her engagement, or slap
her director, or get divorced
so

believe that the
I'll begin
whole world is growing old
to

and

hard enough
Richard Barthel-

It is

staid.

to think of

mess being a father, but now
Barbara La Marr has gone and
got married again, and Strongheart has four puppies."
She laid a large mummy
case on the table, opened it
and extracted enough make-up
for a mob scene, which she

promptly began applying
where it would do the most
good or the most harm,
whichever way you happen to

—

look at

among the
what is

—and

film

fair,

By The Bystander

likely to.

good

the sort the censtory
sors will enjoy and no one else
will have a chance to see much
I guess I will just have
of.
to try to get a job as a censor.
;

wonder how you do it?"
"The first step," I informed
her just as though I knew
I

something about

"is

to be

quirement, apparently, is that
you should look like an advertisement of what the welldressed woman will not wear."
"
an"That's catty

nounced Fanny.
"Well, I'm just judging by
their photographs. But speaking

the Famous
corporation
motion-picture

of" censors,

Players

-

wants

it.

it,

related to a governor or a secretary of state or something
And the next relike that.

Lasky

every

heard that Alma
Rubens is going to marry a
prominent novelist and motion-

fans' advice about how to film
'West of the Water Tower'
without offending the censors.

picture producer."
"Bigamy?" I inquired inter-

If

"And

I've

estedly.
.

"Oh, no,

Fanny

it is all

explained

one man."

laboriously
of the lip-

between strokes
"Oh, yes, and
stick.
twice a

dred

week

Harris

at least

hear that Mil-

I

is

engaged

to

some one fabulously wealthy.
Mildred always denies it.
though she is constantly seen
with Sailing Baruch. Jr. And
that reminds me, have you
heard what Will Rogers said

you

any

have

bright

thoughts on the subject just
send them to Jesse Lasky.
Not that I suppose he will
And while
ever get them.
you're at it. you might just as
well heed Carl Laemmle's impassioned appeals to write and
tell what you think of Universal pictures. Just the other
day I read an ad for 'Bavu'
that urged every one to let him
know what they thought of it.
I

would have

son, though.

to

do

it

in per-

I'd hate to write

other

down what I thought of it."
Fanny surveyed me lan-

She didn't wait to hear if
had as of course all NewYork had by the very next day
but went right on "He told
that Mildred had been at the
'Follies' the night before and
then added. 'She doesn't need
to worry any.
She's got that
Polack Charlie's going around
with now beat forty ways for

guidly through the fringes of
her new black hair.
She has
been wearing a wig. you know,
ever since she saw Dorothy

at
the
night ?"

I

'Follies'

the

—

—

:

Can't say that I just
agree with Will Rogers as a
beauty expert, but I must say
that Mildred is looking radi-

looks.'

Gish as Clavele.

"Why talk of censors and
things like that when there are
people
the
interesting
in
world? Allyn King, for inYou know, she used
stance.
prima donna in the
to be
'Follies'
IcaiH

was

when Dorothy Macjust

a

chorus

And now Dorothy

is

girl.

Richard

Rarthelmess' leading woman in
to appear
Photo by White
'The Fighting Blade,' and Ala Daniel CarAllyn King used to be prima donna in the ''Follies" and
son Goodman production, you
lyn is playing just a small part.
now she is supporting Richard B.irthelmess in a picture.
know. Now that that is finShe films beautifully, they say.
ished she will go back to the
so I wouldn't be at all surCoast and make 'The Grain of Dust.' That's a novel
prised if she jumped to featured parts after this proby David Graham Phillips, but I suppose you weren't
Fortunately for her. she never upstaged Dorduction.
old enough to read when it was published.
othy when she was a prima donna.
It was a

ant.

She came East

in 'Heartbreak,

5
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Over the Teacups
'The Eternal City' and Gloria

Swanson
though

as

'Zaza.'

in

the

tions weren't

first

It

isn't

produc-

any good

;

Pau-

Frederick was perfectly
gorgeous in both of those pictures.
It will be a real proof
line

of greatness if Barbara and
Gloria can escape invidious

comparisons with Miss Frederick's work.
"It must have been a great
to Sylvia Breamer that
no one had ever filmed 'The
Girl of the Golden West' be-

relief

And no one but grayfore.
beards remember the stage
production well enough to
compare her work to Blanche
So, she went blissahead, unhampered by
precedent and gave such an
interesting
characterization
that First National rewarded
her with a long contract. Colleen Moore's signed a contract
with First National, too, you
know. She is to be featured
Bates'

!

fully

in

'Flaming Youth' and one or

two others and then

starred."
"If Colleen can play a jazzbrained young flapper then
Ernest Torrence is just the
type for Felix the Cat," I objected, but Fanny wouldn't listen to me at all.
"Colleen can play anything,"
she informed me coollv. "Not

in
b
Ever since Mildred Harris arrived in New York she has been busy denying her engagement to notables of Wall Street, the Social Register, and about

Bow°r Hcsf«

half of Broadway.

"Dorothy has some perfectly gorgeous costumes in the picture. I
don't helieve that any one ever had a lovelier wedding dress than
They did things like that so well in the old
the one she is to wear.
It must seem commonplace to a picture star who has been,
days.
married in historic flounces and frills and trailing silver lace to get
married in real life in the conventional tulle and orange blossoms."
"I'm willing to wager that whatever Barbara La Marr wore at her
last wedding, she looked as striking as any bride in history."
"Oh, well," Fanny granted, "Barbara always looks stunning. And
Incidentally
then, too, she has had a lot of experience getting married.
she is expected in New York any day now.
She is on her way to
Italy to make 'The Eternal City,' and I should think that would seem
almost like a vacation to her.
She has been working in four or five
productions at once out on the Coast, so just one ought to seem like
idling.

"If half of what I hear about the shops in Italy is true, Barbara
have to charter an extra ship to bring her new frocks home. Lucy
Fox brought back enough dresses and lovely shawls and Roman-striped
scarfs to dress a pageant, and Lillian Gish writes home that the
will

Italian tailors just suit her. Oh, dear, I've
gone and made a pun, but forgive me,

mean to.
"Won't it seem funny

in

pictures

that

made? There

to see other girls

Frederick once
Barbara La Marr in

Pauline

will be

After

saw

I didn't

First

National

Svh'ia Breamer

officials

in

"The

of the Golden West," thev
rewarded her with a nice, long
Girl

contract.

h

£ U°fe e

,
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Over the Teacups
that I look forward to seeing
her in such a part, but if she
wants to do it, let her have

her fun."
Just outside the Plaza some
barouches had
old
rickety
drawn up at the curb and one
driver was tucking a flower
just above his horse's ear
sure sign of summer in
York. Across the street, heading toward the bridal path was
a groom with two horses.

Xew

"There goes Alma Rubens'
Fanny announced with
an odd air of dejection. She

horse."

ambitious she
So
afternoon.
does Dorothy Gish. I thought
is

so

getting

every

rides

it. so I did. and now
have much more respect for
the girls who ride so well on

I'd try
I

The next time I
the screen.
see Ruth Roland come cantering along at a stiff trot, I'm
going to stand up in the theater and tell the crowd just

how hard

it is."

"

"Speaking of Dorothy
J^ut I got no further.
"I suppose you've heard that
she is going over to Italy to
make 'Romola' with Lillian.
They're not entirely satisfied
with the story, though, so I
think they will change their
plans at the last minute before
starting

the

seems

me

to

production.
It
as though half of

Pboto by Ec

After working in four or five productions at once, going to Italy to make just
one picture ought to seem like a rest cure to Barbara La Man.

Renee
Adoree
is going
to return
to pictures

in "Masters

of Women."

the most interesting film stars will be in

Europe

this

sum-

Compson and Betty Blythe are there already.
Dorothy Dakon is sailing next Sundav for a four-month
vacation, and probably Rex Ingram will make his next
mer.

Betty

picture abroad. Of course you have heard that he intends
playing in it himself, and I hope he does.
ideal allstar cast would be made up of directors and would include
Marshall Xeilan. Erich von Stroheim. and Rex Ingram.

My
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Over the Teacups
Lionel Barrymore is to Mae
Murray."
She paused dramatically, while I
lation

sputtered with curiosity.

"You

see," she went on portentously
a magician who is about to pull
rabbits out of a high hat, "Lionel Barrymore has just been divorced by Doris
Rankin and next month while he is
over in Italy making 'The Eternal
City' he is going to marry Irene Fenwick.
She is on the stage, you know,
and made a few pictures a long time
ago. Miss Fenwick has just divorced
Jay O'Brien, and if memory serves
me correctly he used to be Mae Murray's husband."
"I give it up," I admitted. "Apparent!}', the only permanent fixture in
the who's married to whom list in
like

world is Mabel and Hugo
by the way. did you know
that they are back in New York?
They will probably make their pictures
the

film

Ballin.

And

here in the future.
And Hugo says
that his next picture is going to be
the wildest sort of melodrama, just
to

Photo by Ira L.

Hill

Marion Davies is going over to London to see
the old world premiere of her last picture,
''Little Old New York."

Lois Weber would be in it, too.
x\nd
I think I'd have Mary Alden direct it;
I don't know what sort of director she
would make, but neither does she until
she tries it. And she wants to."
"That's a fine idea," I chimed in.
"The theme of the picture ought to be
the tragedy of the man who does one
job so well that the world won't let him
do anything else. Mary Pickford should
write the scenario
she has always
hankered to be a fiction writer, you
know, Richard Dix could write the titles
he is so tremendously clever, and
Theodore Kosloff could design the set-

—

—

prove to people that he can do it.
The New York critics wrote the
most unreasonable criticisms of
'Vanity Fair.' They criticized it
for being unusual in dramatic

form and lacking

thrills,

and

if

he had done it any other way
they would have criticized him
for maltreating the original."
"I suppose they would," Fanny
"But then, written
remarked.
criticism doesn't really matter.
"Still,

if

I

were

criticize

to

'Vanity Fair' I would ask why
on earth George Walsh was alIt's a myslowed in the cast.
The only greater
tery to me.
mystery is why Mary Pickford
signed him up to play opposite
Singer.'
'The
Street
her
in
Maybe every one else was working-"

'

'

-.-

"Why

\

cidental

not be cheerful for a
Change ?" I suggested idly. "Seen
Nita Naldi lately?"
Fanny brightened perceptibly.

polated.

thinner?

tings."

"Rupert Hughes could compose inmusic to inspire the actors during the making of the picture," I inter-

"But what would we do for a camera
man?" wailed Fanny. "I've never heard

"Did you know that Nita is much
She went on a funny
lived on lamb chops and
diet-

—

monial

diagram,"

the

she

explained.
fig-

Egypt for a few days
during the making of

grapefruit or something like that
for about four weeks, and now
she is looking much better."
"As though that were necessary," I cut in, and Fanny nodded
approvingly.
"For a few days during the
making of 'Lawful Larceny' she
was living in a perfect setting
for her.
Alan Dwan got a few
carloads of the grandeur that was
Egypt and moved it into the
studio. It made a gorgeous background for Nita.
I hope that
Cleopatra looked like Nita.

re-

"Lawful Larceny."

Continued on page 85

of a star with that avocation.
Guess
have to assign Helen Ferguson to
managing the camera if she doesn't
know anything about it, she would learn
we'll

;

fast enough."

While she was talking Fanny had
drawn a paper out of her pocketbook
that looked like a chart or a map or a
picture puzzle.
I gazed at it interestedly.
"It's

a

matri-

"I'm trying to
ure out what

Nita

Naldi reveled

in

grandeur that was

1

Brief

HE

OBSERVER
Ch^is

with ^you on Interesting Topics

concerning the Screen

Generation

The recent announcement, that Famous Plavers-Lasky are to star Douglas
Fairbanks. Jr.. reminds us once more of

Arrives

how \oung

The Second

the

first

the movies are. For this is
case of the second generation

of stardom in movie history.
It is also a commentary on what a peculiar business
Think of a thirteenthe motion-picture industry is.
vear-old-boy being paid a thousand dollars a week to
take up a profession in which he has had absolutely no
In any other field of endeavor such a
experience
It
may prove so
thing would be simply absurd.
His famous name, of course, is
in
this
case.
the springboard which enables him to take the big
plunge.
But after he comes up from his first dive
he will have to be able to keep afloat by his own
efforts.
Xo thirteen-year-old boy ever faced a more
But. in anv case, we wish him luck
uncertain task.
!

Production of pictures has a

Fantasy

way

of

moving in cycles. A few years ago
nobody would make costume pictures,
and now everybody is making them.
Yesterday it would have been nearly

Coining

Back

impossible to convince any producer that a fantasy could
be a success. Xext year possibly there'll be dozens of
these imaginative features under way.
The advances
in double-exposure miniatures, and other trick photography make a revival of the fantastic type of film seem
The tendency has all been in that, direction,
at hand.
just about to crystallize in Doug's "The
Thief of Bagdad." in which he will exhibit a lot of
fire-breathing dragons, vociferous-looking birds, and
weird, hydra-headed sea monsters. If that picture is a
success, as it gives every promise of being, you can look
for lots of delving into the Arabian Xights Entertainment. Hans Christian Andersen, and Grimm's and other

and appears

sources for screen entertainment.

fairy-tale

Some

of the stars are now doing a
°^ worrying about the pictures in
which they appeared during the spring
p
Prosperity
an(j summer flurry.
They're afraid
everything won't be so lovely when the
actual showings take place this fall.
In the excitement
of money-getting many of them accepted offers from
small fly-by-night companies that looked superficially
alluring.
They didn't investigate whether these companies really had a story, or the means to make an
adequate production, but just took the job as offered.
very clever leading woman deplored to us recentlv
that she had been in several such pictures.
"I honestly
didn't know what I was getting into," she said. "I hope
none of my fans see me on the screen, but they probably will because they never miss one of my bad pictures.
I know that some of the films I've been in are
One or two were made in
iust bound to be wretched.

Too

Much
.

A

^

ot

They were the wildest sort of
less than two weeks.
melodramas, and the plots and direction, I'm sure, were
a mess."
Like mam- others she didn't realize at first when she
received the offers which were tendered so lavishly that
the producers, men of small knowledge regarding the
films, were just trading on the general prosperity, and
on the names of stars. Most of their productions were
made in a hurry. They effected a clean-up and got out.
Many players haven't taken token either of the fact
that where they accepted two or three jobs in quick
succession, there was a chance of their being seen in
two or three bad pictures within a month, or even a
week, and that they thus risked their popularity.
In fact, one smart young lady said that as soon as
the fall comes along she's going to have her face done
over and take a new name, for her reputation will
surely be spoiled through playing in too many of those
"terrible awful things."

Among

the communications from the
which we have been collecting
to Lillian
some of which appear in this month's
department of fan letters we received
Gish
one, which for reasons of policy we
were given permission to print, in part, only on condition
that the name of the star who wrote it should be withheld.
It was prompted somewhat by Agnes Smith's
recent article. "How Can They Be Artists?" and is intended to call attention to the fact that one star, at
The
least, has been an exception to the general rule.

A

Tribute

stars

—

letter follows:

Sometimes -when I read in '"What the Fans Think" letters
praising the -work of Lillian Gish, I wonder if the fans know
and appreciate the tremendous sacrifices she has made in order
She is an unfailing inspiration
to maintain its high standard.
to all of us who are working in pictures: in part, of course,
because of her great artistry, but particularly because of the
determined stand she has taken.
The rest of us have talked about art, but we have signed
Miss Gish has
up where we could make the most money.
steadfastly refused to consider offers to make pictures of the
•average sort even when tremendous sums were offered her and
reckless promises were made about the quality of vehicles that
would be chosen for her. She has been content to bide her
time and forgo great weelth until a company came to her
that
I

had proved its artistic integrity.
wish that fans would give this some thought.

If

you were

a young girl who loved exquisite and beautiful things, and you
had already received recognition as a great artist— if you saw
all about you evidences that the public indiscriminately worshiped the tawdry along with the great; if you already had this
satisfaction of personal achievement and your eyes were open
to the prestige that mere financial success brings, and reople
came and offered you thousands of dollars a week to make
pictures as good and perhaps better than the average woulc1
you have turned them down and waited for many months just
for the sake of art?
The public should never forget that Lillian Gish did this.
There is at least one person who holds her art more dear than

—

riches,

and

that person

is

Lillian Gish.

!

,
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The Observer

The person of discrimination and matured taste who enjoys the motion-picture as a means of entertainment, but
, jj
Of Mope
who sighs for the day when his particular likes may be catered to somewhat
more than they are at present, may see a ray of hope
in the following paragraphs by King Vidor, which we
quote exactly as they came to us from him.

A Word

^

w

*s
not ^ ar
^ en photo
e
plays appealing to a higher aesthetic and
intellectual taste will be made and marketed at a P rofit
the
No more will those demanding strong
meat and drink in the movies with an occasional side
dish of caviar
be disappointed. No longer will they be
justified in crying aloud that although spiritually drawn
to the creations of Anatole France, Ibsen, Rodin, and
Brahms, they are forced to view motion pictures primarily addressed to the perusers of "Mother Goose."
From the favorable reception given some of the multicolored cinema canvases flung across the sea by Lubitsch,
and the fact that sheaves of long green and mounds
of gold and silver coin have graced our box-office landscapes during the runs of photo plays fresh from the
sensitive hands of Von Stroheim, Ingram, Tourneur,
Rupert Hughes, and Neilan. I am convinced that a plan
of production and distribution I've long dreamed of is

The Sivns
*
That Point
.

Way

-

—

—

now

feasible.

Our

Best

Pictures Still
Must Please

All Ages

Undoubtedly the large de-luxe cinema
its crimson hangings and
marble pilasters, scarlet carpeting and
"dripping golden headache" lighting effects
plus its vaudeville, prologues, and
theater, with

—

pretentious music, is logically suited for the presentation of photo plays for one week each, or less.
The
whole show's the thing not the picture
The "little" theater, of course, is the place wherein
to flash for long runs the photo plays of unusual merit.
But
to date, merit has been conceded by the producers in ratio to a picture's public appeal, it's boxoffice pulling power.
The only reason for showing certain photo plays in
smaller theaters for long runs has been that they cost
so much to produce that the one-week revenue even
from the de-luxe theater was not enough to insure a
Whereas, seven, eight, or even more weeks in
profit.
the small theater turned the trick
at advanced prices.
However, many of these "better" photo plays have
been filmed on the motion-picture industry's 'basic scheme,
that of "appealing to everybody."
They must intrigue
equally the child of seven or the man of seventy, and
meet the inner need of those mentally seven as well as
those mentally seventy.

—

!

—

—

The

Mr. Vidor s
p
rlan
"

,

Little Theater movement, fostertne presentation of sounder, finer
drama, is gaining an ever firmer foot-

m*

\\o\<S.

amon g
mature

t ] ie

mentally and aesthet-

most of the larger
American cities. And the little theaters are for the
most part making money.
An economy of setting in presenting their plays makes
this possible.
They realize that their audiences are
interested in the thought content of a play, and that
ically

in

these audiences have imaginations that supply backgrounds for plays. Whereas, an audience of duller sensibilities must not have anything left to their imagination.
I believe that photo plays, based on the plays of
Rostand, Hauptman, Shakespeare, Ibsen, Wilde, O'Neill,
Maugham, and others, could be produced with back-

grounds after the manner of Gordon Craig, for about
one tenth what the average program photo play costs.
Furthermore, there are many actors and actresses unable to express their heights and depths and nuances
in the commonplace pictures, who would be happy to
work at night or between other engagements for most
nominal salaries.
Little theaters, women's clubs, art clubs, and other
like organizations could rent and present these intrinTrue, the films would be
sically better photo plays.
shown to a relatively few people and for briefer runs,
but could be reshown during succeeding years. In fact,
the biggest drawback to-day is the fact that a motion
picture must bring in a given return within a limited

—

time.

How

the

These better films would grow in popularity over a period of years.
good
analogy is the fact that Joseph Conrad's

A

Plan Would

"Typhoon," written twenty-six years
and initially selling very poorly, is

Develop

ago,

to-day selling very well.

In fact, over sixty times as
sold in 1922 as were sold in 1896.
sensations of Eleanor Porter, Harold
Bell Wright, and others, books which were the best
bringing
sellers of some bygone year, are forgotten
their publishers a rapidly diminishing return with each

many copies were
And the erstwhile

—

succeeding year.
Eventually, first-rate photo dramas could be distributed by film exchanges to exhibitors in socially "exclusive" localities, for showings on special nights. Or they
could be screened in theaters which presented stage road
shows, it being reasonable to suppose that a theater
presenting "Liliom" or "The Circle" or "The Hairy
Ape" could fill in on other nights with photo plays on
with admission at a lower figure.
the same plane
I think there will also be a market some day for oneversions of one-act plays which can be
reel cinemas

—

—

used

in "legitimate" theaters as curtain raisers.

Plozu

a

WiderAudi-

W
W

///
ouia

e^ ce

Be

L<reatea

To-day the persons who read Conrad
ano ^ ear Beethoven and see Cezanne are
oblivious to motion pictures, as a rule.
The magazines they read never discuss
motion pictures, except in an ironic or
-

comic manner.
the very fine photo plays which emerge
mass of present-day productions are unheard
Why? Because neither in the Dial, Cenof by them.
tury, Atlantic Monthly or similar publications, representing their current literary pabulum, are these exceptional

Many

from

of

the

photo plays reviewed or commented upon.
First-rate photo dramas, both in the one-reel and fivereel mold, designed exclusively for a discriminating few,
would soon attract the attention of these magazines.
And a wider audience would thereby be created.
To-day, when a motion-picture producer says that
photo plays which look life between the eyes are doomed
But only because the
to scant audiences, he is correct.
logical audience for this type of photo play is unaware
of its existence.

And the
Experiment
*

That Mr. Vidor's prediction may be
extremely timely is indicated by a news

dispatch "to the' effect that the "Little
Theater Films, Inc.," has just been organized in Los Angeles for the very
purpose outlined in the preceding paragraphs, the organization having been effected since they were written.
The company has announced that its films will be
brought before the public through cooperation with the
1

T to be
IS
iriea

little theater movements throughout the country and
through cooperation with the women's clubs.
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Favorite Picture Players
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GLADYS WALTON
in

the series

of

starring for Universal.

continues to acquire
flapper

Her

pictures

latest is

in

new

followers

which she

is

"The Town Scandal."

fr

noio

fcy Clar*iv.'-e

S. Euil

BARBARA BEDFORD
fine

in

"The

dramatic
Spoilers,"

work
which

have an opportunity for
her role of Helen Chester
being refilmed by Goldwyn.

will

in
is

MARIE

PREVOST'S handling of recent dramatic roles
impressed First National officials so much that
they have signed her for their productions on a long-term

42

phcto by

LIKE many
-*

in the

long,

bitter

How

she did

other players

wrong

who were

starred too soon or

Love has traveled the
road of small parts back to popular favor.
it

is

pictures, Bessie

told on the opposite page.

W.

F. Seelj

Never Say Die
Fragile

little

and crushing

Bessie Love refused to accept defeat.
failure, she is plodding undramatically

By Margaret

TO

After sensational success
back into public favor.

now

Ettinger

reach the top of the ladder of a chosen profession
to make a misstep, to fall, and then
to begin a slow steady climb again is no easy
matter.
It has been said that it is far, far better not
to arrive at all than to make the grade easily and then
very few there are with courdrop into oblivion.
age enough to strive for fame a second time.
protegee of
Bessie Love had that rare courage.
D. W. Griffith, she found it quick action from the lines
of the extras at the Fine Arts Studios to featured leads.
She was a Griffith girl of the wistful, appealing type.
Great things were expected of her. She delivered the
goods, too, it was generally conceded. Her emotional
work was a thing much talked of. She ranked with
the Gishes, the Talmadges. Mae Marsh, and Pauline
They all worked at the same studio. Your
Starke.
favorite was a matter of personal opinion. Some thought
there was only one Griffith girl- Bessie Love.

one who has been starred and then tries to make a
comeback. You are generally labeled a "has been,' and
a producer is afraid to take a chance,"
Bessie Love's screen career dates back to a day

Then something happened. A decided flop and Bessie
Love was in the discard. And now she is coming to

which John Emerson starred.
''That seemed to be a very big beginning." Bessie
Love told me. "for in mam- places, when they learned
I was a protegee of Mr. Griffith's I was featured and
Then I was
given much publicity by the exhibitor.
loaned to William Hart to play opposite him in 'The
Aryan.' After that came a series of starring pictures
at Fine Arts. Those were my happiest picture days."
Bessie Love's descent began when she starred in

—

How

A

—

the fore again.
I went to Bessie Love's Hollywood apartment the other
day to talk with her about the difficulty of working
back after she had ceased being a star.
Bessie and
her mother were in the dining room, Mother Horton
reading and Bessie daubing an aluminum salt shaker

with some brilliant orange paint.
She wore a house
apron of blue-checked gingham with huge pockets from
which emerged ends of very-much-used paint rags.
First I
Bessie was in anything but a serious mood.
must look at the dozens of flowers and plants which
had come to her Easter morning. There was a Mah
Jongg set. ''Did I know now to play it?" Then a
new song, something about "Sweet Mamma" was
hummed. Then the telephone must be answered and
finally

when

instantly

back.

and

I

got

down

said. "It is

It is so

much

Love sobered
matter to work

to business Bessie

a very

difficult

easier to gain a footing the first

You know, if you have made a series of poor
time.
pictures, or even one bad picture for that matter, the
exhibitors remember and the producers, too.
I never,
never want to star again for an independent company.
To work with an organization which will surround you
with clever casts and worth-while productions that is
a different story. After all. you know, it is not the
general public we are catering to. I strive from now
on to please the producers and the exhibitors the latter
most of all, for they are the ones who buy your pictures."
"But surely after "Forget
Xot' you have made
remarkable strides on the upgrade." I suggested.

—

—

Me

"I think that has helped more than anything I have
yet done." she answered.
"But of course I am far
from being a screen success. I am playing leading
roles again and I am very grateful for that.
All-starThat one excast productions are such a satisfaction.
perience wkh my own company was quite enough.
When you have a company of your own you have the
minutest details to worry you, until you are almost driven

mad.
"Trying

to come back, to win favor with the
girl coming to
ducers has been mighty hard.
Angeles who has never been inside of a studio
more of a chance to make a name for herself

A

2

pro-

Los
has
than

when she was waiting in the casting office of the old
Fine Arts Studios.
man passed through and saw
a little girl with big brown eyes sitting on the extra

A

bench.
Upon "reaching his office said man sent for
her. asked her name and if she would like to work
Not having the faintest idea who he
in his picture.
was or what picture he was directing, she nodded eager
assent and was told to report for work the following
morning. The director was D. W. Griffith the production, "Intolerance." and the bit part Bessie played,
After the completion of the
the Bride of Canaan.

—

spectacle Mr. Griffith sponsored his little "find." changed
her name from Juanita Horton to Bessie Love, and had
her cast-in "The Flying Torpedo." a Fine Arts picture
in

four pictures for the Pathe Company. She might even
have survived those had it not been that immediately
upon completing that contract she was signed by Yitagraph for a period of twelve months during which
time her doom seemed almost assured, for the productions were of such poor caliber and so unsuited to her,
that her most loyal supporter must have lost heart.
Even then she might have been saved had she made a
worth-while alliance. But an independent producer came
along with a gilt-edged contract the flattering offer of a
company of her own and the promise to make the bestThe productions were begun, the first
pictures ever.
on an elaborate scale. Bessie herself told me that over
hopetwo hundred thousand dollars were spent on it.
less story from the start. "The Midlanders" proved an
Nothing could save it apparently,
utter screen fizzle.
for the best cutters, the most efficient title writers on
the coast were called in as a last resort. The result was
The picture. I believe, has never been
appalling.
marketed.
There were three offerings in all one equally as
bad as the other two. Bessie Love faded out of the

—

A

—

limelight.

Her

spirit

has been wonderful.

Personally

it

made

rejoice greatly when I saw her once more upon
the screen, even though the part was a comparatively
small one in support of Sessue Hayakawa.
many there have been who have failed as a
star, rebelled against taking supporting parts until it
has been too late for them to win favor again. Where
are Mary Fuller. Bessie Barriscale?
"I
"It isn't a case of pride," Bessie Love told me.
often wonder when I hear of these people who are
too proud to play support after they have been starred.

me

How

With me it would just apply the other way. Unless
I can come back, make the producers, the exhibitors.
Continued on page 97

—
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Camera men from

the different

news

reels

Astor, M. P., on her arrival

WHO

is

in

photographing Nancy

New

What Do You

York.

your favorite movie actor?" asked the

This

first fan.

article

these

"The Prince of Wales," answered his friend.
The Prince of Wales never has received one cent

to bet, too, that if the fans
were to decide their favor-

form of screen entertainment, a great many of
them would vote in favor
of the news reel.
For,
while the feature pictures
may range from the perfectly wonderful to the perfectly horrible, the news
reel is a pretty consistent
proposition no matter how
bad the other subjects on
the program may be, the

By

—

—

the subjects are received,
and shipped.
Into the small office of the
news editor comes film from
all over the world.
The sys-

all

edited, printed,

tem of gathering the
been
point.

A

film clipping

of H. R.

may

be relied
to save the evening from, total loss.
The fans don't hear much about the news reel because it is one branch of the movies that has no press
agent.
No, the news reels are sold to the public, not
by expensive exploitation and publicity, but strictly on
their merits and because there is a real and steady
demand for them. You never see the names of the

men who

Fox, and Kinograms
are in New York, where

tional,

;

reel

Agr.es Smith

No false glamour, no
ing part of the film business.
studio politics, no cases of temperament enter into their
production.
The headquarters of the
news reels Pathe, Interna-

ite

news
upon

you what
newspapers"

tells

"celluloid

—

for appearing before the camera, yet he
or a ha'penny
is one of the best-known and best-liked persons on the
screen to-day. What's the answer? He is the one big
I'd be
star and the one best bet of the news reels.
willing to bet that the prince receives fan letters from
movie patrons.
And I would be willing

Like

are responsible for the news reels, any more
than you know the name of the reporter who writes the
thrilling story of the fire for your morning newspaper.
And yet, to me, the news reels are the most interest-

perfected
All

the

have camera

men

New York

and

to

film has

a

news

fine

reels

stationed in
in all the
H. the Prince of Wales
large cities of this country.
The camera men are so distributed that even if there is a railroad accident in a
remote section of the country, they can reach the scene
in a few hours.
Then, too, most of the reels have camera men in London and Paris and in some of the other cities in Europe.
These camera men listen for rumors of wars,
revolutions, royal weddings, and royal deaths naturally
,

;

in these times,

they don't have to listen very carefully.

Europe keeps them jumping from a wedding in London to a fight in Turkey and back again by way of a

new

coronation

in

the Balkans.
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An

International camera

in the

News

man

taking news pictures of Trotzsky at the Soviet headquarters in Russia,

Reels?

All events in a news reel must be of nation-wide
and of general appeal. All the subjects must
have life and human interest. Little defects often kill
a subject. For instance, once a good picture of a footinterest

types of subjects the editors of
believe to be the

most popular.

Photographs by courtesy of the International News ReeL

Beside these men. who are staff camera men and
paid weekly wages, there are the free-lance camera
men who sell film at so much
per foot. The '"so-much" isn't
a great deal unless the man is
lucky enough or skillful enough
to shoot something rare and exclusive.

ball

game was submitted

to a

news

reel.

The camera

man had

caught the game, but he had been careless
and taken in a section of the grand stands that happened to be empty. The sight of the empty seats would
have spoiled the game for audiences who wouldn't be
interested in a contest
that

had

failed to

draw

capacity crowds.
What are considered
good subjects for a news
The biggest prize
reel?
that a reel can bring in
is an exclusive piece of
news film on an occurrence of world-wide imand
signifiportance
Pathe scored a
cance.
wonderful beat when it
received the negative of
the burning of Smyrna
It was
by the Turks.

The news reels are assembled twice a week. All the film
that has been received is projected for the editor, and he
makes his selection of the subjects.
"So much film arrives
•that the companies do not go
to the expense of having it
printed.
It is shown in the
John D. Rockefeller and his son.
negative so that after looking
The
an ideal story.
at nothing but news-reel negaTurkish war was headline stuff in the newspapers. The
tive for several months you come out with the impresfilm had great pictorial value and it had tremendous
sion that Secretary Hughes is a colored man and that
human interest. Selznick got a good story when it reall celebrities cast white shadows.
The editorial policies of the news reels are clearly ceived the first pictures taken of Princess Hermine after
her marriage to the ex-kaiser. The camera man waited
defined.
There are hundreds of reasons why subjects
in Doom for weeks after the wedding, hoping to catch
are not available for the reel. For instance, any street
the couple out for a walk. By using all sorts of strategy,
scene which shows an advertising sign is rejected, unhe managed to steal pictures of the princess and. two
less the subject is of such vital and timely importance
Another famous beat, one of the
of her children.
that it cannot well be omitted. If advertising signs were
shown the news reels would be opened to charges of biggest ever put over by a news reel, was when Inter'

graft.

national procured the '"Cruise of the Raider

Moewe"

What Do You Like
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These pictures were made by a German sailor
on beard the raider during the war, and they showed

films.

They were
actual sinkings of Allied merchant vessels.
shown in Germany during the war, but the Republican
government, when it came "into power confiscated the
prints, and refused all offers for them.
They were
finally procured for International by one of that company's European representatives, who got them through
an employee of the Austrian foreign office in Vienna.
Photographing royalty is a funny proposition. Royal
personages are vain, and
looking ones willingly
appear before the camera.
The Prince of
Wales is the best subject.
Not only is he
willing,
but he films
well, and he is always
doing something interesting, and I know a
news-reel editor who
estimates that he has
shots of him in ninetyfour different suits of
clothes.
The prince
probably realizes that it

only

young and good-

the

News

the

in

Reels?

the ceremony, which was highly picturesque. But none
of the American companies would buy it, so a French
company bought the rights at a low price.. How ever,
an American camera man sneaked to the scene of the
festivities and stole a few scenes.
The local cops caught
him and threw him into jail but it was after he had
r

—

shipped his

film.

During the war the news reels went crazy on war
Much of it was of legitimate interest, but much
of it was crowded into the news reels for propaganda.
stuff.

Naturally, the reaction has set

way

A news-reel fan has
asked me why the
reels are always show-

his

ing so

father,

shy, but he

George,

late.

camera

is

that

it

is

guns

often shown visiting the
hospitals and smiling at
the school children.

navy

that

These

in action.

army and

maneuvers

are

army

and navy camera men
or by
camera men
working under the su-

Buckingham Palace,

once wrote a report to
his editor: "Can't get
king in kilts. H. R. II.
is
sensitive about his
knees."
Before the kaiser so
carelessly lost the war,
he loved to appear bein

me

filmed either by

A

camera

told

pictures of

camera man, stationed

fore the

He

year ago the reels
were running nothing
but pictures of big

good for the royal family to have their pictures

at

pictures

a

and Queen

Mary know

many

of battleships throwing smoke screens of

for a popular

King

im-

is

depreciated, too. The
heroes of the day beare
fore
yesterday
forgotten as quickly
by the news reels as
they are by the newspapers.

;

reign.

public

American generals has

tainly

his

The

mensely weary of the
sight of French ;enerals kissing bearded
poilus.
The market
value of English and

good publicity certhe news reels
have done much to pave
is

in.

pervision

ment

of

govern-

authorities.

They

censored by the
war department before they are released,
because sometimes the
are

camera men get too
close and reveal the
workings of the big

his

gorgeous

guns or the newest

But now

vention in torpedoes.

old

uniforms.
that he is an

man and

in

The news

dis-

graceful exile, he refuses to look at a camera.
When he was
married, he barricaded
himself behind a regu-

propaganda
The news camera men go

all

over the n>orld.

Hindenburg line at Doom to protect himself from
the dozens of camera men who flocked to his wedding.
lar

George, the new king of Greece, *is an excellent subLike the Prince of Wales, he is young, good
looking and a stylish dresser.
As the monarch of a
temperamental nation, he knows that it is well to keep
on the good side of Americans and so he is extremely
obliging about posing for American camera men.
The
canny king knows that advertising always pays in a
democracy.

ject.

Stories of the

money

that

have reached the Balkans.

is

to be

When

made in the movies
new king was to

a

be crowned in Roumania, the astute royal family held
a council and decided to sell the news-reel rights to

Here

is

one

in India.

reels

in-

run

subjects

for the army and navy
not only because the
the subjects are usu-

ally good, but because
they are so often obliged to go to the army and navy
authorities for permission to photograph real news

events.

Strangely enough, football games are also censored.
Several years ago a camera man took some slow motion
pictures of the Yale-Princeton game.
The analyzed
scenes of the various plays were studied by the Harvard coaches, and Yale objected. Slow motion pictures
are now forbidden, and the camera men, who must
present credentials passed on by the athletic associations, are stationed at the top of the grand stands where
considered impossible to get good views of the plays.
the camera is sharper and quicker than
the eye.
The camera men use long-distance lenses,
it

is

However,

What Do You Like
thereby bringing the plays closer to the camera, and
they also use a special camera which retards the action
The day after
slightly and shows the plays distinctly.
a big football or baseball game is an exciting one in
a news-reel office for the men who work in the laboratory and the office boys, because the camera men take
a complete film record of the game; they never can
tell, you see, when a spectacular play is coming along.
So the news staff follows the game play by play without the trouble of making the trip to New Haven or

Only the
the Polo Grounds.
are used in the news reel, but
sometimes I think the public
would really enjoy seeing the

game

best

plays,

of

course,

in

the

News

pretty careful about coming out pointedly and stating
that the bodies were there.
And the scene was cut as
short as possible.
It was only used because it was an
excellent way of awakening the public to the fact that
something truly atrocious had taken place.
To get to a more cheerful subject: Celebrities are
great material for a news reel, and there are two happy
hunting grounds for them the Capitol at Washington and the steamship docks in New York.
How we
do love pictures of distinguished foreigners shaking
hands with President Harding
we wait for the

—

!

in its entirety.

close

Lord and Lady
James.
Mountbatten, so good looking and democratic, were
godsends to the camera men.
Lady Asquith is far from attractive looking, but every
one is curious about her.
Women adore close-ups of
Men
the rich and great.
prefer views of Babe Ruth
farm, and snappy
at his

few months ago, an unfora human fly
tunate dare-devil
fell while he was climbing
up the side of a New York ho-

—

The news cameras were

following his climb, and the
men kept on grinding after he
started to fall. But, of course,
his death wasn't shown in the
These poor stunt men
reels.
are always willing and eager to
pose for the news reels all they
ask is ten dollars and their name

scenes of prize fighters training with their sparring partners.

;

down

In cases of accidents or trag-

the

bodies

of

which

is

The

Oddly

made a

public speech. It was
the first time the camera men
had been able to catch him
The audisince his defeat.
ences gave him a tremendous

the

He was

face of the lake.

Florida.

William Jennings
Bryan is a pretty good newsEver since
reel attraction.
his illness, ex-President Wilson has fought off camera
men. But last fall, he appeared on Armistice Day and

on the
spot when the bodies were discovered and brought to the sursheet,

in

enough,

news reels won't go
as far as the newspapers in preAt
senting gruesome details.
the time of the murders at Mer
Rouge, Louisiana, a camera
man traveled to Morehouse
Parish and took pictures of the
edies, the

for

Every American gets

a thrill at the sight of John
D. Rockefeller playing golf

on the screen.

search

a frigid old party,
impressive.
Am-

Harvey

of real sportsmanship.

murdered men.

is

but he is
bassador
never
smiles, but we like to imagine how he looks in knee
pants at the Court of St.

Strangely
enough,
staged thrills are not so popular; the fans prefer the daring

tel.

Secretary

range.

Hughes

action.

—

How

!

annual fall arrival from Europe of Mary Garden Mary
wears such beautiful fur
coats, and she has such a
way with news gatherers. We
like to see our ambassadors
and our Charley Schwabs at

All sorts of outdoor scenes
are popular. The public doesn't
seem to be able to get enough
of winter sports, surf-board
riding, mountain climbing, and
high diving. The secret of the
success of these scenes lies in
the fact that they have quick

A
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caption

welcome.

always sent with

Harding,

who

George, the new King of Greece, is an excellent news
never has aroused so much
the film as a guide to the editor,
reel subject.
read something like this "Memfeeling, is not so popular in
bers of the National Guard near
the news reels
but when
the lake. Group of rescue parties
Mrs. Harding took a trip to Florida and was photoBodies floating near
bushes.
Closer view of bodies."
graphed for the first time in many months, she was
The Selznick News realized that it had a big scoop,
received with applause.
The public knew that the
and I went to the projection room to look at the negaFirst Lady of the Land had been dangerously ill. and
tive, fully prepared for what was coming.
it took a friendly interest in seeing her up and around
even
debated as to the possibility of showing the murdered
again.
men on the screen. But after we saw the negative
For some reason or other opera stars are more popnever!
And never again will I look at a gruesome ular in news reels than either stage or screen personages.
subject
The public only knows them by their phonograph recfew morbid persons in every audience might
want to see a scene of that sort, but I really believe
ords and likes to get a glimpse of them. And, then too,
there is more prestige associated with them.
The orif such a picture were shown in a reel a great many
dinary congressman very ordinary, Will Rogers would
persons would leave the theater. In editing the subject,
we showed a long shot of the bodies, almost hidden by say is a total waste as a drawing card only an exContinued on page 88
bushes and in the title preceding the scene we were
:

;

We

!

A

—

—

;

;

lowed by

a careening tour along the
tortuously winding trolley track rimming the mountain. Forests, plains,

and abandoned farms come and

rivers,

go.

It

veritable

a

is

Lyman Howe

As you

begin to wonder
whether you will ever be the same
carefree lad again, the conductor taps
you on the shoulder. "This is it," he
says.
Strangely enough it is.
On the barnlike stage, Richard Barthelmess was paying early morning
court to Dorothy Mackaill for "The
Fighting Blade." There was a properly somber oaken chamber with richly
canopied bed, gleaming bronze ornaments, and-walls bedight with magnifitravelogue.

cently

woven

tapestries.

A

rrunlike

nurse hovered at the rear, while downstage, for the edification of the camera

man and

his friends, the fragile little

Mackaill girl stood enwrapped in
Dick's romantic embrace.
"Once more," sighed John Robertson.
Kere was another figure of interest, creator of the celluloid "Senti-

mental Tommy," and best of the Ferguson operas, "Footlights." A good
director.

There

was

a

noticeable

lack

of

music.

"They

don't need it," said Robert"It doesn't hurt, but it doesn't
help a lot, either."
son.

Before the camera Barthelmess is
and unusually inventive in evolving bits of business. Every
scene is done as meticulously as though
alert, intelligent,

upon

it rested the success or failure
Such care, of course,
of the picture.
makes for superior productions.

Less time seemed to be wasted at
the Barthelmess studio than at any
They were
other in my memory.
The
shooting almost continuously.
All this
waits were few and brief.
is amazing to the casual visitor who
has found that most studios are oper-

Leading the Procession
At the present time Richard Barthelmess ranks as the foremost
we have, and for reasons that are good and sufficient.

hero

ated on a sort of laisscz fairc policy.
For those who demand such morbid
details let it be reported at the outset
that Barthelmess likes
"Rain," vacations, and

By Malcolm H. Oettinger

he
dedicating your
BEFORE
terviewing take the
at

pie,

Hergesheimer

twenty-seven, happily married,

life to

the fine art of in-

and handsome.

trip to the

Universal Studios
Jersey, but nearer

"After a year of making your own pictures, more
unhampered, what changes have taken place in
your general attitude?"
He thought for a moment, then smiled broadlv.
"One change I can think of," he announced with
pride, "I'm a father!"
In his dressing room a huge portrait of his little
daughter sprawls majestically across his dressing table,
She will
the dominant note in the picturesque room.
never be a movie actress, if Dick has anything to say
about it.

Fort Lee, allegedly

in

New

Newfoundland.
After saying good-by to your dear ones at Times
Square you take the subway as far as it will take you
then vou proceed
a by no means negligible distance
Embarking on the good ship Orion or any
by sea.
other well-manned ferryboat, you voyage to the New
Jersey shore, a bleak harbor dotted with peanut stands,
discouraged trees, and popcorn wagons.
It is at this point, when the promised land seems to
be just in the offing, that vour pilgrimage becomes
fraught with hardships. There is a trolley to be boarded
Try
that must be a "Fort Lee" trolley and none other.
to find a "Fort Lee" trolley in Fort Lee
After half
an hour, you may. Once entrained, you are subjected
to a dizzying ascent to the peak of the Palisades, fol-

—

is

homemade

—

!

or less

It

and

is
it

his gigantic task to please all of his admirers,
with man}' a worried wrinkle creasing his

is

brow that he realizes the proportions of his problem, a
problem more complicated than you might realize.
The youth of the country, we are assured by fan
letters such as the following, want red-blooded action:
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Leading the Procession
Dick has put

it

all

over Valentino

.

.

.

yet because

Dick

the perfect lover he is quickly forgotten.
\Ve took
and the girls had to admit, after
our girls to see "Fury"'
the picture, that Dick was good, while all of us fellows sat
spellbound through some of those rights.

isn't

.

.

Yet before girding

•

.

.

.

.

his loins to

do

battle, the

young

siar, dependent in great measure upon the youthful
patronage of the country-, must take heed of such emphatic dicta as issue from the flappers of the nation,
of which the following another expression taken from
'"What the Fans Think" is characteristic:

—

—

of, course, incomparable.
is,
of the critics liked "Sonny." but we certainly did.
gave him an opportunity to wear
that stunning fur coat, to drive
that zippy roadster, and to wear
good-looking clothes as only he
should love to see him
can.
.
play romantic juveniles.
like pictures in which the characters are young and collegiate.

Richard Barthelmess

Xone

We

.

The
well

what

it

wants

!

And

their ilk.

as possible.
not a good college story?

Why

"Gosh !" shrilled the Mackaill out of the darkness.
"I hope they don't leave that shot in. I look like one
!"
of the original Floradora sextet
At the luncheon table Robertson told of the eternal
"It
search for stories that would get by the censors.
has become increasingly difficult." he pointed out bitterly, "to unearth a scenario into which some evil cannot be read!"
"'Stories are the hardest things in the world to find."
agreed Barthelmess seriously.
to find!'" echoed
Mackaill girl, with a
howl of mirth. "Darn near
Look at what
impossible
Cecil De Mille's filming the

'"Hard

the

Ten

room

to see the rushes of the previous

little

I

was surprised

to see

how

"The Fighting Blade"

beautifully she screens.

one of those swashbuckling
tales of derring-do that should prove highly popular.
It has a "Three Musketeers" setting, peopled accordingly
with gallant lords and a couple not so gallant for
plot purposes
In getting away
and blushing ladies.
from the rough and readiness of "Tol'able David" and

—

—

is

doing

Xext

the

Dailv

W

7

smiling
director,
said
the
broadly, "we may next see our
Dick in blond curls and tattered dress."
He turned to

"That

Barthelmess.

would

give them the novelty they're
always hollering for, wouldn't

flappers? And what will the
What of that
elders say?
army of stanch picture-playgoers who do not write of
their predilections so that he
who makes pictures may read ?
It is the duty of the star to
please not one. or a few, but
For this is the
to please all.
immutable law of the great
But not an
god Boxoffice.
easy thing to do.

Miss Mackaill joined us. She is a dainty
graduate of Mr. Ziegfeld's beauty academv. and

be

Dozen."
Robertson confided that
hite. author of
Grace Miller
"Tess of the Storm Country,"
had sent him a story for Barthelmess' consideration. "So."

wise

day's work.

—

!

Commandments

he'll

off your head and try to get a
job as a hat model.
Barthelmess hearkens to the
well-known zo.r populi and
ponders on its message. Shall
he be collegiate or pugilistic?
Shall he drive zippy roadsters
or prancing steeds? Shall he
cater to the youngsters or the

the projection

little

!

showmen have demonstrated
the fallacy of "The public be
damned !" policy. As well cut

morning."
Miss Mackaill agreed emphatically. "In the gloaming," she murmured, "would be so much better."
After the morning's work had been interrupted by
the call for luncheon, Barthelmess and I went down to

They're too hard

to find.

too

'"We're trying a romance
thistime," he told me, indicating the doublet and hose, the
leather jacket and the swanky
boots, all part of the colorful
seventeenth-century
costume
he was wearing.
"Time of Oliver Cromwell. You
see I haven't had any love interest to speak of in any
recent pictures, so we're going to make up for lost
time in this. Many sighs, embraces, vows, and all that."
"It must be something of a strain so early in the

Barthelmess explained, he wanted

away

We

.

knows only

public

It

"Fury" and
to get as far

it?"

A

year ago, when we had
for the purpose of enlightening the world in general
and the readers of PicturePlay in particular, Barthel-

met

mess had avowed his intention
of making "Bigger and Better"
pictures. After twelve months
or more at the head of a producing

company he

realizes

that commerce dictates to art
in clarion tones, that the purse
is mightier than most things,
and that, after all. you can't
make pictures without capital

backing you.

make

Unless you can

pictures

that

make

money, no one will want you to continue making 'em.
These things he told me, now wistfully, now with the
most practical of frowns shading his eyes. Hearing
him talk thus of the inroads of commerce on art. I
was unfair enough to remind him of the ambitions of
yesteryear.

"No," he replied. "I no longer care about 'Bigger
and Better' pictures, as such. They're big enough. Size
And better? We're
has nothing to do with quality.
satisfied to try to make them as good as the best we've
made." He was thinking of "Broken Blossoms" and
'*Tol'able David," two of the best pictures any one has
made.
"Making money doesn't interest me," he confided
over" the coffee, after the others had departed.
"Of
course

I

want

to provide well

for

my

family.

Some

day I want to be able to let work go hang, and travel
a lot and see the far corners of the world. Just turning over investments and that sort of thing doesn't
Continued on page 86
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High Lights
What

the screen folk are doing temperamentally or otherwise.

By Edwin and

HOLLYWOOD'S brow has
all

of

two inches by

the

suddenly been elevated

announcement

that a

Little Theater movement of the screen is in
prospect, and all the girls are terribly agitated.
They
want to be sure that they will be included in the list
of eligibles, and consequently have been reading up nights
on Ibsen, Gerhardt Hauptmann, Eugene O'Neill, and
Ring Lardner. One or two of them have given beauxarts' soirees in honor of the occasion, and several in a fit
of exuberance have volunteered to tear up those "nasty
commercial contracts" and bob their hair all over again
for the sake of uplifting the movies.
Such enthusiasm is. of course, praiseworthy. It blows
over rapidly, but it leaves in
its wake the hope that something will be done eventually
to prove to the commercial organizations that the artistic
type of film is what the intelligent portion of the public
wants, at least now and then,
this being exactly what the
Theater Guild and the Provincetown Players in New York,
and several score of community
theaters
throughout the

Elza Schallert
as a short-reeler, with Erich
role
that is if Erich finishes

—

as

it

is

now

called,

The

Coming Back.
who have been praying for

Old-timers Are

Lots of people

the return
of the old-time favorites to the screen have certainly
had their petitions beneficently answered this year.
note among others currently prominent Virginia Pearson, Henry Walthall, Mae Marsh, J. Warren Kerrigan,

We

Gladys Brockwell, and Mrs. Wallace Reid, not to speak
of Blanche Sweet who is apparently going right ahead
now with her career. She is playing a luxuriantly costumed role just at present in
the production of "In the Palace of the King." Theda Bara
is momentarily threatening to
come back in some feature like

"Monna Vanna," and by

of the

known

uct like shoes, safety pins, or
is

distributed.

hard to divorce the com-

mercial from the artistic side,
and it is out of the question
to expect directors who are
busy earning large salaries to
Here is Jackie and his newly adopted little sister.
find time to devote to a charitable cause.
Like most other
persons, they are not in business for only their health.
finds it every bit as
If a group of directors like Rex Ingram, Ernst Lu-

and Hugo Ballin, who have been named as inin Hollywood's Little Theater project, could
succeed in making, or at least releasing pictures at which

bitsch,

terested

the

ordinary distributing concerns naturally shy, they

would undoubtedly perform a valuable service for the
public as well as the art of the screen.
But the question

is,

The

can they?

to be shown under their auspices, we
work of Victor Seastrom. the Swedish director, who is now with Goldwyn.
The title is "Mortal
Clay," and the story deals very vigorously with the

hear,

is

first 'film

the

domestic-triangle problem. Incidentally one of the leading actors in the picture is Goesta Ekman, who is coming
to America possibly to play in "Ben-Hur."
There is
talk, too, of Rex Ingram filming a De Maupassant story,

"The
"The

Mr. W'althall has one of the
biggest roles he has played in
several years in "The Un-

to the industrial system, by
which any manufactured prod-

gum

stars the

"Buchanan's
Wife,"
Royal Romance," and
Bishop's Emeralds."

money-making theater.
The mechanism of the
films is complicated, and has
been built up largely according
the

It is

Woods," which

youngster, Dinky Dean, who
was seen in Charlie Chaplin's
"The Pilgrim." Miss Pearson
will be remembered from the
days when she played with Fox
in "The Daughter of France,"

—

chewing

this

time should have her own company organized.
Since her return Miss Pearson has discarded her vampish
togs and is doing a regal and
sympathetic mother in "John

at least from those
which are not directly allied

with

in the title

some time before Christmas.

country have accomplished.
The trouble with all such
projects as a rule is that they
spring best from what are popularly termed amateur organizations

von Stroheim

"McTeague," or "Greed,"

Purple,"
which
in
Helen Ferguson portrays the
feminine lead.
When Miss
Ferguson was with Essanay
some years ago she thought it
would be "just wonderful" to
be able to play opposite Mr.
Walthall, who was then being
starred.
And now her wish
has been fulfilled, and she
thrilling as she had anticipated.

A Censor Learns His Lesson.
While the sets were being built for Cecil De Mille's
"The Ten Commandments" a Pennsylvania exhibitor
happened on the stage, and upon being informed that
he was looking at the palace of Pharaoh, exclaimed ex"Vot? Anodder von of dose Monte Carlo
citedly
spectacles? Don't Mr. De Mille know dat the censors
He was then
in my town object to gambling scenes?"
:

gently

but judiciously led

into

the

exploitation

office

where they informed him that this was the biblical
Pharaoh, and that the principal roles were being played
bv people of much potential box-office value, like Theodore Roberts, who is cast as Moses, Leatrice Joy, Nita
Naldi, Estelle Taylor, Tulia Faye, Edythe Chapman,
Richard Dix, Charles de Roche, and Rod la Rocque.

Hollywood High Lights
A

Shortage of Talent.

All the casting directors in Hollywood have been
tearing their hair trying to find a double for Barbara
La Marr since she went abroad on her honeymoon with
Jack Daugherty. and to play Roma in "The Eternal
Before she left she seemed to be appearing in
City."
nearly every feature that was being made, and even
after she had sailed one producer is reputed to have
sent her a wire to return as soon as possible if only
to do a couple of scenes for him in a barbaric prologue.

Barbara is probably going to play in a picture made
from a scenario written by herself and called "Pomp."
when she comes back to Hollywood, unless her plans
are readjusted so that she can assume the lead in Gertrude Atherton's ''Black Oxen."
Barbara's brand-new husband is a ruddy-haired coHe
median who plays in two-reelers for Universal.
finally obtained a leave of absence to accompany his
wife abroad, and now they are to have an appropriately
romantic Italian background for their early days of
marriage together.
Jackie

Now

is

Louise Fazenda as Mabel in "The Gold Diggers."
This should be good for the picture in which Hope

Hampton

between

therefore

scenes,

playing the lead.

Torrence in Emerson Hough's "North of
Another "Covered Wagon," you know,
Thirty-six."
with the original

star.

Mary Anderson and Vivian Rich in "Shell-shocked
Fanny." We don't know why we approve of this, but
we do.
After the excellent work Colleen Moore did in "The
'Nth Commandment." we're not a bit surprised that she
was signed under a three-year contract with Associated
First National. Her first feature for that company will
be "The Huntress" and the second, "Flaming Youth."
It's just about time that Colleen and John McCormick
were getting ready to have the connubial knot tied, and
you may expect the news daily. Colleen's birthday is
on August seventeenth, and we have a hunch the big
event will take place on that day. which would make
it nice for John in years
to come, because he could
always give her two presents.

Theda Bara told us that while she
was touring in her play. "The Blue

Jackie Coogan has now qualified as a
stunt man. During the making of his
picture, "Long Live the King," in
which he blossoms forth as an aristocratic
youngster,
he knicked
three of his front teeth when his
bicycle collided with an unusually
large stone and he fell off.
He
would probably get screen credit
for the fall, except that it hap-

pened

is

Ernest

Man.

a Stunt
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Flame," she asked her audiences
whether they wanted her to play
vampire or goody-goody roles.
You can guess which way the

"Only a few of
vote went.
the people present thought it
their Christian duty to reform
me." said Theda.

and

Nazimova appeared

wasn't

funny.
Jackie was showing off before
fiancee

his

Dean

—

little

Moran.

his

—

recently adopted
at
the time the accident happened.
He now feels that he knows

what it means to have your
wrecked by a woman.

quite

indefinite

seems

life

ture

secured

plans,

and

material,

—

or the other threatening to sue. or not to
sue

May Mersch and Tom Forman.
Anita Stewart and Rudolph Cameron.
Florence A'idor and King Vidor.
Margaret Landis and Bert Bracken.

it

flutter

out

of

She says she merely

as a speculation.

The tempest occasioned by

the arrival

Rodolph Valentino is quite over.
He and his wife are ensconced in their
home in Hollywood, resting and entertainof

.

ing their intimate friends. Rudy looks quite
as prosperous as when he went away, and
It doesn't seem to occatwice as natural.
sion him any great worry that some of his
advisers are telling him he is losing out
sculptor.
with the fans on account of his long absence, because he has probably put enough
money aside to enjoy a long vacation. It was his misfortune to vanish from the films in the rather doubtful
glare of "The Young Rajah's" glory, but a lot of us
are for Rudy yet, despite his argumentative disposition/

Evelyn Brent

has been
having a portrait bust
modeled after her, by
Milba Lloyd, a young

The suit involving James Kirkwood has for some
mysterious ^reason been withdrawn, and our very best
wishes go to the dissenting parties that they may be able
and make up.

This goes for

a
a

have decided to let
"The White Moth." which
she bought in the East as pic-

The Courting Season.
Divorce rings promise to be quite
an fait again this season. They have
been out for quite a while, but just lately
there has been a flurry of "courting." and
proposed "courting."
At this writing, the following have actually sued
Carmel Myers second plaint against
Erik Kornblum, song writer.
Herbert Somborn vs. Gloria Swanson.
Those who are living separated, with one

to kiss

at

with

to

her hands.

—

concert

gorgeous beaded hat tha:
looked like a Russian salad.
Madame is luxuriating in

Priscilla

whom

mother

Chaliapin

all.

Engagements That We Like.
Bowers
as Willard Holmes in "The Winning of
John
Barbara Worth." Florence Vidor in same.

Hide and Seek.
Three very mysterious individuals sneaked into a
darkened theater recently where Margaret Anglin was
playing, and hid hi the back row of seats.
There were
two men, one short and slender, the other with long
hair reaching his shoulders, and a little girl with a hat
pulled over her eyes.
The first act of the play was ended the lights went
on. and then a hysterical cry went up from the back

—
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Hollywood High Lights

There's Mary Pickof the house: "Oh, look, look!
ford, Douglas Fairbanks, and Charlie Chaplin."
And
thereafter the three very mysterious individuals were
molested by the staring of people until the lights went
out, and they had a chance to sneak out of the theater
before some devoted, excited person attacked them for
a lock of Mary's tresses, a button off Doug's coat or
Chaplin's belt buckle.
Connie Talmadge now settles any annoying stares
from the audience when she enters a theater by sitting

box with her back turned until the lights go out.
This makes everybody mad, but you can hardly blame
the poor girl. Being a target is not always pleasant.
in a

Titles Deserving of the

Nobel

Prize.

In "Enemies of Women :" Alma Rubens, as a Russian countess, pleads with
Lionel Barrymore, as a dissolute Russian prince: "Let us love like little
children.
It may be ridiculous, but,
oh, it is' so sweet."
In "Singed Wings," the Penrhyn
Stanlaws classic
Bebe Daniels begs
freedom from a society cad who attempts to hold her in a cafe against
her wishes. This is her plea: "It is
two a. m. I must go home. The fire
will be out, and grandfather will want
his soup."
:

Incidentally we should mention that Doug put on
several pounds of extra weight for this picture, because in some of the scenes he expects not to wear
much more than his fascinating grin.

A

Mule Complicates Matters.
Tully Marshall has run into several complications
since he has been playing in four or five pictures at a
time.
The worst, though, was in "The Brass Bottle,"
which Maurice ToUrneur recently

Owing

finished.

the trouble the assistant director had in
getting the players together, he was in the habit of
calling Ernest Torrence or Marshall, and saying, "Well,
now. I'd like to have you come over to the studio if
I can get the other man."
In the course of the production Marto

supposed to be transformed
mule by the "Arabian Nights"
jinni,
who is played by Torrence.
The mnle was temperamental, and several retakes were needed, but following the general custom, he was also
busy in another picture.
shall

is

into a

|

J

One night the assistant director got
ALarshall on the phone and asked him
if
he could come right over to the
"We'll have those retakes
studio.
right

me

away

if

you

But

will.

first

let.

get the other mule."

The

best title of the picture was
the close, a poetic passage beginning, "The crows are in the castle
tower," which, considering the character of the story, was probably a subtle
way of saying, "The bats are in the
belfry."

at

You Tell 'Em, Hal!
Edna Murphy is playing in an episodic serial at the Roach studios under the very intriguing title of "What
Should a Girl

The

Do ?"

Little Girl

Charlie Chaplin's adventures of the
heart all seem to have a foreign locale
lately.

—

Oh, well tut, tut. He's only taken
Sigrid Holmquist to one party so far

we know.
Between the Swedish Mary Pickford and the Queen of Tragedy who
would be vour choice?

as

Good

Pictures to Sleep Through.

With Honor."
"Enemies of Women." (In
"Trifling

Grows Up.

-

spots.)

"The Ne'er-do-well." (Ditto.)
"You Can't Fool Your Wife."

There is a youngster by the name
of Lucille Ricksen who used to play
"Thelma."
in Edgar comedies, and who has almost grown up overnight.
Gibson Gowland, who is playing the
She has
been assigned the leading feminine
role of McTeague in "Greed," doesn't
role opposite Conrad Nagel in Marshall
like knife throwers.
Neilan's Russian story, "The RendezIn the course of the picture he was
It will be very interesting to
vous."
required to stand up in front of one,
see what Neilan does with the talents
who was supposed to be an expert, but
of this mere child, especially when you
Gowland demanded a try-out beforeconsider what surprisingly good work
hand with a target.
Ernest Torrence is going to look
Eleanor Boardman achieved under his
The knife thrower, who was "feelweird when he appears as the
direction in "The Stranger's Banquet."
ing out of sorts that day," missed this
jinni in ''The Brass Bottle.'"
There's no question about it, Neilan
several times, and now Gowland natis a genius at developing the art of the artless
urally wants a double or a new knife thrower.

,

Instead of tearing down his old sets Douglas Fairis building them higher and higher.
He has left
the castle walls of "Robin Hood" standing, and in an
ingenious way is constructing the whole legendary town
of Bagdad on top of this monument.
It's going to be
a ravishing bit of studio architecture, too, this "Arabian
Nights" city a veritable riot of palaces and temples and

banks

—

pazaz-es.

We'll wager, though, that the relics of Doug's combining of the feudal with the early Oriental period will
give some antiquary a lot of trouble when he digs them
up a thousand years from now.

"The Covered Wagon" Approved.
"The Covered Wagon" gives promise of being

the

Hollywood.
The figures, we are told, show a total of about one
thousand dollars greater per week than for "Robin
Hood" which enjoyed an amazing run of over twenty
Predictions are that "The Covered Wagon"
weeks.
may do all of five or six months.
At this rate, the house in which the film is being
exhibited, Grauman's Egyptian, which is located right
1_
in the center of t ie picture colony, will not have a

most popular production of the year right

Continued o« page 90
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Photo by Bird

From

just outside the Universal City gates, one gets a tantalizing glimpse of the sets within.

Around the World

at Universal City

who have

never seen Bunker Hill monument and Chicagoans who
Starved Rock only by reputation, hardly an actor at
Universal City has ever seen all its sights. So Art Acord and this writer did.

Like Bostonians

know

the sand dunes and

By Helen Klumph

WE

were out on the Prater, that Viennese street
is the promenade, the Coney Island and

that
a

little

of the

Broadway

of the Austrian city

where much of the action of "Merry Go Round" is
laid.
Only this one glowing block in all Universal City
was gay with lights, and a heavy fog was creeping up
to battle with them and enshroud the surrounding buildings in mystery.

"That's the Western mining camp up there somewhere," an actor indicated vaguely in answer to a question from me.
"Guess that Monte Carlo's over that way," some one
"I dunno."
else in the group added.
Perhaps it is a matter of pride with the actors at
Universal City that they never have seen the sights of
the lot.
Perhaps they are like the Xew Yorkers who

—
Around
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the

World

at

Universal City
playing handball
it tickled my sense
of irony that an ungrammatical assistant director could walk rough-shod
through a ball room of stately beauties saying, "Here youse, don't you
know how to act at a swell affair?"
So I told my troubles to Art Acord.
He is the sort of person one imposes
on.
I wanted to see Universal City
all of Universal City
every last one
of the five hundred and fifty acres,
and he assured me that it should be
"Come out early next Friday
done.
morning," he suggested, "and wear a
riding habit.
I'll
get you a good
horse."
But I was not to be put off. "Let's
go now," I urged. So he agreed in
his easy-going, companionable way.
started out in his car, a luxurious
affair, but without the sleek luxury of
Priscilla Dean's or the leather-strap
;

—

We

Photo by Bird

From
hills

the Western village up
the

"Tom Mix"

that proclaim that man's propworld.
the
erty
to

main part of Universal City
looks like a factory.

boast that they have never been
or the
to Greenwich Village
Greenwich Villagers who have
I
never seen Grant's tomb
don't know.
In any case, most
of the actors there don't know
anything about the amazing
sights compressed within the
five hundred and fifty acres of

—

h bcsoirn:

i
mm.m navigation cobimny.

Through

was

just a rube

we

sped, heading for
the corral. Quite nat-

Acord
Art
would start a trip
around the world by
showing you dogs and
horses and plains.
urally,

,i

,'EWOOL
!i«MP1<¥l

|

BREMEN
HAMBURG

CWSbOlBW ROTTERDAM
HAVRE AMVtERBAM

"A

from

hams

couple

of

us

were cowdrawled
he
boys,"
casually in answer to

New

York, and it fascinated
me to wander from the wilds of
Siam into the balconaded formalism of a Spanish street. I
never could quite get used to
seeing Emperor Franz Josef
catching a ride on the back of
a bus or one of the apostles

streets

one-story
stucco cottages

white

Universal City.
I

the

with

lined

;

But

labeled

trimmings
the

in

my

really

exclamations

of
the way
he handled the horses.
favorite
Prince,
his
horse, expertly loosened a knot in a rope
for my benefit, and
delight

The steamship dock at the foot of the
main street is one of the most-frequently used sets in all Universal City.

ove,r

then eager to show off
his favorite trick unfastened the latch on his stable door and walked out

to join us.

"That's a bum trick to teach a horse," Art Acord
remarked, patting the horse's head. "Yuh never can
keep him at home."

So the beautiful horse who trails around after Art
Acord like a pet dog, and the pet collie, Rex, who
treats him like a brother, joined our little band of
around behind us enthusiastically.
"There's the best actor on the lot," Art Acord remarked a few minutes later when we rode past one
of the administration buildings where the offices are.
I craned my neck to see who was thus honored.
"Casting director," the camera man with me ex-

tourists, trotting

plained.

"He's

somebody that he'll sure have a part
for them next week, and making
filming of
'em believe it." Art Acord went

telling

During the

"And

night scenes for "Merry

on.

Go Round,"

Universal

there's

City's Vienna

was gay

with lightsand thronged
with picturesque people.

that

telling

how

director

over

his last pic-

ture knocked 'em cold, and the
are telling each other how
many offers they've had from

girls

Around

the

World

at

Universal
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City

other companies, and that stiff who
used to drive a baker's wagon is callin'
the royal families by their first names.
lot of good acting going to waste
out here."
Art Acord is the least self-important actor I ever met, and perhaps that
was why he made such an ideal guide
through the realms of his fellow actors.
As we paused to climb around
the weedy remains of Yon Stroheim's
exquisite Monte Carlo, or threaded our
way through the African jungle, he

A

would pay tribute in his laconic way
to the actors who had worked there.

He

painstakingly pointed out the great

marble arches and the romantic palace
walls that dotted the lot here and there,
though it was obvious that he was anxious to get back in the car and go on
to the less-civilized parts of Universal
City.

Next

where

the

horses

tricks,

and

their

Western

the

to

street

corral

main part of the lot is given over to massive
Hunchback of Notre Dame."

rehearse
the little

that

he loves the open counbest
the
country
back toward the hills
it,

—

where the action demanded that some one open a
rush out, the actor frequently found such a crowd
gaping bystanders just outside the door that he
couldn't get through. And the last straw came when
lion who was supposed to be rearing, tearing wild
became so enamored of being petted by the visSo,
itors that he acted like a frolicsome puppy.
that is, except fathere are no more visitors
vored mortals like newspaper and magazine

j

J

where there are woods
and streams and quiet.
Much of the open
space down in the main

—

part of the studio lot is
given over now to the sets
for "The Hunchback of

Notre Dame," which

is

writers.

But as I remarked before, the actors themselves haven't bothered to look around and make
In fact,
the grand tour of the Universal lot.

to

ingenue under contract there these mamconfided to me that all she knew about
Universal City she read in a fan magazine
You can find anything you want at Universal
City a coal mine, a trick horse, or perhaps just
waffles and tea. You can ignore the claims of geography and -step blithely from Greenland's icy mounYou can zigzag
tains to Afric's sunny strand.
through history with equal ease. Chinese gambling

be one of the most massive productions ever attempted. These are magnificently built

and

so

one

moths

awe-

—

inspiring that they almost
rob one of the feeling that
this is all just a circus.
But here and there all
over the lot are the

hastily

constructed

scenes for

"Around the

World

in

other

Continued on page 92

Eighty

Days''

and

serials.
me - downs

Hand

-

they

often

are,

disguised
Art Acord and his horse and dog, who
old sets that were
follow him wherever they can, made
built originally for
ideal guides for the tour through Unifeature pictures.
versal City.
The managers of
Universal City aren't blind to the fascination of all
these things.
They realize that the public would like
to see them, but that can't be.
About seven years
ago when Universal City was new, visitors used to
be allowed.
For twenty-five cents you could go in
and see that they really had a hospital and a post
office of their own, ask the actors if the make-up hurt
slightly

their faces and if they didn't have a lot of interesting experiences traveling around and making pictures.

But the crowds got

to be so
great that they broke through
the ropes that were stretched
to keep them out of the way.

in

"The

seems

home because he has
made so many scenes in
like

try

sets for

The African

jungles

only

from Unimain street

a

step

versal Cify' s

are

—

The Greek God from Mexico
Ramon Novarro

has the

nice,

shiny black hair

vogue for screen heroes, but he has

THIS

Disillusion," but it takes up
too much space to have good
box-office value. And besides
1 don't think much of it myself.

But

just

—

the same, after
Ranot into

—

if

mon Novarro's

eyes,

I

By

in

that.

Constance Palmer

Littlefield

Novarro

easier.

have

and

Valentino

is

is

shall never meet on
any ground other than that of

black, shiny hair.

To

be more clear, Valentino
mature, and his appeal is
that of a mature man of the
world who has tasted of life to
Novarro. on the
its
dregs.
other hand, is not only young
is

suspicion of the world's whims
to dim the expression of youth
But when the boy
incarnate.

— but

has loved the stage from his
childhood, and has
earliest
chosen it and fought for it
against the tenets of his family and his class, that boy's
eyes should, by all the rules
of logic, have some degree of
natural and unhidable cynic-

Youth

is

cannot

I

acter.

is

The

combination

—

fostering the best of his emoThe jealousy of a
scorned woman pales before
the actor's jealousy of his
place in the spotlight. An actor's value to his managers
and hence his value to him-

tions.

—

—

me

in money
is gauged by
number and fervor of the
mash notes he receives. And
the
mash notes themselves

—

alone.

it came to the point
of choosing between my family and the profession I loved
and was determined to make
good in. I told them that if
any of us must starve, I should
be the first but that I must
I absolutely must go on.
I
simply would not quit.
"I left them and went to

,

would turn any man's head.
Hence, the ego which is the
primary reason for actors
grows on such a diet some-

—

—

times to unbelievable proportions.

are

—

New York

windows of the soul.
Watch the passers-by and you
the

with the Marion
dancers.
Miss Morgan had given me every encouragement, but still dancing
itself is a profession, and she
could not pay me while I was
learning."
"How did you manage?" I
asked.
"I worked in a restaurant
at night and rehearsed in the
day.
I knew if I stuck to it
long enough, I could get back
to the Coast with the troupe.
!"
It was not nice
>

Morgan

can read in their eyes the soul
behind.
Cold, loving, suffering, stupid
they can be read
as clearly as the printed page.
The eyes of Novarro are as

—

and wide and brown and

deep as a forest stream. Their
very intelligence denies their
disillusion.
The white fire of
the true
Tatin artist soul
shines through them.
They

seem to cry gratitude to the
world that it can hold so much

Mex-

"Finally

the

eyes

in

of poor but, I trust, honThey must have
est parents.
been extremely honest, for
they had no sympathy for their
son when he built a tiny theater and insisted on spending
all his spare time in it.
"My mother, she did not understand but she let me alone.
But my father
he
could
neither understand nor leave
ico,

itself is

the

is

gratifying.

Novarro was born

Bromidically,

feel

yet underneath,
the steel of intelligent determination which belongs not to years but to char-

one
which brings out the worst of
man's or a woman's
a
weaknesses even while it is

self

I

itself.

emphasize that too

And

strongly.

that youth

ism.

The profession

Novarro

Valentino.

The twain

found myself amazed that eyes
in this day and age could remain so clear. In the life of
even the average twenty-threevear-old boy there is much that
would cause calculation and

clear

much

than

beauty and to life that it can
be so lovely.
It has been said that Novarro was chosen by Rex Ingram to succeed Valentino.
This is unfortunate, for had
Valentino never left his native
shores, Novarro's road would
have been just that much

story was almost
"Portrait of a
Young Man Ripe for

called

looking at

so

much more

Photo by Ira L.

Hill
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Then with his quick, flashing smile,
he continued. "W hen we all went back
to

New York

this winter, after

mak-

ing 'Where the Pavement Ends,' every
one said. 'And are you enjoying your
first visit to

Xew

York?'

was indeed my first
z'isit!
That other was well, what
did your Mr. Sherman say about
war?"
I wish I could reproduce for you
his careful English and his soft, rolling accent, but there do not seem to
be enough double consonants and

"Ha

!

This

—

vowels in our harsher language adequately to portray it.
"I do not believe in luck," he said
suddenly. "When an actor wails, 'Oh,
my luck, it has been so bad I reply
to him in my mind. 'Ah. no. it is not
your luck it is you. You have either
not worked hard enough or your time
has not yet come."
!'

—

"When, in those earlv years. I was
trying to get on the stage, the refusals
of managers did not bother my soul
so much as they annoyed my appetite.
I was always too tall or too short or
too young or too old for them. I said
to myself. 'The time has not yet come
for you, my boy.'
"I knew, as truly as I knew the sun
shone, that when the time came I
would succeed. When I went to see
Mr. Ingram. I prayed that he would
take me.
I prepared myself for disappointment beforehand by saying
over and over, 'If he does not take
me. it is because it is not right that
he should. It is because the time has
not vet come.'

Photo ty Ira L.

Hill

Ramon Norarro

is

very young, yet underneath that youth

steel

"He is a hard master,
over and over, but when
we know he is right."
Novarro .seems

is

the

of intelligent determination.
is

we

Mr. Ingram.

He makes

us do things

see the scenes in the projection

room

But one forgets
met him recently,
he wore a costume of eighteenth cenutry France, for Ingram is
on the screen than

taller

his shortness of stature

when he

speaks.

off.

When

I

now

filming "Scaramouche."'
streets of Paris, narrow and winding, were there before
our eyes.
Every detail of the little shops and old buildings is
The Palais de Justice and its splendid equestrian statue,
perfect.
about which will surge some of the play's most turbulent action,
stand quiet in the afternoon sun, waiting for their time to come.
little way off stands a magnificent castle, in front of which
the company was working yesterday.
Alice Terry in her white
wig and billowing skirts of heavy silk looked like a fragrant flower
which would wither at the touch of human hands. You see. or.e
can quickly become maudlin in such an
A glimpse of Ramon Novarro
atmosphere! Any one who has visited

The

A

and

Alice

Terrv in

"Where

the Pavement Ends."

a studio can bear

me

out in this.

Continued on page 99

You Never
From

a baby's face

were

in

their

what he

infancy

they

will

grow

gave

no

your young- hopeful, aged three, looks just
Mary Pickford, don't rush out and
send any motion-picture producer an option on her services when she grows up, because
you never can tell how she may change. Look

IF

like

demure young people, for instance, and
what they have done.
The smiling,
chubby young thing at the left looks destined

at these

consider

be a jolly comedienne.
A casting director
meeting her at this tender age would probably
never have thought of her as a fragile, wistful,
And yet that is what Colleen
abused heroine.
Moore became just ten years after this baby picThe scrambling youngster in
ture was taken.
the cradle in the center is Marshall Neilan, who
even then showed enterprise of a sort. But who
would think that the blond, angelic countenance
below belonged to Frank Mayo, he of the strongfisted, heroic film gentry?
At his left, demurely
resting her head on an elder sister's shoulder is
Claire Windsor looking as serious as though she
to

to grow up to be a missionary.
In
the right-hand corner is an alert young woman,
but a rather serious one
Constance Talmadge.

were destined

Now who

—

would have- expected that of her?
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Can
up

to be.

Tell

When

these motion -picture stars

hint of the careers

A

that

would claim them.

BEAUTIFUL

figure is an asset to a screen
girl shouldn't be self-conscious
Early in life,
about displaying her charms.
in fact, at seventeen months of age. the young woman
at the right heeded this admonition. Yet she grew up
to be no posturing Mae Murray but a keen and senPatsy Ruth Miller.
sitive young dramatic ingenue
Just below her and to the left is a benign young man
with a sense of the dramatic. From his kindly face
and placid pose one would hardly expect him to be
the youthful Hobart Bosworth who grew up with such
a taste for brutish roles. At his left is a serious young
woman, who looks nice rather than exciting. And yet
that humble little person grew up to be Betty Compson,
wondrously fascinating and beautiful. At the age of
five Ruth Roland, in the center, worried not about
thrilling escapes from serial villains, for she was a
vaudeville headliner. the highest-paid child soubrette.
At that tender age she toddled out on the stage and
sang in a clear, strong voice "What Could a Poor Girl
Do ?" And she never supposed that she would abandon
And the magisterial young
her career as a singer.
woman in the right-hand corner flung her comfortable
stolidity to the winds after her baby years, for she is
our vibrant emotional star Xorma Talmadge.
player,

and a

—

—

—

Midsummer
By Louise

THAT

girl's clothes simply scream," pronounced
the dowager.
"Just look at her!
Her earrings yelp, and as for her shoes
well, they
make a noise like a saxophone when one has feet as
big as hers are.
is she?"

—

Who

turned and looked, and my heart sank. For "she"
was one of my best friends in the motion-picture
I

world, a girl who is known among fans because she
dresses so beautiful!)'
on the screen.
Off it she usually is well gowned, because the woman
who designs gowns for her company sees to that. But
on this occasion the star was on' vacation, you see.

—

and was wearing clothes that she herself had selected.
Her imagination had simply run riot. And she really
was a scream— nothing but" the thought of loud, harsh
noise will convey to you the impression that pretty
girl managed to make.
Take a leaf from her book, please, and paste it in
the crown of your very best midsummer hat.
To begin with, this is a colorful summer. It began
with the shoes.
Early last spring they were red
now, in addition, they are purple, green." blue, in fact,
hardly a color that doesn't appear on somebody's feet.
But how many people do you know who have pretty
feet? And if their feet aren't prettv. why call attenthere's

tion to them ?
Be careful in choosing your shoes, if you feel that
you must wear colored ones. Red attracts the spectator's attention more quickly than any other color
does, you know; if you wear red shoes, "you're simplv

demanding

that people look at them.
So, unless you
feet, choose one of the quieter colors.
And it's better not to select hosiery that matches the
shoes
the fashionable shades for" summer are flesh

have pretty
_

and cinnamon, and the

latter

is especially becoming.
or tete de negre are very
flattering, and are pretty with the colored shoes.
Jus't
give one long, lingering thought to the size of vour
feet and another to the size and shape of your ankles,

Hose of gun-metal gray

before you invest in any rainbow footgear and hosierv.
The star whom I mentioned a moment ago has feet
that need to have the attention directed away from
them.
Yet there she was, marching gavly along in
bright-green shoes!
Her feet are long and thin, and
they looked like exclamation points at the end of a
florid sentence.

The next

thing that held my attention was the Deaushe wore.
Now, the Deauville handall very well, and taken singly may be a

ville scarfs that

kerchief is
great blessing.
than three
I

But

—

this

as

if

charming girl wore no less
were at a bargain sale of
scarfs.
One was bound around her hat. One was
tied around her neck.
One was tied around her waist.
She had cheapened the effect by overdoing it.
The only thing that will save the Deauville handkerchief this summer is novelty.
If you want to be
very smart in appearance, wear yours this way
Tie
the two upper corners around
Hedda Hopper is the type
your 'neck loosely, and the
that can wear long, flowing
lower two around your waist.
!

felt

I

:

gowns, because she is tall
and carries her height well.

The square handkerchief will
cover your back.
The effect

Photo by Ira L.

is

Hill

both pretty and original.
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Fashions
Williams

Or if you want
follow

hat.,

to ac

•e

deli<

ll

this

a new
fash-

Fold your hanc
Place
makes a triai w
it on your head, so that the point
comes down over one ear. and
the long side of it comes on the
Then
other side of your head.
ion.

that

it

bring that long side around,
the ends, and let
with the point.

You can

tie

them hang down

use a long scarf or

same way, really
making a turban of it. W ith a
white sports skirt and blouse the
muffler in this

effect

worn

of a colored handkerchief

way

in this

is

most becom-

ing and distinctive.
My badly dressed motion-pic-

had added the

ture star

last

and

worst touch to her appearance by
wearing earrings.
Now earrings
are a serious matter.
They are
as irrevocable as bobbed hair.

Wear

the

wrong

kind,

or

wear

any

kind at all. if
you're not the type, that
can wear them, and
you might almost as
well put a ring in your
nose, so far as making
yourself more attractive is concerned.
I admit that they're

on
and
watched Xita Xaldi and
Barbara _La Marr and
Mae Busch and ever so
many more of our loveliest stars put them on,
and I know whereof I
Nothing else
speak.
gives quite the same

fascinating.

the

side

I've sat

1 i

n

e*s

Only a girl with a beautiful throat line such as Aileen Pnngle's"
can afford to wear long earrings and a flat coiffure.

touch of distinction to
one's appearance that
earrings bestow on it.

But

—remember

You pay

this.

a double price

for earrings. You pay
whatever the}' cost, and
you also pay by adding
a few years to your ap-

pearance.
Think it
over carefully, and decide which means more
to you
a touch of
beauty, or the look of
youthfulness.
;

Mary

Pickf ord wears
in her next picture. "Rosita :" study
her in it, and see how
much of a change they

them

in her. Betty Blythe, Barbara La Marr. Xita Xaldi,
and the other actresses who are of the vampire type can
afford to look the least bit older than they would without
earrings, because nobody thinks anything about age in
So. if you're of their ty pe, wear
connection with them.
long, richly ieweled earrings if you want to they'll make
quite a difference in the way you look.
But don't forget the effect' of certain colors. Be sure
that your earrings are not only the right shape and length,
but also the right color. Perhaps your complexion is prettier if there aren't any colors too
near it; in that case, wear earextremewant
to
be
you
If

make

;

ly

modish, you can adopt a

Imitted sports suit like this

one of Jean Haskeli's.
Photo bj Kopec

rings

that

are

all

metal.

The

lovely, soft gold or silver tassels
are attractive, and so are the imitations of old coins.
Continued on page 88
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The Screen
Criticism and

comment

By Agnes

And so their approval of a picgoods.
ture means something.
The prisoners found "Within the Law"
an engrossing melodrama, skillfully told
and splendidly acted.
The police-court
scenes and the underworld scenes were so
natural that they won the indorsement of
experts. How the men did enjoy the parts
of the story that showed the crpoks outwitting the cops
And they seemed so
grateful because Frank Lloyd, the director, had omitted sloppy and sentimental
scenes. Bayard Veiller ought to send Miss
Talmadge a handsome bunch of pink roses
for giving his play such a good screen pro!

duction.
herself plays the role of Mary
ease, assurance, and something of the sympathy that Jane Cowl
brought to the part when she appeared in

Norma

Turner with

on the stage. Norma is no longer an
ingenue, and her acting is gaining in digThe acting of the
nity and discretion.
others in the cast is so good that it is hard
to realize that "Within the Law" is a star's
picture.
Eileen Percy, for instance, makes
the hit of her life as Aggie Lynch. I always have considered Miss Percy as just
another one of those blond actresses, but
in "Within the Law" she shines forth as
it

"Within the

Law"

is

an excellent comedienne. Lew Cody, too,
runs away with a lot of glory, but I can't
hand any laurel wreaths to Jack Mulhall.
Mr. Cody went to Sing Sing with the picture, and the amateur bad man made a

another big success for Norma Talmadge.

WHEN

a critic really loves her work, no hardis too great for her to suffer in the interests of art.
This business of being- a movie
reviewer is a dangerous profession at best, what with
being obliged to fight one's way through Sunday matinee
crowds to get to see pictures and what with being forced
to ride up and down speeding elevators to reach projecThe ordinary dangers of the business are
tion rooms.
bad enough, but when it comes to riding up to Sing
Sing Prison to look at pictures I think the critic has
a right to complain.
"Within the Law," Norma Talmadge's newest picture, had its premiere at the Little Gray Home on the

ship

Hudson before an audience of twelve hundred men who

speech to his brother professionals.
After seeing "Within the Law" before a prison audience,

And

I don't hesitate to recommend it to all crooks.
so the picture ought to make a lot of money.

D. W.'s Latest.
Another great wrong has been righted. Mae Marsh
has returned to the screen under the direction of D. W.
Griffith and steps back again to her place of glory.
The name of the picture is "The White Rose," but it
will be more generally known as Mae Marsh's Great
Comeback.
When Miss Marsh first appears on the screen the
suspense is terrible. For a long time, she indulges in

were, literally, within the law. This conscientious critic
followed the film up the river, all primed to get the
audience's reactions to the crook melodrama.
In the
interests of exact reporting, I am glad to be able to
say that, while the picture was being shown, the iron
bars on the windows and the guards at the gate were
unnecessary.
Not a man would have tried to escape.
They wouldn't have walked out on the picture if they

Then she
a riot of overacting as a kittenish orphan.
branches out as a hop-skip-and-jump, back-kicking cutie.
For a time I thought that all was lost but a memory
But then she throws aside
of the old Mae Marsh.
all her tricks and plunges into some scenes that are

could.

loss.

Sing Sing Prison has the most sophisticated audience
world. The prisoners see movies every night, if
they want to, and they are good film critics. They don't
like bunk or cheap sentiment
they want the straight
in the

;

so vivid,

and so truly touching that they
high spots of screen acting.

so beautiful

will stand out as

Except for Mae Marsh "The White Rose" is a total
The story, said to have been told to Mr. Griffith
by old Colonel Somebody of Louisiana, looks as though
it had been adapted from the old illustrated song, "The
Fatal Wedding." It has such a heavy coating of Southern atmosphere and molasses that on the first night
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on current releases.

Smith

the audience sat around and waited for the Civil
War to be declared. Many of the scenes might
have been flights of burlesque engineered by Mack
Sennett.
But I can forgive D. W. Griffith anything
even his subtitles— for bringing back Mae Marsh.
I can forgive him his weak corned} scenes, his
romping ingenues, his lapses into allegory, so long
as he keeps on making pictures with Mae Marsh.
What's the story about? Well, it is all about
an Erring Young Minister, a Betrayed Girl and
an Unwanted Child. It is the sort of story that
has been kidded to death on the stage and screen
and yet the magic of Miss Marsh can make it
seem unbelievably pathetic. Ivor Xovello does the
best he can as the Erring Minister, but Mr. Xovello works under a terrible handicap. In the first
He
place, he was heralded as another Valentino.
In the second place,
isn't.
an extraordinarily goodlooking leading man hasn't
a chance when he runs up
against
tremendous
the
sincerity of Miss Marsh.

an
as
young Southern girl, bounces around
quite a bit. but you forget
when Miss
about her
Marsh goes in for bringCarol

Dempster,

aristocratic

Charlie

"The

.

ing tears to the eyes of
hardened ushers.
In the program at the
Lyric Theater in Xew

which. I take
Riley verse.

York where "The White

from Max
which contains
tence,

a-

letter

the

sen-

of

the English language is
too limited to express fully
the depths of my impressions."
Obviously, with
his sketchy knowledge of
English, Max wrote the
subtitles of "The White

know

the
haven't
read anything by Riley
since I grew old enough
to select my own reading.
However, there are bits
of po'try on the screen

Riley.

I

don't

poem because

I

were snatched

from the

last

is likely, therefore, either to appeal to you
deeply or to prove a keen disappointment, acSeveral percording to \-our temperament.
sons of my acquaintance cared little for it yet
another writer gives it the very highest posMany
sible praise, elsewhere in this issue.
of the effects at quaintness seemed to me
it

:

Rose."

Another Prodigal Son.
Ray reforms
Charles
and returns to the old
homestead in "The Girl I
Loved." adapted from the
poem by James Whitcomb

Loved."

"The Girl I Loved*' is to be
appearance in hick dialect and so
you had better see the picture. It is an oldfashioned love story, prettily told in parts, but
In
filled with too much self-consciousness.
Ray's former
closely resembles
setting it
dramas of rural life, but it is an attempt to
sound a much deeper, more poignant note, and
Rav's

Reinhardt

"My command

it,

Girl I

I believe that

Rose" was presented. Mr.
Griffith publishes

the country youth again in

Rav becomes

But

rather forced.
'

it

is

interesting to

com-

pare this with Ray's earlier rural pictures because it is a story chosen by him and played
There are parts of
as he wanted to play it.
the picture that are genuinely amusing, but
of containing a great
it makes no pretense
deal of comedy, and it has scarcely a teaBut Ray has a pleasant
spoon ful of plot.
way of appealing to your sympathy, and Patsy
Miller, who plays
opposite him. has a cure

Ruth
"The White Rose"
is

a

triumph

Mae Marsh.

for

little

And

5

side.

1

way with her.
he has vouth on her

The
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Worse Than Hollywood.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson have gone and done
They have taken their trusty camera to the
it again.
wilds and brought home another film zoo. While other
picture makers are trying to save themselves from vengeful leading women and savage leading men, the Martin
Johnsons throw themselves on the mercies of the wild
beasts of the jungle.
It must be more exciting and
almost as dangerous as producing films in Hollywood.
I think a rhinocPersonally, I love animal pictures.
eros in a rage is a more awe-inspiring sight than a
close-up of Lon Chaney. Sitting more or less safely in
I am
a theater, I enjoy the thrills of the savage life.
glad that Mrs. Martin Johnson is such a good rifle
I
shot;
Mr. Johnson must be even more grateful.
enjoy the close-ups of the timid woofa bird snatched
in its native lair, and I like to see elephants lose their
temper and go on a rampage.
Sitting through these
animal pictures gives you all the fun of going to a
zoo without the expense of buying peanuts.

What Have

We

Review
Pieces of Thackeray.

When

a director makes up his

tains so

right

many

for the novel.
It is respectfully recomstudents of stagecraft and to those movie
fans who like their pictures ornamental rather than exciting.
Mr. Rallin has excellent taste and fine feeling
Rut he doesn't seem to be much
for costume plays.
Some one ought
interested in telling a dramatic story.
to force Mr. Rallin to make Western melodramas for
one solid year just to let him get a taste of raw,
to

crude action.
but

never really explains

man

can't

fool

his

The whole

one
of
dressed mix-ups

just

a charming Becky Sharpc,
Becky Sharpe wasn't a
charming woman. Miss Rallin has a gift
for impish humor, but she couldn't
make Becky shrewd, sly or coldblooded.
Years ago, Mrs. Fiske«
played the role for the old Edison
Company.
The picture was a
pretty sad affair, and it proved
that Mrs. Fiske is no screen
actress.
Nevertheless I still
cling to a few memories of a
perfect Becky Sharpe. Your
old
friend
George Walsh,
champion of the runningbroad grin, plays Rawdon
Craivley.
Can you imagine
George in a Thackeray story
and a pair of tight trousers?
Hobart Rosworth contributes
the cleverest bit of character
drawing in the picture while

Mabel Rallin
Here?

the .nearest theater.
But
the story is disappointing be-

wife.

interesting characters.
Hugo Ballin went
tried to put Thackeray's story on cellu-

illustrations

mended

at

it

picture is
those
well-

that keeps
the women in the cast awfully busy jumping from one

dress into another.
Except
for the clothes and the scenery
the picture is uneventful. None
of the stars are called upon to

is

unfortunately

Eleanor Boardman

is

Amelia

Scdlex, the original mid-Victo-

do anything so commonplace as
acting, although Leatrice Joy and
Mr. Stone put up a gallant struggle.
As for Nita Naldi, she doesn't have to
act.
Although she plays a vampire role,
she is such a discreet siren that you can take

rian

dim

wit.

Raising Hall Caine.

Next

_

the children.
The children are apt to
asleep, anyway.

some-

without taking into consideration that you can t
put an elephant into a dog kennel.
The picture, therefore, is an admirable set of .m'odern

!

a

film

loid

things
With a title like that and
such players as Lewis Stone, Nita
Naldi, and Leatrice Joy in the
cast, it is a strong-minded woman
who can pass up the picture
when it happens to be playing

whv

to

ahead and

Here is a picture called "You Can't
Fool Your Wife," and it wasn't directed
by Cecil R. De Mille.
Well, of all

cause

mind

thing like Thackeray's novel, "Vanity Fair," I suppose
In
that nothing can be done to talk him out of it.
fact, I dare say that directors will soon try to buy the
film rights to the New York telephone book.
It con-

fall

"The Ne'er-do-well" sucprincipally on
account of
Thomas
ceeds

spending a rainy afternoon
in a graveyard there is nothing so exciting and amusing as watching a movie
made in England. I realize that this is a
nasty crack at our Rritish cousins, but after
seeing "The Prodigal Son" I can't help
thinking that something ought to be done.
"The Prodigal Son" is not a downright
to

Meighan Goes to Panama.
Meighan's charm.
always hoping against hope that
Thomas Meighan's pictures will improve.
atrocity like "The Queen of Sin ;" it is a
"The Ne'er-do-well" sounded promising; the story is
carefully produced, carefully edited, and carefully acted
by Rex Reach and, as I remember it, it was a good
The English director was much too careful
picture.
story between the covers of a book.
of the whole production.
It has all the
ingredients of a good scenario. As a picture, it is only,
Now for a little constructive criticism which may
Meighan's unfailing charm that carries it through.
help the English industry in its future productions To
What's the matter with these star pictures, anyway?
begin with, the director should have quietly murdered
Sir Hall Caine is alFor one thing, I think that the producers trade too
Hall Caine, author of the story.
heavily on the star's personality. That one of Meighan's
ways writing stories about Icejand and the Isle of Man.
I

am

:

So
is a foregone conclusion.
bother to make it superlatively good ? For another
thing. I think that the dramatic interest of the stories
is sacrificed to give the star a fat part.
Meighan probably doesn't demand a fat part, but it is good business
to build the picture to suit him.
So the Meighan fans a million strong will go to
see "The Ne'er-do-well" and enjoy it.

pictures will be successful-

why

—

—

He

begins with the early life of the great-grandmother
of the hero in her little cottage in Iceland and then
As
traces down three generations of family history.
movie material, this sort of writing is as interesting
To hang the story toas an illustrated family album.
gether, he goes in for platitudes about love and worVlly
You
glory and the nobility of strong, simple souls.
have seen it all before, rnanv times.

The

Screen

When

an English director gets one of Sir Hall Caine's
he settles down for a long spell of prolonged
melancholy, hires a company of glum actors, and drinks
weak tea. If there is any chance of corned}* creeping
into the picture, he disbands the company until the
levity subsides.
Just to satisfy those who crave something slightly devilish, he takes a few street scenes in
stories,

Paris to make the picture lively but educational.
Still
"'The Prodigal Son" might be worse.
Derwent Hall

Caine

isn't in

it.

A

Busy

Plot.

Clara Kimball Young goes in for some heavy plotting
The story sets forth
in "Cordelia the Magnificent."
some happenings in New York society as reported by
Leroy Scott. The society people are rather stupid because they can't tell the difference between a butler
and a member of their own circle. However, perhaps
they were fooled by the fact that the butler was such
Miss Young plays the role of a
a nice fellow.
social sleuth which enables her to be a poor
working girl and wear some expensive

There is
at the same time.
nothing particularly distinctive about

Review

in
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Now

comes Sylvia Breamer as the Girl in Edwin
Carewe's production.
"The Girl of the Golden West" still stands up as a
hardy melodrama. Personally, I found it more thrilling and far more true to type as a Western story than
Mr. Carewe has given it
the polished Lasky version.
more dash, and he has put real dramatic punch in the
scene where the Girl plays cards for the life of the
And the man she loves is none other
she loves.
than J. Warren Kerrigan. '"The Covered Wagon" evidently has brought to Mr. Kerrigan the pick of all
Western roles. Russell Simpson is the Sheriff. Mr.
Simpson is another veteran actor in the wide open
Taking all in all, it's a good picture, and I
spaces.
think you'll enjoy it.

man

A New Baby
Is the

man

a strong

the

picture,

helps a

on

jump.

And

A

that

luck and hope that Sir Hall
Caine doesn't write any scenarios
for her.
In the

affairs about

woman:

It is

title,

nicest

pictures.

If

you

will recall

some of his other productions, you will remember
that Mr. Ince has a habit
of making his actors stand

meantime, Miss Compson
has been getting in training
for the English atmosphere
in Hollywood.
"The Rustle
of Silk," by Cosmo Hamilton,

in front of the cameras for
long close-ups, all the time
thinking intensely. But "The
Soul of the Beast" manages
to cover a great deal of ground
and introduce us to some f asci
nating atmosphere, back scenes
y
Iin a circus tent and in the Canadian
Moreover, it has a good
woods.
Wr =
cast.
Madge Bellamy is delightful as
I was one of the
the little circus girl.
unbelievers about Miss Bellamy's talents,
and now I am glad to see her coming along.
Cullen Landis has a rather dull part, but he

a rather pretty love story,

about a poor girl who falls
in love
with a distinguished
member of Parliament. It is a
matinee sort of picture go and
take a box of candy with you.
Many of the scenes, directed by Herbert Brenon, are charming and imagi

all

;

/

nativelv conceived.
Life

.'

elephants that ever
little
His real
aided a lady in distress.
name is Oscar, and he deserves
a big bag of peanuts for the
excellence of his work before
Thomas H. Ince's cameras.
"The Soul of the Beast"
is
a pleasant little picture
that has a circus background.
It has rather more action
than most of Mr. Ince's

the

lot.

A

man

with the soul, mentioned
is an elephant and one of

beast

in the

Romance for Miss Compson.
They tell me that Betty
Compson is going to England
to make pictures. I wish her

tells

in pursuit of a frail

The

not.

but at least the p'ot

the

the Beast'' a cave

one of those woof, woof

Is this picture

clothes

keeps

Star— Oscar.

hero of "The Soul of

on the Ocean Wave.

Hugo BaBin's "Vanitv
Fair"

admirably

illus-

"Masters of Men" is not as bad as you
trates Thackeray's faplays it well, while Noah Beery does some
might think from its title. It sounds like
mous novel.
But Oscar is the
great bits of villaining.
one of those banal he-men stories, but. as
real star of the show.
a matter of fact, it is Vitagraph's adaptation of one of
'

Morgan Robertson's

entertaining sea yarns.

The

story,

time of the Spanish- American War. relates
the adventures of a boy who is expelled from school
and goes into the great outdoors where men are men.
Cullen Landis gives credibility to the character of the
boy and punch to his adventures. Earle Williams and
Wanda Hawley. featmed with him, are really only in
the supporting cast.

Odds and Ends.

laid at the

Again the Golden

Giri.

Two scenes that are sure-fire thrillers have endowed
David Belasco's play with something that looks like
immortality. I have been seeing "The Girl of the Golden
West" in various forms for many years. First Blanche
Bates took a fling at playing the little prairie flower,
then Puccini set it to music and made it an Italian opera,
and then Geraldine Farrar played it on the screen.

Thomas H. Ince owns

a big studio that looks like
So when in doubt, he makes a
a Southern mansion.
"Scars of Jealousy" is just
picture about the South.
such a picture, filled with old aristocrats and new whisky.

Frank Keenan. Llo\"d Hughes, and Edward Bums do
some good acting, but the production is rather reminiscent of the days when Charlie Ray was a lad. "The
Critical

Garon

Age"

not as bad as

A
Lee.

is

simple but pleasing

in the leading role.
it

sounds

:

stuff,

"Trifling

in fact,

it

is

with Pauline

With Honor"

is

entertaining.

Hood. Jr.." starring Frankie
one of those affairs that was made to please the

picture called "Robin
is

kiddies.

makes

Which means
little

bovs

—and

that
srirls

it

is

—crv

the sort of thing- that
for Gloria

Swanson.

Photo by C. Smith Gardner

Douglas,

Jr.,

Film Star

have often referred
WRITERS
"The Three Musketeers"

to

the

hero of

and "Robin Hood"
as '"the one and only Douglas Fairbanks," but
now they will have to revise that tribute slightly. We
are soon to have on our screens Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
a miniature edition of his famous, smiling father.
He
has been put under contract to star in Paramount pictures, and is already at work.
His first starring vehicle
may be "Tom Sawyer," but more likely it will be a
story written especially for him.
His talents are the

Introducing the latest addition to the ranks. of
Paramount stars the son of Douglas Fairbanks

—

—

same that first endeared his father athletic prowess,
a winning smile, and an exuberant personality.
Doug, Jr., is thirteen years old and has spent much
of the last four or five years abroad, where he has been
going to school and undergoing strenuous athletic training.
"His best pal and severest critic" is his mother,
Mrs. James Evans, who
or not he

is

any one can

manager. Whether
remains to be seen, but
picture that he is a likable,

acts as his

logical star material
tell

typical fun-loving

from this
American boy.
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American Pictures Abroad
Tired of morbid, gruesome stories about people long dead, many
Europeans are turning with relief from their film productions to ours.

By

YOU

don't

buy

they are the

A.

Mircea Emperle

certain advertised products because
best,

but because

on every

bill-

board and in every magazine you pick up these
products are advertised,
are
and
because
they
prominently displayed in
every store. It is the same
thing with the appreciation
and success of American
pictures
stars

those

faults,

out their antiquity.

I

am

told

on the Continent. In
countries where in

spite of all existing handi-

American

and photographic
would, by the mere
absurdity of the actors'
old-fashioned clothes, cry
technical

by German theater
owners that every time
they- show an American
picture they have to use a

American

and

used by American manufacturers for purposes of dumping mediocre wares. You can even to-day come across
pictures shown in fashionable Berlin houses which, were
you even to overlook their

have been shown with per-

double amount of publicity
emphasizing
particularly

severent repetition and insistence the appreciation is
greatest.

that the picture is of recent vintage.
That the good Ameri-

In
a
cinematographic
sense, the world is divided
into a half which is Anglo-

can

caps

pictures

picture is not only
gladly
received
on the
Continent, but that it gradually becomes an indis-

Saxon and another which
not.
The psychologies
of these two worlds start

pensable
factor
in
the
mental and emotional life

is

at

extreme

poles,

of most Europeans, I had
an opportunity to realize
on a recent trip that took
me through the countries
east
of
Germany.
In

run

alongside
widely
apart
from
each
other,
but
finally meet in the same
point.
This final fusion
of two so distinctly alien
points of view is the striking thing, for it offers
convincing.
undebatable
proof of the power of the
Anglo-Saxon way of looking at life, such as its most
effective interpreter, the

American motion

Prague,
Vienna, in
in
Budapest, newspapers and
shop
windows
carried
large announcements advertising articles of apparel a la Priscilla Dean.

Everything from a hat to
a fur coat was being particularly recommended as

picture,

portrays it.
It
proves
being the style Priscilla
that although the sentiDean prefers to wear.
mental and emotional life
The American star had
of the Spaniard or the
been recently and was still
Bulgarian superficially apbeing shown throughout
pears different from ours,
the middle European counthe deep-seated emotions
tries in a number of picwith which his life pultures
"Outside the Law."
sates are after all rooted
During a recent trip through Hungary, the writer found PriscilLi
"Reputation," "Conflict,"
in the same great human
Dean the best-known and most-loi'ed film player next to Charlie
'-Wild Honey," "The VirChaplin.
experiences that affect the
gin of Stamboul."
The
American. It proves that
truth of the matter is that
the American picture, be it good or less so. is concerned
Priscilla Dean, with the possible exception of Chaplin,
with those elemental values which make life underis
the best-loved, perhaps because the best-known.
standable to all men and women, irrespective of their
American actor in Europe. I have seen a letter writnationality; and what is most important of all
that it
ten by a well-known Berlin journalist who, judging from
translates life in terms acceptable to men a'nd women
the responsible position he holds may be safely assumed
of all classes of society*.
In short, it proves that the
to be in full control of his wits, in which he admits
American picture by the breadth of its conception has
he has looked at the "Virgin of Stamboul" full fortyuniversal appeal.
seven times and promises to look at it again
Rare
In the countries where American pictures are but
and extravagant as such an incident is. it still is indicalittle liked, for instance in Germany and Italv. it is not
tive of the European's present mentalitv.
so much the outlandishness of their psychological attiIt is because it presents exactlv those things in life
tude which is responsible for this dubious state of feelwhich the Continent is hungry for and because it preing, as the fact that these countries have been mainly
sents them exactlv in a way, novel though it be to them,

—

—

!

—

:
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American Pictures Abroad
times better than pathetic and insincere. This
kind of American bosh is brimful of a disarming playfulness which the German bosh
lacks entirely.
And even the thickest dose of
sentimentality is always humanized by a dash
of fragrant humor."
What the foreign critic finds most admirable
about the picture is the expressiveness of Miss
Pick ford's legs. "With them she says everything, to say which her colleagues would need
a whole arsenal of eyes, teeth, and castanets."
Frankness, naturalness, elegance, and simplicity of gesture are the qualities that affect
European audiences. This effect is easily ex-

The French, Italian, and Spaniard
admire the quietness and proverbial insensibil-

plainable.

ity of the Anglo-Saxon because it is so very
different from their own expressive quicksilver

nature. The Germans, Czechs, and other middle Europeans find our social life, as portrayed
in pictures, almost Utopian in contrast to their

own, while the

pallid refinement and cold-cream
beauty of our actors, together with the luxury
and democracy of the American surroundings
thrill Balkan people with yearnings for the
The Continent, psyunattainable.
chologically, offers a united block
dramatic treatment.
to American
Its peculiarities, where at variance
with those of America, of the Anglo-Saxon world, can best be traced
by a comparison between two promIn Berlin's

most fashionable theaters the best seat costs

^

only

the equivalent of fifteen cents.

~3£±

which is most pleasurable, that the American picture can carry away a most alien audience. Europe
sick and disgusted of pessimism, sick of unis
It is sick
happy endings, of wholesale murders.
of watching the virtues and passions of people who
lived hundreds and even thousands of years ago.
It is sick of looking at tragedies and questionable
instincts

of

human

beings

who

in

spite

inent and most characteristic actresses of the two respective worlds
-Mary Pickford and Asta Nielsen.
who recently won some appreciation

—
in

the NewT York
privileged to see
her impersonation of "Hamlet."
The last convincing truth about
a woman is her beauty.
Miss
Pickford is beautiful when she
smiles, Miss Nielsen when she
stares desperately ahead of her.
When Miss Pickford sobs, she
remains tearless, merely shaking her body
Miss Nielsen

of their

motley historical garbs remain always the same
remote, improbable, alien. It is sick and disgusted
of the Middle Ages, of tradition, of history.
It pulsates, feebly, unconsciously perhaps, but it pulsates
with a new wave that flows to it from across the

who were

;

again remains lifeless and cries
with a stony, stark face. Just as

ocean.

significant

This breath of the new life the European can best
and cheapest sense in the American pictures. Critics,
educators, the man in the street find it enjoyable and
preferable to the home product because it lives, because it is full of red blood, because it is full of problems and questions that are contemporary, because it
satisfies their conception of beauty and their need for
wealth and pathos, because by its compromise with fate
it becomes credible and thus probable.
Exactly the qualities that in America have brought
the American picture in bad repute engage the Eurothe superficiality and
pean's most vehement admiration
admitted insincerity in the interpretation of life, the
overemphasis on the display of wealth and luxury, the
silk and velvet, although a trifle bloodless, daintiness
This explains why Miss Pickford is the
of our stars.
idol of France and is quickly attaining to the same importance even in Germany, a country instinctivelv on
the defensive against American ideals.
In a review of
"Daddy Long Legs," one of Germany's best motion-

—

from

America

critics

—

when

the fact that

pool of light, of joy, of openness while you hardly imagine
anything more lifeless than a
;

group

live people when Miss
stands among them.
this because Miss Picki

if

Nielsen

And
ford's

body

face, like the

—

picture critics says
"The story is told in terms as trite and silly as is
the story itself.
But trite and silly is still a million

is

Miss Pickford enters a scene, a
landscape, the latter becomes a

reacts

her

like

face of a child,

with naive spontaneity and
matter-of-factness while Mi»<5
Nielsen's body trembles, and
hesitates before it dares to
make a motion.
And Miss
Pickford represents America.
Miss Nielsen the Continent. It
is
not so much their plot
and treatment as these in;

n^EBraf
i

:

"~~\

'S£335e-

'

terpreThe national

hew

but Germany

is

of the whole world

Charlie Chaplin.

quali-

tative
ties

;

it

is

bv
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of our actors to establish immedian extremely delicate point of contact
with the public, irrespective of social and
political prejudices, that American pictures are
so distinctly different from the Continental
product. The American picture has the sociability" of children playing in a garden, the Continental film is crowded with the experimentthis ability

ately

disagreeably insistent individualism of
the adolescent.
Seen from this angle the position of the
American picture in Europe is truly astonishing.
It is true that commercial and financial
conditions of a given country, particularly its
acquaintance with American pictures, determine to a large extent their success there, but
it remains unquestionable that there must be
a demand before publicity and the other paraphernalia can work.
ative,

The demand

is

there.

Europe

is

Americanized, and pictures are not at

being
the

all

least effective among the involuntary means
of this involuntary propaganda. Europe, just
as it swallows one American habit after the
other, this cult, that fad, is swallowing one
picture after another. Eighty-five per cent of
all pictures shown in the Scandinavian countries, in
Holland, Belgium, France. Spain,
Czechoslovakia are of American origin. Almost every category of American picture has
been shown abroad, from a wild West story
to the polished products of Mr. Cecil De Mille.
The work of the latter producer has found a
particular welcome because of the wealthv
backgrounds his pictures have, but also greatly
because of Agnes Ayres and the subdued elegance of Thomas Meighan. One of the leading Berlin theaters that is making a specially
of American pictures has found it advisable
to advertise every such picture as a Cecil De
Mille production.
As a matter of fact, only
"Forbidden Fruit." "'Male and Female" and
"Joan of Arc" reached Berlin. But Germans
are quickly learning the blessings of insistent
recurrence of names. Interesting in this connection is the German critique of "Joan of
Arc" because it so clearly illustrates
the German's national arrogance
and his nervous underestimation
of things American.
Compared to the overwhelming majority of

German
torical
t

o p

1

his-

pho-

ay

s

,

"loan of
Arc" unTne greatest appreciation

and most unresympathy of

served

belong to
the host of nameless
babies and pets that
lend to pictures the

Europeans

German

critics like the

disarming playfulness with which Mary Pickford
the thickest doses of sentimentality.

endows even

Its
still stands out as a remarkable offering.
presentation in Berlin, however, caused a unanimous attack from the German press and industry in an attempt,
as it were, to prevent the invasion by the barbarians across
the ocean in a field in which Germans feel themselves
supreme.
The faults of the picture are diagnosed as
follows
"The reason for the failure to make a picture out of this historical theme must be sought
> v in the American's lack of historical sense.
All of Mr. De Milk's artistic ambitions
and abilities collapse before a material
ffi^
which demands a unique treatment.
"^P £>at
This may sound improbable.
But we must not forget

doubtedly

;

i

l

how

unforgetably

our

historical past has be-

unmistakable brand
"Made in U. S. A."

come a part of us.
and how different is

V

the cultural herizon
of a people who
lead a life devoid of
all contact with its
past."
Continued on page 92
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The

lands noted for sehoritas, somnolence

contributed

some

of our

most

interesting

llllllllllllll

1ENDING glamour

to southern California are the
crumbling-, picturesque missions and the legends
of the clays when Spain ruled her valleys. Then

dusky-skinned dons courted sparkling-eyed sefioritas
with guitars and mellow love songs and time was not.
It is strange that few descendants of these old Spanish
families lend their grace to the movies
an industry
upon which California's modern prosperity has been
built.
Only a handful of dark-haired boys and girls
perpetuate on the screen the interesting languorous and
fiery Spanish types.
There is Ramon Novarro who in a very short time
has become one of the most popular young actors on
the screen. He was born in Mexico, and is of SpanHe has found in films not only relief from
ish blood.
poverty, but expression of the inherent fire and pasLouise Lorraine, the dauntless herosion of his race.
ine of numerous Universal pictures, is half Spanish
and half French, a piquant and interesting combination.
Antonio Moreno was born in a little Spanish town
near Gibraltar. Though he came to this country when
he was just a boy, he has never lost the natural exuberance and volatile nature of his race.
He is ro-

—

mance personified.
Bebe Daniels' family archives carry legendary glamHer grandmother, Mrs. Eva de la Plaza Griffin,
our.
was the daughter of the Spanish governor of Colombia
and traces her lineage back to the Empress Josephine.
Mr. Griffin at the time of their marriage, was consul
at Buenos Aires, but later became an engineer and

Above
Novarro,

is

Ramon

who

repre-

sents Spanish Mexico

on our screens, at the
leftisAntonio Moreno,

from Spain, and at the
right is shoivn Louise

Lorraine who

is

Spanish and French.

Photo by Molbou
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from Spain
and tabasco have

also

motion-picture players.

was intrusted with laying- out some of the
One of them was
streets of Los Angeles.

The Daniels home
in his honor.
old-fashioned, flanked by sleepy pepper

named
is

trees

and broad-leaved

tropical plants.

It

the spirit of picturesque old
And Bebe embodies the
Spanish days.
languorous charm of this background.
Carmelita Geraghty. who will be seen
as a fascinating Spanish maiden in Mary
Pickford's next production, ''The Street
Singer," belongs to a distinguished old
Spanish family. She might well drop her
last name and be called just Carmelita,
for she is the only person in pictures with
She inherited it along with
that name.
her fascinating dark beauty and the wealth
of picturesque lore that has been handed
down in her family since the thirteenth
centurv.
Hundreds of years ago when a

breathes

Carmelita Geraghty, above, and Bebe Daniels, at the left, are both
descendants of distinguished Spanish families, and at the right
is Albert Cooke, grandson of a wealthy don of early California.

christening party of one of her ancestors was on its
to a church a gypsy fortune teller crossed its path.
"Call the baby Carmelita," she said, "and she will have

way

happiness,

health,

wealth, and a brilliant
marriage."
Each generation since then has
named one of its girls
Carmelita.

Albert

Cooke,

who

plays in the "Fighting
Blood" pictures, also
comes of a distinguished
and glamorous family.

His

maternal

grand-

was Don Juan
Lancranco, whose home
was one of the sights of
father

early

California.

The.

coach that appeared in

Mabel Normand's "Suzanna" was the property of Cooke's grandfather.

Photo bs Panl Grenbaux

Their Streaks of Superstition
'

Theodore Roberts

I'm not superstitious
" is a frequent

wears

but

remark
for

of clothing identified
with a former success. In

article

in the studios,

almost every player

makes an exception

always

each picture some

in

"Our Leading

of

Citizen" in

support of Thomas Meighan
he wore the old felt hat

one pet good luck charm.

of ""The County Chairman."

By Myrtle
Gebhart

way
WE'RE on ourMoore

!"

sang

Colleen
across
the big Goldwyn stage
where she, leading a troupe of
ballet dancers, was doing a scene
showing them departing from

somewhere

to

somewhere. They
suit cases, and the

grabbed their
camera started clicking, behind
voice

cajoling

the

Hughes.
"Stop!
Never!"
kerosene

This

An

of

it

-Rupert

do!

won't

old trouper of the

circuit,

now working

in

pictures, halted the travels of the

Some
squad.
ballet
property boy had
thoughtless
the
decorated
trunks with yelWalter Hiers
low labels. "Yel- credits an old
little

low

labels

mean

death to a show,
you're
jinxed,"
insisted the old

horse-shoe

with

bringing him luck
in his recent

pro-

ductions.

fellow.

"But Mr. Hughes will make it
come out right in the scenario,"
remonstrated Colleen. "Besides,
have my shamrocks."

I

But the old trouper persisted,
and the yellow labels were removed from the pseudo show's
trunks.

And when I was introduced to
Ben Turpin he paused, glanced
at

"Cock-eyed Cecelia,"
and then proceeded

his par-

to con"She's my luck charm,"
he vouchsafed, seeing my wonderment.
"I swear that bird
rot,

verse.

wards

me

off evil spirits

when

When

trouble

and warns
approaches.

some chap comes around

selling oil stock," he averred sol-

emnly, "Cecelia will nutter her
feathers and shriek 'Out,
soft-boiled egg.
Vamose,
"
son of a bum !'

tail

:

you
you

These

and

other

instances

convinced me that the Elm folk
have pet hoodoos, and I went
on a still hunt to discover their
luck charms, just what place
superstition plays in their lives

— and

work

and
very

laughable

found some
and human

idiosyncrasies.
Most of them,
poised and self-sufficient before
the world, secretly carry around
rabbit's
foot
a
and almost
every dressing room out here
has its luck charm, ranging
from Agnes Ayres' Kewpie to
There's
Colleen's shamrocks.
no cream-puff halo of publicity about their superstitions

—

—

you have

to

snoop around and

'em in the act, or they
won't admit it.
One day while I was on a
Talmadge set a
Constance
black cat joined us, and Connie
grabbed me and waltzed me
"Bad
times.
around
seven
"She'll jinx
luck!" she cried.
We really ought
the picture.
to look at the moon over our

catch

left shoulders."

But there was

no moon handy, so Connie was
in a bad fix.
"Don't vou dare whistle in mv

Marv
cries
dressing room
She believes in all
Pickford.
seriousness that bad luck will
thoughtlessness.
follow
such
You may sing your lungs out.
you may

may

talk

your head

dance, and

—

Mary

off.

vou

will

en-

dure but just try whistling
once and you get her dander up

And she
good and proper.
makes you atone for your recklessness by going outside and
turning around three times,
making a good wish with each
revolution.

Their Streaks

of

73

Superstition

Xot long ago when Doug was making scenes for
"Robin Hood,'' I incited his horror bv walking
calmly under a ladder.
Doug grabbed me by the
arm.
"Walk back under it." he commanded in
hushed tones, "and around it the right way." Thus
having removed the hoodoo, Doug returned to his
scene. Every time he walks under a ladder, ill luck
happens, convincing him that it is a sure way to
Once, his mind intent upon some
court calamity.
and the reaction, he strode under one himself
mainder of the day was a series of misfortunes
costumes wrong, delays held up production, and he
got a bad cold. And one of the fellows in his company w alked under a ladder and went home and
found a brand-new set of triplets. All of which,
you understand, was because of the ladder.
"Every
Spilling salt is a favorite superstition.
;

—

r

time I do," May McAvoy told me once, "I have a
petty quarrel with some friend."
Xorma Talmadge. too. "I turned over the saltcellar
and the production of 'Smilin' Through' was
delayed several weeks. Again on the diner en route
and when we reached here, we disto California

—

—

covered two trunks had been lost, and Mother 'Peg'
had to go back and hunt for them."
Tommy Meighan confesses to a dislike for black
There is one that

cats.

roams around the Lasky
and every time it
studio

—

crosses Tommy's path he
stops and makes the Sign
of the Two Horns, then
goes his way serenely.
Walter Hiers carries a

Douglas Fairbanks

—

'

he

is

And

way

to court calamity is

ladder.

Paul Parrot's charm

is

a triple

Guy Bates Post won't

light three cigarettes
the same match.
And Betty Compson insists that she has bad luck every time she puts
her left shoe on before the right.
"I have two silver dollars of great charm,"
Cecil B. De Mille admitted laughingly.
"Years

ago when I was not doing very well, a friend
gave me one to change my luck.
Immediately
good fortune came my way. But I had in my
pocket another dollar and didn't know which was
the 'lucky' one
so I had to keep both."
Theodore
Roberts
always
wears in each picture some

estimation

—

now

Mildred Davis
has a Japan-

starred.

being

her luck.
mirror.

walk under a

from

Paramount
officials, in
whose
productions

convinced that a sure
to

horseshoe and credits
with the wonderful
it
strides he is making in

the
of

is

of clothing identi-

article
tied

with a former suc-

Walter certainly has
gone up like a sky-

ese

which

rocket
maybe the
horseshoe is a good

In "Our Leading Citizen" he wore

she

the

claims

hat
success,

—

proposition.

brings

Harold Lloyd thinks
a

of a bisque statuette that thrones it
over h i s dressing
table.
"It
was
brought to me by a
friend from Egypt

her luck

lot

when

I

Photo by

On

left

shoe on before the right.

felt

broad-brimmed
of

stage

his

"The County

Chairman," and the
leather apron of his
role

in

"Something

to
Think About" was
a relic of "Tim
Bludsoe."

made my
"

success,

the da>-that he

—

cess.

blacksmith
Betty Compson insists that she has
bad luck every time she puts her

'Bumping into Broadway,'
said Harold.
was starred by Hal Roach in onereel comedies, "Snub" Pollard received from his sister
in Australia that country's emblem
a sterling-silver
kangaroo and wouldn't part with it for worlds. When
you enter Mildred Davis' dressing room you can't see
Mildred for the big Chinese image which was given
her the day she signed with Harold Lloyd.
She
^i Tltf|tjj
also has a Japanese dog which she claims brings
first

dog

—

^ot™

Continued on

page 98

What More Could
Claire

Windsor has

Want?

a Girl

rare good looks, lots of friends and admirers, an assured income and fastidious tastes.

By Helen Klumph

/ANE

of the silliest arguments I know of concerns
whether Claire Windsor can act or not. I think
she can but there. I'm starting it again. Another foolish question for discussion is whether or not
No one will ever know, because
she has a keen mind.
Claire is gracious enough always to bask in other people's cleverness and bring them out by being a listener

to the Sixty Club and the Club Royale and a few other
places I had heard about."
That gives you a pretty fair idea of Claire's interests.
Those of almost any fastidious and well-informed
woman of fashion would. I dare say, be the same.
The likable thing about Claire is that it would never
occur to her to pose as liking anything different.
She

par excellence.
No matter how hard headed you are and how accustomed to seeing the greatest beauties the cinema has

affects

broadcast, Claire stirs in you a desire to rave.
It requires the utmost restraint to keep from comparing her
to tranquil, sunlit pools, clouds of pastel chiffons, and
dainty perfumes.
friend of hers once remarked that
"no one had ever composed a melody or written a line
of verse as perfectly lovely as Claire," and I am inclined to agree with him.
If this be raving, make the
most of it.
In comparison with other filmatic blondes, Claire is
not so trenchant as Constance Talmadge, not so decisive
as Mae Murray
she is neither as volatile as Pauline
Garon, nor as serene as Jane Novak.
She lacks the
reserve of Blanche Sweet.
But on the other hand, she
is more gracious than Constance, more genuine than
Mae Murray, more poised than the extremely young
Pauline, and more responsive than Jane.
And she appears to be more naive than Miss Sweet, whose eyes
are frozen over with the quiet memory of sufferings.
While I visited in California a few months ago Claire
obligingly drove me about in her little red roadster and
showed me typical California sights great, gardened
hills overlooking the city and odd Oriental houses built
by art connoisseurs.
So when she came East recently
for her first visit to New York I offered myself as
metropolitan guide.
She had been here only two or
three days when I saw her, and she seemed a New
Yorker already. She had found a rare and unexploited
perfume and discovered the smart shops that usually
masquerade to out-of-towners as private mansions.
"There is about the best shoe shop in town," Claire
observed as we strolled out of the Ritz and started uptown. "I must have tried nearly all of them yesterday,
and that is the only one where they had everything I

While she is with you, she is entirely with you. There
is no air of preoccupation, no suggestion that there are
other demands on her time and attention..
If phone
calls, telegrams, and mail come she either disregards
them or shares them with you.
"Here's a letter from California," she tinkled her
when we were back in her rooms
voice is like that
at the Ritz.
"Maybe it will have news of some one
you know. Let's read it."

fi

m

—

A

;

—

wanted.

"There

is

where Dorothy Dalton

a moment later as
Street and turned

we turned
toward the

Park Avenue. And
me Gloria Morgan's
in

lives, " she observed
the corner at Forty-eighth
less

commercial realms of

later at Pierre's she pointed out to
sister,

who

is

at present

featured

and the divorce news, but who
become prominent in motion pictures. Claire

the Social Register

hopes to

hadn't lost much time familiarizing herself with her
surroundings, it seemed to me.
"I've heard so much about New York," Claire assured me, "that when I got on the train to come East
I could almost plan out exactly what I wanted to do
and see. I've read in the magazines about the different designers in New York and seen the lovely things
other girls brought back from here, so I knew just
where I wanted to shop. At least one gorgeous evening gown by Frances, I decided, and a hat by Peggy
Hoyt. I must see 'Rain' and 'Merton of the Movies'
no matter what else I missed, and I wanted a pair of
pumps of every imaginable color. I wanted to go

no interest in

historical landmarks.

she

is

art museums, grand opera, or
She knows what she wants and

utterly indifferent to everything else.

—

—

And when

it

proved to be only a gushing effusion

from a very young man of her acquaintance, she dismissed it with "We can pass that by easily, can't we?"
That is the way she regards the attention of almost all
men. Note that I said "almost."
It seemed fitting that she was wearing orchids and
that there were other bunches of them in various stages
of newness around the rooms.
"Johnny sends them to me every day," she announced
veil her keen interest with a
took no eager Sherlock Holmes
to decide that "Johnny" was probably John Steel, tenor
de luxe of the "Music Box Revue" and innumerable
phonograph records. From the Ritz to Dinty Moore's
and from the Sixty Club to the most public and crowded
cabarets they had dined and supped together ever since
her arrival.
"Haven't a lot of writers called you an orchid per-

in

an obvious effort to

show of

casualness.

It

sonified ?" I asked.
"The nicest ones have,"

she answered.

"One even

me

It was awfully pretty verse even if
a poem.
the subject wasn't much.".
And she led the talk abruptly from what had been
written about her to what was being written of interest
No. she didn't gush about Freud, "Flaming
to her.
Youth." or the recent Barrie-esque turn of Pinero. She

wrote

—

talked about scenarios.
"We just did an interesting story 'The Eternal
Three.' Mr. Neilan wrote it and directed it, of course.
He is so intense that he keeps
I like to work for him.
every one else keyed up. And he's wonderfully invenOne day as he was outlining the action to us
tive.
something in it reminded me of a funny incident long
ago, and I burst out laughing."
Let me pause to remark here that Claire never bursts
out laughing.
She may chuckle, she may even descend
to a companionable giggle once in a while, but she is
never more boisterous than that.
"What was the funny incident?" I pried.
"My young ideas," she remarked lightly. "I thought
I wrote
I was destined to be a great scenario writer.
a lot of scenarios, all very dramatic and all dealing with
They were all
phases of life I knew nothing about.
promptly rejected. There was one about a baby that

—

Continued on page 95
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This production of "Scaramouche" is Sex Ingram's most
pretentious undertaking since "The Four Horsemen." It
deals with the beginning of the French Revolution and
introduces many historic personages. It promises much in
the way of pictorial splendor and dramatic contrast, for
there will be scenes of bloody revolution, glimpses of the
most artificial and exquisite society the world has ever
known, and picturesque side lights on the life of the
strolling players of France.

An Abysmal

Brute
with Dimples

Reginald

Denny who might

well be

billed as the fairest of the fair lives
down his good looks by hard fighting.

By Myrtle Gebhart
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HE

has dimples and the physique of a young
Square, sturdy he-men shoulders,
god.
and muscles rippling like molten steel beneath the firm tanned flesh. Were it not for those
dimples, he would look like a walking testimonial
for

some patent medicine.

He's an Englishman and says "hawf" for half
and "fust" for first. But he also fights let me
There were no "pulltell you that he-boy fights!
ing of punches" in those three rounds of fisticuffing

—

that I witnessed.
If this sounds rather disconnected, blame the tender blue eyes, the Adonis profile, the English accent
and the he-man physique of that "regular feller,"
Reginald Denny, starring in the Universal tworeelers made from H. C. Witwer's "Leather PushThe fact that he has a profile
ers" fight stories.
indeed,
that causes flappers to go into convulsions
one girl fainted during the preview of "The Abysmal Brute." which preceded his fight series did not
I mean, I wouldn't
intrigue me in the slightest.
admit that it did.)
For this town has more heroic
profiles to the square yard than any other community in the world.
But when I'd missed two appointments and finally,
at the third, kept him waiting over an hour, and
he was good-natured and didn't glance me over
with that nonchalant condescension which many of
our he-beauties wear toward gushing females, but
proved to be a "reg'lar feller." in the parlance of
well, then I decided I liked
his studio coworkers
Reginald Denny and would forgive him his lady-

—

—

—
—

(

—

killing beauty.

Incidentally, they don't call him "Reggie" on
the Universal lot.
That would have been blackmarked against all his virtues, for the greatest heman proclivities couldn't live that down. They call
him "Reg." He has no official chair bearers to
follow him about and poke chairs under him when
he has the inclination to sit. he finds a box or something.
The camera men and electricians razz him.
the final stamp of studio workers' approval.
"If they called me Mr. Denny and respected
me, I'd say, Reg. you're a bad egg. exit/ because
I'd know I was hopeless." he confided.
The big, round luncheon tables in the main room
of Air. Xick de Ruiz's cafe across the road from
Universal being already circled by a motley throng
of players
Gladys "Walton in clown costume with
her pretty face all dirtied up. Fred Thompson, exminister and present actor. Al Wilson, the stunt
aviator, and other Thespians in make-up
Mr. de
Ruiz escorted us with Spanish courtliness to the
family's dining room.
That act in itself opened
my eyes to new respect for Denny.
"How could I help becomReg smiled. He is an Englishman
ing an actor?"
who says "hawf" for
eying my creamed codfish with
half and "fust" for
while he
appreciable envy,
;

—

—

Continued on next page
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sipped his glass of milk.
He's not
dieting for reducing purposes, but
has to eschew luncheon on fighting

days because of the strenuous afternoon. "I was born into the thespic

My

fold.

in

many

H. Denny, was

father, VV.

of the early Gilbert and Sul-

My grandmother was
Mrs. Henry Lee, an actress at the old
Drury Lane Theater in London, and
my great-grandfather was a famed
livan operas.

tragedian."
I

must admit that

I

was

so

in-

trigued by the good-looking Leather
Pusher, clad only in a bathrobe over
his white fighting panties or whatever you call 'em, that I quite forgot the distinguished grandfather's
name.
Accustomed to seeing my
brother thus garbed on Sunday morn-

howling to know who'd been
sharpening pencils with his razor, I
never dreamed that a man could appear romantic in a bathrobe.
But
such was Denny's achievement, and
I'm afraid it so overwhelmed me that
I gathered but a vague idea of his
thespic genealogy.
"I became an actor at the advanced
age of six," he continued, when I
prodded him with questions not because I cared an awful lot about his
early career, but simply to watch the
dimples which would pop into view
ings,

—

despite

all.

"They

tried to

make me

play a little girl, on account of my
blue eyes
and fair skin and"
blushing furiously
"and other er

—

—

So, at eight and a hawf
I chose school as the lesser of two

liabilities.

evils.

continued imbibing a smat-

I

knowledge

tering of
enteen.
fighter,

Then

until

I

became

I

scrapping

in

the

was

sevprize
ring for
a

about a year, and was considered the
black sheep of the family."

A

most

conflicting

personality,

Denny's.
Somehow dimples don't belong with those shoulders.
Indeed, they seem so bewildered about it that, when they do
burst into view, they quickly suppress themselves as though embar-

Reginald

rassed.

They

Reg

are,

curse of his life;

insists,

the

for years he

has
has

sought to master them and

now

them under partial control.
"They used to guy me unmercifully," he confided.
"You expect a
prize fighter's face to be a cross between a battleship in action and Kansas after a storm.
Because I didn't

wear cauliflower ears and pick
teeth

with

my

they used to give
me the jolly razz. But I stuck 'it
out.
mother did not want me in
the ring and I promised her I'd quit
as soon as I'd made them stop guying me because of my profile, et al.
And I did, returning to the stage."
After the war he served with
nails,

My

—

the flying corps and with honor, too,

information came not
from his lips but from a friend he
returned to America, where he had
played once before with "The Quaker
Girl."
Followed a sojourn in India
and a picture contract in this country.
It was as the rough-cut hero

though

that

—

Jack London's "The Abysmal
Brute" that he went over the top
to the glory of fan mail from gushing flappers and a fat raise in salary.
of

So great is the
Witwer

these

theaters'

demand

pictures

fight

for

that,

when the first series was released
and Denny had been slated to commence a feature film, plans were
changed
and another
series
of
"Leather Pushers" rushed into production.

But here's sad news, girls. I might
have known that this handsome specimen couldn't have remained all this
while ignored by the ladies. Indeed,
he was long ago signed on a lifetime contract by Irene Haisman, who
played with him in "The Abysmal
Brute."

"We've been married almost ten
years," he told me when, back on
the set, he waited while director
Harry Pollard told the five hundred
extras seated about the ring that the
cigarettes had been given them to
smoke and not to stow away for a
"We met in
checkless next week.
India, where we had traveled with
She was
the same theatrical troupe.
seventeen then and I a couple of
years older."
(He calmly disregarded the publicity man's assertion
that his age is now but twenty-six.)

"We

have been exceedingly

happy

and

think our seven-year-old little
girl is the prettiest child -in the world."
While the preliminary bout was going on, our conversation rambled

from Jack London to the Renaissance, upon which he discoursed with
intellect and at least a working knowledge of his subject.
Jack London
he considers about the king of writers
London's story, "A Piece of
Raw Meat," being his favorite literature
(Imagine that, with dimples!
;

!

It left

me weakly demanding

smell-

ing salts.)
Despite the English accent, he
doesn't sav "Beg pawdon ?" when he
He
fails to hear what you've said.
leans toward you, blue eyes, dimples,
and square shoulders an irresistible
combination and interrogates with

—

—

wife until I, with injured dignity,
changed the subject.
Denny is the only fighting hero
I've ever heard admit that he'd been
knocked out.
"Our fights are real, we have exprofessionals for my antagonists," he
said.
"In one picture I was knocked
cold three times.
They were scared
stiff
thought for a while the whole
party would be over.
No, I don't

his

—

train

except for just
condition as any chap

particularly,

keeping in

does." He threw another film tradition overboard by denying his participance

in

setting-up

calisthenics

and such beautiful publicity stunts.
"I would like to say that I go to
bed at nine and never touch anything stronger than ginger ale and
don't smoke and all that. But what's
the use?"
With his blue eyes smiling into mine, I had to agree 'twere
foolishness to claim what is not so.
"I'm getting enough exercise in these
pictures to do

— nine

me

the rest of

my

life

rounds every day we scrap.

But of course there are other scenes,
a bit of comedy, dramatic touches,
for each two-reeler has a story in
which the fight is the climax."

The scene was ready then for said
climax and Denny took his place in
the ring and I witnessed my first
fight.
Though I admit I'm an amateur, it looked mighty real to me.
Al
Kauffman, who they
reputation,

pugilistic

tell

was

me

has a

his antag-

Giving blow for blow in resounding smacks upon Kauffman's

onist.

face and various portions of his anatomy, taking a good many himself until
his body was blue with bruises,
Denny did his stuff in right he-man
fashion.
One clap of Kauffman's
hamlike hand I feared would obliterate for all time the intriguing dimples.

Even the jaded extras were roused
out of their customary coma to shouting,
frenzied applause
one grayhaired chap in his excitement straddling another's shoulders, howling,

—

"Look at
Denny

boy fight!"
also a writer, having sold
One was called "Tropical

'at
is

six stories.

though he insisted there
wasn't any love in it and very little
tropics.
He wrote it in two days
and nights when the Ralph Ince company, en route to the South Seas,
decided they didn't like the story they
were to produce.
Love,"

Reginald Denny

The men

isn't a ladies'
gravitate toward him.

man.

He

murmured inflection,
That
You know.

most interested in fighting, in redblooded stories and in hiding his pro-

makes you wonder and
you know. If you
don't you've never been a young girl
and foolish and all that. But there
was no moonlight handy, and besides

et al., in the darkest corner of
total disappointthe studio stage.
ment to the flappers is Reg. except
when he leans toward you with that

that long-drawn,

"M-m-m-m ?"
kind

wish

—

that

—and — oh,

he persisted in telling

me

all

about

is

file,

A

long-drawn, tender "M-m-m-mmm?"
And then he is highlv satisfactory.
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winter

went

he

West and

"By the way. have you heard
that Renee Adoree has come

made

back to pictures ? She is play'Masters of Women,'
with Earle Williams, one of
those great outdoor pictures.
Reginald Barker makes me like

est.'

—Mae

his

dramas of the great Xorth
woods in spite of a strong

stuff out to

prejudice against them, but I
wish he would give Renee
Adoree a chance in something
more exotic. She would be
irresistible as a Parisian of the
boulevards. Ruth Stonehouse
has come back to pictures, too,

I
there for quite a while.
only hope she doesn't have
as much trouble moving as
Conway Tearle's wife had."
She didn't need to be
urged she plunged right into
the tale of the troubles of
Mrs. Conway Tearle.

"The

ing in

life.

isn

t

:

means anything

"She decided to have their
chauffeur drive their car out
West, taking the Jap butler
and carrying the family silver
and some small but valuable
Oriental rugs. They had all
sorts of accidents along the
way, falling through a bridge
into a creek at one place and
having to be fished out. By
the time they reached the
Middle West the expedition
had cost a young fortune,

Virginian after all. for he's
sold the picture rights to Preferred
Pictures.
Evidently

Mary Pickford won that argument, and I'm glad she did.
She always said the part was
too slow for Douglas.
"Enid Markey is coming
back to movies as soon as

'Barnum Was Right' closes in
York, and best of all
H. B. Warner is going to make

New

He

plav

in

'Zaza'

Swanson.

was going

is

to

and

going to

with

make some

was

it

track

still

Finally

slowly.

Gloria
Miller

Marilynn

calied

Strong-

preparatory to moving all her
Los Angeles. She
must have decided to stay

And

movies again.

is

"Speaking of going West
Murray is in rown
dismantling her apartment

in your
Douglas Fairbanks
ever going to play The

if that

a picture. It
Right of the

of

it

moving
was lost

altogether.

And

what do you think that chauffeur had done ? He had pre-

pic-

tures with Jack Pickford. but
I understand that's all off.
Rumor has it that her tests
weren't any good. That's an
awful blow for Tack, and his
blows don't seem to come
singly. He lost a dancing contest, too. a while ago.

tended all along the way that
he was a motion-picture director. I don't know whether
he held any beauty contests
or hot. but at least he let it
be known that he was looking for possible talent.
In
Chicago he selected a girl
whom he promised a career
in the movies and brought
her along with him. Finally,
just a short distance from
California, he stopped at an
Indian reservation and told
the chief that he was looking

"Juanita Hansen has aban-

doned her vaudevilie tour.
She was lecturing on the evils
of dope addiction, but now
she is going to be starred in
a play about dope. It is 'The
Dice of the Gods." Mrs. Fiske
played it in Xew York, but it
didn't go very well, so now
they're jazzing it up with Ju-

for possible locations.

The

Indians entertained him and
the girl royally, and what do

you suppose he gave the chief

anita."

As she paused

as a farewell present?
One
of Mrs. Tearle's most cher-

for breath, I

cut in with '"What I want to
know is what on earth has

ished

little

prayer

rugs

happened to E. K. Lincoln?"
"Oh." said Fanny, with that
is - it -possible - you - don t-know

Wouldn't that melt your
make-up?"
Even Fanny's lapse into

expect him

studio slang passed unnoticed

'

look,

'"you

can't

always to be making pictures.
He has a fouf-thousand-acre

in

up in the Berkshire;,
where he raises police dogs,
and he gets so interested in
l>eing a gentleman farmer that
estate

he

You

forgets eve nothing else.
will see him pretty soon,

though.
When bad weather
came along in the East last

Photo by Alfred Cherev Jofarston

As soon as Corinne

Griffith finishes

my

surprise at that story.

But Fanny's interest in even
the most dramatic happenings
doesn't last long. A few moments later she was chatting
interestedly
about Marion
"Six Davs" for Goldwyn

she hopes to start work with her own company. Sei-eral producers are determined to borrow her for special productions first.

Davies.

The
"Isn't it too bad?
new Cosmopolitan Theater

!
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won't be finished until August, so the
opening of 'Little Old New York'
whole
postponed
two
has
been
don't suppose Marion
months.
I
really cares, though, because the delay gives her a chance to run over
to London for the premiere there.
She is sailing right away. She gave
the most wonderful party the other
day on the Cosmopolitan yacht, but
I was out of town and missed it.
She took a whole crowd of people
down the bay to welcome Robert
Vignola who was just returning from
Europe. He directed 'When Knight-

hood Was

in Flower,'

you know, and

going to direct another big proMarion carduction for her soon.
ried a lot of balloons and as soon
as the liner hove into sight she let
is

them

in

fly

all

directions.

Wasn't

that a pretty idea?"

"Fine," I agreed, "but she ought
to save it and use it in a picture.
It isn't right for anybody in movies
to go and waste an idea like that."
"I don't know why I stay here

and

talk

you when you are so

to

unsympathetic," Fanny complained,
"but then I suppose you wouldn't
ever know anything if I didn't tell
you. Mary Philbin is coming to New
York incidentally, for the opening
of 'Merry Go Round.' The Universal officials are so proud of her work
that they want to show her off. They
must find her more interesting than
I did, but then I met her at the same
time I met Dale Fuller and George
Hackathorne and that would be 'a
trying test of any girl's mentality.
Bert Lytell has just arrived from
the West. First National figured that
the all-star cast of "The Eternal
City" wouldn't be complete without
him.

coming East
soon, I hope. She has been promising
to come back home for months, but
"Corinne

the

West

Griffith

is

motion-picture
producers out
offer her so much money she

Her own

just can't afford to refuse.

company

all

is

ready to start work

now

as

soon as she finishes 'Six Days'

Goldwyn, but I am afraid that
some one will persuade her to make
for

more

just one

she

fore

special production be-

Myrtle
own.
Days' with her,
Aren't they a lovely

starts

Stedman is
you know.

her

in 'Six

combination? Mrs. Stedman insists
that she is disappointed because the
picture wasn't shocking. And it was
by Elinor Glyn, too.
"Oh, well, you never know what

Bebe Daniels was told that
was going to be in New York
at least six months longer so she
took an apartmenc up on Riverside
Drive and invited her grandmother
to come and visit her. And now they

to expect.

she

tell her that she may have to go to
the Coast right away.
"And that reminds me wouldn't

—

be terrible if she went away before
I got a chance to see her.
Fd better
run right along now. You pay the

it

check like a dear, and I'll tell you
about her the next time I see you."

all

Leading the Procession
Continued from page 49

me at all. Making three
grow where one grew before
I'd hate to have to make
is no sport.
a living in Wall Street.

appeal to
dollars

the blue sky. He shrugged his shoulders.
"Is it all worth while?" he mur-

scenes and criticisms and casting and

Who

worry?

"But of course finance is necessary," he added naively. "Financiers
back our productions. Money makes
We can't very
the camera grind.
There
well afford to forget that."
was a significant pause. Perhaps he
was thinking of the fate that mis-

thelmess was

cast -pictures just because actors happened to be under contract, the fate

nacle

controlled by dollar marks.
Barthelmess repeated his desire of
a year before when he spoke of his
wish to be known as an actor rather
than as a matinee idol. Years from
now he looks forward to being in
harness as a pantomimist of parts,
adorning the screen in divers guises.
Then he purposes to produce, or circumstances permitting, retire to the
life of travel he had already men-

aloud.

the

moment

was
from

This
speaking

entirely unawares.

Merton

mature

the

his pinnacle of success, a pin-

that often
wabbly conditions.

enough

He

assumes
wondered,

Then on

the instant he returned to the land of matter of fact,
and pointed carelessly to a suit of
armor in the corner.

"Pretty

heavy,"

he

observed.
"Have to wear it in a whole sequence.
It's
genuine though, and adds a
touch of realism that I think will help
the picture."
"Too heavy to move about in gracefully, isn't it?"

if I feel

don't think so.

I

that

it's

Of

hampering

course

my

style

armor."
Flappers, you know, care naught
for realism, but their hero must walk
with a swimming stride in order to

have

year.
I
fellow, introspective, analytical,' forward-looking.
It is interesting to
spend a morning with a chap of Bar-

I'll

thelmess' character and attainments.
He is a sensitive artist, an intelligent
citizen, and a gentleman of innate refinement, as well. I like him hugely.
were in his dressing room, after
luncheon. He paused in refurbishing"
his makeup to look out of the window at the waving green fields and

strike

We

from

was a delightful revelation of
young philosopher, caught for

It

the

"No,
not changed greatly in a
found him still a serious

know who Bar-

will

forty-five years

now ?"

tioned.

He had

matched

and

"Retakes

mured.

ism
is

to substitute lighter

romance

is all

much

Realto their hearts.
very well, but romanticism

dom," said

enough

to achieve star-

Barthelmess.

to the top isn't difficult.

there

At

"Getting
It's

staving

!"

first

of

the

:

—

trick

A

few are

blush that sounded

illogi-

in the fixed

firmament.

With Barthelmess may be mentioned
Meighan. Fairbanks, and, formerly,
Reid.

The Ray wave has receded

steadily now
of popularity.

barely laps the shore
is enjoying
enforced retirement, which is dangerous
the public forgets easily and
Dix,
often.
Kirkwood, Moreno,
Landis, Peters, Novarro. and the rest
are acceptable agents of the heroic:
their scope is in no case so varied nor
manner so deft as the scope and manner of Barthelmess.
Everything is in Barthelmess' favor so long as he continues his wise
policy of appearing in a variety of
parts, in the best stories obtainable,
directed by men of genuine talent.
His vogue is not. like Valentino's,
;

it

Valentino

;

-

limited.

better.

"It's easy

but reflection brings out the truth
aphorism.
The comets are
prone to flash wdth unvarying regularity
there is a new "find" every
month, be he Malcolm MacGregor,
Ramon Novarro, Kenneth Harlan, or
Harold Hoosis. To attract the attention of the sensationalists for a
week or a year, even, is not the most
difficult thing in the world.
To establish oneself as a fixed star, with an
ever-growing clientele, appealing to
old and young alike
there's the
cal,

Young and

timid alike unite in
me"ss' praises.

He

old,

brash and

hymning Barthelis

an upstanding

youth, symbolic of what the country's
youth should like to be, at present
leading the procession of film famous.

A

Confidential Guide to Current Releases

NOTE:

Only distinctive pictures appear in this list. It does not aim to be a comprehensive survey of all pictures now showing
throughout the country, as such a list would occupy too much space. Program pictures will be included in it only when they are
genuinely distinctive^. Pictures reviewed elsewhere in the same issue will not be mentioned, but aside from those this list will
comprise those generally considered as the most important of the current film offerings.

WHAT EVERY FAN SHOULD

SEE.

—

"Souls For Sale" Goldwyn. Rupert
Hughes' contribution to what every
one ought to know about Hollywood.

He

is

by

assisted

thirty-five stars

and

riproaring melodrama, all about a
beautiful young girl who goes to the
film colony to win fame and fortune.
a

You

see Hollywood from an airplane,
Charlie Chaplin directing, and get a
WillHayslike sermon in subtitle doses.
"Suzanna"— Sennett— Allied Artists.

Mabel Normand
that's enough.
A
romance of early California that gives
the irresistible Mabel a chance to look

ing hasn't the fire and
that distinguished her

pictures, and everything that might
lead our children astray has been elir inated from the story.
"The Bright Shawl"— First National.
The beauty-prize picture of the year
due to its charming old Cuban settings. Richard Barthelmess is a decorative but uninspired young friend of
the revolutionists and Dorothy Gish is
a captivating but non-Spanish, Spanish
siren.

;

lovely at times, as well as being uproariously funny.

"Safety Last"— Lloyd-Pathe.
The
most amazing, breath-taking thrill picture Harold Lloyd has made.
Check
your nerves and go.
"The Covered Wagon" Paramount.
Across the prairies with a rugged band
of pioneers, meeting buffalo and Indians, struggling against hardships and

—

gathering in the light of camp fires to
buck up one's courage with a song.
There is not much plot, but the long
curving line of prairie schooners is
infinitely more dramatic than most action.
There are two uncouth adventurers magnificently played by Ernest
Torrence and Tully Marshall.
The
first American screen epic.
"The Pilgrim" First National. Not
Charlie Chaplin's best, but his latest.
An uproariously funny burlesque of the
old-familiar story of an escaped convict masquerading as ,a preacher.
"Down to the Sea in Ships" Hodkinson. An adventurous whale hunt in
the open sea that makes every one in
the audience feel as though they were
taking part in the struggle. An annoy-

—

—

ingly silly love story ruins quantities
of good film, but it makes you appreciate the gripping scenes at sea all the

more.
"Driven" Universal.
The
South
shorn of its usual sentimentality and
presented as an uncouth atmosphere
of moonshiners, squalor, and brutality.
A mother sacrifices her barbarous husband and sons to the one dreamy boy

—

who

worth while.
"Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood"
United Artists. One exuberant personality skipping and leaping through
the age of chivalry assisted bv a tremendous cast, and several tons of magof the lot

is

—

nificent scenery.

"Peg

o'

My

Heart"

— Metro.

Lau-

rette Taylor in a delightful film version
of her famous play, which puts her in
the front ranks of film comediennes.
It is the old story of the little Irish girl
who melts hearts of stone.

"When Knighthood Was
Cosmopolitan.
VIII.'s

young

in

The romance

Flower"
of

sister all dressed

Henry
up

THE BEST OF THEIR

KIND.
The

Donna"— Paramount.

style in desert romances with
Sheik at bis sheikest and Pola
Negri at her most beautiful. Her actlatest

the

"Enemies of

A

Women"— Cosmopolitan.

gorgeously mounted Ibanez tale of

high-class rotters, sin and soul saving.
Lionel Barrymore and Alma Rubens distinguish themselves by playing
their wicked parts as though they
weren't ashamed of them. The foreign

scenery is real and will make
for a pass on an ocean liner.
"Prodigal

Daughters"

you sob

— Paramount.

The most extensive fashion show of
the season with Gloria Swanson as one
of those wild young persons who is
reckless and hot-headed, but pure at
heart. And the old folks don't understand her.
"The Isle of Lost Ships"— First Nagruesome and thrilling story
tional.
of an island of wrecked ships. It was

A

made by Maurice Tourneur; mention
of its striking pictorial effects therefore should be unnecessary. Anna Q.
Nilsson and Milton Sills are at their
best in the leading roles.

A

"Where the Pavement Ends" — Metro.

sensuous, slow-moving South Seas
picture made by Rex Ingram. It has
the haunting, poignant beauty of the
tropics and a thrilling descent through
a waterfall.
Ramon Novarro looks
like a young bronze god and Alice

Terry makes

a

sweet and convincing

missionary's daughter.
"Salome" Allied Artists.
A great
screen novelty presenting Nazimova in
a
fantastic
picturization
of
Oscar
Wilde's dramatic poem.
There are
.weird scenic effects that are a delight
to the eye.

—

"Mad Love" — Goldwyn.

The

last of
pictures in

Pola Negri's foreign-made
which she lures the whole cast to destruction.
She is powerful and magnetic and the story was not contrived
as a bedtime story for ten-year olds.
"Daddy" First National.
Frankly
designed as a tear-wringer, but some-

—

how

Jackie Coogan manages to invest
the
artificial
thing
with
genuine
pathos.
"Glimpses of the Moon" Paramount.
Society as it never existed in the
Wharton novel, but represented in the
best movie manner. Bebe Daniels, Nita
Naldi, and Rubye de Remer make it a
fashion show worth seeing.

—

in

the most elaborate pageantry the screen
has ever seen.
Marion Davies is at
the head of an all-star cast.

"Bella

power and vigor
work in foreign

WORTH THE PRICE OF ADMISSION.
"Grumpy" — Paramount.

Theodore

Roberts, as a grouchy. old criminal lawyer, who solves the mystery of the great
jewel robbery.
It
is
a refined and
tasteful production, and includes the
dullest love scenes of the
season,
played by Conrad Nagel and May Mc-

Avoy.

"Bavu"— Universal. The romance of
and a commoner with

I

an aristocrat
a

revolution,

stolen

jewels,

looting,

mobs, and lots of whiskers to give it
that Russian flavor.
"A Noise in Newboro"— Metro. One
of those light, little affairs that they
provide Viola Dana, daring her to be
And she is not only
cute in them.
cute, she is spontaneous and spirited
and amusing and satirical.
"The Go Getter"— Cosmopolitan. If
is the sort of title that appeals to
you, you will like the picture. It is
an old tale of the light-hearted chap
with a will to win. T. Roy Barnes and
Seena Owen do as well with it as might
have been expected.
"The Abysmal Brute"— Universal. A
picture full of amusing
prize-fight
touches and boasting that favorite
Apollo of the prize-ring pictures, Reginald Denny. Not half so violent as it
sounds, and much more entertaining.
"The Little Church Around the Cor=
ner" Warner Brothers. One of those
things about capital and labor and love
and religion; full of sure-fire stuff and
ennobled by the profile of Kenneth
Harlan and the blond loveliness of
Claire Windsor.
"The 'Nth Commandment"— Cosmopolitan.
A tearful story of a little
shopgirl, a consumptive shipping clerk
and a jazzy villain. Colleen Moore
makes the girl vivid and appealing and
Jimmie Morrison is a sympathetic
hero.
Sordid, slushy stuff, but dramatic.
"Westbound Ltd."— F. B. O. The best
melodrama of the month. Every minute you think the train is going to be

this

—

wrecked.
"Brass"

—

Warner Brothers. Not at
the novel, and not at all powerful or searching.
Just a mild little
drama about matrimony that doesn't
prove anything except the mediocrity
of its producers. It is distinguished by
the sincerity of Irene Rich.
"The Famous Mrs. Fair" Metro. A
tasteful, convincing study of the disruption of a family whose mother goes
Myrtle
out to win personal glory.
Stedman and Cullen Landis make their
roles stand out above an all-star cast.
all like

—

—

More absurd
"Jazzmania" Metro.
than a musical-comedy plot all dressed
up and with no music. Mae Murray
almost saves the picture by her dancing, but there are great long, exasperating stretches when she does nothing but pout and kick at the plot.

FAIR WARNING.

—

"Adam's Rib" Paramount. Cecil De
Mille will have his little joke, and this
However, if you want a lot for
is it.
your money stars, scenery, and deco-

—

rated subtitles

— this

will give

it

to you.

"The Queen of Sin"— Selznick. Made
in Vienna, where sirens are elephantine.

It

purports to be the story of
but it doesn't

Sodom and Gomorrah,

up to expectations. Conceded by
most people to be the worst picture of
this
and many years.
live

—

—

;
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Midsummer Fashions
Continued from page 61

earrings that you select.

By experimenting a bit, however,
you may find earrings set with stones
whose

you haven't been in the
habit of wearing, but which is most
becoming to you.
For example,
there
quoise
-

color

the sharp green-blue turmatrix, which is especially

is

becoming to brunettes. Blondes can
wear the very light pink coral the
yellowish pink is meant especially for
brown-eyed,
brown-haired
girls.
Girls whose eyes are gray will be
;

find that earrings set with

likely to

dull, olive-green stones are

to

;

becoming

them, and make their eyes

brilliant.

Having settled on the color or lack
of color that is most becoming, decide next on the length of your earIf your face is round, or not
rings.
especially good in shape, you can wear
long earrings, as they make a round
face seem longer.
The gypsyish
hoop earrings are also for the roundfaced girl, if she is very dark, as
they will give an attractive Italian
touch to her beauty.
Thin girls
should find the earrings of medium
length becoming.
Never, under any
circumstances, should anybody wear
those huge imitation pearl or coral
earrings that look like a swelling on
the ear.
I refer to the single stones,
that make the lobe look disfigured.
And be very careful in selecting the
earrings that you wear with various
frocks.
Certain combinations you
most

will find

effective.

For exam-

with a frock of black lace or
sheer black stuff, earrings that are

ple,

small

tassels of pearls are lovely.
a green frock, jade earrings and
beads will be pretty, as will crystal.
Amber is lovely with green, but pink
is rather blatant in combination with
any but the very palest apple green.

With

Your manner of wearing your hair
have much to do with the

will also

If your hair
bobbed and lies in deep, close
waves, you can wear hoop earrings
if you have the fashionable bob that

is

demands

that

traordinarily

like

Uncle Joe Cannon can emerge from
obscurity of Congress and be-

the

The
of importance.
a handicap and not
half so interesting as the prize-winning baby in a baby parade.
Baby
parades don't come under the ban
of most parades.
smiling baby
or a playful kitten is better material
for a reel than a third-rate royalty or
the richest man in any State of the

come

a figure

average mayor

is

A

Union.

What

are

known

good

if

but impossible

if

jects are

staged.

An

old

as "trick" subthey are humorous
they look posed or

woman, one hundred

and ten years old and
smoke a pipe, makes a

still

able to

fairly

subject provided that the old

worn

Study your throat careforth w-earmg
The best way to do this is

of earrings.
fully

before you go

them.
by standing in front of one mirror
and holding another in your hand.
It's quite possible, you know, that
your earrings will be all wrong for
your neck. The long, graceful throat

made for long earrings that call
attention to it; the short throat beside which dangle earrings almost as
is

long as

is will be no aid to beauty.
we're on the subject of
throats, I'd say a word on the subject of necklaces.
Beads have never
been more fashionable than they are
it

While

now, and the costume which lacks
them seems almost incomplete.
If you are of at all the same type
as Gloria Swanson, Claire Windsor,
Taylor, Priscilla Dean, or
Marion Davies, you can wear the
"choker" necklaces short strings of
beads that merely encircle the throat.
Psychologically, they'll be correct.
Such necklaces were never intended
for a girl of Lillian Gish's type,
however for her the longer strands
of pearls, technically known as "opera
length," are more
suitable.
Her
throat has a line which loses its
beauty if it is broken. And if you
think you're just the least bit too
plump, don't wear the very short
necklace, but a long one, which comes
to the waist or even below it.
You can make vour clothes sav a
Estelle

—

;

Like

in the

good

woman

dug up
less

Armless and legmen who are able to perform
in

Egypt.

astonishing

feats

may

be immortal-

ized in the news reel if the camera
is careful not to make the subject too gruesome.
Pet snakes and
most
alligators
are
offensive
to
women usually they are omitted.
Animals with "human intelligence"

man

;

are likely to

show

signs of too

coaching from the sidelines.

much

But one
ever saw

of the funniest pictures I
was the sight of a dog on ice skates.
Another amusing animal picture
which made a great hit at the big
theaters showed elephants being unThe huge
loaded from a steamer.
animals were hoisted from the hold
by derricks and swung through the
air to the dock.
Two comedians

For

fully.

instance,

Fannie Ward,

who

has so successfully defied age,
makes her clothes cry "Youth !" She
has a charmingly youthful face,
which reflects her very youthful
spirit.
Hedda Hopper, on the other
hand, is the type that can wear long,
clinging
gowns,
which
exclaim
"Beauty !" in every line. Nita Naldi's clothes are seductive.
Rubye de
Remer's are exquisite, extremely
fashionable, as delicate as a butter-

wings.
Madge Bellamy's reher charming simplicity.
This year there are silhouettes for
every type. If you favor quaintness,
as Lillian Gish does, select one of
the new frocks that is made with a
tight, flat bodice and a bouffant skirt.
If you want to bring out the idea of
elusive charm, wear one of the clinging frocks made with a circular, apron
drapery in front, or with the folds
of the skirt drawn softly up on one
hip.
Or if you want to be extremely
modish, like Jean Haskell, adopt a
clinging sports suit of knitted mafly's

flect

terial.

If you like big bows, and can wear
frocks fashioned of crisp materials,
such as organdie or taffeta, you may
place the bows almost anywhere
they're being worn on the hips and
in the back this summer.
Let your
light organdie frock have bows of
black ribbon, if you want to give it
an emphatic rfote that will be fashionable as well.
But first be sure
that you're the sort of person to whom
crisp frocks are most becoming.
For no matter what type you are,

and no matter how much you want
to follow certain modes, remember
that it's more important to wear what
is suited to you than it is to be fashionable

News

doesn't look as though she had been

personality

fine

be

have to be

purely a personal matter, for the
shape of your face will have much
to do with determining the ones that
you can wear.
Just one last word on the subject

What Do You
Continued from page 47

hair

the

straight, the earrings will

great deal for you this summer, if
you will select and wear them care-

!

Reels?

from a Broadway musical comedy
once dressed themselves in a camel's
skin and went to Central Park and
It was
posed with a real camel.
what is known as great stuff.
I haven't said anything about the
perils of the life of a news camera
man, but enough could be written,
and has been written on that subject
Yet
to make several other articles.
the camera men take the occasional

hazards that come their

"The hardest thing

way

lightly.

in the world."

man

once told me, in anquery about the difficulties and dangers of his occupation,
"is to make an English beauty look
as prettv as the newspapers describe
a camera

swer

to a

her."

And there you have the real peril
of the business.

REFORMING THE MOVIES

AT ANY MOVIE ON ANY SUNDAY
DURING 1922

A WELL-KNOWN CLERGYMAN
TAKES AS HIS SUBJECT A
BITTER DENUNCIATION OF THE

MOVIES

THE FAMOUS AUTHOR OF "HAVE MEN SOULS?"
LETS HERSELF GO IN AN INTERVIEW

"

CONSTANT READER" EXPRESSES

HER VIEWS \N NO UNCERTAIN
MANNER TO THE PRESS

ANXIOUS MOTHERS CALL A SPECIAL MEETING
COMMUTE AND PLEDGE THEMSELVES

OF THE

FOR A "CLEAN MOV1E5 FOR CHILDREN"

CAMPAIGN

A PROMINENT ARTIST LODGES
A VIGOROUS PROTEST

AND FINALLY THE SUPREME CZAR
OF THE INDUSTRY ANNOUNCES THE
ENTHUSIASTIC 5UPPORT OF THE
PRODUCERS FOR BETTER PICTURES

AT ANY MOVIE ON ANY SUNDAY
DURING 1923

—

—
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we were

Continued from page 28

pyramids because the Indians were
supposed to have built them, but it's
a question as to just who constructed
them.
They're built of adobe and
faced with rock.
climbed up

We

the

stone

stairs

in

the

of

side

the

Pyramid of the Sun to the very top,
two hundred and sixteen feet.
It
was up there they used to sacrifice
virgins to the sun, hundreds of years
ago.
The legend is told that when
Cortez invaded Mexico, the Indians
carried dirt, goodness knows how,

and covered every pyramid, and they
are still working on the uncovering
of some of the pyramids now.
For
years they thought the pyramids
were mountains for they have trees
and grass growing on them.
We worked quite a bit in front
of the cathedral, the biggest Christian

church

in

Mexico.

Mexico

is

of the most wonderful
legends, and the one about the church
is that it was erected on the very
foundations of the greatest pagan
temple of the Indians.
just

full

On Palm Sunday we
the services.

I

Letter from Location

went

all

to

never saw anything

impressive.
All the worshipers
bought candles outside the cathedral
and carried palms and waved them
throughout the service.
In filming scenes in Mexico City
so

having the biggest orchestra known
to motion pictures.
They told us this was the first time
a motion-picture company had made
actual scenes for a picture in Mexico City, and whenever it had been
photographed before it was for the
news reels only.

hasn't rained a single day since
we've been here, and the climate
seems delightful, although I fainted
twice the first day we were here
because of the altitude.
I
just
couldn't seem to get my breath
Mexico City is so high up in the
mountains. But one soon gets used
to the "thin air."
It

Oh, yes, one thing we saw which
impressed us very much was a funeral
regular street car, all
There is a front
compartment for the casket, and the
mourners sit in the passenger section of the car.
The street-car track
runs directly to the cemetery, and so
it does away with any
funeral pro-

car.

It

draped

But there have been parades of

quite the center of attrac-

and huge crowds gathered
everywhere we worked.
One day
while we were working a fifty-piece
Mexican band was playing in an adjoining park, and it seemed to be
just playing for us.
It would start
when we started and stop when we
stopped. We were all laughing about
tion,

a

is

in

black.

we have been

kinds while

all

And

here.

on Sundays people
come out to promenade. Saw many
pretty girls Sunday riding around in
their limousines, but they always
seemed to be very well chaperoned
especially

with older people.

The

traffic

laws are not like ours,

and cars drive on either side of the
street.
Mrs. Bosworth encounters

more

than the rest of us, for

traffic

she goes around shopping while

we

She picked up some

are working.

of the most interesting relics while

we were working

at the pyramids
of little stone heads
they
look to be adobe petrified, if you can

all

—

sorts

imagine
buying

that.

Mr. Bosworth has been

of things for his
curio collection, and a brand-new saddle and bridle for his horse.
I haven't purchased a thing yet,
but am going to look at some wonderful Spanish shawls to-morrow.
You see that senorita had a great influence on me.
all

sorts

Since I seem to be getting right
back to where I started on this letter, I guess I had better stop, and
to show you that I am real smart,
I can wish you adios,
Sincerely,

Claire Windsor.

cessions.

Hollywood High Lights
Continued from page 52

program of more than three or four
It is by all odds
a year.
becoming one of the most remarkable

pictures

long-run theaters for ocular entertainment in the country.
Needless to say. it is supported
largely by visitors to the Coast and
those residents of Los Angeles who
are not in the picture business. With
even its limited capacity, it. could
take care of all the workers in the
films in three or four weeks, and
the run of

a long

way

"The Covered Wagon"

is

past this already.

Summer

Divertissement.

Hollywood has two other

interest-

ing attractions for summer visitors.
They are respectively the open-air
concerts by a symphony orchestra in
a huge natural amphitheater, which
are being directed this year by Emil
Oberhoffer, formerly of the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, and The
Pilgrimage Play, a sort of American
imitation of the Oberammergau Passion Play.
The concerts, which are
given four nights a week, are a favored diversion of the picture folk.
You can see them there by the hundreds.
Most of them wear their old
clothes, too, because there is nothing

fashionable about the rough wooden
benches, and the amphitheater is so
dusty that it ruined a pair of Gloria
Swanson's satin slippers in a minute
last
season.
Douglas Fairbanks,
Mary Pickford, Nazimova, Conrad
Xagel, Milton Sills and others who
are interested in music often say a
few words to the audiences to cheer
along the concerts, and much as he
is supposed to hate public gatherings,
Charlie Chaplin is also an occasional
attendant.
He loves harmony more
than he loves anything, with the possible exception of his latest flame.
He can safely come to these gatherings, because almost any star can slip
in among the ten thousand persons
who often hear these programs, without being noticed by any but his near
neighbors, because about the only
light is that furnished by the moon,
if the moon happens to be shining.

A
If

Fortunate Trio.

you should happen some time

see the new fantasy of the sea,
resembling "Undine." which the Fox
company is to release in the near fu-

to

ture, take particular note of three girls

by the name of Dear

One

who appear

in

of them is Margaret,
the other Avis, and the third Kath-

this film.

They

newcomers
and they are among the
luckiest girls of the year. They came
to California about a year or so ago
from the South without the least intention of going into the movies.
Their father was dead, and their
mother supported her growing family working in a downtown furniture
erine.

are absolute

to the screen,

_

store.

One day a news photographer happened to be at the beach taking pictures of bathers, and he asked two
Dear girls to pose
They were glad to do this
of the

fun of
thought that
the

for

their

the
it

just for

and

never

would mean anything

future.

though, that

thing,

for him.

It

so

happened,

when the picture was
Fox company were in

the
particular need of some young and
attractive girls for their stock organization, and on spotting the girls in
the news picture, the casting director
liked their appearance so well that he
printed,

started a quest for them.
finally located them after

When

he
consider-

able difficulty he easily induced

them

sign a contract.
Just about the
time that the two had put their signatures on a dotted line, the company
to

Continued on page 101

Well.
If

you. ccc'.z

What Do You Want?

answer that question

Bv Gerald

for all the fans

C. Duffy

were an average man you could make a

forin the picture business doing practical!}" noth-

I

All that would he required of you would
asional answer to the question: "Do you like

am

not magnifying fact; there is no jocosity in
If you were an average man
There is no
your fortune would be made.
motion-picture company existent that would not
$ap
stagger you with offers, for you
would be a positive
against failure for
I

my

statement.

you could be immensely wealthy!

Illustrated by Lui Trugo
and producers interpret the word, is a collective noun
under which are harbored all the conflicting emotions,
all the contradictory preferences which were ever invented to stir the soul of man.
Your desires are a
target which must be aimed at in the dark.
During the past five years I have devoted my time
to studying your obscure characteristics
and in writing screen stories with a view
to making them amuse you, and now I
freely- and sadly admit that I have no
more idea of what you want than I had

when

I

The

any company. You
would represent and

started.

problem

which confronts

man

who

personify thai vague,
mysterious, all-powerful general public

the

whose likes
and dislikes

wants is at
once interesting'
and terrifying.
He must keep a

control
success

ture.

to
the public

the

If

you

-

thai

f o r t u nate average man no
picture released by a concern you worked for could

:

without stumbling, though he is blind he
must guess the riddle of past successes and failures he must discover
progress

s?'

:

fail.
For each him would first
be given to \ou for your infallible judgment. If it bored you, that would condemn it. If it
interested you. thai would entitle it to circulation.
If
you were so moved as to praise it. a hundred thousand dollars would be spent to advertise it.
For you. and the millions of other individuals who

make up

the public compose an enigmatic, capricious
monster which every" producer is striving to please.
Ever present in the picture maker's mind is the question without an answer "Well, what do you want ?"
So you see. if you could answer that question for
him. and make your answer mirror the opinion of the
masses, there is nothing that money can buy7 which
3 ou would not possess.
But don't agitate y ourself you are not an average
man. There is no such thing as an average man. He
is a purely mythical or theoretical person produced by
taking you and adding all the intellectuals and all the
uninielligents. and then dividing to strike an average.
This quotient, personified, gives us the average man.
But though he is the composite of all. he is the
iikeness of none; for, disastrously for the producer,
people's minds are as much alike, but no more alike
than people's faces they resemble, but never duplicate
:

7

;

each other.

For this_reason the

what

cool, sensitive
finger
upon the
faintly
beating
pulse of his invisible patron
lie must

of
pic-

were

give

it

and

"failure

every

wants

lives of the screen writer, actor,

and producer are filled with terrible disapOften
pointments and the most disturbing surprises.
the stories he has counted upon to bring him fame have
brought him shame instead and just as frequently the
director,

;

pictures he has anticipated with trepidation have been

There is no barometer
greeted bv thundering applause
of public desires. What you want has never been known
and never will be known, because "vou," as the writers
!

;

why

the same old time-y-ellowed jokes will always bring hilarious satisfaction while the newest and
crispest humor will bring noise from the audience only
in the form of snoring.
Despite the mental torment inflicted upon the men
who must face these baffling questions, there is a tinge
of bright good fortune in the dark situation. . Some
people somewhere invariably like the pictures which annov other people in other places, and it is this variance
of opinion which lias made possible the success of such
a number of stars as now are enjoy-ing lucrative popuConceive if you can the collapse that a thoularitv.
sand careers would suffer if every-, one liked exactly
You now have your favorite if everythe same thing
one shared yr our partiality- there would be only- one favorite, only one star, and all the others would be forced
to abandon the studios.
But the infallible, unerring science with which the
cosmos was designed has devised the exceedinglv clever
idea of a law of averages so the picture industrv is
guarded by the same expedient which prevents every
one from insisting on taking the same street car in
the morning.
In addition to helping the stars bv liking them, you
assist them by telling them y-ou like them.
Bv the
quantity and nature of the fan mail he receives, a
star can gauge his popularity-; he can know which type
of picture the public prefers from him. and which bits
of business and what kind of clothes olace him at the
best advantage.
But in the matter oi stories you fairs
are negligent. If y-ou would let the producer and author
know just what stories you like, and what ones y-ou don't
like, you would have more pleasant evenings sitting in
the dark of the theaters.
!

:

:

!
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American Pictures Abroad
Continued from page 69

Equally indicative of

the fact that Mr. Griffith's "Broken
Blossoms" was vetoed by German
distributors and forbidden by German censors on the ground that it was
is

"a study in sadism."

So much

for the

ority complex.

German

superi-

This attitude changes

in the success of American
pictures on the Continent. It is true,
no American picture has yet been any
big box-office success in any part of
Germany.
The same thing is true
of Italy, and curiously enough, of
Roumania. But the rest of Europe
prefers an American picture to any
other.

nothing

As

to the

preference for any par-

would say that Mary
Pickford, Priscilla Dean, Viola Dana,
Douglas Fairbanks, and above all
Chaplin are liked best.
Mainly be-

ticular stars I

cause they are

known

"Daddy

best.

Long Legs"

for instance has in the
city had three runs within the
year.
The daring, cool-blooded

same
same
and nonchalant acting of
Fairbanks and W. S. Hart

Douglas

greatly
responsible for their success, particularly since the qualities they portray are to the European's mind the
embodiment of all American ideals.
is

David Powell and Thomas Meighan
again are liked because, unlike European film beaus, they never make the
impression of just having walked out
of a ready-to-wear shop.
It is of
course the airy lightness of Mary
Pickford and particularly the healthy
and moquant playfulness of Viola
Dana to which the hearts of European
audiences yield without restraint.
But the greatest appreciation and
most unreserved sympathy belongs
to the host of nameless babies and
pets that lends to pictures the unmistakable brand "Made in U. S. A."
It

is

critical

about

strange that

Americans
their_

what the more
condemn most

—

pictures
a too thick
layer of sentimentality such as is done
with scenes in which children and
pet animals are introduced
should
so greatly appeal to European spec-

—

Around
Continued from page 55

dens of 1923 are only a step from
the Oregon frontier of sixty years
ago the mythical kingdom of Harold
MacGrath's "Castle Craneycrow,"
which never really existed, rubs elbows with a Vienna palace as it wasin 1913.
The Austrian retreat of
1917 almost collides with the Indians
tomahawking through Oregon in
At any point in the African
1850.
jungle you are apt to crawl out onto
the plains of Nebraska.
But, alas!
these cosmopolitan peculiarities do
;

In Prague, in Berlin, in Paris,
such scenes always bring low murmurs of admiration and delight.

tators.

this attitude

The same thing
American comedies.

holds
It is

true of
not an ex-

aggeration to claim that slapstick
comedies are better liked than even
feature plays.

Particularly the

Booth

Tarkington and Baby Peggy pictures,
the Joe Martin comedies, Harold
Lloyd and Charlie Chaplin.
Chaplin has become an idol and
a

national

hero

every

in

country.

Germany,

of course, is again the one
The eternal suto hobble behind.
Let me by way
periority complex
of explanation quote a German on
"Germany's national
this subject.
!

hero most certainly
Einstein," he said.

not Professor
is,
if anybody at all, Hindenburg or Ludendorff, or the kaiser
as long as he
stays in Holland.
At the best it is
is

"It

—

Bismarck.

"The national hero of the rest of
the world is Charlie Chaplin.
"This is one of the main reasons
why Germany and the rest of the
world no longer understand each
other."
Yet, spurred by the success of the
Chaplin pictures, a German picture
firm started to manufacture "substitutes" for Chaplin pictures. With the
assistance of an actor who was more
fortunate in his imitation of Mr.
Chaplin's mask than in copying his
mode of acting, this company is today making picture after picture full
of a sense of humor so typically German that any competition is autoThe
matically out of the question.
rest of Europe pays Mr. Chaplin
homage in a more serious and a decidedly more honest way. Cafes and
cabarets continually have on their
programs "Chaplin dancers" who deliver themselves of grotesqueries in
the manner of Chapliniades, bringing rhythm to the seemingly abrupt
and disjointed gestures of the famous comedian. However, the most
unexpected and

in its

way

really sig-

nificant recognition paid to the

ican picture

the

is

Amer-

the fact that the

World

Rus-

government after banishother European and American
pictures for being "tools of the capitalistic regime" has now permitted
the showing of Chaplin films on the
ground that Chaplin, "being a sympathizer of the communistic ideals,
is not dangerous."
The Pravda, the
official organ of the Soviets, says that
Mr. Chaplin is the favorite of the
entire world's proletariat and even
goes so far as to claim that he intends to join the ranks of some
American communistic party. Truly,
a success Mr. Chaplin did not count
sian Soviet

ing

all

upon
This action of the Soviet govern-

ment proves how manifold and unthe local conditions of
Coupled
countries are.
with this handicap is the inability of
a number of countries to pay for
foreign pictures. It must not be forgotten that the best seat in Berlin's
most fashionable theater still costs
only the equivalent of fifteen cents.
Naturally, under such conditions the
release of up-to-date American pictures becomes prohibitive.
But with favorable economic concontrollable
the various

remains no doubt that
picture which is
destined to satisfy best the emotional
and sentimental needs of Europeans.
Europe to-day is impoverished, disapWhat real life depointed, hungry.
nies, the motion picture imparts genditions, there
it

is

—
—

gateman whose duty it is to keep you
out you probably will try to see as
much of it as you can. It is more
interesting than the other studios because of its size, and because of its

an overgrown circus. It
an air of stability from the
permanent sets there such as the

American

erously to all. Men are instinctively
hungry for beauty, for pathos, for
grandeur.
They want these things
given to them through a medium they

can understand. The American picture does it. It can start a story with
the individual, unimportant story of
a sales girl and develop it into a highpowered, dynamic conflict full of appeal and interest to the common man
as well as to the over-refined, intelIt can establish a bond
lectual type.
between itself and the spectator, beI
spectator and spectator.
don't know of any foreign picture
that has done that, with the possible
And that
exception of "Passion."
seems to have been an accident.

tween

at Universal

not seem to appeal to the actors working at Universal city. One set rarely
knows what the next set is doing.
But if you ever visit Universal
City and according to the weary

the

City

way, a patch of African jungle, an
ocean liner at a dock. It is a land
of never-ending surprises that takes
your imagination out of its accustomed ruts and makes you wonder
at the magnitude of this amusement

You can't help but be impressed by the achievements of the
men who have transplanted the beauindustry.

and the

thrills

of

life in all cor-

air of being

ties

gains

ners of the world in this mimic city.
Particularly if you are accompanied

Western

village, the

New York

sub-

bv Art Acord.
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ains!

Thousands Say New Invention
Banishes Every Ache— Instantly!
No braces; no straps; no metal; no rigid appliances; no bandages; no
trouble or bother of any kind. Yet every pain, twinge and soreness
disappears instantly as if by a touch of a magic wand!

—

r

N

longer need most of us suffer the
of tired, weak, aching,

tortures

burning feet
For foot specialists
have perfected a marvelous new device, which usually the very instant you
make use of it causes the pains and aches
!

—

to disappear.

Xo

—no

matter
matter

how long you have suffered
how many different treat-

ments you have

without relief
this new invention is positively guaranteed
to relieve you completely of all foot misery and to bring yon glorious foot comfort, or it costs ycu nothing.
Agonizing twinges in the arches and instep terrible drawing pains in the ankles
and legs tortuous aches in the toes and
heels pains
from
burning,
blistered,
swollen joints even pains from corns,
bunions and callouses are at once relieved
and you walk around with
never a thought of foot

—
—
—

pains.

were

taken

—

just as if
given entirelv
It's

sensitive nerves are squeezed

Yet. no matter how sore or aching your
feet may be, the pain is relieved almost instantly by this sensational new scientific discovery.
Why? Because this new device at
once raises the flattened arches to their normal position, immediately relieving the unnatural pressure and friction that is causing
your foot misery, and bringing you glorious
foot Comfort. The immediate relief from pain

should

amaze you

actually

—

ther treatment is necessary

How New

Invention

these

unnatural
were removed.

Airflex
in the

cles

become torn and twisted

the foot.

:

is

called

the

pad.

scientifically

formed to the natural arch of

Instantly

of your feet, causing unbearable agony.
The foot mus-

It

Arch Support, and is
form of a light and

springy

Why Pain Disappears

forced
out of place.
Then you begin suffering all
thf tortures of fallen arches.
The displaced bones are
jammed into the tender flesh

appliances

But this new invention,
which can be slipped into
any styled shoe, is entirelv
different.

are

Works

old way of treating fallen arches was
to use rigid metal props, cumbersome straps,
bandages, or ugly looking specially built shoes.
But instead of strengthening the arches, these
old-fashioned methods in many cases actually
They did. not permit the
weakened them.
foot muscles to get exercise, and as a result
the arches flattened out again the moment

new

become weakened and
strained, with the result that
the bones of your arches, under the weight of your body,

!

The

feet!

cles

Furthermore,

!

this new device strengthens your arch muscles with every step you take
so that they
become strong and well again, and no fur-

you

Science has proved that 99
of every
100 foot pains
are caused by faulty arches.
Tour arches support the entire weight of your body.
They consist of a series of
delicate bones, nicely fitted
together so as to form a
spring. The spring of your
arch cushions your weight
and absorbs the shocks of
walking.
Now your arches are held
in place by certain muscles.
But frequently these mus-

blood vessels are

:

choked.

Each pair

is

made

of specially compounded Russian Sponge Rubber
one of
the most resilient materials
known and to make this
rubber even more springy" it-

—

—

is actually
air.

surcharged

arch

Its

!

constant compression and expan-

sion at every Step massages, exercises and
the muscles in a natural way.
strengthens
thus quickly bringing back their old-time vigor
and strength.

Results Positively Guaranteed
With this new kind of arch support results
Note how
are usually evident instantly
quickly all pain disappears.
Note how they
give you a buoyancy
a new sprightliness.
With them you can walk or stand all day
without feeling the least bit of fatigue. But
For by
best of all these results are permanent!
exercising and strengthening the supporting
muscles, the arches are again made sturdy
and vigorous, and no further treatment is
necessary.
The New Airflex Arch Supports are positively guaranteed to banish all pain and buil
up the arches and if. after trying them you
are not more than delighted with results,
they cost you nothing.
'.

—

SEND NO MONEY
Simply fill in the
a cent in advance.
being sure to give the exact size of your foot
Don't hesitate to order hy mail,
as instructed below.
In
for every dav we are fitting hundreds this way.
suite of the fact thot these supports have regularly
sold for S5.00 when the post man hands them to you.
Just pay him the amazingly low price of only SI. 95
Slip the
(plus few cents postage) in full payment.
Walk on them. See if you
supports into your shoes.
are not amazed at the wonderful relief and comfort they
hring.
Try them five days. Then if you are not pleased
in every way with what they have done for you. simply
return them and your money will be instantly and
gladly refunded without question.
This special low price of only SI. 95 is being made
for a short time only and may never he offered again.
So mail the coupon today now and say "Good-bye"
Thompson-Barlow Co.. Inc.. Dept.
to foot pains forever.
A-24S, 43 West 16th Street. New York. X. T.
Don't send

coupon,

—

—

—

These
which

LOW

PRICE INTRODUCTORY OFFER COUPON

with

is

of

marvelous supports,
into your shoes,

—

compounded

Russian Sponge Rubber. The
supports conform to the exact contour of the foot in

you take.

Inc.
St.

New York

-

not sure of
shoe size, stand
on piece of paper
and trace outIf

As you walk on them
and it is like walking on lay-

a wonderfully resilient pad

—

CO.

Dept A-248, 43 West 16th

they bring, you would
never be aware of their presence.

"B"

only
every
position
not
bringing you instant comfort, but strengthening the
foot muscles with every step

THOMPSON- BARLOW

fort

slip

specially

so light and
you can see in

the little picture on this
pagel that were it not for the
instant buoyancy and com-

are so light and flexible that
they can actually be bent
double.
In diagram above.
"A" represents a thin layer
of soft flexible leat»» o "\

fas

—

—

They are

flexible

1

—

stock-

ers of air
this springy rubber exerts a marvelously gentle and even pressure at all
points.
This instantly raises
the fallen arches to their
proper position and automatically adjusts the displaced
arch bones.
At the same
time, as this light, springrubber yields to your weight
reproduces exactly the
it

Name.

natural spring of

Size of Shoe

your

line

inged

of
foot.

Enclose

with coupon.

Address.

Hold

upright.
this

pencil

.

Send

me

pair of your

at your risk the proper
new Airflex Arch Sup-

ports.
I will pay tlie postman or.ly
SI. 95. plus the few cents postage,
It is fully underin full payment.

stood, however, that if I am not
delighted after 5 days' trial. I may
them and you agree to refund my money without question.
re. urn

.

City

:

Mens
Width.

.Women's

U

ANNABELLE. — Goodness

gracious,

land sakes' alive, and all the rest of
them how do you expect me to get any
information about your friend who is playing extra when you are not even sure
There ^re hunof the name she is using
dreds of "small, dark girls with nice teeth
and rather wavy black hair" appearing as
But even if I had
extras in Hollywood.
the name, I'm sorry to say that it would
probably be impossible to trace her unless
she happened to play a part so that her
name appeared in the cast of characters,
because even the casting directors don't
know the names of the extras. They just
order them in batches from the agencies,
the way you would order a dozen eggs
or a bushel of potatoes from your grocer.

—

W. — Ora Carew

recently married
J. C. Howard, one of those wealthy men
that movie actresses always seem to be expected to marry, but seldom do. Now I
understand that they are going Jo start a
company of their own and that Ora will
be the star. Yes, Miss Carew does remind
me somewhat of Nazimova.

Gertie

—

No, the whale-hunting scenes
"All the Brothers Were Valiant" were
There
not made on the studio grounds.
are still some things that can't be done in
C. D. B.

in

skeptical fan, and whale
hunting is one of them. As a matter of
fact, the company that made this picture
chartered a real whaling vessel and went
on a cruise that lasted several weeks in
order to get these scenes.
So you see
they were really authentic.
Billie Dove
wrote about the trip in one of those location letters.
It appeared in the March
issue of Picture-Play.
a

studio,

oh,

—

R. E. The number of scenes made in
a day depends, of course, upon the kind
of scene and the director. Some directors
work quickly and others go through rehearsal after rehearsal and inspect every
detail of the sets before shooting.
Hugo
Ballin, for instance, has made as many as
thirty-five or forty scenes a day.
On the
other hand, Erich von Stroheim is so
painstaking about detail that it sometimes
takes hours before he considers his sets
and actors are ready to face the camera.

He

has been

few

scenes.

known to spend
D. W. Griffith

days on a

is
equally
careful and tireless in getting exactly the
effect he wants.
Usually, only one scene
at a time is shot.
There is only one director that I know of that works differently: The camera on the William De
Mille set grinds steadily for hundreds of
feet at a time, and the characters go
through scene after scene without stopping.
In this way, the players can keep
in character for much longer periods at
a time, and I should think would achieve
letter results.
But those who work by

other method seem to get the same
and the players are so used to emoting for a few minutes at a time, waiting
around for half an hour or so, and then
jumping right into a difficult scene again,
that I suppose most of them can work
equally well either way.
the

effect,

—

Zuleika. Is that your own name, or
have you been reading Max Beerbohm ?
:"
Here is the cast for "The Ghost Breaker
Warren Jarvis. a ghost breaker, Wallace
Reid Maria Theresa, a Spanish heiress,
Lila Lee
Rustv Snoiv, a colored servant
Duke D'Alva, leader of ghosts, Ar;

;

;

thur Carewe
feudist,

Jarvis;

Sam Mareum,

a Kentucky
MacDonald Aunt Mary
Frances Raymond; Maurice, Snitz
;

F.

J.

:

Edwards.

THE

ORACLE

will

answer in

these columns as many questions of genera! interest concerning the movies as space will allow.
Personal replies to a limited
number of questions—such as will
not require unusually long answers
will he sent if the request is accompanied by a stamped envelope, with return address. Inquiries
should be addressed to The Picture
Oracle, Picture-Play Magazine. 79
*

—

Seventh Avenue,

New York

City.

The Oracle cannot give advice about
becoming a movie actor or actress,
since the only possible way of ever
getting such a job is by direct
personal application at a studio.
Those who wish the addresses of
actors and actresses are urged to
read the notice at the end of this

name

Moreno.
seventy

—Don't

I

My

Antonio Garrido Monteagudo
weighs one hundred and
pounds and is about five feet
is

He

nine.

Lil.

— Neither

Agnes

Ayres

nor

Bebe

played Wallace Reid's wife in
"The Affairs of Anatol" '.hey were just
two of his "affairs." Gloria Swanson was
the wife.
J. Warren Kerrigan has the
leading male part in "The Girl of the
Daniels

—

which Sylvia Breamer

Golden West"

in

plays the

role.

title

engagement

at

least.

—

E. Gilbert G.
No actor has vet been
selected for the title role in "Be:i Hur,"
but your choice, Antonio Moreno, has
been mentioned often and favorably in

connection with this role, which practically
every actor on the screen would give a
great deal to be able to play. But Tonv
recently signed a five-year contract with
I am inclined to
his chances for Ben
Hur, as I doubt that Famous would lend
him to Goldwyn for this production in
"The Exthe event of his being chosen.

Famous

Players,

which

think has

dimmed

citers,"

in

Daniels

is

which he plays opposite Bebe
Tony's latest.

Peggy W.

— So

you have a movie book
you are a full-fledged
fan.
But if they cost $4.50 and you fill
them up so quickh', you'll have your famof your

Xow

own ?

in bankruptcy, but to a fan with the
collecting fever I suppose nothing matLloyd Hu.ehes is unters but acquisition.
der contract to Thomas H. Ince, but he is
ily

frequently loaned to other companies. His
wife, Gloria Hope, free-lances. Lloyd was

born

in 1899,

and Gloria

Mrs. Philip H.

in 1901.

— Taking your short

but

my

description, and calling upon
powers of divination, 1 find that the name
of the picture in which John Bowers
"saved the heroine's father and the parrot,
and also drank" is "The Bonded
Woman." Betty Compson was the star in
this, and Richard Dix was the nice man,
alas, who lost out in love to the drinking

pithy

Mr. Bowers.

Helen.
Murray's

— Rod

La Rocque

latest efflorescence,

plays in

Mae

"The French

Doll."
If you have fallen in love with
just from seeing his photographs I'm

Rod

when

you

think Antonio Moreno is much better than Valentino?
dear, I do not think on such questions of
world significance. Neutrality may not be
very exciting, but it's safe.
Tony was
born in Madrid. Spain, in 1888, and his
full

—

sure you're going to be lost forever
see him in action on the screen.

department.
Peggy O.

so far. but he and Lois Wilson are very
friends, and they do say well, don't
be surprised at the announcement of an

good

Yes,

it

is

true that

Mr. Kerrigan has "escaped" matrimony

—

Hash. Thanks for your nice words
about Pictui.e-Play. I have turned your
note over to the editor to give him the
well-known "glow of pleasure," too.
There is only one Chaney in pictures that
I'm
I know of, and that is Lon Chaney.
sorry, but I have no address for Dagney
Servaes and Harry Liedtke now. Perhaps
after a while I shall be able to get mailing addresses for the foreign players that,
like these two, are appearing rather frequently in this country and are gaining
the interest of the fans. "The White Sister" is the only picture that Lillian Gish
has made since "Orphans of the Storm,"
and this is not nearly completed at present, which means that it probably won't
be released until the late summer or early
fall.

Continued on page 108
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What More Could

a Girl

Want?
Continued from page 74

was abandoned on a man's doorstep.
she grew up he fell in love with
There was no reason for anyher.

When
thing

happened,

that

and

yet

Kiss me!
one is

No

I

it was great when I wrote
There were one or two incidents
of Mr. Xeilan's that were similar

thought

looking!"

it.

but. oh. the difference in the way
!"
they were worked out
"And so you decided to act," I
suggested.
"Not for a long time," she explained. "Not until my health broke
down and mamma took me to CaliAs I got betfornia to recuperate.
ter I got restless and wanted to do
girl who lived in the
something.
same apartment building played extra
in pictures, so I decided to try it,

A

too."

was just chance?" I of"If she had been an artist's
model or a salesgirl or a newspaper
reporter you would have tried that?"
"Hardly. I wasn't in actual want.
No, like a million other feminine
Mertons I was attracted by the glamour of the studios."
That evening we went to see "Merton of the Movies" together, and if
any one has any doubts about her
"So

it

fered.

HERE'S

a mystery comedy, sure-fire action, fast and funny, just the kind
of entertainment you are looking for on a summer evening, -when it's
too hot to take anything seriously.

Douglas MacLean, that inimitable comedian who kept you roaring with
laughter in "The Hottentot," is the star in this new one. And with Marguerite De La Motte and Raymond Hatton also in the cast you know there
is a treat in store for you.
This is another one of the productions of Thomas H. Ince, which you know,
are always good. The story is by Bradley King. Watch for this picture at
your theatre and watch always for the First National trademark on the

—

sense of humor let me rush to assure them that none of the fine shadings of satire were lost on her. Not
even when they cast a scraggly. misshapen creature as one of the sirens
in "Rich Men's Mistresses."
Other
stars have

been known

to

watch

screen.

Windsor.
She is good to look at, her life
rambles along very pleasantly without leading into any morbid impasses,
and she is clever enough to know that
there was_a reason for the Creator's
giving people two ears and only one
mouth. I» this she measures up to

Directed by

one should ask

was

clever,

enough."

me
I'd

If

any

Claire

Windsor

answer

"Clever

if

Douglas
MacLean
^V^/

Movie Acting
Would you like to know if you are adapted to this
work? Send 10c. for our Twelve-Hour Talent-Tester
or Key to Movie Acting Aptitude and find whether
or not you are suited to take up Movie Acting.
Send dime or stamps
Instructive and valuable.
Interesting:, illustrated Booklet on Movie
today.
will
also
be
included
FREE
Actiner
Jackson, Mich
Station R,
FILM INFORMATION BUREAU,
!

MAKE MONEY
AT HOME
\/~

earn $1 to $2 an hour v/ritirrj show cards
your spare time. Quickly and easily
our new simple *'Instructograph"
method. No canvassing or soliciting. We show you
how, guarantee you steady work at home, no matter
where you live, and pay you cash each week. Full
particulars and booklet free. Write to-day.
lenrned

I

j

|

,

''»...« SIS

in

by

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SYSTEM LIMITED
Authorized and Fuliy Paid Capital. One N'illion Dollars
Toronto, Canada.
Adams Bldg.
3

,

llllI!

„, BI .,...««

ija,,,:3

$$ For Ideas. Photoplay
Piots accepted any form; revised, criticised,

marketed.
910

Advice free.

copyrighted,
Universal Scenario CorDoration,

Western Mutual Life Bldg.. Los Angeles. Cal.

Writers!
Free toWONDERFUL
—
BOOK

A
read about it!
jM- Tells how easily Stories and Playsareconceived, written, perfected, sold. How many
who don't
they can write, suddenly
find it out. Hon- the Scenario Kings and the
Story Queens live and work. How bright men
madwomen, without any special experience,
learn to their own amazement that their simplest Ideas may Furnish brilliant plots forPIays
and Stories. How one's own Imagination may
provide an endless gold-mine of Ideas thut
bring Happy Success and Handsome Cash

DREAM

GU CAN

^ at home

i

listen."

presents

Starring

Reinhardt's famous definition of
a genius which was "a person who
to

and entertainment.

A Man of Action

Max

knows enough

the sign of the ultimate in artistry

HhoS.% HtlCe

this

play in a seething rage.
I doubt if the hard shell of studio
diplomacy will ever close in on
Claire's sunny frankness. She is evidently guileless in her friendships,
for she dares to ignore people of influence.
She is established now in
the comfortable security of a Goldwyn contract, her little boy is well
provided for. her mother lives with
her and assumes the direction of her
household.
Every little while Irene
Castle or some one of equal prominence announces that if she had her
choice in the way of looks she would
choose to look exactly like Claire

It is

y

1

jl

Royalties.

into print.

How new writers get.their names
How to tell it you ARE 3 writer.

How to develop your "story fancy." weave
clever word-pictures and unique, thrilling,
realistic plots.
your friends may I* your worst judges. How
to avoid discouragement and the pitfalls of Failure, Htrw to H'itit
This surprising IkxjIc is absoluteiy free. No charge. No obligation. Your copy is waiting for you. Write for it rt<no. Just address

How

AUTHORS' PRESS. Dept. 109,

AUBURN. NEW YORK

—

—

!
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By Public Demand
Continued from page 22

On the De Mille desk stood the
elephant-faced Ganish who hails from
In each of his four hands
Siam.
the

god flourished

a

weapon

of de-

struction.

"That's the critic," remarked my
dryly.
"See, he has all the

host,

tools."

This was my opening. One prod
and Cecil did the rest. The press
agent, who had been lurking in the
offing, pulled out his little book and
gleefully stored up notes for the future while his oracle paced up and

down over the bearskins, disposing
of the enemies of moviedom in pithy
epigrams just as Barrett said he

—

Earle E. Lie tie man
as he is to-day
r

BUT IPS GREAT
TO BE HEALTHY

GEE!
Up

the morning

brimming with pep. Eat like
a kid and off for the day's work feeling like a
race horse.
You don't rare how much work awaits
you. for that's what you crave
hard work and
plenty of it.
And when the day is over, are you
tired?
I should say hot
Those days are gone forever.
That's the way a strong, healthy man acts.
in

—

His

broad chest breathes deep with oxygen purifying his blood so that bis very body tingles with
life.
His brain is clear and his eyes sparkle.
He
has a spring to his step and a confidence to tackle
anything at any time.

THE WEAKLING

PITY
Don't you

feel sorry for those poor fellows dragalong through life with a neglected body?
They are up and around a full half hour in the
morning before they are half awake.
They taste

ging

a

of fo nd and call it a breakfast.
Shuffle off
work and drag through the day.
It's no wonder
few of them ever succeed.
Nobody wants a
dead one banging around.
live
It's the
ones that

bite

to

so

count.

STRENGTH

IS

YOURS

Wake up

fellows and look the facts in the face.
to you
right now.
What do vou plan
live one or a dead
one?
Health and
strength are yours if you'll work for them, so
why choose a life of suffering and failure?
Exercise will do it.
By that I mean the right
Kind of exercise.
Yes. your body needs it iust as
much as it does food.
If vou don't get it vou
soon develop i-to a flat-chested, narrow-shouldered
weakling with a brain that needs all kinds of
stimulants anil foolish treatments to make it act.
It's
to

I

up

be— a

know what

voted

all

and
body

—

me. come on and make

me

prove

it.

That's what

like.

Send

for

My New

"MUSCULAR

64-Page Book

DEVELOPMENT"

Tt contains forty-three full-page photographs of
myself and some of the many prize -winning pupils
I have trained.
Some of these came to me as pitiful weaklings, imploring
Lotk
ie to help them.
them over now and you will maryel at their present
physiques.
This hook will prove an impetus and a
real inspiration to you.
It will thrill you through
and through.
All I ask is 10 cents to cover the
cost of wrapping and mailing ynd it is ynurs to
keep.
Tin's will not obligate you at all. but for
the sake of your future health and happiness, do
not put it oft".
Send today right now, before you
turn th is page.

—

EARLE

E.

LIEDERMAN

Dept. 1408. 305 Broadway,

EARLE

New York

LIEDERMAN

City

E.
Dept. 1408. 305 Broadway. New York City
Dear Sir: I enclose herewith 10 cents for which
you are to send me, without any obligation on my
part whatever, a copy of your latest hook. "Muscular Development." (Please write or print plainly.)

—

"The

—the man who
or— these con-

literati?

public always

something
public

art

— not

good

— the

these

wants

to

see

who

sit

great

fellows

—big

around with nose glasses on. But
there are always those who have to
stand up and shout their rage at a
great, onrushing art.

"The great American public has
chosen between their pictures and the
ones they damned and taken the ones
they damned by choice. Personally I
think the taste of sixty million peoThe
is the one I should follow.

ple

majority must be right.

"Criticism is often ill directed," he
began.
"As you say. I've glorified
the American business man in pictures.
Why not? He's my ideal
and the ideal of thousands of others.
He's a good fighter and a clean
fighter.
He's got romance and everything else.
"These gentlemen who are kicking
over the traces as you suggest these
authors Stewart Edward
hite was
the first, then Peter B. Kyne, and
more recently Gouverneur Morris
they have no right to insult the
American public. They pretend to
criticize the movies they worked for,
but they really insult the public."
In the midst of his pacing Cecil
suddenly stopped and fixed us with

"These gentlemen like to talk about
canned drama canned art.
It is
canned art. But is a canned peach
any less a peach for that?
"These gentlemen and all other

—

—

W

—

critics of the industry are looking at
the greata gigantic, stupendous art
and beest the world ever knew
cause they can't succeed in it they
!'
are saying, 'There ain't no such art

—
—

"An old king named Canute stood
by some waves once and made the
same remark to them. He got awful
wet \"
Cecil pulled up sharply
with a
fine eye to drama
pat on the climax.
Barrett sighed and stowed away his
He plucked me by the
notebook.

—

—

sleeve to let

me know

the interview
tiptoed through the

his eye.

was

"Who do you think the town will
put up the statue to twenty years

A lowBarrett backed out.
hanging elk's head nearly hooked him
as he performed a final salaam, but
failed to break the trance of the de-

from now
Barrett

?"

promptly

answered,

but

Cecil ignored the personal allusion.

at

an end.

I

door.

voted acolvte.

Nominating Conrad Nagel
Continued from page 23

why the critics praise the Muscovites,
but I don't see why, at the same time,
To my
they deride native stars.
mind, Warfield and the Barrymores
and Jeanne Eagels and artists of their
stamp need acknowledge
ors in the world theater.

.no

State

superi-

That

isn't

just foolhardy, one-hundred-per-cent
It's a critical opinAmericanism.
ion."

The same thing happened, averred
Nagel. with the advent of the German films. Immediately the reviewcried,
with few exceptions
ers
"Here are real photo plays !" The
German pictures were good, but aside
from Negri and Tannings, they resoon disvealed little of merit.
covered that after seeing "Passion"
and "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari"
we had seen their best. The rest

—

—

We

Name
Street

City

temporary

film

am

giv„
of youis so
you won't know it.
I
will
broaden your shoulders, fill out your chest, and
give you
the
anns and legs of a real man.
Meanwhile, I work on the muscles in and around
your vital organs, making your heart pump rich,
pure blood and putting real pep in vour old
backbone.
This is no idle talk.
I don't promise
these
things
guarantee them.
I
If
you doubt
I

do you think

would.

talking about.
I
haven't dethese years for nothing.
Come to me
me the facts and I'll transform that
I

"Who

started the

were,

for the
hibitions in an

most part, futile exoutmoded manner.

"What an impression we could
make," said Conrad, "if we were to
send to Europe only the twelve best
photo plays of the past five years
That is virtually the way the Germans created their temporary flurry
over here."
In the course of our rambling conversation we found ourselves at vaBut you
riance on several points.

cannot argue with Conrad. "You,"
he will tell you, have a perfect risjht
to your own opinion." -And there
he leaves you. He maintains that La
Negri is no greater than Gloria Swanson, that De Mille of "Saturday
Night" and "Adam's Rib" is a eentleman of genius, that New York has
not the fascination of Hollvwood.
'

W

Advertising Section"

He was delighted at the idea of returning to the land of the arc-light
sun as soon as "Lawful Larceny"
had run its course.
His first picture with Goldwyn
will

of

be a Marshall Neilan production
''The Rendezvous," a Russian

story.
is

And

his favorite role, to date,

the one he portrayed

in

''Fool's

Paradise."

Properly cast. Conrad Nagel can
always be depended upon for a believable characterization at all times
he is a representative of which the
profession may well be proud.

L.
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DOUGLAS

NAME AND PORTRAIT

the best known shoe
stands for the highest
lowest possible cost. For
service, wear shoes that

mark

is

trade

It

standard of quality at the

in the world.

economy and

satisfactory

bear this trade mark.

TV. L. DOUGLAS constant endeavor for 47 years
has been to make reliable, well made, stylish shoes
at reasonable prices. The satisfactory service and the
protection afforded by the name and price stamped
on the sole of every pair have
given the people confidence
in W. L. Douglas shoes.

;

If

Never Say Die
Co;. tinned

have

WEAR W. L DOUGLAS SHOES
AND SAVE MONEY.

from page 43

and the public know that

I

It

me

that can be produced for the pric£.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR W. L. DOUGLAS SHOES.
IF HE CANNOT SUPPLY YOU,
WRITE FOR CATALOG.

and have a part

me

—

...

,

n^^U

p

1S4 Spark Street. Brockton, Mass.

TO MERCHANTS: If no dealer in your totcn handles W. L. Douglas
shoes, write today for exclusive rights to handle this quick-selling,
Quick turn-over

line.

Develops Busts Like
_ „•„ 7 Dnrincrthepastlo years

/V/f„

IVKlQtCi

^

thonsandshaveaddedto
their captivating glory

Of womanhood by using

GROWDINA
for bust, neck or arm development
Great Discovery of Parisian beauty
expert. Harmless, easy, certain renoney back. Marvelous testimonials
iential proof and literature (sealed)

—

—

VISIT

L. Douglas factories at Brockton, Mass., examine the high grade
leathers used, and see how carefully good shoes are made by skilled
shoemakers under the supervision of experienced men. all working with an
honest determination to make the best shoes

play in sup-

that would be a
than to struggle through
some awful thing with my name attached to it in big type."
Different is the only word that will
apply to Bessie Love's personality.
She is absolutely unassuming, lives
in the most unpretentious way.
I
have yet to hear any one say anything but good things of her.
She
has a wide circle of friends which
include all of the so-called baby stars.
She is a tiny sprite weighs less
than a hundred pounds and measures just about five feet. She is constantly in the company of her mother,
an ethereal sort of mother, essentially a dreamer and from whom
Bessie inherits much of her personality and charm.
Her dad is a physician, not practicing at present, however, for he finds Bessie Love's ranch
up in the northern part of the State
requires his undivided attention.
Bessie constantly carries with her
her ukulele. She takes it on location
to the studio.
She
to the beach
plays it unusually well and has a
sweet small voice well suited to the
wail of its strings. I have seen her
many times entertain a gathering of
after-dinner guests, humming and
singing dreamy melodies to the accompaniment of her uke.
It does seem that with Bessie's personality, her ability, and her innermost desire to reach the heights again
that she can't fall short of the mark
if she is only given the proper vehicle.
Here's hoping it comes her
wav soon

& $5.00

$4.50
W.

port of another star. I would a thousand times rather play opposite a star
credit to

FOR MEN
SHOES
& WOMEN
SHOES FOR BOYS

WE WOULD BE GLAD TO HAVE YOU

foolish thing to say

that pride won't let

ESTABLISHED JS7S

$5. s6.s 7. s8.ks9.

really

ashamed.

ability, I will feel

would be such a

you have been paying high

prices for shoes, examine the
W. L. Douglas $7.00 and $8.00
shoes. They are exceptionally
good value and will give you
satisfactory service.

Mile. Sophie

KoppeL Suite 920, 503

Fifth

Avenue.

Only
,

tzients and make a big savinfr in price.
guarantee the machine five years. Act DOW—
Bend for free book and full particulars.

Shipman-Ward Mfg. Co.
Typewriter Emporium
FC-3QS Ship men Building,
Montrose
and Raven5wood Avenues, Chicago

New York

Eugenia Fesner Wires*
<<Have wonderful part

in Outlook's big picPlaying opposite Lloyd Hughes, who

ture.

i

'

..
-

5

t

;

/

was Mary Pick ford's leading man in "Tess
of the Storm Country.' Mr. Harrison maktoe good in comedy.
Has already received offer from another company at

good salary.
Many thanks for giving me
the opportunity to get started in pictures.)?

—EUGENIA FE1NER.

We Have a Part For You
In Outlook's $250,000 Production

'Dangerous Love"
Eugenia Feiner. and O. V. Harrison were winners of The Cloverleaf Publications, big motion picture contest and were started on Movie careers.
They
are making good. We are looking for more new types, men. women, and children, old and young, t play in Outlook's coming big feature— "Dangerous
Love," based on Sinclair Lewis' Saturday Evening Post story, "Danger— Run
Slow," to be made in Hollywood.
We will pay S100 a week and expenses to
start.
If you want to get in motion picmres, join our next contest.
For full
particulars mail this ad in with your name and address written below.
>

L.

M.

KNOPP,

I^sTe.' 4th St
ST PAUL, MINN.

Dept.

\AfflJcEXT-

—

:
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Advertising Section

Their Streaks of Superstition

Dull Hair
Noted

— they

actresses

all

can't afford to

Continued from page 73

abhor dull hair
have it. They

Once, in a rarely generous mood,

I
thinking I was there for life, set
Moore a pillow she had about making my dressing room aradmired when at my house to put in tistic. The day it was finished, I
beher dressing room
and she refused gan work in a picture
for Marshall
"Fixing up my dressing room is
it

took Colleen

have no more choice in the color of
their hair than you have.
Their hair
is more beautiful, because their profession

—

their very

teaches them
of

how

environment
to

make

—

— soon

!

my

the best

as

what nature has given them.
Practically every

ably good hair
tity,

texture

—

and

color.

I

she explained
was about to take a very huffy
superstition,"

"No

sooner do I adorn it than
hen I signed my first picture contract
with Selig I decided
to beautify my dressing room.
I
played in two pictures.
Selig quit
producing the rest of the year was
lost.
Two years ago I signed with
Christie. I made a few comedies and,
leave.

woman has reason-

satisfactory in

pet

I

quan-

So-called dull

is
the result of improper care.
Ordinary shampooing is not enough;
just washing cannot sufficiently improve dull, drab hair. Only a shampoo
that adds "that little something" dull
hair lacks can really improve it.
Whether your hair is light, medium or

hair

move.

\\

—

—

—

it is only necessary to supply this elusive
something to make it beautilul. This can
be done.
If your hair lacks lustre
if it is not
quite as rich in tone as you would like to have
it
you can easily give it that little something it

dark,

—

No ordinary shampoo will do this, for
ordinary shampoos do nothing but clean the
lacks.

beauty of feature
important in a
woman. Why should it seem important to me of all people?"
She brushed my objections aside
with the justly renowned slow-moving hand, and went on
"Doll-like beauty doesn't appeal to
me at all. I would much rather have
little Gloria have an alert mind and
the capacity to understand and not
pass snap judgments on things than
to be beautiful.
"Next to being actually misquoted
I mind having little things exaggerThe papers have made it apated.
pear that Pola Negri and I indulged
in a common row over the cats at

would,

because

doesn't seem to

NOT

Golden Glint Shampoo is
an
ordinary shampoo.
It does more than merely
clean.
It adds
that little something which
distinguishes really pretty hair from that which
is dull and ordinary.
Have a Golden Glint Shampoo today and
give your hair this special treatment which is
all it needs to make it as beautiful as you desire
it.
25c a package at toilet counters or postpaid direct.
147 Spring
J. W. Kobi Co.,
St., Seattle, Wash.

Beauty Cul tare Course
at Home
Secrets of beauty parlors revealed. Thirty easy lessons
can make vou expert in all branches, massage, packs, dyeing,
marcel, akin worit, manicure waves, bleach etc. in eight weeks.
Study in spare time. Earn while you learn. Authorized diploma.
Money back guarantee. SO,000 Opportunities. Get FREE book.

ORIENTAL SYSTEM OF BEAUTY CULTURE
1000 Diversey Blvd.

Chicaeo

me

We

were pictured as
the studio.
squabbling little vulgarians. It would
have seemed more fair if they had
also remarked on the fact that Miss
Negri had been a guest at my house
and that I think her little foreign
ways are fascinating. Her accent is
delightful."

However objectionable that publicmay have been to Miss Swanson

ity

— and

she

—

seemed perfectly sincere

about it it served to keep her in
While other playthe foreground.
DIRECTIONS
SIMPLY
I PULL OUT
8

TURN
SETTING
TO LEFT

WHICH
OPENS

PRONGS

have had their day in the limeand then slipped back into the
ranks of also-filmed, Gloria has never
ers

light

Here 13 the ring that t9 taking the country by storm
^the marvelous new 12 in 1 ringActresses, moving picture stars, society leaders
—everybody is wearing this wonderful ring.
The 12 in 1 ring comes to you with 12 extra
sparkling SUPREME gems that match the beauty
ot genuine diamonds, sapphires, rubies, emeralds,

once yielded her place as the last
word in extravagance and surprise.
Every one has heard of her -even
the people who do not go to motion
Her name has slipped into
pictures.
vaudeville acts, popular songs, and

opals, pearls, turquoise, garnets, amethysts, topaz,
bloods' nea and moonstones.

—

InS seconds, ushnj n< tiling bvl pour lingers vou
cqnehangea SUPftVME diamond ring into a ruby
ring, the ruby into an emerald and so on.
Just think of what this means! At only a slight
cost you can have 12 difierent rings— a different
ring for every occasion and function, a ring to
match every gown, a ring to suit your every

THE STrWE
CANNOT FALL

OUT WHEN
LOCKED.

The" 12 in 1 ring is 10 Kt. solid gold, thru and
thru ana is beautifully chased- Prongs guaranteed
1 year against breakage or loss of stones.
Will
hold any stone from 1-2 to 2 carats. Be up-to-date.
Order a 12 in 1 Ring today. SEND NO MONEY.
Just name, address and ring size (strip of paper
around hnger). When ring and 12 extra stones
arrive, pay postman $4.89 NO MORE..
If you
aren't more than delighted we'll refund your
money at once.
FREE: with 12 in 1 Ring, Book of Ring Etiquette, tolling on what occasions 12 diner
stones should be

SUPREME JEWELRY
Dept. 22,

(VSFG.

CO.

that time I

had some

re-

my superstition and forbore
decorating my dressing room for
but finally I commenced
gewgaws about and immediNow
ately moved out to Goldwyn's.
I am almost afraid to move a chair.
I have a lovely lamp at home that
I
want in my dressing room but

some time

;

—

putting

\"

nothing doing

Continued from page 25

—

Dept. 88

By

Gloria— Without Exaggeration

little

hair.

Neilan.

spect for

contemporary novels as a synonym
for

lure.

You may

be

one

of

us

who

see in her face wistfulness and
disappointment; perhaps those quiet
!

434 Broadway, New York
j

gray eyes so full of meaning and her
graceful hands interest you; or perhaps you are just one of the flappers

who wonder what
will

dizzy creation she

wear next.

"Why don't you make a picture
some time without any of those precostumes?" I asked her.
"See if your acting wouldn't hold
an audience."
"I did." She smiled cynically. "It
was 'Under the Lash,' and it is the
onlv one of my pictures that hasn't
made money. That's the answer. I
posterous

to act and the people want me
dress up. so I try to do both.
'Zaza' will give me some splendid opportunities.
I start it in a few days.
Of course, it will be a sort of denatured Zaza, the censors will see to
that, but censorship is just a challenge

want
to

to us to be subtle."

She would like to play "Rita Coventry" next, and perhaps she will.
And she is frantically reading books
and seeing plays in search of stories
to suggest to Famous Players officials
for her use later on.
"I don't want to go back to doing
those husband-and-wife things. Help
me to find a story."
As I went out she was framed in
the doorway, the great billowing folds
of black lynx and Chinese embroidery
hung over her arm, her head cocked
over on one shoulder in that characlittle Gloria and the
teristic shrug
great, luxurious silver cat were in the
background, there was a telephone
;

call

from

the

studio,

a

messenger

telegrams to be answered, a
maid awaiting orders, and her secretary with letters in her hand.
But Gloria stood in the doorway
smiling pleasantly. Outside of being
a quiet, well-bred, intelligent mother,
she lives 'up to her role as queen of
the movies, and in diplomatic circles
would be found, I am sure, a queen
n+" expediency.

with

Advertising Section

How

Pictures

Are Exploited

Continued from page 27

All in all, there wasn't much chance
of missing "Robin Hood."
Concurrent with the local showing

of

Griffith's

citing Night"
ret,

Ex-

"One

picture.

was arranged

at a caba-

much

evidence.

with ghosts

in

When "The

Third Alarm" ran at
Grauman's Broadway, a tire engine
clanged up and down the streets. It
being a human failing that' people
always follow the engine to see where
the fire is, naturally when it stopped
at the theater, a goodly crowd tagged
This was used effectively all over
it.
the country.
Stunts used to advertise other pictures

were football teams wearing
placard

on

uniforms,
"Watch Us Go 'Smilin' Through,' "
and the placing of a lion in an apartment on the twelfth floor of a hotel,
packages being delivered each day to
T. R. Zann, exciting interest in the
this

Tarzan

their

The

pictures.

doubtlessly received a
of passes
or more.

—

manager
season's book

The main

99

themselves surmising what tragic
love affair had prompted the lady's
sad demise. Next day, after the police had spent hours dragging the
lake for the body, a rumor got around
that the "suicide" was a fake one
and but a publicity stunt to attract
attention to a forthcoming film in
which such a situation figured.
Everybody was intrigued that is,
everybody but the chief of police who
issued a warning to press agents that
the limit had been reached.
The producers and exhibitors have
to rack their brains constantly to devise novel exploitation stunts, for the
same kind cannot be repeated often.
The producing or distributing companies, by the way, devise most of

Beneficial

qualities that must go
into theater advertising in order to
intrigue the greatest attention are

ture.

novelty and daring. Occasionally one
of these may end in tragedy, as in
the case of the human fly who fell
and was killed while climbing up the
outside of the McAlpin Hotel in New
York City, just prior to the showing of Harold Lloyd's "Safety Last."
And not infrequently do these stunts
come perilously near to getting their
perpetrators into serious trouble with
the police.
With the discover}- of a woman's
clothing and a farewell note, all about
how "the woman pays." beside a lake
in Los Angeles, all the city was
aroused and the reporters spread

of the larger companies keep a highly
trained exploitation man around the
studio, just to watch the productions
and to suggest to the directors certain scenes and bits of business which
might be injected into the pictures
for no other reason than to be used
in exploiting the picture.
The scene

the

family — good

for digestiongood for teeth

and nerves—*
one

—

Each company has
these schemes.
a staff of young men who, after seeing the picture, figure out ways in
which exhibitors can create interest
in it.
These methods are printed in
booklets which are sent to. every theater owner who contracts for the pic-

you and

for

for every

"a sensible*
Deliciously flavored

3

BEEMA!
Pepsin Gum

So important has this phase of
showmanship come to be, that some

tan, pimples.
liver-spots, wrinkles. Acne, and muddy,
NON-ACID 'patented, lotion. Painless,
Effects astounding. Guaranteed- Proofsand
beauty book.- ' "The Art of Face I*eeling"sent Free.Write
,

blackheads,

oilv skins.
hr.rn-.less.

BEAUTY PEEL COSMETIC
Dept. P

from "Three Wise Fools" on page
26 showing Eleanor Boardman about

El

CO.

Paso, Texas

while
eat a
piece of candy,
attractive in itself, was of double

to

value because photographs of -it were
welcomed by candy-store proprietors
for use in their windows during the
weeks when the picture was shown.

The Greek God from Mexico
Continued from page 57

"This

picture

is

expected

to

be

"
greater than 'The Four Horsemen,'
said my guide, after eagerly pointing
out a hundred beauties which he
thought would interest me. Then as
the greatest and most interesting feature of all
"We are going to have an
intermission I"
He beamed. "And
!'
special music
One could imagine
him announcing his mother's consent
to his first long pants.
I have written much that is derogatory of newly made picture stars.
The fact that a young man's hair is
shiny and black, or blond and curly,
fails to throw me into such a flutter
that I cannot see that he is a wretched

—

actor.

not the

Or, in fact, that he knows
rudiments of acting tech-

first

Or, in fact, that he gives a
tinker's whoop that he does not know.
nique.

The same holds good for the ladies.
But when I see a young man who
earnestly asserts that he has much,
to discover, and who avers that
he is less than the dust in comparison with Lewis Stone, for instance,
I'm permitted. I hope, to express my
honest admiration.
Take it or leave it. the appeal of
sex is the greatest drawing card the
cinema holds in a winning hand. This
not right, and shows that the
is
American public doesn't know much
when it comes to Art with a capi-

much

tal

A.

But

it

to trv to

is

not the part of a lady

tell

the

American oublic

The Waterproof Rouge
lasts all day

Orange- colored,

AFTER
as

hours

cheeks are

k

when

she went

in
still

the

water her

as rosily lovely

in.

She
It

is

uses Pert, the waterproof rouse.
a cream rouge, orange-colored in

the jar, but changing to a natural pink
as it touches the skin.
It lasts all day

Only cold cream

or evening!

and water
department

remove
stores or by

will

it.

or scap

At

drug,

mail, 75c.

The new daintily boxed waterproof
Swimset contains Pert Rouee and
Minx. At drug, department stores orby maiL $1.50.
Samples of Pert and Winx are a
dime each. Send for them and
enclose coins.

ROSS
SI

COMPANY

Grand Street

Advertising Section
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where

gets off.

it

to try to

varro

is

only

It's

show you

that

my

placed in your hands to

or break.

If

part

Ramon Nomake

you want him to come

galloping in with a tennis racquet in

one hand and the villain's undoing
in the other, you know and I know
As time
that he'll probably do it.
goes on and the old salary checks
come in, he undoubtedly will get to
believing
screen.

that

he's

uplifting

"Where the Pavement
a nice scenic, with Harry

Ed

She

is

No Longer

It

This new way allowed her to eat foods
without danger of becoming fat again.

She found Marmola Prescription
Tablets. They aid the digestive system
to obtain the full nutriment of food.
They help Nature to turn food into
muscle, bone and sinew instead of fat.
Marmola Prescription Tablets are
made from the famous Marmola prescription. Thousands have found that
these handy tablets give complete relief from obesity. And when the accumulation of fat is checked, reduction
to normal, healthy weight soon follows.

|

good drug stores the world over sell
Marmola Prescription Tablets at one dollar a
box. Do not accept any substitute. If some
All

drug salesman attempts to sell you something
else, insist on being supplied with Marmola
Prescription Tablets. Should the druggist be
temporarily out, order direct and they will
be sent in plain wrapper, postpaid.

MARMOLA COMPANY
412 Garfield Bldg.,

Detroit, Mich.

You Are Welcome Everywhere
Evervone should possess the

ability to play

some

musical instrument. It will greatly increase your
popu larit y and personal satisfaction. You are welcome everywhere with a sweet-toned

Saxophone
It is

the one instrument that anyone can play— the

easiest of all musical instruments to master. With
the aid of the first 3 lessons, which are sent without
charge, the scale can be mastered in an hour; in a

few weeks you can be playing popular music.

A Wonderful

Entertainer

The Saxophone is the most popular instrument for
home entertainment, church, lodge or school. You
may readily add to your income if you desire,
as Saxophone players are always in demand for
dance orchestras.

FREE

Trial— EASY Payments

You may try any Buescher Saxophone, Cornet,
Trumpet or Trombone or other Band or Orchestral
Instrument six days in your own home without obligation. If perfectly satisfied, pay for it on easy payments.
Send for free Saxophone Book or complete catalog, mentioning instrument in which you are interested.
(89)

BUESCHER
BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
Makers
Everything in Band and Orchestra Instruments
of

2489 Buescher Block

Ends" was
Morey and

Connelly the only actors

the

in

cast to take one's eyes from the pretty
flowers.
This statement may seem

Fat

She found a way to reduce her fat.
was a way far more pleasant than
dieting or exercising would have been.

l

the

Elkhart, Indiana

contradict everything else I have
said about Novarro.
It does.
But

to

there's nothing I can do about

it.

Personally, I have seen but one
picture in the course of my life which
I

thought was truly great.

The man

Boom Days

who starred in it and who was responsible for its production, thought
with his heart and felt with his mind.
It marks a new era in picture makIt is the one ray of light to
guide a hopeful critic from a noisome
morass of George Melford produ<~frankly, I haven't
tions, Lila Lees
the courage to go on.
The foregoing has little more to
do with this story than to tell you
why I condemn "Where the Pavement Ends." The name of my para-

ing.

—

gon is, "The Girl I Loved."
But the interpolation shows you
perhaps what I see in Novarro.
I
see the power of thought I see true
temperament I see fire I see genius
;

;

;

I

see hope.

In short,

;

I see the ideal

actor in embryo.
If he doesn't bear
out my enthusiasm, the hole has not

been dug which will be deep enough
me.

to hide

—with Variations

Continued from page 19

men

— men

of

the

type

of the

late

Wallace Reid or Richard Dix and
Thomas Meighan men who can

—

play

the

leading

roles

in

society

dramas; men of breeding, of distinction and of culture.
But. Mr. Lasky
adds, "there has always been a scarcity of good leading men, and, I presume, there always will be."
True leading women of the type of
Elsie Ferguson and Jane Cowl, before they became stars on the stage,
are another great need of the films
that Mr. Lasky feels.
He is not excited, however, about the apparently
heavy demand for character players,

that

was reported

and she

is

now

to

be very high,

Ladies," in which Robert
of

the

"To the
Agnew, one

playing in

most promising

juveniles,

is

also cast.

Other player material, which

is

be-

groomed for success at the Famous Players studio, includes Coning

stance

Wilson,

the

sister

of

Lois,

who had a small part in "The Covered Wagon." and who is now ap-

pearing opposite Walter Hiers in
"Fair Week;" Sigrid Holmquist. the
so-called Swedish Mary Pickford,
who had the lead in "Just Around
the Corner." a film written and dibecause he thinks that there are a rected by Frances Marion, and who
is now playing in the Jack Holt picsufficient number always in reserve,
and that those who are playing now ture, "A Gentleman of Leisure," and
Alma Bennett, who came from the
can temporarily do double duty.
Of course. I don't want to give comedies and Tom Mix leads, to be
featured in larger productions.
the impression that there is no new
There is
Goldwyn has recorded the discovtalent being discovered.
much evidence to the contrary. Sev- ery of the following Goesta Ekman,
a Swedish actor, who arrived from
eral of the big companies have been
very busy attempting to strengthen abroad early in the summer, and who
is listed as another possible successor
their list of leads by the addition of
promising newcomers. Most of these to Rodolph Valentino, and a possible
girls and men have had experience, candidate for the role* of Bcn-Hur,
Aileen Pringle, a society
I believe
either in the comedies or in small
girl, who gave up a home and butterroles in big productions, and someShe
times in important roles in small pic- fly career for the picture art.
portrayed the daughter of the bogus
tures, which have enabled them to
catch the eye of producers and di- English lord in "Souls for Sale," and
is soon to be seen in an important
rectors.
Mary Astor is a typical example. vampish part in Emmett Flynn's picShe originally played in two little ture, "In The Palace of the King."
Finally there is Raymond Griffith.
features called "The Beggar Maid"
and "Hope" for the Tri-Art corpora- Who is a real discovery as a comedy
tion.
She later had important roles heavy, not to speak of Kathleen Key
and Jean Haskell, neither of whom
in "Second Fiddle" and the Film
Guild's picturization of Percy Mac- has fully arrived as yet.
The best little find in many months,
kaye's "The Scarecrow."
She recently signed a contract at a salary to my way of thinking, is Vera Reyn:

;

Advertising Section

who

olds,

played the little flapper
"Prodigal Daughters" with

sister in

A

Swanson.

Gloria

has

flapper

a

hard time making an impression, but
this girl offered both a vivacity and
sympathetic appeal that are rare. She
should go far with proper direction.
For Andree Lafayette interesting
things are being predicted, but she
may have to return to France before
she will be able to realize anything
on her performance in "'Trilby." She

any of the leading
women that are new on the screen,
being much taller and more classical
in face and form.
Rex Ingram has found an interesting character actor, a Dane, in Otto
is

utterly unlike

whom, with his other disEdith Allen, he will introduce in ''Scaramouche."
Maurice
Tourneur also brought Charlotte
Merriam from the comedies and gave

101

her the principal part in '"The Brass
Bottle."

What

stands in the

discoveries just

now

way
is

of

more

the attitude

both of the directors and the proThe diducers toward new talent.
rectors blame it on the producers and
the producers on the directors. Both

many

They
don't want to risk anything on a new
face.
They can generally make more
money trading on what others have
are at fault in

instances.

proved tried and true. Consequently,
it really takes a few leaders among
the producers like Fairbanks. Grif-=
nth. and Mary Pickford, and a few
scattered directors like Ingram, as

some of the bigger organizawhich can afford the risk to
discover new talent, and even they
have to rely in the main upon what
they have found to be dependable.

Matiesen.

well as

covery.

tions

Removes

Wunderskin
Cause of an

the

OILY SKIN

If you have
to pat pat pat

with the
powder

puff

day to
keep your
nose from
all

being shiny,
you have an

oily skin.

You are

merely

cov-

up a
glaring inering

\

dication of the most common cause of
a blemished complexion
SKIN will remove the cause by reducing the pores of the face to normal so
that the oily secretions of the underIving tissues cannot work thru in
quantities that will cause black heads,
enlarged pcres, ccarse texture, shiny
nose, and other disfiguring blemishes.

WUNDER-

WUNDERSKIN

tones the epidermis
nourishes the skin cells and
gives von a lovely, smooth complexion,
as soft in texiure as rose petals and as
clear as the limpid depths of a mounof the face,

tain lake.

Hollywood High Lights
Continued from page 90

discovered that there was a third sister even more attractive than the others,

and

so she was offered a job.
the three girls are together

Now

too.

and while no one of them
drawing a large salary, their com-

in pictures,
is

bined earnings are keeping the familv in moderate luxury.

Somebody who was fighting with a
ax in "The Hunchback of

battle

Dame" became

Xotre

so enthusiastic
about one of the Paris brawls that

Torrence,

Ernest

who

is

playing

Clopin, had to have several stitches

taken in his hand.

If

Torrence in

some of
the mean roles he's played, he would
have taken his assailant, hung him up
bv the heels and twisted his nose out
his private life lived

up

to

of joint.

Helene

"Home

Again."

must be a great deal of

It

satis-

faction for a star or player who tries
to break away from a contract with
a producing organization to have the

charge d'affaires thereof openly tell
the court that they will not release
her because her services are "unique,
That's
individual, and valuable."
what happened to Helene Chadwick
in her suit against the Goldwyn company. Helene didn't want to play in

Goldwyn' s back

lot

any more, and

Goldwyn simply wouldn't listen to little Helene. and they had their way. So
now she's "back home" fulfilling the
remaining six months of her engage-

ment
she

like the clever

is.

little

actress that

Would Rescue Charlie.
The rampage that Charlie, the

ele-

phant, went on recently, during which
he severely injured his trainer, Curry
Stecker, has brought a rather peculiar
reaction from some members of the
public, who heard that the animal
was being held in chains until Stecker

If your skin is unnaturally oily you will
be surprised and ple ased to see how easilv and quieblv WUNDERSKIN will improve it. Just write WUXDERSKIX and
your name and address on a slip of paper.
Mail it to us with your check or money
order for one dollar* and we will be glad
to send you a generous size bottle by reIf you do not notice results
turn mail.
within a reasonable time, we will return

your money without quibble. WUNDERSKIN is guaranteed to be harmless to any
skin.

PANDORA COMPANY

2^0 Verona Avenue, Newark, N.

c»
a to CF

had recovered sufficiently to administer fitting punishment to him for his
misdeeds.
Several people assumed

T.

diamond
RING OFFER

Jnst to advertise our famous Hawaiian im.
diamonds — the eTeatest discovery the world
has ever known. Vfe will send absolutely
free this 14k gold f. Ting, set with a l-2k
Hawaiian im. diamond— in beautiful, ring
box postage paid- Par postmaster SI. 48
C. O. D. charge=. 10 cover postage, boxing,
adverrisins. hardline, etc. If you-can tell
It from area! diamond return and money
given away Send no
refnr.ee d. Only 1 'J.

that this indicated a vengeful brutality
on the part of movie folk, and called
upon the humane society to come to
the rescue.

'.>

.

money. Answer quizk. Send

KRAUTH &

REED,

size of nneet,.

Dept. 35

333 W. Madison Street, Chicago

Of course, it is well known that
the success of an animal trainer rests
very largely in his being able to dominate the beasts under his control, and
that the means that are used are not
always of the gentlest. It is impossible sometimes to accomplish results

Pimples

without rigorous measures, but we
do not think that as a rule cruelty is
wantonly indulged in. The impression exists oftentimes that horses
are forced to jump over cliffs to their
own destruction. In productions of
an} character, however, this is usually
an illusion effected with a stuffed or
a dead horse, where the jump means
death.
In the hard-riding pictures

E.S.

Your skin can be quickly cleared of Pimples, Blackheads, Acne Eruptions on the face or body. Barbers
Itch, Eczema, Enlarg-ed Pores, Oily or Shiny Skin.

CSS^El
* JKJHjJBj
*™

Writs today for my FREE Booklet, "A
Cleab-Tonz Skin." t=:!:sz ho- 1 cared
myself after-beir.e afflicted for 15 rears.
S1O0O Cash says f can clear your skin of the above blemishes.
™:

GIVENS,

the camera angle frequently makes
the risk taken by both animal and

seem worse than it really is.
Animals are sometimes sacrificed

rider

for the sake of entertainment, but the
instances of this are rare and genIf as occasionally
erally accidental.
happens a producer oversteps the line
of humanity", the practice is certainly
blameworthy and should be discountenanced.

237 Chemical Bid?.,

Kansas City.Mo.
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DIAMOND
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arrives . If yon should not £>e more than
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.Order today! Postage paid.
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American Novelty Company
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Free
Catalog
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What

Free Trial Bottle Proves It

Think

the Fans

Continued from page 13

No Help

make-up

Needed
to Restore

line sex

to write mine, for

mand my

—

and safely restored as

His work on the New York stage
has made an indelible impression on me.
He has a certain fiery impetuosity and intensity, yet there is also an element of
repression and suavity about his acting.
H; also has an Oriental cast of features
which fits him admirably for the part of
the noble young Jew,
Of
Ben-Hur.
course, there is the possibility that he
would not give up his stage work, but if
he would his Ben-Hur would be a masAmi.

MAIL COUPON TODAY
Mail coupon today. Indicate color of hair with X. If
your hair in your letter.

possible, enclose a lock of

name and addreasr™

Please print your

MARY

dark brown..,
light brown..

GOLDMAN

T.

59-H Goldman Bide., St. Paul, Mian.
Please send your patented Free Trial Outfit. X showa color of hair.
Black
medium brown
auburn (dark red)....

.

.

light

auburn

(light red)....

blonde....

'

^Street

I
!
'
I
\

(

City
|

Reduce Your Flesh

in Spots
Arms, Legs, Bust, Double Chin

In fact the entire body or any part without dieting

b> wearing

DR. WALTER'S

Famous Medicated Reducing

RUBBER GARMENTS
For Men and Women
Anklets for Reducing am
Shaping the Ankles. ST 00
per pair. Extra high, $9.00.
nd ankle measurement

Bust Reducer.
Chin Reducer.

S6.00
S2.50
Illus

trated Booklet

Dr. Jeanne

itself to

Barbara La Marr and

Aileen Pringle, both of whom have all
the necessary qualifications to lure dozens
of attached and unattached males around
the globe.
Of course, Aileen Pringle is
not well known, but I have seen some of
her work at the Goldwyn studios, where
she has recently been put under contract,
and it impressed me tremendously. And
I
don't hesitate to predict that another
vear or two will find her name as well
known as Barbara's.
Patsy Ruth Miller or Virginia Brown
Faire would lend realism to the part of
Tirsdh, Ben-Hur's sister.
And Ravmond
Hatton would make an excellent Simon-

when ordering.

Send for

terpiece of artistry.
As for Esther, little Madge Bellamy is
ideal.
Why, I just couldn't resist anything she asked of me, if she looked at
me with those beautiful eyes of hers.
And if she is so appealing to me, she must
be irresistible to the men. Then she has
a certain sweetness and innocence sj characteristic of the original Esther.
There are several actresses over whom
I might hesitate in my selection of Iras,
the very potent vamn of the Nile. It has

narrowed

G.

353 Fifth Avenue

ides.

Several fans and friends of mine have
suggested that I play the "part of Esther,
and while it always gives me a thrill to
have people consider me for such a part,
yet I feel that I am entirely unsuited in
appearance to play this role.

Eleanor Boardman.
Gloria's Favorite

GET THIS WONDERFUL RING.
Can

If

You

From a Genuine Diamond Send

St Back
These amazing, beautiful CO Hi >DITi5 diamonds positively match
genuine diamonds in every way— same blazing flash and dazzling
play of living r;Lin!»>w fire. They, alone, stand tin.- diamond tests,
including terrific acid testof direct comparison. Life time experts
needalliheirexpenen'c toaee any difference. Prove this yourself.

YeiB li

Wear
a
this

Cor'©dafte (DBamonc?

7 ©ays Free

test. You risk nothing. Wear a genuine C.-rodite and
liamond side by side on the same finger for 7 days. If you
your friends can tell the cLffeence, send ft back; you won't
out
single
__
a
penny. That's fairenough. If you ke^p the ring,
the price printed hero is all you pay. Ho installments. Rem
ber, Coroditea alone have the same cutting ad genuine atoi _
!-'i»lif r.ire
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S2.84
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No. 6 -Cento* Mmv.ive Hand-Carved (il r-.-,i
Gvosy S4.39
No. 7- Gents' Heavy Belcher UK Cold S. Ring
S3. 68
Carat size gems. Beautiful mountings of most modern design.
Choice of gold or latest whlto platinum finish. Unqualified 20.
year guarantee. Handsome art-l airier caso free with each ring.

Make

.

J

Just

throueh

Fan

....

SEND NO MONEY

a^SSSS^'

wanted and size as shown by shp of paper, fitting end to end
nd finger joint. Your ring will come by return mail. When
ring arrives deposit amount shown above with postman. If
you decide not to keep ring after V days' wear, send it bacfc
immediately returned. Send today
ir money will bo

E„ RSCHWBNE GO.
39 W. Jachson Blvd., Dept. BBS, Chicago,
Soto lmyoTicra Genuine Coroditc

DiamorMs

lil.

— for the writer was of
weakness
—knew
this

womankind, thus knew

the mascu-

common

to

that he could de-

attention with such an opening

the other dav I was reading
several fan letters I have re-

ceived and saved because they were unusual.
Reading them over, it suddenly
occurred to me to pick the one I believed to be "the most interesting fan
letter I have ever received."
It was a
big task I set for myself, for all the- letters I have saved are good and are "different."

However, one of them struck me as
most novel. To begin with, the envelope
was not addressed In the customary fashion.
Only a picture of myself, cut from
some magazine, and the one word. "Hollywood." served to get the letter to me.
Naturally, such an envelope would arouse
curiosity.

The missive began with:

I have
I won't try to quote the letter.
already written enough for the writer to
Perhaps I have
recognize his work.
hopes he will be pleased and will write
me another. In his first he gave me several criticisms of my work that I have
made use of to my own advantage. He
pointed out several things he did not like,
and after studying them on the screen,
I came to the conclusion that he was

"Miss Swan-

—

—

right.

my fan letThey are very
about fifty in all.
dear to me, because they represent to my
heart the thousands and thousands of letters friends have written me from everv
corner of the world.
I

have saved a number of

ters,

Gloria Swanson.

How

a Star

Found

An

Old Friend.

In going over my fan mail one day I
opened a letter written on blue note paper
that, of course, was not significant, but
somehow I seemed attracted to that little blue envelope.
eyes fell on the opening paragraph,
which read
"Well, no doubt you will be
surprised to hear from me, but I think of
you often, and seeing you on the screen
makes me long to hear from the girl I
loved when as children we played together."
It was from
I looked at the signature.
,
Myrtle
the dearest friend of my
childhood days.
She went on to tell me that she was
now married, and sent me a snapshot of
her beautiful little daughter, Velma.
"Ruth dear, do you
Then she wrote
remember the show we pulled off in Ed
Shean's barn, and your auntie and my

—

My

:

:

mother dressed up in funny clothes and
came over, and all the kids around the
neighborhood came and paid a penny admission?
I have often thought of the
good times we had."
Did I remember? I could see myself
again as the fairy queen that was my
part.
I had made a tissue-paper dress of
bright pink, and on it I pasted hundreds
of stars cut from a sheet of gold paper
that I discovered in a box belonging to
auntie and in which she kept Christmas
decorations.
I also made a crown and_ a
wand, and Myrtle was the poor little girl
whose fairy godmother I was.

—

As
Letter.

I

.

letter

the

and sweet."

line.

read the book ever so long ago and
saw one of the stage representations,
but it is one of those stories which one
never forgets. To me there is only one
man who can successfully interpret this
role, and, strangely enough, he has never
done any screen work, but his name is
well known on the legitimate stage Ben-

Prove the truth of these statements by accept ing-my

FREE
TRIAL

can't be interrupted

I

special patented Free Trial package, containing free
trial bottle of Restorer with full information and directions for making the famous and convincing test
on one lock of hair.

COUPON

I

that.

also

m

Like

:

seems that the others can always
talk louder or longer than I, so I'm going
it

'Swan

Song,' you are
Like every other member of the feminine sex, I delight in compliments. Every woman enjoys being admired. Perhaps the man who wrote the

son

lovely

doing

My Restorer 19 simply and easily applied by combing
through the hair—no expert skill required. You take
no risk— results are certain, for my Restorer is a perfected preparation long past the stage of experiment.
Restored color is perfectly even and natural in all
lights, no streaking- or discoloration. No greasy sediment to make your hair sticky and stringy, nothing to
wash or rub off. Just a clear, colorless liquid, clean as
water and as pleasant and dainty to use. Faded or
discolored hair just as surely
hair naturally gray.

sooner

later

but

Gray Hair

recipes, or hat styles, but

"Ben-Hur" invades with vehemence.
Even the occupation of the
Ruhr pales beside Valentino's and Moreno's fitness to play Ben-Hur.
I've a few very strong preferences,
or

I

recalling

read the letter, I laughed aloud,
those golden hours of child-

hood, and

all through that day the little
fairy girl in the pink tissue-paper dress
danced beside me wherever I went. In
fact, it was several da3^s before that little
sprite vanished into the treasure house of
memory, where she belonged.
Needless to say, I wrote Myrtle a long
and it is very unlikely that we
letter,
shall lose each other again.
friendship that I prize most highly,
with one of the sweetest girls I have ever
met, was made through the medium of
my fan mail, and I may say that I greatly
enjoy visualizing the characteristics and
personalities of my correspondents, and
often, after having met some of these
"fan mail friends," I found that I had
formed a fairly correct mental idea of
Ruth Roland.
their res.1 selves.

A
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More About

a Star's Clothes.

In your interesting column, "W hat the
Fans Think," which I am sure even- motion-picture star reads most diligently, I
have noticed that several contributors
have commented on the good fortune that
befalls a motion-picture star in being able
to wear so many beautiful gowns.
To all
outward appearr.nces, that is indeed good
fortune, but in reality the subject of
clothes is one of the greatest drawbacks
to being a star.
Unless a star is appearing in a "costume" or period picture, she is required
to furnish her complete wardrobe.
The
next time you see a feminine star on the
screen just keep tab on the number of
gowns she wears in that single production.
Then estimate the cost of such
gowns and you will very quickly see where
a goodly share of that star's reputedly
enormous income has been converted.
In cases where the star has won a
eputation for being always fashionably
gowned, this item of expense is aweinspiringly large.
It is not possible to
wear flimsy imitations, and you may be
nire even- gown you see on a screen
player is just as complete as it would be
were you to go to some fashionable modiste s to

purchase

keeper has three daughters of" my approximate size, so in turning over part

my

used
tain

wardrobe

it

my

in

amount of

arms. legs, back, bust, abdomen, thighs, hips and ankles in men and women
accomplished in the privacy of your home or while traveling, by a few minutes'
use each day of the internationally famous invention

of
is

LAWTON'S
GUARANTEED FAT REDUCER
DR.

AND ILLUSTRATED COURSE ON WEIGHT CONTROL

With it, ycu easily perform a gentle, pleasant, deep-rooted massage that breaks down
the underlying, unwanted, unsightly, unnatural, excess fat from any portion of the
body to which you apply the Fat Reducer. It reduces only where you wish to lose
fat.
The waste matter is then carried out of the system through the organs of elimination.
Xo drugs, no exercises, no electricity, no starvation diet. More than 50,000
men and women in the past few years have reduced to their entire satisfaction by
In fact, it
It doesn't leave the skin flabby.
the use of this famous Fat Reducer.
smooths the skin and firms the flesh. This Fat Reducer is approved by physicians
as absolutely safe and efficient; they have used and recommended it to patients.
The Reduction is permanent!
You can reduce vour FAT whether 10 or 100 pounds overweight. If at the end of
eleven days* trial you are not perfectly satisfied in every way, return th e Fat Reducer
complete and your money will be refunded without any
This is our positive guarantee!
quibbling.
Dr. Lawton's famous book, "WEIGHT REDUCTION," is included in the purchase price of the Fat Reducer. This authoribook explains in detail how to apply
SPECIAL PRICE tati^
the Fat Reducer, how to ?tay thin after
the Fat Redocer has done its work.
Sent C. O. D. and you pay postman S3. 75 plus
few cents postage, or if you prefer to remit in

$375
SENT

them after

to

have

I

pictures I receive a cersatisfaction from their

purchase.
Many times mv clothes are in such bad
condition after I complete a picture that
they are of no use to any one. In "June
Madness" I had three gowns ruined during the making of the picture.
The question of clothes is but one of
many items of great expense that attach
themselves to the prominence of being a
screen celebrity, and I am onlv setting
forth these few facts so that "the fans
who read of a certain star's huge income
may realize that there are liabilities as
well as assets incurred thereby.

Star's

DR.

THOMAS LAWTON,

the point of writing

to

it.

I've often wondered
film fan thinks when

what the average
he or she writes

us folk of the film world.
I
like writing to a friend,
are really friends by way of the

to

must be

for we
screen, aren't

letter Eloise severely criticized

me

for a

certain little movement of my hands in a
certain picture.
When I reached home I
read that letter several times and cried
over it, for I had worked hard on the
picture in which she pointed -out the little mannerism.
But after I had cried and
recovered from my anger. I realized that
she was right, that she was talking from
the viewpoint of millions of others. Then
I became ashamed of myself and wrote
her a letter of thanks.
Since then we
have exchanged several letters back and
forth.
And her criticism I took to heart

with very good results.

when we work

so hard, at the

have to do the same scene
over and over and over, we are so very
tired when
like resting

we

Dept. 186,

New York

City

f"T"s vf*«=»

in the songs published

reach
for days

home

that

and days.

we
I

feel

am

K^a-

by the

Send for our
Illustrated Folder containing a detailed description of Four Original Song's that 'A-ill supply your demand for "Something Different" in Popular Music which have
been especially selected to demonstrate the variety of subjects covered by our publications.
Complete piano copies of the four songrs, $1.00. SEND NO MONEY. Pay on arrival.
The attractive covers serve a? fittinir introduction to the delightf ul entertainment you will find
in their inside pages. The lyrics tell a real story and the melodies have an old-fashioned sweetness that will make you want to hear them repeatedly. Satisfaction assured or money refunded.

LONGACRE MUSIC COMPANY, 1547 Broadway, Suite 611-12. New York, N.Y-

ffavBYduAn/tfea
Far A Movie Star?

WRITE FOR
THE MOVIES
—

BigManEy/filt

plays

Big prices paid for accepted material
Submit ideas
and

amination,
necessary.

in any form at once for our free exadvice.
Previous experience un-

This is not a school.
We have no course, plan,
book, system or other instruction matter to sell you.

A

strictly

bona

service

ride

for

those

who would

turn their talents into dollars.
An Intercoms Booklet

"The Photoplay

in the

10

Making"

New York, N.Y.

for

tl

—

.utiful,

indestructible

Supreme

want you
10 uays at uur risk.
We
;trous
prove that th
these shimmering-, lustrous,
rose tinted
pearls are the equal of the most mairnifiL-ent string of genuine
Orientals.
Supreme peails are evenly matched ana graduated,
U
and strung on strong silk thread. Handsome Solid White gold
genuine diamond chip. Guaranteed not to peel,
clasp
:Iasp set with ge____
would ask at least SlAny j.-we!er
jew
515
crack or lose their lustre.
ur name and
for pearls the equal of Supreme's.
Pay postman
address. Pearls will come by return L
le end of 10
S6.-J5-NO MORE. Wear them at our risk.
ey at once
day3 you aren'c delighted we'll refund yc
„

want

BRISTOL PHOTOPLAY STUDIOS
Suite 602 E, Bristol Building,

DAYS' FREE TRIAL!

Send no money
'

Seat free for the asking.

we?

Not long ago I received a letter from
Eloise F., of Memphis, Tennessee. In her

Of times,
studio and

St.,

vr*ii will
tatIII find
G\r\e\ all three
And you
LONGACRE
MUSIC COMPANY
FREE

moving picture
wanted by producers

Reaction to Her Fan Mail.

have not brought myself right down

it

120 W. 70th

for

don't know why I haven't written this
letter before.
I have thought of it manv
times, but, like so many people, I just

letters

_
s^'A'

f<rVARI[TY>SPtCC^LIFE^

I

suppose

•

'

Viola Dana.

A

2*.ic.
postage, which
advance, send S3. 75 plus 20c.
\
j 3fc
£'
Mailed in plain wrapper.
covers all charges.
jmL
Send for your Fat Reduurer today. It' you would /
ve will send you our FREE f
nthe
iranteed Bond assures you L
Tfc

C. O. D.

it.

.You will also notice that a star never
wears the same gown in more than one
picture.
Under no conditions would that
he permissible.
Fortunatelv, mv houseof
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FARN MONEY'

We

1

to

SUPREME JEWELRY MFG. CO.
New York
434 Broadw

City

AT HOME

\^OU can make $
*

1

5 to $60 weekly in your spare

No canvassing or
you by our new simple
Directograph system, pay you cash each week
and guarantee you steady work. Write for full
time writing show cards.

soliciting.

We

FAMOt'S YOfTH-AMI SKIN
PREPARATION. Removes all

instruct

... blemishes. Pimples. Blackheads,
ima, discolorations. etc. Wonderful
Its proven.
(S CAARXTEED sbso.
lutelv Painless and Harmless.
Produces
healthv new skin as Nature intended yoa
SEND ONLY 25c t.. cover cost of

particulars and free booklet.

WEST-ANGUS SHOW CARD SERVICE
70 Colborne Euilding

Toronto, Can.

Perfume Your Bath

FREE TEST BOTTLE

'THE MAGfC OF A NEW SKIN."
OUTH-ai/il CO., 16S8 Broadway, Dept.

— Soften Hard

Bathe

Water

and booklet.

3,

New York

Instantly

with Bathasweet.
It
adds the final touch of dainty luxuriousness to your bath— it
refreshes
and invigorates.
Bathasweet keeps the skin soft and smooth.
Bathasweet imparts
the softness of rain-water and the fragrance of a thousand flowers.
Always keep a can in \our
bath room.
Three sizes: 25c. 50c and $1.
At drug and department stores or bv mail.
Send
10c for miniature can.
The C. S. Welch Co.. Dept. C. G., New Tori; City.

TRADE MARK RKG.

W

!

!

!

!
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speaking for all the film folk, for we are
all the same, I think, in this particular.
Then, when we open a letter from some
one, and he tells us of how he enjoyed
our picture, it takes away some of the
tired feeling.
When he goes on to tell
that his wife enjoyed it and his children
enjoyed it, the tired feeling disappears
altogether and in its place comes a sensation of pleasure.
Then we tell ourselves
"Well, all our work isn't in vain.
are giving people pleasure."
Like most film actresses, I appreciate
:

We

good

H© w to Beautify Your
Eyes Itt One Minute
"MAYBELLINE" and your eyebrows
and lashes will appear naturally dark, long" and luxurious.
Instantly and unfailingly the eyes appear larger, deeper and
more brilliant. The remarkable improvement in your beauty
and expression will astonish and delight you. "MAYBELLJust a wee touch of

is different from other preparations, that is why it
in the %vorld. It will
not spread and smear on the face or make the lashes stiff.
Each dainty box contains brush and mirror. Two shades.
Brown for Blonds, Black for Brunettes. Purchase a box of
"MAYBELLINE", use it once and you will never be without it again. 75c at your dealer's or direct from us, postpaid. Accept only genuine "MAYBELLINE" and your
satisfaction is assured. Tear out this ad now as areniinder.

INE"

criticisms; I like to get the outside
viewpoint, for I am serious in my work
and am trying to improve it each time I
go before the camera. And many, many
good things I have learned from the
friends who write to me, applauding or
criticizing as they see fit.
I have intended
I really must close.
for so long a time to write this letter,
but I have always been interrupted just
at the minute I had made up my mind to
Now that I have written, I
get busy.
feel much better.
Leatrice Joy.

is the largest selling eyelash beautijier

MAYBE LLINE

CO.,

4750-58

Sheridan Road,

CHICAGO

How

the Movies Stimulate Reading.

shattered anIn her extremely
interesting article of how she visited the
Famous Players :tndio I discovered that,
though she was meeting stars of the first
magnitude, work in the studio _went on
just as if one of
just as busily as ever
the most thrilling things in the world
was not happening

Mary Harris
for me

Ruth

other illusion

has

!

—

bei

As a lover of rare perfumes, you
charmed by the indescribable fragrance ofg
will

Rieger's

new

creation

—

Honolulu Bouquet
Perfume

Toilet water, 4 oz.l
SI. 00 per oz.
Talcum, 25c. At druggists or de-j
partment stores.
Send 25c (silver or stamps )for generousj
trial bottle.
Made by the originator of—

31.09.

Ft-Hh

Ul*/V\fc. He

rLML^I'

WAT t

iTbwertlTops
is the most exquisite perf ame
ever produced. Made without alcohol, iiottle
with long glass stopper, containing enough

Flower Drops
a
;\

f.>r<t months. Lilac or Crabapple SI. 50; Lily
I of the Valley, Rose or Violet $2.00. At drugSfcnd 20c stamps for
gists or by mail.
Send $1.00 for Souvenir Box of five
bottle.
|

-5 different odors,

125c bott
r

PaoBRiei

& Co. (Since 1872)

1

55 FireS Sit. , San Francisco

Send 25* for

Trial Bottle
™ U SELF-CONSCIOUS?

For some reason
that

when

star

I

had always imagined
was interviewed the

whole world stopped in breathless anticipation while these wonderful mortals
snoke.
Now, where I got that absurd
idea I don't know. But reading PicturePlay certainly straightens out such misconceptions..
And my enjoyment of the movies,_ in
turn, is making me do a lot of reading,
for if I read a book after I have seen the
screen version it detracts from the interSo now that the
est of that book for me.
different companies are filming everything
from classics to recent popular fiction, I
am being led a merry chase to keep ahead
of them.
I never thought I would live to see the
day when I would read as many classics
as I

am

reading

233 East River Street, Peru, Indiana.

So Say

We

All of Us.

Edith Bolster Pell, in the June PicturePlay, says, "Don't let your correspondent
from Montreal influence tour interviewers."

So say we all of us!
The old halo-sketching type of

inter-

view prevalent during the dark ages of
the moving-picture industry, let it be
Certainly that
hoped, is gone forever.
sort of thing has no place in the same
magazine with the clever, delightfully

frank

Myrtle Gebhart Malcolm
and your other writers have

articles

Oettinger,

been giving us.
16 Broad Street,
York.

How

Removes Hair Harmlessly
Off comes
Just

your superfluous hair.
spread on Neet the wonderful new
all

let it stay a little while, then rinse off all
the hair with clear water. Used by physicians.
Money back if it fails to please you. 50c at drug
and Dept. stores. Liberal trial size 10c by mail.

cream,

Hacnibal Pharmacal Co.

663 Locust,

Loais
in Canada
60c, trial size 10c, McGillivray
Bros., Ltd., Agents. 184 Bay Street. Toronto. One.

—

,

St.

D. D.

Middletown,

the Valentinos Impressed
Fans.

New
Three

I happened to be in New Orleans Easter
week, and it was a wonderful time for a
Theodore Roberts was
fan to be there.
appearing in person at the Orpheum,
"Douglas Fairbanks in Ro'bin Hood,"

"When Knighthood Was in
Flower" were showing, and Mr. and
Mrs. Rodolph Valentino danced at the
Athenaeum
"Tess," and

scant interest was shown it.
Finally
some one introduced "Mr. and Mrs. Valentino" and out stepped Julio in the flesh,
leading by the hand the daintiest, most
.

graceful
faces

figure

little

imaginable.

Their

were beaming and they danced beau-

tifully.

They were given a tremendous ovation
and Natacha received as much attention
All around me I heard femias he did.
nine voices say, "Isn't she lovely!"
Then Valentino walked down the stage
and stood waiting to speak. He looked
like a strong young god with dreams in
his dark eyes, almost too handsome in
the brilliant costume of Julio and incredibly youthful. Then he made a very
convincing, very modest, and very wellgotten-up talk in that deep, soft Italian
voice, speaking with such a slight ghost
of an accent that, if one were not listening for it, would never be noticed.
Then he was literally mobbed by the
women. They rushed upon him, shaking
his hand, kissing him, while the men
looked on trying to get the secret of this

man's attraction until Valentino "bucked
the line" and

made

his get-away.

Mr. and Mrs. Rodolph Valentino are
quite the most attractive pair I have ever
seen.
She is far move lovely than her
photographs lead one to expect and he
is quite as charming as he was as Julio

—

it

humanly

isn't

more

possible to be

so.

Alison Lee Corbin.
Baton Rouge, Louisiana.

When

Valentino speaks

—oh,

what's the

use?

And me

riding under

from Brooklyn

to

two

Newark

rivers to get
to hear his

Mv

voice at the First Regiment Armory!
hero, my duplex husband!
He danced with the wife now legally
his, and then I heard him speak.
The mighty lover spoke, and how he
he hates the people he promhates
ised to work for until January, 1025
he hates the producers who would
be paying him two thousand dollars a
week for acting in front of the camera
if he only had been a good spoil: and
h.ven if
lived up to his written contract
he could earn more money than that now,
a contract ought to be respected.
And what an ugly disposition he has
Such a sulky sheik! For a quarter of
an hour he nursed his private grievances
in public, and then some of the two thousand folks who had paid good money to
get into the armory grew restive. SomeSomebody hissed. Others
body booed.
joined in the chorus of catcalls.
They were actually rude enough to cut
short the last part of his speech, in which
!

How

How

!

now
Altce Cltfton.

E

Embarrassed in company, lacking in self-control? Let
me tell you how you can overcome these troubles.
K. VERITAS, 1400 Broadway, New York City

a

On the night the Valentinos 'were to
appear an enormous crowd waited impatiently for them, for their train was late.
A beauty contest filled in the time, but

—

he recommended that we all use a beauty
clay. He wants us all to take a mud bath.
Mud slinging and mud baths, my mudbespattered hero
When Valentino speaks, my medicine
man, when Valentino speaks
Elsie Browning.
!

372

St.

John's Place, Brooklyn.

When I went to see Rodolph dance and
afterward make his speech, which he did
so wonderfully, I had a great -disappointment
I

!

took two roses with

me and threw

one

of them at Rodolph a little before the
conclusion of his speech. We, my mothe;
and I, sat in the second row of the exposition building because of my wishes,
not my mother's, and I waited, knees
shaking and face red, for him to pick it
Continued on rmp-e 106
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Agents and Help Wanted

Detectives

WE

START YOC IN BUSINESS, furnishing
everything
men and women $30 to $100
weekly operating our "Specialty Candy Factories" anywhere.
W. Hillyer
Booklet free.
Ragsdale. Drawer 29, East Orange, N. J.
;

start

:

MOXEY AND FAST

BIG

SALES. Every
You
Ten orders daily
particulars and free sam-

owner buys gold

initials

for his auto.

Scientific

MEX — Age

17 to 55.
Experience unnecesmake secret investigations, reSalaries expenses. American Foreign
Detective Agency, 114, St. Louis.

sary.
ports.

Travel

:

:

BE A DETECTIVE.
GOV'T RAILWAY MAIL CLERKS

$133 month
expenses paid.
Specimen examination questions free. Columbus Institute,
B-3, Columbus, Ohio.

Wanted

Excellent opportunity,

good pay, travel.
Write C. T. Lndwig. 436
Westover Building, Kansas City, Mo.

DETECTIVES EARX BIG MOXEY. Travel.
Experience unnecesExcellent opportunity.
sary.
Write. George Wagner, former Government Detective, 1968 Broadway, Xew York.

charge §1.50, make SI. 35.

Write for
American Monogram

easy.
ples.

East Orange, X.

Dept.

Co.,

needed.
C. Allen Sherman,
Lincoln, Xebraska.

$25 to

$50

a

Week representing

Famous Philadelphia Hosiery, direct
-for men. women, children.
Every
guaranteed.
Prices that win.
Free
book "How to Start" tells the storv. George
Clows Company, Desk 66. Philadelphia, Pa.
from mill

Short Stories and Photoplays

FREE

to writers

—a

wonderful

book

little

money-making hints, suggestions, ideas;
C of successful Story and Movie-

of

the A B
writing.

Absolutely Free.
just address
Authors' Press, Dept. SO. Auburn. N. Y.

WRITE News
pay

Items and Short Stories for
Copyright Book and plana
Reporting Syndicate (406), St.

in spare time.

Press

free.

Louis, Mo.

MAKE
Clows'

Men and Women
1417 O Street.

BE A DETECTIVE.

170.

J.

—

SEE yourself as others see you WonderRevealing Chart and Personality Tests 10c.
Thomson-He.vwood.
Dept.
SS,
Chronicle
Bldg.. San Francisco, t'al.

— Female

—

Help Wanted

pair

—

S6 $18 a dozen decorating pillow tops at
home, experience unnecessary particulars for
stamp.
Tapestrv Paint Co.. 110. LaGrange.

WRITE PHOTOPLAYS: $25— $300 paid
any one for suitable ideas.
Experience unnecessary
complete outline Free.
Producers
League. 439 St. Louis.
:

:

S60-.S200 a Week Gold Letters for Store
Windows. Easily applied Free Samples. General Agents. Metallic Letter Co.. 428-B Xorth

Help

SILVERING MIRRORS. French
learned

:

immense

Wear Mirror Works.

profits.

plate.

Eas-

Plans

free.

Excelsior Springs. Mo.

MAKE MOXEY

silvering mirrors, all kinds
Outplating, knives, spoons, auto headlights.
International
furnished.
Free booklet.
Laboratories. Dept. 110. 311 Fifth Ave.. Xew

fits

York.

AGEXTS Wanted To

Advertise our goods
free samples to consumers
write for full particulars.
an hour
American Products Co., 0691 American Bldg.,
distribute

90c.

:

Cincinnati. Ohio.

GOYERXMEXT WAXTS
Clerks.

Rush.
ter.

Railway Postal
free.
Particulars
S1600
vear.
Franklin Institute. Dept. W2. Roches-

X. Y.

Wanted— Male

EARX

$110 to $250 monthly, expenses
Railway Traffic Inspector. Position
guaranteed after 3 months' spare time study

monev refunded.

Excellent opportunities.

Write for Free Booklet CM-2S. Stand. Business Training Inst.. Buffalo, X. Y.

BE A FIXGER PRINT EXPERT. Demand

Write for special free offer.
American" Finger Print System, 1970 Broadway, Xew York.
increasing.

Make -seover 18 willing to travel.
Salary and exReports.
cret investigations.
Write J.
unnecessary.
Experience
penses.
Ganor, Former Govt. Detective, St. Louis.

etc.. are
Literary Bureau. 175,

:

WRITE

Photoplay

Plots

criticised, copyfree.
Universal

Western Mutual

photoplays.
Big money.
Free
Successful Photoplays. Box

book tells how.
43, Des Moines.

Ia.

Songs, Poems, Etc.

MEN

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG.
compose

We

music.
Our Chief of Staff wrote
big song-hits.
Submit your song-poem
to us at once.
New York Melody Corp.,
402 E. Romax Bldg.. New York.

many

SALESMEX — You

per
can make $130
your spare time selling only one
pays
day
policies
a
Five
policy a day
Policy pays $5000 death
vou $730 monthly
Costs $10
and $25 weekly sickness benefit.
Write quick for territory. Address
yearly.
N. J.
Newark.
Underwriters, Dept. BB.

month

Poems. Plays,

FOR IDEAS.
$
$
S
accepted any form
revised,
righted, marketed.
Advice
Scenario Corporation. 942
Life Building. Los Angeles.

in

!

:

EARX up to §400 monthly, -living expenses
We place men and women trained in
paid.

Stories.
for publication.

Hannibal, Mo.

paid, as

or

and

WRITERS!
wanted

Chicago.

Clark,

ily

Ind.

POEMS WANTED — Sell
for cash.

Era Music

your song verses
Submit Mss at once or write New
Co., 104 St. Louis. Mo.

:

spare time at

home

for hotel executive posiStand.
Free Booklet.
Inst., 211 Carlton Court.

Easv Terms.

tions.

Business Training

Patents and Lawyers

Buffalo. X. Y.

INVENTORS desiring to secure patents
should write for our guidebook "How To Get
Your Patent." Send sketch or description for
Ranour opinion of its patentable nature.
dolph & Co., Dept. 412. Washington. D. C.

Automobiles

A $500 cash prize is offered to the writer
of the best second verse for our future song
release "Where is Your Smile."
Those wishing to compete rnay receive a free copy of
song and rules of contest by addressing
Handy Bros. Music Co., 2573 Eighth Ave.,

New

AUTOMOBILE

garagemen. meowners,
chanics, send today for free copy America's
most popular motor magazine. Contains helpful articles on overhauling, repairing, ignition,

Automobile
batteries, etc.
Butler Bldg.. Cincinnati.

carburetors,
gest,

530

Land

Di-

Opportunities

ARKAXSAS LAXD

$10.00 per acre in
Timbered land
tracts five acres or more.
A sound investment
near oil development.
Write for
with good speculative chances.
H. .T. McMullen. F&M Building.
full details.
Fort Worth. Texas.

LAXD

OPPORTUXITY! $10 to S50 down
starts you on 20. 40. or SO acres near thriving city in lower Michigan, balance long
Investigate. Write for free illustrated
time.
booklet

Land

giving

PATENTS Write for Record of Invention
Blank and free guide book. Send model or
sketch and description for free opinion of its
references.
Highest
nature.
patentable
Prompt Attention. Reasonable Terms. Victor
J. Evans & Co. 767 Ninth, Washington. D. C.
PATENTS. Send sketch or model for preliminary examination. Booklet free. Highest
Promptness asreferences.
Best results.
Watson E. Coleman. Patent Lawyer,
sured.
624

F

St..

PATENTS SECURED.

Submit sketch or
model of your invention for examination.
Write for Record of Invention blank and
.Tacobi & .Tacobi. 432
valuable book. Free.
Ouray Building, Washington, D. C.

Company,

ASTROLOGY— Stars

Personal

ART PHOTOS.

Studies beauty of the XaGreat colture. post cards and large sizes.
lection samples, splendid, for SI. 00. $3.00.
Xeuillv-Plaisance.
d'Art.
Editions
$5.00.
CS. & O.). France.

Tell

SONG WRITERS — Send

"The Truth About

free

booklet

Song Writing."

Learn

for

why

legitimate publishers reject your songs.
Author of "When You Wore a Tulip" and
.Tack Mahoney. Dept. N. 145
other big hits.
West 45th St., New York.

If you write the
$500.00 Prize Contest.
best fourth verse for our song "Empty Arms"
Send your name
vou will receive $500.00.
and we shall send you free the contest rules
World Corp.. 245
and words of this song.

W

47th

St..

Dept. 754A.

New

York.

Stammering
Stammering
And
ST-STU-T-T-TERTXG
Instructive booklet free.
Cured At Home.
Walter McDonnell. SO Potomac Bank Build ng.
Washington. D. C.

Astrology

Swieart
information.
X1265 First Xat'l Bank

full

Bldg.. Chicago.

Washington. D. C.

York.

Life's

Story.

Send birthdate and dime for trial reading.
Eddy. 3927 Kenwood. Suite 74. Kansas City,
Missouri.

ARE YOU SUCCESSFUL?

Vaudeville
Send dime and
information on

birth
date for scientific
business, marriage, health, investments, to
Plato, oldest astrologer. Box 102. Buffalo.
N. Y. One year's events one dollar.

GET OX THE STAGE. I tell you bow
Send stamp for instructive Stage Book and
K. La Delle. Box 557. Los
particulars.
!

Angeles. Cal.

—

!

!
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What

Think

the Fans

Continued from page 104
It had fallen about two yards away
from where he stood, but he didn't see
it
and continued his speech. Somebody
laughed softly, and I was so embarrassed
and disappointed
At the end of his speech I threw the
other rose, but I was so excited that it
still
farther away from him.
Of
fell

up.

course, not having seen the other one, it'
wouldn't have been possible to see this
one.
I was so disappointed that I actuI am a young fan, just thirally cried.

Marjorie M.

teen years old.
Portland, Elaine.

Ones Eyes J^ever
Have a Vacation

She Feels Sorry for Jackie.
In this day and age, when every one is
"just dying" to get into the movies, I
want to say that, except for their salaries, I feel sorry for many of those who
The one I pity most is no other
are in.
than our dear little Jackie Coogan.
It
is certainly too bad that such
a genius
should have to play parts that tend to
arouse only the sympathy of the spectator to such an extent that sniffling is a
common occurrence in the audience. In
"Oliver Twist" and "Daddy" nearly all
the audience was composed of children
from whom "Oh's !" "Ah's !" and tears

Vacation-time brings needed rest
and relaxation
except to your
EYES. Not only does travel expose them to cinders, smoke and
coal gas, but days spent in the
open result in irritation by sun,

—

wind and dust.
Protect and rest your EYES this
summer with Murine. This timetested lotion instantly soothes and
refreshes irritated EYES.

escaped innumerable times.
I am just one of the thousands who
love Jackie, but I can't help but associate his name with the pathetic episodes
I have seen in his pictures.
In after years,
I'm sure we'd all love to remember him
by a pleasant, honest-to-sroodness, happygo-lucky portrayal.
(Miss') R. Louis.
1599 Clifton Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.

EYES

cleansed daily with Murine
are always clear, bright and beautiful. It's perfectly harmless
contains no belladonna or other harmful ingredients.

—

Our attractively illustrated book, "Beauty
Lies Within the Eyes," tells how to properly care for your Eyes, Brows and hashes
and thus enhance their beauty. Send for
a copy of this helpful book. It's FREE.

Get Pictures of Your Favorite.
Every time I throw away a movie maga-

Dept. 28, Chicago

movie section of a newspaper,
cannot help thinking that somewhere
I
some one would love to have those photos.

zine or the

You

see

I

am

myself, and

facial

Attractive

remedy

will restore

ruined

complexions to the beauty and purity of youth.

IF YOUR blood is impure, if you have pimples, freckles,
wrinkles, blackheads, redness of face or nose, a muddy,
sallow skin, or any blemish on or under the skin, you need

JAMES P. CAMPBELL'S
SAFE ARSENIC
COMPLEXION WAFERS

DR.

These marvelous beautifie s of the complexion and skin are
wonderfully effective, ant are absolutely safe and harm*
The prescription w; s first used 37 years agro by Dr.
less.
Campbell, and he has made countless thousands of women and
men nappy in the possessior of a pure, spotless complexion,
ptof SI .On fn>m Kit 'HARD FINK
Mailed in pla
:

I

saving photos of an actress
know just how the fans

few months ago I began to
save my magazines and movie sections,
and now I have several thousand pictures.
For myself, I wish to keep only pictures
of Norma Talmadge, and in nine months
have collected one thousand of her
I
alone.
The others I have been saving to
exchange. When you find other fans to
exchange pictures with, this system builds
up a collection of the pictures of your
favorite so rapidly that I thought some of
your other readers would be glad to learn
feel.

The world's greatest

So

a

about it.
Constance Rtquer.
14207 Northfield Street, East Cleveland,
Ohio.

A

Minority Report.
Most politicians and a few broadminded journalists recognize that there is
a certain value to lie derived from listen-

^

Face Powder
To

cool, to refresh the skin that

glows from

of summer's sun and ocean's spray

Pure,
to

fragrant,

whom

not a

is

luxury but a necessity.

Refuse substitutes Js
They may be dan- ff&
gerous.
Flesh, ek'.'
White, Pink or f

'

:

Cream, 50c

a

R|

box of druggists B&|||p
or by mail. Send
10c for sample box. V§gpi
BEN. LEVY CO.

kiss

— Lablache.

Chosen by women

clinging.

the best

\§|N

French Perfumers, Dept. •W^glj
125 Kingston St., Boston, Mass.

^
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To

quote a quotation from your own last
"The play is the thing" absolutely and always.
Moreover, that actor
or actress who most faithfully interprets
the play is the thing as an actor.

issue

:

This,

then,

photodramas

my

is

list

of

the

ten

best

have seen in my year of
Please notice that I do not
I

education.
say "ten best

pictures;"

but

"ten

best

dramas."
The distinction, often overlooked, seems to me important.
Simph
as a picture "Robin Hood" has them all
beaten, of course.
"Orphans of the Storm." "Hail the
Woman," "The Famous Mrs. Fair," "Sa-

r

lome," "Shadows," "The Sin Flood." "The
Flirt," "Brothers Under the Skin," "The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,"

"Gimme." Extra
"Divorce Coupons,"
"The Dust Flower," "Nice People."
And the ten most competent actors or
:

How to

Murine Eye Remedy Co.

Keep Young and

thing about myself.
I am between forty
and fifty years of age too old for a
movie fan, no doubt.
But a year ago, for reasons excellent
to myself, I made up my mind that I
would learn, if possible, to appreciate the
movies.
I had to light against the accumulation of years of prejudice against
them but I succeeded in reaching an understanding and, I believe, an appreciation
of the photodrama, only, perhaps, with a
somewhat different attitude from that of
the majority.
I still have rather violent
inhibitions.
For instance, I have no patience at all with what is called slapstick comedy; moreover, I cannot bring
myself to judge a play or the acting in
a play by the pulchritude of the leading
lady and gentleman performing therein,
nor yet even by the beauty and lavish expense of the clothes and sets displayed.

ing to the voice of the minority.
In my
attitude toward the picture plays I find
myself to be a lonely but obstinate minority.
I am, in fact, not merely a minority;
I am a frank heretic.
It makes me yawn
with disgust to hear or even read any of
Mary Pickford, Douglas
these names:
Fairbanks, Rodolnh Valentino, Charlie
find nothing
Chaplin, Jackie Coogan.
I

especially interesting in either the acting
or the personalitv of either of the first
three of these what is more, I positively
refuse to be led by the nose in matters
of taste bv a million and a half undereducated flappers.
There, that is out
:

To make you more
position

and

ture plays,

I

my

i\\\\x

choice

should

tell

understand

of ten best

you a

little

my
pic-

some-

actresses I have seen

Lillian Gish, Pola

:

Negri, Helene Chadwick, Nazimova, Alice
Terry. Lois Wilson, Thomas Meighan,
Lon Chaney, Lewis Stone, Claude Gillingwater.
Extra
The cat which acted with Lon
Chaney in "Shadows." N. B. I .should
include Wallace Reid certainly were he
still with us.
Herbert B. Hilliard.
729 Centre Street, Jamaica Plain, Boston, Massachusetts.
:

—

Praise for

Three

Players.

There are certain players who always
a fine performance, yet who are
never given praise. From this group of
many players -I will choose three in parShe
ticular, beginning with Irene Rich.
She
is one of the best in the business.
makes the character given" her a real person, a person that lives amid sorrows and

give

joy.

So

I.

for one, will rise

up and give

her applause.

Then there is Gertrude Claire, the wonderful old lady of the screen. Always she
plays her part with a perfect understanding. Who can forget her as the mother in
"Hail the Woman," especially in the scene
where she enters the church with her
daughter ?
Patterson Dial is another of this class.
How wonderful she was as the wife in

A

more human per"Tol'able David !"
son for that role could not have been
In other Richard Barthelmess
found.
productions she gave sincere characterizations.
15

Highland

Street,

Alvin Tweedy.
Taunton, Massa-

chusetts.

Some Tabloid
Ray

Impressions.

"The Girl I Loved" is
simply marvelous and neither the stage
nor screen will ever show better acting
Charlie

in

Advertising Section
than Ray's

Richard Barthelmess

whom
fact

—a

greatly admire,

1

—

ears of every comedian and there are off
seasons in the desire to continue always
as a boob.
Xot that I am longing to do Ophelia
to Ben Turpin's Hamlet, or to wear a million dollars' worth of gowns or add fifty
pounds of jewelry- to my weight.
But
sometimes, just for a change, I am willing to show a countenance on the screen
that has a ray of intelligence in the expression.
I'm not averse to dolling up,
for, after all, in the spring of the year
there are too many falls in my screen life
I'd like to have the world know that
the song "She Has a Face Only Her

performance as the country

boy.

peerless
in

that he took my quarter
a three-cent photograph.

me
Ramon Xovarro— not

artist

of the

spite

and sent

a great actor yet,

something fascinating about
upper lip. and his apparent innocence

but there
his

is

refreshing.
Also, he deserves credit
for having sense enough to live at home
with his family instead of straggling off
byr himself.
Von Stroheim a brilliant and fascinatis

artist.

Pola Negri
until I
cooled.

—couldn't

What

Donna."

my

I
!

I

"Bella

selling

more

to see the
never had the opportun
Sarah."
But I do admire her
enough to defend her now against such
statements as have been made in your
columns recently. It is to be assumed,

of course, that the writer who compared
Pola Negri with one so great has never
witnessed the latter in her famous roles.
Is it a common misconception of the
American public that sitting idly by, rolling passionate eyes with no trace of intellectual understanding of the part, is
If appealing to the primal inactinsr?
stincts alone is acting. Pola Negri in
"Bella Donna" is the queen of them all.
But what is there to be admired in such
a portrayal?
Give me the fineness and intelligence
shown in Claire Windsor's plays, or the
worth-while appeal made bv Norma Talmadge in such pictures as "Smilin' Thru."
Ethel Clavton, too. has that characteristic
in her face which shows more than a

The future looks dark and

hopeless

to
to help

you
you

—
:

I

but cheer up.
can help you with

While

hot cakes.

haven't

I

to manipulate
call

them

trains

—and while

home

at

in

my comedy

clothes.

"Do

envy

I

their fluffy ruffles

and

Now

ence of Health Promotion will banish
your ailments, correct your weaknesses
-give you 'che courage to do a man's
work in the world and fit you for
the responsibilities of Marriage and
guarantee it.
parenthood.
Mark the subjects of the free consulta-

—

f

ST RON G FORT
The Perfect Man

~

coupon on which you want
tion
information and
special confidential
send with 10c (one dime) to help pay postage,
etc., on my free book, "Promotion and ConservaIt's
tion of Health. Strength and Mental Energy."
a man builder a life-saver and a success-maker.
Today.
Send for my free book Right

—

NOW —

—

LIONEL STRONGFORT
and
Phvsieal

Founded

483

Dept.

Health Specialist
1895
Newark.

New

Jersey

-

___PREE CONSULTATION COUPON-

Mr. Lionel Strowrfort, Der-t. 48*, Newark. N. J.-Pl-ase send
me vour book, "Promotion snd Conservation of Health,
5 rength and Mental Energy," for 1 ostage on which I enclose
1 have maxiied
a 10-cent piece ore dime
X before the subject in which I am interested..Colds
..ShortWind
..Successful
.Catarrh
Marriage
.Flat Feet
.Increased Height
.Asthma
.Constipation
Hay Fever
..Biliousness
..Stomach
..Obesity
..Torpid Liver
Disorders
..Headache
..Indigestion
..Manhood
..Thinness
Restored
..Nervousness
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Rupture

.

.

Poor Memory

.

.

Lumbago

.

.

Rheumatism

.

.

Neuritis

.

.Vital Losses

..Neuralgia
.. Flat Chest
..Insomnia
..Pimples
lmpotency
Blackheads

.

..Falling Hair
.

.

.Weak Eyes

..

Gastritis

Heart Weakness
Round Shoulders
.Poor Circulation
.Stoop Shoulders

.

.Despondency

.

.

Lung Troubles

..Muscular
Development

..Skin Disorders
Deformity
.

I

I

.

(Describe)

.

.Great Strength

Xame.
Age

Occupation.

.

Street

City

State.
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their

do I?

Louise Fazenda.

which
In Praise of the Little-Theater

Together

screen players.

Ameri-

Sampson.

Proving that "the Funny Girl" Has a
Heart.
often asked how it seems to be.
the "fall guy" in pictures when my screen
"Do I
"sisters" represent Ic dernier cri.
envy their fluffy ruffles, the handsome
heroes always pursuing them, and does it
hurt to be the butt of comedy situation?"
are questions always coming mv way.
Playing the ugly girl has so long been
a matter of habit with me that it's sort of
a fixed law like gravitation and the in-

am

tax.

In the beginning it was an agreeable
sensation to hear audiences laugh at my
Then well, I suppose the
comedies.
tragic muse is always whispering in the

*

Movement.
many other

with

featured

receive countless requests
from unknown admirers seeking information as to the best mode of preparing
for a screen career.
While it is an alltoo-true fact that the chances for success on the screen are only one in a thousand, I would like to offer a sugeestion
in speaking a word of commendation for
the little theaters that have
recently
sprung up in most of the enterprising
cities of the country.
I sincerely believe thai this little-theater movement is going to do much for
both the screen and the stage in the years
to come.
Aside from producing future
stars, it creates an interest, enthusiasm,
and appreciation for worth-while theatricals.
It helps to familiarize the public
with the great dramatists of the past and
the present day.
As yet the movement is young. In
some cases its participants are considered
simply faddists. But the time is not far
distant when these little bands of enthusiasts will not only be acknowledged for
their true worth, but will be considered
an asset to the community.
Three years aeo I decided upon a screen

I

Modern Sci-

beaux ?"

Cohimbus, Ohio.

—

of

cesses.

each other.

can actors fit best in America. Certainly
the average American audience can best
understand and appreciate their interpretation of characters.

come

like

never felt it so keenly as when making
"The Pest of the Storm Country." with
my dressing room between two stars who
wore gowns that fairly made me dizzy.
I always waited quite humbly until they
made their exit, then I crept out wondering how worlds could be so remote from

can actress, but for the reason that I cannot find anythine but "mute appeal" in

I

suffer the conseyour past errors and ex-

quences

want

I

I

—

S.

when

—

Not because Miss Negri is of foreign
for so was Bernhardt nor because
she is different from the average Ameri-

George

the

thrill

yet there are some hurts.
I don't know whv a comedy characterization seems to inspire kidding that is a
little cruel sometimes, but it does.
I have
had a hat I was to wear in a scenj utterly ruined by a practical joker who
thought it was fun to rifle the flowers
and fill it with dirt and pebbles. However, when I cross a studio lot as I am in
real life, the attitude of actors is entirely
different
no practical joking then, while
the same ones might have made my life
miserable only the day7 before.
As for contrasts in costuming, I think

for Americans.

realize that

and children may

a

And

I

I

to

do get a
in

I have hzd to acquire the deportment of
naturalness in gowns without backs, the
new sensation these things offered has
been highly stimulating.
On the other hand. I'd just rs soon not
be dressed up too much.
I guess I'm

"'Divine

her portrayals, do

—

picture.
I
have
with the relish only
fellow who sees the new

—

Laurette Taylor failed to register with
me. It's silly to call her a beauty.
Tony Moreno runs neck and neck with
the fascinating Rudy.
Madeline Glass.
2765 West Eighth Street, Los Angeles,
Calif orn ia.

—

I

known exactly how
it's much easier to

ness.

birth

Are You Haunted By Fear? Of course
You are fearful that some
you are.
dreaded accident or disease will strike
you next.
Your knees auake and
your heart sinks when you must leave
the protection of the crowd. You are
afraid to stand on your own legs.
Perhaps afraid to enter a dark room
or street for fear of meeting someone
stronger than yourself perhaps worried about losing your job and afraid
to tackle a new one for fear you
might not make nocxl—or afraid to
enter marriage because you know you
cannot measure up to real redblooded manhood and that your wife

to

food product he has put on the market

—

of animal emotions
arouse like reactions in others.

confess that

known

—

registering

of Weaklings

STRONGFORTISM—The

do some togging
worn ultragowns

Lillian Gish
Bernhardt was never a
greater actress.
Xita Xaldi an imitation Theda, without Theda's peculiar charm and dainti-

American Actors

Fear Kills Thousands

me.

ardor

was

trash that
courage to see

lurid

haven't had the

Mother Could Love" wasn't dedicated

praise her enough

saw "Mad Love," then

]

—

—

ing
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save you 50 per cent, of market price on watches,
we are large importers and sell direct to you. Written
guarantee with every watcb.
J on risk notfting order
io~ from us as we guarantee satisfaction or your money
Just nan.e, address a-.d
back. SEND NO i-ONEY.
nuuber of watcb wanted. Watch will come by return
charges
prepaid.
Order
today.
mall, all
No. 3. Octagon or round case. 14 Kt. gold filled 20 yr.
20 jr. gold- filled link
case, fall jewel movement.
as

bracelet

SS.lo.

No. 4. Same as above only 6 jewel. S7.45.
White gold-filled, 25
No. 5. Tonneau Shape. 14 Kt.
year case, full jewel. Sapphire crown.
Silk gTOSgrain
ribbon bracelet and clasp. $6.48.
No. 6. Same as above, only 6 jewel, 57. 25.
No. 7. 16 jewel Lever morement, cushion shape, 14
Kt. White cold-filled, 25 yr. case. Sapphire crown.
Silk (rrosjrrain ribbon bracelet and clasp. $9.85.
No. S. R^ctanmilar Movement. 6 jewel. 14 Kt. White
cold-filled. 25 sr. case. Sapphire crown. Siik grosgra'n
ribDor. or.;celet ar.d clasr*.

^

512.75.

SUPREME JEWELRY MFG. CO.

Dept.

564

434

t

roadway, N. Y.

^

Skin Tortured Babies Sleep

ra
Soap, Omtment.Talcvrm ,25c. everywhere. For samples
address; Cnticura Laboratories, Dept.D, Maiden, Mass.
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began

to prepare mydevoted to the
study of fancy dancing that I might acquire the grace of movement and carriage
so necessary in screen work.
I
interested
myself in amateur theatricals, hoping
thereby to prepare myself for small parts
on the screen. Success came more quickly
than
ever dreamed.

career.

diligently

I

My

self.

spare

time

1

1

Finally

became

member

of -the Hollywood Community Theater Guild, and I
was given a fine role in a short panto-

He Watch
Your Eyes?
eyes can hold him
YOUR
Use W1NX
make your
to

spellbound.
eyes expres-

beads the lashes and makes
them appear darker and heavier.
Applied
sive, alluring.

It

with the glass rod attached to the stopper it
dries instantly and lasts.
is harmless
and waterproof.
No amount of swimming

W1NX

can

affect

*wdNX

it.

(black or brown) 75c.

To

nourish the

and promote growth, use colorless cream
Lashlux at night. Cream Lashlux (black, brown or
colorless) 50c. At drug, department stores or by mail.
lashrs

The new

waterproof

SWIMSET,

beautifully

At

boxed, contains Pert Rouge and Winx.
department stores or by mail, $1 .50.

drug,

Samples of Pert and Winx are a dime each.
Send for them and enclose coins.

ROSS COMPANY
81

New

W NX
Grand Street

Yorlt

I

UO a t tr pro of

FRECKLES
Now

Is

the

Time

to Get Rid
Ugly Spots

of

These

There's no longer the slightest need of feeling ashamed
your freckles, ns Othine double strength is guaranteed to remove these homely snots.
Simply get an ounce of Othine from any druggist
and apply a little of it night and morning and you
should soon see that even the worst freckles have begun
to disappear, while the lighter ones have vanished entirely.
It is seldom "that more than an ounce is needed
to completely clear the skin and gain a beautiful clear
complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double strength Othine as
this is sold under guarantee of money back if it fails

—

—

of

to remove freckles.

*

I

a

mime, called "The Royal Fandango." Rex
Ingram happened to lie in the audience,
and after, the performance sent word back
stage for me to Call upon him at the Metro
studios.

My- first screen part was that of Rupert
of Hcntzau in Mr. Ingram's production
of "The Prisoner of Zenda.", This was
followed
by
"Trifling
Women" and
"\Vhere_ the Pavement Ends," the latter
now bringing me my first real recognition.
I
have been fortunate enough to
have been selected by Mr. Ingram for the
title role in his picturization of "Scaramouche," a .part which, strangely enough,
has a tang of the little theater abouFit.
If this letter should tend to increase an
interest

in

amateur

and en-

theatricals

courage those who are already devoting
their time and energy to this movement,
J shall not consider it written in vain.
Adios. A vuestra salud,
Ramon Novarro.

Alaska Gets

Dander Up.

Its

AT MY SANITARIUM OR IN YOUR HOME
Without 'starvation, drugs or exercises
to four pounds with each
treatment, feel and look years younger.

one

lose

Emil Engstkom.

1330 First Avenue,

Dept.

369,

Seattle.

Wash.

From a Fan Who Has Met Agnes Ayres.
reading several issues of Picture-

In

Play

I have noticed a great difference of
opinion in regard to Miss Agnes Ayres.
Is it not a little cruel for any one who
probably has never seen Miss Ayres to say
she is "unreal," "merely beautiful," "and
not an actress," et cetera?
My father and I went to the Rotary
convention in Los Angeles this spring, and
to the Rotarians was extended the privilege of visiting several studios.
At the

Lasky studios we saw Miss Ayres making
scenes for the latest picture.

When

she

had finished a scene we were introduced
to her, and later in the week we called at
her home and she gave me a short interview for my school magazine. I found
Miss Ayres very real, good looking, and
she

considered a splendid actress.

is

For those who think she

is a failure I
in future they will judge a little less
harshly, and in the next picture they see
will try to find Miss Ayres' good points,
for she has a great many.

hope

Marian

A. Stanford.

Buffalo, N. Y.

From An Admirer

of

Norma

Your

department is wonderful, only
sometimes we get a slap in the face, so
speak,

to

when some

other fan ridicules

Fatty Arbuckle was banished from the
screen.
Now it seems that the Alaskans

Regarding letter in the
March Picture-Play from Agatha John-

are after the authors' scalps.
For some
years I have expected this.
Alaska has
too often, if not most every time, been
misrepresented in print and on the silver sheet.
In the October 4th issue of
the Fairbanks News-Miner I read an article reprinted from the Dawson News,
One part read
"Hit-and-miss novels of the North have
been written by several popular writers
and have sold largely the sale being
among people who never saw the North
and who take the stories as true visions
of things that have been here.
Truth is
stranger than fiction, but not so safe to
indulge in.
The world does not wish to
know the truth it wishes to be hoaxed."
When will the producers heed this
warning? Some of these Alaska stories
are the worst I ever saw. As a miner and
prospector I mushed the long trails

how dare she in picking her favorite
write:
"It won't be Norma, because of
the many poor pictures she has made." Of
all
the brainless fans, Agatha Johnston
wins the cut-glass hair brush! I wonder
if she saw "The Eternal Flame," "Smilin'

—

;

REDUCE SCIENTIFICALLY

roundings are a closed book to the outside world.

through the Northland

—the

original sur-

our

favorite.

ston,

Through," "De Luxe Annie," and many

Norma
Talmadge masterpieces?
Talmadge lives her characters and is one
of the few actresses who makes her audiother

Norma is
ence sit up and take notice.
Brains with a capital B. Agatha chooses
That
Betty Compson as her favorite.
shows her judgment or lack of it. Betty
Compson is splendid, but she can't be

—

compared with Norma Talmadge.
show you how well thought of she

my

family,

I

have

a six-year-old

never sees a picture of Norma
say, "There's my daddy's girl."

Anna
2

To
is

in

son who
but will

R. Labby.

Richmond Avenue, Worcester, Mass.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

ANNA

G.

SCHMIDT

The

REJUVENATION
204 Madison Avenue
Send

this

New York

City

ad and your name and address at once

Picture Oracle
Continued from page 94

Owner

of

the Bar D.

B.

—

I

hate to

your dream, but Ruth Roland, the
screen star, is not the Ruth Roland whom
you went to school with in Maryland and
who used to help you fight when the boys
kidded you about your long yellow curls,
though, judging from her present prowess, Ruth probably could have been that
kind of girl if occasion demanded. You
see, Ruth Roland never lived in Marvland
she was born in San Francisco, California, and has been on the stage since she
spoil

Goutte restores gray, streaked, faded
any natural color and makes it
and glossy.
'La Goutte -A- Goutte will not discolor
^.scalp. fade, wash off, or rub off on
ONLY ONE APPLICATION
Villow.
'

hair to
soft

REQUIRED— NO AFTER-SHAMPOO.
My 33 years as hair specialist in New

York and Paris guarantees satisfaction.
Send lock of hair today. I'll color it and
it back with letter about your- case.

send

(Cut close to scalp; state color wanted).
La Goutte-A-Goutte sent for $1.60 prepaid.
L.

PIERRE VALLIGNY.

Suite 8,

34 West 58th

Street,

New York

was three years old, gaining her education mostly from private tutors, as is the
custom with stage children. However, if
you wish to write to Miss Roland anyhow, her address is in this issue.

Wanda Hawley

—

Admirer. Your favorplayer is no longer with Famous Players-Lasky. When her contract with that
company expired she appeared in the Vitagraph production "Masters of Men," then
ite

Europe, where she is at present.
has a role in a Gaumont production called "Fires of Fate" in which Nigel
Some of the
Barrie also will appear.
scenes are being made in Cairo.

went

to

Wanda

—

E. R. F. "If Winter Comes" was completed months ago, but the Fox people
most likely have their own reasons for
holding up release on it. Percy Marmont
California now, playing with
is back in
Alice Calhoun in "Alibi."

Winona M.

D.

— Up

to the present, the

Harts have not been reconciled, and it
doesn't seem likely that they will be. Bill
has not made any pictures in months, and
I can't tell you when he will begin work
again or what the title of his next proViolet Mersereau has
duction will be.
appeared in several Fox pictures recently,
among them "Thunderclap," "Nero," and
"The Shepherd King."
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—

is
Courtot
Faithful. Marguerite
working in pictures regularly now, though
she did drop out of sight for a while.
Marguerite played opposite Glenn Hunter
in "The Cradle Buster," and also was the
girl in "Down to the Sea in Ships," with

Raymond McKee.

she has
for your
not seeing interviews and pictures of the
player you mentioned you know, a magazine must please the majority of its readers, and since the great majority are more
interested in stories about Mary Pickford, Gloria Swanson, Barbara La Marr,
and other such colorful actresses, who
have big followings, who appear often and
in big pictures, than they are in those
who seldom appear, and never in big
roles, why it is the duty of a magazine
If the
to give them what they want.
player you mention should do some extraordinary work in an important production and be discovered and loved all
over again by the public, then there
would be enough about her in the magazines to please even as ardent an admirer
as you.
just

Incidentally,

As

married Mr. McKee.

—

Ed
is

J.

—

It

is

true that Earle Williams

no longer with Vitagraph.

After work-

ing for that company for twelve years,
he has gone to the Mayer Productions,
and is being featured in "Masters of

Women."

Renee Adoree and Pat O'Mal-

ley are also in the cast.

Curious.

common

—Yes,

affliction

"Klieg eyes"

among

is a very
screen players.

This is a kind of artificial sunburn caused
by the ultra-violet rays of the powerful
Klieg arc lights. It is extremely painful
and causes temporary blindness. Practically every player has suffered from it,
but from the introduction of these lamps
into studio work up to the present, no
real preventative has been found.
Now,
however, it is said that Maurice Tourneur,
the director, has invented a kind of glass
which, when placed over the opening of
the lamp, renders the violet rays harmless to the naked eye.
In connection with
this filter he has devised a special coating
for the film negative which renders it
doubly sensitive and suitable for the most
delicate photography, so that whatever
power is lost from the lights because of
the filter is made up in the additionally
sensitized film.
If Mr. Tourneur's discoveries are perfected, they will most
likely be adopted in most American studios, and "Klieg eyes," one of the greatest dreads of the screen player, will be a
thing of the past.

—

Harriet. There are no elaborate rules
governing the writing of questions to The
Oracle. "Discretion" just about covers the
whole thing.
Fans should not send in
dozens of questions at once and expect
to have them all answered; it would be
better to send a few every month, because we don't mind how often you write.
There are a great many "regulars" in this
department.
Then, we do not answer
questions regarding religion of the players; nor do we, as a general rule, give
personal addresses, because most of the
players, especially those under contract,
prefer to receive their fan mail at one
_

address, usually the studio.
The Oracle
has no photographs either to sell or to
give away, so please don't send us any
quarters for them.
cannot read scenarios or study photographs for screen
faces, so please don't mail us scenarios
or pictures of yourselves.
do not
pass out opinions, but deal only in facts,
so .please don't ask us if Lillian Gish is
a better actress than Mary Pickford, or
if Agues Ayres is as beautiful as Pola
Xegri. There is never any charge for information given by The Oracle, and ques-

We

We

_

tions are answered in the order of their
arrival, so extra money or stamps seni
for "special attention" will be returned
and the letter answered in its turn. Those
who wish personal replies, should inclose

Rid Yourself
of Flabby Fat

a self-addressed, stamped envelope.

Rudyne.

— To

settle the palpitating

QUICK SURE RESULTS OR
COSTS YOU NOTHING

tion quickly: Valentino does wear
off the screen.
He has even been known
You don't
to sport a pair of white ones.
know his birthday yet? Well, well, well.
It is May sixth, as almost every flapper
should be able to tell you by this time,
because it certainly has been written
Rodolph has just passed
often enough.
twenty-eight. Elaine Hammerstein is not
married yet, though there are rumors of

spats

Neither

an engagement.

Big FREE Offer
No matter how fat
you are or what
you have done in
the past to reduce
try in your own
home at our ex-

pense TEEKA Y.the
French
marvelous
mineral salts. Takes
four
one to
off
every
at
pounds
bath in many cases.

Glenn Hunter,

is

who hasn't suffered any rumors that I
know of. Cullen Landis is twenty-seven.

—

No

I

in the title role of

the

"Merton of

the

af-

TEEKA Y

from
ands

are

The

results

amazing that thou-

so

cf folks are using this simple, easy

way

that takes off unsightly flabby fat so quickly
and so pleasantly while you bathe. Regularly
sold at $1.00 per package but to introduce in
your city and prove amazing results we make
special offer for limited time of 93c per

Mov-

New York company

of which is
Tom is not
still headed by Glenn Hunter.
a First National star in fact, he is not
under contract to any movie company at
Marshall Neilan, King Vidor,
present.
and R. A. Walsh no longer send their
productions through First National because they are under contract to the Goldwyn company. Contracts run out, you
know, and some times, by mutual agreement, they are dissolved. The whole situation of producer-owned theaters and the
showing of only certain films was explained by Agnes Smith in the July, 1923,
If you missed
issue of Picture-Play.
this article, you can get the magazine
by sending twenty cents in stamps to the
Circulation Department, Street & Smith
"Orphans
Corporation, New York City.
of the Storm" was released in April,
ies,"

weakening

j

ter-effects but gives
delightful feeling of invigoration.

can truthfully tell you,
Joseph, that I did not once "suppress a
yawn" while reading your letter, which I
am sure will relieve you immensely. Tom
Douglas is at present in London appearing

Joseph H. B.

—

Dieting No Exercising
No Internal Drugs

No
ques-

package or if you order two packages for
$1.85 we will send you an extra full sized
FREE (enough
$1.00 package
just pay
for 9 baths). Don't send a cent
postman when package is delivered (plus
deposited
simply
Your money is
postage).
with us while you test TEEKA Y and unless

—

ABOLUTELY

—

results are positively satisfactory to you
will send it promptly back. So it costs
you nothing to see how quickly
takes off fat.
Could any fairer offer be

we

TEEKAY

made?
Dept.

Compagnie Tay, 461 Eighth Avenue,
New York City.

6.

CASH or, CREDIT

l

GUARANTEED
Send

for Catalog. Everything fully
explained. Over 2,000 illustrations of

Diamonds, Watches, Pearls, Gold JewMesh Bags, etc.

elry, Silverware,

1922.

—

Wynette. It does seem that after all
the nice appreciative letters you've written him Antonio Moreno might send you
one little reply.
Certainly, a one-sided
correspondence is not very thrilling, but
perhaps you will be surprised one day by
a personal note from Tony. So don't lose

my

"Sylvia" Dion
Ring. Blue white,
perlect cut Diamond. Ring is 18-K
Solid White Gold,
SIOO. Others at
S73, $125, SI50.

S20G, and

up.

dear.

100 to 108 N. State SI., Chicago,
Stores

how you

.

shadow

self,

unless

you

happened

to

know some one who knew some one who
knew the handsome Ramon. The .role of

Ann Parsons in "The Cradle Buswas played by Lois Blaine, a new-

Polly
ter"

comer.
Stars usually autograph their
photos before sending them to fans, and
sometimes they autograph them to particular fans, which is always much nicer, of

WRITE JOKES
Week
Earn from $50
writing jokes,

;

;

Sam Marcum,

a

Kentucky

feudist, J. F.
Jarvis, Frances

MacDonald; Aunt Mary
Raymond; Maurice, Snitz
Don't mention it, Henriette.
lighted to help you.

Edwards.
I

am

de-

to $150 Per
epigrams and humorous

stories for publications. Tremendous
demand for material. Our short course

Humor Writing teaches you to write
humorous material that sells. Learn in
your spare time— earn in your spare timeComplete marketing plan and markets
in

furnished.

Write for full particulars

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF HUMOR
Office B,

414 Park Bldg., Cleveland. Ohio

WRITE FOR THE MOVIES
.

—

III.

Leading Cities

Large shirt manufacturer wants agents
to sell complete line of shirts, pajamas,
and nightshirts direct to wearer, Adl vertised brand—exclusive patterns—easy
/to sell. No experience or capital required. Entirely new proposition,
Wrtte for free samples.
MadOflora Shirt Co., S03 Broadway, N.Y.C

course.

Henriette. Here is the cast for "The
Ghost Breaker:" Warren Jarvis, a ghost
breaker, Wallace Reid; Maria iheresa, a
Spanish heiress, Lila Lee Rusty Snow,
a colored servant, Walter Hiers
Duke
d'Alva, leader of ghosts, Arthur Carewe

In

i

—

I'm sorry, but I don't know
could meet Ramon Novarro. Introducing fans to movie stars is not one
of my accomplishments, so I'm afraid
you'll have to be satisfied with Ramon's

Chiquita.

.

LIBERTY BONOS ACCEPTED
The Old Reliable Credit Jewelers
DEPT. C-927

A

fan should never lose
Tony was born in Madrid, Spain.
Jean Paige is the wife of Albert Smith,
the president of Vitagraph.
She has
made only a couple of pictures since her
marriage, and those were for Vitagraph.
I should like to hear from you again,
Wynette. I enjoyed your letter.
heart,
heart.

Wrist Watch. 18-K Solid White Gold. 17 Jewels,
guaranteed, $37.50: 15 Jewe's, 14-K, 532.
Terms, SI .00 a week.

A
Try

TUFN^ YOUR TALENT INTO MONEY
Stories Wanted by Producers

valuable

money making

field

Mail us an idea, in any form, at once

it!

for free examination and criticism. Y/egive
our honest services to amateurs who would
convert their thoughts into dollars. No exi

necessary.
Free booklet seni on request

Continental Photoplay Studio
Formerly Cosmopolitan

154 Nassau

St.,

New York

Suite 1112-14, Dept.

D
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Are you as dangerous as you
James Kirkwood has been mar-

T. X. T.

sound?

Reports are circubut isn't now.
though, that he is again to enter
the state of matrimony, this time with
Lila Lee.
Mr. Kirkwood was born in
Grand Rapids, Michigan, and February
ried,

lating,

twenty-second is his birthday.
He was
educated there, then went on the stage,
which he followed for eighteen years.

Shcridan-Flaza
CHICAGO
Road

Sheridan

at

ago.
Mr. Kirkwood is six_ feet
weighs one hundred and eighty
pounds, has sandy hair and blue eyes.

Why not spend yours at
new

Hotel Sheridan
Plaza?
Beaches and boulevards.
Short ride to parks and golf links.
Eighteen minutes from downtown;
elevated express and surface lines;
motor busses to and from downtown, through Lincoln Park, stop
at the door.
id

in Hollywood, where he has
played the lead in Mrs. Wallace Reid's
drug film, and is getting ready to start
on the Goldwyn contract he signed some

tall,

MOST FAVORED HOTEL

Ml

how back

months

Wilson Avenue

UPTOWN CHICAGO'S

Vacation!
the beautiful

When pictures first started to intrigue
the interest, mostly financial, of stage players about ten years ago, James Kirkwood
was one of the first recruits. He was
a member of the original Biograph company under D. W. Griffith, and alternated
between acting and directing, as several
other actors in Mr. Griffith's company did
From then until his reapat that time.
pearance in the stage plav "The Fool"
last season, he devoted himself practiHe is
cally exclusively to the screen.

D ancing

European plan. Rooms with private bath,
$3 a day and up. Reservations are advisable. Exceptional garage accommodations.

—

Compson appeared
The name of it
was "Light of Victory," and Monroe Salisbury was the star. The picture was reE. D.

once

Yes, Betty
J.
in a Universal film.

Salt Lake City, Utah, is
leased in 1920.
Betty Common's birthplace, and March
eighteenth is her birthday.

—

Pola Negri Forever. Sorry you have
had such a time trying to find out Pola
Negri's height, et cetera, but I have
printed the details of Pola's appearance in
The Oracle several times. You must have
She is five feet
missed them somehow.
five,
weighs one hundred and twenty
pounds, has gray eyes, and black hair.
Appolonia Chapulez is her real name, and
she was born in Warsaw. Poland, about
twenty-eight years ago.

Kill

The Hair Root

Hp method Is the only way to prevent the hair from growing aKafn.
Easy, painless, harmless.
No sears. Booklet free. Write today
enclosing 3 stamps. We teach Beauty Culture.
98-A Mahler Park,
Providence, R. I.
D. J. MAHLER,

Removes Stains
.

Quickly
Leaves

mjSF

Teeth White
and
Beautiful

From

V*
v\

Harmless

of course; Joseph Swickard. Julio's father,

Full Year's

Marcelo Desnovers; Alan Hale, Karl von
Hartrott; and Wallace Beery was the villainous German, Lieutenant Colonel Von

Supply with
Tweezers 50c.
I

—

VL

\

Trial Bottle 25c
Satisfied or

Money Refunded

1

The Tooth White, Evanston,

the

Tomb

111.

of

TUT-ANKH-AMEN
new

Comes the design

—

Marjolaine. So you were "all thrilled"
your answers in print? Everybody is, it seems, esnecially the first time.
But I suppose you'll be quite blase about
Tn "The Four Horseit
after a while.
men," Alice Terry played the role of
Marguerite Lauricr; Valentino was Julio,
at seeing

for this delightful

lamp, Egyptian in style and finished in a
beautiful combination of gold, gray, red
and Luxor Blue. Just the thing for your
vanity, niano, buffet or dining table. Will
add distinction to your home. Takes candelabra bulb as shown, or candle, so order
whether you have electricity or not. Lamp
is six inches across and six inches high.
Safe delivery guaranteed.

Richfhoffeu.

— Of

course those were real
Indians and genuine buffalo that were
used in "The Covered Wagon." Most of
the Indians were taken from reservations

Hflene D.

and were made up of representatives from
several

different

tribes.

The

numbering one hundred and

buffalo,

fifty,

com-

prise the last herd in existence of this
Soecies which once roamed the Western
The herd
plains in such great numbers.
now exists on Antelope Island, sometimes
called Buffalo Island, in the center of the
Great Salt Lake. Utah. Several years ago
a group of people interested in preserving
as many as possible of the buffalo, herded
them un and transported them to this island. Here they are left to lead a free,
wild life.
These are the first pictures
that have been taken of them in over five
years and thev are decreasing so rapidly
th?t it is possible they may be the last ever
taken.

who never

producers

fair country just how a story
The first
of Alaska should be filmed.
production should be interesting, at least.
Sorry I can't give you the title, but they
haven't announced it yet.

their

—

E. W.
You have the wrong philosophy
altogether, E. W.
You should never assume that no one is interested in you, beDo
cause they won't be if you do.
straighten up and cultivate a little selfesteem. David Powell was born in 1884.
He is not married so far as I know,
which should please you, since you don't
His eyes are brown,
like them if they are.
of course how could you possibly look
at David without discovering that his eyes

—

were brown

?

— So

you are more interested in
That is
the directors than in the stars?
rather a heretical statement for a fan, but
Many directors are
I can understand it.
extremely interesting, most of them have
had varied and fascinating experiences,
and there is hardly one without some trace
Two of your favorites,
of distinction.

Henry.

Fred Niblo and James Cruze, have recently been written about in PicturePlay, in the April, 1923, and July. 1923.
If you wish to get
issues respectively.
send twenty cents in
these numbers,
stamps for each issue to the Circulation
Department, Street & Smith Corporation,
79 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
_

Green Eyes.

—You

like

the

men

stars,

There's not a single feminine name
Mahlon Hamilin vour four-page note.
ton is the actor that played opposite LauHe
rette Taylor in "Peg o' My Heart."
But to console you— Eugene
is married.
I see.

O'Brien

is

not.

Mahlon

is

six

tall

feet

and so is Eugene. Jack Holt is married,
and has two children. Jack is six feet,
Cullen Landis five feet five, and Antonio

Lew Cody is
feet eight.
Cullen
from Dorothy Dalton
Landis is happily married and has three
children; and Antonio Moreno recently
Moreno

five

divorced

;

a

soci-

way

write

married Daisy Canfield Danziger,

woman.

ety

Bob— Well,

I

should say you

can't see why any one
should hesitate one instant about sending
That's the
questions to this department.
only reason for its existence, you know
to

The

Oracle.

I

all fans were timid and wondering
about writing, it wouldn't take long for
The Oracle to die one of those sad, and

—if

Wallace Reid's
for me painful, deaths.
eyes were blue and his hair light brown.
"Thirty Days" was the last picture that
Wally made, and that was released some
Perhaps at some future time
time ago.
some of his films will be reissued, but
I have not heard anything about this yet.
Bebe Daniels, Lila Lee, Gaston Glass, Ra-

mon

Novarro,

and

George Stewart

all

"single," but Leatrice Joy is marto John Gilbert, Richard Barthelto Mary Hay, Malcolm MacGregor

answer
ried

mess

and Viola Dana is a
Valentino was married first to
jean Acker, but is now, after great legal
fuss involving bigamy charges, the lawful

to a nonprofessional,

widow.

make

husband of Winifred Hudnut, or Natacha
Rambova, as she is known professionally.
Monte Carlo— Maude George was the
white-wigged adventuress in "Foolish
Wives," as well as the siren in "The DevMiss George is not a
Pass Key."
il's
European— she was born in Riverside,
California, in 1890, and upon completing
her education in Los Angeles, went on
the stase there in stock. Miss George is
very human and harmless off the screen,
and has a perfectly nice husband, for
whom she keeps house in a charming Eng-

and

lish cottage in

—

E. D. Yes, it is true that Alaska now
has a movie company of its own. Tt is
backed by the Alaska Chambers of Commerce, newspapers, industrial concerns,

They will
citizens, and so on.
the first picture ever staged there,
probably are all set to show those

leading
Unique Mfg. Co., 210 Miller Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

movie

irreverent

saw

California.

Advertising Section
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K. A. K.— Motion-picture players are
usually called by their screen names in
For
private life, even by their friends.
instance, Norma Talmadge is usually addressed by her own name, and not as Mrs.
Joseph Schenck. This practice is pretty
general among all professional persons,
for besides preserving the individuality of
Imagthe artist, it saves complications.
ine, for one thing, the troubles it averts
for those who change their husbands
often.
Jun'e Caprice is not making pictures now, but is devoting all her time
to mothering her small daughter.
.

—

Johnnie Walker Fan. Your favorite
a role in the Goldwyn production
"Red Lights," which probably will be re-

has

leased shortly, and also plays a leading
part in "Children of the Dust," a Frank
Borzage picture. Marie Prevost has the
feminine lead in "Red Lights," and Pauline
Garon plays opposite Johnnie in
"Children of the Dust."

—

The third time wins
why you didn't have vour

Carlos M,
reason

The

!

other
two letters answered personally, I suppose, was because you asked questions
that had already been answered that

month. Space is precious, you know, and
I have to get as many answers of general
interest as I can into each issue.
Nazimova was born May 22, 1879. She is
not going to make "The World's Illusion," after all, as she sold the rights
to that to Metro, and Rex Ingram probably will make it soon.
Mae Busch was
_

born
Bara

in

Melbourne,

in

Cincinnati,

Swanson

in

Chicago,

Australia,

and

Ohio,

tflgnesflyres
and Other Film Stars
Reveal Secret ofAlluring Eyes

Theda
Gloria

Illinois.

—

D. G. L. Maurice Flynn will be featured
in
the
Paramount production,
"Salomy Jane," with Jacqueline Logan.
Maurice is married, but is being divorced.
His address is in this issue, at the 'end
of The Oracle, where addresses of players are always given every month.

Virginia

S.

— The

Lee

children

Liquid Gives Instant Beauty
to Brows and Lashes!

A

GNES AYRES

is enthusiastic about the new discovery that makes lashes inShe says, "I use it" and recommend it to
stantly appear long and sweeping.
others.
It makes the eyes seem larger and more fascinating."

are

lamed Jane and Katherine.

Katherine is
a couple of years older than Jane and
has dark hair. Jane is blond. You must
mean Holmes Herbert in "A Woman's
oman."

W

Frank M. — Send your

New Magic

"What
the Fans Think," Picture-Play Magazine, 70 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
don't know why they should be puzzled, but so many other fans too ask to
rcnow how they should address a letter to
'What the Fans Think." Do it in just
that way there is no special person to be

Countless other stars use Liquid Lashbrow, the amazing new discovery, to make
Betty Blvthe,
their eyes alluring both before the camera and for social occasions.
Ruth Roland, Alma Rubens and many others recommend it as do thousands of women
society, business, school.
in every walk of life
It is a -fragrant liquid easily applied
with a dainty little brush. It dries instantly, remains all day, and does not run, rub

—

off or smear.

letter to

Lashbrow is not an ordinary cosmetic. The natural oil it contains nourishes
the brows and lashes and keeps them from becoming brittle and breaking oft. It is
absolutely harmless and does not give a made-up or beaded effect.
There is nothing else just like it. Always be sure you are using the original genuine Lashbrow.

USHBROW

—

addressed.

—

Yes, Sigrid Holmquist is back
country again. She evidently likes
picture work in America better than in
her native Sweden. This "Swedish Mary
Pickford" has a role in "The Gentleman
E.

D.

in this

.of Leisure," in

which Jack Holt

is

Remember

Name

For generous trial package of Liquid Lashbrow and
dainty brush with which to apply it, write Lashbrow
Laboratories, Dept. 228, 37 West 20th Street, New York
City, enclosing 10c. to cover mailing expense.
Full-size
package, satisfaction guaranteed, at all good toilet-goods
counters.

starred.

—

An Adorer of Ramon. Those are
But I suppose,
strong words, my dear.
judging from your letter, that even
stronger ones would not properly express your enthusiasm for Ramon. There
is a story about him in this issue which
Ramon was
will please you, I'm sure.
born in Buango, Mexico, February 6,
He is not married. Before "The
1899.
Prisoner of Zenda" Ramon played an
important role in "The Rubaiyat of Omar
Khyyam," the Ferdinand Pinney Earle
production which was completed a long
while ago, but has not been released yet
on account of legal difficulties.

the

LASHBROW LABORATORIES,
37
T

accept

special
instant

brush
is

West 20th

to

taken

Dept.

228.

New York City.
cfTer.
You may serjd me your

Street,

ycur generous

free
package of Liquid Lashbrow which gives
loveliness to th? brows and lashes and also th *
with which to apply it.
I enclose only 10c. which
cover cost of handling and mailing.
I
have not
advantage of this free offer before.

LASHBROW
LIQUID

Eyelashes and Eyebrows.
Will not run, rub of! or smear.

Beautifies

ADDRESS.

!
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I'm glad you got those photos
Nigil.
of Hoot Gibson all right imagine, two
You must have written an
large ones
especially nice letter.
Leo Maloney is
starring in a series of "Range Rider" pictures for Malobee Productions, which will
be released by Pathe. Leo has been riding horses since he was eight years old,
and has been in pictures, where he started
as a cowboy extra, for fourteen years.
Leo was born in San Jose, California, in
1888.
He is five feet eleven, and weighs

get the material, assemble it, and then
sell the completed product to one of the
large film concerns for distribution. "Bui
Famous Players-Lasky are trying a new
method they recently sent Mr. Flaherty
to the Samoan Islands, with full technical
equipment for the developing and editing of his pictures, so that he can assemble
the film as he goes along, to do for the
South Seas native what he did for the
Eskimo in "Nanook." This project will
take about a year, and when completed,
the finished film will be controlled by Famous Players-Lasky. If successful, this
company plans a series of such expedi-

—

!

—

one hundred and seventy pounds.

—

Bertha and Isobelle. Bertha wins!
Mary Pickford's curls are real. As for

THE MOST SENSATIONAL
PEARL OFFER EVER MADE!

the best-dressed star in pictures

Genuine Alpha pearls are known all over the world for that
bean tiiu npuk'.seent shade found only in pearls of highest grade.
Alpha pearls are matched and graduated by experts, strung: on
hiphest jrrade silk floss and fitted with solid gold spring ring

DAYS' FREE TRIAL

10

money—and

we'll send

this genuine Alpha pearl necklace on 10 dava* trial. Pay your
SI .00 on delivery. Test the pearls— show them to your
friends, then if you are not convinced of their quality and low
price, semi them lei. k and we will refund your deposit. If you
keep them, pay only $1.00 a month until yon have paid $11.00.
Genuine Alpha pearls of this grade cannot be purchased in
any jewelry store for less than $25.00.

postman

Tex.

—

have

I shall

to tell

Tom Mix

NO PAPERS TO SIGN
WE

„
GUARANTEE
Alpha

pearls to be indestructible, that
We guarantee genuine
thev will not peel, crack or change their color. We guarantee
that they will give a lifetime of satisfactory service. Order today!

—

Betty. Yes, I think it would be very
nice to write and thank a star for a photograph, especially so if the star did not
charge for it. Players are never too busy
to appreciate the fact that fans are courThere are
teous enough to be grateful.
some fans, I'm afraid, who are interested only in getting as large a collection
of pictures as possible, and who wouldn't
think of spending time writing after they
got what the}' wanted they feel, I suppose, that they could be using that time
and stamp to ask for more photographs.
Hoot Gibson has light hair and blue eyes.
He weighs one hundred and sixty pounds,

and

!

Rosgren Export

Co., 88LorschBIdg„,

New York, N.Y*

your

send

Try This on Your

Hair

5

compliments

and complaints

—

personally.

Lucile A. and G. P.

—My

dears, 3-ou
should turn Rodolph's pictures to the wall
when you attempt to write a dignified letter to The Oracle about him. I realize his
disturbing influence, and forgive your incoherence.
Rodolph has no relatives in

Several
persons
have
to be his brothers or
cousins or something, but Rodolph says
that he is absolutely the only one of his
family in America, and that any one
claiming a relationship is an impostor, so
there
Valentino is still playing hookey
from the screen, but he and his wife manage to keep very busy filling dance engagement.
Perhaps they will visit your
town soon, as they have been traveling
all around the country, and are probably
as likely to visit Salt Lake City as any
other town out that way.
So wait and
hope.

and
is

sprung up claiming

Then Set your mirror prove results
Write Today for Free Tria§ Offer
Your hair need not thin

a

out, nor need you be bald, for

way hag been found to destroy the microbe that destroys the
hair. This new and different method will prevent thinning
out of the hair, dandruff, lifeless hair, baldness, gray hair,
by strengthening and prolonging life of the hair. Sena
now before it is too late for the 16-days' free trial offer.
N. Robey St., M-382, Chicago
CO.,

AYMES

3932

"WEIRD

<£f,
r

f\| YTC it

Ri.iJ
The ORIGINAL weird Mysto Talisman
spells, etc.,
rds oil evil spirits, sickness,
to wearer in love
cient belief, brings Success

Green Gold
Ilwiiew. Fames, ALL Un.lurtokwi«.
Lucky taystojtubyj
lish, snakes set with
is nnv lincer
^.Tieralil.
l

The

startling

,

ALSO

The Young

MYSTO WONDbR.

& mvstet ieus instrument, answers
questions. LOVE? Hate'.' [enemies; A
children? MonevV Life? Lnck.MJ
with tlurfir.-Pirecfinn and linos- *£,
6n pn.,klet-A DREAM HOOK \j
—ALSO Free plan to make money.
Pay on arrival ¥1."7 Plus 1'ostage.

amusing

Plarrioiro?

FRFST
«ttg„

CO.. 136 liberty St.,

Curiosity Shop.

named yourself

— You

cer-

Such a questionnaire
Gloria Swanson's baby was
born while she was Mrs. Herbert Somborn.
It is some years since she was divorced
Mae Marsh is
from Wallace Been
married to Louis Lee Arms, and their
daughter's name is Mary. "The Birth of
a Nation" was made seven years ago,. not
tainly

ALL

KYSTO

!

well.

!

PepUQ^.JUlfiu

-

.

'for 30 days trial on approval. Your
choice of 44 Styles, colors and sizes of
the famous Ranger Bicycles. Express prepaid. Low Faetory-to-Rider Prices.

eleven, so Lillian Gish

laMonttistoFay EJatfsaBSs:

Afiflthe small monthly payments.
wheels, lamps, and equipment at
sIflTCS half usual prices. Writefor remarkable factory prices and marvelous offers.

_

TS

A tycle. Company wgt «
JTOfUll DeptiClOl Chicago
e

sk

iree catalog

is not "very old,"
because she appeared in it. In fact, LilYes, Leatrice Joy
lian was born in 1896.
still
married to Jack Gilbert they
is
haven't been married very long, you know.
Lila Lee, Lois Wilson, and Pauline Garon
never have been married, bat Nita Naldi

—

has,

and

is.

Stanley
two years

wait longer when a few
cents a day places this fiery brilliant, genuine blue white, perfect
cut diamond on your finger. No
risk, no delay. Satisfaction gua
Regular S60.00 value,
anteed.
our price, $47.75.

PRICES
REDUCED
smashes

Klein
prices on great million-dollar stock of diamonds, watches

and jewelry — saves you one-third and
what you want.

trusts you for

FREE CATALOG— WRITE TODAY

II tells the whole story-heautifully illustrates sensational harrroina
and explains no, iit plan that pla.-es them within easy reach. Why
wait longer ? Write for the catalog today-sure
I l|
o f\ /*^\ 122 West Madison Street
Dept. 14£1, Chicago, III.
IN
Nearly One-fourth Century Same Location

P
KiLb.!

!

GO *L/U.

—

—

Cutie. Well, so long as I can write and
don't have to say your name I won't worry
must say,
about the pronunciation.
I
though, that I have always thought there
.

was

only

one
way to pronounce
we live and learn, as some
Thomas Meighan was born in

"Cutie," but

one

said.

1884.

James Rennie's address

in

is

this

I
Certainly, write again, Cutie.
shall be glad to hear all the news from
Mississippi.

issue.

Irene and Winnie.
actually cross-eyed.

—Yes, Ben Turpin
You

is

really couldn't

expect him to do all he does with them
without some help from nature, now could
you? Ben probably could have had his
eyes straightened long ago, but since they
are his most valuable possession just as they
are, he lets beauty go by the boards and
continues to draw greater laughs and a
much higher salary because of them. Ben
was born in 1874, in New Orleans, LouisiHe has been married for many
ana.
As Ben himself says, he is one
years.
of the few movie stars that has the same
wife he started out with.
_

—

Gloria
Maxine.
name is Gloria, too.

dolph

Swanson's
I

.

baby's

should say that Ro-

favorite
Valentino's
He's true to his

dish

was

nationality,
you know. Conrad Nagel is married to
Ruth Helms, who used to be an actress,
but retired to private life when she marThey have a baby daughter.
ried.

spaghetti.

It

get

took Martin Johnson
the

pictures

for

that

African Wild Animals" film.
He and Mrs. Johnson spent that time in
British East Afrjca, and, of course, went
through many hardships and dangers in order to photograph the animals. In order to
make "Nanook of the North," Robert J.
Flaherty lived in the arctic territory for a
vear and a half, following the daily life of
'the Eskimo and filming his dramatic experiences. Such productions as these two
films cannot, of course, be governed by
any time schedule such as exists in the
making of the general run of pictures.
For that reason thev are somewhat of a
gamble. Such expeditions usually are undertaken and financed by independent explorers, who take as long as necessary to
"Trailing

Why

S.

to

feet ten.
Tekamah, Nebraska,
birthplace, and 1892 is the 3-ear in

is five

his

which he was born.

country.

this

nor

her sister, Lillian, is not married,
is she engaged so far as I know.

Ploot Gibson that you don't like the way
they come out of fierce battles looking
spic and span, wear gloves while using
I'm not up
a gun, and forget to reload.
on the etiquette of gunmen myself, but
The addresses
you sound so convincing
you wish are in this issue, so you can

There are no string attached to tins otfei— no embarrassing
questions to answer.
TRUST YOU- Simply send us your
name and address today and the pearls come to you for ten days'
trial.

—

B. T.
Dorothy Gish is married to
J.
James Rennie, stage and screen actor, but

settled really.
And as I can't give my
personal ©pinion here you will have to
decide yourselves.

safety catches; length 24 inches.

Just send your name and address— no

tions.

and the

one with the most beautiful figure, those
are matters of opinion which never can be

I

Betty

J.

D.

— So many twists

and

curls

Do you always

write that way. or just
It's rather puzfor my special benefit?
zling when one isn't used to it, but I
gather that you want to know about
Clara Kimball Young and Carol Dempster.
Miss Young has been making pictures
regularly for Metro, the last few beins
"Enter "Madame." "Woman of Bronze."
Carol
and "Cordelia the Magnificent."

Dempster, since appearing in "Dream
Street," has played in "Sherlock Holmes,"
"One Exciting Night." and is wovkine on
"The White Rose," for D. W. Griffith.
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Advertising Section
K. J.— "Camille" was the picture
which Rodolph Valentino played with
Xazimova. He had the role of Armand.

Mary

1=3

j

Most

in

wonderful
ever made!

—

Chuckles. Rod la Rocque plays opposite Mae Murray in "The French Doll."
This production
fornia, but

upon

is
its

Addresses of Players
Asked for by readers whose letters are
answered by The Oracle this month:
James Kirkwood. Claire Windsor, Mae
Buseh. Eleanor Boardman. Eric von Stroheim,
Blanche .Sweet, Kathleen Key. Aileen Prinsle,
Conrad Na.gel. and William Haines at the
Goldwyn Studios, Culver City, California.
Leo Maloney. care of Malobee Productions,
1430 Beaehwood Drive. Hollywood. California.
Richard Barthelmess. Dorothy Mackaill. Lillian and Dorthy Gish. care of inspiration Pictures Corporation, 565 Fifth Avenue. New
York City.
Alice Calhoun, Cullen Landis. Percy Marmont. and Larry Semon at Yitasraph Studios.
Talmadge Avenue, Hollywood. California.
Dorothy Dalton. Glenn Hunter. James RenElsie Ferguson. Alice Brady. Nita Naldi.
care of Paramount Pictures Corporation. 485
Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Pola Negri. Gloria Swanson. Maurice Flynn.
Mary Astor. Thomas Meighan, Jack Holt. Sigrid Holmquist. Agnes Ayres. Lila Lee. Richard Dix. Charles de Roche. Casson Ferguson.
Theodore Kosloff. Jacqueline Logan. Walter
Hiers: Lois and Constance Wilson. Leatrice
Joy. Lewis Stone, and William Bovd at the
Lasky Studios. Yine Street, Hollywood. California.
Also Bebe Daniels and Antonio Moreno.
Alice Joyce. George Arliss. Edith Roberts,
and Alfred Lunt. care of Distinctive Productions. 366 Madison Avenue. New York City.
Tom Mix. Shirley Mason. Buck Jones,
Gladys Leslie. Ruth Dwyer. Yiolet Mersereau,
John Gilbert at the Fox Studios, Western Avenue. Hollvwood. California.
nie.

Earle Williams. Renee Adoree. Pat O'MalIey, Kenneth Harlan. Stuart Holmes. Doris
Pawn, and Gaston Glass at the Mayer Studios,
3RO0 Mission Road. Los Angeles. California.

Mary Anderson

at

Brentwood Studios, Tem-

ple Street. Los Angeles. California.
Mary Carr. Faire Binnev. and Buster Collier at the Whitman Bennett Studios, Riverdale Avenue. Yonkers, New York.
Madge Bellamy and Niles Welch at the
Zp.ce Studios. Culver City, California.
Hope Hampton. Irene Rich. Lenore Ulrie.
Monte Blue at the Warner Studios, Sunset
& Bronson. Hollywood. California.
Marguerite Courtot and Joseph Striker at
The Biograph Studios, 807 East One Hundred
and Seventy-fifth Street. New York City.

TO-DAY! No

dollar
bother!

No delay! Beau-

tiful cluster 7 fiery brilliant
blue-white
dia-

being made in Calicompletion Miss Mur-

ray will go abroad to make some scenes
for her next picture, "Mademoiselle Midnight.''
Perhaps you may see her in Boston some time, but the stars are not .eoing
in for personal appearances as much as
they used to. Mae Murray was born in
the South, in Portsmouth. Virginia, but
has been in Xew Vork since she was
fourteen, so is regarded as a typical New
Yorker.

offer
Send a

monds,
comes

platinum

at once for 30

FREE TRIAL.

set

DAYS'

Seeforsour-

Belf that it looks just like a
S7aiJ solitaire.
Try to buy
at
If
pne
satisfied,
pay only
th ] y— p ri ce $46.75.

Ainslee's

i

mon

Otherwise return and we'll
refund your dollar. Rush
yn„r dollar TO-DAY!

FREE CATALOG-of
wonderful values.
monds, watches,
values— Your

other
Dia-

Best

etc.

OWN TERMS

(v.-i

'hin

PAY-AS-

reasonl

YOU- PLEASE!

Address

Dept. 41-T.

0.3jBale&Co.:&
21-23

Maiden Lape New York
Complete and Concise

History of

World War

trie

By THOMAS

Popular Priced Edition.

R.

BEST

Paper Covers.

You need

"77?

Postpaid for 25c

this book.

STREET & SMITH CORPORATION
New York

79-89 Seventh Avenue

City

Sea Stories Magazine
agazine
Good and

Exciting

who

For those

love the sea
and its irresistible call to the
red-blooded.

Price Fifteen Cents
Ask Your Dealer

That
1

Entertains

STREET & SMITH CORPORATION
New York

79 Seventh Avenue,

"Your

City

as a
99

Screen

It contains ninety-six pages of information, by which you will be able
definitely to decide whether or not
the screen is to be your profession.
This book is only 25 cents a copy.
To procure one, address the book
department.

New York

15th of each

month

STREET & SMITH CORPORATION
79 Seventh Avenue,

Issued on the

City

Norma

Talmadge, Jack Mulhall, Conway
Wallace Beery. Constance Talmadge.
John Harron. and Betty Francisco at the
Fnited Studios. Hollywood, California.
Mary Pickford. Douglas Fairbanks. Evelvn
Brent, and Ernst Lubitsch at the Pickford•Fairbanks Studios. Hollywood, California.
Mabel Normand. Ben Turpin. Kathryn McGuire. Mildred June, and Billv Bevan'at the
Mark Sennett Studios. Edendale, California.
Alice Terry. Ramon Novarro. Barbara La
Man-. Edith Allen. Yiola Dana, Clara Kimball
Young. Rod La Rocque. and Malcolm MacGregor at tbe Metro Studios, Hollvwood. CaliTearle.

fornia.

Hoot Gibson, Gladys Walton, Priscilla
Dean. Reginald Denny. Virginia Yalli. Art
Acord. Lon Chaney. Mary Philbin, Herbert
Rawlinson.
Maude George. and Norman
Kerry at Universal Studios, Universal City,
California.

Harold Lloyd. Ruth Roland. .Tobyna RalMarie Mosquini. Snub Pollard, and Paul
Parrott at the Hal Roach Studios, Culver
ston.

California.
Ivor Novello. Mae Marsh, and Carol Dempster at the Griffith Studios. Orienta Point,

City.

Mamaroneck, New York.
Ralph Graves at the Los Angeles Athletic
Club. Los Angeles. California.
Charles Ray at the Charles Ray Studios.
Fleming Street, Los Angeles, California.

lllllllllllilllllilllllll!llllil!l!llll!!IIU

Bound volumes
now ready. Price

of

Pictcre-Play Magazine

$3.00 per volume. Address
Subscription Department. Street & Smith Corporation, 79-89 Seventh Avenue. Xew York.
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Genuine

DIAMOND

Easy for you to own

tiful

ring or pire

it

Simply send S2— we

20c

this beau-

as a present.
will

send the

rinz.

FREE don't
TRIAL
10 days and
agree
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10 DAYS*

Wear
it is

we

it

if
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paid.
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LOUISIANA LOU
iiiiiiii<»iiii!i!

In this story of the real West, the author. William

West

Winter, has given us some very remarkable characters.

The

heroine is unusual, full of pluck and determination
He had taken her
revenge herself upon a man.
father's life, and made her dependent upon strangers.
to

to De Launay, or, as he is better known,
"Louisiana Lou," is really a tragedy which afterward
proves to be a blessing.

Her marriage

"Lou"

is

in

some

respects a pathetic character

— plenty of

money, a good scrapper, living a hard life made harder
The story of his regeneration and spiritual
by drink.
awakening in the wild fastnesses of the Rockies is well
told and worth any reader's time.

Price,

$1.75 Net

CHELSEA HOUSE,
79 Seventh

Avenue
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See Zfou; Easily
You Can learn
to

Vance This

vWay
;tep illustrated in the chart
lower corner, there is no reason why you
cannot easily and quickly master all the latest
steps through Arthur Murray's method of
teaching dancing right in your own home.

in

'O matter how

N'

skeptical

r

3

may

ou

people
in
their
set
they never lack partners
and are invited
to even- social event because
dancing is
the
most popular form of

be about being able to learn to
dance by mail, this new course
will quickly prove to 3-ou that you can
easily learn without a teacher on the
ground to direct your steps and without music or partner right at home.
Even if you don't know one dance

—

—

recreation,
are

dancers

from another, these new diagrams
and simple instructions will enable you
to learn any of the newest dances in an
amazingly short time. You don't need
to leave your own room
it isn't necessary to go into a dancing class or to
pay large fees for private instruction.
AH you need to do is to follow the instructions as shown on the diagrams,
practice the steps a few times to fix
them in your memory and there is no
reason why you should not be able to
dance on any floor, to either band or
phonograph music, and to lead, follow
and balance correctly, no matter how
expert your partner may be.

Learn Any Dance
Hours

in

good

alwaj's in
But besides

demand.
good dancers always have perfect mental
and physical control,
ease
of
manner,
poise,
are
never em-

step

—

and

—

you

steps,

The

Fascinating

a Few

Simply
mail

you

can

and Arthur Murray
immediately
you the
mail
to
16-lesson
complete
dancing course. He
will also send you

FREE
plete

tango

Arthur

guarantees
or
cost

More than
ple

have

cent.

go.ooo

learned

Forward Waltz Step
1.

to

peo-

Begin with
left

2.

left foot

forward,

directly

and step

weight on

foot.

Step

diagonally

forward

to

right, placing weight on right
foot (see illustration).

Murray

teach you,
won't
lessons
to

jour
you one

FIRST PART

3.

Draw
foot,

left

foot

weight on

up to right
left.

Simply follow the'
all.
numbers in the foot-prints.
Master this part before going

That's

further.

be-

come perfect dancers by

that

plained it in
vertisement.

When

this

ad-

postman

your

the special sixteen - lesson course to
you, simply deposit only
him,
plus
with
ijji.OO
a few cents postage, in

hands

full

payment.

five
course
for
the
Practice all of
days.
the steps, learn every"
thing these sixteen les
sons can teach vou and

wonderful dancers

faction

and

through Arthur Murray's
amazing new method.
Good dancers are always the most popular

prove to vour

U INHERE

found

that
the

easiest,

and

it'll

satis-

you

have

qtnekest,
most de-

way
lightful
Then,
to dance.

to

—

cept

act quickly

if

you are

to ac-

it.

ARTHUR MURRAY
290 Broadway,

Studio 738,

New Yo^

Arthur Murray, Studio 738,
290 Broadway, New York
to dance at
,i
,
.
m
To prove »,
that I can ley m;1v send the
home in one evening,
Fas,,„, "Three
.

>,

sixtoen-lesson course
plain
lessons in
einating FREE Ts postman hands it to
'
cover, and when
plus
.00.
ffrn nim on iv SI
will

me

I

depo^

pavm ent.

g
the few cents
decide to do so I may
i
v
within five/
;
coiirse and you will refund my
return ti
Sthout question.
in fnll

•

Keep

no
there
is
reason why 90,000 more
as
cannot
learn
just
easily.
about
Tn
fact,
five
thousand people a
month
are
becoming
mail,

you must

of

was

—

This offer is made for a very limited
time and may soon be withdrawn, so

in the

"The
in
danced
Four Horsemen," all
we have exas
just

the

personal property without
further
payments
of any kind.
Every month
thousands of men and women
are quickly learning to
become fine dancers through Arthur
Murray's methods of home instruction.
There is no reason why you should
not learn just as easily and quickly.

com-

the

diagrams

Three lessons

surprise

your friends by choosing
a
partner and stepping

correct.

in and
coupon

will

won't

right
with
perfect
out
confidence that every step
you
make and every
movement is absolutely

fill

the

desire,

return

and your dollar
will
be
promptly returned to you.
But if
you decide to keep the
course as
you surely
becomes your
will
it

has diagrammed the
principal steps in the famous Tango
as danced by Rodolph Valentino in
such a simplified way that you can
quickly and easily master this fascinating Tango, after you have the
Murray foundation to your dancing.
Send for these Tango lessons today
and you will soon be able to amaze
all your friends with your ability to
perfectly dance it.

Tango

you

if

may

course

Arthur Murray

FREE:

days,

you

Three Tango Lessons

ness.

have the slightest difficulty
in doing so through this
new method. Then, the
very next time dancing
starts

five

FREE

barrassed, shy or timid.
Very often they meet
influential people in this
social way who are very
helpful to them in busi-

Whether you want to learn the Fox
Trot, One Step, Waltz, or any of the
newer

Courtesy Metro Pictures Corp.
Scene from the famous screen version of "The Four Horsemen."
showing Rodolph Valentino in one of the wonderful Tango steps.

this,
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State.

Citv
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X2 -Artistic, handengraved mounting of
platinum, 2 blue-white
diamonds in hexagon

— Hexagon-set

diamond, in hand-carved platinum mount-

XM) -Twelve

dazzling

pa^aof^d^^^nm^

8100.

ing.

I

S125.

settings.

$150.

X20— Ladies'
\ i- Out
mond set

blue-white diaTiffany style.

cher

ring,

diamond

one

Belfine

$45.

.

$25.

X21— Tiffany
X37

—Seven

fine,

style

X22— Platinum set 7diamond cluster. $65

ring: one perfectly cut
diamond. $65.

perfect-cut,

blue-white diamonds, uniform
size, color and brilliancy,
crown set, resembling a $350

in

solitaire. Hand-engraved,
white gold mounting (look- like

Exerasive scarf
white gold handengraved mounting, 1

An unsurpassed
platinum).
SWEET value at only $57.50.

perfectly cut, blue-white

diamond.

X7

— Su p e

Buy Today

i

X8 — Beautiful

— Tiffany

style

set

with

one

fine

dia-

mond.

Months to Pay

10
mount-

ing of white gold, combined with green gold;

X9

—

X24 One superior
mond in tooth setting.

$30.

o r
diamond, set Tiffany
gold
style,
solid
mounting. $85.
r

one

superior

diamond.

850,

cameo

set with

diamonds.

.

coral

two fine

$35.

Credit at Cash Prices
of these Splendid SWEET Specials sent ON
ANYAPPROVAL
at our expense.
entirely satisfied

—SeTeu

If

l

X26

after examination, pay only one-fifth of price; balance id
ten monthly payments. SWEET'S Policy: You must be
satisfied or no sale.
Every Diamond of Superior quality, blue-white, perfect

PROFIT-SHARING PLAN: We

cut.

$35

X23— Genuine
1

Diamonds

exchange at

in

full

accept

price, plus

dia$50!

blue-

white

diamonds,
white
gold mounting. $75.

hexagon

set in

SWEET

7/2% yearly

increase in value.

Catalog

Beautiful

X 10—Genuine, ha
carved cameo in ha
engravt
bezel.

Xil— The "Merry Widow," always popular, set
with 5 perfectly cut, bluewhite diamonds, in platinum. $125.

solid
50.

FREE

98 pages in colors, featuring
gifts you will be proud to give,

crowded with thousands of
wonderful bargains in Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry
— gifts for every occasion. Ten

months

to

X25
i

—Genuine cameo

brooch in hand-engraved,
$10.
solid gold bezel.

NOW

Address

for your

—

Gentle-

$35.

pay on everything.

Write
copy.

X28

men's tooth ring,
fine diamond.

one

FREE

Dept. 503-N

%

e

ds(l.w.sweet,inc
New York City
RWFl
S£S> Cai>ital$l,000.000

X36— "SWEET

X27—Twin

Belcher

two blue-white
amonds. $100.

ring;

di-

beauty and
Graduated necklace 1 t> inches long complete with
oft changeable tints.
velvet
gift
case.
handsome
grey
in
$7
olid gold clasp,
indestructible pearls of rich, iridescent
,

,

\
-Beautiful pendant: 47 genuine
hole pearls; one

blue-white dia
and baroque
OKikdrop; 15-inch
chain inr 3\.

bond

—

X38 14K. Solid W"hite Gold case with sapRectangular
crown,
15
jewel.
phire
jewel
adjusted movement.
Fancy engraved Dial.
Special Price
$32.50

£39— 1SK.
'

sttd.

Solid White
Special Price

Gold,

17

jewel ad$42.00

secluded.

{

X33

—Gentlemen's massive, seven-

diamond platinum

set cluster ring. $60.
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